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PREFACE
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and
THE
Voyages and Discoveries

very interesting nature of the important First, SrcoND, and Third
of tiie late Capt. COOK, are acknowledged by all ranks of peoimpertinent here to attempt any encomiums on the arduous
deemed
be
might
it
ple; consequently
Jjut exact researches of this eminent and valuable Navigator, in which discoveries have been made
fiir greater than those of all the other Navigators in the World, from the expedition of Columbus to
Capt. Cook is unquestionably allowed to have been the ablest and most renowned
the present time.
and every enlightened nation must
Circumnavigator this or any other country has produced
the
Island of Owhyhee, on the 14th, of
by
the
Savages
of
killed
unfortunately
deplore his being
February, 1779, when prosecuting his Last Voyage round the Globe.
This great man possessed, in an eminent degree, all the qualifications requisite for his profession
and great undertakings. He was cool and deliberate in judging; sagacious in determining active
in executing; steady and persevering in enterprizes, vigilant, with unremitting caution; unsubdued by labour, diliiculties and disappointments; fertile in expeditions never wanting presence o<f
mind always possessing himself of the full use of a soimd understanding mild, just, but exact in
His knowledge, his experience, and his sagacity, rendered him so entirely master of hi«
discipline.
subject, that the greatest obstacles were surmounted, and the most dangerous navigations became
He explored the Southern Hemisphere, &c. to a much
easv, and almost safe, under his direction.
reached,
and with fewer accidents than frequently befal those
been
ever
had
than
higher latitude
Britain.
By
his attention to the welfare of his ship's company,
Great
coasts
of
the
navigate
who
he discovered and introduced a system for the preservation of the health of seamen in lon^ voyages^
which has proved wonderfully efficacious for in his Second Voy'age round the World, which
continued upwards of three years, he lost only one man by distemper, of one hundred and eighteen
persons, of whom his company consisted.
The death of this valuable man was a loss to mankind in general and particularly to be deplored
bv every nation that respects useful accomplishments, and honours science. It is still more to be
deplored by this country, which may justly boast of having produced a man hitherto unequalled for
and that sorrow is fartiier aggravated by the reflection, that this »Duntry was denautical talents
prived of this ornament by the enmity of a people, from whom, indeed, it might have been dreaded,
but from whom it was not deserved for, Capt. Cook frequently interposed, at the hazard of his
Lefe
life, to protect these very people from the sudden resentment of his own injured •^liip's crew.
us contemplate, admire, revere, and emulate, this great Navigator; whose skill and labours have
and have disclosed the long conenlarged natural philosophy have extended nautical science
cealed and admirable arrangements of the Almighty in the formation of this Globe, and at the same
time the arrogance of mortals, in presuming to account, by their speculations, for the laws by which
It is now discovered, beyond aii doubt, that the same great Being who
he was pleased to cieate it.
created the universe by his fiat, by the same ordained our earth to keep a just poise, without a corresponding Southern Continent. The arduous and accurate researches of Capt. Cook have discovered Seas unnavigated and unknown before. They have made us acquainted with Islands, people*
btid productions, of which he had no conception
and the namo of Capt. Cook will be revered,
great utility

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

PREFACE,
while there remains an authentic account of his three respective Voyages, and as long as Mtrin r»
and Geographers shall trace the various courses and discoveries he has made.
Among other advantages which must result from the undertakings of this unparalielled Commander, it is probable that these Voyages may be the means of spreading, in time, the blessings of
civilization amongst the numerous tribes of the South Pacific Ocean, of abolishing their horrid
repasts, and their equally horrid rites; and of laying ei foundation for future and more effectual
Other
plans, to prepare them for holding an honourable station amongst the nations of the earth.
Nations have no
discoveries of new countries have, in geueral, been with wars, or rather massacres.
sooner been found out, than they have been extirpated and the horrid cruelties of the conquerors
of Mexico and Peru, can never be remembered without blushing for religion and human nature.
But when the recesses of the Globe are investigated, not to enlarge private dominion, but to promote general knowledge; when we visit new tribes of our fellow-creatures as friends, and wish only
to learn that they exist, in order to bring them within the pale of the offices of humanity, and to
relieve the wants of their imperfect state of society, by communicating to them our superior attainments. Voyages of such discovery, planned with such benevolent views by Gkorge the Third,
and executed by Capt. Cook, have not, we trust, totally failed in this respect. The natives of the
South Pacific Ocean comparing themselves with their visitors, cannot but be struck with the
ckepest conviction of their own inferiority, and be impelled by the strongest motives to strive to
emerge from it, and rise nearer to a level with those Britons, who deigned to look upon them, and left
The very introduction of our
behind so many specimens of their generous and humane attention.
fresh
vegetables,
adding
means
subsistence,
by
of
will have added to their comand
animals
useful
forts and enjoyments of life.
;

FIRST

VOYAGE

ROUND THE

WORLD,
IN

Ills

MAJESTY'S SHIP, THE ENDEAVOUR.

Plymouth ; Her passage to the Island oj Madeira ; A
and Trade ; A parttcidar account of Fnnchiale, the
capital of Madeira; The passage from Madeira to Rio de Janeiro; An account of this
Capital of the Portuguese dominions in South America, and of the circumjacent country ;
Incidents that happened ichile the Endeavour laid in the harbour of liio de Janeiro.

77<c Departure of the Endeavour from
'Icscriptinn of its natural curiosities

THE

Endeavour, a bark of tliree hun- opal. At the distance of al)out ten league^
dred and twenty tons vvhieli had been from Cape Fini.sterre, we caught among the
onginally built lor the coal trade, >vas aj)- rigging of the ship, several bird not descrillv
pomted to the service of Capt. Cook's first ('al)y Linnaeus. On the 12th we discovered
vo}a£?e round tlie world, having' on board Puerto Santo, and Madeira and, on the folten carriage, and twelve swivel guns. On low ing day, moored with the stream anchor
August '2i[^th 17(JH, we therefore got under in the road of Funchiale. In heaving up
the anchor, Mr. Weir, the master's mate,
sail, and took our departure from Plymouth.
On the 31st, we saw severaj of those birds, was unfortunately carried overboard and
called by seamen Mother Carey's Chickens, drowned.
and which they think pro^iosticate a storm.
Upon approaching the island of Madeira
On the 2nd of September we saw land be- fiom the sea, it appears exceedingly beautitween Cape Finisterre, and Cape Ortegal, ful, the sides of the hills being covered with
on the coast of Gallicia in Spain. In this jdantations of vines, which are green when
course some marine animals were discover- all kinds of herbage, except here and there,
One are burnt up, which was the case at this time.
ed, hitherto unnoticed by naturalists.
On the 13th in the forenoon, the boat came
of these, described as a new species, is of an
angular form, near three inches in length, from the officers of health, no one being sufand one thick. It has a hollow passage fered to land from on board a ship without
quite through it, and a brown spot at one their pennission. When this was granted,
end. Four of these animals appeared to ad- we landed at Funchiale, the chief tow n in the
here together by their sides but when put island, and proceeded directly to tlie house of
into water, they separated, and swam about, Mr. Cheap, a consideiable merchant, and, at
shining with a brightness restmbiing the that time, the English consul t/iere, who levivid colour of a gem.
We also discovered ceived us with a brotherly kindness, and
another animal, exceeding in variety and treated us with a princely liberality.
brightness any thing we had seen even in continued on the island only five days, durcolour and splendour equal to those of an ing which time the season was the worst m.
;

;

We

;

No.

1.

B

;

VOYAGE TO THE SOUTH
the year for searcinng after natural curiosihowever, the two g^entleineu, Dr.
Solander and Mr. Banks, pushed their excui'sions about three miles from the town,
and collected a few plants in flower, by the
oblig-inu" attention of Dr. Heberden, the chief
physician of the island, and brother to Dr.
Heberden of London. Mr. Banks inquired
after, and found the tree called Laura Indicus, the wood of which he supposes to be
what is called the Madeira mahogany, as
there is no real mahogany upon the island.
The inhabitants of Madeira have no other
article of trade than wine, which is made by
pressing the juice out in a square wooden
The size of this is proportioned to
vessel.
the quantity of wine and the servants having taken off their stockings and jackets,
get into it, and with their elbows and feet
press out as much of the juice as they can.
In like manner the stalks, being tied together, are pressed under a square piece of
wood, by a lever with a stone fastened to the
end of it.
During our stay upon this island we saw
no wheel-carriages of any sort, nor have the
people any thing that resembles them, except a hollow board, or sledge, upon which
those wine vessels are drawn that are toobig
ties^

;

to be carried by hand. They have also horses and mules, very proper for their roads, but
their wine is, notwithstanding, brought to

town from the vine-yards where it is made,
in vessels of goat-skins, which are carried by
men on their heads.
Nature has been very liberal in her ^fts to
Madeira. The inhabitants are not without
ingenuity, but they want industry. The soil
is so very rich, and there is such a variety in
the climate, that there is scarcely any article
either of the necessaries or luxuries of life,
which cannot probably be cultivated here.
On the hills walnuts, chesnuts, and apples
Pine-aj)flourish, almost without culture.

SEAS,

Captain took some of the former on board
for his

own

use.

Funchiale (which took its name from
Foncho, signifying fennel in the Portuguese
language) is situate at the bottom of a bay,
and though it is extensive in proportion to
the rest of the island, it is but poorly built,
and the streets are narrow and badly paved.
The churches are full of ornaments, with
pictures and images of saints the first are,
for the most part, wretchedly executed, and
;

the latter are dressed in laced clothes. The
taste of the convents, especially of the Franciscans, is better
neatness and simplicity
being united in most of the designs of the
latter.
The infirmary also is a piece of good
architecture, and one of the most considerable in this place. Li this convent is a small
chapel, the whole lining of which, both sides
and ceiling is composed of human sculls and
thigh bones the thigh bones are laid across,
each other, and ascufl is placed in each of the
four angles. When we visited the good fathers, just before supper-time, they received
us witli great civility. "
will not ask you,"
said they, "to supper with us, because we
are not prepared, but if you will come to;

;

We

morrow, though it is a fast-day, we will have
a turkey roasted for you." This polite invitation it was not in our power to accept.
There are many high hills in this island
Pico Ruivo in particular is near 5100 feet
high. To a certain height these hills are
covered with vines, above which are numbers of chesnuts and pine-trees and above
these again whole forests of various sorts of
trees.
The Mirmu-lano and Paobranco
which are found among them, are unknown
in Europe. The latter of these is very beautiful, and would be a great ornament to our
;

gardens.

The number of

inhabitants in

Madeira are computed to amount to about
eighty thousand and the customhouse duties produce to the king of Portugal a reve^
ples, mangoes, guanas, and bananas, grow uue of 20,0001 a year, clear of allexpences.
almost spontaneously in the town. They But the balance of trade is against the peohave com which is large grained and fine, ple for all their money going to Lisbon,
and it might be produced in plenty but for the currency of the island is in Spanish.
want of being attended to, al they consume This coin consisteth of pistereens, worth
Beef, mut- about a .shilling bitts about sixpence, and
is imported from other countries.
and the iialf bitts worth about three -pence.
are
remarkably
good,
pork,
and
ton,
;

;

;

I

;

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
Uiey threw out a casting net, in order to try
l.Otli of September the Endeavour
by exi)eriment whether they were right in
21st
we
the
and
on
Madeira,
from
sailed
saw the islands called tlie Salvages, nortli- their conjectures. A species of the Medusa
ward of the Canaries. The principal of was taken, which bore .some resemblance to
these was a})Out five leagues to the south metalline substance greatly heated, and
half west. On the *i3rd the i)eak of Tene- emitted a whitish light they caught also
aniIts some crabs which glittered very much
ritJe bore west by south half south.
appeai-ance at sun-set was very strikino: foi mals which had not before been taken nowl»en most pai-t of tlie island appeared of a tice of by the curious researches into the
dee]) black, the mountain still re Mected rays, seciets of nature.
As provisions by this time began to grow
and ulowed with a warmth of colour which
.short,
we resolved to put into the harbour of
is
no
There
erui)express.
can
no paintinution of visihle fire, but a heat issues from the Rio de Janeiro and on the 8th of November
rhinks near the top, too stront? to be borne we saw the coast of Brazil. Upon speaking
by the hand when held near them. The with the crew of a Portuguese fishing boat,
heiprht of tlii^ mountain is 15.'J06 feet which we were informed by them, that the land
is but one hundred and forty cij^ht yards less we saw was to the south of Santo I<lspirito.
Mr. Banks, having bought of these people
than three mile.s.
On the ;30th we saw Bona Vista, one of some fish, was suri)ristd, that they required
the Cape de Verd Islands, in latitude 16 dear, Engli.sh .shillings he gave them two which
north, and loniritude 21 dei?. 51 min. west. he hai)pened to have about him for he
In our course to Tenerifie, we observed num- iniJigined Spanish silver to have been the
bers of tlying- fish, which appeared very only currency, and it was not without some
beautiful, their sides resembling buinished dispute that they took the rest of the money

On

the

;

;

;

;

:

;

silver.

On

the 7th of October Mr. Banks went
©ut in a boat, snd cauLrht what our sailors
call a Portuo-uese man of war toj^ether with
several shell fishes, or testaceous animals,
which are always found tloating" upon the
water and on the 25th this gentleman shot
a black-toed gnll, not described by Linnseus,
had
and whose dun«f h of a red colour.
now variable wmds, with some showers of
rain, and the air was so damp as to damage
our ntensils considerably.
On the 25th we crossed the line with the
rsual ceremonies and on the 28th when tlie
ship was in the latitude of Ferdinand Noronha longitude 32 deg. 5 min. west, we began to look out for the island, and for the
shoals which are laid down as \y\ng between
it and the main
but neither the island nor
f:hoals could be discovered.
On the 29th
we perceived that luminous appearance of
the sea mentioned by navigators, which
emitted rays like those of lightning'. As Mr.
Banks and Dr. Sol ander were not thoroughly
satisfied with any of the causes hitherto as.Mgned for this phsenomenon, and supposing
it was occasioned by some luminous animals,
;

;

We

;

;

in pislereens.
The fresh fish which was
bought for about nineteen shillings, seized
the whole ship's company.
.stood off

We

and on along

.shore till

the

12th, having in

view successively Cape Thomas^ and an
island just without Cape Frio, and then
made sail for Rio de Janeiro on the 13th in
the moniing, Capt. Cook sent his first lieutenant in tlie pinnace before to the cit^ to
inform the governor, that we had put into
that port in order to procure refieshments,
and a pilot to bring us into proper anchoringground. The pinnace returned, but the lieutenant had been detained by the viceroy,,
till tlie Captain should
come on shore^
When the shin had come to an anchor, a ten.

with soldiers approached^
her, but no conversation
took place.
Afterwards another boat appeared, which had several of the viceroy's
officers on board.
Tliey inquired from
whence the Endeavour came ? what was her
cargo ? what number of men and guns she'
carried and to what port she was bound ?
which questions having been punctually and
truly answered, the PortugTiese officers apo*logized for having detained the lieutenanli*
oared boat

tilled

and rowed round

;

;

;;
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Slid pleaded the custom of the place in excuse for their behaviour.
On the 14th Capt. Cook went on shore,
and obtained leave to furnish the ship with
provisions but this permission was clog-ged
;

SEAS,

the tide, till they were out of hearing. They
afterwards landed on an unfrequented part
of the country, and were treated by the inhabitants with great civility.
Capt. Cook, uneasy under these restrictions of the viceroy, remonstrated with him,
but the latter would return no other answer^
than that the king his master's ordei"s must
be obeyed. The Captain, thus repulsed,
and much displeased, resolved to go no more
on shore, rather than, whenever he did so,
to be treated as a prisoner in his own boat
for the officer, who was so polite as to accompany him, constantly attended him, both to

with the conditions of employing an inhabitant as a factor, and of sending a soldier in
the Endeavour's boat every tune she came
from shore to the vessel. To these uncivil
terms the Captain made many objections;
but the viceroy was determined to insist on
them neither would he permit Mr. Banks
ami Dr. Solander to remain on shore, nor suffer the former to go up the countiy to colCapt. Cook conceiving from and from the shore. Two memorials were
lect plants.
these and other marks of jealousy, that the now drawn up, and presented to the viceroy,
viceroy thought they were come to trade, one written by the Captain, and the other
used all his endeavours to convince him of by Mr. Banks but the answers returnt!ie contiary
and acquainted him, that they ed were by no means satisfactory. Several
were bound to the South Seas, to observe papers passed between them and the vicethe transit of Venus over the disk of the sun, roy to no good purpose, the prohibition still
an ol)ject of great consequence to the im- remaining as before from whence the Cai>provement of navigation but the viceroy tainthoughtit necessary, in order to vindicate
by his answer, seemed to be entirely igno- his own compliance, to urge the viceroy to
An officer was an act of force in the execution of his orders.
i*ant of this phc^nomenon.
now apiroinied to attend the Captain, which For this purpose, he sent lieutenant Hicks
order he was desired to understand as an in- with a packet, giving him his order not to
however, when he admit of a guard in his boat. As this gentended compliment
would have declined such a ceremony, the tleman was resolved to obey his Captain's
commands, the officer of the guard-boat did
viceroy very politely forced it upon him.
Jh'. Solander and Mr. Banks, were not a not oppose him by force, but acquainted the
little chagrined on healing that they would viceroy with what had happened, on which
not be permitted to reside on shore, and still the lieutenant was sent away with the packmore so, when they understood, that they et unopened. When returned, he found a
were not even allowed to quit the ship: for guard of soldiers placed in the boat, and inthe viceroy hvA ordered, that the Captain .sisted on their quitting it. Whereupon the
only, with such sailors as were required by officer seized the boat's crew, and conducted
their duty, sliould come on shore. Whether them under an escort to prison, and the lieuthis arose from his jealousy in regard to tenant was sent back to the ship guarded.
trade, or fi'om the tipprehensions he enter- When the Cajitain was informed of this
tained of the extraordmary abilities of the transaction, he wrote to the viceroy to detwo gentlemen, in search of new discoveries mand his boat and her crew, inclosing the
it is certain that they were highly disagreea- memorial which Mr. Hicks his lieutenant
ble to Mr. Banks and the Doctor, who were had brought back. These papers he sent
resolved, if possible, to evade the order. by a petty officer, to avoid continuing the
With this view they attempted to go on dispute concerning the guard, which must
have been kept up by a commissioned offi«hore, but were stopped by the guard-boat
}fei several of the crew, without the know- cer. An answer was now promised by the
edge of the centinel, let themselves down viceroy but before this could arrive, the
by a rope from the cabin window into the long-boat, which had four pipes of rum on
boat about midnight, and drove away with board, was driven to windward, (the rope
',

;

;

;

;

:

;

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
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hreiiklnjf tliat uas thrown from the ship,) to- cepted, and Capt. Cook delivered nito hi«
gether with a small skitlthat >va5 tasttiietl to hands a packet tor the >»ecretary of the AdmiImimdiate orders were priven tor ralty, containini^ copies of all the papers
the boat.
yawl, which, heini;" dispatched that had passed between him and the vicethe
uiaiiniiii;'
accordimrly with proper directions, returiutl, roy, leaving- the duf)licates with his exceland brought the neople on board the next lency. On the oth we weighed anchor, and
luornimi: tVom w hom C'apt. Cook learned, towed down the bay, but were stopped at
that the lonu* boiit liavinu tilled with water, Santa Cruz, the jwincipal fortification, the
tJiey had brought her tn a ij^rapplinir, antl order from the viceroy to let us j)ass, by an
quitted her, and tiillini; in with a reef of unaccountable negiii^ence, not having^ been
rocks on their return, they were forced to sent so that it was not till the 7th that we
cut the fastenin'j: of Mr. Ranks's little boat, •fot under sail. When we had passed the
and send her adrift. I'he Captain now dis- tort the g:uard-boat left us, and our pilot was
It was observed, during our
])atched ant)ther letter to his excellency, discharged.
wherein he infornieil him of the accident, stay in this harbour, that the air was filled
desired he would as.»»ist him with a boat to with butterflies, chiefly of one kind, and the
recover his own, and, at the same time, re- greatest part above our mast-head. Of the
newed his deman<l ot the delivery of the town and neighbouring country we shall
The viceroy ufrantcd tfive the following- description.
pinnace and her crew
Riode Janeiro was probably so called
the request, but in his answer to the Caj)festival
discovered on the
of
tain's remonstrance, sugirested some doubts because
that he entertained, whether the Kndeavour St. Januarius, from whence we may suppose
was really a kinjr's shi]>, and also accused the river Januarius took its name. an(l also
the crew of smuirs^linir. Capt. (^ook, in his the town, which is the capital of the Portureply, said, that he was willing' to shew his g-uese in America.
This town is situated
commission, adding', if any attempt should on the west side of the river, from which it
be made to carry on a contraband trade, be is extended about three quarters of a mile.
requested his excellency would order the of- The gTound whereon it stands is a level
fender to be taken into custody- Tlie dis- plain. It is defended on the north .side by
pute being' thus terminated, Mr. Ranks at- a hill, that extends from the river, having' a
tempted to elude the vigilance of the guard, small plain which contains the suburbs and
which he found means to do, antl got safe on king's dock. On the south is another hill
He took running' towards the mountains which are
sliore on the 2(Jth, in the morning.
cai'e to avoid the town, and nassed the day behind the town.
This is neither ill designin the fields, where he could best gratity Ins ed nor ill built the houses in general are of
Mr. Ranks found the country stone, and two stories hi^h every house
curiosity.
peopk inclined to treat him with civility, having-, at^er the manner ot the Portuguese,
and was invited to their habitations. Rut a small balcony before its windows, and a
lattice of wood before the balcony its cirit was afterwards heard, that search had been
making' for tliis gentleman when absent. cuit is about three miles and it appears to
He and Dr. Solander, therefore, resolved to be equal in size to the largest country town.<5
run no more risques ingoing on shore, while in England. The streets are straight, and
they remained at this i)lace.
of a convenient breadth, intersecting each
On the 1st of December, having taking other at right angles the greater part, howin water and pro\dsions, we got, with leave ever, lie in a line with the citadel, called
from the viceroy, a pilot on board, but the St. Sebastian, which stands on the top of a
wind prevented us from putting- to sea.
hill that commands the town.
The princiSpanish packet from Ruenos AjTes, bound pal street is near 100 feet in width, and exRenedict to the foot of
for Spain, arriving the next day, the Captain tends from St.
of her with great politeness ottered to take Castle-hill. The other streets are commonly
oar letters to Europe. The favour vras ac- twenty or thirty feet wide.
The house*
;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;
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'adjoining to the principal street are three stolies higli, but in other places they are very
irregular, though built after the same manner as at Lisbon. Water is conveyed to a
fountain in the great square, from an aqueduct, raised upon two stories of arches. The
water at this fountain, however^ is so bad,
that we could not drink it with pleasure.
The churches are ricjily ornamented, and
there is more religious parade in this place
than in any of the popish countries in Europe. Not a day passes without a procession of some parish, with various insignia,
splendid and costly in the highest degree,
liut the inhabitants may pay their devotions at the shrine of any saint, without waiting for a procession for a small cujjboard,
having a glass window, and in which is one
of these tutelary gods, is placed before almost
every house, and a lamp is kept constantly
burning, lest the old proverb should be ve;

SOTT'rH SEAS.

hall or guard-room, to which there is an
ascent of three or tour steps. In the guardroom are stationed the viceroy's body-guards,
who are relieved every morning between
eight and nine and adjoining to the hall
are the stables, the prison being in the back
part of the building. Within the guardroom is a flight of stairs for ascending- to the
upper story, which divides at a landing-place
;

about half way, and forms two branches,
one leading to the right and the other to the
left.
The former leads to a saloon, where
there are two officers
constant attendance the viceroy's aid-de camp at the ame
time waiting in the anti-chamber to receive
messages and deliver orders.
The left wing of the royal square is an

m

;

irregular building, which consists chiefly of
shops, occupied by trading people. In the
centre of this square is the fountain, of which
we have made mention, as being supi)lied
rified, " Out of sight, out of mind." Before with water from a spring at the distance of
these saints the people pray and sing with three miles, fi*om which it is brought by an
such vehemence, that in the night they were aqueduct. The place is continually crowded
distinctly heard by our sailors on board the with negroes of both sexes waiting to fill
their jars. At the corner of every street is
ship.
In this town are four convents, the first is an altar. The market-place extends ft'om
that of the Benedictines, situated near its the north-east end of the square along the
northern extremity the structure affords shore, and this situation is very convenient
an agreeable prospect, and contains an ele- for the fishing-boats, and those who brin^
gant chapel, ornamented with several va- vegetables from the other side of the river toluable paintings. The second is that of the market. Negroes are almost the only peoCarmelites, which forms the centre angle ple who sell the difierent commodities exof the royal square, and fronts the harbour f)osed in the market, and they employ their
»c
its church was rebuilding in a very elegant
eisure time in spinning cotton.
jnanner, with fine free stone, brought thiThe form of government is in its constituther from Lisbon; The third is that of tion mixed, but in fact very despotic the
St. Anthony, situated on the top of a hill, viceroy a«d civil magistrate of the town freon the south side of the town before this quently committing persons to prison, or
convent stands a large bason of brown gra- transporting them to Lisbon, at their own
nite, in the form of a parallelogram, which pleasure.
In order to prevent the people
is employed in washing.
The fourth is si- from making excursions into the country,
tuated at the eastern extremity of the town, in search after gold and diamonds, certain
and was formerly the Jesuits convent, but is bounds are prescribed them, sometimes at a
now converted into a military hospital.
few, and sometimes at many miles distance
In the right angle of the royal square from the town and if a man is taken upstands the viceroy's palace this, with the by the guard without the bounds, where they
mint, stables, goal, &c. compose one large constantly patrole, he is immediately sent to
building, which has two stories, and is 90 prison.
ieet from the water.
The inhabitants of Rio de Janeiro are exIn passing through
the palace, the first entrance is to a large ceeding numerous, and consist of Portuguese*
:

;

;

;

;

;
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Necrvoefs and Indian-^ »vhich last, were the
original natives of the country. The towii.shi|> otKio is but a small part of the Capiyet is said to T.utain
taiiea or provinve
a7,(HK) white peopL- and t)-29,()00 hiaeks,
;

many

whom

are free, making' toj^etlier
(M>(k(K)(), in the proportion of" 17 to I.
'I'he military is composed of twelve repriinents of regular troops, six heinj^ Portu.
jfuese, and six Creoles, and twelve ••ejrvinents
of provincial militia. The inhabitants are
servilely submissive to the regulars, and it
lias been said, that if any of them should
omit the comphment oftakini? ofi' liis hat,
w hen he meets an othcer^ he woidd be immediately knocked down. But the subordination of the officers to the virerov is
equally moitifyinji, for thev are obliped to
wait three times every day to know, or
receive his commands
the answer frequently is, " there is nothinii^ new."
In Rio do Janeiro the ii«*nti*y keep their
chaises, which are drawn by mules
the
ladies how ever use a sedan chair, boarded
before and behind, with curtains on each
side, which is carried by two negroes on a
pole connectetl witli the top of the chair by
tw o rods, cominf? from under its bottom, one
on each side, ami resting to the top. The
apothecaries* shops commonly serve the purposes of cofTee-houses, as the people meet in
them to drink capillaire, and play at backgammon. When the gentry are seen abroad,
they are well dressed, though at home but
loosely covered.
The shoj)keepers have
arenerally short hair, and wear linen jackets
with sleeves. Tlie women in general, as iii
most of the Portuguese and Spanish settlenients in South America, are more ready
to grant amorous favours than those of any
other civilized parts of the world. As soon
as the evening began, females appeared at
ot'

:

.

;

\rOHLD.

interveniiig hoc.scs. Th nee or four hundred
yards within the Jesuits coMege, .stands a
very high castle, but it is falling to decay.
The bishop's pala<'e is ab<;ut three hundred

yards behind tli<' Benedictine convent, and
contiguous to it is a inagaziiic of arms, surrounded by a liipjpart.
'I'he Ljd)al)itai\ts of Rio de Janeiro maintain a whale-tishery, which supplies Iheiu
with lamp oil. They import brandy from
the A/ores, and their slaves and East India goods from their settlements in Aiiict^
their wine from Madeira, and their Euro,
pean goo<ls from Lisbon. The current coin
is struck
is Portuguese, which
here- the
silver/ jneces are called petacks, of di^
ferent value
and the copper are five and
ten ree pieces. This place is very useful
for .shij)s that are in want of refreshment
They water, as we have before observed, at
the fountain in the great square, but the
water is not good. We landed our casks
on a smooth sandy beach, which is not
more than a hundred yards distant from
the fountain, and upon application to the
viceroy, a centinel is appointed to look
after them.
The harbour is safe and commodious, and distinguished by a reiuarkan
ble hill, in the shape of a cone, at the west
point of the buy. The entrance Ls not
wide, but it is ea-sy, from the sea-breeze
;

which prevails fron^ noon to sun-set, for
any .ship to enter before tjie wind. The
entrance of the narrow part is defended by
two fort.s. La Cruz, and Lozia; they are
about three quarters of a miJe from eaoh
other, llie bottom being rocky, renders it
dangerous to anchor there, but to avoid it,
ships must keep in the mid-channel. TJie
coast aboiuids with a variety offish, amoriff
which are dolphins and mackarel. I*io\7sions, except wheaten bread and f^our, are
the w indows on every side, who distin^ish- easily procured. Yams and cassada are in
ed such of the men as best pleased their fan- ilenty. Beef, both fresh and jerked, may
cies, by throwing down nosegays
and Dr. )e bought at two-pence flirthing a pountU
Solander and two other genilemen received 3ijt it Is very lean. The people jerk their
so many of these love tokens, that tbey 3eef, by taking out the bones, and cuttii)othrew them away by hatfuls.
it into large but
tliin slices.
They then
Without the Jesuits college on the shore, cure it with salt, and dry it in the shade.
IS a village cailed NeustraSeignoradelGloria, It eats very well, and if kept dry,
will rewhich is joined to the to^vn by a very few main good along- time at sea. Mutton is
:
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scarcely to be iprocuretl. Hogs and poultry are dear. Garden-stuff and fruit are in
abundance, but the pumpkin only can be
preserved at sea. Tobacco also is cheap,
though not good. Ruin, sugar, and molasses are all excellent, and to be had at

the soil is loose dnd sandy, but farther froi»
the river it is a fine black mould. It pro^
duces all the tropical fruits in great plenty^
and without much cultivation a circumstance exceedingly agreeable to the inhabit
tants, who are very indolent.
The mines,
w^hich lie far up in the country, are very
reasonable prices.
The climate of Rio de Janeiro is heal- rich. Their situation is carefully concealed,
thy, and fiee from most of those inconve- and no one can view them, excei)t those
niencies incident to tropical countries. Tlie concerned in working and guarding them.
air is seldom immoderately hot, as the sea About twelve months before our arrival, the
breeze is generally succeeded by a land goveniment had detected several jewellers
wind. The seasons are divided into dry in carrying on an illicit trade for diamonds,
and rainy, though their commencement of with slaves in the mines and immediately
late has been irregular and uncertain, for afterwards a law passed, making it felony to
the latter had failed for near four years work at the trade, or to have any tools fit
preceding our arrival but at this time the for it in possession, the civel officers having
rain had just began, and fell in heavy show- indiscriminately seized on all that could be
Near 40,000 negroes are annuaDy
ers during our stay formerly the streets found.
have been overflowed by the rain, and ren- imported to dig in the mines, so perniciou?i
to the human frame are those woiks.
Iij
dered impassable with canoes.
The adjacent country is mountainous, 1776, 20,000 more were draughted from th«
and chiefly covered with wood, a small part the town to supply the deficiency of the for^
of it only being cultivated. Near the town mer number.
;

;

;

;

CHAP.

II.

departure of the Endeavour from Rio de Janeiro ; Her passage to the entrance of the Streight
of Le Maire; The inhabitants of Terra del Fuego described ; Mr. JBanks and Dr. Solander
ascend a mountain in search of plants; An account of ivhat Iiappenedio themin this excursion ^
The Endeavour passes through the Streight Le Maire; An account of her passage^ and a further
descriptio7i of tite inhabitants of Terra del Fuego, and its productions ; Remarks respecting the
south east part of Terra del Fuego ^ and the Streight of Le Maire; Directions for the passage
westward round this part of America, into the South Seas ; The passage of the Endeavour from Cape
Horn to the newly discovered islands ; An account of their figure and appearance ; The
inhabitants described, with a narrative of the various incidents during the course ^ and on the
JEndeavour*s arrival among them.

The

._

ON

the 8ih of December, having procured all necessary supplies, we took
tiMX departure fi-om Rio de Janeiro and on
ihe 9tn an aniazing number of atoms were
taken out of the sea. These were of a yellowish colour, and few of them were more
than the fifth jjart of an inch long; nor
could the best mijroscope on board the En;

deavour discover whether they belonged to
the vegetable or animal creation. The sea
was tinged in such a manner with these
equivocal substances, as to exhibit broad
streaks of a similar colour, for near the space
of a mile in length, and for several hundred
yards in breadth. Whence they came, or for
what designed, neither Mr. Banks nor Vfc

:

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
On the 3rd of January we saw the appearSolamler could <letermine. IVrhaps tliev
be the s[)auu oCsome marine aniniaJ, ance oi' land, in latitude 47 deg. 17 min.
iinkiiown to either ancient or modern phi- south, and longitude Hi de*^. 2f) min. 45 secwest, which we mistook for Pepy's island.
losophers.
On tlie 11th we hooked a shark. It In af)})earance it .*?0 much resembled land,
proved to be a female. When opened we that we bore away for it and it vvas near
took six youns? ones out of it, live of which two hours and an hah before we were conwere alive, and swam briskly in a tub of vinced, that it was one of those deceptions
water, but the sixth appeared to have been which sailors call a Fog-bank. At this time
<le:id some time.
From this time we met ^)ur seamen beginning to complain of cold,
with no material occurrence till the 22nd, thev were fiunished with a pair of trousers,
when we discovered numerous birds of the and a Magellanic jacket, made of a thick
prosillaria kind, in latitude 39 dec*-. 37 min. woollen stuff c;dled Fearnought.
On the
1 1 th after having passed Faulkland's Island,
.south, and lonjfitude 4i) deg^. 16 min. west
we also discoveretl ureiit numliers of por- we saw the coast of Ten a del Fuego, at the
f)oises of a sinprular species, about lofeet in distance of about four leagues fiom the west
On tl>e 23rd to south-east by south. As we ranged along
euiith, and of an a.sh colour.
we observed an ecli[>se of the moon and the shore to the south-east, smoke vvas perabout seven oclock in the morning, a small ceived, made probably by the natives as a
white cloud appeared in the west, from signal, for it was not to be seen after we had
which a train of fire issued, extending itself pttssed by.
On the ]4tli we entered the .streight of Le
westward about two minutes after we heard
two distinct loud explosions, immediately Maire, but were afterwards driven out again
.succeeding" each other, like those of caimon, with such violence, (the tide being against
after whicli the cloud disappeared.
On the us) that the ship's bow-sprit was frequently
24th we caught a large loggerhead tortoise, under water. At lengtli however, we got
weighing" one hundred and fifty pounds. anchorage in a small cove, on the east of
AV'e likewise shot several birds, one an albe- Cape St. Vincent, the entrance to which our
tross, which measured between the tips of Captain named St. Vincent's
Bay.
The
its wings nine feet and an inch, and from its weeds which grow here upors rocky ground
beak to the tail two feet one inch and an are very remarkable, they ap{)ear above the;
half On the 30th we ran upwaids of fifty surface in eight and nine fathoms water.
leagues, through vast nimibers of land in- The leaves are four feet in length, and many
sects, some in the air, and others upon the of the stalks, though not more than an inch
water they appeared to resemble exactly and a half in circumference, above one hunthe flies that are seen in England, though dred.
they were thirty leagues from land, and
Dr. Solander and Mr. Banks went on
some of these insects are known not to quit shore, where having continued four hours,
it beyond three yards.
At this time we they returned about nine in the evening,
judged ourselves to be nearly opposite to the with upwards of an hundred different plants
bay called Sans Fond (without bottom) and flowers, of which none of the European
where it is supposed by some vvriters, that the botanists had taken any notice near this bay.
continent of America is divided by a pas- The country in general was flat, and the botsage but it was the opinion of our circum- tom, in particular, was a grassy plain. Here
navigators, that there might be a large river, was plenty of wood, water, and fowl, and
which probably had occasioned an inun- winter bark was found in great plenty. The
datioiv
On the 31st we had much thunder, trees appeared to be a species of the birch,,
lightning and rain. This day and the three but neither large nor lofty. The wood was;
following, we saw several whales likewise white, and they bore a small leaf. White
a number of birds about the size of a pigeonj and red cranberries were found in these paits*.
uith white bellies and grey beaks^
On the 18th we came to an anchor ia
iiiiulit

;

;

:

;

:

;
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twelve fatliom water, upon coral rocks, be- limbs were small. They had broad flat
fore a small cove, at the distance of about a faces, high cheeks, noses inclining to flatmile from the shore. At this time two of the ness, wide nostrils, small black eyes, large
natives came down upon the beach, as if they mouths, small, but indifferent teeth, and
expected that the strangers would land but straight black hair, falling down over their
as there was no shelter here, the ship was ears and foreheads, the latter being generally
got under sail again, and the Indians retired smeared with brown and red paints, and
disappointed. The same afternoon about like all the original natives of America, they
two o'clock, we came into the bay of Good were beardless. Their garments were the
Success, and the vessel coming* to an anchor, skins of seals and guanicoes, which they
The men
tlie Captain went on shore, accompanied by Avrapped round their shoulders.
Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander, u\ order to likewise wore on their heads a bunch of
search for a watering place, and discourse yarn, wliich fell over their foreheads, and was
with the Indians. These gentlemen had not tied behind with the sinews or tendons of
proceeded above one hundred yards before some animals. Many of both sexes were
the Captain, when two of the Indians that painted on different parts of their bodies
had seated themselves, rose up and threw with red, white, and brown colours, 4nd had
;

the small sticks which they held in
hands, as a token of ^mity. They
afterwards returned to their companions,
who had remained at some distance behind
them and made signs to their guests to
advance, whom they received in a fiiendly
In return for
though uncouth manner.

away
tlieir

their civility, some ribbands and beads were
distributed among them. Thus a sort of
mutual confidence was established, and the
rest of the English joined the party, the
Indians conversing with them in tlieir way,
Capt. Cook and
in an amicable manner.
his friends took three of them to the ship,
dressed them in jackets, and gave them
bread and other provisions, part of which
they carried on shore with them but they
refused to drink rum or brandy, making
signs that it burned their throats, as their
;

proper drink was water. One of these peoCle made several long and loud speeches,
lit no part of them was intelligible to any
of lis. Another stole the covering of a globe
which he concealed under his garment that
was made of skin. After having remained
on board about two hours, they returned on
shore, Mr. Banks accompanying them.
He
conducted them to their companions, who

also three or four perpendicular lines pricked
across their cheeks and noses. .The women
had a small string tied round each ancle, and
each wore a flap of skin fastened round
the middle. They carried their children
upon their backs, and were generally reni-

ployed in domestic labour and drudgery.
Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander, attended
by their servants, set out from the ship on
the 16th, with a design of going into the
country as far as they could that day, and

retuming in the evening. Having entered
a wood, they ascended a hill, through a
pathless wilderness till the afternoon. After
they had reached what they took for a plain,
they were greatly disappointed to find it a
swamp, covered with birch, the bushes interwoven, and so inflexible that they could
not be divided however, as they were not
above three feet high, they stepped over
them, but were up to the ancles in boogy
ground. The morning had been very fine,
but now the weather became cold and disagreeable the blasts of wind were very pierc:

;

ing,

and the snow

fell

thick

;

nevertheless

they pursued their route in ho )e of finding a
better road.
Before they hat got over the
swamp, an accident happenet that greatly
seemed no way curious to know what their disconcerted them Mr. Buchan, oiie of the
friends had seen, and the latter were as little draughtsmen, wbom Mr. Banks had taken
ilisposed to relate as the former were to in- with him, fell into a fit. .It was absolutely
quire. None of these people exceeded five necessaiy to stop and kindle a fire, and sucli
but
feet ten inches in height, but their bodies as were fatigued remained to assist him
appeared large and robust, though their Mr. BanksjDi'. Solander, and Mr. Monkhouse
:

:
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proceeded, and attained the spot lliey had
tiny tVunid a trreat variin view, uliere
ety of plants tliat trrulitied tlieir enriosity and
retmnini;- to the comrepaid their toil.
vhieli now tell in
snow
pany amidst the
Mr. Br.ciian
t'onnd
they
ahmulanee,
great
hmoh recovered. I'hey had previously sent
Mr. 3Ionkhoiise and Mr. (jireen back to
him and tho«*e that remained \\\\h him, in
order to brini»them to a hill which was conjectured to lie in a better track for nturninu: to the v.ood. and which was accordingly
fixed on as a place of rendezvous. They
resolved from this hill to [lass throui^h the
swamp, w hich this way tlid not ai)pear to be
more than half a mile in exttnt, into the
covert of the wood, in which they proposed bnildhig- a hut, and kindling a tire to
defend themselves fioui the severity of tl.e
weather. Accordingly the whole party met
at the place appointed, about eiyht in the

On

whilst it vva5 still day-lis?ht, and
j)roceeded towards the ne vt valley.
Di: Solaiider, having* often passed over
mountains in cold countries, was sensible,
that extreme cold when joined with fatii^ue,
occasions a drowsiness that is not easily resi:^ted
he therefore intreated his friends to
keep in motion, however disagreeable it
migiit be to them. His words were. Whoever sits (low n \> ill sleep, and whoever slee])s

eveninu;,

;

wake no more. Every one seemed accordingly ajined wiih resolntion but, on
a sudden, the cold became so very intense
It
as to threaten the most dieadt'ul effects.
was now very remarkable, that the Doctor
himself, ^Aho had so forcibly admonished
and alarmed his party, was the first that inIn spite of
sisted to be sufiered to repose.
the most earnest intreaties of his fiiends, he
lay dow n amidst the snow, and it was \vith
One
difiicultv that they kept him awake.
of the black servants also became weak and
faint, and was on the point of following' this

will

;

^

bad example.

31r.

Bnchan was

therefore

detached with a paiiy to make a fire at the
first commodions spot they could find.
Mr.
Banks and four more remained with the
Doctor and Richmond the black, w ho with
the utmost difficulty were persuaded to come
on and, when they had traversed the great;

^V
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of the swamp, tlicy expressed their
inability of going" any farther.
M'hen the
black was told that if he remained there he
w«>uld soon be frozen to dcalii, his reply
Mas, That he was so nnich exhausted with
fatigue, that death would be a relief to him.
Dr. Solaiuler said lie was not unwilling to
go, but that he must first take some slee]),
still i>ersisting- in acting: contrary to the opinion which he himself had delivered to the
^i'hus resolved, they both sat
conii)any.
est ])arl

down, supported by some bushes, and

in

a

Intelligence now
came from the advanced party, that a fire
was kindled about a quarter of a mile farther on the way. Mr. Banks then awakened the Doctor who had already almost
lost the use of his limbs, though it was but a
few minutes since he sat down; nevertheless,
he consented to go on, but every measure
taken to relieve the black proved inefiecHe remained motionless, and they
tual.
were obliged to lea\e him to the care of a
sailor, and tlie other black servant, who
appeared to be the least hurt by the cold,
and they were to be relieved as soon as two
others were sutficiently warmed to fill their
places.
The Doctor, with much difficulty,
was got to the fire and as to tliose who were
sent to relieve the companions of Richmond,
they retiuiied without having" been able to
A^'hat rendered the mortificafind thein.
tion still greater was, that a bottle of rum
(the whole stock of the party) could not be
found, and was judged to have been left
witli one of the three that were missing.
fall of snow continuing- for near two
hours, there now remained no hopes of
seeing the three absent persons again. At
twelve o'clock, however, a great shouting"
was heard at a distance, which gave inexpressible satisfaction to every one present.
Mr. Banks and four others went forward
and met the sailor, who had just streng-tli
short time

fell

asleep.

;

A

enough

left to

walk.

He was

immediately

sent to the fire, and they proceeded to seek
for the other two.
They found Richmond
upon his legs, but incapable oi- inoving- them;
the other black was lying senseless upon
the ground. All endedvours to bring theiu
to the fire were fruitless ; nor was it possible
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to kindle one upon tlie spot on account of the snow falling in lar^e flake?;, fVom tin*
the snow that had fallen, and was falling, so trees, gave tokens of a thaw. Hunger prethat there remained no alternative, and they vailing over every other consideration, inwere compelled to leave the two unfortunate duced our travellers to divide the small
negroes to their fate, after they had made remainder of their provisions, and to set forthem a bed of the boughs of some trees, and ward on their journey about ten in the
covered them over thick with the same. As morning. To their great astonishment and
all hands had beei^ employed in endeavour- satisfaction, in about three hours they founcl
ing to move these poor blacks to the fire, themselves on the shore, and much nearer
Olid had been exposed to the cold for near to the ship than their most sanguine expecan hour and a half in the attempt, some of tations could have suggested. When they
the same man- looked back upon their forriier route from
them began to be atliioted
ner as those whom they were to relieve. the sea, they found that instead of ascendBriscoe, another servant of Mr. Banks, in ing the hill in a direct line, they had made
At a circle almost round the country. On their
f)articular, began to lose his sensibility.
ast they reached the fire, and passed the return, these wanderers received such congratulations from those on board, as can more
night in a very disagreeable manner.
The party that set out from the ship had easily be imagined than expressed.
Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander went on
consisted of twelve two of these were already judged to be dead, it was doubtful shore again on the 20th of this month,,
whether the third would be able to return landing in the bottom of the bay, where
on board, and Mr. Buchan, a fourih, seemed tliey collected a number of shells and plants*
After having returned
to be threatened with a return of his fits. hitherto unknown.
The ship tliey reckoned to be at the distance to dinner, they went to visit an Indian town,
of a long day's journey, through an unfre- about two miles up the country, the access
quented wood, in which they might proba- to which, on account of the mud, was diffibly be bewildered till night, and, having cult. When they approached the town, two
been equipped only for a journey of a fe\y of the natives came out to meet them, who
hours, they had not a sufficiency of provi- began to shout in their usual manner. They
sions left to afford the company a single afterwards conducted Mr. Banks and the
Doctor to their town. It was situate on a
meal.
At day-break on the 17th nothing present- small hill, over-shaded with wood, and coned itself to the view all around but snow, sisted of about a dozen huts, constructed
which covered alike the trees and the ground; without art or regularity. They were comand the blasts of wind were so frequent and posed of a few poles, inclining to each other
violent, that their, journey seemed to be ren- in the shape of a sugar-loaf, which were
dered impracticable, and they had reason to covered on the weather side with grass and
dread perishing with cold and famine. How- boughs, and on the other side a space was
ever, albout six in the morning, they were left open, which served at once for a fireflattered with a dawn of hope of being de- place and a door.
They were of the same
livered, by discovering the sun througn the nature of the huts that had been seen at St.
clouds, which gradually diminished. Be- Vincent's Bay.
little grass served for bedsr
fore their setting out, messengers were dis- and chairs, and their utensils were a basket
patched to the unhappy negroes but these for the hand, a satchel to hang upon the
returned with the melancholy news of their back, and a bladder for water, out of which
death. Though the sky had flattered the they drank through a hole near the top.
hopes of the survivors, the snow continued This town was inhabited by a tribe of about
:^ling veiy fiist, a circumstance which im- fifty men, women and children. Their bows
peded their journey, but a breeze springing and arrows were constructed with neatness
up about eight o'clock, added to the influ- and ingenuity, being made of wood highly
€nce of the sun, began to clear the air, and polished, and the point, which was either

m

;

A

;
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flint, very slviUnlly fitte«l.
jhstanct's Mere ()l)serve(l ainoim tlieiii
uiiw loiiulit. as also cloth, riniis Imttoiis, ^e.
iWnii >» lu'ine it >\as eoiicludrtl that they
!«)iin times travelled to the iiorthuanl, as no
ship, for years j»;Lst, iiad toiieiieil at this part
hittei' s

;

which the Doctor and Mr. IJanks met them,
WHS not a fixed habitation, as their houses
did not seem as it" they were erected to .stand
for any lont* time, an«l they had no boats or
They did not appear
canoes amonu them
or an> i<lea.s
ofi;o\ernment.
to hav»' any form
to be the
seemed
They
subordination
of
very outcasts of men and a people that
;

passed their lives in wamierini* in a forlorn
manner over dreary wastes their dwelling
being a thatched hovel, and their clothing
:

scarcely sufHcieut to keep them from perishing with cold, even in those climates. Their

tbod was shell-fish, which on any one
Mtot must soon be exhau.sted nor had they
the rudest implement of art, not even .so
much as was necessary to dress their food,
yet amidst all thi.s, we are told, that they
api>eartoenjoy that content which is .seldom
found iu great and populous cities a species
of content, which, if they really enjoyed it,
iiuly

;

;

liave arisen from stupidity, a sati.sfaction the offspring of the greatest ignorance,
Such is the state of uncultivatecl nature
such the rude form which uncivilised man

must

;

The wants

of these people seemed

to be few but some wants all mankind
must have, and even the mo.st .simple of them,
these i)Oor savages appeared !<carcely in a
condition to gratify. The calls of hunger
and thirst must be obeyed, or man must
perish, yet the people in question seemed to
Uepend on chance for the means of answeriiig them.
Those who can be happy in such
;

a situation, can only be so, because they
have not a due feeling of their misery.
know that there have been admirers of .sirapie nature among.st the philosophers of all
ages and nations and certainly simple nature has her beauties. In regard to the vege.t^tive aiid brute creation, she operates w ith

We

:

6

;

;

Tiie natives here did
o!"T»'rra del I'iu-lto.
not >he\v a\»y sur|)rise at the sii;ht <d' lireurni^, but appeared to he well a<-qnainte(l
It is likely that the spot on
vvitli their use.

puts en.

hor power is prevalent as
her pen<il is inimitable but when we ascend
in the .s<'ale of beings, and come to examine
the human race, what shall we tind tlnin,
without cultivation ? It is here that instinct
ends and reason bep^ins and without entering: into the <piestion, Whether a state of
nature is a state of war ? when we observe
the inumeral)le inconveniences to which
those are subject on whom the Ii«j:)it of science never dawned, we may easily deterUMue in the favour of tho.se arts which have
civilized nuinkind, formed them into societies,
rt'fhied their manners, and taught the
nations where they have prevailed, to protect tln»se ri«^hts which the untutored savages have ever been oblijj^ed to yield to the
superior abilities of their better instructed
invaders, and have thus fallen a prey to
European tyranny.
observed in this place seals, sea-lion.<,
and dogs, and no other (juadrupeds nevertheless it is probable there are other kind.'«
of animals in the country for Mr. Banks,
remarked from a hill, an impression of the
foot-steps of a large animal on the .surface of
a bog, but of what kind it was he could not
determi4ie. Not any land-birds were seen
larger than an English blackbird, hawks
and vultures excepted. Ducks and other
water-fowls vve .saw in abundance also shellfish, clams, and limpits. The country, thou"-h
uncleared, had neither gnat, musquito, nor
any other noxious or troublesome animals,
great variety of plants were found by the
Doctor and Mr. Banks, The wild celery
and scurvy-grass are supposed to contain
antiscorbutic qualities, which will therefore
be of service to the crews of such ships as
resistless enerjiy

pla*« or

We

;

;

;

A

may touch at this jdace, afiter a longvoyage. The latter is found in abundance
near springs and in damp places, particularly at the watering place in the bay of
Good Success, and it resembles the English
cuckow flower, or lady's-smock. The wild
celery is like what grows in our gardens in
England, but the leaves are of a deeper green,
This plant may be found in plenty near the
beach, and upon the land above the spring
tides.
In taste it is between that of celery
ajud parsley.
The grateful seamen, lonij
hereafter

;
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confined to salt provisions, enjoy this healing' vegetable diet, as a special blessing of
an aU-gracious Providence, particularly visible in providing in different climates different food and nourishment, suitable to his
nature, wants, and necessities.
On Sunday, Jan. 22nd, having got in our
wood and water, we sailed out of the bay, and
continued our course through the Streight;
and in passing Ihis, notwithstanding the
description

which

some

voj^agers

have

given of Terra del Fuego, we did Hot find
tliatit had, agreeable to their rej^resentaOn the contions, such a forbidding aspect.
trary, we found the sea coasts and the sides
of the hills clothed with verdure. Indeed
the summits of the hills were barren, but the
valleys appeared rich, and a brook was generally found at the foot of almost every hill
and though the water had a reddish tinge,
Upon
yet it was far from being ill tasted
the whole, it was the best we took on board
during our voyage. Nine miles westward
of Cape St. Diego, the low point that forms
the north entrance ot* the Streight of Le
Maire, are three hills called the Three Brothers and on Terra del Fuego is another
hill, in the form of a sugar-loafj which stands
on the west side, not far from the sea.
had not that ditficulty mentioned in the history of Lord Anson's voyage, in findirig
where the streight of Le Maire lies. No ship
can well miss the streight that keeps Terra
del Fuego in sight, for it will then be easily
and Staten island, which lies
discovered
on the east side, will be still more plainly
perceived, for there is no land on Terra del
;

We

;

And let it be further imrtiit.
that the entrance of the
observed,
cularly
Fuego

like

streight should
fair

wind,

be attempted only with a

when the weather too is

moderate,

likewise, upon the beginning of the tide
of flood, which here falls out upon the full

and

and change of the moon, about one or two
o'clock let it also be rememberetl, to keep
as near the shore of Terra del Fuego as the
winds will permit.
The streight of Le Maire is bounded on
the west by Terra del Fuego, and on the east
by the west end of Staten island, and is
nearly five leagues in length, nor less in
;

The bay of Good Success is seated
about the middle of it, on the side of Terra
del Fuego, which j^resents itself at the entiance of the streight fiom^ the northward
and the south end of it may be distinguished
by a land-mark, resembling a road from the
sea to the country. It affords good anchorage, and plenty of wood and water.
Staten
land did not appear to Capt Cook in the
same manner as it did to Commodore Anson,
'j'hat horror and wildness, mentioned by the
Commodore, were not observed by oui* gentlemen on the contrary, the land ai)peared
to be neither destitute of wood nor verdure,
nor was it covered with snow; and on the
north side we saw the appearances of bays
breadtli.

;

;

and harbours. It is probable, that the season of the year and other circumstances might
concur to occasion such different representations of a land, which all our circumnavigators must own to be unfriendly and disagreeably situated. On the west side of the
Cape of Good, Success whereby is formed
the south-west entrance of the streiglit, we
saw the mouth of Valentine's bay from
whence the land lies in a direction westsouth-west for more than twenty leagues,
appearing high and mountainous, with several inlets and bays.
Fourteen leagues from
the bay of Good Success, south-west lialf
west, and nearly tnree leagues from the
shore, is New Island
terminating to tlie
;

;

north-east, in a remarkable hillock and
seven leagues from hence, south-west, lies
Evout's isle a little to the west of the south
of which are two small low islands, near to
each other, called Bamevelt's. These are
partly surrounded with rocks, which arise
to different heiglits above the water, and are
twenty-four leagaies from the streight of Le
Maire.- Three leagxies south-west by south,
from Bamevelt's islands, is the south-east
point of Hermit's islands, which he southeast and north-west. They appeared to us
in different points of view, sometimes asone^
island, and at others as part of the main.
From the south-east point of these islands
to Cape Horn, the course is south-west by
south, distant three leagues. Hennit, who
commanded the Dutch squadron in 1624, certainly put into some ofthem, andChapenham>
;

;

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
vice admiral of this srmailron, first disrovered that ('apt' Horn was Ibninul hy a cluster

ot'

islands.

Between

tiiestreii^ht J^e

Maiie

and Cape Horn we found, wlien near

tlie

shore, tlie current settinsr prenerally stronu^
to tlie nortJL-east l>nt we lost it at tlie distanee «>f titteen or twenty leaii^ues from land.
Jainiary the 2()th. we took our dei)arture
from Cape Horn, and the farthest .s<uithern
latitude we made was()() de<>. 10 niin. and
oin- longitude was then 7 i deij;'. »'i() min.
west. Cape Horn is situated in 55 dea;. ^i
min. south latitude, and (>S deir. 13 min.
west loui^itude.
I'he weather heinLr very
calm, Mr. Banks sailed in a" small boat to
.shoot birds, when lie killed some sheer%vaters, and albatrosses.
The latter were
larger than those which had been taken to the
northward olthe streiuht, an<l proved to be
very g"oo<l food. At this time we found ourselves to be 12 des:- to the west-ward, and
three and a half to the northward «»f the
streig:ht of Maurellan, havinu:, from the east
enti-ance oftliestreight, been tiiree and thirty
;

Notwithin sailing^ ronnd Cape Horn.
standing: the doublinti^ of Cajie Horn is repre-

days

a very dant;:erous course, and that
thought nassinj? through the
.streight of Magellan is less perilous, yet the
lilndeavour doubled it with as little danger
as she would the north Foreland on the
Kentish coast the heavens were serenely
fair, the wind temperate, tlie weather i)Ieasant, antl being- near the shore, we had a
very distinct view of the coast. The Dolphin, in her last voyage, wliich was perform,
ed at the same season with ours, w as not
less than three months in passing through
the .streight of- Magellan, not including- the
time that .she lay in Port Famine and it
was the opinion ofCapt. Cook, that if we
had come thix)ug^h the streiglit, we should
not at this time have been in these seas and
should have suti'ered many incoiiveniencies
which we have not experienced. It is a
sented

iLs

it is fifenerally

;

;

;

question.

Whether ii is better to go throug-h
of Le Maire, or to .stand to the

tlie streight

eastward, and go round Staten land ? This
can only be determined according to particular circumstances, which may make one
or the other more eli^ble. The streight may

ir>

be passed with .<?affcty l)y utlendiMJ^ to the
directions already given but if the land is
fidhn in with to the eastward ofthe .streight,
and the wind should prove tempestuous, it
would be best, in our opini«m, to go round
Staten land.
In any cjise, however, we cannot ajiprove of ninninij into the latitude of
0*1 or (J2, before any attempt is
made to stand
;

to the

westward.

March

the

1st,

we found

by observation and

tlie

log:,

oursolves, both
in latitude 38

deg. 44 min. .south, and 110 deg-. 33 min.
west longitude, a concurrence very .singular
in a run of (>(>0 icauues; and whicli proved,
that no curient h;id effected the ship in her
course, ami it was likewise concluded, that
we had not come near landof any considerable extent; for currents ;ire always fo'uid at
no great distance from the shore. Mr. Banks
killed above sixty birds in one day also
two forest tlies. such as had never yet been
described he also found a cuttIe-H.sh of a
.species ditlerent from those generally known
;

;

in Europe.
Tliis fish had a double row of
talons, resembling those of a cat, which it
could put forth or withdraw at pleasure.
A\'Iien dressed it made excellent j;oup.
On
the 24th, our latitude was 22 deg-. 11 min.
south, and 127 deg-. 55 min. west longitude.
On the 25tli. a young- marine about twenty,
threw himself overboard, on account of a
quarrel about a [)iece of seal skin, which he

took by way of frolic but being charged with
it as a theft, he took the accusation so
much
to heart, that in tlie dusk of the evening he
threw hiin.self into the ,sea, and was drowned.
On the 4th of April, about 10 o'clock,
A. M. Peter Briscoe, servant to Mr. Banks,
discovered land to the south, at the distance
of about three or four leagues. Capt. Cook
immediately gave orders to haul for it, when
we tbund an island of an oval form, havinoa lagoon or lake in the centre, that extendeS.
over the greater part of it. The surrounding
border of land was low and narrow in many
places, especially towards the .south, where
the beach consisted of a reef of rocks. Three
places on the north side had the same appearance, so that in the whole the land
seemed to resemble .several woody islands.
To the west was a large clump of trees, and*
;

;
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two cocoa-nut trees. When
within a mile of the north side, though we
cast out a hne, no bottom could be found at
130 fathom, nor any good anchorage. This
island was covered with trees, but we could
discern no other species than the palm and
the cocoa-nut. Several of the natives were
discovered on shore they appeared to be
tall, with heads remarkable large, which
probably some bandage might have increased.
Their complexion was of the copper
colour, and their hair was black. Some of
these people were seen abreast of the ship,
holding poles or pikes of twice their own
They appeared also naked, but
height.
when they retired, on the ship's passing by
the islands, they put on a light-coloured
covering. Some clumps of palm-trees served them for habitations, which at a distance
appeared like hilly ground, and the view of
Our
the groves was a very agreeable one.
Captain called this place Lagoon Island.
It lay in 18 degrees south latitude, and 139
west longitude. In the afternoon we again
saw land to the north-west, by sun-set we
reached it, when it appeared to be a low
island of a circular form, and about a mile in
circumference. The land was covered with
verdure of various kinds, but no inhabitants were visible, nor any cocoa-nut trees.
This island is distant from that of Lagoon
about seven leagues north, and 62 west,
which our gentlemen on board named
Thumb Can.
On the 5Ui, we continued our course with
a favourable wind, and about three o'clock
discovered land to the westward. It was
low, in form resembling a bow, and in circumference seemed to be ten or twelve
leagues. Its length is about three or four
leagues, and its width about two hundred
in the centre

;

The beach was flat, and seemed to
have no other herbage upon it than seaThe resemblance of a bow was
weeds.
preserved in the arch and cord forming the
land, while the intermediate space was
The arch, in general,
taken up by water
was covered with trees of various verdure
and different heights. This island, from
the smoke that was discovered, appeared to
be inhabited, and we gave it the name of
yards.

.

Bow

Island.

a

SEAS,

On the 6th, about noon, we again saw land
to the west, and at three o'clock we came up
with it. This land seemed to be divided
into two parts, or rather a collection of
islands, ( to which we gave the name of
the Groups ) to the extent of about nine
leagues.
The two largest were divided
from the others by a streight, the breadth
of which was about half a mile. Some of
these islands were tert miles or more in
length, but appeared like longnarrow strings
of land, not above a quarter of a mile in
breadth, but they produced trees, however,
of different kinds, among which was the
cocoa-nut tree. Several of the inhabitants
came out in their canoes, and two of them
shewed an intention of coming on board
but these like the rest, stopped at the reef.
From the observations made, these people
appeared to be about our size, and well
made. Their complexion was brown, and
they were naked. In general, they had two
weapons, one was a long pole,, spear-pointed,
and the other resembled a paddle. Several
of their canoes were constructed in such a
manner as not to carry more than three persons others were fitted up for six or seven
and one of these boats hoisted a sail, which
was converted intoan awning when a shower
of rain fell. Captain Cook would not stay
for any of them, neither could we determine, whether the signals made were meant
for defiance, or for invitation
one party
waving their hats, and another answering by
shouting. In this respect it was not judged
prudent to try the experiment, in order to
be convinced, as the island appeared of na
importance, and the crew not being- in want
of any thing it could produce. This curiosity was therefore laid aside, in expectation of soon discovering the island, where
we had been directed to make our astronomical observations the natives of which, it
was reasonable to conjecture, would make
no resistance, having already experienced
the danger of opposing an European force.
On the 7th, we discovered another island;,
compass about five miles,
judged to be
being very low, and having a piece of water
It appeared to abound inin the centre.
wood, and to be covered with verdure, buV
we saw no inhabitants upon it. It wiw
;

;

;

;

m
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iMiineJ Bird Island, from the number of islands, of an oval figure, and consisted of
birds tliat were seen flying^ about. This lies coral and sand, with a few clumps of small
in latitude 17 dej». 48 miu. S(Mith, and \43 trees, and in the middle of it was a lagoon.
miu. west hnigitude tlistant ten On account of its appearance, it was called
<ieg-. S')
leagues, in the iliitetion west, half nortli Chain Islaud.
On the lOth, after a tempestuous nighti
from the west eiul of tlie Groups.
On the 8th, in the aftenu)on, we saw Ian 1 we came in sight of Osnaburgh Island, callThis Island is
to the uorthward, and came abreast of it in ed by the natives Maitea.
the evening at about tive miles distance. circular, about four miles in circumference;
This land seemed to be a chain of low partly rocky, and partly covered with trees:
;

CHAP.

III.

at Otaheile, or George the Third s Island; Rides established by Capt. Cook
for conducting a trade with the natives; An account of several incidents during his stay in this island;
An observatory and fort erected; Excursions into the icoods ; Visits from several of the chiefs ;
The mvsic oj the natives, and their manner of burying their dead, described. Other excursions and
iticidetUs both on board and on shore ; First interview with Oberea^ the supposed Queen of the
visit to Toolahah, an.
tie quadrant stolen, and the consequences.
island; The fort described ;
wrestling match described ; European seeds are sown ; The Indians give our
Indian chiej ;

The EiidMvour arrives

T

A

A

people names,.

ON

tiie

nth we made

Otaheite,

or as

Capt. Wallis had named it, King
George the Third's Island. The calms prevented our approaching it till the morning
of the 12th, when a breeze sprung up, and
several canoes were seen making towards the
ship. Few of them, however, would come
near, and those who did could not be persuaaed to come on board.
Tiiey had
brought with them young plantains and
branches of trees, which w ere handed up the
ship's side, and by their desire, were struck
in conspicuous parts of the rigging, as tokens
of peace and triendship.
then purchased their commodities, consisting of cocoanuts, bananas, bread-fruit, apples and tigs,
which were very acceptable to the crew.
On the evening of the same day we opened
the north-west point of the isle, to which the
Dolphin's people had given the name of
Vork Island.
lay ott'and on all night,
and in the morning of the 13th we entered
Port Royal Harbour, in the Island of Ota-

We

We

heite,

and anchored within half a mile ofthe

shore.
Many of the natives came off immediately in their canoes, and brought with
them bread-fruit, cocoa-nuts, apples, and
some hogs, which they bartered for beads
and other trinkets with the ship's company.
The tree which bears the bread fruit, is

of ahorse-chesnut its leave.**
and a half in length, in shape
oblong, and very ranch resemble those of
the fig-tree. The frviit is not unlike the cantaloupe melon it is inclosed in a thin skin,
and its core is as large as a man's thumb.
The substance of this fruit is somewhat like
that of new bread, and as white as the
blanched almond. It must be roasted, and
when eaten it has the taste of a slight sweet-

about the

size

:

are near afoot

;

ness.

Among those who came on board the En^
deavour, was an elderly man, named Owhaw,
to Mr. Gore and others who
visited this island with Capt. Wailis.

known

haw being

had

Ow-

considered by our gentlemeji as

»
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very usetul man, they studied to please him,
and to gratify all his wishes. As our continuance in George's Island was not likely
to be very short, certain rules were drawn up
to be observed by every person on board his
majesty's bark the Endeavour, for the better
establishing a regular trade with the natives.
The substance of* these rules were, " That in
order to prevent quarrels and confusion,
iCvery one of the ship's crew should endeavour to treat the inhabitants of Otaheit^
with humanity, and by all fair means to culThat no
tivate a friendship with them.
officer, seamen, or other person, belonging
to the ship, excepting such only who were
appointed to barter with the natives, should
trade, or offer to trade, for any kinds -of provision, fruit, or other produce of the island,
without having express leave so to do.
That no person should embezzle, trade, or
offer to trade with any part of the ship's
stores: and, that no sort of iron, or any
thing made of iron, nor any sort of cloth, or
other useful articles in the ship, should be
^ven in exchange for any thing but provision." These necessary rules were signed by
Capt. Cook, and, being his orders, to the
non-observance of them were annexed certain

penalties, besides

tlie

punishment

ac-

cording to the usual custom of the navy.
When the bark was properly secured,
Capt. Cook, Mr. Banks, and Dr. Solander,
went on shore, with a party under arms, and
their friend the old Indian. They were received by some hundreds of the natives with
awe and reverence, who exchanged the tokens of peace, and offered to conduct them to
a spot of ground, which would be more convenient for them to occupy, than that where
tliey had landed.
On their way, the English
uride t]ie Indians some presents, which the
iaiter very thankfully received. They now
took a circuit of about four miles through
groves of the breail-fruit and cocoa-trees.
Intermingled with these were the dwellings
of the natives, which consisted of huts without walls. In the course of their journey
they found but few fowls or hogs, and understoo<l, that none of their conductors, nor
a«iy of the peoj[)le they had hitherto seen,
y/eve persons of rank in the islamL Those

2

who had before been at Otar
heite in the Dolphin, were likewise of opinion, that the queen's residence had been
removed, as no traces of it where now to be
discovered.
Next day, in the morning, before they
could leave the ship, several canoes came
about her filled with people, whose dress denoted them to be of the superior class.
of these came on board, and each of them
fixed upon a friend one of them chose Mr-

of our crew,

Two

:

Banks, and the other Capt. Cook. The ceremonials consisted of taking off tlieir cloths
in great

jjart,

and putting them upon

their

adopted ti-iends. This compliment was returned by our gentlemen presenting them
with some trinkets. They then made signs
for their new friends to go with them to the
place of their abode; and the latter being
desirous of being acquainted with the people,
and finding out a more convenient harbour,
accepted the invitation, and went with them,
accompanied by Mr. Banks, Dr. Solander,
Capt. Cook, and others. We all landed in
two boats at the distance of about three
miles, among a great number of the natives,
who conducted us to a large habitation,
where we were introduced to a middle-aged
man, named Tootahah. When we were
seated, he presented to Mr. Banks a cock,
a hen, and a piece of perfumed cloth, which
compliment was returned by a present from
Mr. Banks. We were then conducted to
several other large dwellings, wherein we
walked about with great freedom. The ladies so far from shunning, invited, and even
pressed us to be seated.
By frequently
Xioin ting to the mats upon the ground, and
sometimes drawing us down upon them, we
had no doubt of their being less jealous of
observation than we were
but the huts
that are all open, except a roof, afforded no
place of requisite retirement. Walking afterwards along th« shore, we met, accompanied by a great number of natives, another
chief named Tubourai Tamaide, with whom
we settled a treaty of peace, in the manner
before described. This chief gave us to understand, that he had provisions at oin* service, if we chose to eat, which he produced
and we dined heartly upon bread-fruit.
;
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Dnrintr this visit, To- came on board from the other point, bring,
plantains, and fish.
rn io, the chief's wife, placed herself ii]>on ing with them hogs, bread-fruit, and other
refreshments, in exchange for which they
the same mat uith Mr. Banks close by him
but as she w as not younii", nor appeared ever received linen, beads, and other trinkets;
to have j)osse>sed many charms, tliis gentle- but some of them took the liberty of .stealing
man paid little attention to her and Toinio the lightening chain. This day the Captain,
received an ad<litional mortification, Avheii attendefl by Mr. Banks, aiul some of the
Mr. Banks beckoned to a pretty tfirl, who, other gentlemen, went on shore to fix on a
with some rehictance, came and placed her- proper spot to erect a fort for their defence,
self by. him.
The princess was !!K)mewhat during tlieir stay on the island, and the
chagrined at this preference Jiiven to her ri- ground was acc!ordingly marked out for that
val nevertheless she continued her a.<;sidni- purj)ose; a great number of the natives lookties to her jiuest.
This whimsical scene was ing on all the while, and' behaving" in the
interrupted by an event of a more serious most peaceable and friendly manner,
Mr. Hanks and his friends having .seen
nature
Dr. Solander havini? missed his
opera glas.s, a complaint was made to the few hogs and |)oultry in their walks, they
chief, which interrupted the convivial party. suspected that they had been driven up the
The complaint was inforced by Mr. Bank's country for whicli reason they determined
starting- up and striking the but-end of his to i>enetrat£ into the wood.s, the tent being^
musquet against the ground, which .struck guarded by a petty officer aixl a party of
;

;

;

;

;

the Indians with siich a panic that all of
them ran precipitately out of the house,
except the chief and a few others of the superior class. That no disadvantageous noon
tions might be entertained of them
account of this circumstance, the chief
observed, With an air of great probity. That
tlie nlace which the Doctor had mentioned
on this occasion, was not within his district,
but that he would send to the chief of it, and
endeavour to recover it, adding, that if this
ooTikl not be done, he would make the Doctor eompeftsation, by giving him as much
new clotti, (of which he produced large quantities) AS should be tliought equal
to the
value. The case however was brought in a
little time< and the glass itself soon after,
which deprived us of the merit we should
otherwise have liad in refusing the cloth

marines. On this excursion .several of the
natives acooinpanied the English.
While
the party were on their inarch they were
alarmed by the discharge of two pieces fired
by the guard of the tent. Ovvhaw having
now called together the Captain's party, dispersed all the Indians, except three, who in
token of their fidelity broke branches of trees,
accx)rding to their custom, and whom it was
thought proper to retain. When they returned to the tent, they found that an Indian
having snatched away one of the centiners

mnsquets, a young midshipman, who comthe party, was so imprudent as to
give the marines orders to fire, which were
obeyed, and many of the natives were wounded; but this did not satisfy them, as the
offender had not fallen, they therefore pursued him and revenged the theft by his
death. This action, which was equally inconsistent with policy and humanity, could;
not but be very displeasing to Mr. Banks;
but as what had passed could not be recalled, nothing remained but to endeavour to
accommodate matters wit'lv the- Indians,

manded

which liad been oftered us. Bat it afl^orded
an opportunity of coRvincing the natives of
o»r generosity, by lavishing rewards upon
them for an action, to which self-interest
bad been tlie motive, rather than any sentiinent ©f pnobity to which from numerous
ti'aBfsactions, they appeared to be absolutely ilccordingly he crossed the river, where he
stran^fs. After this atlventure was amica- met an old man, through whose mediation
bfy teriBTiiated, we returned to the ship several of the natives were prevailed to
al^«t?«ix«^€lbck in the evening. On Satur- come over to them, and to give the usualday the loth, in the morning, several of the tokens of fi^iendship. The next morning,
<3iie^ one of whom was very corpulent, however, they saw but few of the natives oft^
:

•
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th« banks, and none canie on board, from
whence it was concluded that the treatment
they had received the former day was not yet
forgotten, and the English were confirmed
in this opinion by Owhaw's having; left them.
In consequence of these circumstances, the
Captain brought the ship nearer to the shore,
and moored her in such a manner as to
make her broad-side bear on the spot which
they had marked out for erecting- their little
fortification.
But in the evening the Captain and some of the gentlemen going on
shore, the Indians came round them, and
trafiicked with them as usual.
Mr. Banks on the 17th, had the misfortune to lose Mr. Buchan. The same day
they received a visit from Tubourai Tamai-

They brought with
and Tootahah.
them some plantain branches, and till these
were received, tliey would not venture on
board. They bartered some bread-fruit and
a hog- wliicli M as ready dressed, for nails,

de,

with the English.

The

fort

began

to

be erected on the 18th.

And now some of the company were employin throwing up intrenchments, whilst
others were busied ni cutting fascines and
pickets, in which work the Indians assisted
them.
They fortified three sides of the
place, with intrenchments, and pallisadoes,
and upon the other which was flanked by a

ed

where a breast-work was formed by
the water-casks. The natives bi-ought down
such quantities of bread-fruit and cocoa-nuts
this day, that it was necessary to refuse
them, and to let them know that none would
be wanting for two days. Mr. Banks slept
None
for the first time on shore this night.
of the Indians attempted to approach his
tent, he had however taken the precaution of
placing centinels about it, for its defence,
in case any attack should be meditated.
river,

Tubourai Tamaide visited Mr. Banks at
his tent on Wednesday the 19th, and brought
with him his wife and family, with the materials for erecting a house, intending to
build it near the fort. He afterwards asked
that gentleman to accompany him to the
woods. On their anival at a place where
he sometimes resided, he presented his guests
^th two garments, one of which was of red

SEAS,

cloth, and the other was made of fiiie mafting; having thus clothed Mr. Banks, h©
conducted him to the ship, and staid to dinner with his wife and son. They had a dish
served up that day, which was prepared by

the attendants of Tubourai Tamaide, which
seemed like wheatflour,and beingmixed with
cocoa-nut liquor, it was stirred about till it
became a jelly. Its flavour was something
like blanc mange. A sort of market was

now

established without the lines of the fort,

which was tolerably well supplied, and Tubourai Tamaide was a frequent guest to Mr.
Banks, and the other English gentlemen.
He was the oidy native that attempted to
use a knife and fork, beinff^ fond of^ adopting European manners. Mr. Monkhouse
the surgeon being abroad on his evening
walk, reported that he had seen the body of
a man who had been shot from the tent, of
which he gave the following account. " The
corpse was deposited in a shed, close to the
house where the deceased had resided when
he was alive, and others were within ten
yards of it.
It was about fifteen feet in
length, and eleven in breadth, and the
height was proi^ortionable. The sides and
one end were inclosed with a sort of wicker
work; the other end was entirely open. The
body lay on a bier, the frame of which was
of wood, supported by posts about five feet
high, and was covered with a mat, over which
lay a white cloth; by the side of it lay a
wooden mace, and towards the head two
cocoa-shells towards the feet was a bunch
of green leaves, and small dried boughs tied
together, and stuck in the ground, near
which was a stone about the size of a cocoanut here were also placed a young plantain tree, and a stone axe. A great many
palm nuts were hung in strings at the open
end of the shed and the stem of a palmtree was stuck up on the outside of it, upon
which was placed a cocoa-shell filled ^vith
;

;

;

water.

"

At

the side of one of the posts there
bag with some roasted pieces
of bread-fruit." The natives were not pleased at his approaching the body, their jealously appearing plainly in their counte-

hung a

little

nances and gestures.
On the 22nd we were entertained bysome«f

AND ROT ND THE
tlie

miisinians of the couutrv.

who

perform-

etl on an instrument somewliat ivseniblin^u
Herman fiute, but the i)ertbnner blew througli
his nostril insteiul ofhis mouth, and others
accompanied this instrument, singing only
one tune. Some ot" the Indians bronjjht
their axes to cnind and repair, most of which
they had obtained from Capt. M'allis and
his people in the Dolphin; but a French
one occasioneil a little sj)ecuJation, and at
length upon inqniry, it appeared to have
been left here bv M. de JJougainville.
On the 24th iVjr. IJanks and Dr. Solander made an exclusion into the country, and
found it level and fertile along- the shore,
for about two miles to the east-ward; alter
which the hills reached quite to the water's
edj^e and farther on they ran out into the
sea.
Having- passed these hills, which continued about three miles, we came to an
extensive plain, abounding with good habitations, and the people seemed to enjoy a
;

VTORLl).

ftl

addicted to thieving though !\fr. Banlc's
servant had mislaid the knife .in question,
yet the rest were produced in a rag, by one
of the natives.
AVhen the guns on the 2()th, which were
six swivels, had been mounted on the fort,
the Indians seemed to be in great trouble,
and several of the fishermen removed, fearing, notwithstanding all the marks of friendship that had l)een shewn to them by our
people, they should, within a few days, be
fired at from the. fort: yet the next day, being the 27th, Tubourai Tamaide came with
three women, and a friend of his, who was a
remarkable glutton, into the fort to dine
\* ith us, and after dinner returned
to his
own house in the wood. In a short time af^
:

ter

he came back to complain to Mr. Banks,

of a butcher,

who had

threatened to cut his
not barter

wife's throat, because she would
a stone hatchet for a nail. It

appearing

river issuing from a valley, and which watered it.
crossed this river, when ])erceiving the country to be barren, we resolved
to return. Just as we were about so to do,

clearly that the offender had infringed one
of the rules enjoined by the Captain for trading with the natives, he was flogged on
board in their sight. When the first stroke
had been given, they were humane enough
to interfere, and intreated earnestly that the
culprit might be untied but when this fa-

we were

vour was denied them, they shewed strong

considerable share of property. The place
still more agreeable by a wide

was rendered

We

offered some refreshment by a man,
which some writers have expressed to be a
mixtiire of many nations, but different from
all, his skin being of a dead white, though
some parts of his body were not so white as
others; and his hair, eye-brows, and beard
were as white as his skin. His eyes appeared like those that are blood -shot, and he
seemed as if he was near sighted. Upon our
return, the excessive joy of Tubourai Tamaide and his women is not to be expressed.
On the 25th, in the evening, several of the
gentlemen's knives being missed, Mr. 13anks,
vvho had lost his among the rest, accused

;

signs of concern, and burst into tears.
On the 28th, Terapo, one of Tabourai Tamaide's female attendants, came down to the
fort in the greatest affliction, the tears gushing from her eyes. Mr. Banks seeing her
full of lamentation and sorrow, insisted upon
knowing tlie cause, but instead of answering,
she struck herself several times with a shark's
tooth upon her head, till an effusion of blood
followed, while her distress was disregarded
1 y
several other Indians, who continued

laughing and talking with the utmost unconcern. After this she gathered up some pieTubourai Tamaide of having taken it, which ces of cloth, which she had thrown down to
as he was innocent, occasioned him a great catch the blood, and threw them into the
deal of unmerited anxiety. He made signs, sea, as if slie wished to prevent the least trace
jvhile the tears started from his eyes, that if and mark of her absurd behaviour.
She
he had ever been guilty of such a theft as then bathed in the river, and with remarkwas imputed to him, he would suffer his able cheerfulness returned to the tent as if
tJiroat to be cut.
But though he was inno- nothing extraordinary had happened. Durcent, it was plain fiom many instances, that ing the forenoon of this day the Indian ca*
tiie natives of this island were very much
noes were continually coming in^ and i>eopl4

a

i»

;
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of both sexes filled the fents of thie fort. Mr.
Molineux master of the Endeavour, seeingwoman whose name was Oberea, he declared
she was th* same person, whom he judged
to be the queen of the island, when he was
there with Capt. WalHs. The eyes of every

one were now fixed on her, of whom so
much had been said by the crew of the Dolphin, and in the account given of her by the
Captain. With regard to her person, she
was tall, and rather large made she was
about forty years of age, her skin white, and
her eyes had great expression in them she
had. been handsome, but her beauty was
now upon the decline. It was not long before an offer was made to conduct her on
board the ship, which she accepted. Many
presents vyere made her, particularly a child's
doll, which she viewed very attentively.
Capt. Co'ok accompanied her on shore, and
when we landed, she jiresented him with a
hog and some plaintains, in return for his
presents, which were carried to the fort 'in
piocession, Oberea and the Captain brin»"ing
up the rear. In the way they met Tootahah,
M ho, though not king, seemed to be at this
time invested with sovereign authority. Envy
is ffumd among those who are supposed to
bb the children of simple nature. Her influence was plainly visible in a matter which
to us was rather a subject of laughter than
ef serious consideration. Tootahah no sooner
saw the doll, than he discovered strong
••symptoms of jealousy, nor could any metliod be found, of conciliating his friendship,
but that of complimenting him with a baby
also.
doll was now preferable to a hatchet; Ibut a very short time taught the Indians the superior value of iron, which, on
account of its usefulness, prevailed over every
ftther consideration.
To such of the men
who came from time to time on board, the
ahip's provisions seemed to be very acceptable, but the women did not chose to tJaste
them ; aiid though they were courted to dine
with our gentlemen, yet, for reasons known
only to themselves, they preferred the eating
^plaintains with the servants.
On the 29th, near noon> Mr. Banks paid
a-vis^t to Oberea, bat was informed that she
^'^ asleej^ uuder the awning o(f hsrcasoe ;
;

:

A

6

and, going to call her up, was surprized at
finding her in bed with a young tiellow of
about twenty five years of age, a discovery,
which caused him to retire rather disconcerted
but he soon understood that a commerce of this kind was by no means considered as scandalous, the ladies frequently
courting the men to amorous dalliance, ot
which they made no secret and as to young
Obadee, found in bed with the queen, he
was well known by every one to be the ob'
ject of her lascivious hours. The queen soon
gotuij, and dressed herself to wait upon Mr.
Banks, and after having, as a token of hei
particular regard, put on him a suit of fine
cloth, they i^roceeded together to the tents.
In the evening Mr. Banks visited TubouraiTamaide. He was astonished to find this
chief and his family in tears, and not being
able to discover the cause, he soon took leave
ofthem. Upon his return the officers told
him, that Owhaw had foretold, that the guns
would be fired within four days, and as this
was the eve of the third day, they were alarmed at the situation they judged themselves to
be in. As we were apprehensive of ill consequences from this pre[)ossession, the cen*
tinels were doubled at the fort, and we
thought it necessary to keep under arms
but Mr. Banks walking round the point, at
two in the morning, and finding nothing that
might tend to encourage his suspicions, he
dropped them, and rested secure in the fort.
;

;

This our

A

little

fortification

was now com-

bank of

earth four feet and an
half high on the inside, and a ditch without
ten feet broad and six deep, formed the
north and south sides. On the west, opposite the bay, was another bank (with pallisadoes upon it) four feet high but a ditch
was unnecessary, the works being at highwater mark. Upon the river's bank, on the
east side, was a range of water-casks, filled
with water. This being thought the weakest side, we planted two four pounders, and
mounted six swivel g;uns, which commanded
the only two avenues from the woods.
had about forty-five men in this fort, including the oflSicers, and other gentlemen whe
resided on shore.
On the 30th» Tomio came in great haMA
plete.

;

We

AND ROUND
tiki njr Mr. Ranks by the
Tubomai Taniaitle was
that
arm. told liini,
tliat had l)een
somewhat
to
owiii^
dying,
given him by our pt'oi^le, and intreatrd him
instantly to go to him. Accordingly Mr.

to our tents,

and

tlie Indian very
been vomitinu. and liad thrown
up a leaf, which they said contained M^me
Mr. Ranks having examined
ot the poison.
the leaf found it was nothing but tobacco,
which the Indian had begged of some of the

Banks went, and found

iick.

He had

ship's

company.

The

TIIK

we wanted

serious light to Tubourai Tauiaide, who
really concluded from the violent sickness
he sut!ered, that he had swallowed .some

deadly drug, the terror of which no doubt

make him yet more sick.
While Mr. Ranks was examining the leaf,
he looked up to him, as if he had been just
on the point of death. Rut when the nature of this dreadful i)oison was found out,
he only ordered him to drink of cocoa-nut
milk, which soon restored him to health,
and he was as cheerful as before tlie accident happened. These people seemed in parcontributed to

ticular instances to be sometimes strangely
from slight causes.
the 1st of May, Capt. Cook having
produced an iron adze, which was made in
afliicted

On

to

ter

23

make

use of the quadrant,

was not to be found; a matwhich was looked upon as the more ex-

the next day,

it

had been placed for
the whole night within a. few yards of the
place where it was deposited. Our own i>eopie, at tirst, were susj)ected of l)eing concerned in this theft, and, as the instrument
had never been taken out of the case, it w as
suspected that some personimight have car*
tied it ott', under tlie supposition that its contraonlinary. as a centinei

tents

matter, however, api>eared in a very

WORLD.

were

articles

used in

trattic.

A

strict

search was made in and about the fort, and
a considerable reward otlered in order tool>
it again.
Rut all this proving fruitless,
Mr. Ranks, accoippanied by Mr. Green and
some other gentlemen, .set out for the woods,
where they tliought they might probably get
some tidings of what was stolen. "In their
way, they met with Tubourai Tama ide and
some of the natives. This chief was made
to understand by signs, that they bad lost the
quadrant; and that as .some of his country^
men inu.st have taken it, they insisted upon
being shewn the place where it was concealed.
Having proceeded a few miles together,
at\er some inquiry, Tubourai Tamaide was
informed who the chief was, and it was
found that he was then at a place about four
miles distant. As they had no arms but a

tain

miitation of the stone ones used by the nashefwed it to Tootahah. as a curiosity.

brace of pistols, not caring to trust themselves so far from the fort, a mes.sage was
The latter snatched it up and insisted on di.spatched to Capt. Cook, requesting him
having it and though he w as ofl'ered the to send out a party to support them. The
choice of any of the articles in the chests Captain accordingly set out with a party
which were opened before him, yet he would properly armed, after having laid an embarchief go upon all the canoes in the bay.
not accejpt of any thing in its stead.
In the mean time. Mr. Ranks and Mr.
dined with us tliat day, who had been on
board some time before, accompanied by Green proceeded on their way, and at tlie
some of his women that used to teed him. Dflace \^hich had been mentioned, were met
He now came alone and when all things jy one of Tubourai Tamaide's own people,
were set ready for dinner, the Captain help- jringing with him part of the quadrant the
ed him to some victuals, supposing that he case and the other parts of the instrument
would have dispensed with tlte ceremony of were recovered soon afterwards, when it was
t)eing fed; but he was deceived; for the found that it had received no real injury,
chief never attempted to eat, and would have though it had been taken to pieces.
gone wkthoRt his dinner, if one of the serAVhen they returned in the evening, they
vants had not fed him. The next morning. were much surprised to find Tootahah un2nd, we took the astronomical quadrant der confinement in the fort, while a crowd of
and some of the instruments on shore that the natives surrounded tlie gate, discovering
afternoon and to our great surprise, wheo marks of the greatest anxi©^ for the fate of
tives,

;

A

;

;

May

;

: ;
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their chief. The occasion of his detention
originated from the conduct of the Indians
alarmed at Capt. Cook's having gone up the
country with an armed party, most of the
natives left the fort that evening, and one of
the canoes attempted to quit the bay. The

lieutenant

who comnianded on board

the

fhip, having it in charge not to suffer any
canoe to depart, sent a boat to detain her,

but she no sooner approache<l than the InTootahah being
of the number, was taken up> and sent by

dians^ jumped into the sea.

th€ lieutenant to the officer that commandat the fort, who concluded he should do
right to detain him prisoner, while the poor
«hief thought of nothing Imt being put to
death, till Capt. Cook caused him to be returned, to the great joy of his countrymen.
But the natives were still inclined to bear
this affair in their minds, and as a proof of
it, they neglected to supply the market with
provisions.
Mr. Banks walking .into the
fvoods, heard great munnurings concerning
the treatment of Tootahah, who, as they
said, had been ill used and beaten, though
Mr. Banks declared lie was quite ignorant
©f his having received such treatment..
The chief now sent for such hogs to be

ed

restored as he

had

left

behind

hin», at first

intending tliem as a present, which by this
time< perhaps, he did not tlunk the English
liad merited but they refused to send them
;

unless he would come himself, thinking: by
an interview to promote a reconciliation
and this they were the more desirous of, as
they were told it would be a fortnight before

he would pay them a

visit.

On

the 3rd, provisions were extremely
scarce, as the markets continued to be ill
suj^)lied on the account already mentioned
and it was not without some difficulty, that
Mr. Banks got a few baskets of bread-fruit
from Tubourai Tamaide. Tootahah on the
4th sent for an axe and a shirt in return for
the hogs, which were accordingly proimsed
tobe brought him the next day. He seat
again early in the morning .of the 6th, and
Mr. Banks and the Docter set out in the pinnace, taking with them one of Tootahab's
t)eople and soon reached Eparre, where he
/esided. which was a few miles to the west;

ward. When. they aiTived there, they founcf.;
a great number of the natives waiting for
them on the shore, and were conducted directly to the chief, the people,, notwithstanding the offence they had so lately taken,
shouting out in their language, " Tootahah,
is your friend." He was sitting" under a tree,j
and some old men were standing about liisn.^"
Having made signs for them to be seated, he,
avsked tor the axe, which was then given him.
by Capt. Cook, as also the shirt that he Irad.
demanded, and a broad-cloth garment, which,
latter he put on, and was well pleased with"
the present. They ate a mouthful- to«ether^
in the boat, and were afterwards conducted
to a large court-yard on one side of the
chief's house, where they were to be enter-'
tained with wrestling after the manner ol(
the cmintry. He himself sat at the uppef
end of the area,.having several of his principal men on each side of him, who appeai'ed
as judges of the sport, which was as follow;
Ten or twelve combatants entered the area^.
and after many simple ceremonies of challengirig, they engaged, and each endeavoured to throw his antagoni.^t by mere stiength
thus they seized each other by the hfind, or
other parts of the body, grapling, without
the least art, till one, by having a greater
hold, or stronger mascular force, threw his
antagonist on his back. The conquest was
applauded by the old men with a few words
repeated in a kind of tune, and with three
huzzas. After one engagement another succeeded
but if the combatants could not
throw each other in the space of a minute,
they parted, either by consent, or the intfervention of their friends. Several women of
rank in the country were^present, but it was
thought they only attended this amusement
in compliment to the English gentlemen.
man with a stick, who made way for us
when we landed, officiated as master of the
cererilonies, keeping order among ^the people, and those of them who pressed forward
lie struck with his stick very smartly. ' During these athletic sports, another parfj^ of men
performed a dance, for the space of ;'a minute, but neither of these parties took the
least notice of each other, their attention
being wholly fixed oa their own endeavourf
.

:

:

A

;

AND ROtJND THE WORLD.
At tlie conclusion
unlike tlie wrestnot
entertainnunt,
of this
linsf-niatcht'S of remote antiquity, ue were
told, tiiat some ho«is, and a larg:e quantity
of bread-fruit were nrepariuu: f<»r our dinner,
^ry ajjreeable intellii^enoe to those whose
•ppetites were sliarpene^'d by tln;>ir journey
but our host, instead of setting his two lioijs
before us, ordered one of them to be carried
Here we thouiilit to have eninto our boat.
joyed our good cheer, and yet ^^ e neither
dined on shore nor in the boat, but at the
desire of Tnbourai Taniaide, jiroceeded as
no small mortification this,
/kr as the ship
as we had to row four miles while our dinner was i^row in g coUi iiuwever. we were at
last gratilied w ith our pronnsed repast of
whic^ our chief and his friends had a libeto please antl conqner.

:

This triendly reconciliation between them and us, operated on the natives
for it was no sooner known
like a charm
that Tubourai Tamaide w as on board, than
{irovisions of all kinds were brought to tlie
ral share.

:

brt in i»Teat plenty.
On the 8th, early

in

the morninsr. Mr.

Molineiix. the Master, and Mr. Green set
©nt in the pinnace to the eastward; in order
They saw
to procure some ponitiy, or hos.»i.
many of the latter. ai;d one turtle, yet could
not purchase either, because they belongetl

25

On

the 9th in the forenoon, Oberea paid
accompanied by her favourite
visit,
Obadee, presenting us with a liog and some
bread-fruit.
This was the first visit we had
received from this lady, since the loss of our
quadrant, and the confinement of Tootahah.
oy this time our forge was set up and at
work, which atfbrded a new subject of admiration to the ludian.s and to Capt. Cook
an adtlitional opportunity of conferring obligations on them, by pt^mitting the smith,
in his leisure hours, to convert the old iron,
which they were su])posed to have procured
from the Dolphin, into different kinds of
tools.
Oberea proiluced as much old iron

us a

as would haAC made for her another axe;
this she requested to have done
however
tlie lady could not be gratified in this jiar;

upon which she brought a broken
it might be mended.
The axe
was mended, and to all appearance she was
content. On their return home, the Indians
took with them the canoe which had luin
ticular,

axe, desiring

.some time at the point.
On the 10th we sowed, in ground proper-*
ly prepared, seeds of melons and other plants,

but none of them came up except mustard.
Mr. Banks thought the seeds were .spoiled
by a total exclusion of fre.sh air, they having
all been put into small bottles, and sealed
to Tootahah, and without his i)ermission, up with rosin. We learnt this day, the In*
the people could not be prevailed ui>on to dians called the island Otaheite, the name
Hence we concluded that Too- by w hich we have distinguished it but we
sell them.
tahah was indeed a i)nnce and we after- w ere not so fortunate in our endeavours to
wards learnt, that, in this part of the island, teach them our names and, after repeated
he actetl as regent for a minor: whom we attemj)ts to pronounce them, which proved
"never saw all the time of our stay here. fruitless, they had recourse to new ones, the
However, some time atlierwards, having" pro- productions oftheir own invention. Capt.
duced some nails to barter for provisions, Cook they named Toote Mr. Hicks, Hete;
we obtained near twenty cocoa nuts, and The master thay called Boba, from his chrissome bread-fruit, for one of the smallest size, tian name Robert Mr. Gore, Toarro Dr.
so that we soon had j)lenty of these articles, Solander, Torano
Mr. Banks, Tapane;
though no hogs.
In this excursion Mr. Mr. Green, Eterce; Mr. Parkinson, Patani;:
Green imagined he had discovered a tree Mr. Sporing, Polini and so on for the great^
sixty yards in circumference
but on his est part of the ship's crew. These perhaps,
return, he was informed by our two gentle- were significant words in their own lanmen, that it was a species of the tig, whose guage and we are inclined to this opinioir,
branches bending down to the earth take because Mr. Monkhouse, who commandedfresh root, and thus form a mass of trunks, the party that shot the man for stealing a.
which being all united by a common vege- musket, they named Matte, which was noti
"tation might easily be mistaken for one trunk merely an arbitrary sound,* but in ^leir lantor body.
guage it signified dead.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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4^n exfrflordinavy vispt ; Divine service attended hy the nafives of Otaheite ; Afi uncommon sight^^
visit paid to TootaJiah; Various adventures at thai
Tohoy,rai Tamaidefound guilty of theft;
(ipie, and an extraordiiiary amusetnent of the Indians ;
relation of what happened at tj^e fort
while preparations were maJdng to observe the Transit of Venus ; The observations made with great
particular account and description of an hidianfuneral \ An unusual character among
success;
robbery at the fort ; Specimen of Indian Cookery ;
the Indians;
narrative of various inci'
dents;
circumnavigation of the island, a7id occurrences during this expedition;
bwyijig-place,
and a 3Iorai, or place of worship described ; An inland expedition of Mr. Banks; Preparations
made by the crew of the Endeavour to leave the island of Otalmte ; An account of the departure of
the Endeavour, and the behaviour of the natives, particularly of Tupia on this occasion.
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A
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A
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ONcommon

month (May) an unOn the 13th Tubourai Tamaide offended
ceremony was performed by Mr. Banks by snatching his gun out of his
^ome of the natives. As Mr. Banks was hand, and firing it in the air an action
sitting in his boat, trading with them as which also much surprized that gentleman,
usual, some ladies, who were strangers, ad- as he imagined him totally ignorant of the
vanced in procession towards him. The rest use of ^t. And as the ignorance of the peoof the Indians on each side gave way, and ple of those countries in regard to this parformed a lane for the visitors to pass, who ticular, must always cause mem to fear their
coming up to Mr. Banks, presented him guests, Mr. Banks therefore made a serious
with some parrof s feathers, and various matter of what probably, the other meant
kinds of plants. Tupia, who stood by Mr. only as a joke; and, not without threats,
Banks, acted as his master of the ceremo- gave him to understand, that for him but to
nies, and receiving the branches, which touch the piece was a high insult
The
were brought at six different times, laid them offender made no reply, but set out immedidown in the boat. After tliis some large ately, with his family for Eparre. Great inbundles of cloth were brought, consisting of convenience being apprehended from this
nine pieces, which being divided into three man, and as in many instances he had been
parcels, one of the women, called Oorattooa, particularly useful, Mr. Banks determined
who appeared to be the jprincipal, stepping to follow him. He set out the same evening
upon one of them, pulled up her clothes as from the fort, accompanied by Mr. Molineuxk
iiigh as her waist, and then, with an air of and found him in the middle of a large cirunaffected simplicity, turned round three cle of people, the picture of extreme grief,
times. This ceremony she repeated, with wliich was also visible in the countenance^
similar circumstances, on the other two par- of his attendants. One of the women excels of cloth and the whole being then pressed her trouble in the same manner as
presented to Mr. Banks, the ladies went and I'erapo had done, upon another occasion.
saluted him in return for which extraor- Mr. Banks lost no time in endeavouring to
dinary favours, he made them such presents put an end to all animosity. The chief was
as he thought would best please them. lu soothed into confidence, and a double canoe
the evening the gentlemen of the fort were being got ready, they all returned together
visited by Oherea, and Otheorea, her favou- to the fort before supper; and as a pledgee
rite female attendant, who was a very agree- of sincere reconciliation, bpth he and his
able girl, and whom we were the more wife passed the night in the tent of Mr.
pleased to see, because it had been r^port- Ba^ks. Tha^ very ni^ht, notwithstanding:
their pr^s^ce, on^ of tiie natives atteiiiptei
^d that she wii5 either sick or dead.
2
the 12th of this

;

;

;
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On

the 24th, Mr. Ilicks wa's sent to Tooto scale tlie barricadoes of the fort but being disoovere<l by one of our ceiitiuels, he tahiUi, who had removed from Eparre to a
hui liwav niuoli laster than any of onr peo- I)lace called Tettahah. The chief iKiving
ple oonlU follow him. The temptation .sent several times to request a visit from the
M'hich C}iuse<l him to attempt what mi^ht Captain, promising at the same time, that
fcave cost him his life was, doubtless, the lie would acknowledge the favour by a preiixMi, oiul iron tools, whieh were in use at the sent of some hogs, the business of Mr. Hicks
annmirer's forge ineitenients to theft w hich was to ol>tain if possible the hogs,, upon
easier terms than the required visit.
was
none of the liulians couhl resist.
On Suntlay the 14th, in the morning di- received in a friendly manner by Tootahah,
who. upon his arrival, produced one hog
vine service was performed at the fort.
hoped to have l»ad the i>resence of some of only, but promised tiiree more that wei^e at
tlie Indian«j, biii before the time fixed on a distance the next morning.
Mr. Hic*ks
lur beiifiniug' thtt service, most of them were waited patiently till the appointed time;,
gone home. Tubourai Tamaide and his but when the morning came, he was obliged'
wife- were present, b<it though they behaved to depart with the single hog that had been
with much defcency, they made no inqui- presented to hicn.
On tlie 20th, Mr. Banks seeing Tubourai
ries with respect to the ceremonies, and
their brethren were as little inquisitive upon Tamaide and his wife Tomi'o at the tent for
tiieir return.. The day thus beuun with acts the first time since the former had been de;

:

He

We

of devotion, was concluded with those of
lewdness exhibited among the natives by
way of entertainment.
On monday tlie 16th, Tubourai Tainaide
was detected in having committed a theft,
Mr. Banks had a good opinion of this chief,
but when his honesty was put to the test,
a basket of nails, left in the comer of the
He confessed the
tent proved irresistible.
fact of having stolen foiu- nails, but when
restitution was demanded. Tamaide said the
nails \veTe at Eparre. High words passed
the end, the Indian
on the occasion, and
produced one of the nails, and w as to be forgiven on restoring the rest; but his virtue
was not equal to the task, and he v\ ithdrew
kimself as usual, when he had committed
any offence. At this time our long-boat was
so much eaten with w orms, that it w as found
necessary to give her a new bottom. On examining the pinnace, thinking she might be
in the same state, we had the satisfaction to
perceive, that not a worm had touched her.
This difference in the condition of the two
boats we attributed to the different ingredients with which their bottoms were paid ;
the loiig-boat had been paid with varnish of
pine, and the pinnace painted with -^vhite
lead and oil which last coating we think
to be the most eligible for the bottoms of all
boats intended for this part of the world

m

;

tected in stealing the nails, he endeavoured
to persuade him to restore them, but in vain.
As our gentlemen treated him with a reserve
and coolness which he could not but i^erceive, his stay was short, and he departed

very abrupt manner
nor could our
surgeon the next morning persuade to affect
a reconciliation by bringing down the nads.
On the 27thi Mr. Banks, Dr. Solander,
Capt. Cook, and .some others, set out in the
pinnace to visit Tootahah, who had again
removed to a place called Atahourou, six
miles from his last abode and not being,
able to go halfway thither in a boat, it wa^
almost evening before we arrived. We found
the chief as usual, sitting under a tree witli
a great crowd about him. Having made
our presents in due form, consisting of a
yellow stuff petticoat, and other trifling articles, we were invited to supper, and to pass
the night there. Our party consisted of six
only
but the place was crowded with a
greater number than the houses and canoeif
could contain. Among other guests wereOberea with her train of attendants. Mr,.
Banks having accepted of a lodging in Oberea's canoe, left his companions in order to
retire to rest.
Oberea bad the charge of his
clothes; but notwithstanding her eare theyr
in a

;

;

;

were

stolen, as were also his pistols,
gowder horn, and- several other things

his
out;

;
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of his waiscoat pockets. An alarm was given
to Tootahan
the next canoe, who went
with Oberea in search of the thief, leaving
Mr. Banks with only his breeches and
waiscoat on, and his musket uncharged.
They soon returned, but without success.
Mr. Banks thought proper to put up with
the loss at present, and retired a second time
to rest just as he had composed himself to
sleep, he was roused by some music, and
observed lights at a little distance from the
shore.
He then rose to go and find his
companions. As soon as he approached the
lights, he found the hut where Capt. Cook
and three others of the gentlemen fay, when
he began to relate his misadventure to them
they told him in return, that they had lost
their stockings and jackets. In effect Dr.
Solajider, who joined them the next mornins", was the only one that .escaped being
roobed, and he had slept at a house that
was a mile distant. This accident, however
did not prevent Capt. Cook, Mr. Banks, and
the rest that were at the hut, from attending
to the music which was a siort of concert
called heiva, and consisted of dnims, flutes,
and several voices. They retired again to
tlieir repose, after tliis entertainment was

m

SEAS,

They employed themselves

for some time in
preparing their instruments, and insti'ucting|
those gentlemen who were to go out, in theJ
use of them and on Thursday the first of
June, they sent the long-boat with Mr. Gore,
;

Mr. Monkhouse

(the

two observers) and Mr.

Sporing, the latter of whom was a friend of
Mr. Banks, with proper instruments to Emayo.
Others were sent to find out a spot that
iiiight answer the purpose, at a convenient
distance from their principal station.
The iiarty that went towards Emayo, after
rowing the greater part of the night, havi/jg
hailed a canoe, were informed of a place by
the Indians on board, which was judged
proper for their observatory, where they accordingly fixed their tents. It was a rock
that rose out of the water about 140 yards
from the shore.
Saturday the 3rd (the day of the transit)
Mr. Banks, as soon as it was light, left them
in order to go and get fresh provisions on
the island. This gentleman had the satisfaction to see the sun rise without a cloud.
The king, whose name was Tarrao, came
to pay him a visit, as he was trading with
the natives, and brought with him Nuna his
sister.
As it was customary for the people
in these parts to be seated at their conferover.
Their clothes and the other things wTiich ences, Mr. Bank's spread his turban of Inbad been stolen, were never heard of after- dian cloth, which he wore as a hat, upon the
wards, but Mr. Banks got some clothes from ground, on which they all set down. Then
Oberea, in which he made a whimsical ap- a hog and a dog, .some cocoa-nuts, and breadfruit were brought, being the king's present,
jpearance.
On the 28th, we set out for the boat, hav- and Mr. Banks sent for an adze, a shirt, and
ing obtained only one hog, >vhich had been some beads, which were presented to his
mtended for our .supper tlie proceeding night majesty, who received them with apparent;
so that all things considered, we had little satisfaction Tubourai Tamaide, andTomio,
reason to be satisfied with our excursion. who had gone with Mr. Banks, came from
On our return to the boat, we had a specimen the observatory, when Tomio, who was said
of the agility of the Indian swimmeis, some to be related to Tarrao, gave him a long nail,
of whom, merely for diversion, swam in a and left a shirt as a present for Nuna. Afsurf where no European boat conld have terwards the king his sister, and three beaulived, and where our best swimmers must tiful young women their attendants, returned
have perished, had thej accidentally fallen in with Mr Banks to the observatory, where he
shewed them the transit of Venus, when
with it.
that
planet was upon the sun, and acquaintwere
made
preparations
At this time the
that to view it in that situation was
and
two
ed
them,
Venus,
transit
of
the
for viewing
of his undertaking- a voyage to
the
cause
observations
out
to
make
sent
were
parties
from different spots, that in case of failing those remoter parts. According to this gen^n one place, they might succeed in another. gentleraan's account, the produce of this
;

-,

.

'

:

:

AND ROUND THE
Otaisland is nearly the same with that of
of
those
resembletl
heite; thf people also
upon
otthem
many
seen
that island he hud
nature ot
it who were acquainted with the
were sent
that
parties
Tlie
articles.
trading
out to make their observations on the tranundertaking
sit, had ffood success in the
;

in their

account of

contact.

Mr. Green's account was

as follows
Hours. Min. Sec,

The firfet external contact 9
The first internal contactor

35

9

44

-

total

emersion

'i»

In the fronf of the
oftering to their g^ods
of
stile was i>hiced»
sort
a
space,
square
wliere the relations of the deceased stood tq
There were unjjive tokens of their grief
der tlie awninjj some pieces of ch)th, whereon were the tears and blood of the mourners,
who use<l to wound themselves with a shark's

?Kti:r^,=a^;:^.;eu:;r3^
the
have been expected

Vt^OULD/^

m

houses 'were erected at a small distance,
one of which remained some of the relation*
of the deceased the chief mou-rner resided
in anotiier and was dressed in a i>articular manner, in order to j)erf«^rm a certain
ceremony. When the corpse is rotten, the
bones are buried near the spot, and these
])laces were found to answer the purposes
of relii^ious worshi]), thout^h Capt. W allis
couhi iiot perceive the traces of any such
worship among- them. Concerning the ceremony we are about to speak of'the following is the account we have of it, which may
not be unentertaining to the curious reader.
It was performed on the 10th, and Mr. Bank,"*
i,.«,i he.
..v-.
present, that
i^cmj^ i»it;3ciii,
desirous ui
of being
vvas so uouwu.-.
agreed to take a part in it, when he was in;
formed that he could not be a spectator oii
;

;

The second internal

contact,
or beginning of the emer3
14
sion
The second external contact,
32 -- ^
or total emersion - - - - 3
Latitude of the observatory 17 deg. 'i.^ uiin
15 sec. south; longitude, 141) deg. 32 min.
30 sec. westifroiuGi^.enuich.
While the gentlemen and othcers were busied in viewing the transit, some of the ship's
company having broke into the store-room,
took the liberty of stealing a quantity of
After a strict search the thief
spike-Jiails.
was found out he had however, but few of
the nails in his possession but he was ordered to receive two dozen of lashes, by way
.

He went

accordmgly
where the body
was deposited, where he was met by the relations of the deceased, and was afterwards
joined by several other persons. Tubourai
Tamaide was the principal mournei', whose
dress was whimsical, though not altogether
of example.
Outhe4th,thetwo[)artiessentouttoobserve ungraceful. Mr. Banks was obliged to quit
the tran.sit were absent on wliich account his European dress, and had no other coverwe deferred keeping His Majesty's birth-day .„_, than a small piece of cloth that was
to the next day, the oth, when we celebrat- tied round his middle his body was black-^
ed the same, several of the Indian chiefs ed over with charcoal and water, as were
entertainment, ana
and m
in turn the bodies ot
and among triem
them
of several others, ana
partook
of our entertammenl,
I)artook ol
^trank His Majesty's health by the name of some females, who were no more covered

any

otlier condition.

in the evening, to the place

;

;

;

;

Kihiargo, the nearest imitation they could
produce of King George. About this time
•AU old female of some distinction dying,
irave the English an opportunity of observing the ceremonies used by these islanders
in disposing of the dead bodies of their peopie which, as we have observed, they do
not directly bury. The reader has already
seen the desciiption of the bier, the placing
the bread-fiuit, &c. which according to Toiibonrai Tamaide's account, was a kind of
;

than himself

The

procession then began,

and the chief mourner uttered some words
which were judged to be a prayer, when he
approached the body, and he repeated these
words as he came up to his own honse.
They afterwards went on, by permission.
It is usual for the rest of
towards the fort
the Indians to shun these processions as
much as possible they accordingly ran
into the woods in great liaste, as soon as this
came in view. From the fort the mourners
;

«
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proceeded along the shore, crossed the river,
tlien entered the woods, passing several
houses, which became immediately uninhabited, and during the rest of the procession,
which continued for half an hour, not an
Indian was visible. Mr. Banks filled ait
olhce that they called Niniveh, and there
werC/tAvo others in the same character.
When none of the otlier natives were to be
seen", they apjwoached the chief mourner,
•aying Imataia then those who had assist-^
ed at the ceremony bathed in the river, aixl
resumed their former dress. Such was this
uncommon ceremony, in which Mr. Banks
performed a principal part, and received
applause from Tubourai Tamaide, the chief
mourner. What can have introduced among
these Indians so strange a custom as that of
exposing their dead above ground, till the
ifiesh is consumed by. putrefaction, and then
Burying' the bones, it is perhaps impossible
to guess nor is it less dirficult to determine,
why the repositories of their dead should be

drummers sung to the Tiattsic, and the
were much surprized when they

lish

Ertg--

fowrsd

were the subject of tbeir lays»
songs they thetefewe cowelnded 1x> bte
extemporary effusions, the reward-s whei>€^
wer€ such necessaries as tlrey requinsdv
On the 14th, in the night, &n ironi oMi
rake for the oven was stolen and. many
other things having at different times beeit
conveyed away, Capt. Cook judged it- oi
some consequence, to put aft evwi, ife possible to such practices, by making it their
common interest to prevent iti He liaJd ^1^-^
ready given strict orders, that the ceutinels
should not fire upon the Indiaiis^- ^ven* i£
they were detected in the fact but man)(
repeated depredation^ determined him tdmake reprisals. About twenty-seven ot
their double canoes witli sails were just
arrived, containing cargoes of fisli
these th^
Captain seized, and then gave notice that
unless the rake, and all the other thillg1§
that had been stolen, -were returned, thevessels should be burnt.
The menace proalso places of worship.
other
effect
duced
no
than
the restitution of
lost
some
On the 12th, the Indians having
the
rake,
the
all
other
things
and
strings
arrows,
of
remaining^ in
their
bows
and
of
The Captaiii howKVefplaited hair, a complaint was made to the their possession.
Captain. The affair was inquired into, and thought fit to give up the cargoes, as th6
the fact being well attested, the offenders iiinocent natives were in great dlstrfes!^ fbr
received each two dozen of lashes. The want of them, and in order to pfrevent th^
same day Tubourai' Tamaide brought his confusion arising from disputes conceminj^
bow. and arrows, in order to decide a chal- the property of the different lots of goodii;
lenge of shooting between him and Mr. which they had on board. About this tim^>
Gore but it ajmeared they had mistaken another incident had nearly, notwithstandeach other, Mr. Gore intending to discharge ing all our caution, embroiled us with the
his arrow at a mark, while the Indian meant Indians. The Captain having sent a boat
only to try who could shoot farthest. The on shore to get ballast, the officer not meetchallenge was dropped in consequence of ing immediately with what he wanted, bethe mistake being discovered but Tubourai gan to pull down one of the sepulchral man*'
Tamaide, in order to display his skill, kneel- sions of the dead which sacrilegious act of
ing down, shot an arrow, unfeathered (as violence was immediately opposed by the.
fhey all are) near the sixth part of a mile, enraged islanders. Intelligence of tli is disdropping the bow the instant tlve arrow was pute being received by Mr. Banks, he went
discharged. Mr. 'Banks having this morn- to the place, and a reconciliation w£is soohj
hig met several of the natives, and being in- effected, which put an end to the dispute,,
formed, that a musical entertainment was by sending the boat's crew to the river-side,,
expected in the evening, he and the rest of where a sufficient quantity of stones wer<^
the English gentlemen, resolved to be pre- to be had without a possibility of givitig|
This was the only instance iri
sent at the same. They went accordingly, offence.
offered to oppose us
which
they
and (ex-drums
and
flutes
on
performance
a.nd heard a
affair
of
the
fort;
has
beeii
which
itinerant
musicians.
cepi
The
the
by a kind oi
that they

The

>

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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r«laleil) the <mly insiill ollVreU to an individual was, wlu'M Mr. Monkhouse, the surceon, took a tlo^er iVom a tree whioli s^rew
I pon
u\ one of their sepulchral luclosnies.
tliis occasion, an Indian came siulilenlj hehind him and strnek hiui Mr. iMoukhmis^i
iaid huhl ol' tlie assailant, hut two of his
countrymen resoied him, and then tlieyail
ran otf as last as they could.
On the lyth, in the eveninHT, while the ca-r
noes were still detained, Oberea an«l several
;

of her attendants paid us a

visit.

She came

from Tootahah's jialace, in a double auioe,
and brought with her a hog:, breail-fruit, and
other presents, amonir whicli was a dog but
not a single article of the thhi}i:s that had
been stolen these she said had been taken
away by her favourite Obadee, whom she
She seemed,
had beaten and dismisseil.
story
her
did not
that
conscious
however,
deserve credit, and appeared at tirst much
terrified
thouifh she surmounted her fears
with great fortitude, and wiis desirous of
fleeping- with her attendants in Mr. Banks's
tent
but this beinir refused, she was oblis?ed to pass tlie night in her canoe. A whole
tribe of Indiaii-s would haveslent in the ball
The next
tent, but were not permitted.
morning Oberea returned,- putting herself
wholly in our power, when we accepted of
her presents, which she doubtless thought,
;

:

;

;
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Tupia Undertook

to kill

and

the dog, which he did, by making a
hole in the gw^nul, luid baking it.
all
agrtwl it was a very good dish.
On i\w 21st, we were visited by many of
the natives, who brought witli them various
preM'Uts.
Among the rest was a chief, pame«l Oamo, \\ ho^n we had not yet seen.
^Mid a ,boy and a youMg wonjan ^\ ith hiii>,
The former was carried oh a' n^an's back^
which we considered as a piece of state, for
he w as well able to walk. Oberea and some
of the indians went from the 'fort to wieei
them, being bare-headed, and uncovered air
low as the waist circumstances we had no*

drest^

We

Ho

;

ticed before, and judged
pect, which was usuidly

nigh rank.

them marks of resshewn to persons of

When Oamo

er\tered tlie tent,

the \oung woman, though seemingly very
curious, couhl not be prevailed u^on to ac-

The youth was mtroduced
by Dr. Solander, but as soon as the indians
within saw him, they took care to have hira
Our curiosity bein^ raised by
sent out.
these circumstances, we made inquiry con^
cerning the strangers, and were informed*
that Oamo w as the husband of Oberea, but
that by mutual consent they had been for a

company him.

separated, and the boy
and girl were their children. The former
was called Terridiri he was heir apparent

considerable time

:

justly too, the mo.st effectual means to to the sovereignty of the islands, and when
Two of her he had attained the proper age, was to marry
bring about a reconciliation.
assiduous
in getting his sister.
very
The present sovereign, Outou,
were
attendants
themselves husbands, in which they suc- was a minor, and the son of a prince, called
ceeded, by means of the surgeon and one of AVhappai. Whappai, Oamo, and Tootahafe,
Whappai was the eldest,
the. lieutenants they seemed very agreea- were all brothers
ble till bed-time, and determined to lie in and Oaino the second wherefore, Whappai
Mr. Banks's tent, which they accordingly having no child but Outou, Terridiri was
did, till the surgeon having some words with heir to the sovereignty. To us it appeared
one of them, Mr. Banks thrust her out, and singular, that a boy should reign dunng the
she was followed by the rest, except Otea- life of his father but in the island of'OtaTea, who cried some time, and then he turn- heite, a boy succeeds to his father's authority
ed her out also. This had like to have be- and title as soon as he is born but a regent
come a serious atfeir, a duel being talked of being necessary, that office, though elective,
l>etween Mr. Banks and Mr. Monkhouse, generally falls upon the father, who holds
hut it was happily avoided.
had been the reins of government till the child is
informed, that in this island dogs were es- of age. The reason that the election iiad
teemed more delicate food than pork, as fallen upon Too'tahah, was on account of
those bred by the natives to be eaten, fed his warlike exploits among his brethren.
fintirely upon vegetables.
The experiment Oamo wa« very inquisitive, a^ing a number

and

:

;

;

;

;

We

7

;
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of quesfions concerning the English, by
which he appeared to be a man of understanding and penetration. At this time, a
woman, named Teetee, who came from the
west of the island, presented to the Captain
The ground was a
an elegant garment.
brigHt yellow, it was bordered- with red, and
thHt were several crosses in the middle of
it, which they had probably learned from
the French.
On the 23d, in the morning, one of our
Mands being missing, we inquired for him
among the natives, and were told he was at
JEparre, Tootahah's residence in the wood,
and one of the Indians offered to fetch him
On bis
.ftack, which he did that cTcning.
return he informed us, that he had been taken from the fort, and carried to the top of
the bay by three men, who forced him into
a canoe, after having stripped him, and cou'
ducted him to Eparre, where he received
some ctotiies from Tootahah, who endeavoured to prevail on him to continue there.
We had reason to conclude this account
true
for the natives were no sooner ac(fluainted with his return, than they left the
fort with precipitationOn June the 26th, early in the morning,
Capt. Cook setting out in the pinnace with
Mr. Banks, sailed to the eastward with a
design of circumnavigating the island. They
went on shore in the forenoon, in a district
in the government of Ahio, a young chief,
who at the tents had frequently been their
;

visitant.

And

other natives

here also they saw several

whom they knew.

Afterwards

they proceeded to the harbour where M.
Bougainville's vessel lay, when he came to
Otaheite, and were
place, and the spot

snewn the watering
where he pitched his

tent.

Coming to a large bay, when the English
gentlefnen mentioned their design of going
to the other side their Indian guide, whose
name was Titubaola, said he would not ac,

their design into execution, loading their
pieces with ball and at last Titubaole ven-^
tured to go with them. Having rowed till
it was dark, they reached a narrow isthmuswhich severed the island in two partSi and*
these formed distinct governments.' However, as they had not yet got into thehostile
part of the country, it was thought proper
to go on shore to spend the night where
Ooratova, the lady who had paid her compliments in so extraordinary a manner at
the fort, provided them w ith a supper, and
they proceeded for the other government ia.
;

the morning.
the district of a

8

They

afterwards landed in;
Maraitata, and»
his father was called "Pahairede. The fbrm
er of these names signifies the burying place
of men, and the other the stealer of boats.
These people gave the Caj^tain a very good
reception, sold them a hog for a hatchet,
and furnished them with provisions.
crowd of the natives came round the English gentlemen, amongst whom however they
met only two with whom they were acquainted but they saw several Eiuopean commodities, yet they perceived none that came out
of the Endeavour. Here they saw two twelve
pound shot, one of which had the king's
broad arrow upon it, yet the natives said
they had them from M. Bougainville.
They afterwards advanced till they reached
that district which was under the government of Waheatua, who had a son it was
not known in whose hands the sovereign
power was deposited. There they found a^
spacious plain with a river, which they were
obliged to pass over in a canoe, though the
Indians that followed them swam over without any ditiiculty. They proceeded on their
journey for a considerable way along tlie
shore, till at last they were met by the chief,
who had with him an agreeable woman, of
about twenty-two years of age, who was called Toudidde. Her name was not unknown
to the English, who had often heard, of it
and she was supposed to bear the same rank
here as Oberea bore in the other part. of the
island.
The parts through which they now
passed, appeared to be better cultivated than
any of the rest, and the burial places vvere
chief, called

A

;

company them, and also endeavoured to
dissuade the Captain and his people from
going observing " That country was inhabited by people who were not subject to
Tootahah, and who would destroy them
»I1." NotwlthstaiKting, they resolved to put more in
;
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number.

They were

neat,

and
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ornamented with ranintis and
cock Avas seen, >vlii<.'h\\as painted
;

various colours of

tlic

l)ir(i.

in

sa

Mho g:ave directions to some of his people
to assist them in <lressing: their* provisions,
the >\ liich were now >ery plentiful, and they

one a

>\ itii

Thouiili

tlie

country >vas apparently fertile, very little supped at Wiverou's house in ctunpany
breadfruit uas to be found here, a nut call- with Mathiabo. Part of the house was aled Alice, t'urnishinii the principal subsistence lotted for them to sleep in. and. soon after
.supper they retired to re.st.
M;ithiabo havjt'tlie inhabitants.
Being" tatiiiued A\ith their journey, they ing borrowed a cloak of Mr. lianks, under
went on board their boat, and landed in tin- the notion of using: it as a coverlet when he
evenins4 on an islantl n\ liich was called Otooa- hiy dawn.' made off with it >\ ithout being^
Mr. iJanks percei\ed either by tinit gentleman or his
reite. to seek for refreshment.
Houe>er, news of the robbegoin^• into the M(»ods tor this j)urpose, >\hcn companions.
it was dark could discover only one house, ry Ixiiig presently brought them by one of
wherein he fountl some of the nuts beliore the natives, they set out in j)ursuit of Mamentioned, and a* little bread-fruit. I'here thiabo, but had proceeded only a very little
was a ffoml harbour in the southern part of way before they were met by a ])erson
this island, and the surrouiujina" country a]j- biingiuLT Inu k the cloak, whi<h this chief
peared to be extremely liuitiul. I^aiidiuti had uiven u|» rather through fear than from
On their return
at about three miles distance they loiind any principle of honesty.
some of the natives whom the\ well knew, they found the house entirely deserted and
yet it was not without difHculty that they about four in the morning:, the centinel gave
obtained a few cocoa-nuts before they de- the alarm that the boat was mi.ssing. Capt.
parted.
^V^hen they came a little farther to Cook antl Mr. l$anks were greatly astonisJithe eastward, they landed auain, and here ed at this account, and ran to the water-side;
they were met by INTathiabo. the chief with but though it was a clear star-liglit morning,
whom they were not at all acquainted. He no boat was to be seen. Their situation was
supplied them with bread-fruit and cocoa- now extremely disag:reeable.
The party
nuts, and they purchased a hog- of him for consisted of no more than four, having* with
a glas.s bottle, which he chose in i)reference them only one musquet and two pocket
to all the other articles presented before him. pistols, without a .spare ball or, a charge, of
A turkey-cock an'd a goose were set n here, powder. After having remaine'd some time
which were much admired by the natives, in a state of anxiety, arising from these cirand A^ ere supposed to have been left there cumstances, of which they feared the Inby Capt. Wallis's people. They observed dians might take advantage, the boat which
in a house near the same place several hu- had been driven away by the tide, returned;
man jaw-bones, which seemed fresh, and and Mr. Banks and his companions had no
had not lost any of the teeth, and were fas- sooner breakfasted than they departed. This
tened to a board, of a semicircular figure; place is situated on the north side of Tiarrabut they could not get any infoiination of bou, the south-east peninsula of the island,
the cause of this extraordinary aj^pearance. about five miles east from the isthmus, with
When they left the place, the chief piloted a harbour equal to any in those i)arts. It
them over the shoals. In the evenini*' they was fertile and popuhjus, and the inhabiopened the bay on the north-west side of tants every where behaved with great cithe island, which answered to that on the vility.
south-east in such a manner as to intersect
The last district in Tiarrabou, in which
it at the isthmus.
Several canoes came off they landed, was governed by a chief named
here, and some beautiful women g:iving' to- Omoe.
He was then building a house, and
kens that they should be glad to see them was very earnest to purchase a hatchet, but
on shore, they readily accepted the invita- the gentlemen had not one left. He would
tion.
They met with a very friendly recep- not trade for nails, and they embarked, the
tion from the chief whose name was Wiverou chief, however, following them in his canoe
;

No.

3.

F

M
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with his wife. They were afterwards taken most considerable piece of architecture in
on board, but when they had sailed about the island. It consisted of an enormous pile
a league, desired to be put on shore. Their of stone work, raised in the form of a pyra-

was comi^lied with, when the Capmet with some of Omoe's people, \vho
3>rought with them a very large hog. 'i'lie
chief agreed to exchange the hog for an axe
and a nail, and to bring the beast to the fort.
As the hog was a very fine one, Mr. Banks
accepted the offer. They saw at this place
request
tain

,

one of'the Indian Eatuas, a sort of image,
made of wicker-work, which resembled a
man in figure it was near seven feet in
height, and was covered with black and
white feathers on the head were four protuberances, called by the natives Tata-ete,
that is, little men. Having taken their leave
of Omoe, the gentlemen set out on their
return. They went on shore again, after
they had rowed a few miles, but saw nothing
except a sepulchral building, which was ornamented in an extraordinary manner. The
pavement, on which was erected a pyramid,
was very neat at a small distance there
was a stone image, very uncouthly carved,
but which the natives seemed to hold in
high estimation. They passed through the
harbour which was the only one fit for shipping, on the south of Opoureonou, situate
about five miles to the westward of the isthmus, between two small islands, not far from
the shore, and within a mile of each other.
They were now near the district called
Paparra, which was that where Oamo and
Oberea governed, and where the travellers
intended to spend the night. But when Mr.
Banks and his comnany landed, about an
hour before it was dark, it appeared they
were both set out to pay them a visit at the
However, they slept at Oberea's house,
fort.
which was neat, though not large, and of
which there was no inhabitant but her father, who shewed them much civility.
They took this opportunity of walking
out upon a point, upon which they had ob;

;

;

mid, with a flight of stepson each side.

It

was near 270 feet long, about one third as
wide, and between 40 and 50 feet high.

The foundation

consisted of rock stones;
the steps were of coral, and the upper part
was of round pebbles, all of the same shape

and size. The rock and coral-stones were
squared with the utmost neatness and regularity, and the whole building appeared as
compact and firm as if it had been erected
by (he best workmen in Europe. What rendered this last circumstance tlie more extraordinary,

was the consideration that when

this pile was raised, the Indians must have
been totally destitute of iron tools either to
shape their stones, or for any other necessary
purpose, nor had they mortar to cement them
when made fit for use so that a structure of
;

such height and magnitude must have been
a work of infinite labour and fatigue. In
the centre of the summit was the rejjresentation of a bird carved in wood close to thi.s
was the figure of a fish in stone. The pyramid constituted part of one side of a court
or square, the sides of which were nearly
equal and the whole was walled in and
paved with flat stones, notwithstanding
which pavement, several plantains, and
trees which the natives call Etoa, grew within the inclosure.
At a small distance to the
westward of this edifice was another paved
square that contained several small stages,
called Ewattas by the natives which apjjeared to be altars, whereon they placed
the offerings to their gods. Mr. Banks af;

;

;

terwards observed whole hogs placed upon
these stages or altars.
On Friday the 30th, thev arrived at Otahorou, where they found their old acquaint
tance Tootahah, who received them with
great civil ty, and provided them a good

supper and convenient lodging and though
some trees called Etoa, they had been so shamefully plundered the
which usually grow upon the burial places last time they slept with- this chief, they
of these islanders. They call those burying spent the night in the greatest security, none
grounds Morai. And here Mr. Banks saw of their clothes nor an^ other article beinff
a vast building, which he found to be the missing the next morning. They returned
Morai of Oamo^and Obereji, wl,»i<ih ,v¥as t^e tQ, ,th^ fpr^t at Port Royai Harbour on the
served at a distance

;

;
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first of July, liavin«r discovered tlie island, the first arrival of tlic English at the island,
iucludiiig both ^ninsulas, to be about 100 grew up and tiourished before they left it.
By this time they began to think of niakmilcN in cireuniterence.
to depart
Alter their return liom this tour, tliey nig preparations
but Oanio,
were very much in want of bread-fruit, none Oberea, and their son and daughter visitof which they had been able to provide ed them before they were ready to sail. As
themselves with, as they had seen but little to the young woman (whose name was Toibut their mata) she was curious to see the fort, but
in the cH)urse of their journey
;

;

Oamo would not permit her t(> enter. The
son of Waheatua, chief of the south-east
On the 3rd, Mr. Banks made an excursion, peninsula, was also here at tlie same time;
in order to trace the river ui) the valley to and they were favoured with the company
its source, and to remark how far the coun- of the Indian, who had been so dextrous
try was inhabitetl along the banks of it. as to steal the (juadrant, as al)ove related.
He took some Indian guides with him, and The carpenters being ordered to take down
after having seen houses for about six mile.s, the gates and ])allisadoes of the fort, to l)e
they came to one which was said to be the converted into lire-wood for tlie Endeavour,
The ma.ster one of the natives .stole the sttiple and hook
last that could be met with.
presented them with cocoa-nuts and other of the gate he was pursued in vain, but
fruits, and they proceedc<l on tlu'ir walk, the pro])erty wosat'terwards recovered, and
alter a short stay. They often passed through returned to the owners by Tubourai Tamaide.
Before their departure, two circumstances
vaults formed by rocky fragments in the
course of their journey, in w hich, as they happened which gave Capt. Cook some unThe first was, tiiat two foreign
were told, beniuhted travellers sometimes easiness.
took shelter. Pursuing the course of the sailors having been a]>,road, one of them was
river about six miles farther, they found it robbed of his knife, wliidi as he was endeabanked on both sides by rocks almost 100 vouring to recover, he was dangerou.sly hurt
with a stone by the natives, and his co7iifeet in heiglit, and nearly perpendicular
away however, might be traced up these panion also received a slight wound in the
precipices, along which their Indian guides head.
The offenders escaped, and the Capwould have conducted them, but they de- tain was not anxious to liave them taken,
clined the offer, as there did not appear to as he did not want to ha'/e any disputes witk
be any thing at the summit which could the Indians.
Between the 8th, and 9th, two young marepay them tor the toil and dangers of ascendingthem. Mr. Banks souulit in vain for rines one night withdrew themselves from
minerals among the rocks, which v\ ere na- tlie fort, and in the morning were not to be
ked almost on all sid^s, but no mineral met with. Notice having been g-iven the
substances were found. The stones every next day that the ship would sail that or the
Avhere exhibited signs of having been burnt, ensuing day as they did not return, Capt,
which was the case of all the .stones that Cook begtm to be apprehensive that they
were found while they staid at Otaheite and designed to remain on shore but as he was
both there and in the neighbouring islands apprised in sucli a case, no efiectual means
the ti-aces of fire were evident in the clay could be taken to recover them without runupon the hills. On the 4th, a great quan- ning a ri.sque of destroying the harmony
tity of the seeds of water-melons, oranges, subsisting" Ij^tween the English and the nalimes and other plants brought from Rio de tives, he resolved to wait a day, in hopes of
Janeiro, were planted on each side of the their returning of their own accord. But as
fort, by Mr. Banks, who also plentifully they were still missing on the tenth in the
supplied the Indians with them, and plant- morning, an inquiry was made after them,
ed many of them in the woods. Some me- when the Indians declared, that they did
Ions, the seeds of which had been sown Oft not propose to return, having taken refuge
Indian friends coming round them,
supplied their want of provisicms.

soon

;

;

;

;
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among

the mountains where it was impossi- would have remained in the island
At
ble for them to be discovered and added, this time the power of Oberea was not so
that each of them had taken a wife. In great as it was when the Dolphin first disconsequence of this, it was intii^ated to seve- covered the island. Tupia, whose name has
ral of the chiefs that were in the fort with been often mentioned in this voyage, had
the women, among whom where Tubourai been her prime minister. He was also the
Tamaide, Tomio, and Oberea, that they chief priest, consequently well acquainted
would not be saifered to quit it till the de- with the religion of the country. He had a
They did not shew knowledge of navigation, and was thoroughserters were produced.
any signs of fear or discontent, but assured ly acquainted with the number, situation,
the Captain that the marines should be sent and iidiabitants of the adjacent islands.
back. ' In the mean time Mr. Hicks was This chief had often expressed a desire to
tiispatched in the pinnace to bring Tootahah go witli us when we continued our voyage.
on board the ship, and he executed his comOn the 12th, in the Tuorning he came on
mission without giving any alarm. Night board with a boy about twelve years of age,
coming on, Capt. Cook thought it not pru- his servant, named Taiyota, and requested
dent to let the people, whom he had detain- the gentlemen on board, to let him go with
ed as hostages, remain at the fort he there- him. As we thought he would be useful
fore gave orders to remove them on board, to us in many particulars,' we unanimously
which greatly alarmed them all, especially agreed to comj)ly with his request. Tupia
the females who testified the most gloomy then- went on shore for the last time to bid
apprehensions by floods of tears.
Capt. farewell to his friends, to whom he gave seCook escorted Oberea and others to the ship; veral baubles as parting tokens of remembut Mr. Banks remained on shore with brance.
some Indians, whom he thought it of less
Mr. Banks, after dinner, being willing to
importance to detain. In the evening one obtain a drawing of the Morai, which Tooof the marines was brought back by some tahah had in his possession at Eparre, Cai)t.
of the natives, who reported that the other, Cook accompanied him thither in the pinand two of our men who went to recover nace, together with Dr. Solander. They
them "would be detained while Tootahah immediately upon landing repaired to. 1 oo^as confined. Upon this Mr. Hicks vvas tahah's house, where they were met by Obegeneral good
immediately sent ofl' in the long boat, with rea and several others.
a strong body of men to rescue the prison- understanding prevailed. Tupia came back
ers at the same time the Captain tjold Too- with them, and they promised to visit the
tahah, that it was incumbent on him to as- gentlemen early the next day, as they were
sist them with some of his people, and to told the ship would then sail.
On the 13th, these friendly people came
give orders in his name, that the men should
be set at liberty ;. for that he would be ex- very early on board, and the snip was surTootalnih rounded with a vast number of canoes, Killed
pected to answer for the event.
immediately complied, and this party releas- with Indians of the lower sort. Between
eleven and twelve we weighed anchor and
ed the men without any opposition.
On tlie 1 1th, about seven in the morning notwithstanding all the little misunderthey returned, but without the arms that standings between the English and the nahad been taken from them when they were tives, the latter, who possessed a great fund
made prisoners these, however being re- of good nature, and much sensibility, took
stored soon after the chiefs on board were their leave, weeping in an affectionate manAs to Tupia he supported himself
allowed to return, and those who had been ner.
detained on shore were also set at liberty. through this scene with a becoming fortiOn examining the deserters it appeared, tude. Tears flowed fiom his eyes, it is true,
that the Indians had told the truth, they but the effort that he made to conceal them
having xhosen two girls, with wbom they did him an additional honour. He went
;

-,

A

;

;

;
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Tims we departed from Otaheite, after
with Mr. Banks to the mast head, and wav- try.
counstay
of just three months.
farewell
of
his
a
last
took
a
hand,
ing his
'

CHAP.
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V.

historical and descriptive accou-nt of Otaltcile ; Of the Inland, and its productions ; Of the inhabitants; Their dress; Dnrlli/io^s ; Manner of lirin^- ; Diversions ; Mannfactuies ; Arts; Sciences;

An

Language

;

Diseases; lie/igioiis ceremonies ; and government.

PORT Royal

hay, in the island of Otaheite, as .«;ettled l)y ('apt. Walli.s, we
found to be within half a degree of its real

and point Venus, the northern
situation
extremity of this ishind, and the eastern part
of the bay, lies in 1-lJ) deg. 30 niin. longitude.
A reef of coral rock surrounds the island,
forming .several excellent bays, among
which, and eqnal to the best of theni^ is Port
Royal. This bay, called by the natives
Matavai. may easily be discovered by a iemarkable high mountain in tlie centre of
the island, bearing due south from \nnut
Venus. To sail into it. either keej) the west
point of the reef that lies before point Venus,
close on board, or give it a birth of near half
a mile, in order to avoid a small shoal of
;

whereon there

but two fathom
and an half of water. The mo.st proper
ground for anchoring is on the eastern .side
of the bay. The shore is a fine sandy beach,
behind which runs a river of fresh water,
very coiivenier.t for a tieet of ships, llie
onlv wood for firing upon the whole island
is that of fruit trees, which must be purchased of the natives, or it is impossible to live
on friendly terms with them. The face of
the country is very uneven. It rises in
ridges that run up into the middle of the island, where they form mountains which
may be seen at the distance of sixt}^ miles.
Behveen these ridges and the sea is a border
of low land of different breadtlis in different
parts, but not exceeding any where a mile
and a half.. The soil being watered by a
number of excellent rivulets, is extremely
fertile, and covered with various kinds of
coral rocks,

is

fruit trees,

wood.

which form almost one continued

Even

the tops of the ridges are not

without their produce in some parts. The
only parts of the island that are inhabited,
are the low land.s, lying between the foot of
the ridges and the .sea. The houses do n'ot
f«)rm vdlages, but are ranged along the whole
border, at about fitly yards di.stant from eitch
other.
Before them are little groups of the
l>lantain tree.s, which furnisli them with
cloth.
According to Tupia's account, this
island
could furni.sh above six thousand
fighting men. The produce is bread-fruit,
cocoa nut«, l&tnianas, sweet potatoes, yams,
jambu, a ddicious fruit, sugar-cane, the
paper mnlbehy, several sorts of figs, with

many other plants and trees, all which the
earth prodiices spontaneously, or with little
culture.
But here are no European fruit,
garden-stuff, pulse, nor grain of any kind.
The tame animals are hogs, dogs, and poultry
the wild ducks, pigeons, paroquets,
;

and a few

otf;er

birds.

The only

rep-

are rats, and not a .serpent is to be
found. In the sea is a great variety of excellent fish, which constitutes their chief
luxury, and to catch them their chief emtiles

plovment.
'The people in general are of a larger make
than the Europeans. The males are mostly
tall, robvist, and finely shaped
the women
of the higher cla.ss about the size of our
English ladies, but those of inferior rank are
below our .stamdard, and some of them very
short.
Their natural complexion is a fine
clear olive, or what we call a brunett,
their skin delicately smooth and agreeably
'

;
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Their faces in general are handsome,
Tlieir
their eyes full of sensibility.
teeth are remarkably white and regular,
their hair for the most i)art black, and iheir
breath is entirely free from any disat^reeaTlie men, unlike the original inble smell.

HEAS,

and the loins, which are marked with arches,
one above another a considerable way up the back. Mr. Banks was present at an operation of tattaowing, performed upon the posteriors of a girl about twelve
years old. It was executed with an instruhabitants of America, have long- beards, ment that had twenty teeth, and at each
which they wear in various shapes. Cir- stroke, which was repeated every moment,
<;umcision is generally i>ractised among" them serum mixed with blood issued. She bore
from a motive of clean iness, and they have the pain with great resolution for several
a term of reproach wit 1 which they upbraid minutes but at length it became so intolerthose who do not adopt this custom. Both able, that she murmured and burst into
sexes always eradicate the hair from their most violent lamentations but her operaarm-pits, and they reproached our g^entle- tor was inexorable, whilst some females
men with want of cleanliness their mo- present both chid and beat her. Mr. Banks
tions are easy and graceful, and their beha- was a spectator ibr near an hour, during
viour, when unprovoked, atiable and cour- which time one side only was tattaowed,
Contrary to the custom of most the other having undergone the ceremony
teous.
other nations, the women of this country some time before, and the arches upon the
cut their hair short, whereas the men wear loins, which are the most painful, but which
they most value, were yet to be made.
it long", sometimes hangint? loose upon their
They clothe themselves in cloth and matshoulders, at other times tied in a knot on
the crown of the head in \yhich they stick ting of various kinds: the tirst they wear in
the feathers of birds of various colours. A fine, the latter in wet weather. These are
piece of cloth of the manufacture of the in different forms, no shape being preservcountry, is frequently tied round the head ed in the pieces, nor are they, sewed togeof 'both sexes in the manner of a turban, ther. The women of a superior class wear
and the women plait very curiously human three or four pieces. One which is of conhair into long strings, which being folded siderable length, they wrap several times
into branches, are tied on their foreheads by round their waist, and it falls down to the
way of ornament. They have a custom middle of the leg. Two or three other short

soft.

and

carried

;

;

;

practised in many hot countries, of anointing their hair with cocoa-nut oil. the smell
of which is not very- agreeable. Having,
among their various inventions no sorts of
combs, they were infested with vermin,
which they ouickly got rid of when furnished witli those convenient instruments.
They stain their bodies by indenting or
pricking the flesh with a small instrument
made of bone, "cut into short teeth, which
indentures they till with a dark blue or
blackish mixture, prepared from the smoke
of an oily nut (burnt by them instead of

pieces, with

a hole cut in the middle of each,
are placed on one another, and their heads
coming through the holes, the long ends
hang before and behind, both* sides being
open, by which means they have the free
use of their arms.
The men's dress is very similar, differing
only in this instance, that one part of the
garment instead of falling below the knees,
is brought between the legs.
Tliis dress is
worn by all ranks of peojjle, the only dis*
tinction being quantity in the superior,
At noon both sexes aj>pear almost
class.
candles) and water. This operation, called naked, wearing only a piece of^ cloth that is
by tlie natives Tattaowing, is exceedingly tied round the waist.. Their faces are shadpainful, and leaves an indelible mark on ed from the sun with small bonnets, made
the skin. It is usually performed when' they of cocoa-nut leaves or matting, which are
are about ten or twelve years of age, and constructed in a few minutes. The meu
on different parts of the body but those sometimes wear a sort of wig of human or'
which suflfer most severely are tJie bieech do^'s ha^,^ pr qC CQCoa-uut strii^ woveo;
;

r;
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on a sinpl* thread, fastened under the hair, fruit put into a hole lined Mith grass: it is
ond hanj?ins down beliiud. JJotli men and then again covered with leaves, upon which
women wore eur-rin.Lfs on one side, consist- large stones are placed this produces a
second fermentation after w hicls it grows
ing of shells, stones, berries, or small pearls
but they soon ^ave the iireferenee to the sour, without any other change for a long
beads broujfht by the Endeavour's company. time. They take it from this hole as they
The boys and ^i^ls go quite naked the have occasion for it, and make it into balls.
iirsttill thev are sevtn or eight years old; It is then rolled up in plantain leaves and
baked. As it will keej) for some weeks,
the latter till they are about tive.
The natives of Otaheite seldom use their they eat it both hot and cold. Such is
houses but to sleep in, or to avoid the rain the food of this people, their sauce to which
as they eat in the open air, under the shade is only salt water. As to their drink it is
of a tree. In those there are no divisions generally contined to water, or the milk of
or apartments. Their clothes serve them the cocoa-nut, though some of them would
;

;

;

;

for

and

covering" in the night. The master
then the
his wife repose in the middle
;

drink so

fre* ly

become qiute

of our English liquoi-s as to
intoxicated, such instances,

next the unmarried fe- however, were occasionecj, more by ignomarried people
males then the unmarried men and in rance than design, as they were never
tair weather the servants sleep in the open known to practice a debauch of this kind a
The houses of the chiefs, however second time. We were told, it is tme, that
air.
There are those their chiefs sometimes became inebriated
differ in some particulars.
so
constructed
as to by drinking the juice of a plant called Ava,
small,
and
that are very
be carried in canoes: all sides of them are but of this we saw not a single instance
during the time we remained on the island.
inclosed with the leaves of the cocoa-nut
The chief eats generally alone, unless
the air nevertheless penetrates. In these
the chief and his wife only sleep. We like- when visited by a stranger, who is y)ermitwise saw houses that are g^eneral recepta- ted sometimes to be his mess-mate. Not
cles for the inhabitants of a district, many having known the use of a table, they sit on
of them being more than 200 feet in len^h, the ground, and leaves of trees spread before
40 in breadth, and 70 or 80 feet high. They them serve as a table-cloth. Their attendcommon exjience, ants, who are numerous, having placed a
;ire constructed at the
and have an area on one side, surrounded basket by the chiefs, containing their prowith low palisadoes but like the others visions, and cocoa-nut shells of fresh and
salt water, set- themselves down around
without walls.
Their cookery consists chiefly in baking-, them, lliey then begin their meals with
the manner of doing- which has been before the ceremony of washing their moutlis and
after which they eat a handful of
noticed. When a chief kills a hog-, which hands
is but seldom, he divide.'j it equally among bread-fruit and fish, dipt in salt water alterDogs and fowls are more com- nately, till the whole is consumed, taking a
his vassals.
mon food. When the bread-fruit is not in sip of salt water bjetween almost every morseason, cocoa-nuts, bananas, plantains, &c. sel. The bread-fruit and fish is succeeded
by a second course, consisting of either planare substituted in its stead. They bake thei
bread-fruit in a manner which renders it tains or apples, which they never eat w ithsomewhat like a mealy potatoe. Of this out being pared. During this time a soft
tliree dishes are made, by beating them up fluid of paste is prepared from the breadwith bananas, plantains, or sour paste, which fruit, which they drink out of co"oa-nut
js called by them Mahie.
shells: "this concludes the meal; and their
Sour paste is made by taking bread-fruit hands and mouths are again washed as at
not thoroughly ripe, and laying it in heaps the beginning. These people eat* an astocovered with leaves, by which means it fer- nishing quantity of food at a meal. Mr.
ments. The core is then taken out, and tlie Banks and others ,«<aw one of them devour
;

,

;

;

.

;

;

.

;
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three fish of the size of a small carp-, four
hread-fruits, as large as a common melon,
thirteen or fourteen plantains seven inches
to all
long-, and above half as big' round
%vhich was added a quart of the paste by
vt^ay of drink, to dig^est the whole.
The inhabitants of this island, though
rijiparently fond of the pleasures of society,
iiave yet an aversion to holding any intercourse with each other at their meals and
they are so rigid in the observation of this
custom, that even brothers and sisters have
of provisions, and
tlieir separate baskets
generally sit at tiie distance of some yards
;

;

wlien they^

eat,

with their backs to each

and not exchanging a word during
the whole time of their repast. The midother,

.

dle aged of superior rank go usually to sleep
after dinner
but, which is somewhat remarkable, okler people are not so indolent.
Music, dancing, wrestling, and shooting
with the bow, constitute tlie greatest i)art
of their diversions. Flutes and drums are
the only musical instrunients among them.
'J'heir drums are forjned of a circular ])iece
of wood, hollow at one end only. Tliese
are covered with the skin of a shark, and
beaten with the hand instead of a stick.
Their songs are extem])ore, and frequently
iu rhime, Imt they consist only of two lines
these couplets are often sung'' by way of
evening amusements, between sun-set and
bed-time; during which interval they burn
;

;

eandlesmade of an oily nut, fixing them
one above another upon a small stick that
some jf these
is run through the middle
candles will burn a long time, and atford a
Among other amusepretty good light.
:

society.

SEAS,

These

societies are called

Arreoy.

The members have meetings where the
men amuse themselves with wrestling, and
the women dance the Timorodee M'hich end
frequently at a very late hour, and in the
greatest confusion and wantonness.
much
worse practice is the consequence of this.
If any of the women prove with child, the
infant is destroyed, unless the mother's natural affection should prevail with her to
preserve its life, >\hich, however, is tbrfeited unless .she can procure a man to adoi)t
it.
And where she succeeds in this, she is
expelled from the .society, being called
Whannownow, which signifies a bearer of
children, byway of reproach.
Personal cleanliness is much esteemed
among these Indians. Both sexes are j)artioidar in washing three times a day, that is.
when they rise in the morning, at noon, and
before they go to rest. They are also very
cleanly in their clothes, so that no disagreeable effluvia are found to arise in the largest

A

communities.
Cloth is the chief manufacture of Otaheite, and of this there are three sorts, all
which are made out of the bark of dilferent
trees, namely the mulberry, the bread-frnit,
and a tree which bears some resendilance to
the West-Indian wild fig-tree. The first of
these produces tjje finest cloth, which is
seldom worn but by those of the first rank.
The next sort is made of the bread-fruit
tree, and the last of that which resembles
the wild fig-tree. But this last sort, th.ough
the coarsest, is scarcer than the other two,
which are manufactured only in small quantities, as the .same manner is used in manu-

ments, they have a dance called Timorodee,
is generally performed by ten or a
*lozen young females, who jmt themselves

facturing all these cloths. The following
description will suffice for the reader's infor-

most wanton attitudes, keeping
time dnrjng the performance with the greatPregnant women
est nicefy and exactness.
are excludecl from these dances.
One of tlve worst customs of the people
of Otnheite, is that which .several of the
principal people of the island have adopted
of uniting in an association, wherein no woman confines herself to any particular man,
.l>y which means they obtain a perpetual
8

The bark of the tree being stripped off^
soaked in water for two or three days
they then take it out, and separate the
inner bark from the external coat, by scraping it with a shell, after wiiich it is spread
out on plantain leaves, placing two or three
layers over one another, care being taken to
make it of an equal thickness in eveiy part.
In this state it continues till it is almost dry,
wh^n it adjiere^ sq fivrajy.thafjit may he

which

into

llie

mation.
i.s

;
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taken from the ground without breaking.
After this process, it is laiil on a smooth
board, and beaten with un instrument made
for the purpose, of the compact heavy wood
The instrument is about fourcalled Etoa.
teen inches h)nti. and about seven in circumis of a (iua(hanp:nhir shape, and
ference
each of the foin* sides is marked witli h>ngitudinal grooves or furrows, differintj^ in
this instance, that tliere is a reufular gradation in tlie widlli and dei)th of the grooves
on eacfi of the sides the coarser side not
containing" more than ten of these furrows,
wliile the tinest is t'urnished with above
fitty.
It is with that side of the mallet
where the t^rooyes are dee|)est and widest
that they beg^in to beat their cloth, and
proceeding regularly, finish with that which
has the greatest number. By this beating-,
the cloth is extended in a manner similar
to the gold that is formed into leaves by the
hammer; and it is also marked with small
channels resembling those which are visible
on paper, but rather deeper it is in genewhen they want it
ral beat very thin
thicker than common, they take two or
three pieces and paste them together with
a kind of glue prepared from a root called
;

;

4t

fishing lines are esteemed the best in the
world, made of the bark of the Erowa, a
kind of nettle which grows on the mountains; they are strong enough to hold the
heaviest and most vigorous fish, such as
bonettas and albicores; in short, they are
extieuiely ingenious in every expedient for
taking all kinds of fisii.
Tlie tool which these peojde make use
of for building houses, constructing canoes,
hewing stones, and for felling, cleavings
carving, and polisjiing timber, consists ot
nothing more than an adze of stone, and a
chisel of bone, most connnonly that of a

man's arm aiid for a file or polisher, tliey
useof a rasp of coral and coral sandTJie blades of their adzes are extremely
tough, but not very hard they make thern
;

iiiake

;

of

those for felling wood
\veigh six or seven pounds, and otliiir.s
which are used'for carving, only a fewounces they are obliged every minute to
sharpen them on a stone, which is always
kept near them for that purpose.
The
most difficult task they iiieet with in the use
of these tools, is the felling of a tree, which
employs a great num'ber of hands for several davs together.
The tree which is in
general
use is called Aoie, the stem of which
hite
Pea. This clotn becomes exceedingly w
by bleaching, and is dyed of a red, yellows IS straight and tall. Some of their smaller
brown, or black colour the first is exceed- boats are made of the bread-fruit tree, which
ing beautiful, and equal, if not superior to is wrought without nmch difficulty, being
any in Europe. They make the red colour of a light spongy nature. Instead of planes
from a mixture of the juices of two vegeta- they use their adzes with great dexterity.
bles, neither of which used separately has Their canoes are all shaped with the hand»
this, effect: matting of various kinds is ano- the Indians not being acquainted witli the
ther considerable manufacture in which method of warping a plank.
Of these they have two kinds, one they
they excel, in many respects, the Europeans.
They make use of the coarser sort to sleep call Ivahaks, the other Pahies; the former
on, and in wet weather they wear the finer. is used for short voyages at* sea, and the
They excel in the basket and wicker-work latter for long ones. These boats do not
both men and women employ themselves differ either in shape or size, but they are in.
at it, and can make a great number of differ- no degree proportionate, Ijeing from sixty
ent patterns. They make ropes and lines to seventy feet in length, and not more thaii
of all sizes of the bark of the Poerou, and the thirtieth part in breadth. Some are
their nets for fishing are, made of these employed in going from one island to anolines the fibres of the cocoa-nut they make ther, anu others u^ed for fishing.
There is
thread of, such as they use to fasten toge- also the Ivahah, which serves for war these
ther the several parts of their canoes; the are by far the longest, and the head and
forms of which are various, according to stem are considerably above the body.
the use to which they are applied, llieir These IvaUahs are fai^tened togfether^ sidft
vari()us

sizes,

.

;

;

;

;

;

No.

3.

G

;
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by

side,

when they go to

sea, at the distance

This proves that they have some idea of
solar year but these gentlemen could

by stroni? wooden poles, which the
of a few
them and joined to each side. not
across
^re laid
feet,

A stage

SEAS,
;

how they computed
make thirteen equal to the

discover

or platform is raised on the fore
part, about ten or twelve feet long, upon
which stand the fighting men, whose missile
weapons are slings and spears. Beneath
these stages the rowers sit, who supply the
JT he fishplace of those who are wounded.
ing Ivahahs are from thirty or forty to ten
feet in length, and those for travelling have
a small house fixed on board, wlncli is
fastened upon the fore-part, for the Ijetter

their

months, to
year,
as they said these months consisted of twenty-nine days, one day in which the moon
was invisible being included. They however, knew the prevailing weather that was
to be expected, as well as the fruits which
would be in season. As to the day, they
divide it into twelve equal parts, six of which
belong to the day, and the other six to the
night. When they numerate, they reckon
oc- from one to ten, making use of their fingers,
Pa- and changing hands, till they come to tlie

accommodation of persons of rank, who
cupy them both day and night. The
hies differ also in size, being from sixty

to

seventy feet long, they are also very narrow,
and are sometimes used for fighting, but
chiefly for long voyages. In going from
one island to another, they are out sometimes a month, and often at sea a fortnight
or twenty days, and if they had convenience
to stow more provisions, they could stay
out much longer. These vessels are very
useful in landing, and putting off* from the
shore in a surf, for by their greait length
and high stern they landed dry, when the
Endeavour's boats could scarcely land at all.
TTiey are very curious in the construction
of these boats, the chief parts or pieces
whereof are formed separately without either
saw, plane, chisel, or any other iron tool,
which renders their fabrication more surprising and worthy of observation. These parts
being prepared, the keel is fixed upon
blocks, and the planks are supported with
props, till they are sewed or joined together
with strong plaited thongs, which are passed several times through holes boared with
a chisel of bone, such as they commonly
make use of, and when finished, they are
Tliey
sufficiently tight without calking.
keep these boats with great care in a kind
of sned, built on purpose to contain them.
Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander were at a
loss to find out their method of dividing
time, they always madie use of the term
Malama, which signifies the moon whenever they -spoke of time, either past or to
^i^ome, they reckon thirteen of these moons,
beginning again when they are expired.

number which they intended
and joining expressive signs to

in the course of their conversation.
But
they are not so expert in measuring distances, for when they attempt describing the
space between one place and another, they
are obliged to express it by the time that
would be taken in passing it.

With regard

'

•

;

2

to express
their words,

to their language,

it

is soft,

abounds with vowels, and easy to be
pronounced; but very few of their nouns or
verbs being declinable, it must consequently
be rather imperfect. However, we found
means to be mutually understood without
much difficulty. The following specimen
will possibly enable the reader to form some
notion of the language of these islanders.

as

it

Aheine, a woman
Aihoo, a garment
Ainao, take care
Aree, « chief.

Aouna, to-day
Aoy, water
Eanoo, the nose

Eawow,

to scold
Eei, to eat
Eeyo, look yoti

chamber-pot
a day
Marroowhai, dry

Mahana,

Matau, tJie eyes
Matte roah, to die
Mayneenee, to tickle
Meyoooo, the nails
Midee, a child
Mutee, a kiss

Emoto, to box
Epanoo, a drum

Neeheeo, goodnight

Epeenei, an echo
Epehe, a song
Erowroo, the head
Huaheine, « wife

Oowhau,

Itopa, to fall

Kipoo a meemhce, a

Oboboa, to-mortow
the thighs
a large

OVe'dehaiya,
nail

Ore'eeteea,

a

small

nail

Otaowa, yesterday

P
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Teine, a brother
Tooalieine, « sister
I'ooanahoe. you and

Puhie, a ship
Parawdi, " >/«Vt
Poa, a night
Poe, ear-rings
Tune, u. husband
Tattate hotnmanne
maitai o good-na

Toonoah, a mole

two

X

rewards and punishments.

in the

bonnet

WahoaiyiVe

Waow,

tured person

/.

Tea, white
natives of this country are seldom
with any diseases except sometimes an accidental fit of the cholic but
tliey are subject to the erisypelas, attended
with cutaneous eru|>tions somewhat reseml>ling the leprosy and if they have it to any
they are excluded
considerable deffree,
from society andlive alone, in a small house
in some unfrequented part of the island.
The management of the sick belongs to the
priests, whose method of cure consists generally of prayers and ceremonies which are
repeated till they recover or die. If the
fonner happens, it is attributed to their mode
of proceeding if the patient dies, then they
urge that the disease was incurable.
The religion of these islanders ai)pears to
be very mysterious and as the language

The

afflicted

;

;

;

;

adapted to

it,

was

was spoken on

different from tliat which
other occasions, we were not

able to gain much knowledge of it. Tupia,
who gave us all the information that we
^ot in regard to this particular, informed us,
that his countrymen imagined every thing
in the creation to proceed from t{)e conjunction of two persons. One of these two
first (being the supreme deity) they called
Taroataihetoomo, and the other Tapapa
and the year which they called Tettowmatatayo, they suppose to be the daughter of
these two. Tliey also imagine an inferior
sort of deities, known by the name of Eatuas,
two of whom, they say formerly inhabited the
earth, and they suppose that the first man
and woman descended from them. The Supreme Being they stile " The causer of
earthquakes ;" but more frequently address
their prayers to Tane, whom they conceive
to be a son of the first progenitors of nature.
They believe in the existence of the soul in
a separate state, and suppose that there are
;

a

situations differing in the degrees of
li thev consider as
receptacles for different ranks, but not as places of

happiness, whic

skin

Tumatau, a
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Their notion is,
that the chiefs and principal people will
have the preference to those of lower ranks.
For as to their actions they cannot conceive
them to inffuence their future state, as they
believe the deity takes no cognizance of
them.
The othce of priest is iiereditary ;
there are several of them of all ranks the
chief is respected next to their kings and
they are in general superior to the natives,
not only in point of divine knowledge, but
also in that of astronomy and navigation^
They are not at all concerned with the ce;

;

remony of marriage, which

only a simple
the woman, and when they choose to separate, the
matter is accomplished with as little ceremony as was thought necessary to bring
them together. These people do not appear
to worship images of any kind but they
enter their Morais with great awe and humility, their bodies being uncovered to the
waist when they bring their offering to their

agreement between the

is

man and

;

altar.

As to theiV form of government, there is
a sort of subordination among them which
resembles the early state of all the nations
of Europe when under the feudal .system,
which reserved authority to a .small number putting the rest entirely in their power.
The ranks of the people of this island were
these, Earee Rahie, signifying a king or
supreme governor Earee, aitswering to the
title of baron
Mannahoonies, to that of
vassal
and Toutou, under which name was
included the lowest oiders of the people,
such as are called villains according to the
old law term. The Earee Rahie, of which
there are two here, one belonging to eactj
;

;

;

Eeninsula, had great respect shewn them
y all ranks. The Earees are lords of one
or more of the districts, into which these
governments are divided and they separate their territories into lots, which are
given among the Manahoonies, who respectively cultivate the share that they hold
under the baron^ But they are only nomithis, as well as all othe?
nal cultivators
;

;
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laborious work, being done by the Touton, who where first infected by it, fell off, and
or lower class of the people. The sovereign, the flesh rotted from the boiles, while their
or Earee Rahie, and the baron, or Earee, countrymen, and even nearest relations, who
are succeeded in titles and honours by their were unaffected, were so much terrified at
children, as soon as they are born but their its symptoms, that the unhappy sufferer
estates remain in their possession, and sub- was often forsaken by them, and left to
;iect to the management of their parents, perish in the most horrible conditions.
Thus have we given an accurate, full, and
Every district under the command of an
Earee furnishes a proportionate number of complete description of the island in its
fighting men, for the defence of the common present state we shall only add a few recause, in case of a general attack and they marks, which we apprehend may be of use
are all subject to the command of the Earee to such gentlemen in the navy, who may
Rahie. Their weapons consist of slings in hereafter "have it in their orders to touch
the use of which they are very dextrous, at the same. As this island can be useful
and of long clubs remarkably hard, with only by supplying ships with refreshments
which they fight obstinately and cruelly, in their passage through these seas, it might
giving no quarter to tlieir enemies in time of be made to answer fully this important end
European cattle, plants, Garden-stuff, and
.ba4;tle.
While we staid at Otaheite there was a the most useful vegetables, would doubtless
good understanding between tiie Earees of flourish iii so rich a soil. The climate is rethe two peninsulas, though it seems that markably fine, the heat is not troublesome,
the Earee of Tearrebau called himself king nor do the winds blow constantly from the
^f the whole island; this was a mere nomi- east. Wehad freqilentlyafresh galefromthe
nal claim, and was considered as such by S. W. sometimes, thougli very seldom from
learnt from Tupia, that south
the inhabitants. There is not any thing the N. W.
among them substituted for money, or a westerly winds prevail in October, Novemgeneral msedium by which every desirable ber, and December, and we have no doubt
object may be purchased or procured nei- but this is true. At the time the winds are
ther can any permanent good be obtained variable, they are always accompanied, by
by force or fraud. The general commerce a swell from the S. W. or W. S. W. The
with women «ets aside almost every excite- same swell happens on a calm, and when
.ment to commit adultery. In a word, in a the atmosphere is loaded with clouds, which
government so little polished, though dis- shews that the winds are varible, or westerly
tributive justice cannot be regularly admin- out at sea for with a trade wind the weaistered as, at the same time, there can be ther is clear. In these parts the trade wind
hut few crimes whereon to exercise it, the does not extend farther to the soutli than
want of this justice is not so severely felt as twenty degrees, beyond which we c^enerally
found a gale from die westward, 'the tides
in more civilized societies.
Soon after our arrival at this .islands we here are perhaps. as inconsiderable as in any
south or south Vjy west
were apprised of the natives having the part of the world.
French disease among them. The islanders moon makes high water in the harbour of
called it by a name expressive of its efl^cts, Matavai, and its perpendicular height sel,-observing that the hair and nails of those dom exceeds ten or twelve inches.
;

;

;

;

We

:

.

;

;

A
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cirAP. VI.
Visits the idinuh in the neighbourhood of Otaheilc
Voyage
and
of various juuliculurs relative to the inhnbitaihts
Ah account of
The passage of' the Endeavour from Oteroah to Seiv Zt aland; J'Jvents on going ashore,
and incidents while the ship lay in Poverty Bay; ITtis and the adjacent country described;
Excursions to Cape Turnagain, and return to Tolaga ; The inJiabitants described, and
a narrative of vhat happened vhile ice were on that part if the coast ; The range from
Tolaga to Mercury Bay; Incidents that happened on board the Endeavour and. ashore;
A description of the country and its fortijied villages; She sails from Mercury Bay to the Hay
of Islands ; A description of the Indians on the banks of the river Thames; And of the timber
Interviews and skirmishes uith the natives on an island^ and on different parts
that grows there
Range
;
the
coast
from the Bay of the Islands round north Cape.
of

The Endeavour

her

eontinues

several

:

\

incidents,

;

ON

the 13tli. of July, ITCa after leavingthe isUuid of Otaheite, we continued
our course, \vitl» clear ueather and a gentle
breeze and m ere informed by Tupia, that
four islands which he called Huaheine, Ulietea, Otaha, and Bolabola, were at the distance of about one or two day's sail and
that hog-s, fowls, and other refreshments,
very scarce on board, were to be jjot there
He also mentioned an
in great abundance.
island to the northward, which he called
Tethfiroa. It is situated north half west,
eight leagues distant from the northern extremity of Otaheite. It was a small low
;

;

island, but as
inhabitants.

Tupia said, without any

settled

the 15th, we made but
little way, on account of the calms which
.succeeded the light breezes. Tupia often
prayed to his god Tane for a wind, and
boasted of his success, which indeed he took
care to insure, by never applyin^^ to Tane,
till he saw a breeze so near, that he knew it
must reach the ship before his prayer was
concluded.
On the 16th, we sounded near the northwest part of the island of Huaheine, but
Several
found no bottom at 70 fathoms.
canoes put off; but the Indians seemed fearful of coming near the bark, till the sight of
Tupia removed their apprehensions. They
then came along side, and the king of the
island, with his queen, came on board. They

On

'

5

seemed surprised at whatever was shewn
them, but made no inquiries after anything
but what w as oftered to their notice. After
some time they became more familiar; and
tiie king, whose name was Oree, as a token
of amity, propo.sed exchanging names with
Capt Cook, which was readily accepted.

We found

the people here nearly .similar to
those of Otaheite in almost every particular;
but, if Tupia might be credited, they are
not like them addicted to thieving. Having anchored in a small, but convenient
harbour on the west side of the island, (called by the natives Owparre) we went on shore
with Mr. lianks, and some other gentlemen
accompanied by the king and Tupia. The
moment we landed, Tupia uncovered himself as low as the waist, and desired Mr.
Monkhouse to follow his example. Being
seated, he now began a speech, or prayer,
which lasted about twenty minutes; the
king, who stood opposite to him, answering
in

what seemed

set

replies.

During

this

harangue, Tupia delivered, at ditferent times,
a handkerchief, a black silk neckcloth, some

and beads, as presents to their
and in return for our Eatua, we received a hog, some young plantains, and two bunches of feathers, all which
were carried on board. These ceremonies
were considered as a kind of ratification of a
treaty between us and the king of Huaheine.
plantains,

Eatua, or deity

;

;
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the ITtli, we went again on shore, and
excursion into tlie country, the
producticns of which greatly resembled those
of Otaheite the rocks and clay seemed, inthe boat-houses were
deed, more burnt
curious and remarkably large. The level
part of the country affords the most beautiful landscapes that the imagination can possibly form an idea of The soil is exceedingly fertile, and the shore is lined with
fruit trees of different kinds, particularly the
cocoa-nut; howeverr in some places there
were salt swamps and lagoons, which produced neither trees nor plants.
Ovi the 18th, we went again on shore, and

On

made an

;

;

Tiima being engaged with

his friends,

we

tooK with us Taiyota, his boy. Mr. Banks
{n'oposed taking a more perfect view of a
cind of chest, or ark, which he had before
observed. The lid of this ark was neatly
sewed on, and thatched in a peculiar manner with palm-nut leaves. It was placed
on two poles, and supported by small carved
arches of wood. These poles served to remove it from one place to another, in the
manner of oiw sedan-chairs. We remarked,
that this chest was of a form resembling the
ark of the Lord atnong^ the Jews but it is
still more remarkable, that, inquiring of
Tupia's servant what it was called, be told
us, Ewharre-no-Eatua, the House of God
though he eould give no accoiuit of its meaning or use. Onr trade with the natives went
on slowly; we got, however, eleven pigs, and
were not without hopes of obtaining more
the next morning.
;

On
chets,

we offered th©m some hatwhich we procured three very

the 19th,
for

large hogs. As we intended to sail in the
afternoon, king Oree, and others of the natives,

Capt.

came on board
Cook presented

to take their leave.
to Oree a small pewwith this inscription,

stamped
His Britannic Majesty's ship Endeavour,
Gapt. Cook, commander. July 16, 1769."
We gave him also some medals or counters, resembling our English coin and other
trifles, which he promised to keep in order
to remember us. The island of Muaheine
Kes in 16 deg. 43 min. south latitude, and
i50 deg. 52 noun. w«st longitude about 30
ter plate,
*'

,

;

a
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lea^ies distant from Otaheite, and is twenty
miles in circumference. Its productions are
a month forwarder than tnose of the last
mentioned island, as we found by several of
the fruits, &c. Mr. Banks collected only a
few new jjlants, but found a species of the
scorpion which he had not before seen.
The inhabitants are very lazy, but are stouter
and larger made than those of Otaheite;
the women very fair, and we thought tliem
handsome. Both sexes seemed to be less
timid and less curious. They made no inquires when on board the ship, and, when
we fired a gun, though apparently frighted,
yet they did not fall down, as our friends at
Otaheite constantly did when we came
among them but it is to be considered,
that the former had never experienced its
power of dispensing death.
now made
.sail for the island of Ulietea, distant seven
or eight leagues from Huaheine.
On the 2()th, by the direction of Tupia,
we anchored in a bay, formed by a reef, on
the north side of the island. Two canoes
soon came off from the shore, and the natives brought with them two small liogs,
which they exchanged for some nails and
beads. The Captain, Mr. Banks, and other
;

We

gentlemen now went on shore, accompanied
by Tupia, who introduced them with th*i
same kind of ceremonies that had taken
place on their landing at Huaheine after
which Capt. Cook took possession of this
and the three neighbouring islands, Huaheine, Otaha, and Balabola, in the name
of His Britannic Majesty. We then walked
to a large Morai, called by the natives Tabodeboatea, which we found different from
the .sepulchral monuments of Otaheite, being
compo.sed of four walls, about eight or nine
feet high, and built of large coral .stones,
.surrounding a court of about 30 feet square.
At a small distance we found an altar, or
;

ewhatta, whereupon lay the last oblation, or
sacrifice, a hog about eighty pound.? weight
which had been offered wn^le, and very
nicely roasted.
also saw four or five
Ewharre-no-eatua, or houses of God, to
which carriage poles were iAttet^. t>50T«
hence we proceeded to a long house, where
amoHg fioits ofelothj we saw the m&ilel of *<»

We
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eanoe, about tliree feet long, to wliicli wliere south-east of it, called Oal^ra; north-west
we eon- from which are two other islets called Opufasteneil eight human jaw-bones
Between the.se is the
chid ed they were tronliies of war but Tupia ruru ami Tamou.
through
which
channel
we went out of the
naof
the
jaw-bones
atiiruied they were the
harbour,
and
it
is
a
full
advanced
quarter of a mile
now
island.
Niffht
this
tives ik
with quick paces l)ut Mr. Banks and tlie wide.
On the 25111, we were within a league or
l)octor continued their walk along the shore,
and saw another Ewharre-ni>-eatua, also a two of-fhc island of Otoha but could not
tree of tlie fig kind, the trunk of which, (the get near enough to land, the wind having
nature whereof has been alrea«ly described) proved contrary. In the morning ]\Ir. Banks
and Dr. Solander went in the long-lboat
ivas forty-two paces in circumference.
w ith the master, in order to sound a harbour
into
was
sent
master
21.st,
the
the
On
spect the southern j)art of the island, and a on the east side of the island, which they
lieutenant was dispatched in the yawl to found safe and convenient.
then wenf
sound the harbour where the Endeavour on shore and purchased a large quantity of
lay; while the Caj)tain went in the pin- plantains, and some hogs and fowls. The
nace to take a view, of that part of the is- produce of this island was inucli the same
Mr. with that of Ulietea, but it seemed to be
land which lay to the northward.
received the same comBanks and the gentlemen were again on more barren.
shore, trading witli the natives, and search- pliment from the Indians here, as was usual
ing after the productions and curiosities for them to pay their own kings, which was
of the country. They discovered, however, by uncovering their .^jhoulders, and wrapping their clothes round their bodies.
not one particular worthy of notice.
gales
premade
sail to the northward, and at eight
and
brisk
weather
The hazy
vented us from getting under sail, till the o' clock on the 29th, we were under the high
24th, when we put to sea, and steered noith- peaks of Bolabola.
found the island
ward within the reef, towards an opening, inaccessible in this part, and likewise that
at the distance of about five or six leagues, it was impossible to Weather the south en4
in effecting which we were in great danger of it till late at night.
On the 30th, we di.<^
of striking on 'a rock, the man who .sounded, covered an island which Tnpia called Maucrying out on a sudden, " Two fathoms," rua, but .said it was .small, surrounded by a
whicn could not but alarm us greatly but reef, and without and commodious harbour^
either the master was mistaken, or the ship but inhabited, and yielded nearly the same
went along the edge of a coral rock, many produce as the adjacent islands.
In tlie
of which in tlie neighbourhood of these is- middle is a high round hill which may be
.seen at eleven or twelve leagues distance.
lands are as steep as a wall.
The bay where the Endeavour lay at an- In the aftenioon, finding ourselves to wtndchor, called Oopoa, is capacious enough to w^ard of some harbour that Hy on the west
hold a great number of shipping, and secured side of Ulietea, we intended to put into one
from the sea by a reef of rocks. Its situa- of them, in order to stop a leak which had
tion, is off the eastermost pail of the island. sprung in the powder-room, and to take in
The provisions consist of cocoa-nuts, yams, some additional ballast. The wind beinig
plantains, and a few hogs and fowls. The right against us, we plied on and off till
country round about the place where we the afternoon of the first of August, when
landed was not so plentiful as at Otaheite we came to an anchor in the entrance of
or Huaheine. The southernmost opening the channel, which led into one of the harin the reef, or channel into the harbour, by bours.
which we entered, is little more than a
On Wednesday the 2nd, in the morning:
cable's length wide it lies off the eastern- when the tide turned, we came into a promost point of the island, and may be found per place for mooring in 28 fathom. Many
hy a small woody island, which lies to the of the natives came off, and brought hogHi,
;

;

;

We

We

We

We

;

;
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and plantains, which were purchased
upon very moderate terms. Mr. Banks and
Dr. Solander went on shore, and spent the
day very agreeably the natives shewingthem great respect being conducted to the

The company was composed of six

houses of the chief people, they found those
ran hastily before them, standing
on each side of a long mat spread upon the
ground, and the family sitting at the farther
end of it. In one house they observed some
very young girls dressed in the neatest manner, who kept their places waiting for the

troop, they did not, like the strolling parties of Otaheite, receive any gratuity from
the by-standers. The women wore a considerable quantity of tamou, or plaited hair,
oniamented with flowers of the cape-jessamine, which were stuck in with taste, and

fowls,

;

:

who had

strangers to accost them these girls were
the' most beautiful the gentlemen had ever
seen.
One of them, about seven or eight
years old, was dressed in a red gown, and
her head was decorated with a great quantity of plaited hair
this ornament is called
Tamou, and is held in great estimation
among them. She was sitting at the upper
end of one of their long mats, on which none
of the people present presumed to set a foot
and her head was reclined on the arm of a
;

;

decent looking woman, who appeared to be
her nurse when Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander approached her
she stretched out her
hand to receive some beads, which they
presented to her, with an air of such dignity
and gracefidness as would have done honour
to the first princess in Europe.
In one of the houses we were entertained
with a dance, different from any we had
seen before. The performer jmt uj^on his
head a large piece of wi<'ker-work, about
four feet long, of a cylindri<'al form, covered
with feathers, and edged round with shark's
;

;

.

iherV and
two women dancers, with three drums.
They were informed that these dancers
weie some of the principal people of the
island, and though they were an itinerant

made an

elegant head-dress. The women's
necks, breasts, and arms, were naked the
other parts of their bodies were covered
with black cloth, which was fastened close
round them, and by the side of each breast,
next the arms, was a small plume of black
feathers, worn like a nosegay.
Thus apparelled, they advanced sideways, keeping
time with great exactness to the drums,
which beat quick and loud soon after they
began to shake themselves in a very whimsical manner, and put their bodies into a
variety of strange postures, sometimes sitting down, and at others falling with their
faces to the ground, and resting on their
knees and elbows, moving their fingers at
the same time with a quickness scarcely to
be credited. The chief dexterity, however
of the dancers, as well as the amusement of
the spectators, consisted in the lasciviousness
;

.

;

of their attitudes and gestures.
Between
the dances of the women a kind of dramatic
interlude was performed by the men, con.sisting of dialogues as well as dancing; but
for want of a sufficient knowledge of their
teeth.
With this head-dress, which is called language, we could not learn the subject ot
a Whou, he began to dance with a slow this interlude.
motion fi;equently moving his head, so as
Mr. Banks, Dr. Solander and some other
to describe a circle with the top of his wicker gentlernen, were present at a more regular
cap, and sometimes throwing it so near dramatic entertainment the next day. Tlie
the faces of the by-standers as to make them performers, who were all men, were divid-.
jumjj back this they considered as an ex- ed into two parties, one dressed in brown,
cellent piece of humour, and it ahvays pro- and the other in white, by way of distinction.
duced a hearty laugh, when practised upon Tupia being present, informed them that
any of the English gentlemen.
the party in brown, acted the parts of a
On Thursday the 3rd, as Mr. Banks and niaster and his servants, and the party in
the Doctor were going along the shore to white, a gang of thieves the master havthe northward, with a design to purchase ing produced a basket of meat, which
stock, they met with a company of dancers, he gave in charge to his servants
which
who retarded the progress of their excursion. \vxriyy exhibited a vaiiety of expedients, la.
;

:

;

:

J
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him large possessions wliich he held in the
island of l/lietea, of which island Tupia was
a native, and a subordinate chief, but was
driven out by these warriors.
had great
plenty of provi.sions, as well of hogs, as of
vegetables, during the time we continued
in the neighbourhood of these islands, so
that we were not obliged to use any considerable quantity of the ship's provisions, and
we had flattered ourselves, that the fowls
and hogs w ould have stipjdied us with fresh

We

tended to fiiW asleep the other party availm<r themselves of this opportunity, stole
^•ently upon them, and carried oft' their booty,
the servants awaking soon after, discovered
their loss, but they made no search after the
basket, and began to dance with as much provisions during the course of our voyage
to the south-ward but in this we were unalacrity as before.
On Saturday the5tli, some lioc^s and fowls, hapnily disappointed, for as the hogs could
and several lar«^e pieces of cloth, many of not be brought to eat any European grain,
them being tifty or sixty yards in length, or any provender whatever, that the ship
together with a quantity of plantains and artorded, we were redu<;ed to the disagreecocoa-ntits, were sent to Capt. Cook, as a able neces.sity of killing them immediately
and the fowls all
l>resent from the Iviree Rahie of the island on leaving those i.slands
of Rolabola, accompanied with a message, died of a disease in their heads, with which
importing tliat he was then on the island, they were seized soon after they had been
carried on board.
Being detained longer
and intended waiting on the Captain.
On the 6th, the king of Bolabola did not at Ulietea in repairing the ship than we
visit us agreeable to his promise, his absence expected, we did not go on shore at Bolahow ever, was not hi the least regretted, its bola but after givhig the general name of
lie sent three youncr women to demand some- the Society Islands, to the islands of Huathing in return for his nresent. After dinner heiiie, Ulietea, Bolabola, Otaha, and Mauwe set out to pay the King a visit on shore, rua, which lie between the latitude of 16
ftince he did not think proper to come on deg. 10 min. and 18 deg. 55 min. south, we
board. As this man was the Earee Rahie jmrsued our course, standing southwardly
of the Bolabola men, who had conquered for an island, to which we were directed by
This
this, and were the dread of all the neigji- Tui^ia, at above 100 leagues distant.
bouring islands, we were greatly disajipoint- we discovered on Sunday the 13th, and
eil instead of tinding a vigorous enterprising were informed by him, that it was called
young chief, to see a poor feeble old dotard, Obiterea.
On the 14tli, we stood in for land, and
half blind, and sinking under the weight of
age and infirmities. He received us with- sawseveralof the inhabitants coming along
out either that state or ceremony wliich we the shore. One of the lieutenants was dishad hitlierta met with among the other patched in the pinnace to sound for anchorage, and to obtain what intelligence could
chiefs.
stopped
begot from the natives concerning any land
9th,
having
the
Wednesday
On
a leak, and taken on board a fresh stock of that might be farther to the south. 31 r.
i)rovisions, we sailed out of the liarbour. Banks, Dr. Solander, and Tupia, went with
When they
Tliough we were several leagues di.stant the lieutenant in the boat.
from the island of Bolabola, Tupia earnestly approached the shore, they observed that
intreated Capt. Cook, that a shot might be the Indians were armed with long lances.
number of them were soon drawn togefired towards it w hich to gratify him, the
Captain complied with. This was supposed ther on the beach, and two jumped into the
to have been intended by Tupia as a mark water, endeavouring to gain the boat but
of his resentment asrainst the inhabitants of she soon left them and some others, that
that place, as they fiad formerly taken from had made the same attempt, far enouglt
Ko. 4.
;

;

;

;

A

;

;
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behind lier. Huving doubled the point hazard must for many reasons be greater to
where they intended to land, they opened a the boat's crew than the Indians, and as
large bay, and saw another party of the na- perfidy was dreaded, it was not complied
Besides, since neither the bay which
tives standing at the end of it, armed like with.
those whom they had seen before. Prepa- the Endeavour entered, nor any other pari
rations were then made for landing on which of the island furnished good harbour or ana canoe full of Indians came off towards chorage, it was resolved not to attempt
tbem. Observing this, Tupia received or- landing any more, but to sail from hence to
ders to acquaint them that the English did the southward.
The natives are very tall, well proportioned,
not intend to offer them violence, but meant
to traffic with them for nails, which were and have long hair, which, like the inhabiproduced.

Thus informed,

thej^

and took some

came along

tants of the other islands, they tie in a

bunch

were on the top of their heads, they are likewise
given them, being seemingly well pleased tataowed in different parts of their bodies,
ivitb-the j)iesnet. Yet a few minutes after, but not on their posteriors.
The isle does
several of these people boarded the boat, not shoot up into high peaks like the others
designing to drag her on shore but some that they visited, but is more level and unimusquets being discharged over their heads form, and divided into small hillocks, some
they leaped into the sea and having reached of which are covered >vith groves of trees.
the canoe, put back with all possible expe- However, none of those bearing the bread
dition, joining their countrvmen who stood fruit were seen, and not many cocoa-tree%
ready to receive them. Tlie boat immedi- but a great number of those called Etoa,
ately pursued the fugitives, but the crew find- were seen on the sea coast of this island.
ing the surf extremely violent, did not ven- Both the nature of their cloth, and their
ture to land there, but coasted along shore manner of wearing it, differed in many resto fry if they could not find a more conve- pects from what had been observed in the
nient place. Soon after the canoe got on progress of our voyage. All the garments
shore, a man opposite the boat flourished his that these people wore, were dyed yellow,
weapon, calling out at the same time with a and painted with a variety of colours on the
One piece formed their whole
shrill voice, which was a mark of defiance, outside.
as Tupia explained it to the English. Not habit, having a hole in it through which they
being able to find a proper landin-g-place put their heads. This reached as far as
they returned, with an intention to attempt their knees, and was tied close round their
where- bodies with a kind of yellowish sash. Some
it where tlie canoe went on shore
-upon an otlier warrior repeated the defiance: of them also wore caps of the same kind, as
his appearance was more formidable than we have already mentioned, and others
that of the other he had a high cap on, bound round their fieads a piece of cloth
made of the tail feathers of a bird, and his which resembled a turban.
On the 15th, we sailed from this island
body was painted with various colours.
When he thought fit to retire, a grave man with a fine breeze but on the 16th, it was
tame forward, who asked Tupia several hazy, and we bore away for wiVat resembled
-;questions, relating to the place from whence several high peaks of land. The weather
the vessel came, as. Who were the persons clearing up, We were convinced of our mison board ? Whither they are bound ? &c. take, and resumed our course accordingly.
After this it was proposed that the people We saw a comet on the 30tli, about four
in the boat shoula go on shore and trade o'doefk, which was tlien about 60 deg. above
with them if they would lay aside their the horizon. Land was discovered at west
weapons but the latter would not agree by north on Thursday the 7th, of October,
to this, unless the English would do the and in the morning of the 8th, we came to
As this j>roposal was by no means an an anchor opposite the mouth of a small
like.
equal one, >rhen it was considered that the river, not above half a league from the coast.
•ide the boat,

nails that

;

;

;

;

;

^
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Capt. Cook, Mr. Banks, Dr. Solaiuler, and
some other j^entlenien, having left the pinnace at the mouth of the river, proceeded a

and desisted from their menaces.
Having now drawn up the marines, we advanced nearer to the side of the river. Tupia. again speaking, informed them of our
desire to traffic with them for provisions;
to this they consented, provided we would
go over to them to the other side of the
liver.
The proposal was agreed to, upon
condition that the natives would quit their
terrified,

httie farther U[>, when we hmded, leavingthe yawl to the care of some of our boys
and went up to a few small hou.ses in tlie

Some of the natives that
in the neighbourthemselves
liad conceah'd
absence from
o\jr
of
advantage
took
hood
(he l>oat, and rushed out, advancing and
brandishing tlieir long wooden lances. On
this oi'.r boys dropped down the stream.
The cockswain of the pinnace then fired a
musquetoon over their lieads, but it did not
prevent tliem from following the boat, in consequence of which he levelled his piece and
shot one of them dead on the sp()t. Stru<'k
with astonishment at the death of their coinpanion, the others remained motionless for
some time, but as soon as they recovered
their friglit, retreated to the woods with the
utmost precipitation. The report of the gun
brought the advanced party back to the
boats, aiul both the pinnace and yawl retmned immediately to the ship.
On the 9th, a great number of the natives
ivere seen near the place where the gentlemen in the yawl had landed the preceding
evening, and the greatest part of them aj)peared to be unarmed. Tlie long boat, pinn.ice, and yawl, being manned with marines
and sailors, Capt. Cook, with the rest of the
uentlemen, and Tupia, went on shore, and
Fandetl on the opi>osite side of the river,
over against a spot where several Indians
were sitting on the ground. These immedinei^'hbourhoo<l.

wea^>ons

but the most solemn assurances
offiiendshij) could not prevail with them
to make surh a concession. Not thinkinoit prudent, therefore, to
cross tlie river, we,
in our turn, intreated the Indians to come
;

o\er to us, and after some time prevailed
on one of them so to do. He was j»resently
followed by several others. They did not
appear to value the beads and iron which
we oflered in the way of barter, but pro])osed
to

exchange

their

weapons

for ours

;

which

being objected to, they endeavoured several
times to snatch our arms from us, but being
on our ^uard, from the information given
us by 1 upia that they were still our enemies, their attempts were repeatedly frustrated, and Tupia, by our direction,
irave
them to understand, that any further offers
of violence would be punished with instant
death. One of them, nevertheless, had the
audacity to snatch Mr. Green's dagger when
his back was turned to them, and retiring
a
few paces, flourished it over his head but
;

temerity cost him his life for Mr. Monkhou.se fired a mu.squet loaded witli ball, and
he instantly dropned. Soon after, tjiough
not before we had discharged our jiieces loadately started up, and began to handle their ed with small shot only, they retreated slowweapons, each producing either a long pike, ly up the country, and we returned to our
or a khid of truncheon, made of stone, with boats.
The l)ehaviour of the Indians, added to
a string through the handle of it, which
they twisted round their wrists. Tupia was our want of fresh water, induced Capt. Cook
to continue his voyage round the bay, with
directed to speak to them in his language
and we were agreeably surprised to find that a hope of getting some of the natives aboard
lie was well understood, the natives speak- that by civil usage he might convey through
ing in his language, though in a dinerent them a favourable idea of us to their coundialect.
Their intentions at first appeared trymen, and thereby settle a good corresto be very hostile, brandishing their weapons pondence with them.
An event occured,
in the usual threatening manner; upon which though attended with disagreeable
which a musquet w as fired at some distance circumstances, promised to facilitate thi.s
from them the ball happenetl to fall into design.
Two canoes appeared, making
the water, at which they api)€ared rather towards land, and Capt. Cook proposed
;

:

liis

:

;
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interccptinff them with our boats.
One of bough, a token of friendship, which we regot clear off, but tht Indians in the ceived as such, and several presents were
other, finding it impossible to escape, began made him. Notwithstanding the presence
to attack our people in the boats with their of this relation, all three of the boys, by
paddles. This compelled the Endeavonr's their own 'desire, returned to the ship, but as
feople to fire upon them, when four of the the Captain intended to sail the next mornndians were killed, and the other three, ing he sent them ashore in the evening,
who were young men, jumped into the wa- though much against their inclination. The
ter, and endeavoured to swim to shore
they names of these boys were Toahowrange, Kor-

them

;

however, taken up, and conveyed on
board. *At first they discovered all the signs
of fear and terror, thinking they should be
killed but Tupia, by repeated assurances
of friendship, removed their apprehensions,
and they afterwards eat heartily of the shij)'s

were,"

;

Having

retired to rest in the
evening, they slept very quietly for some
hours, but about midnight, their fears returning, they appeared in great agitation,

provisions.

frequently making loud and dismal groans.
Again the kind caresses and friendly promises of Tupia operated so effectually, that
they became calm, and sung a song, v^'hich
at the dead of night had a pleasing effect,

The next morning, after they were dressed,
according to the mode of their own country,
and were ornamented with necklaces and
bracelets, preparations were made for sending them to their countrymen, at which they
expressed great satisfaction but finding the
;

boat approaching Capt. Cook's first landing
place, they intimated that the inhabitants
foes, and that, after killing their enemies, they always eat them. The Captain,
nevertheless, judged it expedient to land
near the same spot, which he accordingly

were

did with Mr. Banks, Doctor. Solander and
Tupia, resolving at the same time to protect
the youths from any injury that might be offered them.
These had scarcely departed
on their return to their friends, when two
large parties of Indians advanced hastily
towards them, upon which they again flew
to us for protection.
When the Indians
drew near, one of the boys discovered his
uncle among them, and a conversation ensued across the river, in' which the boy gave
a just account of our hospitality, and took
great pains to display his finery.
short
time after this conversation, the uncle ewam
across the river, bringing with him a green

A

kerange and Maragovete. They informed
us of a particular kind of deer upon the island, and that there were likewi >e tares, capers, romara, yams, a kind of long pepi)er,
bald coote, and black-birds.

On

the lltli, at six o'clock in the morning
weighed, and set sail, in hopes of finding
a better an<^horing place, Cajit. Cook having
given the bay (called by the natives Toaneora) the name of Poverty Bay; and the
south-west point he called Young Nick's
Head, on account of its first havin"- been
perceived by a lad on. board, named Nicholas Young.
In the afternoon we were becalmed and several canoes full of Indians
came off from the shore, who received many
presents and afterwards bartered even their
clothes, and some of their i>addles, so eager
were they to be possessed of European commodities. A single tree formed the 'bottom
of their canoes, and the upper part consisted
of two planks sewed together; these were
painted red, representing many uncommon
figures, and very curiou.sly wrought.
The
Indians were armed with blitdgeons, made
of wood, and of the bone of a large animal
they called themPatoo-Patoo and they were
well contrived for close fighting.
Having finished their traffic, they set off
in such a hurry, that they forgot three of
their companions, who remained on board

we

;

;

all

These

night.

testified

their fears

and

apprehensions, notwithstanding Tupia tObk
great pains to convince them they were in
no danger and about seven o'clock the next
morning a canoe came off, with four Indians
on board. It was at first with difficulty the
Indians in the ship could prevail on those
^in the canoe to come near them; and not
till after the former had assured them, that
the Eiiglish did not eat men.
The chief
came on board, whose face was tattaowed>
;

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
with a remarkable patoo in his hand, and
in this eanoe tlie three Indians left tlie shin.
Capt. Cook, g^ave the name of Cape Table
to a point of land about seven leag^ues to
the south of Poverty liav its rt"ure greatly
:

;

m

A

of the inland country.

It

was mountainous,

and covered with snow in the interior parts,
but the land towards the sea, was Hat and
uncultivated, and in many places tlfere were
? roves of high trees. Nine canoes full of
called
ndians came from the shore, and five ot

resemblinfja table; and the island,
by the natives Teahovvry, he named Portland Island, it beinir very similar to that of
the same name in the Ihitish Channel. It
is joined to the main by a chain of rocks
nearly a mile in lenjith, i)artly above water.
There are several shoals, called shambles,
about three miles to tiie north-east of Portland, one of which the Endeavour narrowly
tliere is, however a passage besscaped
tween them with twenty fathom water.
Some j)arts of Portland Island, as well as
tlie main, were cultivated ; and pumice stone
in creat quantities lyinj^ along" the shore,
within the bay, indicated that there was a
volcano in the island. High palings upon
the ridges of hills were also vi.Mble in two
places, which were judged to be designed
for religious purposes.
On the 12th, several Indians came off
a canoe they were disfigured in a strange
manner, danced and sang, and at times
appeared to be oeaceably inclined, but at
others to menace hostilities. Notwithstanding Tupia strongly invited them to come on
board, none of them would quit the canoe.
Whilst the Endeavoiu- was gettin"^ dear of
tlie shambles, five canoes A\\\ oi Indians
made off, and seemed to threaten 'the peoi)le
on board, by brandishing their lances, and
other hostile gestures.
four-i)ounder loaded with grape-shot, was therefore ordered to
be fired, but not pointed at them. This had
the desired .effect, and made them drop
a stem. Two more canoes came off whilst
the Endeavour lay at anchor, but the Indians on board, behaved very peaceably
and quiet, and received several presents,
but would not come on board.
On Friday, the 13th, in the morning, we
made for an inlet, but finding it not sheltered stood out again, and were chased by
a canoe filled with Indians, but the Endeavour out-sailed them.
She pursued her
course round the bay, but did not find an
opening. The next morning we had a vie^y
;
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them, after having consulted together, pursued the Endeavour, apparently with a hostile design.
Tupia was desired to acquaint
them, that immediate destruction would ensue if they ]>ersevered in their attempts but
words had no intluence, and a four-i»ounder,
with grape-shot, was fired, to give them some
notions of the arms of their opponents.
They were terrified at this kind of reasoning, and paddled away faster than they came.
Tu]|ia then hailed the fugitives, and acquainted them that if they came in a peaceable manner, and left their arms behind, no
annoyance would be offered them one of
the canoes submitting to the tenns, came
along side the ship, and received many j)resents
but the other canoes returning, and
;

;

;

same menacing behaviour*
interrupted this friendly intercourse.
On the 15th, we were visited by some
fishing-boats, the people in which conductpersisting in the

ed

themselves

in

an

amicable manner-'

Though

the fish which they had on board
had been caught so long that they were not
eatable, Capt. Cook purchased them merely
for the sake of promoting a traffic with the
natives.
In the afternoon a canoe with a
number of armed Indians came up, and one
of them, who was remarkably clothed with
a black skin, found means to defraud the
Captain of a piece of red baize, under pretence of bartering the skin he had on for it
As soon as he had got the baize into hi*
possesion, instead of giving the skin in return, agreeable to his bargain, he rolled them
up together and ordered the canoe to put
off from the ship, turning a deaf ear to
the repeated remonstrance of the Captain
against his unjust behaviour. After a short
tiine, this canoe, together with the fishingboats which had put off at the same time
came back to the ship, and trade was again,

begun.

During

this

second

traffic

witli

the Indians, one of them unexpectedly seized
Tupia's bttl^ boy, Taiyota, ajid jjullin^ hiia.
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into his canoe, instantly put off, and paddled
away with the utmost speed several musquets were immediately discharged at the
people in the canoe, and one of them receiving a wound, they all let go the boy,
who before was held down in the bottom of
the canoe. Taiyota taking the advantage
of their consternation, immediately jumped
into the -sea, and swam back towards the
;

SEAS,

Kidnapper's Bay, the land is unequal, and
somewhat resembles our downs and small
villages, and many inhabitants were observed. The ship came abreast of a peninsula,
in Portland Island, named Terakako, oft

At this time a canoe
Indians came up to the vessel.
There were two chiefs among them, who

Wednesday, the 19th.
with

five

came on board, and staid all night. One
Endeavour he was taken on board without of these was a very comely person, and had
receiving any harm but his strength was an open and agreeable countenance. They
;

;

so

much exhausted with

the weight of his were extremely grateful for the presents
which they received, and displayed no small
degree of curiosity. They would not eat or
drink, but the servants devoured the victuals
set before them with a most voracious apr

clothes, that it was with great difticulty he
reached the ship. In consequence of this
attempt to carry off Taiyota, Capt. Cook
called the Cape off which it happened, Cape
Kidnappers, lying in latitude 39 deg. 43
min. south, and lon^tude 182 deg. 24 min.
west, and is very distinguishable by the hij^h
cliffs and white rocks that surrounded it.
The distance of this cape from Portland Island is about 13 leagues, and it forms the
«outh point of a bay, which was denominat-

ed Hawke's Bay,

in

honour of Admiral

Hawke
Taiyota, having recovered from his inc'i^ht
})roduced a fish, and informed Tupia that
le intended to offer it to his Eatua, or God,
in gratitude for his happy escape this being approved of by the other Indian, the fish
was cast into the sea. Capt. Cook now
passed by a small island, which was supposed to be inhabited only by fishermen,
as it seemed to be barren, and Bare Island
was the name given to it, and to a headland in latitude 40 deg. 34 min. south, and
longitude 182 deg. 55 min. west, because
the Endeavour turned, he gave the name of
;

Cape Tumagain. It was never certainly
known whether New Zealand was an island
before this vessel touched there on this account, the lords of the admiralty had instructed Capt. Cook to sail along the coasts
as far as 40 degrees south, and if the land
extended farther, to return to the northward
a^ain. It was for this reason that the Captain altered his course, when he arrived at
the Cape above mentioned the wind having likewise veered about to the south, he
returned, sailing along the coast nearly in
;

;

l»is

former track.

Between
6

this

and Cape

petite.

We gave the name of Gable End Fore-i
land to a remarkable head-land, which w^
passed on the 19th. Three canoes appeared
here, and one Indian came on board, tQ
whom we gave small presents before he withdrew.
Many of these Indians wore pieces of
green-stone round their necks which wer^
transparent, and resembled an emerald.
These being examined, appeared to be £v
speciesof the nephritic stone. Several pieces of it were procured by Mr. Banks, and
it appeared that this furnished the islanders
witli their principal ornaments.
The form
of some of their faces was agreeable; their
noses were rather prominent than flat.
Their dialect was not so guttural as that of
others, and their language nearly resemblecl
that of Otaheite.
On Friday, the 20th, we anchored in a
bay two leagues to the north of the Foreland. To this bay we were invited by the:
natives in canoes, who behaved very amica*
bly, and pointed to a jdace where they said
we should find plenty of fresh water.
determined here to get some knowledge of
the country, though the ^harbour was not
so good a shelter from the weather as we
expected. Two chiefs, whom we saw in the
canoes, came on board they were dressed
in jackets, the one ornamented with tufts
of red feathei-s, the other with dog's-skin.
presented to them linen and some spikenails, but they did not value tlie last so much

We

;

We
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as they are very plain, renders

them in appearance more homely. This kind of claublug beins: cfenerally wet upon their cheeks,

Tlie

rest of the Indians traded with us witliout
4lie least imposition, and we directed Tupia
to acquaint them of our views in cominjj
thither and promise, that they should receive no iiyury, if they offered none to us.

and foreheads, was easily transferred to thosf?
who saluted them, as was frequently visible
upon the noses of our people. The young^
In the afternoon the chiefs returned and ones, who were complete coquets, wore a
towards the evening we went on shore, ac- petticoat, under which was a girdle, made
r.ompimied by the Caj)tain, Dr. Solander, of the blades of grass, strongly perfumed, to
and Mr. BauKs. We were courteously re- whicli was pendant a small bunch of the
ceived by the inhabitants, >Wiodid not ap- leaves of some fragrant plant. The faces of
pear in numerous bodies, and in other in- the men were not in general painted but
stances were scrupulously attentive not to they were daubed with dry red ochre from
give offence. We made them several small head to foot, their apparel not excepted,
presents, and in this agreeable tour round Though in personal cleaidiness they were
tlie bay, we had the pleasure of finding two not equal to our friends at Otaheite, yet in.
streams of fresh water. We remained on some particulars they surpassed them, for
shore all night, and the next day Mr. Banks their dwellings were furnished with privies,
and Dr. Solander discovered several birds, and they had dunghills, upon which their
among which were (juails ond large pi- otfals and filth were deposited. Among the
Many stages for drying tish were females, chastity was lightly esteemed. They
geons.
observed near where we landed, and some resorted frequently to the watering-place,
We saw dogs with where they freely bestowed every favour
houses with fences.
Sweet pota- tliat was requested. An officer meeting
Ijointed ears, and verv ugly.
toes, like those which grow in America, with an elderly woman, he accompanied
were found. The cloth-plant grew sponta- her to her house, and having presented her
neous. In the neighbouring valleys, the with some cloth and beads, a young girl was
singled out, with whom he was given to unlands were laid out in regular plantations
and in the bay we caught plenty of crabs, derstand he might retire. Soon after, an
cray-tish, and horse-mack arel, larger than elderly man, with two women, came in as
The low visitors, who with much formality saluted
those upon the English coasts.
lands were planted with cocoas; the hoi- the whole company, after the custom of the
lows with gourds but as to the woods, they place, which is by gently joining the tips
were almost impassable, on account of the of their noses together. On his return,
number of supple-jacks which grew there, which was on Saturday, the 21st, he was furWe went into several of the hou.ses belong- nished with a guide, who, whenever they
ingtothe natives, and met with a very civil came to a brook or rivulet, took him on his
and without the least reserve, back, to prevent his being wet. Many of
eeception
they shewed us whatever we desired to see. the natives were curiously tattaowed, an old
At times we found them at their meals, man in jMirticular, was marked on the breast
which our presence never interrupted. At with curious figures. One of them had an
this season, fish constituted their chief food
axe made of the green stone, which we
with which they eat, instead of bread, roots could not purchase, though sundry thing*
of a kind of fern these, when roasted upon were otFered in exchange. These Indians
a fire, are sweet and clammy; in taste not at night, dance in a very uncouth manner^
disagreeable, though rather unpleasant from with antic gestures, lolling out their tongues
the number of their fibres. They have doubt- and making strange grimaces. In their danless in other seasons of the year, an abun- ces, old men as well as the young ones, are
dance of excellent vegetables.
capital performers.
The women of this place paint their faces
In (he evening, Mr. Banks, being appre*
with aiuixtiure of red ochre and oil, whi^h, heusive that w^ might be left on shore aftet
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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it was dark, applied to the Indians for one quadrant, and took several solar and lunary
of their canoes to convey us on board the observations. In the morning of the 24th,
.ship.
This they granted \with an obliging Mr. Gore and the marines were sent on
manner.
were eight in number, and shore to guard the people employed in cutnot being used to a vessel that required a ting wood and filling the casks with water.
nice balance, we overset her in the surf. No Capt. Cook, Mr. Banks, and the Doctor,
one however was drowned, but it was con- also went on shore the latter; were employed
cluded, to prevent a similar accident, that in collecting plants. In our walks through
half our number should go at one time. Mr. the vales, we saw many houses uninhabited,
Banks, Dr. Solander, lupia, and Taiyota, the natives residing: chiefly in sheds, on the
were tlie first party who embarked again, ridges of the hills, which are very steep. In
and arrived safe at the .ship, as did the re- a valley between two very high hills, we
mainder of our company, all not a little saw a curious rock that formed a large arch,
pleased with the good nature of our Indian opposite the sea. This cavern was in length
friends, who cheerfully contributed their about seventy feet, in breadth thirty, and
assistance upon our second trij). During near fifty in heighth, commanding a view
our stay on shore, several of them went out of the bay and hills on the other side, which
ni their canoes, and trafficked, with the ship's had a very pleasing efl^ect.
Indeed the
company. At first they preferred the cloth whole country about the bay is agreeable
ofOtaheite to that of Europe, but in the beyond description, and, if properly culticourse of a day it decreased in its value five vated, would be a most fertile spot. The
hundred per cent. These people expressed hills are clothed with beautiful flowering
strong marks of astonishment, when shewn shrubs, intermixed with a number of talF,
the bark and her apparatus. This bay, stately palms, which perfume the air, makwhich we now determined to quit, the na- ing it perfectly odoriferous. Mr. Banks
tives call Tegadoo, and it is situated in 38 and the Doctor, among other trees that
yielded a fine transparent gum, discovered
deg. 10 min. south latitude.
On the 22nd, in the evening, being Sun- the cabbage-tree, the produce whereof, when
day, we weighed anchor and put to sea, but boiled, was very good.
met with varithe wind being contrary we stood for ano- ous kinds of edible herbage in great abunther bay a little to the south, called by the dance, and many trees that produced fruii
natives Tolaga, in order to complete our fit to eat. The plant from which the cloth is
wood and water, and to extend our (corres- made, is a kind of Hemerocallis its leaves
pondence with the natives. In this bay we afford a strong glossy flax, equally adapted
came to an anchor, in about eleven fathom to clothing, and making of ropes. Sweet
water, with a good sandy bottom, the north potatoes and plantains are cultivated neat
jioiut of the bay bearing north by east, and the houses.
On our return we met an old man, who
the south point south east.
found a
watering-place in a small cove a little within entertained us with the military exercises
the south point of the bay, which bore south of the natives, which are performed with the
by east, distant auout a mile. Several ca- patoo-patoo, and the Jance. The former
ijoes with Indians on board, trafhcked with has been already mentioned, and is used as
us very fairly for glass bottles.
a battle-axe the latter is eighteen or twenty
On JMonday the 23rd, in the af\ernoon, feet in length, made of extreme hard wood,
we went on shore accompanied by Mr. and sharpened at each end.
stake was
Banks, Dr Solander, and the Captain.
suljstitoted for a supposed enemy.
The old
examined and found the water extremely warrior first attacked him with his lance,
good also plenty of wood and the natives advaricing with a most furious aspe'ct. Hav>l{ewed us as much civility as those from ing, pierced him, the patoo-patoo was used
^fhom we had lately departed. At tliis to demolish his head, at which he struck
\i uteying-place we set up
astronomic^ with a force which would'at one blow hav«^

We

:

We

;

We

:

We

;

;

^
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any man's skull from whence we concluded no quarter was '^iven Ijy these people
to their toes in time of action.
The natives in this part are not very numerous. They are toltMably well shaped,
Their faces resemble
bnt lean and tail.
Their noses are
those of the Europeans.
aquiline, their eyes dark coloured, their hair
black, which is tied upon tiie top of their
Iieads, and the men's beards are of a moderate leni^th. Their tattaowing* is done very
split

:

curiously, in various fissures, which makes
their skin resemble carving;; it is confined
to the principal men, the females and servants using- only red paint, with which they
daub their faces, tliut otherwise would not
be disagreeable. Their cloth is white, glossy,
and very even it is worn jjrincipaliy by the
men, though it is wroug^lit by the women,
ivlio indeed, are condemned to all drudgery
and labour.
On the 25th, Me set np the armourer's
;

on shore for necessary uses, and got
our wood and water without the least molestation from the natives, with whom ^\e
exchanged g^lass bottles and beads for dif3Ir. Banks and Dr. Soferent sorts offish.
lander went again in search of plants; Tu])ia, who was with them, en<?aged in a conversation with one of the priests, and they
seemed to agree in their oj)inions upon the
subject of religion. Tujwa, in the course of
this conference, inquired whether the report
of their eating men was founded in truth;
to which the priest answered, it was but
that they eat none but declared foes, after
This idea, so
they were killed in war.
savage and barbarous, proved however, that
they carried their resentment even beyond
forire

;

death.
On the 27th, Capt. Cook and Dr. Solander
went to inspect the bay, when the Doctor
was not a little surprised to find the natives
in the possession of a boy's top, which they
knew how to spin by whipping it, and he

purchased it out of curiosity. Mr. Banks
was during this time employed in attaining
the summit of a steep hill, that had previously engaged tlieir attention, and near it
he found many inhabited houses. There
were two rows of poles, about fourteen or
No. 4.
1

fifteen

feet high,

67
covefed over with sticks,

which made an avenue of about five feet in
widtii, extending near a hundred yards down
hill, in an irregular line
the
this erection was not discovered.

the

intent of
the
gentlemen met at the watering-place, tlie
Indians sang their war song, which was a
strange medley of shouting, sighing, and
grimace, at which the women assisted. The
;

When

Ca])t. Cook and other gentleui>on the island at the entrauce
of the bay, and met with a cjtnoe that was
67 feet in length, six in breadth, and four
in height
h6r bottom, which was sharp,
consisted of three trimks of trees, and the
sides and head were curiously carved.
also came to a large unfinished house.
Tlie posts which sui)ported it were ornamented with carvings, that did not appear
to be done upon the spot, and as the inha^
bitants seem to set great value upon works
of this kind, future navigators might find
their advantage in carrying such articles to
trade with. Thougli tlie posts of this house
were judged to be brought hercr the jieople
seemed to have a taste for carving, as their
boats, jiaddles, and tops of walking-sticks
evince.
Their favourite figure is a volute,
or spiral, which is sometimes single, double,
and tiiple, and is done with great exactness,

next

tlay,

men went

;

We

though the only instruments we saw were
an axe made of .stone, and a chisel. Tlieir
taste, however, is extremely whimsical and
extravagant, scarcely ever imitating nature.
Their huts are built under trees, their form
is an oblong square
the door low on the
side, and the windows are at the ends
reeds
covered with thatch compose the walls the
beams of the eaves, which come to the
ground, are covered with thatch most of
the houses had been deserted, through fear
of the English, upon their landing. There
are many beautiful J3arrots, and great numbers of birds of different kinds, particularly
one whose note resembles the European
black-bird but here is no ground-fowl, or
poultry, nor any quadrupeds, except rats
and dogs, and these were not numerous.
The do^s are considered as delicate food, and
their skins serve for ornaments to their apparel.
There is a great variety offish ia the
;

;

;

;

;
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bay, shell and cray-fish are very plentiful,
someof the latter weigh near 12 pounds.
Sunday, October the 29th, we set sail from
It is situate in latitude 38 deg.
this bay.
22 min. south, four leagues to the north of
Gable End Foreland there are two high
rocks at the entrance of the bay, which form
a cove very good for procuring wood and
water. There is a high rocky island off the
north point of the bay, which affords good
anchorage, having a fine sandy bottom, and
from seven to thirteen fathom water, and is
likewise sheltered from all but the northobtained nothing here
east wind;
trade biit some sweet potatoes, and a little
This is a very hilly country, though
fish.
it presents the eye with an agreeable verdure, various woods, and many small plan;

We

m

tations.
Mr. Banks found a great number
of trees in the woods, quite unknown to

Europeans, the fire-wood resembled the mapie-tree, and produced a gum of whitish
colour other trees yielded a gum of a deep
yellow green. The only roots were yams
and sweet potatoes, though the soil appears
very proper for producing every species of
;

vegetables.

On Monday, the 30th, sailing to the

north-

ward, we fell in with a small island about a
mile distant from the north-east i>oint of the
main, and this being the most eastern part
of it, the Captain named it East Cape, and
the island East Island; it was but small,
and appeared barren. The cape is in latitude 37 deg. 42 min. 30 sec. south. There
are many small bays from Tolaga Bay to
East Cape. Having doubled the cape, many
villages presented themselves to view, and
the adjacent land appeared cultivated. In
the evening of the 30th, Lieutenant Hicks
discovered a bay, to which his name was
given. Next morning, about nine, several
canoes came ofl' from shore with a number
of armed men, who appeared to have hosBefore these had reached
tile intentions.
the ship, another canoe, larger than any
that had yet been seen, full of armed Indians,* came off, and made towards the Endeavour with great expedition. The Caplain now judging it expedient to prevent,
if possible, their attacking him, ordered a

SEAS,

gun

to be fired over their heads. This not
producing the desired effect, another gun
was fired with ball, which threw them into
such consternation, tliat they immediately
returned much faster than they came. This
j>recipitate retreat, induced the Captain to
give the cape off which it happened, the

name

of Cape

Runaway

;

it

lies in latitude

37 deg. 32 min. south, and longitude 181 deg.
48 min. west.

On

the 31st,

we found

that the land,

which during this day's run appeared like
an island, was one, and'we named the same
While Island.
On the 1st, of November, at day-break,
not less than between 40 and 60 canoes
were seen, several of which came off as bethreatening to attack the English. One
of their chiefs flourished his pike, and made
several harangues, seeming to bid defiance
to those on board the vessel. At last, after
repeated invitations, they came close alongside but instead of shewing a disposition to
trade, the haranguing chief uttered a sentence, and took up a stone, which he threw
against the shij), and immediately after they
seized their arms. They were informed by
Tupia, of the dreadful consequences of cornmencing hostilities; but this admonition
they seemed little to regard. A, piece oi
cloth, however, happening to attract their
eyes, they began to be moie mild and reasonable.
quantity of cray-fish, muscles,
and conger-eels was now purchased.
No
fraud was attempted by this company of Indians, but some others that came after them.
took goods from the vessel, without makingproper returns. As one of them thht had
rendered himself remarkable for these ,practices, and seemed proud of his skill in them,
was putting oflT with his canoe, a musquet
was fired over his head, which circumstance
produced good order for the present. Yet
when these savages began to traffic with the
sailors, they renewed their frauds
and one
of them was bold enough to seize some linen
that was hung to dry, and run away with it.
In order to induce him to return, a musquet
was first fired over his head, but this not an-swering the end, he was shot in the back
with small shot, yet he still persevered in

fore,

;

A

;
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This being- perceived by his
his design.
countryineri, they dropped a-stern, and set
up the son^' ot'dtHanre. In consequence of
their behaviour, thouifli they made no preparations to attack the vcsmcI, tlie Cai)tuia
gave orders to tire a four [umiuler which
but its ctloct on the water
so mu(*li, that tiiey retreated
with precipitation to the shore.
In the afternoon about two o'clock, we
discovered a pretty hit;h ishmd to the westward. Some time atter perceivint? other
rocks and islands in the same quarter, but
not beint;: able to weather tluni before niirht
came on, we bore up between tlieni and the
main land. In the evening' a double canoe,
built after the same fashion as those of Otaheite, came up, when Tuj)ia entered into a
friendly conversation willi the Indians, and
was told that the island, close to which we
It was but a
lay, was cidled Mowtohora.
few miles from the main land, pretty high,
iniag^ined the
but of no great extent.
disposition of the Indians, from their talk
with Tupia, to be in our favour, but when
it was dark they began their usual salute,
6y pouring a volley of stones into the ship,
and then retreated. South-west by west of
this island, upon the main land, and in the
centre of a large plain, is a high circular
mountain, to which we gave the name of

passed over them

territied

;

them

We

Mount Edgecumbe.

It is very conspicuous,
seated in latitude 37 deg. 69 rain,
longitude 193 deg. 7 min.
The next morning, being the 2nd, a number of canoes appeared, and one, which proved to be the same that had pelted us the
After conversing
night before, came up.

and

is

69

that resembled forts, and the whole had the
api)earance of ])laces calculated for defence.
On the 3rd, we passed the night near a

small island, which Capt. Cook named the
Mayor and at seven in the morning, dis;

tant from hence about six leagues, we discovered a cluster of small islands, which we
called the Court of Aldermen. These were
twelve miles from the main, between which
were other small islands, mostly barren, but
very high. J'he aspect of the main land was
now much changed, the soil appearing to be
barren, and the country very thinly inha-

The cliief who governed the district
Cijpe Turnagain to this coast was
named Teratu. In the afternoon tliree canoes, built differently from those already
mentioned, came along-side the Endeavour.
They were formed of the trunks of whole
bited.

from

trees, rendered hollow by burning; but they
were not carved, nor in any manner ornamented. We now sailed towards an inlet
that had been discovered, and liaving anchored in seven fathom water, the ship was
soon surrounded by a number of canoes, and
the people on board them did not seem disposed for some time to commit any acts of
hostdity. A bird being shot by one of our
crew, some Indians, without shewing any
surprise, bronght it on board
and for their
civility the Captain gave them a piece of
cloth.
But this favour operated upon them
in a different manner than was expected
for when it was dark, they begun a song of
defiance, and endeavoured to carry of} the
buoy of the anchor and notwithstanding
.some musquets were fired at them, they
seemed ratlier to be irritated than frightened.
They even threatened to return the next
morning but on Sunday night eleven of
them were to be seen, and these retired when
they found the ship's crew were upon their
;

;

;

with Tupia, and behaving peaceable about
an hour, they complimented us with another
volley of stones. We returned the salute
by firing a musket, which made them instantly take to their paddles.
Between ten guard.
and eleven we sailed between a low flat isOn the 4th, at day break no less than
land and the main land. The last appear- tvvelve canoes made their appearance, coned to be of a moderate height, but level, taining near two hundred men, armed with
full of plantations, and villages.
The vil- .spears, lances, and stones, who seemed delages were upon the high land next4he sea, termined to attack the ship, and would have
more exteasive than any we had seen, and boarded her, had they known on what quarsurrounded by a ditch, and a bank with rails ter they could best have made their attack.
on the top of it. There were some inclosures While they were paddling round her, which.
;

;

m
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kept the crew upon the watch in the rain,
Tupia, at the request oi the Captain, used
a number of dissuasive arguments, to prevent their carrying- their apparent designs
into execution but we could only pacify
them by the fire of our muskets they then
laid aside their hostile intentions, and began
to trade yet they could not refrain from
;

:

;

their fraudulent

practices

they

for after

;

bartered two of their weapons
they would not deliver up a third, for which
they had received cloth, and only laughed
at those who demanded an equivalent. The
offender was wounded with small shot but
liis countrymen took not the least notice of
him, and continued to trade without any
discomi)osure.
When another canoe was
struck for their mal-practices, the natives
behaved in the same manner but if a round
was iired over or near them, they all padThus we found that theft and
tiled away.
chicane, were as prevalent amoMg the inhabitants of New Zealand, as those of Otaheite.
In searching- for an anchoring place, the

had

fairly

;

;

Captain saw a

upon a high
a proper spot,
we weighed, run
nearer to the .shore, and castanclior upon
a sandy bottom, in four fathom and a half
"Water.
The south point of the bay bore
due east, distant one mile, and a river which
the boats can enter at low water south southeast, distant a mile and a half.
On the 5th, in tiie morning, the Indians
came off to the ship again, who behaved
much better than they had done the preceding day. An old man in particular named Tojava, testified his prudence and honesty
to whom and a friend with him, the Captain
presented some nails, and two pieces of English cloth. Tojava informed us, that they
were often visited by free-booters from the
north, who stripped them of all they could
lay their hands on, and at times made captives of their wives and children; and that
being ignorant who the English were upon
their first arrival, the natives had been
much alarmed, but were now .satisfied of
He added, that for
their good intentions.
their security against those plunderers, their
houses were built contiguous to the tops of
fortified village

iioint, and having fixed upon
le returned
uj)on which

m

;
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the rocks, where they could better defend
themselves. Probablj' their poverty and misery may be ascribed to the ravages of those
who frequently stript them of every necessary of life. Having chspatched the longboat and pinnace into the bay to haul and
dredge for fish, but with little success, the
Indians on the banks testified their friendship by every possible means. They brought
us great quantities offish dressed and dried,
which though indifferent, we purchased, that
trade might not be discouraged. They also
supplied us with wood and good water.
While we were out with our guns, the people who staid by the boats saw two of the
natives fight. The battle was begun with
their lances but some old men taking these
away, they were obliged to decide the quarrel, like Englishmen, with their fists.
For
some time they boxed with great vigour and
;

persevera..ce, but at length they all retired
behind a little liilj, so that our people were
Crevented from seeing the issue of the comat.
At this time the Endeavour being very
foul,

bed

she was heeled, and her bottom scrubin the bay.

On the 8th, we were visited by several
canoes, in one of which was Tojava, who
descrying two canoes, hastened back again
to the shore, apprehending they were freebooters but finding his mistake, he soon
returned and the Indians supplied us with
as much excellent fish as served the whole
ship's company.
This day a variety of
Slants were collected by Mr. Banks and
doctor Solander, who had never observed
any of the kind before. They staid on shore
till near dark, when they ob.served how the
natives disposed of themselves during the
night. They had no shelter but a few shrubs.
The men lay nearest the sea in a semicircular form and the women and children most
distant from it. They had no king whose
sovereignty they acknowledged, a circumstance not to be paralleled on any other
parts of the coast.
Early in the morning of the 9th, the- Indians brought in their canoes a prodigious
quantity of mackarel, of which one sort were
exactly the same with those caught in England. They sold them at a low rate ajui
;

;

;
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less welcome to us on that ac- of this observation having been made here
canoes were succeedeil .by this bay was called Mercury Bay.
These
count.
On the 10th, Mr. BankN, Dr. Solander, and
others equally loailed >\itli the same sort of
aiul tlie cargoes |mrchase«l were so the Captain went in boats to ins])ect a larue
fisli
They found it
^reat, that every one of the .shii)'s company river that runs into the bay.
who could <»et salt, cured as many as woidd broader some miles within, than at the mouth
serve him for a month's provision. The In- and intersected into a number of streams,
dians frequently rt^sort to the bay in parties by several small islands, which were covered
On the east side of the river,
to ?;i:ather shell-tish, of which it art"or<ls an with trees.
Indeed wherever we the gentlemen shot some shags, which proved
incredible plenty.
The shore abounded
went, whether on tlie hills, or thron<;h the veiy good eating-.
vales, in the woods or on the plains, ui- with tish of various kinds, such as cockles,
saw numy waGfii^on loads of shells in heaps, clams, and oysters and here were also
some of which a])i)eared fresh, others very ducks, shags, and curlieuSj with other wild

they were not

;

;

old.

fowl in great plenty.

This beins^ a very clear ^lay, Mr. Green,
the astronomer, landed with other gentlemen to observe the transit of Mercury. The
observation of the ingress was made by Mr.
Oreen a^one, and Capt. Cook took the sun's

river there

While the
was making", a canoe, with various (.'ommodities on board, came alonu-side
the ship and Mr. Gore, the otti(X'r who had
then ine command, beinc: desirous ofencourai»ina: them to traffic, produced a piece of
Otiiheitean cloth, of more valye than any
they Iiad yet seen, which was immediately
seized by one of the Indians, who obstinately retused either to return it, or i^ive any
thins? in exchang-e he i)aid <learly however
altitnde to ascertain the time.

observation
;

:

for his temerity, bein^ shot dead on the spot.
The death of this young Indian alarmed all
the rest they fled with qreat precipitancy,
and for the present, could not be induced to
renew their traffic with the English. But
;

when

the Indians on shore had heard the
particulars related by Tojava, who greatly
condemned the conduct of the deceased,
they seeraed to think that he had merited
his fate. His name was Otirreeonooe. This
transaction happened, as has been mentioned, whilst the observation was making" of
the transit of IVIercury. when the weather
was so favourable, that the whole transit was
viewed, without a cloud intervening. The
transit commenced 7 hours, 20 min. 58 sec.
By Mr. Green's observation the internal
contact was at 12 hours, 8 min. 57 sec. the
external at 12 hours 9 min. 5.5 sec. the latitude 30 deg. 48 min. 5 sec. In consequence

At

the nu)uth of the

was good anchorage

in five fa-

The gentlemen were

thoms water.

received

with f^reat hospitality by the inhabitants of
a little village on the east side of the riverThere are there the remains of a fort called
Eppah, on a peninsida that projects into the
river,
snutll

and

was calculated

it

for dei'ending

a

a greater force. From
the remains, it nevertheless seemed to have
been taken and jiartly destroyed. The Indians sup l)efore sun-set, when they eat fish
and birds baked or roasted they roast them
upon a stick, stuck in the ground near the
fire, and bake them in the manner the dogwas baked, which the gentlemen eat at
George's Island.
A female mourner was
present at one of their suppers she was seated upon the ground and wept incessantly,
at the same time repeating some sentences
in a doleful manner, but which Tupia could
not explain at the termination of each period she cut herself with a shell upon her
breast, her hands, or her face
notwithstanding this bloody spectacle greatly affected
the gentlemen present, yet all the Indians
who sat by her, except one, were quite unmoved. The gentlemen saw some, who from
the depth of their scars must upon these
occasions, have wounded themselves more

uundjer

ag:ainst

;

;

;

;

violently.

Great plenty of oysters were procured from
a bed which had been discovered, and they
proved exceedingly good. Next day the
ship was visited by two canoes, with unknow n Indians after some invitation tliey
came on board, and they all trafficked
;

;:

;
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without any fraud. Two fortified villages staff about five feet in length and anotfier
being deserted, the Captain, with Mr. "Banks, shorter.
We sailed from this bay, after
and Dr. Solander, went to examine them. having taken possession of it in the name oi
The smallest was romantically situated upon the king of Great Britain, on the 15th, ol
a rock, which was arched this village did November. Tojava, who visited us in his
not consist of above five or six houses, fenced canoe just before our departure, said he
round. There was but one path, which was should prepare to retire to his fort as soon
very narrow, that conducted to it.
The as the English were gone, as the relations
gentlemen were invited by the inhabitants of Otirreeonooe had threatened to take his
to pay them a visit, but not having time to life, as a forfeit for that of the deceased. Tospare, took another route, after having made java being judged partial in this afl^air to
presents to the females.
body of men, the English.
women, and children now api>roached the
Towards the north-west, a number of isgentlemen these proved to be the inhabi- lands of difl^erent sizes appeared, which were
tants of another town, which they proposed named Mercury Islands
Mercury Bay lies
visiting.
They gave many testimonies of in latitude 36deg. 47 min. south longitude
their friendly dispositions
among others 184 deg. 4 min. west, and has a small enthey uttered the word Heromai, which ac- trance at its mouth.
On account of the
cording to Tupia's interpretation, implied number of oysters found in the river, the
peace, and appeared much satisfied, when Captain gave it the name of Oyster River
informed the gentlemen intended visiting Mangrove River (which the Caj)tain so calltheir habitations.
Their town was called ed from the great number of those trees that
Wharretouwa. ^It is seated on a point of grew near it) is the most secure place for
land over the sea, on the north side, of the shipping, being at the head of the bay. The
bay, and was paled round, and defended north-west side of this bay and river apby a double ditch. Within the ditch a stage peared much more fertile than the east side.
is erected for defending the place in case of The inhabitants, though numerous, have no
an attack near this stage, quantities of plantations. Their canoes are very indifdarts and stones are deposited, that they ferently constructed, and are not ornamented
may always be in readiness to repel the at all. They lie under continual apprehenassailants.
There is another stage to com- sions of Terratu, being considered by him
mand the path that leads to the town and as rebels. Shore iron sand is to be found
there were some out-works.
The place in plenty on this coast, which proves that
seemed calculated to hold out a considera- there are 'mines of metal up the country, it
ble time against an enemy armed with no being brought down from thence by a riother weapons than those of the Indians. vulet.
On the 18th, in the morning, we steered
It appeared however deficient in water for
holdingioiit a siege. »Instead of bread, they between the main, and an island which
liad fern root which was here in great plenty seemed very fertile, and as extensive as
with dried fish. Very little of the land was Ulietea. Several canoes filled with Indians
cultivated, and sweet i^otatoes and yams came along-side here, and the Indians sang
were the only vegetables to be found. There their war song, but the Endeavour's people
are two rocks near the fort of this fortifica- I)aying them no attention, they threw a volley of stones, and then paddleJi away
tion, both separated from the main land
they
are
however
nevertheless
they presently returned their insmall,
are
very
they
not without dwelling-houses and little forti- sults. Tupia spoke to them, making use of
In their engagements, these In- his old arguments, that inevitable destrucfications.
dians throw stones with their hands, being tion would ensue if they persisted they andestitute of a sling, and those and lances are swered by brandishing their weapons, intitheir only missible weapons they have be- mating, that if the English durst come ort
sides the patoo-Datoo already described, a shore, they would destroy them all. Tupja
;

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

a
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continue<1 in expostulating with them,
but to no purpose ; and tht y soon ^^ave
another volley ot.stones but ujjon a musket
being tired at one of their boats, tliey made
cast anchor in 23
a jirecipitate retreat.
fathom water in the evening, and early tlie
next morning sailed up an inlet. Soon after
two canoes came otf, and some of the In-

gtill

;

We

dians came on board they knew Tojava
vury well, and called Tupia by his name.
Having received from us some presents, they
:

and api)arently

jjeaceably,
retired
gratified.

liighly

iMondaj^, the 20th, after having run
from the place where we had
anchored the night betore, we came to anchor in a bay c^led by the natives Ooahaouragee. Capt. Cook, Mr. IJanks, Dr. Solander, and others set otl'in tlte pinnace to
examine the bottom of the bay, and found

On

five leagues

the inlet end of a river, about nine mile>
entered into the same
above the ship.
with the first of the flood, and before we
had proceeded three miles tlie water was

We

Here we saw an Indian
upon a small dry sand-bank,
and entirelv surrounded by a deep mud
the inhabitants of which with much cordiality invited us to land, and gave us a most
perfectly fresh.

town, built

;

We

friendly reception.

miles up the

were

now

and finding

fourteen

alteration in the face of the country, we landed
on the west side to examine the lof^y trees
river,

little

as broad as the Thames is at Greenwich,
and the tide of flood is as strong. On the

is

evening of the 2lst, we reached the sliip, all
extremely tired, but happy at being on
board.

On

the 22nd, early in the morning, we
sail, and kept plying till the dood
o})liged us once more to come to an anchor.

made

The Captain and

]>r.

Solander went

o<j

shore to the west, but made no observations
vv orth relating.
After these gentlemen departed, the ship was surrounded with canoes,
which ke])t 3ir. Hanks on board, that he
might trade with the Indians, who bartered
their arms and clothes for paper, taking no
unfair advantages.
But though they were
in general honest in their dealings, one of
them took a fancy to a half minute glass,
and being detected in secreting the same, it
was resolved to give him a smatch of the
cat-o'nine-tails.
The Indians interfered to
stop the current of justice but being opjjosed they got their arms from their canoes,
and some of the people in them attempted
to get on board.
Mr. Banks and Tupia
now coming upon deck, the Indians applied
to Tujiia, who informed them of the nature*
of the offender's intended punishment, and
that he had not influence over Mr. Hicks,
the commanding officer.
They appeared
satisfied, and the criminal received not only
a dozen, but afterwards a good drubbing*
from an old man, who was thought to be
his father. The canoes immediately went
off', the Indians saying, they should be afraid
to return again on board. Tupia, however,
brought them back, but they seemed to have
lost that confidence which they before re;

which adbmed its banks, and were of a kind
that we had not seen before. At the entrance of a wood we met with one ninetyeight feet high from the ground, quite strait,
and nineteen feet in circumference and as
we advanced we found others still larger. posed
;
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in us.

Their stay was short, and

of these trees is very heavy, not after their departure we saw them not again,
but would make exceeding though they had promised to return with
fit for masts,
Onr carpenter, who was w ith some fish.
fine planks.
On the 23rd, the weather still continuing
us, observed, that the timber resembled that
of the pitch pine which is lightened by tap- unfavourable, and the wind contrary, we
ping. There were also trees of other kinds, kept plying down the river, anchoring between the tides and at the north-west exall unknown to us, si^ecimens of w hich we
brought away.
reimbarked about three tremity of the Thames, we passed a point oi
o'clock with the first of the ebb, and Capt. land which the captain called Point RodCook gave to the river the name of Thames, ney and another, at the north-east extreit having a resemblance to the river of that mity, when we entered the bay, he named
name in England. It is not so deep, but it Cape Colville, in honour of Lord Colville.

The wood

-'

;

We

;

7
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being" able to approach land, we had
bnt a distant view of the main for a course
of near tliirty miles. Under the name of
the river Thames, the Captain eomprehended the whole bay. Cape Colville is to be

Not

by a hii^^h rock, and lies in 36
26 min. of south latitude, 194 dtg. 27

disting^uished
deg-.

SEAS,

W. we

were now at the distance of two
miles from the shore, and had twenty-six
fathom water. Upon the islands were a
few towns that appeared fortified, and the
land round them seemed well inhabited.
On the 26th, towards night, seven large
canoes came off to us, with about two hundred men. Some of the Indians came on
board, and let us know, that they had an
account of our arrrival. These were followed by two larger canoes, adorned with carving.
The Indians, after having held a conference, came a-long side of tlie vessel.
They were armed with various weapons,
and seemed to be of the higher order. Their
latoo-patoos were made of stone and whalebone, ornamented with dog's hair, and were

The Thames runs
min. west longitude.
south by east from the southern point of"
the cape. In some parts it is three leagues
over, for about fourteen leagues, after which
it becomes narrower.
In some parts of the
bay the water is 26 fathoms deep the depth
diminishes gradually, and in general the
anchorage is good. To some islands that
shelter it from the sea, Capt. Cook gave
they stretch
the name of Barrier Islands
north-west and south-east ten leagues. The leld in high estimation. Their complexion
country seemed to be thinly inhabited the was darker than that of those to the south,
natives are well made, strong, and active
and their faces were stained with amoco.
their bodies are painted with red ochre, and They were given to pilfering, of which one
their canoes^, which are well constructed, of them gave an instance, pretending to barter a piece of talc, wrought into the shape
were ornanientetl with carved work.
On the 24th, we continued steering along of an ax, for a piece of cloth nor was he
the shore between the islands and the main; disposed to fulfil his agreement, till we comand in the evening anchored in an open Eelled him to do it, by firing a musket over
bay, in about fourteen fathom water. Here
is head, which brought him back to the
we caught a large number of fish of the ship, and he returned the cloth. At three
.scienne, or bream kind, enough to supply in the afternoon we passed a remarkable
the whole ship's company with provision for high point of land, bearing west, and it was
two days. From our success Capt. Cook called Cape Brett, in honour of Sir Piercy
named this place Bream Bay, and the ex- Brett. At the point of this cape is a round
treme points at the north end of the bay he high hillock, and north-east by north, discalled Bream Head. Several pointed rocks tant about a mile, is a curious arched rock
stand in a range upon the top of it, and like that which has been already described.
some small islands which lie before it were This cape, or at least part of it, is called by
called the Hen and Chickens. It is situated the natives Motugogo, and lies in 35 deg.
in latitude 35 deg. 46 min. seventeen lOmin. 30sec. south latitude, and in 185
leagues north-west of Cape Colville. There deg. 23 min. west longitude. To the southis an extent of land, of about thirty miles, west by west is a bay, in which is many
between Point Rodney and Bream Head, small islands, and the point at the northwoody and low. No inhabitants were visi- west entrance the Captain named Point
ble; but from the fires perceived at night, Pococke. There are many villag"es on the
main as well as on the islands, which apwe concluded it was inhabited.
On the 25th, early in the morning, we peared well inhabited, and several canoes
left the bay, and continued our course slowly filled with Indians made to the ship, and
to the northward at noon our latitude was in the course of bartering, shewed the
36 deg. 36 min. south, and we saw some is- same inclination to defraud ns their neighlands which we named the Poor Knights, bours. These Indians were strong and well
their hair black, and tied
at north-east by north, distant three leagues
proportioned
the northern-most land in sight bore N. N. up in a bunch stuck with feathers: their
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

8

;
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trnrmcnts made of fine cloth, decorated with dijji's-.skin and they were tattaowed hke those who hiul last appeared.
On the 27th, at eiiilit in the niorniiij;-, we
fonnd ourselves within a mile of many small
islands, layintf close under the main, at the
distance of twenty-two miles from Cape
Here we lay about two hours, durIJrett.
ing" which time several canoes came oti' from
the islands, which we called Cavalles, the
name of some fish ^\hi{h we j)urchased of
the Indians. These j)eople were very inso-

cliiefs liatl

;

lent, nsinu:
inj?

many

and peltNor ditl they tuixe over
some snjall shot liit one

frantic liestnres,

us with stones.

their insults,

who had

A

general

was now spread among' them, and

terror

they

till

a stone in his hand.

all

made a very

))recipitate retreat.
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which reached the

sliore,

as they landed, they ran in

these Indians had Ix < n
military discipline, tiny
a much more
thus, without

and as

.soon

>tarchofit.

If

under jiny kind of
might have jnoved

formidable enemy

but acting
or regulation, tliey
only exposed themselves to the annoyance
of the fire-arms, whilst they could not jios^
sibly succeed in any of their designs.
The
Captain, Mr. Banks, and Dr. Solander,
landed upon the island, and the Indians in
the canoes soon alter came on shore.
The
gent!en»en were in a small cove, and were
presently surrounded by near 400 armed
Indians; but the Captain not suspecting
any hostile design on the part of the natives, remained peaceably disposed.
The

any

;

jjlan

gentlemen, marching towards them, drew a

several days the wind was so very nn- line, intimating that they were not to pass
favomable, that the vessel rather lost than it: they did not infringe upon this bounbut at length, they
gained ground.
dary for some time
On the 29tli, havinj:^ weathered Cai»e .sang the song of defiance, and began to
Brett, we bore away to leeward, and g:ot dance, whilst a i)arty attempted to draw
into a lar^e bay, where we anchoied on the Endeavour's boat on shore
these sigthe .south-west side of several islands, and nals for an attack being immediately folsuddenly came into four Jathoms and a half lowed by the Indians breaking' in upon the
water. Upon sounding, we found we had line, tjie gentlemen judged -it time to dey:ot upon a bank, and accordinirly weighed fend them.selves, and accordingly the Cap*
ami dropped over it, and anchored again tain fired his musket, loaded with small
in ten fathoms and a half, after whicli we shot, which was seconded by Mr. Banks's
were surrounded by thirty-three large ca- discharging his piece, and two of the men
noes, containing near three liundred Indi- followed his example. This threw the Inans, all armed. Some of them were admitted dians into confusion, and they retreated,
onboard, .and Captain Cook gave a piece but were rallied again by one of the chiefs,
of broad cloth to one of the chiefs, and some who shouted and waved his patoo-patoo.
.-fimall presents to the other.
They traded The Doctor now pointed his musket at
peaceably for some time, being terrified at this hero, and hit him
this stopped his
the fire-arms, with the effects of which they career, and he took to flight with the other
were not unacquainted; but whilst theCap- Indians. They retired to an eminence in
tain was at dinner, on a signal given by one a collected body, and seemed dubious wheof the chiefs, all the Indians quitted the ther they sliould return to the charge. They
ship, and attempted to tow away the buoy
w ere now at too great a distance for a ball
a musket was now fired over them, but it to reach them, but these operations being
jiroduced no eflect
small shot was then observed from the ship, she brought her
fired at them, but it did not reach them. broad-side to bear, and by firing over them,
musket loaded with ball, was therefore soon dispersed them. The Indians had in
ordered to be fired, and Otegoowgoow (son their skirmish two of their people wounded,
of one of the chiefs) was wounded in the but none killed : peace being thus restored,
thioh by it, whicli induced them immedi- the gentlemen began to gather celery and
ately to throw the buoy overboard.
To other herbs, but suspecting that some of
complete their confusion, a round shot was the natives were lurking about with evil

For

;

;

:

;

;
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designs, they repaired to a cave, which was
at a small distance. Here they found the
chief, who had that day received a present

Captain
he came fortli with
and brother, and solicited their clemency. It appeared, that one of the wounded Indians was a brother of this chief, who
was under great anxiety lest the wound
should prove mortal but his grief was in
a great degree alleviated, when he was made

from the
liis

;

wife

;

eft'ects of small
shot and ball he was at the same time assured, that upon any fiirther hostilities be-

acquainted with the diiferent
;

ing committed, ball would be used. This
interview terminated very cordially, after
trifling presents were made to the
chief and iiis companions. The prudence
of the gentlemen cannot he too much commended for bad these 400 Indians boldly
rushetl in upon them at once with their
weapons, the musketry could have done very
little execution; but supposing twenty or
thirty of the Indians had been wounded,
-as it does not appear their pieces were loaded with ball, but only small shot, there

some

:

would have remained a

suflicient

number

Ao have massacred them,

as it appears they
do not give any quarter, and none could
have been expected upon this occasion. It
is true, when the ship brought her broadside to bear, she might have made great
liavock amongst the Indians
but this
would have been too late to save the party
on shore. Being in their hr>ats, the English
.rowed to another part of the same island,
when landing, and gaining an eminence,
;

•

they had a very agreeable and romantic
view of a great number of small islands,
well inhabited and cultivated. The inhabitants of an adjacent town approached
unarmed, and testified great humility and
submission. Some of the party on shore
who had been very violent for having the
Indians punished for their fraudulent conduct, were now guilty of trespasses equally
reprehensible, having forced into some of

SEAS,

ing of the hardship, thinking an Englishman
had a right to plunder an Indian with impunity, received six additional lashes for his
reward.
On the 30th, it being a dead calm, two
boats were sent to sound the harbour
when many canoes came up and traded vWih
great probity
the gentlemen went again
on shore, and met with a very civil reception from the natives: and this friendly intercourse continued all- the time they remained in the bay, which was several days.
Being upon a visit to the old chief, he shewed them the instruments used in tattaowing,
which were very like those employed at
Oteheite upon the like occasion.
They
saw the man who had been wounded by the
ball, when the attempt was made to carry
;

buoy and though it had gone
through the fleshy part of his arm, it did
not seem to give him the least pain or un-

off the ship's

;

easiness.

On Tuesday, the 5th of December, in the
morning, we weighed anchor, but were soon
becalmed, and a strong current setting towards the shore, we were driven in with
such rapidity, that we expected every moment to be run upon the breakers, which
appeared above water not more than a cable's length distance, and we were so near
the land, that Tupia, who was totally ignorant of the danger, held a conversation with
the Indians, who were standing on the
beach. We were happily relieved, however,
from this alarming situation by a fresh
breeze suddenly springing up from the
shore. The bay whicli we had left waf5
called the Bay of Islands, on account of
the numerous islands it contains we caught
but few fi.sh while we lay there, but procured great plenty from the natives, who
;

were extremely expert

in

fishing,

and

dis-

played great ingenuity in the form of their
nets, which were made of a kind of grass ;
they were two or three hundred fathoms
in length, and remarkably strong, and they
the plantations, and dug up potatoes. The have them in such plenty that it is scarcely
Captain, upon this occasion, shewed strict possible to go a hundred yards without
justice in punishing each of the offenders meeting with numbers lying in heaps.
with twelve lashes one of them being very The.se people did not appear to be under
refractory upon this occasion, and complain- the government of any particular chief or
:
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ing the land, with which we stood in, appeared low and barren, but not destitute oi'
inhabitants.
It forms a jjeninsula, which
their vdlag^es were
KmuKle Point, and the
the
tlood
the
called
observations
upon
tlie
tides,
C'ai)tain
their
cHjmes from the south, and there is a cur- bay that lies contiguous thereto he named
Sandy Hay. In the middle of this is a high
rent from the west.
On the 7th, of J^ecember, bein^ Thurs- mountain, which we callc<l Mount Camel,
day, several observations of the sun and on account of its resemblance to that anisaw one village on the west side
moon were made, whereby we found our ir.al.
In of this mount, and another on the east side.
hititiule to be 18-3 deg-. 'M min. west.
the afternoon we were close under the Ca- Several canoes put off* but. could not reach
valles.
Several canoes putoti'and followed the shij), which tacked, and stood to the
the Endeavour, but a liirht breeze sprinu,- northward, till the afternoon of the 12th,
The when we stood to the norlh-east. Towards
ing" lip, we did not wait for them.
next morning", being- the 8th, at ten o'clock night we were brought umler double reefed
we tacked and stood in for the shore, from topsails and in the morning it was so ternwhich we vvere distant nearly six leagues. j)estuoiis as to split the main topsail and
Early in the
]iy day-light on the 9tli, we were in with the fore mizen-top sails.
the land, about seven leagues to the west- morning of the 14th, we saw land to the
ward of tlu^ Cavalles and soon after came southward, at the distance of eight or nine
to a deep bay, which was named Doubtless leagues; and on the 15th, we tacked and
Bay. The entrance thereto is formed by stood to the westward. On the KJth ne
two points, distanl from each other five discovered land irom the mast head, bearmiles, and which lie west north-west and ing south-soiith-west. On Sunday the 171h,.
east south-east.
The wind preventing' us we tacked in thirly-five fathom, and found
])utting' in here, we steered f<ir tlie western- we had not gained one inch' to v»indwai<l
mos'i land in sight, and before we got the the last twenty-four hours.
We saw a point
length of it, we were becalmed. During- of land, the northern extremity of New
the c"dlm we were visited by several canoes
Zealand, which Capt. Cook na.med North
but the Indians having heard of our guns, Cape, It lies in latitude 34 deg. 22 min.
were afraid to come on board however we south, and in 185 (\e<^. 5-) min. west longiboiig:ht some of their fish, and learned from tude
we continued standing off and on
them, by the assistance of Tui)ia, that we till the 23rd, when about seven o'clock we
were about two days sail from a i)]ace discovered land bearing south half east.
called Moore Wheiniua, where the land
On the 24th, we saw the same land soutl!changed its shape, and turning- to the south east by south four leagues distant, whick
extended no more westward. This place we judged to be the Islands of the Thi-ee
was cojicluded to be the land discovered Kings. The chief of these is in latitude
by Tasman, which lie called Cape Maria 34 deg. 12 min. south, and 187 deg. 48
Van Diemen. They also informed ns, that min. west longitude, and distant about 14
to the north-north-west there was an exten- and 15 leagues from North Cape.
Mi'.
sive country discovered by their ancestors, Banks went out in the long-boat and shot
which they named Uliinaroa, wJiere the in- some birds that nearly resembled geese, and
habitants lived upon hogs, called in their they were very good eating.
On Cliristlanguage Booah, the very name given them^ mas-day, December the 25th, we tacked,
by those who inhabited the South-Sea Is- and stood to the southward. On the 26th,

sovereign,

and

state

ol"

i'ect

tlioy

seemed to

live in w periiotwitlistandinjf
lortilied
According' to

fiien<lsliii),

We

;

;

;

;

;

lands.

On Sunday

we had no land

in

sight,

and were

tvv'enty

the lOth, a breeze springing leagues to the westward of North Cai)e.
up, we stood off to the north, and tound by At mid-night we tacked and stood to the.
observation, onr latitude to be 34 deg. 44 northward. On the 27th, it blew a storm
min. south. On the llth, early in the morn- from the east, accompanied with liea^x
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showers of rain, which compelled us to
bring the ship to, under her mainsail. The
gale continued till Thursday the 28th, when
it fell about two o'clock in the morning:
but at eight increased to a hurricane, with
a prodigious sea. At noon the gale somewhat abated, but we had still heavy squalls.
On the 29th, in the evening, we wore and
stood to the nortli-west. On Saturday, the
30th, we saw land bearing north-east, which

SEAS,

to be Maria Tan Diem en
and it corresponded with the account we
had received of it from the fndians. We
wore at nnd-night, and stood to the south-

we concluded

;

On the 31st, we tacked at seven in
the evening, and stood to the westward.
were now distant from the nearest laud
about three leagues, and had somewhat
more than forty fathom water.

east.

We

CHAP

VII

TV^e JEndeavour conlinues her voyage, January the \st 1770, round North Cape to Queen Charlotte s Sound ; That part of the coast described; Transactions in the sound; She sails between
shocking custom of the inhabitants ;
two islands, and returns to Cape Tnrnagain ;
visit
to a Hippah, and other remarkable parlicidars ; The circum-navigation of this country completed;
The coast and Admiralty Bay described; The departure of the Endeavour from JSleiv Zealand,
descriptive account of JS'ew Zealand ; Its ^first discovery
and other remarkable jyarticulars ;
by Tasman; Situation and productioyis; An account of the inhabitants ; Their dress, ornaments,
and manner of life ; Their canoes, navigation, tillage, weapons, music, government, religion and
language; The arguments in favour of a Southern Continent controverted.

A

A

A

the
on Monday
JANUARY
the morning, being
1st,

at six

New

it

Year's Day,
we tacked, and stood to the eastward. At
noon we stood to the westward found our
latitude to be 34 deg. 37 min. south our
distance from the Three Kin^sten or eleven
leagues and from Cape Maria Van Diemen
al)out four leagues and an half, in fifty-four
fathom water. On the 3d, we saw land it
was high and flat, trending away to the
south-east, beyond the reach of the naked
eye. It is remarkable, that at midsummer
we met with a violent gale of wind, in latiand that we were three
tude 350 south
weeks in getting ten leagues to the westward, and five weeks in getting fifty leagues,
for at this time it was so long since we passed Cape Brett.
On the morning, of the 4th, we stood
along shore.
The coast appeared sandy,
barren, dreary, and inhospitable. Steering
northward on the 6th, we saw land again,
which we supposed to be Cape Maria. On
;

;

;

;

;

4

the 7th, we had light breezes, and were at
times becalmed, when we saw a sun-fish,
short and thick, with two large fins, but
scarcely any tail, resembling a shark in cocontinued steering east
lour and size.
till the 9th, when we were oft' a point of
land, which Capt. Cook name Woody
Head. From the south-west we also saw
a small island, and called it Gannet Island.
Another point, remarkably high to the eastnorth-east, the captain named Albatross
Point on the north-side whereof a bay is
formed, promising good anchorage.
At
about two or three leagues -distance from
Albatross Point, to the nort?i-east we discovered a remarkable high mountain, the
peak of which is equal in height to that of
Its summit was covered with
Teneriffe.
snow, and we gave it the name of Mount
Egmont, in honour of the earl of that name.
It lies in latitude 39 deg. 16 min. south,
and 185 deg. 15 min. west longitude. The

We

;

country

round

it

is

exceeding

i)Ieasant,

;

AND ROimD THE WOULD.
liaviiif?

an

a2:reeable

vevtlme

intersectetl

twice relieved

:

CO

and now f<mr canoes came

we imagined, of recoimoitring for none of the Indians wojild
venture on board, except an old man who
seemed of elevated rank. His countrymen
expostidated with him, laid hold of him,
of rain, accompanied with thunder and and took great pains to |:)revent his conn'ng
continued to steer aloni; aboard, but they coidd not divert him trom
li;?h!nini>-.
We received him with the
distance of between two his purpose.
at
the
the shore
and three leau^nes, and between seven an«l utmost civility and hospitality^ Tupia and
eight IkuI a transient view of Mount Edg- tlie old man joined noses, in'cording to the
roinbe, which bore north-west distant about custom of the country, and having received
several presents, he retired to his associates,
ten leMigues.
by
who began to dance and laugh, and tlx-n
sontli-east
sailing
On the Mtli, when
south, the coast ran more soutlierly, an»l retired to their fortified village. AViiefher
soon at'ter five in the mi)rning we saw land, their expressions of joy were tokens of enAt not»n t]>e mity or friendship we could not determine,
for which we hauleil up.
having seen them dance wlu-n inclined botli
north-west extreunty bore south (ui west
and some high land, in appearance an is to war and peace. Capt. Cook and other
land, bore south south-east, distant five gentlemen now went on shore, at the l)otwere now in a bay, and by ob- tom of the cove, where they met with plenty
leagues.
servation in latitude 40 dv^. 27 mm. south, of wood, and a fine stream of excellent water,
longitude 184 deg. 39 njin. west. In the and on hauling the .seine were very successevening, at eight o'clock, the land that bore ful, having caught three hundred weight of
south ()-J west, now bore north 50 west, dis- fish in a short time, which was equally distant seven leagues, and appeared like an tributed among the ship's company.
On the i6th, at day-break we were emBetween this land and Cape Egisland.
mont lies the bay, on the westsiile of which ployed in careening the bark, when three
we were at this time. The land here is c-anoes came oft' with a great number of
liigh and beautifully variagated >\ith hills Indians, who brought several of their woand vales. At tliis place Cjipt. Cook pro- men Avith them, which circumstance was
posed to careen the ship, and to take in a thought to be a favourable presage of their
ti-esh supi)ly of wood and water.
Accord- l)eaceable disposition but they .soon convinced us of our mistake, by attempting to
ingly,
On the 15th, at day-break, we steered for stop the long boat upon which Captain
an inlet, when, it being almost a calm, the Cook had recourse to the old expedient of
ship was carried by a current, or the tide, firing shot over their heads, which intimiwithin a cable's length of the shore ; but dated them for the present they soon gave
by the assistance of the boats she got clear. fresh proofs of treacherous de.signs for one
While etfecting this, we saw a sea-lion, an- of them snatched at some paper from our
swering the descrijjtion given of a male one market-man, and .missing it, put himself in
in Commodore Anson's voyages.
About a threatening attitude whereupon .some
one o'clock in the afternoon we hauled shot was fired, which wounded him in the
round the south-west point of the island, knee; but Tnpia still continued conversing
and the inhabitants of a village were im- with his companions, making inquiries conmediately upon seeing us up in arms. At ceraing their traditions respecting the antitwo we anchored in a very safe cove on the quities of their country. He also asked
north-west side of the bay, and moored in them, if they had ever before .seen a ship
eleven fathom water, with a soft ground. as large as the Endeavour } to which they^
In passing the point of the bay we had ob- replied, that they had not, nor ever heard,
feived an armed centinel on duty, who was that such a vessel had been on their coast.
>vith woods, and tlie coast tonus un txtensive cape whicfi Capt. Cook iiaiiied Cai)e
E^mout. To tlie north of this are two small
This
islands, in the form of a suixar-ioaf
day being the l^Jtli, we ha<l htavy shrmers

oft',

fortlie

jMirpose, as
;

We

We

;

;

;

;

;
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Tasman certainly touched here, it the provisions of this family that they were
being only four miles south of Murderer's cannabals, here being several human bones
Bay. In all the coves of this hay we found that had been lately dressed and picked,
plenty of cuttle-fish, breams, baracootas, and it appeared that a short time before,
gurnard, mackarel, dog-tish, soles, dabs, six of their enemies having fallen into their
nmllets, drums, scorpenas, or rock-fish, hands, they had killed four and eaten them,
eole-fisli, shags, chimeras, &c.
The inha- and that the other two were drowned in
bitants catch tlieir fisli in the following endeavouring to make their escape. They
manner. Their net is cylindrical, extended made no secret of this abominable custom,
by several hoops at the bottom, and con- but answered Tupia, who was desired to
tracted at the top. The fish goii>g in to ascertain the fact, with great composure,
feed upon ihe bait are caught in great that his conjectures were just, that they
abimdance. In this island are birds of va- were the bones of a man, and testified by
rious kinds, and in great numbers, particu- signs, that they thought human flesh delilarly parrots, wood pigeons, water hens, cious food. Upon being asked, Why they
hawks, and many different singing birds. had not eaten the body of the woman that
An herb, a species of Philadelphus, was had been floating upon the water } they anused here instead of tea, and a plant called swered. She died of a disorder, and that
Teegoomme, resembling ruu-doaks, served moreover she was related to them, and they
the natives for garments. The environs of never ate any but their enemies. Upon Mr.
the cove where the Endeavour lay is covered Banks still testifying some doubts concernentirely with wood, and the supple-jacks ing the fact, one of the Indians drew the
are so numerous, that it is with difficulty bone of a man's arm through his mouth,
that passengers can pursue their way liere and this gentlemen had the curiosity to
bring it flway with him. There was a wois a numerous sand-fly, that is very disagreeable. Tlie tops of many hills were co- man in this family whose arms and legs
veied with fern. The air of the country is were cut in a shocking manner, and it apvery moist, and has some qualities that pro- peared she had thus wounded herself bemote putrefaction, as birds that have been cause her husband had lately been killed
shot but a few hours were found with mag- and eaten by the enemy. Some of the Ingots in them. The women who accompa- dians brought four skulls one day to sell,
nied the men in their canoes, wore a head which they rated at a very high i)rice. The
dress, which we had no where met with brains had been taken out, and probably
before it was composed of black feathers, eaten, but the skull and hair remained.
tied in a bunch on the top of the head, They seesned to have been dried by fire,
which greatly increased its In-ight.
The in order to preserve them from putrefaction.
manner of their disposing of tlieir dead is ITie gentlemen likewise saw the bail of a
very different to what is practised in their canoe, which was made of a human skull.
.southern islands, they tie a large stone to On the whole, their ideas were .so horrid
the body, and throw it into the sea. We and brutish, that tliey seemed to pride
saw the body ot a Avoman who liad been themselves upon their cruelty and barbarity,
disj)osed of this way, but which, by some and took a particular pleasure in shewingaccident, had disengaged itself from the the manner in which they killed their enestone, and was floating upon the water. mies it being considered as very meritoriThe Captain, Mr. Banks, and the doctor ous to be expert at this destruction. The
visited another cove, about two miles from method used was to knock them down with
the ship. There was a* family of Indians their patoo-patoos, and then rip up their
who were greatly alarmed at the approach bellies.
of these gentlemen, all running away except
Great numbers of birds usually begun
one; but upon Tupia^s conversing with their melody about two o'clock in the mornhim, the others returned. They found, by ing, and serenaded us till the time of our-

tliougfi

;

;

;
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'

excursion met nith
had not the advantage of
the shore to ilear it. 'I'hese feathered cho- an elevated situation, hut were surrounded
ristors, like the Kimiish nii^htini^ales, never hy two or three wide ditches, with 'a draw-

This harmony uas vory nutt'«uhle,
risinff.
astlie sliip hiy at u convenient distaiiee tVoin

the

in

tlieir

tortiii<afi()ns thai

{>ri(l^e, sn<'li as, tiioufth sin»j)!e in its strucday-time.
the ship was visited by a ture, was c;«j)able oi' answering- every ])urcanoe t'nun tlie hippah, or viUaije it C(m- pose apainst the arms ot'tlie natives. Witliiii
tained, amonu others, tlie aged Indian, of these ditches is a fence, made with stakes,

sinsj in

(5n

tlie

the

ITtli,

;

A

s'lperior distinction, who had first visited
In a conthe Knglisli ujmn their arrival.

decisive concp.iest or
fixed in tlie eartli.
victory over the besieged, occasions an enference which Tupia had with him, he tes- tire depopulation of that district, as the
titied his apj)rehensions, that their enemies vanquished, not only those who are killed.
V'ould very soon visit them, and repay the but the ])risoners likewise, are devoured by
coni[)liment, tor killing- an«l eating the four the victors.
The2*2nd. was employed by Mr. Banks and
men. On the IHtli, we received no visit
from the Indians; but ET^in^?" o"t in the Dr. Solander, in collecting of plants, whilst
pinnace to inspect the bay, ^*e saw a single Capt. Cook made some observations on the
man in a canoe fishing-, in the manner al- main land on the .south-east side of the inlet,
ready described. It was remarkable, that which consisted of a chain of high lulls,
this man did not pay the least attention to and formed ])art of the .south-west side of
the oi)posite .side extended far
the people in the pinniu'e. but continued to the strait
He also discovered a villag-e,
j)ursue Ins employment, even when we came to the east.
along:-side of him. without once looking- at and many houses that had been deserted,
ns.'. Some of the Endeavour's people being and another village that appeared to be inhaon .shore, found three human hip-bones, bited. There were many small islands round
these were brought on the coast that seemed entirely barren, and
close to an oven
board, as well as the iiair of a man's head, what few inhabitants were upon them lived
which was found in a tree. The next day ])rincipally upon fish. On the 24th, wcA'isited a hippah, which was situated on a
a forge was set u[) to repair tiie iron-work
and some Indians visited tlie ship with very high rock, hollow underneath, formplenty of fish, which they bartered very ing a fine natural arch, one side of which
fairly for nails.
joined to the land, and the other rose out
On the 'iOth, in the mormng,
Banks of the sea. The inhabitants received us
purchased of the old Indian a man's head, with great civility, and very readily .shewed
which he, seeme<l very unwilling- to part us every thing that was curious. This hipwith; the skull had been fractured by a pah was partly surrounded with palHsadoes,
blow, and the brains were extracted, and, and it had a fighting stage, like that al*
like the others, it was preserved from pu- ready described.
Here we met with a cross,
trefaction.
From the care with which they resembling a crucifix, which was erected
kept these skulls, and the reluctance with as a monument for a deceased person but
which they barteied any, it was imagined could not learn how his body was disposed
they were considered as trophies of war, of From a conversation that Tupia had
and testimonial-s of their valour. In this with these people, a di.scovery was made,
day's excursion, we did not meet with that an officer being in a boat near thi.s
a .single native
the ground on every side village, and some canoes coming ofJ', made
was quite uncultivated but we discovered him imagine they had iiostile designs, and
a very good harbour. The succeeding day, he fired upon them with ball, which made
the ship's company were allowed to go on them retire with much precipitation, but
shore for their amusement, and the gentle- they could not effect their retreat, before
men employed themselves in fishing, in one of them was wounded. What made
which they were very successful. Some of this rash action the more to be lamented
;

;

;

Mr

;

;

;
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was, that the Indians gave afterwards every
possible assurance that their intentions
upon this occasion were entirely friendly.
Banks, and
On the 25th, the Captain,
I)r. Solander, went on shore to shoot, when
they met with a numerous family, who were
among the creeks catching fish they behaved very civilly, and received some trifling presents from the gentlemen, who were
loaded by way of return with the kisses

SEAS,

afterwards groundless and we found thafc
Topoa's discourses were not always to be
taken literally. During the time the bark
Mr
was preparing for sea, Mr. Banks and Dr.
Solander often went on shore
but their
walks were circumscribed by the luxuriant
climbers which filled up the space between
the trees, and rendered the woods impassable.
Capt. Cook also made several observations on the coast to the north-west,
and embraces of both sexes, young and old. and perceived many islands, forming bays,
The next day, being the 26th, they made in which there appeared to be goocl anchoranotlher excursion in the boat, in order to age for shipping. He also erected anotlier
take a view of the strait, tiiat passes be- j)yramid of stones, in which he put some
To bullets, &c. as beibre, with the addition of
tween the eastern and western seas.
this end they attained the summit of a hill, a piece of our silver coin, and placed part
but it being hazy in the horizon, they could of an old pendant on the top, to distinguish
it.
Returning to theship he met with many
see but to a small distance to the east
oftiie natives, of whom he purchased a small
to
explore
the
it
was
resolved
liowever,
j)assage in the ship when they should put quantity of fii^h.
On Tuesday, the SOth, some of onr peoBefore their departure from this
to sea.
ple, who were sent out early in the mornhill, they erected a pyramid witli stones, and
musket-balls, small shot and ing to gather celery, met with about twenty
left some
b-eads,.that were likely to stand the test of Indians, among whom were five or six wotime, and would be memorials, that this men, whose husbands had lately l>een made
place had been visited by Europeans. On captives. They sat down uj)on the ground
onr return, having descended the hilb we together, and cut many parts of tiieir bodies
made a hearty meal of the shags and fish, in a most shocking manner, with shells, and
procured by our guns and lines and wliich sliqjp pieces of talc or jasper, in testimony
But what made
were dressed by the boat's crew, in the place of their excessive grief.
we had appointed. Here we were respect- the horrid spectacle more terrible, was, that
fully received by another Indian family, the male Indians who were with them, paid
who added to their civilities strong expres- not the least attention to it, but with the
They greatest unconcern imaginable* employed
sions of kindness and pleasure.
shew(^*l us where to get water, with every themselves in repairing their huts.
This
other office as was in their power. From day the carpenter having prepared two
lience we visited another hippah, seated on posts, they were set up as memorials, being
inscribed with the date of the year, the
it consisted of
a rock almost inaccessible
about 100 houses, and a fighting stage. month, and the ship's name. One of them
made the friendly inhabitants some we erected at the watering-place, with the
small presents of paper, beads, and nails, union-flag hoisted upon the top
and the
and tliey in return furnished us with dried other in the island that lies nearest the sea,
fish.
On the 27tii, and 28tli, our company called by the natives Motuara and the inwere engaged in making necessary repairs, liabitants, being informed that those posts
catching fish, and getting the Endeavour were set up to acquaint other adventurers
that the Endeavour had touched at this
ready to continue her voyage.
29th,
we
were
visited
by place, they i>romised never to destroy them.
On Monday, the
Capt. Cook then gave something to ever.y
old~
friend
Topoa,
in
company
with
OUT
other Indians, from- whom we heard, that the one present, and to Topoa our old friend,
man who had received a wound near the he presented a silver three-pence, dated
hippah, was dead ; but this report proved 1736, and some spike-nails wnich had th«
;

;

:

;

:

We

;

;
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broad arrow cut deep upon tliem. watering-place overflowed its banks, and
After which he honoured this inlet with tlie canied away to our loss ten casks full of

kini^s

of Queen Charlotte's Sound and at water.
On Saturday, the 3rd, we went over to
time took possession of it, ni the
same
the
name and tor the use of his present Majesty. the hippah on the east side of Charlotte's

name

;

The wlu»le of this day's business conoliuled
with drinking a bottle of wine to the Qiu^en s
health. Tiie bottle was given to the old
man, who received the present with stroni»
We nnist not omit here to
.si^is of joy.
observe, "'that Topoa being questioned concerning a jiassage into the eastern sea, answered, that there \^as certainly such a pasHe also said, that the land to the
sage.
south-west of the strait, where we then
were, consisted of two wheniuuis. or islands,

named Tovy Poenamoo, which

signities

"the water of green talc;" which iniirht
frobably be the name of a nlace where the

Souiul, aiul procured a considerable quantity offish.
'J'he people here confirmed all
that Topoa had told us respecting the strait
and the unknown country. At noon, when
we took leave of them, some shewed siuus
of sorrow, others of joy, that we were going.
\\ hen returning to the ship, some of our

company made an excursion

along the
shore nortliwar<l, to traffic for a further suj)ply of fish, but without success. Sunday,
the4th, Mr Banks, and Dr. Solander weie

engaged

in

collecting shells,

and

difiierent

kiiuls of seeds.

On the .'>tli. we got under sail, but the
wind
soon falling, we came again to anchor
of
ndians got their green taic, or stone,
little
a
above Mcjtuara. I'opoa here paid
cutornaments
and
their
they
make
which
ting tools. He also told us, there was a us a visit to bid us farewel. Being questhird whennua, eastward of the strait, called tioned whether he had ever heard, that such
Eaheinonuiuwee, of considerable extent; a vessel as ours had ever visited the counthe circumnavigation of w liich would take try, he replied in the negative but said,
he adtled, that the land on there was a tradition of a small vessel havlip many moons
the borders of the strait, contigiu>us to this ing come from Ulimora, a distant country
Having pro- in the north, in which were only four men,
inlet, was called Tiera >\ itte.
cured this intelligence, and concluded the who on their landing, were all put to death.
ceremonies at fixing up the monumental The peoj)le of the Bay of 'Islands, ancf Tumemorial, we returned to the ship. The l*ia, had some confused traditionary notions
old man attended us in his canoe, and re- about Ulimora, but from their accounts we
could draw no certain conclusion.
turned home allter dinner.
Thi.s
Wednesday, the 31st, having taken in our day Mr. Banks and J)r. Solan()er went
wood and water, we dispatched one party again on shore in search of natural curiosito make brooms, and another to catch fish. ties, and by accident met with a very amiaToward the close of the e\ ening we had a ble Indian family, among whom was a
strong gale from the north-w e'^t, with such widow, and a pretty youth about ten years
heavy showers, that our sweet little warb- of age. The woman mourned for her huslers on shore susi>ended their wild notes, band, according to the custom of the counwith which till now they had constantly try, with tears of blood and the child, by
serenaded us during the night, at^brding us the death of his father, was the proprietor
a pleasure not to be expressed, and the loss of the land where we bad cut our wood.
of which we could not at this time refrain The mother and son were sitting upon
from regretting.
matts; the rest of the family of both sexes,
On the 1st, of February, the gale increas- about seventeen in number,'sat round them.
ed to a storm, with heavy gusts from the They behaved with the utmost hospitality
main land, which obliged us to let go ano- and courtesy, and endeavoured <o prevail
ther anchor. Towards night they became with us to stay all night but expe»:ting the
more moderate, but the rain poured down ship to sail, we could not accept of their
with impetuosity, that the brook at our pressing invitation.
This farady seem«l
;

:

;

,

;
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the most intelligent of any Indians wc had traffic we had with them was wholly for
hitherto conversed with, which made us fish but they had some knowledge of iron,
regret our late acquaintance with them; which the natives of other parts had not.
for had we fallen into their company before, On our arrival they were much jileased with
we should probably have gained more m- our paper but when they knew it would
formation from them in one day, than we be spoiled by the wet, they would not have
had been able to acquire during our whole it. English broad-cloth, and red kersey
they highly esteemed.
stay upon the coast.
Leaving the sound we stood over to the
Monday, the 6th, in the morning, the
Endeavour sailed out of the bay, which, eastward, and were carried by the rapidity
from the savage custom of eating human of the current very close to one of the two
bent islands that lie otf Cape Koamaroo, at the
Hesh, we called Cannibal Bay.
and entrance of Queen Charlotte's Sound. At
our course to an opening in the east
when in the mouth of the strait, were be-- this time we were every moment in danger
calmed in latitude 310 south, and 184 deg. of being dashed to pieces against the rocks,
45 min. west longitude. The two points but after having veered out 1-50 fathoms of
that form the entrance, we called Cai)e cable, the ship was brought up, when the
Koamaroo, and point Jackson. The land rocks were not more than two cables length
forming the harbour or cove in which we from us. Thus we remained, being obliged
to wait for the tide's ebbing, which did not
lay, is called by the Indians Totarranue
the harbour itself, named by the Captain, take place till after midnight.
On the 7th, at eight o'clock in the mornShip Cove, is very convenient and safe. It
ing, we weighed anchor, and a fresh breeze
is situated on the west side of the cove, and
is the southernmost of the three coves within with a tide of ebb hurried us through the
the island of Motuara, between which and strait with great swiftness. The narrowest
the island of Hamote, or between IVfotuara, part of this strait lies between Cape Tierraor western shore, is the entrance. In the witte and Cape Koamaroo, the distance belast of these inlets are two ledges of rocks, tween which we judged to be five leagues.
three fathoms under water, which may easily The length of the strait we could not debe known by the sea-weed that grows upon termine. In passing it, we think it safest
them. Attention must also be paid to the to keei) to the north-east shore, for on this
Cape Tierratides, which, when there is little wind, flow side we saw nothing to fear.
about nine or ten o'clock, at the full and witte lies in 41 deg. 44 min. of south latichange of the moon, and rise and fall about tude, and 183 deg. 45 min. of west longiseven feet and a half, passing through the tude. And Cape Koamaroo is 41 i\eg. 34
The land about min. south, and in 113 deg. 30 min. west
strait from the south-east.
About nine leagues from the
this sound, which we saw at the distance of longitude.
twenty leagues, consists entirely of high former cape, and under the same shore north,
hills, and deep valleys, well stored with a is a high island, which tlie captain called
variety of excellent timber, fit for all pur- Entry Isle. We were now facing a deep
Some
))oses except masts, for which it is too hard bay which we called Cloudy bay.
and heavy. On the shore we found plenty of our gentlemen doubting whether Eahieof shags, and a few other species of wild nomauwee was an island, we steered southbut
fowl, that are very acceptable food to those east, in order to clear up this doubt
who have lived long upon salt provisions. the wind shifting we stood eastward, and
The number of inhabitants is not greater steered north-east by east all night. The
than four hundred, who are scattered along next morning we were off Cape Palliser,
the coast, and upon any a])pearence of dan- and found that the laud stretched away to
ger retire to their hip pahs, or forts, in which the north-eastward of Cape Turnagain. In
situation we found t lem. They are poor, the afternoon, three canoes came off, having
These made a
sxud their canoes wit liout ornaments. The several Indians on board.
;

;

We

;

;

;
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good appearance, and were ornamented like with green
those on the nothern coast. There was no dif- discovered.
ficulty in persnading' them to «ome on board,
>vh ere th eyd emeu ned themselves very civilly,
andamutualexchang-e of presents took place.
As they asked for nails it was concluded
tliat they heard of the Ens^lish, by means
of the inhabitants of some of the other
Their
places at which we had touched.
dress resembled that of the natives of HudOne oUl man was tataowed in
son's Bay.
very
particular
manner, he had likewise
a
a red streak across his nose and his hair
and beard were remarkable for their A^hiteThe npi)er garment that he wore
ness.
was made of flax, and had a wrought border: under this was a sort of petticoat of a
;

cloth

called

Aooree AVaow.

Teeth

and

he spoke
green stones decorated his ears
in a soft and low key, and it was concluded,
from his deiiortment, that he was a person
of distinguished rank among his countrymen, and these people withdrew greatly satisfied with the presents that they had re:

ceived.

On

the

Otli, in

the morning,

we discovered

Eahienomauwee was really an island.
About sixty Indians in four double canoes
came within a stone's tlirow of the .ship,
that

on the 14th, of February, As they surveyed her with surprize^ Tupia endeavoured
to persuade them to come nearer, but this
they could not be prevailed on to do. On
this account the island was denominated
the Island of Lookers-on.
Five leagues
distant from the coast of Tovy Poenamoo,
we saw an island which was called after

Mr. Banks's name a few Indians appeared on it, and in one place they discovered
a smoke, so that it was plain the place was
inhabited.
Mr. Banks going out in his
;

boat for the

purpose of shooting, killed

some of the Port Egmont hens, which were
like those found on the isle of Fare, and
the first that they had seen upon this coast.
A point of land was observed on Sunday
the 25th, in latitude 45 deg. 35 min. south,
to which Capt Cook gave the name of Cape
fiaunders, in honour of Admiral Saunders.
We kept off from the shore, which appeared
to be interspersed with trees, and covered

hills,

t5
but no inhabitants were

On

the 4th, of March, several whales and
and on the 9th, \\e .saw a
ledge of rocks, and soon after another ledge
at three leagues distance from the shore,
which we passed in the night to the northward, and at day-break observed the (ithers
under our bows, which was a fortunate escape and in consideration of their having
been so nearly caught among these, they
were denominated tlie Trai)S.
called
the southernmost point of land, (lie South
.seals

were seen

;

;

We

Cape, and found

it to be tlie southern exof the whole coast.
Proceeding
nortln\ ard, the next day we fell in with a
barren rock about" fifteen miles from the
main land,.whicluwas very high, and a[)peared to be about a mile in circumference and this was named Solander's Is-

tremity

;

land.

On the 13th, Me discovered a bay containing scA ral islands, where we concluded
if there was depth of water, shipping might
find .shelter from the winds.
Dusky Bay
was the appellation giver, to it by the Capand fi\e high peaked rocks, for which
was remarkable, caused the point to be

tain,
it

called Five Fingers. The westermost point
of land u[)on the v. hole coast, to the southward of Dusky Bay, we called West Cape.
The next day we passed a small narrow
opening, where there seemed to be a good
harbour formed by an island, the land behind which exhibited a prospect of mountains covered with snow.
On the ICth, we jjassed a point which
consisted of high red cliffs, and received the
name of Cascade Point, on account of several small streams which fell down it.
In
the morning of the ISth, the valleys were
obsei'ved covered with snow as well as the
mountains, which seemed to have fallen the
night before, when we had rain at sea.
Thus we passed the whole north-west coast
of Tovy Poenamoo, which had nothing
worth our observation but a ridge of naked
and barren rocks covered with snow, some
of which we conjectured might probably
have remained there ever since the crea-?
tion.
As far as the eye could reach, the
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prospects were in general wild, craggy, and
scarcely any thing but rocks to
desolate
be seen, the most- of which Dr. Hawkesworth describes as having nothing but a
kind ofiiollows, and dreadful fissures instead of valleys between them. From this
;

uncomfortable country we determined to
depart, having sailed round the whole
country by the 27th of this month. Capt.
Cook therefore went on shore in the longboat, and having found a place j^roper for
mooring the ship, and a good watering place,
the crew began to lill their casks, while the
carpenter was em])loyed in cutting wood.
The Captain, Mr. Banks, and Dr. Solander,
^vent in the pinnace to examine the bay,

and the neiglibouring country.

Landing

they found several plants of a species
w hich was before unknown to them no inhabitants api>eaie<l
but they saw several
huts which seemed to have been deserted a
long time before all the wood and water
being taken on board, the vessel was ready
to sail by the time that tiiey returned in
tlfe evening, and it was now resolved at a
council of war to steer for the coast of New
Holland, in the course of their return by
the way of the East- Indies.
On the f31st, we took our departure from
an eastein j)oint of land, to which we gave
the naine of Cape Farewell, called the bay
out of which we sailed, Admiralty Bay
and two capes. Cape Stephens, and Cape
Jackson, (the names of the two secretaries
of the Admiralty hoard.) We called a bay
between the island and CapeFarewell, Blind
Bay, wliich was supposed to have been the
tliere

;

;

;
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northern island is called Eahienomauwee,
and the southern is named Tovy Poenamoo
by the natives. The former, though mountainous in some places, is stored with wood,
and in every valley, there is a rivulet. The
those valleys is light, but fertile and
well adapted for the plentiful production of
all the fruits, plants and corn of Europe.
The summer, though not hotter, is in general of a more equal temperature than in
England and from the vegetables that
were found here it was concluded, that the
winters were not so severe. The only quadrupeds that were discovered were dogs and
rats, and of the latter very few, but the former the inhabitants (like those of Otaheite)
breed for food. There are seals and Avhales
on the coasts, and we once saw a sea-lion.
The birds are liawks, owls, quails, and
some melodious song birds. 1'here are
ducks, and shags of several sorts, like those
of Europe, and the gannet, wliich is of the
same sort. Albatrosses, sheerwaters, penguins, and pintados, also visit the coast.
The insects^ found here are, butterflies,

soil in

;

flesh-flies,

beetles, sand-flies,

and musqui-

toes.

Tovy Poenamoo

is

barren and mountain-

ous, and appeared to be almost destitute of
inhabitants.
The sea that washes these islands abounds
with delicate and wholesome fish. Whenever the vessel came to an anchor, enough
were caught with hook and line only, to
supply the whole ship's company; and
when we finished with nets, every niess in
the shij), where the peojde were industrisame that was called Murderers Bay, by ous, salted as much as supplied them for
Tasman, the first discoverer of
Zea- several weeks. There were many sorts of
but though he named it Staten Is- fish here which we had never before seen,
land
;

New

;

land, wishing to take possession of it for
the States General, yet being attacked here
l>y^ the Indians he never went on shore to
effect his purpose.
This coast, now more
accurately examined, is discovered to con.•siist
of two islands, which were before
thought to l>e a {)art of the southern continent so much sought after.
They are situated between the .34th and

sailors named according to
were sold on moderate
fancies.
They
their
terms to the crew among the rest, fish like
the skate, eels, congers, oysters, flat-fish resembling soles and flounders, cockles and
various sorts of mackarel were found in
abundance upon the coast.
Here are forests abounding with trees,

and which the

:

producing large, straight and clean timber.
4<Sth, (leg. of south latitmle, and between One tree about the size of our oak, was dislyj, deg. and 194 deg. west longitude. The tinguished by a scarlet flower, composed of
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several fibres, and another which jjrows in
swampy ground, very strai^lit and tall,
bearing: small himches of berries, and a leaf
About
lesemblins? that of the yew-tree.
400 species of plants \\v\v Ibnnd, all of
M liich are luiixnown in Eiiiiland, except i;arclen niijht-shade, sow-thistle, two or three
kinds of fern, and out', or two sorts of trrass.
fonn<l wild celery, and a kind of cress«!s,
and
in threat abundance, on the s(^a-shore
of eatable plants raised by cultivation, only
cocoas, yams, anil sweet pota.oes. There
are plantations of many acres of these yams
and potatoes.
The inhabitants likewise
cultivate the siourd
and the Chinese pato
mulberry
tree
is
be found, but in no
l)er

We

;

;

abundance.
In New Zealand is only one slnub or tree,
which produ(!es fruit, which is a kind of
berry almost tasteless; but tliey have a
plant which answers all the uses of hemp
and tlax. There are tw(» kinds of this jilant,
the leaves of one of which are vt How, and
the other a deep red. and both (d' them re.senible the leaves

they

make

lines

of

tlags.

Of these

leaves

and cordage, and much

stronger than any thing of the kind in Europe. These lejives they likewise split into
breadths, and tying the slips together, form
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with the utmost kindness but they areperp<'tu;dly at war, every little district being at
enmity with all the rest. This is owing,
most probably, to the v.ant of food in suiiicient quantities at certain times. As they
have neither black cattle, '^Ijeep, hogs, nor
;

goats

;

so their chief food

m as

fish,

which

being not always to be had, they are in
danger of dying through hunger.
They
have a few dogs and when no fi.sii is to be
gotten, they have only vegetables, such as
;

yams and

potatoes, to feed on; and if by
any accident these fail them, their situation
nmst be deplorable. Notwithstanding tbi
custom of eating their enemies, the circumstances and temper of these people is in favour of those who might settle among tlieni

as a colony.
The inhabitants of New Zealand are as
modest and reserved in their behaviour and
conver.sation as the niost polite nations of
Euro[)e. Tiie women, indeed, were not dea(l
to the softer impressions; but their mode
of consent was in their idea as harmless as
tlie consent to marriage with us, and equally
l)indiiig for the stipulated time.
If any of
the J<]nglish addressed one of their women,

he was informed, that the consent of her
friends nnist be obtained, which usually
their fishing nets.
I'heir common aj)parel, followed, on his making a ])resent.
This
by a simple process, is made from the leaves, done he was obliged to treat his temporary
and their finer, by another preparation, is wife as delicately as we do in England.
made from the fibres. This plant is found gentleman who sailed in the Endeavour,
both in high and low ground, in dry mould having addressed a family of some rank,
and in dee|) bogs; but as it grows largest received an ans\s er, of which the following
in the latter, that seems to be its proper is an exact translation.
"Any of these
"yoinig ladies will think tliemselves hosoil.
The natives are as large as the largest " nonred by your addresses, but you must
Europeans.
Their complexion is brown, " first make me a piesent, and you must
but little more so than that of a Spaniard. " then come and sleep with us on shore,
They are full of tlesh, but not lazy and " for dav-light must by no means be a wit.
luxurious and are stout and well shaped. " ness of what passes between you."
These Indians anoint their hair with oil
The women possess not that delicacy, which
distinguishes the European ladies but their melted from the fat of fish or birds. The
voice chiefly distinguishes them from the poorer people use that which is rancid, so
men. The men are active in a high degree
that they smell very disagreeable but those
their hair is black, and their teeth are white of superior rank make use of that which is
and even. The features of both sexes are fresh. They wear combs both of bone and
regular they enjoy perfect health, and live wood, wliich is considered as an ornament
to an advanced age.
They appeared to l^e vyhen stuck upright in the hair. The men
of a gentle disposition, and treat each other lie their hair in a bunch on tlie crown of

A

;

;

;

;
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the head, and adorn it with feathers of birds,
which they likewise sometimes place on
each side of the temples. They commonly
wear short beards. The hair of the women
sometimes flows over their shoulders, and
sometimes is cut short. Both sexes, but the
men more than the women, mark their bodies with black stains, called amoco.
In
general the woipen stain only the lips, but
sometimes mark other parts with Idack
patches; the men on the contrary put on
additional marks from year to year, so that
those who are very ancient are almost covered. Exclusive of the amoco, they mark
themselves with furrows.
Those furrows
made a hideous appearance, the edges beingindented, and the whole quite black. The
ornaments of the face are drawn in the spiral
form with equal elegance and correctness,
both cheeks being* marked exactly alike;
while paintings on their bodies resemble
filigree work, and the foliage in old chased
ornaments but no two faces or bodies are
jwinted exactly after the same model. The
])eople of New Zealand, frequently left the
breech free from these marks, which the inhabitants of Otaheite adorned bej^ond any
c>ther.
These Indians likewise paint their
botlies by rubbing them with red ochre, either dry or mixed with oil.
Their dress is formed of the leaves of the
flag- split into slips, which are interwoven
and made into a kind of matting', the ends,
which are seven or eight inches in length,
hanging- out on the upper side. One piece
of this matting- being tied over the shoidders, reaches to the knees the other piece
being- wrapped I'ound the waist falls almost
to the ground.
These two pieces are fastened to a string, which by means of a bodkin of bone is passed through, and tacks
them together. The men wear the lower
garment only at particular times.
They have two kinds of cloth besides the
coarse matting or shag above-mentioned;
©ne of which is a^ coarse, but beyond all
proportion stronger than the English canvas the other which is formed of the fibres
of a plant, drawn into threads which cross
and bind each other, resembles the matting'
on which we place our dishes at table,
a.
;

:

;
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They make borders of different colours to
both these sorts of doth, resembling- girls
samplers, and finished with neatness and
elegance. "What they consider as the most
ornamental part of their dress is the fur ot'
dogs, which they cut into strips, and sew
on diderent parts of tl>eirai>parel. As dogs
are not ]»lentiful, (liey dispose their strips
with economy.
They have a few dresses
ornamented with feati»*^rs and one man was
seen covered wholly with those of the red
panot.
The women never tie their hair on the
top of their head, nor adorn it with feathers
and are less anxious about dress than the
men. Their lower garment is bound tight/
round theni, except when they go out fishing, and then they are careful that the men
shall not see them.
It once happened that
some of the ship's crew surprised them in
this situation, when some of thein hid themselves among the rocks, and the rest kept
their bodies under water till they had formed a girdle and apron of weeds and their
whole behaviour manifested the most retined ideas of female modesty,
The ears of lioth sexes were bored, and
the holes stretched so as to admit a man's
The ornaments of their ears are
finger.
feathers, cloth, bones, and sometimes bits
of wood; a great many of them made use
of the nails which were given them by the
;

;

;

English, for this

and the women

j)ur|)ose,

sometimes adorned their ears with white
down of the albetross, which they s])read
before and behind the whole in a large
bunch. 'J'hey likewise hung to their ears
by strings, chisels, bodkins, the teeth of dogs,
and the teeth and nails of their deceased

The arms and ancles of the women
are adorned with shells and bones, or any
thing else through which they can pass a
string. The men wear a piece of green talc
ar whalebone, with the reseniblanceof a man
carved on it, hanging to a string round the
saw one man who had the gristle
neck.
of his nose perforated, and a feather passed
through it, projected over each cheek,
These people shew less ingenuity in the
structure of their houses, than in any thing
they are from
else belonging to them
friends.

We

;
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there were many in the noriherft parts.
'J'he natives drink no other li<juor than water, and enjoy perfect and nninterrupted
\\ hen
health.
wounded in battle, the
wound heals in a very short time without
the application of medicine
and the very
old i)eople carry no other marks of decay
al)ont them than the loss of their hair, and
teeth, and a failure of their
muscular
strength but enjoy an equal share of health
and cheerfidness with the youngest.
The canoes of this country are not unlike
the whale-boats of New England, being
long aud narrow. The larger sort seem to
be built for war, and will liold from 30 to
100 jnen. One of these of Tolaga measured
near 70 feet in length, six in width, and four
It was sharp at the bottom, and
in depth.
consisted of three lengths, about two or
three inches thick, and tied firmly together
with strong plaiting each side was found
of one entire jdank, about tvyelve inche.s
broad, and about an inch and a half thick,
w hich was fitted to the bottom ])art with
e(|ual strength
and ingenuity.
Several
thwarts were laid from one side to the
{»rms, feathers, some ill made tools, and a other, to which, they were securely fastenchest, in which all these are deposite<l. fonn eil, in order to strengthen the canoes. Some
all the furniture of the inside of the house. few of their canoes at Mercury Bay and
Their hannners to beat fern-root, gourds to Opoorage, are all made entirely of one
hold water, and baskets to contain provi- trunk of wood, which is made hollow by
sioij.s. are placed without the hon.'^e.
One fire but by far the greater part are built
house was found near 40 feet long', 20 w ide, after the plan above described. The smaller
and 14 high. Its sides were adorned with boats which are used chiefly in fishing",
carved i)lanks of workmanship superior to are adorned at head and stern with the
the rest; but the buildinof appeared to have figme of a man, the eyes of which are combeen left unfinished. Though the |)eoj)1e posed of white shells a tongue of enormous
sleep warm enough at home, they seem to size, is thrust out of the mouth, and the whole
despise the inclemency of the weather, when face a picture ofthe most absolute deformity.
they go in search of tish or fern-roots. The grander canoes, which are intended for
Sometimes, indeed, they place a small de- war, are ornamented with open work, and
fence to wind-ward, but frequently .sleej) covered with fringes of black feathers,
nndressed with their arms placed round whicli gives the whole an air of perfect
them, without the least shelter whatever.
elegance the side-boards, whfch are carved
Besides the fern-root, which serves them in a rude manner, are embellished with
for bread, they feed on albetrosses, pen- tufts of white feathers.
These vessels are
guins, and some other birds.
Whatever rowed with a kind of paddles, between five
they eat is either roasted or -aked, as they and six feet in length, the blade of w hich
have no vessel in w hich water can be boil- is a long oval, gradually decreasing till it
saw no plantations of cocoas, po- reaches the handle and the velocity with
ed.
tatoes, and yanib, to the southward, though which they row with these paddles is very
sixteen to twentv-foiir feet long*, ten or
twelve wide, ami si\ or eight in height.
il»e frnnie is of slight stieks of wood, and
the walls and roof are made of dry grass
Some of them
j)retty firmly compacted.
trees,
and the ridge
haik
of
with
are lined
of the house is formed by a pole which rvnis
from one end to the other. The door is
only high enough to admit a ])erson crawling- on hands and knees, and the roof is
There is a square hole near the
.sloping'.
door, serving: both for window and chimney,
plank is
near which is the lire place.
l»laced over the do«)r. adorned >vith a sort
of carvinu', and this they consider as an oinamental piece of furnitme. The side-walls
and roof jMojecting: two or three feet beyond
the walls at each end form a sort of portico
w here benches are placed to sit on. The
fire is made in the middle of a hollow srpiare
in the tloor, which is inclosed with wood
or stone. They .sleep near the walls, where
the ground is covered w ith straw for their
beds. Some who can alibrd it. whose families are large, have three or four houses,
inclosed in their court-yard. Their clothes,

;

:

A

;

;

:

;
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Tlieir sails are composed of a
kind of mat or netting, which is extended
between t>yo upright poles, one of which is
fixed on each side. Iwo ropes, fastened to
tlie top of each pole, serve instead of sheets.
The vessels are steered by two men having
each a paddle, and sitting in the stern but
they can only sail before the wind, in which

surprising.

;

direction they
ness.

move with

considerable swift-

These Indians use axes, adzes, and chisels,
with which last they likewise bore holes.
The chisels are made of jasper, or of the
bone of a man's arm their axes and adzes
of a hard black stone. They use their small
jasper tools till they are blunted, and then
throw them away, having no instrument tO
sharpen them with. The Indians at Tolaga
having been presented with a piece of glass,
drilled a hole through if, and hung it round
the neck.
small bit ofjasper was thought
to have been the tool they used in drilling
:

A

it
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hand

to hand, so that they n^ttst make
bloody work of it. They trus; chiefly in

the patoo-patoo, which is fastened to their
by means of a strong strap, that it
may not be wrested out of their hands.
These are worn in the girdles of people of
a superior rank, as a military ornament.
They have a kind of stafi^ of distinction,
which is carried by the princijial warriors.
It is formed of a whale's rib, is quite white,
and adorned with carving, feathers, and the
hair of their dogs. Sometimes they had a
stick six feet long, inlaid with shells, and
otherwise ornamented like a military staff".
This honourable mark of distinction was
commonly in the hands of the aged, who
were also more daubed with the amoco.
^\lien they came to attack us, one or
more of these old men thus distinguished,
were usually in each canoe. It is their custom to stop about 50 or 60 yards from a
ship, when the chiefs rising from their seat,
put on a dog's skin garment, an<I holding
out their decorated staff, direct theni how
to proceed.
When they were too far from
the ship to reach it with their missile weapons, then the defiance was given, and the
words usually were Karomai, haromai, harre
nta a patoo-patoo. " Come on shore, .come

wrists,

Their tillage is excellent, owing to the
necessity they are under of cultivating or
running the risque of starving. AtTegadoo
llieir crops were just j)ut into the ground,
and the surface of the field was as smooth
as a garden, the roots were ranged in reguiar lines, and to every root there remained on shore, and we will kill you all with our
long narrow stake, sharpened patoo-patoos." Whilethey tliusthreatened us,
a hillock.
to an edge at bottom, with a piece fixed they approached gradually thebark,till close
across a bttle above it, for the convenience along side yet talking at intervals, in a
of driving it into tlie ground with the foot, peaceable manner, and answering whatever
supplies the place both of plough and spade. questions we asked them. Then again their

A

;

The

work is not very menaces were renewed, till encouraged by
instrument alone our supposed timidity, they began the warthey will turn up ground of six or seven songand dance, the sure prelude of an attack,
acres in extent.
which always followed, and sometimes conThe seine, the large net which has been tinued until the firing of small shot repulsalready noticed, is produced by the united ed them but at others, they vented their
labour and is probably the joint i)roperty of passion, by throwing a few stones at the
a whole town. Their fish-hooks are of shell ship, in the way of iftisulting us.
or bone and they have baskets of wickerThe contortions of these savage Indians
work to hold the fish. Their warlike wea- are numerous their limbs are distorted, and
pons are spears, darts, battle-axes, and the their faces are agitated with strange convulpatoo-patoo. The |spear, which is pointed sive motions. Their tongues hang out of
at each end^ is about sixteen feet in length, their mouths to an amazing length, and
and they hold it in the middle, so that it is their eye-lids are drawn so as to form a cirdifllicult to parry a push from it.
Whether cle round the ej'e. At the same time they
they fight in boats or on share the battle is shake their darts, brandish their sjicarsa
being

soil

laborious,

light, their

and with

this

;

;

;
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The inhabitants of this part of the counwave tlieir patoo-patoos to and fro in
were all sulyects of Teratu, who resided
try
and
vigour
the air. There is an admirable
near
the bay of Plenty and to their being
song",
their
their
dancing
and
in
activity in
thus
united under one chief, they owed a
that
exactness,
time
>vith
sncli
keep
tliey
anil

;

;

()0 or 1(M> i)a{Ulles when struck auainst the
sides of tlieir boats at once, make only a
In times of i)eace they somesingle report.
times sing in a manner resembling the warsong, but the dance is omitletl. I'he wo-

men whose voices

are exceedingly melodious
and soft, sing likewise in a nuisical. but
mournful manner. One of their instruments
of music is a shell, from which they produce a sound not unlike that made with a
common horn the other is a small wooden
;

pipe, resembling a child's nine-pin, not superior in sound to a child's whistle. ^Ve
never heard them attempt to sing to them,
or to produce any measured notes like w hat
we call a time.
As to the horrid custom of eating human
flesh, prevalent among them, to what has
been already said on thi-s head, we shall
only add, that in most of the coves, upon
landing, we found near the places where
fires had been made, tlesh and bones of men;
and among the heads that were brought on
board, some of them had a kind of false
eves, and ornaments in their ears, as if alive,
'llie head purchased by Mr. Ranks, and

sold with great reluctance, was that of a
person, and. by the contusions on one
side, appeared to have received many violent blows.
There had been lately a skirmish, and we supi)osed the young" man had
been killed with the rest.
Tlie hippahs or villages of the.se people,
of which there are several between the bay
of Plenty and Queen Charlotte's sound, are

young

In these they constantly rebut near Tolaga, Hawk's Ray, and
Poverty Ray, only single houses are to be
.seen, at a considerable distance from each
other. On the sides of the hills were erected long stages, supplied with darts and
stones, thought by ns to be retreats in time
of action
as it appeared that from such
places they could combat with their enemies
to great advantage.
magazine of })roviall fortitied.

side

;

;

A

sions, consisting of dried fish, and (evn roots,
was also discovered in these fortifications.

No.

6.

M

unknown to those of other parts.
Several inferior governors are in the dominion.s of Teratu, to whom the most iniplicit
obedience is paid. One of the inhabitants
having robbed a sailor belonging to the
Endeavour, com])laint was made to a chiefi
who chastised the thief by kicking and
striking him, which correction he bore with
unresisting humility. 'JMie inhabitants of
the southern parts tbrined little societies,
who had all things in common, particularly
tishing nets and line apparel.
The latter,
jHobably obtained in war, were kept in a
little hut, destined for that use, in the centre
of the town, and the several parts of the
security

nets, being made by di tie rent families, were
afterwards joined together for public use.
Less account, in the opinion ef Tupia, is
made of the women here than in the South
Sea islands. Roth sexes eat together; Ijut
how they divide their labour, we cannot de-,
termine with certainty, though we are inclined to believe that the men cultivate the
ground, make nets, catch birds, and go out
in their canoes to fish
while the women
are employed in weaving cloth, collecting
shell-fish, and in dressing food.
As to the religion of these |)eople, they acknowledge one Supreme Reing, and several
subordinate deities. Their mode ofworship
we could not learn, nor was any place proper for that purpose seen. I'liere was indeed a small square area, encompassed with
stones, in the middle of which hung a basket of fern-roots on one of their spades.
This they said was an offering to their gods,
to obtain from them a plentiful crop of provisions.
They gave the same account of
the origin of the world, and the production
of mankind, as our friends in Otaheite.
Tnpia, however, seemed to have much more
deep and extensive knowledge of these subjects than any of the people of tliis island,
and when he sometimes delivered a long
discourse, he was sure of a numerous audience, who heard with remarkable reverenc«
;

and

attention.

—

;
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With regard to the manner of disposingcf their dead, we could form no certain opinion. The southern district said, they disposed of their dead by throwing them into
the sea but those of the north buried them
in the ground.
saw, however, not the
least sign of any grave or monument but
the body of many among the living, bore
1 lie marks of wounds,
in token of grief for
the loss of their friends antl relations. Some
of tlieir scars were newly made, a j^roof that
their friends had died while we were there
yet no one saw any thing like a funeral ceremony or procession, the reason is, because
tliey affected to conceal every thing respecting the dead with the utmost secrecy.
oJ>served a great similitude between

New

SEAS,
English.

Otaheite.

Zealand.

l^orthern.

Southern.

Terringa
Erai

Hetaheyei Tevrea
Erai
Heai

Mala

Hemata

The

;

We

;

;

Hegaowai Outou

tou

Ecouwai

Ilakaoewai

o-a
Haringaruiffu

Maticara Hermai-

Ateraboo

Apeto
Haromai
tlie dress, furniture, boats, and nets oftlie Heica
New Zealanders, and the natives of tiie Kooura
South Sea Islands, which evidently demon- Taro

;

THE LANGUAGE OF
New

Zealand.

Norther7i.

Southern.

Eareete

Eareete

Taata

The chin.
The arm.

-

Thejinger,

Cumala

The helhj.
The
navel.
Heeapeto Peto
Come
hither^
Heromai Harromai
Fish.
Heica
Eyea
A lobster.
Kooura
Tooura
Cocoas.
laro
Taro

Oboo

Cumala

Cumala

Potatoes..

Tuphwhe Tuphwhe Tuphwhe
Mannu
Mannu Ml UJUU
Kaoiua

Kaoura

Tahai

Rua

—

Torou

Ha
Rema

Yams.
Jiirds.

Oure
Tahai

No.
One.
Tivo.
Three.
Four,

Rua
lorou

Hea

—~

Rema

Ono

Five,
Six.
Seven.

Ono

Etu

Hetu

Warou

Warou

Iva

Heva
Ahourou

Angahourou—
Hennihew Heneaho Nihio

Mehow

-

Amootoo
Mataketake
Eheara

—

Eight.
Nine,
Ten.

The
The

Mattai
Teto
Mataitai

teeth.

icind.

A thief.

Heiva

To examine.
To sing.

Keno

Keno

ikio

Bad.

Eratou

Erato u

Eraou'

Trees.

Toubouna Toubouna Toubouna Grandfa*
ther.

Otaheite

Earee
Taafa
Taata
Whahine Ivahine

Whahine
Eupo
Heaowpo- Eupo

English.

A chief.
A man.
A ivoman.
The

head.

The

hair.

ho

Macauwe Heoo-oo

—

Rema
Maneow

gawh

We

strates that the common ancestors of both
were ah origine natives of the same country.
Indeed the inhabitants of these ditierent
places have a tradition, that their ancestors
sprang from another country many years
•since, and they both agree that this country
was called lleawige. This is also certain,
that Tupia when he accosted the people
here in the language of his own country,
was perfectly understood but perhaps a
yet stronger proof that their origin was the
same, will arise from a specimen of their
language, which v. e shall evince by a list
of words in both languages, according to
the dialect of the northern and southern "islands of which New Zealand consists
whence it will appear, that the language of
Otaheite does not differ more from that of
^^w Zealand, than the language of the two
islands from each other.

The eyes.
The cheeks.
The nose.
The mouth.

Mata

Paparinga Hepapaeh Paparea
Ahewh
Heeih
Ahew

Hangou-

ear.

The/ore-head.

Roourou

2

f

Owy Terra

Owy Terra] ?/o?<
t

Hence

it

What do
cull this

or that.

appears evidently that the lan-

guage of New Zealand and Otaheite, is radically one and the same.
The dialect
indeed is different as in England, where the

;
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pronounced gate in Middlesex, and
and as tlie norlliern and
sonthern words were taken down by two
diji'erent jjersons, one mii^lit possibly nse
more words tiian the otlier to express the
same sound. Jjesides, in tlie southern parts
tiiey put the articles he or ko before a noun,
as we do tliose of I lie or a : it is also common to add the word oeia after another word,
as we say cerlaiidy, or yes indeed ; and by not
attending sufficiently to this, our gentlemen
sometnnes, judging by the ear only, formed
words of an enormous length: for example,
one of them asking a native the name of
the island, called Matuaro, he replied, witli

',vorcl is

geate in Yorkv.liire

;

the particle Ice pretixed Ke-matuaro ; and
the question being repeated,- the Indian added oeia, which made the word Kematuaro oeia; and upon inspecting the logbook, Capt. Cook found Matuaro transformed into Cumettiivarroireia. Now a similar
orthographical difference miglit happen, or
a like mistake might be made by a foreigner
in writing an English word. Suppose a New
Zealander to inquire, wlien near to ask,

upon

What

village is this/ The answer niight be.
hackney indeed. The Indian then for
the information of his countrymen, had he
the use of letlers, might record, that he had
passed through, or been at a place called
by the English Ilishitrlaieyindeed.
were
ourselves at first led into many ridicuhnis
mistakes, from not knowing that the article
used in the Soiith-Sea Islands, is lo or la,
instead of Ice or ko.
have supposed, that the original inhabitants of these islands, and those in the

It

is

We

We
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South-Seas, came from the same country
but what country that is, or uhere situated,
remains still a subject of inquiry. In this
we all agreed, that the original natives were
not of America, which lies to the eastward
and unless there should l>e a <(tMtinent to
tlie southward, in a temperate latitudt?, we
cannot but conclude that they emigrated
from the westward.
liefore we close this account of New Zealand, we beg leave further to observe, that
hitherto our navigation lias been very unfavourable to the supposition of a Soutiiern
Continent. The navigators wlio have suj)ported the j)ositions upon which this is
founded, are Tasman. Juan Fernandes, Ilermite. (iuiros, and Roggewein
but the track
of the Endeavour has totally subverted all
their theoretical arguments.
Upon a view
of tlie chart it will appear, that a large sjiace
extends quite to the tropica, v, hich has not
been explored by us nor any other navigators
yet we believe there is no cape of any
Southern Continent, and no Southern Continent to the northward of 40 i^t^g. south.
Of what may lie farther to the southwaid of
40 deg. we can give no ojiinion yet are
far from discouraging any futin'e attempts
;

;

;

;

after

new

discoveries: for a voyage like this

maybe

of public utility. Should no continent be found, new islands within the trojiics may be discovered.
Tu|>ia in a rough
chart of his own drawing laid down uo less
than seventy-four
and he gave us an account of above one hundred and thirty^
w Inch no European vessel has ever yet vi;

sited.
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.N Saturday, the 31st of -Marcb, 1770,
we sailed from Cape Farewell, having
This cape
fiiie weather and a fair wind.
S. and in
min.
33.
deg.
40
lies in latitude
day we
same
The
longitude.,
18G deg-. W.
till the
gale
fresh
a
with
westward,
steered
found
we
observation
by
when
April,
2nd of
longiour
and
deg.
40
be
to
latitude
our
miii.
deg.
31
2
Farewell,
Cape
from
tude

m

ninth in tlie morning, when
latitude 38 deg. 29 min. S. we saw a tropic
latibird; a sight very unusual in so high a
bird,
egg
an
On the 15th, we saw
tude.
and a gannet. As these birds never go far
from land, we sounded all night, but had
no ground at 130 fathom water. The day
following a small land bird perched on the

W. On

tlie

we had no ground at 120 faTuesday, the 17th, we had fresh

rigging, but

thom.

gales with squalls

and dark weather

m

the

saw three waterspouts at once; two between us and the shore, and the third at some
In
distance upon our larbqard quarter.
the evening, at six o'clock, the northermost
point of land was distant about two leagues,
which we named Cape Howe. On the following day we had a distant view of the
country, which was in general covered with
wood, and interspersed with several small
lawns. It appeared to be inhabited, as smoke
was seeii in several places. At four o'clock
the next morning, we saw a high-mountain,
which from its shape, was called Mount
Dromedary, under which there is a point
which received the name of .Point Dromedary. In the evening we were opposite a
point of land which rose perpendicular, and
was called Point Upright. On.Sunday, the
22nd, we were so near the shore, as to see
several of the inhabitants on the coast, who
\Aere of a very dark complexion, if not perAt noon we saw a remarkfect negroes.
able peaked hill, to which the ca])tain gave
the name of the Pigeon House, from its resemblance of such a building. The trees

a hard gale
morning
which
southward,
the
from
sea
great
and a
and
fore-sail
our
under
run
to
us
obliged
mizen all night. On the 18th, in the mornby a pintado bird, and
iv)"*, we were visited
were both tall and large, but
some Port-Eguiont hens, an infallible sign on this island
at we saw no place fit to give shelter even to a
that land was near, which we discovered
;

and

in the afternoon

19th, four
six o'clock in the morning of the
southernmost
the
or five leagues distant. To
point in sight, we gave the name of Point

Hicks, the name of our first lieutenant who
discovered it. At noon, in latitude 37 deg.
5 min. and 210 i\es^. 29 min. W. longitude,
another remarkable point of the same land
bore N. 20 E. distant about four leagues.
This point rising in a high hillock, extremely
Plylike the Ram Head at the entrance of
it
gave
therefore
Cook
Capt.
Sound,
mouth
of
seen
€he same name. What we had yet
the land was low and level the shore white
and sandy and the inland parts covered
with wood and verdure. At this time we
;

;

boat.

gave the name of Cape
George to a point of land discovered on St
George's-day, two leagues to the north of
which the sea formed a bay, which, from

The Captain

eight
shape, was called Long Nose
called
so
Point,
Red
lies
which
from
leagues
from the colour of the soil in its neighbourhood. On the 27th, we s-aw several inhabitants walking along the shore, four of them
carrying a canoe on their shoulders, but as
they did not attempt to come off to the ship,
the Captain took Messrs. Banks and Solander, and Tupia in the yawl, and employed four men to row them to that part of the

its

;
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tliey saw the natives, near
four small ranoes laid close in land.

where

sljore
V.

liich

Tlie Indians sat on the nuks till the yawl
was a quarter of a mile from tiie shore and
dien lliey ran away into tlie woods. The
surf heating violently on the heach, prevented the boat from landini;"; the genthjinen
were therefore obliged to make what obThe
servations they eonld at a distance.
eanoes resembled i^enerally the smaller sort
of those of New Zealand.
They saw a
great number of cabbage trees on shore;
the other trees were of the palm kind, and
there was no underwood among them. At
five in the evening" they returned to the
ship, and a light breeze springing" up, we
sailed to the northward, where we discovered
several people on shore, who, on our appr(Xich. retired to an eminence, soon after
which two canoes arrived on the shoi;e, and
four men, who came in them, joined the
others.
The pinnace having been sent
a head to sound, arrived near the spot where
the Indians had stationed themselves, on
which one of them hid himself among- the
rocks near the landing- ])lace, and the others

retreated farther up the hill. The i)innace
keeping- along shore, the Indians walked

near in a line w

her
they were armed
and a weapon resemblinga scymitar, and, by various signs and words
invited the boat's crew to land
tho^e who
did not follow the boat, having observed
the approach of the ship, brandished their
weapons, and threw themselves into threatening: attitudes.
The bodies, thighs, and
and legs of two of these, were painted with
white streaks, and their faces were almost

w ith

ith

;

long- pikes,

:

covered with a white jwwder. They talked
together with great emotion, and each of
them held one of the above mentioned weapons. The ship having- come to an anchor,
we observed a few huts, in which were some
of the natives and saw some canoes, in each
of which was a man employed in strikingfish with a kind of spear.
had anchored
opposite a villag-e of about eight houses, and
observed an old woman and three children
come out of a wood, laden with fuel for a
fire
they were met by three children, all
©f whom, as well as the woman, were quite
;

We

naked.

The

old

85

woman

frequently looked

at the ship with the utmost indillerence,
and, as soon as she had made a fire, the
lishermen broui^ht their canoes on sliore,
and they set about dressing- their dinner
with as nmeh composur(N as if a- ship had
been no extraordinary sight. JTaving- form-

a design of landing, we manned the
and took Tupia with u.s, and we had
no sooner come near the shore, thai) two
men advanced, as if to dispute our s.ettingfoot on land.
They were each of them
armed with different kinds of weapons.
'J'hey called out aloud in a harsh tone,
warra warra wai
the meaning- of which
Tupia did not understand. The Cai.)tain
threw them beads, nails, and other trifles,
which they took up, and seemed very well
pleased with, lie then made signals that
lie wanted water, and used every possible
means to convince them that no injury was
intended. They made signs to the beat's
crew to land, on which we put the boat in,
but we had no sooner done so, than the two
Indians came again to oppose us.
musket was now fired between them, on the
report of which, one of them dropped a
bundle of lances, which he immediately
snatched up again in great haste. One of
them then threw a stone at the boat, on
which the cajjtain ordered a nuisket loaded
with small shot to be fired, which wounding
the eldest of them on the legs, he retired
hastily to one of the houses, that stood at
some little distance. The people in the
boats now landed, imagining that the wound
which this man had received would put an
end to the contest. In this, however, we
were mistaken, for he immediately returned
with a kind of shield, of an oval figure,
painted white in the middle, with two holes
They now advanced
in it to see through.
with great intrepidity, and both discharged
their lances at the boat's crew, but did not
e.d

boats,

!

A

wound anyofthem. Anothermusket was tired
on which they threw another lance,
and then took to their heels. We now went
up to the huts, in one of which we found
the children, who had secreted themselves
behind some bark. We looked at them,
but left them without its being known w©
at them,
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liad seen tliem, and having tbro.vn several
pieces of cloth, ribband?, beads, and other
things into the hnt, we took several of their
lances, and then re-embarked in the -boat.
The canoes on this coast were about 13 ieet

m length, each
tree, tied

up

made

of the bark of a

at the ends,

sing'le

and kept open

in

the middle iby the means of sticks placed
across them their paddles were very small,
and two were used at a time.
e noiv sailed to the north point of the
bay, and found plenty of fresh water. On
taking a view of the hut where we had seen
the children, we had the mortification to
find that every Indian was fled, and that
they had left all the presents behind them.
The Captain now went in the pinnace to
inspect the bay, and saw several of the natives, who all fled as he approached them.
Some of the men having been sent to get
wood and water, they no sooner went on
board to dinner, than the natives came down
to the place, and examined, the casks with
great attention, but did not offer to remove
them. ^When the people were on shore in
the afternoon, about 20 of the natives, all
anned, advanced within a trifling distance
oiF them, and tlien stopped, while two of
;

W

their

number approached

still

nearer.

Mr.

Hicks, the commanding officer on shore,
went towards them, with presents in his
hands, and endeavoured, by every possible
means to assure them of his fi'iendly intentions, but to no purpose, for they retired
before he came up to them. In the evening, Messrs. Banks and Solander, went with
the Captain to acove,nortli of the bay, where
they caught between three and four hundred weight of fish, at four hauls.
On Monday, the 30th, the natives came
down to the huts before it was light, and
were repeatedly heard to shout very loud,
and soon after day-break they were seen
on the beach,- but quickly retired about a
mile, and kindled several fires in the woods.
This day some, of the ship's crew being
employed^ in cutting grass at a distance
from the main body, the natives pursued
them, but stopping within fifty or sixty
yards of them, they shouted several times,
and retreated to the woods. In the evening

6
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thej behaved exactly in the same manner,
when the Captain followed them alone and
unarmed for some time, but they still retired
as he approached.
On Tuesday, May the first, the south
point of the bay was named Sutherland
Point, one of the seamen of the name of
Sutherland, having died that day, was buried
on shore and more presents were left in the
liuts, such as looking-glasses, combs, &c.
but the former ones had not been taken
away.
Making an excursion about the
country, we found it agreeably .variegated
with wood and lawn, the trees being straight
and tall, and without underwood.
The
country might be cultivated without cutting
down one of them. The grass grows in
large tufts, almost close to each other, and
there is a great plenty of it. In this excursion, we met with many places where the
inhabitants had slept without shelter, and
one man, who ran away the moment he beheld us. More presents were left in their huts,
and at their sleeping-places, in hoj)es of producing a friendly intercourse.
saw the
dung of an animal which fed on grass, and
traced the foot-steps of another, which had
claws like a dog, and was about the .size of
a wolf: also the track of a small animal,
whose foot was like that of a pole-cat and
saw one animal alive, about the size of a
rabbit.
found some wood that had
been felled, and the bark stript off by the
;

We

;

We

natives, and several growing trees, in which
steps had been cut, for the convenience of

ascending them. The woods abound with
a vast variety of beautiful birds, among
which were cockatooes,and parroquets,which
flew in large flocks. The second lieutenant, Mr. Gore, having been with a boat in
order to drudge for oysters, saw some Indians, who made signs for him to come on
shore, which he declined
having finished
his business, he sent the boat away, and
went by' land with a midshipman, to join
the party that was getting vt^ater. In their
way they met with more than 20 of the natives, who followed them so close as to conje
:

within a few yards of them
Mr. Gore
stopped and faced them, on which the Indians stopped also, and when he proceeded
;

AND KOUNl) THE
but they did not
had each man a
hince. The Indians eoniins;- in sight of the
water-casks, stood at tlie distance of a quarter of a mile, while Mr. fiore and his companions reached their sliip-mates in safety.
Two or three of the waterers now advanced
towards tlie Indians, but observing' thoy did
not retire, they very im|)ru<lently turned

«cain, llipy followed liim
attack liiui though thty

;

about, and retreated hastily this a[)parent
sign of cowardice inspired the savages, who
discharged four of their lances at the fugi:

beyond them, they escaped
unhurt. They now stopped to pick up the
lances; on ^vhich the Indians retired in
tiieir
turn. At this instant the Captain
came up witli Messrs. Banks and Solander,
and Tupia advancing made sig:ns of friendship but the poor natives would not stay
On the followingtheir coming up to them.
tlay they went again on shore, where many
plants were collected by Dr. SolandcM', and
Mr. Banks, Tliey saw several parties of
Ihe'Indians, who all ran away on their approaf^h.
Tupia having learnt to shoot, frequently strayed alone to shoot parrots, and
the Indians constantlj^ fled away from him
with as mucli precipitation as from the Entives,

which

tlying

;

On the 2rd of May, fourteen or fifteen Indians, in 'the same number of canoes,
were engaged in striking fish within half a
mile of the watering-place. At this time a
party of the ship's crew were .shooting near
the fishermen, one of whom Mr. Banks observed to haul up his canoe on tlie beach,
and approach the people who were shooting.
He watched their motions unobserved by
tliem, for more than a quarter of an hour,
then put off his boat and returned to his
fishing.
At this time the Captain, with Dr.
gl i.sh.

'
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few rocky places, the stone of which is sand}',
and .seemed to be admirably adapted for
building. In the woods they found a tree
bearing cherries, if shape and colour may
intitle tliem to that name, the juice of which
wa.s agreeably tart.
They now returned tp
their boat, and .seeing a fire at a distance,

rowed towards it but the Indians fled at
their coming near them.
Near the beach
they found seven canoes, and as many fires,
from which they judged that each fisherman
had dressed his own dinner. There were
oysters lying on the spot, and some muscles
roasting on the fire. They ate of these fish,
and lett them some beads and other trifles
;

•

in return.
They now returned to the ship,
and in the evening Mr. Banks went out
with his gun, and saw a great number of
quails, some of which he shot, and they
)roved to be the same kind as those of Eng-

and. On the following day a* midshipman
laving strayed from his companions, came
suddenly to an old man and woman, and
some children, who were sitting naked under
a tree together they seemed afraid of him,
but did not run away. The man wore a
long beard, and both he and tJie woman
were grey-headed; but the \\ Oman's hair
was cut .short. This day likewise, two of
another party met with six Indians on the
border of a wood, one of whom calling out
very loud, a lance was thrown from a wood,
:

which narrowly missed them. The Indians
now ran off, and, in looking round they .saw
a youth descend from a tree, who had

doubtless been placed there for the. purpose
of throwing the lance at them. This day
the Captain went up the country on the
nortli side of the bay, which he found to
resemble the moory grounds of England ;
Solander and another gentleman, went to but the land was thinly covered with i>lants
the liead of the bay to try to form some con- about 16 inches high. The hills rise granection with the Indians.
On their first dually behind each other, for a consideralanding they found several of the Indians ble distance, and between them is marshy
on shore, who immediately retreated to their ground. Those who had been sent out to
canoes, and rowed off. They went up the fish this day, met with great success, and
country, where they found the soil to be a the second lieutenant struck a fish called
deep black mould, which appeared to be the Stingray, which weighed near two huncalculated for the production of any kind of dred and fifty pounds. The next morning
grain. They saw some of the finest mea- a fish of the same kind was taken, which
dows that were ever beheld, and met with a weighed three hundred and fifty pound.s.
;
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The name

Bay was given to this named the Three Brothers. They lie in
number of plants col- latitude 31 deg. 40 min. and may be seen
Banks and Solander. thirteen or fourteen leagues from the shore.
This country produces two kinds of wood
Sunday, the 13th, we saw the smoke of
which may be deemed timber, one of which fires, on a point of land, which was thereis tall and strait like the pine, and the other fore called Cape Smokey.
As we proceeded
of Botany
place from the large
lected by Messrs.

hard, heavy, and dark coloured, like ligvitae
it yields a red gum, like dragon's
blood, and bears some resemblance to the
English oak.
There are man -groves in
abundance, several kinds of pabri, and a few
shrubs. Among other kinds of birds, crows
were found here, exactly like those of
England. There is great plenty of waterfowls, among the flats of sand and mud
is

num

;

;

one of which is shaped like a pelican, is
larger than a swan, and has black and
white feathers. These banks of mud abound
with cockles, muscles, oysters, and other
shell-fish,
which greatly contribute towards the support of the natives, who
sometimes dress them on shore, and at other
times in their canoes. They likewise caught
many other kinds of fish with hooks and
line.

While the Captain remained in the harbour, the English colours were <lisplayed
on shore daily, and tlie name of the ship,
with the date of the year, was carved on a
tree near the place where we took in our
water.
On Sunday, the ()(h of May, at noon, we
sailed from Botany Bay, and at noon, were
off a harbour, which was called Port Jackson, and in the evening, near a bay, to
which we gave the name of Broken Bay.
The next day at noon, the northernmost
land in sight projected so as to justil'y the
calling it Cape Three Points.
On Wednesday, the 9th, we saw two exceeding beautiful rainbows, the colours of which were
strong and lively, and those of the inner
one so bright, as to reflect its shadow on the
water. They formed a complete semicircle,
and the space between them was much
darker than the rest of the sky. On Thursday we passed a rocky point, which was
named Point Stephens. Next day saw
smoke in several places on shore, and in the
evening discovered three remarkable high
lulls near each other, which the Captain

from Botany Bay, northward, the land appeared high and well covered with wood.
In" the afternoon, we discovered some rocky
islands between us and the land, the southernmost of which is in latitude 30 deg. 10
min. and the northernmost in 29 deg. 58
min. On Tuesday morning, by the assistance of our glasses, we discerned about a
score of Indians, each loaded with a bundle,
which we imagined to be palm leaves for

We

covering their hou?es.
traced them for
more than an hour, during which time they
took not the least notice of the ship
at
length they left the beach, and were lost
behind a hill, which they gained by a gentle
ascent.
At noon, in latitude 28 deg. 37
min. 30 sec. south, and in 206 deg. 30 min.
west longitude, the Captain discovered a
high point of land, and named it Cape
Byron.
We continued to steer along the
shore with a fresh gale, and in the evening
we discovered breakers at a considerable
distance from the shore, so that we were
obliged to tack, and get into deeper water
which having done, we lay with the head of
the vessel to the land till tlie next morning,
when we were surprised to find ourselves
farther to the southward than we had been
the preceding evening, notv^'ithstanding we
had southerly wind all night. The breakers lie in latitude 28 deg. 22 min. south.
In the morning we passed the breakers,
near a peaked mountain, which we named
Mount Warning, situated in 28 deg. 22 min.
south latitude. The point off which these
shoals lie, Capt. Cook named Point Danpursued our course, and the next
ger.
day saw more breakers, near a point, which
we distinguished by the name of Point
Look-out to the north of which the shore
forms a wide open bay, which we called
Moreton's Bay, and the north ])oint thereof
;

;

We

;

Cape Moreton. Near this are three hills,
which we called the Glass Houses, from the
very strong resemblance they bore to such
buildings-.

AND

KOI Nl)

Friday, the I8th. at two in the morn(lt'S( rieil ;i point so nne(|ii:il, that it
ins;,
lookedhketwosMiall islands nn(l«'i' the land,
and it was tlieretore called Double Island
Point. At noon, by the help of glasses, we
discovered some sands, wliicli lay in i>a((lies
ol)served they v< re
of several acres.
they
had not been lon^
that
moveable, and
for >ve saw trees
situation
present
their
in
iialf bvnied, and the tops of others still green.
At this time two beautifwl water-snakes
swam by the ship, in every respect resemblinii land snakes, except that :heir tails
Mere flat and broad, pn.bably to serve them
instead of tins in swimming'.
Saturday, the 19th, at noon, we sailed
about four leauufs from the land, ajid at
one o'clock saw a point, whereon a numl)er
of Indians were assend)led. from whence it
vas called Indian Head. Soon afterwards
we saw many more of the natives; also
smoke in the day time, and tires by night.
The next day we .saw a point, which was
named Sandy Point, from two la\tz:e trac'ts
of white san(i that were on it. Soon alter
we passed a shoal, which we called Iheak
Sea Spit, because we had now smooth water,
after having long encountered a higli sea.
For some days ])ast we had seen the sea
birtls, called boobies, none of which we had
met with before and which, from half an
liour alter, were continually passing the ship
in large flights from which it was conjectured, that there was an inlet or river of
shallow water to the southward, where they
went to feed in the day time, returning in
the evenin;;' to some islands to the northward. In honour of Capt. Hervey we named
this bay. Hervey's Bay.
On Tuesday, the 22nd, at six in the morning, by the helji of our glasses, when a breast
of the south jx>int of a large bay, in which
the Captain intended to anchor, we discovered, that the land was covered with ])almnut-trees, none of which we had seen since
we had quitted the islands within the tropic.
On the 23rd, early in the morning, Capt.
Cook attended by several gentlemen, and
Tupia. went on shore to examine the conn-

On

we

We

;

;

:
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took w

We

ns our cloaks.
the point of a bay,'
whirh led into a large lagoon, by the sides
of which grows the true nmn-grove, such as
is found in the West-Indies, as it does also
on son>e bogs, and swamps of salt-^^ater
w hich we discovered. In these mangroves
were many nests of ants of a singular kind,
being as green as grass. When the branches
were moved, they came forth in great numbers, and bit the disturber most severely.
These trees likewise afforded shelter for immense n.und)ers of green caterpillars, whose
bodies were covered with hairs, w Inch, on
the touch, occasioned a pain similar to the
sting of a nettle, but much more acute.
the shore,
landed a

These

little

insects

ith

witliin

were ranged side by side on

the leaves, thirty or forty together, in a regular manner. Among the sand banks we
saw birds larger than swans, whicli v/e imagined were pelicans
and .shot a kind of
bustard, which weighed seventeen jjomids.
Tliis bird proved very delicate food, on w hich
;

accoiMit \\e named this bay Jhistard J3ay.
likewise shot a duck of a most beautilul

We

plumage, with a white beak. Wa found an
abundance of oysters, of various sorts, and

amongthe rest some hammer oysters of a curious kind. The country here is mudi worse
than that about Botany Bay, the soil being
dry and sandy, but the sides of the hills are
covered with trees, which grow separately
without underwood. We saw the tree that
yields a gum like the sanguis (Iraco?iis, but
the leaves are longer than the same kind of
trees in otiier parts,

and hang down

like

those of a weej)ing willow. While we were
in the woods, several of the natives took a
survey of the sliip and then departed.
saw on shore fires in many places, anil repairing to one of them, found a dozen burning near them. The people were gone, but
had left some shells and bones offish they
had just eaten.
perceived likewise several pieces of soft bark about the length
and breadth of a man, which we judged had
been used as beds. The whole was in a
tliicket of dose trees, which aflbrded good
shelter from the wind. This kind of entry.
The wintl blew so fresh, and we found campment was in a thicket well defended
it so cold, that being at some distance from from the wind.
The place seemed to be

We

We

-'
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was no appear- weighed, and stood to the westward, having^
was imagined that they sent a boat a head to sound, and at six in

trodden, and as there

ance of a house,

it

spent their nights, as well as their days in the evenmg we anchored in ten fathoms,
tlie open air
even Tupia shook his head, with a sandy bottom, at about two miles
" Poor distant from the main.
and exclaimed, Taata Enos
!"
On Tuesday, the 29th, We had thoughts
Wretches
On Thursday, the 2-ith, we made sail out of laying the ship ashore, and cleaning her
of the bay, and on the dny following were bottom, and therefore landed with the masabreast of a point, which being immediately ter in search of a convenient place for tliat
under the tropic, the Captain named Cape purpose. In this exciitsion Dr. Solander
Capricorn, on the west side whereof we saw and Mr. Banks accompanied us we found
an amazing number of large birds resem- walking extremely incommodious, the
bling the pelican, some of which were near ground being covered with grass, the seeds
five feet higli.
now anchored in twelve of which were sharp and bearded, so that
fathoms water, having the main land and they were continually sticking in our
barren islands in a manner all around us.
clothes, whence they worked forwards to
Sunday, the 27tli, we stood between the the fiesh by means of the beard.
were
range of almost barren islands, and the main also perpetually tormented with the stings
land, which appeared mountainous.
We of moschettos. Several places were found
had here very shallow water, and anchored convenient to lay down the ship ashore, but
in sixteen feet, which was not more than to our great disappointment, we could meet
the ship drew.
Mr. Banks tried to fish with no fresh water.
proceeded, howfrom the cabin windows, but the water was ever, up the country, and in the interior
too shallow. The ground indeed was co- parts, we found gum-trees, on the branches
vered with crabs, which greedily seized the whereof were white ants nests formed of
bait, and held it till they were above water. clay, as big as a busliel.
On another tree
These crabs were of two kinds, one of a very we saw black ants, which perforated all the
fine blue, with a white belly; and the other twigs, and after they Ifad eaten out the
marked with blue on the joints, and having pith, formed their lodging in the hollows
which contained it yet the trees were in a
three brown sjiots on the back.
also saw in the
On Monday, the 28th, in the morning, flourishing condition.
we sailed to the northward, and to the nor- air many thousands of butterflies, which
thernmost point of land we gave the name ever way we looked and every bough was
of Cape Manifold, from the number of high covered with incredible numbers. On the
it.
Between this dry ground we discovered, supposed to have
hills appearing above
cape and the shore is a bay which we called been left by the tide, a fish about the size
KeppeVs, and to several islands, we gave the of a minnow, having two strong breast fins,
name of the same admiral. This day being with which it leaped away as nimbly as a
determined to keep the main land close frog: it did not appear to be weakened by
aboard, which continued to tend away to being out of the water, nor even to prefer
the west, we got among another cluster of that element to the land, for when seen in
Here we were greatly alarmed, the water it leaped on shore, and pursued
islands.
having on a sudden but three fathoms water, its way. It was likewise remarked, that
we immediately put the where there were small stones projecting
in a ripling tide
ship abtiut, and hoisted out the boat in above the water, it chose rather to leap from
after which we one stone to another, than to pass through
search of deeper water
to
the
west
with
easy
the water.
an
sail, and in
stood
evening
came
to
the
entrance
of
a
On Wednesday, the 30th, Capt. Cook,
bay.
the
In the afternoon having sounded round and other gentlemen, went ashore, and havthe ship, and found that there was water ing gained the summit of a hill, took a sursufficient to carry her over the shoal, we vey of the coast, and the a'djacent islands.
:

!

;

We

We

We

;

We

;

;

;
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AND ROUND THE WORLD.
beinsjf done, the Captain i)roceetled
with Dr. Sohiiuier ii]) an inht, that liad
been discovered the precedini^ day but the
weather provinii' nntavourable. ami iVoni a
fear of being bewiltlered anions' llu* shoals
in the niuht, they retnrned to the shij), liaving seen the whole day, only two Indians,
V ho followed the boat a considerable way
along' shore
bnt the tide rnnning- strong-,
the Cai)tain thongjit it not i)rndent to wait
for them.
^Vhile these gentlemen were
tracing t\}e inlet, Mr. Banks, with a i)arty,
endeavonred to penetrate into the country,
and liaving met w ith a ])iece of swampy
but before
ground, we resolved to i)ass it
we g^ot half way, we found the mud almost
knee deep. The bottom was covered w ith
brandies of trees, interwoven on tlie surface
of the .swamp, on winch we .sometimes kept
sometimes our teet slipt
our footing
through
and sometimes we were so entangled among them, .as not to be able to
free ourselves but by groping in the mud
and slime with our hands. However, we
crossed it in about an hour, and judged it
iniglit be about a quarter of a mile over.
Having: i)erfornied this disagreeable task,
we came to a spot where had been four
small tires, near whicli were some bones of
also grass laid
fish tliat liad been roasted
141 heaps, whereon four or tive persons jjrobably had slept. Our second lieutenant,
Mr. Gore, at another place, .saw the track
of a large animal, near a gully of water he
al'so heard the sounds of human voices, but
did not see the people. At this jjlace two
turtles, some water fowl, and a few small
As no water was to be
birds, were seen.
found in our ditferent excursions, for several
of our crew were also rambling abcnit, the
Captain called the inlet where the snip lay.
Thirsty Sound. It lies in latitude 22 deg.
10 min. :<outh, and in 210 deg. 18 niin. west

which

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

lonuitude, and may be known by a group
of islands that lie right before it, between
three and four leagues out at sea.
had
not a single inducement to stay longer in a
place, vvhere we could not be supplied with
fresh water, nor with provision of any kind.
caught neither fish nor wild fowl nor
could we get a shot at the same kind of

We

We

;

.3

water-fowl,

VI

which we had seen

in

Botany

Bay. Therefore on the 31st, at six o'clock
A. M. we weighed anchor, and put to sea,
We kept without the islands that, lie in.
shore, and to the N. AV. of Thirsty Sound,
as there appealed to be no safe i>assage lietween them and the main, at the same time
we had a number of islands without us, extending as <ar as we could see. Pier head,
the N. W. point of Thirsty Sound, bore
S. E. distant six

leagues, being- half

way

between the islands which are oil' the east
point of the western inlet, and three small
islands that lie directly without them.
Having- sailed round these last, we came to
an anchor in fifteen fathoms water, and the
weather being dark, hazy, and rainy, we remained under the lee of them till seven
o'clock of the next morning-.
On the 1st, of June, we got under .sail,
and our latitude by observation was 21 deg-.
29 min. south. We had now quite open tlie
western inlet, which we have distinguished
by the name of jiroad Sound. A i)oint of
land which forms its N. W. entrance, we

named Cape Palmerston,
min.

S. latitude,

Bay

of Inlets.

lying- in

21 deg.

and in 210 deg-. 54 min.
W. longitude. Between this cape and Cape
Townshend is the bay, which we have called
f*30

the

At

eight in the evening,
fathoms, with a
sandy bottom, about two leagues from the
main land.
Saturday, the 2nd, we got under sail, and
at noon, in latitude 20 deg. 56 min. we saw

we anchored

in eleven

a high promontory, which we named Cape
Hillsborough. It bore W. half N. distant
.seven miles.
The land appeared to abound
in wood and herbage, and i« diversified with

and valleys. ^\ chain of islands
and small are situated at a distance
from the coast and under the land, from
some of w hich we saw smoke ascending in
hills, plains,

large

different places.

On

Sunday, the 3rd,

of land, which

we

we discovered

called

a point

Cape Conway, and

between that and Cape Hillsborongh, a bay
to which we gave the name of Repnlsfr
Bay. The land about Cape Conway, fonns
a most beautiful landscape, being diver.sified with hills, dales, woods, and verdaat
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lawns. By the help of our glasses we disOn Friday, the 8th, we stood away for the
covered two men and a Avoman on one of northernmost point in sight, to which we
liie islands, and a canoe with an outrigger gave the name ofPoint Hillock. Between this
like those of Otaheite. This day we named and Magnetical isle the shore forms Halifax
tlie islands Cumberland Islands, in honour Bay, w hich affords shelter from all winds.
of the duke; and-a passage which we had At six in the evening we were abreast of a
discovered, was called M^hitsunday passage, point of land, which we named Cape Sandfrom the day on which it was seen. At wich. From hence the land tends W. and
day-break, on Monday, the 4ih, we were afterwards N. forming a fine large bay, which
abreast of a i>oint, which we called Cape was named Rockingham Bay. We.now rangGloucester.
Names were also given this ed northward along the shore, towards a clusday to' three other places, namely, Hol- ter of islands, on one of which about forty or
bourne Isle, Edgcumbe Haf, and Cape Up- fifty men, women, and children were standstart, which last was so called because it ing together, all stark naked, and looking at
rises abruptly from the low lands that sur- the ship with a curiosity never observed
round it. Inland are some hills or moun- among these people before. At noon our
tains, which like the cape aflibrd but a bar- latitude, by observation, was 17 deg. 59 min.
ren prospect.
and we were abreast of the north point of
On Tuesday, the 5tli, we were about four Rockingham Bay, which l)ore fro'm us W.
leagues from land, and our latitude by distant about two miles. This boundary of
observation was 19 de<^. 12 min. S. We the bay is formed by an island of considerasaw very large columns of smoke rising ble height, which we distinguished by the
from the low lands. ^\e continued to steer name of Dunk Isle.
W. N. W. as the land lay, till noon on the
On Saturday, the 9th, in the morning, we
6*tli, when our latitude by observation was
were abreast of some small islands, which
19 deg. 1 min. S. at which time we had the were named Frankland's Isles. At noon we
mouth of a bay all open, distant two leagues. were in the middle of the channel, and by
This we. named Cleveland Bay, and the east observation in latitude 16 deg. 57 min. S.
))oiMt Caj)e Cleveland.
The west, which and in longitude 214 deg. 6 min. W. with
had the appearance of an island, we called twenty fathoms water. The point ©n the
Magnetical island, because the compass did main of which we were now abreast Capt.
not traverse well when we were near it: Cook named Cape Grafton. Having hauled
they are both high, as is the main land be- round this, we found a bay three miles to
tween them, the whole forming a surface the westward, in which we anchored and
the most rugged, rocky, and barren of any called the island Green Island. Here Mr.
we had seen upon the coast yet it was Banks and Dr. Solander went ashore with
not without inhabitants, for we saw smoke the Captain, with a view of procuring water,
in several parts of the bottom of the bay.
which not being to be had easily, they soon
Thursday, the 7th, at day-break we were returned aboard, and the next day we arabreast of the eastern part of this land, and rived near Trinity Bay, so called because
in the afternoon saw several large colums of discovered on Trinity Sunday.
smoke upon the main also canoes, and
Sunday, the 10th, was remarkable for the
some trees, which we thought were those of dangerous situation of the Endeavour, as
the cocoa-nut in search of which, as they was Tuesday, the 12th for her preservation
would have been at this time very accept- and deliverance, as Christians, or only moral
able, Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander went j)hilosophers, w.e ought to add, agreeable to
ashore with lieutenant Hicks
but in the the will of an overruling providence, who
evening they returned with only a few shut up the sea with doors, who appointed
plants, gathered from the cabbage palm, for it a decreed place, and said. Thus far
and which hud been mistaken for the cocoa thou shalt come, and here shall thy proud
tree.
waves be stayed. As no accident remarkably
'

;

:

;

;

:

;

4

;

AND ROUND THE WOULD.
unfortunate Iiml befallen us, tluiins? a naviuation of more than thirteeii hnndred ini'es,
upon a coast every where al)Oundinu: with
the most dau-cerous ro(>ks and shoals, no
name of distress had Ititherto been uiven
to any cape or point of hind which we had
l?ut we now uave the name of Cape
seen.
Tribulation, to a |V)int we had just seen
farthest to the northward, because here we
became ac(iuainted with misfortnne. The
ca|)e lies in latitude 1() deg. (5 min. S. and
i214 de«-.

39

anchor from the starboard quarter.and applied
oin- Nvhole force to the ca])stan, in hopes to
She now
f^et the vessel off, but ni vain.

mill. \*'. longitude.

Sunday, the lOth, at six in tlie
siiorteiuMl sail, and hauled otf
shore close upon a wind, to avoid tlie danuerofsonie rocks which were f;een ahead,
and to observe whether any islands lay in
the oiling, as we were near the latitude of
those islands, said to have been tliscovered
by Qiiiros. We kept standing off from six
This^thiv,

evening we

near nine, with a tine breeze and
hail not into tweutv-one
T)right moon.
tatiioms water, when suddenly we fell into
twelve, ten, and eight fathoms, in a few miEvery man was instautlv ordered to
nntes.
his station, and we were on point of anchoring, when, on a sudden, we had again deep
water, so that we thought all danger at an
end, conclnding we had sailed over the tail
of some shoals, which we had seen in the
evening. We had twenty fathoms and upo'clock

till

We

wards before ten o'clock, and this depth
continuing some time, the gentlemen, who
had hitherto been upon duty, retired forest;
but in less than an hour the water shallowed at once from twenty to seventeen fathoms,
and before soundings*^ could be taken, the
ship struck upon a rock, and remained imEvery one \Aas instantly on
moveable.
deck, with countenances fully expressive of
the horrors of oar situation. Knowing we
were not near the sliore, we concluded that
we were upon a rock of coral, the points of
which are sharp, and the surface so rough,
as to grind away whatever it rubbed against,
even with the gentlest motion. All the sails
being immediately taken in, and our boats
hoisted out, we found, that the ship had
been lifted over a ledge of the rock, and lay
Finding the water
in a hollow within it.
was deepest astern, we carried out the

5
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beat so violently aj^ainst the rock, that the

crew could scarcely keep on their

legs.

moon slione brij,Hit, by the light
we conhi seethe sheathiu'j^-boards

The

of which
float

from

the bottom of the vessel, till at length the
false keel followed, so that we expected nistant destruction. Our best chance ot es-,
capiiiii seemed now to be by lightening her
hut having struck at high water, we should
ijave been in our i>resent situation after the
vessel should draw as much less water as the
water had sunk our anxiety abated a little,
on fiiidnig that the ship settled on the rocks
as ihe tide ebbed, and we flattered onrselves,
tJiat, ifthe ship should keep together till
nt^xt tide, we might have some chance of
floating her..
therefore instantly started
the water in the hold, and pumped it up.
;

We

The decayed
six guns,

casks, ballast,
things, were thrown
order to get at the heavier ar-

stores, oil-jars,

and other

overboard, iii
this business we wereemploytides and
ed till day-break, during all which time not
an oath >\ as sworn, so much were the minds
of the sailors impressed with a sense of their
danger.
On Monday, the 11th, at day-light we
saw land at eight leagues distance, but not
^ single island between us and the main,
on which part of the crew might have been
landed, while the boat went on shore with
the rest
so that the destruction of the
greater part of us would have been inevitahie, had the ship gone to pieces.
It happened that the wind died away to a dead
calm before noon. As we expected highwater about eleven o'clock, every thing was
prepared to make another effort to free the
ship, but the tide fell so much short of that
in the niglit, that she did not float by 18
inches, though we had thrown over-board
near fifty tons weight we therefore renewed
our toil, and threw over-board every thing
that could possibly -be spared
as the tide
fell, tlie water poured in so rapidly, that we
could scarce keep her free by the constant
working of two pumps. Our only hope
now depended on the midnight tide, and

m

;

:

:
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made for ano- of water at the well, had taken it no farThe tide be- ther than thecieling, but being now relieved
when the leak by another person, who took the depth of

preparations were accordingly
ther effort to get the ship off.

gan

to rise at five o'clock,

the outside plank, it appeared by this mistwo iHunps more were manned, but only take, that the leak had suddenly gained
one of them would work three, therefore, upon the pumps, the whole difference bewere kept going, till nine o'clock, at which tween the two planks. This circumstance
time the ship righted but so much water deprived us of all hopes, and scarce any one
had been admitted by the leak, that we thought it worth while to labour for the lonexpected she would sink as soon as the wa- ger preservation of a life which must so soon
ter should bear her off the rock.
Our situa- have a period but the mistake was soon
tion was now deplorable, beyond description, discovered and the joy arising from such
almost all hope being at an end. We knew unexpected good news inspired the men
likewise increased 'to such a degree, that
;

;

:

;

that \vhen the fatal moment should arrive,
all authority would be at an end.
The
boats were incapable of conveying all on
shore, and we dreaded a contest for the preference, as more shocking than the shij)vvreck itself: yet it was considered, that
those who might be left on board, would
eventually meet with a milder fate than
those who, by gaining the shore, would have
no chance but to linger out the remains of
life among the rudest savages in the universe,
and in a country, where fire-arms would

enable them to support themselves
a most wretched situation. At twenty
minutes after ten the ship floated, and was
l)arely

ill

heaved into deep water, when we were
happy to find that she did not admit more
water than she had done before yet as the
leak had for a considerable time gained on
the pumps, there was now three feet nine
inches water in the hold. By this time the
men were so worn by fatigue of mind and
body, that none of them could j)ump more
than five or six minutes at a time, and then
threw themselves, quite spent, on the deck,
amidst a stream of water which came from
llie jjumps.
The succeeding man being
fatigued in his turn, threw himself down in
the same manner, while the former jumped
up and renewed. his..labour, thus mutually
:

life, till the following accident
Lad like to have given them up a prey to
absolute despair, and thereby insured our
destruction. Between the inside lining of
the ship's bottom, which is called the cieling, and the outside planking, there is a
space of about seventeen or eighteen inches.
The man who had hitherto taken the depth

struggling for

much vigour, that before eight
o'clock in the morning, they had {jumped out

with so

considerably more water than they had
shipped.
now talked of nothing but
getting the shif) into some harbour, and set
heartily to work to get in the anchors one
of which, and the cable of another, we lost;
but these were now considered as trifles.
Having a good breeze from sea, we got under sail at eleven o'clock, and steered for
land. As we could not discover the exact
situation of the leak, we had no prospect of
stopping it within side of the vessel, but on
Tuesday the 12th, the following expedient,
which one of the midshipmen had formerly
seen tried with success, was adopted.
took an old studding-sail, and having mixed
a large quantity of oakham and wool,

We

;

We

chopped small,

it

was

stitched

down

in

handfuls on the sail, as lightly as possible^
the dung of sheep and other filth being
spread over it. Thus ]n'epared, the sail was
hauled under the ship, by ropes, whicli kept
it extended till it came under the leak, when
the suction carried in the oakham and wool
from the surface of the sail. This experiment succeeded so well, that instead of three
pumjjs, tlie water was easily kept under with
one.
had hitherto no farther view than to
run the ship into some harbour, and build
a vessel from her materials, in which we
might reach the East-Indies but we now
began to think of finding a proper place to
repair her damage, and then to pursue lier
voyage on its original j)lan. At six in the
evening we anchored seven leagues from
the shore ; and found that the sliip made

We

;

;
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inches water an lionr during the night:
but as tiie |)uini>s could clear this quantity,
we were not uneasy. .\t nine in the inornwhich were railed
iuf^ we passed two ishinJs,
Hope Islands, because the reachinp of them
had. been the object of our wishes, at the
In the alternoon,
time ot' the shipwreck.
two boats to
with
.sent
out
was
tlie master
where the
harbour
for
a
search
and
sound
I

r,

ship niiiiht be repaired, and we anchored
at sun-set, in fonr f;ithonis water, two miles
One of the mates being
from the shore.
sent out in the pinnace, returned at nine
o'clock, reporting, that he liad found such a
Iiarb»»ur as was wanted, at the distance of

two leai?nes.
Wednesday,

T!IR
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blew rery fresh this day and the following night, we could not venture to run into
the harbour, but remained" at anchor during
the two succeeding days, in the conr.se of
which we observed four Indians on the hills
who stopped and nnnle two tires.
it

Our men, by

this time,

began to be

afflict-

ed with the .scurvy and oiu' Indian friend
Tupia Was .so ill with it, that he had livid
spots on both his legs
Mr. Green, the
astronom»?r, was likewise ill of the .same
disorder so that our being detained from
laitding was every way disagreeable. The
wind continued fresh till the 17th,'and then
we resolved to push in for the harbour, and
twice ran the .ship aground
the second
time slie .stuck fast, on which we took down
;

;

;

13th, at six o'clock, we
sailed, havin;^ previously sent two boats
ahead, to point out the shoals that we .saw
soon an<'hored about a
in our way.
when the Captain went
.shore,
the
mde from
channel very narrow,
the
found
out, and
better
adai)ted to our
was
harbour
the
but
present purpose, than any place we had
seen in the whole course of the voyage. As
tlie

We

the bombs, fore-yard, and fore-top-masts,
and made a raft on the side of the .ship
and, as the tide happened to be rising, she
floated at oi»e o'clock.
soon got her
into the harbour, where she was moored
along the side of a beach, and the anchors,
cables, ike. immediately taken out of her.

CHAP.

We

IX.

ship is refitted, in Endeavour River ; Transactions during that time ; The country, its
description of the harbour, the adjacent country, and
inhabitants and productions described ;
several islands near the coast ; The range from Endeavour River to the northern extremity of
the country ; And the dangers of that navigatioji ; The Endeavour departs from Soicth Wales •
That country, its product and people described, with a specimen of the language.
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18th, in the morning, fast. In an excursion Mr. Banks made up
erected a tent for the sick, who the country, he saw the frames of several
were brought on shore as soon as it was rea- huts, and Capt. Cook having ascended one
likewise built of the highest hills, observed the land to be
dy for their reception.
a stage firom the ship to the shore, and set stony and barren, and the low land, near
up a j:ent to hold the provisions and stores, the river, over-run with mangroves, among
that were landed the same day. The boat which the salt water flowed every tide.
Tuesday, the 19th, the smith s forge was
was now dispatched in search of fish for the
refreshment of the sick, but she returned set up, and the armourer prepared the newithout getting any but Tupia employed cessary iron-work for the repair of the veshimself in angling, and living entirely npon sel. The officers, stores, ballast, water, &c.
what he caught, recovered his health very were likewise ordered out, in order to lighten

Monday, the

We

;

:

m
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This day Mr. Banks crossed the
the country, which he observview
river, to
ed to be little else than sand-hills. He saw
vast flocks of pigeons, most beautiful birds,
of which he shot several. On Wednesday,
the 20th, as we were removing* the coals, the
water rushed in, near the foremast, about
three feet from the keel so that it was resolved to clear the hold entirely
which
beins: done on Friday, the 22nd, we warped
the ship higher up the harbour, to a station
more proper for laying her ashore, in order
to stop the leak. Early in the morning,
the tide having left her, we proceeded to
examine the leak, when it appeared that
the rocks had cut througii fourjdanks into
the timbers, and that three other planks
were damaged.
In these breaches not a
splinter was to be seen, the whole being
smoot,h, as if cut away by an instrument
but it was the will of an omnipotent being,
that the vessel should be preserved by a
very singular circumstance for though one
of the holes was large enough to have sunk
her, even with eight pumps constantly at
work, yet this inlet to our destruction was
]>artly stopped up, by a fragment of the rock
the ship.

;

:

:
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he had horns and wings, yet he crept so
slowly through the grass, that, if I had not
been afeard, I might have touched him."
This -formidable apparition we afterwards
discovered to have been a batt, which we
must acknowledge has a frightful appear*
ance, it. being black, and full as large as a
partridge; but the man's own apprehen^
sions had furnished his devil with horns.
Sunday, Mr. Gore, and a party of men
sent out with him, procured a bunch or two
of wild plantains, and a few palm cabbages,
for the refreshment of the sick: and this
day the Captain and Mr. Banks saw the
animal already mentioned. It had a longtail that it carried like a greyhound, leaped
like a deer, and the point of its foot resembled that of a goat. The repairs of the ship
on the starboard-side having been finished
the preceding day, the carpenters now began to work under her larboard bow and
ibeing examined abaft, it appeared she had
received very little injury in that quarter.
;

Mr. Banks having removed

his whole collection of plants into the bread room, they

this day under water, by which some
of them were totally destroyed
however
likewise by great care most of them were restored
being left :?ticking therein.
found some pieces of the oakham, wool, &c. to a state of preservation.
plant was
wliich had got between the timbers, and found this day, the 25th, the leaves of which
stopped those parts of the leak that the stone weie almost as good as sjiinnage
also a
had left open. Exclusive of the leak, great fruit of a deep purple colour, and the size of
damage was done to various parts of the a golden i)ippin, which after having been
ship's bottom.
While the smiths were em- kejjt a few days tasted like a damson. On
})loyed in making nails and bolts, the car- Tuesday, the 26th, 'the carpenter was enand gaged in calking the ship, and the men in
penters began to work on the vessel
some of the peo})le were sent on the other other necessary business and on the 27th,
side of the river to shoot pigeons for the the armourer continued to work at the
sick.
They found a stream of fresh water, forge, and the carpenter on the ship while
several inhabitants of the Indians, and .saw the Captain made several hauls with tlie
a mouse-coloured animal, exceeding swift, large net, l>ut caught only between .twenty
and thirty fish, which were distributed
and about the size of a greyhound.
On Saturday, the 23rd, a boat was dis- among the sick, and those who were not
began this day, to
patched to haul the seine, and returned at yet quite recovered.
noon with only three fish, and yet we saw move some of the weight from the after-part
them in plenty leaping about the harbour. of the ship forward, to ease her. On the
This day many of the crew saw the animal 28th, Mr. Banks with some seamen went
and one of the seamen up into the »:ountry, to whom he shewed a
above-mentioned
<!eclared he had seen the devil, which John l)lant which served them for greens, and
tlius described, " He was," says he, " as which the inhabitants of the ^Vest-Indies
call Indian Kale.
Here we saw a tree
laige as a one gallon keg, and very like it

were

;

We
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;

;

;
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also iie-^ts of white
DOtclxed for climbingants fi<Mii a i'fw inches to live feet in heit;ht,
piinls of men's feel, ami the tracks of three
or fom' animals were likewise discovered.
the
On Friday, the 2})th, at two o'clock
inorninu, C'apt. Cook with Mr. Green, obherved an emersion of Jupiter's first satellite
the time here was 2 ho-us 18 niin. 53 sec.
which makes the longitnde of tliis place 214
deg". 42 min. 30 sec. W. and the latitnde
At dawn of day the
16 (lej;-. 2() nun. S.
boat was sent ont to hanl for tish, and took
what made an allowance of one pound and
One of our mida half to each man.
:

m

:

shipmen, this day abroad with his gnn,
repoi'ied, that he had seen a wolf, resembling exactly the same species in Amehe shot, biit could not
rica, at A\liich
The next morning, being the 30th,
kill it.
the Captain ascended a hill to take a view
of the sea, when he observed innumerable
sand banks and shoals, in every direction
but to the northward there was an appearance of a passage, which seemed the only
>vay to steer clear of the surrounding dangers, especially as the wind blows constantly
irom the S. E. * Mr. Gore saw this day two
straw coloured animals of the size of a hare,
shaped like a dog. In the afternoon the
])eople returned with such acpiantity of fish,
that two pounds and a half were distributed
to each man
and plenty of greens had
been gathered, which when boiled with
peas made an excellent mess, and we all
thought this day's fare an unspeakable re;

fi7

of other shell-fish, of which he
brought a supply to the ship, in his return
to which he hial landed in a bay where
.some Indians w tie at supper but they in.stantly retired, leaving- some sea eggs by a
This <lay we made
fire lor dressing them.
another atteinj)t to float the ship, and happily succeeded at high water; when we
found, that by the position she had laid in,
one of her planks was sprung', so that it
was again ne( essary to lay her ashore. An

plenty

;

alligator

swam by

her several times at higli

>vater.

Wednesday, the 4th, was employed in
trimming' her ui)on an even keel, warping
her* over, and laying her down on a sandbank, on the .south side of the river; and on
the next day, the 5th, sJie was again floated,
and mo(»red off the beach, in ordei' to receive the stores on board. This day we
crossed the harbour, and found on a sandy
beach a great number of fruits, not discovered before
among others a cocoa-nut,
;

\\hich Tupia .said had been opened by a
crab, and Avas judged to be what the Dutch
call Incurs Krabbe.
The vegetable substances which Mr. Banks picked up were
incrusted with marine productions, and covered with barnacles, a proof of their haviuobeen transplanted, probably from Terra
del Esperito Santo.
This gentleman with a
jjarty having sailed up the river on the 6th,
to make an excursion up the country, returned on the 8th.
Having followed the
course of the river, they found it at length
contracted into a narrow channel, bounded
freshment.
On Sunday, the 1st of July, all the crew by steep banks, adorned with trees of a most
iiad permission to go on shore, except one beautiful appearance, among which was the
from eacli mess, part of whom were again bark tree. The land was low and covered
sent out with" the seine, and were again with grass, and seemed capable of being
Some of our people w ho cultivated to great advantage. The night,
ecpially successful.
went up in the country, gave an account of though we had made a fire on the banks of
their having seen several animals, and a fire the river, was rendered extremely disagreeabout a mile up the river. On Tuesday, able by the stings of the moschettos, that
the 3rd, the master,
;o had been sent in cause an almost intolerable torment.
Going
the pinnace, returned, and reported, that he in pursjiit of game, we saw four animals,
had found a passage out to sea, between two of which were chased by Mr. Banks's
shoals which consisted of coral rocks, many greyhound, but they greatly outstripped him
whereof were dry at low water. He found in speed, by leajung over the long thick
some cockles so large, that one of them was grass, which incommoded the dog in runmore than sufficient for two men likevv'ise ning. It was observed of the animals, that
;

w
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they bounded forward on two legs instead
of running- on four. Havin*g returned to the
boat we proceeded up the river, till it contracted to a brook of fresh water, but in
which the tide rose considerably. Ilaviug
stopped to pass the night, witi hope of
some rest, we saw a smoke at a distance, on
which three of us approached it, but the
Indians were gone. We saw the impressions of feet on the sand, below high-water
mark, and found a fire stiii burning in the
hollow of an old tree. At a small distance
w^ere several huts, and we observed ovens
dug in the groiuid the reuiains of a recent
ineal were likev, ise apparent.
We now retired to our resting-place, and slept on plantain leaves, witii a bunch of grass for our
pillows, on the side of a sand-l>ank, under
the shelter of a bush. The tide favouring
our return in the morning, we lost no time
:

the ship. The master,
who had been seven leagues at sea, returned
soon after Mr. Banks, bringing with him
three tiutles, which he took with a boatIjook, and which together weighed near
jeight hundred pounds.
He was sent out
in getting

back

to

next morning, and Mr. Banks accompanied

him with
tle

:

pro])er instruments for catching turbut not being successful, he would not go

night, so that Mr. Banks, after
shells and marine productions, returned in his own small boat.
In

back that
collecting

some

the morning the second lieutenant was sent
to bring the master back, soon after which
four Indian?, in a small canoe, were within
The Captain now determined to take
sight.
no notice of these people, as the most likely
way to be noticed by them. This project
answerered
two of them came within
musket shot of the vessel, where they conversed very loud in return, the i)eople on
l)oard shouted, and made signs of invitation.
The Indians graduuiiy approached, with
their lances held up
not in a menacing
manner, but as if they meant to intimate
that they were capable of defending themselves.
They came almost along-side, when
the Captain threw them cloth, nails, paper,
&c. which did not seem to attract their notice
at length one of the sailors threw a
^mall fish, which so pleased them, that they
;

:

;

;
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hinted their designs of bringing their comjjanions, and immediately rowed for the
.shore.
In the interim, Tupia and some of
the crew landed on the opposite shore. The

now came cpiite along-side the
and having received farther presents,
landed where Tupia and the sailors had
gone.
They had each two lances, and a
stick with which they threw them.
Advancing towards tiie English, Tupia persuaded them to lay down their arms, and sit
l)y him, which they readily did.
Others of

four Indians
ship,

the crew now going on shore, the Indians
seemed jealous, lest they should get betv/een
them and their arms, but care was taken to
convince them that no such thing wxis intended, and more trities were presented to

The crew staid with them till dinner-time, as'.d then made signs of invitation
for them to go to the ship and eat
but this
they declined, and retired in their canoe.
them.

;

These men were of ihe common stature,
with very small limbs
their complexion
was of a deep chocolate their hair black,
;

;

either lank or curled, but not of the woolly
kind the breasts and upper lip of one of
them were painted with streaks of white,
which he called carbanda, and some part of
their bodies had been painted red.
Their
teeth were white and even, their eyes bright,
and their features rather pleasing; their
voices musical, and they repeated several
English words with great readiness.
The next morning, the visit of three of
these Indians was renewed, and they
brought with them a fourth, whom they
called Yaj)arico, who appeared to be a per;

son of some consequence. The bone of a
bird, about six inches long, was thrust
through the gristle of his nose and indeed
all the inhabitants of this place had their
noses bored, for the reception of such an ornament. These people being all naked, the
Captain gave one of them an old shirt, which
he bound round his head like a turban, instead of using it to cover any part of his
body.
They brought a fish to the ship,
;

which was supposed
that given

to

be

in

them the day before

payment
:

after

for
stay-

ing some time with apparent satisfactioir,
they suddenly leajjed into their canoe, and

;
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rov.cdort' from a jealousy of some of the
•gentlemen \v\\o v ere examinine" it.
Oil the rith, ol" July, three Indians visited
Tupia's tent, and alter remaininj;- some time,
wei\t for two others, whom they introduced

name. Some Hsh was offered them, l)ul
they .seemed not much to regard it after
eatinii' a little, they i>ave the remainder to
Some ribbands which
]Vfr. Banks's dou.
had been uiven them, to which mellals were
susoended round their necks, were so changed oy smoke, that it was dithcult to judge
"what colour they had been, and the smoke
had made their skins look darker than their
natural colour, from whence it wa>< thought
that they had slept close to their fires, as a
preventative against the sting of the moschettos.
Both the strangers had bones
through their.noses, ami a pieet- of bark tied
over their foreheads and one of them had
liy

;

;

an ornament of strings round his arm; and
an elegant necklace made of shells. Their
canoe was a!)out ten feet long, and calculated to hold four persons, and when it was in
shallow water they move<l it by the help of
Their lances had only a single point,
poles.
and some of thein were barbed with fi.shbones. On the 14th, Mr. Gove shot one of
the mouse-coloured animit-ls aI)ove-mentioned.
It chanced to be a young one,
weighhig more than 3S pounds but when
they are full grown, they are a«J large as a
.sheep.
The .skin of thi.^ beast which is called Kangaroo, is covered with short fur, and
the head and
is of a dark mouse coloi-r
;

;

£9

with such dexterity and force, tliaf though
it >\as not above four feet from the ground
at the highe.st, it penetrated deeply into a
tree at the distance of fifty yards.
The natives now came on board the ship, and were
Avell pleased with their entertainment.

On the l})th, we saw several of the women,
who, as well as the men, were quite naked.
We were this day visited by ten Indians,
who seemed resolved to Imve one of the
turtles that was on board, which they repeatedly made signs for, and being as rep»^atedly refused, they expressed the utmost
raue and resentment, one of them in particuiur, having received a denial from Mr.
Banks, he .stamped, and pushed him away
in a most violent manner.
At length they
laid hands on two of tlie turtles, and drew
them to the side of the ship where the <'anoe
lay, but the sailors took them away.
They
made several similar attempts, but being
equally unsuccessful, they leaped suddenly
into their canoe, and rowed off. At this instant the Captain, with Mr. Jjanks, and five
or six of the seamen, w ent on shore, where
they arrived before the Indians, and where
many of the crew were already employed.
As soon as the Indians landed, one of them
snatched a fire brand from under a pitchkettle, and running to the windward of what
effects were left on shore, set fire to the dry
grass, which burned rapidly, scorched a pig
to death, burned part of the smith's forge,
and would have destroyed a tent of Mr.
Banks, but that some people came from the

somewhat like those of a hare this shipju.stin time to get it out of the way
In the mean while the
animal was dressed for dinner, and proved of the flames.
fine eating.
The ship's crew fed on turtle Indians went to a place where the fishingalmost every day, which were finer than nets lay, and a quantity of linen was laid
those eaten in England, owing to their being out to dry, and there again set fire to the
killed before their natural fat was wasted, grass, in spite of all persuasion, and even of
and their juices changed.
threats.
A musket loaded with small shot
On the ITth, Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander was fired, and one of them being wounded,
went with the Captain into the woods, and they ran away, and this second fire was exsaw four Indians in a canoe, who went on tinguished but the other burned far into
shore, and walked up without sign of fear. the woods.
They accepted .•some beads, and departed,
The Indians still continuing in sight, a
intimating that they did not chose to be fol- mu.sket charged with ball was fired, the relowed. The natives being^ now become fa- port only,of which sent them out of sight
miliar with the ship's crew, one of them was but their voices being heard in the woods,
desired to throw his lance, which he did the Captain with a few jieople went to meet
ears are

;

;
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them. Both parties stopped when in sight
of each other; at which time an old Indian
advanced before the rest a little way, but
soon halted, and after having- spoke some
words, which we could not understand, he
retreated to his companions, and they all
retired slowly in a body. Having found
means to seize some of their darts, we continued following them about a mile, and then
sat down u]>on some rocks, the Indians sitting down also about an hundred yards from
us.
The old man again came forward, having a lance without a point in his hand he
stopped several times at different distances,
and spoke, whereupon the Captain made
signs of friendship, which they answered.
'I'he old man now turned, and spoke aloud
lo his companions, who placed their lances
against a tree, and came forward in a friendly
manner.
When they came up to us, we
returned the darts we had taken, and we
perceived with great satisfaction, that this
rendered the reconciliation comjilete.
In
this party were four persons whom we had
not seen before, who, as usual, were introduced to us by name, but the man who had
been wounded in the attempt to burn our
Having receivnets, was not among them.
ed from us some trinkets, they walked amicably toward the coast, intimating by signs,
that they would not fire the grass again.
When we came opposite the ship they sat
down, but we could not i)revail with them
They accepted a few
to go on board.
musket balls, the use and effect of which
the Captain endeavoured to explain.
then left them, and when arrived at the
ship, we saw the woods burning at the dishad no conce[)tion
tance of two miles.
of the fury with which grass will burn in
this hot climate, nor of the difficulty of extinguishing it; but we determined, that if it
should ever again be necessary for us to
pitch our tents in such a situation, our first
work should be to clear tlw) ground found
;

We

We

«s.

Friday, the 20th, our ship being ready for
of a pas-

sea, the master was sent in 'search
sage to the northward, but could

not find
while the Captain sounded and buoyed the bar. I'his day we saw not any In-

any

;

dians; but
fire,

which

SEAS,
t]\e hills for

many

miles were on

made an appearance
On the 22nd, we killevj a

at night

truly sublime.

through both shoulders of which
stuck a wooden harpoon, near fifieen inclies
long, ^bearded at the end, and about the
thickness of a man's finger, resemblJDg such
as we had seen among the natives. The
turtle appeared to have been struck a considerable time, for the wound was jierfectly
healed. On the 24th, one of the sailors, v^lio
with others had been sent to gather kale,
having strayed from the rest, fell in wiUi
four Indians at dinner.
He was at first
much alariued, but had prudence enough
to conceal his apprehensions
and sitting
down by them gave them his knife, which
having examined, they returned. He would
then hwve left them but they seemed disposed to detain him, till, by feeling his
hands and face, they were convinced he was
made of flesh and blood like themselves.
I'hey treated him with great civility, and
having kept him about half an hour, they
turtle,

;

;

made
he

signs that he

might depart.

VVhen

them, not taking the direct way to
the ship, they came from the fire, and shewed him the nearest way; from whence we
concluded, that they well knew from whence
he came. We may here observe, that the
language of these people seemed to us more
harsh than that of the islanders in the SouthSea. They were continually repeating the
word chercau, a term, as we imagined, of
admiration. They also cried out, when they
saw any thing new, cher, tut, tut, tut, tut
which probably was a similar expression.
Mr. Banks having gone on shore in search
of plants, found the cloth which had been
left

distributed anmng the natives, lying in a
hea[), as useless liimber.
Indeed tliey seemset very little value upon any thing
had, except our turtle, a commodity we
were least inclined and able to spare.
Tuesday, the 24th, Mr. Banks and Br.
Solander returning from the woods, througli
a deep valley, found lying on the ground,
several marking- nuts, the Anacardium orientale but they sought in vain for the tree
that bore them. On the 26th, as Mr. Banks
was again searching the country to enrich

ed to

we

;

AND ROLND THE
natural history, he took an animal of tlie
kind, with two youni; ones. On
the 27tii, Mr. Gore shot a Kangaroo, uhich
weitrhf'd eiiility-fonr ponmls, thoiii;!! not at
hen dressed, on the 28th,
its All! iiiowth.
worse iiavonr than
nineh
had
a
it
tonnd
>ve
that ue ha<l eaten before.
Sunday, the 29th, we got the anchor up,

)ii<:

Uoossum

U

A

boat
ready to pnt to sea.
was
water
what
to
a^^certain
Mas sent out

«ijd

made

all

liar: when returned, tlie oliicer
re-ported, that there was only thirteen feet,
vhich was six inches less than the ship
tlieretore this day £?ave up all
drew.

npon the

We

liojies

of

sailing;.

Monday, the ^Oth, we

l)ad fresh ^ales with hazy weather anil rain,
till Tuesday, the 31st, at two in the morning,

when

the weather

became more moder-

During all this time the pinnace and
ate.
yawl continued to ply the net and hook
with tolerable good success, bringing in at
ditierent times a turtle, and from two to
three hundred weight of iish.
ih\ Wednesday, the 1st of August, the
])(nnps were examined by the carpenter, who
found them all in a state of decay, and some
tpiite rotten, owing, as he said, to the sap
but as the
l>aving been left in the wood
ship admitted only an inch of water in an
hour, we hoped she was stout enough, and
trusted to her soundness.
On Satm*day, the 4th, at seven o'clock in
the morning', we once more got under sail,
stood off E. by N. with
and put to sea.
:

We
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barricaded with .shoals, as to make the barbom- \ery tlitlicult of access the safest approach is trom the southward, kee|)ing the
main land close ui)on the I)oard all the way.
Over the .south point is some high land, but
the north point is lormed by a h)W sandy
beach. Tiie provisions we procured in this
harbour, consisted of turtle, oysters of ditlerent sorts, cavaihe or sciunber, ilat-fish, skate
or ray fish, purslain, wild beans, and cabbage-palms. Ofquadrui)eds, there are goats,
wolves, pole-cats, a spotted animal of tlie
viverra kind, and .several kinds of .serpents,
some of which only are venomous. Dogs
are the only tame animals. The land fowls
are kites, croMs, hawks, loriquets, cockatoos,
parrots, pigeon.s, and small birds of various
sorts, the names of which we could not learn.
The water fowls are wild geese, curliens,
hens, whisllingducks, that perch on trees,
and .some few others. The soil of the hills,
though stony, produces coarse grass, besides wood
that of the valleys is in g:eneral
well clothed, and has the appearance of
fertility.
The trees here are of various sorts,
of which the trum-trees are the most common. On each side of the river are mangroves, which in some parts extend a mile
within the coast. Tlie country is well watered, and ant-hills are every where in great
:

;

numbers.

On

Saturday, the 4th, Capt. Cook went
to the mast-head to look at some dangerous shoaLs, several of which he saw above

up

the water. This day sucb a quantity offish
was caught, as allowed a divitlend of two
pounds to each man. During the six following, day.s, we attempted to sail between
tlie shoals and breakers, by which we were
land in sight, Cape Bedford, and the har- every way surrounded. On the 10th, we
bour we had quitted, Endeavour Kiver. were between a head-land and three islands,
Our latitude by observation was now 15 which had been discovered the ]jreceding
deg. 32 min. S. Endeavour River is only day.
now entertained hopes of beinga small bar harbour, or creek, which runs out of danger, but this not proving to be
in a winding channel three or four leagues the case, we called the head-land Cape Flatinland. The depth of water for shipjjing', is tery. Some land was now discovered, and
not more than a mile within the bar, and was generally taken for the main
but in
only on the north side. At the new and the Captain's opinion, a cluster of islands.
full of the moon, it is high-water between Upon this diversity of sentiments, it wa.s
nina and ten o'clock. It must also be re- resolved to bring the ship to anchor. Tliis
iue=nbered, that this part of the coast is so done, the Captain landed, and from a high

ahead to keep sounding. -About
noon we came to an anchor, when the harbour from whence we had sailed bore S.
70 W. distant about five leagues. The Captain here named the noi thernmost point of
tlie

])innace

We

;
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riably calm and mild. On our return to
the shi]), tlie Captain named thi^ place the
Lizard Island, on account of our having
seen no other animals but lizards. When
returning, we landed on a low sandy island,
])oint Lookout.
To the northward of this, upon which were birds of various k nds.
the coast appeared to be slioal and flat, for
took a nest of young eagles, and there
a considerable distance, which did not en- fore called the place Eagle Island.
courage our hope, that the channel we had found also a nest of some other bird, of a
hitherto found in with the land would con- most enormous size it was made with sticks
tinue.
upon the ground, and was not less than
On Saturday, the 11 th, early in the morn- twenty-six feet in circumfeience, and two
ing', Mr. Banks and Capt. Cook went to visit feet eight inches high.
perceived that
the largest of the three islands, and having this place had also been visited by the Ingained the summit of the highest hill, they dians. During our absence from the ship,
beheld a reef of rocks, whereon the sea the master had landed on several low islands,
broke in a frightful manner but the hazy where he had seen great heaps of turtlevr'eather {)reventing a perfect view, they shells, and found the fins of them, which
lodged under a bush during the night, and the Indians had left hanging on the trees,
r.ext day seeing what had the appearance so fresh, that they were dressed and eaten
of a channel between the reels, one of the by the boat's crew.
On Sunday, the 12th, the officers held a
mates, on the 12th, was sent out in the pinnace to examine it and at noon returned, consultation, and we were unanimous in
having found between fifteen and twenty- opinion, that it would be best to quit the
eight fathoms of water but it blew so hard, coast altogether, till we could approach it
that the mate did not dare to venture into with less danger in consequence of which
one of the channels, which he said appeared concurrent opinion, we sailed on Monday,
to be very narrow but the Captain judged the 13th, and got through one of the chanhe had seen them to a disadvantage. While nels in the reef, happy at finding ourselves
busy in his survey, Mr. Banks was attentive once more in the open sea, after having been
to his favourite pursuit, and collected many surrounded by dreadful shoals and rocks for
had now sailed
plants he had not before seen. This island, near three months.
visible at twelve leagues distance, and in above 1000 miles, during which run we had
general barren, we found to be about eight been obliged to keep sounding, without the
a circumleagues in circumference. There are some intermission of a single minute
supposed,
never
which,
is
side,
stance
it
hapj)ened
W.
sandy bays and low land on the N.
which is covered with long grass, and trees to any ship but the Endeavour. The pasof the same kind with those on the main sage tlirough which we passed into the open
lizards of a very large size also abounded, sea beyond the reef, is in latitude 14 deg.
found also 32 min. S. and may always be kn-own by
some of which we took.
one running the three high islands within it, which Capt.
fresh water in two places
stream, close to the sea, was a little brack- Cook called the Islands of Direction, because
ish the other was a standing pool, perfectly by these a stranger may find a safe channel
were suri)rised to see, that, not- through the reef quite to the main. The
sweet.
withstanding the distance of this island from channel lies from Lizard Island N. E. half
distant three leagues, and is about one
tlie main, it was sometimes visited by the
as was plain from third of a mile broad, and much tlie same
Indians from thence
The islands abound in turtle
beven or eight frames of their huts which we in length.
(ound. All these were built on eminencies, and other fish, and on the beach we found
<md from their situation, we judged, that bamboos, cocoa nuts, pumice-stone, and the
the weather here, at certain seasons, is inva- seeds of plants, supposed to be wafted thither

tlie sea-coast, by
which he was confirmed in his conjecture.
On the point where he stood were seen the
l>rints of human feet, in white sand of an
exquisite fineness and the place was named

point took a survey of
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the help of the boats. When tlie ebb tide
was spent, the tide of flood again drove t!ie
ves.sel very near the rocks, so that our pros-

by the trade winds, and the plants tliemselves are not natives ot" the country.
On Tuesday, tlie 14th, wo anchored, and
hy observation, our hUiti.'Je was 13 (\os;.
4() min. S. an<l at this

WORLD.

On the loth, we steered a westconrse, in order to get sight of hind,
that we might not ovcrslioot the passaj^e, it"
a passage there was between this land and
Early in the alternoon \>e
]Sv • (luinea.
in siclit.

nly

had sight of land, which had (he appearance
of Ijilly islan<!s, bat it was judged to be part
of the main, inul we saw breakers between
the vessel and the land, in wliich- there was
an opening' to get clear, we set all our sails,
and stood to the northward till midnight,
and then went on a 'southward tack for
about two miles, when the breeze' died away
'^\'hen day-light came on
to a dead calm.
we saw a dreadful surf break at a vast
height, within a mile of the ship, towards
which the rollini; waves carried her with
great rapidity. Thus distressed, the boats
were sent ahead to tow, and the he;ul of the
vessel was brought about, but not till she
was within a huiulred yards of the rock, between which and her there was nothing left
but the chasm, and which had risen and
broke to a wonderfid height on the rock
but in the moment we expected instant destruction, a breeze, hardly discernable. aided
the boats in getting- the vessel in an oblique
dire<?tion from the rock.
The hopes, however, afforded by this providential circumstance, were destroyed by a perfect cabn,
which succeeded in a few minutes yet the
breeze once more returned, before we had
lost the little ground which had been gained.
At this time a small opening was seen
;

of destru(;tion was renewed, when

we

discovered another opening, and a light
breeze sj)ringing- np, we entered it, and were
driven through it with a rapidity {hat prevented the ship from striking against either
.side of the channel.
The ship now came to
an anchor, and our crew were grateful for
having regained a station, which they had
been very lately most anxious to quit, '^ilie
name of Providence Channel was given to
the opening through which the ship hud
thus escaped the most imminent dangers.
high promontory on the main land in

A

was denominated Cape AVeymonth,
and a bay near it AV'eymouth Bay. This
day the boats went out to fish, and met
siglit,

with great success, particularly in catchingcockles, some of which were of such an
amazing size, as to require the strength ot
two men to move them. INIr. I^anks likewise succeeded in his search for rare shells,
and different kinds of coral.
On the ] 8th, we discovered .several small
islands, which were called Forbes's Islands,
and had a sight of a high point of land on
the main, which was named the Bolt Head.
On the lJ)th, we discovered several other
small islands, the land of which was low,
barren, and sandy.
point was seen, and
called Cape Grenville, and a bay which
took the name of Temple Bay. In the afternoon many other islands were seen, which
were denominated Bird Isles, from their
being frequented by numerous flocks of
birds.
On the 20th, many more small islands were seen, on oiis of -which were a
in the reef, and a young othcer being- sent few trees, and several Indian huts, supposed
to examine it. found that its breadth did not to have been erected by the natives of the
much exceed the length of the .ship, but main land, as temporary habitations duringthat there was smooth water on the other their visit to these islands.
On the 21st,
side of the rocks.
Animated by the desire we sailed through a channel, in which was
of preserving life, we now attempted to pass a number of .shoals and gave the name of
the opening, but this was impossible for York Cape to a jjoint of the main land
it having become high-water in the interim,
which forms the side of the channel.
the ebb tide rushed through it with amazing- large bay is formed to the south of the cape,
impetuosity, carrying the ship about a quar- which was called Newcastle -Bay, and in
ter of a mile from the reef, and she soon which are several little islands
on the
reached the distance of near two miles by north side of the cape the land is rather
;

A

;

;

;

A
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mountainons,
try abound with

trees: the islands discovered ern extremity of New. Holland, and had the
in the morning" of this day, were called York satisfaction of viewing the open sea to the
Isles.
In the afternoon we anchored be- westward. The N. E. entrance of the pastween some islands, and observed, that the sage is formed by the main land of
channel now began to grow wider we per- Holland, and by a number of islands, which
ceived two distant points, between which no took the name of the Prince of Wales's

New

:

land could be seen, so that the hope of having* at length exi)lored a passage into the
Indian Sea, began to animate every breast
but, to bring the matter to a certainty, the
Captain took a party, and being accompanied by Messrs. Solander and Banks, they
landed on an island, on which they had seen
a number Oi' Indians, ten of whom were on a
hill, one of Ihem carrying a bow and a bundle
of arrows, tlie rest armed with lances
and
lound the necks of two of them hung strings
of mother of pearl. Three of these Indians
stood on sjjore, as if to opjjose the landing
of the boat, but they retired before it reached
the beacli. The Captain and his company
now ascended a hill, from whence they had
a view of near, forty miles, in which space
there was nothing that threatened to oppose
their passage, so that the certainty of a channel seemed to be almost indubitable. Previous to their leaving the island, Capt. Cook
displayed the" English colours, and took possession of all the eastern coast of the country,
from the 38th deg. of S. latitude to the present spot, by the name of New South Wales,
for his sovereign the King of Great Britain
and three volleys of small arms being
tired, and answered by an equal number
from the Endeavour, the place received the
name of Possession Island. The next morning we saw three naked women collecting
and weighing anshell-tish on the beach
chor, gave the name of Cape Cornwall to
the extreme point of the largest island on
the the north-west side of the passage some
low islands near the middle of thechannel
receiving the nameofWallis's Isle soonafter
which the ship came to an anchor, and the
long-boat was sent out to sound. Towards
evening we sailed again, and tlie Captain
landed with Mr. Banks, on a small island
whicli was frequented by immense numbers
of birds, the majority of which being boobies,
the place received the name of Booby Is;

:

;

:

;

8

and which Capt. Cook imagines
reach to New Guinea these islands
abound with trees and grass, and were
known to be inhabited, from the smoke that
was seen ascending in many places.
To the passage we had sailed through,
Capt. Cook gave the name of Endeavour
Straits.
New South Wales is a much
larger country than any hitherto known,
and not deemed a continent, being larger
than all Europe, which is proved by the
Endeavour having coasted more than 2000
miles, even if her tract were reduced to a
straight line. Northward ofthelatitude of 33
deg. the country is hilly, yet not mountainous but to the southward of that latitude,
it is mostly low and even ground.
The hills
in general are diversitied by lawns and
woods, and many of the valleys abound with
herbage, though, on the whole, it cannot be
deemed a fertile country. To the northward the grass is not so rich, nor the trees
so high as in the Ponthern parts, and almost
every where, even the largest trees grow at
a distance of not less than thirteen yards
asunder. In all these places where the land
forms a bay, tlie shore is covered with mangroves, that grow about a mile in land, in a
swampy ground, which the spring tides alIslands,

may

:

;

ways

overt! ow

;

in

some parts there are bogs,

covered with thick grass, and i)lenty of under-wood in the valleys the soil in general
seems unfit for cultivation, though there are
many spots where the arts of tillage might
be attended with success.
There are
;

salt creeks, running in many directions through the country, where there
are also brooks of fresh water, but there are
no rivers of any considerable extent yet it
seemed to be well watered, as the time when
the ship was on the coast, was reckoned the
driest season of the year.
The gum-tree
which yields a resin like the dragons blood.
Here are three kinds of palm-trees, two of

.several

;
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animal juice, supposed to

somewhat resembling chesnuts own

bodies.

While

pro'^eerJ

from their

several of these animals

are produced by one of these, wliich were were busied in this employ, thousands were
suj)posed to be eatable, yet some of the sea- joinetl to keep the leaf in its proper situamen having' made free >\ith them were tion, which, when they were disturbed iu
taken very ill two of whom dietl within a their work, flew back with a force that any
week, and it was not without ditliculty that one would have imagined to be superior to
the third was recovered. The seconil sort their united strength; at the s.une time they
of palm is much like (he West Indian cab- avenge«l themselves by severely stinging
The second species of ants
bage-tree, which yields a <al>buue of an their ciistmbers.
agreeable taste. 1 he third sort abounds in here are black, and live in the inside of the
the southern part, and [)roiluc'esa small cab- branches, after they have worked out the
liage of a very agreeable flavour, with maiiy pith. The third sort lodged themselves in the
There is root of a plant that twines roii.nd the trunks
nuts, which furnish food for hojis.
Jikewise a tiee on which grows a pur])le of other trees. This they made hollow, and
apple that tastes like a damascene, as we cut into a great number of passages that ran
Jle^ides these there across each other, yet there was no appearliave before observed.
ance of the plants having- been injured.
is a fig-tree, producing figs, but not of the
finest sort, and they have another whicli They are not above half the size of the red
bears a sort of plumb that is flat on the ants of this country. As to the fourth sort
plant was found they are like the East-Indian white ants,
sides like a cheese.
here, the leaves of which were like those of and had one sort of nests as big- as a halfthe bulrush it yields a bright yellow resin, peck loaf, which hung- from the boughs of
that resembles gund)ouge, but does not trees, and were composed of several minute
parts of vegetables, which appeared to be
stain
it had a very agreeable smell.
found two sorts of yams, the one round and stuck together by the glutinous juice beforeThere was a communication
covered with stringy fibres, tlie other in mentioned.
shape like a radish both of which are of a between the cells, and passages to other
they had also a
pleasant taste.
fruit of a disagreeable nests upon the same tree
flavour was 4bnnd, in shape resembling a hollow covered ])assage to another nest on
pine-apple and another that was much like the ground, at the root of a different tree.
a cherry, but had a soft kernel. The coun- The height of tlie ground-nests was found
try produces purslain and wild parsely.
to be of about six feet, and the breadth
saw here, besides the beast already mention- nearly the same: and the out-side was plaised,onethat wascalledaqualh the belly oftliis tered with clay almost two inches thick.
animal was quite white, its back was brown These had a subterraneous passage leading
with white spots, and it w as like a pole-cat. to the roots of the trees near which they
Vast numbers of beautiful pigeons were ob- were constructed, from whence these creaserved, and the seamen shot many of them, tures ascended the trunk and branches by
also eagles, hawks, cranes, heron.s, bustards, covered ways, calculated for the purpose.
crows, parrots, paiToquets, cockatoos, and It was concluded, that the ants resorted to
some other birds of tine plumage, besides these ground-nests during- the wet season^
quails and doves.
as they were water proof.
In this country there are but few insects,
Variety of fish is supplied by the seas in
and the ants antl moschettos are the chief these parts, among- which are mullets, crayamong- them. There are four kinds of the fish and crabs. Upon the shoals are found
former which deserve particular notice. the rock, pearl, and other oysters, as well as
The first of these are entirely green, and the most delicate green turtle, besides those
live on trees, where they build their nests in enormous cockles which have been already
a very curious manner, bending- down the mentioned. Alligators are found in the rileaves, and glueing- them together with an vers and salt'Creeks.
The country does not.
;
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appear to be inhabited by numbers any way
proportioned to its great extent not above
thirty beingf ever seen together but once,
which was when those of both sexes and all
ages got together on a rock off Botany Bay,
None of their villages
to view the ship.
consisted of more huts than would afford

SEAS,

the figure of an oven they are covered with
pieces of bark and palm-leaves. The door
of this building, which is only high enough
to sit upright in, is op]>osite to the fire-places.
They sleep with their heels turned up to;

;

wards their heads and even in this j^osture
the hut will not hold more than four people.
In the northern parts, where the weather was warmer, one side of the houses was
left open, and the other opposed to whatever wind might blow at the time there
huts were only built for temporary use, and
left behind when they removed to other
parts of the country but if their stay was
only for a night or two, they had no other
protection from the weather than what the
grass and bushes afforded. While the huts
on the main land were turned from the
wind, those on the islands were towards it
a kind of proof that tliey visit the islands in
fiiae weather, and enjoy the refreshing breeze
while they slejut. These^hufs are furnished
;

shelter for fourteen or fifteen men, and these
were the largest numbers that were assembled with a view to attack us. No pait of
the country appeared to be cultivated,
wlience there must necessarily be fewer inhabitants on the inland parts than on the
sea coast. The men are well made, of the
middle size, and active, in a high degree
l)ut their voices are soft, even to elieminacy.
Their colour is chocolate but they were so
covered with dirt, as to look almost as black
as negroes. Their hair is naturally long and
black, but they commonl}^ cropped it short
in some few iijstances it is slightly curled,
but in common quite straight; it is always
;

matted with dirt, yet wholly free from lice;
their beards are thick and bushy, but kept
The women were seen
sliort by singeing.
only at a distance, as the men constantly
left them behind when they crossed the river.
Tlie chief ornament of these people is the
bone (hat is thrust through he nose, which
the sailors whimsically called the sprit-sail
vard but besides this they wore necklaces
ibnned of shells, a small cord tied twice or
thrice round the arm between the elbow and
shoulder, and a string of plaited human hair
round the waist. 8ome i'ew of them had an
ornament of shells hanging across the breast.
Besides these ornaments they painted their
bodies and limbs white and red, in stripes
of different dimensions and they had a circle of white round each eye, and spots of it
on the face. Their ears were "bored, but
they did not wear ear-rings. They accepted
whatever was given tiieni, but seemed to
have no idea of makinG,' an adequate return
and they would not part with their ornaments for any thing tijat was offered in ex;

;

;

;

;

:

with a kind of bucket for fetching water,
made of an oblong piece of bark tied up at
each end with a twig of a tree and this is
the only furniture of the house. On their
backs they have a kind of bag, of the size
and form of a cabbage-net, in which they
carry their fish-hooks and lines, of the shells
of which they make these hooks; the ornaments which they wear consist of some points
of darts, and two or three bits of paint; and
;

narrow compass lie all their riches.
feed on the kangnroo, and several
kinds of bjrds when they can catch them;
they likewise eat yams, and various kinds
of fruit; but the principal article of their
existence is fish. They were frequently observed with the leaves of a tree in their
mouths, but whether it had the qualities of
either tol)accoor beetle could not be known ;
but it was observed not to discolour the
teeth or lips.
From the notches that were seen in a
great number of trees, for the purpose of
climbing them, it was imagined that their
in this

They

.

change.

method of taking the kanguroo, was by

scars,

it with their lances as it passed under the tree. In these likewise, it is probable, that they took birds, while they were
roosting, as they seemed too shy to be

Their bodies were marked with
which they signified were in remembrance of the deceased. Their huts were
built with small rods, the two ends of which
were fixed into the ground, so as to form

striking

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
Tlieir method of i)rodiicing; tiie, and extending' tlie flames ot i),
having Mron^ht one end
is very sinsiular
ofa stick into an obtuse point, they place
this point upon a piece of dry Avood, and
turning the upriglit stick very last backward
and t'orward between their liands, tire is

otlienvise catrherl.
:

soon prochiced, nor is it increased witli less
One of the natives was frequently
celerity.
observed to run along tiie sea coast, leavThe method
ing fire in various places.

taken to do this was as iollows: before he set
oW, he V, rapped up a little spark of fire in
dry grass, and the (juickness of his motion
soon fanning it into a fiame, he then placed
it on the ground, and j)utting a spark of it
in another bit of grass ran on again, and increased the

These
for

number of

his fires at pleasiire.

were supposed to be intended
the taking of the kanguroo, as that anifires

mal was so very shy of fire, that when pursued by the dogs, it would not cross places
which had been newly burnt, even when the
fire was extinguished
The natives of New South Wales make
use of spears or lances, but these are very
differently constructed those that were .seen
in the southern parts of the countrv had
four prongs, pointed with bone, and barbed,
and the points were rubbed with a kind of
wax, the smoothness of which made an
easier passau:e into what was struck by them.
On the contrary, the lances in the northern
parts have only one point; the shafts of them
are of ditFerent lengths, from eight to fourteen feet are made of the stalk of a plant
not unlike a bulrush, and consists of several
joints let into each other, and tied together.
The points of these lances are sometimes
made of fish-bone, and sometimes of a hard
heavy wood
they are barbed with other
pieces of wood or stone, so that when
they have entered any depth in the body,
they cannot be drawn out without tearmgthe flesh in a shocking manner, or leavingsplinters behind them.
When the natives
intend to wound at a considerable distance,
they discharge this instrument with a throwing stick, but if the object be near them, it
is thrown from the hand only.
The throwing stick is a piece of smooth, hard, red
:

;
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wood, half an inch thick, two inches broad,
and about three feci in length, having a cross
piece near tour inchis long at one end, and
a small knob at the other. A small hollow
is

made

in the shaft

of the lance, near the

and in this hollow the knob is received, but, on being forced forward, it will easily
slip from it.
I'he lance being placed on this

])oint.

throwing

stick, the Indian holds it over liis
shoulder, shakes it,' and then throws I)oth
lance and stick with his utmost power; but
as the cross-i)iece .strikes the shoulder the
sudden jerk .stops the stick, while tlie lance
is driven forward with amazing rapidity,
and is generally .so well aimed, that a Uiark
at the distance of fifty yards is more certainly struck with it than by a bullet from
a gun. These people make nse of shiehLs
made of the bark of trees, of about eighteen
inches broad, and three feet long, ^iaiiy
trees were seen from whence the bark luui
been taken, and others on which the shiei<ls
were cut out but not taken away. In tlie
northern {)arts of this country, the canoes
are formed by hollowing the trunk of a tree,
and it was conjectured, that this operation
must have been performed by fire, as tlie
natives did not appear to have any instrs;ments proper for the purpose. The canoes
are in length about fourteen feet, and so
narrow, that they would be frequently over.set, but that they are provided with an oi.:trigger. The natives row them with paddles,
using both hands in that employment. The
canoes in the southern parts are formed only
of a piece of bark four yards long, fastened to
gether at each end, and the middle kept open
by pieces of w ood, passing from side to side.
In deep water these are rowed by paddles,
of about a foot and a half in length, the

rower having one in each hand, but in .shallow water they are pushed forward by means
of a long stick. As these vessels are extremely light, and draw very little water,
the Indians run them on the mud banks in
search of shell-fish, .some of which, it i.s
probable, they broil and eat as soon as they
are taken, as it was remarked that in the
centre of these vessels there was usually a
fire burning on a quantity of sea-weed.
The
natives have no tools but a wooden mallef.

I
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of stone, New Holland.
a kind of wedge, and an adze, made
which Melea,
shells,
and
coral
with some pieces of
of Mingoore,
purposes
the
to
applied
mav possibly be

They polish the points of their
cutting.
throwing-sticks, with the
lances! and their
appears to be ihe wild
that
tree
leaves ofa
which bites with a sharpness, almost
fiir
Four people are
eoual to that of a rasp.
canoe will cona
that
number
the trreatest

Mocoo,

Morcol,
Moree,
Mootjel,
Mulere,

this number were Peegoorga,
were landed out of the Peete,
man went baCK lor the Poapoa,
Pongo,
Test
Poona,
specimen
as
a
serve
The following may

New

Holland.

Aco,
Aibudje,
Bam ma,

more than

JJonjoo,

Boota,
Chucuia,
Cotta,

Coyor,

Doomboo,
Dunjo,
Eboorbalga,
Edamal,
Eiyamoae,

Eya &

ba,

Galan,
Garbar,
Gippa,
Kere,
Koike,

The

To
To

A

eat.

knees.

sleep-

Water.
Fish.

A turtle.
A
fly.

Tacal,
Te,

The

Tennapuke,

The

chin.
the.

A, or

hole

made

down.

breast.

Tocaya,

neck.

Tumurre,

A son.

A fat her.

Unjar,

The

Wageegee,

The tongue.
The head.
The temples.
The beard.

thumbs.
Thefeet.
The crown of

That

The
The

or this.

sun.
eye-broivs.

The belly.
The sky.
The nails.

To

Maianang,
Marra,

Togo.
The hands.
The eyes.

swim.

bone

ornament.

dog.

The
The

in the

nostrils for the

drink.

Fire.

Meul,

The

To

Tabugga,

nose.

Mailelel,

iViangal,

Earth.

Poorai,
Poteea,
Putai,

jl nuxn.

dance.
back.
throat.
hair of the hcad.^

The
The
The

The teeth.
The little finger.
The legs.
The forehead.

Nakil,

;

English..
The Arms.
To yawn,

To

A woman.

and when
tain
to pass a river, three
one
first freight, and
of their language.

English.
The ears.^

tlie

head.

Sit

Walloo,
Waller,
Walboolbool,

Wonananio,
Wulgar,
Yembe,
Zoocoo,

Though

it

A butterfly.
Asleep.

The clouds.
The lips.
Wood.
appeared evident, that the na^

lives of these islands waged war with each
other, by the weapons they possessed, yet
not a wound received from their enemies
appeared on any part of their bodies.
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X
An

account ofincider^f.':
continues her voyage from South Wales to New (hiinea:
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Savu
lo
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;
there;
She
proceeds
of
from
upon landinij;
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Runjrom
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specimen
;
a
nith
inhuhitanis,
produce
and
of
Its
isle ;
Transactions while the Endeavour was refitting at this place.

The Endenvour

ON

the 23rd,of Aui^ust, 1770, in the afternoon, after leaving: Booby Islancl, we

h;ul

lig^ht

airs

till

tive o'clock, wiieii

it

tVll

we

cante to an anchor in eight fathoms water, with a soft sanely bottom. On
Friday, the 21lh, soon after the anchor was
weif^hed, we i;ot under sail, steerini? N. W.
and in a few hours one of the boats a-head
made the sii^nal for shoal-water. A\ e instantly brought the ship to, vvith all her sails
standing, and a survey being taken of the
sea aroinul her, it was found that she had
met with another narrow escape, as she was

calm, and

almost encompassed with shoals, and was
likewise so situated between them, that siie
must have struck before the boat's crew had
made the signal, if she had been half the
length of a cable on either side. In the afternoon we made sail with the ebb tide, and
got out of danger before sun-set, when we
brought to for the night.
On Sunday, the 2()tli, it was the Captain's
intention to steer N. W. but having met
vvith those shoals, we altered our course,
and soon got into deep water. On the 27tb,
we pursued our voyage, shortening sail at
night, and tacking till day-break of the
28th, when we steered due N. in search of
New Guinea. At this time our latitude by
observation was 8 deg. 52 min. S. We here
observed many parts of the sea covered with
a kind of brown scum, lo which our sailors
gave the name of spawn. It is formed of an
incredible number of minute particles, each
of which, when seen through a microscope,
was found to consist of a considerable number of tubes, and these tubes were subdivided into little cells.
The scum being

A bird called the Noddy was found
evening among the rigging of the ship.
Land having been this day discovered from
the mast head, we stood olf and on all
night, and at day-break we sailed towards
Between six and seit with a brisk gale.
ven in the morning we had sight of a small
low island, at about a league from the main,
in latitude 80 i\e^. 13 min. S. and in longitude 224 i\e^. 25 min. W. and it has already
been distinguished by the names of Bartholomew and Whermoysen. It appeared a
very level island, clothed with tree.s, among
which is tlie cocoa-nut; and we judged it
to be inhabited, by the smoke of the fires
which were seen in different parts of it. The
boats were now sent out to sound, as the wabut as the ship, in sailing
ter was shallow
two leagues, had found no increase in its
depth, signals were made for the boats to
return on board. We then stood out to sea
till mid-night, tacked, and stood in for land
till the morning.
On Thursday, the 30th, when about four

land.
this

;

leagues distant,

we had

sight of

and

it,

its

appearance was still flat and woody. Abun*
dance of the brown scum was still seen on
the surface of the sea, and the sailors, convinced that it was not spawn, gave it the
whimsical name of sea-saw-dust. We now
held a northward course, scarcely within
sight of land, and as the water was but just
deep enough to navigate the vessel, many
unsuccessful attempts were made to bring

her near enough to get on shore
it was
therefore determined to land in one of the
boats, while the ship kept plying off and on.
In consequence of this resolution.
burnt, and yielding no smell like what is
On Monday, Sept. the 3rd, Capt. Cook,
produced by animal substances, we conclud- Mr Banks, and Dr. Solander, attended by
ed it was of the vegetable kind. This lias the boat's crew, and Mr. Banks's servant,
often been seen on the coast of Brazil, and set off from the ship in the pinnace, bein g in
generally makes its appearance near the all twelve persons well armed.
rowed
:

We
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directly to the shore, but

two hundred yards of

it,
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when come within They made much the same appearance as
we found the water the New Hollanders, being nearly of the

so sliallow, that we were obliged to leave
the boat, in the care of two of the sailors,
had no sooner
and wade to land.
reached the sliore, than we saw several prints
of human feet on the sand, below high water mark, from whence it was evident, that
concluded
the natives had been there.
they could be at no great distance, and as a
thick wood caine down within a hundred
yards of the water, we proceeded with caution, tiiat our retreat to the boat might not
be cut off.
walked by the side of the

We

We

We

wood, and came to a grove of cocoa-nut
trees, not far from which was a shed, or hnt,
which had been covered with leaves, and
nenrit lay a number of fresli shells of the
iVnit,
At a small distance from this place
Ave found jdantains and having now advanced about a quarter of a mile from the
boat, three Indians rushed out of the wood
with a hedious shout, at about the distance
of a hundred yards; and as they ran towards
us, the foremost threw something out of his
]»and, which flew on one side of him, and
buint exactly like gun-powder, but made
no report and the other two threw their
hmces at us. No time was to be lost we
discharged our pieces, loaded with sinall
shot only which we imagine they did not

same

stature,

and having

their

hair short

cropped. They were also like them stark
naked. During this time they .vere shouting at a distance, and letting oil' their fires,
which seemed to be discharged by a short
piece of stick, probably a hollow cane, this
being sAvung sideways, produced fire and
smoke like that occasioned by a musket.
The crew on board the ship saw this strange
appearance, and thought the natives had
fire arras.
Those who went out in the boat,
and had rowed a breast of them, fired some

muskets above their heads, the balls ot
which being heard by the natives rattling

among

the trets, they retired very delibe-

rately, and our people in the boat returned
to the ship.
Upon examining the lances

had been thrown at us, we found they
were m;ule of a reed, or bamboo cane, the
])oints of which were of hard wood, and
barbed in many places. They were light,
ill made, and about four feet long.
Such
was the force with which they were discharged, that they went beyond us, though
we were at sixty yards distance, but in what
manner they were discharged we could not
deterniine probably they might be thrown
with a stick, in the manner practiced by
the New Hollanders. This place is in latiThe whole coast of
feel for, w ithout retreating, they cast a third tude 6 deg. 15 min. S.
dart: we therefore now loaded v/ith ball, this country is low land, but covered with
and fired a second time. It is probable a luxuriance of wood and herbage beyond
some of them were wounded, as they all description beautiful. The cocoa-nut, breadtook to their heels with great agility. We fruit, and plantain-tree, all flourished here
improved this interval, by which the de- in the highest perfection, besides most of the
struction of the natives was no longer neces- trees, shru!>s, and plants, that are common
sary to our own defence, and with all ex- to the South Sea islands. This day, Monpedition returned to our boat. la the way day, Sept. the 3rd, we made sail to the westwe perceived signals on board, that more ward, being resolved to spend no more time
Indians were coming down in a body and upon this coast but before we got under
;

that

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

we got into the water, we perceived sail, some of the officers strongly urged the
several of them coming round a point at the Captain to send a party of men on shore, to
distance of about five hundred yards. When cut down the cocoa-nut trees, for the sake

before

they saw us they halted, and seemed to wait
body should join them.
till their main
in this station, without
continued
They
while we entered
interruption,
us
any
giving
the water, and

of the

fruit.

;

Indians, who could not brook even the landings of a small party on their coast, would

waded toward the boat. We
of them at our leisure. have made a

now took a view

This Capt. Cook, with equal

wisdom and humanity, peremptorily refused,
sensible that the |>oor
as unjust and cruel

vigx>rotts effort to

defend their

;

;

AND ROUND

TliE

been invaded consequently
fallen a saoritiee on their
side, anil perhaps some of our own people.
' I should (says Capt. Cook) have regretted
the necessity of sucli a measure, if I had
been in want of the necessaries of life and
certainly it would have been hij^hly criminal when nothing' was to be obtained but
two or three hundred green cocoa-nuts
which would at most have procured us a
mere transient giatilication. 1 might indeed
have proceeded farther along the coast to
the northward, or westward in search of a
place where the ship might have lain so
near the shore, as to cover the i>eople with
her guns when they landed but this would
have obviated only part of the mischief, and
though it might have secujed us, it would
]>robably in the very act have been tatal to
property had

it

;

many must have

;

:

Besides, we had reason to
the natives.
think that before such a place could have
been found, ^^e should have been carried so
far to the westward as to have been obliged
to go to Batavia, on the north side of Java,
through the straits of Sunday: the ship
also was so very leaky, that I doubted whether it would not be necessary to heave her
down at Batavia, which was another reason
for muking^ the best of our way to that
place, especially as no discoveries could be
expected in seas which had already been
navigated, and where every coast had been
laid down by the Dutch geographers,"
On Saturday, the 8th, we passed two small
islands, on one of which Capt. Cook would
have landed, but having only ten fatlioms
water, the ground being also rocky, and the
wind blowing- fresh, we might have endangered the safety of the ship.
now sailed at a moderate rate till next morning at
three o'clock after which we had no ground
\vith 120 fathoms.
Before noon we had
sight of land, which was conjectured to be
either the Arrou Islands, or Timor Laoet.
were now in latitude 9 deg. 37 min. S.
and in longitude 233 deg. 54 min. W.
stood off and on during "the night, and on
Wednesday, the 12th, we saw a number of

We

;

We

We

and smoke in several places, from
whence it was conjectured that the place
»vas w ell peopled.
The land near the shore

fires

WORLD.
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was covered with liij^h trees, not unlike
pines
farther back were cocoa-trees and
;

mangroves
there were many salt-water
creeks, and several spots of ground which
appeared to have been cleared by art and
the whole country rose, by gradual slopes,
;

;

into

hills

of a very considerable

height.

The land antl sea breezes being now very
slight, we contijiued in sight of the island
for two days, when it was observed that the
hills reached in many places quite to the
sea-coast, and v, here that was the case, there
were large and noble groves of the cocoanut tree, which ran about a mile u|) the
country, at which distance great numbers
of houses and plantations were seen, the
plantations were surrounded with fences,
and extended nearly to the summits of the
most lofty hills, yet neither the nativesnor
cattle Were seen on any of them, which was
thought a veiy extraordinary circumstance.
Fine groves of tlie fan-palm shaded the houses from the ra}s of the sun.
On the l(jth, we had sight of the little
island called Rotte and the same day saw
the island Semau, at a distance to the southward of Timor. The island of Rotte is
chiefly covered witli bushy wood without
but there are a number offan-palm
leaves
trees on it, growing near the sandy beaches
and the whole consists of alternate hills and
valleys.
The island of Semau is not so hilly
as Timor, but resembles it greatly in other
respects.
At ten o'clock this night a dull
;

;

reddish light was seen in the air, many parts
of which emitted rays of a brighter colour,
which soon vanished and were succeeded by
others of the same kind. This phasnomenon, which reached about ten degrees above
the horizon, bore a considerable resemblance to the Aurora Borealis, only that the
rays of light which it emitted had no tremulous motion
it was surveyed for two
hours, during which time its brightness continued undiminished. As the ship was now
clear of all the islands which had been laid
down in such maps as were on board, ue
made sail durir.g the night, and were surprised the next morning at the sight of an
island to the W. S. W. which we flattered
ourselves was anew discovery. Before noon
:
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we had

sight of houses, groves of cocoa-nut him, in return for which he had pressed the
and large flocks of sheep. This was natives with some linen. The method by
a welcome sight to people whose health was which he learned that there was a harbour
declining for want of refreshment, and it was in the neighbourhood, was by the natives
instantly resolved to attempt the purchase drawing a kind of rude map on the sand, in
of what we stood so much in need of. The which the harbour, and a town near it, was
second lieutenant was immediately dispatch- represented it was likewise hinted to him,
ed in the ]>imiace, in search of a landing- that fruit, fowls, hogs, and sheep might be
place and he took with him such things as there obtained in great abundance. He saw
it was thoir^ht might be acceptable to the several of the principal inhabitants of the
During' Mr. Gore's absence, the island, who had chains of gold about their
natives.
people on board savv two men on horseback necks, and wore fine linen. The word Porupon the hills, who frequently stopped to tuguese being frequently repeated by the
take a view of the vessel. The lieutenant Indians, it was conjectured that some natives
soon returned with an account that he liad of Portugal were in the island, and one of
entered a little cove, near which stood a fev/ the boat's crew being of that kingdom, he
houses that several men advanced and in- spoke to the islanders in his own language,
and that they conversed but soon found that they had only learned a
vited him to land
together as well as they could by signs. He few words, of which they did not know tlie
reported that these people were very like meaning. While the natives were endeato represent
the Molays, both in person and dress and vouringthe situation of
said they had no other arms but a knife, the town near the harbour, cme of them,
in order to be more particular in direcwhich each of them wore in his girdle.
The lieutenant not being able to find any tions, informed the English that they
place in which the ship might come to an- would see something which he endeavoi*red
chor, he was dispatched again with money to describe by placing his fingers across each
and goods to buy such necessaries as were other and the Portuguese sailor took it for
immediately wanted for the sick. Dr. So- granted, that he could mean nothing but a
lander attended the lieuten*.nt, and during cross. When the boat's crew weie on the
their absence, the ship stood on and off the point of returning to the ship, the gen tieshore.
Soon after the boat had put off, two man, who had been seen on horseback in the
other horsemen were seen from the ship, one dress of Europe, came down to the beach
of whom had a laced hat on, and was dressed but the lieutenant did not think it proper to
in a coat and waistcoat, of the fashion of hold a conference with h'nn, because he had
Europe. These men rode about on shore left his commission on board the ship.
When the ship had entered the bay, in
taking httle notice of the boat, but regarding the sliij) v»ith the utmost attention. As the evening, according to the directions resoon as the boat reached the shore, some ceived, an Indian town was seen at a disother persons on horseback, and many on tance upon which a jack was hoisted on
foot hastened to the spot, and it was observ- the fore-top-mast head, presently afterwards
ed that some cocoa-nuts were put into the three guns were fired, and Dutch colours
boat, from whence it was concluded, that a were hoisted in the town the ship, however,
A held on her way, and came to an anchor at
trafiic had commenced with the natives.
signal being mv.de from the boat that the seven in the evening. The colours being
ship might anchor in a bay at some dis- seen lioisted on the beach the next morning,
tance, she immediately bore away for it. the Captain concluded, that the Dutch had
When the lieutenant came on board, he re- a settlement on the island, he therefore disported, that he could not purchase any co- patched the second lieutenant to acquaint
coa-nuts, as the owner of thern was absent, the governor, or other jnincipal resident,
and that what he had brought were given who they were, and that the ship had put
8
trees,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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lieuten-

landed, lie was received by a
kind of ^nard of sometbinu^ more than
t\vent> Indians, armed with nniskets, wbo
alter they bad taken down tbeir colours
from the beacb, proceeded witbont tbe least
military order: and Ibns escorted bim to
tlie town, wbere tbe colours bad been boistcd tbe precedinp: exenini;. 'VUv lieutenant
vas now conducted to tbe Kaja, or kini^ of
tlie island, to whom, by means oT .1 Portuguese interj)reter, be made known bis business.
Tbe Uaja said, be was ready to supply tbe sbip witb tbe necessary refreshments,
init that he could not trade with anv other
people than the Dutch, with whom lie was
ill
alliance, without bavinar tirst obtained
their, consent
he added, however, that he
would make application to tbe Dutch acent,
who was the only while man amonj:: them.

ant

liavini;'

;

only one we bad
Our compliance

113
lell

in

was presented

to liim.
parti<Milar, encoufor an English dog,

rliis

raged tbe king to ask
and Mr. Ranks politely gave bim bis greyli<mml.
A spying glass was also j)ut into
bis band, Mr. Joban Cliristoi)lier Lange
having intimated, that such a jnesent would

b« very acceptable.
Our visitors now informed us, that tbe island abounded with
buffaloes, sheep, hogs, and fowls, plenty ot
which should be driven down to tbe shore
the next day. This put ns all in high .spirits, and the liquor circidated rather faster
than either the Indians or tbe Saxon could
bear; but they ba<l, however, tbe resolution
to express a desire to depart, before they
were quite intoxicated. When they came
upon deck, they were received in the .same
manner as when they came aboard, by the
marines under arms; and tlie Raja exjiress-

To

this agent, whose name was Lange, and ing a desire to see them exercise, his curioAvbo proved to be the person that was seen sity was gratified. They fired three rounds.
from the ship in tbe Eiiropean dress, a letter Tbe king observed them with great attenwas dispatched, and in a few hours he came tion, and appeared much surprized at tbe
to the town, behaved politely to the lieuten- regularity and expedition of their manoeuvres,
ant, and told him be might buy what he when they cocked their firelocks, be struck
thougrht proper of tbe inhabitants of tbe the side of the sbip with bis stick, exclaimThis otfer being- freely made, and ing at the same time violently, " that all tbe
island.
readily accepted, tbe Raja and Mr. Lani,^e locks made but one click." They were disintimatefl their w isbes to go on board the missed with many presents, and on their
sbip. and that two of tbe boat's crew might departure were saluted with nine guns:
be left a^ bostag:es for tlieir safe return. Mr. Banks witb Dr. Solander accompanied
The lieutenant '^ratified them in both the.se them, and when they put off returned our
reque- ts, and took them on board just before compliments with three cheers. Our genIt was thought that they tlemen on their arrival at the town, tasted
diiin"'" w as «^erved.
Vrouid have sat dow 11 w ithout ceremony bi't tbeir ,;alm-wine, which was tbe fre.sb juice
now the R:ija intimated bis doubts, whether of tbe trees, nnfermented. It bad a sweet,
being a black, they would permit him to sit but not disagreeable taste, and hopes v/ere
tlc-vn witb them.
Tbe politeness of the entertained, that it might contribute to reothce*s soon removed bis scruples, and cover our sick from tbe scurvy. Tlie bouses
tbe greatest good bui/iour and festivity pre- of tbe natives consisted of only a thatched
vailed among- them. As Dr. Solander and roof, supported over a boarded fk>or, by pilanother gentleman on board, were tolerable lars about four feet high.
proiicients in Dutch, they acted as interpreWednesday, the 19th, in the moming,'
ters between Mr. Lange and tbe officers, Capt. Cook, attended by several gentlemen,
while some of the sailors, who understood went on shore to return the Raja's visit:'
Portuguese, conversed with such of the but their principal intention was to purchase
Kaja's attendants as spoke tba* languag-e. the cattle and fowls, which thej' bad been
Our dinner consisted chiefly of mutton, assured the preceding day should be driven
which when tbe Raja bad tasted, be re- down to the beach.
were greatly chagquested of us an Eiiulisb sheep, and the rined at .finding no steps had been taken to
;

We
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however, we proceeded
house of assembly, which, with a few
other houses, built by the Dutch East India
Company, are distinguished from the rest,
by having two pieces of wood, resembling- a
pair of cows' horns, fixed at each end of the
roof; and these we concluded to be what
the Portuguese sailor construed into crosses,
from the Indian having crossed his fingers
when he was describing the town. At the
liouse of assembly we saw Mr. Lange and
the Raja, whose name was A Madocho
Lomi Djara, surrounded by many of the
principal people; Capt. Cook having informed them, that he had loaded his boat
with goods, which he wished to exchange

fulfil this [iromise

:

to the

for necessary I'efieshments, permission was
given him to land them.
now endeavoured to make an agreement for the ho^^s,
sheep, and biiffaloes, wJiich were to be paid
for in cash
l)ut tl»is business was no sooner

We

;

hinted than Mr. Lange took his leave, having first told the Ca|>tain, that he had received a letter from the governor of Concordia, in Timor, the contents of which should
be disclosed at his return. As the morning
was now far advanced, and we had no fresh
provisions on board, we requested the Raja's
permission to buy a small hog and some
rice, and to order his people to dress the
dinner for us. He very obligingly replied,
that if we could eat victuals dressed by his
subjects, which he could scarcely suppose,
he would do himself the honour of entertaining us.
dinner being* thus procured,
the Captain sent otf his boat to bring liquors from the ship. It was ready about

A

nve

o'clock,

and

after

we were

seated on

mats, which were spread on the floor, it was
served in six and thirty baskets.
were
then conducted by turns to a hole in the
floor, near which stood a man with water in
a vessel, made of the leaves of the fan-palm«
who assisted us in washing our hands. This
done we returned to our places and expected the king. Having waited some time, we
inquired the reason of his absence, and were
informed that the person who gave the entertainment never partook of it with his
guests; but that the Raja was ready to come
and ta^te of what was provided, if we enter-

We

2
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tained a thought that the victuals were poisoned.
declared that we did not liarbour any such suspicion, and desired that the
custom of the country might not be violated
on our account. When dinner was ended,
the wine passed briskly, and we invited the

We

Raja to drink with ns, thinking if he would
not eat with us, he might at least share in the
jollitj^ of the bottle
but he again excused
himself, saying, the man who entertained his
guests should never get drunk with them,
and that the surest way to avoid this was to
refrain from tastingthe liquor. The prime minister and Mr. Lange weie of our party, and
we made a most luxurious meal. The pork
and rice were excellent, and the broth not
to be despised
but the spoons, made of
leaves, were so small, that few of us hadipatience to use them.
did not drink our
wine at the place where we had dined and
the remains of the dinner we left to the
;

;

We

;

seamen and

servants,

had

who immediately took
dispatch all we

They conid not

our places.

the Raja's female servants,
take away the utensils, obliged
the?n to carry away what they had not eaten.
When we thought the wine had so far operated as to ojien the heart, we took an opportunity to inquire after the buffaloes and
sheep, of which we had not in all this time
heard a syllable, though they were to have
been at the beach early in the morning.
Mr. Lange, the Saxon Dutchman, now began to communicate to us the contents of
the letter, which he pretended to have received from the governor of Concordia, and
left

;

blit

who came to

wherein he

said, instructions were given,
that if the ship should touch at this island,
and be in want of provisions, she should be

supplied but he was not to permit her to
remain longer than w.\s necessary nor were
any large presents to be made to the natives
of low rank, nor to be even left with their
superiors to be divided among them after
the ship had sailed but he added, any tri^
ling civilities receivetl from the Indians
might be acknowledged by a present of
beads, or other articles of very small value.
It is probable that the whole of this story
was a fiction and that by precluding our
liberality to the natives, the Saxon Dutchman
;

:

;

;
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more easily fo drnw all the i)roser.t«?
of any value into his own i)ocket. tn the
eveninti" we were infonned, that "My a few
sheep 'uul been brought to the iKach, which
had hten driven away belbre our petiple
could pTOoire money tVoni the 5;hip to jjay
Some iV>\v I*, however weic boue^ht,
ior them.
and a large quantity of a kiu«l of syrup made
of the juice of the palm-tree. This, though
infinitely s\j]>erior to molasses or treacle,
sold at a very low price. Vexed at beingthus disappointed in purchasing the ciiief
articles most wanted, we remonstrated with
Mr. Lange, who now found another subterfuge,
lie said, had we gone dov- n to the
hoi ed

]»each ourselves,

we might have purchased

what we pleased but that the natives were
afraid of being imposed on by our seamen
could not but
with counter ieit money.
feel some indignation against a man who
or alledged
liad concealed this, being true
and Capt. Cook repaired imit, being false
mediately to the beach, but no cattle were
;

We

;

;

to be .seen, nor were any at hand to be
bought. During his absence, Lange told
Air. Banks, that the Indians were offended
at our not having offered them gold for what
we had to sell, and without which nothing
could be bought. Mr. Banks did not think
it worth his while to hold farther conversation with a man who had been guilty of such
but rose u]) suddenly,
repeated falsities
and we all returned on board much dissaThe
tisfied with our fruitless negociations.
Raja had indeed given a more plausible
rea<;on for our disappointment: he said, the
buffaloes being far up in the country, there
had not been time to bring them down to
the beach.
On Thursday, the 20th, Dr. Solander went
ngain ashore with Capt. Cook, and while
the former went up to the town to speak to
Lange, the captain remained on the beach
with a view of purchasing provisions. Here
he met with the old Indian, who, as he appeared to have some authority, we had
;

among ourselves distinguished by the name
of the Prime Minister. In order to engage
this man in our interest, the captain presenied him with a spying-glass but only a
small buffalo was offered to be fo]i]. The
;

Dr,

was live guineas, nearly twice its real
value. Three, however, were offered, which
the dealer thought a good price but said,
;.)rice

;

he must acquaint the king with what had
been bid before he could .strike tl,p bargnin.
A juessengor was innnediately dispalrhed
to the Raja, and on his return bro\ight word,
that not less than five guineas would be tafor the buffalo.
The ca;>tain absolutely
refused to give the sum demanded, \Ahich
occasioned the .sending away a second messenger, and during his absence, i)r. Solan>\as seen coming from the town, followed by
above a hundred men, some of whom were
armed with muskets, and others with lances.
Upon inquiring into the meaning oi
this hostile appearance, the doctor informed
us, the purport of a message from the king
was, as according to Mr. Lange's interpretation, that the people would not trade witli
us because we had refused to give them more
than half the value for their commodities;
and that we were not to expect permi.ssion to
trade upon any terms longer than this day.
native of Timor, whose parents were
Portuguese, came down with this party, and
delivered to the captain what \\ as pretended
to be the order of the Raja, and which was
in substance the .same that Lange had told
Dr. Solander but it was afterwards discovered that this man was a confident of
Lange's in the scheme of extortion.
The
Engiisli gentlemen had at the same time no
doubt but that the supposed order of the
Raja was a <;ontrivanc8 of these men, and
while they were debating how to act in thisr
critical conjuncture, anxious to bring the
affair to a speedy issue, the Portuguese be-^
gan to drive av/ay such of the natives as
had brought paim-.sj rup and fowls to sell,
and others who were now bringing sheep
and buffaloes to the market. At this juncture Ciipt Cook happening to look at the
old man who had been distinguished by the
name of prime minister, imagined that he
saw in his features a disapprobation of the
present proceedings
and, willing to improve the advantage, he grasped the Indian's
hand, and gave him an old broad-sword.
This well-timed present produced all the
good effects that could be wished
th«

ken

A

;

;

;

;
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in March or April, and fall again in Octoand brandishing ber or November, and these rains produce
his sword over the head of the impertinent abundance of indico, millett, ami maize,
Portuguese^ .le made both him and a man which grow beneath the finest trees in the

prime minister was enraptured at so honour-

able a

mark of

distinction,

who commanded

the party, sit down behind country. Besides these articles, the island
him on the ground. The whole business produces tobacco, cotton, betel, tamarinds,
was now accomplished the natives, eager to limes, oranges, mangoes, guinea corn, rice,
supplywhatever was wanted, brought their callevances, and water-melons.
A small
cattle in for sale, and the market was soon quantity of cinnamon was seen, and some
;

For the

first two buflaloes, Capt. European
herbs,
such as garlic, fennel,
ten guineas but he afterwards celery, and marjoram, besides which, there
Ijurchased tliem byway of exchange, giving are fruits of various kinds, and particularly
a musket for each, and at this rate he the blimbi, which has a sharp taste, and is

stocked.

Cook gave

;

might have bought any number he thought
There remained no doubt but that
Eroper.
ange had a profit out of the two that were
8old and that his reason for having said tlie
natives would take nothing but gold for their
cattle, was, that he might tlie more easily
;

share in the produce. Capt. Cook purchased of the natives of this island some hundred
gallons of palm-syrup, a small fjuantity of
garlic, a large number of eggs, some limes
and cocoa-nuts, thirty dozen of fowls, three
Jiogs, six sheep, aud nine buffaloes.
having obtained these necessary articles,

We

now j)repared for sailing from this place.
The island of Savu is situated in 10 deg.
3) min.

W.

S. latitude,

and 237 deg. 30 min.

Its length is between twenty
and tliirty miles. Jiut its breadth Capt.
Cook coiikl not ascertain, as he only saw
the north side of it. The harbour in which
the ship lay, was called Seba, from a dis-

longitude.

of the country so denominated and
there are two other bays on different parts
of the island. At the time the Endeavour
lay there it was near the end of the dry season, when it had not rained for almost seven
months, nor was there a running stream of
fiesh water to be seen, and the natives were
sn|)}die<l only by small springs, situated at
a tlistance up the country, yet even in this
dry season the appearance of the island was
beautiful. Near the coast the land lies level,
and well clothed with palm, called Arecao,
avul cocoa-nut trees. Farther off, the ground
rises in the most gradual ascent, and is covered with fair j)alm trees even to the tops
of the hills, so as to ])resent a regular grove
to the view* The rains in this country cease
trict

:

a fine pickle, but it is not eaten raw; its
length is from 3 to 4 inches it is nearly as
thick as a man's thumb, of an oval form,
covered with a very thin skin, of a very Ijght
green, and contains a number of seeds
ranged in the shape of a star. Several buffaloes were seen on this island which were
almost as large as an ox and froi^ a pair
of enormous horns of this animal, which
3Jr. Banks saw, it was supposed that some
of them were nmch larger yet they did not
weigh more than half as much as an ox ot
the same size having lost the greater part
of their flesh through the late dry weather:
the meat however was juicy, and of a delicate flavour. The horns of these animals
bend backwards they had no dew-laps, and
scarce any hair on their skins, and their ears
were remarkably large.
The other tame
animals on the island are dogs, cats, pigeons," fowls, hogs, goats, sheep, asses, and
horses. Few of the horses are above twelve
hands high, yet they are full of mettle, and
pace naturally in an expeditious mann.er:
the natives ride them with a halter only.
The iiogs of this country are fed on the
husks of rice and palm-syruj* mixed with
;

;

;

;

;

water,

and are remarkably

The sheep

is

fine

and

fat.

not unlike a goat, and are

therefore called Cabaritos; their ears, which
are long, hang down under their horns
their noses are arched, and their bodies ^covered with hair. The fowls are of the game
kind, and though they are rather large, the
hen lays a very small e'^^g. The sea coast
furnishes the inhabitants with turtle, but
not in any great abundance.
The people of this island are rather below

AND ROUND THE
their hair is black ami
straight,aiul|)ers()nsof all ranks, as well tlio^e
that are exi)osed to the weather, as those
tliat are not, have one general complexion,

the middle stature

•,

which is the dark brown. I'he men are
Mell formed and sprigiitly. and their teatures
tiitler mnch tVoni each other: the women,
on the contrary, have all one set of featnres,
are very short, and broad bnilt. Tiie men
have silver pincers hnuging by strings ronn<l
their necks, with which they plnck out the
and both men and
hair of their beards
women root ont the hair that g:ro\vs under
their arms the hair of the women's heads
is tied in a clnb behind, while the men wear
a kind of tmbau on their heads, formed of
ninslin, cotton, or even with silk luuidkerchiets, but the heads of the women have no
The dress of the meii^ consists of
coveriujj,'.
two pieces of cotton cloth, one o'f which is
bound round the middle, and the lower edge
of it being drawn pretty tiifht between the
legs, the upper edge is left loose, so as to
form a kind of pocket, in which they carry
knives and other things: the other piece
beins^ past under the former on the back of
tiie wearer, the ends of it are carried over the
shoulders, and tucked into the pocket before.
The women drew the upper edge of the
])iece round the waist tight, while the lower
edge dropping to the knees, make a kind of
petticoat the otlfer piece of cloth is tkstened across the breast, and under the arms.
This cloth, which is manufactured by the
natives, is dyed blue while in the yarn
and
as it is of various shades, its look, when it
comes to be worn, is very beautiful.
Their ornaments are very numerous, and
consist of rings, beads worn round the neck
and on the wrists, and chains of plaited
gold wire, are likewise worn by both sexes
but the women hadlikewise girdles of beads
round their waists, which served to keep up
their petticoats.
Both sexes had their ears
bored without a single exception, that we
saw, but we never observed an ornament in
any of them. Nor did we perceive either
man or woman in any thing but what appeared to be their ordinary dress, except the
king and his minister, who in general wore
q kind of night-gown" of coarse chintz, and
;

;

:

;

;
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the latter once received us in a black robe,
which appeared to be made of prince's stu ft".
One person, in the way oj' finery, had a silver-headed cau'e, marked with a kind of
cyj)her, consisting of the Roman letters V.
(>. C. whieh might have been a present from
the Dutch East India Company, whose

We

also saw boys about twelve
mark it is.
or fourteen years old, having spiral circles
of thick brass wire i)assed three or four
times round their arms, above the elbow;
and upon the same part of the arm, some
of the men had lings of ivory, two inches
broad, and about one in thickr^ess; tjjese
we were informed were the sons of the
liaja or chief, whose high biiths wen^.
distinguished by these cumbrous ornaments.
Most of the men had their names marked
on their arms, fuid the women had a square
ornament of flonrisiied lines imprinted just
under the bend of the elbow. On int|uiry
it was found that this practice had been
common among the Indians long before
•

they were visited by any Europeans; an-d
neighbouring islands, it w as said, the
inhabitants were marked with circles upon
their necks and breasts.
were struck
with the similitude between these marks,
and those made by tatiowing in the South
Sea islands; and y. Bossu-'s account of
some Indians who dwell on the banks ot
Akanza, a river in North America, which
falls into the Mississippi, will atFord a probable conjecture how the. operation is performed. " The Alkanzas," says he, " have
adopted me, and as a mark of my privilege,
have imprinted the figure of a roebuck
in the

We

upon my thigh, which was done in thjs
manner
an Indian having burnt some
straw, diluted the ashes with water, and
with this mixture, drew the figure upon my
skin he then retraced it, by pricking the
:

;

lines with needles, so a.s at every puncture
just to draw the blood, and the blood mix-

ing with the ashes of the straw, forms a
figure which can never be etFaced."
The houses of Savuare all built upon the
same plan, but differ in size, according to
the rank and wealth of the proprietors,
being from twenty feet to four hundred,
and they are fixed on ])osts of about fbur or
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from the ground. One end of these
driven into the ground, and upon the
other is laid a floor of wood, which makes
a vacant space of four feet between the floor
of the house and the ground. On this floor
are raised other pilhirs that support a roof of
sloping sides, which meet in a ridge at the
the eaves of
top, like those of our barns
this roof^ which isthatched with palm leaves
reach within two feet of the floor, and overhang it as much. The space within is generally divided lengthways into three equul
parts the middle part, or center, is inclosed
by a partition of four sides, reaching about
six feet above the floor, and one or two small
rooms are also sometimes taken off from the
the rest of the space under the roof is
sides
open, so as freely to admit the air and
The particular uses of these
the light.
apartments we could not, during our
short stay, learn, except that the close room
in the center was appropriated to the wo-

five feet
is

;

;

;

men.

As to the food of these people, they eat all
the tame animals to be found in the island
])ut they prefer the hog to all others; next
to this they admire horse-fle.sh
to which
.succeeds the buffalo, then poultry; and
they prefer cats and dogs to goats and
sheep. Fish, we believe, is not eaten but by
the poor, nor by them, except when their
tluty or business requires them to be upon
the beach, antl then each man has a light
casting net, wiiich is girt round his body,
and with this he takes any small flsh which
;

;

may come in his way.
The most remarkable and

useful tree that
the fan-palm. Its
uses are so various, that it requires particuAt certain times it is a succedalar notice.
neum for all other food both to man and
beast.
kind of wine, called toddy, is extracted from this tree, by cutting the buds,
and tying under them small baskets, made
of the leaves. The juice which trickles into
these vessels is collected morning and evening, and is the common drink of all the inhabitants. The natives call this liquor dua
orduac, and both the syrup and sugar, gula.
The syrup is not unlike treacle, but issomewliat thicker, and has a more agreeable taste.

grows on the island

is

A
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The sugar

is of a reddish f>rown, probabiy
the same with the Jugata sugar upon the
continent of India, and to our taste it was
more agreeable than any cane sugar, unrefined.
at first apprehended that the
syrup, of which some of our people eat great
quantities, would have occasioned fluxes,
but what eflect it produced was rather salutary than hurtful.
This syrup is used to
fatten hogs, dogs, and fowls and the inhabitants themselves have subsisted upon this
alone for several months, when othei- crops
have failed, and animal tbod has been scarce.
With the leaves of this tree the natives
thatch their hou.ses, and make ba.skets, cups,
umbrellas, and tobacco-pipes. They make
least account of the fruit, and as the buds
are wounded for the tuac or toddy, there is
very little produced. It is nearly of the
size of a full grown turnip; and the kernels
must be eaten before it is ripe, otherwise
they are so hard, that the teeth will not
penetrate them.
As fire-wood is very scarce, the natives,
by the following method, make a very little
answer the ends of cookery and distillation.
hollow is dug under ground, like a rabbit burrow, in a horizontal direction, about
two yards long, with a hole at each end,
one of which is large, and the other small.
The fire is put in at the large hole, and the
small one serves for a draught. Circidar
holes are made through the earth which
covers this cavity, on which are set earthern
pots, large in the middle, and smaller towards the bottom, so that the fire acts upon
a large part of the surface. They contain
generally about eight or ten gallons each,
and it is surprising to ."^ee with what a .smnll
quantity of fuel they are kept boiling. In
this manner they boil all their victuals, and
make all their syrup and sugar. The Peruvian Indians have a contrivance of the
and perhaps by the poor in
same kind
other countries it might be adopted with
advantage.
In this island both sexes are enslaved by
the pernicious custom of chewing beetle and
areca, contracted even while tliey are children. With the.se they mix a .sort of white
lime, compo.sed of coral stones and shells*

We

;

A

;

;
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is adikd frequently a small quanof tobacco, whereby their mouths are
rendered disgustful both to the siiiht and
for the tobacco infects their
tiie smell
the
beetle and lime make the
and
breath,

to

which

tity

;

We

saw many
teeth both black and rotteu.
of both sexes whose fore teeth were consumed, irregularly, almost down to the
cams, and corroded like iron by rust. This
loss of teeth has generally been attributed
to the tough stringy coat of the areca nut
but our f4entlemen imputed it wholly to the
lime tor the teeth are not loosened or broken, as might be the case by cliewin^ of
hard and rough substances, but they are
gradually wasted, as even metals are
by jjowerful acids
and they may not
be nn'staken who suppose that sugar has a
bad etlect upon the teeth of Europeans, seeing retined sngar contains a considerable
quantity of lime, and it is well known,
that lime will destroy bone of any kind.
When the natives are at any time not chewing beetle and areca, they then are smoking.
The nianuL-r of doing this is by rolling up
a small qtumtity of tobacco, and putting it
into one end of a tube, about six inches
long, as thick as a goose qtjill, and made
ofa palm-leaf. The women in particular
were observed to swallow the smoke.
The isla.Ri is divided into five districts
or nigrees. each of w hich is governed by a
Kdja. These are called Laai, Seba, Regeeua, Timo, and Massara.
went ashore
at Seba, and found a Raja that governed
with absolute authority. He was about tive
and thirty, and the most corpulent mnn we
had seen upon the whole island. But though
he governed with an unlimited authority,
he took very little regal pomp upon him.
;

;
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disposition, and had always courag<=ously
defended themseUes against foreign inva(!ers. We were told also, that the inhabitants
of the island could raise, on a short notice,
7-'3()0 tigiiting men armed with muskets; of
which luimber Laai was said to furnish
2,()(X), Seba 2000, Regeeua
1,500, Timo
800, and Massara 400. Resides the arms
already mentioned, each man is furnished
with a large uiassy j)ole-ax, which, in the
hands of peoj)le who have courage, must be
a formidal)le weanon. Js^i the use of their
lances these jieople are said to be so expert,
that they can i)ierce a liian through the

at sixty or seventy yards distance
vet the Raja had always lived at peace with
his neighbours.
This accoiiut of tiie martial
Ijeart

prowess of the inhabitants of Savu may be
true but during oar stay we saw no a}>.
pearance of it. Before the town house, indeed, we saw about one hundred r.pears and
targets, w hich served to arm those who were
;

down to intimidate us at the tradingplace, bat they seemed to be the refuse of
old armories, no two being ofthe same make
or length, for some were six, others sixteen
feet long. Not one lance was among them,and
though the muskets wereclean on the outside,
within they were eaten by the rnst into
sent

holes; and the people themselves appeared
to be so little acquiiinted with military discipline, that they came down like a disorderly rabble, every one having a cock, some
tobacco, or other njerchandise, and tew or
none of their cartouch boxes were furnished
with either powder or ball, but a piece of
paper was thrust into the holes to save aplikewise saw before liie
pearances.
house of assembly a great gun, some swivels,
and patararoes but the great gun lay with
the touch-hole to the ground, and the swivels and patararoes were not in their carri-

We
:

Djarrae, the old man, his prime minister,
already mentioned yet notwithstanding the ages.
power with which he was invested, he was
The inhabitants of Savu are divided into'
nniversally beloved, a sure proof that he did five ranks, namely, the Rajas, tlie land
not abuse it. Mr. Lange informed Capt. owners, the manufacturers, the servants,
Cook, that the chiefs who had successively and the slaves. The Rajas are chief; the
presided over the five principalities of this land owners are respected in proportion to
island, had lived for time immemorial in the their estates, and the number of their slaves,
most cordial friendship with each other; which last are bought and sold with their
yet, he said, the people were of a warlike estates but a fat hog is the price of
one if
;

;
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they are com pelled to keep a fast and when
the feast happens to end in the dry season,
with his lands, yet his power does not ex- when they cannot get vegetables to eat,
tend farther, as he may not even strike him they have no other subsistence than the
without the Raja's permission. The estates palm syrup and water, till the few animals
of these land-holders are of very different which have escaped the general massacre
extent: some of them not possessing above have bred a sufficient number for a fresh
When supply, except the adjacent district Jiapfive slaves, whilst others have 5(10.
a man of rank t>oes abroad, one of hissiaves pens to be in a condition to relieve them.
The natives of Savu have an instrument
follows him witii a silver hilted sword or
hanger, ornamented with horse-hair tassels, with which they clear the cotton of its seeds
and another carries a little bag containii?g it is about seven inches in heip^ht, and fourtobacco, beetle, areca, mid lime. This is ail teen in length. They have also a machine
the state that even the Rajas themselves with which they spin by hand, as was the
custom before the invention of spinning
take upon them.
These i)eo|>le have a great veneiation for wheels in Euroi)e.
The inhabitants of this island were in ge
antiquity. Their princijjal boast is of a longThose houses neral robust and healthy, and had evtvy
line of venerable ancestors.
that have been well tenanted for successive mark of longevity. The small pox, however, is a distemper with which they are
generations, are held in the highest esteem
even the stones which are w(un smooth by acquainted, and which they dread as much
When any person is athaving been sat upon for ages, derive a cer- as a pestilence.
He tacked by it, he is carried to a spot at a distain value from that circumstance.
whose progenitors have bequeathed him any tance from the houses, where his food is
of these stones, or whose wealth has enabled conveyed to him by means of a long stick,
him to purchase them, causes them to be as no one dares to venture near him. Abanranged round his habitation, for his servants doned by all his friends, he is there left to
and slaves to sit upon. The Raja causes a live or die as it may happen, without belarj^e stone to be set up in the chief towri of ing admitted to any comlorts of the comeach district as a monument of his reign. munity.
The Portuguese very early visited this i.sIn the province of Seba, thirteen such stones
were seen, as well as the remains of several land, on which they established a settle-,

purchased separately.

man may

thus

Notwithstanding" a

sell his slave,

;

him

or convey

;

:

otliers

which

were

much worn.

These ment, hut soon after they were succeeded
by the Dutch, who witliout formally taking

stones were all placed on the lop of a hill,
and some of them were of such an enormous
size, that it was amazing by what means
they could have been brought thither nor
could any information on this head be obtained from the natives these monuments,
however, indicated that for a series of generations, the island had been regularly governed. When a Rtya dies, proclamation
is made, that all those who have been his
subjects shall hold a .solemn festival. On
this they proceed to the hill where those
.stones are erected, and feast for several
weeks, killing all the animals that suit their
pur])ose, wherever they can be found, in order to furnish the treat, which is daily served up on the monumental stones. When

possession of the place, sent a number of
trading vessels in order to establish a commerce with the natives. Most of the Dutch
purchases, it is supposed, are confined to a
supply of provisions for the Spice Islands,
the inhabitants of which breed but a small
number of cattle. The Dutch East India
Company made an agreement with the several Rajas of the islands, that a quantity
of rice, maize, and callavances .should be
annually furnished to their neople, who, in
return, were to supply the Rt.jas with silk,
linen, cutlery wares, and arrack.
Certain
small vessels, each having on board ten TndiaikS, are sent from Timor to bring away
the maize and callavances, and a ship that
stock, brings the articles furnished by the Dutch,
;

:

.

they have thus exhausted their whole
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receives the rice on board once a year and
as there are tlirce bay, on this coast, this
The
vessel anchors in each of thein in tmn.
Dutch articles of commerce are accei)ted
by the Kajas as a present and they and
their chief attendants drink of the arrack
wifhont intermission till it is exhausted.
;

;

agreement above-mentioned
It
that the Uajas stipulated, that a Dutch rei:i'lent should he constantly on the island.
Accord ;nuly this Lange, whom we have
mentioned, was sent thither in that capacity,
and a sort uf assistant with him, whose father was a Portutiuese, and his mother a
native of Timor, with one Frederic Craig-,
whose father was a Dutchman, and his mother an Indian. Mr. Lange visits the Raja
in state, attended hy lilty slaves on horseback, and if the crops are ripe, orders vessels to convey them immediately to Timor,
so that they are not even housed upon the

was

in the

and chewed

beetle,

and seemed

in

every thing- to resemble them, except in
his complexion and the dress of his country.
As to Mr. Craig, his assistant, he was
employed in teaching the natives to write
and read, and instructing: them in the principles of Christianity.
Though there was
neither clergyman nor church to be seen
upon the island, yet this Mr. Craig averred,
that in the township of Seba only, there
were 600 Christians as to the religion of
those who have not embraced Christianity,
it is a peculiar species of Paganism, every
one having a god of his own, somewhat
after the manner of the Cemies heretofore
mentioned.
Their morality, however, is
much purer than could be expected from
:

No.

8.

R

nnknown among

t\\een the natives, the determination of the
Raja is decisive and satisfactory. Some ol»sei vations were made upon the language ot
the natives, by the gentlemen, while the
vessel lay here
and a kind of vocabulary
formed, a sketch of which we have here inserted
;

;

Afomonne,

Mobunne,
Catoo,

Row

catoo,

A

man.

A

woman.
The head.
The hair.

The
The
The
The

eyes.
eye-lashes^
nose.

Lacoco,

The

neck,

Soosoo,

llie breasts,
The nipples.
lipp
Tlie belly.
,e\h
The navel.
The thighs.
The knees,
llie legs.

Matta,

Rowna

matta,

Swanga,

Caboo

di;»ns,

is

;

touched there, during all which time he had
not seen any white persons, except those
who came annually in the Dutch vessel, to
carry off the rice, as above mentioned. He
was married to a native of Timor, and lived
in the same manner as the natives of Savu,
wliose language he spoke better than any
other.
He sat on the ground like the Iii-

is

Murder

and though no man is allowed more
than one wife, they are .strangers to adultery, and almost so to the crime of simple
^V hen any disputes arise hefornication.

them

Cavaranga,
Wodeele,

It

Robberies are scarcely ever

such a people.
ci'inmitted.

likewise nart of his business
to persuade the laiulholders to plant, if he
jjcrceive tliat they are backward in that
This resident liad been ten
l)articular.
years on the island, when the Endeavour
island

12X

Vaio,

soosoo,

Dulloo,
Assoo,

Tooga,
Rooloo,
Baibo,

Dunceala,
Kis.sovei yilla,

Camacoo,
Wulaba,

cheeks.
1'he ears.
'i'he tongue.

The feet.
The toes.
The arms.
The hand.

Mannu,

A buffalo.
A hor.se.
A hog.
A sheep.
A goat.
A dog.
A cat.
A fowl.

Carow,
Pangoutoo,

The tail.
The beak.

Cabaou,
Djara,

Vavee,

Doomba,
Kesavoo^
Guaca,
Maio,

lea,

Unjoo,
Nieu,
Boaceree,
Calella,

A fish.
A turtle.
A cocoa-nut

Fan-palm.
Areca*
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SEAS,

Solars, which produce great abundance of
the various necessaries of life, that are carfisli-Iiook.
ried in small vessels to the Dutch settlements
Maanadoo,
Tatou, or marks on on the island of Timor. These islands are
Tata,
low and fiat, and one of them has a comthe skin.
modious harbour. To the westward of the
The sun.
Lodo,
The moon.
Solars lies the little island of Ende, in tlie
Wurroo,
The sea.
possession of the Portuguese, who have
Aidassee,
built a considerable town on the N. E. point
Water.
Ailea,
of it; and close to the town is an harbour
Fire.
Aoe,
where ships may ride in safety. The island
To die.
Maate,
of Rotte has a Dutch resident, whose busiTo sleep.
Ta budge.
ii€ss is similar to that of Mr. Lange on the
Tatee too,
To rise.
island of Savu.
Rotte [roduces, besides
Usse,
One.
such things as are common to other islands,
Lhna,
Two.
a considerable quantity of sugar, which is
Three.
Tullii,
made to a great degree of perfection. There
tJppah,
Four.
is likewise a small island tying to the west
Lnmme,
Five.
of Savu, the chief produce of which is the
tJnna,
Six.
^reca nut, of which the Dutch receive in exPedu,
Seven.
change for European commodities, as large
Eight.
Arm,
a quantity every year as load two vessels.
Saou,
Nine.
Singooroo,
About two years before the Endeavour
Ten.
was in these seas, a French ship was wreckSingurungnsse,
Eleven.
ed on the coast of Timor: she had been
JLhuangooroo,
20.
iodged on the rocks several days, when the
Singassu,
100.
wind tore her to pieces in an instant, and
Setuppab,
1000.
the Captain, with the greater part of the
Selacussa,
10,000.
seamen were drowned but the lieutenant
Serata,
100,000.
and about eighty men, having reached the
Sereboo,
1,000,000.
shore, travelled across the country of Concordia, where their immediate wants were
here
necessary
to
that
this
It is
observe.,
island has not been laid down in any of the relieved, and they afterwaids returned to
charts hitherto published, and as to our the wreck, in company with some Dutchaccount of it, let it be remembered, that ex- men and Indians, who assisted them in recept the facts in which we were parties, covering all their chests of bullion, and other
and the account of the objects which we eflects. This done they returned to Conhad an opportunity to examine, the whole is cordia, where they remained several weeks ;
founded merely upon the report of Mr. but in this interval death made such havoc
Lange, upon wl)ose authority it must there- among them, that not above half their number remained to return to their native counibre rest.
Of the islands in the- neighbourhood of try, which they did as soon as a vessel could
Savii, the principal is Timor, which is an- be fitted out for them.
On Friday, the 21st, of September, in tne
nually visited by the Dutch residents on the
other islands, in order to make up their ac- morning, we got under sail, and bent our
counts. Some of the towns on the north course westward, along the north side of the
side of Timor are in the hands of the Por- island of Savu, and of another lying to the
tuguese but the Dutch possess a far greater westward of it, which at noon bore S. S. E.
proportion of the island, on which they have distant two leagues. At four in the afternuilt a fort and erected several store-houses. noon, in latitude 10 deg. 38 min. S. anf\
Ihere are three small islands^ called the longitude 238 deg. 28 mil). W. we discovered

Canana,
Aou,

Beetle.

Lime.

A

;

;
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standing after us, but the wim^ sfiifthig to
the N. E. she bore away.
We were iow
which we did in twenobliged to anchor
ty-two fathoms water, at about two miles
ilevi. 51 min. S. an<l our longitude 252 deu'.
llniin. W. On the 2Stl», we steered all irom the shore. At six o'clock in the evenday N. W. with a view of niakiu'j the land ing, the country boats came along .side of
ot Java, and on the ;i(>tii, I'apt. Cook took US, on board of which was the master of the
into his possessifui tiie log-hook anti jour- packet. They brought in them fowls, ducks,
nals, at least all he eould iind of thvi otticers, parrots, turtle, rice, birds, monkeys, and
petty otiieers. and seamen, whom he strictly other articles, with an intention to sell them,
enjoined secrecy with respect to where they but havinu' fixed very high prices on their
had been. At seven in tlie evening' we had connnodities, and our Savu stock being not
thunder and lightning-, and about twelve by yet expended, very few articles were purthe lig^ht of the flashes we saw the west end chase<'. The Captain indeed gave two dollars tor twenty-live fowls, and a Spanish
of Java.
On Monday. October, the 1st, at six dollar for a turtle, wh.ich weighed about
VV^e miglit also for
o'clock in the morning-, .lava flead bore S. six and thirty jiounds.
E. by E. distant five leagues. Soon after a dollar have bought two monkeys., or a
we saw Prince's Island, and at ten Cracatow, whole cage of ri(;e-birds. The master of
a remarkable high peaked island. At noon the packet brought with him two books, in
it bore N. 40 E. distant seven leagues.
On one of which he desired of our officers, tliat
the 2nd, we were close in with the coast of one of them would write down the name
Java, in fifteen fathoms water, along which of our ship and commander the place from
we stood. In the forenoon a boat was sent whence we came; to what port bound;
ashore, in order to procure some fruit for w ith such other particulars relating to our'l\j|)ia, who
was at this time extremely selves, as we might think proper, for the
ill.
Our people reinrned with four cocoa- information of any of our countrymen who
nuts, and a small bunch of plantains, tor might come after us.
In the other book
which they had paid a shilling
but some the master himself entered the names of ouv
lierbage for the cattle the Indians gave our ship and its Captain, in order to transmit
seamen, and assisted them to cut it. The them to the governor and council of the Incountry had a delightful appearance, being dies. We perceived, that in the first book
e\ery where covered with trees, wlncli look- many ships, parti('ularly Portuguese, had
ed like one continued wood.
About eleven made entries of the same kind with that for
o'clock we saw two Dutch East Indianien, w hich it was presented to us.
Mr. Hicks,
from whom we heard with great pleasure, our lieutenant, however, having written the
that the Swallow had reached the English name of the ship, only added, '* f'om Euchannel in safety, having been at Baitavia rope." The master of the packet took noabout two years before.
also learnt, tice of this, but said, that he was satisfied
that there was stationed here a tiy boat or with any thing we thought fit to write, it
packet, to carry letters, as was said, from being intended solely for the information of
the Dutch ships, that came hither from Ba- our friends.
tayia, but the Captain thoudit it was apFriday, the 5th, we made several attempts
r)ointed to examine all ships, that should to sail with a wind that would not stem the
have passed the strait.
had now been current, and as often came to an anchor.
some hou'sat anchor, but in the evening a In the morning a proa, with a Dutch officer,
light breeze springing up, we got under sail, came along-side of us, and .sent to Capt.
yet having little wind, aild a strong current Cook a printed paper in exceeding bad Enagainst us, we reached no further by eight glish, duplicates of which he had m other
HI the morning, oi the 3rd, than Bantam languages, all regularly .signed, in thenanje
Point.
now perceived the Dutch packet of tlie governor and council of the Indies
n small low island. In the eveniiify of tlu'J.'ird, we got char of the islaiuls, and on the
10
»H)tli, our hititiuk' hy ohservation was

;

;

;

We

We

We

3
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the contents whereof chor near a little island that was not la'd
their secr-etary
were the following inquiries, contained in down in any chart on boani. Jt was found to
be one of those called the Milles Isles. Mi
nine questions..
1. The ship's name, and to what nation Banks and Dr.
Solaiuier having landed
she belonged ?
upon it, collected a few ijlants, and shot a
2. If she came from Europe, or any other bat which was a yard long, being measured
place ?
from the extreme points of the wings; they
3. From what place she had last depart- also killed a few plovers on this island, the
ed ?
breadth of which does not exceed one hundred yards, and the length five hundred;
4. Whereunto designed to go ?
5. What and how many ships of the they found a house and a little spot of culDutch company by departure from the last tivated ground, and on it grew the Palma
shore there layed, and their names ?
Christi, from which the West Indians make
6. If one or more of these ships, in com- their castor oil.
pany with the Endeavour, is departed for
In a little time after the gentlemen rethis or any otlier place ?
turned to the ship, some Malays came along7. If during the voyage any particularities side in a boat, bringing with them pompions,
13 happened, or seen ?
dried fish, and turtle, for sale; one of the
8. If not any ships in sea, or the straits turtles, which weighed near one hundred
of Sunda, have seen, or hailed in, and and fifty pounds, they sold for a dollar, and
which ?
.seemed to expect the same piece of money
9 If any other news worthy of attention, for their fruit but it being hinted to them
at the place from whence the ship lastly that a dollar was too much, they desired
departed, or during the voyage, is 'iiappen- that one might be cut, and a i>iece of it
edf
given to them, but this not being complied
with, they at length sold twenty-six pompiBatavia in the Castle.
By order of the Governor General, and the ons for a Portuguese petacka. Mflien they
;

;

Counsellors of India,
J.

Brander Bungl.

Sec.

The officer observing, that the Captain
did not choose to answer any of the above
questions except the first and fourth, he said
tliut the rest were not material, though it
was remarked that just afterwards he atfirmed he must dispatch the paper to Batavia,
Jit which place it would arrive by the next
day. This examination was rather extraordinary, and the more so, as it does not seem
to have been of any long standing.
As soon as the Dutch officer departed, the
anchor was weighed, but in four hours the
.ship was forced to come to an anchor again,
till a breeze sprang up;
she then held on
her course till the next morning, when on
account of the rapidity of the current, the

departed, they intimated their wishes, that
this transaction might not be mentionened
at Batavia.

We

now made but

little

way

till

night,

the land breeze springing up, we sailed
to the E. S. E. and on the following day, by
the assistance of the sea-breeze, came to an
anchor in the road of Batavia.
At this
place we found a number of large Dutch
vessels, the Harcourt East Indiaman from

when

England, which had lost her passage to
China, and two ships belonging to the private trade of our India company. The Endeavour had no sooner anchored, than a
ship was ob.sei'ved, with a broad pendant
flying, from which a boat was dispatched
to demand the name of the vessel, with that

of the commander, &c. To these inquiries
Capt. Cook gave such answers as he thought
anchor was dropped again.
At last we jiroper, and the officer who commanded the
weighed on the 8(h, and stood clear of a boat departed. This gentleman, and the
large ledge of rocks, which we had almost crew that attended him, were so worn out
ran upon the preceding day. But in the M-ith the unhealthiness of the climate, that
forenoon we were once more obliged to an- it was apparent many deaths would follow

4
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vet at present there was not one invalitl on
Ixianl ofoiw ship, except the Imlian Tnpia.
The Captain now tlispatchetl an otlicer to
the uovernor of the town, to apologize for
tor he had
tlje KiuleaYoui's not salutinij
but three giujs pr<»|)er tor the purpose, except swivels, and he was ai)prehensive tliat
they wonhl not be heard. The ship uas
so leaky, that she made about nine inciies
part of
water in an hour, on the averaire
the false keel was gone one of her punii)s
w as totally useless, and the rest so much de«
The
("ayed, tluit tiiey could not last long*.
in
concurriui::
opinion
seamen
and
otticers
that the ship coidd not be safely put to sea
this condition, the Captain resolved
auain
to solicit permission to heave her down
but as he had learned that this must be
done in writin«i^. he drew no a petition, and
:

;

;

m

;

Inui

it

translated into Dutch.

On Wednesday,

12r»

that he solicited .slioidd be grante<l. Late
in the evening of this day, there hapj)ened a

most

terrible storui

of thunder and light-

ning, accomj)anied with very heavy rain.
In this sttirm the main-mast of a Dutoli

East Indiaman was split antl carried away
by the deck
and the main top mast and
;

inain-toi>gallant mast were torn to pieces
it is sui)posed, that the
lightning was attracted by an iron spindle at the niain-topgallant-mast-head. The Endeavour, which
was at a small distance from the Dutch shij),
;

escaped without damage, owing, most probably, to theelectrical chain which conducted the lightning over the vessel. Acentinel
on board the Endeavour, who was charging
his musket at the time of the storm, had it
shaken out of his hand, and the ram-rod
broken to pieces the electrical chain looked like a stream of tire, and the ship sus;

October, the lOth, the tained a very violent shock.

On Thursday, the 1 Ith, Caj)t. Cook waitCaptain and the rest of the gentlemen w ent
on siiore, and applied to the only English ed on the gentlemen of the council, who
resident at Batavia this gentleman, whose informed him that all his requests should
name was Leith, received his countrymen be complied with. In the interim the other
in the politest manner, and entertained them gentlemen made a contract with the master
Mr. Leitli of the hotel, to furnish them and their friends
at dinner with gfreat hospitality.
informed us, that a public hotel was kept wiih as much tea, cotlee, punch and tobacco,
in town, by order of the Dutch governor, at us they might have occasion for, and to keep
which place merchants and other strangers them a separate table, for nine shillings a
were obliged to lodge, and that the landlord day English money: but on the condition
of the hotel was bound to find them ware- that every person who should visit tlieui,
liouses for their goods, on the condition of should pay at the rate of four shillings and
receiving ten shillings on every hundred six-j)ence for his dinner, and the same sum
pounds of their value, but as the Endeavour for lis sup])er and bed, if he chose to sleep
was a king's ship, her otiicers and the other at the hotel they were likewise to j)ay for
gentlemen, might reside where they thought every servant that attended them tifteenproper, only asking leave of the governor, pence a day. It was soon discovered, tliat
whose permission would be instantly ob- they had been much imposed on for tliese
tained.
3Ir. Leith added, that they might charges were twice as much as could have
this w ay than at the hotel, if been demanded at a private house.
live cheaper
They
they had any person who spoke the Bata- appeared to live elegantly, but at the same
vian tongue, whom they could rely on to time w ere but ill supplied.
Their dinner
purchase their provisions, but as there was consisted of iifteen dishes, all served up at
^no such person among the whole ship's crew, once and their supper of thirteen, but of
the gentlemen immediately bespoke beds at the.se,- nine or ten were of the most ordinary,
the hotel. In the afternoon Capt. Cook at- because the cheapest, (poultry) that could
tended the governor general, wlio received be purchased, and even some of these dishes
Ijim politely, and told him to wait on the were observed lobe served up four times succouncil the next morning, when his petition cessively a duck, which was hot at dinner,
sliouldbe laid before them, and every thing was brought cold in the evening, the next
;

:

;

m

;

:

o
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day served up as

fricassee,

and was convert- multitude, concerning which he made many
inquiries.
Being informed that here were

ed into forced meat at night. We, however,
only fared as others had done before us it
was the constant custom oi'the conscientious
master of the hotel, to treat all his guests in
tlie same manner: if we took no notice of
well, for the landlord had the
it, all was
better customers of us: if we remonstrated
against such treatment, the table was better
supplied from time to time, till, in the end,
:

we had no

reason to com[)lain. However,
after a few days, Mr. Banks hired for himself and party, a small house, next door to
the hotel, for which he p\\d forty-five shilbut they were far from
ling's per month
;

having the convenienci^^s and privacy they
expected for no person was permitted to
sleep in it as an occasional guest, under a
penalty and Dutchmen were continually
running in without the least ceremony, to
ask what was to be sold, it being a custom
for most private persons in Baitavia to be
:

:

furnished with some articles of traffic.
Every one here hires a carriage, and Mr.
Banks engaged two. These carriages are
open chaises they hold two persons, and
are driven by a man sitting on a kind of
coach-box
for each of these Mr. Banks
;

:

paid two rix-dollars a day.

Our Indian friend Tnpia had hitherto
continued on board on accoiuit of his disorder, which was of the bilious kind, yet he
persisted in refusing- every medicine that
was offered him. Mr. Banks sent for him
to his house, in hopes that he might recover
his health.
While in the shin, and even in
the boat, he was exceeding:iy listless and
low spirited, but he no sooner entered the
town than beseemed as if reanimated. The
houses, the carriages, streets, -.people, and a
multiplicity of other objects, wholly new to
him, produced an effect like the supposed
power of fascination. But if Tupia was astonished. at the scene, his boy Tayeto was
perfectly

enraptured.

wonder and delight with

SEAS,

He
le.ss

expressed

his

restraint.

He

I)eople of different nations,

each of

whom

wore the habit of his respective country, he
desired that he might conform to the custom, and appear in that of Otaheite
and
some South-Sea cloth being sent for from
;

the sliip, he dressed himself with great expedition and dexterity. The people ofBatavia, who had seen an Indian brought thither in M. Bougainville's ship, named
Otourou, mistook Tupia for tliat person,
and frequently asked if he was not the same.
About this time we had procured an order
to the superintendant of tlie island ofOurust,
where the ship was to be repaired, to receive
her there, and by one of the ships that .sailed for Holland, an account was sent to Mr
Stephens, secretary to the admiralty, of our
arrival at this place.
Here the Captain
found an unex|)ected difficulty in procuring
money for the expences that would be incurred by refitting the Endeavour; private
persons had neitiier the ability nor inclination to advance the sum required
he therefore sent a written application to the governor himself, who ordered the Shebander to
supply the Captain with what money he
might want out of the company's trea;

sury.

Thursd'iy, the 18th, early in the morning,
after a delay of some days, we ran down
to Ourust, and laid the ship along-side of
the wharf, on Cooper's Island, in order to

take out her stores. Alter little more than
nine days, we began to experience the fatal
effects of the climate and situation.
Tupia
sunk on a sudden, and grew every day
worse and worse. Tayeto, his boy, was
.seized with an inflammation on his lungs.
Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander were attacked
by fevers, and the two servants of the former
became very ill in short, almost every person both on board and ashore fell' sick in a
few days, owing, as we imagined, to the low
swampy situation of the place, and the numberless dirty canals, that intersect the town
;

danced along the street in a kind of extacy,
and examined every object with a restless in all directions.
On the 26th, when few of the crew were
curiosity which was each moment excited
and gratified. Tupia remarked particularly able to (\o duty, we erected a tent for their
the variety of dresses worn by the passing reception. vTupia, of whose life we began
6
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to despair, desired to be reinovetl to the
howship, in liopes of breath inij;' a freer air
not
done,
as
she
was
iiueoiiUl
be
ever this
laid down at
rig:j!:e<h and preparini? to be
the eareenintr-place but on the iiHth, Mr.
Banks conveyed liim to Co )per's Island, or
as it is called here, Kuypor, and, as he
;

;

1
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having been carefully examined, it was
found to be in a worse condition than we
apj)reijended.
The false keel was considerably gone to within twenty feet of the stem
|)0!>t
the main keel was injured in many
places mnch of the sheathing was torn off;
and several planks were greatly damaged
;

;

:

the spot near whicli two of them, and half f>f a third, i)aiticuthe shij» lay, a tent was pitched for him. larly, for the length of six feet, yvere so
"When the sea and land breezes blew over worn, that they were not above an eighth
him, he expressed threat satisfaction at his l)artofainch thick, and the worms had
On the 30th, Mr. Banks return- inade their way quite into the timbers: yet,
situation.
ed to town, haviniii^, from humanity alone, in this condition, the Endeavour had sailed
been two days with Tujiia, whose tits of an many hundred leagues, where navigation is
jntermittinfj- fever, now became a regular as dangerous as in any part of the globe.
tertian, and wore so violent as to deprive IIow much misery did we escape, by bein"him of his senses while they lasted, and let't iiinorant that so considerable a part of the
iiim so weak, that he could scarcely crawl bottom of the vessel was thinner than tlie
from his bed. At the same time Dr. So- .sole of a shoe, and that every life on board
lander's fever increased, and Mr. Monk- depended on so slight a barrier between us
house, the surgeon, was confined to his and the unfathomable ocean
Dr. Solander and Mr. Banks were now so
bed.
On Monday, the 5tli, of November, after \vorn down by their disorders, that the phymany unavoidable delays, the ship was laid sician declared they had no chance for redown, and the same day Mr. Monkhouse, covery but by removing into the country.
o\iY surgeon, fell a sacrifice to this fatal coun- Ill consequence of this advice a house was
whose lass was more severely felt, by hired for them, at the distance of about two
try
his being a sensible, skilful man, and dying^ miles from the town, which belonged to the
at a time when his abilities were most want- master of the hotel, who engaged to supply
ed. Dr. Solander was just able to attend them with provisions, and the use of slaves.
his funeral, but 3Ir. Banks, in his turn, was As they had already exj)erienced the unconfined to his bed. Great, inex|)ressibly feeling inattention of these fellows to the
great was our distress at this time the pros- sick, they bought each of them a Malay
pect before us in the highest degree discou- woman, who, from the tenderness of their
raging our danger such as we could not sex made them good nurses. While these
surmount by any efforts of our own, for cou- gentlemen were taking measures for the rerage, diligence, and skill, were all equally covery of their health, we received an account
and death was every day mak- of the death of our faithful Tupia^ who sunk
ineffectual
ing advances towards us, when we could at once after the loss of his boy, Tayeto,
neither resist nor fly. The power of disease, whom he loved with the tenderness of a
from the pestiferous airof the country, daily parent. When Tayeto was first seized with
gaining strength, several 3Ialay servants the fatal disorder, he seemed sensible of his
were hired to attend the s'ck, but they had approaching end, and frequently said to
so little sense either of duty or humanity, those that were about him Tyau mate see,
that the patient was obliged frequently to "
friends I am dying ;" he was very tractable, and took any medicines that were ofget out of bed to seek them.
Friday, the 9th, our Indian boy Tayeto fered him
they were both buried in the
paid the debt of nature, and poor Tupia island of Edam.
was so affected at the loss, that it was doubtOn the I4th, the bottom of the ship was
ed whether he would survive it till the next thoroughly repaired, and much to Capt.
day. In the mean time the ship's bottom Cook's satisfaction, who bestowed great

seemed pleased

witli

!.

:

;

;

;

My

:
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encominmson

the officers and the

workmen

Marine-yard in his opinion there is
not one in tlie uorld, where a ship can be
laid down with more convenient speed and
safety, nor repaired with more diligence and
skill.
At this place they heave down with
two masts, a method we do not now practise
it is, liowever, unquestionably more
sate and expeditious to heave down with
two masts than one, and the man must want
common sense, or be strangely attached to
old customs, who will not allow this, after
seeing" with what facility the Dutch heave

at the

;

;

down and refit their largest' vessels at Ournst.
At this time Capt. Cook was taken
ill.
Mr. Sporing- also, and a sailor who attended Mr. Banks, were seized with the
<leadly intermittent"?, and only ten of the
ship's company were capable of doing" duty.
As to Mr. Banks and l>r. Solander, they
recovered slowly at their country house,
which was open to the sea breeze, and situated upon a rutiriiug stream circumstances
that contributed not a little to a free circukition of air.
Yet notwithstanding" these
I)erplexing" obstacles, though harrassed by a
rontagious disease, and alarmed by frequent
deaths, we proceeded in rigging" the ship,
and getting" water and necessary stores on
board
the stores were easily obtained and
shipped, but the water we were obliged to
nrocure from Batavia, at the rate of .six shillings and eight-pence a leager, or one hundred and fifty gallons.
Oil the 25l5i, in the night there fell such
a shower of rain, for tlie space of four hours,
as even all of us had cause ever to rememThe water poured through every part
ber.
of Mr. Banks's house, and the lower apartments admitted a stream sufficient to turn a
mill.
As this gentleman was now greatly
restored in health, he went to Batavia the
following day, and was sur|)rised to see that
the inhabitants had hung their bedding to
dry.
About the 2()ih, of this mouth the
it blows in the
westerly monsoon set in
day-time from the N. or N. W. and from the
S W. during the night; previous to this,
there had been violent showers of rain for
several nights. The moschittos and gnats,
whose company had been sufficiently disa8
;

:

;

SEAS,
dry

weather,

greeable

in

swarm

immense numbers,

now begun

to

from the
puddles of water like bees from a hive they
were extremely troublesome during'^ the
night, but the pain arising tVom the sTing,
though very severe, seldom lasted more than
half an hour, and in the day-time they seldom made their attack. The frogs' kept a
perpetual croaking in the ditches, a certain
.sign that the wet season was commenced,
and that daily rain might be expected.
The ship being repaired, the sick people
received on board her, and the greater j)art
of her water and stores taken in, .she sailed
from Ourust on the 8th, of December, and
anchored in the road of Batavia
twelve
days were employed in receiving" the remainder of her provisions, water, and other
necessaries, though the business would have
been done in nnich less time, but that some
of the crew died, and the majority of the
survivors were so ill, as to be unable to give
in

rising"

;

:

their assistance.

On

the 24th, Capt. Cook took leave of
governor, and some other gentlemen,
who had distinguished themselves by the
but at this junccivilities they .shewed him
ture an incident occurred, that might have

the

;

produced consequences by no means desirA sailor belonging to one of the

able.

Dutch

ships in the road of Batavia, deserted from the vessel, and entered himself on
board the Endeavour. The Captain of the
Dutch ship having made ap|>lication to tlie
governor, claiming the delinquent as a subject of the States General, the governor i.ssued his ordei" for the restoration of the man
when this order was delivered to him, he
j«aid, that the man should be given up, it
he appeared to be a Dutchman. A% the
Captain was at this time on shore, and did
not intend going on board till the following
day, he gave the Dut(.*h oHicer a note to
the lieutenant, who commanded on board
the Endeavour, to deliver the deserter on
On the
the condition above-mentioned.
following day the Dutchman waiter! on
Capt. Cook, informing him, that the lieutenant had absolutely refused to give up the
seaman, saying he was an Irishman, and of
course a subject of his Britannic Majesty
;

;
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Capt.

Cook applauded

orticer,

the conduct of his
it could not be ex-

and added, that

pected that he slioidd deliver up an Enii^Iish
subject. The Dutch officer than said, he was
authoris€H^' by the governor, t<» demand the
lu§itive as a Danish subiect. adding- that his
name wasentered in tlieship'sbooksas having?
been born at Elsiuenr to this Capt. Cook
very properly replied, that the governor mn.st
have been mistaken, when he gave this order
for<ielivering the deserter, who had his option
whether he would serve the Dutch or the
Euiilish but in compliment to the governor,
the man should be given up, as a favour, if
he appeared to be a Dane, but that in this
case, he should by no means l)e demanded
as a rip^hl. and that he would certainly keep
him, it he appearedto be a subject of the
crown of (ireat Britain. The Dutchman
now took his leave, and he hiwl not been
long- gone before the Captain received a letter from the commanding- otHccr on board,
containing full proof that the man was an
English subject. This letter the Captain
carried to the shebander, desiring- him to
lay it before the governor, and to inform
him, that the man should not be delivered
;

;
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This spirited
conduct on the part of Capt. Cook, had
tlie desired efl'ect
and thus the matter
ended.
This day the Captain, attended by Mr.
Banks and the other gentlemen who had
hitherto lived in the town, repaired on board
t!ie ship, which got under .sail the next

up on any terms whatever.
;

morning-. TheEndeivour was saluted by
the fort, and by the Elgin East Indiaman^
which then lay in the road but soon after
these compliments were relumed, the seabreeze setting: in, they were obliged to come
to anchor.
Since the arrival of the ship in
Batavia Road, every person belonging- to
her had been ill, except the .sail-maker, who
was nmre than .seventy years old, yet this
man got drunk every day while we remained
there.
The Endeavour buried seven of her
peoj)Ie at Batavia, viz. Tupia and his boy,
three of the sailors, the servant of Mr.
Green the astronomer, and the surg^eon
and at the time of the vessel's sailing-, forty
of the crew were sick, and the rest so enfeebled by their late illnes.s, as to be scarcely
able to do their duty,
;

;

CHAP. XL
A

descriptive account of tite toivn of Batavia, and the circumjacent country ; If s various productiotis
particularized ; The manners, customs, and ivay of livitig of the inhabitants fully described ; The
Endeavour sails from Batavia to the Cape of Good Hope ; An account of the inhabitants of
Prince's Island, vfiik a comparative vieiv of their language, with that of the Malay and
Javanese ; The arrival of the Endeavour at the Cape of Good Hope; Observations on the run
from Java Head to that place ; The Cape and St. Helena described ; Remarks on the Hottentots •
The Endeavour returns to England, and anchors in the Doivns on Wednesday, June 12 1771.

BATAVIA, situated

in 6 de^. 10 min. S. country, in the mountains of Blaeuwen
and 106 deg. 50 min. E. lon- Berg, discharge themselves into the sea at
gitude from the meridian of Greenwich, is this place, having tirst intersected the town
built on the bank of a larg-e bay, something in different directions.
There are wide camore than twenty miles from the Strait of nals of nearly stagnated water in almost
Sunda, on the north side of the island of every street, and as the banks of the canals
^Java, on a low boggy ground.
Several are planted with tiees, they appear at first
'small rivers, which rise fortv miles up the very agreeable but these trees and canals
Ac. 9.
S

latitude,

;
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combine to render the air

S13AS,

Some

of the other public buildings are ancient,
constructed in an ill taste, and gave a very
complete idea of Dutch clumsiness. Their
method of building their houses seems to
have been taught them by the climate. On
the ground-floor there is no room but a large
hall, a corner of which is parted off for the
transaction of business the hall has two
doors, which are commonly left open, and
are opposite each other, so that the air paS'
ses freely through the room, in the middle
of which there is a court, which at once increases the draught of air,and affords light to
the hall the stairs, whicli are at one corner,
lead to large and lofty apartments above,
The female slaves are not permitted to sit
in any place but the alcove formed by the
court, and this is the usual dining place ot
the family.
Batavia is encompassed by a river ofshallow water, the stream of which is very rapid;
within this river, which is of diflereut widths
in various places, is an old stone wall, much
decayed in many places, and within the wall
is a canal, wider
some jdaces than in
others, so that there is no entering the gates
of the town but by crossing two draw-bridgthere are but few on the ramparts, and
es
no persons are admitted to walk there,
There is a kind of citadel, or castle, in the
happens to carry them away this was the N. E. corner of the town, the walls of which
case of a dead buflalo, while the crew of the are both broader and higher than they are
Endeavour were there, which lay stinking in other parts it is furnished with a num>
on the shoal of a river, in one of the chief ber of large guns, which command the landstreets for several days.
They sometimes ing-place.
clean the canals but this business is perApartments are provided in this castle
formed in such a manner, as scarcely to for the governor-g^eneral, and all the council;
make them less a nuisance than before, for and in case of a siege, they have orders to
the l)ottom being cleared of its black mud, retire thither. In the castle are likewise a
it is left on the side of the canal, till it is number of store-houses, in which the effects
hard enough to be taken in boats and as belonging to the company are deposited,
there are no houses for necessary retirement The company have in their possession large
in the whole town, the filth is thrown into quantities of gun-powder, which is kept in
the canals regularly once a day so that this c ifferent places, that the lightning may not
mud is a compound of every thing that can destroy the whole stock at once: a great
be imagined disagreeable and offensive.
number of cannon are likewise laid up withThe new church in Batavia, is a fine in the castle. There are a great many forts
piece of building, and the dome of it may built in different parts of the country, sevebe seen far oft' at sea. This church is illu- ral miles distant from Batavia, most probably
minated by chandeliers of the most superlb erected to keep the natives in submission;
workmanship, and has a fine organ: most and, besides these, there are a number of
pestilential.

of the rivers are navigable, more than thirty
and, indeed, the
miles up the country
Dutch appear to have chosen this spot to
build the town on, for the sake of water
carriage, in which convenience Batavia exceeds every place in the world, except the
towns of Holland. A writer who published
an account of this place near 50 years ago,
makes the number of houses at that time
4,760, viz. 1,242 Dutch houses, and 1,200
Chinese houses, within the walls; and 1,066
Dutch houses, and 1,240 Chinese houses,
without the walls, with 12 houses for the
vending of arrack. The streets of Batavia
being wide, and the houses large, it stands
on more ground than anyplace that has only
an equal number of houses. In dry weather a
most horrid stench arises from the canals, and
taints the air to a great degree
and when
the rains have so swelled their canals that
they overflow their banks, the ground-floors
of the houses, in the lower part of the tovvn,
are filled with stinking water, that leaves
behind it dirt and slime in amazing quantities.
The running streams are sometimes
as oftensive as the stagnant canals for the
bodies of dead animals are frequently lodged
on the shallow parts; where they are left to
putrify and corrupt the air, accept a flood
:

;

;

;

m

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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each mounting eight guns, from tlieir exjiert use of their daggers,
which are so stationed as to command the swords, and lances. It would be a laboricanals aud the roads on tlie borders. There ous task to attack Batavia by land, and it
are houses of this kinil in many j)arts of the is not possible to make any attack at all
island of Java, and the other islands in its by sea, for the water would hinder any vesneighbourhood, ofwiiich the Dutch have .sels from advancing within cannon-shot of
obtained possession. The Chinese havnig the walls indeed there is barely depth of
rebelled ai^aiust them in the year 1740, all water for a ship's long-boat, excepta narrow
their principal houses were ilemolished by channel, called the river, which extends
the cannon of one of these fortified houses, half a mile into the harbour, and is strongly
which is in the town of Batavia, where, bounded on each side with piers, the other
end of it benig directly under the fire of the
likewise, there are a few more of them.
The roads of this country are only banks castle, while its communication with the
between the ditches and canals, and the for- canals of the town is prevented by a boom
titled houses being erected among the moras- of wood, which is every night shut precisely
ses near these roads, nothing is easier than at six o'clock, and never opened till the folto destroy them, and conseiiuently to prevent lowing day.
In the harbour of Batavia, any number
an enemy from bringing any heavy artillery
near the town: if, indeed, an enemy be (»f ships may anchor, the ground is so exonly hitidered a short time in his ap|)roach, cellent that the anchor will never quit its
he is cifectually ruined for the climate will hold. This harbour is .sometimes dangerpreclude the necessity of the use of weapons ous tor boats, when the sea-breezes blow
but, upon the whole, it is deemed
for his destruction.
Before the Endeavour fresh
had been a week at Batavia, her crew beg.ui the best and most commodious in all India.
tQ feel the ill crFects of the climate
half of There is a considerable number of islands,
them were rendered incapable of doing their which are situated round the outside of the
duty before the expiration of a month, harbour, and all these are in the possession
They were inforjued, that it was a very un- of the Dutch, who destine them to different
common thing for 50 soldiers out of 100 ])urposes. On one of them, which is called
brought from Euroj)e, to be alive at the ex- Pnrmerent, an hospital is erected, on account
piration of the first year, and that of the 50 of the air being purer than it is at Batavia.
Miio might happen to be living, not ten of In a second, the name of which is K'uyper,
those would be in sound liealth, and, pro- are erected numbers of warehouses, wherein
bably, not less than half of them in the hos- are lodged the rice and some other commopital.
dities, which
belong to the Dutch EastIn Batavia all the white inhabitants India Company at this island those ships
are soldiers, and at the expiration of five belonging to different nations, which are to
years service, they are bound to hold them- be repaired at Ourust, unload their cargoes r
selves in readiness to go to war, if they aud it was here that the stores of the Falshould be wanted, and the younger inhabi- mouth man of war were laic? up, v/hen she
tants are frequently mustered but as they was condemned on her return from Manilla:
are neither trained
nor exercised af'ter h(pr warrant officers, of whom mention has
the expiration of the five years before- been made in the account of Captain Walmentioned, the little they have learned is lis's voyage, were sent to Europe in Dutch
soon forgotten.
The Indians, of what- ships about half a year before the Endeaveyer nation, who resitle here, and have our anchor«fd in the road of Batavia. A third
either been made free, or were born so, are of these islands, the name of which is Edam,,
called Mardykers
but neither these nor is appropriatetl to the reception of cei*taiifc
the Chinese are acquainted with fire-arms; offenders, whose crimes are not deemed woryet, as these people are said to possess great thy (if death, and thither they are transported
personal bravery, much might be expected from Holland, and detained from five t»

fortified houses,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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forty years, in proportion to the lieiuousness

of the offence they have committed makiiig- of ropes is the principal part of the eaiployment of these criminals.
The environs of Batavia have a very pleasing appearance, and would, in almost any
other country, be an enviable situation.
Gardens and houses occupy the country
for several miles, but the former are so covered with trees, that the advantage of the
land having been cleared of the wood that
originally covered it, is almost wholly lost
while these gardens and the fields adjacent
:

SEAS,

roasted jn the ear. The land likewise produces, carrots, celery, parsley, asparagus,
onions, radishes, cabbages, lettuces, cucumbers, lentiles, kidney-beans, hyssop,
rue, Chinese white radishes, which,

sage,

when,

boiled, are not unlike a parsnip, common
potatoes, wet and dry yams, millet, and the
egg plant, the fruit of which, when broiled
and eaten with salt and pepper, is most exquisite food.
Amazing crops of sugar are
produced here, and, while the quantity is
beyond comparison greater, the care of cultivation is inconceivably less than in the
to them are surrounded by ditches which West-India islands. White sugar is retailed
and the bogs at two-j)ence halfpenny the pound and aryield a disagreeable smell
and morasses in the adjacent fields are still rack is made of the molasses, with a small
more offensive. For the space of more than addition of rice, and the wine of the cocoa30 miles beyond the town, the land is to- nut. The inhabitants likewise raise a littally flat, except in two places, on one of tle indico for their own use, but do not exwhich the governor's country seat is built, port it.
The fruits of this country are near forty
and on the other they hold a large market
but neither of these places is higher than in number, and of some of these there are
ten yards from the level of the plain. At of several kinds. Pine-apples grow in such
near 40 miles from the town, the land rises abundance, that they may be purchased, at
into hills, and the air is purified in a great the first hand, for the value of an English
degree to this distance the invalids are sent farthing ; and we bought some very lar^e
by their physicians, when every other pros- ones for a halfpenny a-piece at the fruitpect of their recovery has failed, and the shops, and their taste is very excellent.
experiment succeeds in almost every in- They grow so luxuriantly, that seven or
eight suckers have been seen adhenng to
stance, for the sick are restored to health
but they no sooner return to the town, than one stem. The sweet oranges of Batavia
On are good of their kind, but very dear at partheir former disorders revisit them.
these hills, the most opulent of the inhabit- ticular times. The shaddocks of tlie Westants have country seats, to which they pay Indies, called here Pampleipooses, have an
Those who reside con- agreeable flavour. Lemons were very scarce
an annual visit.
stantly on the hills, enjoy an almost perpe- when the Endeavour lay in the harbour,
tual flow of health
and most of the vege- but limes were altogether as plentiful, and
tables of Europe grow as freely there as in sold at little more than two-pence the score.
their native ground the strawberry in par- There are many kinds of oranges and lemons,
ticular flourishes greatly, which is a sufli- but none of them excellent. Of mangoes
there are i)lenty, but their taste is far infecientproof of the coolness of the air.
In this country rice is very plentiful, and, rior to the melting peach of England, to
in order to be brought to perfection, should which they have been compared.
It is said
lie under water more than half the time it that the heat, and extreme dampness of the
but they have a sort which climate does not agree with them, yet there
is growing
grows on the sides of the hills, which is un- are many dift'erent kinds of them. Of baknown in the West-India islands this sort nanas, there are an amazing variety of sorts,
is planted when the wet season commences, some of which being boiled, are eaten as
and the crop is gathered in, soon after the bread, while others are fried in batter, and
rains are over.
The maize, which grows are a nourishing food but of the numerous
near Batavia, is gathered while young, and sorts of fruit, three only are fit to be eaten
;

:

:

;

;

:

:

;

;
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one, indeed,

is

remarkable, because

it is fill-

which are not common

lo the
Cirapes are sold from one shilHn:^ to
rest.
eighteen-pence a ponnd, tlioni;h they are far

ed

witli seeds,

from beinn" uood. The tamarinds are cheap
and nlentifn^ bnt as the method of preserving them, which is in salt, renders them a
mere black lamp, thejy are equally nauseatThe waing" to the sight and to the palate.
ter-melons are excellent of their kind, and
Tiie
are produced in great abundance.
;

pompions are boiled as turnips, and eaten
with salt and j)epper. This fruit is admirably adapted to the use of voyagers, as

it

will

keep many months, without care, and makes
an excellent pie, when mixed with the
juice of lemons and sugan Tiie papans of
this country are superior to turnips, if the
cores are extracted, after paring them \\ lien

they are green. The guava has a strong
it
smell, and a taste not less disagreeable
Westguava
tlie
of
is probable, that the
:

which many writers have distinguished by their i)raises, has a very different
Indies,

flavour.

but

nels,
taste

The sweet sop

is

a

fruit that

has

abounds in large kerfrom which the pulp is sucked. The

little

flavour

:

it

of the custard-apple very much resembles the dish from which its name is
taken. The casheu apple produces a nut
which is not unknown in England, but the
fruit has such an astringent quality, that the
Batavians seldom eat of it the nut grows
on the top of the apple. The cocoa-nut is
:
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the bottom of this fruit adhere severuf
leaves of the blossoms, while on its
top are a number of triangles combined in
a circle it rontains several kernels ranged
in a circular form, within which is the]>ulp,
a fruit of most exquisite taste it is equally
nutritious and agreeable, and is constantly
given to persons who are troubled with inflammatory or putrid fevers. The sweet
orange of this country is likewise given jn
the same disorders. The pomegranate of
these parts differs in nothing from that generally known in Englaad,
The durioii
takes its name from the word Dure, which,
in the language of that country, means
prickles, and the name is well adapted to
the fruit, the shell of which is covered with
sharp points, shaped like a sugar-loaf: its
contents are nuts not much smaller than
chesnuts, which are surrounded with a kind
of juice resembling cream; and of this the
inhabitants eat with great avidity the smell
of this tVuit is more like that of onions, than
any other European vegetable, and its taste
is like that of onions, sugar, and cream intermixed the inside of the durion, when
ripe, is parted, lengthways, into several divisions.
The nanca is a fruit that smells
Jike garlic and apples mixed together: its
size in the gardens of Batavia, is not bigger
than that of a middling sized pompion, and
its shape is nearly the same
it is covered
with prickles of an angular form.
were
informed that, at a place called Madura, it

to

little

;

;

:

:

:

We

known to grow to such an enormous size as to require the strength of two
men to carry it. The^champad.a is in all

plentiful in this country, and there are several kinds of this fruit, the best of which
is very red between the shell and the skin.

has been

The jamboo

respects like the nauca, only that it is not
so large. The rambutan contains a fruit
within which is a stone, that is perhaps the
finest acid in the world
this fruit is not unlike a chesnut with its husk on
and.it is
covered with small prickles of a dark red
colour, and so soft as to yield to the slightThe gambolan resembles a
est impression.
damascene both in colour and size, and is of
a very astringent nature. The boa bidarra
tastes like an apple, and is likewise extremely astringent: its size is that of a gooseberry, its form round, and its colour yellow.
The nam nam makes an excellent fritter, if

is a fruit that has but little
but is of a cooling nature it is considerably less than a common sized apple,

taste,

and those that have grown

:

to their full size,

are always the best; its shape is oval, and
its colour a deep red. ' Of the Jambu-eyer,
there are two kinds, the white and the red
they are shaped like a bell, and are some:

thing bigger than a cherry
they have no
kind of taste, but that of a watry acid.
The Jambu-eyer mauwar, smells like a rose,
and its taste is not unlike that of conserve
of roses. The mangostan is of a dark red
colour, and not larger than a small apple
:

:

5

:

;
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is not esteemed when
the rind of it is rough, its length is
about three inches, and its shape not unlike
that of a kidney. The catappa and the canara are two species of nuts, the kernels of
which are like those of an almond, but so
liard, that it is almost impossible to break
them. The madja contains a pulp of a sharp
taste, which is eaten with sugar: this fruit
The suntal is
is covered with a hard shell.
a fruit scarcely tit to be eaten, being at once

fried in batter, but

raw

:

astringent, acid, and of a most unpleasant
taste, yet it is publicly sold in the streets of
Batavia: it contains a number of kernels,
which are inclosed in a thick skin. The

salack is nearly of the size of a small golden
pippin, and contains a few kernels of a yellow colour, the taste of which is not unlike
but the covering of
that of a strawberry
this fruit is very remarkable, as it consists
of a number of scales, resembling those of a
tish.
The chefrema and the blimbing, are
two sour fruits, exceedingly well adapted
The
to make sour sauce, and j^ickles.
blimbing besse is another fruit of the same
kind, but considerably sweeter.
Of the fruits not in season when Capt.
Cook was at Batavia, are the boa atap, and
the kinship, which he saw preserved in sugar and there are several other sorts which
the Batavians are fond of, but they are neamong those are
ver eaten by strangers
the moringa, the guilindina, the killer, and
the soccum ; this last has the ajipearance of
the bread-fruit which is produced in the islands of the South Seas, but it is not near
so good,* though the tree on which it grows
is almost exactly like the bread-fruit tree.
At Batavia vast quantities of fruit are eaten.
There are two markets held weekly, at distant places, for the accommodation of those
who reside in difterent parts of the country.
Here the fruit-sellers meet the gardeners,
and purchase the goods at low rates.
are told it is not uncommon to see fifty or
sixty loads of pine-apples carelessly thrown
together at those markets.
Flowers are
strewn by the inhabitants of Batavia and
Java, about their houses, and they are con;

:

:
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purifying the air from the stench that arises from the canals and ditches about the

town.
In this country sweet-scented flowers are
plentiful, many species of whicli being entirely unknown, are worth remarking.
The

combang tonquin, and combang carenassi,
are particuhirly fragrant flowers, which bear
scarcelyanyresemblancetoanyof those flowers with which we are acquainted.
They are
very small, and seem to be ofthedog's-bane
species.

The camunga which

is

more

like

a bunch of leaves than a flower, is of a singular smell, but very grateful. The bon
tanjong is of a pale yellow cast, and has a
very agreeable smell
it is about an inch
and a half in circumference, and consists of
pointed leaves, which give it the appearance
of a star. The champacka smells somewhat
like a jonquil, but is rather of a deeper yellow.
large tree upon the island produces
this flower.
There is also an extraordinary
kind of flower called fundnl malavn, which
signifies the intriguer of the night.
This
flower has no sitiell in the day-time, but as
night comes on, it has a verv fragrant scent,
and is very much like the English tuberose.
These flowers being made into nosegays of
difterent shapes, or strung upon thread, are
carried through the street for sale on an
evening. The gardens of the gentlemen
produce several other sorts of tlowers be;

A

which we h.ive mentioned, but
they are not ottered*to sale, because there is
not a sufficient plenty of them.
A plant,
called the pandania:, is produced here, the
leaves of which being shred small, and mixed witli other flowers, the natives of both
sexes fill their clothes and hair with this
mixture, which they likewise sprinkle on
their beds, and sleep under this heap of
sweets, a thin piece of chintz being their
only covering.
Formerly the only spice that grew on the
island of Java was pepper.
A considerable
quantity is brought frotn thence by the
Dutch, but very little of it is made use of
in the country.
The inhabitants prefer ca}an ])epper, and are fond of cloves and nutstantly burning aromatic woods and gums, megs, but these first are too dear to be comwhich is supposed to be done by way of mouly used. Near the island of Amboyna

We
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isles, on which tlie cloves
those Avhich are worse and scarcer, a circumDutch were not easy till they stance that contributes to keep up the price
Scarcely any of the latter. A prejudice likewise prevails
ail became their property.
other nutmegs are I'ouml but on the island among the Dutch which prevents them from
ot'Banda, which however furnishes enough eating any of the turtle caught in these parts,
for all the nations that have a demand for which are very good foo<l, though no*t equal
There are but few nut- to those that are found in the West Indies.
lliat commodity.
Mieg-trees on the coast of New Guinea. The Very large lizards are common at Batavia
island of Java, of which we have already some of them are said to be as thick as a
spoken, produces horses, buffaloes, sheep, man's thigh and Mr. Banks shot one five

are

some

mow, and

little

the

;

;

and hogs. The sort of horses saiil to
have been met with here when the country
was first discovered, ap])eared to be nimble
animals though small, being generally seldom above thirteen hands high. The horned cattle of this coiintry are different from
those of Europe. They are quite lean, but
of a very fine grain. The Chinese and the
iiat.ives of Java eat the bnffaloe's flesh, which
the Dutch constantly refuse, being impressed
ffout.s,

with a strange idea that it is feverish. The
sheep are hairy like goats, and have longears they are mostly found to be tough and
ill-tasted.
There happening to be a few
from the 'Cape of Good Hope at Batavia,
some of them were purchased at the rate of
t>ne shilling a ])ound.
The hogs, especially
those of the Chinese stock, are very fine
food, but so tat as that the lean is separately
sold to the butchers, who are Chinese
the
fat they melt and sell to their countrymen
to be eaten with their rice.
Yet though
these hogs are so fine, the Dutch prefer
their own breed, and the consequence is
that these latter are sold at extravagant
;

;

rates.

As

the Portuguese shoot the wild hogs
and deer, they are sold at a moderate price,
and are good eating. As to the goats of this
country they are as indifferent as the sheep.
Dogs and cats are found here in abundance,
and there are numbers of wild horses at a
considerable distance from Batavia, on the
mountains. There are a few monkeys seen
near the town ; but there are many on the
mountains and desart i)laces, where there
are also tygers, and a few rhinoceroses.
Of fish an astonishing quantity is taken
here, and all are fine food, except a few
that are scarce yet the inhabitants will not
eat those found in abundance, but purchase
;

which being

proved very
found snipes ot
two different sorts and thrushes might have
been purchased of the Portuguese, who
were the only dealers in this sort of birds,
and venders of wild fowl in the country.
In the island are palm-wine, and arrack.
Of the former are three sorts, the first of
which is drank in a few hours after it is
drawn from the tree, and is moderately
sweet the .second and third sorts are made
by fermentation, and by putting several
sorts of herbs and roots into the liquor.
In Java, the religion of Mahomet is professed, for which reason the natives do not
make use of wine publicly but in private
few of them will refuse it. They also chew
opium, whose intoxicating qualities prove
its recommendation to the natives of In-

feet long,

agreeable to the

taste.

drest,

We

;

;

:

dia.

If we exclude the Chinese, apd the Indians of different nations, who inhabit Batavia and its environs, the hihabitants.only
amount to a small number, not a fifth part
of whom are said to be Dutchmen, even by
descent.
The Portuguese out-number
all the
European settlers on the island.
The troops in the service of the states
of Holland, are composed of the natives
of almost all the nations of Europe but
the greater part of- them are Germans.
When any person goes to reside at Batavia,
he is obliged to enter first as a soldier, to
serve their company for five years. Afterwards he applies for a leave of absence to
the council, which being granted as a thing
of course, he engages in any business that
he thinks proper to choose. There is however a .sort of policy in this matter, since tlie
Dutch have thus always a force ready to arm
and" join their troops in this country upon
;
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all places of power and
held by the Dutch, and no
foreigner has any share in the management
of public affairs.
Notwithstanding all the men of other
countries are bound to observe the rules
above-mentioned, yet women from all parts
may remain here unmolested. It appeared
that the whole place could not furnish fifty
females who were nativesof Europe yet the
town abounded with white women, who
were descended from Europeans, that had
settled there at diflferent times, all the men
.having paid the debt of nature for so it is,
.that the climate of Batavia destroys the men
.much faster than the women. These women follow the delicate custom of chewing
beetle, after the example of the native Javanese, whose dress they imitate, and whose
manners they copy, in ah respects. Mercantile business is conducted at Batavia
with
the slightest trouble imaginable.
When a merc^jant receives an order for
goods of any kind, he communicates the
-contents of it to the Chinese, who are the
.universal
manufacturers.
The Chinese
agent delivers the etttcts on board the ship
for which they are bespoke, and taking a
receipt for them from the master of the ves.sel, he delivers it to the merchant, who pays
.the Chinese for the goods, and reserves a
.considerable profit, without the least trouble, risque, or anxiety.
But when a merchant imports goods of any kind, he receives
them himself, and lodges them in his own
warehouses. It may be wondered that the
Chinese do not ship the goods on their account, but from this they are restricted, and
compelled to seK them to the merchants
only. The inhabitants of Java distinguish
the Portuguese by the name of Oranseranc,
that is. Nazarene-men
but these use the
general term of Caper, or Casir, respecting
all who do not profess the religion of Mahomet, and in this they include the Portuguese.
But the Portuguese of Batavia are so only
in name
for they have neither any connet^tion with, or knowledge of the kingdom
of Portugal, and they have changed the religion of the church of Rome, tor that of
Luther with the manners of the natives,

any emergency

;

profit are

;

;

;

;

;
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they are wholly familiarised, and they commonly speak their language, though they
are able to converse in a corrupt kind of
Portuguese. They dress in the habit of
the country, with a difference only in the
manner of wearing their hair their noses
are more peaked and their skin of a deeper
cast than that of the natives.
Some o( them
are mechanics and artificers, other subsist
by washing of linen, and the rest procure a
maintenance by hunting.
The Indians of Batavia, and the country
in its neighbourhood, are not native Javanese, but are either born on the several islands from whence the Dutch bring their
slaves, or the offspring of such as have been
born on those islands and these having
been made free either in their own persons
or in the persons of their ancestors, enjoy all
the privileges of freemen. They receive the
general appellation of believers of the true
faith. The variousother Indian inhabitants of
thiscountry attach themselves each to the original customs of that in which themselves
or their ancestors were born keeping themselves apart from those of other nations,
and practising both the virtues and vices
;

;

;

peculiar to their own countries. The cultivation of gardens, and the consequent sale
of flowers ami fruit afford subsistence to
great numbers of them
these are the people who raise the beetle and areca, which
:

being mixed with

lime, and a substance
called Gambir, the produce of the
Indian continent, is chewed by persons of
all ranks, women as well as men:
indeed
some of the politer ladies make an addition

that

is

of cardamum, and other aromatics, to take
off the disagreeable smell with which the
breath would be otherwise tainted. Some
of the Indians are very rich, keep a great
number of slaves, and live, in all respects,
according to the cu-^toni of their respective
countries, while others are employed to
carry goods by water; and others again
subsist by fishing.
The Oranslams, or believers of the taith, feed principally on boiled rice, mixed with a sniall quantity of
dried shrimps and other fish, which are imported from Chnia.. and a little of the flesh
of buffaloes and chickens they are fond of
;

!

j

AND ROUND THE
of vvliiclj they ent larue quantities, and
with the flour of the rice they make several
They soinetinies inake very
sorts of pastry.
aiier the lashion of
entertainments,
superb
but, in greneral,
cOTuUries;
respective
their
they are a very temperate people of wine
tiiey (innk very little, if any, as the reliu^ion
of i>[ahomet. which they profess, forbids the
When a marriage is to be solemuse of it.
fruit,

;
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depth to a quarter of the thickness of the
teeth; yet none of these |)eo[)le have a rotten tooth, though according to the dentists
of England and Fram^e, such a thing must
be unavoidable, as the tooth is placed much
deeper than what we call the enamel. The
teeth of these people become very black by
the chewing of beetle, yet a slight washinji:
will take oil* this blackness., and they will
then becouje perfectly white but they are
very seldom washed, as the depth of the
colour is very far from being thought disagreeable.
Most of our readers must have
heard of the Mohawks and these are the
people wh) are so denominated, from a corruption of the W(U(I amock, which will be
expliiined by the following' story and observations. To run amock is to get drunk with
opium, and then seizing some offensive weapon, to sally forth from the house, kill the
person or persons supposed to liave injured

nize<l amonj? them, all the irold and silver
ornaments that <'an be pnxMired. are borroweil to deck out the young couple, who,
on these occasions, never fail to make the
most splendid appearance; sumptuous enterlainments are given by those who can
atiord them, which continue twelve or I'ourteen d.iys. and fretpiently more, during all
which time the women take care that the
bridegroom shall not vi>-it his wife privately,
though the >\edding takes place previous to
the festival. All these Indians, though they
come from ditferent countries, speak the the auiock, and any other person that atMilay language, if it deserves that name. tempts to impede his passage, till he himOn tlie island of Java there are two or three self is taken prisoner or killed on the spot.
diti'erent dialects, and there is a language While (apt. Cook was at Batavia, a per>
it is conjec- son wli(»se circumstances in life
were in^
pecidiar to every small island
tured tlin.r the Malay tongue is a corruption dependent, l^eing jealous of his brother, inof the language of 3Ialacca. ^I'he hair of toxicated himself with opium, and then
these people, which is black without a sin- murdered his h/rother, and two other men
who endeavoured to seize him. This man,
gle evceptionj grows in great abundance
yet the u omen make use of oils, and other contrary to the usual custom, did not leave
ingredients, to increase the qnantity of it: his own house, but made his resistance from
they fa«Jten it to tlie crown of the head with within it; yet he had taken such a quantity
a bodkin, having tirst twisted it into a cir- of the opium, that he was delirious, which
elegant appeared from his attempting* to fire three
cle, round which they place an
wreathe of flowers, so that the whole hea!- mu«;kets, neither of which had been loaded,
It nor even primed. Jealousy of the women
dress has a most beautiful appearance.
is the universal custom both with the men is the usual reason of these poor creatures
and women, to bathe in a river once every running" amock (or a-muck) and the first
day. and sometimes oftner, which not only object of their vengeance is the person whom
promotes health, but prevents that contrac- they suppose to have injured them. The
tion of filth, that would be otherwise un- officer, whose business it is to ap[)rehend
avoidable in so hot a climate. Tlie teeth of these unhappy wretches, is furnished with
the Oranslams have some particulars in a long pair of tongs, in order to take hold
them well worthy of notice. 'Vith a kind of them without coming within the reach
of whetstone they rub the ends of them till of the point of their weapon. Tliose who
they are quite flat and even
they then may be taken alive, which is not often the
make a deep groove in the teeth of the up- case, are generally wounded but tliey are
per jaw. in the centre between the bottom always broken upon the wheel and if the
of each tooth and the gum, and horizontaiiy physician, who is ap]>ointed to examine
with the latter
this groove is equal in their wound?, thinks them likely to h&
Ko. i>.
T
;

;

;

•

'

.

;

:

:
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mortal, the punishment is inflicted immediately, and the place of execution is generally
the spot where the first murder was committed.
number of absurd customs prevailed among these people, and opinions no
less ridiculous. They believe that the devil,
whom they call Satan, is the author of sick318SS and adversity
tiierefore, when sick, or
in distress, they offer meat, money, and
other things, as propitiatory sacrifices.
Should one among them be restless, or
should he dream for two or three nights
successively, he imagines the devil has laid

A

;

young
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crocodile

and

;

tliat

those animals
midwives,
the river*
family iu
have hap-

being received carefully by the
are immediately carried down to
and put into the water. The
which such a birth is supposed to
pened, constantly puts victuals

into tlie

river for their amphibious relation, especially the twin, who as long as he lives, goes
down to the river at stated times, to fuliii
his fraternal duty for an omission of which,
according to the general opinion, he will be
are at
visited with sickness or death.
a loss to account for an opinion so extrava;

We

commands upon him, when, upon neg- gant and

absurd, especially as it seems to
be uncoii!iected with any religious mystery,
and how it should be pretended to happen
such commands may not be revealed with by those wiio cannot be deceived into a
sufficient perspicuity.
To interpret his belief of it by appearances, nor have any
dream, therefore, he strains his w its to the ai)parent iiiterest in the fraud, is a problem
uttermost, and if, by taking it literally or still more difficult to solve. The strange
figuratively, directly, or by contraries, he can belief of this absurdity, however, is certain,
put no explanation that satisfies liim, ho for wiiich we had the concurrent testimony
a.pplies to the Cawin or priest, who unravels of every Indian who was questioned about
the mysterious suggestions of the night, by it and as to its origin, it seems to have
\i comment, in which it generally apf>ears,
taken its rise in the islands of Celebes and
that Satan wants victuals or money. These lioutou, at which places, many of the inhaare placed on a little plate of cocoa-nut bitants keep crocodiles in their families but
leaves, and hung upon the branch of a tree however that may be, thisopinion has spread
near the river, so that it seems not to be the overall the eastern islands, even to Timor
opinion of these i)eople, that in prowling the and Cream., and westward as far as Java
The crocodile twins are
earth, the devil " walketh throuarh dry pla- and Sumatra.
ces." Mr. Banks once asked, wh-ether they called Sudaras, and we shall here relate one
thought Satan s}>ent the money, or eat the of the innumerable and incredible stories,
victuals they said, that as to the money it in proof of their existence, as was confiwas considered rather as a mulct upon an dently attirmed, from ocular demonstrations;
offender, than a gift to him who had en- yet for tlie credibility of this relation we
joined it; and that therefore if it was de- will not vouch.
voted by the dreamer, it did not signify into
At Bencoolen was born and bred among
whose hands it came, and they supposed it the English a young female slave, who had
was generally the ])rize of some stranger learnt a little of the language. This girl
who wandered that way but respecting the told Mr. Banks that her father, when on
meat, they were clearly of opinion, that, al- his death bed, informed her that he had a
though the devil did not eat the gross parts, crocodile for his Sudara, and in a solemn
yet by bringing his mouth near it, he sucked manner charged her to give him meat when
out all its savour without changing its posi- he should be dead, telling her in what part
tion, so that afterwards it was as insipid as of the river he was to be found, and by what
water.
name he was to be called up. That in conAnother superstitious notion of this peo- sequence of her father's injunctions, she rel)Ie is still more unaccounlable.
They ima- paired to that part of the river he had degine that women, when delivered of chil- scribed, and standing upon the bank, called
dren, are at the same time delivered of a out Radja Pouti, "white king;" whereupon
liis

lect to fulfil, he concludes his punishment
will certainly be sickness or death, though

;

;

;

;
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oftheuater, they lave relations of the cronodile species,
tliat they perform a periodical ceremony in
Lnrge parties go
remeiubraiice of them.

the provisions she
aiuJ fM
(h^sired to describe
Heinc>him.
brought
hi\{\
this paternal uncle, she said, that he was not
like other crocodiles, but much handsomer,
that his body Ava«{ spotted and his nose red
tlial he had bracelets of gold upon his feet,
and ear-riniTs of the same nietal in his ears,
iVoni her

haiul

;

by Mr.
ridiculops tale was heard
IJanks |)atiently to the end,and he then dismissed the girl, without remincJing her. that
a crocodde with ears was as strange a monNot long'
ster as a d«»g" with a cloven foot.
had
Banks
Mr.
whom
servant
this
a
at>er
liired at IJatavia, a son of a D'.itchman by
a Javanese woman, told his master, that he
iiad seen a crocodile of the same kind, and it
had been seen by .several others, boih Dutchmen and ^Malays. This crocodile the servant sai<l was Very young-, two I'eet long-,
ami its feet were ornamented with bracelets
I cannot credit these idle stories.
of gold
The other day a i)erson
said Mr. Banks.

This

asserted that crocodiles had ear-rinus, and
yon know that cannot be true, because croAh, sir, replied the
codiles have not ears.
man, these Sndara Oran are unlike other
crocodiles ; for they have tive toes upon
each foot, a large tongue that tills their
motith, and ears likewise, though indeed
can set bounds
they are very small.
credulity
and folly
the
ignorance
of
to
However, in the girl's relation were some
things in w hich she could not be deceived
and therefore must be guilty of wilful falsehood. Her father might command her to
feed a crocodile, in consequence of his believing it to be his Sudara but its coming
out of the river at her call, and eating the
food from her hand, must have been a fable
of her own invention, and being such, it was
impossible that she could believe it to be
true.
However, the girl's story, and that of
tfie man'-*, evinces, that'they both believed
the existence of cr^^codiles that were Suda-

Who

!

;
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out in a boat, furnislied \vith j^^reat plenty
They
oi" provisions, and all kinds of music.
then row backwards and forwards, in places
of the river where crocodiles and alligators
are most commou, singing and weeping' by
turns, each invoking- his kindred, till a crocodile appears, when the music mstantly
stops, and provisions, beetle, and tobacco,
are tin own into the water. This civility is
intended to recommend themselves to their
not without hope.s, perrelations at home
haps, that it will beaccepted instead of more
expensive otlcrings which may not be
their power to pay.
The Chinese stand in the next rank to
the Indians, and are very numerous, Inil:
possess very little property. Many of them
live within the walls, and are shop-keepers,
have already mentioned the frnit-.sellers
of Passar Pissang but others have a rich
;

m

We

;

.stock

of

European

However, the

and Chinese

far greater part
pie live without the walls, in

g-ootls.

of these peo-

a cpiarter by

themselves, which is called Campang China^
Most part of them are carpenters, joiners,
smiths, taylors, slipper-makers, dyers ot'
cotton, and embroiaerers. They maintain
the character of industry, nniversally bestowed upon them and many are scattered
about the country, where they cultivate gar;

dens, sow rice and sugar, or keep cattle and
butTaloes, whose milk they bring every day
to town. Yet notwithstanding their com^
mendable spirit of industry, we must ob^
serve, there is nothing honest or dishonesh,
provided there is no danger of a halter, that
the Chinese will not readily do for money ;
and though they work with much diligence,
nor are sparing of their labom', yet no soonei*

have

down

their tools, than they
either at cards or dice> o?
at other diversions altogether unknowo
ras^to men
and the fiction invented by the among Evnopeans. To these they apply
girl may be easily accounted for, if we do with such eagerness, as scarcely to allow
but consider, hovv earnestly every one de- time for necessary refreshments of food and
."ires to make others believe what he besleep.
In manner^ they are always rather
lieves himselt" The Bougis, Macassars, and obsequious; and in dress they are remarkably
Boetons, are so
firmly persuaded that neat aad clean, in whatever rank of ii(V
;

tliey laid

begin to

game
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A

they are placed.
description of their persons or dress is unnecessary, seeing: the better kind of China paper common in England,
exhibits an exact representation of both,
though perhaps with some slight exaggerations. With respect to their eating, they are
easily satisfied
but the few that are rich
have many savoury dishes. The food of the
poor is rice, with a small proportion of flesh
or fish and they have the advantage of the
Mahometan Indians, on account of their
religion for the Chinese, being under no
restraint, eat, besides pork, dogs, cats, frogs,
lizards, serpents, and a great variety of sea
animals, which the other inhabitants do not
consider as food. They also eat many vegetables, which an European, except he was
perishing with hunger, would not taste.
They have a singular custom respecting the
burying their dead for they cannot be prevailed upon to open the ground a second
time, where tlie body* has been deposited.
On this account, in the neighbourhood of
Batavia, their burying-grounds contain many hundred acres: and the Dutch, xjretending this to be a waste of land, will not sell
any for this purpose, unless at an exorbitant
price. The Chinese, however, contrive to
raise the purchase money, and afl^ord another instance of the fo)ly and weakness of
hu4iinn nature, in trans^rring a regard for
the living to the dead, and making that an
object of solicitude andexpei.ce, which cannot receive the least benefit from either.
Under the influence of this universal prejudice, they take an uncommon method to
preserve the body entire, and to prevent
the remains of it from mixing with the
earth that surrounds it. To this end they
enclose it in a large thick wooden coffin,
hollowed out of solid tiiuJjer like a canoe.
This when covered and let down into the
grave, is surrounded with a coat of mortar,
called Chinam, about eight or ten inches
thick, which in a short time cements, and
becomes as hard as stone. The relatives of
the deceased attend, the funeral ceremony,
with a considerable number of female
mourners, hired to weep. In Batavia, the
law recpiires, that every man should be interred according to his rank, which is in no
;

;

;

;
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case to be dispensed with
so that if the deceased has not left sufficient to pay his
debts, an othcer takes an inventory of what
;

was

possession

in his

whenjie

died,

and

out of the produce buries him in the manner prescribed, leaving only the overplus
to his creditors.
The lowest class of people in this country
are the slaves, by
the Dutch, Portu-

whom

guese,

and Indians, whatever

situation,

are constantly

their

rank or

attended.

They

are bought in Sumatra, Malacca, and almost all the Eastern Islands: but the natives of Java, very few of whom live in Batavia, are exempted from slavery, under the
sanction of very severe penal laws, seldom
we believe violated. These slaves are sold
from ten to twenty pounds sterling each ;

but girls, if handsome, will fetch sometimes
a hundred. Being of an ind«)lent disposition, they will not do much work, and are
therefore content with a little victuals, subsisting altogether upon boiled rice, and a
small quantity of the cheapest fish. Thev
are natives of different countries, on which
account they differ from each other extremely both in person' and temper. The
Papua, as they are here called, or the African negroes are the worst, most of them
thieves, and all incorrigible
consequently
they may be purchased for the least money.
The next class to these are the Bougis and
Macassars, both from the island of Celebes ;
who in the highest degree are lazy, tJiough
not so much addicted to theft as the negroes yet they are of a cruel and vindictive
spirit, whereby they are rendered exceeding
dangerous, especially as to gratify their re.sentment, they make no scruple of any
means, nor of sacrificing life itself Besides
these there are Malays and slaves of other
denominations: but the best, and of course
the dearest, are those brought from the island of Bali and the most beautiful women
from Nias, a small island on the coast of
Sumatra but being of a tender and delicate constitution, they quickly fall a sacrifice to the unwholesome air of Batavia. All
these slaves are wholly in the power of
;

;

;

;

their masters, who may inflict upon them
any punishment that does not take away

;
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in conseqnence of
death may he proved not to have heen intended, yet the master is called to a. severe acconnt, and generFor this
ally sentenced to sorter capitally.
reason a master seldom corrects a slave with
his own hands, bnt by an otlicer called a
IVIarinen, one of whom is stationed in every
district.
The duly of this otKcer is to quell
riots, and
to take ortendeis into custody
but more particidarly to apprehend runaway
slaves, and punish them for such crimes as
the master has supported by ])roper evidence;
the punishment, however, is not inflicted
by the 3Iarineu in person, but by slaves
life;

and should one die

punislituent, tlioui;li

liis

;

who

the business. The
the number being"
])roportioned to the nature of the offence
and the instruments are rods made of rattans, which are split into tender twiffs for
the purpose, and every stroke draws blood.
common punishment costs the master a
rixdollar, and a severe one a ducatoon, about
are a|)pointed

punishment

to

stripes,

is

A

Ill

years
for they cannot without his
permission (|uit the place. The members
of the council, called by the natives Edele
Ileeren, and by the English, Idoleers, are
next in rank to the governer-general. These
assume so m»u;h state, that wlioever meets
tliree

;

them in a carriage, are expected to rise up
and bow, and after this compliment, they
tirive to one side of the road and stop, till
the

members

of the council are past: their

wives and children expect also the same
homage, and it is commonly paid them by
the inhabitants.
Some English Captains
have thought this a slavish mark of respect,
(leroo-atory to theirdignity as servants of
his Rritannic majesty, and for this reason

have refused to pay it nevertheless, when
in a hired coach, nothing bnt a menace of
;

immediate death could prevent the coachman Ironi honouring the Dutch grandee, at
the ex pence of their mortification.

With

respect to the distribution of justice,
administered in Ratavia by the lawgix shillings and eight-pence.
The master yers, who have peculiar ranks of distinction
is also obliged to allow a slave, as an en- among themselves.
Their decisions in cricouragement, three dubbelcheys, equal to minal cases seem to be severe with respect to
about seven-pence half-penny a week this the natives, but lenient in a partial degree to
is also done to prevent his indulging" his their own people.
Christian is always
strong temptations to steal.
indulged with an opportunity of escaping
Respecting- the government of tliis place before he is brought fo trial, whatever may
we can say but little.
observed a re- be his offence, and when convicted, he is
markable subordination among- the people. seldom punished with death. On the conEvery house-keeper has a certain specific trary, the poor Indians are hanged, broken
rank, according to the length of time he upon the wheel, and even impaled alive.
has served the company.
The different As to the Malays and Chinese they have
ranks thus acquired are distinguished by judicial officers of their own, named capthe ornaments of the coaches, and the dres- tains and lieutenants, who determine in civil
ses of the coachmen: some ride in plain cases, subject to an appeal to the Dutch
coaches, some are allowed to paint them tribunal. The taxes laid upon these peowith different devices, and some to gild ple by the company are very considerable,
them. The coachmen also are obliged to among which, that exacted for liberty to
appear in clothes quite plain, or ornament- wear their hair is not the least. The time
ed in various manners and degrees.
of payment is monthly, and to save the
The chief oflicer in this place has the title charge and trouble of collecting them, noof governor-general of the Indies, to whom tice is given of this by hoisting a flag upon
the Dutch governors of all other settlements the top of a house in the middle of the town,
are subordinate and they were obliged to and the Chinese find that it is their interest
repair to Eatavia in order to have their ac- to repair thither when a payment is due
counts passed by him. Should they appear without delay.
to hjive been criminal, or even negligent, he
At Batavia the current money consists of
detains them during pleasure; sometimes diicarts, valuedatone hundred and thirty-tw«
it is

;

A

We

;
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stivers ; ducatoons eighty stivers imperial
rix-doliars, sixty rupees, thirty schellings,
six double cheys, two stivers and a half;
;

;

;

;

i;nd doits one fourth of a stiver. During
our stay here Spanish dollars were at five
and five-penee and we were told they were
never lower than five shillings and fourpence, even at the Company's warehouse.
For English guineas the exchange upon an
average was nineteen shillings; for though
the Chinese would give twenty shillings for
some of the brightest, those that were much
worn were valued at only seventeen shilThere are two sorts of coin current
lings.
here of the same denomination these are
milled and unmilled the former of vi'hich
A milled ducatoon is vais of most value.
lued at^eighty stivers; and an unmilled one
A rix-dollar
at no more than seventy-two.
about
for shilstivers,
forty-eight
equal
is
to
All
lings and six-pence English currency.
accounts are kept in rix-dollars and stivers,
which here, at least, are nominal, like our
;

ed a few compliments with this person, We
entered upon business: but in settling the
;

price of turtle could not agree. Upon this
we took leave, the Indians dispersed and
we proceeded along shore in search of a
watering place.
happily succeeded in
a very convenient one, and had reason to
believe, with care in filling, it would prove
agreeable to our wishes. On our return,
some Indians, who remained with a canoe
upon the beach, sold us three turtles, but
we were obliged to promise, that we would
not tell the king. On Sunday, the 6th, we
renewed with better success our trafhc fop

;

;

pound

sterling.

On

Thursday, the 27th, of December,
tlie morniug, we weighed, left the
harbour of Batayia, and stood out to sea.
etuiy in

On the 29tli, after ranch delay by contrary
winds, we weathered Pulo Pare, and stood
Ou the same day passed a
for the main.
between
Batavia and JBantam
small island
Maneater's
island.
On Sunday the
called
^Oth, we weathered Wapping and Pul<>
Babi islands, and the next day, being the
3lst, we stood over to the Sumatra shore.
On the morning, of this new year's day,
being Tuesday, January, the 1st, 1771, we
steered for the Java sliore, and continued
our course, as the wind permitted us, till
three o'clock in the afternoon of the 5th,
when vve cast an<.'hor on the south east side
of Prince'-^ Island, in eighteen fathoms water, in order to recruit our stores, and procure refreshments for the sick, many of
whom were much worse than tiiey were al
our departure from Batavia. Mr. Banks
and Dr Solander, accompanied by the Captain and other gentlemen, went ashore.
met upon the beach some Indians
y
whom we were conducted to one, who,
they said, was tlieir king. llaviUg exchang-

W«

SEAS,

;

We

About noon the Indians lowered

turtle.

their demands slowly, insomuch, that before the evening they accepted our stipulated price, and we had turtle in plenty. In
the mean time, the three we had purchased
were served to the ship's company, who, till
yesterday, had not fed on salt provisions
from the time of our arrival at Savu, which

was now near three months.

Mr. Banks,

the king, by
whom he was received very graciously at
his palace, in the middle of a rice field, notwithstanding his majesty was busily employed in dressing his own supfjer. The
day following, Monday, the 7th, the Indians resorted to the trading place with fmvls,
fish, monkeys, small deer, and some vegetables but no turtle apj^eared till next day,
Tuesday, the 8th, after which some were
brought to market every day, while we staid,
but the whole quantity together was not
equal to that we bought the day after our

in the evening, paid a visit to

;

arrival.

Friday, the 11th, Mr. Banks havinjj received intelligence from a servant he ha'd
hired at Batavia, that the Indians of this
island had a town situated near the shore,
to the westward, he determined to go in
search of the same. With this view he set
out in the morning, accompanied by the
second lieutenant; and anprehending liis
visit might not be agreeable to the natives,
he told such of them as he met that he was
in search of plants which was indeed also
Having come to a place where there
true.
were three or four liou«es, they met with
an old man, of whom they ventured to make
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iia

A few inquiries conccrninp: the town. He i)lete<l our wood and water, Mr. Banks,
would liave peisiuuled them, that it was at took leave of his majesty, to wliom he made
at parting j^ave
a «^reat distance but pereeivinj*- they pro- several trilling- presents, and
he graciously
which
ceeded forward, he joined the company, and him two quires of paper,
the
conversation,
their
attemptaccei)ted.
During
went on with thein. The old man
;

English djd not
ed several times to lead tiiein out of the king incpiired, why the
had used to do ?
tl>ev
at
at
as
when
touch
the
island
but
success
without
way, though
reason vvas, he
the
houses,
that
Mr.
Banks
replied,
the
of
sight
within
came
they
length
supposed,
and
a deficiency
party,
found
their
into
cordially
because
they
entered
he
conducted them into the town, the name of turtle, of which there not being enougli
ofwhicli is Samadang. It consists of about to supply one ship, many could not be exand to supply the defect, Mr,
for hundred houses, and is divided by a j)ecte(i
called
the
one
Hanks
|)arts,
advised
his majesty to breed cattle,
two
into
brackish river
When
town.
butiiiloes,
new
and
Imt he did not seem
sheep;
the
other
the
and
old,
they had entered the former, they were ac- disposed to adopt this prudent measure,
On Monday, the 14tli, we had got on
costed by several Indians whom they had
seen at the trading ])lace, and one of them board a good stock of fresh provisions^ conundertook to cany them over to the new sisting of turtle, fowl, fish, two species of
town, at twopence per heail. The bargain deer, one about the size of a sheep, the
being made, they embarked in two small other not bigger than a rabbit also cocoacanoes, placed along-side of each other, and nuts, plantains, limes, and other vegetables,
iaslied together, to prevent their over-setting. The deer, however, served for only present
Tliey landed safely, though not without use, for we could seldom keep one of therrt
some difficulty and when they came to the alive more than twenty-four hours,
The trade on our parts, was carried on
new town, the people shewed thein eveiy
mark of a cordial friendship, shewing them chiefly with Spanish dollars, the natives
the liouses of their king and principal peo- seeming not to set value upon any thing
Few of the houses were open at this else; so that our people who had a general
pie.
time, the inhabitants having taken up their permission to trade, ])arted with oW shirts
residence in the rice-grounds, to defend and other articles, which they were obliged
their crops against the birds and monkeys, to substitute for money to great disadvanwhowithouttliis necessary precaution would tage. On Tuesday, the 16th, in the morn*
destroy them. When their curiosity was ing, we weighed, with a light breeze at N.
took our desatisfied, they hired a large sailing boat E. and stood out to sea.
for two rupees, value four shillings, which parture from Java Head, which is in laticonveyed them to the bark time enough tude 6 deg. 49 min. S. and in longitude 253
to dine upon one of the small deer, weigh- deg. 12 min. West.
ing only forty pounds, which proved to be
Prince's Island where we were stationed
exceeding good and savoury food. In the about ten days, in the Malay language,
evening we again went on shore, to see how called Pulo Selan, and in that of the inhaour people went on, who were employed in bitants, Pulo Paneitan, is a small island,
wooding and watering, when we were told, situated in the western month of the strait
that an ax had been stolen. Application ofSunda. It is woody, a very small part
was immediately made to the king, who, of it having been cleared.
could perafter some altercation, promised, that the ceive no remarkable hill upon it; but a
ax should be restored in the morning and small eminence, just over the landingpla.ee,
it was accordingly brought to us by a man, has been named, by the English, the Pike,
who pretended, that the thief, afraid of a Formerly this place was much frequented
discovery, had left it at his house in the by India ships belonging to various nanight.
tions, especially from England: but of late
On Sunday, the 13th, having nearly com- they have forsaken it, because the water is
;

;

;

;

We

.

We

,
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bad, and touch either at North

Island, or
at New Bay, a i'ew leages distant from
Prince's Island, at neither of which places

any considerable quantity of other j)rovisions can be procured; and, upon the whole,
we must give it as our opinion, that Prince's
Island is more eligible than either of them;

we have already observed,
the water is brackish, if filled at the lower
part of the brook, yet higher up we found
it excellent
The first, second, and perhaps the third
ship, that arrives here in the season, may
be well supplied with turtle but such as
come afterwards must be content with small
What we purchased were of the
ones.
green kind, and cost us, at an average, about
three farthings a pound. They were neitlier fat nor well flavoured, which circumstance we imputed to their being long kept
in pens of brackish water, without food.
The fowls are large, and we bought a dozen
of them for a Spanish dollar, which is about
five-pence a piece. The small deer cost us
two-pence a piece, and the larger, two only
of which were brought to market, a rupee.
The natives sell many kinds offish by iiand,
and we found them tolerably cheap. Cocoanuts, if they were picked, we bought at the
rate of a hundred for a dollar; and if taken
promiscuously, one hundred and thirty.
also
Plantains we found in abundance
pine-apples, water-melons, jaccas, and poinpions, besides rice, yams, and several other
vegetables, all which we purchased at reafor though, as

;

;

sonable rates.
In this island the inhabitants are Javanese, and their Raja is subject to the Sultan
of Bantam. In their manners and customs
they resemble the Indians about Batavia
but they are more jealous of their women,
for all the time we vv^ere there, we saw not
any of them, except one by chance in the
>voo(ls, as she was running away to hide
;

herself They profess the Mahonjetan religion
but not a mosque did we discover
in the whole island. While we were among
them, they kept tlie fast called by the Tmks
llamudan, with extreme rigour, not one of
iheiu touching a m<^Msel of victuals, nor
wocild they chew their beetle till sun-set.
;

8

SEAS,

Their food is likewise the same with that of
the Batavian Indians, except the addition
of the nuts of the palm, by eating of whi(;h,
upon the coast of ^ew Holland, some of
our people were made sick, and some of our
hogs poisoned. We inquired by what means
these nuts were deprived of their noxious
deleterious quality, and were informed, that
they first cut into thin slices, and dried them
in the sun, then steeped them in fresh water
for three months, and afterwards, pressing
out the water, dried them a second time in
the sun
but after all, we found they are
;

eaten only in times of scarcity, when they
mix them with their rice to make it go farther.

The houses

of these people are built uporL
and elevated about four or
five feet above the ground.
Upon these
is laid a floor of bamboo canes, at such a
distance from each other, as to leave a free
passage for the air from below. The walls
also are of bamboo, interwoven hurdlewise,
with small sticks, and fastened perpendicularly to the beams which form the frame
of the building; it has a sloping roof, so
well thatched with i)alm-leaves, that neither
the sun, nor rain can find entrance. The
ground-plot, upon which the building is
erected, is an oblong square. On one side
is the door, and in the space between that
and the other end of the house, in the
centre, towards the left hanti, is a window.
A partition runs out from each end of the
house, which continues so far as to leave
an openmg opposite the door. Each end
of the house therefore, to the right and left
of the door, is divided into two apartments,
all open towards the passage from the door
In that
to tlie wall on the opposite side.
on the left hand, next to the door, the children sleep that opposite to it is for the use
of strangers in t!ie inner room, on the left
and
hand, the master atid his wife <leep
The
that opposite to it is the kitchen.
only ditierenre between the poor and the
rich, with respect to these houses, consists
but ue must except the royal
in their size
palace, and the li^Mise of one Gundanjr,
the next man in riches and influence to the
king; for those instead of being watt!ed
piles, or pillars,

;

;

;

:
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whh sticks and

ney, giving us

boards.

shillings, for

baflnboos, are enclosed with
Tliese people bave occasional
houses in the rice fields, at the season
when they are infested with the birds and
monkeys. Tliey differ only from their town
houses, by being" raised ten feet instead of
four from the crround.
The inhabitants ul" this island are of a
and dealt with us very
{food disposition
lonestly only like other Indians, and the
retailers of fish in London, they would ask
twice, and sometimes thrice as much for
their commodities as they would take.
As
what they brouj^ht to market belonged in
])roportions, to a considerable
different
number of the natives, they put all that was
bougfht of one kind, as cocoas or plantains

six,

240

145
doits,

amounting

to five

a Spartish dollar, and ninetyamounting to two shillings, for a Ben-

gal rupee.
The natives of Prince's Island have a language of their own, yet they all speak the

Malay language. Their own tongue they
Catta Gunnng, the language of the
mountains. They say that their tribe origin-

call

;

ally migrated from the mountains of Java
to New Bay, and then to their present station, being driven from their first settlement
by tygers, which they found too numerous
to subdue.
Several languages are spoken
by the native Javanese, in different parts of
their island
but the language of these peol)le is different from that spoken at Samarang, though distant only one day's journey

;

;

tog-ether, and when we had purchased a lot,
they divided tlie money that was i)aid for it from the residence of the Emperor of Java.
among- the proprietors, in a projiortion cor- The following list contains several corresresponding with their contributions. Some- ponding words in the languages of Prince's
times, indeed, they would change our mo- Island, Java, and Malacca.

English.

Prixce's Island.
Jalma,
Becang,

Javanese.
Oong Lanang,

A man.
A ivoman.
A child.

Oroculatacke,
Holo,

Erung,
Mata,
Chole,

Cutock,
Be»tung,
Serit

Pimping,
Hulloctoor,
Metis.

Cucu,
Langan,
Ramo Langan,

Oong Wadong
Lari,

Malay.
Oran Lacki Laki.
Parampuan.
Anack.

The head.
The iiose.
The eyes.
The ears.
The teeth.
The belly.
The backside.
The thigh.
The knee.
The leg.

Undass,
Erung,
Moto,
Cupingi
Untu,

A nail.
A hajid.
A finger.

Cucu,
Tangan,

Tangan.

Jari,

Jaring.

Capalla.
Edung".

Mata.
Cuping^
Ghigi»

Wnttong-,

Prot.

Celit,

Pan tat.

Poopoo,
Duncul,

Paha.
Lontour.
Kauki.
Cucu.

Sickil,

In this specimen the different parts of the guage in Prince's Island, have words, which
body are chosen, because they are easily if not exactly similar to those used in the
obtained from those whose language is un- South Sea islands, are manifestly derived
known and it is worthy of observation, from the same source, as will appear from
that the Malay, the Javanese, and the lan- the following list.
;

South-Sea.

Mata

Maa
Einu
Matte
No. 10,

Malay.
Mata
Macan

Javanese

Prince's Isle.

English*

Moto
Mangan

Mata

An

Menum

Gnumbe

Matte

Matte

U

eye.

The

ear^

To drinks
To MIL

;
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South Sea.
•
Outou

Euwa
Owhe
Eu
Mannu

Malay.
Coutou

JAVANESE.

Phince'9 Isund.Engltsh.

Udan

IP,'-

A louse.

r

"

-

*

Sousou

Sousou

lean

Iwa
Tapaan

'f

Tooura

Udaiig

Urang-

J^ufwhe

Ubi

Btannou

Tannam

Urve
Tandour

Enammou

Gnamniuck

Hearu

Garru

Garu

Taro

Tallas

Talus

IJta

Utan

Malay.

Tahie

Satou

Rua

Dua

Torou

Tiga

Haa

-

lieina

Wheney
Iletu

Waru
Iva

Ahoura

Yams.

To

bury.

A mosohitto.
To

scratch.

Cocoa-roots.

manner common to all these counbut we must observe, that in the island
of Madagascar, the names of numbers, in
are in
tries:

some

instances,

are similar

to

all

L5LE.Madag
Isse

English.
One.

Lorou

Dua

Rua

Two.

Tullu

Tollu

Tellou

-

Pappat

Opat

Eifats

Three.
Four.

Li mo
Nunnam

-

Petu

Sembilan
Sapoulou

Songo
Sapoulou

-

From

the similitude between the Eastern
that of the South Sea, many
conjectures may be formed concerning the
peopling of those countries, which cannot

Tongue and

The
easily l)e referred to Madagascar.
people of Java and Madagascar appear to
be a different race the Javanese has long
hair, and his complexion is of an olive cast
whereas a native of Madagascar is black, and
his hair woolly yet this will not conclude
against the opinion of their having had common ancestors and, possibly, the learning:

these,

yet the fact which is a difficulty not easy to
be solved will appear unquestionable from
the following list of words, drawn up, as ^^e
have observed, by Mr. Banks.

-

Wolo

:

cane.

A tish.
The foot.
A lobster-

Prince's
Hegie

Tudju
Delapaa

;

Mannuck

-

Sigi

Javanese.
-

Ampat
Lima
An nam

:

-

Bamboo

A beast.
A bird.

Inland.

But the similitude in these languages is
more remarkable in words expressing number, which se^ms to prove that they have
one common root. Mr. Banks, with the assistance of a negro slave, born at Madagascar, and who was on board an English ship
at Batavia, drew up the following comparative table, from whence it will appear,
that the names of numbers, in particular.

South Sea.

Rain.

;

Awe

?

Manny

Eyca
Tapao

SE4S,

Limab
Gunnap
Tudju
Delapan
Salapan
Sapoulou

Limi
-

Ene
Titou

Five.
Six.

-

Walon
Sivi

Seven.
Eight.
Nine.

-

Tourou

Ten.

-

of ancient Egyjit might run in two course*,
one through Africa, and the other through
Asia, disseminating the same words in each,
especially terms of number, which might
thus become part of the language of people
who never had any communications with
each other.
In the month of February, we held on
our course, and made the best of our way
for the Cape of Good Hope
but now the
fatal seeds of disease, our people had imbibed
at Batavia, began to appear, with the most
;

W
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alarmfnar jrirmptoms, in dy<?enfei'ies and slow
Our sitiialion in a short time was
levers.
truly deplorable, and the ship was little
belter than an hospital, in which those who
did duty, were too few to attend those who
were confined to their hannnncks. IMany
of these were in the last stage of tlie destructive disorder; and almost every nii>ht
we committed a body to the sea. Mr.
Banks was among the number of the sick,
for some time we despaired of his life.
In the course of six weeks we buried Mr.
Sporins:, a gentleman of Mr. IJanks's retinue, Ml'. Parkinson, his natural history
painter, Mr. (ireen the asti-onomer, the
boatswain, the carpenter, and his mate, Mr.
Moukhouse the midshipman, our jolly sailmaker, and his assistant, the cook, the corporal of the marines, two of the carpenters
in
crew, a midshipman, and nine sailors
the
besides
persons,
all three and twenty
seven that we had buried at Balavia. Such
was the havoc disease made amonj: our
we omitted no
ship's company, though
means, which we conceived mio-ht be a remedy and to prevent the infection from
spreading:, we purified the Neater taken in
at Prince's Island with lime, and washed
ail parts of the bark between decks with

and

;

;

vmegar
Friday, the
o'clock P.

M.

anchor of^'the

Cook

repaired
cheerfully ptt»mised him every refreshment the country afl^brded on which a
house was hired for the sick, and it wai
igreed they should be lodg'ed and boarded
Our
for two shdlings each man per day.
run from Java Head to the Cape afforded
few observations that can be of use to future
;

air,

which was not in the
least degree checked by any medicine
so
that whoever was sri/ed with it, considered himself as a dead man but we no soonef
particularly

tiie flux,

;

;

got into the trade wind, than we felt its salutary effects. It is true, we buried several
of our crew afterwards, but they were su-i'h
as had been taken on board in a state so
low and feeble, that there was scarcely a
possibility of their recovery.
suspected
at first, that this dreadful disorder might
have been generated by the water that we
took on board at Prince's Island, or by tlie
turtle we purchased there
but this suspicion we found to be groundless because all
the ships that came from Batavia at the

We

;

;

same season, suffered in like manner, and
some even more severely, though none of
them touched at Prince's Island in their
way.

Not many days after our departure from
Java we were attended by the boobies for
several nio-hts successively, and as these
birds are known to roost every night on
shore, we concluded land was not far dis-.
tant
perhaps it mi^ht be the island of
;

27 deg. three quarters S. we saw an albathe number of which increased every

tross,

day, with others of different kinds, particuone about the size of a duck, of a very dark

brown colour, with a yellowish bill; and
they becanie more numerous as we approached the shore.
When we got into
must soundings, we were visited by gannets*
Java \^hich we continued to see as long as we

but some occurrences we
had left
over in silence.
Head eleven days before we got the general
S. E. trade-wind, daring which time, we
did not advance above 5 deg. to the southward, and 3 deg. to the W. having an unwholesome air, occasioned probably by the
load of vapours, which the eastern wind,
and westerly monsoons, bring into these latitudes, both of which blew in these seas, at

navig"ators,
fiass

poisonous vapours, and unwholesome

Selam, wliicn in ditterent chatts, is very
Ijth of March, about ten differently laid down both in name and siwe brought the ship to an tuation. After these birds had left us, we
Cape of Good Hope. Capt. were visited by no more, till we gojt nearly
imniediateljr to the governor, a-breast of Madagascar, where in latitude

who

not

the time we happened to V>e there. Our
diseases were certainly aggravated by those

We

3

were upon the bank that stretches off Anguiilas to the distance of forty leagues, and
extt^nds along shore to the eastward, from
Cape False, according to some charts, one
hundred and sixty leagues. The real extent of this bank is not exactly known;
it is however useful as a direction to shipping
when to haul in, in order to make the land^

;
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At the time the Endeavour laid
Cape of Good Hope, the Houghton
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at the

ces it is nine hundred, and in others not
India- above six hundred broad. Caffraria is so
men sailed for England. She had buried named from the Caffres, its inhabitants
near forty of her crew, and wlien she left though some authors affirm, that his name
the Cape, had many of her hands in a help- is the term of reproach given by the Arabs
less condition, occasioned by the scurvy. to all who have but confused notions of the
Other ships likewise experienced a propor- deity, and which the Portuguese have by
tionable loss by sickness so that our suffer- mistake applied to these i>eop]e.
ings were comparatively light, considering
The Cape of Good Hope, which is the
that we had been absent near three times most southern part of AiVica, was first disas long.
continued at the Cape till the covered, A. D. 1493, by Bartholemew Diaz,
13th of April, in order to recover the sick, admiral of a Portuguese fleet, who on acprocure stores, and' to do some necessary count of the boisterous weather he met with
work upon the ship and rigging. When when near it, distinguished it by the name
this was finished we got all the sick on of Cabodos totos Tormentos, or the Cape'of
board, several of whom were still in a dan- all plagues since which, no place in the
gerous stale and on Sunday, the 14th, hav- universe has been more spoken of, though
ing taken leave of the governor, we un- little of the country, except the coast, has
moored, and got ready to sail.
been i)enetrated or known.
Tiie reason
The history of Caffraria is well known why it has so much attracted the attention,
jn Europe, and a description of tlie Cape of of mariners of all nations, is, their being unGood Hope has been given by most of our der a necessity of frequently calling tliere
circumnavigators yet we think a particular for water or other refresliments, and also of
account of this country will be acceptable doubling it, in their voyages to the Eastto our numerous subscribers and they will Indies.
But John king of Portugal, not
meet with some particulars which fell under liking the name which his admiral had beour observation, that have either been wholly stowed upon this large promontory, changed
omitted or misrepresented in other rfcarra- it to that of Cabode Bona Esperanca, the
" Cape of Good Hope," which appellation
tives.
Caffraria, or Caffreria, is well situated for it hath ever since retained.
INei-ther Diaz, nor his successor Vasco de
navigation and commerce, both which advantages are almost wholly neglected. The Gama, thojigh they saw the Cajie, thought
but in 1498 the Portuguese
interior part of the country is fertile, but proper to land
wants the benefit of cultivation. The inha- admiral, Rio del Infanta, was the first who
and from his report,
bitants are naturally sagacious, but their ventured ashore
faculties are absorbed in indolence; thus Emanuel, king of Portugal, on account of
both the lands and minds of the people re- the eligibility of the situation, determined
quire imnrovement but lest cultivation in to establish a colony there but the Portuthe firstsliould introduceluxury,and informa- guese, who are naturally pusillanimous^
tion in the last |)roduce disobedience, neither having taken it into their heads, that the
of these are encouraged by the politic Dutch, inhabitants of the Cape were cannibals,
who possess a great part of the sea coast. were too much afraid of being devoured, to
The country extends about seven hundred obey their sovereign in making the settlehowever, some time
and eighty miles from N. to S. that is, from ment he intended
Ca|>e Negro to the Cape of Good Hope, after, another body of these timid adventurfrom hence turning N. E. to the mouth of ers made good their landing, under the
the river Spiritu Santo, it runs about six conduct of Francis d'Almeyda, a viceroy of
hundred and sixty miles and proceeding Brasil, when the Portuguese were shamelip the country almost to the equinoxial fully defeated by the scarce armed, and
The viceroy and fifty
line, it is about one thousand seven hun- unwarlike natives.
men
being
killed
in the eug^agement,
dred and forty miles farther. In some pla- of his
;
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;
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the productions from Europe, that he might
render the place as commodious and agreeable as possible. Having thus successfully
founded a settlement, the Dutch Couipany
proposed, in order the more effectually to
establish it, that every man, who would set-,
tie three years at the Cape, should have an
inheritance of sixty acres of land, provided
that during that space he would so improve
About two years after, toucliing' at tlje cape, his estate, as to render it sufficient to maintliey hmded with all
the ajjpearance of tain himself, and contribute something toamity, accompanied with strong professions wards the maintenance of the garrison ;
of friendship, and under this mask brought and at the expiration of the time, he might
with them a large camion loaded with srrape either keep possession of it, or sell it, and
shot.
The unsuspecting natives, overjoyed return home. Induced by these proposals,
by the gitit of so great a treasure, began to many went to seek thesr fortunes at the
drag- it away by the means of two long- ro])es, Cape, and were furnished on credit with
whicli had been previously fastened to the cattle, grain, plants, utensils, &c.
The
muzzle. Great numbers laid hold of the planters, however, at length ^rew weary of
ropes, and many others went before by way their habitations for want ot conjugal sociof triumph, when the treacherous Portu- ety therefore the governors of the company,
guese firing' off the cannon, a prodigious to prevent their leaving the place, provided
slaughter ensued, as most of the people them with wives from the Orphan-houses,
stood within the range of the shot. Many and other charitable foundations. In prowere killed, several wounded and the few cess of time they greatly increased, and
who escaped, abandoned with the utmost spread themselves farther up the country,
precipitation the fatal present.
and along the coast, till they occupied all
About the year 1600, the Dutch began the lands from Saldanna Bay, round the
to touch at the Cape, in their way to and southern point of Africa, to Nossel Bay, on
from the East-Indies; and becoming an- the E. and afterwards purchased Terra de
nuallv more sensible of tlie importance of Natal, in order to extend their limits still
tlie place, they effected a settlement 16-00, farther.
which since that time hath risen to great
It appears, however, that on the first
power and opnlence, and been of essential settlement of the Dutch at the Cape, all
service to that nation.
M. Van Ricbeeck, the Hottentot tribes did not acquiesce in the
a surgeon, in his return from India, observ- sale of the country to foreigners for the
ing the conveniency of the place for a set- Gunyemains dissented from the agreement
tlement, and laying before the Dutch East of the others, and, in 1659, disputed the posIndia Company, a plan of its advantages, session of the purchased territories with the
the scheme was approved, and the projector Dutch. They always made their attack in
appointed governor. This Adventurer sail- boisterous weather, as thinking the fireing with four ships to the cape, entered into arms then of less use and efficacy; and upon
a negotiation with the people, who, in con- these occasions they would murder indiscrisideration of fifty thousand guilders, or four minately all the Europeans they could meet,
thousand three hundred and seventy-five burn down their houses, and drive away
pounds sterling, agreed to yield up to the their cattle. At length an Hottentot, called
Dutch a considerable tract of countiy round by the Dutch Doman, who had resided
the Cape. Van Ricbeech, in order to se- some time at Batavia, and afterwards lived
cure his new purchase, immediately erected at Cape Town, retired to his countrymen,
a strong square fort; laid out a large gar- and persuaded them, that it was the intent
den, and planted it with a great variety of of the Europeans to enslave them, and

remainder retired with precipitation to
Tlie Portuj»nese were niucli
shij).s.
iUsappointed and chagrined at the idea of
sucli martial superiority in a people by
them deemed at once savage and despicaThey determined to be revenged but
ble.
not having niajinaniniity enough to shew a
becomiu"' resentment, t!iey contrived a
nmst inhuman and cowardly expedient.
tire

their

;

;

;

;
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them up to war. Accordingly they
took up arms, and, being headed by Doman, attended by another chief named Garaibinga, they committed great depredations.
But the Hottentots themselves at length
growing tired of the war, one hundred of
them, belonging to one nation, came unarmed to the Dutch fort, with a present of thirteen head of fine excellent cattle, in order
to sue for peace. This, it may be imagined,
Avas readily granted by the Dutch, who
^ere heartily sick of a contest, in which
themselves were such great losers, without
reaping any advantages from if.
Notwithstanding all that has been said to
the contrary, no country we saw during the
Voyage, makes a more forlorn appearance,
stirred

or is in reality a more steril desart. The
land over the caj>e, which constitutes the
peninsula formed by Table Bay on the N.
and False Bay on the S. consists of high
mountains, altogether naked and desolate
»he land behind these to the E. which may
be considered as the Isthmus, is a plain of
^ast extent, consisting almost wholly of a
light kind of sea sand, which produces nothing but heath, and is utterly incapable of
All the spots that will admit
<MiltiVation.
of improvement, which together bear about
the same proportion to the whole as one to
ine thousand, are laid out in vineyards, orchards, and kitchen grounds and most of
these little spots lie at a considerable distance from each other. There is also the
greatest reason to believe, that in the interior parts of the coinitry, that which is capable of cultivation, especially what is situated at no great distance from the coast,
does not bear a greater proportion to that
which is barren for the Dutch told u^,
that they had settlements eight and twenty
days up the country, a distance equal at
kast to nine hundred miles, from which they
so
bring provisions to the Cape by iand
to
conclude,
reasonable
that
that it seeins
provisions are not to be had within a less
compass. While we were at the Cape, a
farmer came thither from the country, at
the distiance of fifteen d&yis' journey, and
were
brought his children with him.
surprised at this, and asked him, if it would
:

;

,

;
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not have been better to have 1-efl them with
his next neighbour.
Neighbour said the
man, I have no neighbour within less than
five days' journey of me.
Surely the country must be deplorably barren in which
those who settle only to raise provisions for
a market, are dispersed at such distances
from each other. That the country is every
where destitute of wood is a certain fact;
for timber and planks are imported from
Batavia, and fuel is almost as dear as food.
We saw not a tree, except in plantations
near the town, that was six feet high and
the stems, thatwerenot thicker than a man's
thumb, and roots as thick as an arm or leg ;
such is the influence of the winds here to
the disadvantage of vegetation, without
!

;

considering the sterility of^ the soil.
Cape Town is the only one the Dutch
have built here, and it consists of about a
thousand houses neatly built of brick, whited in general on the outside
They are covered only with thatch, for the violence of
the S. E. winds would render any other
roof inconvenient and dangerous.
The
street* are broad and commodious, crossing
each other at right angles.
In the maiil
one is a canal, on each side of which is
planted a row of oaks, that have erown tolerable well, and yield an agreeable shade.
In another part of the town is also a canal,
but the slope of the ground in the course
of both is so great, that they are furnished
with locks at intervals of little more than
fifty yards.
The houses in general have
pleasant gardens behind, and neat court
yards before them. Building, as well as
tillage, is greatly encouraged here, and land'
given for either purpose to those who choose
to accept of it
but then the government
claims an annual tenth of the value of the
former, and produce of the latter, and a>
tithe of all purchase money when estateii'
are sold. The town extends from the sea
shore to the Company's garden, spreading*
along Table Bay. The fort is in a valley
at a small distance, it^ fornj pentagtjual, it
commands the landing-place, and is gairi.<»ned by two hundred soldiers. ^Vhe governor's storehouses are wilhin it, other oflicers
besides himself have aimrtments here, as
;
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well ns six hundred servants; the same
number of slaves are lodged in a commodious buildins? in the town, uhich is divided
into two wards, tlie one lor the men, the
women and there is a
other for the
house of correction for the reception of
dissolute prsons of either sex. /i'he hospital for sick seamen is of essential use to
Dutcii fleets in goini; to or retunitlie
is a larjfe
I'lie church
India.
from
ing
but the roof and
edifice, eleiiantly plain
steeple are thatched, for tl»e reason abeady
Thatcljinj,' indeed, from the
nientioned.
nature of the hurricanes, seems absolutely
necessary but from tlie method in which
it was formerly done, it apj)ears that it was
frequently atten<led with danger, and we
were informed, there used to be shelvingpent houses erected on both sides the streets,
to shelter passengers in rainy weather but
these brouiiht the inhabitants uiuler such
dangers and iuconveniencies, that they were
all pulleil down by order of j?overnment.
{Sailors and Hottentots were continually assembling", and smoking their pipes under
them, and sometimes, through carelessness
;

;

;
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of A,sia, as well as those of Europe, all of a
deliciouf flavour. Here are also excellent
lemons, oranges, citrons, tii4s, .lapan apj)les»
and a ^reat vaiiety of other fruits. In this
niace a mu(^h greater proportion of the inhabitants are Dutch than in Uatavia and
as the town is supixuled principally by entertaining strangers, and supplying them
with necessaries, every man to a certain degree, imitates the manners and customs of
the nations with which lie is chiefly concerned.
The Indies, however, are so faithful to
the mode of their country, that not one of
:

them will stir without a chaudpied, or
chauflet, which is carried by a servant that
it may be ready to i)lace under her feet,
whenever J he sits down tiiough few of these
:

chauftets have fire in them, which indeed
the climate renders unnecessary.
Notwithstanding the natural sterility of
the climate, industry has suj)|>lied this place
with all the necessaries, and even luxuries
of life in the greatest in'ofusion. The beef
and mutton are excellent, though the oxen
and sheep are natives of the country the
cattle are lighter than ours, more neatly
made, and Jiave horns that spread to a nuich
hold
government
laid
The
on
tire.
them
set
of that occasion to rid the streets of those wider extent. The sheep are clotlied with
that were continually pestering a substance between wool and hair, and
f>fel lows
them, by publishing an order, which is still have tails of an enormous size
we saw
in force, and from time to time republished, some that weighed twelve pounds, and we
that no Hottentot, or common sailor, shall heard there were many much larger. Good
smoke in the street, aud that upon presum- butter is made from the milk of cows, but
ing so to do they should be tied to the whip- the cheese is very much inferior to our own.
This Here are hogs and a variety of poultry also
ping post and be severely lashed.
Las kept the streets clear of all who have goats, but these last are never eaten. Hares
no business there for it is with great dif- are to be found exactly like those in Eulikewise many kinds of antelopes;
ficulty that either the seamen or Hottentots rope
can* tbrbear smoking while they are awake, quails of two sorts, and bustards all v.ell
if they have tobacco, which they are seldom flavoured but not juicy.
The fields produce
tJie gardens
without. What is most to be admired at European wheat and barley
.the Cape is the Company's garden, where European vegetables
fruit of all kinds ;
almost all the fruits besides plantains, guavas, jambu, and other
I, they have intioduced
and flowers that are found in the other three Indian fruits, but these are not in perfecquarters of the globe; most of which are im- tion the plantains, in particular, are very
proved, and flourish more than they did in bad, and the guavas no larger than goosetheir respective climates and countries from berries.
The vineyards also produce wines
whence they were brought and the garden of various sorts, but not equal to those of
is watered with springs that fall down from Europe, except the Constantia,
which is
Table Mountain just above them. Apples made genuine only at one vineyard, about
and pears are planted here, with the grapes ten mifes distant fram the town There is
;

;

;

;

;

;

-

;

;
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;
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it, where 'vine
made, and called by the same name, but

another vineyard hear

SEAS,

lent safeguards, and, on that 'account, inde.
pendent of^ then* salubrious qualities, are
higiily valued. At the Cape, wolves are c^
is greatly inferior.
With respect to the -animals of this coun- tv/o, kinds; tlie one resembles a sheepdog,
try, the wild differ in nothing- from those and is spotted like a tyger
tlie other is like
found in other parts. There are great num- all European wolf; they prowl about, and
bers of domestic animals in the various co- do great mischief in the night-time, but lie
lonies and settlements at the Cape, and the concealed in the day.
Lions, tygers, leowoods and mountains abound with wild pards, &c. also abound here, and are so
The horses, which were brought troublesome, that the person who kills one
beasts.
originally from Persia, are of a bay or ches- of either sort, is rewarded with twenty-five
nut colour, and rather small. The dogs florins, or' fifty shillings. The flesh of the
have a very unsightly appearance, and are lion is esteemed equal to venison, and the
of little use. Among the wild beasts, the fat is much valued. Here are much larger
elephant claims the first place.
The rhi- buffaloes than in Europe. They are of a
noceros is of a dark ash colour, and has a browu colour
the horns are short, and
snout like a hog.
horn projects about curve towards the neck, where they incline
two feet from the nose, resembling in shape to each other. Between them is a tuft of
a plough-share, and of a grey dingy colour. hair upon the forehead, which adds to the
With this he tears up the ground, pulls up fierceness of the look. The skin is exceedtrees by their roots, throws large stones ing hard, and the flesh rather tough.
He
over his head, and rips up the elephant, to is a strong fierce creature, and is enraged at
whom he is a mortal enemy. Another horn any thing red, like many other animals.
of about six inches long, turns up from his
saw here elks five feet high, with horns
forehead.* His legs are short, his ears small, a foot long. This is a very handsome creaand his sense of smelling surprisingly acute. ture, having a beautiful head and licck,
When he scents- any thing he pursues in a slender legs, and soft smooth hair of an ash
right line, and tears up every thing in his colour. Their upper jaw is larger than the
way but his eyes being exceeding small under, the tail about a foot in length, and
and fixed, he can only see straightforward, so the flesh by the Cape e|)icures is sa=d
that it is easy to avoid him by stepping aside, to exceed the best beef. They run swift,
as he is a long time in turning himself about, and climb the rocks with great agility,
and longer still in getting sight again of the though they usually weigh about four hunobject. He will not attack a man without dred pounds each. Another singular anibeing provoked, or unless he is dressed in mal is that called stink-box, from its offenWhen he has killed any creature, sive smell both living and dead it is about
scarlet.
he licks the flesh from the bones with his the size of a common house dog, and made
rough tongue, which is like a rasp. He much like a ferret. The goats are of varifeeds much on herbs, thistles, and a plant ous species. One, called the blue goat, is
resembling juniper, and which, from his of a nne azure colour. The spotted goat
fondness of it, is called rhmoceros-bush. is' larger, and beautifully marked with
The blood, skin, and horn of this animal, brown, white, and red spots. The horns
are medicinally used, and said to be very area foot long. The flesh fine eating. The
efficacious in many disorders.
Wine, pour- rock-goat is no larger than a kid, but very
ed into cups made of the horn, bubbles up mischievous in the plantations. The divingia a strange kind of fermentation, appear- goat is much like the tame one, and receives
ing as if boiling. Should a small portion its name from its method of squatting down
saw another
of poison be pjit into the wine, the cup in the grass to hide itself.
splits
but if poison only is poured into the animal called a goat, withoutany additional
cup, it flies into a thousand pieces
hence appellation, it is of the size of a hart, and
caps made oftlushorn are deemed excels extremely beautiful. The hair of the sides
.
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back

is

gr< y,

streaked with red, and

A

belly white.
while streak
l)asses tVoin his lineheatl to the ridire of his
tail, and three others snrround his body in
Tlie ftinale hath no horns; but
riroles.
tjjose of the male are thr e Itet in length,
and the tltsh is exceed inf;ly delicate. I'iie
liornsofthe harl do not l)ranch like those
olEnrope; but the roebnck is in every reWild cats are of several
spect like ours.
The first the Dutch call the civit
.sorts.
cat, not that it is really the animal of that
name, but because of the tine .scent of the
Tlie next is called the tyu^er-cat,
.skin.
from its beint? very large, and spotted like a
The third sort is the mountain cat,
tyi?er.
which, as well as the tame cat resembles
those of Euroi)e. The fourth species is denominated the blue cat, from its colour,
having a tine blue tinge, with a beautiful
red list down its back. There is a species
of mice peculiar to this country, called tlie
rattle-mouse, which is about the size of a
squirrel, and makes a rattling noise with its
tail.
It is very nimble, lives upon nuts and
Among the
acorns, and purs like a cat.

that on the

hogs with which

country aboimds, i.s
the wild hog, or rather wild boar, which is
very tierce, and harbours in woods and the
earth hog, which is of a red colour, and
without teeth this lodges like a badger in
holes, and feeds upon ants; the.se he procures by forcing his long rough tongue into
their hills, from whence he draws- it with a
Many jackgreat number glued thereto.
alls, some ermines, baboons, monkeys, &c.
are found about the Cape and frequently do
great mischief in the gardens, orchards, and
vineyards. The porcupine is very common,
and its flesh esteemed delicious. There are
two sorts of wild asses in this country, one
of which is a beautiful creature, called the
zebra, and bears a greater affinity in make
and shape to the horse than the ass. Indeed the ears are somewhat like those of
the latter animal, but in all other respects it
has a much more noble appearance. It is
admirably well made, exceeding lively, and
so extremely swift, that it throws almost
every pursuer at a distance. Its legs are
line
it has a
twisted tail, round fleshy
this

;
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haunches, and a .smooth skin. The females
are white and black, and the males white
and brown. These colours are placed alternately in the mo.st beautiful stripes, aiui are

and narrow. The whole
streaked in this admirable man-

l)arallel, distinct,

animal

is

ner, so as to
if

covered

appear

with

to a dist;nit beiiolder as

ribbons.

Most

naturalits

can be tamed.
That which was presented to her present
majesty nueen Charlotte, aiul kei)t several
years at tlie stables near Bu<'kingham-gate,
continued vicious till its death, though it
was brougl'.t over joung, and every possible means used to render it tractable
it
affirm, that the zel)ra never

:

fed

up<m hay, and the noise

it

made

rather

resembled the barking of a ma.stiff dog-,
than the braying of an ass. The camelcpardalis, we were informed, has been foinid
ni the countries round the Cape.
Capt.
Carteret having, by order of his present
majesty, pertormetl a voyage round the
world in the Swallow sloop of war, mensions this animal in a letter to the late Dr.
Matty, secretary to the Royal Society.
" From the scarcity of this creature (says he)
as 1 believe none have been found in Europe, since Julius Caesar's time (wJien I think
there were two of them at Rome) 1 imagine a more certain knowledge of its reality
will not be dis.igreeable to you, as the existence of this fine animal has been doubted
by many.
The present governm' of the
Cape of GootI Hope has sent out parties of
men on inland discoveries, .some of which
have been absent from eighteen months to
two years, in wliich traverse they have discovered many curiosities. One ofthe.se parties crossed many mountains and plains, in
one of which they found two of these crea~
tures, but they only caught the young one.

This they endeavoured to bring alive to
Cape town, but unfortunately it died. They
took off his skin, and it has, as a confirmation of this truth, been sent to Holland."
skin here alluded to is now in the cabinet of natural history at Leyden. Linnaeus ranks this animal among the deer
kind. Its head is like that of a steg
the
horns are blimt, about six inches long, co^.
vered with hair, but not branched.
Tk?

The
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neck resembles a camel's, only longer, being
near seven feet. It has a mane like that of
a horse feet, ears, and a tongue like those
of a cow slender legs, the fore ones being
considerably longer than the hinder
the
body is but small, covered with white hair,
and spotted with red the tail is long, and
bushy at the end
the upper jaw contains
no fore teeth he moves both the fore feet
together when he runs, and not one after
the other like other animals he is eighteen
feet long from the tail to the top of the
head, and is sixteen feet from the ground
when he holds np his head.
A great variety of birds and fowls are
found attheCape,both wild and tame. Here
are three sorts of eagles, namely, 1. The
bone breaker, who feeds on tortoises; to
obtain the flesh of which it uses this singular method.
Having carried the tortoise
aloft in the air, it drops it upon some hard
W)ck, by which means the shell is broken,
and the eagle can easily come at its prey.
2. The dung-eagle, which tears out the entrails of animals to subsist on, and, though
;

;

;

;

,

;

:
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from resembling the
branch of a tree, and from being fond of
winding itself about trees. 2. The ash coloured asp, speckled with white and red,
which is several yards long. 8. The shoot
serpent, so named from the amazing velocity
with which it darts itself at an enemy. Some
call it the eye serpent, on account of tlie
ntunerous white spots resembling eyes, with
which its skin is marked.
4. Tlje blind
slowworm, a black scaly serpent, spotted
with brown, white, and red. 5. The thirst
serpent, or inflamer, a most venomous and
dangerous serpent, about three quarters of
a yard long
it has a broad neck, black
back, and is very active. 6. The hair serpent, which is about three feet in length, as
thick asa man's thumb, and received its name
from its yellow hair. Its poison is so ma
lignant, that nothing but the serpent stone
can prevent its being mortal. This stone is
said to be an artificial composition, prepared by the Bramims in India, who keep the
secret to themselves.
It is shaped like a
bean, in the middle whitish, the rest of a

tree serpent, so called

;

Whenever this is applied, it
a common goose, is exceed- sky-blue.
ing strong and voracious. f3. The dnck-eagle, sticks close without bondage or support,
so called because it feeds principally on and imbibes the poison till it can receive no
*lHcks.
Here are also wild geese of three more, and then drops ofl'. Being laid in
sorts.
1. The water goose, which resembles milk, it purg-es itself of the venom, turning
•ours.
2. The mountain goose, which is the the milk yellow, and so is applied again,
largest of all, having a green head, and green till by its not sticking, it proves that the
wings. 3. The crop goose, so named from poison is exhausted.
The neighbouring sea afl^ords a plentiful
its remarkable large craw, of which
bag's,
pockets, and tobacco-pouches are made. All supply of fish to the inhabitduts of the
these kinds of geese are such good eating, Cape. The meat of the sea cows is much
so plentiful, and so easily taken, that the admired. The flying fish, which has wings
people of the Cape do not think the tame like a bat, is reckoned a great delicacy.
goose worth the trouble of breeding. But The brown fish is as big as an ox, and is
of all the numerous birds that are to be deemed good food either fresh or salted.
found here, the flamingo is one of the most The bennet is near three feet long, and
singular. It has a long neck, and is larger weighs about seven poimds
the eyes and
than a swan the legs are remarkably long tail are red the fins yellow, and the scales
and of an orange tawny, and the feet are purple, with gold streaks. The meat is of a
like that of a goose the bill contains blue crimson colour, and so remains after it is
nevertheless it is delicious eatinar.
teeth with black points the head and neck dressed
are entirely white; the upper part of the The gold fish has a streak from head to tall,
\vings are of a bright flame cololir, and the circles round his eyes of a gold colour
it
lower black.
is eighteen inches
long, weighs about a
Reptiles are very numerous at the Cape, pound, and its flesh of an exquisite taste.
1. The The bressera is found only about the Cape.
^particularly the following serpents,
no bigger than

:

:

;

:

;

;

;
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tins fisli there are two sorts tlie one has
the other
a black l)ack, and niirple head
is of n dark bhie oolour, and the former is
Tliey are hotli
roumler than tlie latter.
wholesome
food.
and
The stone
cheap
brassem is jrood either fresh or salted, resembles a carp in make, bnt is more delicious in taste. One species of this tisli is called flat nose, from tlie shape of the head,
and is nuich more valned than the other

Of

:

;

The

red stone fish is exceeding" beansort.
titul to the eye, and exqnisite to the taste
the back is scarlet spotted with bine, and
gold
the eyes are of a
.fpaniiled with
bright red, and snrrounded with a silver
circle, and the belly is of a pale pink colour,
has a shining silver tail, resenibles a carp
both in shape and taste, and weisrhs about
a pound. Of shell-fish, which are innumerable, there is a singtdar species called
:

;

Klin-kousen, which has an n])per and under
thick. ro»ii»h, twisted, and incrusted.
the crust will drop off', and the
shell exhibits an admirable pearl colour.
Sea-suns, and sea-stars, are small round shellfishes, and receive their denonii nations from
the great variety of ])rickles, which shoot
from them like rays of light. The fish called

.shell,

In

vineijrar

pagger has a prickly shell, and is much
dreaded by the peoi)le of the Cape, as a
wound from one of its protuberances turns
to a mortification, unless great care is taken
to prevent it. The sea-sf)out resembles a
fiece of moss sticking fast to the rocks,
t is of a
green colour, emits water, and
within is like a tough piece of flesh. The
torpedo, or cramp-ray is a very curious fish.

The

U8

with a stronger palpitation, than even these
who touch it with the hand this numbness
bears no resemblance to that which we feel
when a nerve is a long time pressed, and
it rather apthe foot is said to be asleep
pears to be like a sudden vapour, which
passing through the pores in an instant,
penetrates to the very springs of life, from
whence it diffuses itself all over the body
:

:

gives real i)ain.
The nerves are so
effected, tt>at the person struck imagines all
the bones of his body, and particularly those
of the limb that received tlie blow, are <lridriven out of joint. All this is accompanied
with an universal tremor, a sickness of

and

stomach, a general convulsion, and a
suspen.sion, of the faculties of the
mind. In short, such is the pain, that ;dl
the force of our promises and authority
could not prevail u{)on a seaman to undergo the shock a second time. It has been
observed, that the powersof this fish decline
with its strength, and entirely ceases when it
expires. This benumbing faculty is of double
nse to the torpedo first it enables it to get
its prey with great facility
and secondly,
it is an admirable defence against its enemies, as by numbing a fish of superior force
with its touch, if can easily escape. The
narcotic power of the torpedo is greater in
the female than the male.
According to
Appian, it will benumb the fisherman
through the whole extent of hook, line and
rod.
The flesh of this remarkable fish having, however, no pernicious quality, is eaten
by the i)eople of the Cape in common with
the

total

:

;

others.

Cape of Good Hope is
so that those
a high degree
si>ots
the eyes small, and
who bring diseases from Europe generally
It is of different sizes, and weighs from five recover health in a short time
but the disto fifteen pounds.
The narcotic or benumb- eases that are brought hither from India
ing quality of this nsh was known to the are not so certainly cured. The weather
ancients, and hath furnished matter of spe- at the Cape may be divided into two seaculation to the philosophers of all ages. If sons, namely, the wet monsoon, and the
a person touches it when alive, it instantly dry monsoon the former begins in March,
dejjrives him of his arm, and has the same and the latter in September; so that sumeffect if he touches it with a stick.
Even if mer commences at the Cape about the time
one treads upon it with a shoe on, it effects that it concludes with us. The inconveninot only the leg, but the thigh upwards. ences of the climate are excessive heat iit
They who touch it with the feet are seized the dry season, and heavy rains, thick fog;s^
3
bo.iy

is

circular, the skin soft,

and yellow, marked
;

smooth

large annular
the tail tapering.

with

The

air

at the

salutary in

;

;

;
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Near the Cape the water of the ocean is
and N. W. winds in the wet season. Thunder and lightning are never known here but of a green colour, owing principally to the
Water seldom coral shrubs, and the weed called tromba.
in March and September.
freezes, and when it does, the ice is but The first while in the water, are green and
but when exposed to the air, they
thin, and dissolves upon the least appear- soft
ance of the sun. In the hot weather, the grow hard, and change their colour to white,
peoi>le are happy when the wind blows black, or red. The latter are ten or twelve
from the S. E. because it keeps off the sea- feet in length, hollow within, and when
weeds which otherwise would float to the dry, become firm and strong. They are
shore, and corrupt there. The appearance often framed into trumpets, and the sound
of two remarkable clouds, which frequently they produce is very agreeable to the ear.
The somces of'the rivers in this country
Lang over the summits of the two mounthey glide over a
tains of Table-hill and Devil-hill, commonly are in the mountains
;

:

enable the inhabitants of this country to
prognosticate what weather will happen.
The clouds are at first small, but gradually
increasing, they at length unite into one
cloud, which envelops both mountains,
when a terrible hurricane >oon ensues. A
gentleman, who resided m;iny years at the
Ca|)e, says,
The skirts of this cloud are
white, but seen! much more conii)act than
the matter of common clouds. Ihe upper
parts are of a lead colour, owing to the reNo rain falls from it,
fracted rays of light.
but at times it discovers great humidity,
when it is of a darker hue and the wind
issuing from it is broken, raging by gusts
of short continuance. In its usual state,
ihe wind keeps up its first fury, unabated
'

;

three, or eight days, and
Bometiuis a whole month. The cloud seems
all the time undiminished, though little
fleeces are seen torn from the skirts f"romtime
to time, and hurried down the sides of hills,
vanishing when they reach the bottom so
that during the storm the cloud seems to be
supplied with new water. When the cloud
begins to brighten up, those supplies fail,
and the wind proportionably abates. At
length the cloud growing transparent, the
win<l ceases."
During the continuance of
the S. E. winds, the Table-valley is torn
by furious whirlwinds. If they blow warm,
they are generally of short duration, and ni
this case the cloud soon disappears
but
when the wind blows cold, it is a sure sign

for one, two, or

;

gravelly bottom, are clear, pleasant, and salubrious; but other streams are dark, muddy,
and unwholesome. Here are a few brackish springs, whose waters medicinally used,
greatly purify the blood
and several hot
baths are very efficacious in various disorders.
Upon the whole, the reputation of
the Cape waters is so great, that every Danish ship returning from India, is obliged
to fill a large cask with the clear sweet water that abounds here for the use of his
Danish majesty.
The soil in general about the Cape consists of a clay earth, and is so fat, that it
requires but little manuring.
White and
red chalk are found in abiindance; the
former is used by the Dutch, to whitewash
their houses, and the latter by the Hottentot
women to paint their faces. Various bituminous substances of several colours are
found in Drakenstoin colony, particularly a
kind of oil which trickles from the rocks,
and has a very rank smell. With respect
to minerals, silver ore has been found in
some of the mountains, and also several
iron mines.
The Namaqua Hottentots,
who are situated above three hundred miles
from the cape, bring copper to trade with
the Dutch.
;

When we speak of agriculture, it is to be
observed, that the Europeans of the Cape,
and their land.s, are implied for the Hottentots in general detest the very idea of
cultivation, and would sooner starve than
it will last long, except an hour or two at till the ground, so greatly are they addicted
noon, or midnight, when it seems to recover to sloth and indolence. The working of
new strength, and alterwards renews its the plough here is so laborious from the
boisterous rage.
stiffness of the soil, that it frequently requires
;

;
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near twenty oxen to one ploii2:li. The sow
iug' season is in July, and the harvest abont
tlnistmas. The corn is not thiaslied with
a flail, but trod ont by horses or oxen, on
an artificial floor made of cow-dunu^, straw,
and water, which when mixed together ceIt
ment, and soon Ijecome j)ert"ectly hard.
The cattle are conis Uiid in an oval form.
fined by halters which rnn from one to the
other, and the driver stands in the middle,
%vhere he exercises a lont? stick to keep
them continually to a qnick pace. By this
method half a dozen horses will do more in
one day, than a doxen men can in a week.
tithe of the corn belongs to the Dutch
Company, and the rest they purchase at a
price stipulated between them and the husbaiuhnen.
^Ve have already observed of the inhabitants of the Cape, that their number bears a
greater proportion to the natives and stranand have only
gers, than those in Batavia
to add, that the women are in general
very handsotne they have fine clear skins,
and a bloom of colour that indicates a purity
They
of constitution, and high health.
make the best wives in the world, both as
mistresses of a family and mothers, and
there is scarcely a house that does not swarm

A

;

;

children.
The common method in
which strangers live here, is to lodge and
board with some of the inhabitants, many
of whose houses are always open for their
reception the rates are from five shillings
to two a day, for which all necessaries are
found. Coaches may be hired at twentyfour shillings a day, and horses at six but
the country aftords very little temptation to
use th^m. There are no public entertainments, and those that are private, all strangers of the rank of gentlemen are always
Avith

;

:

admitted.

We

come now to speak of the Caifres or
natives of this conntry, none of whose habitations, where they retain their original customs, are within less than four days' journey
from Cape Town those that we saw at the
Cape were all servants to Dutch farmers,
whose cattle they take care of, and are employed in other drudgery of the meanest
kind. There are sixteen Hottentot nations.
:

which inhabit
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promontory ; at
that hold a correspondence with the Dutch, though it is presumed, there are many more to the norththis southern

least, there are so

ward

many

.

The

stature of the Hottentot men is from
in height, their bodies are
proportionable, and well made they are
seldom either too fat or lean and scarce ever
any crooked or deformed persons amongst
them, any farther than they disfigure tlieii

five to six feet

:

children themselves by flatting and breaking the gristles of their noses, looking on a
flat nose as a beauty.. Their heads as well
as their eyes, are rather of the largest: their
lips are naturally thick
their hair black
and .short like the negroes, and they have
exceeding white teeth and after tiiey have
taken a great deal of pains with grease and
soot to darken their natural tawrty complexions, resemble the negroes pretty much
:

:

m

colour.

The heads
grease and

of the

men

are covered with

mixed together

and going
without any thing else on their heads in the
sunmier-time, the dust sticks to it, and
makes them a very filthy cap, which they
say cools them, and preserves their heads
from the scorching heat of the sun and in
the winter, they wear flat caps of cat-skin
or lamb-skin, half dried, which they tie with
a thop.g of the .same leather under their
chins.
The men also wear a krosse or
mantle, made of sheep skins, or other skins,
over their shoulders, which reaches to the
middle and, being fastened with a thong
about their neck, is open before. In winter
they turn the woolly or hairy sides next their
.soot

;

;

;

backs, and in summer the other this serves
the man for his bed at night
and this is
all the winding sheet or coffin he has when
he dies. If he be a captain of a village, or
chief of his nation, instead of a sheep-skin,
his mantle is made of tyger-skins, wild catskins, or some other skins they set a value
upon but though these mantles reach no
lower, generally than their waists, yet there
are some nations who wear them as low as
their legs, and others that have them touch
the ground.
:

;

:

A Hottentot also hangs

about his neck a
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ffreasy poiicli, in which he keeps his knife,
his pipe and tobacco, and some dahka (which

hke tobacco) and a little piece of
wood, burnt at both ends, as a charm against

intoxicates

witchcraft.
He wears also three large ivory
rings on his left arm, to which he fastens a
He
bag" of provisions when he ti'avels.
carries in his right hand two sticks, the first
called his kirri, which is about three feet
long, and an inch thick, but blunt at both
ends; the other, called his rackum-stick,
about a foot long, and of the same thickness,
but has a sharp point, and is used as a dart,
to throw at an enemy or wild beast which
he seldom misses, if he be within distance.
In his left hand he has another stick, about
a foot long, to which is fastened the tail of
a fox or wild cat and this serves him as a
handkerchief to wipe off the sweat. They
;

;

wear a kind of sindals also, made of the raw
of an ox or elephant, when they are
obliged to tnivel through sfony countries;
and sometimes have buskins, to preserve
but orditheir legs from bushes and briars
narily their legs and thighs have no covering.
The women wear caps, the crowns whereof are a little raised and these are made of
half dned skins, and tied under their chins.
They scarce ever pnt them off night or day,
winter or summer. They usually wear two
krosses or mantles, one upon another, and,

liide

;

;

as these are only fastened with a thong,
about their necks, they appear naked down
to the middle
but they have an apron,
larger than that of the men to cover them
before, and another of still larger dimensions that cover iheir hind parts.
About
their legs they wrap tljongs of half dried
skins, to the thickness of a jack-boot, which
are such a load to tliem, that they lift up
their legs with difficulty, and walk very
much like a trooper in jack-boots this
serves both for distinction of their sex, and
for ornament.
But this is not all their fineif they are people of any figure, instead
ry
of a sheep skin, they wear a tyger skin, or a
mantle of wild cat skin. They have also a
pouch hanging- about their necks, in which
tliey carry sinnethmg to eat, whether they
are at home or abroad, with their dahka, tobaucot and pipe.
But the princir)al ornu:

:

:

a
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ments both of men and women are brass or
glass beads, with little thin plates of glitterifig brass and mother of pearl, which they
wear in their hair, or aboirt their ears. Of
these glass or brass beads strung, they also
make necklaces, bracelets for the arms, and
girdles, wearing several strings of them about
their necks, waists, and arms, chosing the
smallest beads for their necks
those are
finest that have most strings of them, and
their arms are sometimes covered with bracelets from the wrist to the elbow. The largest
beads are on the strings about the middle in
these they affect a variety of colours, all of
which the Dutch furnish them with, and take
their cattle in return. There is another kind
of ornament peculiar to the men, and that is,
the bladder of any wild beast they have killed, which is blown up, and fastened to the
hair as a trophy of their valour. Both sexes
powder themselves with a dust they call bachu and the women spot their faces with
a red earth or stone (as ours do with black
patches) which is thought to add to their
beauty, by the natives but, in the eyes of
:

:

;

;

Europeans, renders them more frightful and
shocking than they are naturally. But as
part of their dress, we ought to have mentioned, in the first place, the custom of

daubing their bodies, and the inside of their
caps and mantles, with grease and soot.
Soon after their children are born, they lay
them in the sun, or by the fire, and rub
them over with fat or butter, mixed with
saot, to render them of a deeper black, it is
said
for they are naturally tawny
and
this they continue to do almost every day of
their lives, after they are grown up, not only
to increace their beauty, but to render their
limbs su])ple and pliable. As some nations
pour oil upon their heads and bodies, so
these people make use of melted fat
you
cannot make them a more acceptable pre;

;

;

sent than the fat or scum of the pot that
meat is boiled in. to anoint themselves.
Nor are the Hottentots more cleanly in
their diet than in their dress for they choose
the guts and entrails of cattle and of some
wild beasts (with very little cleansing,) rather than the rest of the fiesh, and eat their
meat half boiled or broiled; but their
:

AND ROUND
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4>nncipal food ronsists of roots, herbs, fruits,
or milk they seUloni kill any of those cattle,
they only feed on such
unless at a festival
either of diseases or
themselves,
of
die
as
old age, or on what they take in hunting-;
and when they are hard put to it, they
the raw leather that is wound
will eat
about the women's legs, and even soles of
and as their mantles are always
shoes
ivell stocked with lice of an unusual size,
they are not ashamed to sit down in the
public streets at the cape, jiull off the lice,
:

;

;
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straining, the Hottentcrts tlrink tltem.^elves;
giving what they have to spare to tljeir lami)8
and calves. Tiieir usual drink is cow's nnik
or water, and the women sometimes drink

ewe's milk
but this the men never touch
and it is observed, that the women are never
su tiered to eat with the men, or come near
them, during the time of the mas.ses.
Since the arrival of the Dtitch among
them, it appears that the Hottentots are
very fond of -wine, brandy, and other spirituous liquors
these, and the baubles already mentioned, the Hollanders truck for
their cattle
and though a Hottentot will
turn the spit for a Dutchman half a day f)r
a draught or two of sour wine, yet do they
never attempt to plant vineyards (as they
see the Dutch often do) or think of making
;

:

:

And we ought to have reeat them.
membered, that they boil their meat in the
blood ot beasts when they have any of it.
They rather devour their meat than eat it,
nulling it to pieces with their teeth and
bands, discovering a canine appetite and
they abstain, however, from wine tliemselves.
fierceness:
shall proceed, in the next place, to
swines' flesh, and some other kinds of meat,
give
an
account of tli^ir towns and houses
scales,
as
religiand from fish that hare no
or
rather,
their camps and tents.
here
it
And
did.
ously as ever the Jews
Like
the
something
of
Tartars and Arabs,
to
say
improper
they rebe
may not
dwellings frequently for the
tlie management of their milk and butter: move their
tliey never strain their milk, but drink it conveniency of water and fresh pasture:
with all the hairs and nastiness with which they encamp in a circle formed by twenty
it is mixed in the milking by the Hottentot or thirty tents, and sometimes twice the
women. When they make butter of it, number, contiguous to each other; within
their lesser
tliey put it into some skin made in the form the area whereof they keep
of a soldier's knapsack, the hairy side in- cattle in the night, and the larger on the
their tents, or, as
wards and then two of them taking hold outside of their camp
of it, one at each end, they whirl and turn some call them, houses, are made with sleninto butter, der poles, bent like an arch, and covered
it round till it is converted
which they put up for anointing themselves, with mats or skins, and sometimes both
their caps and mantles with, for they eat no they are of an oval figure, the middle of the
butter and the rest they sell to the Dutch, tent being about the height of a man, and
without clearing it from the hairs and dirt decreasing gradually (the poles being shortThe Hollan- er) towards each end, the lowest arch, which
it contracts in the knapsack.
ders, when they have it indeed, endeavour is the door or entrance, being about three
to separate the nastiness from it, and sell it feet high, as is the opposite arch at the other
the longest diameter of the tent being
to the shipping, that arrives there, frequent- end
and about twelve or fourteen feet, and the shortly for butter of their own making
some they eat themselves (but surely none est ten andin the middle of the tent is a shalbut a Dutchman could eat Hottentot but- low hole about a yard in diameter, in which
ter) and the dregs and dirt that is left they they make their fire, and round which the
which having been whole family, consisting of nine or ten peogive to their slaves
found to create diseases, the governor of the ple of all ages and sexes, sit or lie night and
cape sometimes prohibits their giving their day in such a smoke (when it is cold, or they
slaves this stuff by public edict; which is are dressing of victuals) that it is impossible
The butter- for an European to bear it, there being usually
not, however, much regarded.
milk, without any manner of cleaning or no vent for the smoke but the door, though

iind

;

We

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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in the toji of some of
their huts, to let out the smoke, and give
them light. Such a circle of tents or huts
as have been described, is called by the Hottentots a kraal, but sometimes by the Europeans a town or village but seems to be
more properly a camp: for a town consists
of more substantial buildings, and is seldom
capable of being removed from one place to
another; whereas these dwellings consist of
nothing more than small tent-poles, covered
with skins or mats, which are moveable, and
carried away upon their baggage oxen whenever tliey remove with their herds to a
distant pasture. As to the furniture of their
tents
tfiey consist of little more than their
mantles which they lie on, some other skins
of wild beasts they have killed or purchased, an earthen pot they boil their meat in,
their arms, and perhaps some other trivial
utensils.
The only domestic animals they
keep, are dogs, as ugly in their kind .is their
masters, but exceeding useful to them in
driving and defending their cattle.
The Hottentots are agreed by all to be
the laziest generation under the sun they
will rather starve, or eat dried skins, or shoe.soles at home, than hinit for their food
and
yet, when they apply themselves to the
chace, or any other exercise, no people are
more active and dexterous than the Hottenand they serve the Eurojieans often
tots
with the greatest fidelity and application
when they contract to serve them for wages
they are also very generous and hospitabie ;
they will scarce eat a piece of venison, or a
dish of fish they have catched, or drink
their beloved drams alone, but call in their
neighbours to partake with tliem as far as .it
will go.
Concerning their government, people
agree, that every nation has its king or chief,
called konquer, whose authority devolves

some have seen a hole

;

;

:

;

;

:
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several kraals, who seem to be the Hottentot senate.
The captain of every kraal,
whose otfice is hereditary also, is their leader
in time of war, and chief magistrate of his

kraal in time of peace and, with the head
of every family, determines all civil and
criminal causes within the kraal
only such
;

;

ditferencesas happen between one kraal and
another, and matters of state are determined
by the king and senate. The Dutch, since
their arrival at the cape, have presented the
king, or chief of every nation of the Hottentots ill alliance with them, with a brass
crown and the captains of each kraal with
a brass-headed cane, which are now the
badges of their respective offices; formerly
they were distinguished only by finer skins,
and a greater variety of beads and glittering
trirtes.
In their councils their king sits on
his heels in the centre, and the captains of
tlie kraals sit in like manner round about
;

him. At his accession, it is said, he promises
to observe their national customs; and gives
them an entertainment, killing an ox, and

two or three .sheep, upon the occasion on
which he feasts his cajitains, but their wives
;

are only entertained with the broth
but
then the next day, we are told, her Hotten-^
tot majesty treats the ladies, and their hus.
bands are put off in like manner with the
soup.
;

The captain of each kraal also, at his
accession, engages to observe tlie customs of
his kraal, and makes an entertainment for
the men, as his lady does th^* next day for
the women and, though these i)eople shew
their chiefs great respect, they allow neither
their king or inferior magistrates any revenue
they subsist, as other families do,
upon their stock of cattle, and what they
;

;

take in hunting.
Having no notion of writing, or letters,
they can have no written laws but there
upon him oy hereditary succession
and are some ancient customs, trom which they
that (hey do not pretend to elect their re- scarce ever deviate. Murder, adultery and
spective sovereigns. That this chief has the robbery, they constantly punish with death
power of making peace and war, and pre- and, if a person is suspected of any of these
sides in all their councils anfl courts of jus- crimes, the whole kraal join in seizing and
tice
but then his authority is said t(» be securing him; but the guilty person somelimited
and that he can determine nothing times makes his escape to the mountains,
•without the consent of the captains of tlie where robbevs and criminals like hiiuselt>
;

;

;

:

;
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themselves from justice, ami fre- the head or spear whereof is poisoned. 2.
His bow and arrows, the arrows bearded and
quently plunder the neit^hbourini? country
lor no other kraal or nation of Hottentots poisoned likewise, when they engage an enewill entertain a stranger, unle;<s he is known my or w ild beast they do not intend for food.
to them, and cnn i^ive a i»o<)d reason ior heav- Their bows are made of iron, or olive-wood
If the olieiider is appre- the string of the sinews or guts of some aniing" his own kraal.
hended, the captain assembles the people of mal the (juiver is a long narrow case, made
Ins kraal in a day or two
who, niakmg a of the skin of an elephant, elk, or ox, and
nni;\ an<l siitinu" down upon their hetl^. the slung at their backs, as .soldiers sling their
knapsacks. 3. A ilart of a foot long, which
criminal is placeil in the centre of them
tlie witnesses on both sides are heard, and they throw exceeding true, .scarce ever misthe i)arty suttered to make his defence: arter sing the mark they aim at, though tt is not
which, the case being considered, the cap- above the breadth of half a crown
these
lain collects the sutfra'jies of thejudijes and also are poisoned, when they engage an eneif a majority condemn him, the prisoner is my or a wild beast that is not to be eaten
executed on the spot. The captain lirst and lastly, when they have spent the rest of
strikes him with a truncheon he carries in their missive weapons, they have recourse to
hjs hand, and then the rest of the judges stone.s, seldom making a discharge in vain
fall upon him and dnd) him to death
then and, what is most remarkable in their .shootwrapping up the corpse in his krosse or ing or throwing; arrows, darts, or .stones, they
mantle, it is carried to .some place distant never stand still, but are all the while skipfrom the kraal, where they bury it. In civil ping and jumping from one side to the other
cases also, the cause is determined oy a ma- possibly to avoid the stones and darts of tlie
jority of voices, and satisfaction immediately enemy.
They are all foot, and never engage
ordered to the injured pei*son, out of the on horseback; but have disciplined bulls or
gootls of Ihe person that appears to be in the oxen taught to run upon the enemy, and to
wrong".
There is no appeal to any other toss and di.sorder them which these creacoint: the king and his council, consisting* tures will do with theutmo-stfuryon the word
of the captains of the kraals, never interpose of command, not regarding the weapons that
unless in matters that concern t\va public, are thrown at them for though the Hottenor where the kraals are at variance. To tots have numbers of large elepliants in their
which we may add, that the Hottentot's country, they have not yet learned the art
cattle and personal estate descend to his oftamingthem,ortrainingthemup to war, as
ekiest .son
he cannot disinherit him, or the mditary men in theEa.st Indies do. Every
tiive his etiects to his other children r but, as able bodied man is a soldier, and possessed of
for property in lands, or any certain real a set of such arms as has beep described; and
estate, no man has any, the whole country on the summons of his prince, appears at the
is but one common, where they feed their rendezvous with all imaginable alacrity and
cattle promiscuously, moving from place to contempt of danger, and e^ ery man maintains
place, to find water or fresh pasture as neces- himself w hi le the expedition lasts.
As their
sity requires.
Even the several nations have officers, civil and military, have no pay, s©
no stated bounds but use such tracts of neitberdo the private men expect any a sense
land as their ancestors did before them it of honour, and the public good, are the sole
is t-rue, their respective limit sometimes cre- motives for hazarding their lives in their
ate great differences between the several country's service.
nations, and occasion bloody wars which
The Hottentots, in war, have very little conbrings us now to treat of their arms, and the ception of discipline, nor indeed is it possible
arts and stratagems they use
for the only method of raising
they should
war.
The arms of a Hottentot are, 1. His lance an army, is for the kraal captains to order the
whidi resembles a half-pike, sometimes people to follow them the only method,
thrown, and used as a m-issive weapon and of maintaining one is by hunting as they
at others, serves to push with in close fight, inareh and the only way jfdecidinga dispute
secure

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

:

;

:

;
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between twonations,is,by fightingone battle;
the success of which determines the whole
In an engagement, they attack with
affair.
hideous
yell, tight in great confusion, and
an
put more confidence in their war oxen than
for, as we have hinted
iheir own skill
:

above, these animals, when trained to the
business, are better disciplined and much
more formidable, than the Hottentots them-

The pincipal inducements to their
entering into a war at any time, is the preservation of their territories. As they have no
land marks or written treatise to adjust the
exact bound of every nation, they frequently
disagree about the limits of their respective
countries; and, when any neighbouring nation grazes their cattle upon a sj)ot of ground
selves.

another claims, satisfaction

is

immediately

demanded; and, if it be not given they make
reprisals, and have recourse to arms. But this
is not the only occasion of wars amongst the
Hottentots

:

they are not always

tliat

chaste

and virtuous people Mr. Kolben has represented them; some tempting Helen (for Hottentots possibly may appear amiable in one
another's eyes, with all the grease and carrion they are clothed with) has smitten a
neighbouring cheif, perhaps,who prevails on
hispeopleto assist him in therape ofa desired
female: and this frequently sets their tribes
together by the ears. The stealing each others

SEAS^

make room for those in the
and when they have discharged, the
former advance again, and thus alternat*^ly
they retreat and
rear;

they continue till they have spent all their
missive weapons, and then they have recourse to stones, unless they are first broken
and dispersed by a troop of bulls for the
wise chiefs and generals of each side, according to the European practice, remaining
on an eminence in the rear, to observe the
fortune of the day, when the^ observe their
people are hard pressed, give the word of
command to their corps de reserve of bulls,
who break into the body of the enemy, and
generally bring all into confusion; and that
side that preserves their order best, on this
furious attack of these bulls of Basan, are
sure to be victorious. The skill ofthe general
seems to be chiefly in managing his bulls
who never engage each other, but spend
their whole rage upon the men, who have, it
seems, no dogs of English breed to play
against them, or this stratagem would be of
little service
but we should have observed,
that as the battle always begins with horrid
cries and noise, which perhaps supplies the
place of drums and trumpets
so the victors
nisult with no less noise over the conquered
;

;

:

;

enemy, killing all that fall into their hands:
but they seldom fight more than one battle,
some neighbouring power usually interrattle is another course of deadly strife
for posing to make up the quarrel, and of late
though each kraal punishes theft among the Dutch perform this good office, between
;

themselves with death, yet it is looked up- such nations as lie near their settlements.
on as an heroic act to rob those of another From their wars with each other, we naturally
nation, at least the body of the people are so proceed to their wars with wild beasts, with
backward in giving up the offender, that which their country abounds more than any
other; these people, it seems, esteem it a
they frequently come to blows upon it.
When they march into the field every man much greater honour to have killed one of
follows his particular captain, the chief of his the>e foes to mankind, than an enemy of
kraal: they observe little order; neither do the r own species.
Instances are not wanting ofa Hottentot's
(hey take tlie precaution of throwing uj) trenand what is still engaging singly with the fiercest wild beasts,
ches to defend themselves
but usually the whole
more surprising, have no shields to defend and killing them
themselves against missive weapons, though kraal or village as.^emble, when a wild beast
some say they will ward offa dart, and even is discovered in tiieir neighbourhood, and,
a stone, with a little truncheon about a foot dividing themselves in small parties, endeaHaving found their
long, which they carry in their hand. The vour to surround him.
several companies advance to the charge at enemy, they usually set up a great cry, at
the command of their chief; and, when those which the frighted animal endeavours to
in the front have shot one flight of arrows. break through and escape them if it prove
:

;

:
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to he a rhinoceros, an elk, or elephant, they pointed with iron, and then cover the pit
throw their lances at him, (huts and arrows with small sticks and turf, so as it is not
tlieir thick discernable
and as these animals usually
being: too weak to pierce throng
if the beast be n«)t killed at the first keep in one track frequently one or other of
iiides
dischar|?e, they repeat the attack, and load them falls in with his fore feet into the pit,
and. as lie rnns with and the stakes pierce his body the more
liini witii their spears
all his rag^e at the nersons who wonnd him, he struggles, the deeper the weight of his
those in his rear follow him close, and ply monstrous body fixes hnn on the stake,
him with their spejns; on whom he tnrns when the rest of the herd observe the misapain, but is overpowered by his enemies, fortune of their companion, and find he canwho constantly return to the charge, when not disengage himself, they immediately
whereupon the Hottentots,
his back is towards them, and scarce ever fail abandon him
of bringing the creature down, before he has who lie concealed,, in expectation of the
taken his revenge on any of them. How haz- success oftheir stratagem, approach the
ardous soever snch an engagement may wounded beast, stab him with their spears,
appear to an European, these people make and cut his largest veins, so that he soon exit their sport
and have this advantage, that pires whereupon they cnt him to pieces, and
they are exceeding swift of foot, and scarce carrying the fiesh home, feast upon it as long
ever miss the mark they aim at with their as it last. His teeth they moke into rings for
spears: if one of them is hard pressed by the their arms, and, when they have any ivory
brute, he is sure to be relieved by his compa- to spare, dispose of it to the Europeans. The
nions, who never quit the field till the beast rhinoceros and elk are frequently taken in
is killed, or makes his escape
though they pitfalls, as the elephants are. The Hottentot,
sometimes dexterously avoid the adversary, who kills any of these, or a lion, leopard, or
tliey immediately return to the charge, sub- tyger, singly, has the highest honour conduing the fiercest either by stratagem or ferred upon him, and several privileges,
force. When attacking a lion, or a tyger, which belong only to such intrepid heroes.
At his return from this hazardous and imtheir darts and arrows are of service to them
ai-d therefore they begin the engagement at portant service, the men of the kraal depute
a greater distance, than when they charge an one of the seniors to congratnlate him on his
elephant or rhinoceros and the creature has victory, and desire that he will honour them
a wood of darts and arrows upon his back, with his presence whereupon he follows the
before he can approach his enemies which old deputy to the assembly, whom in finds,
make him fret and rage and i\y at them with according to custom, sitting upon their heels
the greatest fury but those he attacks, nim- in a circle and, a mat of distinction being
bly avoid his paws, while others pursue hina, laid for him in the centre, he sets himself
and finish the conquest with their spears. down upon it after which the old deputy
Sometimes a lion takes to his heels, with urines plentifully upon him, which the hero
abundance of poisoned darts and arrows in rubs in with gi'eat eagerness, having first
his flesh
but, the poison beginning to ope- scratched the grease off his skin with his
rate, he soon falls, and becomes a prey to nails; the deputy all this while pronouncing
those he would have preyed upon. The ele- some words unintelligible to any but themli

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

phant, the rhinoceros, and the elk, are frequently taken in traps and pitfalls without
any manner of hazards. The elephants are
observed to go in great companies to water
following in a file one after another, and usually take the same road till they are disturbed the Hottentots therefore dig pits in
their paths, about eight feet deep, and four
and five over ; in which they fix sharp stakes
:

selves. After this,

they light a pipe of tobacco,

which they smoke and hand one to another
till their remain nothing but ashes in the pipe,
and these the old deputy strews over the gallant man, who rubs them in as they fall upon
him, not suffering the least dust to be lost.
After which th« neighbours having severally
congratulated him on his advancement to
the high honour, they disperse, and go to

^
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Uieir respective tents. Tlie conqueror, afterwards fastens the bladder of the furious
beast he l;as killed to his hair, which he ever
after wea.s as a badge of his knighthood;
and ,s from that ti.ne esteemed by ?very one
a bi-ave man, and a benefactor to his country,
when retired to his tent, his neighbours seem
to vie which of them shall oblfge him most.
and are, for the next three days%ontinualW
sending him one delicious morsel or other^

nor do they c;dl upon him to perform datJ
during that time, but sutfer him to indulge
his ease bnt, what is still more unaccountable, his wife, or wive«, (for he may
have more than one) are not allowed to come
near Inm for three days after this honour is
conferred on him; but they are forced to
rnmble about the Helds, and to keep to a
spare d.et Jest they should, as Mr. Kolben
sur.-mses,
tempt the husbands to their
emJ,races: but' on the third day in the
:
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seems it is death to marry or lie mth
or second cousin, or any near relation
A father seldom gives his son more tiian two
or three cows, and as many sheep, upon his
marriage, and with these he must make his
way in the worhl and we do not find they
give more with their (laughters than a cow,
or a couple of sheep
but the latter are to

tlie
according: to his eirciiinstances, for
wedilinof dinner, and the entertainment of
their friends, wlio resort to them upon the
occasion, briiiging' al)nndanceof good wishes
fortlie happiness of the married couple, as is
usual among: politer people. The ox is no
sooner killed, but the company ^et each
some of the fat, and grease themselves >vitli
it from head to foot, powdering: tliemselves
atlerwiirds with buchn, and the women, to
add to their charms, make red spots with
ochre, or red chalk, on their black faces.
The entertainment beinij ready, the men
form a circle in the area of the kraal (for a
large company cannot sit within doors) and
the women t'orm another tlie bridegroom
sitting- in the middle of the mens circle, and
the bride in the centre of her own sex. Then
the priest enters the men's circle, and urines
upon the brideg-room, which the young* man
rubs in very joyfully. He then goes to the
ladies' circle, where he does the bride the
fame favour. Then the old man goes from
the bride to the brideu:room, till he has
exJiausted all his store. The priest then pronounces his benediction in these words
'"That they may live long and happily together
that they may have a son before
and that he may prove
the end of the year
a brave man, an expert huntsman, and the
like."
After which the meat is served up
and
pots glazed with grease
in eartlien
some of them having- knives since the Europeans came amongst them, they divide their
but more of them
meat pretty decently
make use of their teeth and claws, i)ulling
it to pieces, and eating it as voraciously as so
many dogs, having no other plates or napkms than the stinking corners of the napkins
the}'^ wear
the sea shells without handles
usually serve them for spoons. When they

and

with tobacco,
which they smoke all round, every one
taking two or three whitis, and then handing
it to the next.
It is singular, that though
the Hottentots are immoderately fond of
spirituous liquors, music and dancing, yet
they do not drink the tirst, nor practise the
latter at weddings.
The Hottentots allow of polygamy; but
seldom have more than three wives at a time

after their

;

;

;

;

;

;

have dined a pipe

is

filled

;

5

!(>•>

a

it

first

;

;

be returned to the father, if the bride dies
without having had any children-, on the
contrary, if she ever bore any ciiildren to her
husband, the portion becomes his, even
though the children are defunct. I'hey do
not leave their daughters, or younger sons,
anything when they die but all the ciiildren depend upon the eldest brothtr, and
;

are his servants, or rather slaves, when the
father is dead, unless the elder brother infranchise them nor has the mother any thing to
subsist on, but what the eldest son allows
her.
There being no great fortunes among
them, they match i)urely for love
an
agreeable compariion is ail their greatest
men aim at: their chiefs intermarry Irequently with the poorest man's daughter
and a brave feljow, who has no fortune, does
not despair of matching with the daughter
of a prince.
widow, who marries a second
time, is obliged to cut ofl' a joint of one of
her fingers; and so for every husband she
marries after the first. Either man or
woman may be divorced, on shewing sufficient cause before the captain and the rest
of the kraal the women, however, must
not marry again, though the man is allowed
to marry, and have as many wives as he
pleases at the same time.
young Hottentot never is master of a hut or tent till he
marries, unless his father dies and leaves
him one
therefore the first business the
;

;

;

A

;

A

;

bride and bridegroom apply themselves

marriage

feast, is to erect a

or hut of all new materials, in which
the woman has as great a share as the

and

to,

tent

work

man

;

taking them up about a week's timr,
tl)e new married couple are entertained in
the mean time in the tents of some of their
relations.
When they resort to their new
apartment, and come to keep house together,
the wife seems to have much the greatest
share of the trouble of it: she fodders the
this
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milks them, cuts out the firing,
cattle,
searches every morning for roots for their
food, brings them home, and boils or broils
them, while the drone of a husband lies indolently at home, and will scarce give himself the trouble of getting up to eat when the
food is provided for him by the drudge his
wife.
The more wives he has, still the more
indolent life he leads the care of making
provision for the family being thrown upon
them. It is said he will, in his turn, attend
his cattle in the field
but expects every
one of his wives should do, at least, as much
towards taking care of them as he does. He
will also, sometimes, but very rarely, go a
hunting with the men ofhis kraal, and bring
home a piece of vension, or a d\t,\i of fish
but this is not often ? and if he is of any
handicraft trade, he may work at it two or
three hours in a week, and instruct his chil<lren in the art.
He also takes upon him to
sell his cattle, and purchase tobacco, and
strong liquors of the Dutch, with necessary
tools, beads and other ornaments for which
the Hottentots barter away their cattle:
their wives are not permitted to intermeddle
in the business of buying and selling, this
being the sole prerogative of the man.
When a woman brings a living son into the
world, there is great rejoicing but the first
thing they do with the child, is to daub it all
over with cow-dung then they lay it before
(he fire, or in the-sun, till the dung is dried,
after which they rub it off, and wash the
ciiild with the juice of certain herbs, laying
it in the sun, or before the fire again, till the
liquor is dried in, after which they anoint
the child from head to foot with butter, or
sheeps fat melted, which is dried in as the
juice was; and this custom of anointing
their bodies with fat, they retain afterwards
as long as they live. After the child has
been thus smeared and greased, the mother
gives it what name she thinks proper, which
Ls usually the name of some wild beast, or
<lomestic animal. When the woman is well
again, and able to leave her hut, she rubs
herself all over with cow-d;mg
and this
filthy daubing is by these delicate people
termed a purification. Being thus delight.fully perfumed, and elegantly decorated
;

;

;

;

;

;
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with sheeps's guts, she is permitted to go
abroad, or to see company at home.
If the woman has twins, and they are
girls, the man proposes it to the kraal, that
he may expose one of them, either upon pretence of poverty, or that his wife has not
milk for them both and this they usually
indulge one another in they do the same
when they have a boy or girl but always
preserve the boy.s, though they happen to
;

:

;

at a birth.
The exposed child is
carried to a distance from the kraal
and if
they can find a cave or hole in the earth, that
some wild beast has made, they put the child
alive into it
and then having stopped up
the mouth of the den with stones or earth,
leave it there to starve if they cannot meet
such a cavity, they tie the infant to the
lower bough of a tree, or leave it in some
thicket of bushe.s, where it is frequently destroyed by wild beasts. They do not deal
thus, however, as has been observed, by
their male children
on the birth of a boy,
they kill a bullock and if they have twins,

have two

;

;

:

:

;

two bullocks; and make an entertainment
neighbourhood, who congratulate
the parents on their good fortune ; and, as
with us, the greatest rejoicings are on the
birth of the first son.
The males, at about ten years of age, are
always deprived of their left testicle ; the
operation is performed with a dexterity that
would surprise an European surgeon, and
bad consequences are seldo):i or never
known to ensue.
sheep is killed, and
great rejoicings are made upon the occasion ;
but it is to be observed, that the men devour
all the meat, and allow the women nothing
but the broth. The reason of this absurd
custom of mutilating their male youth is unknown some of the Hottentots say, it is to
make them run swift but the greatest part
of these people give their general reason,
which they use upon all occasions, when
they are unable to account fur any of their
absurd practices; namely. That it is the
for all the

A

;

;

and has been practised
immemorial.
At
the age of eighteen, the male Hottentots,
being deemed men, are admitted into male
Hottentot custom

by

;

their ancestors time

society: the

men

of the village

(if it

may

be
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§0 called) squat down, and form a circle, as furri also is the person who extracts the left
upon most public occasions, the testicle from the young males at eight years
is usual
youth squats down without the circle, at of age for all which lie has no stated revesome distance. The oldest man of the kraal nue, but a present now and then of a calf or
then rises from the circle, and havin*? ob- a lamb, and makes one at all their entertaintained the general consent for the admission ments. Every kraal also has its physician,
of a new member, he goes to the youth, ac- as well as its priest, who are persons that
quaints him with the determination of the have some skill in physic and surgery, and
men of the kraal, and concludes his ha- particularly in the virtues of salutary herbs ;
rangue with some verses, which admonish these also are chosen by a majority of voices
him to behave like a man for the future .The and make it their business to look after the
youth being then daubed with soot and'fat, people's health but liave no other reward
and well sprinkled with urine, is congratu- neither for their pains, than voluntary prelated by the company in general in a kind sents. And such is the opinion of the Hotof chorus, which contains the following tentots of these physicians, that if they canwishes: that good fortune may attend him, not effect a cure, they conclude they ar«
that certainly bewitched
as the doctor himself
that he may live long, and thrive daily
whereupon
he may soon have a beard, and many chil- also never fails to give out
dren till it is universally allowed he is a application is made to some pretended confeast concludes jurer for relief: and if the patient hai>pe.ns
useful man to the nation.
but the youth himself is not to recover, it gives the cunning man, as we
the ceremony
permitted to participate of any part thereof call him, a mighty reputation. The phyrest are served.
till all the
Having been sician and surgeon, as has been hinted, is
thus admitted into male society, it is expect- the same person and though these gentleed that he should behave ill to women in men scarce ever saw a body dissected, it is
general, and to his mother in particular, in said, they have pretty good notions of anaorder to evince his contempt of every thing tomy they cup, bleed, make amputations,
femenine. Indeed it is usual for a youth as and restore dislocated limbs with great dexsoon as admitted, to go to his mother's hut, terity cholicks and pains in the stomach
and cudgel her heartily, for which he is they relieve by cupping. Their cup is an
highly applauded by the whole kraal and horn of an ox, the edges cut very smooth
even the suffering parent herself admires him the doctor, having sucked the part where
for his spirit, and protests that the blows do the pain lies, claps on the cup: and after it
not give her so much pain, as the thoughts has remained some tkne, till he thinks the
of having brought such a mettlesome son part is insensible, he pulls ofl'the horn-cup,
into the world afford her pleasure.
The and makes two or three incisions, half an
more ill treatment he gives his mother, the inch in length, with a common knife, liavmore esteem he obtains; and every time he ving no other instrument: after which, he
strikes her she is in the liiubest raptures, and applies the cup again, which falls off when
thanks providence for having blessed her it is full of blood, but the patient, it is said,
with such a spirited child. So egregiously suffers great pain in the operation. If tiie
will custom counteract the very dictates of pain removes to another part, they rub if
nature, and impose upon the understanding with hot fat; and, if that does not ease the
of the ignorant.
pain, they use the cup again on the part last
It may be proper now to say somethinsr of
ff< cted
and, if the second cupping does
those officers amongst them, which the Ku- not relieve the j)atient, they give him inropeans generally denominate their priest*. ward medicines, being infusions or powders
These persons are called furri or master, and of certain dried roots and herbs. They let
are elected by every kraal they are the men blood in plethories and indispositions of that
Avho perform the ceremony of making water kind, having no other instrument than a
at their weddings, and other festivals
the common knife ; and if bleeding" wiU not
;

:

;

;

:

;

A

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

;;
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effect the cure, they give the patient physic,

up

For head-achs, which they are pretty much
subject to in calm weatlier, they shave their
Iieads in furrows, as they do when they are
but a brisk gale of wind
TM mourning
usually carries off the head-ach, without any
and this they do not often
other application
want at the cape. They seldom make any
other amputations, than of the fingers of
such women as marry a second time, or
oftener and in. this case, they bind the joint
below tliat which is to be cut off very tight,
with a dried sinew, and then cut off the joint
at once with a knife, stopping the blood
with the juice of myrrh-leaves after which,
they wrap up the finger in some healing
herbs, and never any part of the finger receives any hurt beyond the amputation.
They have little or no skill in settmg fractured limbs ; but are pretty dexterous at
restoring of dislocations.
The Hottentot physician, in case he meets
with a foul stomach, gives the juice of aloe
leaves; and if one dose will not do, repeats
it two or three days
and for any inward ail
they give chiefly tlie powders, or infusions
of wild sage, wild figs and fig leaves, buchu,
garlic or fennel
but, whatever the disease
be, it seeuis the patient never fails ^o sacrifice a bidlock, or a slieep, upon his recovery.
The Hottentots are exceedingly superstitious, and fond of divination.
In order to
know the fate of a sick person, they flay a
sheep alive: after having its skin entirely
taking oft*, if the poor animal is able to get
up and run away, it is deemed a propitious
onien but on the contrary, if the excruciating pain kill's it, they imagine that the
patient will certainly die, and accordingly
give him up entirely to nature, without taking any further care of him.
Whatever they believe of departed souls,
they have no notion either of heaven or hell,
or of a state of rewards or punishments
this is evident from the behaviour of a
dying Hottentot, and those about him
neither he nor his fnends offer up any prayers to their gods for the salvation of his soul
or even mention the state of departed souls,
or their apprehensions of his being happy
QT miserable after death however, they set

the sick man is in his last agonies and yet
these very people are frequently guilty of
murdering their antient parents, as well
as their innocent children
for when the
father of a family is become perfectly useless and superannuated, he is obliged to
assign over his stock of cattle, and every
thing else he has in tlie world, to his eldest
son and in default of sons, to his next heir
male: alter which the heir erects a tent or

;

;

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

a

terrible

bowlings

afid

shriekings,

u hen

;

;

;

in some unfrequented place, a good distance from the kraal or camp he belongs to ;
and, having assembled the men of the kraal
acquaints tliem with the condition of his superannuated relation, and desires their consent toexpo.se him in the distant hut; to
which the kraal scarce ever refuse their consent.
Whereupon a day being appointed to
carry the old man to the solitary tent, the
heir kills an ox, and two or three sheep,
and invites the whole village to feast and be
merry with him and at the end of the entertainment, all the neighbourhood come
and take a formal leave of the old- wretch,
thus condemned to be starved or devoured
by wild beasts then the unfortunate crea*
ture is laid upon one of their carriage oxen,
and carried to his last home, attended to the
place, where he is to be buried alive by most
of his neighbours.
The old man being
taken down, and set in the middle of the hut
provided for him, the company return to
their kraal, and he never sees the face of a
human creature afterwards; they never so
much as inquire whether he was starved to
death, or devoured by wild bea.sts he is no
more thought of, than if he had never been.
In the .same manner they deal with a superannuated mother; only as she has nothing
.she can call her own, she has not the trouble
of assigning her effects to her' son. Whenever the Hottentots are upbraided with this
unparallelled piece of barbarity, they reply,
it would be a much greater cruelty to suffer
an old creature to languish out a miserable
life, and to be many years a dying, than to
make this quick dispatch with them and
that it is out of their extreme tenderness they
put an end to the lives of these old wretches
all the arguments in th»; world against the

hut

;

:

:

:

:

AND KOUND THE WORLD.
Inhumanity of the custom, can make no
impression on them and, indeed as long as
the Dutch have resided at the cape, they
liave not been able to break them of one
sing-Ie custom, or prevail with them to alter
any part of their conduct, how barbarous (»r
absurd soever: and. it seems the captain of
a kraal is not exempted from seeint; his funeral solemnized in this manner, while he
is alive, if he ha]>peus to become useless.
And this leads us to treat of such funerals
as are solemnized after the person is really
dead.
The sick man, having resiijned his breath,
;

Wli

dezvous again before the tent of the deceaswhere they repeat their, howling, and
frequently call upon the name of their deed,

parted friend: after which two of the oldest
get up; and one of them going into
the circle of ihe men, and the other into the
circle of the woui^^n, urine upon every one
of the company and, where the kraals are
so very large, that two cannot find water
enough for this ceremony, they double or
treble the number.
Then the ,old men go
into the tent of the deceased and having
taken up .some ashes from the fire-])Iace,
they spnnkle them upon the bodies of the
people, blessing ihem as they go and if the
deceased was a |)erson of distinction, this is
acted over again .several ddvs.
But we
should have remenibtred, tliat the ceremony
always concludes with an eiitertainnient.
If the deceased had any cattle, a sheep is
killed on the occasi<)n
and the caul being
powdered with buchu, is tied about the heir's
neck, who is forced to wear it while it rots
olij which is no great penance, all stinks
being perfumes to a Hottentot.
All the
relations also wear the cauls of sheep about

men

;

;

is immediately bundled up, neck and heels
together, in his sheep-skin mantle, exceeding
close, s«i that no part of the corpse appears
then the captain of the kraal, with some of
the seniors, search the neighbouring country for some cavity in a rock, or the den of
a wild beast, to bury it in, never digging a
grave, if they can find one of these within a
moderate distance. After which the whole
kraal, men and women, prei)are to attend
the corpse, seldom permitting it to remain
above ground more than six hours. When
which it seems is their mournall things are ready, all the neighbourhood their necks
assemble before the door of tlie deceased, ing, unless the children of the deceased are
the men sitting down on their heels in one so poor, that they cannot kill a sheep and
circle, and resting their elbows on their knees then they .shave their heads in furrows ol
(their usual posture) as the women do in about an inch abroad, leaving the hair on
another: here they clap their hands, and of the same breadth between every furrow.
It is not an easy matter to come at a Hothowl, crying, Bo, bo, bo (that is father)
lamenting their loss. The corpse being then tentot's religious notions, he is sparing of his
brought out on that side the tent, where the words, and laconic in his answers upon all
person died, and not at the door, the bearers occasions; but when religious topics are incarry him in their arms to the grave, the troduced, he generally conceals his sentimen and women follow it in ditferent parties ments in silence. Some on this account
but without any manner of order, crying all have doubted whether the Hottentots have
the way, Bo, bo, bo! and wringing their any religion at all but the most intelligent
hands, and performing a thousand ridiculous among the Dutch at the Cape positively
gestures and grimaces, which is frequently affirm, that they believe in a Supreme Bethe subject of the Dutchmen's mirth
it ing, whom they stile Gounya Taquoa, or
being impossible, it is said, to forbear laugh- God of gods, and fancy that his place of reing at the antic tricks they shew on such sidence is beyond the moon. They allow
an occasion. Having put tlie corpse into that Gounya Taquoa is a humane, benevothe cavity prepared for it, they stop up the lent being, yet they have no mode of wormouth of it with ant hills, stones, and pieces shipping him for which they give this reaof wood, believing the ants will feed on the son, " That he cursed their first parents for
corpse, and soon comsume it.
The grave having greatly otFended him, on which acbei-ng stopped up> the men and women ren- count their posterity have never from that
:

:

;

;

;

!

:

;

;
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him adoration." They believe that
the moon is an inferior visible God, and the
representative of the high and invisible:
that she has the direction of the weather
and therefore they pray to her when it is
unseasonable. They never fail to assemble
and worship this planet at the new and full
moon, let the weather be never so bad and
though they distort their bodies, grin and
jput on very frightful looks, crying and howling in a terrible manner, yet tliey have some
expressions that shew their veneration and
time paid

;

;

Mntyou are welcome
Cheraqua kaka chori Ounqua, grant us pasture for our cattle and plenty of milk."
-These and other prayers to the moon they
repeat, frequently dancing and clapping
their hands all the while and, at the end
of every dance, crying, Ho, ho, ho, ho raising and falling their voices, and using a])undance of odd gestures, that appear ridiculous to European spectators and which no
doubt, made them at first, before they knew
any thing of their language, conclude, that
dependance on
sclii

this inferior deity

Atze, I salute you

;

as, "

:

;

;

!

;

not be the effect of devotion,
the people themselves told
them, it was not an act of religion, but only
intended for their diversion. They continue
thus shoutings singing and dancing, with
prostrations on the earth, the whole night,
and even part of the next day, with some
short intervals, never resting, unless they
are quite spent with the violence of the
and then they squat down upon
action
holding their heads between
their heels,
their hands, and resting their elbows on
and after a little time, they start
their knees
falling to singing and dancagain,
and
up
ing in a circle as before, with all their
might.
The Hottentots also adore a fly about the
bigness of a hornet, called by some the gold
whenever they see this insect apbeetle
proach their kraal, they all assemble about
sing and dance round it while it reit, and
mains there, strewing over il the powder of
buchu, by botanists called spira^m which
when it is dried and pulverized, they always
powder themselves with it at festivals. They
this

could

especially

when

;

;

:

:

strew the same powder also over the tops of
their tents, and over the whole area of the
kraal, as a testimony of their veneration for
the adored fly.
They sacrifice also two
sheep as a thanksgiving for the favour shewn
their kraal, believing they shall certainly
prosper after such a visit and, if this insect
happens to light upon a tent, they look
upon the owner of it for the future as a saint,
and pay him more than usnal respect. The
best ox of the kraal also is immediately sacrificed, to testify their gratitude to the little
winged deity, and to honour the saint he
has been pleased thus to distinguish
to
whom the entrails of the beast, the choicest
morsel in their opinion, with the fat and the
caul is presented
and the caul being twisted like a rope, the saint ever after wears it
like a collar about his neck day and night,
till it i)utrifies and rots off; and the saint
only feasts upon the entrails of the beast,
yvhile the rest of the kraal feed upon the
joints, that are not in so high esteem among
them with the fat of the sacrifice also the
saint anoints his body from time to time,
till it is all spent
and if the fly lights upon
a woman she is no less reverenced by the
neighbourhood, and entitled to the like privileges.
It is scarce possible to express tlie
agonies the Hottentots are in, if any Eura
pean attempts to take or kill one of the.se
insects, as the Dutch will sometimes seem
to attempt, to put them in a fright: they
will beg and pray, and fall prostrate on the
ground, to procure the libertv of this little
creature, if it falls into a Dutchman's hands
they are, on such an occasion, in no less consternation than the Indians near Fort St.
George, when the kite, with a white head,
which they worship, is in danger. If a soldier takes one of these alive, and threatens
to wring the neck of it off, the Indians will
gather in crowds about him, and immediately collect the value of a sliilling or two,
to purchase the liberty of the captive bird
they adore. But to return to the Ilottentots,
they imagine if tliis little deity should be
killed, all the cattle would die of diseases,
or be destroyed by wild beasts and they
themselves should be the most miserable of
:

:

;

:

;

;

;
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men, and look upon that kraal to be dooni- with himself upon, scarce believing the felto some iinniiiitnt in istortime, where this low to be in earnest, the young Hottentot
took the opportunity of running away, and
aiiinial selihnii appears.
Tlie H«»lhuuleis have sent several reverend never came near the Cajie afterwards, think\vh»» ing himself extremely hajipy that he had
divi:ies to the cape as missionaries,
exchanged his l<^inopean clothes tor a shee]>
Hottentlie
brini;
to
have spared no fiains
tots oti'tVoni their idohitry, and indnce tliem skin, and the rest of the Hottentot's dre.ss
even their cove- and ornaments. The jM>glish East India
to embrace Cliristianity
tousness and anjbition have been ap])lied to, comj);»ny, we are inlbrmeil, made the like
and temporal rewards otiered them, on con- experiment, brint>ingover two of that nation
e<l

;

of their bcin^- instrncted in the principles of Christianity. lint no motives whatever, whether those relatinj^ to this or another state, have yet been able to make the
they
least impression on any one of them
hold fast and hng tiieir ancient superstitions,
and will hear of no other reli|4ion. The reason that they neither imitate the .Europeans
in their building, plantinsjf, or cloathing, is
because they imagine themselves to be relijriously obliged to follow the customs of their

tlition

hither,

whom

they clothed decently after

the European

manner, and used them, in
all resi)ects, with the greatest goodness and
gentleness, hoping, by that means, to be
better informed of the condition of their
country, and whether it might be worth the
while to make a settlement there: but the
two Hottentots only learnt English enough
to bewail their misfortune in being brought
from their country and their friends; and,
after two years trial of them, being again set
shore at the Cape, they immediately
if they should deviate on
:

ancestors; and that,
from them in the least of these matters, it
might make way for a total change of their
religion and manners, which they cannot
think of without abhorrence. One of the
Dutch governors at the Cape bred up an
Hottentot from his infancy, obliging him to
follow the fashions and customs of the Europeans, to be taught several languages, and
to be fully instructed in the principles of the
Christian
religion,
clothing him handsomely, and treating him, in all respects,
as a person for whom he had a high esteem
and let him know, that he designed him for
;

some

beneticial and honourable employment. The governor afterwards sent him a
voyage to Batavia, where he was employed,
under the commissary his friend, for some
lime, till that gentleman died
and then he
returned to the Cape of Good Hope but
having paid a visit to the Hottentots of his
relations and acquaintance, he threw off all
;

:

his fine clothes, bundled them up, and laid
at the governor's feet, and desired he
vyould give him leave to renounce his Christianity, and live and die in the religion and
customs of his ancestors: only begged the
governor would give him leave to keep the
hanger and collar he wore for his sake ;
vhicli while the governor was deliberating

them

stripped off their

European

clothes,

and,

having taken up the sheep skin mantle
agam, rejoiced beyond measure for their
happy escape from the English.
The poor Hottentots sometimes employ
themselves in making arms, (viz.) bows and
arrows, lances and darts, bartering them
with the rich for cattle, to begin the world
with others get elephants teeth, and what
they do not use in making rings and ornaments for themselves, are generally disposed
of, it is thought, to the Portuguese and other
Europeans, who touch at Terra de Natal,
and other parts of the eastern or western
coast.
The Hottentots sell very few teeth
to the Dutch, though it is manifest they
kill abundance of elephants
they supply
the Hollanders however with cattle, and
take wine, brandy or tobacco, in return
and an ox may be purchased of them for a
pound of tobacco, and a large sheep for half
a pound. As to coin, the reader will conclude they have none nor do they ever see
:

:

;

;

any, unless

some small

pieces of

money

the

Dutch sometimes give them for their wages
at the Cape
and it must not be forgot,
that the Hottentots find abundance of ostrichs' eggs in the sand, which they barter
with the sea-faring men, that touch at the
;
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Cape, for brandy and tobacco every sailor
almost being proud of bringing home one
of these egg snells to his friends, after he
has fried and eaten 'the yolk, wliich makes
a large pancake, and is pretty good food,
but rather of the strongest.
Their butchers are said to be great artists
in their way, and to handle a knife as dexterously as an anatomist
having tied the
hind and fore legs of a sheep, they throw
Ihe creature on his back, and with cords,
two of them extend it to its full stretch,
while a third rips it up so that all the entrails appear
then with one hand, he tears
the guts from the carcase, and with the
;

:

;

:

KEAS,

they lay them by, and eat Aem when tkcy
want other food.
They have another artificer, who is both'
felmonger and taylor
that is, he dresses
skins after their way, and then makes them
into mantles, he takes a sheep skin just flayed off, and, rubbing it well with fat, the skin
becomes tough and smooth and ifit be for
one of his countrymen, he rubs it over also
\yith fresh cow-dung, and lays it in the sun
till it is dry
then he rubs it with fat and
cow dung again which he repeats several
times, till it becomes perfectly black, and
stinks so, that no European can bear it and
then, with a little shaping and sewing, it is
a complete mantle for a Hottentot; but, if
it be dressed for a Dutchman, he only rubs
the skin Vvell with fat, which secures the
wool trom coming off. If he be to dress an
ox's hide, he rubs the hairy side with wood
ashes then sprinkling it with water, rolls
it up, and lays it a day or two in the sun
;
which expedients effectually bring oflT the
hair this is then well greased, stretched out,
and dried again, when it is deemed good
:

;

:

;

;

other stirs the blood, avoiding as much as
he can the breaking any of the blood-vessels
about the heart so that the sheep is a long
time a dying: in the mean time he gives the
guts to another, who just rids them of the
filth, and rinces them iu water, and part of
them are broiled and eaten amongst them,
having
before the sheep is well dead
scooped the blood out of the body of the
animal with their hands or sea shells, they
cut the rest of the guts in small pieces, and leather.
Their smiths do not only fashion their
stew them in the blood, which is the Hottentots favourite dish. An ox also is killed iron, but melt it from the ore: they find
being plenty of iron stones in several parts of their
in the same barbarous manner
thrown upon his back, and hi^ legs extend- country and having got a heap of these,
ed with cords, he is ripped up, and his guts they put them into a hole in. the ground,
in which cruel operation heated and prepared for their purpose
taken out first
then
the beast is half an hour a dying: they se- they make a fire over the stones, which they
parate the jjarts witli great exactness, divid- supply with fuel, and keep up till the iron
ing the fiesli, the bones, the membranes, melts and then it runs into another hole,
muscles, veins, and arteries,- and laying them which they make f<ir a receiver, a little
The lower than the first as soon as the iron in
in several parcels every thing entire.
bones also are taken out of the flesh, and the receiver is cold they break it to pieces
and heating the pieces again
laid together in such order, that they might with stones
in other fires, beat them with stones, till
be easily forcned into an exact skeleton
these they boil by themselves, and get the they shape them into the heads of lances,
marrow out of them, with which they anoint darts, arrows, and bows, and such weapons
their bodies.
Of the sheep skin, as has as they use for they scarce ever form any
been observed already, they make a mantle other utensils but arms, of this metal they
ifit be large: but if it is small, they cut it get the hardest flat stone, according to Moninto thongs, to adorn their women's legs: sieur Vogel, and laying the iron upon it, as
and the hide of an ox serves either to cover upon an anvil, beat it with another round
their tents, or to make girts and straps of, stonei which serves them for a hammer;
with which they bind their baggage on their theji they grind it upon the flat stone and
carriage oxen when they decamp and, if polish it as nicely as any European artificer
they have no other use for their ox-hides, could do with all his tools they have some
;

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

;
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copper ore too, which they melt in like manbut they make only toys and ornaner
ments for their dress of tiiis metal nor in<ieed, do they ever work in iron, but when
They would never
they want weapons.
labour, if their ne<;essities did not sometimes
compel them to it but, when they do, no
people work harder, or inore indefatigably
for they never leave a piece of work, till they
have finished it.
;

:

on foot, except the aged and
infirm; and these are carried on their bag*
gage oxen. As there are no inns or places
for refreshment, the travelling Hottentot
calls at the kraals in his way, where he meet.s
with a hearty welcome from his country-

tives all travel

men, who endeavour to shew their ho.spitality to strangers, whether of their own country
or of Europe. Such indeed is the general
urbanity of these people, and their strict
The ivory-turner makes the ivory rings integrity when any confidence is placed in
them, that when the Hollanders travel either
that are worn ornamentally about the arms
and considerinp: that his only tool is a com- on foot or horseback, if they cannot reach
mon riasp knife, which he procures from an European settlement, they also call at
the Dutch, the workmanship has great the kraals of the Hottentots, where they are
complimented with a hut, and .such provimerit.
:

;

;

The potter or maker of earthen vessels is
another art but this, it seems, they are all
dexterous at, every family making the pots
and pans they want. For these they use
only the earth o\' aut-hills, clearing them of
after which, they work
all .sand and gravel
it together with the bruised ant-eggs, that
extraordinary
are said to constitute an
cement. When they have moulded these
materials into a kind of |)aste, they take as
much of them as will make one of their pots,
and fashion it by hand upon a flat stone,
making it of the form of a Roman urn then
they smooth it within and without very carefidJy, not leaving the least roughne.ss upon
the surface and having dried it in the sun
two or three days, they put the pot into a
hole in the ground, and burn it, by making
a fire over it; and when they take it out, it
appears perfectly black. Every family also
make their own mats, with which they
but this is chiefly
cover their tents or huts
the business of the women they gather the
flags and rushes by the river side, or weave
;

;

;

;

;

;

or plat them into mats so closely, it is said,
that neither the weather or light can penetrate them.
The last artificer we shall mention is the
rope-maker, who has no better materials,
than such flags and rushes as the mats are
made of; and yet they appear almost as
strong as those made of hemp the Dutch,
at the Cape, buy and use them in ploughing,
and in draught-carriages.
As to the way of travelling here, the na:

sion as they have, or they may lie in the
area of the kraal, in the open air, if they
please, and the weather be good ; and here
they are secure both from robbers and wild
beasts
for the bushis banditti on the mountains are dangerous, as they give no quarter
but the Hottentot nations in general hold
;

;

them

in abhorrence, and unanimously concur in seizing and punishing them upon all

occasions.

Their language is very inarticulate and
defective one word signifies several things,
the definitive meaning being determined by
the manner of pronouncing; and the pronunciation is so harsh and confused, that
;

they seem to stammer in all they speak.
Hence, though they are easily taught to understand other languages, they can seldom
be brought to speak them with any degree
of intelligibility.
shall here subjoin a small Hottentot
vocabulary, for the satisfaction of the curious
khauna, signifies a lamb
kgou, a
goo.se; bunqvaa, trees; knomm, to hear
quaqua, a pheasant; tkaka, a whale; horri,
beasts in general
knabou, a fowling piece ;
qua-ara-ho, a wild ox
ounequa, the arms;
quienkha, to fall likhanee, a dog konkequa, a captain quas, the neck
quan, the
heart
kgoyes, a buck or doe
tiquoa, a
god komma, a house khoaa, a cat kowkuri, iron konkekerey, a hen thoukou, a
dark night tkoume, rice gboudie, a sheep
toya, the wind
ttkaa, a valley
tkaonoklua, gunpowder
kamkamma, the earth

We

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:;
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thunder; «.Uickatere, a duck;
quayba, an ass
naew, the
nomba, the beard ka-a
ears kirri, a stick
to drink
duriesa, an ox hek-kaa, an ox
houteo, a sea
of burden
ounvie, butter
kamma, a stag
dog bikgua, the head
anthuri, to-morrow
kouquilj a piegon
kou, a tooth khamouna, the devil
kahqua, ahorse koo, a son kammo, a stream;
tika, grass
toqua, a wolf; koanqua, the
moutli khou, a peacock gona, gois a girl
khoakamma, a baboon kerhanehou, a star
mu, an eye tquassouw, a tyger.
The Hottentots have only ten numerical

qnaouw,

kamma, water

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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by

several outworks and batteries extending
along the shore, as well on this side of the
town as the other nevertheless they arc by
their situation exposed to the shi|)ping, and
in a manner defenceless against an enemy
of any force by land. As to the garrison,
this consists of eight hundred regular troops,
;

besides militia of the country, in which last
comprehended every man able to bear
arms. By signals they can alarm the coun-try in a very short time, and when these are
made, the militia is to repair immediately
to their place of rendezvous in the town.
On vSunday, the 14th of April in the mornterms, which they repeat twice to express ing, we weighed, s4ood out of the bay, and
the multiplication of the tirst term, and anchored at five in the evening under Penthree times to express the re-multiplication guin, or Kobin Island.
Here we laid all
of the latter. Their terms are q'kua, one
night, and being prevented from sailing by
k'kaifi, two
kouna, three
kakka, four the wind, the Captain dispatched a boat
to the Island for a few trifling articles,
koo, five
nanni, six
kounko, seven
khissi, eight
khassi, nine ghissi, ten.
which we had omitted to take in at the
Thus have we given a circumstantial and Cape when our people drew near the shore,
full account of the Cape, its inhabitants, they were warned by the Djitch not to land
j)roductions and adjacent country
from at their peril. At the same time six men,
whence the French, at Mauritius, are sup- armed with muskets, paraded upon the
plied by the Dutch with salted beef, biscuit, beach.
The commanding" officer in the
dour, and wine
the provisions for which boat did not think it prudent to risk the
the French contracted this year were five lives of his men, on account of a few cabhundred thousand lb. weight of salt beef, bages, and therefore returned without them
four hundred thousand lb. of flour; four to the ship. To thi?: Island the Dutch at the
hundred thousand lb. of biscuit, and one Cape banish such criminals as are not
thought worthy ofileath, for a certain numthousand two hundred leagers of wine.
have only to add to this account a few ob- ber of years, according to ihe nature of tlieir
.''iervations on the bay, and garrison.
The crimes. They are em])loyed as slaves in
former is large, safe, and exceeding conve- digging lime-stone, which though scarce
nient.
It is indeed open to the N. W. winds, upon the continent, is here in great abundDanish ship touched at this Island
yet as they ance.
btU they seldom blow hard
sometimes occasion a great sea, the ships having been refused assistance at the Cape,
;

;

;

;

is

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

We

A

;

moor. N. E. and S. W. The S. E. winds
blow frequently with great fury, but their
direction being right out of the bay prevents
them from being dangerous. For the convenience of landing and shipping goods, a
wharf of wood is run out near the town, to

and sending her boat on sJ|ore, overpowered
the guard, and then took as many of the
criminals as were necessary to navigate her
home for she had lost great part of lier
;

crew by sickness. To this incident we attributed our repulse
concluding that the
;

Water is conveyed in Dutch to ]>reverit a similar rescue of tlieir
a proper distance.
pipes to this wharf, and many large boats prisoners, had ordered their garrison at this
and hoys are kept by the company to carry place, not to suffer any boat of foreign nastores and provisions to and from the ship- tions to land the crew, and come ashore.
On Thursday the 25th, we put to sea, and,
ping in the harbour. This bay is covered
by a small fort on the E. side of the town, about tpur o'clock in the afternoon died our
and close to the beach and is also defended master, jMr. Robert Mollineiix a youth of
;

;

;

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
good

parts,

but unhappily for his

much addicted to
we would caution

own

self-

intempepreservation
all
those
habit
Mnce, a
wiio undertake long voyages to avoid, if they
have any regard to their personal safety.
\Ve now contuiued our voyage without any
other remarkable incident and on Monday
the '29i\\, we crossed our tirst meridian, havE. to
iu'j: circumnavigated the globe from
W. and consequently lost a day, for which
upon correcting our reckoning at JJalavia,
we made an allowance. On Monday the
1st of May, we came to anchor at break of
day, before James's fort in the Island of St.
Helena, and as we proposed to refresh here,
Mr. Banks employed his time in visiting
the most remarkable places, and in surveying every object of notice.
situated
the Atlantic
St. Helena is
ocean, in six degrees W. longitude, and
sixteen S. latitude, almost in the midway
between Africa.and America, being twelve
hundred miles distant from the former, and
eighteen hundred from the latter. It was
so named by the Portuguese, who discoverit
on St. Helen's day. This Island is 36
miles long, 18 broad, and about 61 in circumference.
It is the summit of an immense mountain rising out of the sea, and
of a depth unfathomable at a small distance
round it. It may be discerned at sea, at
above twenty leagues distance, and looks
like a castle in the middle of the ocean,
whose natural walls are of that height, that
there is no scaling them. Tlie small valley
called Chapel-va!le>', in a bay on the east
side of it, is defended by a battery of forty
or fifty great guns, planted even with the
water and the waves daslnng perpetually
on the shore, make it dithcult landing even
here.
There is also one little creek besides,
where two or three men may land at a time
but this is now defended by a battery of
five or six guns, and rendered inaccessible.
No anchorage is to be found any where
about the Island, but at Chapel-valley bay,
and as the wind always sets from the S, E.
if a ship overshoots the Island ever so little,
Bhe cannot recover it again. The seat of
volcanoes has been found to be the highest
part of the countries in which they are
tO(i

;

m

;
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found. Hecla is the highest hill in Iceland
and the peak of Teneritfe is known to be
the covering of subterraneous fire. These
are still burning; but there are other mountains which bear evident marks of fire that
is

now

extinct

:

among

these

is

St.

Helena,

where the inequalities of the ground, and
its

external
of the

efiects

surface,

are

evidently

sinkmg of the earth

;

the

and that

was caused by subterraneous fire, is
equally manifest from the stones, for some
of them, especially those in the bottom ol
the valleys, are burnt almost to cinders.
This Island, as the Endeavour apjiroached
it on the windward side, appeared like a
rude heap of rocks, bounded by precipices
of an amazing height, and consisting of a
kind of stone, which shews not the least
sign of vegetation
nor is it more [)romising
upon a nearer view. Sailing along shore,
we canie near the huge cliffs, that seemed
to overhang the ship.
At length we opened
Chapel-valley, which resembles a trench,
and in this valley we discovered the town.
The sides of it are as naked as the cliffs
next the sea
but the bottom is slightly
clothed with herbage. In its present cultivated state, such appeared the Island to
us; and the first hills must be passed,
betbre the country displays its verdure, or
any other marks of fertility.
In Chapel-valley, a little beyond the
landing place, is a fort where the governor
resides with the garrison
and the town
stands just by the sea-side.
The greater
part of the houses are ill built. The church
which was originally a mean structure, is in
ruins
and the market-place nearly in the
same condition. The town consists of about
fwrty or fifty buildings, constructed after
the English fashion, whifher the people of
the Island resort when any shipping appears,
as well to assist in the defence of tlie Island,
as to entertain the seamen if they are
friends: for the governor has always sentinels on the highest part of the Island, to
the windward, who give notice of the approach of all shipping, and guns are thereupon fired, that every man may resort to
It is impossible for an enemy to
his post.
by
sea in the night time, and if
approach
this

:

;

;

;
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discovered the day before, preparations are
speedily made for his reception.
Notwithstanding the Island appears a
barren rock on every side, yet on the top
it is covered with a fine layer of earth, producing grain, fruits, and herbs of various
kinds and the coun^^ry after we ascended
the rock, is diversified with rising hills and
plains, plantations of fruit trees, and kitchen gardens, among which the houses of
the natives are interspersed, and in the
open fields are herds of cattle grazing,
some of which are fatted to supply the
shijiping, and the rest furnish the dairies
with milk, butter, and cheese. Hogs, goats,
turkeys, and all manner of poultry also
abound, and the seas are well stored with
fish.
But amidst all this affluence, the people have neither bread nor wine of their
own growth for though the soil is proper
for wheat, yet the rats that harbour ni the
rocks, and cannot be destroyed, eat up all
the seed, before the grain is well out of the
ground and though their vines flourish and
produce them grapes enough, yet the latitude is too hot for making wine. This they
have therefore from the Canaries, the Madeiras, or the Cape, as well as their flour
and malt. Their very houses are some of
them brought, from Europe ready framed,
there being no timber on the Island, trees
not taking deep root here on account of the
rock that lies so near the surface however,
they have underwood enough for necessary
uses.
Besides grapes they have plantains,
bananas, figs, lemons, and such other fruits
They
as hot countries usually produce.
also raise kidney beans, and some other
kinds of pulse in their gardens; and the
want of bread they supply with potatoes and
;

:

;

:

yams.
In the year 1701, there were upon the
Island about two hundred families, most
of them English, or descended from English
j)arents.
Every family has a house and
plantation on the higher part of the Island,
where they look after their cattle, fraits,

SEAS,

verted into punch-houses, or lodgings for
their guests, to
they sell their poTutry,

whom

and other commodities; but they are not
.suflTered to purchase any merchandise
of
the ships that touch here. Whatever they
want of foreign growth or manufacture,
they are obliged to buy at the con»pany's
warehouse, where twice every moiith, they

may

furnish themselves with braudy, European or Cape wines, Batavia arrack, malt,
beer, sugar, tea, coffee, china, and japan-

ware, linen, callicoes, chintz, muslins, ribbands, wooilen-cloth and stuffs, and all
manner of ciothmg, for which they are allowed six months credit. Among tlie very
few native productions of this Island must
be reckoned ebony, though the trees are now
nearly extinct. Pieces of this wood are frequently found in the vallies of a fine black
colour, and a hardness almost equal to iron
;
these pieces, however, are so short and'
crooked, that no use can be made of them.
There are few insects here, but upon the
tops of the highest ridges a^ species of snail
is found, which has probably been
there
since the oriijinal creation of their kind. It
is indeed very difficult to conceive how
any
thing not formed here, or brought hither
by the diligence of man, could find its way
to a place so severed from the rest of the
world, by seas of immense extent.
The Portuguese, who discovered this Island in 1502, stored it with hogs, goats and
poultry, and used to touch at it for water

and

fresh provisions in their return from
India but we do not find they ever planted
a colony here; or, if they did, having deserted it afterwards, the English Eivst-India
Company took possession of the Island A
D. 1600, and held it till 1673, without interl
ruption, when the Dutch took it by surprise.
;

However, the

English, commanded
by
Munden, recovered it again within
the.space of a year, and took three butch

Capt.

East India ships that lay in the road at the
same time. The Hollanders had fortified
the landing place, and planted batteries of
They scarce ever great guns to prevent a descent but the
and kitchen garden.
down
.to
come
the town, unless it be to English bemg acquamted with a small creek
church, or when the shipping arrive, when where only two men could go abreast,
m«st of the houses in tlie valley are con- climbed up to (he top of the rocks in tlie
;

8

;
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mglit time and appearing- next morning- at
file l>acks ot' the Dutclj, they threw down
tlieir arms, and snrrended the Island withbut as we have beout strikin;^ a stroke
has been since forthis
creek
observed,
fore
so that there is now no place where
tified
an enemy can make a descent with any
probability of success.
Tiie affairs of the East-India Company
are manaired here by a governor, deputygovernor, ;)iul storehouse-keeper who have
certain settled salaries allowed, besides a
public table, well furnished, to which all
commanders, masters of shins, and eminent
passenyers are welcome. Ih6 natives sometimes call the result of their deliberations,
and though relief mii^ht
severe impositions
the company in Engfrem
lerhaps be had
land, yet the nnavoidable delays in returnI
ing answers to addresses at that distance
puts the aggrieved under great liardsliips
and on the other hand, was not the situation of this Island very serviceable to our
homeward-bound East-India ships, the constant trouble and expence would induce the
company to abandon the Island; for though
it is furnished with the conveniencies of
life, the merchants find no other profitable
commodities there.
The masters of the
plantations keep a great many blacks, who,
npon severe treatment, hide themselves for
:

:

;

;

tMo

or

among

three

months

keeping

together,

rocks by day, and roving at
night for nrovisions but they are generally
discovereu and taken.
llie children and descendants of white
people have not the least red in their cheeks,
all other places near the tropics
but the
natives of St. Helena are remarkable for
their ruddy complexions, and robust constitutions.
Their heathfulness may, in general, be ascribed to the following causes.
They live on the top of a mountain always
open to the sea breezes that constantly blow
here: they are usually employed in the
most healthful exercises of gardening and
husbandry the Island is frequently refreshed with moderate cooling showers; and no
noxious fens, nor salt marshes annoy them.
They are used also to climb the steep hill
between the town
Chapel-valley and
A a
No. 12.
tlie

:

m

;

;

m
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their [)lantations
wliich hill is so steep,
that having a ladder in the middle of it,
;

they call it Ladder-hill and this cannot
be avoided without going three or four miles
about so that they seldom want air or exercise, the great preservers of health.
As
to the genius and temper of these peo|)le,
they seemed to us the most honest, the most
inoflensive, aiul the most hospitable j)eople
we ever met with of English extraction,
having scarce any tincture of avarice or
ambition.
asked some of them, if they
had no curiosity to see the rest of the world,
and how they could confine themselves to
so small a spot of earth, separated at such a
distance from the rest of mankind ? Iliey
rej)|ied, that they enjoyed the necessaries
ot'life in great plenty: they were neither
parched with excessive heat, or jnnched
with cold they lived in perfect security
in no danger of enemies, of robbers, wild
beasts, or rigorous seasons
and were
happy in the enjoyment of a continned
state of health
that as there were no rich
men among them (scarce any planter being
worth more than a thousand dollars) so
there were no poor ir the Island, no man
being worth less than four hundred dollars,
and consequently not obliged to undergo
more labour than was necessary to keep him
in health.
;

;

Wt

:

;

:

Our thoughts

were now employed on
and having
sufficiently recruited our stores, on Saturday the 4th of May, we weighed, and sailed
returning to our native shore

;

out of the road in company with the Portland man of war, and his convoy, consisting
of twelve sail of East Indiamen. With this
fleet we continued our course for' England
until Friday the 10th, when perceiving they
out-sailed us, and consequently might make
their port before us, Capt. Cook, for this
reason, made the signal to speak with the
Portland, upon which Capt. Elliot came on
board the Endeavour to whom a letter for
the Admiralty was delivered, with a box,
containing the common Jog books of the
ship, and the journals of some of the officers.
did mjt lose sight of the fleet till Thursday th& 23rd, when they parted from ns ;
and about one o'clock in tlie afternoon we
;

We
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lost our first lieutenant, Mr. Hicks, an active,
skilful, judicious, and useful officer.

S2AS,

compiler of a former account of this
voyage of the Endeavour. An infidel may
died of a comsumptioU) of which lingering imbibe what deistical chimeras may be best
disorder he discovered some symptoms when adapted to the y^loomy temper of his mind ;
he left England so that it may be truly but we cannot but think him highly culpable in forcing them into a work of this kind,
said, that he was dying the whole voyage
and his decline was very gradual till we for though it may be said, that, with respect
arrived at Batavia, from whence to the tiine to efficient and final causes, the opinion o^
of his dissolution, the slow consuming dis- a general and particular Providence will
The whole form one and the same conclusion, yet we
ease gained strength daily.
ship's company attended the funeral rites, think it is of great comfort to all men, parand in the ev-ening we committed his body ticniarly to those who can trace the wonders
The of ;in almighty hand in the deep, to be sen.
to the sea with the usual ceremonies.
next day theCa|)tain ap|>ointed Mr. Charles sibleofa merciful interposition, concerned,
Clark, a ^oung man, to act in the room of and ever attentive to their support, preservation, and deliverancjC in times of danger.
Mr. Hicks.
Besides,
this sentiment of a divine Agent
\^e now every day drew nearer our desuperintending,
must
be
condition
and correcting the disorders
bnt what
the
sired haven
introduced
may
by
natural
good
ship,
the
Endeavour,
and moral evil, is unonce
of our
easily be imagined, from a slight recollec- doubtedly a scripture doctrine; and from
tion of the hardships she had surmounted, the deductions of the mere light of nature,
and the dangers she had providentially if must appear unreasonable to sujjpose,
escaped. At this time our rigging and sails that the first (ireat Cause who planned the
were so weather-beaten, that every day some- whole grand scheme of creation, should not
thing was giving way. However, we held be allowed to interfere with respect to paron our course, without any material occur- ticular parts, or individuals, as occasion,
rence that might endanger our safety, till circumstances, or times may require. And
Monday the 10th of June, when, to our whoever has duly considered the wonderful
great joy, Nicholas Young, the boy who protection of the Endeavour in cases of danNew Zealand, called out ger the most imminent, particularly when
first discovered
mast
head, which proved to encircled in the wide ocean, with rocks of
land iVom the
The
next day, bemg Tues- coral, her sheathing beaten off, and her
tlie
Lizard.
be
day, the eleventh, we proceeded up the false keel floating by her side, a hole in her
On Wednesday the 12th, \yith bottom, and the men by turns fainting at
channel.
the pleasing hopes of seeing our relatives the pumps, cannot but acknowledge the
and friends, exciting sensations not to be existence of a particular Providence. The
described by the pen of the most able writer, history of Joseph can only afford a more
we passed Beachy Head, At noon, to our striking instance of the interposition of a
divine invisible hand.
1'his our countryinexpressible joy we were a breast of Dover
and about three o'clock, P. M. we came to men experienced and we have good authoan anchor in the Downs. When we landed rity to assert, that our company in the Enat Deal, our ship's company indulged freely deavour do acknowledge, -notwithstanding
that mirth, and sociable jollity, common to the private opinion of the above mentioned
all English sailors upon their return from a comjjiler, that the hand of Superior Power
long voyage, who as readily forget hardships was particularly concerned in their protecand dangers, as with alacrity and bravery tion and deliverance. This omniscient and
omniirotent power, it is the incumbent duty
they encounter them.
We cannot close this book without join- of every christian to believe, confide in, and
ing in that general censure, which has been adore.
iuStly bestowed on Dr. Hawkesworth th^
late

He

;

;

;

,•

;

2

;
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SECOND VOYAGE
ROUND THE

WORL
IN HIS MAJESTY'S SHIPS

THE RESOLUTION, AND ADVENTURE.
INTRODUCTION.

THE
lies,

expectations where not
wholly aiiswereil by former «lisn>vewhich were so Inshly bhizoiied both
kind's

his maat lioine ami abroad, ami theretore
Capt.
jesty projected this second Voyage of
to
ordered
Cook, and the Navy-board was
snitab.e
most
eqnip two such ships as were
Accordingly two vessels
to the service.

of Capt.

were purchased

Wdliam Ham-

mond, of Hull, beins? about fourteen or sixat
teen months old. They were both built
the
built
Whitby, by the same person who
Endeavour.

The

largest of the two,

named

and
the Resolution, burthen four hundred
be
to
Deptford
to
sixty two tons, was sent
hunthree
Adventure,
the
and
fitted out
;

and James PatJohn Edgcumbe was lieute-

Robert Anderson, gimner
ten, surgeon.

;

nant of the marines, under whom were one
Serjeant, two corjMuals, one drummer and
The rest of the crew conlifteen privates.
sisted of three master's mates, six midshipmen, two surgeon's mates, one ca|)tain's
clerk, one master at arms, one corporal, one
armourer, his mate, one sail-maker, his
mate, three boatswain's mates, car{>enter's
three, gunner's two, four carpenter's crew,
one cook, his mate, six quarter masters, and
In the Adventure,
forty-five able seamen.
Tobias Furneanx was captain, Joseph

and Arthur Kempe, lieutenants
was appointed master, Ed,
Fannin
Peter
ward Johns boatswain, William Offard carpenter, Andrew Gloag gunner, Thomas
vShank,

dred and thirty six tons, was equipped at
Woolwich. On the 28th of November, 1771
Andrews surgeon of master's mates, midCapt. Cook was appointed to the command
shipmen, &c. as a bove, the number was
Furneaux,
Tobias
and
of the Resolution
and thirty-three able bodied
who had been second lieutenant with Capt. twenty-eight,
Scott was lieutenant of the
James
seamen.
Wallis, was promoted to the command ot
command were one
whose
under
marines,
the Adventure. The Resolution had one
one drummer, and
corporal,
one
Serjeant,
othhundred and twelve hands on board,
privates.
eight
eighty
and the Adventure
cers included
The two ships were ordered to be got in
one. In the former, James Cook was Capwith the utmost expedition, and
readiness
and
Clark,
Charles
Cooper,
tain, Robert P.
and Victualling boards paid
Navy
the
Richard Pickerssrill, were appointed lieute- both
attention
to their equipment ;
uncommon
an
James
nants. Joseph Gilbert was master
lord
the
Admiralty visited
of
first
the
even
carpenter;
Grey, boatswain James Wallis,
:

;

:

;

;
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POLE,

to time; in consequence of wort, designed for those whose habit of
which they were not restrained by ordinary body might engender the scurvy, and as a
establishments, every extra aticle thought ne- remedy for such who might be afflicted with

them from time

The quantity prescribed for
each patient, from one to six pints a day,
at the discretion of the surgeon. 2. Sour
krout, of which each seaman was to be allowed two i)ounds a week. This is cabbage salted down, and close packed in casks, after
having been properly fermented.
It is
U\re to say, no future commander will ever esteemed by our navigators an excellent
have a commission of a more liberal kind, nor antiscorbutic. 3. Cabbage cut small and
be furnished with a greater profusion of the salted down, to which is added juniper

being allowed, in order that they
fitted comj)]etely, and in every resi>ect to the satisfaction of those who were to
ejnbark in them. Indeed, Capt. Cook sailed
wit!) greater advantages in this expedition,
than any of his predecessors who had gone
out before on discoveries and we may ven-

cessary

that disorder.

might be

;

very best stores and provisions.

He had

the

frame of a vessel of twenty tons, one for
each ship, to serve occasionally, or upon any
emergency, as tenders
he had on board
fisliiug-nets, lines and hooks of every kind
he WHS supplied with innumerable articles
of suiall value, adapted to the commerce of
the tropical Islands: he had on board additional clothing for the seamen, particularly
stjjjed to a cold climate, to all which were
added the best instruments for astronomical
in which were
and nautical observations
iiubuled four time-pieces on Mr. Harrison's
Messrs. Arnold
pri"»K'iples, constructed by
and Kendal. And that nothing might be
wanting to procure information, and that
could tend to the success of the voyage, a
landscape painter, Mr. William Hodges,
was engaged for this important undertaking,
accompanied by Mr. (nowDr) John Reinhold toster and Son, who were thought the
most proper persons for the line of Natural
History, to which they were appointed with
Mr. AVilparliamentary encouragement.
liam Wales, and Mr. William Baily, were
likewise engaged to make astronomical
observations the former being placed by
the board of Jongitm^le, in the Resolution,
Nor
and Mr. liailey in the Adventure.
must we omit to mention the number of
medals struck by order of the Lord« of the
Admiralty, and intended to be left both as
:

;

;

;

presents and testimonies

in

new discovered

countries.

The two

ships were victualled

and

pro-

vided with all manner of necessaries for a
three years' voyage among which were the
following extra articles: 1. Malt, for sweet
;

berries,

and anniseeds, which are likewise

put to the sour krout. 4. Portable soup,
very nourishing, and of great utility both
for invalids, and those that are in good
health.
6. Oranges, rob of lemons, and
salon p, for the use of the surgeons, to be
administered to the sick and scorbutic only.
6 Marmalade of Carrots, recommended
by Baron Storch of Berlin, as a very great
antiscorbutic
but it did not as such answer our expectation. This syrup is extracted from yellow carrots, by evaporating the
finer parts, till it is brought to a consistence
of treacle, which it much resembles both
in taste and colour 7. Juice of wort and
beer, inspissated as the foregoing article,
and intendetl to supply at times the place
of beer, by mixing it with water. For this
we were indebted to Mr. Pelham, Secretary
of the Victualling office the commissioners
of which ordered thirty-one half barrels ot'
this juice to be prepared for trial
nineteen
whereof were stowed in the Resolution, and
twelve on board the Adventure. Thus all
the conveniences necessary for the preservation of health during a long voyage, were
provided in abundance
and even some
alterations were made in the customary
articles of provisions; wheat being substituted in the room of a quantity of oatmeal,
and sugar instead of oil.
proposed voyage attended with such
extraordinary preparations, patronized by
parliament, as well as royal bounty, and
the execution of which being superintended
by the first officers of the admiralty, the
navy, and by Capt. Cook himself, we t]o
not hesitate to pronounce one of tlie most
;

;

;

;

A
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important
a^c, or

tfiat

l)y atiy

If^i

was ever performed in any rance amidst the dangers and hardships uf
and we may also rigorous seasons, his prowess in leading

country

lii.'*

;

with truth assert, tliat tlie able navififator
made choice of by his majesty, was equal
to the task on which he was embarked.
Every thinking? person cnnnot but admire
}iis skill, Iiis fortitude, his care of his men,
his vijyilance in attending to the minutest intimations o( lormer uaviijators, his perseve-

company just

so far as they wore capable
of proceeding in short, his conduct throughout, which while he kept every man singly
in strict obedience to his duly, lie concili'
ated the affections of all. and secured liieit
;

«steeni.

CHAP.

I.

7V/e Resolution takes her departure from Deptford ; Touches at the Island qf St. Jago, one oj
the Cape de Verds ; Pursues her voyage to the Cape of Good Hope ; Account of transactions
there, and incidents that happened in her passage ; Her departure from the Cape ; Continues her
voyage, in search of a Southern Continent ; Sequel oj this search, between the meridian of the Cape
of Good Hope, and that of New Zealand ; Separation of the two ships, and the arrival of the

Resolution in Duslcy Jiay.

THE

About this time Capt. Cook received
Resolution and Adventure benig
in the most complete man- from the boanl of Admiralty his instructions,
ner, as already related, the former on the dated the 2oth of June, the tenor and subJ)th of April, dropped down the river as far stance of which were, that the Adventure
that the
as Woolwich, atwhicli place she was detain- was to be under his command
but on the 22nd, two ships were to proceed to the Island of
ed by contrary winds
Madeira, from thence to the Cape of Good
.•sailed from thence to Long Reach, where
she was joined by her companion the Ad- Hope that having at this place refreshed
venture and both ships took in their marines, the sliips' companies, and supplied them
guns, and ammunition. May the 10th, we with provisions and other necessanes, they
sailed for Plymouth, but before we got out were to make the best of their way to the
of the river, the Resolution was found to southward, in search of Cape Circumcision,
be very crank, on which account we put which by M. Bouvet, is said to be in latiWhile some alterations tude 54 deg. S. and in about 11 deg. 20
into Sheerness.
were making in her upper works, Lord min. E. longitude, from the Royal ObservaSandwich and Sir Hugh Palliser paid ns a tory in the Park at Greenwich that if they
visit, in order to see they were executed in
fell in with this Cape, Capt. Cook was to
The Resolution being endeavour, by all means in his power, to
a proper manner.
again ready for sea, we departed from Sheer- discover whether the same was part of the
ness.
On tiie 2u(l of July we met Lord supposed continent, which had so much
Sandwich, in the Augusta Yacht, whom we employed the national attention of different
saluted with seventeeen guns, and his lord- European powers, or only the promontory
ship, accompanied with Sir Hui^li Palliser, of an Island: that in either case, the genhonoured us with their presence on board, tlemen on board the two ships were diliwhich was the last instance of that very gently to explore the same, to the utmost
great attention they had paid to a variety extent possible and to make such obserof particulars that might tend to promote vations of various kinds, as might corresthe success of our undertaking
pond with the grand object in view, and be
equipped

:

;

:

;

;

a
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any respect useful

to either navigation post-meridianunij are used, the former signinot omitting at the same fies the forenoon, and the latter the aftertime proper remarks on the genius and noon of the same day.
temper or the inhabitants
whose friendcopy of the above instructions we transship and alliance they were directed to con- mitted to Captain Furneaux, inclosed with
ciliate, by all probable motives, and pru- Capt. Cook's orders, in which he appointed,
that tiiey should the two ships be separated, the Isdential means in their i)Ower
were to proceed on new discoveries to the land of Madeira for the first place of reneastward or westward, as the captains might dezvous
Port Praya for the second the
judge most eligible, endeavouring only to Cape of Good Hope for the third and New
run into as high a latitude, and as near the Zealand for the fourth.
While we remained at Plymouth, oiw
south pole as possible that whatever might
be the result of their investigations with astronomers, Mr. Wales, ancl Mr. Bayley
respect to Cape Circumcision, they were to made
observations on Drake's Island ;
continue their surveys to the southward, when the latitude was found to be 50 deg.
and then to the eastward, either in search 21 min. 30 sec. N. and the longtitude 4 tleg;.
of the said continent, should it not have 20 min. W. of Greenwich whereby the true
been ascertained, or to make discoveries of time for putting the time-pieces and watches
such Islands as might be seated in the in motion was ascertained. This was done
hitherto unexplored and unknown parts of on the 13th, of July, and they were set a
that, having cir- going, in the presence of the two astronothe southern latitudes
cumnavigated the globe, they were to return mers, Capt. Furneaux, Capt. Cook, and the
to Spithead by the way of the Cape of Good two first lieutenants of the ships.
These
Hope: and that to answer tiie intentions of had each of them keys of the boxes which
government in this voyage as fully as possi- contained the watches, and were always to
ble, when tlie season of the year rendered it be present at the winding thein up, and comunsafe to continue in high latitudes, they paring the one with the other, unless preventwere to repair to some known port to the ed by indispo.sition. Thisday,theships'crews
northward and after having refitted, &c. according to the custom of the navy, received
they were to return again, at the proper sea- two months' wages in advance. As a furson to the southward, in |)rosecution of new ther encouragement, and that they might
discoveries there.
It may not be amiss provide necessaries for the voyage, they were
here to observe, that these orders were not likewise paid the wages due to them to the
intended in any respect to cramp Capt, 28th, of the preceeding May.
On Sunday the 12th, of July, the ResoluCook, who was allowed, in case the Reso iition should be lost, to continue his voyage tion broke from her moorings in the Sound,
in the Adventure: he ha<l to this end assist- and was adrift together w ith the transport
ants out of number his stiiy was not even buoy to which she was fastened. All hands
hinted at: he was not obliged to return at were on deck instantly, the cables were
in short he had ample cleared, and the sails spread.
any limited time
passed
jmwer, full authority, and, in all unforeseen the Adventure, and came to an anchor,
cises. he was to proceed according to his after having escaped the very apparent danown discretion, and act entirely as he pleas- ger of being dashed against the rocks w Inch
ed.
beg leave further to observe, that are under the fort. This favourable event
in the history of this voyage, Greenwich is was looked upon by our seamen as an omen
made our first meridian, and from hence to the success of the voyage. It was unthe longitude is reckoned E. and W. to 180 doubtedly an instance of the care of Divine
deg. each way. And our readers will also Providence exerted for our protection in so
Indeed the whole of
take notice, that whenever the initial letters, critical a moment.
equally
ante-meridianum,
with
and
this circum<;ianr2
of
voyage,
A. M. and P. M.
our

in

or

commerce

;

A

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

:

We

;

We
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demonstrates, tliat a divine pow*»r was al>soIntely necessary to protect ns in times of
danfjfer, and to <five ns a safe retmii.
On Monday the l.'Jtli, at six o'<!ock, A.
M. the two shii>s suiled from Plymouth
Sonnd, in company, and passed tlie I'^ddistone, which is a lofty, well contrived tower,
of the ntmost advanta<j:e to na\ii>ation and
commerce. As we stood offshore, the wind
increased, ami the billows rolled higher and
Most of the seamen both old and
higher.
youngs were attected with sickness. On the
20th, we fell in with Cape Orteijal on the
coast of Cialicia. The coinitry appears hilly,
and the tops of the hills are covered with
wood. The sea now grew perfectly calm,
and the prospect which surrounded ns was
When in sight of Cape
very delightful.
Finisterre, bearing W. S. W\ seven or eight
leagues, we were met by a small French
Tartan from Marseilles, freighted with tionr
^^ e obtained
from Ferrol and Coruna,
from them a small supply of fresh water,

which

we

much

wantetl,

having

been

obliged to subsist on bread and our w ine.
On the 2*2ud, in the afternoon, we passed
two Spanish men of war, one of v.hich fired
a shot at the Adventure to brinu her to;
but on hailing her, and l)eing told we were
king's ships, made a proper apology, and
very politely took leave,* wishing us a good
voyage. On ^Ve(lnesday, the 2J)th, about
nine at ni^iht, we anclwre<l in Funcliiale
road, in the Island of Madeira. After having saluted the L'arrison with eleven guns,
and they had returned the compliment, we
went on si!'>re, accompanied by the two
Forsters, and were conducted by Mr. Sills,
a gentleman from the vice-consul, to the

house of Mr. Louglmans, a considerable
English merchant, who assisted us with
every accommodation the Island and his
house afforded, dnrini? our stay. Here the
ofhcers and private men fnrni.shed themselves with such stocks of wine as they

could conveniently purchase.
The Madeira, or Madera Islands are only
three in number namely, Madeira properly
the Island of Puerto, or Porto
.so called
Santo; and I.sla Deserta, or the Desolate
Isle.
They are situated to the N. of the
:

;

7
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and in the Atlantic ocean, between thirty-two ond thirty-three dejj. and
seventeen and eighteen deg. W. longitude,
two hundred and fifty miles N. by E. from
Teneriffe, three hundred and sixty from
Cape Cantin on the coa.st of Africa, and
three hundred \. of the Island of Farro.
They were thus named from the princi()al
of them, which \\ as called by the Portugueze Madeira, signifying a wood or forest,
from its being overgrown with trees. I'hey
were first discovered by an English g^entleman, and mmiy years after by the Portug"ueze
and as there is something extremely singular in both these occurrences, but more parSalvages,

;

the

ticularly

we

first,

shall, for

the enter-

tainment of our readers relate the circumstances attending- it.
In the reign of Edward III. king- of England, a young gentleman, named Robert
Machin, conceived a violent passion for
Ann D' Arfet, abeautiful and accomplished
lady of a noble family.
Machin, with respect to birth and fortune, was inferior to
the lady
but his |)ersonal qualification.s
overcame every .scruple on tliat account,
and she rewarded his attachment with a
:

reciprocal affection.

Her

friends,

however

beheld the young gentleman in a different
light
they fancied their blood would be
contaminated by an alliance with one of a
lower rank, and therefore determined to sacrifice the happiness of the young lady, to
the hereditary pride of blood, and their own
mercenary ;ind interested motives. In consequence of these ideas, a warrant was procured from the king, under tlie .sanction of
which, Ma<^hin was apprehended, and kept
in close confinement, till the object of his
affections was married to a nobleman, whose
chief merit lay in his honorary title and
large ]>os5essions
and immediately after
the nuptial ceremony was over, the peer,
took his beautiful bride with him to a strong
castle which he had in the neighbourhood
of Bristol, and then the unfortunate lover
;

;

was

set at liberty.

After being released from his cruel confinement, Machin was acquainted that his
mistress had been compelled to give her
hand to another. I'his rendered him almost
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and he vowed to revensre the vie- soiiielhing very near them, tljat had tlie
done to the lady, and the injury appearance of land; and when the sun
which he himself had sustained; and with rose, to their great joy they conld distinctly
this view, imparted his design to some of perceive it was such.
Their pleasure liowhis friends and companions, who engaged ever, was in some measure lessened by the
to accompany him to Bristol, and assist reflection, that it was a strange country
him in whatever enterprise he undertook, for they plainly perceived it was covered
Accordingly one of his comrades contrived with a variety of trees, whose nature and
to get himseU'hired by the nobleman as a appearance they had not the least knowSoon after this, some of them
servant, and by that means being introduced ledge of
into the tamily, he soon found an opportu- landed from the sloop, in order to make
nity to let the lady know the sentiments their observations on the country
when,
and intentions of her lover when she fully returning soon after to the.ship, they highly
entered into all his projects, and promised commended the place, but at the same
to comply with whatever he ishould propose, time believed there were no inhabitants in

frantic,

lence

;

;

;

To

lady appear- it.
lulled
.The lover and his mistress, with some ot
than
usual,
which
cheerful
ed more
asleep every suspicion that her lord might his friends, then landed, leaving the rest
otherwise have entertained; she also en- to take care of the ship. The country aptreated permission to ride out daily to take peared beautifully diversified with hills and
the air for the benefit of her health, which dales, shaded with various trees, and waThis tered by many clear meandering streams,
request her consort easily granted.ponit being gained, she did not fail to take The most beautiful birds of different species
advantage ot it, by riding out every morn-» perched upon their heads, arms, and hands,
only, unapprehensive of danger and several kinds
ing accompanied by one servant
which washer lover's companion, he having of vrild beasts approached, without offering
been previously pitched upon always to any violence to tiiem. After having penetrated through several woody recesses, they
attend her by her own contrivance.
Matters being thus prejiared, she one day entered a fine meadow admirably encircled
rrxle out as usual, when lier atteiulant con- with a border of laurels, finely enamelled
ducted her to his friend, who waited at the with various flowers, and happily watered
sea side to receive her.
Tiiey all three im- with a meandering crystal rivulet. Upon an
mediately entered a boat, and soon reached eminence in the midst of this meadow, they
u ship that lay at some distance ready to saw a lofty spreading tree, the beauty of
receive them on board and Machin, having which invited them to repose under its
the object of liis wishes on board, immedi- shade, and partake of the shelter it would
ately, with the assistance of his associates, afford them from the piercing rays of the
sun. They at length attempted to make a
set sail, intending to proceed to France
but all on board being ignorant of maritime temporary residence beneath this tree and
affairs, and the wind blowing a hard gale, providing themselves with boughs from the
they missed their port, and the next morn- neighbouring woods, they built several smalt
They passed their time
ing, to their astornshment, found themselves huts, or arbours.
driven into the main ocean. In this miser^' very agreeably in this place, from whence
able condition, they abandoned themselves they made frequent excursions into the
to despair,. and committed their fates to the neighbouring country, admiring, its strange
mercy of the waves. Without a pilot, al- productions and various beauties.
Their
most destitute of provisions, and quite devoid nappines.s, however, was of no very long
of hope, they were tossed aljout for the continuance for one night a tenible storm
space of thirteen days.
At hiugth, when arose from the N. E. wliich tore the ship
the morning of the fourteenth day began from her anchor, and drove her to sea.
to dawn, they fancied they could descry The crew were obliged to iubmit to x\\^
facilitate their designs, the

;

:

;

;

;

S

;

;
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nierey of the elements, when tliey were il riven to the coast of Morocco, wliere the ship
beins* strantled, the whole crew were made
captives hy the Moors.
Machin and Ids companions, havintr missed the ship the next mornint^', they concluded she had foundered, and was gone to the
bottom. This new calamity pi united them
into the deepest melancholy, and so greatly
atfected the lady, thatsiie could not support
She had indeed before
herself under it.
continually fed her grief, by sad presages <»f
the enterprise's ending in some fatal catasbut the shock of
trophe to all concerned
so that
the late disaster struck her dumb
she expired in three dnys afterwards, in ti»e
most bitter agonies. The death of the lady
atiected JNTachin to such a degrree, that he
survived her but four days, notwithstanding*
the utmost endeavours of his companions to
Previous to his
afford him consolation.
<leath, he begged them to place his body in
the same grave with her's which they had
made at the foot of an altar, erected under
tiie beautiful lofty tree before mentioned.
'J'iiey
afterwards placed upon it a large
wooden cross and near that an inscription,
drawn np by Machin himself, containing a
succinct account of the whole adventure
and concluded with a request, that if any
C'hristians should come thither to settle,
that they would build and dedicate a church
to Jesus Christ upon that spot.
The re;

;

;

maining companions of Machin, after his
deatii, determined to attempt retinning to
England in the sloop, which had been so
well secured near the shore, as not to be
in the least damaged by the storm which
had driven away the ship. But, happening
to take the same course the others had been
forced upon, they unfortunately arrived in
like manner upon some part of the coast of
Morocco, where they met with exactly the
same fate, being seized in a similar manner
and carried to the same prison. Here they
met with several other Christian slaves, besides their own companions
particularly
;

180

means he learnt the situation and particniiir
marks of this new discovered coinitry,
which he took care to retain in his memory.
In process of time, John I. king of Portugal, having entered into a war with the
Moors, passed over into Africa vvitli a formidable army and in the year 1415 laid siege
to and took Ceuta.
In this expedition, he
was accompanit<l by his sons, one of whom,
prince Henry, took great delight in the
study of tile mathematice. particularly
;

geography and navigation. Upon this occasion, they had a great opportunity of conversing with the Moors and Afiican Jews;
and int'orming iiimseif, by their means, of
the situation of several foreign countries,
the seas about them, heir coasts, &c. Hence
1

grew an insatiable thirst for making new
conquests and from tliis time he was determined to devote his attention to the disco;

very of unknown countries. In consequence
of which resolution, he retired, after the
reduction of Ceuta, to the Algarves, where
he found a new town within a league of
Cape St. Vincent, erected a fort to defend
it, and
determined to send out ships from
thence upon discoveries. The person he
intended to employ as chief commander,
upon these occasions, was a gentleman of
abilities, named Juan Gonwho became famous not only

extraordinary
salvo Zarco,
for his

maritime discoveries, but

for being
person who introduced the use of
artillery on board ships.
In 1418 he discovered Puerto Santo, one of the Madeiras
and in 1420 he passed t!ie straits, and
surveyed a considerable extent of the coast
of Africa.
In the mean time, a Spanish
prince dying, left by his will a large sum of
money for the purpose of redeeming Spanish
Christians, who were kept as slaves in Morocco.
Terms being agreed upon between
the emperor of Morocco and the commissioners, for the redemption of those captives,
a Spanish ship was sent to Morocco to fetch

the

first

home

the

redeemed

Christians,

among

whom was John de Morales before men tioiN
ed.
On the return of this ship to Spain, it

one John de Morales, a Spaniard of Seville.
This man was an excellent sailor, and took happened to fall in with the squadron coma peculiar delight in hearing the English manded by Juan Gonsalvo Zarco, who was
captives rehearse their adventures, by which as we have iust noticed, then passing the
B b
No. 12.
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make observations on the coast of
Spain and Ptirtu^al beings at this
time at war, Juan Gonsalvo Zarco made
prize of the Spanish ship; but finding it
contained only redeemed captites, he was
touched with compassion at the miseries
they had already suffered during their slavery, and generously dismissed them, taking
out only John de Morales, whom he found
to be a very intelligent person, an able sailor, and an expert pilot.
When Morales was informed of the reason of his detention, and the discoveries
that the Portuguese were upon, he was
mightily rejoiced, and offered voluntarily to
enter into the service of prince Henry. He
then told the Portuguese commander of the
Island which had been lately discovered by
straits to

Africa.

the English, related the story of the two
unfortunate lovers, and every other circum-

he had
from Machin's comiianions. Gonsalvo was so delighted with his relation,
that he tacked about, and returned to the
new town which prince Henry had built,
called Terra Nabal. On his arrival, he introduced Morales to the prince, when the
Spaniard again repeated all that he had
before told to Juan Gonsalvo. The prince
thought this worthy of becoming a national
affair
and therefore, communicating the
whole to the king his father, and the Portuguese ministry, they determined to pursue
the discovery and for that purpose fitted
out a good ship, well manned and provided,
and a sloop to go with oars, when occasion
required: and Juan Gonsalvo was ajmointSome Portued to the whole command.
guese, on ti»e discovery of Puerto Santo a
short time before, had been left by Gonsalvo
on tli:«t Island and judging by the account
stance, which, during his captivity,

heard

;

;

;

of .Morales, concerning the situation of the
Island they were in quest of, that it could
not be far from Puerto Santo, he determined
to sail thither
where when he arrived, the
Portuguese whom he had left behind, informed him, that they had observed to the
north-east a thick impenetrable darkness,
which constantly hung upon the sea, and
extended itself upward to the heavens.
That they never knew it to be diminished
;

;

POLE,

but a strange noise, which they could not
account for, was often heard from thence.
John de Morales appeared to be convinced that this was the Island they were in
search of; and Juan Gonsalvo was inclined
to coincide with him
but all the rest were
terrified at the accounts they had heard.
It
was therefore concluded to remain at Puerto
Santo till the change of the moon, to see
w hat effect that would have upon the shade,
or whether the noise would cease.
But
perceiving no alteration of aty kind, the
panic increased among the generality of the
adventurers. Morales however, stood firm
to his opinion of that being the Island they
were looking for; and very sensibly observed, that, according to the accounts he had
received from the English, the ground was
covered over with lofty shady trees it was,
no wonder, therefore, that it should be exceeding damp, and that the humid vapours
might exhale from it by the power of the
sun, which spreading themselves to the sky,
occasioned the dark clouds they saw and
with respect to the noise, that might be occasiAned by certain currents dashing against
the rocks on the coast of the Island.
Notwithstanding these obstacles, Juan
Gonsalvo determined to proceed and, setting sail the next day, heat length made
land and the fear of those who had been
all along terrified now vanished.
The first
point they saw, they named St. Lawrence's
Point: doubling this, they found to the
southward, rising land, whither Morales
and others were sent in a sloop to reconnoitre ihe coast; and came to a bay which
seemed to answer tjje description given by
the English. Here they landed
and finding the cross and inscri{)tion over the grave
of the two lovers, they returned to Juan
Gonsalvo with an account of their success;
whereupon he immediately landed, and
took possession of the place, in the name
of John I. king of Portugal, and prince
Henry his son. Having built an altar near
the grave, they searched about the Island
in order to discover if it contained any cattle
but not finding any, they coasted westward, till they came to a place where four
fine rivers ran into the sea, of the waters of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

^
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Aliich

Jnan Gonsalvo

filled

some

bottles,

as a present t«> |)rii)ce Henry,
Prooeeiliiig lartlier, they came to a fine valley, wliicvi was intersectrd by a beautiliii
river, ami after that to a pleasant spot eovereil with trees, some ot'whicii being: fallen
^>

<'arry

<lovvn,

Jnan Gonsalvo ordered across

to be

erected of the tind»er, ami called the place
Santa Crnz, or Holy Cross. After tliis tiiey
bei;an to look out lor a place proper to fix
and
their resilience in while they stayed
at lenp:th found a fine tract of lan<l, not so
woody as the rest of tiie c(Mintry, but covered
over with ft nnel, which, in the Portnernese
langna^e, is called rtuicho; from theace
the town of F«in<;hal. or Funchiale, took its
name which was at'lervvards built on the

Same spot.
Juan Gonsalvo,

He

soon

aftci

!187
laid

the foundation

of the

town of Fiinchal, which afterwards became
famous and the altar of the new wcoden
church was dedicated to St. Catharine, by
his wit'e Constantia, who was with him.
John I. king of Portuj-al, dying, his eldest
son and successor Duarte, in consideration
of the great sums of money ex|)ended in
peopling this Island, by prince Henry, his
brother gave him the revenues of it for lite.
He likewise gave the spiritualities of it to
the order of Christ, which endowment
Alonza XV. afterwards confirmed.
The Island of Madeira, properly .so called,
is cor.;posed of one continued hill of a wonderful height, extending from east to west;
the declivity of which, on the south side, is
cultivated and interspersed with vineyards
and in the midst of this slope, the merchant*^
have fixed their country seats, which lielp
;

;

after having viewed other
parts of the Island, an<l finding daily cause
for new admiration of tlie beauties continually discovered, returned to Portugal and
arrived at Lisbon in the end of Aucfust 1420,
without having lost a single man in the

The

Canary Islands, and the soil more fertile in
corn, wine, sugar and fruits.
Fine springs
of audience abound almost in every part, besides which

whole enterprise and a day
being appointed I'or him to make his re|)ort
of his voyage, the king gave the name of
Madeira to the new discovered Island, on
account of the great quantity of excellent
wood found uj)on it. Soon after an order
:

to render the prospect very agreeable.
air is more moderate than tha( in the

was made for Juan Gonsalvo to return to
3Jadeira in the ensuing spring, with th« title
of captain governor of Madeira, to which
title the heir of his family at present adds
that of count. He accordingly set sail on
his second voyage in May 1421, taking
with huu the greatest part of his family, and
arriving at Madeira he cast anchor in the
road, till then called the English Port; but
Gonsalvo, in honour of the first discoverer,
then called it Puerto de Machino, from
which name it was corrupted to Machico,
which it now bears. He then ordered the
large spreading beautiful tree before mentioned (under which Machin and his companions had taken up their residence) to be
cut down, and a small church to be erected
with the timber ; which, agreeable to Machin's request, he dedicated to Jesus Christ,
and intersected the pavement of the choir
with the bones of the two unfortunate lovers.

there are eight good rivers. The great plenty
of wat/er first suggested the hint to prince
Henry of sending sugar canes to Madeira
from Italy, which greatly improved through
the increase of heat, and produced more
than in their native soil.
This Island atfords plenty of citrons, ba.
nanas, peaches, apricots, plumbs, cherriea
figs and walnuts
with orai-ges of all sorts,
and lemons of a prodigious size. Fruit-trees
from Europe thrive here in j)erfection and
the natives are said to make the best sweetmeats of any in the world, and particularly
greatly excel in preserving citrons an^
oranges, and in making marmalade and
perfumed pastes, which greatly excel those
;

;

of Genoa. The sugar made here is very
fine, and has the smell of violets
this, indeed, is said to be the first place in tht
West where this manufacture was set on
foot, and from thence was carried to America
but afterwards the sugar plantations
at Brazil prospering extremely, the greatest
part of the sugar-canes in this Island were
pulled up, and vineyards planted in their
stead, that produce excellent wines, wbi^ji
;

:

;
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the author of Lord Anson's voyage observes,
to be desig-ned by Providence to exhilerate and comfort the inhabitants of the
The cedar-tree here is very
torrid zon<».
straight, tall, and thick, and has a rich scent.
The wood of the nasso tree is of a red rose
colour; here are also the mastic and gumand besides fruit-trees there
dragon trees
are a variety of other trees, \yhich are comn»on both to Europe and Africa. The everJastiug-tlower is a great curiosity for when
it is phicked it cannot be perceived to fade
it grows like sage, flowers like camomile,

seems

;

The
is

principal

POLE,
town

in the wliole IslancT

Fonchal, or Fnnchiale, and

is seated iii
the south ])art of the Island at tlie bottom
of a larpre buy, in latitude ;32 deg. 33 niin.

K

sec.
and in 17deg. 12 min. W. longitude.
deduced the longitude from Innar observations, and Mr. Wales reduced
the same for the town by
Kendal's watch,

34

We

Mr

which makes the longitude of Eunchiale,
17 deg, 10 min, 14 sec. W. Towards the
sea it is fortified by a high wall, witlj a battery of cannon, besides a castle on the Loo,
which is a rock standing in the water at a
and blooming, small distance from the shore. This town
and from the is the only place of trade, and indeed the
;

;

and always appears fresh
Vines are in abundance
grapes which they produce, a vast quantity only place wliere it is possible for a boat to
of the most delicious wines are made. In- land: and even here the beach is covered
(\eed the soil is so well adapted for the cul- with large stones, and a violent surf ccntiThe only good lime
tivation of vines, that the grapes exceed the nually beats upon it.
leaves in number, and some of the bunches for landing is before the sea-breeze comes ou.
are sixteen or eighteen inches in length. The town is very populous, but the ma jo)iiy
Here are several sorts of these wines; one of the inhabitants are not natural borli
;

of the <Jolonr of cliampaign, but is not
valued another sort is a white wine,
third
stronger than the former.
sort is excellent, and resembles malmsey, it
being of the same nature with that which
grows in Tenerilfe and another resembles
Alicant wine, but is much inferior to it in
taste, and is never drank alone, but mixed
with the otlier sorts, to which it gives a
colour and strength to keep. It is observable of the Madeira wines, that they are
greatly improved by the heat of the sun,
when exposed to it in the barrel, after the
hung is taken out. In the whole Island
they annually make about twenty-eight
tliousand pipes, eight thousand of which
are drank there, and the rest exported, the
greatest part being sent to the West-Indies,
is

much
much

:

A

:

that are brought directly to England, are not equal in goodness to such as
are first carried to the West-Indies and their
flavour is exceedingly heightened, if they remain sometime in Barbddoes. The product
of each vineyard is usually divided equally
between the proprietor, and the person who
gathersand pres.^esthe grapes it commonly
happens, however, that while the merchant
The people
is rich, the gatherer is poor.
barter.
then^selves.
or
here trade among

The wines

;

;

4

Portuguese;

and French

who

live

for a great

Koman

number

of English

catholics settled theie,

after the Portuguese manner
j)rotestants, and a prodigious

some English

number of negroes and mulattoes, bothtrt emen and slaves. The streets are straight,
and drawn bv a

line, and their houses are
pretty well built
their churches are well
built beautiful structures, enriched with
gilding, fine pictures, and plate, and peopie are said to meet in them upon business
that has little relation to devotion,
Those women who liave no domestic
chapels, never go to church but on Sundays
and holidays; when, if there be several
daughters, they walk two and two before
the mother, each having a large thin vail
over her face: but their breasts and shoulders are quite bare.
Jiy their side walks a
venerable old man, with a string of beads
in his hand, and armed with a sword and
dagger. This town is the see of a bishoj),
;

who

has the whole Island under his spiriand issufiiagan to the archbishop of Lisbon. The governor of the Island also resides heie.
lu the Island are two other towns one
called Maiuliico, which has a chmch named Santa Cruz, or the Holy Cross and a
tual jurisdiction,

;

AND ROUND THE WOULD.
of T>ernnrdine-fnars; tlie oth«r
town is named Monoerito. In sliort, the
[sland lately contained tliirty-six parishes,
a rollesre, and a monastery of Jesuits, five
other monasteries, eiuhty-two hermitag-es,

convent

hospitals.
There are several fine
seats and castles about the country, in which
the merechants chiefly reside.

and

five

The ordinary food of the poorer people, in
the time of vintage, is little else than bread
rich i^rapes and were it not for their
;U)steiniousness, fevers in the hot seasons

and

;

would be frequent therefore even the rich,
in the hot months are very moderate in their
diet and drinkini?.
The generality of the
;

people affect great uravity in their deportment, and usually dress in black but they
cannot dispense u ith the spado and dagger,
so that you may
wliich even servants wear
see a footman waiting" at table with a sword
at least a yard long, and a great basket hilt
to it.
The houses in £?eneral are plain, as
the inhabitants put themselves at no g-reat
expence iii furnishing them. The windows
are secured by wooden shutters at night,
and instead of being' glazed, are latticed.
A\ ith respect to their marriages, ati'ection is
never considered, the principal inquiries are
into family descent and circumstances the
women are prohibited from marrying Englishmen, unless the latter consent to embrace the Roman catholic religion. Murders are very frequent, on account of the
great numbers of places deemed sanctuaries,
and the ease with which a murderer can
thereby screen himself from justice. But
if the criminal is taken before he can reach
the sanctuary, the punishment is only either
banishjnent or imprisonment, both which,
by a pecuniary composition, may be evaded.
Here are a great number of clergy, who
but none who are deare generally rich
scended from Moors or Jews are admitted
to take orders.
The churches are made
repositories for the dead, and the corpse is
curiously dressed and adorned
yet in the
interment, store of lime is used, in order to
consume the body as speedily as possible,
wliich usually happens in a fortnight so
that there is then room for another corpse.
The bodies cf protestants are not allowed
;

;

;

;

:

:

5

to

\W

be buried, but must be thrown into the

nevertherless they are permitted to
be interred in consecrated ground, provided
a handsome sum of money is paid to the

sea

;

clergy.

generally termed one of the
and lies to the noith-east
of Madeira, in 32 deg. 30 min. N. latitude,
and in 1(5 i\e^\ 5 min. W. longitude from
London, and is only about 10 miles in circumference. It was discovered in the year
141'2, by two Portuguese gentlemen, one of
whom was Don Juan Gonsalvo, sent by
j)rince Henry, son to John I. king of Portugal, to double Cape Jiajador, in order to
make farther discoveries but being surl)rised l)y a violent storm, were driven out
to sea, and, when they gave theiriselves over
for lost, had the happiness to find this Island, ^^hich proving a safe asylum to them,
they called it Puerto Santo, or the Holy

Puerto Santo

Madeira

is

Islands,

;

Port.
Tiiis Island produces wheat and other
corn, just sufficient for the snp})ort of the
inhabitants: here also are plemy of oxen,
wild hogs, and a vast number of rabbits.
There are trees which produce the gum called dragon's blood, and likevvise a little
honey and wax, which are extremely good.
It has properly no harbour, but there is
good mooring in the road which affords a
convenient retreat for ships going to Africa,
or coming from the Indies
so that merchantmen often stop there, which affords
considerable profit to the inhabitants, who
are descended from the Portuguese, to
whom the Island is subject. The inhabitants are all Roman catholics, bemg undei
the spiritual jurisdiction of the bishop of
;

Madeira. T4iey would live a
were it not for the pirates,
who ol-ten pay them troublesome visits. In
the year 1017, they landed here, and carried

Foncbal

in

very quiet

life,

hundred and sixty-three prisoners,
besides plundering the place.
There is a little Island called the Desarf,
which jnodnces only orchilla-weed, and
some goats are on it: it lies on the east-side
of Madeira, at about six leagues distance.
On Saturday the 1st of August, having
stowed on board a supply of water, Mine,
off six
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and other

necessaries,

we

set sail, lost sight

of Madeira, and stood to tlie southward,
with a gentlf gale at N. E. On Tuesday
the 4th, we saw the pleasant Island of Palma, bearing S. S. W. distant about three or
This is one of the Canary
four leagues.
Isles.
It may be seen, on account of its
height, twelve or fourteen leagues at sea,
and lies in latitude 28 deg. 38 min. N. and
On Wedin 17 deg. 58 min. W. longitude.
nesday, the 5th, we passed the Isle of Ferro,
at the distance of fourteen leagues.
The Island of Palma lies about fifty miles
to the W. of Teneriffe, and two hundred W.
of the continent of Africa. It is about thirty
miles long, twenty broad, and seventy in
drcuit. On the N. E. part of the Island,
within land, is a high and spacious niountnin,
ateep on all sides. This is called La Caldera, or the cauldron, from a hollow like
that on the peak of Teneriffe. The summit
is about two leagues in circumference, and
on the inside, the cauldron descends gradually from thence to the bottom, which is a
space of about thirty acres. On the declivity of the inside spring several rivulets,
which joining together at the bottom, issue
in one stream through a passage to the outside of the mountain from which this brook
and having run some distance
descends
The
from thence, turns two sugar-mills.
water of this stream is unwholesome, on account of its being mixed with some water of
all
a pernicious quality in the cauldron
herbage,
with
abounds
which
tlie inside of
and is covered with palms, pitch-pine, laurel,
;

;

lignum-rhodium and retamas which Inst
have in this Island a yellow bark, and grow
to the size of large trees but in the others
;

;

they are only shrubs. The people here take
great care not to let the he-goats feed on the
leaves oi' the retama, on account of their
breeding a stone in the bladder, which is
mortal. Two rivulets spring on the oiitside
one of these runs northof the cauldron
ward to the village of St. Andrew, and turns
two sugar-mills, and the other runs to the
town of Palmas, which lies to the eastward.
These are the only rivulets or streams of
any consequence in the Island: on which
ficcount the natives build tanks, or square
;
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reservoirs with planks of pitch-jifne, whjcfi
they make tight with caulking:.
These
they fill with the torrents of rain-water that

the winter season rush down from the
mountains, and preserve it for themselves
and cattle but the sheep, goats, and hogs,
in places at a distance from the rivulets,
feed almost all the year round on the roots
of fern and asphodil, and therefore have
little or no need of water, there being moisture enough in those roots to supply the
want of that element. Though the south
quarter of the Island is most destitute ot
water, yet there is a medicinal well of hot
water ."JO close to the sea-shore, that the tide
in

;

flows into

it

at full sea.

At Uguer is a

cave, that has a long narrow
entrance, sostraight that people pass through
it backwards, with their face to the mouth
of the cave but after they have got through
this passage, they enter a sj)acious grotto,
where water distils from between the larjre
flakes of slate stones that hang from the
roof; the least blow given to these, resounds
with a noise like thunder through the cave.
In the district of Tifuya is a mountain,
which appears to have been removed by an
;

earthquake from its original situation. The
natives have a tradition, that the spot on
which it now stands was a jdain, and the
most fertile spot in the whole Island, till it
was destroyed by the burning lava, and the
fall of the mountain.
Indeed, the effects
of volcanoes are to be seen in almost every,
part of the Island for the channel.^; nhere
the burning matter, melted ores, and calcined stones and ashes ran, may be easily distingiiished by a curious observer.
Nun no
de Penna, in his Historical Memoirs, relate^
that on the 13th of November 1677, a little
after sun-set, the earth shook for thirteen
leagues with a dreadful noise, that continued five days, during which it opened in
several places
but the greatest gap wa»
upon the mountain of La Caldera, a mile
and a half from the sea, from whence proceeded a great fire, which cast up stones
and pieces of rock. The like happened in
several places thereabouts, and in less than
a quarter of an hour were twenty-eight gap»
about the foot of the mountain, which cast
;

;
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forth abundance of flanie« and burning* (he middle of winter the houses upon these
The same per.son adds, that on the (some of which are near the clouds ) must be
stones.
20th of November following: there was a extremely cold, and the natives keep fire?;
second eruption of the same mount, from burning in their liabitations all day long;
whence came forth stones and fire, witli but this is far from being the case near the
jfreat earthquakes and thunders for several sea, where they use fires only in their kitchdays, so that black cinders were taken up ens. The summits of all the Cajiary Isles,
the adjacent except Lancerota and Fuerteventura, are
at seven leagues distance
ground was entirely wasted, and fclie inhabi- generally covered with snow for eight
The months in the year. The summit of Palma
tants forced to quit their dwellings.
:

volcano that happened in this Island
in 1750, when one of these rivers of tire
ran, with great rapidity, from the mojintains towards the town of Palmas, and discharged itself about a mile to the northward of the town, but we have not learnt
that any considerable eruption hath happenlast

was

ed since that time.
If we take a view of Palma at the distance of three leagues otTat sea, the mountains seem full of gutters or beds formed by
torrents of rain water; but these only aj)pear little from their height and distance
Ibr we find them to be large vallies, abounding with woods, on a nearer approach. In
many places on the shore of this and the
other Islands, is found the black shining
sand used to throw upon writing, to prevent
;

It appears to have been cast
its blottin"-.
out of volcanos, for the load-stone, when

will draw up every grain of it.
weather, and winds, are nearly the
same as at TeneritFe and Canaria, except
that the westerly winds and raiai are more
frequent at Palma, on account of its lying
more to the westward and northward, and
on that account is not so far within the
verge of the N. E. trade winds as those Islands whence it is particularly exposed to
the S. wind, which mostly prevails in the
tradelatitudes adjacent to those of the N.
winds, a"< well as to variable winds from
other quarters
The climate here, and in TenerifFe, Canaria, and Gomera, differs greatly, according as a person lives in the mountains, or
near the sea shore.
During a calm, the
heat seems almost intolerable near the shore,
in the months of July, August, and September; but the air is at the same time quite
fresh and j)leasant on Ihe mountains.
In

held near

it,

The air,

;

E

formerly abounded with trees, but a great
<lrought in 1545 destroyed thera all
and
though others began to spring up some time
after, they were destroyed by the rabbits
and other animals, which finding no pasture below, went up there, and destroyed
all the young shrubs and trees, so that the
upper part of the Island is at present quite
bare and desolate.
Before the trees and
shrubs were destroyed, a great deal of
manna fell there, which the natives gathered and sent to Spain. The rabbits were
first brought to Palma by Don Pedro Fernandez de Lago, the learned lieutenant general of Teneritfe, and have since increased
in a surprising manner.
Palma attbrds nearly the same productions as Canaria, but a great quantity of
sugar is made here, particularly on the S.
W. side of the Island, The principal port
is called by the same name, and is situated
on the south side of the Island. The road
is about a quarter of a mile from the shore,
where vessels generally ride in fifteen or
;

twenty fathoms water

;

and with good an-

chors and cables, notwithstanding the easterly winds, they may ride with great safety
in all the winds that blow in this part of
the world. The town is large, containing
two parish churches, sever-al convents, with
many private buildings, though they are
neither so good nor so large as those in the
city of Palmas in Canaria, or of the towns
in TenerifTe.
Near the mole is a castle or
battery, mounted with some pieces of cannon, for the defence of the ships in the bay,
and to prevent the landing of an enemy.
There are no other towns of note in Palma ;
but many villao-es, the chief of which is called St. Andrew, where there are four engine*
for the niakiiYg- of .sugar
but the land here
;
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abouts is very poor, so that the inhabitants
are supplied Irom the Island of Teneritte
with grain and other necessary articles.
For the amusement of uninformed readers,
we shall here add an account of the Island
of Ferro, and also a particular description
of the present natives of the Islands of Canaria, Teneriffe, Pal ma, Gomera, and Ferro,
their persons, habit, diet, buildings, manners,
customs, &c.
The Spaniards call the Island of Ferro,

and the French the Isle de Fer, or
the Island of Iron it is the most westerly
of all the Canaries, and is about thirty miles
long, fifteen broad, and seventy-five in circufnference. Tlie French navigators formerly
placed in the centre of this Island their first
meridian for reckoning the longitude, as the
I>utch did theirs at the peak of Teneriffe
but at present most geographers reckon
their fiilit meridian from the capital of their
own country, as the English from London,
the French from Paris, &c. It being more
convenient, and conveying a more distinct
idea to say, that such a place is so many
leagues distant E. or W. from the capital
of his own country, than to reckon the longitude from a distant land.
This Island of Ferro rises on all sides
steep and craggy from the sea-shore above
a league, so as to render the ascent extremely difficult and fatigueing
but after
travelling thus far, the rest of the Island
will be found to be tolerably level and
abounding with many kinds of
fruitful,
trees and shrubs, and producing better
grass? herbs, and flowers, than any of the
other Islands, whence bees thrive and multiply here in a very extraordinary manner,
and excellent honey is made by them.
There are but few springs in the whole Island
and on account of the scarcity of
Avater, the sheep, goats, and swine, do not
Ilierro,

:

;

;

;

.drink in summer, but quench their thirsts at
that season, by digging up and chewing the
roots of fern. The great cattle are watered
at a place where water distils from the

leaves of a tree. Many authors have m.ide
mention of this tree, some of whom represent it as miraculous; while others deny
its very existence: but the author of the

history of the discovery and conquest of
the Cana-ry Lslands, gives a particular ac-

we shall here insert for
it, which
the satisfaction of the curious.
In the cliff or steep rocky ascent by
which the whole Island is surrounded, is
a narrow gutter which commences at the
sea, and is continued to the summit of the
where it joins, or coincides, with a
cliff,
valley terminated by the steep front of a
rock, on the top of which grows a tree called in the language of tiie ancient inhabitants garse, or sacred, which for many years
has been ])reserved entire, sound, and fresh.
Its leaves constantly distil so great a quantity of water, that it is sufficient to furnish
drink to every living creature in Hienro,
nature having provided this remedy for the
drought of the Island. It is distinct from
other trees, and stands by itself: its trunk
is about twelve spans in circumference; its
height from the ground to the top of the
highest branch is forty spans, and the circumference of all the branches together is
one hundred and twenty feet. The branches are thick and extended, and the lowest begin about the height of an ell from
the ground. Its fruits resembles an acorn,
but tastes like the kernel of a pine-apple,
only it is softer, and more aromatic; and
the leaves resembles those of the laurel, but
are larger, wider, and more curved. These
count of

come

forth in a per])etuai succession, whence
tree always remains green.
Near il
grows a thorn, which fastens on many of its

the

branches, with which

interwoven, and
and thorns, are
at a small distance from it.
On the north
side of the trunk are two large tanks or
cisterns of rough stone, or rather one cistern divided each half being twenty fcei
square, and sixteen sjians deep. One of
these contains water for the drinking «f the
inhabitants, and the other that which they
use for their cattle, washing, and the like
purposes.
A cloud or mist rises from the sea every
morning, which the south and easterly
winds force against the above mentioned
steep cliff; when tlie cloud having Uf) vent
but by the gutter, gradually ascends it, and

some beech

trees,

;

it is

bresos,

.

.
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extre- therefore liave little occasion for water, a?
the want of tliat element is snpplied by
the n real nioiiitnre tliat is naturally in those

inity ot"the \.iirt'>, Mui tlii.u rests upoii the
wiile spreadini; branches of the iree, from
wlience it ilistils in drops ilnrini^ the re-

roots.

There is only one small town in this Isthe same manner as
niuinder of the
water drops from the leaves of trees after a land, and the most distinguished bnilding
This di^^tillation is in it is a parish church. Many small villieavy sjjovvcr of rain.
not peculiar to the tree, for tlje l)iesos which lages are dispersed about the town, but
Uiow near it also drop water; but tlieir there are not any of them that deserve a
leaves beinu only few and narrow, the cpian- particular description,
Small cattle, brandy, honey and orcliilla
tridint?, th;|it thonj^h the natives
t'liy i;« ?^>
'^ave some of it, yet they make little account weed, are the chief articles of the trade
of any l)ut wllat distils from the tree; carried on by the inhabitants of this Island,
As to the original natives of the Island of
which, together vvitli the water of some
and
Ferro
we are t(dd by travellers, that before
natives
sprintys, i-^ suiheirnt to serve the
was
rendered subject to Spain they were
that
it
remarked,
been
has
it
their ^cattle,
this tree yields most water in those years of a middle stature, and clothed with the
when the easterly winds iiave most prevail- skins of beasts. The men wore a cloak oi
ed
tor by thejn'alone the clouds or mists three sheep-skins sewed tot^ether, with the
person woolly side outwards in summer, and next
are drawn hither from the sea.
The women also
lives near the spot on which the tree grows, their bodies in winter.
wore
besides which
the
same
kind
of
cloak,
to
take
council
the
M ho is appointed by
(are of it iind its water, and is allowed a they had a petticoat, which reached down
He to the middle of their legs. Tt»cy sewed
(crtain salary, with a house to live in.
Oaily distributes to each family of the their skins with thongs cut as fin^ip^ thread,
district seven vessels filled with water, be- and lor needles used small bones sharpened,
^.sides what he gives to the j>rincipal persons They wore nothing on their heads, and their
loflg hair was made up into a number ol
'of the Island.
Mr. Glass says, he is unable to determine small plaits. They had shoes made of the
whether the tree which yields water at pre- raw skins of sheep, hog.s, or goats. These
sent be the san»e here described, but justly people had a grave turn of mind, for all
observes, that it is probable there have been their songs were on serious subjects, and
a succes.sion of them. He himself did not set to slow plaintive tunes, to which they
see this tree, for this is the only Island of all danced in a ring, joining hands, and somethe Canaries which he did not visit but he times jumping up in pairs, so regularly
they still
observes, that he has sailed with the natives that they seemed to be united
of Hierro, who, when questioned about the practi.se in Ferro this manner of dancing,
existence o'f this tree, answered in the af- Their dwellings consisted of circular inclofirmative and takes notice, that trees yield- sures, formed by a stane wall without cenig water are not peculiar to this Island, ment, each having one narrow entrance,
since one of the same kind in the Island of On the mside they placed poles or spars
St. Thomas, in the gulf of Guinea, is men- against the wall, one end resting on the top,
and the other extending a considerable distioned by some travellers.
By reason of a scarcity of water, the soil, tance to the ground and these they covered
in some parts of this Island, is very barren; with fern, or branches of trees.
Each of
but in others it is fertile, and produces all these inclosures contained about twenty
the necessary articles for the support of the families.
bundle of fern, with goat-skin
inhabitants. The sheep, goats, and hogs, spread over it, served them for a bed and
that are brought up in those parts distant for bed-clothes and coverings, they used
from the rivulets, feed almost all the year dressed goat skins to keep them warm,
round on the roots of fern and asphodil, and Before they otfered the breast to a new-bora
ec
No. 13.
tlay, in

;

A

;

;

;
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they gave

it

fern roots roasted, bruised

and at present
mixed with butter
they g-ivfc them tlour and barley meal roasted, and mixed with bruised cheese.
The natives usually bake the flesh of
sheep, i>oats, and hogs and as they had no
kind of grain, their bread was made of fern
roots, of which, with milk and butter the
principal part of their diet was composed.
One kiu«^ governed them all and haring
never any occasion to go to war, had no
warlike weapons they indeed c;irried long
but these were only to assist them
staves

and

;

I
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pole he used to travel with at his side; and,
in order to prevent his being devoured by
ravens, they closed the mouth of the cave

with stones.

Murder and

theft were the only crimes
which they inflicted corporal punishment. The murderer was put to death in
the same manner as he had killed the deceased and the thief, for the first offence,
was punished with the loss of one of his eye.s,
and for the .second, of the other. Tiiis was
do^ie that he fnight not see to steal any
more. The office of an executioner on these
the country being so rocky, occasions, were performed by a particular
;

for

;

;

:

;

in travelling for
as to make it necessary frequently to leap person set apart for that purpose.
As to their religion, they worshipped Uva
from one stone to anf»ther. this they performdeities, one of whom was male, (he other
ed by means of these poles.
Polyjramy was not allowed hut they had female; the male was named Eraoranzan,
no restrictions with respect to their marri- and was the object of the men's adoration
ages, except a man's not being allowed to the other, worshipped by the women, was
They had n© images, or
r.iarry his mother or sister; for every man called Moneyba.
might take the womnn he liked best, and visible representations of these deities; nor
whose consent he could obtain, witljout the did they ever sacrifice to them, but only
Indeed all, prayed to them in their necessities, as when
least regard to rank or nobility.
excef)t tilt' king, were in tliis respect upon they vvjinted rain to bring up the grass for
ihe' only distinction among the subsistence of their cattle, &c.
an ecpiaHty
The nathem consisted in the number of their flocks. tives pretended, that when the gods were
It was usuid lor the man, when he chose a inclined to do them nood, they came to the
wife, to make a present of cattle to her fa- Island, and alighted on two jyreat rocks,
ther, according to his ability, in return for which are in a place tc which they gave the
the favour of letting him have his daughter. name of V'entayca, where they received the
The king received no particular tribute from petitions of the people, and afterwards rethese rocks
his subjects; and every one made him a tvn lied to their celestial abode
for they were not obliged are now called by the Spaniards Los AntiN
present of cattle
to give him any thing, but according to los de los Antiquos, or the hills of the anAt a feast, cients.
their pleasure or circumstances.
\Ve shall now give a particular descnf)they killed one or two fat lambs, according
-to the innnber of their guests: these they tiou of the present natives of Canaria, Tene*
j>laced in a vessel on the ground, sitting rifle, Palma, Gomera, and Ferro, with an
round it in a circle, and never rising till they account of their persons, dress &c. PreviThese feasts are still ous to which it will be necessary to observe,
i'lad eaten the whole.
contmued among their descendants. If a that the descendants of this mixed natidn
person fell sick, they rubbed his body all are at present <lenominated Spaniards,
over with butter and sheep's marrow, cover- whose language is that of the Castilian,
but
ing him well up to keep him warm, but which (he uentry speak in perfection
when a man hap[>ened to be wounded, they the peasants, in the remote parts of the l.sburned the part effected, and afterwards lands, in an almost unintelligible manner,
anointed it with butter. They buried their so that they are scarcely understood by
dead in caves and if the deceased was a strangers.
The greatest part of the natives are small
man of wealth, they interred him in his
stature, well
of
made, and have good
at
the
board
hi$
feet,
and
cifitlies, and put a
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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but fliey nre more swortliy tlian
features
|)ails of
inlmbitaiits of the soiitliei u
tl)e
large
tine,
are
however,
eyes,
?
tlieir
Sjfiiin
ami sparklini?, and their cowntenauoes exbut tlie old people
ceedingly expressive
have a very disai?reeable aspect. People
of distinction wore in <v)mmon a caniblet
cloak of a dark red or black colour, a linen
and a bn^ad
iiight-caf). bordered with lace
slouchfd hat. When they f»;ty visits, a coat,
s.vord, :)rul white peruke are added, thelatter of which forms a very odd contrast to.
their dusky cou)ple\ionji, and what is still
more sinjjular, they keep their large sloudied hat upon their heads always in the
house but when they are out of doors, they
Neither do
carry them nnder their arm.
;

;

;

;

they nut on their |»er»dies, upper coats, or
swords, but when they walk in procession,
pay formal visits, or go to church, on hisi:h
lestivals.
The lower class of people wear
their own black, bushy hair, and tuck some
and their prinof it behind the right ear
ci[)al garment is a white loose coat with a
friars cape, and sfirded round the middle
with a sash. This garment is long and
narrow, and made of the wool of their own
sheep.
AVomen of inferior rank wear a piece of
gauze on their heads, which falls down the
shoulders, is pinned nnder the chin, and
covers the neck and breast. A part of their
dress is a broad -brimmed slouched hat, but
they use this with more propriety than the
men; for abroad they wear it upon their
heads, whereby their fares are screened
from the scorching beams of the sun. They
throw a mantle over their shoulders, the
goodness of which is in proportion to the
condition of the wearer. They wear jackets
instead of stays, and are all very fttnd of a
The principal
great number of petticoats.
ladies of Grand Canaria and Teneritfe dress
after the fashion of France and England,
and pay visits in chariots
but none walk
the streets without being vailed, though
some are so careless in the use of their vails,
that they take care to let their faces and
necks be seen. Some ladies have their hair
curiously plaited, and fastened to the crown
Their
of their bead with a gold comb.
;

;

3
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mantles are very rich., and they wear a i>rofusion of jewels bat lluy render their appearance ridiculous to strangers, froin thiit
clumsiness of dress, and aukwardness of,
gait, which is observable in both sexes.
The poorer sort of people are atHicted
with many loathsome disorders, and are naturally very ^Ithy
the gentry, however,
aliect great delicacy,
lioth sexes go every
morning to hear mass
and most of them
go before they take any refreshment. Their
breakfast^is usually chocolate: they dine at
noon
and shut up the doors till three
o'(;lock.
People in good circumstances
;

;

;

:

have fonr courses brought to table. The
rirst dish consists of soup made of beef, mutton, pork, bacon, potatoes, turnips, carrots,
onions, and satTron, stewed together, with
thin sliees of bread put into the dish. The
second course consists of roasted meat,
fowls. &:c.
The third i» the olio, or ingredients ot which the soup was made. After
w hich. comes the desert, consisting of fruit
and sweet-meats. The company drink freely
of wine, or wine and water, while at dinner;
but have no wine after the cloth is removed.
While drinkinu, their toasts are much like
ours.
hen dinner is over, a large silver
dish, filled with water, is set upon the table,
when the whole company, all at once, wash
in it ; and then a servant, who stands *at
the lower end of the table, cries, "Blessed
and praised be the most holy sacrament of
the altar, and the clear and pure conception
of the most holy virgin, conceived in grace
from the tirst instant of her natural existence.
Ladies and centlemen, much good

W

may

it do you!"
Af\ei' which, making a
low bow to the com|»any, he retires. They
then rise, and each goes to his apartment,
to take a nap for about an hour; which

j)roves a great refreshment in this warm climate. Those of higher stations have generally a fiiarfor one of their guests, who we
may suppose is the confessor to some of the

family, and frequently behaves with great
rudeness ; yet neither the master of the
house, nor any of the company, chuse to
take much notice of it. Mr. Glass was once
invited to dine with a gentleman where a
Franciscan friar made one of the company ;
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no sooner had they begun to eat» than stairs leading to the second siory usually
(he friar asked him if he was a christian ? begin at the right or kft hand corner of tiie
lie answered, that he hoped so.
He was entrance of the court, and consist of tvv«»
t)\en desired to rehearse the Apostle's creed
Rights of steps, which lead into the gallery,
l)jjt answering, that he knew nothinof about
from which one may enter any room on tlic
it, the reverend father stared full in his face,
second story.
The principiaf apartments
thou black ass!" Of- are generally in that quarter of the house
and exelaimed,
fended at this piece of ill jnanners, our facing the street, which contains a hall with
author asked, What be meant by treating- an apartment at each end. These nwnis
him in that manner? When the ft-iar or.Iy are the whole breadth of the quarter, and
answered by rei)eating the abuse the mas- the hall is twice the length of any of the
ter pf the l^oHse endeavoured in vain to per- apartments at its extremities.
Tiie winsuade him to give over; but as the person dows of these rooms are formed of wooden
did not at that time understand Spanish so lattices, curiously wrought
none of them
well as to express himself fluently, he arose looking inwards to the court
but lliey are
and left the house, after telliiij? the fi^entle- all in the outside wall. Some great houses
tnan, that he saw he was unable to protect have balconies in the middle of the front,
him from insults at his own table. Tliey on the outside above the gate, equal with
and some
treat with chocolate and sweet-meats in ^lie the floor ,of the second story
morning and evening visits but in the have a gallery which runs fVom one end of
summer evenings with snow-water. People tiie front to the other, but the outside of the
sup between eight and nine, and retire to house has seldom any. They white-wash
rest soon after.
The diet of the common all the apartments; and those at the extrepeople consists of gotho. fruit, and wine, mities of the gr^at balls, with .some of (he
with salt fish brought from the coast of Bar- rest, are lined with fine mats about five feet
l>ary.
Some think their being subject to high, and the floor is sometimes covered
The sides of the windows
tl»e itch, is owing to their eating so much of with the ${tai^.
this last food.
In the summer season fresh of all the rooms are lined with boards to
fish is pretty plentiful, but more scarce and prevent people's clothes being whitened
for
they commonly sit in the window, there
dear at other times of the year.?// iilt n^ji
tfjPeople of rank here have houses two sto- being benches on each side of it for that
ries
high, which are handsome .square purjiose ; and when the ma.ster of the house
buildings, of stone and mortar, with an intends to shew a stranger respect, he
qpen court in the middle bke our public always conducts him to the window, to coninns in England, and like them have bal- verse with him. The great hall, and the
conies running round, which are on a level walls of soaie of the apartments, are hung
with the tlr)or of the second story. Tiie with paintings, representing the virgin, the
street-door is placed in the middle of the twelve apostles, saints and martyrs, usually
tVont of the house, and within that door is drawn as large as life, and distiimuished by
a second, the space between them being the some circumstance of their history. Thus
l)iit

;

"O

!

;

;

;

;

;

•

breadth of the rooms of the house. Tlie
court-yard, which is on the inside, is large
or small according to the size of the building, and is usually paved with flags, pebIn the centre t»f the
bles, or other stones.
court is a square or circidar stone-wall about
four feet high, filled with earth, in which are

St. Peter is usually represented looking at
a cock and weeping, and a great bunch of

St. Ankeys always hangs at his girdle.
thony preachiny: to the fishes, is one of their
Their beds have selfavourite paintin^zs.
dom any curtains, for these they consider
as rece|)ta<'les for fleas and bugs, which
or
abound here extremely. They chiefly use
banana,
other
orange,
commonly planted
mattresses spread on the floor upon fine
parts.
lower
The
these
common
in
trees
touyofeach quarter of the house consists mats besides the sheets, there is a blanket
The and above that a silk quilt. ,The sheets,
entirely of store-rooms, or cellars.
;

4
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^jiHows, and fiiult are frequently frinireH or
|MnUt'(l, like the sliroiitis nsed ti)r the (lend
with us. There is a place in a jiartieiilar
apartment, raised a step hii^her than the
a>id
iloor, cin'ered with mats or <'arj)ets
Ihere <he women generally sit toirettier i|f)oU
cushions, l)oth to receive visits from their
own sex, and pve directions concerning'
The houses of the
llteiV hrttwehold atlUirs.
peasants and lower sort of people, thou<;h
6nly one s1ory liiijh, are built of stone and
4iujf, and the roots are either thatched or
Tht'se are generally neat, clean and
tiled.
rommodio\is.
Indeed there is hut little
dirt or dust in these Islands to make thetn
;

uncleanly; for the j^rouiul is mostly rocky,
nnd seldom wet, from the almost continual
fine weather.
'J'ho deportment of tlie natives is g:rave,
tempered with great
'l)irt at the same time
ipiickness and sensil)ilit\
the women in
i>articular, are remarkable for their,sprisjhtJiness, and vivacity of their conversation,
w hicU is said greatly to exceed that of the
The
3'inirlish, French, or northern nations.
ereat families in these Islands would be
I'itihly otlended should any one tell them,
4hey are descended from the IMoors, or even
from the ancient inhabitants of these Islands yet it woiild not perhaps be diffif;ult to pr(ne, that most of their customs
have been handed down to them from those
people.
Tl/e gentry boast much of their
i)irth, and indeed that they are descended
4'rom the l)est families in Spain, there is no
reason to doisbt.
They have the utmost contempt for the
employment of a butcher, taylor, miller, or
porter.
It is not indeed very surprising,
that they should not have any great esteem
for the profession of a butcher, or that the
employment of a taylor should be considered as some what too effeminate for a man
hut it is difficult to imag:ine why millers
and porters should be despised, especially
the former but it must be considered, that
the millers here are generally esteemed
great thieves and as the master of every
;

;

;

;

;

family sends his own corn to be ground,
unless it be narrowly watched, the miller
will take too much toll.
It is said when
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criininal is to suffer death, and the executioner happens to be out of the way, the*
otliters of justice have the |)ower of seizings
the first butcher, miller, or porter they ran
find, and of o[)liging him to discharge that
olHce; such is their dislike to persons of
Mi'. Ghiss, once touchthese occupations.
ing at the island of Gomera to procure fresh
water, hired s<jme poor ragged fishermen to
water casks, and bring them on
fill the
board but some time after, going to the
watering place to see what progress they
had made, he found the casks full, and all
ready for rolling down to the beach, with
the n.shermen standing by, talking together,
as if they had nothing farther to do.
lie
reprimanded them for their laziness in not
dispatching the business in w Inch he had
employed them when one of them, with a
disdainfid air, replied, "What do you take
u^ to be, Sir^ Do you imagine we are porters? No, Sir, we are seamen." Notwithstanding all his entreaties and promises of
reward, he was unable to prevail upon any
of them to roll the cask to the water, side
but was at last obliged to hire porters, to do
the business. But the gentry of these Islands, though for the most part poor, yet
are extremely polite and well bred, the \e)y
j)ea.sants and labouring people have a con.siderable share of good manners, with little
of that surly rusticity which is too common
among the lower class of people in England',
yet they do not seem to be abashed in the
presence of their superiors.
beggar asl s
charity of a gentleman, by saying, "For the
love of God, Sir, please to give me half a
rial;'' and if the other gives him nothing-,
he returns, " For the love of God, I beg
your worship's pardon," and then departs.
The common people and servants here
are much addicted to private pilfering, f jr
which they are usually punished by being
discharged the service, beaten, or imprisoned for a short time. Highway robberies are
seldom or never known
but murder i^
more common than in England and they
have no notion of duels, for they caisnot
imagine that because a man has the cou.'TJiie
to fight, he thereby atones for the inJMry
done to another, or that it ought to give iii;t\

any

;

;

;

A

;

:

;
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a right to do him a greater. When the murderer has killed a man, he flies to a church
for refuge, till he can find an opportunity
to escape to another Island ; and if be had
been greatly provoked or injured by the
deceased, arul did not kill him designedly,
every body will be ready to assist him to
escape, except the near relations of the person' w1k> has lost his life
yet quarrels are
far from being frequent liere, which may
be owing to the want of taverns and other
fmblic houses, their polite behaviour, the
ittle
iiTtercourse there is between them,
and their temnerance in drinking. Persons
of the lower class never fight in public, but
if one person puts another into a violent passion, the inpncd party, if able, takes his
revenge in the be^t manner he can, till he
thinks he has had satisfaction, without any
regard to the ecjuity of the method he uses
;

for

til is

(Mirpose.

I'he itiliahitants of the Canary Islaiids
are rn g<;iiera! extremely temperate
or at
lea^t, if they are otherwise, it is in private
only for iiothiiv^ can be a greater disgrace
tliere, than to be seen drunk
and a man
w]»<» can be proved a drunkard, is not permitted to'sive evidence, or take his oath, iu
a court (»f judicature. Hence those that are
fond of li(jaor, intoxicate themselves in their
chambers, and then lie down, in order to
Those of all ranks
sleep till they are sober.
in these Fslands are extremely amorous
but their notions of love are pretty singular,
which may jjerhaps be attributed to the
want of mnocent freedom between the
sexes. However, they do not seem to be
inclined to jealously, any more than the
tinglish or French.
It is usual for young
love at sight
here
to
fall
in
and if
J>eople
the parties agree to marry, but find their
parents averse to their union, they complain
to the curate of the f>arish, who goes to the
house \'rhere the girl lives, and endeavours
to persuade them to agree to her marriage
but if thev refuse to consent to their uaiion,
lie takes her away before their faces, with«yut their being able to hinder him, and
"eithier places her in a convent, or with some
;

;

;

;

;
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been informed that a lady will sometimes
send a man an otFer of her person in an
honourable way if he declines it, he keeps
the matter secret till death, should he do
otherwise, he would be looked upon by all
people in the most despicable light. Young
men are not allowed to court the youth of
the other sex without an intention to marry
them for if a woman can prove that a man
has in any instance, endeavoured to engage
her atiections, she can oblige him to marry
her.
This, like many other good laws, is
abused for loose women taking advantage
;

;

;

of it, frequently lay snares to entrap the
simple and unwary; and sometimes worthless young men, form designs upon the fortunes of ladies, without having the least
regard for their persons there are not how;

ever,

many mercenary

lovers in this i)art of
the world, their notions in general being too
refined and romantic to admit the idea of
that passion being made subservient to their
ambition or interest; and yet there are more

unha]>py marriages here than in the counwhere innocent freedom being allowed
between the sexes, lovers are not so blinded
by their passions, as not to perceive the
frailties and imperfections of their mistresses.
On the death of a man's wife, it is usual tor
some of his relations to come to his house,
and reside with him for some time, in order
to divert his grief, and do not leave him till
tries

anotiier relation comes to relieve the first,
the second is relieved by a third, and thus
they succeed each other for the space of a
year.
Each of the Canary Islands, as well as
every town and family, hath a peculiar tutelary saint for its patron, whose day is celebrated as a festival, by a sermon preached
in honour of the saint, and a service si^ited
to the occasion.
On these days, the street
near the church is strewed with flowers and
leaves, a nniltitude of wax candles are lighted, and a considerable number of fire works

played off".
A kind of fair is generally held on the eve
of these festivals, to which the people of the
adjacent country resort, and spend the greatiftf hef relations, wher« she must remain till
est part of the night in mirth and dancint;
thte^ coiiseut to her marriage.
W« have to the sound of the gaitar, accompaniej

AND nOUND THE WORLD.
not only of those who play
instrument, but by those of the danThe dances practised here are saracers.
bands and fobas, which are t»low dances;
those which are quick are the canario, first
the fandan{jo,
used by the Canarians
whicli is chietly practised by the vulgar;
ami (he rapotes, wliich nearly resembles our
Some of these dancers may be
h(»rnp.pe.
lermeii dramatic, as the men smy: verses to
their p^utiuMs, who answer them in the same
mannei*. ]\t»Sst of the natives of these IsIan<ls can play on the guitur, and they have
in ueneral excellent voices,
F<»r the entertainment r.i* the populace,
plays are acted in the streets, at the feasts
of the tutelar saints of Teneritfe, Canaria,
and Pabna but the performers cannot be
supposed to rise to any des^ree of perfection,
as they are not professed actors, and only
some of the inhabitants of the place seem to
have a natural turn for acting.
The gentry frequently take the air on
horseback but when the ladies are obliged
to travel, they ride on. asses, and instead of
a saddle, they use a kind of chair, in whicli
they sit vtry commodiously. The principal
roads are paved with pebble-stones, like
those nsed in the streets of London. There
are a few chauot?. in Canaria. the town of
Santa Cruz, and the city of Laguna in Teneritfe; these are all drawn by mules, but
they are kept rather for sliow than use for
the roads are not proper for wheel carriages,
being steep and rocky. The lower class of
pe<^ple divert themselves with dancing singing, and playing on the guitar; likewise
with th^rovyin^" a l?all through a ring placed
at a great distance, cards, wrestling, and
The peasants, particularly those of
quoits.
Gomera, have the art of leaping from rock
to rock when they travel, which is thus performed the long staff or pole used on these
occasions, has an iron spike at the end of it,

Mi'tli (]>e voice*;

on

tliat

;

;

;

;

.

and when a man wants to descend from one
rock to anotlier, he aims the point of the
pole at the place where he intends to alight,
and the;i throws himself towards it, pitching
the end of the pole .so as to bring it to a perpendicular, and then slides down, it to.. the
^
'"' '" *" '^
rock on which he fixed it.
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In the convents, children are taught readLatin, arithmetic, logic, and
other branches of philosophy. The schobut the Greek is
lars read the classics
never taught here, and is entirely unknown
even to the students in divinity. They are
jiarticularly fond of civil law and k)gic, but
the latter is chietly preferred.
The people belonging to tlhese Islands
have a genius for poetry, and compose verses
of ditt'erent measures, which they set to»
music. Some of their songs, and other poetical pieces, would be greatly esteemed in a
country w here taste tor poetry prevails. Few
of those books called j)rofane (to distinguish
them from those of a religious kind) are read
here, since they cannot be imported into the
Island without being first examined by
the inquisition a court which nobody care.s
The history of
to have any concern with.
the wars in Granada is in every body's hantls,
and is read by people of all ranks they
liave also some plays, most of which are
Thomas a Kempis, and the
very good.
Devout Pilgrim, are in every library, and
much admired. But the books most read
by the laity are the Lives of the Saints and
Martyrs, which may be considered as a kind
of religious romances, stufTed with legends,
and the most absurd and improbable stories.
With respect to the civil government of
the Islands of Canaria, Teneriffe, and PaU
ma, which are called the king's Lslands, it
will be proper to observe, in the first place,
that the natives, on their submitting to the
crown of Spain, were so far from being deprived of their liberty, that they were put
on an equality with their conquerors in
which the Spaniards .shewed great wisdom
and policy but how they came afterwards
to act in a quite contrary manner in America, is hard to determine: perhaps they
might be apprehensive, that if they proceeded with too much rigour against them at
first, they might in time be induced to shake
off the yoke, and dispossess their tyrannical
masters, which we are informed, by late
events, has proved to be the case in South
America; as the following piece of intelligence, published in September 1782, announces; "You have repeatedly heard it

ing, writing,

;

;

;

;
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reported, that tliere was a rebellion in Cliili
rand Peru, in South America and though
the Spaniards do all they can to keep it a
secret, I can assure you, from undoubted
authority, that all the mines in Peru and
'the city of Pez, which is situated in the interior part of the country, where they lodged
their bars of gold and silver, and other valuables, are taken from them, and there were
one hundred and fifty millions of piastres
taken out of the strong chests. The natives
'will very soon have the whole country in
their possession, for they destroy everv white
man, woman, and child, and even kill every
one begot between a Spaniard and a native."
But to return. After the conquest of the
Canary Islands, the S«>aniards incorporated
with the natives in such a manner as to become one people with them, and in consequence of this political union, the king of
'.Spain is able to raise in these Islands more
•'soldiers and seamen than in any other part
)^of his dominions of three times their extent.
"
Tiie alcade, who is a justice of peace, is the
lowest officer ejccept the alguazils; there
is one of them in every town or village of
note. These magistrates are appointed b>
the royal audience oi the city ot Palmas, in
'Canaria: they hold their places only for a
'"^certain time, and, in cases of property, can
take cognizance of no disputes where the
^value of what is contended for exceed seven"teen rials, or seven shillings sterling". Over
these magistrates is the alcade major, who
is a|)pointed in the same manner as the
other, and cannot decide any case relating
to property, that exceeds the sum of two
From the decision of
hundred dollars.
'those magistrates, appeals lie to the tiniente
and corregidor the lirst of whom is a lawyer, and nominated by the royal audience
but the latter, who is appointed by the kin^,
^Tis not obliged to be a lawyer, yet must have
''a secretary, clerk, or assistant l)red to the
The corregidor generally holds his
law.
fblace five years, and sometimes longer.
Few of the natives enjoy this honourable
;

,

:

;

office,

which

is

commonly

by Spa-

filled

niards. The proceedings of the corregidor's
court, and in that of the tiniente, are the

same; these

courts seeming to have
'

8

been

POLE,

originally intended as a check upon eacli
other.
Appeals are made from the corregidor tiniente to the royal audience of Grand
Canaria
a tribunal composed of three
oidores, or judges, a regent, and fiscal, who
are usually natives of Spain, and are always
appointed by the king. The governor-ge'
neral is president of this court, though he
resides in TenerifFe.
In criminal causes
there is no, appeal from their determination
but appeals are carried to the council or
audience of Seville in Spain, jin/ttiatfers re*
specting property.
In the Canary Islands, tlie standing forces
;

:

amount only

to about an hundred and fifty
but there is a militia of w hicli tie
governor-general of the Island is always

men

;

commander

in chief, and the officers, as
colonels, captains, and subartems, are a{)pointed by the king. There are also governors of forts and castles, some of which are
appointed by the king, and others by t^e
twelve regidors of the Islailds, called &\e

cavildo; some of the forts belong to tlvo
king, and the rest are under the direction ol'
the regidors, or sUb-govevhors, who also
take care of the repair of the high-ways prevent nuisances, and the plague from beingbrought into the Island uy shipping; for
no man is allowed to land in these Islands
from any ship, till the master produces a
bill of health from the l^st port, or till the
crew have been examined by the proper
officers.
The royal revenue arises from the
following articles: a third of the tithes,
which scarcely amounts to a' tenth part of
them, the clergy appropriating almost the
whole to themselve.^. This third part was
given by the nope to the \^\\^ ofj* Spain, in
consideration oi bis maintaining a perpetual war against the infidels.
Ihe second
branch consists in the monopoly of tobacco
and snuff, which the king's officers sell on
his account, no other persons being allowed
to deal in those articles.
Another branch
of the revenue arises from the orchilla -weed,
all of which in the Islands of Teneriffe,
Canaria, and Palma, belong to the kiriff,
and is part of his revenue ; but the orclhlfa
of the other Islands belongs to their resjj^cThe fourth branch consist*
tive proprietors.
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of (he a(*kiiovvle(lum«'Mt

for
tritie.

their

titles,

The

lit\h

seven per cent, on iuia <inty
branch
and the sixth duty on
fiorts and ex:|K>rt.s
All
the Canary Wei^t India commerre.
these branches, the sixth excepted, are said
not to brini;- into the kinj^'s treasury above
rtlty thousand |)oun<l8 per annum, clear ot"
the expences otj^overiiinent, and all charjjes
ot"

is

:

relating^ thereto.

Having departed from Madeira on the 1st
of August, on the 9th ue crossed the Tropic
of Cancer, and at nine in the morning came
in sight of Bonavista, bearing S. W, by \V,
about two leagues. This day Capt. Cook
made from the inspissated juice of malt three
puncheons of beer. The proportion of water to juice was ten of the former to one of
the latter. AVe had on board nineteen half
barrels of inspissated juice, tit'teen of which
were made from wort that had been hopped
This you may
before it was inspissated.
mix with cold water, in a proportion of one
j)jy"t <jf juice to eight of water, or one part to
twelve; then stop it down, and in a few
days it will be brisk and tit to drink
but
the first sort, after having been mixed as
above directed, will require to be fermented
with yeast, in the planner as is done in
making beer; however, we found this not
always necessary, *s we at lirst imagined.
This juice would be a most valuable article
at sea, could it be kept from fermenting,
which it did at this time by the heat of the
weather, and the agitation of the ship, that
all our endeavours to stop it were in vain.
On Monday the 10th, we passed the Island of Mayo, on our starboard side, and at
two P. M. came to an anchor, eighteen fathoms water, in Port Praya, in the Tsle of
St. Jago one of the Cape de Verds.
An officer was sent on shore for leave to procure
what refreshments we wanted, which was
readily granted and on his return we saluted the tort with eleven guns. Here both
ships were supplied with plenty of good waalso recruited our live stock, such as
ter.
bogs, goats, and poultry, some of which continued alive during the remainder of the
voyage.
;

;

We

Ko.

13.

Dd

The Cape de Verd

annually paid by

nobility to the knii;
wliich ujnounts to a mere

xUi.'

5>0l

Islands are situated

14 deg. 10 min. N latitude anti 16 deg.
30 min. W. longitude. They were so called
from a cape of tiie «pme name opposite to
them, and were discovered by Anthony
Noel, a Genoese, in the service of l*ortugal,
in the year 1640, and are about twenty in
number but some of them are only barren
uninhabited rocks. The cai)e took its name
from the peri)etual verdure with which it
1'he Portuguese give them the
is covered,
nameofLes Ilhas de Verdes, either from
the verdure of the Cape, or else from an
herb called sargasso, wliich is green and
His
floats on the water all round them.
Portuguese majesty appoints a viceroy to
govern them, who constantly resides in the
Island of St. Jago. The Dutch call them
the Salt Islands, from the great quantities
of that commodity produced in several of
them. The principal of these are, 1. May,
or Mayo 2. San Jago, or Saint James's 3.
in

;

;

;

Sal

or Salt

Good Sight

;

4.

13uena, or

Bono

Vista, or

5. St. Philips's, otherwise called Puego, or the Island of Fire; 6. St. John
or San Juan; 7. St. Nicholas; 8. St Vincent; 9. St. Anthony; 10. St Lucia; 11.
Brava. Their soil is very stony and barren :
the climate exceeding hot, and in some of
them very nnwhoiesome ; however, the
principal part of them are fertile, and produce various sorts of grain and fruits, particularly rice, maize, or Indian wheat, bananas, lemons, citrons oranges, pomegranates,
;

cocoa-nuts, and figs. They have also calavances, a sort of pulse like French beans,
and great quantities of pumpkins, on which
the inhabitants chiefly subsist. They produce also two other fruits of a remarkable
nature, viz. the custard apple, and the papah. The former of these is as large as a
pomegranate, and nearly of the same colour.
The outside husk, shell, or rind, is in substance and thickness between the shell of
a pomegranate, and the peel ofa Seville
orange, softer than the former, yet more
The coat or rind is
brittle than the latter.
also remarkable for being covered with
small regular knobs or risings and the inside of the fruit is full ofa white soft pulp,
which in its form, colour and taste, greatly
;

:
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resembles a custard, from whence it received
name, which was probably iirst given it
It has in the middle a
I)y the Europeans.
tew small black stoneg,, hat no core, for the
The tree that
whole of it is entire piilf).
bears this fruit is about (he size of a quincetree, and has long slender branches that
spread a considerable way from the trunk,
()hiy some of the branches bear fruit, for
though these trees are large, yet in general
such trees do not produce above twenty or
Tiie fruit grows at the extiiirty ajiples.
tremity of these branches, upon a stalk
about nine or ten inches long. The other
fruit, called the pa pah, is about the size of
u musk melon, and resembles it in shape
and colour both within and without; onlv
in the middle, instead of fla'; kernels, which
the melons have, these have a quantity of
small blackish xeeds, about the size of pepper-corns, llie taste of which is much the
same as that spice. The tree on which this
fruit grows, is about ten or twelve feet high
the trunk is thickest at the bottom, from
whence it jiradually decreases to the top,
whtre it is very thin and taper. It has not
any small 'branches, but only large leaves,
that grow iauncdiately on the stalks Irom
The leaves are of a roundish
the body.
form, and jagged about the edges, having
their stalks or stumps longer or smaller, as
they grow nearer or farther Irom tlie top:
they begin to .spring out of the body of the
ttee at about six or seven feet high from the
ground, the trunk being bolow that entirely
liare, and the leaves grow thick all the way
i^^om thence to the to|)i where they are very
broad.
The fruit grow only
<:lose and
iJs

;

«mong

the leaves, and most plentiful where
the leaves are thickest:; .so that towards the
4op of the tree the pa pahs spring forth from
Jtis,liowever, to be observed,
it in clusters.
that where they gro\V so thick, they are but
small, being no bigger than ordinary turnips; whereas those nearer the middle of
the trunk, where the leaves are not so thick',
grow to the first mentioned size.
Various sorts of poultry abortnd in these
Islands, particularly curlews, Guinea hens,
and flamingos, the latter of which are very

numerous.

The flamingo

is

a large bird^

2

much
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heron in shape, but blgg:er,
they go in flocks,
but are so shy that it is very difficult to
like a

and of a reddish colour

;

catch them: they buiid their nests in shallow ponds, where there is much mud, which
they scrape together, making bttle hillocks,
like small Islands, that appear about a foet
and a half above the surface of the water.
They make the foundations of these hillocks
broad, bringing them up taper to the top,
where they leave a small hollow pit to lay
their eggs in they never lav more than two
eggs, and seldom Jess.
The young ones
cannot tly till they are almost fall grown,
but they run with surprising swiftness
their tongues are broad and long, having a
large lump of fat at the root,, which is delicious in its taste, and so greatly admired,
that a dish of them will |)roduce a very con.siderable sum of money.
Their flesh is
lean, and of a dingy colour, but it neither
tastes fishy, nor any ways unpleasant. Her*
are also several other sorts of fowls, as
pigeons and turtle doves
miniotas, a .sort
of land fowl, as big as crows, of a grey
colour, and the flesh Mell t«*sted
crusias,
another sort of grey-coloured fowl, almost
as large ar, the former
these are only seen
in the night, and their flesh is .said to he
exceeding .salutary to people in a decline, by
whom they are used. They liave iikewi.se
great plenty of partridges, quails, and other
small birds, and rabbits in prodigious num:

;

;

;

bers.

Many

wild animals abound here, particuand caniels, the latter of
which are remarkably larire. There ar«
also great nund^ers of' monkies, baboons,
smd civet-cats, atid various kinds of reptiles.
The tame animrds a^'e horses, as;<es, sheep,
mules, cows, goals and (logri;; and here the
European shi[i.s bound Mhrth'e East Indies,
u.sually stop to bike in fresli water and provisions, witlr v^hich tlj^y »re always'plentilarly lions, tig-ers

fully

suppbed.

Fish of

"

io

'

[

variou.*!-soi*t^<ib(>tiiwl

particularly

dolphirys,'

••

,,

fn t/ie sea,

ibont'ttlis,

itluflets,

nsh, &c. and here *i.s sucli
plenty of turtle^ that several 'forek,''fif;.slhi|i«
como yearly to catch them. In the wet
seasou the turtles go ashore to lay their Qgys
Ul .u/l
i» (1

snappers

.silver

'
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k:\\e to be hatched
sim.
The Hesli ot" the
tmiles, well cnivd, is as uivut a s»|)|)ly to
the Anieiican jiliiiitsitioiis as cod-lish is to
Eiimpe. riie inhabitants go out by niiiht
and tatch the turtles, by tnrnin<>- them on
lor they are so larije
their barks witii polfs
\n tlie srtDtl,
<n the lieat

wlilth

tlicv

oMhe

;

th.it thtfv

In

cannot

lio it

Islands are

tliese

uith then* hands.

many European

t'a-

Roman

milies, all of whcun |)rot'ess the
Cathtjlic leiiuion.
The natives are all neuroes. and luurh like their African neisrh-

bonrs trom wliom they are supposed to he
descended
though, as lliey are subject to
;

tuguese, their own reliuion autl language prevail among: tlieni. JJoth men and
w omen are stont» and well limbed, and they
are in general ot'a civil and quiet disposition.
Their dress (particularly in the Island of St. John) is very trilling, consisting"
only of a piece of cotton cloth wound round
the waist. The women sometimes throw it
over
he head, and the men across the
siionl.Jers.
Neither sex
wear shoes or
stockings, except on certain festivals. The
men are particularly fond of wearing
lut eches, if they can get them, and are rery
the

i*oi

I

happy

they have but a waistband and
be they ever so ragged.
'i'he Island of Mayo, or May, obtained
its name from its being discovered on the
first
of that month. It is situated in 15
d.eg. 5 min. N. latitude, near 300 miles from
Cape Veixl, and is about 17 miles in cireujnference.
Tl»e soil is in general very
barren, and water scarce: however, here
and
are plenty of cows, goats, and asses
also some corn, yams, potatoes and plantains.
The trees are situated on the sides
«f the hills, and the natives have some water-melons and tigs.
The sea likewise
abounds with wild fowl, tish and turtle.
There grows on this Island, as well as on
most of the others, a kind of vegetable stone
extremely poreus, of a greyish colour, which
hoots up in stems, and forms something
ike the head of a cauliflower.
On the west side of the Island is a sandbank that runs two or three miles along the
shore» within which is a large salina, or saltoo!id, encompassed by the sand-bank, and
3.
if

tiap before,

;

2' '-"J

the hills beyond it. Tlift whole salt-pond
is about two miles in length, and half a mile
wide; but the greater part of it is generally
The north end, which is always suj>dry.
plied with water, produces .salt from November till May, those months being the dry
season of the year. The waters yield this
salt out of the .sea, thiough a hole in the
san<l-bank, and the quantity that tlows into
it \% in proportion to the height of the tides:
in the common course it is very gentle, but
when the spring tides arise, it is supplied in
abnndam.e. If there is any salt in the pond,
when the flush of water comes in, it .soon
<lissolves
but in two or three days after it
begins to congeal, and .so contiiuies till a
fresh sui)ply of water from tlie sea comes in
again. A considerable trade for salt is carried on by the Enulish, and the arrned ships
destined to secure the Alrican commerce,
aflord the vessels thus engaged their protection.
I'he inhabitants of the Island are
piincipally ei!i|)loyed in this business during the season they rake it together, and
wheel it out of the pond in barrow.s, from
whence they convey it to the sea-side on the
backs of asses, which animals are very numerous here. IMie pond is not above half
a mile from the landing-i)!ace so that they
go backwards and forwards many times in
the day but tljey restrain themselves to a
certain number, which they seldom exceed.
There are several sorts of fowl, particularly flamingos, curlews, and Guinea hens.
Their chief cattle are cow.s, goats, and hogs,
which are reckoned the best in all the Cape
de Verd Islands. Besides the fruits above
;

:

;

;

mentioned, they have calavances and pumpcommon food of th«

kins, which are the
inhabitants.

The inhabitants of this Island live in three
small towns, the principal of which is called
Pimont, and contains two churches, with
as many priests
the other is called St John,
and has one church and the third, which
has a cliurch also, is called Lagos. The
houses are very mean, small, and low; they
are built with the wood of the fig-tree (that
being the only one fit for the purpose that
grows on the Islfind) and the rafters are mad«
ot"a sort of wild cane which grows here.
;

;

;
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The Portuguese governor

of St. Jaj^o
the neg;ro governor of
lliis Island, whose situation is tolerably advantag^eous, as every commander that lades
salt here is obliged to com|)lin»ent Iiim with
11 present.
He spends most of his time
ivith
the English in the salting season,
which is his harvest, and a very busy time
with all the natives.
These people have
•irants the

jiateiit to

not any vessels of their own, nor do any
Portuguese ships come hither, so that the
English are the chief on whom they depend
for trade
and though they are subjects of
Portug^al, they have a particular esteem for
the English nation. Asses are also a g-reat
;

SOtTil FOLK

them with
in

several

European commoditi:'?

rebnu.

A tolerable large town is on the east side
of the Island called Praya, where there i^
a good port, which is seldom without sliifis,
especially in peaceable times. Most of the
European ships bound to the East Indies
bnich at this |)ort to take in water and provisions, but they seldom stop here on their
return to Eurojie. The town of Praya does
not contain any remarkable building, except a fort, situated on the top of a hill,
which (Mwnmands the harbour. When lli."
l']uropean ships are here, the country pe(»|)le bring down their commodities to sell lo
the seamen and passengers; these articlt"^
generally consist of bullocks, hogs, goats,

commodity of trade here aiul .tre so ])lentiful, that several European sliips from JJarIradoes and other plantations, come annu- fowls, eggs, jAantains,
and cocoa-nuts,
which they exchange for shirts, drawers,
ally to freight with them to carry thither.
;

The

hats, waistcoats, breeches,
St. Jago, or St. James's Is- handkerchiefs,
situated about four leag:ues to the and linen of any kind.
The port of Praya, a small bay, is situated
westward of Mavo, between the 15th and
IGth deff.N. lat.' and in the 23rd, of A V. about the middle of the .south side of the
long. This Island is the most fruitful and Island of St. Jago, in the latitude of 14 deu.
best inhabited of all the Ca|)e de Verd Is- 63 min. 30 sec. N. and 23 <leg. 30 min.
It is discovered, especially in
lands, notwithstanding' it is very mountain- longitude.
ous, and has a great deal of barren land in coming in from the east, by the sout!ier<The principal town is called after the most hill on the Island, and which lies west
it.
name of the Island, and is situated in from the j)ort. The entrance of the bay is
15 deg. N. latitude. It stands against the formed by two points, rather low, being W.
sides of two mountains, between which S. W. and E. N. E. half a league from each
Near the west point are sunken
there is a deep valley two hundred yards other.
wide, that runs within a small space of the rocks, whereon the sea continually breaks.
In that part of the valley next the sea The bay lies in N. W. about half a league.
*ea.
watered at a well, behind the beach, at
houses on each
is a straggling street, with
The water is scarce,
side, and a rivulet of water in the bottom, the head of the bay.
which empties itself into a fine cove or but it is dithcult to ^et it aboard, on account
sandy bay, where the sea is generally very of a great surf on the beach. I'he refreshsmooth, so that ships ride there with great ments to be procured here will be found in
A small fort stands near the land- the cour.se of our account of the Islands
safety.
ing place from this bay, where a guard is Other arti(;les may be purchased of the n;u
constantly kept, and near it is a battery fives in exchange for old cloths, Aic. liu\^

land,

Island of

is

W

.

We

mounted with a few small cannon.
The town of St. John contains about
three hundred houses, all built of rough
stone, and it has one small church and a
convent. The inhabitants of the town are

locks can only be bought with money; the
price twelve Spanish dollars per head,

weighing between 260 and 300 pounds
but the sale of them is confined to a company cf merchants, to whom this privilege
in general very poor, having but little trade. IS granted, and who keep an auent residing
Their chief manufacture is strii>ed cotton on the spot. I'he bay is prote<(ed by a fort
cloth, which the Portuguese ships purchase well situated for the j)urpose of delence.
The complexion of the nati>es of tliii
•f them, in their waj to Brazil, and supply
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fr>\vn and St. Ja^o incrine«« to black, or is
at least of a inixeil colour, except some few
of tlie hefter sort that reside in the latter,

whom

are the governor, the bishop,
and same of the padres (fathers) or priests.
The [)eople of St. Jai»o town, as they live
mult r the '^overnoi's eye, are pretty orderly,
though generally very j)oor. having* little
but those about Praya are naturally
Trade
of a thievish disposition, so that strantrers
anjoijj;^

;

who

^Mth them must be very careful,
see un opportunity, they will steal
Hieir goinls and run away.
Sal, or Salt, is the windward njost of all
the Cape de ^Vrd Islands, and is situated in
the i/th det;. of N. latitude, and 5 de«^. 18
Miin. \V. U>u\x- from the Cape.
It received
this name from the great quantity of salt
naturally produced here from salt water,
that from time to time overflows part of the
land, which is mostly low, having only tive
liills,
and stretches from north to south
about eig:ht or nine leagues, but it does not
exceed one league and a half in breadth.
In this Island are only a few people. These
live in wretched Imts near the sea-side, and
are chietly employed in gathering salt for
those ships that occasionally cuU here tor
t'ltv

i\t^.\\

if tlvey

that article.
ren Island

The

best ac(;ount of

JJiis

bar-

given us by Capt. Roberts,
who landed here, and relates the followingstory, which iie .says lie was told by one of
the blacks that resided in it.
About the
year 1703, not huig before I went ashore,
the Island was entirely deserted for want of
is

•'

rain by all its inlKd)itants e\ce()t one old
man, who resolved to die on ir, which he
did the same year. The drought had been
so extreme for some time, that most of the
cows and goats died for want of sustenance,

rain following, they increased apace^
about three years pfter they were again
reduced by a remarkable event. A French

but
till

ship coming to fish for turtle, was obliged,
by stress of weather, or from .some other
cause, to leave behind her thirty blacks,
which she bad brought from -St. Antonio to
carry on the fishing. These people, finding nothing else, fed mostly on wild goats,
till they had destroyed them all but two,
one male and the other female ; these were

6
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on the Island, and kept generally
upon one mountain. A short time after an

then

English ship (bound for the Island of St.
Mayo) i)erceiving the smoke of several tires,
sent their boat on shore, and thinking they
might be some ship's company wrecked ou
the Island, put in there when they under;

stood the situation of the people, they commiserated their case, took them all in, and
landetl them on the Island from whence
thev were brought.'*
1 he Fsland of Buena Vista, or Bona Vista
thus named from its being the first of the
Cape de Verd Islands discovered by the
Portuguese, is situated in the KJth degree
of N. latitude, two hundred miles W. of the
coast of Africa, and is twenty miles long,
and twelve broad, mostly consisting of low
land, with some sandy hills, and rocky
mountains. It produces great quantities of
indigo, and more cotton than all the other
Capede Verd Islands yet there is not one
of them where there are fewer cotton cloths
to be sold
for the natives will not even
gather the cotton before a ship arrives to
buy it nor will the women spin till they
want it. They have, in general, the same
animals as in the other Islands, with plenty,
of turtle, and many sorts of fish. Whea
the English land to take in a lading of salt,
they hire men and asses to bring it down
to the sea
for which they pay them in
biscuits, flour, and old clothe.?.
This Island
had also formerly a pretty good trade for
horses and asses, which are the best of all
that are upon these Islands. The people
are very fond of silk, with which they work
the bosoms of their shirts, shifts, caps, women's waistcoats, &c.
The people of this Island prefer the English dress to their own
for most of them
liave suits of clothes bought of the English,
and have learned to make cotton cloth to
imitate the European fashion. The women have one, two, or three cotton cloths
;

:

;

;

;

wrapped about them like petticoats tied
on with a girdle about the hips, and sometimes without a girdle. Their shifts are
made like a man's shirt, but ao short, ar
scarcely to reach to the girdle
the collar,
neck and waistbands, of the young people
;
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of some rank, are wroii°flit hi figures with
silk in various colours in needlework; but
the old and the poor have theirs worked
with blue cotton thread. Over their shifts
they wear a waiscoat, with sleeves to button
at the arms, not above four inches deep in
the back part, but lon,$? enough before to
Over
tie with strings under their breasts.
all they have a cotton cloth in the manner
of a mantle; those of the marriod women
are generally blue, and the darker the colour, the richer it is reckoned
but the maidens, and gay
young wives, ond widows,
wear blue and white, some spotted and some
They, however, rather choose, if
figured.
they can get them, linen handkerchiefs
wrought on the edges, and sometimes only
on the corners, with red, green, and blue
silk
the first being the colour they most
admire. They wear neither shoes nor stockings, except in holidays
and, indeed, at
other times the women have generally only
a small cotton cloth wrapped round their
waist, and the men a ragged pair of breeches
to which, if there be but a waistband, and a
piece hanging to it before to hide vvhat mo^
desty teaches them to conceal, they think it
sutficient.
The people of Bona Vista are
fond of the English, and most of them can
speak a little of their language.
St. Philip, called also Fuego, or the Isle
of Fire, received this latter name from a
frequently
very large mountain, which
emits great quantities of fire and sulphur.
It is situatecl in 15 deg. 20 min. N. latitude, and 6 deg, 54 min. W. from the
Cape? is the highest of all the Capede
Verd Islands, and appears at a distance like
one continued mountain. On the west side
of it there is a road for shipping, near a
small castle situated at the foot of a mountain, but the harbour is not safe on account
The
of the violent beating of the waves.
wind blows very strong round this Island,
and the shore being on a slant, the water is
very deep, so that, except very near the castle, no ground is to be round within the lines.
In this Island water is very scarce, there
not being a single running brook throughout it notwithstanding which it is tolerably fertile, and produces great quantities of
;

;

;

;

;

pompions, water-melon«, festroons, ana uiaix>
but no bananas or plantains, and scarce any
fruit trees except wild figs
however, in
some of their gardens, they have gitava-trees,
oranges, lemons, and limes.
They have
likewise some good vineyards, bat they
make no more wine than just what they use
;

themselves.
Most of the inhabitants are
negroes, there being an hundred blacks to
one white; they are all Roman Catholics,
though some of them introduce many pagan
superstitions into that religion. They bre. I
great numbers of mules, which they sell to
other nations, and n)ake cotton cloths fcr

own use.
The Portuguese, on Jheir

their

first

peopling

this Island, bronglit with them iiecTo-slave.s
and a stock of cows, horses, asses, and hogs;

but the king himself furnished the place
with goats, which ran wild in the mouiitains.
There are many of the latter animals,
here at this time, and the profits of their
skins is reserved to the crown of Portugal.
An officer, called captain of the mountains,
has the management of this revenue, and
no person dares, without his licence, kill any

one of them.
Si. John's is situated in 15 degrees 25
min. N. latitude and 7 deg. 2 min. W.
of Capt- Verd, and is very high and rocky.
It has more salt-petre than any of the.<«6
Islands
this is found in several cavefi,
covering: the sides like a hoar-frost, and
in
some hollow rocks, like icicles, as
thick as a man's thumb.
This Island
abounds with pompions, bananas, watermelons, and other fruit, and also with fowls,
goats, asses, hogs, &c. There are plenty of
tish in the sea» about St. John's, and most
of the fish here have remarkable sharp
;

teeth
and they
insects for baits.

use crabs and
the principal
employment of the natives hence they miss
no opportunities of wrecks, or Avlu ii ships
touch here, to procu,re a^ll the bits of iron
theycan.,, j, .,,.,,1 j,,„,;
In this Island, the salt is mode by tlie
heat of the sun, which shining ok the water in the holes of the rocks, is thereby
turned, and sometimes lies two feet .Miick.
The natives usually go and g«t a quautit)r
;

g^enerally

Fidiing

is

;

,

(
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of salt early in the morninar, fish the irreatpart {»r'tlie day
lish in the t'veiiiiii::,

r-st

»lry, split,

;

and having-

and

salt their

h(>a|K'<l

On the
let them lie in the salt all niyht.
vnsniniT morninc;' they spread hem out to
dry in the snn, and they are lit lo use when
I

wanted.

The baleas, a sort of whale or grampus,
and some
very eonimon nenr this Island
affirm, that ainhergris is the sjuMin of this
<M-euttire.
A sr«at (piaotity of amheruris
was t'onnerly tbund about this Island, hut
Some years
present.
it is less pientiful nt
before Capt. Hol>erts was hert\ Juan Car-neira. a Porlivauese, uho was banislunl from
JJsbon for some crime, havin-j;- pr<i<Mired a
little ship or shallop, traded amonu' these
Islands: meetins» at lenuth with a piece of
amberiiris of an nncommon bigness, he
not only |)rocured his liberty, an<l leave to
return before the term of his exile was ex;

pired, but

had

sutticient left, afier defraying-

charges, to put himself into a comfortable way of living-; and a rock near to which
he found the ambergris, is called by his
name to this day.
The natives of this Island do not amount
to above two hundred souls, and are quite
black. They are the most ignorant and suof the iidiabitants of
j)erstitious of any
But in their disposition they
these Islands.
are simi)le and harmless, humble, charitable, humane, and friendly; pay a particular
respect to their equals, reverence their eldt^rs, are submissive to their superiors, and
People wear in
dntiful to their parents.
common only a slip of cotton fastened to a
all

-striuir

before,

thighs,

is

but when

which

passing:

between the

the same string behind
fidl dressed they also wear a piece
tied to

;

of cotton cloth, [%\nin and wove by themwhich the men hang- over their shoulders, and wrap round their waists, while the
women put it over their heads, and then
wrap it about their bodies and on both of
them it extends to the calf of the leg-, or
lower. They use in fishing', long canes for
rods, cotton lines, and bent nails for hooks.
As to th^ir hunting-, the governor having
the sole privilege of killing the wild goats,
none dare hunt without his consent. This
selves)

;

7

was a law njade by the Portuguese when
peopled these Islands from the coast
Africa, in order to prevent the entire loss
ot the breed.
tlw^y

them of

dp

is

ii,7

A\ hen a general hunt is appointed by the
governor, all the inhabitants are assembled,
and the dogs, which are between a beagle
and a greyhound, are called. At night, or
when the governor thinks proi)er to put an
end to the sjxtrt, they all meet together, and
he parts tlie goats tlesli between them as he
)leases, sending what he thinks jirojier to
lis own house, with all the skins
and after
le comes home, he sends pieces to those
w ho are old, t>r were not out a hunting and
the skins he distributes amongst them as
he thinks their necessities require, reserving
the remainder of them for the lord of the
soil.
This is one of the principal privileges
enjoyed by the governor
who is also the
only niagistrate, and decides the little differences that sometimes happen among the
j)eople.
Ujjon their not submitting to this
decision, he confines theni till tlicy do, in an
open place walled round like a pound: but,
instead of a gate, they generally lay only a
stick across the entrance, and those innocent people will stay there without attempting to escape, except when overcome by
passion, and then they rush out in a rage;
but these are soon caught again, tied hand
and foot, and a centinel set to watch tirem,
till they agree with their antagonist, ask the
governor's pardon for breaking out of his
prison, and have remained there as long as
he thinks they have deserved. Nay, if one
kills another, which hardly hapi)ens in an
age, the governor can only confine him till
he has pacified the relations of tlie deceased,
by the mediation of his friends, who are
bound for the criminal's appearance, in case
a judge should be ever sent from Portugal
to execute justice
but imprisonment is here
reckoned such a scandal, that it is as nnich
dreaded as Tyburn was by criminals here.
About forty-five miles from the Island of
Salt is St. Nicholas Island, the N, W. point
ofwhichisin 17 deg. 10 min. N. latitude,
and 6 deg. 52 min. W. longitude from Cape
de Verd. It is the largest of all the Cape
de Verd Islands, except St Jago. The land
;

;

;

;
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high, and rises like a sugar-loaf, but the tains, and stretching to t[ic middle of the
This bay is sheltered from the
summit of the most elevated part is flat. Island.
Tl^ coast of this Island is entirely clear westerly and north-westerly winds, by the
from rocks and shoals. The bay of Para- high mountains of the Isle of St. Vincent;

is

but the other roads are
the trade winds are settled.
Here is a valley which has a fine spring of
water in it, and many persons employ themselves in supplying different parts with that
useful article with which they load asses,
and carry it a considerable way at a cheap
rate.
Water may likewise be obtained in
almost any part of the Island, by digging a
ghisi

is

insecure

very

safe,

till

so that this is the safest harbour of any in
all these Islands; and yet it is difficult of
access, because of the furious winds that

blow with the utmost impetuosity from the
mountains along the coast. There are se-

veral other small bays on the south-side of
the Island, where ships may anchor, and
thither the Portuguese generally go to load
hides.
The S. E side of this Island is a
sandy shore, but there is not a drop of water
well.
The town of St. Nicholas is the chief on the hills, nor even in any of the deep
it is close built and valleys, except one, in which fresh water is
place in the Island
populous, hut all the houses, and even the seen to spout out of the ground on digging a
Capt. little.
church, are covered with thatch.
St. Anthony is the most northward of all
Avery, the clehrated pirate, having once
the
inhabitants,
Cape de Verd Islands, and lies in 18
received some offence from the
burnt this town but it was afterwards re- deg. N. latitude, seven miles from St, Vinbuilt, much in the same manner, and to the cent, with a channel between them, which
runs from S. W. to N. E. Here are two high
fame extent as before.
The people are nearly black, with frizzled mountains on this Island, one of which is
hair.
They speak the Portuguese lan- nearly as high as tlie peak of Teneriffe, and
guage tolerably well, but are thievish and seems always inveloped in clouds. The inblood thirsty. The women here are more habitants are about five hundred in uiimber,
ingenious, an<l better housewives than in and on the N. W. side of the Island there is
any other of the Cape de Verd Islands. a little village, consisting of about twenty
Most families have horses, hogs, and poul- houses or cottages, and inhabited by near
and many of the people of St. Nicholas fifty families of negroes and white people^
try
understand the art of boat-building, in who are all wretchedly jjoor, and sj)eak the
which the inhabitants of the other Islands Portuguese language. On the north-side oi
They likewise make good the Island there is a road for shipping, and
jire deficient.
cloths, and even clothes, being tolerable a collection of water in a pluin lying belaylors, manufacture cotton quilts, knit cot- tween high mountains, the water running
but in
ton stockings, make good shoes, and tan from all sides in the rainy season
They are strong Roman Catholics, the dry season the people are greatly distress*
leather.
The principal people here
but their dispositions are so obstinate, that ed for water.
are
a
governor,
a captain, a priest, and a
rule
tq
their priests find it very difficult
schoolmaster,
all
of whom take much upoa
oranges,
in
abounds
This Island
them.
themselves,
that
the people have some
so
musk,
pompions,
plantains,baminas,
lemons,
water-melons, sugar-canes, vines, gum-dra- jingling verses concerning them, which im.ply, that the governor's staff, tlie beads of
gon, festroons, maize, &c.
The Island of St. Vincent is under 18 deg. the priest, the schoolmaster's rod, and the
ef N, latitude, two leagues to the west of captain's sword, give them a licence to feast
St. Lucia, and about forty-three leagues on the natives who serve as slaves to suppoi*
distant from the Isle of Salt, 'W. and by N. their luxury and grandeur.
St Lucia lies in latitude 17 deg. 18 min
It is five leagues in length. On the N. W.
It is high land, full of hills, and is about
N.
of it there is a bay a league and a half broad
or nine leagues long. On the S.
eight
^t the entrance,, surrounded with high moun;

;

;

;

E

a

AND HOUND
very ncnr each
the harbour,
here lies
where the shore is of white santl
u sriiull Island, round which there is a very
^:ood hottoni, and ships may ride at ancKor
twenty fathoms water, over against the
Island of St. Vincent.
Hrava, or the Savage, or the Desart Island,
is about four leagues to the S. W. of Fue^o.
There are two or three small Islands to tlie
Tlie ])est harbour lies on the
niMtljofit.
of
the Island, win re ships mny
S. Iv side
aiu'lior nrvt to the sIkhc in fifteen fathoms
There is an hermitage, and an hamwater.
On the wrst
let just a!>ove the liarhom.
side of the Island there is a very commodious roiui tor such ships as want to get
water.
On Fritlay the I4th of Atigust, both ships
having g«»t «»n board a supply of refieshmeiits anil provisions, we weighed anchor,
put to sea, and continued our voyage to the
Cape of Good Hope. On Sunday the JGth,
the evening, a luminous fiery meteor
ill
made its appearance; it was of a bluish
colour, an oblong shape, and had a r]uick
After a iiiomentary
descending motion.
duration, it disappeared in tlie horizon
observed a s\valits course was N. W.
low following our vessel, and making num-

Old of it are two small
wiher.

Isles,

Oil the E. S. K. side

WORLD.

Tilt:

is

:

m

;

We

berless circles round it, notwithstanding our
distance from St. Jago was between fifty
and sixty leagues. This harmless bird continued to attend the ship in tier course the
observed many
two following days.
conitos ill the sea, which shot past us with
but we could not take a
gfreat velocity
single one, thcnigh we endeavoured to catch
them with liooks, and strike them with harwere more successful in hook]>oons.
ing a shark, about five feet long. On this
found it
fish we dined the next day.
Father difficult of digestion, but when fried,
Nothing very
it was tolerable good eating.
remarkable happened on board our ship
the Resolution, except that on the 19th, <»ne
of our carpenter's mates fell orerboard, and

We

;

We

We

was drowned. He was sitting on one of
the scuttles, from whence it was su|>|>osed
he fell. All our endeavours to save him
were in vain, for he was not seen till the
lio. 14.
£e

instant he

sunk under the

20.0
shi|)'s st«rn.

We

very sensii)ly, he being a sober
man, as well as a good workman and he
was much regretted even by his shipmates.
On 'J'hursday the '2i)\h, the rain clesoended not in drops, but in streams, and, at tlie
same time, the wind was equally and variable, so that the people were obliged to keep
on deck, and of course had all wet jackets, an
inconvenience very common, and often tt\perienced by seamen. However, this disagreeable circumstance was attended with
good, as it gave us an opportunity of spreading our awnings, and filling seven empty
puncheons with fresh water. This heavy
rain was succeeded by a dead calm, wliich
continued twenty-four hours, and was followed by a breeze from S. W.
Between
this and the south point it held for several
days, at times blowing in squalls, attended
with rain and hot sultry weather. On the
27th instant, one of captain Furneaux's
petty officers died on board the Adventure ;
but on board the Resolution, we had not
one man sick, although a deal of rain fell,
which in such hot climates, is a great prom«»ter of sickness. Capt. Cook took every
necessary precaution for the preservation of
our health, by airing and drying the ship
with fires made between decks, and by mak*
ing the crew air their bedding, and wash
their clothes, at every opportunity.
Two
men were punished on board the Adventure
one a private marine for quarrelling
with the quarter-master ; the other a common sailor for theft. Each of them received
one dozen. This we mention to shew what
strict discipline it was necessary to preserve
on board, in order to establish a regular and
peaceable behaviour in such hazardous voyages, when men, unaccustomed to control^,
are apt to prove mutinous.
On Tuesday, September the 8th, we crossed the line in longitude 8 deg. W. Some of
the crew, who had never passed the line
before, were obliged to undergo the usual
ceremony of ducking*, but some bought
tlieinselves off, by paying the required forfeit of brandy.
Those who submitted to aa
emersion, found it very salutary, as it can*
not well be done too often in warm wcdthiii
felt his loss

;

;

i
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and a iVequent chnnge of linen and clothes pear
i><

On

exceedin<4 refreshing'.

the

1

4th, a

fly-

we caught several
int? tisii fell on our deck
dolphins; saw some aquatic birds; and, at
various intervals, observed the sea covered
with numberless animals. On Sunday the
:27th, a sail was discovered to the W, standi!)X after us; she a[)peared to beasnow, and
;

shewed

such numbers; nor did vveseeg"annetsi
commonly called the Capet
Hen, till we were nearly within sig^ht of the
Cape.
On Thmsdav, the 291h, at two
o'clock P. M. we made the land of the Cape
of Good Hope; for a particular description
of which, and of the adjacent country, see
page 148, &c. of this work. The Table
JMonntain, over the Cape Town, bore E. S.
E. distant t»velve or fourteen leag:ues: had
it not have
been obscured by clouds, it
might from its height, have been seen at a
n»uch greater distance. Friday the SOth,
we stood into Table Bay, with the Adventure in company, and anchored in tiv«; fathoms water. We were now visited by the
master-attendant of the fort, some other offiin

or the black bird,

either P()rtugue«e colours, or St.
George's en si liu. W^e did not chuse to wait
till she ap[)roached nearer, or to speak to
her.
The winds began now to be variable,
so that we made but iiJtle way, and not any
ihing" remarkable happened till Oi-tober the
11 th, w hen weobser\edaneclipseoftlienioon.
At twenty-four miu'ites, twelve seconds, after
six o'clock, by Mr. K^^ndal's watcii, the
cers belonging- to the company, and Mr.
moon rose about four digits eclif)sed.
On Monday the Tith, the weather bein$? Brandt, TJiis last ijentleman brought ott
calm, we amused ourselves with shooting- to us many articles that were very acceptawere now accompanied by ble and the master-attendant, as is custosea fowl.
sheerwaters, pintadoes, &c. and by a small mary, took an account of the two ships, ingrey peterel. This last is less tiian a pigeon, quirin.; particularly, if the small-pox was
has a grey back, whitish belly, and a black on board, a disorder dreaded abovs all others
for which
stroke across from the tip of one wing to by the inhabitants of the Cape
that of the other. These are southern birds, reason a surgeon always attends <»n these
and, we believe, never seen within tlie tro- visits. This day Capt. Cook .sent an otticer
They visited us to wait upon Baron Plettenberg the gover.
Mies, oi north of the line.
the same time nor, to inform him of our arrival
to whi<"h
about
and
iin great flights
and on the
fve saw several animals of the molusca kind, he returned a polite answer
within our reach, together with a violet- return of our officer, we saluted the fort wit |j
coloured shell, of a remarkable thin texture, eleven guns, which compliment wasacknowand therefore seems calculated to keef) the le<lged by the Siime number. The governor,
open sea and not to come near rocky places, w lien the captain accompanied by some of
Satju'day the I7th, our gentlemen waited u|)on hi»n, told them.
it being easily broken,
we discovered a sail to the N. W. ^\hich that two French ships from the Mauritius
hoisted Dutch colours. She kept us com- about eight months before, had discovered
pany two days, but on the third we out- land, in 48 deg. S. latitude and in the meriFrouj the l*2th. to this day, we dian of that Island, along which they sailed
sailed her.
had the wiiul between the N. and E. a <;!:en- forty n»iles, till they came to a bay, into
On Wednesday the *21.st, our lati- which when they were about to enter, they
tie gale.
tude was 35 de^. 20 min. S. and our longi- were driven ofi'and separated in a hard gale
tude 8 deg. 4 min. 30 ."^ec. E. I'rom this after having lost some of their people and
time to the 23rd, the wind continued east- boat who liad been sent out to sound the
eriy, when it veered to the N. and N. W. bay; but the La Fortune, one of the ships.
After some hours calm, we saw a seal, or as anived soon after at Mauritius, the captain
some thought, a sea lion. The wind now of which was sent home to France with an
also learned
us to our in- account of the discovery.
J. iixed at N. W. which carried
of ended port.
As we drew near to land, the from the governor, that two other French
^t th^fowl, which had accompanied us hithen ships from Mauritius, in March last, touched
gan to leave us at least they did not at)- at the Cape in their passage to the Pacifi*

We

;

;

;

;

;
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heen liviiu. to have tchirned lioine witli M.
Marion. Ilaviiiu xisited tlie i:(»\pnn»i' aM<l
some oTllie |ninri|>al inlialntanls, we took
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ship bound for

first

Eng-

land.

On the ISth of November we had got
e\ery thing on board; but it was the 22nd
bclore we couhl jmt to sea.
In this inter\al the <icws of both ships were served
every day with fresh beef, or mutton, new
baked bread, aiul what (fuantity of gieens
they thought suihcient and the two ships,
ill every respect, were put in as good
condi;

At this
nentleinnn spares neither txpenco nor tioii as when the) left I'^iigland.
in order to rendrr his house as time some removes took place m the Advenagreeable as possible to those mIio lavour ture. 'I'he tiist lieutenant, Mr. Shank, <le^Ve concerted sired leave to resign, in order to return to
him with their rompaiiy.
measures with Mr. IJrandt tor .^iippljin^ us England for the recovery of his health,
Mr. Kemp was ap-.
with provisions, &c. nil uhich he procured which was tiranted.
without delay, while our men on board pointed (irst lieutenant, and Mr, Burney,
were einploye<l in overhnulini;; the i'ii»ging', one of our mitishipmen, was made second
and the carpenters in caulUinii the ships lieiite^iiaiit. in the room of Mr. Kemp.
On ihe 22iid we rej)aired on board, Ijavsides, ice.
.At the same lime Mr. Wales
and Mr. Bay ley made observations tor re- ing first taken leave of the governor, and
gilating' the watches, and otiier purposes, other ojhceis, who in a most obliging man'i'he result of these was that Mr. Kendal's ner liai) atforded us all the necessary assistAt three o'clock, P. M.
\vat<"h had answered beyond our expecta- ance we lecjuired.
tions, by deterniinino- the loneitude ot* this \\e weighed, and saluted the fort with fifteen
jilace to within one minute ottinie to what guns, which compliment was insffwitly reMessrs. 3Iason' turned.
now stood all nigbt to the
it wasobserxed in I7()l, by
westward, to iiet clear of the land, during
ami Dixon.
.At tiiis place two Dut<^h Tndiamen arrived which time the sea made the .same lumi'i'heir passage was n<nis iippeyraiice, which has r)een already,
alter us, trom Holland,
near five months, in which one of the ships in the course of our history, noticed and deAs soon as we had cleared the
lost by the scurvy, and the other by putrid scribed.
One of tliese ships land, we directed our course, as ordered, to
fevers, in all 191 men.
had a moderate
touched at Port Praya, and departed a Cape CiifMuncision.
month from thence before we came there, gale from the N. \V. point until the 24th,
yet we arrived at the Cai>e three days before when the wind shifted to the eastward.
her.
During our stay here, Mr. Forster, This day by observations, at noon, we found
who employed his time wholly in the pur- ourselves to be in tio deg. 'i'y niin. S. lat.
suit of Natural History and Botany, met and 29 min. ^V. of the Cape of Good Hope.
with one Mr. Sparman, a Swedish gentle- As we were now<lirecting our course toward
man who had studied under Linnaeus. Mr. the antarctic circle, and expected to encounForster importuned strongly Capt. Cook to ter soon with cold weather, the Captain ortake him aboard
and Mr. Sparman bein» dered a waste of fresh water to be as much
as possible prevented at the same time he
willing to embark, the Captain consented
and he was engaged under Mr. Forster, .snj)plied each man with a fearnought,
who bore his expences on board, and al- jacket, and trowser.s, allowed by tlie Admilowed him a yearly stipend besides. Mr. ralty, and also slops to such who wanted
Hodge? also employed himself in taking them. Observing a great number of albaviews of the Cape, town, and parts adjacent, trosses about us, we ]nit out hooks and lines
in oil colours
all which were left with Mr. with which we caught several, and the ship's
Brandt, to be forwarded by him to the ad- company, though served with mutton.
this

trouble,

We

We

;

;

;

;
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them very much.

POLE,

On

the 29th, a .signal called the Adventure imder our stem
W. with a fortunate circumstance this; for the fog^
for nearly increased so much, that we could not discern
the sea ran very high, and fre- an Island of ice, for which we were steering,
a week
till we were less than a mile from it.
quently broke over the ships.
The
Oil Sunday, December the 6th, we were .sea broke very high against this Island of
in latitude. 4Hd«g. 41 win. S. and in 18 deg. ice, which Cantain Furneaux took for land,
24 min. E. longitude. The storm continued and therefore hauled oft' from it, till he was
and th« roaring of the waves, together with called back by signal.
cannot deterhail, rain, and a great agitation of the ves- inine with precision on the height or circumsel, were circumstances that rendered our ference of this ice-Island; but, in our oniboy in nion such large bodies must drit\ very slowly,
situation extremely disagreeable.
the fore part of our ship hearing a noise of for, as the greatest part of them are under
water running among the chests, turned out, water, they can be little aftected by either
and found himself halfway up the leg in the winds or waves. It being necessary to
water upon which all hands worked at the proceed with great circumspection, we reefi)umps, but the water increased upon us. ed our ton-sails, and upon sounding found
This was at last discovered to <rome in no ground with one hundred and fifty fathrough a scuttle in the boatswain's store- thoms.
Friday, the 11th, in 51 deg. 50 min. S.
room. This gale, attended with hail and
rain, continued till the 8tli, with such fury, latitude, and 21 *}e^. 3 min. E. longitude,
and being saw some white birds, and passed another
that we could carry no sails
driven by this means far to the eastward of large Island of ice. The birds were about
our intended course, not the least ho|>e re- the size of pigeons, with blackish bills and
mained of our reaching Cape Circumcision. feet. Capt. Cook thought them of the peOur distress was augmented by the loss of trel kind, and natives of these frozen seas.
a great part of our live stock we had brought The dismal scene in view, to which we were
from the Cape, Every man felt the effects unaccustomed, was varied as well by these
of the sudden transition from warm to ex- birds, as several whales, which made their
treme cold weather for which reason an appearance among the ice, and atforded us
addition was made to the men's allowance some idea of a southern Greenland. But
of brandy in both ships. On the morning though the appearance of the ice, with the
of the 7tli, the rising sun gave us a flattering waves breaking over it, might aftord a few
prospect of serene weather ; but our expec- nmments pleasure to the eye, yet it could
tations soon vanished the barometer was not fail tilling us with horror, when we reunusually low; and by one o'clock P. M. flected on our danger; for the ship %vould
the wind, which was at N. W. blew with be dashed to pieces in a moment, were she
such violence as obliged us to strike our to|>- to get against the weather side of one of
On the 8th, the gale wa^ these Islands, when the sea runs high.
gallant-mastjr.
On the lijth, a great variety of ice Issomewhat abated ; but the sea ran too high
lands
presented themselves to our view,
the
fore-toi)-mast
than
more
for us to carry
the
and
number of our attendant birds destay-sail.
On Wednesday, the 9th, at three A. M. we creased. As we were now in the latitude of
wore the ship to the southward, showers of Cape Circumcision, according to Mr. Bousnow fell, with scjually weather. At eighi vct's discoveries, in the year 1739, yet we
made signal for the Adventure to make sail. were 10 de^. to the longitude of it but
On the iOth, made another signal for her to .some people on board were very eager to be
In this field of low
lead, and saw an ice-Island to the westward first in spying land.
©f us, in 50 deg, 40 min. S. latitude, and 2 ice were several Islands, or hills, and some
deg. E. longitude of the Cape of Good Hope, on board thought they saw land over the
The weather being hazy, Capt. Cook by ice ; but this was only owing to the varioiw

relished

heavy storm camt' from the W. N.
tew intervals of moderate vreather,
:

We

A

;

;

;

;

;

:;
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appearances which the ice hills make, when l;;rge. There are other pieces of great exseen in hazy weather. We had smooth wa- tent packed together, and in some places
heape<l upon each other. How long such
ter, and brought to under a point of ice
here we consulted on places of rendezvous, ice may have lain here, is not easily deterIn tlie Greenland seas, such ice is
in case of separation, and made several re- mined.
KulatioMS for the better keepinj^ company. found all the summer long, and it cannot
l)e cohler there in summer time than it ia
We then made sail aluni^ the ice.
On Monday the fourteenth a boat was here. Uf)on the supposition that this ice
hoisted out tor two ufentlemen to make some whicli we have been speaking of is generally
While they formed in bays and rivers, we imagined that
observations and exiRriments.
were thus en!j;a«;:ed, the fosf in<Meased so land was not far from us, and that the ice
mucli, that tliey entirely lost sii>lit of both of alone hindered our approaching it.
We
the ships. Their situation was truly territic therefore determined to .«;ail to the eastward,
and alarminu:, i\s they were only in a small and afterwards to the south, and, if we met
four oaretl boat, in an immense ocean, sur- with no land or impediment, there to get
rounded with ice, utterly tlestitute <»f prrivi- behind the ice, that this matter might be
sions, and far from any habitable shore. put out of <lonbt.
We found the weather
They made various efforts to be heard, and much colder, and all the crew complained
rowed al>out for some time, without ett'ect of it. Those jackets whi<h were too short
they could not see the length of their boat, were lengthened with baize, and each of
nor hear any sound.
They had neither Ihem had a cap made of the .same stuff,
msi'<t nor sail, only two oars.
They deter- which kept them as warm as the climate
uiined to lie still, as the weather was calm, would admit. Scorbutic .symptoms appearand hoped that the ships would not swim ing on .some of the peoj)le, the surgeons
out ofsiifht. A bell sounded at a distance, gave them fresh wort every day, made from
which was heavenly music to their ears. the malt we took with us for that purpose.
We stood once more to the southward on
They were at last taken up by the Adventure, and thus narrowly escaped those ex- the twenty -.second instant.
On the twentytreme dangers. So g^reat was the thickness third, we hoisted out a boat to make such
of the fog sometimes, that we had the ut- experiments as were thought necessary. We
most difficulty to avoid running against the examined several species of birds, which we
I-slands of ice, with which we were surround- had shot as they hovered rotind us with
ed.
We stood to the .south on the seven- seeming curiosity.
teenth, when the weather was clear and seOn the twenty-fifth, being Christmas-day
rene, and saw several sorts of birds, which we were very cheerful and notwithstanding
we were unacquainted with. The skirts of the surrounding rocks of ice, the .sailors
ti\e ice seemed to be more broken than usual .spent it in savage noise and drunkenness.
and we sailed among it most part of the On thetwenty-.«iixth, we sailed through large
day we were obliged to stand to the north- quantities of broken ice. We were still
ward, in order to avoid it. On the eighteenth sarrounded with Islands, which in the evenwe got clear of the field of ice, but were car- ing appeared very beautiful, the edges beried among the ice Islands, which it was ing tinged by the setting sun.
We were
difficult to keep clear of.
The danger to now in latitude 68 deg. 31 min. S.
which we were now exposed, was preferable
On the twenty-seventh we had a dead
to being entangled among immense fields of calm, and we devoted the opportunity to
ice.
There were two men on board the shooting petrels and penguins. This affordResolution, who had been in the Greenland ed great sport, though we were unsuccessful*
trade the one had lain nine weeks, and the in our chase of penguins. We were obliged
other six, stuck fast in a field of ice.
That to give over the pursuit, as the birds dived
whidi is called a field of ice is very thick, so frequently, and continued so long under
ftodcoDsi&t^ but of one piece, be it ever s« water.
at last wounded ob« repeatedly
;

',
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;
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to be pretty
but was forced finally to kill it with a ball cumcision, since the sea seemed
more than
not
distance
the
clear of ice, and
its hard glossy plumage having constantly
an Island
for
steered
We
turned the shot aside. The plumage of eighty leagues.
some on
take
to
intending
day,
this
this bird is very thick, the feathers long and of ice
water.
On
into
fresh
it
convert
and
board,
narrow, and lie as close as scales. These
of
number
pengreat
a
saw
we
Island
this
agamst
amphibious birds are thus secured
these birds is said to
the wet, in which they abnost contmually guins. The sight of
the vicinity of land.
of
indication
sure
a
be
a
them
given
Nature has likewise
live.
there are no ice
where
good
hold
njay
This
perpetual
the
resist
skill, in order to

thick
winter of these inhospitable climates. The
penguin we shot \vei«-ih(^d eleven |)ounds and
a half. The i)etrels are likewise well proyided against the severity of the weather.
These latter iiave an astonishing quantity
of featljtrs, two feathers instead of one proceeding out of every root. Glad were we
ro be thus employed, or indeed to make any
u>omentary rcilections on any subject, that
we might in some measure change that
glooMiy uniloruiity in which we so slowly
passed our time iii these desolate and unfrequented seas. We had constant disagreeable weather, consisting of thick fogs, rain,
we were surrounded
sleet, hail, and snow
;

with innumerable quantities of ice, and were
in constant danger of being split by them;
add to which, we were forced to live upon
salt provisions, which concurred with the
weather to infect our mass of blood. Our
seamen coming fresh from England did not
yet

mind

these severities

and

fatigues, their

kept them above rei)ining at them
but among some of us a wish prevailed to
exchansre our situation for a happier and
more temperate one. The crew were well

spirits

;

supplied with portable broth and sour krout,
which had the desired effect in keeping them
fiom the scurvy. Ihe habit of body in one
man Nvas not to be relieved by those expedients, but he was cured by the constant

use of fresh wort. This useful remedy ought
never to be forgotten in ships bound on long
voyages, or the encomiums on the efficacy
of malt eannot be exaggerated great care
must also be taken to prevent its becoming
;

for if it is suffered to do
qualities will become im-

damp and mouldy,
fo,

its

salutary

paired in a long voyage.
On the '20th, the commanders, came to a
resolution, provided they met with no imf/ediment, to run as far west as Cape Cir-

6

Island, but not so when there are any, for
will
there they find a resting place.
are
any
fethere
not determine whether
a
distance
great
so
at
males among them
from land, or whether they go on shore to
breed.
On the 31st, we stood for this Island again,
but could not take up any of the loose ice,
for the wind increased so considerably, as
to make it dangerous for the ships to remain among the ice besides which, we
discovered an immen.se field of ice to the
north, extending further than the eye could
had no time to deliberate, as
reach.
we were not above two or three miles from

We

;

We

it.

the 1st of January, the gale abated
but there fell a good deal of snow and sleet,
which froze on the rigging of the ships.
Tl)e wind continued moderate the next day,
and we were favoured with a sight of the
moon, whose face we had not seen since we
were now
left the Cape of Good Hope.
in 69 deg. 12 min. S latitude, and in 9 deg.
lonuitude. Several observations
45 min.
were
were made of the sun and moon.
nearly in the longitude assigned by M. Boubut as the weavet to Cape Circumcision
iher was very clear at this time, insomuch
that we coivld see at least fifteen leagues
distance from us, it is most probable that
what he took for land was no more than
mountains of ice, surrounded by loose or
packed ice, the 5»p[)earances of which are
From all the observations
so dece()tious.
we could make, we think it highly probable that there is no land uirder the meridian
between the latitutle of 56 iuni 59 deg. We
directed our course to the E. S. E. that we
had a fre^h
might get more to the S.
gale and a thick fog, a good deal of snovr
and sleet, which froze on the rigging, au<l

On

We

E

We

:

We
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could see several leagues around us, as the
weather was tolera!)ly clear. In the afternoon we saw the whole sea covered with ice,
saw a new .«ipecies
from S. E. to S. W.
of the petrel, of a brown colour, with a whit^
belly and rump, and a large white s])ot on
the wingN
we saw great fli^thts of them,
but never any of them fell into the ships.
We calle«l it the Antarctic |)etrel, as such
dle the liuuiuii'.
On Fii(h»y the 8th, we passed more ice nund)ersof them were seen hereabouts.
In the afternoon we saw thirty-eight ice
Islands, which became very familiar to us.
had Islands, large and small. This immen.se
Ill the evening' we came to one which
vast quantity ot' loose ice about it, and, as field was composed of ditTerent kinds of i<;e;
the weather was ujiulerate, we brought to, such as field-ice, as so called by the (jlreenand sent the boats out to take up as much landmen, and packed ice. Here we .saw
as they coidd.
Larire piles of it uere pack- several whales playing" about the ice, and
ed upon the t;narter-deck, and put into still large flocks <jf petrels. Our latitude
casks, tVom which, after it was melted, we was now 67 i\e»:. 15 niin. S.
We did not think it prudent to persevere
€:ot water enoui^li tor thirty days.
A very
little salt water adli( red to the ice, aiid the in a southern direction, as that kind of sumwater which this produced was very fresh mer which this j)art of the world produces
JCxceptini;- the melting: and was now half spent
and it would have
and yooil.
taking? away the ice, this is a most expedi- taken up much time to have gone round tiie
tious metliod of supplying ships with water. ice, supposing: it practicable; we therefore
observed here several white whales, of resolved to go directly in search of the land
size.
In two days afterwards lately discovered by the French,
immense
an
(>n the 19th, in the evening", we saw a
we took in more ice, as did the Adventure.
Some persons on board, who were ignorant bird, which in Capt. Cook's former voyage
of natural philosophy, were very much afraid was called the Port Egmont hen .so called,
that tiie un melted ice, which was kept in because there are great numbers of them to
<:asks, when the weather altered, wculd dis- be seen at Port Egmont in Faulkland Isstdve and burst the casks in which it was lands, They are about the size of a large
packed, thinking that, in its melte<l state it crow, short and thick, of a chocolate colour,
would take up more room t!»an in its frozen with a white speck under each wing. Those
one.
In order to undeceive them, Capt. birds are said never to go far from land
Cook i^aced a little pot of stamped ice in a and we were induced from this circumstance
lemperate cabin, which as it gradually dis- to hope that land was near, but we were
.solved, took up much less space than before. di.sappointed
the ice Islands had probably
This was a convincing argument, and their brought this bird hither.
As we had now
fears of this sort subsided.
On the 21st, we saw white albatrosses
several fine days, we had frequent opportu- with black tipped wings. On the 29th, senities of makini? observations, and trying- veral porpoises passed us
with amazing
experiments, which were very serviceable to swiftness they had a large white spot on
us on many accounts. The people likewise their sides, which came almost up to their
took the opportunity of washing their clothes backs. They went at least three times as
in fresh water, which is very necessary in fast as our vessels, and we went at the rate
of seven knots and a half an hour. <)n the^
long voyages.
On the 17th, before noon, we crossed the 31st, we passed a large ice I.sland, which at
antarctic circle
and advanced into the the time of our .sailing by was tumbling to
southern frigid zorie, which to all former na- pieces.
The explosion equalled that of a
vigators had remained impenetrable.
cannon.

^every rope wr.*; covered u itli fine transparent ice. Til is was pleasing; enoujili to look
at, I)iit niatl* us iniajjine it was colder tijan
was; tor the weather was much
it irally
niildtT that it had been tor many days past,
and there was not so much ice in the sea.
One inconvenience atteiided us, wliich was
tliatthe men lound it very difiicult to lian-
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;

;

;

;
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On

we saw large
weed floating by the ships.
Furneaux acquainted Capt. Cook,
!apt.
that he had seen a number of divers, which
very much resembled those in the English
seas, and likewise a large bed of floating
rock-weed. These were certain signs of the
tlie

of February,

1st

Quantities of sea

but we could not tell
E. or W. We ima]Bfined that no land of any extent lay to the
W. because the s«a ran so high from the N.
E. N. N. W. and W. we therefore steered to
the E, lay to in the night, and resumed our
saw two or
course in the morning.
three eu:g birds, and passed several pieces of
rock-weed, but no other signs of land. We
steered northward, and made signal for the
Adventure to follow, as she was rather
thrown astern by her movement to the eastward. We could not find land in that direction,
and we again steered southward.
There was an exceeding thick fog on the
4th, on which we lost sight of the AdvenWe fired several signals, but were
ture.
on which account we had
not answered
too much reason to think that a separation
had taken place, though we could not well
Capt.
tell what had been the cause of it.
Cook had directed Capt. Furneaux, in case
of a separation, to cruize three days in that
place he last saw the Resolution. Capt.
Cook accordingly made short boards, and
fired half hour guns till the afternoon of the
7th, when the weather cleared up, and the
Adventure was not to be seen in the limits
of that horizon* We were obliged to lie to
till the 10th, and notwithstandmg we kept
firing guns, and burning false fires all night,
we neither saw nor heard any thing of the
Adventure, and were obliged to make sail
without her, which was but a dismal prospect, for we were now exposed to the danvicinity

of land

whether

it

was

;

to the

We

;
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ger of the frozen climate without the com'
pany of our fellow-voyagers, which before
had relieved our spirits when we considered
that we were not entirely alone in case we
lost our own vessel.
The crew universally
regretted the loss of the Adventure; and
they seldom looked around the ocean without expressing some concern that we were
alone on this unexplored expanse. At this^
time we had an opportunity of seeing what
we had never observed before, thee aurora
australis, which made a very grand and
luminous appearance. Nothing materiid
happened to us, but various changes of the
weather and climate, tilf the 25th of Marclir
when land was seen from the mast-lie.i<l,
which greatly exhilarated the spirits of our
sailors.
steered in for the land with all
the sail we could carry, and had the advantage of good weather and a fresh gale. The
captain mistook the bay before us i'or Dusky
Bay, the Islands that lay at the mouth ot'
it having deceived him.
We proceeded for
Dusky Bay, in New Zealand, but with much
caution as we advanced nearer the land.
passed several Islands, &c. and two
leagues up the bay an officer was sent out to
look for anchorage, which he found, and sig-

We

We

it by signal.
Here we anchored in
fathoms water, and very near theshore^
This joyful circumstance happened on the
20th of March, after we had been 117 days
at sea, and sailed 3660 leagues, without so
much as once .seeing land. It might be
supposed, from the length of time we had
been at sea, that the people would have been
generally aflTected by the scurvy ; but the
contrary happened, owing to the precautions
we used. We had much reason to be thankful to divine Providence, that no untoward
accident had befallen us, and that our
crew were in goodbealth*

nified
fifty

CHAP.

il.

IhiAy Bay, in New Ziohntd ; Inlcrviavs ivitii [he. luiliccs. Tftt,
Resolulion sails to CtmrloUc's Sound; Is there joined by the Adeentiire ; Transactions in this
place, leith obserintions on the i)ihahitants ; Cayt. luirneav.vs narratiie ; The tuo ships proceed
in company from New Zcahmd to ihc Island of Olahcite ; Remarks on some low islands, supposed
to be the same that were discovered by M. de liougainnlie ; The Resolalion and Adventure
arrive at Otaheile ; Are in a critical situation ; An account oj several incidents while they lay in
Oaiti'piha Hay.

A nniralivc

THE

of what hajipe/ied

in

country appeared ])eautiful

plea^sing.

tomsofan

and

Islan<ls we passed, beinto Dusky Bay, were

The

fore our entrance
sliaded with evergreen,

and covered with
of autumnal jelshades
various
woods the
evergreens,
exhithe
with
interujixed
h>w,
The rocky
bited a delightful contrast.
sliores were enlivened with Hocks of aqnatic
birds, anil the whole country resoiuided
witli the wild luitcs of the feathered sonuAs soon a«; we anchored we caught
sters.
great numbers of fish, which eagerly took
the l);ut laid for them. Our first meal upon
fish here was looked npo)i as the most <ieCapt. Cook did
liuhtful we had ever made.
we anchored,
which
in
not hke the place
in search of
Pickersuill
beutenant
and sent
The capa better, which he soon found.
tain liked it, and called it Pickersgill harThis we entered on the twentybour.
seventh of IVIarch, by a channel which was
Here
scarcely twice the width of tlie ship.
to
stay
some
time,
and
exadetermined
we
mine it thoroughly, as no one had ever entered it before, or landed on any of the
Our situasouthern parts of this country.
tion was admirable for wood and water.
Our yards were locked in the branches of
trees, and near our stern ran a deliglitful
made preparastream of fresh water.
tions on shore for making all necessary observations, and perform necessary repairs,
&c. &c. The live cattle we had left which
consisted of a few sheep and goats, would
not taste the grass which grew on the shore
nor were they very fond of the leaves of
tender plants which grew here. When we
examined these poor creatures, we found
14ieir teeth loose, and they had other sympF f
No. 14.
;

We

;

We had not
any appearance of inhabitants

inveferafe scurvy.

liitherlo ^een

;

but on the twenty-ei^ht some of the otiicers
went on a shooting- party in a small boat,
and discovering: them, retnrned to aquaint
Very shortly a
Capt. Cook therewith.
canoe came filled with them, within ninsket
shot of the ship. They stood looking' at ns
for some time, and then returned
we could
not |)revail upon them to come any nearer,
notwitlistanding- we shewed them
every
token of peace and friendsliip. Capt, Cook,
with «;everal ofticers and gentlemen, went in
searcli of them the same day.
found
the canoe hauled u|»on the shore, where
T\ere several huts, with fire-places and fishing-nets, but tlje people had probably retired
into the woods.
We made but a short stay,
and left in the canoe some medals, looking
glasses, &c. not chosing to search any further, or enforce an interview which they
wished to avoid we returned accordingly
to the ship.
Two parties went out the next
day, but returned v/ithout finding any thing
;

We

;

worth noticnig.
On the 1st, of April

we

sent to see if any
the canoe remained
It did not appear that any body had
been there, and none of the things meddled
with. On the 2nd, we again went on shore
to search for natural productions.
kilJ-<
ed three seals, and found many ducks, wood
hens, and wild fowl, several of which we
killed.
Another party went ashore the
same day, and took with them a black dog
we had brought from the Cape, who ran
into the woods at the first musket they
fired, and would not return.
Both partit*
came back to the ship in the evening*.

thing'
there.

we had

left

in

We
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On

the sixth,

we made a

shootingf party,

and found a capacious cove, where we shot
several ducks
on which account we called
it Duck Cove.
We had an interview with
one man and two women, as we returned in
the evening, who were natives, and the lirst
that discovered themselves; and had not
the man hallooed to us, we should have
;

passed without seeins' them. The man stood
upon the point of a rock, with a club in his
hand, and the women were behind him with
spears.
As we approached, the man discovered great signs of fear, but Mood firm
nor would he move to take up some things
that were thrown to him. His fears were
all dissipated by Capt. Cook's going up to
embrace him the captain gave him such
Ihings as he had about him. The ofhrers
and seamen followed the Captain, and talked some time with them though we could
not understand them. In this conversation,
the youngest of the women bore the greatest
share.
A droll fellow of a sailor remarked,
that the women did not want tongue in any
We were obliged to
I>art of the world.
leave them on the approach of night; but
before we parted Mrs. Tulkalive gave us a
dance.
On the 7th, we made thrm another visit,
and presenttd them with several things;
but they beheld every thing with indiftV-rence, except hatchets and spike nails.
nowsawall the man's family, as we supposed,
which consisted of two wives, the young woman we mentioned before, a boy about fourteen years old, and three small children.
;

;

;

We

Excepting one

woman (who had

wen upon her upper

a large

they were well favoured on account of her disagreeable appearance, she seemed to be neglected by the
lip,)

;

man.

We

fion,

which

fles-and a piece of cloth of their own maniifacture
and pointed to a boat clonk, wliicU
he wished to have. The hint was taken,
and onewas ordered to beanade for hiin of
red baize. Onthe 9th wepaid the natives
;

another visit, and signified our approach by
hallooing to them but they neitner met n's
on shore, nor answered us as usual
the
;

;

reason of which was, that their tirtie was
fully occupied in dressing" themselves to leceive us. They had their hair oombed and
oiled, stuck with white feathers, and tied
upon the crowns of their heads, and had
bunches of feathers stuck in their ears.
were received by them with great courtesy
in their dress.
The man was so well pleased
with the present of the cloak, that he took
his patta-patoe from his side, and gave it to
(>apt. Cook.
continued here a little
time, and took leave, spending the rest of
the day in surveying the bay.
On >Ionday the 12th, this family paid us
a visit in their canoe, but proceeded with
caution as they approached the ship.
could not by any means persuade them to
come on board, but put ashore in a little
creek near us, and sat themselves down
near enough to speak to us. Ca|jt; Cook
<»rdered the bngpi|)es to play, and the drum
to beat; the latter only they regarded,
They conversed very familiarly (though not
well understood) with such officers and seamen as went to them, and paid a much
greater regard to some than to others; we
supposed that they took such for women,
One of the females shewed a remarkable
fondness for one man in particular, ontil
she found out his sex
after which she
would not let him approach her.
cannot tell whether she had before taken him
for a female, or whether, in discovering hi m-

We

We

We

;

We

conducted to their habitaconsisted of two mean huts,
situated near the skirts of a wood. Their
canoe lay in a small creek near the huts,
and was just large enough to transport the
genwhole family from jvlace to place.
sketches
of
them,
made
party
our
tlemanof^
which occasioned their calling him Toe-Toe,
which, it seems, is a word which signifies
marking or painting. On taking leave, the

he had taken some liberties with her.
In the evening the natives of Dusky Bay
took up their quarters very near our watering-place, which was a clear proof that they
placed a great deal of confident* in us. We
passed two or hree days in examining the
bay and making necessary experiments and
observations. We likewise shot great quj n-

Cook with somejri-

his

Vv'e re

A

n.1 an presented Capt.

self,

tities

of wild fowl.
the 19th, the

On Monday

man and

AND ROUND THE WOULD.
/^lUi^'^nter

hefore

ventured

inentioneil

2lf;

on wlio hallooed to

l)oard oiir ship, wliile llie re^t of the fiunily

ifieni,

and

lliey

tlixed to ro\r over to them.

were

Ca|»t.

in-

Cook

Helore the man with two otiier eenllemen huuled iinurmed.
canoe.
the ship, he struck the anti advanced all toitether, hut the natives
side ol' it with a 'JTieen l)ran<h, and muttered retreated, nor would tliey stand still till
some words, which we tO'»k liu- a prayer; Capt. Cook went up alone. It was with
alter which he threw away the branch and some tli/hculty that he prevaile<l on one of
\V'e were at breaktast, but then) to lay down his spear; at last he did
c:;!ne on board.
on them to |mrtake with it, and met the captain with a <^russ plant in
prevail
ould not
us.
They viewed every part ot' the cabin his hand, ijiviu"? Capt. ('ook one end to
with ajiparent curiosity and surpri<;e; but we hold whilst he himselT liehl the other. In
••ouhi not tix the man's atteulit)n to any one this position they stood while the natives
thin^ tor a moment. All we shewed him made a speecli, which the captain did not
seemed beyond Ins comprehension, and the understand, but returned some .sort of anworks of nature and art were alike rej^arded. swer they then saluted each other, and the
The streuuth and nuud)er of our decks and native took liis coat from his back, and juit
other parts ot the ship seemed to strike him it on the captain. The Captain presented
with surprise. The man was still better each of them with a liutchet and a knife,
pleased with hatclu'ts and spike-nails than h.tvint^ nothing else with him. They invitany thinu o\u ship produced when he had ed the p^entlemen to their habitation, and
once ^ot possession of these, he would not wanted them to eat, but the title prevented
Cai/t. Cook and three other their a<'ceptini>- of this invitation.
More
f|uit ihom.
gentlemen left tl»e ship as soon as they people appeared in the .skirts of the woods.
<'ould diseUiiasfe themselves tVom the visitors, but did not aj>proach any nearer.
The two
whom they left in the guu-rooin. and went UAtives accompanied the gentlemen to their
out in tw o bo;its to examine the head of the boats, but .seemed very much ag^itated at
bay; at which place they took n|> their the appearances of the muskets, which they
the next day they contin*i- looked uj)on as instruments of death, on
night's lotlginn
ed their observations, and tire<l at some account of the slaughter they had ob.served
ducks. Cpon the report of the gun. the na- among- tlie towls. It was necessary to
tives, who had not discovered themselves watch them, for they laid their hands on
They asi
before, set up a most hideous roar in ditie- every thing except the muskets.
rent places. The jfentlemen hallooed in si.sted the seamen in launchinj? the boat,
The It did not appear that they had any boats
their turn, and retreated to their boats.
natives <lid not follow then>, neither indeed or canoes wit'h them, but used two or three
<K)uld they, because a branch of the Kiver logs of wood tied together, which answered
separated them, but still made a great noise. t))e .same purposes; for the navigation oi
As they continued slwotinii" and making the river, on the banks of which they lived,
Iheir observations, they fre<|uently heard was not very difficult, and swarmed with
the natives in the woods, A man and wo- fish and fowl.
apprehend that all the
man appeared at last on the banks of the natives of this bay did not exceed more
river, waving something in their hands as than three familie.s.
This party took leave
a token of friendship. The gentlemen could of the man about noon
and in the evening
not get near them, and the natives retreated returned to the ship, when they found tliat
Two others appeared but llie visitors had staid on board till noon
ftuto the wooth.
the
ms
gentlemen advanced they retreated that he and his family remained near them
likewise, and the woods atfojded them thick till that day, and went into the woods, after
rover.
The captain and his party passed wlwch they were never seen this apjienrs
the next night in the same place, and after rather extraordinary, as they never went
))reakfast embarked to return on board; away without some present.
Several parhut saw two men on the opposite shore, ties were made in order to catcli seals,

were Hsiiiiv^
would come

in llie
int(»

•

;

;

;
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;

;

;
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which were rcry useful for food, for oil, and
The
their skins were cured for rig'ging'.
flesh of them is nearly as good as beef-steaks,
and their en*trails are equal to those of a
hog-.

We likewise

took the summit of the

mountains in this bay, and made other re-»
marks.
On Saturday the 24th, Capt. Cook took
five geese and a u^ander, which were all that
remained of those brought from the Cape
of Caood Hope, and carried them to a cove,
which on this account he called goose-cove;
this was a convenient place, for they were
liot likely to be disturbed by the inhabitants,
there was plenty of food for them, and they
were likely liere to breed and spread the
We had now
country with their species.
.several days fair weather, which gave us a
fine opportunity of making necessary
l>arations for departure.

means dangerous and there ar«
numerous anchoring places^ which are at
once ^afe and commodious
at Cascade

are by no

;

;

Cave, so called on account of the magnificent cascade near it, is room for a fleet of
ships, and a very good passage
and out.
The country is very mountainous, and the
prospect is rude and craggy. The land bordering on the sea-coast, and all its iancis,
are covered with wood. There are trees of
various kinds which are common in other
countries, the timber of which is remarka-

m

bly fine. Here are likewise a great number
of aromatic plants^ and tiie woods are so
over-run with suple jacks, that it is dilficult
to make way through them.
Ti>e soil is
undoubtedly composed of decayed vegetables, w hich make a deep black mould
it
;

very loose, and sinks at every step. This,
may be the reason why there arc so manp
On Tuesday the 27th, we found an arm large trees blown down as we meet with ij*^
of the sea ujore convenient than tljat by the woods. Except flax and hemp, there is
which we entered the bay we shot several very little herbage. The bay abounds witli^
ducks, and were much pleased with the fish, which we caught in great numbers.
day's expedition. All we now waited for Seals are the only amphibious animals to l)e
was wind to carry us out of harbour by the found here, but there are great iuiinl)t'rs of
new passage we had discovered. The tents them. .Various kinds ol" ducks are to he
and all other articles were got on board. found, as Well as all other wild tbwl. Here
The rubbish we had made on shore, which is likewise a bird which we called the watconsisted chietly of pieces of wood, &c. we tle bird, because it has two wattles under
Its
set on tire, in order to dry the ground, which its beak like those of a dunghill cock.
being done, Capt. Cook sowed the spot bill is short and thick, its feathers are dark,:
with various sorts of garden seeds. This and is about the size of an English blackI'his we called the poy-bi!<l. on acivas the best place we coidd find to place bird.
fhem in. We made several efforts to sail, count of two little tufts of curled hair which
but the wind proving contrary we made but ha!»g under its throat, called its p!»ies, which
The
little way, and were obliged to anchor on is the Oiaheitan word for ear-rings.
riie first of May on the north side of Long feathers of this bird are of a fine mazarine
Here we found two huts with fire blue, except those of his neck, which are of
Island.
The sweetness of its note is
places, which api)eared to be lately inhabit- a silver grey.
beauty
of its plumage its flesh
on
board
equal
to
the
detained
Capt. Cook was
ed.
luxurious
explore
is
likewise
food, though it is a
an
party
to
sen-t
a
by a cold, and
to
great
pity
kill
them.
turns
to
the
east.
in
which
arm of the sea,
The small black sand flies are here very
This party found a good anchoring place,
numerous
and troublesome
they cause a
and
fresh
wafowl,
fish
wild
of
with plenty
intolerable
itching
swelling
and
shooting
parties
wherever.
several
made
ter.
this bay
Another
evil
attending
us
to
sail.
bite.
permit
they
not
would
wind
the
Fhen
Before we leave Dusky Bay, we think it ne- is the almost continual rains that fall, but
cessary to give our readers some description happily our people felt no ill efli?cts from
them. The place must certainly be health©fit.
,
,
There are two entrances to this Bay, which ful, as those of our crew, who were in any
pre-

is

;

.

;

;
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The oldest mariners on hw.ard
had never been so near water-sponts before,
The inhabitants of Dnsky Bay are^ tlic they were therefore very much alarmed.
same witli those in other pjits of New Zea- Had we been drawn into the vorlex, it was
they speak tlie same Kniiiiiage and generally believed that our masts and yards
land
ndopt the same customs. It is not easy to must have gone to wreck. From the first
divine what could induce these few famihes appearance, to the last dissolution was three
to .separate themselves from the society of (piarters of an hour.
On May the 18th, at five o'clock in the
It seems
tlie rest of then- fellow-creatnres.
all
mojuing,
scattered
we opened Queen Carlotte's Sound
people
are
there
that
probable
over this southern Island, by our meeting and saw three flashes arising from a strong
We imagined them to
'i'hey appear hold of the natives.
this piaffe,
w ith inhabitants
to lead a wanderincr life, and don't seem to be signals of the Europeans, and probably
of our old friends in the Adventure; when
be in perfect amity v.ith each other.
we fired some guns, we were answered, and
May,
aarain
11th
of
we
the
On Tuesday
in a short time saw the Adventure at anchor.
ob«;tructions.
more
wilh
but
met
sail,
made
We observed on a sudtlcn a whitish spot on VV^e were saluted l)y Capt Furneaux with
the sea, out of which a column arose which 13 guns, which we very cheerfully returned ;
looked like a glass tube. It appeared that none can describe the joy we felt at this
another of the same sort came down from most happy meeting.
the clouds to meet this, and they nuide a
coalition and formed what is called a water- As it must be pleasim^- to our Subscribe?'^
ami Readers, whose ii-eneroits eneouragespout; several others, were formed in the
ment ire bare e.rperienced, and it bem^
A'< ue were not
same manner soon after.
our intention, in return, to render this
.very well acquainted with the nature and
work as eoniplete, in ererif respect as
causes of these spo>it.s, we were very curious
possible, we shall here present them with
Their base was a broad
in examining" them.
a eoniplete Narratire of Capt. Furspot, which looked briu»ht and yellowish
nearj-'s proeeedinirs, and of the rariovs
i\hen ti»e suii slione upon it; this ai)f)eared
incidents that happened, dhriufz- the se^
when the sea was ^'io!ent!y auitated, and
par at ion of the two ships, to their Join^
vapours rose in a spiral form. The columns
iuQ- again in Queen Charlotte\s Sound
were like a cylinder, and moved forward on
with
an account of Van JJiemen's Land.
frequently
the
sea,
and
appearsurface
of
4he
ed crossing each other, they at last broke
one after another, this was owing to the
Adventure, on Sunday the 4th, of
clouds not followinsr them with equal rapiFebruary, after having lost sight oi
more and more the Resolution, in a very thick fog, had no
'J'he sea appeared
dity.
covered with short broken waves as the other means of again meeting with her, but
clouds came nearer to us the wind veered by cruizing in the place were they parted
about, and did not tix in any one point. company, or by repairing to Charlotte Bay,
Within 200 fathoms of us, we saw a spot in the first appointed place of rendezvous, in
the water case such a misfortune shonld happen.
the sea, in violent agitation
ascended in a spiral form towards the clouds
Soon after their separation, the people of
the clouds looked black and louring, and the Adventure heard a gun, the report of
some hail stones fell on board. A cloud which they judged to be on the larboard
gradually tapered into a long slender tube beam upon which they hauled up S. E.
directly over the agitated spot, and seemed and fired a four pounder every half hour;
descending to meet the rising spiral, and but receiving no return, nor sight of their
soon united with it. The last water-spout companion, they kept the course they had
broke like others, no explosion was heard, steered before the fo^ came on.
In the
but a flash of lightning attended this dis- evening it began to blow hard. The storm

tle!;Tce

indisposed

when we came

in

reco- junction.

\ere(l speedily.

;

ii^.

THE

;

;

;

;
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was attended with a prodigious

fall of rain,
every drop of the size of a common pea
and the sea broke over the ship's bows to
the heigbt of the yard arms ; yet, at intervals, the weather was nwre clear
but at
tliese favourable opportunities, they could
not see their wished for object, the Resolu;

men's Land, in order to take in
repair our shattered rigging.
supposed to join New Holland,
vered by Tasman A^ D. 1642,

water, and^
This land,

was discoand in thelatitude 44 deg. S.

charts is laid down in
and longitude 140 deg. E. On the 9th, being Tuesday, about nine o'clock A. JVI. we
tion, wiiich gave them many moments re- fell in with the S. W. part of this coast bearplete with inexpressible uneasin-^ss.
They ing N. N. E. 8 or 9 leagues distant, and 140
then stood to the westward, to cruise in the deg, 10 min. E. longitude from Greenwich;
latitude where they last saw her, according It appeared moderately high and unevent
to agreenvent, in case of separation
but the near the sea, but the hills farther back formstorm returned with renewed fury, and the ed a double land and much higher.
weatlier being again exceeding hazy, they saw a point which bore N. four leagues oft
were compelled to bring to, whicii untoward from us, much like the Ram-head off Plycircumstance prevented them from reaching mouth. This we concluded to be the same
the intended place; however, they cruized that Tasman called the South Cape. About
as near the same as they could for three four leagues E. S. E- half E. from hence are*
days, when, after having kept beating about three Islands, and several rocks, resembling
the seas, in the most terrible weather that the Mewstone, (one of which we so named)
auy ship could possibly endure, and giving and they are not laid down by Tasman in
all hopes over of joining their lost compa- his drauufhts.
At the South East Cape, in
nion, they bore away for winter-quarters, latitude 43 deg. 36 min. S. and 147. deg. E.
and, hav- longitude, the country is hilly and full of
1400 leagues distant from them
ing to traverse a sea entirely unknown, they trees, the shore rocky, and landing difficult,
took every precaution for their safety, and cau.sed by the wind blowing continuallyreduced the allowance of watei* to one quart from the westward, which occasions such a
a day for each seaman. On the 8tli, they surf, that the sand cannot lie on tlie shore.
kept between the latitude 52 and 53^ degrees On Wednesday the 10th, A. M. the .secondS. and reached to 96 deg. E. longitude. lieutenant was dispatched in the great cutThey had here hard gales from tlie W. at- ter, the ship being about four miles fiomtended with snow, sleet, and a long hollow the land, to find if there was any harbour or
With much ditficully they landsea from the S. W, On the 26th, a meteor good bay.
called to the northward, the Aurora Borea- ed, saw several places where the Indians
had been, and one they had lately left.
lis, or northern lights, appeared with uncomwas a path in the woods, which proThere
directing
W.
brightness
in
the
N.
mon
N.
bably
to their habitations, but our peoleads
more
W.
what
is
reAnd
course
to
its
S.
markable, after our separation from the ple had not time to pursue \u The .soil
Resolution to our making land, we saw but appears to be very rich, and the lee country
one of the ice-Island, though in the most well clothed with wood, especially on tUer
part of our long run, we were 2 or 3 degrees side of the hills. Plenty of water fell from
southward of the latitude in which we first the rock, in beautiful cascades, for two or
met with them but we saw numberless sea three hundred feet pen>endieular into the
Not perceiving the least sign of any
birds, and i)or|)oises, curiously spotted with sea.
white and black, frequently darted swiftly place to anchor in, we hoisted in the boat,
;

;

We

;

;

by our

aiKl

ship.

On Monday the 1st of March, having
made no discovery of land, though we had

made

sail for

Frederfck Henry Ray.

At three o'clock P. M. we were abreast of
the westermost point of a very deep bay
Several
called by Tasman, Stormy Bay.
Islands from the W. to the E. point of thim

from latitude 48 to 45 degrees S.
«nd from longitude 86 to 146 degrees, it
was determined. to t)€ar away for Van Die- bay and some black
traver«5ed

6

roclis,

we nam* d

ll;^
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of a fine the whole of a circular fonn, which is covered with fern or bark in the middle of which
is the fire-pliM>e, surrounded with heaps ot
muscle, pear scallop, and cray-fisli .shells.
In one of their huts we tbund the stone tliey

At seven, being: abreast
Frinrs.
i)ay, with little wind, we oaine to,

and by a
good observation found onr latitude to be
4-'} dei?. 20 min.
S. and onr longitude 147
deg. ;J 1. min. E. On Thursday the 11th, at
day break, we found a most commodious
harbour, and at seven in the evening?, we

anchored in seven fathoms water, about one
mile from the shore on each side. Maria's Isbuid is about 5 or 6 leai?iie« otf. Here we
lay five days, and found tiie country exceedpleasant. The soil, thouuli thin, is rich
and the sides of the hills are covered with
larfje trees, that grow to a irreat height before
they branch otf They ditier from any we
bad hitherto seen. All of them are of the
evergreen kind, and the wood being very
Of these we found
brittle, i.s easily s;>lit.
only two sorts. The leaves of one are long
and narrow, and the seed, shaped like a button, has a very agreeable smell. The leaves
of the other resemble those of the bay, and
From
seed that of the white thorn.
its
lhe.se trees, when cut down, issued, what
They are
surgeons call, gum-lac.
the
scorched near the ground, by the natives
setting fire to the underwood in the most
unfrequented places. Of the land birds, are
some like a raven, others of the crow kind,
pnroquets, and several sorts of sinall birds.
One of onr gentlemen shot a large white
fowl of the eagle kind, about the size of a
The sea fowl are ducks, teal, and the
kite.
sheldrake. Of beasts we saw only an opossum, but observed the dnng of others which
>ve pronounced to be of the deer kind.
The
fish we caught in the bay were mostly
sharks, dog fish, and another sort called by
tlie seamen nurses, full of white spots, and
iuir

;

some small ones not mi like sprats. In the
Itagoons are trout, and other sorts of fish, a
few of which we caught with hooks. During our stay here, we did not see any of the
natives, but perceived the smoke of their
fires,

It

is

T2^

eight or ten miles to the northward.
evident that they come into this bay

from their wigwams or huts, which are
formed of boughs, either broken, or .split,
and tied together with grass the largest
ends are stuck in the ground, and the smaller
are brought to a point at the top
making
:

;

7

strike fire with,

and some timler made

of

the bark of a tr^e. In otiiers of their wigwams were one of their spears, .*;harp at one
end, with some bags and nets made of grass,
which contained, we imagine, their provi>
sions and other necessaries.
brought
most of those things away, leaving in their
room medals, gun-dints, a few nails, and an
old iron hooped empty barrel. The hut»
ofthe.se people .seemed to be built only for
a day, the workman.ship being so slender,
that they will hardly keep out a shower ol
rain.
I'he inhabitants lie on the ground.
on dried gras.s, round their fires.
They
wander about in small parties, from one
place to anotiier in search of food, the chief
end of their existence; and, from what we
could judge, they are altogether an ignorant
wretched race of mortals, though natives ot'
a country capable of producing every necessary of life, and a climate the finest in the
world. Having got on board our wood and
water, we sailed out of Adventure Bay, intending to coast it. with a view of discovering whether Van Diemen's Land is part of

We

New HollandOn Tuesday the

16th,

we

passed Maria's

and on the 17th, Schouten's, when
we hauled in for the main land, and stood
off two or three leagues along shore. Here
the country appeared well inhabited, and
the land level but we discovered not any
signs of a harbour or bay, wherein a ship
might anchor with safety. The land in lat.
40 deg, 50 min. S. trends to the westward,
and from this latitude to that of 39 deg. 60
min. is nothing but Islands and shoals;
the land appearing high, rocky, and barren.
We now stood to the northward, and again
made land in 30 deg. but .soon after disconIslands,

;

tinued this course, to fall
being very dangerous.

in

with the shore,

From Adventure

Bay to where we stood away for New Zealand, the coast lies in the direction S. half

W. and N. half £. and Capt. Furneaux was
of opinion, that there are no straits between
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New

Holland and Van Diemen's Land, but
a very deep bay. The wind blowing' a
strong gale at S. S. E. and seeming likely
to shift round to the eastward, be thought it
m(»st prudent to leave the coast, and make

*

the best of his way for New Zealand,
On the 24th, having left Van Diemen's
Land, a very severe squall reduced us to
shipped many waves,
reefed courses.
one of which stove the large cutter, and with
much difficulty we prevented the small one
from being washed over board. After this
heavy gale, which continued twelve hours,
we had more temperate weather, accompanied with calms. At length we made the
coast of New Zealand in 40 deg. 30 min. S.
latitude, having run 24 deg. of longitude
from Adventure Bay, in a passage of fifteen
days. When we first came in sight of land,
it appeared high, forming a confused group
steered along
of hills and mountains.
shore to the northward, but our course was
much retarded by the swell from the N. E.
On Saturday, AjjHI the 3rd, at six o'clock,
A. M. we descried land, which upon a nearer
approach we knew to be that which lies beKveen Rock Point and Cape Farewell, so
named by Capt. (Jook, when on his return
from his laSt voyage. Cape Parewell, the
south point of tlie entrance of the west side
of tlie straits, bore E. I)y N. halfN three or
four leagues distant. Sunday, the 4th, we
continued our course,^ and stood to |tlie east-,

We

We

wan!

for

Charlotte's Sound.

On Monday

the 5th, we worked up to windward under
Point Jackson. From Stephen's Island to
this point, the course is nearly S. E. distance
fired several guns while
eleven leagues.
standing off and on, but saw not any inhabiAt half past two P. iVI. we anchored
tants.

We

fathoms water, muddy ground i
Point iackson being S. E. half E. three

in thirty-nine

eight we weighed and made
Tuesday, the 6th, at eight o'clock A.
sail.
M. had the Sound open, and worked up
under the western shore. At ten came to,
close to some white rocks, in thirty-eight fafhorns, and on the 7th, anchored in Ship
Cove, in fen f ithoms water, and moored the
In the night
best bower to the N. N. E.
beard the howlina: of dogs, and people hal-

leagues.

At

8

looing on the east shore. Capt. Fnrneaux
now ordered the large cutter to be manned,
and sent her, with a proper guard, to examine, whether there were any signs of the
Resolution having arrived at that harbour.
The boat returned without the least discovery, but that of the post, erected by the
Endeavour's people, on the top of a hill,
with her name and time of her departure in
1770. Upon this, we instantly prepared to
send the tents a.'-hore, for the accommodation of those who were afflicted with the
scui'vy
while sucli who enjoyed health were
very alert in catching fish, which proved of
great service in recovering our sick, to whom
fresh provisions were both food and physic.
On Friday, the 9th, three, canoes came
along side the Adventure, having fifteen Indians of both sexes, all armed with battle
axes, and with other offensive weapons made
of hard wood, in the form of our ofKcer.s
spontoons, about four feet in length
but
they had neither bows nor arrows. A kind
of mat was wrapt round their shoulders,
and tied about their waists witli a girdle
made of grass. lioth men and women exhi,
bited a most savage appearance, and were
very unwilling to venture on board. The
;

;

Captain made them presents, and by signs
invited them to trade. They accepted th«
presents, and some of them assumed con-,
rage enough to trust themselves on deck.

One

of our gentlemen, seeing" something
wrapt up, had the curiosity to examine

what

it

found

it

was, when to his great surprise, he
to be the head of a man, which, by
its bleeding, seemed to be fresh cut off.
As
Capt. Cook had expressed his abhorrence
of such ntmatural acts, the Indians were
very apprehensive of its being forced from
them, and the man, to whom it belonged,
trembled for fear of being punished. They
therefore, with surprising dexterity, in order
to conceal the head, shifted it from one to
another, till it was conveyed o«t of sight;
endeavouring, at the sfMne time, to convince
us by signs, that no such thing was in their
possession.
They then left the ship, and
went on shore, not with out some visible signs
of displeasure.
In this visit they often mentiunea the name of Tupia, and upon being
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informed he died at Batavia, some of them which circunistiuicvi we Ihitdv it probable,
mucli concern inquired whether we that there are volcanos in New Zealand, a*
killed him, or if he died a natural death. the.se pha^nomena generally go together.
15y these questions, we conrluded these In- On the 12th, the weather continuing fair,
dians were some oftht same tril)e who had and the Indians friendly, the Captain and
They officers Mere preparing to go ashore, w'heu
visited tlie Endeavour's company.
returned in the afternoon, with fish ami fern about nine, A. M. no less than ten canoes
We countroots, which they bartertd for naiU, to tlitiu came padling down the Somjd.
but the man ami ed one hundred and twenty natives alt armed.
the most valuable articles
woman who had the head were not aniony- When along sitle of the .ship, they expressed
them. Havinu: a catalo^^ue of words in iheir a desire to be admitted on board but (apt.
laniruas?e, we called several thinys by name, Furneaux, not liking their looks and gesat which they seemed much surprised, and tures, gave orders, that a few only should
These behaved so
ottered a (piantity of tish for the c-ataloiiue. be admitted at a time.
On Saturday the lOth, about eicht in the disorderly that the sailors were obliged to
morning, five double canoes eame along- tinn them out, and it now appeared plainly
side the Adventure, with about fifty Indians, that the intentions of our visitors were to
\V'e make themselves masters of the ship
howat the head of w hom was their cliief
purchased of them, for nails, and bottles, ever finding the crew to be upon their guard,
their implements of war, stone hatchet«;, they became more civil, but not before u
cloth, &c. upon which they set a high price. great gun was discharged over their heads,
Several of their head men came on board, which alone intimidated them. IJeing thus
reduced to order, the people on board pronor would they quit the .ship by fair means
duced several articles, such as beads, small
musket
with
a^
a
presentini^
but upon
bayonet fixed, they quickly took leave of clasp knives, scissars, cloth, paper, and other
and trifles, which they bartered for battle axes.
us. seeminsrly in great good humour
afterwards they visited us daily, brinsring s[)ears, weapons of various sorts, fish-hooks,
with them fish in abundance, which they and other curiosities, the manufacture of the
exchanged for nails, beads and other trifles. country. Being visibly disappointed in the
They behaved quite peaceably, and, having execution of their grand design, they took
disposed of their cargoes, departed at all to their canoes, all gabbling together in a
We now language, a word of which no one on board
times, seemingly, well pleased.
placed a guard on a little Island, which, at could understand but previous to their delow water, is joined to Mortuary, o«lled the parture, the Captain and officers made preHippah, at which place was an old fortified sents to tho.se among them who appeared io
town, that had been abandoned by the na- be their chiefs, which they accepted with
We took possession of their houses, great apparent satisfaction.
tives.
Three months were now elapsed since the
and by sinking a fort within side, made
them very comfortable. Here our astrono- Adventure lost sight of the Resolution but
mer erected his observatory at the same on tlie 17th, she was seen at Jackson Point.
time we struck our tents on 3Iortuara and We immediately sent o.ut boats to her assisthaving run farther into the cove with tiie ance, it being calm,, to tow her into the
In the evening she anchored about
ship, we moored her for the winter, on the Sound.
west shore, and gave her a winter coat to a mile without us. and next morning weighpreserve her hull then after sending ashore ed and warped witinn us. The pleasure the
fhe spars and lumber of the decks to be shi|)'s conjpanies ielt at meeting can only be
caulked, we pitched our tents near the river, conceived by tho.se who have been in like
circumstances, each were as eager to relate,
at the watering-place.
On Tuesday, the 11th, of May, several of as the others were to hear. Having thus
our crew, who wereatworkon shore, very sen- related the progre.ss of the Adventure, we
sibly felt the shock of an earthquake, from now come to record the transactions of batU
Gg
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;
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ships after

It were little
their Junction.
repetition of the Adventure's

more than a

distresses to recapitulate the effects of the

boisterous weather that were felt by the
crew of the Resolution ; being sometimes
surrounded with Islands of ice, out of which
they could only extricate themselves by the
utmost exertion of their skill in seamanship,
sometimes involved in sheets of sleet and
snow, and in mists so dark, that a man on
the forecastle could not be seen from the
quarter deck; sometimes the sea rolliuc:
mountains high, while the running- tackle,
made brittle by the severity of the frost, was
frequently snapping, and .sometimes rentler4midst the hardships of
ed iuinioveable.
such a traverse, there is i'.ati'ing fnore astonisiiing, than that the creu sijould continue
iu perfect health, scarce a man being so ill
Nothing can
as to be incapable of duty.
redound more to the honour of ('apt. Oook,
than his paying particular attention to the
(reservation of health among his company.
Siy observing the strictest discripline from
the highest to the lowest, h\^ commands
were duly observed, and puncttjally executWhen the servirc was hard, he tempered.
severity thereof by frequently relievthe
ed
employed iu the pertormance, and
those
ing

POLE,

he had traversed, he directed his course
toCharlotte's Sound, the place a|>pointed tor
both ships to rendezvous in case of separation, and appeared off the same, (as has been
already related) on Tuesday, the 18th of
May, 1773, and here we discovered our consort the Adventure, by the signals she made
to U5, an event every one in both ships feit
with inexpressible satisfaction.

ter

The next morning after our arrival, bein^y
Wednes<lay, the 19th, Capt. .Cook went oa
in the boat, at day-break, to gather scurvy

grafs. celery, and other vegetables.
At
breakfast time he returned with a boat load,
enough for the news of both ships and
knowing their salutary eiiicacy in removing
scorbutic complaints, he ordered that they
vhonid be boiled with wheat and portable
broth, every morning for breakfast, and with
pea.se and broth for dinner, and thus dressed
they are extremely bene<icial. It was now
the Captain's intention to visit Van Diemen'a
land, in order to determine whether it made
a part of New Holland
but as Capt, Furneaux had cleared up this ])oint, it was re*
.«;olved to continue our researches to the east
between the latitude.s of 41 deg. and 46 deg~
In consequence of this determination Capt,
Cook orderetl out his men to assist the crew
having all hands at command, he was never of the A<lventure in preparing her for sea.
under the neccst^ity of contintiing the labour He was induced more especially to this, beof any set of men beyond what their strength can.se he knew refreshments were to be prO'and their spirits couhl bear. Another ne- cured at the Society Isles. On the 20th, we
cessary precaution was. that in fine or settle- visited the fortitications of the natives where
ed weather, the Captain never sufi'ercd any the ob.servatory was fixed. It is only accesof his mei» to be idle but ci^istantly employed sible in one place, and there by u narrow,
the armo«ners, the carpenters, ilie professed difficult path, being situated on a steep rock.
navigators, foremastmen, &<•. in doing s<mie- The huts of the ;»atives .stood promiscuously
thing each in his'ovvn way, wliich, though within an inclosureof f)alli.sadoe.s they coil,
not immediately wante«l, he knew there sisted only of a roof, and had no \vall.s.
miglit be a call for before tin* voyage was Perhaps these are <»nly occasional abodes,
Having by this means left iio when the Indians find themselves in any
i'ompleted.
Capt. rmneanx had planted be.spare time for gaming, qnarn lling, or riot- danger.
ing, he kept them in action, and punished fore our arrival, a great quantity of garden
drmvkenness with the utmost severity; and seeds, which grew very well, and prodnoed
thus by persevering in a .steady line <vt" con- plenty of salad and Euro})ean greens,. This
lie was enabled to keep the sea till day Capt. Co 'k sent on shore, to the waterd!iet
ing place, nejr the Adventure's tent, the
reduced to a very scanty portion of water
of
tinding
new
only ewe and ram ren»aining of those wrany
despaired
he
when
and
satisfied
himself
of
the
brought tVom the Cape of Good Hope. On
fully
had
and
bind,
won-exi.'^tence of any conticent in the tpiar- the 21.St, we ue;:l over to Long Island,
;

;

;

;
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AND KOIND THK WOULD.
con.sists of one ]oiy^ ritlge, the top
nearly level, and the sides steep. Here we
found various kinds of stone, and sowed different kinds of garden seeds upon some spots
On
wliicli \^e eleare<l for that purpose.
Satuniay, the -i'ind, we found the ewe and
ram dead, whose death wesupi)o«<ed to liave
been oc(^sioned by some poisonous plants.
Ai)out noon we were visited by two small
eanoes in which were five uun. They dined
with us, and it was not a litth'lhey devonreil.
In the eveninp: they wer^^ dismissed with
They i*esembled the people of
iiresents.
>tisky Bay, but were ninrh more familiar,
and did not appear concerned at seeing- us,

which

23'r

rua.
The last was a boy ab«»ut twelve years
of age, very lively and intelligent, lie dined
with us, eat voraciously, and was very fund
of the crust of a pie made of wild ibwi. lie
did not much relisli Madeira \\'\ue which the
Captain gave him, but was very fond of
.some sweet Cape wine, which elevated his
spirits and his tongue was perpetually going.

He

much wanted the cajdaiu's boat
and seemed niucii hurl at a refusal.
An empty bottle and a table-ciotii being
also denied him, he grew exceeding angry,
and at length was so sullen, that he would
very

cloak,

not sj)eak a word. On Saturday the 2i)lh,
instant, a great number of natives surroundwhich was prol)ably owiHis^ to their having- ed us with canoes, who brought 5^oods to exbefore visited the crew of the A<lventure. (.'hHiige. for which they got good reti-j'ns,
Some of our :Mew made use of their canoes owing to the eagerness with which our saito set themselves ashore, on which they com- lors outbid each other, all of them being
and, upon their ca- desirous of having- some of the pro<luctions
plainetl to the Captain
these Indians we
noes being restored, ihey seemed highly de- (jfthis cfiuntry.
;

Among

saw many

li:,'hted.

On Monday

the *24th, early in the mornins, Mr. CTilbert. the master, was disjwtched
to sound about the rock we had discovered
in the entrance of the sound; at the .same
time Cm;)!. Cof»k, accompanied by Cnpt.
Furiieaux and Mr. Forster, set off' in a boat
They
t«> the W( st bay on a shootinar party.
met a hti"2^ c-auoe, in which were fourteen
or fifteen people and the tirsl question they
asked was concerning- the welfare of Tupia.
Reinj*- told he was dead, they expressed
fjonie concern.
The same inquiry, as has
been observed, was made of Capt. Furneaux
;

when he

first

aboard

the eveninu:,

and on our gettingwe were informed,
that some Ir»di£tns, in a canoe, who were
j-trancers to our i>e<.ple, had also inquired
Mr. Gilbert bavins: sounded all
fr^r Tupia.
rock,
which he found to be very
round the
srnall and steep, returned late in the evening-.
This day the Resolution received another
visit from a family who came with no other
intent tlian partakina- of our food, and to get
some of our iron work. We wanted to know
their names, but it was a long- time before
we could make them «nHer«;tand us. At
last we found that the oldest was called
T()^^abang;). and the others Kotuaha-a,
Koij'hoaa. Khoaa, Kollakh, and Taupuape3
in

arrived,

women whose

lips were of a
blackish hue, and their cheeks were painted
with a lively red. They had large knees,
and slender l)andy legs, owing to want of

and sitting in their canoes cross
These ladies were very agreeable
to our crews, who had no opportunity of
indulging an intercourse with other women
since <mr departure from England and they
soon found o'.it, that chastity was not a drstinguishing part of their character. Their
consent was easily purcha.sed a spike nail,
or an old shirt, was a sufficient bribe: the
lady was then left to make her man happy,
and to exact from him another present for
herself
We must observe to the credit of
some of these women, and to the discredit of
their men, that several of the former submitted to this prostitution with much seeming
reluctance
and tl»ey were sometimes terrified into a compliance by the authority and
even menaces of the men. 'J'he New Zealanders encouraged by the gain of this disgraceful commerce, went through both the
ships, oti'ering their daughters and sisters to
the promiscuous embraces of every one for
iron tools, &c. but the married women were
not obliged to carry on this infamous kind
of traffic.
Indeed it .seems to be an e.stablislied custom in New Zealand for a giri i«..
exercise,

k*gged.

;

:

;

^
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favour on a humber of men, without the least infringenient on her character
but after marriage^ the strictest conjugal
Sketctjes of
fidelity is expected from hei-.
the most cliaracteristic of their faces were
taken by our draughtsmen. Several of the
old men in particular, had very expressive
roiintenances and some of the young ones
looked very savage owing to their bushy
Their dress
hair hanging over their faces.
is like what is exactly described in our copjier-platcs for this work.
In the evening
they Jill went on shore, and erected tempoHere they
rary huts ojjposite to the ships.
made fires, and pre[)ared their suppers,
which consisted of fresh ti^li, which they
<Mnght witli great dexterity. One of these
Indians, Capt. Cook took over to Mortuara,

])esto\v lier

;

;

party were on shore, a young woman on
board, stole one of our seamen's jackets, and
gaveitto a young man of herown tribe j upon
tlie sailor's taking it from the Indian, he received several blows on the face by the
young fellow's fist. At first the .sailor took
this as in joke, but upon perceiving the assailant to be in earnest, he gave him a hearty
English drubbing, and made him cry out for
quarters. At tiiis time Capt. Cook continued his employment of sowing, in difiereut
spots cleared for the purpose, all sorts of
vegetables that he thought would grow iu
this country, such as potatoes, beans, peas,
corn, &c.
On Tuesday the 1st of June we were visited by several natives whom we had not seei*

befoie, and who brought v\ith them sundry
and shewed him some potatoes, in a thriving new articles of commerce, among these were
condition, which were planted by Mr. Fan- ilogs, some of w hich we purchased. Of the.se
nen, master of (he Adventure.
Tiie uian ])eo|)le we saw a few oddly marked in their
was .so well |»lea>^ed with tliem, that of his t'aces, by spiral lines deeply cut in them.
own accord, he began to hoe u[) the earth Such kind of marks were very regular in the
round the plants. He was then conducted face of a mitldle-aged man, named i'ringho
to other plantations of tiirni|>.s, carrots, and Waya, who appeared to be a person of note,
parsnips, of which it was easy to give them and to have authority over his brethren.
an idea, by comparing them with such roots I'his company seemed to understand peras they were well acquainted with.
We fectly well how to traffic, and did not like we
must further remark of these people, that should make hard bargains. Some of them
not any of our methods of fishing are equal entertained us with a dance on the quarter
deck, previous to which they parted with
to theirs.
On the 30th, instant, we went over to their upper garments, and stood in a row.
Long Island, to collect some hay which the They sung a song, and its chorus all together,
crews had made, and to bring .^ome vegeta^ making during the performance many franIn this trij) welound several tic gestures. Music accompanied this song
bles on boanl.
new plants, and shot s(une small birds, and dance, but it was not very harmonious.
On Wednesday the 2nd, we set a.shore on
which we had not .seen before. In the afternoon, leave was given to some of oui' sailors the east-side of the sound a male and a feThe latter, which was more
to go on shore, where they again purchased male goat.
the embraces of the women. These fellows than a year old, had two fine kids, that
must have been very keen indee<l, or they were killed by the cold some time before
would have been disgusted w ith the unclean- we arrived in Dusky Bay. Capt. Furneaux
liness of their doxies, all of whom had a likewise put on shore, in Cannibal Cove, a
disagreeable smell, which might be scented boar and .two breeding sow.s, which were
at a considerable distance and their clothes left to range in the. woods at pleasure.
as well as hair swarmed with vermin to a Should they remain unmolested by the navery great degree which tliey occasionally tives till they become wild, they will then
cracked between their tretli. It is surpris- be in no dane^er, and in time this country
ing how men. who h;nl rii'cived a civilized may be stocked with these useful animals.
education, could gratify the animal appetite In an excursion made this day by, some of
While this our people to the east, they met with the
uitli suoli Juathsome creatures.
;

;

AND HOUND THK
largest seal tliry

had ever

swiiiimins;-

on

seen,

wilLoiit

'i'lu

surfiice

tlie

rovered
water, and UDt near enougli to
it

fire at

y (lisof the
it,

hut

and alter i)ursuini»" it near an
uere obliged to ••ive over the

etlt'cl

;

lionr, tiiey
IJy tlie size of tins
eliase.

animal,

it

|)rol)a-

U wHL!)

fore his iatiiei-

.'>2.9

in

liic

cabin,

iinlil

brouglil

Mr.

I'orsttr; wlien in.' told a veiy lanienlable story agains.t (ioun-y, the great
dog (for so they calleil all the quadrupeds we
in l)y

hail

aboard) nor would he be reconciled

till

his shirt was washed and dried.
From this
tiiHing stoiy may be seen how liable we are
to mistake these peo|)le's meaning, and to

hly was a sou-lioness; ('apt. Cook was ol"
opinion li<nn l)avin«»' seen a sea-lion
when he entered this sonnd, in his t'onner ascribe to them iMistoms they are utter stranThis day a large double canoe
voyage ami he thought these creatnres had uers to.
their abode in some ollhe roeUs, that lie ojj' approached, well manned: it came within
Admiralty IJay. and in the strait. On tin? musket shot, and contained about thirty
3rd, some boats wer^ sent to L(»n'4 Isjanil, men. Our fiiends on board told us they
Among these
to brintr away the remainder of the hay, and were enemies very earnestly.
our carpenter went over to the east-side of new visitors, one stood at the head of the
liie somul, tt) cut down some spars, w}ii(;h canoe, and another at the stern, while the
were much wanted. On their return, one of rest kept their seats. One of them held a
the boats was chased by a large double ca- green bouuh, the New Zealand flag in his
Prudence hand, and spoke a few words. The other
noe, containing about fifty men.
dictated to etiect an escape by sailing, for made a long harangue, in solemn and well
though the Indians might have no hostile articulated scmnds. Being invited aboard,
intentions, yet this was a necessary caution. he at last ventured, and was followed .soon
Friday the 4th, of June, being his Ma- bv the rest, who eagerly traded with us.
jesty's birth-day, we hoisted our colours, and 'i hey directly .saluted the natives on board,
prepared to celebrate the day with the usual by an application of their no.ses, and paid
Early in the morning our friends the same compliment to the gientlemen on
festivities.
brought us a large supply of fish. One of the quarter-deck.
The chief's name was
them promised to accompany us in our voy- Teiratu. They all in(|uired for Tupia, and
age, but afterwards altered his mind, as did were much concerned at hearing of his
These people were taller than any
also some others who had made a like pro- death.
mise to the people of the Adventure. It we had hitherto .seen in New Zealand, and
was very common for these people to bring their dress and ornaments bespoke them
their children with them, not with the un- superior to the inhabitants of Q,ueen Charnatural intention of selling them, as was lotte's Sound. Their tools were made with
reported, but in expectation that we would great attention, and were elegantly carved
man brought his we obtained a few of these, and akso some
make them presents.
ten
years
of age, and pre- musical instruments from them. They made
about
boy
a
son,
sented him to Capt. Cook, who thought at but a short stay, and, embarking, they all
but we soon went over to Mortuara, where, by the hel()
first he wanted to sell him
found the desire of the father was inclined of our glasses, we discovered four or five caonly towards a white shirt, which was given uqes, and several (>eople on the shore. About
The boy was so highly deliuht- noon Capt. Cook, accompanied by several
to his son.
garment,, that he went all other gentlemen followed them, and were
new
with
his
ed
over the ship, presenting himself before received with every mark of friendship,
every one who came in his way. This free- i'he Captain distributed several presents,
dom, or perhaps the colour of his dress or among which were a great number of brass
the boy's antic gestures, offended old Will, medals inscribed with the kmg's title on one
the ram goat, who by a sudden butt knock- side, and the ship which undertook this voyThe shirt age on the other. Teiratu appeared to ha
^'d him backwards«on the deck.
was dirtied the misfortune seemed irrepa- the chief among these people, by the great
Capt. Cook
rable to the hoy, who feared to appear be- degree of respnct paid him.
this

;

:

A

:

;
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conducted Teiratu to the garden he had
planted, and obtained a promise from him
that he would noi suffer it to be destroyed.
Early in the morning of the 7th of June,
we sailed from this place in company with
t!ie Adventure, but had frequent luudrances
On the '2'2nd of
fiom contrary winds.
July we were in l;it. .32 de<^. 30 niiu. lonj^itiide,

l;33

deii'.

41) niiu.

W.

And now

the

so warm, that we i>ere obliged
did not see a
to i)ut on lighter cloliies
was
rather rewhich
day,
this
.single bird
markable, as not one d;iy had hilht-rto passed since we left the land without seeing seCapt. Cook having heard that the
veral.
crew of the Adventure were sickly, went on
bo,»rd the 2i)th, of July, when he iouiid the
•rook dead, and twenty men ill vvirh the
scurvy and fiux. Only three riien were on
the sick list on hoard the Resolution, which
was certainly owing to tfie Captain's aiisolutely enforcing the eating Cf lery and sciirvy
gia-is Mitli the food, thougti at tirst the view

weatlier

wa^

We

did not like itAll hopes of discovering a continent now
vanished, as we had got to the northward of
Capt. Carteret's tracts, and we only expected
ro see Islands U\\ our return to the south.
Every circumstance considered we were iiH
ducedto believethatthere isno Southern Continent between Ne\y Zealand and America
that this passage did not
jt is very certain
produce any sure signs of one.
On tlie 6th of August, Capt. Furneaux
oaine on board tiu: Resolution to dinner, and
reported, that his people were much better,
that the flux had quite left them, and th;it
the scurvy was at a stand. The scorbnln;
neople had been well supplied with cyd«'r,
vvhich in a gteat measure contributed to this
;

,

In the evening we saw land agairt,
which in all probability was anotlier of
Mons. Bougainville's discoveries. This wa
called Doubtful Island,
On the morning
of the 12th, instant at day-break, we discovered land at about two miles ahead ;>f u^.
so that we were apprized of our danger bit
just in time. This was another small l;u!i
drowned Island. The sea broke against it in
a dreadful surf. This Island is in latitude
17 deg. 5 min. longitude 143 deg-. 16 mm.
W. We called it Furneaux Island. On
the I7th, we saw another of these Islands in
latitude 17 deg. 4 min. longitude 144 deg.
30 min, W. It is with very great propriety
that Mons. Bougainville calls these low
overflowed Islands the Dangerous Archipelago.
We were under the necessity of proments.

ceeding with the utmost caution, especially
in the night, as we were surrounded by them
which the smoothness of the sea sutticientl)!
indicated. On the 14th, we found ourselves
clear of these Islands, and steered our course
for Otaheite.
We saw Osnal-urg Island
(which was discovered by Capt. Wallis) on
the 15th, at five in the morning, and acquainted Capt. Furneaux that it was our
intention to put into Oati-piha Bay, near
the south end of Otaheite, and get what
refreshments we could in that part of th€
Island, before we went to Matavai,
On the 18th, we were within a league
of the reef. On account of the breeze tailing us, we hoisted out our boats to tow th«
ships oft*, but they could not keep us from
being carried too near the re«f. Many inhabitants came on board from different parts,
who brought fruits, &c. to exchange they
most of them knew Capt. Cook again, and
inquired for Mr. Banks and others, but none
of them asked for Tupia, Our situation be;

h^ppy change. Land appeared to liie south
on the eleventh instant at <l!jy l*reak, which came still more dangerous as the calm conwe judged to be one of those !-hiuds disco- tinued. On sending to examine the wes>Ve called it tern point of the reef, in order to get round
vered by Mons. Bougainville.
Resolution Island, it lies in the latitude of that way into the bay, we found that there
17 deg. 24 min. long^itiuie 141 dog. «JD min. was not sufticient depth of water. Both
W. VVe did not stay to examine it, as it did .ships were carried with great impetuosity
not appear large enough to supply our towards the reef and all the horrors of sbif>wants we therefore determined to make wreck now stared us in the face. The breakthe best of our way to Otaheite, where we ers were not two cables length from us, and
were sure of a plentiful sui>ply of refresh- we could find no bottom to anchor. The
;
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AND ROUND THE WORLD
Resolution came at
and skiick at every

thr^'e

futhoinfl

water,

of the sea, but the
our bow withunder
up
broutfht
Adventure
which broke
surf
dreadful
The
striking.
out
under our stern threatened our shipwreck
every moment. At length we found ground
a little without the bason, and got the ship
afloat by cutting away the bower anchor,
and the tide ceased to act in the same direchappily towed oti'the Resolution,
tion.
and all the ba;4ts were ordered to assist the
haopily got once more safe
Adventure.
at sea, after narrowly escaping shipwreck,
number of the natives were on board the
ships while we were in this perilous situation, but were totally insensible of any dangfer, even ^vhile we were striking, and when
'they parted with us they seemed quite unanchored in Oati-piha Ray
concerned.
and were visited by a
shore,
very near the
great number of the natives, who brought
roots, fruit, &c. Presents were made to th.ir
chiefs, of shirts, axes, and other articles, in
return for which they promised hogs, fowls,
&c. but we believe they never intended to
keep their promise, fn the afternoon, Captains Cook and Furneaux landed to sound
the disposition of the natives, and to view
the watering-place. The natives behaved
with great civility, and we had a very convenient supply of water.
recovered the Resolution's bower anbut
chor, which we were obliged to leave
the Adventure lost three in the time of our
extremity, which were never recovered.
were still supplied with fruit and roots, but
not in large quantities. A F»arty of men
V'cre trading on shore, under the protection
could not ^et any hogs
of a guard.
from the natives, though plenty were said
be seen about their habitations, tliey all
i<)
said they lielonged to Waheatow their chief,
jnan w ho prewhom we had not seen.
on
board with sechief
came
to
be
a
tended
veral of his friends, to whom presents were
made, but he was detected in handing seveand as
r«tl things over the quarter gallery;
complaints of the same nature were alledged
against those on the deck, the Captain took
the liberty to turn tliem all out of the ship,
The Captain was so exasperated at tiie confall

We

We

A

We

We

;

We

We

A

.
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duct of the pretended chief, th:tt he fired
two muskets over liis head, which terrified
him so much, that lie quitted his canoe and
took to the water. On sending a boat to
take up the canoe, the peo|>le from the shore
pelted the boat with stones. The captain
went himself in another boat to protect her,
he likewise ordered a cannon loaded with
ball to be hred along the coast, which terrilled them sutliciently, and he brought away
the canoes without any opposition. They
soon became friends again, and the canoes
were returned. Two or three people began
to inquire after Tupia, but they were soon
satisfied w l»en they heard the cause of his
<lenth.
Several people asked for Mr. Banks,
.-md other peoj.je wlio were atOtaheite vyilh
We were informed by
before.
('af)t. Cook
the-^e pe(q)le that there had been a battle
f >ught between the two kingdoms, that
Toutaha, the regent of the greater peninsula,

was slain, and that Otoo reigned in his stead,
In this battle Tubourai, Tamaide, and several of our old friends fell.
A j>eace was

now fully established.
On the 19th, the two commanders made
an excursion along the coast, and were entertained by a chief (whom they met) with
some excellent fish, &c. to whom in return
they made several presents. On the 20th,
one of the natives stole a gun from the
people on shore. Some of the natives pursued him of their own accord, who knocked
him down, and brought back the musket,
We imagine that fear operated more with
them in this business than any other motive.
On the 'ilst, a chief came to visit us, who
brought in a present of fruit, which proved
to be some cocoa-nuts that we had drawn
the water from, and thrown overboard. lie
had so artfully tied them up, that we did
not soon discover the deceit. He did not
betray the least emotion when we told him
of it, and openeil two or three of them himself, as if he knew nolhiitg of the matter;
he then i>retended to be satisfied that it
was really so, and went on sliore, froin
whence he sent some bananoes and plas.tains.
were informed that Waheato.v

We

was ccneinto the neighbonrlfood. and wis!)ed to see Capt. Cook, who accordingly \ye:<f
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in

corDpany uilh Capt. Furneaux and some

given directions to fetch tents for the reception of the sick, &c, Capt. Furneaux, Ma-

geutleineii
they were likewise attended by
some natives. About a mile from the landing- place they m<^t the chief, advancing to
:

ritata

meet them with a numerous train. AVhen
the prince perceived tiie company, he haltt-d.

He knew

Capt.

Cook

very well, as they

had seen each other several times in 1709.
He went at that time by the name of Terace,
and took his father's name at his death.
We found him sittin"- on a stool and as
soon as the usual salutation was over, he
seated Capt. Cook on the same stool with
He
liimself; the rest sat on the ground.
inquired after several who had been on the
former voyage, and seemed sorry when we
told him we must sail the next day, ottering
the Captain that if he would stay he should
have hogs in plenty. Capt. Cook made
him many presents, and staid with him the
whole morning.
This party returned on
board of iship to dinner, and made this chief
;

and

his wife,

and some others, went

with the Captain. They were conducted to
Otoo as soon as they were landed, who sat
on the ground under a shady tree, with a
great number of people around him. Capt,
Cook made him several presents, after the
nsual compliments had passed, being very
well persuaded that it was much to his interest to establish a friendship with this
man.
His attendants also had presents
made to them, they offered cloth in return,
which was refused, being told that what was
given was merely out of friendship. Otoo
inquired for all the gentlemen who had
been there before, as well as for Tupia, and
promised to send soine hogs on board, but
was very backward in saying he would
come on board himself, being, as he said,
much afraid of the great guns. He was
certainly the most timid prince, as all his
actions demonstrated.
He was a persona-

afternoon, made him
visit in the
presents, and he gave us two hogs. ble well made man, six feet high, and about
His father and all- his
dirferent trading places some others thirty years of age.
weve got, so that a meal's fresh pork served subjects were uncovered before him, that is,
their heads and shoulders were made bare.
for the crews of both ships.

another

more
At tlie

tije 24th, we put
were accompanied by several
canoes, who brought cargoes of fruit for sale
neither did they return till they had dis|)osed
T\\v sick people on board the
tiiem.
Aflventure got much relief from these fruits.
We left a lieutenant on shore, in order to
bring some hogs, which they promi.sed to
He returned on the 25th,
send by him.
We
and brought eight pigs with him.
arrived at Matavai Bay in the evening of
the 26th, and onr decks were crouded with

Early in the morning of

to

sea,

and

;

<.'f'

before we could get to anchor,
almost all of them were acquainted with
Capt. Cook. Otoo their king and a great
crowd were got together on the shore. Capt.
Cook was going on shore to pay him a visit,
but was told that he was gone to Oparee in
which seemed very extraordinary
a fright
to the captain, as all others were much
pleased to see him. Maritata, a chief, was
on board, and advised the Captain to deter
natives

;

his visit
iiet

till

next morning.

The Captain

On

the 27th, the king Otoo came to |)ay
a visit, attended by a numerous train
he sent before him two large fish, a hog,
some fruits, and a large quantity of cloth.
After much persuasion he came on board
u.s

by his sisters, a
himself, accompanied
younger brother, &c. with many attendants, who all received presents; and when
they had breakfasted, carried them home to
Oparee.
Upon landing, an old lady, the
mother of Toutaha, met Capt. Cook, seized
him by both hands, and, weeping bitterly,
told him that her son and his friend Toutaha
were dead.
Had not the king taken her
from Capt. Cook, he must have joined her
lamentations. It was with a good deal of
dirticulty that the captain prevailed on the
king to let him see her again, when he made
her some presents. Capt. Furneaux gave
the king a male and female goat, which we
hope will multiply. 4 lieutenant was sent
to Attahouron on the 28th, to purchase hogs.
The king, with his sister and some attend-

out on the 26th, for Oi)aree, after having ants, paid us another

8

;

visit

soon afttr sun
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rise,

atui

broutjht with

some more

fViiit,;md
wejit on hoard
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them a ho";, some on shore, to bring off any of our people who
They likewise might be found there without orders, and

cloth.

the Adventure, and made to discover the occasion of the disturbance.
Capt. Fnrueaux the same presents. Soon The boat soon returned, with a seaman and
others were taken, who beafter they returned, and hront»ht Cant. Fur- three marines
Cotik
made
them
longed
to
A<lvent(Me, and even put
the
Capt.
neaux with them.
brong^ht,
till the morning,
they
under
close
confinement
presents
the
tor
return
a good
punished accordto
greatsister
the
when
they
were
severely
king's
the
out
dressed
and
The kinti' was carried a«,'ain ing to their demerits. 'J'he people would
est advantat^e.
when his Otaheitan maje.sty not confess any thing, and it did not appear
to Oparee,
tijoni^ht proper to de|)art, and was entertain- that any material injury had l)een done.
ed as he went with bag ni pes and the sea- The disturbance might be occasioned by the
men dancing-. Some of his people danced fellows making too free with the women
also in imitation of the seamen, and per- notwithstanding this, the alarn> was so great,
formed their parts tolerably w ell. Tontaha s that the natives fled lioni their habitations
and the inhabitants of the
njother agam f)resentetl herself to Capt. in the night
Cook; but could not look upon hin» with- whole coast were tf nified. Tiie king himout sheddin'^ many tears. The next day self hail fled a great way from the place of
the king promised to visit us again, but said his abotle and when Capt. Cook saw him,
we mn«:t first wait upon him. The lieute- he complained to him of the disturbance.
nant whom we .sent tor hogs returned only Capt. Cook presented the king with three
with a |)romise of having some, if he would Cape .sheep, as it was his last visit. With
this present he was very well pleased, though
go back in a few days.
took
a
trip
he had n«>t much reason to be so, as they
commanders
the
On the 21)th,
attended
were all weathers; this he was made acthe
morning,
in
early
Oparee,
to
by some otticers and gentleman, and made quainted with. The king's fears were now
the king such presents as he had not before dissipated, and he presented us with three
One of them was a broadsword; at hogs, one of which was very small, which we
seen.
the sight of which he was very much intimi- took notice of Soon after a person came to
dated, and desired it might be taken out of the king, and .seemed to s|)eak very peremphis sight. With a vast deal of argument he torily about the hogs, and we thought he
vas prevailed upon to suffer it to be j)ut on was angry with him for giving us so many
his side, where it remained a very short time. and more so when he look the little pig
SVe received an invitation to the theatre, away with him but we were much mistawhere we were entertained with a dramatic ken, for soon after we were gone, another
piece, consisting of a coined v and dance. The hog w;»s brought to us, larger than the other
though two. The king seemed much affected when
r^ubject ue could not well find out
',ve heanl frequent mention of Capt. Cook's Capt. Cook told him he should leave the
iiame durirtg the performance. The per- fsland the next day. They embraced each,
formers were one woman, which was no less other several times, and de|)arted.
On the 1st of September v»'e determined
a i)ersonage than the king's sister, and five
n«eu, and their music consisted of only three to depart, as the sick v> ere nearly recovered,
drums. The whole entertainment was well the necessary repairs of the ship were comconducted, and lasted about two hours. pleted, and plenty of water provided. Most
When this diversion was over, the king de- of the day was employed in unmooring the
and in the afternoon the lieutenant
sired us to depart, and loaded us with fruit ships
and fish. The king sent more fruit and fisli returned, who had been sent for the hogs
promised.
With him came Pottatou (the
the next morning.
In the evening of the 30th, we were alarm- chief of the district of Attahounou,) with lit*
ed with the cry of murder from the shore. wife, to pay Capt. Cook a visit, and made
boat was immediately armed, and sent hira a present of two hogs and some lish*
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A
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The lieutenant got likewise two more hogs. accompanied by a young pig, whose eaw
As the wind was westerly, we were obliged were ornamented with cocoa-nut fibres the
;

our friends sooner than they wishbut they were very well satisfied with
ed
the reception they niet-with. A young man,
named Poreo, came on board some hours
before we got under sail, and desired to go
with us, to which we consented and at the
«ame time he asked for an axe and a spike
nail for his father, w ho came with hi>n on
board. They were accordingly given him,
and they parted with great indi^erence,
which seemed to indicate that they had deceived us, and no surh consanguinity subPresently a <'anoe, conducted by
sisted.
two men, canje along side, and demanded
Poreo in tiie name of Otoo. Me inforujtd
them that we would part uilh him if they
would return the hatchet and spike nail,
so the
but they said they were ashore
along
witli
us,
young gentleman saibd
though he we[>t when he saw the land at
our stern. On the 2nd, v* e steered (»ur course
for the Island of iluahtiue, and the Hesoanchored in iwenty four ialhoins
lutioii
water on the .'Jrd instant, but the Adventure
got ashore on the north side of tlie channel,
but she was happily got olf auiiin without
to dismiss
;

;

;

receiving any damage. Tiw natives received
us with the utmost cordiality, several of
whom came on board before our commandSome presents were (lis<;rs went on shore.
whicli were gratefully
them,
tributed among
supply t)f hogs, fruit,
plentifid
a
returned by
(Jiospect of being
rine
a
had
we
Here
&c.
with fresh pork and
jjlentifully supplied
Two
fowls, which was to us very pleasing.
trading parties were sent ashoie on the 4th
instant, which were very well conducted.
r'aj)t. (of)k was informed that Oree was

plantain tree was accompanied by a
dog. All these had particular names and
nieanings, which we could not understand.
J'he chieThad carefidly preserved a piece of
pewter, with an inscription on it, which
Capt. Cook had presented him with in 1769,
together with a piece of counterfeit English
coin, wliich, with a few beads, were all in
the same bag the captain made for them;
tliese the chief sent on board.
This part of
the ceremony being over, we were desired
by our guide to decorate three young plantain trees with nails, looking-glasses, beads,
jnedals, &lc.
With these in our hands we
lanfled, and were conducted through the
nndtitude. M^e were directed to sit down a
lew paces before the chief, and the plantains
were laid one by one before him.
were told that one was for God, another
for the king, and the third for friendship.
I'his being done, the king came to Capt.
Cook, fell on his neck, and kissed him.
great effusion of tears fell down the venerable cheeks of this old man
and if ever
tears sjioke the language of the heart, surely
these did. Presents were made to all his
attendants and friends. Capt. Cook regarded him as a father, and therefore presented
him with the most valuable articles he had.
He gave the Captain a hog, and a good deal
of cloth, with the promise that all his wants
should be supplied. Soon after we returned
on board, fourteen hogs were sent us, with
fowls and fruits in abundance. In the morning of the 5th instant we were visited by
this good old man, who brought a hog and
some fruit indeed he sent the Captain everyday ready dressed fruit and roots in great
plenty.
This n»orning the lieutenant went
on shore in search of more hogs, and returned in the evening with twenty-eight, and
about seventy more were purchased on
iir>urth

We

A

;

;

and waited to see him. The commanders, with Mv. Forster, went to tlie
place appointed for the intetview, accomThe boat
panied by one of the natives.
chief's
house,
the
and we shore.
before
was landed
On Monday the ^h, of Septembe;', the
were desired to remain in it till the necessary
it
ceremony was gone througli. There stood tradujg party went on shore as usual
still ;|live,

;

close to th^ shore live young plantuni trees,
these
.which are their emblems of i)ea<.*(^
were, with s<ime cerenujny, broi^j^ht on
board separately. The iirst three wtre each
:

2

only consisted of three people. Capt. Cook
went on shore after breakfast, and learnt
that one of the inhabitants had been ^ery
insolent and troublesome.
This man was
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Captain, equipped in his war
and he had a cluh m each hand.
The Captain took these from him, as he perceived niin l)ent on mischief, broke them
before his face, and obliged him to retire.
The Cantain beini:: informed that this man^
was a chief, became a bttle suspicioti.s of
him, and sent for a ijiiard. About this time
a jjcnth'man had uonc out botanizini; alone
t>vo men assanlte<l liiin, and stripped itim

shewn

to the

habit,

;

bn^kily they
of every thinii l»ut his trowsers
did liim no harm, tliout^h they struck liim
They
several times with his own hani^er.
made otJ'when they had done tl)is, and another of the nati\es broui^ht a piecre of ch»th
This gentleman presently
to cover hiui.
appeared at the tradini; place, where a nnmber of tlie natives were assembled, who all
Capt. Cook persuaded
fled at -etdiiu- him.
;
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and was with great diflicnlty disWhen we
it by Capt Cook.
returned to the boat, we were met by the
king's sister, who had travelled over land to
that place, accompanied by several other
persons.
The king insiste<l on going into

farther,

suaded from

We

the boat witli us, as\.<rll as his sister.
returned to the ship, and the king made a
very hearty dinner; though his sister, according to custom, eat nothing. VV^e made
them suitable prevents for tlie confidence
thfy had |)laced in us. aiul set them ashore
;:niitist
the acci;unatioiis
ol"
multitudes.
Peace was now perl"e( t!y reestablished, provisions poined in from all quarters, t!ie gentleman's hanger and coat \\ere returned,
and thus ended these trcnililesome transactions.

^Ve went

to take

our leave of Oree while

to return, assminir them that the ships were unmooring, and presented
sutler who were itniocect. him w ith things both valuable and useful.
left him a copjier-plate with this inscripthekinq: heard this complaint, he and
"Anchored here, his Kritannic Mahis compa!ii(ms wept bitterly and a> soon as tion.
bis grief was assuaged, he made a Ioiilj ha- jesty's shij)s [{esolution and Adventure,
rangue to the |>eople, tellinu them tiie base- September 1773." After we had traded for
ness of such actions, when the Captain and such things as we wanted, we took our leave,
crew had always behaved so well to which was a very affectionate one. On reliis
them. He then took a particular account turnijig to the ships, they were crouded, as
of the things the gentleman had lost, and on our arrival, with canoes filled with hogs,
promised they shoidd be returned, if it was fowls, &c. Soon after we were on board,
Atler this he the king came, and informed us that the
in his power to tind them.
desired Capt. Cook to follow him to the robbers were taken, and desired us to go on
boat, but the people being apprehensive of .shore, that Me might behold their exemplary
This we should have been
bis safety, used every argument to dissuade punishment.
him from it. It is impossible to describe glad to have done, as so much pains had
the grief they expresse<l in the iiitreaties been taken to discover them
but it was

some of theui
none should

We

When

;

;

every face was becleu ed with
tears, and every mouth was tilled with tl>e
most dissuasive arguments. Oree was deaf
to tijem all, and insisted on going uitli the
Captain when they both were in the boat,
he desired it might be put off. The oidy
person who did not oppose his going, was
his sister, and she shewed a magnanimity of
proceeded
spirit equal to her brother.
in search of the robbers, as far as it was convenient by water, and tlien landed. The
chief led the way, travelled several miles,
and inquired after them of all he saw.
then went into a cottage, anfl had some
refreshment. The king wanted to proceed

they used

;

;

We

We

3

out oi our power, as the Adventure was out
of harbour, and we were under^sail. The
good old king staid with us till we were
near two miles out at sea, and then, after
taking another affectionate leave, parted.
During our stay here, we procured upwards
of three hundred hogs, besides fowls and
great abundance. While at this Island, Capt. Furneaux engaged a young man,
named Omai, a native of Ulietea, who had
been dispossessed of his property by the
people of Bolabola, to accompany him on
fruit in

voyage. This young man has a good
understanding, honest principles, and a na*

l)is

tural

good beliaviour,

But

his history is

s<i.
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known

England, that we will not otherwise this piece was not so entertaining
as the one we saw before.
On Wednesday the 8th, we entered the
On the 14th, we sent on shore for a supharbour of Ohamaneno the natives crouded ply of bananoes and plantains, for sea store,
about us with hogs and fruit as soon as we Oreo and some friends paid us a pretty earlywere anchoredWe refused the hogs, as visit, when we informed him, that we would
we had already more tlian we could man- dine with him onshore; and desired he
age bnt several of the principal people would let us have two pigs for dinner, dressobliged us to take them whether we would ed in their fashion. We found the floor of
or no. We made a visit on the 9th, to Oreo, the chief's house strewed thick with leaves,
who is the chief of this part of the Islmid of and we were soon seated round them. Soon
Ulitea.
He expressed great satisfaction on after the pigs came tumbling over our heads
seeing Capt. Cook again, and desired him upon the leaves and they were both so hot
to exchange names witii him, which the as scarcely to be touched.
The table was
latter agreed to: this is a <listingiiishiug ornamented with hot bread-fruit and planmark of friendship. Here we tradcMl as tains: we had likewise a quantity of cocoausual, but the balance of trade was mticli in nuts to drink.
We never saw victuals dressonr favour. On the lOtli, the cliief entertain- ed cleaner nor better in our lives, and it had
ed us with a comedy a very entertaining a most exquisite flavour, much superior to
part of which was a theft, connnitted, with victuals dressed in our mode how they con.'unazing dexterity,' by a man and his accom- trived it we cannot tell, but though one of
lietbre the thief has time to carry otF these hogs weighed fifty pounds at least, it
plice,
the prize, he is discovered, and a sciiHle en- was well done in every part, and not too
sues
the discoverers are vanquished, and much done in any, Oreo and his son, with
the thieves go oft' in triumph. We returned some male friends, dined with us. We had
to dinner after the play was over, and as we a great number of attendants and people
were walking on shore in the evening, one who came to see us thus dine in public, to
of the natives informed us that there were whom pieces of pork were handed. The
cinef did not refuse his glass of Madeira
nine iniinhabited Islands to the westward.
whenever
us
visit
paid
a
early
it came to his turn, and we never
in
Oreo and his son
at
this,
of
September,
or
at
11th
any other time, saw him affectof
the
and
the morning
lu'iught as usual, hogs and fruit with them. ed by it. The boat's crew took the remainder
\Ve dressed the youth ni a shirt, and some when he had dined. In the afternoon we
otijer articles, of which be was \utt a little were again entertained with a play.
On the 15th, we had a sufficient proof of
proiui.
After staying some bonis, they went

-veil

enlarge upon

in

it.

;

;

;

;

;

ashore aiul so did Capt. Cook soon after,
but to another part of the shore. When the
chief heard he was landed, he went of his
own accord, and i)ut a hog and some fruit in
the boat, and returned without saying any
thing of it to any other person. He afterwards came with some friends to dinner.
After dinner, Po-ooraii, who is the most emiweut chief of tlie Island, made us a visit.
He was introduced by Oreo, and brought a
nrcent with him for which he received a
;

timorous disposition

of these people.
rather wondered that none of them
came to the shijjs as usual.
were afraid
that as two men of the Adventure's ccevr
staid out all night contrary to orders, that
the natives had stripped them, or done
them some other injury, and were afraid we
the

We

We

We

revenge their conduct.
went
ashore, and found the neighbourhood nearly
deserted.
Presently the two men made
their appearance, and reported that they had
could get no
promised to visit been very civilly treated.
handsome return.
>)oth the chiefs the next morning: which account of the cause of their flight, anti
we accordinsi'^v did in company with seve- could only learn from a few persons who
Another play was acted, ventured near us, that several were killed
ral gentlemen.
pretty
very
young wojnen performed, and wounded, and pointed to their bodies
«nd two
should

;

We

4

We
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balls of tlie

where the

guns went

in

and

out.

Cook was

very uneasy at this relation,
('apt.
people gone to
(t ariniJC lor tlie safety of the
Olaha. In order to 'jret the best information the captain determined to go to the
thief himself, whom after much searching
idf, he found seated under the shade of a
house, with a ijreat many people round hira.
There was a great lamentation as soon as
(apt. Cook approached, the chief and all
After all
his company bursting into tears.

this piece of
cause of iheir

work, it was found that the
alarm was on accoinit of our

boats being absent,
ple in

them had

supposmg

that

the peo-

and that we
methods lo recover

de.se? ted

should ado|»t violent
them. They were satistied

them there was no
and that the boats would
assureil

us,

when Capt. Cook
cau.se for alarm,

certainly return.
the UHMuiiig of the KJth, we |)aid the
chief a visit, who was in his own house in
perfect traiuiuility. At this time l*oreo lelt us.

On

CHAP.
A

2;j7

III.

Spanish ship visits Otaheite ; State of the Islands ; Remarks on the diseases and cvsfavis of the
Mistaken notions concerning tlw iionun corrected ; Passage from Uliela to the Friendly
Natives
Isles ; Herveys Island discovered ; Incidents at Middleburgh ; The two ships arrive at A))is(€r~
Incidents that happened during their slay at that Island ;
place of uorship described.
dam;
The above Islands described ; Their produce ; Cultivation ; Houses ; Canoes ; JSavigation ;
Manufactures; Weapons; Customs; Government; Religion and language of the inhabitants.
;

A

ON

the 17th of September, being Friday,

we determined to put to sea, having a
good supply of all kinds of refreshments.
Before we sailed, Oreo and his son |)aid us a
Several canoes filled with fruit and
visit.
hogs surrounded us: of the latter we could
receive no more, our decks being so crouded
with them that we could scarcely move. In
both ships were about three hundred and
Oreo and

fifty.

his friends did not leave us

to the west, with the Adventure in company.
We shall here give some further
account of these Islands some things, which
are rather intere.sting, having been omittetl
in the relation of daily transactions and iiici.tail

;

dents.

A

few days after our arrival at Otaheite

we were

told that a shi|>, al)ont the size of
the Resolution, had visited Owhaiurua Harbour, at the S. E. end of the Island
at
which jjlace, after having remained three
weeks, she departed about three months before our arrival.
Four of the natives went
away in her, whose names were Debed'ebea,
;

tUlwe were under sail, and earnestly importuned us to tell them when we should reCapt. Cook, as many young men
turn.
come away with us, took one on
to
offered
board, about 18 years of age, named Oedi- Paoodou, Tanadooee, and Opahiah.
dee, a native of Bolabola, and a near relation of the great Opoony, chief of the Island.

When we

were out of the harbour and had
a canoe was observed following
whereupon we
us conducted by two men
brought to, and when along side, they deli-

made

sail,

;

vered- to Capt.
fi-uit,

after

Cook

a present of roasted

The Captain
and roots, from Oreo.
bgying made them a proper return set

We

conjectured she was a French ship, but at
the Cape of Good Hope, we were informed
she was a Spaniard, sent out from xlmerica.
The natives of Otaheite complained of a
disorder communicated to them by the people
in this ship, which they described as afFecting the head, throat, and stomach, and at
length they said it killed them. This sjiip
they called Pahai-no Peppe (ship of peppe)
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and the disease they named Apano Pep-pe,
just as they call the venereal disease Apano
Pretane, (Knglish disease) yet to a man, they
say this loathsome distTimper was introduced

tween the two kingdoms. Two we know
have commenced since the yefir 1767; but
at present i^eace reigns an»ong then), though
they do not seem to entertain a cordial

among them by M. de Bougainville and
they thought he came from Pretane, as well
as every otiier ship that touched at the IsWe were of opinion, that long before
land.
these Islanders were visited by Europeaos,
this or a disease near a kin to it, had existed
among them for they told us people died
of a disorder, which we imagined to be veBut be this as
nereal, before that period.

friendship for each other.
could not
learn the occasion of the late war, nor who
were victorious in the contiict
but we
learnt, that in the last battle which terminated the dispute, numbers were killed on
both sides.
On the part of Opoureonu,
Toutaha, our very good friend was killed
and several other chiefs. Toutaha was buried in his family Morai at ()[)arree; and
several women of hix household, with his
mother, are now under the protection, and
taken care of by Otoo, the reigning prince
one, who <lid not ap|;ear to us at first to
much advantage.
could learn but little
of Waheatoua of Tiarrabon but we observed, that this prince, not more than 20 years
of age, appeared in public with all the gravity of a man of fifty; yet his subjects do
not uncover before him, or ])ay him that
outward obeisance as is done to Otoo yet
they shewed him equal respect, and when
abroad, or in council, he took upon him
rather more state. His attendants were a
few elderly men, who seemed to be his principal advisers. Such was the present state
of Otaheite, but the other Islands, that is
Huaheine, Ulietea, and Otaha, appeared in
a more flourishing condition, than they were
at the time when we first visited them
since
which, having enjoyed the blessings of
I)eace, the people possess not only the necessaries, but many of the luxuries of life in
great prolusion
but as we have treated at
large of these Islands in our journal and
narrative of Capt. Cook's first voyage, we
.shall not trouble our readers with unnecessary repetitions; but only add, under this
head, new matter, or clear up any mistakes,

;

;

may, the disease is far less common among
them than it was in 1769, when we first vi-

it

sited these Isles.

We

;

;.

In the years 1767 and 1768, the Island of
Otalieite, as it were, swarmed with hogs and
iowls
but at this time it was so ill supplied
with these animals, that hardly any thing
could tempt the <»\vners to part with them ;
and the little stock they had, seemed to be
When we
at the disposal of their kings.
lay at Oaiii-piha Biiy, in the kingdom of
Tiarrabon, or lesser Peninsula, we were
given to understand, that every hog and
and that all
fowl belonged to WaKeatoua
in the kingdom of Opoureonu, or the greater
Peninsula, belonged to Otoo. While at this
Island we got only 24 hogs in 17 days;
lialf of which catne from the kings them.selves, and the otlii-r half we were inclined
to think were sold us by their permission.
But with respect to all the fruits produced
in the Island, with these we were abundantly supplied, except bread-fruit which was
not in season. Cocoa-nuts and plantains, we
got the most of; the latter; vfith a lew yams
and other roots, supplied the place of bread.
At Otalieite we procured great plenty of
apples, and a fruit resembling nectarine,
called by the natives Aheeya. This fruit was
common to all the Isles. Of all the seeds,
brought by Europeans to those Islands,
none thrived so well as |)umpkins, but these
attributed the scarthey do not like.
first to the sreat
city of hogs to two causes
number of these animals which have Ibeen
;

;

We

:

consumed, and carried away

for stock,

by

the ships that have toqclied here of late
years; secomlly, to the frequent wars be-

6
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;

;

;
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and seeming inconsistencies, lii our first
voyage to these places, we were inclined to
believe that the natives at times offered to
their supreme deity human sacrifices.
To
clear up this matter, the two Captains, Couk,
and Furneanx, with some others went to a
Morai, in Matavai. In our company we
had, as upon all other occasionSr an ii.)teiligent,
sensible man, belonging to ttie-

AND ROUND THE
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pressed out into one and the same platter.
When a suHiciency for their use is thus pro(;ured, nn)re or less water is mixed with it, aclirst <'ording to the strength recjuired; alter whicli
lay u dead body, and some viands.
inquired, if the jtlantains, ^:(;. before us, the diluted licpifyr is strained through some
were for the Etua, and if they olfered to hiui fibrous stuff like tine shavings.
Having
hoffs, dogs, and fowls? They answered in ninlergone this process, it is fit for <lrinking,
then, after a few more which is always done immediately.
the attirniative.
It
introductory questions, asked, if they sacri- drinks fiat and insipid, but has a pepperish
taste
and an intoxicating quality, the effect
ticed any of the human species to the Etna
of w Inch we saw in one instance
bad
'i'liey answered, Yes, Taata-eno, lluil is,
however,
men, who they tirst beat till they were (lead the natives diink it fi»r that reason with
ask- {icat nh>deration, and but little at a time.
but good nien were not sacrificed.
ed liiui if any Earees were They replied, 'i he root is sometimes cljewed by them as
tiiat hogs were given to Etua, an<l oidy Taa- the liiiropeans do tobacco, and sometimes
All the answers seemed to tend to we havv' seen them eat the same.
ta-eno.
Great
the same point, and meant that men for cer- (|uanrifies of this |)lant are cultivated at
at Otulieife vefy little
tain crimes were condemned to be sacrificed, riietea
but we beprovided they had not wherewithal to redeem lieve there are (ew fshnnls in this sea that
themselves, and such will generally be i'ound (h) not produce more or less of it.
But,
niust not omil to remark here, that
among the lower class of peo|)le
notwithstanding those of whom these in- great injustice has been done tiie women of
quiries were made, took sr»me [)ains to explain the Society Isles, [)y those w ho have reprethe whole of this religions rite, yet we were sented them as a race cf prostitutes without
not sufficiently acquainted with their lan- exception, who will sell their favours for
guage, to make ourselves complete masters gain to any ptnchaser, which is far from beof the subject; but we have not the least ing true; for tlie enjoynie.nt of either the
doubt remaining of the certainty of the fact, married or unmmried women, of the higher
having since been informed by Omai, that it and middling classes, is a favour as diffiis undoubtedly a custom with them to offer cult to be obtained here, as in any other
human sacrifices to the Supreme Being. country wliatever, and even many women
The object, according to his account, or who in the lower class will admit of no such faThat the proportion of prostishall be sacrificed, depends solely on the miliarities.
pleasure of the high-]>riest, who, on any tutes are greater than that of other countries
solemn occasion, retires alone into the tem- may be true, and most. of them were such
ple, and, when he comes from thence, in- who frequented our ships and tents on shore.
forms the people, that he has seen and talk- By observing these to mix indiscriminately
ed with the Etua; (the high-priest only with women of the first rank, we concluded
having this privilege) that he requires a liastily, that all females were of the same
human sacrifice; and that such a particular turn, and that the only difference was in
person is the man, whom he names, and the price but the triith is, as we have more
who immediately is killed, falling most than once before observed, the woman who
probably a victim to the priest's resentment. prostitutes herself, does not seem, in the poThese people have a simple, b\it, to us, a pular opinion, to have committed a crime,
nauseous manner of preparing the plant which ought to exclude her from the esteem
called Ava-ava, which we have noticed in and society of the community in general.
the first part of this work. This is pressed It must be confessed that all the women in
from the roots, and not from the leaves, as this part of the world are complete coquettes,
"we first thought. The makers of the liquor and that few among them fix any bounds
chew a quantity of the root till it is soft and to their conversation therefore it is no w on.
pulpy then every one spits the juice he has der that they have obtained the character of
ResoUit'ion, wlio spoke the languaRe of the
In this Moral, or
natives tolerably well.
burying place, was a Tupapow on which
,
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of pleasure yet we would think it
very unjust, if the ladies of England were
to be roiidemned in the lump, from the conduct of tJH^se on board of ships in our naval
})orts, or of those who infest the purlieus of
Covent-garden, and Drury-lane.
Respecting the s^eography of these Isles,
we think it necessary to add to what has
been said in the narrative of our formec voyasje, that we found the latitude of the bay of
Oaitipiha, in Otaheite, to be 17deg. 46. niin.
2B sec. S. and the east longitude from Point
Venus, to be
deg. 21 min. 25 sec. and an
jialf, or 149 deg. 1.^. min. 24 sec. W. from
<ireenvvich.
It is highly prol>able, that the
wlioie Island is of greater extent than at
lirst we sup|)os€d it to be in 1769, by two
juiles, and 4 min. 3 quarters respectively.
When our astronomers made their observations on Point Venus, they found the latitude to be 17 deg. 29 min. 13 sec, S. which
differs by 2 seconds from that determined
by Mr. Green and Capt. Cook; and its
longitude, namely, 149 deg. 34 min. 49 see.
and an lialfW. maybe as accurately laid
down, for any thing yet known to the contrary.

After our departure from the Society Isles,
it was our intention to
get into the latitudes of the Islands of Midjlleburgh and Amsterdam, to which end,
on Friday the 17th of September, we steered
M> the west, inclininii- to the south, with a
view of getting clear of the tracks of former
i)roceeded at night with
navigators.
frequently laying to,
circumspection,
great
lest we should pass any land unobserved.
On the 21st, and the whole of the 22nd, we
had rain, thunder, lightning, a large .swell
from the south, and the wind blew from the
N. W. for several days a sign to us, that in
that direction, no land was near us. This
was discovered from the mast-bead, on
'iiiursday, the 23rd, stretching from S. by
yV. toS. W. by S. We hauled up with the
wind at S. E. and found it to consist of two
or three small Islets, united by breakers, as
the
are most of the low Isles in the .sea
whole being in a triangular form, and about
This Island is in lasix leagues in circuit.
titude 19 deg. 18 min. S. and in 168 deg-

and leaving Ulietea,

We

;

;

8

54 min. W.

longitude. Eacli of the smafS
connected Isles are ch)thed \a itii wood, particularly of the cocoa-nut kind
but we saw
no traces of inhabitants, and had reason to^
believe there were none. To these Islots we
gave the name of Hervey's Island, in honour of Capt. Hervey of the navy, one oi
the lords of the Admiralty, and now earl of
As the landing on this isle would
Bristol.
have occasioned a delay, we resumed our
;

course to the west, in which we saw some
men of war, tropic birds, and flying fish. On
Saturday, the 25th, we again began to use
our sea biscuit, the fruit being all consumed but of fresh pork each man had
every day a necessary allowance. On Wednesday, the 29th, in latitude 21 deg. 2(?
;

min. S. we altered our rmuse at noon W,
halfS.
On Friday, the 1st, of October, at two
o'clock P. M. we made the island of JVIiddleburgh, and the next morning bore up for
the west side thereof, passing between the
same, and a small island that lay off it^
where we found a clear channel two miles
broad. After running about two thirds of
its length, half a mile from the shore, we
observed it assumed another aspect, and
oflfered a j)rospect both of anchorage and
landing. Upon this we plied in under the
island.
were now visited by two canoes,
which came boldly along-side of us, and
several of the Indians^ entered the Resolution
without hesitation which mark of confidence determined us to visit them if possible.
After making a few trips, we found good
anchorage, and come to- in twenty-five fathoms water, at three cables length from the
shore.
had scarcely anchored, when
we were surrownded with Indians, some
in canoes, and some swimn:ing,
several
came on board, and among tiiem a chief,
named Tioony, to whom Capt. Cook presented a hatchet, spike-nails, and other articles, with which he was higUly pleased.
A party of our people, in company with
Tioony, went on shore, who were conducted
to a little creek formed by the rocks, right
abreast of the ships, where landing was very
easy, and the boats secure against fhe surf.
Here we weresaluted with loud acclamations.

We

;

We
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hy ;\n immense crowd of people, who shewed the most evident sisjns of jnciHc intentions, not one of them havinu: so much as
a stick, or any weapon in their hands.
They thronged so thick round the boats
with cloth, mattini?, &.c. that it was some
time before we could make ifood our landMany of them, who con hi not get
ijjg.
near the boats, threw over the others' heads,
whole bales of cloth, and retired immediately, without either askiut?, or waiting
At length the
to get any thing in retmn.
the right and
to
open
them
to
chief caused
left, and make room for ns to land.
were then conducted up to his house, which
was situated about tliree hundred yards
from the sea, at the end of a tine lawn, and
In the front
nntler some shaddock trees.
and
the sinps
sea
the
of
prospect
was the
Plantations abounding with
at anchor.
the richest productions of nature, were
jdaced behind, and on each side.
were seated on mats, laid on the floor, and
the natives placed themselves in a circle
Having with us
round on the outside.
them to be
ordered
Cook
Capt.
pipes,
i>:ig
played, and in return, the chief directed
three young women to sing a song, which
ihey did with an exceeding good grace:
and a few presents being distributed among
these young women, set all the rest in the
circle a singing, who did not sit down unrewarded. Their songs were in no wise harsh,
but on the contrary musical and harmoHaving continued here some time,
nious.
at our own request, we were conducted to
another plantation, where the chief had a
Bahouse, into which we were introduced.
nanoes and cocoa-nuts were set before ns,
and a bowl of liquor, prepared in our presence, of the juice of ava, in the manner
the latter of which was
already related
])resented to each of ns in cups made by
the folding of green leaves, containing near
lialfapint each cup; but Capt. Cook was
the only person who tasted the liquor however, the bowl was soon emptied by the natives, of which both men and women parbut we observed that the same cup
took
was never filled twiqe, nor did two persons
drink out of it; each had a fresh cup and

We

We

;

;

;
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fresh liquor.
The house we were now entertained in was situated at one angle of the

plantation, abounding with fruit and trees,
whose fragrance diffused a pleasing odour,
and the spreading branches made an agreeable shade. Before the house was an area,
on which we were sealed.
It being now
noon, we returned on board (o dinner, with
the chief Tioony in our company.
liad
on the table fresh pork, but he eat nothing,
which we thought somewhat extraordinary.
After dinner we again went on shore, and
were received as before. Mr. Forster, with
his botanical party, and some other gentlemen, took a walk into the country. Omtwo Captains were conducted to the chief's
house, where fruit, and some greens were
set before us.
Having just dined we could
not eat much, but ()edidee and Omai did
honour to the desert.
now intimated a
desire of seeing the country, and Tioony very
readily gratified our wishes.
He led ns
througii several plantations, laid out with
great judgment, and inclosed with fences
made of reeds. Most of them belonged to
our hospitable chief, and were all in very
good order, and planted with various fruit
trees.
Hogs and very large fowls, the only

We

We

we saw, were running near
the houses, and in the lanes that separateil
the plantations.
Every person was verv
much pleased with this delightful country,
and the friendly reception we met with and'
we much regretted, that the season of ihe
year, and other circumstances, would not
permit our longer stay. In the evening we
returned on board, and on Saturday the 2nd.
of October, the ships were crouded with
I>eople the whole day, trafficking in perfect
good order. On the 3rd, early in the morning, while the ships were preparing to gel
domestic animals

;

under sail, Captains Cook and Furneanx,
accompanied by Mr. F^orster, went off' in
the boat, to take leave of our hospitable
chief.
He met us at the landing-place, anrl
had we not excused ourselves, he won hi
have entertained ns at his house.
therefore spent half an hour with him, seated on
the grass, in the midst of a vast croud of tlie
natives, who seemed to vie with each ofher
in doing what tliey thought would give ns.

We
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pleasure. Having made the chief a present, rocks, Jay in forty seven fathoms water. By
consisting ot" various articles, he was given this time we were surrounded with people,
to underjstand that we were going away, and our seamen were so eager in purchasing
He their curiosities, even at the expence o^
at which he r^eemed not at all affected.
went with as into our boat, with two of his clothes, that Capt, Cook found it absolutelyfriends, intending to accompany us aboard, necessary to prohibit any farther commerce
but when he saw the Resolution under sail, of this sort. The good effect of this order,
he and his companions wen.1 into a canoe, was, that on the 4th, the natives brought us
and returned on shore. It is reinarUable, fowls, pigs, bananoes, and cocoa-nuts in
that on shore this friendly Indiaii never abundance, for which we exchanged small
made the least exchange hut now, diihug nails and pieces of cloth, even old rags
trading
his stay in the boat, he barteieii tish-hooks would purchase pigs and fowls.
for nails, and engrossed the trade in a man- party was now settled, and our commanders
went on shore, attended by Mr. Forster and
ner wholly to himself.
On Sunday, October the 3rd, as st)on as other officers, in company with a chief
Capt. Cook came on board, we dej)arted named Attago, who had attached himself
from ]Middlel>urgh, and made sail down to to Capt. Cook, the tirst moment ofhiscomWheu we were aljout half ing aboard, whicli was before the ships
Auisterdam.
;

A

the two isles, we were met
canoes, and the peoi)le ni;ule several attempts to come on board, but without
eitect, as the rope we threw out to t!sem
broke, and we did not shorten sail. They
were likewise unsuccessful in boarding the
ran along the south-west
Adventure.
coast of Amsterdam, at the di.stance of half
a mile from the shore, whereon the sea
By tlie help of
broke in a great surf.
glasses, we saw the face of the whole
island, which, in every part that came under
our observation, appeared covered with
plantations. Along the shore we perceived
the natives running in great numbers, and
displaying small white flags, tlie emblems of
]>eace, which signals we answtreii by hoisting a St. George's Ensign. .At this time
three of the natives of Middhbur;;, who
had continued too long on board the Adventine to return, quitted her, and swam
to the shore, from whence we conclude<l
they had no strong inclination to accom|)any
tis in our voyage. ^Ve had no sooner opened
(he west side of tlie isie. than several canoes, having four men in each, came boldly
alon-i-side, and when they had presented
us wiUj some ava r<H)t, came on board withHaving got into
;int Um' least cerenjony.

way between
by

tljree

We

Van

l>it

uKii's

Ko

ui.

we anchored

in eigh-

teen faliioms water, little more than a cable's
length from the breakers and <«ur coasting
.lienor, to ke( j> liie ship fi m tailing on the
;

came

to anchor.
1'his jierson of some note
presented the captain with .several articles,
and as a greater testimony of friendship
exchanged names with him
a custom,
which, as we have observed, is practised at
Otaheite, and the Society Isles.
were
received on shore with the same demonstrations of joy as at .Aliddleburg, and the
gentlemen set out into the country^ except
the two
commanders, who distributed
presents to such of (lie natives as Attago
pointed out, who were afterwards discovered to be of superior rvUik to himself;
thouiih at this time, by the attention paid
to him, he appeure*! to [)t the principal person.
Having complained (jf the heat, Attauo shewed and seated us under the shade
of a large tree and the peo|)le, who were
ordered to form a einle, never attempted to
pass the prescrdjed bounds, and croud upon
us, as did those of Otaheite.
After having
l>een here some time, we hinted our desire
to .see the country
whereupon Attago imme<liatcly conducted us along a lane that
teiininated in an open green, oai one side of
which we saw a |)la(;e of worship, built on a
Uionnt about eigliteen feet high. It was an
(blong s<|nare, inclosed by a stone parapet
from which
wwil, ab.'Ut three feet iii height
the mount, covered with given turf, rose to
the building with a gradual slope.
The
bniUiing
was twenty by fourteen feet.
>Vhen we had advancei) within fifty yards
;

We

;

;

;
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one sat down on the green, in the language of Amsterdam, is called
men, whom we took for (»riests, A-fia-ton-ca.
On our return to the water si«le, we turned
be^iin a prayer, havini; their faces to the
house, which histed ahout ten minntes and off' to a road leading into the country, about
this beiny: ended, they cainr and seated sixteen teet broad, and as level as a bowU
We made them [»resents ing-green, several other roads intersected
themselves hy us
of what we had alH)ut us, and then procctMl- it, all iiu'losed on each side w ilh neat reeded to view the premises, to which they did fences and shaded by frnit-tiK s. Tliecounnot shew the least reluctance. The house try hereabouts is surprisingly fertile, insowas built in every resi)ect like their com- much, that we might easily have imagined
mon dvvfllinffs, with posts and rafters, cover- ourselves in the most pleasant situation" that
The eaves came Europe could aflord.
ci\
with palm thatch.
Here are various
down within three feet of the g^round, and delightful walks, and not an inch of unculthe open space was tilled up with stronfi^ tivated ground.
Niitnre assist^-d j»y nrt no
In where aj)pears to nnne advantage" than in
mattinir made of palm-leaves as a wall.
the trout, leading to the top of this, were this fertile spot. The r<»a(ls, even the hiuli
two stone steps and round the house was a [uiblic one, which was about sixfeen feet
the tloor also was laiti wilh broad, occupied no more space than was
jEfravel walk
fine gravel, in the centre whereof was an absolutely necress.ny, nor dnl the boundaoblong s(piare of blue pebbles, raised six ries and fences take up above fotir inches
inches higher. In one angle of the build- each, an<l in many p!;ices of these weie
ing stood an image roughly carved in wood, pliinted usefid trees and i)lants. On every
and another lay on one side. 'J'his iunige side we saw the same ap|;earances
hoc
was turned over and over by Attago, as lie did change ot" place alter the scene.
In
would have done any otiier log of wood, thi.s transporting place we met yreat numwhich convinced us, that they were not con- bers of people going to the shij>s louleii
sidered by the natives as objects of worship. with fmit, and coming from fhein
all or
We put several questi<ms to Attago concern- whom gave us the road, by either fuming to
ing this matter, but did not understand his the right or left hand, sifting down, or s'aiidanswers; for our readers are to be informed, ing still with their backs to the fences, tili
that, at our first arrival, we hardly could un- we had passed by ihe.n.
In many of the
We cross roads, were A-!;ia-i()U-cas, whose
derstand a word the people said.
thought it neces.sary to leave an offering, mounts were surrounded with pa!Jisa<iiies.
and therefore laid down upon the platform After having walke<l several miles, we caiiif
some medals, nails, and other things, lo a mote spacious one, near which was a
which our friend immediately took up and large house, the property of an old chief.
put in his pocket. We could not conceive who was one of our company. Here we
how they could cut such large stones out of were regaled with fruit but our stay was
the coral roclvs, with which the walls were short, and our guides having con<lucted n.s
maik that inclosed the mount, some of down to our boat, we returned with Attauo
them beinar ten feet by four, and near six to our ship to dinner. When aboard an old
inches thick.
The mount, which stood in man was ushered into the cabin we placed
a kind of grove, was open only to view on him at table, and soon perceived he was
that side which fronted the green, and here a man of consequence, for Attau:o, the
five roads met, most of which appeared to chief being almost blind, eat with his back
be public. Among the various trees that towards him and as soon as the old man
composed the grove, we found the Etoa returned ashore, which was after he had
tree, of which are made clubs, and a sort of tasted the fish, and drank two glasses of
loyv palm, very common in the northern wine, Attago took his place at the tabic.
j>arts of Holland.
This place of worship, fiaished his dinner, and drank also tuo
3
of

its

front, every

'lliree elderly
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After dinner we all went
found the old chief, who,
ashore aj?ain.
in return for his slender meal, presented us
Before we set out for the
with a hog.
country, Capt. Cook went down with Attago to the landing-place, where he found
Mr. Wales laughing at his perplexing situation. The boats that brought us ashore
not having been able to get close in with
the landing-place, Mr Wales had pulled oH'
his shoes and stockings to walk through the
water, and, when on dry ground, sitting
glasses of wine.

We

down, he

])ut

them between

his

legs,

in

order to put them on, when in an instant
they were snatched away by a person behind him, who immediately mixed with the
crowd. The man he could not follow barefooted over the shari» coral rocks
the boat
was put back to the ship, all his companions had made their way through the
crowd and he was found by the capjain in
but the friendly
this forlorn condition
Attago soon set him at liberty, !)y tinding
out the thief, and recovering tlie shoes and
now began our excursion
stockings.
into the country.
Having past the firstmentioned Afiatouca, the old chief shewed
us a pool of fresh water, though he had not
riiade the least iiujuiry for any.
It is very
probable this is the bathing j)lace for the
;

;

:

We

king and his nobles, nientioijed by Tasman.
From hence we were conducted down to the
shore of Maria Biiy, or

N. E. side of the

tity

POLE,

of refreshments from those of the na
who had no canoes to carry their

tives

commodities off

to the ships.
the 5th, early in the morning, the Captain's friend, Attago, brought

On Tuesday

him a hog and some

fruit, for

which, in re-

turn he received a hatchet, a sheet, and some
red cloth. The pinnace having been sent
on shore to trade, as usual, soon returned,
and we were mformed that the natives, in
many res|)ects, were exceeding troublesome.
The day before they had stole the boat's
grappling, and at this time they were fc.*
taking every thing out of the pinnace. It
was therefore judged necessary to have on
shore a guard, and accordingly the marines
were sent, under the command of Lieuie-

nant Edgcumbe. These were soon after followed by the two commanders, Attago, and
several of the gentlemen.
On landing, the
old chief presented Capt. Cook with a pig
and then Mr. Hodges, accompanied by the
two Captains, took a walk into the country,
in order to make drawings
after which
they all returned with Attago, and two
Oilier chiefs on board to dinner, one cl'
which last had sent a hog on board the Adventure, some hours before, for Capt. Eurneaux, without requesting any return a singular instance of generosity this
but Attago did not omit to put Capt. Cook in mind
of the |)ig the old king gave him in the
morning, for which he had in return, a
chequed shirt, and apiece of red cloth. He
;

;

;

:

where we were shewn a boat-house, in
whiclj was a large <louble canoe not yet desired to |)ut them on, which when done,
'J'he old chief did not lail to he went upon deck, and shewed himself to
launche-d.
make us sensible it belonged t<» him. Night all his countrymen. He had done the same
now approaching, Attago attCiuled us to with the sheet the Captain gave him in the
tlie boat, and we returned aboard.
As to morning but when we went on shore in
the botanizing and shooting parties, that the evening the old chief took to himself
were out with us the same day, they were every ihinu' Attago and others had got in
This day the different
all civilly treated, and well entertained by their i-ossession.
the natives. The party also at the market on trading parties procured for both ships a
shore had a brisk trade, and many advan- good suj)ply of refreshments
the sailors
They procured plenty therefore had leave to purchase any curiositageous bargains.
of bananas, yams, cocoa-nuts, pigs, and ties they niig-ht fancy
wliich opportunity
fowls, for nails and pieces of cloth.
A boat they embraced with great eagerness indeed
from each ship was employed to bring off they became quite the ridicule of the naiheir cargoes, by which means we obtained tives from their thirst after tritles, who jeerrheaper, and with less, trouble, a good quan- ingly offered them sticks and stones, in
Isle,

;

;

:

;
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and one wag*for other things
gish hoy took a piece ot lnniian excrement
on the enil ot a stick, and oti'ered it lor sale
This day a fellow
to every one he met.
found means to get into tlie master's cabin,

exchange

;

and stole some books and other articles,
with which he was makint^ ofiin liis canoe.
Oil being' pnrsued by one of our boats, iie
but as
left the canoe, and took to the water
often as our people attempted to hiy hohl
of liim, he dived under the boat, and at last,
;

having unshipped tlie rudder, got clear ott".
Other daring thefts were committed at the
landing-place. One man stole a seaman's
jacket, and would not part with it till pur-

sued and tired

at.

Wednesday, the

6th, our friend Attago
visited us again as usual, brought with him
a hog, and assisted us in purchasing many
more.
went afterwards on shore, visit-

We
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his information, we were
convinced, that what we took fur

and from

now fully

a stupid
fool \\as tlif' princi|>al heail man, or king of
the Islan<l. Therefore the present, intended for the (Id chief, was presented to hinr.
It consisted of a shirt, an axe, a piece of red
chfth, a looking glass, .some nails, medals,

of which were juit upon,
by his majesty, without his
speaking one wonl, or tinning his head
We departed
either to the right or left.
from this living statue, and had not been
long on board, liefore he sent ns a present
of provisions, consisting of about twenty
baskets of roasted bananas, sour bread and
yams, and a roasted pig, weighing about
twenty pounds. We now no longer ques-

and beads

;

all

or laid <lown

tioned the real ditiiiity of this sidlen chief.
When these things were brought down to
the water side, Mr. Edgecumbe and his
party were coming off to the vessels, and
the bearers of the present said it was from
the Areeke, (that is king) of the Island, to
the Areeke of the ship.
On Thursday the 7th of October, early
in the morning our two commanders accon:pani< (1 by S\v. Forster, went ashore,' to
make a return to t-.e Areeke of the Island
for his last night's present.
They soon
found Attago, of whom we learnt, that his
majesty's name was Ko-haghee-too-Fallan
gou.
After some little time he appeared
with a very few attendants. By Attago'i
desire we all sat down under a tree, and the
king seated himself on a rising ground

ed the old chief, with whom we stayed till
noon, and then returned on board to dinner,
accompanied by Attago, who never one day
left Capt. Cook.
Being about to de()art
from this Island, a present was made for the
old king, and carried on shore in the evt-nWhen the Captain landed, he was
ing.
informed by some of the officers, that a far
greater man than any we iiad yet seen, was
Mr. Pickersgill
come to pay us a visit.
said, he had seen him in the country, and
believed he was a man of great conseguence, by the extraordinary respect paid
jm by all ranks of people some of whom,
when they approaclied him, fell on their
faces, and put their head betw een their feet
about twelve yards from uscontinued
nor do any pass him without permission. some minutes facing each other, expecting
T'^pon his arrival, Mr. Pickersgill and ano- Attago woidd introdu<e us to his majesty
ther gentleman took hold of his arms, and but observing no sians of this, the two Capescorted him down to the landing-place, tains went, and having saluted the king .sat
They tlien put on him a
where we found him seated with such an down by him
affected gravity, that we really thought him white shirt, and laid down before him a few
an ideot, whom, from some suj)erstitions yards of red cloth, a brass kettle, a saw,
notions, tite j)eople were ready to adore. two larges spikes, three looking glasses,
When Capt. Cook sainted and addressed twelve medals, and some strings of beads.
him, he neither answered, nor took the least All this time he behaved in the manner
notice of him. And as there appeared in before related, sitting like a statue; his arms
the features of his countenance not any seemed immoveable
he spoke not one
alteration, the captain was about to leave word, nor did he seem to know what we
him to his private cogitations; but an in- were about. When we gave him to undertelligent youth cleared up all our doubts
stand by signs and words, that we should
;

We

;

;

;

;
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from his Island, he made not
but when we had took
leave, we perceivipd he conversed with Atand in the course
tago, and an old woman
of this conversation he laughed heartily in
spite of his assumed gravity; for it conld
not be his real disposition, seeinu" he was in
the prime of life, and these Islanders, like
all
others we had lately been actjiiuiuted

soon

(If jwvl

the least reply

;

;

with, are much given
introduced by
circle of respectable
»exes, among whom

now

ag"ed chief,
rally in his

to levity.

We

v\ere

Altago into another

f)eople of both
friend, the
the priest, who was Jiene-

and
company.

old

were our

We

concluded, tic.t
the juice of pepper-root hud thxi sauie eff-ct
that strong liquors have on Europeans,
when they drink too much of them for « e
observed, that the reverend father could
walk very well in the morning, but in the
evening" was generally led home by two
were a little at a
friendly supporters.
loss how to take leave of the old chief, hav;

We

ing,

we

feared,

almost exhausted

all

our

but having exchoicest store on the king
amined our pockets, and Cai>t. Cook's treasury bag, which he always carried with
him, we collected together a tolerable good
present both for the chief and his friends.
This old chief had a natural air of dignity,
which the king had not. He was grave,
would talk at times in a
i>ut not sullen
jocular manner, and when conversing only
;

;

indifferent subjects, would endeavour to
understand us, and be uiulerstood himself
The priest in all our visits woidd rej)eat a

on

short prayer, which n<Mie in the company
attended to, and which for our parts we did

Having continued a social
tiot understand.
conversation with these triends near two
hours, we bid them farewel, and repaired to
our ship with Attago, and a few of his
friends, who after breakfast were dismissed
loaded with presents. Attago very strongly
importuned us to call again at this isle on
our return, and requested of the Captain,
more than once, to bring him a suit of
clothes like those he then had on, which
was his uniform. This friendly Islander,
during our stay, was, on several occasions,
Yery serviceable to us. He daily came on
G
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in the morning, soon ari«^r dawn, and
frequently stayed with us till the evening.
When on board, or on .shore, he peribrmed
every kind oliice for us in his |»ower, the

expence for his services was tritling, and we
thought him a very valuable friend.
The supplies which we procured from t!n«
Island were about (iue hundrt^d and tir'ty
pigs, double that number of fowls; iU
many bananas, &c. as we coidd tind room
for, and, -had we continued longer, we might
have had more than our wants required.
We were now ab-^ut to depart, when, in
heaving the coasting cable, it broke, by
being chafed by the rocks
by which ac-r
;

cident we lost nearly half the cable, together
vvitii the anchor, which lay in forty fathoms
water, without any buoy to it from whe:ice
a judgment may be formed of this anchorage.
At ten o'clock P. M. we got under
;

but our decks being encumbered with
&c. we kept plying under the
land till they were cleared.
Bei'<».e we
continue the history ofthis voyage, v\e shall
here give a particular account ofthis Niund,
and its neighbouring one of Middlchurgh,
a description of which we doubt not will
afford an agreeable entertainmeni t« our
sail,

fruit, fowls,

and very numerous subscribers who
have favoured this work with a generous
encouragement, equal to our most sanguine
expectations and wishes.
These two islands were first discovered by
Capt, Abel Jansen Tasman, a Dutchman,
in January 1642
3, which we named Amsterdam and Middlebursh. The former i«
called by the natives Tonga-ta-bu, and the
latter Ea-oo-wee.
From observations ma«!<i
on the spot they are found to be situate*! between the latitude of 21 deg. 29 niin. and 21
i\es:. 3 min. 8. and between the longitude of
174 deg. 40 min. and 176 deg. 15. min. W.
Middleburgh, the southermost isle, is about
ten leagues in circumference, and from its
readers,

—

height

may

be seen

twelve leagues at sea.
plantations, especially on
W. sides but the interior
parts are not so well cultivated
yet even
this neglect gives an additional beauty la
the whole island ; for here we see dispersed,
forming an agreeable variety, groves of.

bounded by
the S. W. and N.

It

is

;

;
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oonoa-mit an«l otljer trees, lawns cloathed
with thick i»ra<^s with plantations, roads,
and paths in every direction, inakinp: a
charininu confusion, as greatly improves

frap:rancy pprfmnes the very air. Tiie whole
of their fnrriitmo is composed of a few
wooden platters, coooa-nnt shells, and soiue
neat wooden pillo\V.s shaped like stools or
forms.
Their cofnnion clothing- .serve:*
anti enlivens the [>rospect.
The island of Tontratabu, or Amsterdam, them for heddini?, with the addition of ^
Wtt saw two or three earthen vessels
is shaped somethiniif like an isosceles trian- mat.
are seven ainoni»- theni
one in the shape of a boml^ffle, the longest legs of which
It lies shell, with two holes in it, opposite each
leaifnes each, and the shortest four.
the others resembled j>ipkiiis, con
nearly in the direction of E. S. E. and \V, other
htight,
but
rataining
abont tiv<' or six pints.
equal
of
an
Having
N. \V. much
eig"hty
feet
seen
no
than
great
more
nnnibt-r of these utensils, we
not
being
ther low,
above the level of the sea. Bolli this Isle, concluded they were tlje manufacture ol
The only domestic anianti that of Middleburgh, are guarded by some other Isle
a reef of coral rocks, on which the force of mals we s;nv among them were hogs and
the sea is spent before it reaches the shore, fowls. The lathM- are :ts large as any in
Van Diemen's lioad, wherein we anchored, Europe, and their llesh e<inally good, if not
believe llif y have no dogs, as
is under the N. W. part of the Inland, hav- better.
ing a reef of rocks without it, over which they were very desirous of those we had on
the sea breaks continually. The extent of board. In these [s!es are no rats, nor did
the bank is not more than three cables we discover any wild (juadrupeds, except
without that is an small lizards. The lau'J birtl's are pigeons,
length from the shore
unfathomable depth and, as we have be- turtle-doves, parrots, jtarroquets, owls, baldr
fore observed, the loss of an anchor, and the coots, with a blue plumage, .small birds,
damage our cables sustained, are plain in- and large bats in p.l)uti<lance. The .same
dications that the l)ottom is none of the sorts of fish are found here as in other Isle.s.
This island is wholly laid out in Their fishing tackle is much the .same as
be.st.
jdantations, abounding with the richest pro- hooks made of mother of pearl, gigs havductions of nature, as bread-fruit, plantains, ing two or three prongs, and nets composed
s/igar-cane, and a fruit like a nectarine, of a very line thread, with the meshes made
The construct-jon of their
called Fighega, and at Otaheite Ahuva; in exactly l;ke ours'.
short, here are to be found most of the ar- conoes is remarkably ingenious, exceeding
tides, productions of the Society Islands, in point of workmanship, every thing of this
beskles othei>; which they have not. The kind we saw in this sea. They are fonmed
same may be said of vegetables, the stock of .several pieces .sewed together, in so neat
we increased by an additional a manner, that on the outside it is difficult
'>f which
assortment of gtirden seeds, &c. The pro- to discern the joints. On the in.side, all the
duce and cultivation of 31i<ldleburgh is fastenings pass throuuh ridges.
They are
much the same as at Amsterdam, only a of two .sorts, namely, double and single the
The lanes single ones are from twenty to thirty feet in
}>art of the former is cultivated.
and roads are laid out in so judicious a length, and about twenty or twenty-two
!T)ainier, as to open a free communication inches broad in the middle.
The stern terminates in a point, and the
tVom one part of the Island to the other.
^V'e here saw no towns or villages, most of head' is somewhat like the extremity of a
wedge.
At each end is a kind' of deck,
the houses being situated in the plantations
they are neatly constructed, i*irt in their open in the middle for about one third part
dimensions do not exceed those in the off the whole lenath. The middle of their
The only difference seems decks in some of them, is ornamented with
other Islands.
to con.sistin the disposition of the framing, white shells, stuck oii little pegs, and placed
They have small areas before most of them, in rows. They wovk these single canoes
sail^.
bi:t
oftner with
f>lanted round with trees, or vfuubs, whose sometimes willi
;

;

We

;

;

;

;

;
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lundes whereof are broadmiddle they liave all out-riggers.
The double can-oes are made with two vessels about sixty or seventy feet long, and
four or five broad, in the middle.
Each
end terminates in a point, and the hull differs but little in its construction from the
single canoe, being put together exactly in
but they have a rising
the same manner
in the middle round the open part, somewhat like a trough which is made of boards,

pad(11e<^, i\^e short

est in the

;

;

well compacted and secured to the body
of the vessel. Two such vessels as above
mentioned are placed parallel to each other,
and fastened by strong cross beams, secJired
by bandages to the upper part of the risings.
The vessels are about six feet asunder. Over these beams, and others, sup])orted by staunchions fixed on the bodies
of the canoes, is I? id a boarded platform,
M hereon esteps a mast tliut ntay easily be
raised or let down.
All j)arts of the double
canoes are strong, yet as light as the nature
of the work will admit; and they may be
immerged in the water to the very platforms, without being in the least danger
of filling and so long as they hold together,
it is scarce possible, under any circumstance
whatever, to sink them. By the nature of
their construction, they are not only vessels
of burden, but fit for short voyages from
one Island to another, and are navigated
with a lattean-^;ail, or triangular one, extended by a long yard," a little curved or
bent.
Their sails are composed of mats,
and their ropes like ours, some four or five
little shed is raised upon the
inches.
platform, for to screen the crew from the
snu, and for other purposes.
Here they
have a moveable fire-htarth, which is a
.square shallow wooden trough, filled with
From off the platform is the way
.stones.
into the hold, wherein they stand to bail
out the water. Capt. Cook was of opinion,
that these double canoes are navigated
either end foremost, and that in changing
tacks, the sail is only shifted, or gibbed
but we cannot speak with certainty of this
mat.*er, not having seen any of them under
Rail, or with the mast and sail an end, but
what were at a great distance fcouj us.
;

A

;

8

The only piece of iron vie saw among
these people was a small awl, which had
been made of a nail all their working tools
are of stone, bone, shells, &c. as at the other
Islands. Every one who sees the work executed with these tools, cannot but be struck
with admiration at both the ingenuity and
patience of the artificers. They had little
knowledge of the utility of iron, but enough
to prefer nails to beads, and such trifles.
Shirts, cloth jackets, and even rags, were
more esteemed by them than the best edged
tooJ, on which account we parted with few
axes but what were given as presents how.
ever, if we include tlie nails exchanged for
curiosities, by the companies of both ships,
with those given for refreshments, &c, they
could not get from us less than ocwt. great
and small.
As to the natives of these Islands, both
sexes are of a common size with Europeans;
but with respect to com|)lexion, their colour
is thai !if a lightish copper, and more uni^
formly so than among those of Otaheite
and the Society Isles. Of our geiktlemen,
some thought these people were a mucli
handsomer race others were of a contrary
opinion, of which number Capt. Cook was
onft.
It is certain, that they have in general regular features, with a good shape
they are also active, brisk, and lively. The
women are especially very merry and socia;

;

;

:

ble, and would chat with us, without being
invited, or if we seemed attentive, without

we understood them or
They appeared in general to be

considering whether
not.

modest: yet instances of those- of a different
character were not wanting
and having
.some venereal complaints, Capt. Cook took
all possible care, that the disorder should
not be communicated to them. Whenever
;

opportunity served, they discovered a strong
pr«»pensity to pilfering, and in the art of
thieving are full as knowing and dexterous
as the Otaheiteans. Their hair particularly,
of the females, is black, but some of the
men have a method of staining their hair
with various colours, as white, red, and
blue, which we saw upon the sani^e head.
It is wore cut short, and we met with only
two exceptions to this custom. The boys
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have only a

si.igle

lock on the top of the

and

positively

combed upwards and a small quan- quainted with

Iiead,

each side. The beards of the men
are shaved quite close with two shells, and
even thosf of an advanced ai»e have line
They are
eyes, and in general tfood teeth.
tattaowed from the middle of the thi^^h to
above the hips; bnt among- the women,
the skin is pnnctmed very slightly, and
that (»nly on their arms and fingers. Their
dress consists of a i)iece of clolli or matting?,
hanginjr below the knees, bnt from the
waist upwards they are generally naked.
Their ornaments are bracelets, amulets,
and necklaces, composed of bones, shells,
and beads, of mother of |)ear]. The women
have a curious apron made of the outward
fibres of the cocoa-nut shell: small pieces
of this stuff are sewed toa^ether in such a
manner as to form stars, half moons, and
squares, &c. and the whole is studded, and
decorated with red feathers, so as to have a
They wear also rings on
pleasing effect.
ty on

2A0
say, being but
their diversions.

little

We

ac-

were

entertained frequently with songs from the
women, in an agreeal)le style, and the
innsic they accompanie*! by

snapping their

fingers, so as to keep time to it.
Both
and their voices are very harmonious
;

this

and

they have a considerable comiJass on their
notes.
Among their musical instruments,
which came under our knowledge, they
have a drum, or rather an hollow log- of
wood, on the side of which they beat with
two <lrum sticks, whereby is produced a
doleful sound, not quite so musical as that
of an empty cask.
saw one of these
drums five feet and a half long, ^nd thirty
inches in girt. It had a slit in it from
one end to the other, about three inches
wide, by means of which it had been hol-

We

lowed out.
They have also two ui-isicnl
pipes; one a large flute niade of a |)iece ot
l)amboo, which they fill with breathing
through their noses they have four stops,
whereas those at Otaheite have only two.
'J'he other instrument is composed of ten
or eleven small reeds of unequal lengths,
bound together side by side, as the iWic
pipe of the ancients is said to have beei..
The open ends of the reeds into which they
:

of tortoiseshell, and pendants of the same about the size of a small
but thoutrh all have their ears bored,
quill
yet these last kind of ornaments are not
worn in common. The natives of these Islands make the same sorts of cloth, as the
inhabitants of Otaheite but they have not blow with their mouths are of equal heiuht
such a variety, nor any of so fine materials or in a line.
In this country the manner of a salutation
yet having a method of glazing" their cloth,
it is more durable than that at Otaheite, is by joining or touchins: noses, and
the
and will resist rain for sometime. Their displ.'jying a white flag or flags, when stranmatting is of various kinds some very fine, gers arrive, is a sure sign of peace. Such
and generally used for clothing; another were displayed w hen we first drew near the
but the people who then came on
sort is thick and stronger, which serves shore
them for sails, and to sleep on. The col- board, brought w ith them some pepper plant,
ours of their cloth are black, brown, purple, which they sent before them into t!ie ship
all extracted from vege- and a stronger sign of frieiidsjiip we con Id
yellow, and red
From the friendly recepThey make many little toys, which not wish for.
tables.
and tion we experienced, and the unsuspicious
sufficiently evinces their ingenuity
among their utensils are various sorts of manner of behaviour upon our landing, we
curious baskets, some made of the same concluded, they are seldom molested either
materials as their mats, and others of the by foreign or doujestio enemies
neverthewhich prove less they are not witiiout very formidable
twisted fibres of cocoa-nuts
in the workmanship, that these people offen.sive and defensive weaf)ons, as hows
want neither taste to design, nor skill to and arrows; also clubs and spears formed
How they amuse themselves in of hard wood. The clubs are of various
execute.
the^r leisure hoars, we cannot particularly shapes, and from three to five feet in length.
their fingers

made

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:
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The bows and arrows

are none of the best,
the former being very slig^ht, and the latter
only a slender reed pointed with hardwood,
On the inside of the bow is a groove, whereSeveral of their
in is placed the arrow.
spears have many barbr-, and must be dan-

weapons where they take effect,
Another singular custom is that of putting
every thing you give them to their heads,
by way of thanks, as we imagined; and
where things were given to young infants,
the mother lifted tj|> the child's hand to its
gerous

head, so that this manner of paying a
tneijL is taught them from their very
The same custom they also used
exchanges with us. It is called by

compliinfancy,
in their

enjoy the fruits of their labour as fheir own.
Parties of six, eight, or ten people, would
frequently bring fruit down to the landing
place; but we always saw one map, or
woman, superintend the sale of the wjiole,
without whose consent no exchanges could
be made
and the things ihey bartered
for were always given
themt all which
plainly shews they were the owners, and
the others only their servants,
Though the benevolent author of nature
has poured forth liberally his bpunties on
the Isles yet the high state of cultivation
their lands are in, must have cost them jndefatigable pains and
labour
but this
is now amply rewarded by the great prodqc^
every where to be seen, aud of whjclj all
;

;

;

the nafives fa^afatie, and has, we belie ve, various
jjurtuke
for no one wants the common
significations, according as it is applied
still more necessaries of life: the poor are not crying
all however complimentary.
prevails among
them, for bread; but joy, contentment, and
singular custom
though not peculiar to the inhabitants cheerful mirth are painted in the features
of the Friendly Isles. The greater |)art of of every one.
An easy freedom prevails
both sexes had lost one or both of their among all ranks of people they have few
little fingers; and, except some young chil- desires they cannot gratify, and they are'
dren, we found few who had both hands blessed with a clime wherein the disabut the reason of this mutilation greeable extremes of heat and cold are
perfect
we could not learn. They also burn or equallv unknown.
The article of water
make incisions in their cheeks, near the was the only one of which they may be
the reason of which was sai(l to have a scanty supply this they are
cheek bone
equally unknown to us. However, snch is obliged to dig for.
saw not (iny at
the goodness of the climate, that we ol> Amsterdam, and bat one well. At Middleburgh we found no water but what ibe
served neither sick nor lame among them
all appeared healthy, strong and vigorous, natives had iix vessels
this was sweet and
The government of this country is much cool, and probably procured not fUr from
like that of Otaheite, that is, in a king or the spots where we saw it.
can say very little of the religioQ of
prime chief (called Areeke) witli other subordinate ciiiefs, who are lords of certain dis- these people. The Afiatoucas may oe aptricts, perhaps sole proprietors, to whom the propriated to this purpose; but some of
our gentlemen thouglit tliese buildings were
people seem to |)ay great obedience.
>aIso perceived a third rank, one of m horn only burying places.
It is certain, particuwasoiH* friend Attago, wIm) seemed to have lar persons. made speeches in them, which
not a little influence oyer the common peo- we understood to be prayers
perhaps, they
pie.
It was the opinion of C'apt. Cook, may l»e both temples and burying places,
that all the land on 'jongalabu is private as at Otaheite; but with res4)ect to the
prof)erty, and that here, as at Otaheite, are images being i^lols, we had many reasons
a set of sf^rvants, or slaves, who have no to be of a contrary opinion.
3Jr. Wales
Indeed, wo cannot sup- told us, that one of these images was i^et wp
j>ro|>crty in land.
pose vvery thing to be in common, in a for him and others to shoot at, not very
Few would respectful this to divinity and yet w*
country so richly cultivated.
oil if they did not expect to reap, and have «een the Portuguese, when their
;

;

A

.

;

;

;

;

We

;

;

We

We

;

;
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Wishes were tiot {^ratified, tifat tlieir tutelar them were covered with screen sod, and the
saints with iniich greattri' faiiiiharity.
It grass was very short, by being- often sat upon,
appeared howf^ef very plain to us, tliat and much trodde'i, which doubtless prethese Aliatoueas are nin\:h frequented for vented its growth.
for tlie areas before
one purpose or other
;

CHAP.

IV.

continue their voyage from Amsterdam ; jnoceed for Queen Char*
Sound; An interview uith the inhuhitants ; The fimd separation of the two ships; Trana^
anions and incidents in Charlotte's Sound; The inhabititnts discovered to be Cannibals ; A.
description oj the coast ; The Resoluliou dipdr/s from the Sound, and proceeds in search after her
consort; Course of the Resolution in search oJ the supposed continent ; and the methods pursued
to explore the Southern Pacijic Ocean; Arrives at Easter Island; Transactions there; An
(.rpeditioii into the inland purl of the couufry, with an accowit of somi" gigantic statues, and

TUe Resolution and Adventure
lotte's

description of the whole Island.

ON

tlie 7th, of October, we
the southward, and onr

gazed at by the natives as we passed
but
none of them ventured to come off in their
route determined was to make for Queen canoes. We advanced to the Black Cape
Charlotte's Sound in New Zealand, there to on the 22nd, and now several inhabitants
take in a su[)|»ly of wood and uwtet, and took courage and boarded us, among whom
then to proceed on farther discoveries to the was a chief; he was clothed elegantly, and
On the 8th, we made the Island his hair was dressed in the high fa.shion of
S. and E.
of Pilstart, distant eiuht leagues, and bear- the country. VVe entertained him in the
This was also cabin, and his companions sold us some
ing S. W. by \V half W.
These people were very fond of* nails,
discovere<l by Tasman, and lies in latitude tish.
22 deg. 26 min. S. and in 175 deg. 51) min. and the chief received them with much greaW. longitude, distant 3i leagues from the ter eagerness than when the Captain gave
south end of Mi<ldleburgli, in the direction him hogs, fowls, seeds, and roots. We obof S. 52 deg. W. Two remarkal)le hills tained from him a jjvoniise not to kill
rise therein of a considerable height, and any; and if he keeps his word, there are
seemingly disjoined from each other by a enough to stock the whole Island
the
low valley.
We now alter a few hours present consisted of two sows, two boars,
calm, stretched with a S W. wind to the four hens, and two cocks
we likewise
useful seeds, and inS. E. but, on Sunday, tlie lOlh, it veered gave him several
round to the S. E. and E. 8. E. upon structed him in the manner of setting them.
Which we resumed (uir course to the These people very well remembered the
Endeavour having been in their coast. The
s. s. w.
On Thursday the 21st, at five o'clock, A. Adventure was now a good way to leeward,
M. we made the land of New Zealand, ex- and as we were obliged to tack, she was
tending from N. W. by N. to W. S. W. consequently separated from us; but we
We now stood in shore till we were abreast were joined by her on the twenty-fourtlj.
of Table Cape and Portland Island, which The wind was now very high, so that we
is joined to it by a ledge of rocks
we were could carry hardly any sail we endeavoured

Thursday,

made

sail to

:

;

;

;

;
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to

make Cape

Pailiser, the northern point

of Eakeinoinauwe, but

we had

such a hard
^ale for two days, that drove us off the land
This was
just as we were in sight of port.
but two favourable cirvery mortifying
cumstances attended it, for we were in no
danger of a lee-shore, and it was fair over
head. In the evening of the twenty-fifth
we endeavoured to find the Adventure,
which the storm had separated, but without
effect, the weather being so hazy, that we
could not see a mile round us. On the
twenty-eighth we saw the Adventure about
five miles to \eeward, and we kept company
with her till the night of the twenty-ninth,
wiien she disappeared, nor did we see her
at day-light.
Charlotte Sound was the
appointed place of rendezvous and as we
had separated from the Adventure, we
were obliged to make for it, otherwise Capt.
Cook would have sought a supply of wood
We stood to the
and water further south.
eastward, in hopes of meeting with the
A«l venture.
On the second of November
tlie morning was very clear, and we kept
a sharj) look-out for the Adventure
but
as we could not see her, we judged she was
got into the Sound. We accordingly made
for the shore of Eakeinomauwe.
In doing
which we discovered an inlet, which the
captain had never observed before, on the
east side of Cape Teerewhitte. We anchored
in twelve fathoms water, at the entrance of
this inlet; and several of the inhabitants
came on board, who were extravai;antly tond
of nails. We ran up into Ship Cove on the
third of November, wIk re we expected to
see the Adventure, but were disa|)poiiited.
Ilere we were obliged to unbend the sails,
which had been very mucli (hunaged in the
Several people came on board,
late storms.
who remembered the Eno'eavonr when on
this coast, |);irticularly an o\^\ man Called
Hie em|)ty casks were ordered
Gonbiah.
on shore, and the necessary repairs both to
ti\em and the ship were ordered to be made.
were unsiiccesstul in our fishing parties,
whocauirht no fish, bitl were vveil su|>piied
by the natives with that usefid article. On
openint; ilie bread casks, we found a great
that which remained
ileal of it damaijed
;

;

;

We

;

i

POLE,

good we baked over again,
preserve

m

ordel*

to

it.

On Friday the 5th, one of the natives took
an opportunity of stealing* one of the seamen's bags of clothes, which, with some difficulty, we recovered.
This made our people
more cautious in future. We found one of
the sows which Capt. Furneaux had put on
shore, and were informed that the boar and
other sow were taken to another part, but
hot killed. We were mortified very much
when we heaid that old Goubiah had killed
the two goats which Captain Cook put on
shore, ana were concerned to think that our
endeavours to stock this country with useful
animals Were likely to be rendered fruitless,
by those Very people for whose benefit they
were designed. But nature had amazingly
assisted our intentions in the gardens, where
every thing was in a flourishing state, except
the potatoes, which were most of them duyc
up.
We put on shore another boar ami
sow, with two cocks, and four hens.
We
purchased a large quantity of fish from the
natives, who were very much inclined to
theft ; we detected them picking our pockets very frequently.
Several strangers came
to visit us in five canoes, they took up their

quarters in a cave near us, and decamped
the next morning with six of our small water casks.
All the peo[)le whom we found
on our arrival likewise went with them.
So!ne of them returned in a day or two,
and supplied us with lisli.
On Monday, the fifteenth, we made a
party to the summit of one of thi* hills, in
order to look for the Adventure, but were
disappointed, and totally at a loss to know
what was become of her.
When we returned, the natives Were collected round

om
and

boat, to whom we
Weiit on board.

made some

We

presents,

were very well

with fish during oiu' stay here.
22nd, we took one boar and
three sows, together with some cocks juid
hens, into the woods, where we left tliem
prov'sion sufficient for ten or twelve
•.viiii
days, with hopes that the natives would
not di'^cover them till tiiey had bred. Our
officers having visited the dwelling-f)laces
sapplipd
Oil

tiie

of'sevcral of the natives, foiinJ '^ouie

huiuau
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fle>li appeared to be
and on the twenly-thiicl, they
lieiii^ on sliore, saw ihc head and bowels of
a yo\itli, hitely kdled, layiii;^ on the beach
Ills heart was stuck on a fork, and lixed at
the fore part of one of the larjicst canoes.
The heail was bought, and bronjjhton boar.l.
where one of the natives broiled and eat it
before the whole ship's company, aiul the
Oeilidee,
s^^ht made several of them sick.
whom we had brought with us, expresse*!

l>.#ues,

twin

l.ilelv taki'ii

wliitli tlie
;

;

his horror at this transaction in terms whicii
It is
is impossible for us to des<;ril;e.

i-t

certain fhat the

New

Zealanders are canni-

which this circumstance tullv proves;
but from all we could learn, they only eat
bals,

This
of those slain in battle.
fallen in a skirmish with some of
but
the natives, as well as several i»thers
how many, or what was the cause of tiie
qiiarrel, we coidd not learn.
Our crew had for three months past, lived
abnost wholly on fresh piovisionsand vet;etables and we had, at this time, neither a scorBefore we
butic, nor sick i)erson on board.
the

riesh

youth had

;

;

quitted the Sound, we left a memorandum,
setting forth the day of our departure, what

course we intended steering", &c. and buried
it iu a bottle, where it must be discovered,
should Capt. Furneux touch here, thouj^h
we did not place any great expectation in
such an event. We saile<i from hence on the
^•3th, of November and soui^ht the Adventure in several harbours, but without ettect.
All hopes of seeing' her again were now
vanished, and we .set about our intended

The ship's comdiscoveries by ourselves.
pany were perfectly satisfied with Capt.
Cook's care and conduct, and did not express any uneasiness at our being unattended.
On Friday, the 26th, we steered to
the south, and on Monday the Cth, of
December found ourselves antij)odes to our
London
tude

5f)

friends.

We

were then in S. latiand E. longitude 17.9
met with several thghts

deg. 17 min.

We

40 min.
of our old companions, albatrosses, petrels,
kc. We sailed through large cjuantitie; of
loose ice on the 14th of November, ai;d
We were
discovered many ice islands.
toon embayed by thc^ ice, and weie obliged
de;^.

6
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We

to the N. W.
were now in;
danger, (swings to the ice islands and
^V e atteiiipted to take some of the
the log'.
ice on boar<l, but without efl'ect
but on th«
17th, we suc<eeded, and got on b.iard as

to .stretch

much

;

much aswecoidd manage.
Tuesday, the 21st, we (,'an»e

the .*;econd
time within the antarctic circle
and on a
sudden gi»t among' a great (piantity ot
loose icr-, and a (;luster of i<;e Islands, wliiciv'
it was very dithcult to steer clear of, as the
fog was very thick.
On the 24th, they increased so fast upon us, that we could see
near an hundre rocnd us, besides an asto>
tiishing <iu;;ntity of small pieces.
Here we
spent the 2")th, being Christmas-day, in
much the same inanner as we did the preceding one.
On the 2nd of January, we steered N. W.
in order to explore great part of the sea between us and our track to the south
but
were obliged to steer north-ea.sterly the next
day, and could not accomplish our desig^n.
Many of the people were attacked with
slight fevers while we were in these high
latitudes, but hap|)ily they were cured in a
few days. Taking every circumstance inta
consideration, it is not very probable that
there is any extensive land in our track
from Otaheite which was about two hundred
leagues; and that any lay to the west is
still less probable
we therefore steered N.
E. There was no sign of land
and therefore on the 1 Ith, we altered our course, and
steered 8. E.
On the 25th we found ourselves in a plea.sant climate, and no ice in
view on the2Gth, canie a third time within
the antarctic circle. On Sunday, the 30th,
we saw a very extensive field of ice, and
within the field we distinctly enumerated
ninety-seven ice hills of various sizes; it is
probable that such mountains of ice were
never seen in the G;eenland seas. On this
accoiiot the attempt to get farther to the
south, though not absolutely impossible,
was yet both rash and dangerou.s. The
majority of us were of opinion that this ice
extended to the pole, as it might possibly
join some land to which it has been contiguous since the earliest times. Should there
be land to the south behind this ice, it
;

I

;

;

;

;
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certainly can afford no better retre«it for man,
beast, or birds, tlian the ice itself, with
which it must certainly be covered. As we
could not go any farther to the south, we
thought it adviseable to tack, and stand
back to the north, being at this time in the
latitude 71 deg. 10 njin. S. and 106. deg.
54 min. W. Happily for us we tacked
good time; for we had no sooner done it,
than a very thick fig came on; which

m

would have been highly dangerous when

we

fell

On

in with the ice.

the

1st,

of Februrary

the sandy beach. One of the natives came
on board the ship where he staid two nights
He measured the length of the ship, and
called the number by the same names as the
Otaheiteans do
but otherwise we could
not understand his language. A party of
us went ashore on the 14th, and found a
great number of the natives assembled, who
;

were pacifically inclined, and seemed desirous to see us. We made signs for something
to eat, after we had distributed some trinkets
among them they brought us some sugarcanes, potatoes, and plantains.
We \e\y
soon found out that these gentlemen were
as expert thieves as any before met with
we could scarce keep any thing in our pockets, and it was with some difficulty that we
could keep our hats upon our heads. 'J iiese
people .seemed to understand the use of a
musket, and to be very much afraid of it.
Here were several plautations of potatoes,
sugar-canes, and plantains
but" otherwise
the country appeared barren and' without
wood. We found a well of brackish water,
and saw some fowls.
As the natives di^l
not seem unwilling to part with these articles, and as we were in want of them, we
determined to stay a few days.
A trade
was accordingly opened with the natives,
and we got on board a few casks of
water.
A party of otficers and men
were sent up the country in order to examine it and Capt. Cook remained o»i
shore among the natives.
An advantageous trade for potatoes was opened, but
soon put a stop to by the owners of the
spot from whence they were dag. It s6ems
that they had stolen these potatoes for they
;

we were

able to

take in some more ice, v%'hich though it was
cold work to collect, served us for present
Capt. Cook
consumption when melted.
was now well satisfied that no continent was
to be found in this ocean, but that which is
totally inaccessible; he therefore determined to pa.ss the ensuing winter within the
tropic, if he met with no other object vvorlh
It was determined to steer for
pursuing.
the land discovered by Juan Fernandez, or,
<n failure of this pursuit, to search for Easter
I.<i|and, or Davis's Land, which we knew
very little alwut. The sailors and all on
board acceded to these desij^ns, and were
hnf)py at the thoughts of getting into a warhad continual gales from
mer climate.
the 8th, to the 12th instant, when it fella
dead calm. The weather varied every day
<fohsiderably till the 'ioth, when Capt. Cook
was persuaded that the dis(M>vory of Juan
'Fernandez, if any swrU was ever made,
could be nothinii but a small Island, not

We

On the Sotli, Caf)t. Cook
worth notice.
was taken so ill as to be obliged to keep his
It is somebed, an<l recovered very slowly.
thing very extraordinary, that when he
could eat nothing else, he had a mind to a
dog of Mr. Forster's which was killed, and
he relished both the tlesh and the broth
made of it. This seems a very odd kind of
tbod for a sick man and, in the opinion of
ujany people, would create much greater
sickness than it was likely to be any means
:

removing.
the 11th of March, land was seen from
the mast-head, which proved to be Easter
«.'f

On

island; and on the 13th, we came to an
anchor in thirty-.six fathoms water, before

6

;

;

;

;

ran away at his approach. From this
circumstai.ee it is pretty evidetit that they
are not more strictly honest amongst themselves than to strangers.
This reconnoitring
party were followed by a crowd of natives ;
and before they had proceeded far, they
were met by a middle-aged man, with his
face painted.
He hud a spear in his hand,
and walked along with them, keeping his
countrymen at a distance, that our people
might receive no molestation from them,
This man was punctured from head' to foot,
They found the greatest^ part of the island
all

^

'A

?

<;-/

5

^

A
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tliou^^ in many places there were
plantations ot the roots before mentioned.
They met with the ruins of three ijlatforms
of stone work. On each of these platforms
had sfood four very large statues, made of
were now fallen to tiie
stone, but they
ground, and nuicli defaced. These statues
l>!>non

;
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at the desire of their countrymen.
Tliere
appeared to be achiefauumg them, which
\Yore a better cloth than the rest.
lie had
a fine open countenance, and was very well
made. Ilis face was painted, and his body

punctured.
They met with .some pretty
fresh water towards the eastern end of this
Island, but it was rendered dirty by a custom which the inhabitants have of wasliing
themselves in it as soon as they have drank.
Let the company be ever so large, the first

fifteen feet long, and six feet broail
across the shoulders. On the head of each
statue was a round red stone, of considerable
Travellina on, they found in
mairnitude.
some places a poor sort of iron ore, and that gets to the well, jumps into the middle
atk'rwards came to a fruitful part of the of it, drinks his fill, and washes himself all
the next does the same, and so on till
Island, on which were several plantations. over
They could get no good water in their all of them have drank and washed.
Great numbers of the gigantic statue^
journey
but they were obliged to drink
what they could get, on account of the ex- before described, are to be seen on this part
They foimd the of the island; one of which they measuredi
tremity of their thirst.
natives so addicted to theft, that they were and found it to be twenty-seven feet long,
obliged to fire some small shot at a man, and eight feet broad across the shoulders.
who took from them their bag of provisions One of these figures, of an astonishing
and implements. The shot hit this fellow height, being standing, it afforded shade for
in the back, on which he dro|)|>ed the J)ag the whole party to dine under, which conand fell but he soon afterwards got up and sisted of thirty persons. Many gained the
Some delay was occasioned summit of a hill, but could not see any bay
walked off.
by this affair. The man before mentioned or creek, nor discover any si^ns of fresh waran round them and repeated several words, ter. They returned to the ship in the evenNo .shrubs worth mentioning were
and af- ing.
which they could not understand
terwards they were very good friends toge- found in this excursion, neither did they
ther, no one attempting to steal any thing see an animal of any sort, and but very
number of the natives were as- few birds. They could not discover any
more,
iembled together on a hill at some distance, thing in the whole Island to induce ship*
with spears in their hands, but dispersed in the utmost distress, to touch at it.

were

;

;

;

;
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V.

Tlie liesoiution sails from Easter Island to the Marquesas ; Transactions and incidents ivhile she
lay in Resolution JBay^ in the Island of St. Christina ; Departs from the Marquesas ; These
Islands described, with an account of the inhabitajits, their customs, ^c.
The JResolntion i^repares
to leave Otaheite ; Another luival relief v ;
descripiion of the Island ; Her arrival at the Island

A

of tluaheine
Ulietea

;

;

Her

An

expedition into the same
Various incidents related ; The ship proceed to
reception there ; Jncideiits during her stay ; Character of Oedidee ; General obser;

vations on the Islands.
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Wednesday, the 16th, of March, we
took our departure from Easter Isle,

anu steered

for the

Marquesas

Islands, instay there if nothin*^material intervened. On the 6th, of April,
we discovered an Island, when we were in
latitude 9 deg. 20 min, and longitude 13K

tending to

make some

deg. 14 min. we were about nine leagues
soon discovered anodistance from it.
ther, more extensive than tiie former, and
presently afterwards a thiri and a fourth
these were the Mar(jnesas discovered in
After various unsuc1595 by Mendana.

We

;

cessful trials to come to an anclior, we came
at last before Mendana's port, and anchored
in thirty-four fathoms water, at the entrance
of the bay. Several canoes ap[)eared, tilled
with natives, but.it was with some difficulty
they were persuad«'<l to come alongside;

they were at last induced by some spike
From these people
nails and a hatcfiet.
we got some lish and fruit. Great numbers
of them came along- side next morning, and
brought with thtin one pig, some bread-fruit
and plantains, for which they received nails,

of the iron stanchions from the opposite
gani^way. The captain immediately ordered them to tire over the canoe, but not
to kill any body.
There was such a noise
on board, that his orders were not distinctly
heard, and the poor thief was killed at the
third shot.
The rest that were in the
canoe leaped overboard, but got in again
just as Capt. Cook came up to them, and
threw over board the stanchion. Oneofthe
men sat laughing as he jaded the bloo.d
and water out of the boat, but the other
looked very serious and dejected.
afterwards had reason to think that the father of the latter had been shot. The natives retired with great precipitation at this
unhappy accident; but their fears were ia
some measure allayed by the captain's following them into the bay, and making them

We

j>resents.

We

found fresh water

ashore,

which we very much wanted. One would
have imagined that the fatality attending one
poor fellow's thieving, would have discouraged them from making any more attempts of
the like nature
but no sooner was our
ike.
We often detected them in keeping kedge anchor out, but two men came from
which the shore, wanting to take away the buoy,
our goods, and making no return
practice was not put a stop t<^ till Capt. not knowing what was fastened to it.
Lest
C'ook tired a musket-ball over the head of they should take away the buoy, a shot was
one man, who had repeatedly served us so. fired, which fell short of them of this they
We wanted to ii;tt farther into the bay, and took not the least notice but when another
accordingly sought after a convenient place was fired, which went over their heads, they
When Capt. Cook instantly let go the buoy, and returned to the
to moor the sliip in.
This last shot had a good effect;
.saw there were too many natives on board, shore.
he desired that they might be well looked for by this they .saw that they were not
after, or they would certainly commit many safe at any distance, and they were ever
Before the Captain was well got afterwards much terrified at the sight of the
thefts.
into the boat, he was told tiiat a canoe, with musket. However, they still continued to
some men in her, were making of!" with one practice their art of thieving but it waa
;

;

:

;

:
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jiuJged better to put up with it, as we did not
man who
inteiid niakini; a long- stay here.
had the appearance of a chief came oft' to ns
witli a |)iif upon liis shoulder, he was presented witli a hatchet in return, and afterwards great numbers of tlie natives came
along-side, and carried on some trattic.
Peace being now estabHshed, another party
Tlie natives
of men were sent on shore.
received us civilly, and we got a supply of
water, as well as some hogs aiul fruit. On
the 9th, another party went ashore, and
were met by a chief of some consequence,
attended by several of the natives. Presents
were niaile to him but we could not preIn
vail on him to return wilh us to dinner.
the afternoon another party was made to
the southern cove, which came to the house
that belonged to the man we had killed. His
son inherited hissubstauce, which consisted
of five or six pigs; but he tied at our approach.
should have been glad to have seen
him, a.s we wanted to convince him that we
bore the nation no ill-will, though we killed
his father, and to have made him some presents by NMiy of a small compensation.
collected a good many pigs and other refreshments this day, and returned on board in
the evening. VVe also obtained several pigs
from the different canoes that came alongand by this
side of us on the 10th. instant
to afibrd
number
sufficient
a
time we hud
was
made
party
meal.
iVesh
a
crews
the
on this dav, which was successfid in tl»e
purchase of several more pigs, and a large
had now a fine prosquantity o!" ^Vuit.
pect of getting a supply of all manner of

A

;

We

We

;

A

We

but our expectations were
refreshments
some
of our crew having been
by
frustrated,
on shore, anfl «5elling them such articles as
they had never before seen, which made the
natives despi^^e the liutchets and nails, which
before they so much prized. As this was
the case, and we had much need of refreshment, hnving been a long time at sea, it was
;

determined to remove

make sail

for Otaheite,

our quarters, and
hoping to fall in with

some of those Islands discovered by tlie
Dntch and other navigator.s, where our
wants might be effectually
had been nineteen weeks at
LI
No, 17.

We

relieved.
sea, living the

whole time upon

\iy*-

provisions, and therewant some refreshments
yet we must own, with grateful acknowsalt

fore could not but

;

ledgments to goodness supreme, that on our
arrival here, it could scarcely be said we had
one sick man, and but a few who had the
least «on>[)laint.
This Capt. Cook attributed to the number of antiscorbutic arfi^
on board, and to the great attention of
the surgeon, who was very careful to apply

cles

in time.
On Monday, the lltfi, at
three o'clock, we weighed from St. Christina,
and stood over lor l..a Doruinica, and the
night was spent in |)lying between the two
Isles.
On the Tith, we steered to the S.
and at five P. AT. Resolution Bay bore \L
N. E. half E. distant five leagues, and the
Island of Magdalena about nine leagues,
which was the only view we had of it.
But we shall now in our narrative return
to the Marquesas.
Tliese are five in num-

them

namely. La Magdalena, St. Pedro, La
Dominica, Santa Christina, and what we
named Hood's Island, which is the northernmost, in latitude 9 deg. 2G min. S.
Its breadth is unequal, and it is about sixber,

teen leagues in circumference.
The surface is full of rugged hills rising in ridges,.
which are disjoined by deep vallieys clotlied
with wood, as are the sides of some of fhe.
hills
the aspect is, however, barren
yet
it is nevertheless inhabited.
St. Pe<lro is
about three leagues in circuit, and lies .south
four leagues and a half from the east end oi
La Dominica.
Christina lies under the
same parellel, four leagues more to the
west. This Isle is nine miles in length, and
about twenty one in circumference. TlieseIslands occupy one degree in latitude, and
nearly half a degree in loniiitude, namely,
from 138 de^, 47 min. to 139 dt^. 13. min.
W. which is the longitude of the west GXi<3^
of Dominica.
The port of Madre de Dios, which was
named Resolution Bay, is sitAiated not far
from the middle of the west side of St.
Christina, under the highest land in the
Island. The south point of the bay is a
steep rock, terminating in a peaked hilL
The north 'pf^int is not so high, and rises m.
a more gentle slope. In the ba^' aie twd
:

;
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in each of which is a rivulet
of excellent water. For wooding- and watering-, the northern cove is most convenient,
saw here the little cascade mentioned
by Quiros, Mendana's pilot but the village

sand}' coves

;

We

;

SOUTil POLE.

ch^th round their loins, like a f>etl.icoaf,
reaching* below the middle of their legs,
and a loose mantle over their shoulders.

Their head

dress, and what seems to be
their principal ornament, is a broad fillet,

the other cove.
made curiously of the fibres of the husks of
The productions of these Isles, which cocoa-nuts, in the front of which is placed
came within our knowledge, are nearly the a mother-of-pearl shell, wrought round to

is in

same

as at the Society Isles, namely, hogs,
fowls, plantains, yams, and some other roots
also bread-fruit and cocoa-nuts, but of these
not in abundance. Trifles highly valued at
the Society Isles, are lightly esteemed here,
and even nails, at last, in their oi)iniou, lost
their value.
The natives in general, are the finest race
;

They surpass all
of people in this sea.
other nations for shape and regular features,
The affinity of their language to that oi Otaheite, and the Society Isles, shews that they
Oedidee could
are of the same nation.
converse with them, though we could not.

The men are curiously tattoavved, from head
to foot, with various figures, that seem to
be directed more by fancy than by custom.
These punctures cause the skin to appear of
a dark hue; but the women who are not
much punctured, and youths who are not at
The
all, are as fair as some Europeans.

men are about five I'eet six inches high
but none of them were fat and lustly like
the Earees of Ofaheite, yet we saw not any
that could be called meagre. Their eyes
;

their teeth not
are neither full nor lively
so good as those of other nations, and their
hair i> of many colours except red. Some
liave it long; the most prevailing custom is
to wear it short; but a bunch on each side
of the crown they tie in a knot. In trimming their beards, which are in general long,
they observe different modes some part it,
and tie it in two biuiches under the chin;
soriie plait it, some wear it loose, and others
Their clothing is much the
quite short.
same as at Otaheite, but not so good, nor
The men, for the most
in such plenty.
part, cover their nakedness with the Marra,
which is a slip of cloth passtjd romul the
This simple
waist, and between the legs.
dress is (juite rittlicient tor nnxlesty, atul
The women wear a piece of
tlie climate.
;

:

2

the size of a tea-saucer. Near this is one
smaller, of very fine tortoiseshell. perforated
in curious figures
and in the centre is another round piece of mother-of-pearl, »f)out
the size of half a crown; before whicli is
another piece of perforated tortoiseshell the
size of a shilling.
Some have this decora;

on eacli side, in smaller pieces, and ail
have annexed to them the tail feathers at'
cocks or tropic birds, which stand upright,
and the whole makes a very singtdar ornament. Round the neck they wear a kind
of ruff* or necklace of light wood, covered
with small red peas, fixed on w itii gum.
Round their legs and arms they have
bunches of human hair fastened to a string,
Instead of hair, they sometimes use short
feathers; but all these ornaments we srldom
saw on the same person. The chief, indeed,
who came to visit us, was completely dresse<l in this manner; but their ordinary ornaments are necklaces and amulets composed
of shells, &c. All had their ears |)ierced, yet
we saw not any with ear-rings,
Their houses are in the valleys, and on
tion

the sides nf
built after the

near their plantations,
as at Otaheite,
but much meaner, being only covered with
the leaves of the bread tree. Most of them
are budt on a pavement of stone, an oblony,
or square, which is raised above the level
of the around. These paveuents are likewise near their dwellings, on which they
eat and anmse tin njselves.
In their eating,
these people are not very cleanly. They
are also «lirty in their cookery. They dress
tneir pork in an oven of hot stones; bi;t
fruit and roots they roast, and having taken
off the rind, they put them into a trnngh
with wi.tei, out of \\hi(h we have seen loth
men and hogs eat at the same time. Once
we saw them make a batter of fruit and
roots in a vessel that was hmtied with dirt,
hills,

same manner
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and out of which the hogs had been that perceiving-, a liltle time after, forty or fifty,
without washing either all armed, coming down to join them, we
eatiiig,
iitoiiieiit
shore, with the view of
tliat, or their hands, wliich were equally stood closci on
but the actions of a few individuals are not snthcient to tix a custom
on a whole nation. Their weapons are
chd)s and spears. They liave also slings
with which they tlirow stoms with great
Their
velocity, but not with a good aim.
canoes are made of wood, and the bark of
a^soft tree, whicli grows near the sea, an»l is
fery proper for Uie purpose. Tjp'ir lentrtli
dirty

is

;

Jiom sixteen

to

twenty

feet,

and

their

breadth about tifteen inches. The head and
stern are formed oiit of tw(» solid pie»'es of
wood the former is curved, and the latter
ends in a point the latter, which projects
horizontallv, is decorated with a rude carved
tigure, having a faint resemblance of a human shape and lace. Some of these canoes
have a latteen sail, but they are generally
rowed with paddlts. Tiie oidy tame fowls
we saw were cocks and liens and of (pia<lrupeds no other than hogs
but the woods
were well inhabited by small birds, whose
plumage is exceeding beautiful, and their
did not shoot as
notes sweetly varied.
many of them as we might have done, from
apprehensions of alarming and terrifying the
;

;

supporting our people in case they should
be attacked
but our boat rettirned without
any thing of this kind having happened.
By Mr. C'oojxr we were informed, that
njany of the natives hovered about the
skirts of the wood with spears in their
hands and that the presents he made to
those on shore were receive<l with great
coolness.
^Vhen their reinforcement arrived, his party thought it most prudent
to end)ark, esi)eeially as the captain had
ordered them to avoid, if possible, an attack.
A^'hcn the crew, &c. were all in the boats,
some of the natives attemped to push them
of^", others seemed disposed to detaiii
then)
at length they suttered our people to dej)ait
at their leisure.
One of them procured a
;

;

;

dog for a single plantain, u Inch led us to conjecture this was not a production of their
Island indeed, they saw no fruit but cocoanuts, of which they coidd ge-t by barter,
only tAVo dozen.
When the master returned from sounding in the creek, he
reported that there m as no passage from
thence into the lake; and that the creek, at its
entrance, was fifty fathoms ^^ide, and thirty
deep; farther up thirty wide, and twelve
natives.
On Sunday, the 17th, at ten o'clock A.M. <leei> that the bottom was rocky, and the
having steered W. by S. land was seen sides bon.nled by coral rocks. AV'e were not
bearing W. half N. being a chain of low inclined to run the ship into such a place,
Isluts, connected together by a reef of co- and therefore, alter having formed some
ral rocks.
ranged the N. W. coast till judgment ofthe natives, we prepared to prowe came to a creek or inlet, and which ceed on new discoveries,
The natives call this Island Tiookea,
seemed to have a communication with a
lake in the centre of the Island.
Having which was discovered and visited by Coma desire of surveying these half drowned mod ore Byron. It is of an oval form, about
Islots, we hoisted out a boat, and sent the thirty miles in circumference, and lies in
master in to sound. ^Vhile the Resolution 14 deg. 27 min. r3(). sec. S. latitude, and in
ran along the coast, the natives were seen 144 deg. 56 min. W. longitude. They, and
in different places armed with long spears perhaps all the low Islands, are of a much
and clubs, and a group of them were ob- darker colour than those of the higher
.served on one side of the creek.
As they ones, and seem more savage in their nashevved s )me signs of a friendly disposition, ture. These low Islands are not so fertile
two boats were sent ashore well armed, as some others the inhabitants are much
under the command of Lieutenant Cooper, exposed to the sun,- they depend upon the
who was accom[)auied by Mr. Forster.
sea for their support, by which means they
.saw our people land without any opposition are darker in colour, and more robu.«it
yet
ii-i}iy. a few natJA es standing on the shore
but there is nd doubt of their being" ofthe same
;

:

;

We

;

We

;

We

;

:
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A fish is an emblem of their proand a figure of one was marked on
the bodies of tlie men, who in general are
w ell made, stout, and tierce.
On Monday, the 18th, we saw such another Island as that we had left, to the westward, which we reached by eis:ht o'clock
A- M. We ranged the S. £ side at one
mile distant from the sbtrre. It lies S W.
by W. two leagues from the west end of
Tiookea, in 14 ileg". 37 min. S. latitude, and
These
in 145 deg-. 10. min. W. longitude.
we apprelrended to be the same, to which
Commodore IJyron gave the name of
We left them on the
George's Islands.
19th, and at seven o'clock A. IM. discovered

as those

the Island of Tiookea.
the west end we saw a
fouith Island, bearing N. N. E.
It lies six
leagues west from the first.
Tlie^e iour

nation.

sort,

fession,

Ap|)roaching

another of these

halfoverflowed

Islands,

so common in these southern
In general they are surrounded
with an unfathomable sea, and their interior
parts are covered wiih lakes, which would
be excellent harbours, were they not shut
up from the access of shipj)ing, which,
according to the renort of the iialives, is the
case with most of tlicm. Of the great number we ranged, rot a passage was to be discovered into one of them. We were told, that
they abound with tish, particularly tiutle,
on which the natives subsist, and sometimes
exchange with the inhabitants of the higher
This Island, (by
Islands for <M<jlh, &c
which, while in this [)art <»f the ocean, we
would be understood to mean a number of
little Isles, or Islots, connected together into
one by a reef of coral rocks) is about five
leagues long, and three broad, and is in
lo lief!^, 2() min. S. latitude, and in 140 deg,

which are
latitudes.

h)ngit!ide.
Near the south erul we
discovered from the mast head, distant four
soon
leagues, another of the«;e low Isles
after a thini, bearing S. W. by S.
It extends W. N. W. and E. S. E. in which
direction its length is twenty-one miles, but
its breadth not more than six.
It aj»j)ears,
in every resjject, like the rest, only it has
fewer Islots, and less firm land on the reef
which surround the lake. While ranging
the north coast, we saw people, huts, canoes,
aii^d what appeared to be stages for drying
The natives were armed with the
offish.
•i;!mp weapons, and seemed to be the same

20 min

;

clusters

in

now

we named

Hugh

nour of Sir

Palliser's Isles,

in

ho-

Palhser, comptroller of

the navy.

On Wednesday the 'iOth, at day-break,
hauling round the west end of the ihird
Island, we found a great swell n/ding in
from tlje S. by which we knew that we
were clear of these low Islands; and being"
notwilhin sight of land, we made the be»t
of our way for Otaheife havii.'g a strong
gale at E. attended with showers of rain.
It is here necessary to take notice, that Uus
part of the ocean, from the latitude 20 Aeix:
down to 12 ili"*^-. and from the meiidian ot
13H i\eQ:. to 160 deg. W. is so strewed with
low Isles, that a navigator cannot proceed
with too much circumspection but whether
these I-^les be any of those discovered, and
laid down in the charts otthe Dtitch navigators, cannot be determined with any degree
of certainty
especially when we consider,
that their discoveries are not handed down
to us with sutticient accuracy.
Thursday,
the 1 Ith. we made the hiyh land of Otaheite
by sun-set was in with Point Venus, and the
next morning, at eight o'clock anchored iw
Matavai Hay in seven fathoujs water. ().;ir
arrival was no sooner known to the natives,
than they paitl us a visit, expressed the most
lively congratulations, and supfJied us with
fish and fruit sufhcient for the whole crew.
Our first business was to erect tents for the
reception of such of our people as were refjuir^-d on shore.
Sick we had none, for the
refreshments we got at the Marquesas, had
been the means of removing every complaint of the scorbutic kind, and of preserving the whole crew in good health.
also sent ashore Mr. Wales's instruments;
our chief reason for putting" into this place
beinu: to afford him an opportunity to ascer.
tain the error of the watch by the known
loniit(ule, and to determine precisely its
rate of goinu".
On Sunday, the 24th, Otoo and other
chiefs, with a train of attendants brought
us t'^K large hogs, besid«s fruit, which made
;

;

;

We
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As the than three hundred ranged along .shore, a'l
their visit evceedingly agreeable.
besides
king's coinini? had been announced to us, completely equipped and manned
it
was
our
vast
niucli
number
armed
men
upon
how
interest
a
of
the
knowing:
and
laiuied in the midst <»f them,
to keep this chief our friend, Capt. Cook sliore.
mt-t him at the tents and conducted the and were received by a vast multitude, .some
whole of this retinue, witli liiiiiself, on under arms, and souie not. The cry of the
boa»'d, where they staid to dinner, and ap- former was Tiyono Towha, and of the latter
Towha, we alterwards
S^^ared hij^hiy pleaded with their reception. was I'ivo no Otoo.
[ext tlay, notwithstandinix we had much learnt, was admiral, or commander of the
T]p(Mi oin* laudintr we were met by j»
tliunder, liijhtninif, and rain, the kiuu' came fleet.
a^.iin to see us, and l)rou;ri>t with him ano- chief, naujed Tee, uiuie to the Kiny, o\
Soon after
ther present, cousistinu: of a hirjje quantity whom we inijnired for Otoo.
When at Amstertlam, \\e \\eren)etby 'Jriwha, who received us
of retVesIiments.
We had collected, amonu: other curiosities, in a friendly manner. He took Capt. C<»ok
some red parrot's feathers. These |)recious by the one hand, and Tee by the other,
valuables procured us lioirs, fiuit, and every and dragt^ed him, as it were, throu;:h tlie
other thinif the Island afforded. Our hav- crowd that was divided into two parties,
ing them was a fortiuMte circumstance lor both of which prochiimed themselves Lis
our stock in trade beiuj? ijreatly exhausted, friends, by cryiuu' out Tiyo noTootee. One
without these we shoidd have tound it ditti- party wanted him to go to Oioo, and the
When come
cult to have sUi)plied the ship with neces- other to remain with Towha.
When we nut into this to the usual place of audience, Tee left us
sary refreshments.
Tovlia insiste«l
island, we intended to stay no lon^'er than to go and bring the king.
Mr, Wales had made the necessary obser- on the caphiin's going with him, but he
would not consent. When Tee returned,
vations for the purp(ises already mentioned
and supposing we should meet with no he took hold of his hand in order to conTowha was unv\ilbetter success than we did the last time duct him" t the king.
we were here. But tlie reception we had ling he should sit down, and desired him
but this chief being a
alrendy met with, and the fevv excursions to go with him
we had made to the plains of Matavai and stranger, he refused to comply. Tee was
Oparree, convinced us of our error for at Very desirous of conducting the caj)t;iin to
Towha opposed, and he was
these two places we found built, and build- the king
ing, a large numlKr of canoes and houses of obliged to desire Tee to desisit, and to leave
people living in spacious him to the admiral and his party, who eonevery krnd
Here we
houses, who had not a place to shelter ducted him down to the tieet.
also found two lines of armed men draw-, up
themselves in, eight months before
several hogs in every house, with many before the admiral's vessel, in order to keep
other signs of a rising state. On account of off the crowd, that we might go on board
these favourable circumstances, we resolved and when the captain made an excuse, a
to make a longer stay at this Island, and to man .squatted down, and otTered to carry
At this time
repair the ship, which was now indispen- him, but he woidd not go.
Accordingly the empty Towha quitted us, without our seeing which
sably necessary.
casks and sails werea:ot ashore, the ship was way he went, nor v\oidd any one inform us.
were now jostled about in the crowd.
ordered to be caulked, and the rigging to be
overhauled.
saw Tee, and inquiring of him for the
On Tuesday, the 26th, Capt. Cook ac- king, he told us he was gone into the coun.
companied by some of the officers and try of Mataou, and he advised us to re(»air
gentlemen, went down to Oparree, to visit to the boat, which we accordingly did, as
Otoo by appointment. When arrived, we soon as we could get collected together^
our boat we took our time to
s<i\v a number of ]ar<xe canoes in motion, When in
but were much sur])rised at perceiving more reconnoitre the t^rand fleet.
W^e told
;

We

;

;

)

;

;

;

:

;

;

We
We
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liundreJ and
noes, equipped, manned, and armed, but
we believe they had not their full complement of rowers.
The chiefs and all
those on the tightini? stai^es, were habited
in <loth, turbans, breast plates, and helmets.
Some of the latter seenied much to incumBe this as it may, the
ber the wearer.
whole of their dress added a i>randeur to the
prospect, and they were so complaisant as
to shew themselves to the best advantage.
Their vessels were full dressed with tlags,
streamers, &c. so that the whole fleet made
such a noble appearance, as we had never
before seen in this sea, and what no one
Their instrninents of
could have expected

•an

clubs, spears, and stones. The
Vessels were ranged close along side of each
other, having their heads to the shore, and
their sterns to the sea. The admiral's vescounted,
sel was nearly in the centre.
exclusive of the vessels of war, an iiundred

war were

We

sail of smaller double canoes,
with mast and sail, which the

and seventy
all

rigged

not.
These we judged were
designed for transports, victuallers, &c. for
in the war canoes, were no sorts of provisions whatever.
conjectured that in
these three hundred and thirty vessels there

war canoes had

went

thithec

again in the afternoon, where we i'ound him,
and learnt, that the reason of his absconding in the morning was, because some of his
people had stole some of the Captain's
clothes which were washing at the tents,

and he feared

restitution

would be demand-

He

repeatedly asked Capt. Cook if he
was not angry, nor could he be easy till assured, ti»at the pilferers might keep the
ed.

stolen things.
Towha also was alarmed^
thinking that Capt. Cook was displeased,
and jealous of seeing such a force so near
us, without
knowing its destination, it
happened unluckily that Oedidee was not
with us in the morning; for Tee, who was
the only man we could depend on, served
rather to increase our perplexity. Thus by
mutual misunderstanding, we lost a favourable opportunity of scrutinizing the naval
force of this Isle, and making ourselves better acquainted with its manoeuvres.
It was
commanded by an intelligent and brave
chief, who was disposed to have satisfied us
in all questions we had thought proper to

and from the nature of the objects,
which were before us, we could not well
have misunderstood each other. All misWe
takes being now rectified, and presents
were no less than seven thousand seven having passed between Otoo and Capt.
Isnndred an<l sixty men, a number incredi- Cook, we took leave and returned on
ble, especially as we were told they all be- board.
(>n Wednesday, the 27th, in the morning,
longed to the districts of Attahourou and
Ahopatea. Most of the gentlemen, by Hieir Towha sent us, by two of his servants, two
calculations, thought the number of men large hogs, and some fruit.
The bearers
belonging to the war canoes exceeded this, of this present had orders not to receive
allowing to ench war canoe forty men, and any thing in return, nor would they when
to each of the sjnall canoes ei*
Havini offered them.
Some of our gentlemen
iaht.
viewed this tleet, it wns our intention to went with the Captain in his boat down to
have gone on board, could we have seen the Oparree. where we found Towha, and the
Admiral. We inquired for him, but to no king after a short visit, we brought them
purpose. At last .Tee came, by whom we hoth on board, together with Tarevatoo,
were informed, that Otoo was gone to Mata- the king's younger brother.
When we
vai.
This intelligence gave rise to new drew near the ship, the admiral, who had
Cifiijectures.
When we got to Matavai, our never seen one before, expressed strong
fiieM<is told us, that this fleet was j)art of .signs of surprize, and when on board, lie
the armament intended to i>(> against Eimeo, was shewed, and beheld every oart of it
whose chief had thrown otf the yoke of Ota- with great atten'tion.
When' Towha reheite.
We were still at a loss to account for tired after dinner, he put a hog on board
the tlight of Otoo from Oparree, for we without our knowledue, or waiting for a
were informed he neither was nor had been return and soon after Otoo and his attendask

;

;

;

-
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i litre Avas
ants lit jjarU'il also,
httweeii tliese two chiels, on ^liat aecount
we coulil iKtt Itaru, nevertheless Otoo paid
Ton ha much respect, and >vas desirous we
should da the same. Otoo had the day hefore frankly declared, that the admiral was
not lijs frieiul. M'hen on board, both these
chiefs requested our assistance aa:ainsl Tiarabou, notwitlistandinii there was no ru|>ture at this time between the two states,
and they had informed ws, that their joint
TJie
forces were intended against Eimeo.
reason of this duplicity we could not Hnd
out perhaps they were desirous of annexiiu that kin4«loiM. by our alliance, to their
)wn, as it was formerly be that as it may,
:

:

as Cai)t.

Cook gaNe them no encourage-

ment, we heard no more on this subject.
Our endeavours to maintani a neutrality,
we believe, werr well received by botjj
for next day, beinu: 'rhnrsday. the
I)arties
2Hth, NV ahea-toua, king of Tiarabou sent us
a present of a ho;, for which he recpiesfed
a few red feathers, which were accoidiiig-Iy
sent him. On the "ilKh. early in the mo ning", Otoo, Towha, and several cniefs, auain
paid us a visit, and brought with them not
only provisions, Init some of the most
choice curiosities of the Island, and amon?
other returns with which they seemed well
l)leased, the C;iptiun did not tort^et to repay
the civilities -ve had re*'e.ved from the admiral Towha. We must not omit taking^
notice, tliat the prece.iini? evenins?, one of
the natives was detected in an attempt to
steal a cask from the watering place, and
being caua^ht in the act, he was sent on
board, and we put him in irons. Otoo and
;

203

where a guard was ordered out under
arms, and the oHender tied u]) to a post;
Otoo, his sister, and many of the natives

tents,

being" spectators.

ged hard lor the

Otoo

man

an<l his sifter beg^-

with v\lH.n! the Caj
lain expostulated, telling Otoo, li, vv ui.jt st
it was in his ]'eople to steal from us wl.o
Mere their frituds, and v.ho never took ary
thing from tlicni without giving certain
articles, which heenunjerated, in e\chan«>e.
The Captain laboured also to convnice
;

Ot»>o, that the punishment lie
to indict on this
man inigiit

means of

savin'j^

was about
prove

the lives of others ot

the
l.is

subjects
for if they continued in such
kind of criminal |)ractices, scune wouhl certainly, one time or another, be shot dead,
believe he pretty well uiulerstood our
;

Me

commander, and seemed

satisfied,

only he

desired the crinunal miuht not be Matteerou, (or killed.)
The concour'^e of peo|,le
was by this time very great. The Ca^.tain
theretore drew a line tor fliem at a pro| er
d'^tainc, and then, in the presence of them
all, ordered the lellow two diizen of lashes
with a cat-o-nine-tails. This chasti<>enient
he received v\itli great firmness, and was
then set at libeity. Upon this the nat)\es

were

going: way, apparently not much
pleased which I'owha perceiving', who all
the tiine had remained silent, tliouuh \ery
attentive to every thing" iroing" on, he stej)ped forward, and harang^ned them for near
half an hour, in short sentences.
understood little of his speech, bid from what
we could slather, it was a recapitulation of
Capt. Cook's he mentioned several advuntag:es they had received from our peofde
:

Wc

:

;

saw the culprit in this and having- reprimanded them for tlieir
situation, and Otoo earnestly interceded in present conduct, he exhorted them to adopt
his behalf, requestins^ with many entrea- and pursue a different one foi- the future.
ties, that lie miffht be set at liberty
but Hi.*; action was remarkably gracefnl, and
as
was
Cook,
that
our the profound attention of ids audience,
told
by
Capt.
lie
to be a maste'ly speake*-.
])eople were punished for the least offence proved him
committed against the natives of Otaheite, Otoo said not one word.
When Towl a
had concluded his ha-anjrue, the marines
it was but justice to puni';h this man also,
which he was determined to see done in an were ordered to uo throuffh their exercise.
e \emplary manner especially as it w as weH They Mred in vollies with ball, and beiui?
known, he, Otoo, would not do it hint^elf. very quick in charo-ins:, and in their n'liThe man, in consequence of the Caf)tam's noeuvres, is scarcely jwssible to de<!cri!e
the

other

chiefs

;

;

resolution,

was conducted ashore

to

the

the astonishment of the natives during

tlie
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particularly the amazement of
On Sunday the tst, of May, several chifefsj
those to whom this sight was quite a novelty. supplied us with a large quantity of proThe chiefs with all their retinue, now took visions and the day following our friend
leave, we are apt to think not less frighten- Towha sent us a present of a hog, and a
ed than pleased at what they had seen. In boat loaded with various sorts of fruit and
We received also another present
the evening Mr. Forster and his party re- roots.
turned from an excursion they had made to from Otoo, brought by Tarevatoo. On the
the mountains, where tliey 'had spent tlie 3rd, upon examining into the condition of
night.
Mr. Forster collected some new our povisions, we found our biscuit much
plants, and found others which grew in decayed, and that the airing we had given
New Zealand. He saw the Island of Hua- it at New Zealand was not of the service we
heine, situated forty leagues to the west- expected
we therefore were now obliged

whole time,

;

:

whereby a judgment may be formed to have it on shore, where it underwent
of the height of the mountains of Otaheite. another airing and picking, in doii.g which
On Saturday the 3(>th, we saw ten war we found a great part thereof wholly rotten
canoes go through part of their paddling and unfit for use. We attributed this decay

ward

;

exercise.
They were properly equipped
for war, and in landit»g we observed, that

moment the canoe touched the ground,
the warriors leaped out, and with the
assistance of a few people on shore, dragged
the canoe on dry land to its proper place
which done, every one walked off with his
Such was their expedition,
paddle, &c.
that in five minutes time after putting
ashore, no one could tell that any thing of
The
the kind had been going forward.
warriors on the stage encouraged the rowers
to exert themselves, and we observed some
youths in the curved stern elevated above
the rest, with white wands in their hands,
placed there perhaps to look out, and give
notice of what they saw.
The king's brother Tarevatoo, knowing that Mr. Hodges
made drawings of every thing curious, intimated of his own accord, that he might be
sent for; and thus an opportunity was unexpectedly afforded our draughtsman, to
collect materials for a picture of the Otaheite fleet, as it appeared when assembled
Being present when the warat OpaiTee.
riors undressed, we could scarcely conceive
how it was possible for them to stand under
the quantity of cloth with which they were
clad, in time of action.
Many rounds of
this composed a kind of turban or cap,
Avhiclj, in the day of battle, might prevent
a broken head, and some by way of ornament, had fixed toliieseca|Js dried branches
interwoven witli white
ci' small shruhs,
the

all

;

leathers,

8

of our bread to the ice we frequently took
in, which made the hold damp and cold,
which, when to the north, was succeeded
by a contrary extreme of intense heat; but
whatever was the real cause of our loss,it put us to a scanty allowance of this valuable article, and we had bad bread to eat
besides.
On Thursday the 5th, in the
afternoon, the botanists made another excursion up the country, to the mountains
they returned the evening of the next day,
;

and in
veries.

their

way made some new

disco-

On

Saturday the 7tl), in the morning, we found Otoo at the tents, of whom
the captain asked leave to cut down some
trees for fuel.
He took him to some growing near tiie sea shore, the better to make
him comprehend what sort he wanted and
he seemed much pleased M'hen he understood, that no trees should be cut down that
bore any kind of fruit.
This assurance
from us he repeated several times aloud to
the people about us.
In the afternoon we
were honoured, when on board, with a
visit from the whole royal fiimily, consisting of Otoo, his fatlier, brother, and two
sisters; but this was ])roperly her father's
visit, who brought the captain a complete
;

mourning dress, a present we much valued
for which he had in return whatever he
desired, which was not a little
and to the
;

;

of the cojnpany

were presented reu
iValhers.
The whole were then conducted
ashore in the captain's boat.
Otoo and
his friends were so well pleased with the
rest

AND KOIJNB THE
that, at parting-,
reception they met
we were granteil the lihtrty of cutting' (h)wn
as many trees as we wunled, and what sort
wiili,

XOllLl)

laden with
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hogs, &.c. ISatistied with
the captain recalled his
orders for interceptinu them, thinking they
we pleased.
also, as well as this one, were hound tor the
On Snnday the 8tlj, our friendly connec- ship.
therefore left this single canoe
tions with the nalnes were interrnpted by within a few yards of it, and proceeded for
the negligence oi' one of our centinels at the the shore to speak with Otoo; but upon
tents, wh(» had his musket carried away,
landing we found he iiad not been there.
had Looking behind us we saw all the canoes,
he havinu slept or (juittetl his post.
received an iiuperrect ac(;ount of this atKiir the one we had left near the ship not ex,from Tee, hut we understood enough to <'epted, making oft' in the greatest haste.
know that something had happened, which Vexed at being (iius deceived, we resolved
alarmed t!ie king, w lio Tee said, was nnder to pursue them, and as we passed the ship,
grtat apprehensions of bein;^ niatteeroned. ('apt. Cook gave orders to send out ano>
therefore lost no time in going ashore
ther boat for the same purpose.
overand when landed were informed of the took and brought five out of the six alongwhole transaction by the servant who com- side, but tin? one by which we were outmanded the party. Most of the natives had witted got cleiir off". Thi.s, in which were
Tare- only a few uomen. had actually amused ns
tied at onr approaching the tents.
vatoo slipt from us in a moment, and a few with tlilse stories, while the other, in which
We were most of their effects, were to have
besides Tee had courage to remain.
went immediately in search of Otoo, and in made their escape. In one of the prizes
the way endeavoured to allay the fears of was a friend ot Mr, For.ster's, who
had
the i)eople.
Having advanced some dis- hitherto called himself an Earee, also three
tance from the shore into the country, Tee women, his wife, daughter, and the mother
On a siulden slopped, and advised our re- of the late Toutaha. This chief we would
turning, saying, he would jiroceed to the have sent to Otoo
but he made many
mountains, whither Otoo had retired, and excuses, saying, he was of a rank too low foi'
inform him that we were still his friends
such an honourable embassy
tliat he was
a cpiestion, and if we were angry, that had no Earee, but a Manahouna that an Eaif^e
been asked a number of times by the na- ought to be sent to speak to an Earee and
tives.
The captain now thoug-ht it was to that as there were none of this hi^h rank but
no purpose to go tarther, we therefore took Otoo and the captain, it would be much
Tees advice, and ret'irned aboard. After more proper for tiie captain to go. At this
this Oedidee was dispatched to the king", time Tee and Oedidee came on board,
and
to let him know his liears were groundless, assured us, that the man who had
stole the
.seeingthe captain required of him only musket was from Tiarabou and that vye
what was in his power, the return of the might credit their declaration, they desired
musket.
short time after the departure ns to send a boat to Waheatoua, the king of
of Oedidee, we saw six large canoes com- Tiarabou, offering to go themselves in her,
ing round Point Venns.
Suspecting that and recover the musket.
This story,
one belonging to these had coimnitted the though not altogether .satisfactory, carried
theft, it was resolved to intercept them,
with it an air of probability; and thinking
for which purpose a boat was put oti', and it better to drop
the affair altogether, the
another ordered to follow.
One of the captain suffered Mr. Forster's friend to decanoes was ahead of the rest, and seemingly part with his two canoes. The other three
making for the ship.
put along-side belonged to Maritata, a Tiarabou chief, on
of her, and found two or three women which account it was determined
to detain
whom we knew. They said, they were them but as Tee and Oedidee both assured
going aboard the ship with a present to the us, that Maritata and his people were innocaptain, and that the other canoes were cent, they were permitted to
go oif witii their
fruit,

this intelligence,

We

We

We

We

;

;

;

;

;

:

;
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Vj,

made

and the ca|>tai"n desired Tee to
tell (Vt<>o, that he siioiild give himself no
lartlitr concern about the musket, being
satistied none of hi^ people had committed

canoes also

;

his appearance.
The first saljiitatioas
being over, and having taken oiir' jieat^
under the shade of some trees, Otoo desired
the Captain to [»arou (or si)eak ) Capi;,
Cook began with blaming the Ling lor
giving way to groundless alarms, he having
always professed himself his trieiul, auj
was disideased only with those of Tiarabou,
who were the thieves. The Cai>tain was,
then asked, how he came to fire at the
canoes i By way of excuse, he told them
they belonged to Maritata, one of whose
people had stolen the musket, and, added
the Captain, ** If I had them in my power,
I woultl destroy them, or any other belonging to the district of Tiarabou." We knew,
this declaration would please them, fiom
the natural aversion the one kingdom has

We

the thelt.
had now ariven it up, concluding it to be irrecoverably lost, but in
the dusk of the eve-ninq* it was brought to
the. tents, togetlier with other things we
li^ not missed, by thrci' nien, who, as well
as some other people present, uftirmed, that

was by one belonging to 31aritata, by
whence
the things had been stohni
we concluded both Tee and Oedidee had

it;,

whom

;

Every one i)reintentionally deceived us.
sent.at the restoration of the things, and
even they who came afterwards, <*lainied a
reward,

ail pretending to
in recovering them.
larly, a man of some note,

hand

have had some

Nimo

particu-

and with

whom

it was enforced })y j^rebelieve were the strongest
arguments in favour of a reconciliation
for after these \\ eighty reasons, things were
soon restored to their former state, by Otoo's
inomisinu*, on the word of a king, that we
should be supplied next day with provisions and fruit as usual. Peace and amity

to the other
sents, which

we were

ac-quainted when here in 1769,
played his part in this farce exceeding well.
He came with the most stivage fury unaginable: expressed in his countenance and
gestures; and having a large club in his
hand, he laid it about him most violently,
in order t(» cojivince us, how he alone, and
to make us sensible in what manner he had
killed the thief; when at the same time
we all knew that he had been at home,
and not out of his house tlie whole time,
whi(*h shews that human nature, respecting her original passions and powers, are
the same in < very clime, where the same

now once more establislied, we a< companied him to his proper residence at
Oparree, where he obliged iiJf witli a view
of some of his do('k-yards, (for so they may
well be called) where we .saw several* larae
canoes, some building, and others lately
built, two of which were the laigest we
had any where .seen. JIaving fully grati-. .
tied our curiosity, we repaired, on board
with Tee in our company, \Aho after he
had dined with us, went to acquaint Ilappi,
the king's father that all dilfeiences were
brought to a happy conclusion.
Ihit we:u
had reason to think this old chief was not'v

tiiesame perce[)tive faculties and
the same self love universally j)revai|.
On Monday the 9th, Tee came again
abroad to inform us, that Otoo was at
Oparree> and requested of the Captain to
send a person, to let him know if he was

''i

,

He

friend.
was asked why he
this himself, as he was desired ; he raade a trifling ex(juse, .but we
thought he had not seen t)tpo. * As, the
natives brought not any thing to market,'
and a .stop was consequently put, to our
trade with them, it wiis fudged tiiiie, ill
spent to send anymore fruitless .messages
a party therefore set out. w:\th Te<^ in our
compan)^, and having, reach^Ml the utmost
boundaries of Oparre^^ the ^inu at last.,,
when we had waited a <-><.u>;id«r;ilJile time*

his

had not done

;

and

we

being

iiistiiicts,

still

;

with the terms of the accommodation; for all the women, dnd these not a
fews >w ere sell t fot owt'ofihe .ship, and the
next morniuir, ho sujiplie*^ whatever were
brought, and we Were obliged for the pre.sent to be contented ivitli so*ihe fruit sent
us by our friend.s from Oparree. But in
the' afternoon, Otoo himself came Jo X''t^
tents ^vith a large su|>ply f and jVrV^spiiitly

satisfied

,

_

'

more fruit was hrmight
knew what to d6 witit for

after

:

^

liis

tlie.

than

wr

nativfc>.

'

;

B

lo?^

tlieinstilves iujiued
lll<tu^llt
?
oursttves
and ue Wii<\\ they
riiuallyMith
had <'\ery thiny; leadv lor our market,
uhcn tiiey were pennitted U> bring- them,
Otoo desirinsr to st e some of the great guns
iiied, ins >\ish was eompiied with, but the
iH^liovt,

intircly new, gave him as
but in the evening
pleas^ire
as
much pain
wlien we entertaiuetl liiui with.u shew' of
tire-works, he expressidniuch greater satisfaction.
have before had oc< asion to

.fight,

which was

.'

We

'

'Mir 'MJii v/or :u)
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v *

,.

2<>T

,„^^,

our wi.-<h, and pirt tliiil|>>^ on a better'footthan tluy had been before. In all oor
differences they viere the first apsgressors
and our people veiy seldom iulVinged the
rules |M'eserihed l>y onr commander.
Had
the Captain pursued less eligible methods^
he niitxht hnve l)een a loser in the end
for
had he destroyed any of the natives, or part
of theic pro|)erty, alMie could expect would
l.i»\e been the einf»ty honour of obliging
them to make the first advances towards an.
aecommoilutiou.
Nor is it certain this
would have been the event. They were
made mir fast friends by t]>ree motives;
our own benevolent dis|)osition, mild treatment from tis, and the dread of our firearms.
Had we not continually had recourse to the second, the first would have
been of little u.se to us: and a too frequent
application of fire-arms might have excited
revenge, perhaps taught them in a little
time, that they were not such terrible things.
as they had conceived them at first to be.i

to

ii»i»J

;

observe, that these people were continually
watching opportunities to rob ns and seeing the ortenders were continually screened,
we cannot but think, that the chiefs either
encouraged, or had not power to prevent
^\'e thought it more
thievish practices,
extraordinary that they should so often
^ttem|)t what they knew might cost them
their lives
and they weU knew also they
shouhl be obliged to make restitution, if
the article stolen was of any great value,
They were fully sensible of these consequences, and therefore, the moment a theft They knew their strength in the superiority
wa^ committed, every one took the alarm, of their numbers, and who can say what
and went oti'with his moveables as last as an enraged multitude might do by undau-ntpossible? but if the article was a trifie, or edly closing with even an European enemy,
On Wednesday, the 11th, a large supply
such as we usually gave them, no commo«
tion happened, because, in general, little of fruit came to market, and among the rest
or no notice was taken of it. Whether we a present from Towha, the admiral; for
obliged them to make restitution or not, which the Captain made a suitable return.^
the chief fre<iuently .seci'eted himself, and At this time all the neces.sary repairs of the
he must be reconciled before the people ship being nearly finished, it was resolved
were i)ermitted to bring in any refresh- to leave Otaheite in a few days to this end
ments asid we are persuaded it was by his every thing was ordered off from the shore,
orders the su[)}»li€s were detained from us, that the natives might see we were al3out
These thvy intugiued we could not do with- to leave them. On the 12th Oberea, whom
out, not consideiing, that their war canoes we had not .seen since 1769, paid us a visit,
dwellings, and even fruit, were entirely in bringing with her hogs and fruit, Otoo also
our power. Their propensity to thieving came soon after her, with a number of atmust be almost irresistible, otherwise our tendants, and a large quantity of provisions;
uniforrti conduct towards them woqW have Capt. Cook was very generous in his^ 'rehad its due weight: for^ e^'cept detaining turns of presents, and fn the evening ehtertheir canoes for a, time, we never touched tained them with fire-works, thinking it
the smallest article of their pitoperty, Wheii might be the last time we might see thei^e
two extremes were under, our consideration, friendly people, who had so liberally relieved,
we always chosed the nwst equitable and our wants.
-V
mild
and frequently settled disputes, or
On Friday, the 13th, we were not read
effected a reconciliation, by trifling presents, to sail, but the wind was favourable, and
notwitl%standing we were the party aggriev- the weather fair.
Oedidee was not jet rer
present to a chief always succeeded turned from A-ttahourou, and various reports
ed.
;

;

;

;

-

;

A
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circulated concerning him. ^ Some
others, that he
he was at Matavai
and there were
intended not to return
those who affirmed he was at Oparree.
VVith a view of discovering- the truth, a
party of us repaired to Oparree, where we
found him. Towha was also here, who, notwithstanding lie was afflicted with a swelling in his teet and legs which had taken
away the use of them, had nevertheless
resolve<i to see the captain before he sailed,
and had advanced with this intent thus far
on his joiMiiey. The day being far spent,
we were obliged to slunten our stay, and
after having seen Otoo, we returned on
This youth, we
board witli Oetlidee.
found, was desirous of remalnini>- at Otathe captain therefore told him he
beite
was at liberty to remain here, or to quit
us at Ulietea, or to go with us to England,
That if the latter was his choice, he must
look upon him as his father, as it was very
probable he would never return to his own
country. The youth threw his arms about
his neck, wept much, and said, many of
his friends persuaded him to remain at OtaOedidee was well beloved in the
heite.
ship; on which acount every one was perHut Capt.
S4iading him to go with us.
Cook thought it an actof the highest injustice
to take a i)erson from these Isles, when
there was not the least prospect of his returning, under any promise whieh was not in
bis power to perforni. Indeed, at this time, it
fvere
said,

;

;

;

paid us a visit.
The wife of Towha was
with him, and this chief was hoisted in, and
placed on a chair, on the quarter deck,
Among other presents, we gave the admiral
an English pendant, whid), after he had
been instructed in the use of it, pleased him
more than all tiie rest.
Soon after these
friends had left us, we saw a number of
war canoes coming round the point of
Oparree, to which place the captain, accompanied by some of our othcers ajid gentiemen, hastened down, in order to have
a nearer view of the ^ett.
We arrived
there before all the canoes were landed,
and had an opportunity of observing in
what manner they a[)j)roached the shore,
No sooner had they got before the place
where they ii»tended to land, than they
formed themselves into divisions, consisting
of three or more canoes lashed square and
along-side of each other
after which each
division paddled in for the shore, one after
another, in so judicious a manner? that
they formed, and closed a line along the
shore to an inch. The rowers w'ere encouraged by their warriors, and directed by a
man who stood with a wand in his hand at
thf head of the mi(l<)l» most vessel.
By
words and actions he direrle<l the rowers
when all should paddle, and when either
the one side or the otiier should cease, &c.
for the steering paddles were not sutficient
to direct thent.
They observed all these
motions with sui.h (|uic!<nesK, ;iud answered
;

was quite unnecessary, seeing many young so

men offered voluntarily to go with us, nay,
even to remain and die in Pretanee, as they
call

our country.

Several of our gentlemen

would have taken some as servants, but
Capt. Cook prudently rejected every solicitation of ihis kind, knowing, they would
be of little use to us ni the course of the
voyage; besides, what had still greater
weight with the captain, was, that he
thought himself bound to see they were
afterwards properly taken care of
On Saturday, the 14th, early in the
morning, Oedidee came on board, and Mr.
Forster prevailed upon him to go with us
Towna, Poatatou, Oamo,
to Ulietea.
and many more of our friends
Oberea,
Happij

exactly, as plainly

shewed them

to

be

expert in their busines<<.
.Mr. Hodges made
a drawing of theuj, as they lay ranged along
the shore, after which we took a nearer view,
by going on board .several of theui.
This fleet, which consisted of forty sail,
belonged to the little district of Tettaha,
and were con»e to Opnrree, to be reviewed ,,
before the king, as the former fleet had [
been, the manner of whose equipment we;,
have already described, and as that of this it
fleet was exactly the same, a repetition must
be here needless. On this ^eet were attending some small double canoes, called Marais,
having in their fore part a kinil of double^
bed-place laid over with grean leaves, each
These
jusfcsufticieutto contain one person.

AND KOUND TUK WOULD.

2ua

us were fo place their tleod ii{)on, to pr*»vert
his escaping) but the excellent
their chiels we suppose they meai.'t, oiiierr)oik. and lish with uhich we were
supplied
wise their slain must be very tew.
OtixN at this Isle, had spoiled our
palates
for such
at our request, ordered sonie o,' ijjetr troops rank
tood.
were accompanied or»
to tio throuiih their exercise on sljoie.
'i'uo Ijoaid bvthekin-, and
Tee, his prime miparties tirst heyaii a hatlle with oIuIks
they nister, Mho aClcr dinner took
an utiectionate
tlien proceeded to siu-ie comhfif, ;iiid exhiiare\\i-l
<)(«),,
bati
importuned
us the
bited the various njetht>ds of huhtiuu uith
vnole day. and most earnestiv requested of
surprising ability; p.in\iiit;- otJ" t|,e "i)hjus us
that ve
and pushes ^vith great ah rtuess and dexte- >> Jien about uonid return to Otaheite.
to (!ei)att, he desired of the
rity.
Tlieir arms are clid>s and spcns.
In < aotiiin to permit a yoiuh,
m !iom lie took
using the chib, all hlous aimed at the leys,
liie hand, to go in the shiji
»>
to Amsterwere evaded l»y leaping (.\er it, and thcTse '.iun,
order to collect for him red leathers.
designed tor t!;e Ijead, by couch in«r a little,
1 he youth was very desirous of going
but
and leapiijif on one side. The spear, which as he
could not return, the CaptainTwith
is used at times as a dart,
was parried, by t be view ot satisfying Otoo,
promised him,
fixing: the point of a spear in the ground
that it any ship should be sent hither
from
right before them, holding it in an inclined
Jsrifain, the important arti<;!e of red
feathers
position, more or less elevated, according- as
should not be lorgotten. 'J'he C'aotain,
we
they saw to what part of tlie body their
t}\ty toUl

Me

;

•

m

believe,

was disposed

to have ol/liged the
remembered, we had
resolved to carry no one from the Isles
(exa little to tlie right or left, either llie one
or cept Oedidee, if he chose to go)
nnd the
jhe other was turned otJ' wnU mvat ease.
taiitain had just refused 31 r. Forster
the
These combalants had no snpertiuous dress
liberty of taking a boy with him,
for reanj)on them.

antagonist intendetl to make a push, or to
fhrow his dart at and by moving tlje hand

king; but

It is

to be

;

An unnecessary piece of cloth
or two whicli they had on when tiiey
began
the combat, were presently torn otf jiy
some
ot the spectators, and given to our
gentlemen. 1 his review being over, the Heet departed without any oider, as fast as they

could begot a-tloat and Otoo conducted
us to one of his dockyards, where
the two
large pahies, or canoes, were buildiuir
each
of which was an hundred and eiuh't
feet
long-.
They were designed to form one joint
double canoe, and were almost ready
for
launching. The king begsed of the
captain
a g:rapnbng and rope, to vvliich he
added an
I'.nghshj.jck and pendant, and desired the
might be called the Brit^nia. This
1 ahie
lie read.ly consented to,
and she was immedratdy so named.
When we came to the
boat, we found in it a ho-,
and a turtle of
about sixty pounds weight: this
had been
r>ut in privately by Otoo's order,
that the
chiefs about him might not be
offended
by their being- deprived of an
entertainment. Ihe king would likewise
have nreseivted to us a large shark they
had pri•oner
a creek (some of his tins being
cut off
;

m

5

sons already mentioned.
But if curiosity
excited a desire in the youth of
Otaheite to
go with us, the treatment we had met
with
at this place iiad induced one
ofour gunner s mates to remain at it. To this
end he
bad formed a plan, which he knew was
not
to be executed with success while
we lay in
the bay; and no sooner were we
out, the
sails set, and the boats out,
than he took
the opportunity, being a good
swimmer, to
slip overboard.
He was discc^vered before
he had got clear of the ship, and
a boat
being hoisted out, presently returned
with
"^^ '""navvay. About midway between us
and the shore, a canoe was observed
coining
alter us, intended without
doubt to take
bim up; for when the people in her
saw
our boat they stood off at a greater
distance,
inis we found was a preconcerted
plan between the man and some of the
natives
with which Otoo was acquainted,
and had
encouraged.
The gunners's mate was an

Irishman by

birth, and we had picked him
at Batavia, in our first voyage.
had
neither friends, nor connexions,
fo confine
lum to any i)artirt.lar part of

up

He

the world
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where then eould lie be so happy as at one
of these Isles ? Here he might enjoy in
ease and plenty, not only the necessaries,
bnt the luxuries of life, which leads us, before ^e leave this celebrated Island of Ota^heite, to give some account of its present
.

state, especially as
it

it

differs

much from what

was even eight months ago

fo give

;

and

in

order

our subscribers, and numerous

rea-

ders a more distant idea of its situation,
general figure, extent, and the character
«f its inhabitants, we must beg of them to
indulge us with the liberty of a recapitulation
•of several
things, which have already ap-peaVed in the detached parts of this work.
^sb tHatthe whole may be brought into one
vi^Vv'i and its distinct heads ranged in their
We have already inentioned
Vjlrb^ier ordei*.
the improvements we found in tiie plains
'of Oparree and Matavia. The same was
observed in every other part t!»at came
It seemed to us
/vnder our observation.
•almost incredible, that so uiJtny large canoes
and houses could be built in so short a space
as eight months but the iron tools which
they had got from the English, and other
nations, who have lately touched at the
Island, no doubt, had accelerated the work,
and of hands they cannot be in want. The
great increase in the number of their hogs
no less excited our admiration; though,
f>robably, tliey were not so scarce when we
were liere before, as we then imagined; as,
not choosing to part with any, they migut
f have conveyed them out of sight.
The situation of this isle is perhajw the
btsl in the world, being exposed to none
of those vicissitudes of heat and cold, which
are observed to have so sensible an effect
on the hi^alth and spirits of tho.se who live
Its exact position is
in reiirtoter regions.
from latitude 17 i\eg. 28 min. to that of
17deg. 53 min. S. and from longitude 149
^leg, 10 min. to 149 deg. 40 min. W.
It lies
Jiearly N. W. and S. E. and is divided into
two distinct principalities by an isthmus,
:or neck of land, .'ind three miles over.
The
vtorth-westerly division is, however, much
btrger, and more tortile, but by no means
?iO well cultivated as the south-easterly division i which shews, that, even the defects of

.

;

•

;

.

-
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nature, if we may be allowed fo call tliem
have their use, in prompting men to in-

so,

dustry and art, to snpply their wants. The
figure of the largest penin<:nla, is nearlj^
circular, being fron» N. to S about twenty
miles, and from E. to W. about the same.
The whole is surrounded with a reef of
rocks. The lesser peninsula is rather of an
oval form, and from the neck of laud on the
N. W. side, to the little Isle of OtooareiUe
on the S, E. is about twelve ufile?;
but
from the mouth of the river Omatea on the
south, to that of Owahe on the norlh,. not
more than eight.
The circumference of
the largest peninsula is about sixty miles,.
of the smallest about twenty four; but iir
sailing round both, the hue will be extended
to nearly ninety.
For a particular account of the produce
of the Island we are indebted no doubt to
the indefahgable industry of Mr. Banks,
and Dr. JSolander; in whose catalogue artr
the following particulars, namely, i)roadfruit, eocoa-nnts, bananas of thirteen sorts ;
plantains, a fruit not unlike an a})p]e, whicli
when ripe is very pleasant; swe«^t potatoes,.
yams, cocoas, a kind of arum a fruit called,
by the natives jambu, very delicious sugarcane a root of the saloop kind, called pea ^
a plant called ethee, a fruit named aheet!
not unlike a kidney bean, and which, wheni'
roasted, tastes like chesnuts
a tree called
wharra, producing a fruit not unfike a pine
apple; a shrub callc(<nono; the uiorinda,
which also prodtice.'^ fruit a species of iern ;
afld a plant called ava, of which the roots
only are chewed all these, which serve the
natives for food, the earth produces sponta- ,
neously besides which there area great variety of' shrubs and plants, which serve for
various purposes of building houses, vessels,
tools of different kinds, manufactures, dyes,
&G. to enumerate which would be tedious.
Of four footed animals the Island produces
but few, none having been seen by the
Europeans on their first landing, but hogs,
dogs, and rats, of which last the inhabitant^
are very f«>ndi Their wild fowl are ducks;
only, and the birds that haunt the wood,
except small birds, are chiefly pigeons, and
paroquets; but with fish the coast aboundsr
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.
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oC \vIjw;Ij the Vi»riahes are niiinberlees. they might be thought to have little claim,
yet their chiefs have
Poultry is not in pkiity, nor is it so well to that perfection
Here undoubtedly a comparative dignity; but,
tliivoiireil as wliatwe have in Europe.
it may l>e |)ro|>er to observe, that the two that com[)arison is to be confined at home
g-oats, which Capt. Fiirneaux irave to Otoo, between |)rince and peasant, and not exwhen we were last here, seenieil to promise ten<led to European countries, where grace
Their
fair tor answering tlie end for which they and dignity are leading characters.
J'he ewe soon after women differ from each other in personal
were put on shore.
but in
hatl two t'eujule kids, which were at this charms as in all other countries
time ready to propagate their species and stature, those of superior rank take special)
the old ewe was attain with kid, 'I'he na- care to preserve the family distinction. It;
tond of tlieiii, is not uncommon for ladies of the first ra;ik:,
very
tives seemed to be
and they to like their situation for they to single out a handsome well proiiortioned;;
were in evceeding uood conditi »n. We youth, to prevent degeneracy, wJien themay therefore reasonably hope trom this stature of the family is in danger of beings
but they are otherwise scrupulous
circuinshnice, that, in a Tew years, they may reduced
be spread over all the Isles in this ocean. in nothing so much as in mixing with the
The sheep which we left, tlied in a short canaille, and there is scarcely an instance
indi.scriminately with
tini'^ after; but we understood one was yet of their cohabiting
alive.
We also furnished them with a stock the lower class of people. There is perhaps
of cats, not less than twenty, besides what no nation where the pride of ancestry is
carried to a greater height, and yet theyt
we left at L'lietea and Iloaheine.
The natives, |>articulaiiy the chiefs, are have no means of recording their pedigree,/
in size, rather above ti^e lari^est Eur.)peans. but by oral tradition, nor any rule for conTheir food, which is of the simplest kind, tinuing the line, but what nature has imupon the mother.
jfluttony, nor (iressed
Having no
ts not such as to promote
their drink, whicli is cliieriy water calculated schools, nothing is to be acquired by educaTheir daily in- tion, example is their principal instructor
to provoke intemperance.
tercourse with the ocean accustoms them and guide; the pattern set by the father is
and the bu- followed by the son, and what the mother
from tiieir youth to exercise
countries does, that the daughter learns
northern
in
which
but that i*
liiness of tishinif,
not to be understood to perpetuate husemployments,
of
all
laborious
most
is the
practised as their amusement. bandry and arts, as in China, in particular^
IS by them
They who have represented them as indo- families; for in Otaheite husbandry and*
lent, because nature supplies liberally all arts are not imposed as tasks, but are ratfier;-;
their wants, liave mistaken their character. amusements to pass away time. None are!'
Even their chiefs are artists, and their compelled to work, yet all are employed
bouses public editices, canoes, and manu- their several stations, chance seems to have
and here is no murmuring against
facture5, their utensils, instruments of war, allotted
workinsx tools, tlieir boats, and fishing tac- providence for not being more bountiful.
kle, are all proofs iiicontestible of their One precaution observed among the great
industry. Employments of this kind tend in order to give vigour to their chiefs must
and no person \^as ever not be omitted, and that is, they never suffer
to banish .sloth
with an incurable disease an intercourse between the sexes till both
languish
to
known
among them, tliounh it does not appear, parties arrive at full maturity. The very»d
that the medical art has yet made any con- reverse of this is practised by the multitude,
Much lias been said, w ho in general are ss much below the com*
siderable progres.^.
and in general with strict truth, of tlie nion standard as their chiefs exceed it.
gracefulness of their persons ; yet if we They are almost all taftowed, women as
In this there seems to be=.i
..were to judge of the whole by .Autorou, well as men.
and Omai, who were broijglxt to England, sonrtething mystical the priest performs th«
7
;

;

;

;

;

>

i

j

;

;

;

;
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;
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and the very children are enoouby example to endure the pain, than
which notliing can be more acute. To
have a thousand punctures all at once, with
operation,
rai^ed

the blood startiui*' at every puncture, is
more, one would think, than a child could
bear, yet they sutler it with a fortitude of
which in Europe an instance cannot be
found.
Their hair is almost universally

black.

Tlje

men wear

it

long",

down

waving' in

their shoulders
but the women cut it short round their ears: both
sexes suffer none to g-rosv under their arms
ahd are very delicate in keeping every part
about them sweet and clean. To this end
ringlets

;

;

they frequently bathe, seldom suffering" a
day to pass without going into tl»e water
more than once. Indeed they anoint their
heads with an oil expressed from (he cocoanut, which sometimes proves rancid, and
otIier\vi«-e in
emits a disagreeable smell
Mr.
their persons they are without a taint.
Banks said, "that if our sailors quarrelled
with these people, they would not agree
with angels," which snfliciently denotes the
have
goodness of their disposition.
;

We

mentioned that Waheatoua is related to
Otoo. The same may be said of the chiefs
of Eimeo, Tapamannoo, Huaheine, Ulietea,
Otaha, Bolabola, for tliese are all related
the royal family of Otaheite. It is a
with the Earees, and others of sujjerior rank, as we have just observed, never
to intermarry with the Toutous, or otiiers
to

maxim

of inferior rank and probably this custom
might give rise to the establishment of the
class called Eareeoies: it is certain these
societies prevent greatly the increase of the
superior classes of people., of which they are
composed, and do not interfere with the
for we never heard of
lower or Toutous
nor that a
one of these being an Earreoy
Toutou could rise in life above the rank in
which he was placed by his birth.
The customs of these people ol^served in
their eating, as our readersmust have perceived from what has already been said on this
subject are very singular, and they seem to
entertain some superstitions notions, not
The woeasily discoverable by strangers.
the
eat
to
with
men
permitted
not
are
men
;

;

;

;

9

it should seesn, to mark their infen'o.
but in conformity to a custom which habit has established into a law
nor is it usual
for any of them to eat in company, except,
upon certain days of festivity, when great'
numbers of them assemble together.
messenger from one of our English captains
found Oberea, the then supposed queen of
the Island, entertaining a (company, which
he supposed could not be less than a thousand. The messes were ;dl brought to lier
by the servants, who had prepared them ;
the meat being put into the shells of cocoanuts, and the shells into wooden trays
and
she distributed them with her own hands
to the guests, who were seated in rows.
This done she sal down herself upon a seat
somewhat elevated above the rest, and two
women placing themselves, one on each
side, fed her like a child.
When she saw
the messenger, slie ordered a mess for him.
They have two ways of dressing their animal food, namely, broiling and baking.
The first is performed over hot stones, witliout any other contrivance than that of placinu" the meat upon the clean stones, and
uhen done enough on one side, they turn
it, and
broil the otlier.
Their manner of
baking is very singular and curious. They
first dig a hole in the ground, in <lej)th and
dimensions proportioned to the thing Ihey
have to dress; they then place a layer of
wood at the bottom, and over that a layer of
stones, and so alternately a layer of wood' '|
and a layer of stones, till the hole is full;'*
the fire is then kindled, and the stones
made hot; this done ihey take out (he fire, i
and j)lacingthe stones that are least heated'
one beside the other at the bottom' of the
hole, they cover them with fresh leaves and
on these (hey ])ut the meat intended to be
baked then after laying another layer of
green leaves, they fill up the hole with the
remaining hot stones, and close the whole
with the mould that was was first dug out of
the pit. In this situation the meat is suffered
to remain for three or four hours
and when
taken out is then so savoury, as not to be
exceeded by the best European cookery.
Almost all the flesh and fish eaten l)y the
chiefs in the Island is dressed in one or t!i«

not, as

rity,

;

A

;

;

;

;

AM) Kv)LM)
ntlier of

most

til.'

anionj;

use

ill

(iH'iuer

aoovo fao ways: the

among'

llie

tlie

uciitn

<'4>mm«>i.;tlt)

,

.

latter is
jiiuI

the

whosonie-

l\iues iinleed eat their fish uithoiil (IressiH!^-.
Tallies they have luuie, ami llinse (if the
)iighest (jnality dine (ui the uroiin<l under
liie shadt «»!' a spieadinu tree; Ircsh green

Kaves

sf

\vl»i<I» is

visi(.n

i

I

ve

them

set ilovii

these,

doth, ami a basket
iheni hohls their pro-

for a
l>>

and two oeoa-nnts, one
(

filled

water, the other with fresh, complete ihe whole preparatitin for a meal.
\\ ht-n this is dune, the} wash their hands
and mouths, and then, if nothing calls them
ubroad, they ii.-ually lay theiii-seUes down
liwas long before an> of them
to sleep.
could be |»rsnaded to eat with Europeans
and they certainly, like tlie Jews, have
.some superstitious ceremonies to be oljuscrved in the preparation of the food rhc> eat,
which, if onimitted,- renders it nnelean, or
lliey would not have continned scniinilous
so long.
Even the foot! of their women
(litferently prepared from that of the men

with

salt

;

touched by unhallowed hands, is acLonnted unfit for use. Some of the i;entlemen, w hen invited to their Inuises, eat nut
of the same basket, and drank out of the
fame cuj), with their hosts; but it was oh-i^rved, that the elderly women were always
offended with this liberty; and ii" they hapened to touch the victuals of any of the
ancient matrons, or even the basket that
lield it, they never failed to express their
dislike, and to throw it away; nor could
the women of fashion ever be persuaded to
eat witii the gentlemen, when dining in
company
but what seems most strange,
and hardly to be accounted for, they would

and

ii'

I

:

go, five or six in a eoini)any, into the servants apartments, and eat heartily of what
ever they could find
nor did they seem
in the least disconcerted, if they were disco;

yet it was not easy to persuade any
of them when alone, in private with a gentleman, to eat with him, nor would they
«ver do it but under the most solemn promises of secrecy.
Their amusements are various, such as
iDusic, dancing, wrestling, shooting with
the bow, darting their lances, swimming,
No. 18,
n

vered

;

N

27"?

Tiiii \'»<>IU/i>
rowiu::", niui slitmirig
it

must be confessed

of stones. Their nr.isic
is very impertect. con-

sisting only ci' a tlnte an«l driini, yet wit'»
these, companies go about the country, and
frequent their teslivals, being in cfjnal estimation with them as inanrice dancers were

formerly with \\s, and the diversion they
make is not unsimilar.
Fn shooting the
long how, or in throwing the lance, they
by no means excel neither are they \ery
dextrous at wrestling
but at throwing
stones, and swimming, they are peihapjf
equal to any people upon earth,
Among^
other diversions, they ha\e their heivas,
nearly corresponding with our English
wakes.
The young peo|)le meet together
to dance and to make merry
and at these
times their minstrels and players constantly
attend, as lormerly persons of the same
character were w«)nt to do all over England,
aiul in some counties the vestages of that
ancient custom remain to this day.
At
these heivas, however, their female performers, in their dances, have no regard to
decency; and though the same end was
no doubt in view in the in.stitntion of the
w ake and heiva, yet what in England was
concerted with the utmost secrecy, is publicly avowed
and practised in Otaheite.
JJut though the instrumental music of the
Otaheiteans is much confined, their vocal
music is by no means contemptible yet in
the sweetness of the voice consists ail the
melody, for they have no rules to regulate
the tones.
Their songs are accompanied
with words of their own composing, which
tliey can vary into long and short verses,
sprightly or solemn, as occasion presents;
;

;

;

;

and as their language is exceeding harmonious and musical, a stranger is no less delighted with the arrantest nonsense, than he
would be with the most sublime composition.
The heivas are indiscriminately frequented
by all ranks of people but there is still a
more acceptionable meeting held by those
of high rank, to which such only are admitted who are properly initiated. These
people form a distinct society, in which
every woman is common to every man and
at their meetings, which are distinguished by
the name of Arreoy, the sports they practise
;

;

Sf4
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imagination wonton. We may nearly of an equal length before and behind.
The

trace somewhat like this in the history of
the ancient inhabitants of our own Island.
Perhaps it would be no exaggeration to add,
that in thecity of London, there are as many
men as the whole fsland of Otaheite contains, who devote themselves entirely to the
pleasures of sensuality, and who attach
themselves to no one woman, btit enjoy
indiscriminately all they may
and that
there are an e(|ual number of women to be
met with, who are at all times ready to

cloth they
texturesWhiit

wear is of very difl^erent
is worn in dry weather is

no other than paper made of the rinds of
trees
but that which they put on when it
rains is more substantial, and is properly a
;

kind

of

matting incomparably

The shape of

plaited.

clothing, like that of
our own, is nearly the same from the prince
to the i)easant, the only distinctions being
the (juantity worn, and the colour; the

;

their

lower class of p<-ople wearing

only one

gratify their desires.
*ii!ule garment
tlie better sort as many as,
Dress, among the ladies of Otaheite, seem* were tliey made of broad cloth, would burto be as niW'-:!i studied, as in more civilized den them to carry.
One thing, however,
nations.
However, neither the t'eet nor leg*, iif)|)eitrs singular. When they .«!alute each
even of the quality, luire any covering, or other, they constantly unbare themselves
any defenc.e from the ground, or the scorch- from the wai'.t upwards, throwing ofl' their
jng heat of the stm, whieh at some seasons tunics, as we may call them, with the same
is very intense: but they are very nice in ease, anil for the .«<ame purpo.se, as we pull
ornamenting their heads, and in shading ofl* our hats. This .stlutation is common
their faces.
That |mrt of their head-dress, to the women as well as the men, and is
in which they pride themselves most, is the universal practice.
have occasiontf^reads of human hair, so delicately plaited, ally mentioned how fon<l the people ot
that it is not unusual for them to have gar- Otaheite are of red feathers, which they call
Jauds of this manufacture wound round Oora and these are as highly valued here
their heads; the plaits whereof being inter- as jewels are in ICurope; especially what
wove with flowers have a very pretty etfect, they call Oravine, which grow on the hea<l
and are ex<-ecHrmgly becoming to young of the green jianupjct and thoiii>h all red
faces.
In their ears they wear ornaments, feathers please, none are esteemed equally
which before the European beads, consisted with tliese. They are such good jiulges as
of bone, tortoiseshell, or any thing shining to know very well how to distinguish one
and ^ht'^vy. The other part of tlieir dress sort from another and many of our people
being a piece of cloth about attempted in vain to deceive them with
Js very simple
a yard and a half witle, and between three other feathers dyed re<l. These ornaments
and four yards long, having a hole cut in of <lress are made up in little bunches, conthe middle, just big enough to let ihe head sisting of eight or ten, an<l fixed to the end
this flows rontid them, of a small cord about three or four inches
pass easily through
and covers them a little below the waist; long, which is made of the outside libres of
from thence a large cpiautity of the same the cocoa-nut, twisted so hard that it is like
cloth is gathered in folds, and tied round a wire, and .serves as a handle to the bunch.
them as we tie a cravat round the neck, M'hen composetl in this manner, they are
which, being drawn into a large knot, is used as synibols of the Eatuas, or divinities,
Sonnagain spread out, and flows artlessly down in all their religious ceremonies.
and
of
the.se
bunches,
one
they
hold
tiines
as
while
the
tlie
knees,
before, nearly as low
between
two
or
three
feathers
otiiers
only
at
down
the
cloth
falls
of
greatest quantity
behind, in appearance not unlike the dress the fore linger and thumb, and say a prayer,
of the Roman orators. This iiabit is far not one w ord of which we could understand.from being ungraceful, and there is lijtle. ^Vhoever makes a voyage to this island, will
difference between that of the se\es> e\cej)t do well to proviclo himself with red feathers,
gotthat, the lower garments of ihe men a e the tinest and smallest that are to he
:

'

We

;

;

;

;

i>
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niusl alsi) have a ^o«n{ stock of axes anil \^ll;'le, so justly proportioned in every part.
hatclifts, spike-nails, filfs, knives, lookinj;- as to dirplay the most consummate judgbends, ami e5i)ecially sUeets and ment, must atfonl a feast to an enlightened
^«lusse
shirts, which onr irentlemen fonnd the ladies mind, of which an ordinary seaman can
have no relish. This noble struct me, an<l
very desirous of havini^.
The arts in the Island of Otaheite may strouij j)roof of genius, will remain the adhe ltd need to t\\e, namely, arcliiteotnre, miration of all who have the pleasure of

He

,

and seeing it, perhaps, axS^ long as the Island
navigation,
shij)-buiklin^,
for being sniid, and
Oi their architectnre there is one itself shall endur«
remarkable specimen existing in the great* r without a cavity, no time, that will not
Island, >vhicn is the Morai, or sepnlchral ecjually affect the Island, can destroy it.
It is a ^>rodigions Of their carving in stone there are very few
monument of Oberea.
and sixty-seven sjiecimens to be nroduced, and indeed, when
hundred
jMle of stone two
wide at the their tools they nave to unik with are coneii^hty-seven
and
lon^,
teet
base, raisetl by tliuhts of steps to the height sidered, it is more to be admiied, iliat iliere
These ste})s are each are an> than that there are so tew but we
of forty-four feet.
gratlually, till have reason to hope, that now they are
l.nir feet high, narrowing

carvin'2,
palntiny;.

;

,

they end inli small entablature, on which
near the middle stands the figure of a bird
carvtil in wood: and at some distance the
broken fragments of a tish cnt in stone.
This pile males a considerable part of one
Ride of :i square court, whose area is three
hundred and fixty feet by three hundred
and fifty-four, inclosed within a stone wall,
and (nived with the sitme materials through
its

As

wliole extent.

rounded with

sqtiare

this

is

sur-

and has many growing

trees,

within it of a j)articular kind, it forms at a
distance the most delightful grove that imaAt what time it was
gination can paint.
erected ctndd not be learnt, for they have no
records of past transactions but benig constructed of coral stones, many of large
dimen«;i<>i^s, neatly squared and polished,
and so ni'cely joine<l as hardly to discover a
seam, it must till the mind of a nice observer
:

admiration and i-apture, while he
examines all its parts. To think how such
a mass of materials could be brought together in an Island wherein no quarries are to
be found how these materials could be cnt
"witli such exactness as to form a pile by

with

;

;

made acquainted with the use of iron, and
have considerable quantities- of that metal
among them, that their impiovenn nts will
speedil}' b« proportioned to their advantages, and the acuteness of their under-^
standing.
But of their carving in wood,
we saw not a tool, or ordinary utensil, that
did not discover evident i)roofii of their
ex|)ertness in this art.
Their vessels for
navigation are all adorned with it and in
some of their performances an excellence is
discernable, which, with such tools as they
have to work with, no European carver
could exceed.
With regard to their shipbuilding, they are upon a footing with their
neighbours, if not at present superior to
them.
Their ordinary vessels are well
adapted to the seas they have to navigate,
and we never heard of a single instance of
one of them l>eing cast away. Mc^st of them
are elevated at the head and stern, for th^
purpose of defending the rowers from the
surf, which on these Islands breaks upon
the shore with uncommon violence. Those
of Otaheite are in form not unlike the
punt boats, with flat bottoms, such as are
used by our fishermen on the river Thames,
or rather like those used for the same purpose on the Severn they are no where wider
than three feet, though some of them are
more than sixty feet long nor are they an
inch deeper in the body, though at the
;

without cement, isnd that with tools
harder than the substance to which
they were applied and, lastly, how these
enormous blocks of stone could afterwards
be raised to the height of forty-four feet, to
close and cover in the building, must surely
excite the wonder of every ordinary be- head and stern they rise with a curvature
holder but to mark the symmetry of the more than twelve feet.
As it would be
rain,

little

;

:

;

;
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impossible to navigate these vessejs, so long",
and so narrow without some contrivance to
keep them upright, they place two of them
as near as can be of the same dimensions
along-side of each other, at three, four, or
live feet distance, and with strong spars join
them together; then raising a niyst in each,
they hoist a scpiare sail, tlie yards vof which
are fastened above and below to the conesponding masts, and thus equippt^d, with a
cabin erected between them to stow tiieir
provisions, they will keep the sea for .several
days. In rigging their double canoes, they
have a rule for proportioning the height of
the masts to the length of the keel, and of
fitting the sail U) the height of the mast;
they likewise have a contrivance of sailing
in single canoes by means of outriggers,
whicir project on the lee-side of the vessel,
and prevents their over-setting to this outrigger one corner of the sail is made fast,
which sail being wide at the bottom, and
rrmnding to a point at the top, very much
resembles what the boatmen call a shoulder
of mutton sail, frequently seen on the river
:

Thames.

To

tiiose

who have been

told,

and changes of those luminarfes.
There was not a star in the hemisphere,
fixed, or erratic, but Tupia could give a
name to, tell when, and where it would
appear, and di.sappear and what was still
more wonderful, he could tell, from the
aspect of the heavens, the changes of the
wind, and the alterations of the weather,
.several days betore they hap|)ene(l.
By
tions,

;

intelligence he; hail bfcn enabled t(j
most of the Islands for ujany degrees
round that of w hicii he was a native, liy
the sun they steer in the day, ant! by the
stars in the night
and liy their .skill in
presaging the \Aeather, they can, without
danger, leugtlnr'n or shorten their voyages
as appearances are for or against themthis

visit

;

Having no medium wherewith

to

trade^

their vo>ages seem wholly calculated foi
di.seovery, or to iiicrea.se their acquaintance
with other nations.
Riches they do not
seem .solicitous to acquire. They certainly
interchange their commodities among themselves, as well as with strangers
the fisherman barters his fish for the planter's breadfruit, and so of the re.st
yet every man
seems to be a fisherman, and every man a
planter: this shews, tiiat we are still strangers to their civil economy. It had been
good policy to have suffered two or three
voung persons, who w ere desirous of staying
behind, to have settled among them, especially, as there was reason to believe, tliat
the Island would again be visited, if for no
other ri-;«>on than to restore to them the
;

;

that the mason can joint with so much
iucety as tiMje imj)ervious to water, it will
not seem stKange that their cnrpent-^rs can
yet it
ilo the same M'itli resjiect to timber
certainly must require much art, and incredible labour, tirst to fell the tree, then to
cleave it out into planks, then to hollow it
out into the intended shape next to smooth
and polish it, after that to joint it, and last
of all to put it together, and saw it; for natives wIjo had voluntarily imdertaken a
they were wholly ignorant of the art of bolt- v)yage to Europe; but against this Capt
ing it with wooden bolts, or jointing it (.'ook seems to have been caretully guarded.
together by means of mortices, till the Eu- With respect to the art of painting among
is
no wonder, tlie.se people, to us it appeared to be in a
It
ropeans visited them.
nothing so rude .state, being chiefly con lined to the
dreaded
they
that
therefore,
their
boats,
when figures represented on their bodies, and the
of
destruction
the
as
much
The figures
threatened by the English for any offence, ornaments on their canoes.
nor that they should be more careful in on their bodies are generally those of birds
covering their boat-houses from the sun and and fishes, .sometimes after nature, and
but what>
rain, than they are in securing their dwell- sometimes the effiisions of fancy
ings from the same injury. As the whole ever is represented, the outline is traced
J^
This art is solely
art of navigation de(*ends upon their mi- with surprizin exactness.
to
the
priesthood,
confined
and
is performed
of
the
heavenly
nutely observing the uiotions
baptism
without
which, after
like
as
rite,
wliat
a
exactwith
bodies, it is astonishing
age,
ivorthy
certain
accounted
a
none
are
describe
the
mojMivigators.cun
Bess their
;

;

,
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AND

JiOliND TilR

From lut-lve to fourteen is the
society.
|,fri««J ulloHetl lor the pei tMriii;iii(e ot ih^s
nlf, Utr l)t'fure that aiie chikirt n are thoniilit
The nt'ier
iiiiahJe to eiuliire the sinaU.
Tsojt ol' paiiitiDU ill use ainopi; thtse IslaiuJ-

of

may

called tlaiilMiiji, coiisistin;^ oiil\
the ruile car\in<j:s in their \i\i:.iure-hoats, ik.t'. soiiielimes with one eolour,
soiuetiines witli another, hui most coinmonlv
shall close this Jiead with a
with red.
lew reinuks on their n.arine Jorce, or war
canoes, considered as their i-ri-id tleet.

4HS

l>e

in eohinriiiti'

We

Dtaheite conceived
rather an untax onrahle opinion ut Dtoo's
<>apacity and talents; but ihc laj.id impiovem'enls siio e made in the Island convinced us, that he must be a nrio of ;_;(»od
parts; and it is certain that he has s<ime
judicious, sensible men about him, who
have a s^reat share in the government but
we caimot say how far his power extends as
Kins", nor bow far he can command the
ijsy'stanoe of iJic other chiefs, or is controulable by them: this htjwever is certain, that
ail have contributed towards brini>ing- the
Isle to its present llourishinf^ state: yet we
ibuiid it not w ithout divisions amotijj: their
The king told us, that Tow ha,
srieat men.
the uimiral, and Poi-.tatou, were not his

(apt,

(.'oolv

when

last at

;

friends.

These

bein-Ji

two

leadiui^

chiefs,

o must have bt en jealous of them on
a(C'Ount of tlieir great power; yet on every
o< casion he seemed to court their interest.
ar€ inclined to think they raised by far
the greatest number of vessels and men, to
g^o against Kimeo, and were to be the two
commanders in the expedition, which,
'

t

We

according to common report, was to take
P ace five days after our departure. Waheat' ua,
king of Tiarabou, was to join this
fleet to that of Otoo, and that young prince
One
was to l*e one of the commanders.
would think so small an Island as Eimeo,
would liave endeavoured to settle matters
by negotiation rather than resist the united
force of those two powerful nations: yet
nothing was heard or talked of but fiiiJiting.
Towha said more than once, that he should
lie in the action.
Oedidee thought the
battle would be fought at sea
but we
thought it mo>t probable, tbat the people
;

.3

WOULD.
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Kimeo would remain at homo on the
as we were informed they did
about <i\e or six years ago, when attacked
of

defensive,

l)y
the people of Tiarabou, whom they
repulsed.
\V'e were toid, that live general o*hcei"s were to CtunuKiud in this ex()e-

of which number Otoo was one
and, if they named them in order according
to the posts they held, Otoo was only the
w Inch stems jjiobable
third in command
enough for he being Imt a young man he
could not have sutticient experience to be
commander in chief, where the greatest
skill and judgment .seemed to be necessary.
ditiou,

;

;

;

Capt. Cook was dispo.sed to have staid five
or six days longer, had he been sure the
expedition would have taken place in that
time, but it seemed they wanted us to be
gone tirst. It was sometimes reported that
it
would not be undertaken before ten
moons: as if it was necessary to have that
time to i)ut e\ cry tiling in order. For several days befbie we
.sailed, Otoo
and the
other chiefs hail ceased to solicit our alliance and assistance which they were continually doing at first;
and after Capt.
Cook had assured Otoo, that if they got
their fleet ready in time he would sail with
them down to Eimeo, we heard no more of
it.
Probably they thought it more political
to be without us, knowing it was in our
power to bestrw the victory on whom we
pleased.
Be tins as it may, they undoubtedly wanted us to be gone I>efore they

undertoiik any thing; and thus we were,
deprived, much again.sl our inclination, of
seeing the whole fleet assembled on this
occasion, and, perhaps of being spectators
of a well conducted engagement at sea.

What number

of ves.sels were appointed for
grand expedition we could not learn.
Me heard of no more than two hundred and
ten, l>esides a number of small canoes for
tiansf>orts, and the allied fleet of Tiarabou,
the strength of which we could not gain
the least intelligence nor could we learn
this

:

number of men neces.sary to man this
fleet.
Whenever the question was asked,

the

the answer was >V'arou, warou, warou te
Tata, that is, many, many, men. Allowing
forty to each war canoe, and four to each

;
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of the others, which is a moderate computation, and the number will amount to
an astonishini*- number,
nine thousand
they
were to be raised in only
if we consider
four districts, and one of them, namely,
Matavia, did not equip a fourth part of the
fleet.
Tliat of Tiarabou is not included in
and many other districts
this account
might be arming? which we knew nothing
of; yet we think the whole Island ofOtabeite did not arm »»n this occasion, for w."
;

;

saw not any

|)re|>arations

making

at

Opar-

Wa

believe that the chief, or chiel's,
district,
superintended the equipof each
ping of the fleet belonging to ihnt district
fifter which they must pass in review before
the kii»g, who by this means knows the
state of the whole intended to go on service.
The number of war canoes belorvging to
ree.

Attahonrou and Ahopata is an hundred
and sixty: to Tettaha forty; to Matavia
ten
no-.v if we suppose every district in the
Island, of which there are fo.ty-three, to
raise an. eqnii) the same number of war
;

I

canoes ;.-. Tettaha, according to this estimate, the whole Islanu can raise and equip
one thousand seven hundred and twenty
war oanoiis, and sixty-eight thousand able
and
men, allowing forty to each canoe
seeing tliese cannot amount to above one
third part of the number of both sexes,
cliildren included, the whole Island cannot
fontain less than two hundred and four
This at lirst sight
thousand inhabitants.
exceeded our belief; but when, upon a
review of this calculation, we considereil
the vast swarms of natives which appeared
wherever we went, we were convinced our
estimate was not much, if at all too great.
There cannot^ fn our opinion, be a stronger
proof of the richness and fertility of Ota;

SOlTril

POLK

for he was a map of real genius, a
;
priest of the lirst order, and an excellent

ments

His boy Tayota wa. the darling of
the Endeavour's crew, L«Mng^ of a mild and
docile disposition, ready to do any kind
ofhce for the meanest in the ship
never

artist.

;

complaining, but always pleassed.
They
both died much lamented at H;it;ivia, the
occasion of which has been related in its
proper place.
Ihe manufa<rtures of OtalHiite are of van'ons kinds; that of cloth is in the fcighesfc
estimation among them. The material: of
which one sort is made is neither spun, nor
woven in a loom, but in every respect is prepared after the first simple manner of making: paper before mills were applied to facilitate the labour.
The baik is first strii)ped
tVom the tree and laid in the water, as we
do flax, to soak
it is then divested of the
rind by scraping, till only the tibie.s of the
inside remain.
When properly cleansed,
it is placed
n|>on leaves, «»!;e lavcr by the
side of another, tili it is ofsiitficient breadth
;

;

and in the .<;ame manner, it is exte<^<led to
what lenffth the mjintUiu^tiirer chuses, or
the ground will a<!n)it j;nd to strengtlien
it, and increase its breadth, one layer is laid
:

over an«»ther till it is of the substance required.
'J'his done, it is left to drain, and when
just drv enough to be rai':^e(l from flie ground,
it is
placed upon a kin<: of stage made (»f
smor>th board*;, and beat with a scjur. re beater

about a

fool

lov-u,

and

1n\(>

or

tln*ee

inches broad. On euch of iIk; (oi'r sides of
this beater parallel lines are cut lengthwise:
these lines diifer ii- ilneness, in a projiortion
from small twine to a silken threadThey
first l)egin with the coarses* .side of the beater and finish with the finest.
My the continual aj)|)lication of this l)eater, in which
miles, in two |»eopie are continually employed, who
heite (not forty leagues, or
circuit) than that of its supp<»rling such stand opposite to each other, on each side
a numlicr of warriors and warlike inhabi- of the st;!ge, an<l regulate their strokes like
tants, all artists, and possessed of a fleet smitlison an anvil, the cloth, if cloth it may
both their glory and defence. Such is the be called, in its rough state thins apace, ana
present state of the arts in this celebrated as it thins, it of course increases in breadth.
Island, which, had Tupia lived to have When it lias undergone this process, it is
come to England, and to have returned then spread out to whiten, which wheR
again to his own country, would, no doubt, sufliciently done, it is delivered to the ladies^
have received still nawe rapid improve- whose province is to look it carefully over.
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hlemishis. Thus far com- tliey have a kind of emnkitlop. in excelling
Ht-iuullv red or yellow, in this kind of work, it is not to be wonderalter whicli it is rolled luid laid for use.r 15y ed at, that there should be as many differthis |)r«'cess llie readers will readily compre- ent forms, us there are tlifferent makers,
But
inartiier the fabrir may lie some of them in<;ompaird)ly neat.
lieiwl ill what
\aried into iuie or coarse, according to the among the <Miriositics of this kind, that
by the Endea-.
!;«alerials ol' vvliich it is made, atul the labour wlii( li was Most admired
i)esto\ved iiptm it.
In Otaheite the l)aik of vour's people w lieu :}t ihis fsle, was the
Miree liillereiit trees is made use of in this ti'jiire of a man upwards of seven feet higli,
Manufacture the Chinese pajjer mnlherry, r* |)resei\ted in basket A\ork, wii'ich they
iliv*:
bread-fruit tree, and the wild fiu-tree. imagined M'as a rei)resentation of one of
This wicker skeleton was
i)fthe first and seconti the finest sorts nie iheir deities.
luatle
hut of the last, the most ilurable. <-ompletely coveiVd witli feathers, white
where the skin was to appear, ami black
riie fir>t anil second ind)il)e watei- like pain
those parts w hi<'h it is tlieir custom to
rain.
resist
They
the
|>er, l)ul the latter will
nave a nu'lhod of ^\ asjiint;" this cloth, after paint or stain, and upon the head, where
there was to be a representation of hair,
it has been worn, and when washed it is
by this last process it is ren- (pon the head were four protuberances,
ay;ain beaten
dered \ery sot't and pliable. Anotlier con- three in front, and one behind, which the
siderable manufacture is that of uiattinir. natives called Tate-etee, or little men.
jaade likewise of the rinds of |)lants and Other manufactures of less account, j-et
shrubs. whi«']) are woiked to a decree of not unworthy of notice, are thr-ir weapons
iJueness not to i>e eipudled by any thing- of of war, w hich seem to be tiic workmanOf this manu- ship of the owners, their fishing tackle ot
tlie kiuM know n in iMUope.
facture v.vv UKide tlicir sails, the covering- \arious .sorts, their working tools, and
their jewelry
but in this last it cannot
<*f thei|- bvjds, and the'r clothing: in rainy

M.!

1

;o rr'iliove all

ijlereil

it

i«j

rf»l<nir('(l,

;

;

;

;

Ti)eir C9rdag:e
neathi-T.
ilerable artidt-, which is

is

anotlier

made

co)i,<»i-

of the rind
of a plant no.^ nnbkc a wild nettle.
In
tliis iiianufucfare they likewise excel, but
we do not learn that nu\ of it was purchased for the ship's use. 1 heir lines made for
tishin'^- are much sujm iior to any thing- <d'
the kind used in lunope, being- stroniier
Their fishing
;uid infinitely more durable.
nets have the same advantages; but the
cords made of human hair, which the ladies
wind round their heads, and which like
nettittg, is the chief amusement of the ladies
there, is incomparably beyonfl any thing*
.Mr.
that can be conceived in twi>^ting-.

be

their tools, they
have any scope to dis[day or exer-

evp-v'eted,

s!i<aild

c'i^t theii-

We

ctn'e^iidering

ini:enuity.
to

come now

of

.fpeak

llieir

civil

government; of which we have it not in a-uf
power to givtf our readers a distinct and
I)errect itiea.
This I.sland of Otaheite made
fornurly but one kingdom
how long it
has been divided into tw^o we^ cannot pre;

tend to say, we believe not Ioiit.
The
kings of Tiarabou, are a branch of the
family of Opoureonu
at present the tw»
are nearly related and we believe the former is in some measure, dependent on tke
latter.
Otoo is styled Earee de hie of the
Banks is said to ha\e had in his po^ise^sion whole Island and we Avere told, that Waheatona, the king of Tiarabou, must unI specimen of it, near two thousand }ards
in length, and as fine as oar finest tlirenil, co\er before him, in the same manner as the
not having one knot, or apparent joining, lowest or<ler of his subjects do.
This
neither have they any engine to assist them homage is not only paid to Otoo, bnt to
in the performance, but all is done by the Tarevatou, his brother, and his second sister
hand, and with a quickness that almost to the one as heir, and to the othe?- as heir
exceeds belief. They have likewise a ma- ai)parent.
have sometifties seen the
nufacture of basket, or wicker work, of Bowas and Whannos covered before the
avd as king, bnt whetj»-or by cour/esy or by- virtu*which every native is a proficient
;

.

:

We

;

7
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we could not leavn. These
are the principal persons about
Vie king, and form his court, are generally,
Tee, so often
if not always his relations.
mentioned in this narative, was one of
them. The Eowas, who hold the tirjrt rank,
attend in turns, a certain number each day,
so that they may be called lords in waiting.
seldom found Tee absent, and his attendance, was necesr;ary, as being best able
to negotiate matters btitween Capt, Cook

sisted of several small nations, undtr (*eve:\ii
petty [M'inces^ or chiefs, who in cases v,f
Cummoa danger united under one head-,
'rhese chiefs had ail of them theif reaper
tiye fau'ilies, who nudtiplying, becariit a
dist/^nct flass from the common j)eople: and
preserved by their personal courage, ami
lenitv, a very great -influence over theui.
Of tinse two classes, added to that of tin
priestlsood, the whole body politic cousisteil
so thai among them, what one class t'oinxt
on this service he was necessary to eonnnand,- the other was ready
and the chiefs
always employed, 'fwX he executed the to execuJe. Hence it was that industry
same, we have re^ison to believe, to the took place, and arts Mere invented
and
The Eowas tiiis seems to be the present slate of the
satisfaction of both parties.

c!

tht'iv office,

Lien,

who

We

;

;

and Whaniios always eat with tlie king; Islanders of whom we are now speaking.
nor do we know of any one being excluded Laws tliey had none, l);it such as arose from
from this privilege, but the Toutous for as the idea of superiority and submission., suclr
;

to the v/omen, as ue have already observed,
tiiey never eiit with Ihe men, let their nink

be ever so much elevated. Notwithstai>ding these established orders, there was very
little about Otoo's person or court, whereby
a stranger coii Id distinguish the king from

We rarely saw him dressed in
thing but a common piece of cloth
vvrapped round his loins so that he seemed
to avoid all oiitward pomp, and even to
de»nean himself more than any of his Earees
We have seen his majesty
around hirn.
\vork at a paddie, hi coming to and going
from the ship, in common' with others in
the boat; and even when some of his Touand such is the uncontous sat looking on
trouled liberty of this happy Isle, that every
iimividual has tree excess to him without
hence it is, that the
the kast ceremony
liarees and other chiets are more beloved
than feared by the bulk of the |Hf<»plc.
.'^hould think omselves happy in knowing
more of this mild and equal government,
for as to the orthan the general out line
ders of the constiltient |)arts, how constructed, disposed, and connected, so as to
form one body politic, we can say but little.
From what we have been able to discover,
8^id gather from information, it seems very
the subject.

any

;

;

;

We

;

evidently to

Ihj ..of tin?

fuedal kind;

and a

conformity appears between
reitiarkalde
establishments of Otaheite,
political
the
and that of the aiicient Britons whi.h con-

8

as excite parents to correct the taults of
their children
neither have the Otaheiteau?
any other at this day. There is no crime
among them that subjects a man to death,
and when life is taken away, it is always in
the heat of passion or resentment, aujd not
the ettect of formal <;<'cusatiun and deliberate punishment.
The contention that
arose among the chiels became the quarrels
of the whole community, and those quarrels^
necessarily led the [»arties to have recourse
to arms, and in proportion as the contentions grew more frequent, the weafiuns that
were contrived for defence, grew ujcjre desperate.
It was not however, till after civilization took place, that contentions for liberty
began to .spread devastation among peoplvt
of the same community. In their primary
state of s!dijection, the pecjple never entertained a thougjjt that they w^re in slavery ;
they obeyed as children ilo their parents,
from a principle originating in nature, which
induces the weak to suhuiit to the strong,
and those of uninformed understanding to
l>e governed by those whose wisdom and
courage they readily acknowledge. Tliis,
in our opinion, is an impartial and just
re|)resentation of the .state of the civi^ j»overnment in Otaheite, w herein none think
themselves slaves, yet few are free.
As to the religion of this people, we are
as much at a loss for materials to ionn an
opinion on this subject as former navigators.
;

•

AND ROUND THE WOULD.
Hie

little Ki.oiiu:i?;f«ii \fe

have hitherto

re-

and

contrtidictory, that
ceived is so
be said ahont it.
can
certainty
>vilh
nothing:
have said tliey have idols, yet they apju'ur not to be idolaters; that they have
v.igtie

We

of worship, yet never assemble in
that they
con^Tegalions to pay adoration
but
orders
several
of
deities
lU'knowledtfe
that they have no forinsof addressing them
iind that they mutter somewhat like extemi.orary prayers, yet have no oratories, or
forms of devotion, nor any set times for
They have
private or public worship.
priests likewise of several orders who have
but few of those
rilirerent oitices assigned
uttices are particularized, except that they
preside and pray at funerals, and are the
principal attendants at their Morais, or butliough it does not appear
rying places
ceremonies of devotion are perliiat any
formed there. The offices that have been
observed as appertaining to the priesthood
are three, namely, circumcising, tattowing,
and praying at the funerals of the dead.
That of circumcising is not performed after
the manner of the jews, but after a peculiar
manner of their own, and has no doubt the
purity of the circumcised for its object, in
bringing every part about them into contact
with the water, with which they coiislantiy
Tattowing,
>vash three times every day.
and
whatever its object, is never omitted
praying for the dead is a proof that they
believe in the soul's existing in a separate
state
after death, which is confirmed by
ttieir placing meat and drink in their buryIn this custom, they are far
ing places.
Among the ancient
from being singular.
Romans, ir» the infancy of their state, they
placed meat upon the tombs of their deceased friends, that the ghosts might come out
and eat, as they believed they would and
when they intended to express the most
abject state of human wretchedness, they
nsed to say, " such a creature gets his food
from the tombs."
The character of the
Tahowa in Otaheite, very nearly corresponds
with that of Druid among the antient Britons. He is the chief priest, and his erudition
consists in learningthe several traditional memorials of ancient times; in being made acO o
No 18.
places

;

;

;

;

;

;
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quainted with the opinion (f their ancestors,
concerning the origin of things; and in the
repetition of short mysterious sentences, in a
language which none but those ot" their own
orders can understand,
'i'he JBramins of
the east have their mistic, unknown tongue,
as have also the followers of the great Zoro-

The priests are superior also to the
of the peojde in the knowledge of navigation an<l astronomy, and in all the liberal
arts, of which these jjcople have any idea.
Thus far the character of the Tahowa agrees
with that of Druid, in every particular.
The Druids were the only persons of any
sort of learning, which consisted in the observation of the heavens, knowledge of the
stars, whereby they presaged future events
they had the care of all religious matters,
and their authority was absolute. The chief
of the Druids, was pontiff, or high priest,
whose dignity was elective. 'I'hus we might
trace the conformity of the customs and
manners of nations remote from each other,
in their infant state, but we wave such an
inquiry, as it might be thought foreign to
our business in hand.
shall conclude this historical sketch
of Otaheite with a brief account of their
funeral ceremonies, in which the prie.st and
the people jointly asssist. W^jen a native
is known to be dead, the house is filled with
relations, who deplore their loss; some by
loud lamentations, and .some by less clamorous, but more genuine expressions of
grief Those who are the nearest degree of
kindred, and most afiected at this event, are
silent
the rest are one moment uttering
passionate expressions, or exclamations" in
a chorus, and the next laughing and talking, without the least appearance of concern,
much like the manner of the wild Irish;
but this solemnity is continued for a day
and a night, whereas by the Irish it is continued several nights.
On the next morning the body is shrouded, and conveyed
to the sea side on a bier, upon the shoulders
of the bearers, and attended by the priest,
who having prayed over the body, repeats
his sentences during the procession. When
they arrive at the water's edge, it i» set
down on the beaq^; the priest renews his
aster.
rest

:

We

;

;
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prayers,

and

takinu;

up some of the water runs

towards the body,
back
is then carried
yards, and soon after brought

hand, sprinkles
but not upon it. It
ill

Ills

it

at all he sees, and if any of them happen to be jvertaktn, he stiikes them most
unmercifully with his indented cudgel,
which cannot fail to wound th^m in a
most dangerous manner; but this reason,
though a plausible one, does not, in our

forty or fslty
a^^aiu to ihr^ beacli, wliere the prayers and
It is thus removed
sprinkling: are repeated.
backwards and forwards several times and judnment, seem to come up to what is said
during- ihe performance of this ceremony, in the course of the relation, by the compiler
a house has been built, and a small piece of Capt. Cook's voyage, who tells us, that
of ground railed round, in the centre of while the corpse is carrying in procession,
whii'h a stage is erected \vhero<ni they place the people every where fly and liide themthe bier, and the body is lell to putrify, till .selves in the woods, and that nojie but those
4s soon immediately concerned in it, if they can
the flesh is wasted from the bones.
;

boJy is deposited in the Morai, the avoid it, come in sight. Were it only for
The women now fear of the cudgel that these people fled,
mourning is renewed.
assemble, and are led to the door by the they needed not to run so far as the woods,
nearest relation, who strikes a sharU's tooth nor to quit their houses (as Mr. Banks obas the

served they did when the corpse of an old
several times into the crown of her head
t')e b!ocd copiously follows, and is carefully woman, who.se funeral he attended, cama
received u))on pieces of cloth, or linen, by in procession) to hide themselves in
wiiich are thrown under the bier. The rest holes it would have been sufficient for
of the women follow this example, ar.d tl.e them to have kept out of the reach of the
ceremony is repeated at the interval oftAO cudgel but they must be awed by some
or three days, as long as the zeal and sor- secret motive some superstitious dread of
row of the parties hold out. The tears also some misfortune happenmgto them, should
which are shed upon this occasion are 'they meet the corpse, either in an unlucky
as at
received upon pieces of cloth, and offered placj?, or in an ominious situation
Some of the this day many peojile in the northen parts
as oblations to the dead.
younger people cut off their hair, wljich is of Britain ^et out of the way of a corpse
likewise thrown under the beir. This cus- when carrymg to the grave, for these or
tom is founded on the notion, as some of the like reasons. The people of Otaheite,
r)ur gentlemen thought, that the soul of the we think, are not intimidated by the apprebut thty may
the deceased is hovering about the place hension of being beaten
where the body is deposited that it ob- have a dread upon them of they know not
serves the actions of the survivors, and is what yet it is such a dread as insensibly
gratified by such testimonies of their affec- impels them to keep at a distance, and if
tion and grief; but whether this is part of they are by accident surprized, and meet
a corpse at the corner of a street, or the
the natives faith is very problematical
neither, in our opinion, is it certain, that rounding of a hill, they never fail to bless
the priest is an attendant in the funeral pro- themselves, and turn the way the corpse
cession down to the water's edge for in the is carrying, antl walk in the same direcfunerals at which Mr. Banks was one of the tion for sveral paces to avert the bad effects
party no mention is made of a priest ; and of the unlucky omen, which they always
In an acTuberai Tumaide, who was chief mourner, mterpret against themselves.
performed the whole of the funeral service. count of the funeral ceremonies of the IsThe natives are all said to fly before these landers in the South Seas, the writer, who
processions, and the reason assigned is, be- judged from what he himself .saw, and not
cause the chief mourner carries in his hand from what was reported to him, tells u.s,
a long flat stick, the edge of which is set that the priest, accompanied with two boys
with sharks teeth, and in a phrensy, which paintttd black, attend the Morai, or place
kis grief is supposed to have inspired, he where the corpse is deposited, to receive the
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

AND ROIND
uutT oilier provisions, which on
these occasions arr offered to tlje EtJioon, or
deity ol the pl.ue, ami to lay thfriK ui^in
fcosrs, fisli,

an

altar.

This

prit •t

i<*

also

emjHoyed

in

strewing over the body «»t' thetlelnnct leaves,
iuid rtowers of bamboo; and for two or
three days he occasionally ranges tfie adjacent tields and woods, from which every

The relations,
retires on his approach.
in the nuan time, bnild a temporary hon^e

one

near the Morai, where they assemble, and
the females mourn for the deceased, by
sim^inii' soniis (d* grief, howling',
ing their l)odie< in <liflerent

and woundwith

places
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just add to what has been said under this
head, that Ihe Otaheiteans have neither
pfi vsician*; nor surgeons, by |)rofess'on, except the priest, whose relic f consists in prayers and ceremonies, not in drugs or i)rcscriptions
yet we must nw4 conclude from hence,
that they are deficient in the art of healing,
'I\vo or three instances occur in the relations
of different voyagers^ which, to say no more,
are striking proofs of their knowledge in
what is necessary to preserve life. Tnpia
was pierced through the body with a lance,
headed with the jagg-cd bone of the stingray the weapons went in at his back, and
came out just under his breast yet he was
perfectly cured, and never complained of
;

:

which they bathe their
sharks teeth
wounds in the next river or sea, and again
return to howl and cnt themselves, wliich any bad eff<"cts ofhis wound. One man had
After the his head almost crushed, his face beat in,
they continue for three days.
body is corru[»ted, and tlje bones are be- his nose flatted, and one eye beat out, the
come bare, the skeleton is deposited in a hollow of which would almost admit one's
sort of stone-pyramid bnilt for that purpose. fist yet this man, we are told, was cured,
These Morais are frerjuented by two birds and to all appearance felt no remaining
A third i;iid a stone through his
sacred to their gods, namely, the urey heron, pain.
but head with a sling, in the time of action,
and a blue and brown king--(isljer
wliether these birds, or the priest and his and yet strange and improbable as it may
;

after

;

;

;

attendants eat the offerings that are made
to the presiding deity, or v.hether they are
eaten at all, we are not informed, thon<rh
we have spared no pains in making inquiries among our friends and fellow voyagers,
concerning this and several other doubtful
and questionable particulars. It is agreed,
however, that the piety of the natives is in
no instance so strongly expressed as in the
profusion of covering they bestow upon the
remains of their deceased friends, and in
the ornaments with wliich they decorate
tlieir Morais, but these Morais are not the
receptacles of the ordinary dead, but appropriated solely to the use of the principal
families to which each respectively belongs:
how it fares with the bodies of the common
herd we coold not learn, whether they are
suffered to rot upon the ground, or undef
nor have our principals afforded us
it ;
ininformation concerning this particular
deed, they seem to have been most intent
upon what is striking in high life, without
regarding the ordinary occurrences that
daily pass among the multitude ; these did
dial I
not much attract their notice.
;

We

a

seem, he like the others, we are informed,
ai)peared to enjoy a good sitate of health.
We will not vouch for the truth of all the
circumstances in these /"relations, which we
think are rather of the marvellous kind, yet
we may be allowed to infer from the facts
themselves, fhat they
nre incontestible
proofs, that the natives ofOtaheite have a
knowledge of the virtues of balsams, of
which we are either not possessed, or are
ignorant of their healing qualities. From
this naiTative of the Island ofOtaheite and
its inhabitants, some will be ready to envy
them their felicity but it must be remembered as a soil to this, that they do not
always sleep in security they are frequently
surprized by their warlike neighbours, and
whole districts are depopulated for if ia
the invasions of one another's territories
they happen to prove successful, the victors
spare neither man, woman, nor child. But
it is time now to return to the ship, which
on the 14th, of May we left under sail, and
that night she cleared the reef.
On Sunday the 15th, we had an open
sea, with a fine breeze in our favour, and
;

:

;

;
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Ulietea, and was
at th'fs time present when her own adventures were represented ; she could hardly
refrain from tears while the play was acting
and it was with much difficulty we per
jiaid us visits.
Oree, among other articles, suaded her to stay out the entertainment.
brought with him a hog and the next day, At the conclusion of the piece, the girl's
being the IG'th, Capt. Cook returned Oree's return to her friends was represented ; and
visit, presenting to him some red feathers, the reception she met with was not a fawhich he held in his hand, and muttered vourable one. It is very probable that this
over them a prayer. This morning the peo- part of the comedy was designed to deter
The chief sent others from going away with ns.
l)le began to bring us fruit.
On Wednesday, the 18th, king Oree came
lis two hogs, which were followed by him.self and friends who came to dine with us. and diued on board, and the Captain, at
Oree asked for axes and nuils, which were his desire, ordered the great guns to be shotreadily given hhn. These he distributed as ted, and fired into the water, by way of
he pleased, but bestowed the largest share salute at his arrival and departure: indeed
upon a youth whoaj)peared to be his grand- he had by Oedidee given ns to understand
sou.
After the distribution was over they that he expected the same honours to be
Mr. Forster, and a paid to him, as had been shewn to the chiefs
all returned ashore.

pursued our voyage
by W. The same night we made the Island of Huaheine, and anchored in the
north entrance of O'Wharre harbour.
Oree, the chief, and several of the natives
;

party with him, went uj) the country to examine its productions which he contiuued
ns a daily task during theshij)'s continuance
As a servant of Mr.
in this harbour.
Forster's was walking along the shore,
without a companion, he was beset by se;

fellows, who would have stripped him, had not some of our people arrived

veral stout

assistance. One of the men made
off with a hatchet. This day i\\<i number
of natives that came about the ship was so
great, that it was found necessary to place
centineJs in ilw. gangways, to prevent the
to his

but no oppowas made to the women, so that the
ship was crowded with them.
On Tuesday the 17th, we found Oree
and a great number of the principal people

men

from coming on board

:

sition

assembled in a house consulting together.
We heard the late robbery mentioned by

them several times but the chief assured
us neither himself nor his friends had any
hand in the same, and desired Capt. Cook
to kill with his guns those that had. We
could not learn where the robbers v. ere
gone, and therefore, at present, took no
more notice of the affair. In the evening a
dramatic entertainment was exhibited. The
subject of the piece vvas that of a girl
running away with us from Otaheite. This
was not wholly a fiction, for a girl had taken
;

A

of Otaheite.
party of petty officers having obtained leave to amuse themselves in
the country, they took with them some
hatchets, nails, &:c. in bags, which were
carried by two natives, who went with them
as their guides, to shew the way. These
fellows made off with the trust reposed in
them, and artfully enough effected their
escape.
The party had with them two
muskets; and after it had rained some
time, the natives pointed out some bird?; for
them to shoot. One of the guns went off,
and the other misled fire several times. At
this instant, when the fellows saw themselves secure from both, they took the
opportunity to run away, and not one ef
the party, being all much surprized, had
presence of mind enough to pursue tliem.
On the 19th, a report was current, that the
natives intended to rise and attack the ship.
The Captain, though he did not think them
.serious
such an attempt, yet was unwilling totally to disregard the intimation :
he therefore ordered twenty stand of arms
to be in readiness, in case any commotion

m

be observed among them
but
though the rumour increased throughout
the day, yet no prei)arations could be perceived to countenance such a report; and
the king continued his visits as usual, never
coming em])ly handed.
should

;

AND ROUND THE WOULD.
On Friday,

tlie '20tli, tlie first

;

been taken iVom them to be restored. On
the'iltk we saw upwards of sixty canoes,
most of the people in them being Eareeoies,
steering for IMietea, and we lieard they were
going to visit their brethren in the neighIt seems these people
bouring Islands.
have customs among tiiem peculiar to themselves
and assist each other when necessity
;

we may

therefore call

them the

Free Masons of Huaheine. This day Oree
sent a message to Capt. Cook, desiring he
would coni€ on shore, and bring- twenty-two
men with him, in order to search for and
Oedidee brought with
chastise the robbers.
him twenty-two pieces of leaves to assist
his memory, a custom very common among*
these people. This message seemed to us
an extraordinary one, and therefore tlie captain went to the
Oree informed
*vere a set of

information.
these fellows

cliief for better

him,

that

banditti, v^lio

H'.

and second bers Oree wanted us to attack, tlie Captain
said they would fly to the mountains; but
he assured us to the contrary, ami desired we
them and their hjibitavt ould destroy both

lieutenants with one of the males, being- <»nt
on a shootint; party, they were beset by
more than lilty of tlie natives, who first
took from them their arms, and then robbed them of wliat articles they had carried
uith them to traile. In tlie scnfHe the tirst
lieutenant lost the skirt of bis coat, and one
of the utlier i>enlleinen received a severe
blow. ^^ hen the robbers had stripped them
of their mercliandi/.es, they restored to them
When this transactheir foulin;^' pieces.
ofCapt. Cook,
knowledge
to
the
tion came
he went immediately wiih a boat^ crew on
shore and entered a laire lionse winMein
were two cliiefs. This, >>it!i all their etiects,
lie took possession of and remaiiio<l there,
that the gentleniui had got
till he heard
and li;id all their things reboard,
safe on
stored to them. Oedidee informed us, Oree
was so much alfected witii the relation of
Wlien on board,
tliis, that he wept much.
we learnt liom the officers themselves,
tliat a small insult on their part was the
but some chiefs
occasion of the atfVay
intertering, took the ofBcers out of the
crowd, and caused every thing uhich had

requires:

•

had formed

themselves into a body, and had resolved
to rob all they met, for which purpose they
were now assembled and armed. These rob-

5

'J'his retiou.s, only sparing- their canoes.
quest seemed extraordinary, but the Ca])tain
was resolved to com])ly uith it in part, lest
these fellows should make more head, and
become formidable and also with a view oi
preventing the report from gaining ground in
Ulietea, where we intended going, and wc
were apprehensive anunciations might b""
formed in like manner, and the people
might treat us in the same way, or worse,
Capt. Cook
they being more numerous.
and his officers made ready to accompany
king Oree in the expeditirm against the
robbers; and having* ordered fifty marines
w itii some sailors to be well armed, they
landed near the palace of the king, and having required him to conduct them according
to his j>romise, he very readily ccmsented,
and they all set out together in very good
order.
The party increased as we proceeded and Oedidee told us, that several of the
banditti had joined us, with the view oi
decoying us into a place, where t»hey might
attack us to advantage. As we couhi place
no confidence in any other person, we took
his advice, and proceeded with caution.
marched several miles, when Capt.
Cook declared he would proceed no farther:
besides we were informed that the men had
fled to the mountains.
At this time we
were about to cross a deep valley, with
steep rocks on each side, where our retreat
might have been rendered difficult, by a
few men as«;aulting us with stones. Oedidee persisted in his opinion and we marched back in the same order as we came.
As we went along, we observed several
people coming down the sides of the hills
with clubs, which they immediately hid
when they found we saw them. This was
some confirmation of Oedidee's suspicions ;
but we could not persuade ourselves that
the chief had any such intention, whatever
might be the designs of his people. In our
return we halted at a convenient place,
and wanting some refreshments, they were
immediately brought us. When we arrived
;

;

We

;

;
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at tlie landing' place we discharged several
volleys, to convince the unlives, that we

smiths to work, in making different sort»
of iron tools, that an influence might be
could support a continual fire after which kept up at the other Islands, and to enable
we returned on board, and tlie chief dined US to procure refreshments.
On Tuesday the 24th, we anchored in
with us, having brongiit with him a hog
ready dressed. After dinner we received a Ulietea,and was visited by Oreo the chief,
jfreat number of presents as peace-oiferingp. who brought with him a handsome present.
Two cliiefs brought each of them a pig, a A party of ns went ashore to make the chiet
dog, and some young plantain trees, and a present, and as we entered his house we
with due ceremony presented them singly to were met by five old women, who lamented
the captain. Another brontiht a very large very bitterly, and cut their faces in a shockho^, with which he had followed us to tlie ing manner. This was not tlu' worst part
A (piantity of frnit was brought us of the story, for we were obliged to submit
ship.
by others; so that we were likely to make to their amiable embraces, and get ourselves
more by this little excursion, than by all the covered with blood. After this cerenmny
and the expe- was over, they washed themselves, and
presents we had made them
dition had one good effect at least, for the appeated as cheerini as any other person..
On Friday the 27th, Oreo paid ns a visit,
people were convinced that muskets were
imacompany with his wifie, son and daughthey
at
first
in
than
more terrible things
ter,
and brought with them a very liandsonse
larger
a
promised
supijly
gined. We were
but
the
chief
present
of all kinds of refreshments. W«
day
next
fruit
the
of hogs and
We went accompanied them on shore after dinner,
was not so good as his word.
asiiore in the afternoon, and found him sit- and were entertained with a play which
The people about concluded with the representation of a woting down lo dinner.
hiin inunediately began chewing the pepper man in labour, performed by a set of brawny
root and a cup of the juice was presented to fellows; the child that was brought forth
Capt. Cook, but he did not like the method was at least six feet high. As soon as the
of brewing it. Oedidee was not so nice, and child was delivered, they pressed his nose,
immediately swallowed what the captain which seemed to vindicate that they really
refused. The chief washed his month with take this method with all their children,,
cocoa-nut water after he had taken the juice which occasions that flatness which their
of the pepper root, and ate a large quantity noses generally have. On the 29th, several
of plantain, repe, and mahee, and fmished things were stolen out of our boats, which
but on application to
his dinner by eating and drinking a com- lay at the buoy
position of plantains, bread-fruit, mahee, the chief, we had them all returned, ex&c. of the consistence of a custard; of this cept an iron tiller, and in lieu of that they
he took about three pints. He dined in the brought us two large hogs. On Monday,
•pen air, at the outside of his house, and the 30th, a party of us set out for Oedidee's
during dinner time, a play was performing estate on the 30th, instant, accompanied
by the chief and his family. W^hen we
within the house.
arrived
there, we found that Oedidee could
The
sea.
we
pwt
to
23rd,
the
On Monday
any thing, though he had
not
command
affectionate
took
an
Cook
Capt.
chief and
us
promised
hogs
and fruit in abundance
heard
Oree
When
other.
each
of
leave
that we never intended coming there any they were now in possession of his brother.
more, he said, Let your '^ons come, we will We had here an opportunity of seeing them
We did not get a sufficient kill and dress a pig, which was done in the
treat them well.
three men first strangsupply of hogs at this Island, though they following manner
hog
the
hog
the
was laid on his back,
obtamled
did not appear to be scarce but we
laid
a
stick
across
his throat, pressdo
two
men
to
what
ed more* fruit than we well knew
each
end,
the
third
at
man stuffed up
nearly
exing
being
with. Our stock in trade
fundament
with
his
grass,
to
and held hi»
the
set
bausled, we found it necessary
:

;

;

;

;

:

;
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Tlie lio* was kept in this posi- a shelf, had a large piece of cloth round
ten unnntes, ht'tore lie was dead. the middle, a turban on their heads, stuck
An oven, wliich wa*; close by, was heated. with cock's feathers. They told us the-^e
They la d the ho^' on the tire as soon as he were their servant's gods.
On Tuesday the 31st, the ]>ett\>\" Jiearina:
was dead, and siiijjed olt' his Imir he was
we inUnded sailing, brought abuj)dsea-side
washed.
that
to
the
and
ranie<l
then
Thi' «\»iiMse was tin n laitl on clean green ance of fruil on board. Avliich coulinued on
were informed that
'J'hey first the 1st of June.
leave.s, that it might be opened.
took onl the lard, and laid it on a green two .ships had arrived at Huaheine. The
person who bronghl the information deleMt", the entrails >\ere tlu^n taken out and
scrilied
was
basket
the
blood
the persons of'Cajit. Fnrtieanx and
a
auuy
in
earried
put into a large leaf. The hog was then Mr. Haid;s so well, that we had no doubt
washed «iii!le cKan, and several hot stones of the truth of the assertion; we therefore
were j):it iiil<) hi^ bcdy it was then placed thought of sending a boat over there, but
ia thf ovcii on his belly, the lard and fat a man came on board, and detjiared the
^V'e could not confront
were put in a vessel, with two or three hot whole to be a lye
stones, and placed along-side the hog; th.e the fellow who brought the intelligence,
Idood was tied np in a leaf, with a hot stone tor he was gone away, and the danger of
they covered the sending the boat was put a stop to.
and put into the oven
On Saturday the 4th, of June, the chief
whole with leaves, on whi<;li were placed
they after- and liis family came on board to take leave
the remainder of the liot stones
wards threw a great deal of rubbish in, and bringing a handsome present with them.
table was These people denied that there were any
covered the whole with earth.
were very much
spread with green leaves, while the hog ships at Huaheine.
was bakijig, which took \i\t little more than importuned to return to this place; when
sat dawn at one end of we told them we could not, their grief wa*
two hours.
the table, and the natives, who dined with bitter, and we believed it to be real. They
the fat and blood were desired Capt. Cook to acquaint them with
us, at the other
placed before them, and the hog before us. his burial place, and said they would be

liiiul lej^s.

tion

for

;

We

;

;

;

;

A

We

We

;

We

thought the pork exceeding good indeed, and every ])art of it was well done.
The natives chiefly dined of the fat and
blood, and said it was very good victuals.
The whole of this cookery was conducted
with

remarkable cleanliness.

This estate

ofOedidee was small, bnt very pleasant;
and the houses formed a pretty village.
After we had dined, we returned to the
«hip.
In our way we saw four wooden
Mnages, each two feet lonff. They stood on

A

buried with him.
stroiig proof of afFection and attachment.
left
Oedidee
here, as we could not promise that more
.ships would be sent from England to those
Islands: he left us with infinite regret,
Oedidee did not leave us till we were out
of the harbour, and staid to fire some guns,
it being
his Majesty's birth day.
This
youth was of a gentle docile, humane di.sposition, anrj would have been a better
specimen of the natives than Oiniab.

We
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Departure of the Resolution from XTlielea ; Incidents at jSuvage Island; Instance of the ferocity qf
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behaviour of the natives of Satuliuich Isle, and of several Jalatids, particularly Tanna, and Erromango ; An account of a Volcano ; Oharacter of Paouavg a great chief ;
description of the
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FTIHE day
land,

after

we

left

Ulietea

we saw endeavoured

to be a low IsCa|)t. AVallis, and called

which proved

land discovered by

We

by him Howe

Island.

«n the

which we called Palmerston

ICtli,

saw

lan<l

again

Island, in houotir of lord Palmerston, one
of the lords of the Admiralty. On the 20th,

we

discovered land ay^ain, and inhabitants
we equipped
appearing- upon the shore
tlie inhaapproaclied,
we
Iwo boats, and as
bitants retired into the woods. When we
landed, we took post on a high rock, to prevent a surprise, and the botanisins party
began collecting' plants, with which the
country seemed covered. Capt. Cook took
two rnen with him and entered the woods,
but on hearing the inhabitants ap|)roa(^h
made every friendly
they returned.
sign in our power, but were answered by
menaces and one of the natives threw a
stone, which struck one of our party. Two
muskets were fired indiscriminately, and
they all retreated into the woods. Having
embarked, we proceeded along the coast
till we came to a place where four canoes
In order to prevent being surprised,
lay.
and to secure a retreat, the men were drawn
up upon a rock, from whence they had a
view of the heights. Capt. Cook and only
four gentlemen with him went to look at
Very soon after the natives
the canoes.
rushed out of the wood upon us, and we
;

We

;

8

to no purpose to bring them to
a parley
they threw their darts, and ap-peared very ferocious.
discharged
some muskets in the air, but this did not
intimidate them, for they .still threw darts
and stouts.
Cant. Cook's musket missed
tiro,
otherwise he would certainly have
killed the ring-leader of them.
The men
drawn upon the rock fired at some who
appeared on the heights, which rather al«
layed ilie ardoiir of our antagonists, and we
had an opportunity to join the marines.
do not think any of the natives were
hurt, but they all retreated into the woods;
and seeing we could make nothing of Jliem,
we retuiiied to the ship. Cnpt. Cook named
this place Savage Island, from the conduct
and aspect of the Islanders; its situation is
south latitude 19. deg. I nnn. west longitude 16*9 de^. 37 min. its form is circular,
and is about 11 leagues in circumference.
The country appears entirely covered with
trees and shrubs.
Nothing' l)ut coral rocks
were to be seen along tne .shores.
The
inhabitants do not appear to be very numerous they go entirely naked, except round'
the waist, and seem stout well made men.
Some of the men had their thighs, breast,
and faces painted black.
;

We

We

:

We steered for Rotterdam,

and as we drew
several canoes laden with fruit came
along-side of us, but we did ot shorten sail.

near

it,

ANO HOUND THE WORLD.
Tl»e people on 'ooard

them wnnted

ijs

iinich

to i:o towards llK'ir const, tt'Uin^- «is. as well
as ihey u»Me able, we inig^lit safely anchor
They iiHpiireil for Capt. Cook by
tliero.
We came to anchor on the noitlM
uaaie.
The
side of the Island on the 2()lh, instant.
inhabitants bronuht to ns great <piantitie.s
ofyams an«l haddocks, for which we ufavc

them old

ra'4s

and

nails.

A

party

v.ent ashore to look tor water,
civilly received by the natives.
s.>me water, bnt it was rather

<if

ns

and were
We pit

brackish.
and oats,
trait
ot
snpply
plentiliil
a
Wt'
as well as water, bnt happened to leave the
suruemi on shore. He not a- canoe to brim*'
him oil; bnt .pjst as he was i^ettinu: into it,
one of the natives snatched away his mnsket and ran olK with it, after which no
He
person wonld brint^ hisn on board.
reiiainly would have been strippeil. had he
not presented a tooth-pick case to them,
which they took for a little i^un. When
Capt. C>K>k heard of this transaction, he
but the natives fled at his
went ashore
'»Ve
did wrong: in not takini*
approach.
recovery of the ^nn, as it
for
the
steps
any
enconrayed the inhabitants to ntake more
depredations. A boat was sent ashore on
tl»e 'iSlh. for some water, when the ()eople
behaved in a rude and daring- manner: it
wa^ with dirticnlty they uot their water-casks
Tiie lieutetilled, and into the boats again.
nant who commanded this party hati his i>iin
snatched from him, and most of the people had
somethin?' or other taken away from them.
This wastheetFectof ill timed lenity. Capt.
Cook lande'l soon after, and resolved to have
the gun restored. All the marines were orAs the botanising
dered ashore armed.
party were ia the country, tlnee guns were
fired from the ship to alarm them, as we
did not know how the natives might behave
to them.
The natives knew well enough
what w£ intended, and brought the musket
long before the marnies got ashore. When
the lieutenant and the marines arrived, they
Capt. Cook seized two double
all fled
canoes in the cove, and threw a few small
shot into a fellow's legs, who made some
very soon obtained the other
resistance.
musket, and then the canoes were restored.
P p
No. 19.
i?ot

;

;
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returned to the rove, the people

wanted

man Capt.
we thought
Cook de.sired a

Cook

to i)ersuade ns tlnit the
tired at was dead, which

very

improbable.

man

to restore

a

Capt.

cooper's adze which had

been stolen that morning, and he went
away, as we thought to fetch it but we
were mistaken, for he soon returned with
the w ouiuled man vtretche<l out on a board
ap|)arently dead. I'he surgeon was sent to
dress his wonnd.'^, which in his opinion were
bnt slight, and of no C(>nsequence. Capt.
Cook still insisted upon the adze, and with
;

a great deal of ditficulty obtained it.
An
old vfoman presented a young girl to Capt.
Cook, giving him to understand that she

was at his service.
The girl u:;s artful
enough, and wanted to bargain for a shirt
and a spike nail, neither of which the Caj>.
tain had with hiiti.
He was then given to
understand that he might retire with her
upon credit, which he refused. The old
procuress then abused him, saying he was
insensible 1o /ler charms the girl was very
pretty, and wanted to go aboard a .ship
with the Captain
but he would not take
her, as he had
given orders no women
should be admitted there.
On the 29th, we sailed, and a great many
carvoes came up with us, loaded with fruit,
&c. which were exchanged for the usual
commodities.
The ])assion of our people
for curiosities was as great as ever, and they
were stripped of most of th.e clothes the
ladies of Otaheite had
left
them.
We
stretched out for AmattafDa on the 30th,
and several canoes came to us fr un all parts
with the common articles; out of one of
them we got tv.o pigs, which in this part of
the world are a scarce commodity.
On Friday the 1st of July we discovered
land, the master and the boat were sent
into the sound to find anchorage, four or
five people were discovered on the shore,
who retreated as the boat advanced, and
they all fled to the woods when the boat
landed. The master returned, and brought
word there were no soundings without the
reef; that he rowed in for the shore, intending to speak to the people, who were about
twenty in number, armed with clubs and
;

;
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returned into the wowds man struj:<4linci- with him, who had leaped
l}e left some trifles upon out of the cabin wind-jw for this purpose*
the rocks, which they certainly found, for The fellow again pointed his arrow at the
several people were seen at the place soon boat-keeper; and on Capt. Cook's calling
afterwards. The nnnibcr of inhabitants on out, he pointed the arrow at the Captaiii,
this Island are supposed to be very few, and who instantly tired a musket i't him.
This
it is
very probable that the ffew who are staggered him for a little while, but he
there only came to catch turtles, of which again pointed his arrow; a second shot
there are a «?rcat nun\ber here. This Island obliged him to desist.
Several began to
shoot arrows on the other side
is situated S. latitude 19 deg. 48 min. VV^.
but they
called it were ail sent off in the utmost confusion, by
h>ujj;itude 178 deg". 2 niin.
'J'tn tie Island.
a four i>onnd shot bern^ discharged over
Alter a good deal of stormy weather we their heads.
They all to a man leaped
saw an Isiand., called by the natives Atu- overl)oai*d.
permitted theui to come
discovered and take aw;ly their canoes, and so-jue again
biyui, on the 21st of July.
a ci"eek as we drew nearer the shore, which came along-side the ship.
htard the
had the appearance of a good harbour; beating of drums on shore as soon as the
nsany people vvere assembled, who invited four pouiider was fired, wliich w»> took for
us on shore, but wo did not choose to go, the signal tor the country to assemble under
as hey vvere armed with bows and arrows. arms.
However we determined to go on
sent out two armed boats to discover shore and seek tor wood and some refresha port about a l<^a2:ue more to the souths ments, which we were very mnch in want of.
lauded in the face of five hundred
where we anchored in eleven fathoms water.
Several of the natives came otl' to us, but me'.i„ armed with bows, arrows, spears, and
acted with trreat capition
at last they trust- clubs, hut they made no opposition.
Capr.
ed themselves alongside, and exchanged Cook advanced alone, wjtli notjiing but a
arrows for pieces of clotli. The arrows green branch in his hand: on seeing this, a
were pointed with bone, and dipped in a l)erson who seen\ed to be a chief gave hit
green gummy substance, wliich vveimag^ined bow and arrows to another, and came to
to be [)oisouous.
Presents were inade to meet him in the water, took the Captain by
two men who ventured on board, aud the hand, and led him up to the crowd.
otiiers came at night for the same purpose, Tiie marines were at this time drawn up on
the beach. Capt. Cook distributed several
but they were i»ot admitted.
On the 22nd, in the morning, several na- 'presents among- them. Vv e made signs tha«t
tives
came round us; some swum, and we wanted wood ; lor not one word of their
others came in canoes. We prevailed on language could we undcrsiand, ai;d in re«M)e man with some <litticulty to come on turn they made signs for us to cut down the
board, and he was fol'owed by more than trees. 'Thev broui^ht a small pig for a peacewe wished. Various articles were given to offering", and we tlattered ourselves with the
•four of them, which were taken into the hofies of ])ro(Miring more, but' these were
cabin ; these they shewed to others in the vain and delusive; for we oidy got a small
canoes, who were very well pleased with quantity of water, and about half a dozen
were all jmt in confu- cocoa-nuts. They parted freely with their
their reception.
sion by an accident which happened while arrows, but we couhi not purchssse of them
these were in the cabin. One of the na- any bows without a great deal of jlifHculty,
tives who had been refused admittance into They ilid not seem to set the least value
one of our boats bent his bow at the boat- upon any thing: we presented tiiem with,
kwCper, to shoot a poisoned arrow at him : nor did they like we should proceed farther
be was prevented by some of his country- than the beach, and seemed ver}' desirous
men, and Capt. Cook was acquainted with of our returning on board this we did after
it.
Capt. Cook went on deck, and saw a we had cut down some wo?>d, and they all

spears

on

;

but

tliey all

his ai>[)roach,

;
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We

We

We

I

We

We

;
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and a bit<;h, they having none on the Island, and as they seemed very fond of them,
we doubt not l»ut they will take, care to
»vhicli
had
been
taken
iun along the buoy,
])reserve them.
The harbour is a very good
and
when
we
sent
anchor;
ivom the kedi^e
we
one,
and
uamed
it Port Sandwich.
immeditor
it,
asliore
he
crew
our
ot"
soMiLT
Continuing our course from hence, on the
This was the o.dy tliin<j:
ately tielivered it.

rrtirei^ into

In

tlie

dili'erent parts

alteiiioun

of

we observed

llie

a

country.

man

brini^-

Capt.
to take iVo..! us.
Forster went to examine
some of their houses, wliic:. bore a reseniblance to those on the other Isles. They
saw a i>Teat number of tine yams, and seveThey called this Island
ral pigs and towls.
Mallicoia^ another near it A|)ee, and a third
went in sf ardi of fresh water,
Paoom.
but without success. The curiosity of these
people was soon satisfied, i\n' none of them
came on bo.ird the ship. Hljen they saw
us under sail, they came oifto us in a number of canoes, and i^ave us many proofs of
their extreme honesty, which rather surprised us, as we had lately been among a most
they

lu-al

attempted

Cook and Mr.

We

thievish race.

The

people of this Island are very ugly

and ill-proportioned, dark in
fdexion, and of a diminutive

their
size.

comTheir

leads are long', their faces flat, and their
features very much resenible those of a
baboon: their beards are of a dark colour,
The men go quite naked,
strong- and bushy.
except a wrapper round their waists. The
women we saw were as ugly as the men.
^Mieir faces, heads, and shoulders were
Some of them had a bag
painted red.
round their slioulders, in which they carry
their children and they wear a sort of red
AVe saw but few of them, as
petticoat.
they generally kept at a distance when we
were on shore. They wear bracelets, and
;

made

of tortoise-shell, hogs tusks
the right wrist, and
They run a piece of
shells.
of
rings made
white stone, an inch and a half long, through
the bridge of their noses, which are pierced
They sprinkle water over
for that purpose.
their heads, and present a green branch, as
Their weapons are
tokens of friendship.
spears.
They seem
clubs
and
arrows,
bows,
nnlike all the natives we have met with,
and speak quite a different language. Their
country must be fertile, but the fruits are
left them a dog
not remarkablv good.

ear-rings

bent circular round

We

3

24ih, of .hdy we discovered several small
Islands, one of which we canie very near.
It is about twelve miles in circumference,
and has three high peaked hills upon it.
therefore name<l it Three Hill Island.
then passeil a group of small Islands,
which we called Shepherd's Isles, in honour

We
We

of Dr Shepherd of Cambridge.
We di.scerned people in every oneof thesa Islands;
but there were no soundings near them at
one luunlred ami eighty fatho;us. AV'e found
the southern lands to consist of one large
Island, the extre»nities of which we could
not see. On the north side of this extensive
Island we saw three or more smaller ones.
One of these we called Montague, anothei*
Ilinchinbrook and the largest Sandwich, in
honour of the earl of Sandwich, first lord of
the admiralty. Several people came down
as we passed Montague Island, and seemed
to invite ns in a friendly manner on shore.
saw some likewise on Sandwich Island,
the surface whereof appeared very delightful, being agreeably diversified with woods
and lawns. As we could not approach it
at this time, we steered n.ore to the west, as
there appeared a bay to run up in that
quarter, and a good shelter from the winds.
But as this was not so much our object as
to discover the southern extremity of the
Archipelago, we steered E. S. E. which was
the direction of Sandwich Island.
On the 1st, of August, we gained the N.
W. side of the Island, and .saw several inhabitants, who invited us ashore by various
signs.
Here we should have anchored, but
the wind obliged us to alter our design.
Besides we wanted to explore the l^nds to
the S. E. therefore ranged along the coast.
As we continued our course, we s^aw a light
a-head and it being near evening we did
not choose to proceed any farther, but stood
off and on all night.
When the sun rose
next morning it disappeared, and we saw
not any land but the coast we were near.

We

;
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On

the

3rt!,

we

sent a boat on shore to

being mnch in
v ant of that article but our people could
not land on account of a liipih surf of thesea
find they saw not any natives on that part
of the Isle. Having anchored in seventeen
fythoms water, under the N. W. side of the
liead of the land, we saw several people on

^ct

some wooil

if possible,
;

;

tunately the gaiij>' boanl hLii)j)ene(! to be
laid out for the Ci^ptain to return into the
boat; this some of the natives unhooked
from t}\e stern as we were putHny" off; tliey
then hooked it to the head of the boat, and
attemi)ted to haul her on shore. Souie ot'
them were daring" enougli to take the owrs
out of a few of our peoples Imnds. They in

,

the shore, some endeavouring to swim off to some measure desisted, on C(i[tt. CV)ok's preus; but tiiey all retired when they |)erceived senting* a musket, but went on again in an
o\ir boat approach towards them.
On the instant, seemingly determined to haul the
14(h, a fiaity went O'it armed to tind a pro- boat on shore, and to detain us. The chief
per lamlii>g' place, it'ui where we might was at the head of this part^', and otliers
gave stood at a small distance behind, with
gain .» sup'ply (tfwi.od and water.
the inhabitants some medals, &c. vvitli stones, darts, and other missile weapons,
uhich they appeared much pleased, and ready to si;p[)ort theni. Our own safc-ty was
diiected us to a bay fit for our purpose, now become our only consideration, for
As we went ait^ng the shore their numbers signs and threats had not the eftect we exr
tried several pected.
The Captain therefore resolved to
increased prodigiously.
places to land, but did not aj)prove of their make the chief stitl'er alone a victim to his
situation.
At lengtli we came to a fine own treachery but at this critical moment
sandy beads, where Capt. Cook stepped out his ])iece did not go olf. 'Hns increased
without wettinj? his foot. He took but one their insolence, and they began to assault
man with him out of the boat, and landed us with stones, darts, and arrows.
in the face of a large number of people, were now ordered to tire.
The tirst disbaving only a green branch in his hand, charge threw them into confusion
but
The iidiabitants received him with great they were very rebictautly driven off the
One of them, who appeared to beach by the second. After this they ronEoliteness.
made
the natives form a semicir- tinned a kind of bush tight, by throwinu'
e a chief,
cle round the head of the boat, and chas- stones from behind tree >, and sometimes a
The dart or two. Four of tliem lay to all aptised such as attempted to prevent it.
Captain gave this person several articles, pearance dead on the shore, but two of
ana by signs signified his want of fresh them afterwards crawled in among" the
It was a fortunate circumstance
Water; upon which a little was presently bushes.
presented to him in a bamboo, and having for ther^e assailants, that more than half our
made signs for something to eat, they muskets missed fire, otherv/ise v, e should
broug:ht him yams and cocoa-nuts. Their have done mnch more execution aiming
behavionr was in every respect agreeable, them. One of our crew was v.oinided in
yet we did not much like their appearance, the cheek with a dart, which entered near
as they were all armed with bows, arrows, two inches and an arrow struck Mr. GilOn this account bert's breast, but it hardly f)enetrated tin;
clubs, spears, and darts.
we kept a good look-out, and watched par- skin. Having" returned after this skirmish
ticularly the motions of the chief, who was ended on board, the Captain orderecl
wanted us to haul the boat on shore. He the anchor (o be weighed, with a view of
renewed his signs for this t(» be done, and proceedinu" with the ship to the lamling:then held a conference with some of the place. While this was doiu'jj, several of the
natives. One circumstance appeared rather natives aj)|ieared on a low rocky point,
suspicious, he refused some spike nails that displaying the two oars which they had
we offered him. Capt. Cook immediately taken fiom us in the late scuffle.
returned to the boat, upon which they thought they were tiesirous of returning: tlie
attempted by force to detain us. Very for- oars, and that their maniier of behaviii^*
4
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nevertlie- the last, we steered for the east end of the
be a token of sulMiiission
that they might understand tlie effect former, being directed by a great light we
of o'nr great guns, we fired a four pouiul shot saw upon it. On the 5th, at sun rise we
at theni, wliich, though it fell sliort, teiri- came in siuht of an Island, being high
lied them so much, tliat we saw no more of table land, bearing E. by S. and also dis-

luiiiht

:

iess,

them, and when they went away they leit
tlie two oars standing up against liie bushes,
liy this time our anchor was at the bow,
when a breeze s]nung up at N. ujwn wiiich
we set our sails, and plyed out of tlie bay,
for here we could not supply our wants
with conveniency, anil in case a bettei*,place
could not be found to the S. we had ii in
our power at any time to return hither.
The natives of thU Ishind are of a ujiddle
size, regular feature^, ami pretty \^ el! made.
They are of a different race, fro»«,, those of
JMallicolcV, as well in Ibeir person*, as their

Their cou)p!e\ions ore naturally
paint their faces, some with
they
yet
;
black, and some others w ith red pigment.
Their hair is curly, but soiuewhat woolly.
The women were i^.ol* very inviting, being
rather ugly. They wear a petticoat made
of a plantTiUe paltn leaves;, and the men
go in a manner nake<J, h.iviiig only a belt
They live
tjiid wrapper lound their waist.
in houses covered wi'h thatch, anil their,
j>lantations are laid out by line, and fenced
^^'e saw no canoes in any part of
i-jund.
the Island.
On Thursday the 4th, of August, at two
oViock P. M. we cleared the bay and steerdised for the south end of the Island.
c)vered on tlie S. W. side of the head a
its shores low, and the
pretty deep bay
'and ap]ieared very fertile, but being exposed to the S. E. winds, until better known,
we think that on the N. W. side preferable.
Tlie promontory or jieninsula, which disjoins these two bays, we named Traitor's

language.

dark

covered another little low Isle which we
had passed in the night. 'JVaitor's Head
was still in sight, and the Island to the S.
extended from S. 7 deg. W. to S. 87 deg.
W. distant four miles. The light seen in
the night we now found to have been a volcano.
rumbling noise was heard, and it
threw uj) great quantities of smoke and fire.
now steered for the Island and discovered a siivall inlet which had the appearance of a good hari/uur. Two armed boats,
under the command of Lieut. Cooper, were
sent off in order to sound, while the ship
stood on and off, to be ready to follow or to
afford any assistance that migtit be required.
observed a number of the natives on
the east point of the entrance, also several
canoes
and w hen our boats entered the
harbour they launched some, but came not
near.
At this time Lieut. Cooper made the
signal for anchorage, and we stood in with

A

We

;

We

:

The wind having

left us when
entrance, we were
obliged to drop anchor in four fathoms water.
The boats were now sent out to find
a belter anchorage; aiul while we were
tlius employed, many of the natives came
in parties to the sea-side all armed, some
swam off to us, others caine in canoes.
At first they seemed afraid of us, and kept
rit a distance, but by degrees waxed bolder,
and at length came under our stern, and
made some exchanges. Those in one of
the first canoes threw towards us some
cocoa-nuts.
The Captaiti went out in a
boat, picked tliem up, and in return gave
Head, from the treacherous behaviour of its them several articles. Others were induced
inhabitants it forms the N. E. point of the by this to come along-side, who behaved
Island, and is situated in the latitude of 18 in a most insolent manner. They attempted
des-. 43 min. S. and in 169 deg. 28 min. to tear our fiag from tlie staff, would have
E. longitude. It terminates in a saddle hill, knocked the rings from the rudder, and we
which may be seen 16 or 18 leagues off at had no sooner thrown out the buoys of the
continued our course to the S. S. anchor from the boats than they got hold
sea.
when the new Island we had before dis- of them.
fired a few muskets in the air,
covered, appeared ©ver the S. E. point of one of which they took no notice, but a four
near us, distant about 10 leagues. Leaving pounder alarmed them so much, that they

the ship.

we were

within

We

;

;

We

E

We
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quitted their cfliioes, and took to the water.
But finding themselves unhurt, they got
again into their canoes, flourished their
weapons, hallooed in defiance, and went
again to tlie buoys, but a few mnsquetoon
shot soon dispersed them. The> all retired
in haste to the shore, and we sat down to
dinner, unmolested.
In the interval of
those transactions, an old man, who seemed
to be amicably dispo^-ed, came several times
in a small ranoe between us and the shore,
bringing oil' each time cocoa-nuts and yams,
for which he took in exchange whatever we
i-ay
offered h.m.
Another was in the gangwa
when the great gun was fired, after wh ich
we could not prevail on him to stay. In
the evening we landed at the head of the
harbour, with a party of men well armed.
The natives made not the least opposition,
though we had- one body on our right, and

thing in return, though we took care they
should always have something
but their

another on our left, all armed. AVe distributed among the old people some presents
of cloth and medals, and filled two casks
with fresh water, an article we gave them to
understand we much wanted. We got in

at last he offered to exchange his weapon
for a string of beads, and other trifles;
these we sent down to him by a line of
which he had no sooner got possession, than
he made off, without delivering his club.
M eie not sorry for this, as it afforded us

:

principal intention seemed to be, to invite
us ashore. The old man before mentioned,
came off to us several times, and ihe Captain, with a view of making him understand
that he wanted to establish a friendly intercourse, took his weapons that were in the

canoe, and threw them overboard, and made
him a present of a piece of cloth. He understood the meaning of this, for we saw
him frequently in conversation with his
countrymen, to whom he made our request

known, going

first

to

one party,

then to

another, nor did we afterwards see him
with his weapons, or in a warlike manner.
Soon after a canoe in which were three
men, came under our stern, one of whom
behaved very outrageously brandishing his
club, and striking with it the ship's side;

We

return plenty of cocoa-nufs, but could not
prevail on tliem to part with their weapons, an opportunity of shewing the people on
which they held constantly in a posture of shore the effect of our fire arms. VV^e theredefence.
The old man was in one of these fore, without hesitation, complimented this
parties but by his behaviour, »ve judged his fellow with the contents of a fowling piece,
thought by their loaded with small shot, and when the
temper to be pacific.
pressing so much, in spite of all our endea- others were out of the reacli of musket shot,
vours to keep them at a distance, that little we fired some musquetoons, or wall pieces
would be wanting to induce them to attack at them, which made them take to the
us ; but we re embarked very soou, and water. But all this seemed to make very
thus, probably, their scheme was discon- little impression on the people asimre, who
began to halloo, and seemingly made a joke
certed.
Saturday the Ctji, we brought the ship as of it. Having moored the .ship, with her
near the landing place as possible, that we broad-side to the landing place, and scarcely
might overawe the natives, and cover the musket shot off, we planted our artillery in
party on shore, who were to get a supply of such a manner as to command the whole
wood and water, which we much wanted. harbour, and then embarked with a party
While we were upon this business, we ob- of seamen, supported by the marines, and
served the natives assembling from all parts, rowed to the landing place, where we have
all armed, to the amount of some thousands before observed the natives were drawn
who formed themselves into two divisions, up in two divisions. The intermediate
as they did tiie preceding evening, on each space between them was about forty yards,
At intervals a in which were laid a few plantains, two
side the landing place.
canoe came off, at times conducted by one, or three roots, and a yam. Between these
two, or three men, bringing us cocoa-nuts, and the water, four small reeds were stuck
^c, for which they did not require any upright in the sand in a line at right

We
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angles to \\\e shore, for what purpose we a view of letting the natives see what we
Thus far matters were
couhl r.ot learn. They iviuaincd liere tor chiefly wanted.
stood,
pretty
well
settled
we returned on board
man
ohJ
tl»e
these
some (lays. By
to
(i'inuer,
and
signs
they
In the^
all dispersed.
various
by
\vh(»
coin|>aijlons,
nm\ two
invited us to land, but we tlionuht these a afternoon a fishing f)arty went out.
decoy, au«l looketl sometluni> hke the trap loaded the launch with water, and having
we luul like to have been cauiiht in at the made three hauls with the seine, caught
AVe made siirus for the divi- upwards of three hundred |)ounds of mullet
last Island.
but to tliese they paid and other fish. During this limenotabove
baek,
retire
sions to
their number every thirty of the natives appeared, among whom
r.'<iard.
least
the
not
moment was aui,Miiented. and, except two or was our trusty friend Paowang, who made
From all us a present of a pig, the only one we got
three old men, not one unarmed.
tiiey at this place.
Tliroughout the night the
concluded
these ciivumstances we
volcano,
which
about four miles to the
landed
was
we
as
soon
as
us
meant to attack
ot'
west
us,
of
emitted
vast cpianlilies of fire
as
many
avoid,
to
wished
but this we
smoke,
vv(»unded,
an<l
attended
by
or
a violent rumbling
killeil
been
have
must
them
and we could not expect to come olf with- noise: this was increased by a heavy shower
thought it therefore of rain, which fell at this time. The noise
out some damaue.
better to friuhteu them int(» a more peaceable was like that of thunder, or the blowing up
behaviour, and thorefore a musket was tired of mines the flames were seen to rise above
over the party on our right, w hich for about the hills: and the air was loaded with ashes
a minute hati the desired effect* but they with which every thing was covered. They
soon returned to their d;irin«- behaviour. resembled a kind of fine sand, or ratliec
The sliip was then ordered, by signal, to stone ground to powder, and the dust was
lire two or three great guns, which presently not a little troublesome to the eyes.
On Sunday the 7th, the natives began to
immeiliately landed
dispersed them.
assemble
right
and
again, early in the morning, with
the
limits
\m
tiie
and marked out
Our old friend, who stood their weapons, as before, but not in such
left by a line.
we rewardt-d with a firesent. numbers: notwithstanding this, we landed
jiis ground,
Some of the natives returned, with a more in order to get water, an<l cut wood.
M.iny came without their found most of tiie old people disposed to be
friendly aspect.
weapons, but the greatest part with them. our tViends, but the younger being daring
made signs that they should lay them and insolent, obliged us to stand to our
Mr. Edgecumbe, one of the lieutenilow'U. and they gave us to niKlerstand, that arms.
we must lay down ours first. Thus both ants who commanded the party, fired, and
sides stood under arms, and the presents wounded a man with a swan-shot, after
we made to the old i)eople had little influ- which the others behaved better, and when
ence on their conduct. Many were afraid our people embarked they all retired in a
W^hile we were at dinto toucli what belonged to us, and climbing peaceable manner.
us
down
the
ner
an
old
threw
man
came
they
on board, and after
trees,
tiie cocoa-nut
nuts, but they seemed to have no notion of having examined several parts <»f the ship,
exclianging one thing for another, though returned to his friends on shore.
were
we always took care they should have a now on a tolerable footing with such of the
took the old man (whose natives who lived in the neighbourhood,
compensation.
name we now found to be Paowang) to the who onl}^ made their appearance, so that a
woodsj and made him understand we want- sergeant's guard was thouglit sufficient for
ed to cut down some trees, to which he rea- the protection of the wood and water pardily consented, provided fruit trees were not ties. Some of our people had left an axe on
of the number. At the same time we cut the beach, or in the woods, which Paowang
down some trees, which we put into our returned to us also a few other articles
boats, and a few small casks ot water, with which had been lost through negligrence.
;

We

;

We

;

We

We

We

We

We

;
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The natives invited some of our people to
go home with them, on condition that they
strip themselves naked as they were;
a proof of their not harbouring a design of

would

all have been carried by two,
perha|>s this might be done with the view
of making the present appear tl»e greater;
for one had a bunch of plantains, another a
yam, a third a cocoa-nut, &c. The Captain
paid these porters, tliougli the present was
in return for one Ise lia<l made in tlie morning.
AVha-a-gou anrl his iViends were still

they migiit

robbing them, whatever other they might
On the 8th, early in the morning,
liave.
the launch was sent under the protection
of a party of marines in another boat, to
take in wood, water, and ballast, when the for detaining us, and seemed to wait with
natives seemed pretty well reconciled to us. impatience for something to give us in
On the 9th, our people were employed about return for the dogs, but night approaching
and they complied
the same business, and Capt. Cook was re- we desired to de{)art
ceived very courtecnsiy by the natives, with our solicitations. We now learnt, by
though armed, insomuch that there was no means of Mr. Forster's inquiries, that the
longer any occasion to mark out the limits proper name of this Island is Tanna. The
by a line, seeing they observed them with- natives also told us the names of other
He prevailed on a neighbouring Isles, That we touched at
out this precaution.
young man, named Wha-a-gou to accom- last is called Erromango; the small one
pany him on board, but nothing in the ship which we saw the morning we landed here
seemed to engage his attention. The goats, Tmmer; the table Island to fhe east discodo2:s, and cats, he called by the same name, vered at the same time, Erranan, or Foowhich in his language signities hogs. He toona and one that lies to the S. E. Annatseemed more fond of a dog and bitch than torn all which Islands are to be seen fnini
of any other animals, and we presented Tanna. It is a little remarkable tliat the
him with one of each. He sat down to din- natives of this Island were more scrupuner with us, but would only just taste our Ions in taking any thing from tlie sailors,
however he eat pretty heartily of than those of any other nation, and never
salt pork
yam, and drank a glass of wine. Some of would touch v>'ilh their bare hands what
this young man's friends were probably was given them, but always received it"
doubtful of his safety, and therefore followed between green leaves, which they afterhim in a canoe, but on his speaking to them w ards tied up and carried upon the ends of
out of the cabin window, they went on shore their clubs and if any of our seamen tonchand soon returned with a cock, some cocoa- ed their skin, they always rubbed the part
When these people
After dinner he with a green leaf.
nuts, and a sugar cane.
make
wonder
thing, they cry Hea
at
any
with
presents,
loaded
ashore
conducted
was
bow,
shake
right-hands. They
took
and
their
friends
his
some
of
landing,
IJpon
Capt. Cook by the hand, and, as we under- wear bracelets, like as the Indians of Vestood would liave led him to their habita- nomus Bay, in which they stick their hair
and likewise their slings, with
tions, but on the way, they made a sudden pricker,
and it is
stop, and were unwilling he should proceed, which they throw their javelins
The captain was desired to sit down. Du- astonishin"' with what dexterity and force
ring this interval several of <>ur gentlemen some of them will hit a mark. One of
pas'sed us, at which they expressed great them, in the presence of the first lieutenant,
tinedsiness, and importuned the Captain so shot a tish as it swam along in the sea, at
much to order them back, that he was the distance of twenty six yards, Avith a
obliged to comply. Indeed they were not bow and arrow, which fish the lieutenant
only jealous of our going up the country, carried on board with tlie arrow sticking
but even along the shore of the harbour, in his body, as a proof of what he had seen
While we were waiting here, our friend performed. But notwithstanding their dePaowang brought us a present of fruit and licacy and ski!l as marksmen, they gave u$
roots, by a party of twenty men, though to understand that they eat one another'^
;

:

;

;

;

:
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one day nhen the inhabitants about
bay, had marched ibrth, armed, ou an
expedition to a distant ]>art of the Island,
those that remained invite<l us to feast upon
a man >vhom they had barbiqued, whieli
invitation our gentlemen refused >vith Ihe
utmost disunst. It has been said, that no
nation could be cannibals, liad they other
flesli besides liuman to eat, or did not want
but we cannot ascribe the sayai^e
i'oud
cp.stom of these people to necessity, since
t.o Island abounds witb plenty of hogs,
\Vhile some
Ibuls, vegetables, and fruit.
in
searching
employed
were
peo{)le
of our
for ballast, they discovered water issuing
from the crevices of a rock, hot enough to
<lraw tea which circumstance led to the
discovery of some hot springs, at the foot
of the dirt', below high water mark. In
one place the waters were so hot, that there
in anoWiis no bearing the finger in them
to
bear
enough
to
just
hot
were
tJier they
plunge the whole body, but not remain
long therein. Two of the ship's company,
who had been troubled with rheumatic
complaints at times, throughout the voyage, went accompanied with the surgeon,
lo one of these springs, but found the stones
so hot that they could not stand upon them,
without tirst plunging in some of their cold
garments to Keep the soles of their feet
trom touching them ; but the eifect of these

find
tlie

;

;

:

waters was found to be only a temporary
relief.

On Wednesday

the 10th, Mr. Wales, ac-

companied by some of the

officers,

proceeded

the tirst time into the country, and met
with civil treatment frorn the natives. They
saw in the course of this and another excursion, several fine plantations of plantains,
sugar-canes, &c. and by this time, the nafor

our neighbourhood, appeared so
well reconciled to us, that they expressed
no marks of displeasure at our rambling
shooting parties. But after we had been
several days taking in wood and water,
they began again to be troublesome, watching every opjjortunity to level their arrows at the guard, and seemed to be restrained only by the fear of their muskets
from proceeding to extremity. It is more
No. 19.
q
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than probable, however, that an act ol viulence on the part of our men, might, by a
wanton use of their fire-arms, have caused
their resentment
for in the afternoon of
this day, a few boys, having thrown two or
;

three stones at the wood-cutfers, they were
fired at by the i)etty ofhcers present on
duty. Having occasion for some large timber to repair the decays of the ship, orders
had been given a few days before, to cut
down a tree of vast growth and for the
convenience of getting" it aboard, to saw it
'1 his tree so divided, the
into three (neces.
natives eyed with pleasure, not suspecting
our men intended to carry it off, but to
leave it in compliment to them, as it suited
exactly thrir ideas of constructing just double the innnber of canoes. To the cuttinir
down and sawing the trees the natives made
no op])osition but when they saw the sailors employed in rolling down the body of
the tree to the water's edi^e, they could* not
helj> looking surly
and one of them, probal)ly more interested than the rest, was
frequenlly seen to offer his spear at the
labourers, but was restrained for fear of the
guard: at length hf? watched Iiis opportunity, and starting from behind a bush, was
levelling an arrow at the commanding officer, when he was discovered, and shot dead.
The ball tore his arm to pieces, and entered
his side.
His companions instantly carried
off the body, and laid it in the wood, where
the ship's surgeon went to examine it, but
found the man totally deprived of life.
Capt. Cook was much displeased with the
conduct of these officers, and took measures to prevent a wanton nse of fire-arms
for the future.
Tlie ship's company were
now permitted to go ashore only by turns,
for the preservation of their health
and
the Captain knowing the natives wanted
nothing so much as an opportunity to reveng-ethe death of their companions, strictly
enjoined tliem never to walk alone
nor
to stray more than an liundred yards from
the guard.
On Tlinrsday the 11th, during the nisiht,
the volcano was very troublesome, and
threw out great quantities of fire and
smoke, with a most tremendous noise ; and
;

;

;

;

;
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we saw great stones tlinnvn into
In several parts of the harbour,
places were found from whence a sulphuroiis smell issued, and the i^round about
iMr. luirster and his
ihese was very hut.
botanizing' party, on One side of the harbour,
fell in with our frieiui i'aowanu's house,
i\lost of the articles he had received from
us were seen hanging about the bushes,
and trees near his dwelling. On the 12H»,
the volcano was more furious than ever,
and we were much molested with the ashes,
Some of our gentlemen attemi)ted to ascend
a hill at some distance, with an intent of
but
observing- the volcano more disti.uctly
they were obliged to retreat precipitately,
the ground under them being so hot, that
they might as well have walked over an
oven the smell too of the air was intolerabiy sulphurous, which was occasioned by a
smoke that issued from the fissures of the

sometnnfes
iiu' air.

;

:

smoke the

natives seek a
IVlr. Fordisorders.
remedy for cutaneous
over
chiM
holding
a
ster observing- a man
inquire
to
the
curiosity
the
the Smoke, had
by
shewunderstand,
him
made
reason, who
iu'4- the child's eruptions, that it was troubled with the itcl>. The rain that tell this

earth

day

yet in this

;

rout by the way of one of tliose hot places
already nientipnetl. In the way we dug a
hole, into which was put a thermometer of
Fahrenheit's construct'ion.
I'iie
mercury
rojfe to an hundred decrees
but the instrument remained in the hole near three
minutes without its risings or falling-.
At
this place the earth was a kind of white
ciny, and had a sulphurous sjuell.
It was
soit and moist under the
surface, over
which was a thin dry crust, having- upf)n
it sonie sulphur
and a vitriolic snl)sta:;ce.
tasting like alum. The place effected most
by the hect, a.id where we made the experin)ent, was not above eight or ten yards
square.
Near this was a fig-tree which
;

seemed to like its situation. ^Ve proceeded
up the hill through a country erilirely covered with plants, shrubs, qnd trees, insomuch
that the bread-fruit, and cocoa-nut trees^
were in a mawner choked up. Here and
there we met with a few peojjje, a house or
two, and some plantations in ditHrent states,
one ajipearing of long- standing; another
lately cleared
and several just ready for
planting.
'J'he clearing a piece of ground
mu^t ;>e a work of much time and labour,
seeing IJieir worVing tools, though the same
;

was a mixture of water, sand, and as those used

so that we had, properly speaking,
showers of mire. The natives pretended to
be unwilling that we should this day go
far [\\> the country by ourselves, and offered
their services to conduct us to the mouth of
readily accepted their
the volcano.
offer, but instead of shewing us the way to
the place, we found ourselves near the harboar before we discovered the trick.
On Saturday the I'ith, Paowang came on

earfh
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;

rior

t<)

tlu in

in the Society
;

Isles, are infe-

nevertheless their

method

is

judicious, and asexpeditious as it well can be.
They dig un(!er the roots of the large trees,
and there burn the branches, ])lants, and
small shrtibs.
In some parts, the soil is a
lich black nioijld
in others a kind of C(;ni|)ost forme«l of decayed vegetables, an<l tlie
ashes of the volcano.
now came to a
plantation, wl-.ere we saw a man at work,
who ofiere<l to be our guide.
had not
took this oj)- walketl far before we came to the junctior*
boqrd to <line with us.
l>ortunity of shewing him every part of the of two niads, in one of which stood a man
ship, and a variety of trading articles, with a simg and stone, which he would not
hoping he might .see .something that he lay down fill a musket was pointed at him ;
iiked, and so a traffic be carried on with the he seemed however, determined to dispute
natives for refreshments, of which, what we the road with us, and partly gained his
had hitherto obtained, were very trifling, point, for our guide led us another way.
But Paowang- beheld every thing* with the 'J'he other nmn followecl, hallooing, asr we
greatest indifierence, except a wooden sand- supposed for a reinforcement, and iiuleed, we
box, of whicli he took some notice. On the were presently joined by others of the na14th, a party of us endeavoured to get a tives, among whom was a younu* woman
These people
nearer view of the volcano, and took our with a club in j her hand.

We

We

;

We

We
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(•oiKUultil us (o llic brow of a liill, and
jtoinlfd to a iKatl kailiiis; down to tlic haili<msiiii;" to tiiUe tins,
we
iJiil not
l)our.
lieii;
we
liad
lelt,
and
our
to
that
icUirued
j>uide refused to go any farther with ns,
JIaviug ascended another ricUe, >ve saw
(

between us and the vobuuio,
seemed as lar oil as at our ttrst set-

other hdls
Avliieh

>\'e therelore resolved to return,
tiny out.
and just as v -^ were ;>l;out so doint;, we
uere met by twenty or thirty |>eo}>le, assentl)led as we ihouglit to o|)|)ose our advancini;'
into tlie cou»»try, for w lien they saw us re-

inrnini:, they suti'ered us to lio
and by the way rcg-aled us

ed,

on unmolestwith a variety

of traits. AV hat we did not eat on the spot,
they brouglit down the liill witli uf:. 1 hus
\-.e found these people eonrtcoiis and hos|)itable, when not prompted t<> a contrary confor which tliey were not
<!uct by jealousy
to blame, if we consider tiieir rude state,
and ignorance of our real design. 'I'his
iuileed was to pay them a fiiendly visit, but
onsidering* all the ciicumstances attending
.snppose,
this, might they not reasonably
notv. ilhstanding lair appe;uances, that we
came to invade th^ir country ? Did we not
enter their ports, without their daring" to
oppose? Did we not etiect a landing by a
sui)eriority of our arms? A\'ould they not
therefore be jealous of such intruding strangers? A\ hen we endeavoiued to advance
into their country they might naturally
form unfavourable notions ot us es|)ecial!y
if we consider kow often they are at war
both among- themselves and with their
must here observe, that
neighbours.
some of our gentlemen were of ojyinion, that
these people were addicted to an unnatural
;

<

;

We

who

carried his
j>assion, Mr. Forster's man,
])lant bag, having been once or twice at-

but as the carryiuff of bundles is
the office of the women of this country,
others thought, the natives might mistake
liim for a woman. This man was to day
«)ne of our party, and as he followed the
Captain down the hill, having his bag: as
usual, we plandy tinderstood by the conversation and actions of the natives, that they
considered him as a female and when by
some means they discovered their nnstake,

tempted

:

;

3

2D9

they exclaimed, with much surprise, Krranuinge Erramange It is a man! Tt is a
man ? Every one now perceived, and was
well assured, they had before mistaken his
!

!

and hence it is plain, how liable we
are to form false conjectures and opinions
of a people, with who.se language we are
not much ac(|uainted for had we not now
been undeceived, it is not to be doubted
but that these people would have been
ciiarged with the odious practice of which
they had through ignorance been suspected.
In the evening, a party of ns again walked into the country on the other side of the

.sex;

:

harbour, where we met from the natives,
among whom was Paowang", friendly treatliient.
They discovered a readiness to
oblige us in every thing" in their power.
entered the \iUage we had visited on
the 9th, instatit, containing" about tv^enty
houses, built like the roof of our thatched
dwellingMii England, with the walls taken
away, and oj)en at l:otli ends; but others
are partly closed with reeds, and all were
covered with palm thatch. Some are forty
feet long", and sixteen in breadth.
J5esides
these, we saw other mean hovels.
Orje of
these was separated fiiJin the others by a
reed, fence, and we understood a corpse was
deposited therein. At one end of the hut
hung a basket, with a piece of roasted yam,
and some leaves quite fresh.
had a
strong- inclination to see the inside, but the
man i)ei"emptorily refused our recjuest. He
would neither remove the mats with which
one end of the hut was closed up, nor suffer
us to do it
and shewed an unwillingness
to permit tts to look into the basket.
He
had tw o or three locks of human hair tied
by a string" round his neck, and a woman
present had several about her neck.

Me

We

;

We

would have purchased them, but they gave
us to understand by signs, that they were
a part ot the hair of the deceased, and on
that account they could not part with thcin.
This custom is similar to that among the
natives of Otaheite and New Zealand, tlie
former make Tamaii of the hair of their
departed friends, and the latter ear-rings
and necklaces of their teeth. Not far from
most of the large houses, the stems of four
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cocoa-nut trees were fixed upright in the
{ground, in a square, about three feet from
each other, for the i)ur|)Ose of lianging" coeoaiiuts to dry.
Near most of them is also a
large tree or two, whose brunches afford an
agreeable retreat from the heat of the scorching" sun.
This part of the Isiaud is well
cultivated, abounding with plantains, roots,
and fruit trees. One of our people weighed
a yum which exceeded tifty five pounds.
The trees too are of an extraordinary size
but a wide circle in the interior part of the
Island, discovered nothing to the eye but a
dreary waste, covered with cinders, and
Other surtainting the air with sulphur.
rounding Islands looked pleasant to the eye
but according to the report of the natives of
'J'anna, abounding in nothjng of which they
themselves could want.
On Monday the 15th, preparations were
continued on board to set sail, the ship was
smoked above and below: the hold fresh
the woodingstowed the ballast shifted
the rigging
and watering were finished
only
were on
hands
and a few
setting up
short
every
thing
brooms
in
shore making
ship
had
as
the
order,
if
such
was placed in
lonj^
for
out
at
h(«me
a
fitted
been but just
voyage. One of the botanical party this
day shot a pigeon, in the craw of which was
a wild mitmeg. Mr. Forster endeavoured,
During
without success, to find the free.
their excursion, they observed in most of
tlie sugar plantations deep holes dug, four
feet deep, and five in diameter, which, on
inquiry, we foun<l were designed as traps
These animals, so destructo catch rats in.
tive to sugar-canes, are here in great i)lenty.
Round the edge of these pits, as a decoy,
and that the rats may be more liable to
tumble in, the canes are planted as thick as
On the 16th, we found our tiller
possible.
very much damaged, and l>y neglect, we
knew of
had not a spare one aboard.
that
neighbourhood
but one tree in the
carpenter
The
purpose.
would do for our
was .sent ashore to examine it, and upon
his report a party of men were directed to
cut it down, after the consent of the natives
had been obtained. They did not make
the least objection, and our men went in:

;

;

;

;

;

;

We

stantly to work. Much time was necessary
to cut it down, as the tree was large
and
before they had finished their work, word
v»'as brought to the Captain, that our friend
Paowang was not pleased. Paovvang was
sent for, and oar necessity explained to
;

We

then made him a present of a
piece of cloth and a dog, which readily obtained his consent, and the voices of those
who w<-te with him in our favour. Having
thus obtained our point, we conducted our
friend on board to dinner; after which we
went with him ashore to pay a visit to an
old chief, who was said to be the king o.
the Island; though as Paowang took little
notice of him, we doubted the fact. His
name was Geogy. He had a cheerful open
couiitenance, though he was old, and wore;
round his waist abroad red and white chec-

him.

quered belt. His son was with him, wl:o
could not be less than fifty years old. At
this time a great concourse of peojde from
distant parts were asseml)led near the wi/tering place. The behaviour of many was
friendly; of others daring and insolent;
which we did not think prudent to resfiU,
as our stay was nearly at an end.

On Wednesday,

the 17th, Old Geogy,
with several of his friends,
dined with us on board the ship, every part
of which they viewed with uncommon attention and surprise. Tin y m.'de a liearty
dinner on a purldiug made of plantains and
greens; but would hardly taste our salt
beef and pork. In the aftcriioon they were
cotiducted ashore by the Captain, after he
had uresented them with a hatchet, some
medals and a spike nail. On the 18th, the
C'aptain and Mr. Forster tried, with Fahrenheit's thermometer, when the tide was
out, the heat of one of the hot springs, and
where the water bubbkd out of the sand
from under the rock, at the S. W. corner of
the harbour the mercury rose to 202 deg-.
It is an
opinion with philosophers, that
volcanos must be on the summits of the
highest hills; yet, this volcano is not on
the highest part of the ridge, but on the S.
E. side of it and some of the hills on tliis
Island are more than double the height of
that on which the volcano is, and close to it.

and

his son,

;
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is it less remarkable, that in wet or
moist weather, the volcano is more violent
must here content ourin its erni>ti()ns.
the philosophical
tacts:
se'ves with stating
nomena,
we leave to
phii
these
on
reasoning
men of more abilities, whose talents may
On Friday the lJ)tli, we
lay in this line.
juepared tor sailing, as the tiller was tinished but the wind being unfavourable, the
guard and a party of men were sent ashore,
to bring off the remainder of the tree froi/i
which we had cut the tiller. The Captain
went with them, ami found a good number
of the jjatives collected together near the
landing-place, among whom various articles
were distributed. At the time our people
were getting some large logs into the boat,
the centry presented his piece at one of the
natives, and, without the least aj)|)arent
few of
cause, tired at, and killed him.
the natives had. just before advanced within
the limits, to see what we were about, but
upon being ordered back, they readily obeyThe fellow of a centry pretended, that
ed.
a man had laid his arrow across his bow, so
that lie apprehended himself in danger;
but this had been frequently done, out of a
bravado, to shew they were armed, and
Cajit.
])repared equally with ourselves.
Cook was jiighly exasperated at this rascal's
rash conduct; and most of the jieople tied
with the utmost precipitation. As they ran
and tiie
off, we observed one man to fall
was
who
surgeon,
with
the
went
Captain
sent for to the man, whom they found ex-

Nor

We

;

A

;

His left arm was much shattered,
and from l/eiice the ball had entered his
body by the short ribs, one of which was
piring.

What

rendered this incident the
more affecting was, that the man who bent
the bow was not shot, but one who stood by
him. The natives were thrown into such
consternation, that they brought abundance
of fruit, which they laid down at our feet,
They all retired when we returned aboard
to dinner, and only a few appeared in the

broken.
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At four o'clock A. M. we

the S. E.

fore bejj^an to

there-

unmoor, and, having* weighed

our anchor, i)ut to sea. As we sailed we
heard a noise, not unlike psalm singing,

was now too

late to in(iuire into the cause;
natives were performing some
acts.
thought that the east
point of the harbour was sacred to religion,
for some of our people had attempted to
go to this point, and were prevented by the
natives.
They were always jealous of our
i)roceeding into the country beyond certain

It

probably
rehgious

tiie

We

limits: they might be ai)preheiisive of an
invasion, and that we meant to take their
country tVom them. All we can sav is, t!iat
no part of our conduct justitied such a conelusion.
never gave them the least molestation
nor did we touch any part of
their proj)erty, not even their wood and
water, without having tirst obtained their
consent. Even the cocoa-nuts hanging over
the heads of the workmen, were as safe as
those in the middl-e of the Island.
caught a large Gjuantity of fish, and were
tolerably well supplied by the natives with
fruit and roots; and should certainly have
obtained more refreshments, had we had
any thing on board that suited their taste.
Our cloth was of no use to those who go

We

;

We

naked, and they had not any knowledge of
the utility of iron. Though the people of
this Island, -after feeling the effects of the
European fire-arms, were peaceable, they
were not in general friendly nor were they
like the Indians in the Society Isles, fond
of iron: they wished for some of the tools
with, which they saw our seamen cut down
wood but, except an adze or two, they
never attempted to steal any thing.
The
coopers left their casks during the night
unguarded nor were they under any apprehensions about their clothes, which they
;

;

;

suffered to

lie carelessly
here and there
while they were at work. These people d iscovered «one of that disposition to thievery
which it has been said every Indian inand herits naturally. In their course of trade,
they totally disregarded beads and baubles^

affernoon, among whom were Paowang
,Wha-a-gou.
On Saturday the 20th, the wind was fa- and seemed to prefer Rotterdam fish houk.^,
and turtle-shell, to every thing else that was
vourable for getting out of the harbour
for during the night it had veered round to offered them.,..They would not permit the
•

;

5
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sailors to have any communications with
their wives
nor vvijere they easily persuaded to part with their arms on any account.
The produce of the Island they freely i)arted with, nor reqviiring' any thing* in return ;
but on whatever was bestowed labour in
the construction, tUey set a high value.
;

This Island ofTanna produces abundance
of plantains, cocoa-nuts, brea<l fruit, yams,
a kind of potatoe, a fruit liUe a nectarine,
wild figs, sugar-cane, and a fruit not unlike
an orange, but which is never eaten. Tlje
bread fruit, cocoa-nuts, and plantains, are
neither so plentiful, nor so good, as at Otalieite ; but sugar-canes, and yams are of

We

superior quality, and much larger.
saw here a lew fowls, and a great number
of hogs, but the latter did not fall to our lot;
and v'e did not see in all our excursions
met with
any other domestic animals.
some small birds, with a most beautiful
(viumage, which we had never seen before.
Our botanists found many curious ])lants
and trees ; as great a variety as at any Island we had visited^ 'The inhabitants
appear to subsist chieily on the y>roductions
of the land, and are not much indebted to
the sea, tliough there are jdfnty of fish on
never found any fishing
the coast.
tackle among them, nor saw any one out a
.fishing, except on the shoals, or along the
shores of the harbour, where they would
strike with a dart such fish as came within
their reach, and in this art they were very
expert. They were surprized at our method
of catchitig fish with the seine, and, we
bcheve, were not well pleased with our success.
The small Isle of Immer was chiefly
inhabited by fishermen, aud the canoes we
saw pass to and from the Isle, and the east
point of the harbour, we ol)<;erved were
These were of unequal
fishing canoes.
sizes, and composed of several pieces of wood
The joints are
clumsily sewed together.
covered on the outside by a thin batten
chanipered ofi'at the edges, over which the

We

We

pass.
The sail is latteen, extended to a yard and boom, and hoisted to a
short mast. Some of the large canoes have

bandages

TIIF.

SOUTH POLE,

These people have

little resemblance or
those of the Friendly Islands,
and those of Mallicollo, except in their
hair which is much like what the people
of the latter Island have. The colours are
black and brown, growing to a tolerable
length and curly. They part it into small
locks, which they curl round with the rind
of a slender |)lant, down to about an inch of
the ends. Each of these locks is somewhat
thicker than the common whip-cortl
and
they appear like a parcel of small strings
hanging down from the crowns of their
heads. Their beards are generally short,
strong and bushy. The women wear their
hair cropped, as do the boys, till they ap-

afiinity

to

;

proach manhood.
We took some pains to discover how far
their geograplrical knowledge extended, and
found it not to exceed the limits of tlieir
horizon. To Erronan we may ascribe one
of the two languages they speak, which is
nearly, if not exactly, the same as that spoke
at the. Friendly Islands.
It is therefore
f)rol)able, that by a long inten.'ourse with
Tanna, and the other neighbouring Islanils,
each hath learnt the other's language, wli-ch
they speak indiscriminately.
The other
language which the jieople of Tanna, Erro-

mango, and Annatom speak, is properly
their own.
It is difterent from any we had
before met with, and bears no affinity to
that of iVIallicollo
from whence we con;

the natives of these Islands are
a distinct nation of themselves. 3Iallicollo,
A|)ee, &c. were names unknown to tiiem
they even knew nothing of Sandwich Island, which is much the nearer.
These
people are rather slender made, and of the
middle size.
They have agreeable countenances, good features, ;ind are very active and nimble, like the other tropical inhabitants. The females are put to all laborious work
and the men walk unconcerned
by their side, when they are loaded with
heavy bunlens, besides a child at the back.
Perhaps the men think, that their cnrryinff
their arms, and defending tlieni, is sufficient.
chicle, that

;

;

We often saw large forties of women carof them out-riggers. rying various kinds of articles, and a party
They are navigated either by paddles or sails. of men armed with clubs and spears to
two

sails,

and

all

G

ANIJ liOUND

THE WORLD.

now ami then we liave
stfw a mail rnriy a hiinltii at the same
time, but not ol'teu. Tlie women of Taiina
are n»)t very heaufilnl, yet they are certainly
handsojue euonuli for the men, wiio put
them to all kinds of drudgery. Though
l)Oth men and womeri ;;re dark coloured,
they are not black, nor <lo they bear any
resemi>Iauce to negroes. I'ley make themselves blacker than they really are by ])aiuting- their faces of the colour of black-lead.
They nf^e also a sort of pigment which is
red, and a thiid sort brown, all these, especially the tlrst, they lay on with a liber..|
hand, not oidy on the tace, but on the neck,
shiudders, and breast. The women wear a
the nien
jH'tticoat made of leaves, and
nothing but a belt and wrapper. Bracelets,
ear-rings and amulets, are indiscriminately
worn by both sexes. The amulets are made
of tin.' g.cHii stone of Zealand the bracelets
and the neckof sea-.siiells or cocoa-nuts
laces, ohietiy worn by the women, mostly
of sea she'U.
The valuable ear-rings are
madt of tortoiseshell. Some of our people
Jiavii::.i- got some at the Friendly Islands,
brongJit it to a good market here, where it
was more esteemed than any thing we offerHence we concluded these peoe{| to sale.

(le^Vntl tljem, tIioiii;li

;

;

I»le

canglit but few turtle,

though one was

seen just as we got under sail. Towa/fds
the time of o»n- departtire, the natives began
to in<|uire after hatchets and large nails;
from which we concluded, that they had
found iron to be of more value and use
than stone, shells, or bones, of which their
Their stone hatchets are
tools are made.
notshajicd like an adze, as in the other Islands, but more like an axe; and in the
lielve, which is pretty thick, is made a
hole, into which the stone is fixed.
If we except the cultivation of the ground
these |)eople have few arts worth mentioning.
They make a coarse kind of matting.
and cloth of the bark of a tree, used chietiy
for belts.
The workmanship of their canoes
is very clumsy; and their arms come far
Their weashort of others we had .seen.
nons are bows, arrows, stones, clubs, spears,
'ind darts.
On the last they place most
dependence, and these are pointed with

^-^aY^

beiirded edges.
In tLrowlnp: fliem,
they niake use of a hecket, that is, a pieee ot*
stitt' j>hute(l cord
al)out six inches \oiv^^
with an e>e at one end, and a knot at the
other.
The eye is fixed on the fore finger
of the right hand, and the other end is
hitched round the dart, where it is nearly
on an equipoise. TJiey hold the dart between the thumb and remaining fingers,
which serve only to give it direction, the
^ elocity being camnuniicated by the becket
and fore finger, ^i'he former tlies off from
the dart the instant its velocity becomes
greater than that of the hand, but it remains
on the finger ready to be used again. They
kill both i)irds and fish with darts, and are
pretty certain of hitting- the mark, within
the compass of a crown of a hat, suppose the
object to be distant eight or ten yards; huti
if twice that distance, it is chance if they»
i>it a mark the size of a man's body, though
they will throw the weapon sixty or seventy
yards; for they always throw with all their
rnight, let the distance be what it may.
Their, arrows are made of reeds pointed
with hard wood. Some are bearded some
not ; and those for shooting- birds liave two,
three, and four points.
The stones in general, are branches of coral rocks, from
eight to fourteen inches long, and from an
inch to an inch and a half diameter. These
are generally kept in their belts. Every one
carries a club, and besides that, either darts
or a bow and arrows, but never botb> One
of our gentlemen on board, made the following remarks on the arms of these people,
wliich we shall here insert in his own words.
"I must confess, I have often been led to
think the feats which Homer represents his
heroes as performing with their spears a
little too much of the marvellous to be admitted into an heroic poem I mean when
confined within the strait stays of Aristotle.
Nay, even so great an advocate for him as
Mr. Pope, acknowledges them to be surprising.
But since I have seen what these
people can do with their wooden spears,
and those badly pointed, and not of a very
hard nature, I have not the least exception
to any one passage in that great poet on
this account. But if I see fewer exceptions.
Jliree

;

;
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land at midnight, we tacked, and on SunI can find infinitely more beauties in him
as he has, I think, scarcely an action, cir- day the 21st, steered S. W. intending to get
cumstance, or description of any kind wfiat- to the south of Tanna, and nearer Aiinafor though the morning was clear,
ever, relating to a spear, which I iiave not tom
we had made no discovery of any Islands to
seen and recognised amunij these people
as the whirling motion, and whistling noise the cast. At noon, in latitude 20 deg. 3S.
their quivering motion min. 30 sec. Port Resolution bore north,
as the spears fly
the warriors 86 deg. west, distant about 18 miles Tanna
as they stick in the ground
they
are going extended from south, 88 deg. W. to N. 64
when
meditating their aim,
them
in their deg. W. Traitors Head north 58 deg. W.
shaking
their
to throw and
the Island of Erronam,
they
advance distant 60 miles
as
them,
brandishing
hand, or
distant
north,
deg.
15 miles; and An-'
86
E.
&c."
to the attack,
these
natom
from
half
E.
to
of
S,
S. half W. distant
government
and
religion
the
As to
the
miles.
two
with
30
At
o'clock
acquainted
P. M. seeing no
little
are
we
people
utter strangers. more land ahead of us, Vv'e bore up
round
\p ro
last, and to the first are
at the S. E. end of Tanna, and ran a Ions- the
Chiefs they seem to have among tli«m
It
least some were announced to us as such, south coast at one league from shore.
jjut they appeared to have very little autho- seemed to be a bold one unguarded by rocks,
Old Geogy and the country made a fine appearance,
rity over the rest of the people.
was the only one to whom we saw a parti- full as fertile as that in the vicinity of the
but whether this was harbour. At six o'clock we saw over the
cular respect paid
owing to his rank or age, we caimot say. west end of Tanna, in the direction of north
On many occasions we have seen the «»ld 16 deg. W, the high land of Erromango.
passed the Island at eight, and shaped
men respected and obeyed. PJtuwan<^ was
our
nor
course for Sandwich Isle, in order to
chief,
called
so, yet we never heard him
power
complete
more
our observations on that, and of
any
had
could we perceive he
the
Isles
the
to
the N. W. At^ four o'clock P.
may
say
we
and
than his neighbours,
we
neighM.
approached
tlie
our
S. E. end.
in
person
same of every other
found
it
to
trend
the
in
direction
of W, N.
bourhood.
W.
that
the
middle
of
In
this
range,
ship
very near
first
the
being
The Resolution
the
shore,
namwe
discovered
three
or
four
Cook
small
Capt.
harbour,
€ver entered this
Isles,
behind
the
which
on
appeared
a
safe
anchorsituated
It
is
Resolution.
ed it Port
continued our run along the coast
nortli side of the most eastern point of the age.
to
western
its
extremity and then steered
volthe
from
N.
E.
about
and
Island,
cano, in latitude 19 deg. ^32 min. 25 sec. N. N. W. from the S. E. end of Mallicollo,
On the 23rd, we came in sight of the Isand half south, and in l(i9 (\e'^. 44 min, 35
The
It is but a small creek, lands Pa oom, Apee, and Ambrym.
sec. east longitude.
running in S. by W. half \V. three quarters first of these ai)peared now to be two Iscontinued our course to within
of a mile, and is about half that in breadth. lands,
league
of Mallicollo on tlie S. W.
The depth of water in the harbour is about half a
which
ranged
at that distance.
we
side,
The
six to three fathoms, the bottom, sand and
of
the
land
from
tlie
direction
S.
E.
point
conis
mud. The landing place is exceeding
leagues,
for
about
six
and
by
(hen
W.
S.
both
water,
N.
venient for taking in wood and
of these necessary articles being near the W. by W. for three leagues, terminating in
Aiter the water had been a few a high point or head land, in latitude 16
shore.
days on board it stunk, but turned sweet deg. 29 inin. to which the name was given
again and when at the worst the tin ma- of S. W. Cape. The coast is low, indented
but,
chine would, in a few hours, recover a whole with creeks, and projecting points
little
points
might
be
these
Isles
probably,
gale,
fresh
a
with
stretched,
now
cask.
One we know to be snch,
order to have a nearer under shore.
to the eastward,
and three leagues of the
two
between
lying
passed
this
IsHaving
view of Erronam.
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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cape.

A
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which by an on the north

the coast, lorn is a fine hay, hes
close to the v\est side, or point of the cape,
w> re
connected with it hy hreakers.
agreeahly surprised willi the beauty of the

We

MaliicoUo, fron* whence we saw
in various places, a plain inthe ci«bein;^" inhabited:
their
dication of
cn.'njacent l.md appeared very fertile and
popidons. yVe observed troops of natives
ami two
on several parts of the shore
canoes put otF to us, but as we did not
slnuten sail, they could not overtake the
sl^ip.
The most aiivanced land from the
W.
by N. at which it
cape, bore N.
S.
torcsts in

smoke ascend

;

W

side of the Island, and steered
west along the low land imder it, for the
blutt-head beyond which, at sun-rise, we
saw an elevated coast, stretching to the
north, as far as N. W. by, W. Having
doubled the head, we perceived tiie latid to
trend Kouth, a little easterly, and to form a
large deep bay, bounded on the west by the
above mentioned coast. It was our opinion
and every thing cons|)ired to make us conclude, that this was the bay of St. Philip
and St. Jago, discovered by Quiros in 1^*06.
In order to determine this point, we stretched over to the west shore, from which we
were I league at noon, and in latitude 14
;

At noon we were deg. 55 mi n. 30 sec. S.
seemed to terminate.
two miles from the coast, and by observa- min. E. At half past
tion we found our latituile to be I() deu". 21 We were only two miles
niin. 30 sec. S. and our never tl.ilinu watch to which we had been
Here we saw
shewed, that we were 20 niiu. V/. of it. swell.
At

this

time the S.

W.

c.spe boie S. 2(5

<lei,'-.

E. and the most advanced point of laud lor
We
wiiich *ve steered, bore N. W. by N.
had run the leuijth of it by three o'clock 1*.
JVl. and tound the land tiendnm more and

We

more

reached its utinost
to the north.
extremity at\er dark, when we were n r
enough to the shore to hear the voices of the

and

in 167 deg. 3
four o'clock P. M.
from the west shore,
drove by a N. E.
large bodies of the
natives collected together.
Some ventured
otf in canoes
but they took a sudden fright
at something, nor could all our signs of
friendship induce them to come along-side.
;

'I'heir

nakedness

was covered with some

fastened to a belt, and wiiich
hungtlown, nearly as low as their knees:
this was their <uily covering.
Their compeople, who were assembled round a tire |>iexion was very dark, and their hair woolly,
now or cut short The calm continued till near
they had made on the beach.
hauled round the point, stood aiyain to the eight o'clock, and in the interval of time,
Boiij^.iinvilie's we were drove into eighty-five fathoms water,
north, and spent the niglit
passage, being' assured of our situation be- so that we were under ihe apprehensions of
being obliged to anchor on a lee shore in a
ibre sun-set.
On Wednesday, the 24th, we had advanc- great de|>th, and in a gloomy dark niglit;
ed nearly to the middle of the passage, and but contrary to our expectations our tiears
the N. W. end of Malhcollo extended from were removed for a breeze sprung up at
now E. S. E. and when we had hardly room to
S. 30 deg. E. to S. 58 deg. W.
steered N. by E. then north along the east veer, the ship came about; our sails filled
coast of the northern laud.
At first this on the starboard tack and we (such w*as
coast appeared continued, but we fmmd it the kind interposition of an invisible agent)
was composed of several low woody Isles, stood off N, E. On the 26th, we were
most of them of small extent, except the about eight miles from the head of tlie bay
southernmost, which in honour to the day, that is terminated by a low beach
be!;ind
was named St. Bartholomew It is near which is an extensive flat covered with
7 leagues in circumference, and forms the wood, and bounded on each side by a
N. E. point of Bougainville's passage.
ridge of mountains. We found our latitude
continued our course N.
W. al tng a fine at noon to he 15 deg. 5 min. S. and at one
coast covered with woods; in so.ae places o'clock, having a breeze at N. by W. we
were white patches which we judged to be steered u|» to", within two miles of fve head
chalk. Oa the 25th, at day break, we were of the bay, Mr. Cooper and Mr. Gilbert
No. 20.
T
tiag-grass,

We

m

;

We

;

;

N

R
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to sound and reconnoitre, opinion.
A port is a very vaffue term, like
stood off and on with the ship. many others in geography ; and what Quiros
By this, time and opportunity were afforded calls the port of Vera Cruz, might be the
for three sailing canoes to come up, which whole haven or harbour, or tlie anchorage
They would not at the head of the bay, which some places
had been following us.
come along-side but advanced near enough may extend farther off than where our boats
The river was probably one of
to receive such things as were thrown out landed.
to them, fastened to a rope. They appeared those mentioned by Quiros, and, if we were
to be of the same colour as the inhabitants not deceived, we saw the other.
The bay is every where free from danger,
of Mallicollo, but were stouter made, and
taller: their beards were frizzled and their and of an unfathomable depth, except near
hair woolly : yet several circumstances con- the shores , which are for the most part low.
curred to make us think they were of ano- It hath sixty miles sea coast; eighteen on.
ther nation. The numerals, as far as six, the east side, which lies in the direction of
they expressed in the language, Anamocha, S. half VV. and
half E. six at the head ;
and called the adjacent lands by the same and thirty six on the west side, the direction
names.
Some had their hair long, tied of which is S. by E. and N. by W. from the
upon the crown of the head, and ornamented head down to two thirds of its length, and
%vith feathers like the New Zealanders. then N. W. by N. to the N. W. point.
Others wore a white shell tied on their fore- The two points which form the entrance of
heads. They wore bracelets on their arms, the bay, are in the direction of S. 53. degr
and a belt round their waists. Some were E. and N.53 deg. \y. distant from each*
They other thirty miles. The bay, as well as
{)ainted with a blackish pigment.
lad prongs with them, which looked like the flat land at the head of it, is bounded'
instruments to catch tish, and the only arms by a ridge of hills: one to the west is very
we saw among them were gigs and darts. high, and extends the whole length of the
Upon this appeared a luxuriant
Their canoes were most like tiiose of Taima, Island.
and navigated in much the same n»auner. vegetation wherever the eye turned. Rich
They ^dve us tlie nacnes of such parts as we plantations adorned the sides of the hills,
pointed to; but the nime of the fsland forests reared their towered heads ; and
we could not get from theni. On the re- every valley was watered with a running
turn of the boats we were informed by iMr. stream but of all the productions of nature^'
Cooper and others, that they had landed at the cocoa-nut trees were the most conspithe liead of the bay, near a fine stream of cuous. Ca])t. Cook named the east point
U'^e steered down the bay, of the bay Cape Quiros, in memory of its
tresh water.
being not in want of any thing, and the first discoverer. It is in latitude 14 deg.
wind having shifted to S. S. 1^^, Through- 5() min. S. and in 167 deg. 13 min. E. lonout the fore part of the night, on the west- gitude. The N. W. point he named Cape
side of the shore, the comitry was illuminat- Cumberland, in honour of his i03al highed with fires, from the sea shore to the ness the duke. This lies in latitude of 14
On Saturday Ae^. 38 min, 4j sec. S. and in longitude
sumnn't of the mountains.
the 27th, at day-break, we found ourselves 16()deg. 49 min. 30 sec. E. It is the N.
extremity of this Archipelago. On the
two thirds down the bny, and at noon we
were the length of the N, >V. point, which 28th, and 29th, we took every opportunity
and when the horizon Mas clear to look out
boce N. 82 deg. U^. distant five miles
it is
by observation our laiitiide >v\s \i Jc^g. .*39 for more land, but none was seen
probdble
w^je
that
there
gentlemen
is
nearer
than
none
min. 30 sec. Some of our
tjonbtfid of ihis being the bay of St. Philip Qiieeu Clurlotte's Iskitiil, discovered by
and St. Jago, because no place answered to Capt, Carteret, aboat 90 leagues N. N. W.
but the Ca|>tain ftom Cape Cumberland, and the Cnptain
the port of Vera Cruz
contrary thought this to be the same witl^, Quir<»ss
lor a
reasons
good
gave very

were sent out
Avhile

we

m

N

;

W

;

:

;

AND ROUND THE M ORLD.
On Tuesday the 30tli, we
ed up the coast with n iVesh breeze.
On Wednesday the Sli^t, we weathered
the S. W. point olthe Island. T!ie coast
wiiich trends east, northerly, is low, and
and
yeenied to tbrni some cieeks or coves
as we got farther into tlie passaare, we perceived some small low Isles lyintr alontx it,
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j)l}

found their rrpoit r»n the relation of an Indian chief, and on that of a captive, whom

which seemed

Quiros .seized, and carried to Mexico.
Fr(Mn the former Uuiios learned, that to the
N. W. of his country (Tauinaco) there were
more than sixty Islands, and a large country, which he called
INlanicola
that to,
e\])Iaiii which were small, he nnule circles,
and pointed to the sea with his finger, and

Santa Cruz.

;

lomew

Island.

extend behind

to

St. IJfirtho-

Having now explored the made

;

signs that

it

sinioun(le<l

the land

:

whole Archipelago, the season of the year and for the larger he made- greater circles,
made it necessary to return to tlie south and the same sians and for that large
but we had yet some time left to make ob- country he opened both his arms, without
servations on any land we might discover joining them again, thereby intimating,
at which that it extended without end
betwetMi this and New Zealand
and by signs
last place the Captain intended to touch, lie shewed which peo|)le were whites, nein order to recruit our stock of wood and groes, Indians, and niulattoes, and which
water for another southern course. T(i this were mixed that in sojue Islands they eat
and for this he made signs
end, at five o'clock P. M. we tacked, and human flesh
hauled to the southward, with a fresh gale by biting his arm, shewing clearly thereby
at S. E.
At this time the S, W. point of his abhorrence of such people.
He also
the Island Tierra del EspiritM Santo, the gave them to understand, that in the great
only remains of Qu.iros's continent, bore country, there were cows or buffaloes.
nortii 82 deg, W. which Capt. Cook named From the captive Quiros learnt, that in
Cape Lishourne. It lies in latitude 15 de^-, some of those Islands, there were pearls as
40 miu. and in 1()5 deg. 59 min. east longi- large as small pebbles that the pearls were
tude. It may perhaps be pleasing to our white and shining
and that when they
readers to give a summary and more accu- looked at them against the sun, the shining
rate view of the Islands in this Archipelago, lustre dazzled their eyes
that, at five days
as rhe foregoing account, being given jour- of their sailing from a country which he
nalw ise, may not be thought perspicuous, or named, lay that great country Manicola
plain enough, either as to situation or de- inhabited by many people, dun-coloured,
and mulattoes, who lived in large towns;
scription.
The Islands which compose tliis Archipe- that the country was high and mountainlago are not easily numbered. We counted o(;s, with many large rivers; that he with
upwards of seventy in sight at one time; iKany others, had gone to it in one of their
and they seem to be inhabited by people of embarkations, in quest of the trunk of a
very different natures and complexions. great tree, of the many that are in it, to
Some we saw were woolly headed, and of make a pariagua and that he saw there a
the African race
others were of a copper port larger, and the entrance na^jrower,
colour, not unlike the New Zealanders; than that of St. Philip and St. Jago, and
some were of the mulatto colour, and not a that the bottom was sand, and the shore
few like the natives of Rotterdam, of a brown- shingle
he added, that the inhabitants
ish black, with long hair and shorn beards. had warlike instruments pointed with silver.
Tiie hii^h notions, however, that were enter- Tiiis captive, after he had learnt the Spanish
tained of the vast riches of these Islands of tongue, confirmed what he had said of the
their abounding in pearls, silver ore, and Great Counhy, and what the chief had said
precious stones, do not seem well founded
of the many Islands, and of the diflesent
neither does the Island of Manicola answer na'ions with which they were peopiec?
by any means, the pompous description some lusty, having their boiiies punctuated
given of it by ttie Spauisa writers, wno others not so, of various colours, long hair.
3
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:
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and woolly. And being 41 mm. and 170 deg. 21 miii. E. longitude,
shewn some stones impregnated with silver, extending 125 leagues, or 375 miles, in the
he said, in the great country he had seen ds-ectvm of N. N. W. half W. and S. S. E.
such kind of stones, and likewise at Tau- half E. We shall describe them for the
maco, svhere the natives used some to punc- sake of perspicuity m the following numerituate themselves, and others for ornament. cal order
From these intimation*!, several Navigators
T. The Peak of the Etoile, as it was namhave inferred, that if Quiros had stood to ed by M. de Bougainville.
This is the
the sonthuard, that course would have un- most northern Isle, and, according to his
red, black, curled,

doubtedly discovered to hi-m the great reckoning, lies N. by W. eight leagues fr<un
Southern Continent, or as Quiros emphati- Aurora, in latitude 14 deg. 29 min, .<ngically expresses it, '"the mofhrr of so many tude 168 desr 9 min.
Islands." Yet after all, this Voyage has
II. Tierra del Espiritn Santo, which lies
shewn all these questionless atliimations, farthest norths and was discovered by Quiros
This is the most western and
and probable conjectures, to be no other in 1(>06.
than mere ass\impkions founded on a false largest of all the Hebrides. It lies in the
hypothesis. The course which Tusman pur- direction of N N. W. half \V. and S. S. E.
sued in 17'i'2, joined to thatof Capt. Cook's, half E. and is 66 miles long, 36 broad, and
of a 180 in circumference. The land is exceed]jas demonstrated the non-existence
and the bills in
Soutlnrrn ('Ontinent, in the direction in injr high and mountainous
which iMr Dalrymple so positively asserts, many parts rise directly from the sea. Every
and indeed place, except the cliffs, is beautibdiy adornQuiros might have found it
every other direction from the line to 50 deg. ed with woods and regular plantations.
of southi ru latitude, between which he has The bay of St. Philip and St. .tago, forms
an excellent harbour, and we doubt not of
given it a place.
The Islands of this Archipelago towards there being good bays along the south and
the north, were first discovered by that able east coasts of other smaller Islands.
III. Mallicollo is the next considerable
navigator Quiros, a Spanish Captain, in
of
the
Island,
was
part
extending N. \V. and S. E. In this
](iiH), and
considered as
time,
that
direction
Continent,
which
at
it is 54 miles long.
Its greatest
Southern
was su|)posed to exist. 'J'hey were next breadth is at the S. E. which is 24 miles.
visited (tor the French are very ready to The N. W. end is 16 miles broad
and
reaj) the fruits of other people's labours) by nearer the nnddle one third of that breadth.
M. (le Bougainville in 1708, who excej)t These unequal measurements, particularly
landing on the Isle of Lepers, discovered no near the centre, are caused by a wide and
more tlian that the land m a*J not connected, pretty deep bay, on the S. W. side. If we
but composed of Islands, which he called may form a judguient of the whole of this
But our great naviga- Island from what we saw of it, we must
the Great Cyclades.
experienced commander, Capt. conclude it is very fertile and populous.
tor, and
Cook, left no ro(jm for conjecture, respect- The hills are in the centre of the Island,
for from which the land descends, with an easy
ing the great objects he bad in view
besides ascertaining the extent and situa- slope to the sea coast, where it is rather
tion of these Isbnu's, he has added to them low.
IV. St. Bartholomew, situated between
several new ones; and having explored the
mathematieal precision, we the S. E. end of Tierra del Espiritu Santo,
vvliole with
the disthink he had a I'ight to nani<' them, as he and the north end of Mallicollo
by wiiich nan»e we tance between which latter Island and St.
did, the New Hebrides
The middle
shall in the remaining parts of our narra- Bartholomew is eight miles.
situation
is
BeTheir
is
latitude
min.
them.
of
it
in
15
deg.
48.
tive distinauish
Mallicollo,
deg.
this
Island
and
that
latitude
of
2.0
inin.
tween
of
the
14
between
and 20 deg. 4 inin. S. and between 1(50 deg. is the passage through which M. de Bou;

;

;

;

;

;

•
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went ? whose descri|)hons have
ptttensions to acniracy.
V. The hie ot Lepers is situated between
Kspiritu ISrfiito and Anrora, being distant
from (lie tornier eiuht leajiues. and fVoni the
es nearly nnder the same
It
latter three.
nieridi.m as tlit^ S. K. end of 3lallicollo, in
Its tigiire aplatitude Ij deu. '21 niin.
proaches nearest to an oval and it is near
determined
t)() miles in circumtertnce.
but
the Imes
bearinps
several
its l)p»nnd^ by
inspection,
vi' the shore were traced out by
except the N. E. part, where there is an
auchorajje halt" a nnle from the land.
must here observe, (hat Aurora, Wliitsunirainville

very

iiltle

)

;

We
;

We

tide,

Ambrym, Paoom, and

Ai>ee,

nei^ilibdurs
Sandwich Islands,
it

Three-lulls, and
under the same meridian

ot 1(17 deyv
"20 min. E. exteudinj;- troin the latitude of
14 (leg. 51 min. 30 sec. to 17 dcg. o3. nun.
lie all

'SO sec.

VI. Aurora Island lies N. by W. atnl
by E. in w Inch liirection it is 33 miles

S.
in

but in biea<ith, we think, it scarcely
exceeds seven miles, except where the natives have their plantations; its surface is
hilly and every where covered with wood.
VII. Wliitsuntide Island, one league and
a half to the south of Aurora, of which it is
the same length, but somewhat broader
and lies in the direction of north and south.
ExC'^pt such |)arts that seemed to be cultivated, and \; Inch are pretty numerous, it
appeared considerably high, and covered
with wood.
VIII. Ambrym, from the north side to
the south end ot AVhitsuntide Island, is two
leagues and a half In circumference this
Island is about 17 leagues. The shore is
rather low, and tjie laud rises with an unjudgequal ascent to a high mountain.
ed it to be well inhabited from the quantity
of smoke which we perceived to ascend out
of the woods, in such parts of the Island as
passed under our observation for the whole
of it we did not see.
IX. Paoom, of this and its neighbourhood
we saw but little, and therefore can only
say of this Island, that it soars up to a great
height in the form of a hay-cock
The extent of this and the adjoining- Isle (if they
leimth

;

;

We

;

.

are two) do not exceed three or four leagi-.cs'^
in any direction
lor the distance between
And)Vyni and
pee is .si^arcely live leagues,
and thry are situated in this space, and east
from Port JSanUwich, distant about eight
leagues.
pee.
X.
The direction of thi*^ Island is
about 24 miles N. W. and S. E. and it is
;

A

A

not less than
It has a hilly

in
(>0 miles
surt'jce, rising

circumterence.

to a consideradiversitied with woods

ble height, and is
and lawns: we speak here oidy of the west
and south parts, for the others we did not
see.

XI. Shepherd's Isles, which are a cluster
of small ones, ot ditierent dimensions, iu
the direction of S. E. and extending' oti
from the S. E. |K»int of Ap.ie, about live

XIL' Three-hills. This Island lies four
leagues south Irom the coast of A|)ee, and
is distant 17 leagues, S. E. half S. from Port
Sandwich. A reet" ot rocks, on which the
sea continually beats, lies W. by N, tive
nnles from the west point.
XI I I. Sanilwich Island is situated nine
led'zues, in
the direction of sftuth from
Three-hills. To the east and west of which
line are,

XIV. Two- hill's Island.
XV. The Monument.
XVJ. Montajju Islands.
XVII. Hinchinl)rook.

XVI II. Two

or three small

I^les lying

between Hincliinbrook and Sandwich Island, to which they are connected by
breakers. Sandwich Island is 76 miles in
circumference, and its greatest extent is 30
miles.
It lies in the direction of N. W. by
W. and S, E. by E. We viewed the N. W.
coast of this Island only at a distance.
l>om the south end of Mallicollo, to the
N. W. end of Sandwich Isle, the distance,
in the direction of S. S. E. is 22 leagues.
XIX. Erramango lies in the same direction
and is situated 18 leagues from Sa«dwich Island. It is about 75 miles in circumference. The middle of it is in lalitu( e
18 deg. 54 min. long^ilude 1(^9 dtg. 19 mm.
E. From the distance we were oli'when
we first saw it^ it appeared of a good iieight.
;
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XX. Tann3. This

Island

is

situated six

tVom rhe south side of Erroman^o,
cxtendiiii^ S. E. by S. and N. W. by N.
It is about 24 miles long; in that direction,
and every where about nine or twelve miles

lea<?ti2s

broad.

instruments, and with the sun and stars, or
both sides of the moon. By this last method,
the errors which may he either in the
instruments or lunar tables, destroy each
other, as also those that may arise from the
observer himself for son.e are more critical,
and closer observers than others.
If we
consider the number of observations that
may be obtained in the course of a month,
(supposing the weather to be favourable) we
shall perhaiis tind this method of ascertaining the longitude of places as accurate
as most others
at least it is the most easy
and attended with the least expence. Every
ship bound to foreign parts is, or may be,
supplied upon easy terms, with a sufficient
number of good quadrants, proper for making the solar or lunar observations; and
the difference of the price between a good
and bad quadrant, can never be an object
;

XXI. Annatom. This is the southernmost
Island, and lirs in latitude 20 deg.
loii^ilude 170 deg-. 4 min. and 12
from Port tiesolution, south 20 deg.
surface is hilly, and of a tolerable

3 min.
leagues
E. Its
height;

more we cannot say of it.
XXII. Immer, which is

in the direction
of N. by E. half E. four leagues from Port
Kesolution in Tanna and,
;

XXIII. Erronan,

or Footoona, east, lies
in the same disection, distant 11 leap-ues.
This Island is the most eastern of all the

Hebrides, and appeared to be more than
It is high,
five leagues in circumference.
small peak, seemand on the top tlat.
ingly disjoined from the Isle, though we
thought it was connected by low land, lies
on the N. E. side. This is an accurate description of the principal Islands in the
Archipelago, to which our commander gave
the name of the Hebrides but, as we have
before observed, there are many others of
lesser note, of which we had only a transcient
view, and therefore cannot pretend to de-

A

;

;

with an

To

this account, in order to render it
complete, we shall annex the lunar obser-

made by

The most expensive article

.some measure necessary, in
order to arrive at the utmost accuracy, is a
is

in

but for common use, and
accuracy is not required,
this may be dispensed with
and it is to be
observed, that the ordinary way of finding
the longitude by a quadrant, is not so difficult but that any man with proper application, and a little practice, may soon learn

good watch
where that

;

strict

:

to

scribe.

otficer.

and what

make

observations as well as thea.stron(V

Indeed, not any material difierence
has seldom occurred, between the observations made by Mr. Wales, and those made
by the officers at the same time.
Lunar Observations made by Mr. WALES,
For ascertaining the longitude of the Hebrides, reduced by the watch to Port Sandwich in MallicoUo, and Port Resolution in
mers.

astronomer, Mr,
the longitude of
these Islands, concerning which Capt. Cook
observes, "That each set of observations,
consisting of between six and ten observed
distances of the sun and moon, or moon and
stars, the whole number amounts to several Tanna.
T
liundreds ; and these, by means of the
sets of observ. before 167" 56'33"5
Mean
to
all
the
Islands;
of
10
reduced
been
watch, have
ditto, at
is
of
each
as
well
longitude
2
the
168 2 37 j
so that
20 ditto,
cleterniined as that of the two ports under167 52 57
mentioned, namely, S mdwich and Resolu- Mean of these means E. long. 107 57 22
tion.
To pr<»ve this we need oidy ob^ervt,
II.
RESOLUTION.
that the longitude of the two port;^ as pointsets
of
of
Mean
observ.
20
before 1 60° 37' 36**
ed ou4 by the watch and by the observations
ditto,
at
5
169 4R4H
did not differ two miles. This shews likeditto,
alter
20
169
47 22^
wise, what degree of accuracy these obsen.
vations are capable of, when multij)lied to
169 44 3a
a considerable number, made with dititrent Mean of tbese means
vations,

Wales,

our

for ascertaining

PORT SANDWICH

PORT

6

CHAP.

VII.

Caledonia discovered; incidents; The country described; An aeeount of the customs, manners,
and arts ol the natives ; Observations on the coast and some low Islands ; Remarkable incidents
frhile exploring these; Tfie Resolution is obliged to depart from ISetv Caledonia ; This in Capt.
Cook's opinion, is the largest Island in the South Pavific Ocean, except ^ew Zealand ; Rcnuxrks
vpon it ; Continues her voyage to New Zealand ; Observations respecting the discovery of Nor^
folk Island : She arrives at Quee?i Charlotte's Sound ; An account of iiicidents while the ship

^ew

lay there.

ONwe

1st. being- Thursday,
were out of sight of land, and no
more was to be seen. We continued our
course to the S. W. and on the. 3ird, at five
o'clock, found ourselves in 19 ile}^, 49 min.
and in 165 deo:. E. lonjjitude. On the 4th,
at eisht o'clock A. 31. we discovered land,
wliich at noon extended from S. S. E. to
W. by S. distant six leaifues. At five P.
M. we were six leajfues oti' when we were
stopped by a culm. At this time the land
extended from S. E. by S. to W. by N.
round by the S. W. but as some openinpfs
were seen in the west, we cnuld not determine whether it was one connected hind,

September the

out our boats they were pretty near us; but
n|)on seeing this, they returned, and our
boats followed them. We now were convinced, that what we had taken for openings in the coast was low land, all connected,
except the western extremity, which^ as we

afterwards learnt, was an Island, called Balabea. The boats having^ made a signal for
a channel, we stood in with the ship.
The
commanding officer of the boats reported,
that there was g<»od anchorage, and that
the natives vere very civil and obliging.
He gave them some medals, r.nd in return,
they presented him with some fish. Having
got within the reef, we hauled up S. half
or a cluster of Islands. Tlie coa«;t to the S. E. for a Muall low sandy Isle, lying uii<ier
E. seemed to terminate to the S E. in a the shore, being followed by all the canoes.
proceeded up the bay more than two
hiffh promontory, which was named Cape
Colnet, after one of our midshipmen, who miles, and at length anchored in five fathoms
saw two or water, the Ixittom a fine sand mixed with
first discovered this land.
three canoes under sail, and we thought mud, and we were well sheltered from the
At this time the low sandy
tlipy had come oif to us, but they struck wind and sea.
their sails a little before sun-^et, and we saw Isle bore E. by S. distant three quarters of
them no more. On the 5th, we observed a mile, and from the shore of the main we
The Island of Balabea
the coast extended to the S. E. of Cape were one mile.
Col net, and round by the S. W. to N. W. bore N. W. by N. and the channel through
by W. We bore down to N. W. and came which we came north, distant four miles.
great number of the natives surrounded
})efore an opening, that hi»d the appearance
desired to enter it, us before we had well got to anchor, in
of a gool channel.
in order to have an opportunity of observ- sixteen or eighteen canoes, without any
ing an eclipse of the sun, which was soon sort of weapons, and we prevailed upon one
to happen.
therefore sent out two arm- boat to come near enough to receive some
and at the presents. In return, they tied two fish to
ed boats to sound the channel
same time we saw twelve lartre sailinsf canoes the rope, that stimk intolerably. An interneur ns. All the mornina: we had observed course being thus opened by mutual exiheiu in motion, and cominu' off' from differ- changes, two of the natives ventured on
ent parts; but some were lying on the Yi:'ei board the ship, and presently after she was
When we hoisted filled with them. Some dined with us, but
fishing as we imagined.

We

We

A

We

We

;

p-
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would not eat onr salt beef, ]>ork, or little rills, conducted by art from ihe main
pease soap: we happened to have some springs, whose source was in the hills. We
yams left which they were very fond of. saw several cocoa nut trees which had not
These they railed Oobee, a name not nnlike much fruit on them, and heard the crowing
Oofee by which they are called at most of of cocks, but saw none. Some roots were
nevertheless baking on a fire, in an earthen jar, which
tiie Islands, except Mallicollo
language
to would hold six gallons, and we did not
spoke
a
{jeople
these
found
we
which we were entire strangers. They were doubt, but that this was of their own manuquite naked, except the belt and wrapper, facture. Mr. Forster shot a duck as it Aew
which they used as the inhabitants oi the over our heads, and explained to the Capother Islands. They had no knowledge of tain's friend how it was killed. He desired
our dogs, cats, and goats, i&c. not having to have the duck, and informed his couneven a name for them, but they shewed a trymen in what manner it was shot. Tlie
remarkable attachment to pieces of red tide not permitting us to stay longer in the
cloth and spike nails. After dinuer time, a creek, we took leave of these amicable peoparty of us went ashore with two armed ple, from whom we had nothing to expect
boats, and landed amidst a great number of but good nature, and the privilege of visitpeople, who were induced by curiosity alone intr their country without molestation, as it
to see us, for they had not so much as a was easy to see these were all they could
Though this did not satisfy our
stick in their hands, and received us with bestow.
a
demands,
it gave us much ease and satisexpressed
natural
They
great courtesy.
they certainly excelled all the
so
new
faction,
for
things
and
lo
men
seeing
surprise at
natives
were
to
made
we
had
hitherto met uith in friendly
Presents
were.
as
we
them
such as if man, (who had attached himself civility.
On Tuesday, the 6th, in the morning,
but he would
to Capt. Cook,) pointed out
not suffer the Captain to give the women, hundreds of the natives came to visit us:
who stood behind, any beads or medals. some swam, and others came in canoes.
We saw a chief who^e name was Teabooma, Before ten o'clock our decks, and other
who called for silence soon after we landed. parts of the ship, were quite full of them.
Every person instantly obeyed him, and The captain's friend brought some fruit and
listened with extraordinary attention. When a few roots: the rest had with them only
he had finished his harangue, another their clubs and darts, which they exchanged
spoke, who was no less respectfully attended readily for nails, pieces of cloth, and other
Texabooma came with
Their speeches were composed of short, trifling articles.
to.
them,
but
went
out
of the ship imperceptiourselves
to
be
the
We thought
sentences.
bly,
and
by
that
not
undermeans
lost the
could
we
though
present
subject of them,
that
was
i.
tended
for
inquired
for
him.
signs
After breakfast
by
stand them. Having
fresh water, some pointed to tlie east, others lieutenant Pickersgill was sent with two
to the west; bnt our friend undertook to armed boats in search after fresh water, for
cojiduct us to it, an<l for that purpose em- what was found the preceding day could
Mr.
barked with us. The ground we passed not conveniently be got on board.
Wales
also,
out
and
lieutenant
seveClerk,
laid
in
cultivated,
went
beautifully
to
was
We the little Island, to make preparations for
well water^d.
ral plantations, and
rowed near two miles to the east, where we observing the eclipse of the sun, which was
observed the shore to be mostly covered expected to be in the afternoon, Mr. Pickwith mangroves. We entered among the^e ersgill having succeeded, soon returned.
by a narrow creek or river, which brought The launch was therefore ortlered out to
us to a little straggling villaue where we complete our water,..and the Captain refiairwere shewn fresh water. Near this spot the ed to the Isle, to assist in the observation.
land was richly adorned with plantations of The eclipse came on aboiit one o'^clock P.
^ugar-canes, yams, &c, and watered with M. We lost the first contact by intervening
tliey

;

;

AND ROUND THE
clouas, but were
uiui

hy

more iortunate

<)l>servali(nis

taken

in tlu'

with

end

;.

«litft'rent

instruments, by Capt. Cook, Mr. Wales and
Ml. Clerke, the latitude ot' tiie Ule, at the
place of observation, was found to he 20
The lonuitude by
ileg. 17 min. 39 sec. S.
the distance of the sun a\u\ moon, and moon
and stars, 4S sets, 1()4 de^^ 41 min, 21 sec.
E. Tlie sauje by tiie watch l()-i de;^. 58
IMr. W^ales measured the quantity
min.
eclipsed by Hadley's quadrant, a method
never before thought of. The Captain was
of opinion, that it answers the purpose «)f a
micrometer to a great degree of certainty:
if so, it is a great addition to the use of this
In the evening we
valuable instrument.
visitetl the watering place, which was a fine
stream, at the head of a small creek. The
casks were conveyed by a small boat down
the creek to the beach, over which they were
The
rolled, and then put into the launch.
boat could enter the creek only at high
Near this watering pla<*e was plenty
water.
of excellent woo tor fuel, an article we did
not at present want. In the evening of this
day, about seven o'clock, died Simon Monk,
our butcher. His death was occasioned by
a fall down the fore hatchway, the preceding
could not but lament the loss of
night.
so useful a hand, especially as he was wtll
respected and much esteemed on board the
I

We

shi|).

Oii Wednesday- the 7th, we made a party
we
to take a view of the country.
had landed, two of the natives undertook to
ascen led the hills by a
be our guides.
and in the way met sevepretty good patli
ral people, who accompanied us, so that in
a short ti'ne our train became numerous,

When

We
;

From

the summit of one of the hills sve saw
the sea in two places, \vherel>y we could determine the breadth of this country, which
large valdoes not exceed thirty miles.
ley lay between the ridge we were upon,
and the advanced hilts, through which glided a serpentine river, and on the sides of the
hilh were several straggling villages. The
valley aj)peared rather romantic, by the

A

interspersed with vvo'kIs, winding
streams, and beautiful plantations, which
much improved ihe scene. The other parts
8 s
No. 20.
Village.s,

VvORLD.

2I3

of the Island were mostly rorky and barren.
I'iie little 5oil that is n|ioi) the mountains
and liigli places is burnt up by the sun
yet it is coated with coarse jj^rass and plants,
and here and there trees and shrubs. There
is a great similitude between this country and
New Holland, under the same parallel of
liUitiide, obvious to every one who had seen
both places. We returnetl by a different
road to that we came by, and passed through
some of the plantations in the plains, whicli
were laid out with great judg.'iient, and app
peared to be well cultivated. All thenations
in these seas recruit their land by letting it
lay in fallow, but they seem not to have any
itiea of manuring" it, except by setting tire to
the mass with which it is over-run.
Havingtinished our excursion by noon, ,ve returned
on board to dinner, with one of our guides
with us, whose attention and fidelity were
rewarded at a very tri/hng expence.
lu
the alternoon, tlie Captain's clerk, being
ashore, (iurchased a ii..li which one of the
natives had struck.
It hud a large, long',
ugly head, and bore some resendjlance to
the sun-fi'<h. It was ordered for supper, as
we had no siisi)icion of its being poisonous.
Pr«tvidentially,' the time the draughtsman
took u[) in portraying this fish, made it too
late for us to have it dressed
but the Caj)
tain, and the two Messrs. Forsters tasted of
the liver and row; and in the mitldle of the
night, tiiey found themselves seized with a
;

:

weakness and stupor, which ati'ected their
whole trame. The Captain had almost lost
his sense of feeling, not being able to distinbetween light and heavy bodies; a

guisli

quart pot and a feather seemed the same in
his hand.
An emetic, and after that a
sweat, were taken l)y these genllemeit,
which proved an efficacious remedy. Wlien
they rose in tlie morning, they found one of
the pi2:s dead, who had eaten the entrails
and »vhen the natives came on board, an
saw the fish hang np, they ex[)ressed the r
abhorrence, .signifying it was not wholesome
food.
It is a little remarkable t!:ey did not
do this when the fish was to be sold, nir
alter it was purchased.
On the 8t m the
afternoon, Teahoo-na, the cliief, brought a
present to tiie Caytuin, consisting of a fe,v
;

1

i

.
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Tn return for which
ainung other articles, a dog and bitch was
sent him, nearly full grown. The dog was
re(J and white, hut the hitch was the colour
of an English fox. This was done with the
view of stocking the country with this species of animals.
It was some time before
Teabooma could believe the present was
intended for hitn
but when he was convinced oftl)is, he sent them immediately
away, and seemed lost in excess of joy. On
the 9th, lieutenant Pickersgill and Mr. Gilbert were dispatched in the launch and
cutter to explore the coast to tlse west,
which could not he so well effected by the
party of
ship, on account of the reefs.
men was also sent ashore to cut brooms;
but Caf)t. Cook and Mes^^rs. Forsters were
confined aboard, though mud. better. On
the 10th, Mr. Forster was so well recovered
as to go into the country in search of plants.
On Sunday, the 11th, in the evening, the
boats returne<l. and we were informed by
the coni'nanding officers, that having reached an elevation the morning they had set
out, they had from thence a view of the
«'oast
and both Mr. Gilbert and Mr. Pi(M;ersgill were of opinion, that there was no
passage for the ship to the west. From
this place, accompanied by two of the natives, they went to Balabea.
They were
received by Teabi, the chief of tiie Island,
and the i)eop!e who came in gieat numbers
to set* them, with strong intimations of
friendship.
Our people, lliat they might
not be crowded, drew aline between them
nnd the natives, who understood and comOne of these
plied nith the restrictioi).

j-ams, antl sugar canes.

;

A

;

few cocoa-njits, which a sailor would
have bought, but the man being nnwillin**
to part with them, walked oiT, and, bt-ing
followed by the sailor, he sat down on the
sand, made a circle round him, as he had
seen our people do, and signified that the
other was not to come with in it, and the inThis excurj'Hiction was strictly observed.
sion to Balabea was rather a fruitless one;
liad a

for Ihey did not reach the Isle

till

nea" sun-

and left it acrain before smi-nse, the
next morning: and the two foHowing days
were spent in getting up to the ship. In

set,

down to the Isle, they saw a great
number of turtles, but conld not strike any,

going

the wind and sea being rathev tempestuous.
The cutter sprunk a leak, and suddenly
filled with water, so that they were obliged
to throw several things over-board, to prevent her being lost, and by lightening her,
to stop the leak.
From a fishing canoe
they met, they got as much fish as they
could eat.
On Monday, the 12th, early in the morning, the carpenter was ordeied to repair
the cutter.
The Captain being desirous
of stocking tljis country with hogs as well
as dogs, the former beingthe most usefid of the
two, he took with him in the boat a young
boar and sow, and went up the mangrove
creek in search of his friend, the chief, in
order to give them to him.
were inforrr.ed by the natives, that he lived at
some distance but they would send for him ;
but he not coming as soon as we expected,
Capt. Cook, resolved to give them to ti;e
first man of consequence he might meet
with. In consequence of this determination,
they were offered to a grave old man, who
shook his head, and made signs for ns to
take them into the boat again. On our re-

We

fusing, to

comply, they seemed to hold a

what was to be doFie. After
our guide offered to conduct us to the
chief, (or Areekee) and he accordingly led
us to a house, where eight or ten middle
aL;ed per.^'ons were seated in a circle.
To
these the Captain and his pigs were formally introduced. They desired the Captain with great courtesy to be .seated, who
began to expatiate on the merits of his two
pigs, explaining to them their nature and
nse, and how they would multiply
in short
he enhanced their value as much as pos«;ible, that they miuht take the more care of
them. In return for our present we had
six yams brought us, after which we went
on board. In the afternoon we made a
trip to tlie shore, and on a tree near the
watering place, an inscription was cut, .set.
ting forth the ship's name, date, &c, as a
memorial and proof that we were the first
discoverers of this country. Much the same
had been done in other places, we had
consultation
this,

:

AND ROIND THE
toiiclietl at.

la"e,

larger

Near

this j)lace

is

a

little

vil-

we now found to he much
than we expecttd. It was sui rounduliicli

ed with siood cultivated land, regularly laid
out, planted, or planting, with taro or eddy

yams, ike. s.nall rills, in pleasini>meanders, continually watered the taro plan-

root,

These roots nre planted, .*;ome in
tations.
square or oblonn" patches, which lie horizonot" the
tal, ami are sunk below the level
adjacent land, by which means they can
let into them, as much water as they think
Otiiers are planted in ridiies,
requisite.
about four feet broad, and three hiiih. On
the top of the ritliie is a narrow jiuHer, for
conveying' the little rills to the roots. The
plantations are laid out with such judgment.
that the same stream waters several ridges,
These are sometimes the boundaries to the
horizoittal plantations, and where this method is used, which is frequently done for
tlie benetit of a path-way, not an inch of
ground is lost. Some of the roots are betnor are they all of
ter taste<l than others
the same colour; but they are all wholesome food. The tops are eaten by the natives, and we thought them good greens,
Tliewhcde family, men, women and children,
Having- now
work in these plantations.
fully satisfied our curiosity for the present,
we returned on board, when the Captain
ordered all the boats to be hoisted in, that
;

we might be

ready to set

sail,

and put

to

sea.

The inhabitants of this country are strong-,
johust, active, friendly, conrleons, and not
addicted to pilfering, as all other nations are
They have in general better
in this sea.
features than the natives of Tanna, and are
stouter race ; but in some we saw a
resemblance of the negroes, having thick
Their hair
lip<!, flat noses, and full cheeks.
and beards are black. The former is very
and freciuentlv wants
rough and frizzled
scratching, for which they have a well contrived instrument, wearing it always in their
ip heads.
It is a kind of comb
rough
made of sticks of hard wood, froai seven to
nine inches long, and about the thickness
oia knitting needle
Twenty of tlese, sometiaies fewer, are fastened together at one

a much

;

m
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end, parallel to, and nearly one tentii of an
inch fVoni each otiier. 1'he other ends, that
are a little pointed, spread out like the
sticks of a tan.
Some have their hair tied
u|) in clubs, and others, as well as the \\omen, wear it croj)ped short.
'I'hey also
wear their heards crop|)ed in the sanjc
manner. 'J'hey are much subject to swelled
and ulcerated lei^s, particularly the men, as
also to a swellins; of the scrotum.
When
they {>o out in their canoes, and when nnemployed, they wear a coarse kind ot" mattinj;, of their owr>
manufacture, and the
men of note have a stitf, c} lindrical black
cap, which appeared to be a capital ornament, and mark of distinction among' them,
The dress of their women is a short petticoat, made of the leaves of the plantain
tree, fastened by a cord round their waists.
This is at least six inches thick, but not
one longer than necessary for the use designed.
The outer filaments are dyed black,
and the riuht side is ornamented with pearl
oyster-shells.
Both sexes are adorned with
ear-rings, necklaces, amulets, and bracelets,
made of large shells, which are placed above
tiie elbow.
Various parts of their bodies
are punctured. They appear to be a race
between the natives of Tanna, and those of
the Friendly Islands, and they bear some
resemblance to those of New Zealand
their language, in some respects, appear to
be collected from these three countries. In
honesty and a friendly disposition, they
certainly excel all others.
However, notwithstanding this, they must sometimes be
engaged in war, otherwise they would not
be so well provided as they are, with weapons of various sorts. Their clubs are near
three feet in length, and variously formed,
some with heads like an hawk, others with
roundheads. They are all madevery neatly,
Their «iarts and spears are ornamented
with carvings.
They take some pains to
shape the stones for their slings, which are
in the form of an eag, only pointed alike
al both ends.
In striking fish with a dart
they are very dextrous, which we believe
is the only method they have of catching
them, for we saw neither hooks nor lines
Their tools are much
in their possession.
;
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the same as in the other Islands. They
build their houses circular, resembhng a
into
bee-hive, and full as close and warm
square
just
by
openinif,
enter
a
they
which

Water

;

bif^

enough

to

admit a

man upon

his knef-s.

Tlie roof is lofty and broui^ht to a point at
top; the side walls are five feet and a half
high both roof and sides are covered with
thatch, made of coaiv^e long .grass. On the
top of most of their dwellings is a wooden
post, which is generally ornamented either
with carving, or shells, or both. Within are
platforms for the conveniency of laying any
thing on, and in soaie houses are two tjloors,
one al)ove the other. On the floors dry grass
is laid, and mats are spread for the princip-.il
people to slee|), or set on. lu most of them
we found a lire btirning, and in some tw6
fire places, but they are very smoky and
hot, having no chimney, nor vent for the
smoke but Ihe door an atmosphere which
to Europeans must be very disagreeable,
and as to ourselves we could scarcely endure
but with resj)eci to ihe natives,
it' a moment
the smoke is a necessary evil, an; it prevents
moschetto from molesting them, and
tlie
these are very numerous. Tlieir houses are
better calculated for a cold than a hot cli;

;

;

lyiate

;

and

it is

owing

to their internal heat,

that these people are so chilly

when

and without

in

the

We

often
exercise.
saw them make little fires at different places,
and squat down round them, only lo warm
themselves. In some f)articulars their hojises
are very neat ; for besides the ornaments at

open

air,

we saw some with carved

door-posts.
them,
tiotis
in
conparti
any
not
There are
ideas
of
our
have
any
cannot
they
sequently
They cook
thiit make privacy necessary.
doors
without
air,
open
the
in
victuals
their
and the earthen jar, before mentioned, seems
to be the only article of their household
top,

;

Tn this they bake
utensils worth notice.
They use three or five
their roots and fish.
stones, in the form of a sugar-loaf, to keep
the jars from resting on the fire, and that it
may burn the better. On these the jars
and three stones
lie inclined on their sides
The stones
are for one jar, five for two.
are fixed in the grr)und, and their pointed
-uds are about half a foot above the surface.
;

4

only liquor, and their siib«
aid the Lark of a
which last they roast before
they chew it. vSome of our people seemed
to relish the taste of it, which is sweet and
insipid.
Their fruit trees do not yield much
fruit.
Plantains are not in abundance;
sugar canes and bread-fruit are very scarce
and the cocoa-nuts are but thinly planted.
Notwithstanding nature lias been rather
scanty in her favours to the Island, it is not
thinly peopled on the sea coast, and in the
valley* that are capable of cultivation.
saw, it is true, great numbers of the natives
every day, but we believe they came from
all |)arts on our account.
Down the coast,
to the west, there are but few inhabitants,
but Irom the east, they came daily in laige
bodies, over the mountains, to visit us.
must, however, confess, that what parts
of this country we saw, are not fit to support
many inhabitants, most of these being barren rocky mountains, the grass growing on
which is useless to people who have no cattle.
The sea, perhaps, may compensate for
the sterility of the land. A coast encircled
with reefs and shoals, cannot fail of affording a plentiful supply of fish. Our botanical party did not complain for want of
einnloyment. They observed several plants,
coinmon to (he eastern and northern Islands,
:ind, among other productions, discovered the tree, the bark of which, beingeasily peeked ofJ', is used in the East-Indies
fwr caulking of ships.
The bark is soft,
white, and rugged the wood very hard ;
the leaves long and narrow, in colour of a
is

tlieir

sistance is on
certain tree,

fish, roots,

;

We

We

;

;

pale dpad green, and in smell, a fine aroma'J'iiey found also a species of the passion flouer, which we are informed has
never before been known to grow wild any
where but in America. Of the land. birds,
which are rery numerous, we saw several
to us unknown, as a kind of turtle doves,
very beautiful, many small birds, and one
resembling a crow, though much smaller,
and its feathers are tinged with blue.
endeavoured, but in vain, to obtain the name
of the wholf Island
but we liot the names
of several districts, with those of theiichiefs.
Balade was the name of the district we
tic.

We

;
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Tea breeze, at E. S. E. At noon we liad lost
of all, or sight of Balabea, and at three o'clock, we
Captain's run by a low sandy Isle, the space between
in'»st
called
him which, and the north->yesternmost land was
frieiul/by way of distinction,
cbimsy,
stif wed with shoals.
At sun-set, we couhl
very
are
canoes
Their
Tea Cook.
j'ist
see
the
bore S.
but
land,
which
the
ISnendly
by
those
of
like
somewhat
thoiiuh
Most of them are double canoes. S. abont ten leagncs distant. No land was
l-slts.
the
They are naviuated by one or two latteen seen to the westward of this direction
The sail is madeof |)iecesof mattuiu reef too trended away W. by N and from
sails.
coarse tilaments of the the ^ mast-head seemed to terminate in A
t!ie ropes of the
so that every appearance flattered
plantain tree. They sail well, bnt are not point
They
expectations,
our
paddling.
and iiniuced us to believe,
or
rowing"
for
calculated
are abont thirty feet long, and the tieck or that we should soon get round the shoals,
platform, about twenty-tour in length and On the 15th, .seeing neither land nor bieakers^
In our traific wnh these we bore away N. VV. by \V, but the shoals
ten in breadth.
I»eop1e, small nails were of little value, nor still continuing, we plied up for a clear sea
to the S E. by doing which, we did but
i\v\ they admire beads, looking glasses, &c.
as
just
weather the point of the" reef we had
so
valuable
not
was
hatchet
and even a
Their women here as well as passed the preceding evening\ To render
a spike nail.
it Tanna, are very chaste, and we never our situation the more- dangerous, the wind
heard, that one of our pco|)]e ever obtained beuan to tail us; in the afternoon it feP a
the least favour from any one of them, calm and we were left to the mercy of a
Inileed their ladies would sometimes divert great swell, setting directly for the reef,
themselves by going a little aside with our which was not more than a league from ns.
gentlemen, as if they meant to be kind, and The pinnace and cutter were hoisted out
then would in a momeut run away laughing to tow the ship, but they were of little
These people deposit their dead service. At seven o'clock, a light air at N.
at them.
Some of our g:ei«tlemen N. E. kej)t her head to the sea and on
in the ground.
saw a g^rave, resembling one of Roman the l()(h, at eleven o'clock A. M. we hoisted
tumuli, in w hich, they were informed, lay in the boats, and made sail to S. E.
the remains of a chief slain in battle. Round tide or current had l)een in our favour nil
his g^rave spe^irs, darts, and paddles, were night and was the cause (under God) of our
getting so unexpectedly clear of the shoals.
stuck upright in the ground.
On Tuesday, the 13th, of September, at On Tuesday the 2()th, at noon, Cape Colnet
78 desr. W. distant six leagne-?,
sun-rise we weighed, and stood for the same bore
channel we came in by. At half past seven From hence the land extended rocnd hy
we were in the middle of it, when the Isle the S. to E. S. E. till it was lost in the
soon as we horizon, and the country ajipeared va'riegnfed
of Balabea bore AV. N. W.
were clear of the reef, we bore up along the with many hills and valleys. AVe stood in
outside of it, steering N. W. by W. as it .sho^e till sun-set, when we were about three
trended. At noon the Island of Balabea leagues off. Two small Islots lay distant
from us five miles, and others lay between
bore S. by W. distant about four Jeagues
and at three o'clock P. M. it bore S. by E. us and the shore. The country was niounhalfE. From this place the reef inclined to tainous, and had much the same asj)ect as
the N. and then to N. W. Advancing to abont Balabea.
On the 21st, we found
N. W. we raised more land, so that Mr. ourselves about six leagues from the coast.
Gilbert was mistaken, and did not see the On the 22nd, we stood in for the land,
extremity of the coast. At five tliis land which at noon extended from N. 78 ile<j.
bore W.by N. haif N. distant near seven W.to S. 31 deg-. half E. round by the S.
leagues. On the 1 4fh, the reef still trended The coast in this last direction seemed to
N.'VV. along" which we steered, wiili a light trend more to the S. in a lofty promontory.
^»rc

is

nr,

and Tea

Booma

the

rliief.

prcrtxt'd to the names
of their };reat nun. The

a tillf

W

.

;

;

;
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;

A

N
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which, in honour of the day, was nanied
Ciipe Coronation, in latitude '22 (leg-. 2niin.
anil in 167 dei:. 7 inin. 30 sec. E. h)ngitude.
On the 23rd, at d ly-lireak, a liigh point
appeared in sight, beyond the Cape, which
proved to be the S. E. extremity of the coast
to vvhich we gave the name of Queen CharIt lies in latitude 22 deg-.
lotte's Foreland.
]() min. S and in 167 deg*. 14 min. E longiAt noon, as we drew near Cape Cotude.
ronation, we saw in a valley to the south a
vast number of elevated objects, frocri
whence a great deal of smoke kept rising
Capt. Cook was ot opinion
all the day.
these were a singiilar sort of trees, being as
lie thought, too numerous to resemble any
thing else. Some low land under the Foreland was entirely covered with them. The
wind having veered round to the south, we
tacked, and stood off, not thinking it safe
to approach the shore in the dark.
stood in again at day-break, on the 24th,
and at noon observed in latitude 21 deg.
5.9 min. SO sec. Cape Coronation bearimg
west, southerly, distant seven leagues, and
the North Foreland South, 38 i\eg. W. At
sun-set we discovered a low land, lying S.
S. E. about seven miles from the Foreland,
surrounded with shoals and breakers.
Sunday ti>e 25th, we stood to S. S. W.
witn a view of getling round the Foreland,
but as we advanced, we perceived more low
Tsles, beyond the one already mentioned.
We therefore slofid to the south, to look for
yVe got a light
a passage without these.
enabled us
which
o'clock,
seven
breeze at
spend
the night
to
and
S.
E.
out
E.
to steer
we
stretchthe
26tij,
On
less
aMxiety.
with
ed to the S. E.* for an Island distant six
leagties; and on the 27th, we tacked and
stood to S. W. with the hopes of weathering
it, but we fell two miles short, which obliu:ed us to tack about a mile from the east
side of the Island, the extremes bearing
from N. W. by N. to S. W. the hill W. and
some low Isles, lying off the S. E. point, S.

We

W. These last seemed to be connected
The
with the larore Island by breakers.
the
covered
with
sk'rts of this Island were
had
which
mentioned,
elevations before
much the appearance of tall pines, and
by

(>

the Captain named the Island
Tlie round hill on the S. W.
side ni;iy be seen fourteen Iea2:ues otf.
This
Isle of Pines is about a mile in circuit, in
latitude 22 deg. 38. nun. S. and in 167
deg. 4()'nMn. E.
Having made two attempts
to weather the Island before sun-set, with
no better success than before, we stretched

therefore

from them.

off

till

midnight.

On

the28th, at day breal:,

we found

ourselves several leagues to windward of the Isle of Pines, The coast from
the S. E. round by the south to the west,

we saw was strc^td with sand banks,
breakers, and sinr.ll low Isles. VV^e ranged
the outside of these at nearly a league distance, and as we passed some others appeared
so that they seemed to form a chain
extending to the Isles that lie off the Foreland.
In the afternoon we steered N. W.
by W. with a fine gale at east, with a view
of falling in with the land but we discovered two low Islots, bearing W. by S. They
were connected by breakers, which seemed
to join those on our starboard
on whicli
account we found it necessary to haul off
S. W. to get clear of them all.
At three
o'clock P. M. more breakers appeared,
which from the mast head were seen' to extend as far as east south
and from the
smoothness of the sea, we conjectured, tliat
they might also extend to the north-east
so that we were in a manner surrounded
;

;

;

;

with them. Having made a short trij) to
N. N. E. we stood again to the south, and
again had the alarming sight of a sea full
of shoals, which we could only clear by
returning-

We

in

the

track

we came

before.

tacked again nearly in the same place,
and then anchored in a strong gale, in a
bottom of fine sand having, a chain Oi
breakers to the leeward. We spent the
nig-ht in making- short boards over the
known space we had traversed in the day
hut under the uneasy apprehensions of
being in the most imminent danger. This
was very evi<lent on the 29th, at day-light
which sjiewed our fears were not ill-founded, having had breakers continually imdt r
our lee, and at a very little distance tr<»ia
us
The people on the for*^castle and h^*.
gangway, saw breakers under the lee ho^kV,
;
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which we avoided by quickly tackinf?. We
now ke|)t a uood lo«)k-out and mana«>ed the
ship i>riskly, but after all the most prudential eudeavonrs on our part, we must ascribe
ijlory to God, beiiitf t\dly con\inced, that
we <»wed our satiety and pieservalion, to
the interposition
C.ip*-

of a Divine

Cook was now

l*roviden<^';\

in<'lined

to quit this

('angerOMS coast, but, however he resolved
first to see what th««e trees were, which had
bee!^ the subject of our speculations, and
concernintr which many contrary opinions
Besides, he thouii^ht
had been maintained
the discovery miuj'ht be useful to future navijjators.
Beins now but a few miles distant frouj the low Islands lyinsf off the Foreland, mentioned in our journal «n the *i5th,
instant, we bore down to that which was
As we a|)proached, we j-ernearest to us.
ceived it was unconnected u ith the neisihbouringf shoals, and thoua:ht we mig:ht set
lee side.
to anchor under its west amd
Ilavinjf hauled therefore round the point of
the reef, we attempted to ply to windward
but another reef to the north, which formed
a narrow channel, throutfh which ran a current atrainst us, rendered this attempt fruitVVe therefore anchoreil in thirty-nitie
less.
fathoms water, about a mile from the Island,
and having: hoisted out the boat, sent a
party on shore, accompanied by the botanists, who found the trees to be a sort of
spruce pines, very proper for spar.s, of which
we were very much in want. The carpenter and his crew after dinner, were sent
asliore, to cut down such trees as would
;

While this work
best answer our pur|)ose.
was doing\ Capt Cook took down the
bearings of the several circumjacent lands,
&c. The hill on the Isle of Pines bore S.
oO des:. '^0 min. E. the low point of Queen
Charlotte's For»-!and north 14 deg. 30 min.
W. the hiarh land above it, seen over two
low Is'es, north 20 desr. W. and the most
advanced point of land to the we^st, bore
half a point S. distant seven leaerues.
This point the Captain named the Prince of
^Viles's Foreland.
It lies in latitude 22

W

deir.

29min.

S.

and

in
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deof.

57 min.

E. huigitude: when first seen above the
Ijorizou, bv reason of its height, it looks

£],'»

The true direction of the
like an Island.
coast from the Foreland to this point, had
been ascertained from several bearings.
On this small Isle, which is not quite a
mile in circumference, grew, besides the
pines, a variety of other trees, shrubs, and
plants; and these havini? snfhciently employed the botanists during our stay, on this
account the Captain named the little Island
Botany Isle. VVe saw here several pigeons,
doves, ami water snakes, different from any
we had seen likewise a hawk of the same
kind as our English fishing hawks.
ntimlier of fire-jdaces, and some remains
of turtle, were signs of people having lately
In the sand lay the
visited this place.
wreck of a canoe, exactly of the same make
as those we had seen at Balade
and we
now were convinced, that of these pines
they made their canoes.
Some of these
;

A

;

trees measured twenty inches in diameter,
were seventy feet long, and would have
served very well for a foremast, had we
wanted one.
As trees of so large a size
are the produce of so small a spot, it is

reasonable to suppos*^ that larger ones are
the growth of the main. This discovery
may be valuable to fntn e navigators; tor
except New Zealand, we know of no Island
in the Pacific ocean, where a ship can be
supplied with a mast or yard, where she
ever so much distressed for want of one.
This was the opinion of our carpenter, who
was botlj mast-maker, and shipwright in
Deptford-yard. These trees shoot oat their
branches smaller and shorter than other
pines, so then when wront>ht for use their
knots disappear.
observed that the
larcrest had tlie shortest branches, and were
crowned at the top with a head like a bush.
The wood is white, close ffrained, tough, yet
light.
Turpentine had oozed out of most
of the trees, which the sun had formed into

We

rosin.

This was found adhering

to

tlie

trunks, and laying about the roots.
1 he
seeds are })ro<lu<'ed in cones.
found
here another small tree or shrub, of the
spruce f5r kind; also a kind of scurvy-gra'^s
and a plant, which v. hen boiled, eat iil e
spinnag©.
The jiurpose being answered

We

for

which we landed on

this Island,

tlie
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Captain determined not to haza-rd the ship
down to lee-ward, but to try to s^et to the
southward of the shoa'.s. The extent of this
S. W. coast had been already pretty well
determined a more accurate survey might
be attended with ^reat risk and many dan;

next to

New

Zealand, the largest Island in
Pacific Ocean,
The extent is
latitude 19 deg-. 37 min. to 22 dear.

the South

from

30 min.
37 min.

S.
to

and from
167

deg".

lonjritude 163 de«^!
14 min. E. It lies

nearly N. W, half W. and S. E. half E. and
and employ is about 87 leagues long, but its breadth
we had on does not any wliere exceed 10 leaoiies.
the frame
board
and should the Resolution l)e hem- It here must be noted, that in the extent
nied in, we might by that means lose the given to this Island, is included the broken
proper season for getting to the south these or unconnected lands to the N. W.
reasons induced the Captain to make some
On Thursday the 6th, we continued our
trips to weather the shoals to the lee- ward course to New Zealand, with this view we
of Botany Isle. But when this was thou;^ht sailed S. S. E. having a blowing fresh gale
to be effected,
but at noon it fell calm. At this time we
On Friday the 30th, at three o'clock P. found ourselves by observation, in latitude
IM. It fell c.ilm, the swell, assisted by the 27 deg. 50 min. S. and in 171 deg. 43 rnin.
current, set us fast towards the breakers, E. longitude.
During the cahn, which ronwhich were yet in sight to the S. W. but tinned all this day, the carpenters were
at ten o'clock a breeze springing up, we employed in. caulking the decks.
This was
^teered E. S. E. not venturing farther s(;uth done with varnish of pine, covered with
cord sand, as they had neither pitch, tar.
till day light.
On Saturday, October the 1st we had a nor rosin left. The experiment witd re^
very strong wind at S. S. W. attended by a sj)ect to the cement, far exceeded their exgreat sea, so that we had rt\»son to rejoice pectations.
In theafternoon, two albatrosses
at iiaviiig gr»t clear ot'the shoals before this were shot, wlu^h, at this time, we tliouoht
gale ovei took us. We were now obliged to equally as good as geese,
On the 7th, a breeze sprung up, and fixed
.st-.etch to the S. E. and at %,oon were out
at
S. E. by S.
land.
siudit
of
of
The day following ue Jiad
On the 2nd, in the afternoon, we had little a gentle gale, attended with fine leather,
but at eleven, a On the 9th, we were in latilude 28 deir!
wind and a great swell
fiv-^h breeze springing up, we stood to the 25 min. and in 170 deg. 26 min. E. long^soath
We were now in the latitude of 23 tude. In the evening, Mr. Coo[)er struck
It was six feet long, R'xi a
dev^. 18 min. and in 169 de^^. 49 min E. a |)orpoise.
female, called by naturalists the dolphin of
loni'itude.
0:i the 3rd, at eiglit o'clock A. M. we the ancients, and which differs from the
had a strong gale with squalls tr im the S. common |)orpoise in the head and jiiw
W. and the Ca|)tain lai<l aside all thouj^hts which are long and pointed. Tliis liad
of returning to the land we had left. Nor eighty •ight teeth in each jaw. It was fiixt
could such an attempt be thou?rht a pru- soaked in water, then roasted, broiled anci
To us who had long subsisted on
dent one, when we consider, t!iat we had a fried.
that salt meat, it was more than palatable
vast ocean yet to exphtre to the south
and
the ship was already in want of nects-^ary we thouixht the haslet, and Jean flesh, a
stores; that summer was approaching very delicious feast.
considerable acci<leut
On the 10th, we discovered land, situatfa*?t,
an<l that any
might detain us from pursuing the great ed in latitude 29 deg.. 2 mm. 3o sec. S. and
object of this voyage aimtlur year» Thus in'l()8 deg. 16 min. E. longitude. C;ipt.
necessity compelled as to leave a coast, for Cook called it Norfolk Island, in honour
the first time, which we had discovered, but of the lloward'sf'amily, who have tite tiile
not fully explored. The Captain named it of the duke of Norfolk.
We anchored
New Caledonia, and in his o])inion, it is, here, in t>venty-two fathoms water, on a
8

gicrs

;

it

was too

late to set u|>
of the little vessel

;

;

^

;

;

;

-

AND ROUND THE \VORLD.
of

in'.iu

sAild,

coi.ti

mixed with hioken

After dinner, a party of

ShtlU.

lis

einhark-

ami landed on the Island
It uas nninharocks.
the Hrst
undonhtedly
were
bited, and we
observtd
We
it.
npou
foot
set
who ever
many trees and plants ('(amnion to New
Zealand, |)artirnlarly the flax plant, which

e*l

in

two

boats,

behind some

lari:e

We

Inxniiant here,
ahnnilance the sprnee

t>rows very
<jfreat

and

many

fonnd

in

pine trees,
of them as

straight and
thick as fwo men could fathom. '^JMie soil
of this Island i>" rich and «!ccp, the woods
nnderuood, and lor
perfectly clear trom
about two Inn.dred }ards from the shore,
the »fj:rouud is covered with slirnbs and
W^e found here many sea and land
plants.
towl, of the same kii'd as in New Zealand
tali,

;

likewise
thistle,

cabbage-palm,

and

5aiiiphire.

wood-sorrel, sowThe cabbage-trees

were not thicker than a man's les?, and from
10 to 20 feet high. The cabbage, each tree
producing but one, is at the top, in(;)osed
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and bore away (or the .sound. We hanled
round l*oint Jac kson, at nine A. M. and at
11 o'clock anchored beiore Ship Cove, the
Mind and tide not permitting ns to get in.
C\ipt. Cook in the altcrnoon went ashore,
and looked lor the bottle, with the memorandum, whiih he left ^hcn last here, but
it was taken away by some person or other.
'I'lie seiuf v^as haided twice and only four
lish canyht
but several birds were shot,
and the nests of some shags were robbed of
:

their y«Mnig ones.
On the H)lh, the shif) was warped into
the cove, and moored. 'J'he sails were unbent, several of tiiem having been much
damaged in the late gale, 'i lie main and
fore courses were condemned, and the toptnasts were struck and unrigged. The forge
was .set uj), ami tents erected on shore for
the recojition of a guard, ^c. Plenty of

vegetables were gathered for the refreshment
of the cievv, which were boiled every morning with oatujeal and portable broth for
breakfast.
From some circumstances, as
'J'his vegetable is not only
in the stem.
wholesome. i)Mt exceedingly palatable and cutting down trees with sa.ws and axes, and
some excellent tisli we caught made a lux- a f)lace found where an observatory had
been set up in our abseiue, we had no
urious entertainment.
Nordoubt
we
from
Init the Adventure had been in this
sailed
the
1th,
1
Tuesday
On
folk Island, which wc weathered, having cove since we left it.
On the 'iOth, our men began to caulk
found the coast
stretched to S. S. W.
bounded with rocky clilts an<l banks of the ship's sides, and on Saturday the 22nd,
coral sand. On the south side lie two Isles, the Captain accompanied by the botanists
which serve as roosting and breeding places, went to visit our gardens in Motnara, which
A l>;»nk we found had been wholly neglected by
for white boob-es, gulls, tern, Sec.
of coral sand and shells, surrounds the Isle, those of the natives to whom we had given
and extends, especially sonthuard, seven them i'l charge; nor had any care or culleagoes off'. Our iMtention at this time was tivation been bestowed on them.
Neverto refresh the crew, and repair the ship in theless, the soil seemed to agree well with
the plants, ti)r many «)f them were in a flonQueen Charlotte's Sound.
On Monday the 17th, we had in view rishmg condition. Not having hitlierlo
mount Egmont, perpetually covered with seen any of the natives, we made a fire on
snow, beiring S. E. half E. distant about the land, hoping this would induce them
eight leasfues. The wind now blew a fresh to come down t<* us.
On tlie 24th, we saw two canoes coming
gale, with which we steered S. S. E. for
Queen Charhvttt-'s Sound. The wind at last down the sound, which. wlie»i the ship was
increased in such a manner, that we could seen by the people retired behind' a point
carry no more sail than the two courses, and on the west-side. After breakfast we went
two close-reefed topsails under these we in .search of them, and having fired at
steere<l for Cape Stevens, which we made at several birds, the report of our pieces gave
1
notice of our being near, and they discoo'clock at night.
On the 18th, we made a trip to the north, vered themselves by hallooing to us in Shag
;

We

:

No. 21.

T

t
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(.'ove

to

but

;
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when we landed, and drew near we

liabitations, they

tied,

all

got some fish
trifling presents.

except

two or three men, who niaintained their
ground, with their weapons in their Iiands.
The moment we landed they knew us, and
Those who had fled
their fears subsided.

from the natives

for

a few

As we came

back, some
of the party thought they heard a pig squeak
shot this day a good
in the woods.
many wild fowl and small birds. On the
31st, it was somewhat remarkable that all
the natives left uf.
Tuesday, the 1st of November, we were
visited by a number of strangers, who came
from up the sound. The principal article
of trade they brought with them was green
stone» some of which were the largest pieces
we had ever seen. On the 3rd, a large
black sow was seen by the botanizing party,
which we discovered to be the same that
Capt, Furneanx left bfhind him. Supfjosiu!? it to be a boar, we carried over to Long
Lsland a sow, but seeing our mistake, we
brought her back. This incident afl'orded
us .some hopes, that this Island in time
will be stocked with such useful animals.
Lieutenant Pickersglll was t<d<i the sa»*e
story by one of the native**, of a ship haviug
been lost, but the nnui declared though
many people were killed, it Mas not by
them. On the 5ili, we obtained a seasonable and plentiful sup|>ly of fish fn-m our
old friends. Early in tiie nn)ri!ing: Capt,
Cook, accompanied by Mr. Spajrinan, and
the Messrs. Forsters, embarked in tl.'e pinnace, and proceeded n|i the sound in order
to discover a passage that way out to sea
by the S. E, We v»ere njet by some fishernaen, who all declared, there was no fmssaire by the head of the sound; and soon
after four men in a canoe cfuicurred in the
same opinion, confirminii' what the others
had said, but ttrey gave us to unders^nd.
that there was stu-h a passage to the e;isf.
theieforc laid aside our tirst desi^iy ot
going to the head of the souixl, and j>r©ceeded to this arm of the sea, on the 8.
side,
which is about tlve leagues above file Isle
of Mortuara.
M'iihin the entrance, at a
j)lace called Kf»tieghenooee, we came to a
large settlement of the natives.
Theirchie:"
Trintro-bfdiee, and s«me <.f his attendants
had lately been on board the ship by wtoni
ue were received witii great civility and
these peo|>le encouraged us to pursue llie
object we had in view.
tberetore

We

returned fronti the woods, ein[)raced us over
and over again, and expressed their joy at
{•eeing" us, by jumping and dancing in a
tVantic manner; but the men would not
suifer some women we saw at a dist.mce to
made them presents of
come near us.
and in return they
knives,
hatchets and
gave us a quantity ot' fish they had just
caught. The next morning they brouii^ht
us more fisli, which they bartered for Otaasked tliem on what
heitean cloth.
account they were afraid of us, and also
what was become of our old friends? To
these cjuestifMis we got no satisfactory answers but they talked much about killing,
which was variously understood by us.
On We<luesday the 26th, some of the
natives went to the tents, aiu! tohj our people, that a ship like ours had lately bet-n
lost; that some of the men landed at Vanna
Aroa, near Terrawhitte, on the other side
that adisj)ute happened between
the strait
them and the natives; that several of the

We

We

;

;

and that the natives got
hitter were shot
the better of them when they could tire no
longer, and bath killed and ate them. One
of the rel. iters of this strange tale, said it
was t\>enty or thirty days ago but another
.said it was two nu'ons since, and described,
as well as he could, in what manner the
ship was beat to pieces. The toilowing day
they told the same story to <)thers, whicli
made the ('aptain, aiid indeed all of us,
but
very uneasy about the Adventure
when the Captain inrpiiied himself, and
endeavoured to come at the truth of these
reports, the very peo|>le who raised them,
denied every syllable of wliat they had said,
and seemed wholly iunoranl of ihc niatter
so tl»at we beuan to ihink the wliobj relation had reference <jniy tf> their oun people
and boats. On the *iHlh, we again went on
.shore, but fotiiwl no appeuance of the hous
and fowls we had left behin<!. Having been
bhooting to the west bav. in our return
•a
;

;

;

;

We

R

We

AND ROUND THE WOULD
<(»M(iniu^<]

onr loiiKe

down

this

arm of

the

sea, v.. N. K. aixl K. by N. haviiiii' a view
itstveiiil tine cove'*, \>hi<'h we passed, and
at len^th we t'ound it open, hy a channel

to catch the

^2d

sow and put her

we returned without

but
Pedero

to boar,

seeing her.

dined with us partook heartily of every
thing set before him, an«l <irank more wine
stronu
than any one at table, without being in the
strait.
A
about a mile wide, into the
nnother
least intoxicated.
On the 8th, we put a
we
observed
had
ont,
and
tide ran
Near tour o'eiock b(»ar, a sow, and two pigs on shore, near
settinu' down the arm.
so that we hope all onP
P. M. this tide eea^'ed, ami was succeeded Cannii)al Cove
bv the tlood. The outlet lies S. E by Iv reptated endeavours to stock this country
A will n<»t prove fruitless. We found a hen's
aiid N. W. by W. from Terra whitte.
n cnix a few days ago, and theretbre believe,
thirtee
found
we
entrance,
little within the
fathoms water; but,' t'nuii its situation, it that some of the cocks and hens we left
seemed necessary to have a tradinj? wind here" are still in being. On the 9th, we un
but moore<l, and shilted onr station farther out
either to 'j^o in or out of this channel
h ivni7 «letermined to rettirn on board be- the cove, for the more ready getting to sea
f«»re niiiht, we had not time to make other but at f)resent, the caulkers had not finished
and we could not
necessary observations. We saw a Hippah, the sides of the ship
Our
or strong' boM, about two miles within the sail till this work was completed.
entrance, built on the north side, whicli we frienls brought us a large .supfdy of fish,
omitted visiting, thouiih the inhabitants and, in return, we gave Pedero a large
made signs for as to come on shore but, eujpty oil jar. with which he .seemed highly
without [)ayiim* any regard to them, we delighted. ^V^e never saw any of onr premade the best of our way for the ship, and sents atfer they received them, and cannot
returne«l on board about ten o'chiok, bring- say whether they gave them away, or what
but we (diserved, every
iuii with us a few tish and birds; among they did with them
which last were some ducks we had shot, time we visited them, they were as much in
of the same kind as those in Dusky IJay. want of hatchets, nails, &c. as if we iiad
The natives knew tliese, and several other not bestowed any npr»n them. Notwithsorts, by the«lrawings, and had a particular standing these peoj)le are cannibals, they
are of a good disposition, and have not a
name for each.
0» Sunday, the 6th, our old friends re- little humanity. We have before observed
turned, and took up their abode near the the inconveniencies attending them for a
tents.
An old man, named Pedero, made want of imion 'among themselves; and we
Capt. Cook a present of a staff of honour, are persuaded, thou'.ih upon the whole very
such as the chiefs carry and in return, tlip numenuis, they are under no form of
Captain dressed him up in a suit ot' old government. The head of each tribe, or
cloti'.es, which made him very happy.
He family is lespected respect may command
had a tine person, and his colour only <i;s- obedience: but we are inclined to thinks
not one amr)ng them has either a riuht or
tinguished him from an European.
inquired of him and his companion, if the power to enforce it. Very few, we o})served,
Adventure had been there during our paid any regard to the words or actions of
absence; and they gave ns to understand, Tringo-bohee, though he was represented to
that she arrived a little time after our depar- US as a chief of .some note.
In the alferture
that she staid about twenty days, and noon we went into one of the coves
where,
had been gone ten moons and tl.atneitlier upon landing, we found two families emshe, nor any other shi(), had been stranded ployed in different manners
some were
on the coast. This account made us easy making mats, others were sleeping
some
respecting the Adventure, but did not wholly Were roasting fish and roots; and one uirj
remove our suspicions of some misf(»rtune was emjjloyed in heating stones, whicU
having happened to strangers.
This day she took out of the fire as soon as they w«»re
we went with a number of bands, in order hot, and gave then) to an old woman, wh'*
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;
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;
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The

«at in the hut.

old

woman

placed

this operation

might be intended as a cnre

them one upon another, laid over them some for some disorder, to be efiected by the
green celery, and over all a coarse mat; steams arising from the green celery, and
she then squatted herself down on the top
of the heap, and sat very close. Probably

we

perceived

the

woman seemed

very

sickly.

CHAP.

VIII.

The Departure of the Resolution from New Zculaiid ; Ifcr pasmge from, hence to Terra del
Fuego; The run from Cape Deseada to Christmas Soimd ; The coast described; Incidents and
transactions iti the Sound ; A description of the country, and an historical account of the inhabitants ; The Reaolalion departs from Christmas Sound; Doubles Cape Horn ; Her passaoc
through strait Le Maire, and round Staten Island ; A harbour in this Isle discovered ; The
coasts described; Geoi>;raplucal observations; Remnrhs on Islands^ and the animals found in
tJiem, near Staten Land ; JJeparturefrom Statcn Island ; Nautical observations; The Island
of Georgia discovered^ and a descriptive account

q/ the same.

at
THURSDAY, November 10th,
sailed

day- we found our latitude to be 44 deg. 2o min.
from S. longitude 177 deg, 31 min. E. On the
Queen C'liaiiotte's Sound, in New Zealand, 14th, we saw another .seal in latitude 4-3
having a hiu; breeze at W. N. W. All our deg. 64 min. and 179 il^u: 29 min E. longiOn the loth, haviiig jjassed the great
sails being set, we got round the Two Bro- tude.
E. wiiich divides the
thers, and stretched for Cape Cam[)bell, at meridian of 180 deg.
We passed globe into two equal parts, we began to
tlie S. W. entrance of the strait.
five reckon
our lou'zitnde west of Greenwich.
at four o'clock P. M. distant
tjjis
leugues, and tUtu steered S. S. E. halfE, At n«>oii our latitude ol)served was 49 den;.
On .'lie 11th, at seven o'clock P. M. Cape 33 nun. longitude. 175 deg. 31 min. W.

we

break,

Palliser
lejigues,

bore
frou)

N.

weiulied

half

which

and

W. distant sixteen
Ca[)e, lor the third

We

now
time, we took our departure.
steered S. by K. in order to get into the latitude of.>4or.j'> (leg. Capt. Cook's intention being to cross this vast oc<^an in these
parallels, ho[)ing by this course to pass over
those parts, which the preceeding sjnumer,
were left unexplored. On the Tifh, A. M.
we were in latitude 43 deg. \^ min 30 sec.
S. and in 176 deg. 41 min. E. longitude,
when we saw an uncommon lisli of the
and. in t!ie afternoon, the
whale kind
Pintado Peterels lieuan to api>ear. On the
13th, at seven ii» the evening, we haided
;

On

Tluir«Jtlay the 17th,
penguins, and pieces of

19th,

we wtre

wt
.sea

.saw a seal,

weed.

some

On

the

53 deg. 43 min.
noon, in jatitiule 54

in latitiide

on the 20th, at
8 min. lonjjritude 162 deii;. 18 min. W.
Monday the 2 1st, we aieere^l S. E. by S.
and at noon we saw abundance of bbie
peterels, in latitude 55 deg. 31 min. longitude 160 deg. 29 min. On the 2t?nd, at
noon our latitmle by observatioti was 55
i\e^. 4S mill, longitude 156. deg. 5() min
W. In the afternoon, having a light breeze
aiid

•

l.-g.

at S. S. E. we steered east, northerly
ai»d,
in the night, was a faint a|)pearance of the
Aurora Au«tralis. On the 23rd, we were in
;

which we took lor latitude 55 dec. 46 min. S longitude 156
after which we steered S. E. by S. des. 13 min W. when a fresh gale blew
land
and saw a seal. At iiomm. bv ofj'iervati-on, from the west, and we steered now E half

up towards

a

(t^ix

biink,

;

1

AND ROUND HIE MOULD,

ii2b

weed, in latitude 54 deg. longitude 102 deg.
7 min. W. On the 11th, we .steered E. half
a point N. and on the 12th, at six in the
loni^itiide.
On Sunday, the 27tli, we steered east, evening, we were in latitude 53 deg. 35 min.
and at noon longitude 95 deg. 52 min. W. Many and
having a steady fresh gale
deg
min.
6
S. and in various sorts of albatrosses were hovering
hititntle
55
were in
longitude.
In this about the ship. On Monday, the Pith, w<
l.'3H deur. 5() min. W.
parallel, not a hope remained of finding had a calm which continued till mid-night
any more land in (he southern Pacific Ocean. when a breeze from the south fixing at west
We resolved therefore to steer for the west we steered east. On the 14th, in the mornentrance of the straits of Magljellan, with ing, we found the variation of the conjpass
a view of coasting the south side of Terra to be 13 (leu. 25 min E. in latitude 53 iitg.
del Fuego, round Ca[>e Horn, to the Strait 25 min. longitude 87 deg. 53 min. W^
Le Maire. We thought this track might which increa^'ed in such a manner, that on
be an advantage to navigation and geogra- the 15th, in the latitude of 53 dtu;. 3(i min.
pliy, as the world is little acquainted with louiritude 82 i\tii. 23 min W. it was 170 E.
and on the
that shore.
In the afternoon we had squaMy This day we saw a penguin
weather, which carried away our top-gal- l()th, a seal, an<l some diving peterels. On
On the 28th. A. M. the bolt Saturday the J7lli, the vaiiation increased
lant mast.
rope of the main top sail broke, w hereby to 21 dfix tiS min. being in latitude 53 deg.
the sail was split. The ropes to our square 1() min. S. and in 75 deg. 9 min. west loiithis day we steered east by
.A 'I
sads especially, are not of a size and strength gitnde.
At no(»n north, and east half north, under all the sails
sufficient to wear out the canvass.
we were in latitude 5) -Jfix. 20 min. S. and we coidd <ar»jy, in hopes of seeing tlie land
On the before niglit; but noi making it tdl ten
in 134 deg. 1(> min. W. lonsrilude.
and on the 30.h, o'clock, we steered east, in order to tnake
29th, the wind abated
at 8 o'clock P. M. the w ind veerinu to N. sure of tailing in with Cape Eeseada.
At
E. we tacked, and stood to E. S. E. We 4nidnight we niade the land, extending IVoni
were now in latitude 55 deg. 22 min. S. N. E. by N to E. by S. about .six leagues
u|)on seeing which we bionght to
and in 128 deg. 43 min. W. longitude. distant
Sevei'al albatrosses and peterels were seen. will) llie sliip's head to tl.'e sorthHaving
On Thursday, the 1st of December at sounded, we found seventy-tive laihoins
three o'clock P. M. it tell a calm, but at water, the hottonj good. The Kind before
about seven, we got a wind at S. E. with us we concbuied to be the west coa^t of
E. On the 5ih, a fine Terra del Fuego, near the west entrance oi'
which we stood
gale at south, enabled us to steer east, with the straits of Magheilan. Tiiis being the
and the first run made by Capt. Cook in a high
very little deviation to the north
wind now altering to S. W. and blowing a Sfiuthern latitude, we have been very ]»arti-

N.

ilep;.

On
8

the

iniii

S.

'iCtli,

and

were in latitiule
148 cleg. 10 niin.

.ve

in

r)5

W

;

;

;

;

N

;

steady gale, we continued to steer east, in- cular in noting all the material circumstanclining a little to south. At six o'clock in ces we could collect togethe*-.
In lhi.s
the evening, we were in latitu<ie 5o iles:. 8 course the weather had been nedher unmin. and in 115 deg. 58 min. W. lon;iitude. usually stormy, nor cold. Before we arrived in the l.itiinde of 50 de^;. the mercury in
Oil the Gth, we had s(»me snow showers
and o[i Wednesday the 7th, a fine i)leasant the thermometer fell gradually from sixty
gal , with showers of rain.
On the 9th, at to fifty and in the latitude of 55 deg. it
no n, we found ourselves by observation, was generally between forty-seven and forty
in latitude 53 >!eg. 37 min. and in 103 i\ei£. five; once or twice it fell to forty-ihree.
44 min west longitude. The wind vtered These observations were made at noon.
now to N. E. and afterwards came insensihad now entirely left the soutlnin
bly round to the soiitlj by the E. and S. E. Pacific Ocean, and we trust the world will
On the lOthj we i)assed a small bed of sea give our Captain some credit for having
;

;

We
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well explored the samej nor rould, in onr
opinion, more have been done towards
obtaininsf that end, in one voyage, than has
must not ojnit
been effected in this,
to observe, that soon after we left New Zealand Mr. Wales contrived, and fixed up nn
instrument, which measured with great
accuracy, the an-^le the ship rolled in, when
sailin?" large, and in a great sea; and that
which she hiy down, or heeled, when
sailing upon a wind. Tl»e greatest angle he
observed the Resolution to roll, the sea at
the time not being unusually high was 38
deurees.
On Sunday, the 18th, we made sail, and
steered S. E. l)y E. along the coast. Near
a league from the main is a high ragged
At four
Isle, which we called Landfall,
o'clock, A. M. Ave were N, ami S, of the
hip-h land of Cape Deseada, distant nine
leagues; but saw none of the low rocks said

We

m

SOUTB. POLE,

other not so high, with a rounder surface;
and two leaunes trom the Cape are two
rocky Is?!ots, S. by E. After passings these
last, we cro<;sed the Great liay of St. Barbara,
steering- E. S. E.
'Phe laud at the bottoin
of it, which we just perceived, could not
be less than seven leagues off.
observed a sj>ace in the direction of E. ]\. E. from
Cape Noir, where not any !andv\astobe
seen: this may be the channel of Si. Barbara, which opens into the straits of iMaguithwliose
hellan, as mentioned by Frazier
description we found the cape to agree very

We

;

well.
0:»

the 19th, at two o'clock A. M. we
passed the S. E. point of ihe bay (if St, Barbara, which the Captain Ccd led Cape Desolation, on account of tlie country near it
being the most desolate and l);irren that ever
was seen. It lies in latitude 54 deg. 55 nnn.
S. and in 72 deg. 12 n>in. W. longitude,
latitude
I'o the east of the Cape about four leagues,
53
lies
in
cape
I'his
to lie off' it,
and at the mouth of a dee|) inlet, is a pretty
longitude,
rntn.
W.
40
74
deg.
t\e'^. S, and in
continued to range the* coast, and at larsjre Island, and some others less considerIn latitude 55 <leg, 20 min, S. we
eleven o'clock, we passed a i)rojrcting able.
point, having a round surface, and of consi- were three leagues from an Lland, ubich
derable height, to which we gave the name Caj)t. Cook nan«ed Gilbert Isle, after his
of Cape Gloucester. It has the appearance master. Its surface is composed of several
of an Island, and is situated S. S. K. half unequal peaked rocks, neaily of the same
E. seventeen leagues from the Isle of Lind heiifht with the rest of the coast. S. E. of
this Isle are breakers, and some smaller
fall. Be tween these the coast forms two bays,
Islands.
Scarcely any |)rospect can a|)[)eaL'
and
rocks,
Islots,
with rocky
strewed
mure
with
barren and savaue aspect, than
a
unconnected,
appeared
coast
breakers. The
of
wh«de
this country
the
which is cornThe
Islands,
of
number
a
of
as if formed
of
rocky
mountains,
bariK»sed
without
a sirgle
and
rocky,
mountainous,
very
is
land
of
vegefat
trace
on
to
tufts
enliven
or
vary
with
the
covered
places,
some
in
but
ven,
From Caf)e scene. The mountains of the coast termi(»f wood, and patclies of snow.
Glo'uestor, the direction of the coast is nate in horrible precipices, whose craggy
nearly S. E. but to Cape Noir, for which summits tower to a vast height and tho-^e
we steered, the course is S. S. E. At noon that are iidand are covered with snow but
Cape Gloucester bore north, distant eight th<i former are not. The first we judged to
miles, and the most advanced point of land belong to the mam of Terra del Fuego, and
bore S. E. by S. distant seven leagues. At the last to be Islands, which to appearance
three o'clock we passed Cape Noir, situated formed a coast, Havinsi made a short trp
in latitude 54 deg. 30 min. S. and in 73 deg. to the south, we stood in for land, tie
When at a distance, nearest point of which in sight bore ea^t
, 33 min, W. longitude.
It is a lofty promont'My, E.
ap[)eared to be an ten leagues.
Cape
the
of
land
the
Island disjoinetl, but upon a nearer api)roach S, E. from Gilbert Isle, in latitude 55 tlf^g,
we found it connected by a low neck of 26 min. S. and in 70 deg. 25 min. W. IonTwo rocks lie at the point of the gitude. From our present j)oint of view it
land.
Cape, the one pointed like a suurar-loaf, the terminated in two high towers, and wiihin
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;
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To niencies more favourable than we could
Voik Mins- expect would be Iound in such a place.

this

hem! land,

(liMN>vered a

hnj^e
inlet, the west point ot which we fetched in
and tacked in forty-one fathunis
with
water, not more th.m half a league from the
shore. To the westward of this iidet we
saw another, with several Islands at its
entrance.
On Ttiesday the 20th, mc perceived tlie
\vhi<'h
sliip to ilrive otf the shore out to sea
we attributed to a current for by tije meltleaitnes,

;

;

;

J

OULD.

a^'hill sliaped. like a sugnr loaf.

rock \\e gave the

ter.

^\

ing of the snow, the inland waters will
o'^casiou a stream to run out otinost of these
inlets.
In the evening, a breeze springing
up at E. by S we stood in for the land,
i)eing desirtms of euierujg one ot" the umny
ports, in order to take a view of the country,
nnd to recruit our stock of w<»od and water.
In stand ng in tor an opening, apparently
on the east side of Vork .Minster, we sounded in t'orty and si\ty fiithouis waier. Our
betvteen the
last sounding's were nearly
two points that form the entrance to the

Here also iljt-y shot three geese out oj' four.
<)iders were
now dispatched f)y Lieut,
Clerke to remove the ship info thi.s place,

and we proceeded with Capt Cook

in the
other boat farther n|) the inlet.
now
discovered, that the land we were nnder^
which disjoinrd the two arms, as inentioned
bet'ore, was an Island, at the north
end of
which the tv»o channels united.
returned on board, and found every thing in
readiness to weigh
w hich was done, and
all the boats sent out to tow the ship
round
the point
but a light breeze springing up,
we were obliged to drop the anchor again,
lest the ship shoidd fall upon the
point.
Ilovyever, we so.ii alter got roinid
this
under our stay-sails, and ancliored in
t\\enty fatiioms water.
were now shut
in
from the .sea by the point above Hientione<l, w hich was
one with the extremity
of the inlet to the east. Our distance from
shore was not more than a third of a mile

We

We

;

;

We

m

and

;

Islots off tlie

next p«)ijit above u.s, co'inlet, which wr ol)«<erved to branch out into vered the ship from the N. W. from
which
two arms. We slotxl tor th;.t to the east, quarter (he wind had the greatest force.
as being ciear of [slots but ujjon soundiu'jr, All hands were immediately employed
iound no bottom with a line of one hiui- some to clear a place to till water; .some to
dred and twenty fathoms. In this disagree- cut wood, and others to pitch a tent, f(»r the
able situation a breeze springing up, our reception of a guard, and Mr. Wales could
Captaiu resolved to stand up the inlet but find no better station for his observatory
night approacliing. our safety depended on than the to|) of a rock, not exceeding nine
thereiore C(»ntinued ieet (»ver.
casting anchor, we
On Thursday the 22nd, two parties were
sountiiuii", but always, to our mortitication,
We now haul- .sent out, one to examine and draw a sketch
in an nnfatho imble dep'h.
ed up under tije east-side of the land, and of the channel, on the other .side of the Isseeing a small cove, sent the boat ahead lan<l, and the Castain, attended by the
to sannd, while we kept with the ship as botanists. Jo sn-vey the northern .side of the
near the sh(»re as possible. The boat soon sound. In our way to this latter place, we
ivturned with the information we wished landed on the point of a low Isie covered
t'or, and we thouofht ourselves happy, w hen
with herbage, several spots of which had
we had anchored in thirty fathoms, in a been lately burnt; these, with a hut we
bottom of sand and broken shells.
discovered, were signs that people were in
O'a the 'il-^t a party was sent otit with tiie neiuhl)ourhoo(j.
Frotn hence we prot'vo boats, to look for a more secure station. ceeded round the east end of Burnt
Island,
They found a cove above ti e point under over to vvhat we sunposetl to be the main
which t!«e ship lay, in which w-s exceed- land of Terra del Fue^ro, where we discogood anchoraue. At the hend of it vered a fine harbour, surrounded by
in
hii>h
Was a sl(Miy beach, a valley covered with rocks, down which glided many purliiiowood, and a stream of fresh water; conve- stream.s. and at their feet were some tuftP
7
;

;

;
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fuel.
fit for
Capt. Cook
harbour the Devil's Bason. It
is divided into two parts, an inner and an
outer one
and the commnnication between
tliern is by a narrow channel five fatlioms
deep. We found at one time seventeen in
the outer bason, and twenty-three in the
inner one. This hist is shaded froni the sun
in his meridian splendor, and, t!ion£>h very

of

very

trees,

named

this

;

secure,

is

intolerably s^loomy.

The

outer

harbour has not so much of this inconvenience, is equally safe, and rather more
<*ommodious. It lies about a mile distant
from the east end of Bur.t Island, in the

We

direction north.
discovered other harbours to the west of this, and found wood
for fuel aiul fresh water, in or near them all.
Before one was a stream of frtsh water,
which came out of a large lake, continnaJly
The whole
.supplied by a falling cascade.
country is a barren r )ck, except the fire
wood which gn»ws here, and what we saw
of it, affords no other vegetation of any hind.
lint to compensate for this dreary scene of
sterility, about the sea coast, the all-bountiful
God of nature has scattered many
large and small, but fruitful low Islands,
rottcii
turf,
tlie soil of which is a black
composed of decayed vegetables. On <uie
of these we saw several huts that had lately
been inhafnted.
Near them was a good
deal of celery
we put as much as we could
conveniently stow in our boat, and at seven
o'cl«)ck in the evening we returned on board.
During our absei^ce a fatal accident had
befallen one of our marines, who had not
been seen since II o'clock the precedinj;
night.
VV^e su|)posed he had fallen over;

board, and was drowned. In this excurwe shot only one ducU, three sh.ias,
and about the same number of rails or seapies.
The other parly, among whom were

,sion

the Island under which the ship laj', which
he called Shae: Island and in order to take
a survey of the pa.ssage leading to the harbours our two lieutenants had discovered
the day before. If coming- from sea it is
necessary to leave all the rocks and Islands,
lyiuf? off and within York Minster, on the
larboard-side, and the black rock, off the
south-end of Shag- Island, on the starboard.
W^hen abreast of the south-end of that Island, we hauled over for the west shore,
taking care to avoid the beds of weeds, indications of rocks, some of which were
twelve fathoms under water but we thought
it the safest way
always to keep clear of
them. The entrance into ttie large harbour,
which we called Port Clerk, is to the north
of some low rocks, lying: off a j)oint on Shag
Island. This harbour lies in W. by S. a
n)ile and a half
It hath wood and i'rtFh
water, and from twelve to twenty-four fathoms deep. To the .southward of Port
Clerk, seemed to be another harbour, formed by a large Island witluuit this, between
it and York Min>4ter,
the whole .sea appeared strewed with Islots, rocks, and breakers.
At the south end of Shag Island the shags
breed in vast numbers, in the cliffs of the
rocks.
shot some of the old Ones, but
could not come at the young ones, which
are by much the best eatinir.
likewise
bronuht down three wild geese, a valuable
accpiisition at this time.
returned and
got on board at seven o'clock in the evening.
Mr. Pi(kersgill, who had Just before arrived
informed ns. that the land opposite to our
station is an Island
that on another more
to the north, he found Uiany terns eggs
and in a cove between that and the East
Head, he had shot one goose, and g^ot some
;

;

;

We

We

We

;

young

On

goslnigs.

Satunlay

the

124th,

two sporting

JLientenants, Clerke and Pickersgill, return- parties went over, one on the N. E. side of
ed on board s«Mne hours before u«. On the the Island above mentioned, which was
west side of the other channel, they disco- nameil (ioose Island and the other, accomvered a larire liarbour and one smaller, of ])anied by Capt. Cook, went by the S. W.
;

both which they took .sketches.

On

the23:'d, Lieut. Pickersgill went out
to examirie the ea'^t side of the soiuid, while
the Captain f)roceeded in the ()innace to
the west-side, with a view of going round

8

side.

When

|)lenty

of

as

sp<>rt,

served

for

men, which
to th» ui

under the Island we had
havina shot as many geese
a Christmas meal for our

prf»ved

tinii; salt

much more

beef ami pork.

agreeable

We

all
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heartily tireil, by climhiuf? over
locUs, when we hud hiiuletl, in pursuit
In the south of the Islaiul
«»f o r '^aine.
were abumlance of geese, it beiiij; their

relmned
ilie

iumiltini^' season, when most of them come
on shore, and are not disposed to Uy. Our
party ^ot sixty-two, and Mr. Pickersijill

Plenty of
with his associates fourteen.
jirocee*!cove,
but
we
tlie
shags were seen in
shot
them.
time
or
upon
s^)ending
without
ed
VVe were informed by our people on board,
that a number of natives, in nme canoes,
had been along-side, and some of them in
the ship: they seemed well acquainted with
Euro|>eans, and had several of their knives
among them.
On the 2oth, hieing Christmas day, we
had another visit from them. They appeared to be of the same nation, we had formerly
and which M. de
seen in Success Bay
because they
Pecharas,
calls
Buugainvdle
They are a
continually used this word.
beardless
diminutive, ugly, hwlf-starved,
slightly
race almost naked, being only
covered with a seal-sUin or two joined
;

together, so as to make a cloak, wiiich
bnt the greastesl
reached to their knees
skin, which
part of tlieiii had but one
scarcely covered their shoulders, and all
The
their lower parts were quite naked.
women are clothed no better than the men
except that they cover their nakedness w ith
They are inured from
a seal skin flap.
their infancy to cold and hardships, tor we
saw two young children at the breast enThey remained all the time
tirely naked.
in their canoes, having their bows and ar;

with them, ami harpoons, made of
we imagined, they strike
and kill fish. Both they and their clothes
smelt most intolerably of train oil. We
threw them some biscuit, but they seemed
much better pleased with our presents of
Their canoes were
me.lals.
knives, &;c.
made of bark, and on each of them was
They had also larse .seal hides,
a fire.
which may serve as covering to their huts,
on shore in foul weather. They all departed before dinner, nor did we believe, any
one invited them to partake of our Christmas cheer, whick rousisted of geese, roast
U a
No 21.

rows

bone, with which

and

!)oiled,

known
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goose-pye,

to ns

;

&c. a

treat

'

little

and which was heightened

by Madeira wine, the on'y article of our
provisions that was mended by keeping.
Perhaps our friends in l*2ngland did not
celebrate Christma:*! more cheerfully than
we did and, with such fare it wouhl have
been a real disappointment to have had
our ap|)etitc8 spoiled, by the dirty j)ersons
of those filthy peo|)le, and by the stencli
they always carried about them. VVe called
this place Christmas Sound, in honour of
the day, and the joyful festival we had
celebrated here.
On the 2(»th, we were
ajiain visited by some of the natives, and as
it was very cold in the evening, and they
stood shivering on the deck, the Captain
from an impulse of humanity, gave them
.some old canvass and baize for covering.
On Tuesday the 27th, every thing on
shore was ordered on board. The weather
being fine and pleasant a party of ns v.ent
round by the south side of Cio<jse Island,
and picked up thirty-one of these kind of
:

On

the east-side of the Island, to
tiie east point, is a good place
for shi[)s to lay in that are bound for the
west.
When we returned on board, we
found all the work done, and the launcli in,
so that we now only waited for a fair v.ind
to put to sea.
The entrance of Christmas
birds.

the north of

Soimd, which we expected soon to leave,
three leagues wide, and situated in latitude 55 deg 27 niin S and in 70 deg. IG
is

min. W. longitude
in
tlie direction
of
north 37 deg. W. from St. lldefonso Isles,
distant ten leagues. We think these Isles
to be the best land mark for finding the
sound. It is adviseable tor no one to anchor
very near the shore, for we generally found
there a rocky bottom.
The refreshments
to be procured at this place are wild finvl,
very good celery, and plenty of musc;es,
not large, but well tasted. The geese aie
smaller than our English tame ones, but eat
as well as the best of them. The gander is
all white
the female spotted with black
and white, with a large white spot on eacjj
wing. Here is also a kind of duck, whicli
our people called the race-horse, on account
of its swiftness on the water, for the wings;

;
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body in the
beheve, from certain
circumstances, the people do not live here
throughout the whole of the winter-season,
but retire to parts where the weather is less
severe.
To appearance, they are the most
wretched of all the natives we had .seen.
They live in an inhospitable clime, and do
not seem to have sagacity enough to provide
themselves with the comforts of life, partiBarren
cularly in the article of clothins:.
as this country is, our botanists found therein
many unknown plants. In the woods is
the tree which produceth t]»e winter's bark
and j)lenty
also the holly-leaved barberry
of berries, which we called cranberry; with
many other sorts common in these straits.
On M'^ednesday the 'iStli, we sailed from
this sound, with a light breeze at N. W.
At noon Point Nativity, beinir the east part
of the .sound, bore N. half W. distant one
steered S. E. by E.
league and a half
and E. S. E. till four o'clock, P. M. when
we hauled to the south, for the sake of a
The coast
nearer view of St. Ildefonso.
appeared indented as usual, and at this
hme we were abreast of an inlet lying E.
8. E.
At the uest point of this are two
high peaked hills, and below them, to the
east, two round ones, or small Islfs, in the
direction of N. E. and S. W. from each ottier.
At half past (ive o'clock, we had a good
These are situated
sight of lldefonso Isles.
about six leaeue«s from the main, in latitude
r>5 deg oii min. S. and in b'9 deg. 41 n»in.
W. longitude.
now resumed and continued our course to the east. At sim-sct
the nearest land bore S. E. by E. three
fourths E. and the west point of Nassau
Hermite in
B:>y, discovered by Atimiral
1624, bore north 8() deg. E. six leagues disbeing' too-short to support the

air, it

cannot

fly.

We

;

;

We

a distance it h kn^wn l>y a round high hill
over it and thougn to the W. N. W. there
is a point not unlike this, yet their situations
will always be sufficient to distinguish the
one from the other. At half past seven we
passed this cape, and entered the Southern
Atlantic Ocean. Two peaked rocks are on
the N. W, side of the Cape, resembling
sugar loaves ; also other low straggling
rocks to the west, and one south of it.
From Christmas Sound to this Ca|)e, the
course is E. S. E. one fourth E. distant
thirty-one leagues. The rocky point three
leagues from Cape Horn, in the direction
E. N. E. we called Mistaken Cape. It is
the southern point of the ea.sternmost of
Hermite Isles. There seemed to be a passage between the.se two Capes into Nassau
Bay. In this pas.sage some Isles were seen,
and on the we.st side, the cuast had the
appearance of forming good bays and harbours.
In some charts Cape Horn is laid
down as part of a small Island, which we
had not in our power to confirm or contradict as the hazy weather rendered every
;

object indistinct. From hence we .steered
E. by N. half N. without the rocks that lie
otF Mistaken Cape.
Having passed these,
we steered N. E. half E. and N. E. for Strait
le Maire.
At eight o'clock in the evening,
finding ourselves near the strait, we shortened sail,' and hauled the wind. The sugarloaf on Terra del Fuego bore north 33 deg.
W. the point of Success Bay just Ojien of
the Cape of the same name, bearing north
20 deg. E.
On the 3()th, during the calm, we were
driven by the curreijt over to Staten Land ;
but a light breeze springing up at N. N- W.
we stood over for Success Bay.
hoisted
our colours, and, having before fired two
tant.
This point, in some charts, is called guns, we perceived a smoke rise out of the
False Cape Horn, as being the southern woods, made by the natives above the
point of Terra del Fuego. It lies in lati- .<;onth point of the bay, which was the place
tude 5j deg. '49 min. S. From the al)ove where they resided when we were here in
party was now sent into Success
mentioned inlet to tiiis lalse ('ape, the direc- 17b*9.
tion of *he coast is nearly K. half a point S. Bay. in order to discover if aiTy traces of the
Adventure were to be seen there; but they
distant focrfeen or lifteen leagues.
On the'iOth, at three o'clock A. M. we returned without having found any. Our
steered S. E. by S. at four Caf)p Horn, for ship's name, &c. were written on a card,
which we M(»\v made sail, bore E. by S. at and nailed to a tree which stood near the

We

We

A

•2
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was likely the Atlventiire
slnM4ld she l>e behind us, ami
When Mr. Pickersirill
this |)la<e.
the natives received him and his

place wlw^e

it

would water,
imt

ii»t«)

laiuled,

assoinutes with tiieat oMirtesy. 'J'hey were
clothed in seal skins, had bracelets <m their

arms, uimI appeart^l to Iw th« same kind of
jiHoi>Ie we had seen in Christmas Sonnd.
The bracelets were made of silver wire,
wrouglit s<Mnewhat like the hilt of a sword,
and lu) doubt, the workmanship of an Euroj)ean.

According

to

Mr. Pickersgill's report,
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E. distant four leacjues. Tlie Island sheltered us tVoiii the north >\ ind, and Stateu Land
from the south. The otlier Isles lay to the
west, and secured us from the north wind
yet we were not onlv oj)en to the N. E.
and E. but to theN. VV. winds. We might
have avoided this situation, by anchoring
more to the west, but the Captain was desirous of beinji near the Island, and of havinq: it in his priwer to get to sea with any
wind. In the afternoon a large party of us
landed, some to kill seals, and others, birds
or tish.
The Island was so stocked with
the former, which made such a continual
bleating, that we might have thought onrselves in Essex, or any other country where
cows and calves are in abi.ndance. Upon
examination we found these animals ditierent from seals, though they resembled ihem
in ^bape and motion.
The male having^ a
great likeness to a lion, we called them on
that aocoimt lions. Weal o found .some of
the same kind as the New, Zealand seals, and
tliese we named sea-bears.
shot some
of the large ones, not thinking it safe to go
wear them though, in g-eneral, they were
so tame, that we knocked some down with
our .sticks.
Here were a few geese and
ducks, and abundance of penguins and
shags; the latter of which had young- ones
almost fledged, consequently just to our
taste.
In the evening onr party returned
sufficiently laden with provisions of various
;

of whales and seals, and
we had observvd the san.e in the strait,
particidady on the Terra del Fuego .side,
where the whales are exceeding numerous,
Having now explored the south coast of
Ten'a del Euego, we resolved to do t!ie
At nine o'clock the
sauie by Staten Land.
wind veerimr to N. W. we tacked, and
stood to S. W.
On Saturday the 31st, in the morning^, we
bore up for the east end of Staten Land;
which at half past four bore south 60 deg.
E the west end .'south 2 ilfii. E. and Ten;:
del Fuego south 40 tleg. W. The weather
being hazy, we could only now and then
get sight of the coast but as we advanced
to the east, several Island.s were .seen of
were abreast of the
unequal extent.
most eastern one at eight o'clock. A. M.
when we waited some time for clear weather:
but as it did not clear up as \>e wished, we
Jianled round the east end of the Island, sorts.
On the 1st, of Jan\iary, 1775, bein? Snnfor the
sake of anchorage, if we should
were now distant day, Mr. Gilbert was sent out to Staten
think it necessary.
from the Isle two miles, and sounding Land, in search of a good harbour, noticing
found only twenty-nine fathoms water. As more being wanting, in the opinion oT
we continued our cotirse, we saw on this Capt. Cook, to make this place a good
Inland a great number of seals and birds, a port for ships 1o touch at for refreshments,
strong temptation to our people who were Another party went to bring- on board the
and in hauling beasts we had killed the preceding day.
in want of fresh provisions
lions and bears were g^ood for
rouird it, we had a strong race of a current The old
At length, after fish- nothing but their blubber, of which we
like unbroken water.
ing for the best ground, we cast anchor in made oil; but the flesh of the young- ones
twenty-one fathoms water, about a mile we liked very well
even the flesh of the
from t'le Island, which extended from north old lionessess was not much amiss; but
1"*^ deg.
E. to N. oodeg. and half W. The that of the males was abwninable. Capt.
veather having soon after cleared up, we Cook took an ot)servation of the snn's merihad a sight of Cape St. John, or the east <lian altitude (his height at noon) at the
end of Staten Land, bearing south 76 deg,^ N. E. end of this Island, which determined
the bay

was

full

We

;

;

We

We

;

:
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at 54 degf. 40 min. 5 sec. S.
shot a few f^eese, some other birds,
and supplied ourselves plentifully with
young shags, we returned on board in the
evening.
About ten o'clock the party returned from Staten Land, where they found
a good* port, in the direction of north, a
little easterly, from the N. E. end of the
Eastern Island, and distant three leagues to
the westward of Cape St. Jolin. The marks
whereby it may l>e known, are some small
Islands lying in the entrance. The channel,
which is on the east side of these Islands,
The course is in S.
is half a mile broad.
W. by S. turning gradually to W. by S.
and W. The harbour is almost two miles
long, and near one broad. The bottom is a
mixture of mud and sand, and hath in it
from ten to fifty fathoms water. Here are
several streams of fresh water, with good
wood for fuel. On this Island are an innumerable number of sea-gulls, the air was
quite darkened with them, upon being disturbed by our people and when they rose
up, we were almost suffocated with their

its latitude

Having

:

dung, which they seemed to emit by way
of defence
and it stunk worse than what
This port
is vulgarly called Devil's-dung.
was named New-Year's Harbour, from the
day on which it was discovered, and is certainly a very convenient one for shipping,
bound to the west, or round Cape Horn.
It is true, ships cannot put to sea with an
but these winds
easterly or northerly wind
are never known to be of long continuance,
and those from the south or west quarters
are the most prevailing.
;

;

On Tuesday

the 3rd,

we

weierhed

and

north 20 deg. E. distant about three leagues,
St. Bartholomew, or the S. W. point
of Staten Land, south 83 deg. W. two high
detached rocks north 80 deg. W. By observation our latitude was found to be 54 deg.
56 min. S. We now judged this land to
have been sufficiently explored but before
we leave it, think it necessary to make a few
observations on this and its neigbouring

Capt

;

Islands.

The S. W. coast of Terra del Fuego, with
respect to inlets and Islands, may be comfiared to the coast of Norway; for we beieve within the extent of three leagues
tUere is an inlet or harbour, which will receive and shelter the first rate ships
but,
till tlipse are better known, every navigator
must, as it were, fish for anchorage add to
this, there are several rocks on the coast;
though as none lie tar from land, the ap;

:

proach to
mff, if they
whole,

them may be known by soundcannot be seen so that upon the
;

we cannot

think this the dangerous
coast which has been represented by other
Staten Land is thirty miles in
voyaffers.
length, and nearly twelve broad.
Its surface consists of cragiry hills, towering up to
avast height, especially near the west end,
and the coast is rocky. The greatest i)art
of the hills, their summits excepted, is
covered with trees, shrubs, and herbage.
cannot say any thing, that navigators
may dej)end on, concerninu* the tides antl
currents on these coasts but we observed
that in Strait Le Maire, the southerly tide,
or current, beijnis to art at the new and full
moon about four o'clock. It may also be
of use to our commanders to remark, that

We

;

John, which in the if bound round Cape Horn to llie west, and
eveniner, bore N. by E. distant four miles. not in want of any thing that might make
This Cai>e, being the eastern point of Staten it necessary to put into port, in this case,
Land, is a rock of considerable height, we would advise them not to come near the
situated in latitude 54 de^. 46 min S. and land as by keeping out to sea, they would
in ()4de2:. 7 min. W. longitude, having a avoid the currents, which, we are convinced,
rocky Islot Iving close under the north lose their force at twelve leagues from land
point of it. To the westward of the Cape and at a greater distance they would find
none to intpede the'r course. We would
is an inlet, which seemed to communicate
and between just add to these nautical observations, that
with the sea to the south
Having dou- all the time of our being upon the coast, ve
this and the Cape is a bay.
bled the Cape, we tiauled up along the had more calms than storms: the winds
At noon Cape St. John bore were variabif nor tlid we experience any
v»utl) coast.
stood

for

Cape

St.

;

;

;

,
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^veie cold weather.

Tlie mercury in the

noon, was never below 46
(Se;^. anddurinj^oiir stay in Christmas Sound,
it was «?enerally above temperate.
The Island we landed on, and the same
may be said of the neisjfhbonrina: Isles, is
very unlike Staten Land. Its surface is of
equal height, having- an elevation of thirty
or forty feet above the sea, from u hicii it is
It is covered
secured by a rocky coast.
beautitul
verdure,
a
of
with sword grass,
on
growing
in
tufts,
length,
of
great
and
rhernioiiietor. at

little

hillocks.

Among

these are the tracks

3^^

fright, they would come
bers, and run over those

down in vast numwho could not get

out of their way. They are sluggish, sleepy
animals, and downright bullies
for if
waked out of their sleep they woidd raise
up their beads, snort, snarl, and look very
but when we advanced to attack
fierce
them, they always ran away. This place
abounds with penguins, which are amphibious birds, and so stupid, that we could
knock down as many as we pleased with a
stick.
They are not very good eating,
;

;

thouuh we thought them so when

in

want

of better fare. This was probably not their
breeding season, for we saw neillier eggs
nor young ones. Here are great numbers
of shags, who build their nests near tiie edge
of the cliflV on little hillocks and a smaller
kind, which we saw build in tlie clifi.s of
Jlie rocks.
The gee.se are of the same sort
as those in Christmas Sound, but not in
lion we saw was fourteen I'eet long, and such plenty. They make a noise exactly
eight or ten in circumt'erence. The back like a duck. Here are .«:everal ducks oii
of the head, the neck and shoulders, are the sort we called race-horses: sonie we shot
covered v/ith lon-i hair, like those of the weighed thirty-i>ounds. The sea towls are
lioti
the other pi»rt<* «»f the body with short curlews, pulls, tern, Port Egmont hens;
the colour of and larue brown birds, pretty good eating,
hair, like tiiat of the fiorse
both is a dark brown. The female is of a which we called Molary's geese. The land
thrushes, and
liiiht d«in colour, and about hall the size of birds were eagles, hawks,
seavultures,
herds
near
the
bald-headed
live
in
which
our sailors
They
the male.
As this was the named Turkey buzzards. Two new species
shore, and on the rocks.
time for engendering, and bringing forth of birds were here discovered by our natuOne is the size of a pigeon, with a
their yonnu, we saw a male with twenty or ralists.
thirty females about him, and he seemed plumage white as milk, but not web-f'oote^'.
very desirous of keeping them all to him- When we first saw these kind of ImrIs \\v
took them for snow peterels, but they reself, belting oft* every other male who attempted to approach the tlock. The sea semble them only in size and colour. They
bears are smaller than the lions, but rather have a very bad smell, owing probably to
larger than a common seal. All their hairs their food being shellfish and carrion, which
The other sort,
are of an equal len<;th, something like an they pick up along shore.
otter's, and the general colour is that of an almo.st as big as a heron, resemble nearest

o( sea bears and penguins, by which they
These
retire into the centre of the Isle.
paths rendered our excursions rather disagreeable, lor we were sometimes up to our
knees in mire. Indeed the whole s'irface
The animals on this little
is moist and wet.
spot are sea lions, sea bears, a van<»ty of sea
The largest
fowls, and .some land birds.

•

;

:

iron-grey. This kind the French call sea
They are
wolves, and the English seals.
however, different from those in Europe
ind North America. The lions too may
be called overu:rown seals ; for they are all
of the same species.
The hairs of the sea
bears are much finer than those of lions.
They permitted us to approach very near
;

but

it

was dangerous

and the

sea,

to
for if thej'

go between them
happened to take

5

curlews.

Their

plumage

is

variegated,

their bills long and crooked, and their principal colours are light grey.
All the animals of this little spot five in perfect barmonj, and seem careful not to disturb each
other's tranquillity. The sea lions |«ossess
most of the se»-coast
the bears fake up
their quarters within the Isle; the ,shaas
lodge in the highest cliffs
the penguins
have their separate abode where thei^ i«
;

;
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POI.K

We
We

the most easy comnum'ication to and from (kg. 56 min. W. longitude.
had 8»t this
the sea
and the other birds have their time a great number of albatrosses and blue
places of retirement
yet we have observ- peterels about the ship.
now .steered
ed tliem all, with mutual reconcilement, due east and on the 11th, were in latitude
mix together like domestic cattle and poul- 54 deg. 38 min, longitude 45 deg. 10 min.
try in a farm-yard
nay we have seen the W. On the 12th, being Thursday, we
eagles and vultures sittinjr to'^ether amonar steered east northerly
and at noon observthe shaifs on their hillocks, without the lat- ed in latitude 54 (leg. 28 min. S. and in 42
ter, either young" or old, being disturbed at deg. 8 min. W. longitude, which is near 3
deg. E. of the situation, laid do\^n by Mr.
their presence.
It will be remembered, that we left Sta- Dalrymple for the N. E. point of the gulph
ten Island on the 3rd, and this day, beinpr of St. Sebastian
but we had no other intiWednesday the 4th, we saw the land again, mations of land, than seeing a seal, and a
at three o'clock A. M. and at six o'clock ff?w penguins; and we had a swell from E.
in the afternoon a heavy squall came so S. E. which we think would not have been,
suddeidy upon us, that it carried away a had any extensive track of lantl lay in
top-gallant-inast, a studding-«ail boom, and that direction. On Friday the
18th, we
a tore studding-sail. This ended in a heavy stood to the south till noon, when finding
shower of rain and we now steered S. W. ourselves in latitiuie 55 deyi;. 7 min. we
in order to discover the gulph of St. Sebas- stretched to the north.
now saw several
tian, if such a coast existed, in which that ptniruins, and a snow peteiel, which we
gulph has been represented, for of this we judged to denote the vicinity of ice.
esitertuin a doubt; however, this appeared aho found the air much colder than we had
lo be the best course to clear it up, and to it\t it since we left New Zealand.
In tha
explore the southern part of this ocean. night we stood to the N. E. On Saturday
On the 5th, by observation, we were in lati- the 14lh. at two o'clock, P. M. in latitude
tude 57 i\es:. 9 min. and 5 deg. 2 min. E. 53 deg. 56 min 30 sec. S and in longitude
longitude from Cape St. John. On the 3.9 <leg. 4 min. W. we discovered land, in
6th, at eight o'clock in the evening, we were a manlier wholly covered with snow.
iu latitude 58 deg. 9 min. S. and 53 deg. sounded in one hundred and .seventy-five
14 min. W. the situation nearly assigned fathoms, muddy bottom. The land bore
for tlie S. W. point of the gulph of Sf. Se- E. by S. distant twelve leagues.
On the
bastian
but .seeing no signs of land, 've 15th, the wind blew in squalls, attended
were still doubtful of its existence aiid be- with snow and sleet, and we had a great .sea
ing also fearful that by keeping to the soutli, to encounter. At past four P. M. we stood
we might mi.ss the land said to be discover- to the S. W. under two courses but at mided by La Roche in 1675, and* by the ship night the storm abated, so that we c<»uld
Lion, in 1756 for these reasons we hauled carry our top-sails d<ud)le reeiied. On the
to the north, in order to get into the pai'el- 16th, at four o'clock, A. M. we stood to
as soon as the east, with a moderate breeze, and at
lei laid down by Dalrymple
possible.
On tlie 7th, we were, near mid- eiiflit saw the land extending from E. by
At noon, by observation,
night, in the latitude of 56 dear. 4 min. S. N. to N. E. by N.
hingitude 53 deg. 36. min. W. On the we were in latitude 54 des:. 25. min. .SO
8th, at noon, a bed of sea-weed passed the sfc. and in 38 deg. 18 min. W. iongitutie.
ship; and in the afternoon we were in lati- I'he land was now about eight leagnes
tude 55 deu. 4 min. longitude 51 deg. 45 distant. I^ proved to be an Island, and we
min. On Monday the 9th, we saw a seal, called it W^illis Island, from the name of
and sea-weed. On the 10th, at two o'clock the per«:on who first discovered it fioni the
A. M. we bore away east, and at eight E. mast-head. It is a high rock of no great
N. E. At noon, by observation, we were extent. We bore up to it with a view of
in latitude 54 i\ev^, 35 min. S- and in 47 exploring the northern coast; and a« vvf
a
;

;

:

:

;

;

;

We

We

:

We

:

;

;

;
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anoihrr Isle to the the new white birds, and srafdVonc?, reseia
the main. Observ- bliiig those at the Cape of Good Hope
and
that
iiortli, hetueen
between
both, we steer- ca(Je<i the yellow birds, which, having sho
passage
clear
inir a
ed torthe same, and in the midway found two, we found most delicious morsels.
Willis's Isle i% saw no other land birds than a few small
it to be two ii.ilcs broad.
in the latitude of i)4 detf. S. and in HH ilfii. larks, nor did we meet with any qnadruW. longitude. The other uhich pe<ls. The rocks bordering on the .sea were
*2'S niin.
was named Bird Island, a nnnd>er otn)wl^ not covered with .snow like the inland parts
^\ hen
»»ein{r seen nfmn the coast, is not s(» hiifh, and they seemed to contain iron ore.
but more 'Xtensive; and is near the N. E. the party returned aboard, they brought
|N>int ol the main land, which ('apt. i'ook with them a cpiantity of seals and penguins.
saw several Not that we ivanted provisions; but any
named Cape North.
masses of snow, or ice, in the bottoms of kind of fresh meat was accei)table to the
some bavs on the S. \\.. coast of this land, crew ajul even <^ij)t. Cook acknowledged
Iiarticulariy in une which lies about three that he was now, for the tirst time, heartily
On tired «»f salt diet of every kind; and tliat
easrues to the S. S. K. «)f Hird Isle.
Momlay the U>th,havinif o()f throujrh the pas- thouith the tlesh of penunins could scarcely
.saue, weobserved the north coast trended K by be com|»ared to bullock's liver, yet its being
^'.lorabont three leaunes. arid thenlvaiid K. fre*>.h wa.s sufficient to nmke it palatable.
by S. to Ca|)e Huller, which is eleven nnle»<. The Captain named the bay he had surthough according
ranired the coast till near niuht, at one veyed, Possessirm li,\y
league distance, when on sound'U'j: we tbtuul' Jo his accou'it of it, we think it to be no
On desirable appeiniage to his majesty's new
a muddy bottom.
tifty fathoms, ;ind
the 17th, at two o'clock, A. M. we made possessions. It lies in latitude o4 deg. 5
now steered alonti" shore min. S. and in 37 deg. IS min. AV. eleven
lor the land.
seeinsi the appea-am'e ot leagues to the east of Cape North.
till seven, when,
To the
axlvanced

perceived

We

;

We

;

We

;

We

TheCautain west of Possession liay, and between that
(»thers, and Cape Buller. lies the IJay of Isles, so
went oti' in a boat, to' reconnoitre the bay called from the number of small Isle.^ lying
bet'ore we venttued in with the ship. They before and in it.

an

mlel*,

we hauled

acc<*mpanied

by

in for

it.

Mr. Forster and

landed in three diti'erent places, displayed
«ur colours, and took possession of the
country in his majesty's name. The head
of the bay was tc^rminated by ice clitts of
pieces of whioli were
<}onsiderable heitrht
continually break in;? ott', which made a
noise like a caimon. Nor were the iiite''ior
parts oi the country less horrible. I'he
savaue rocks raised their lofty snnunits till
]o^t in the clouds, and valleys were covered with seeminijly perpetiml snow. Not a
tree, nor a shrub of any size were lo be
seen.
The only si|?ns of vegetation were a
.strong bladfd grass, growing in tidVs, wild
burnet, and a plant bUe moss, seen on the
rocks. Sea bears, or seals, we'e nnmerrMis
the shores swarmed with young cub*;. Here
were also the largest penguins we had yet
seen.
Some we brought aboard weighed
above thirty pounds. We found tlie same
;

:

sea-fowls as at

tlie last

Island

;

On

Tuesday, the 17th, we made sail to,
the dnection of
which from Cape liuller, is 7i.deg. aO min.
E. tor the space of twelve leagues, to a ])ri»jecting point, which was nained CapeSanntlie

iiers.

east alos-g the coast

IJeyond this

is

a

:

pretty large

!)ay,

which obtained the name of Cundierland
Bay At the bottom of this, as also in some
other smaller ones, were vast tracks of
frozen ice, or snow, not yet broken loose
Being now just past Cumberland Bay, we
hauled off the coast, from whence \\e were
distant about four miles. On the 18th, at
noon, by observation, we were in latitude
54 deg. Sa min. S. and about three leagues
fiorn the coast, which stretched from N. 69

W. toS. 13 deg. W. In this direction
the land was an Isle, v/hicl. seemed to be
the extremity of the coast to the east. At
this time the nearest land was a projecting
deff.

also divers. poiutjternnnatingin a rouiul hillock, whicb>
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on account of the day, was called Cape
Charlotte on iUr west side of whicli lies a
bay,andit wasnauied Royal Bay,and the west
puintwe called Cape George. Thisis the east
point of Ciimherland Bay, in the direction
otS. E. byE. from Cape Saunders, distant
seven leagues. The (Japes Charlotte and
George lie in the direction of south 37deg.
E. and north 37 deg. W. six leagues distant from each other. The Isle above mentioned was nanud Cooper's after our lieutenantIt is in the direction of S. by E.
and eight leagues from Cape Charlotte.
The coast between them forms a large bay,
which we named Sandwich Bay. On the
;

19th, at sun-rise, new land was discovered,
which bore S.
half E. At the first sight
it had the appearance of a single hill, in.
but soon after,
the form of a sugar-loaf
other detached parts were visible above the
observed at noon
horizon near the hill.
in latitude 54 deg. 42 min. 30 sec. S.
lurking rock that lies off Sandwich Bay,
tive miles from the land, bore W. half N.
Clistant one mile.
In the afternoon we had
a view of a ridrje of mour.tain.s, behind Sandwich Bay, w ho.se icy tops were elevated
high above the clouds.
At six o'clock,
Cape Charlotte bore north 31 deg. W. and
Cooper's Island W. S. W.
On Friday the 20th, at two o'clock. A. M.
vve made sail to the S. W. round Cooper's
Island, which is one rock considerably high,
about five miles in circuit, and one di.stant
from the main. Here the main coast takes
a S. W. direction for five leagues to a point,
which we called Cape Dis:ippointmfcnt, off
of which are three small Isles. The most
southern one is a league from the Cape,
green, low, and flat. From tlie point as we
continueil our course S. W. land was seen
to open in the direction of north 60. deg.
-W. distant beyond it nine leagues. It proved to be an Isle, an.l was named Pickerspoint f»f what we had higill Island.
therto supposed to be the main, beyond this
Island, soon aOer came in sight in the direction of north 55 deg. W. whicli united the
coast at the very point we had seen, and
taken tlie heariuiiof, the day we first came
in with it, and let't us not a smgle doubt,

E

;

We

A

A

that this land which we had taken for
part of a great continent was no ntore than
an Island, two hfuidred and ten miles in
circuit.

We

thought

it

very vxtraordinary.

lliatan Island between the latitude of 54
and 55 degrees, should in the very height

otsummer,bealmost wholly covered with fro.
zen snow, m some places many fathoms deep;
but mere especially the ^.W. coast. Nay,the
very sides of the lofty mountains were cased
with ice but the quantity of ice and snow
that lay in the valleys is incredible, and the
bottoms of the bays wre bounded with
;

We

walls of ice of a considerable height.
are of opinion, that a great deal of the ice
formed here in winter, is broken off in
spring, and floats into the sea
but we ques
tioli whethera ten thousandth part of what we
saw is produced in this Island
from
whence we are led to conclude, that the
land we had seen the day before might belong to a more extensive track and we still
had hopes of discovering a continent. As
to our present disappointment, we were not
;

;

;

much affected thereby
for, were we to
judge of the whole by this sample, whatever
its extent might be, it would be an arquisition scarcely worth notice.
This inhospitable, and dreary land, lies between fhe
latitudes of 53 deg. 57 min. and 54 deg. 57
min. S. and between 38 (.hg. 13 min. and
35 dej?. 34 min. W. longitude. We named
this the Isle of Georgia, in honour of his
majesty. It extends S. E. by E. and N.
W. by W. and is ninety-three miles long,
and about ten broad. The N. E. coa.st appears to have a number of bay.s, but the ice
must prevent access to them the greatest
part of the year
and at any time they
will be dangerous harbours, on account of
the continual breakingaway of the ice cliffs;
;

;

We

are inclined to think, that the interior
on account of their elevation, never
enjoy heat enough to melt the snow in
such quantities as to produce a river nor
did we find even a stream of fresh water
on the whole coast and the N. E, .side of
this, only receives sufficient warmth to melt
the snow.
now quitted this coast, and
directed our course to the E. S. E. for the
land we had seen the preceding day.
parts,

;

;

We

A
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the rece[)tacles for birds. They are situated
in latitude 55 deg. S. twelve leagues from
Cooper's Isle, and we named them Clerk's
R«»cks. Mr. Clerk, one of our lieutenants,
having first discovered them. This interval
of clear weather was succeeded by as thick
a fog as ever, on which we stood to the nrjrth.
Thus we were continually involved in thick
mists, and the shags with Irefjuent sound-'
ings were our l>est pilots; but on the 23rd,
we stood a few miles to the north, when
we got clear of rocks, out of sounding's, and
saw n(»t any shags.
On the *24th, we saw the rocks bearing S.
8 W. half W. distant four miles, but we did
not still see the sugar-loaf peak. At four
o'clock P. M. judging ourselves to be three
or tour leagues E. and W. of them, we steered south, bei'ig quite tired with cruizing in
thick fogs, only to have a sight of a few
straggling rocks.
Having at intervals a
<lear sky to the west, at seven o'clock we
saw the Isle of Georgia, bearing W. N. W.
distant eight leagues
circumnavigatnow
at eight we steered
which
we
had
fore, and
ed consisting of only a few detached rocks. S. E. b) S. and at ten S. E. by E.

>troncr £:ale

overtook us, nnd

tlionijlit

very tortmiate in having- got clear
of tJie l.niul before this came on.
On the'ilst, the storm was succeeded by
bnt hava thicU t'o'^, attended with rain
in'j: i;ot a soutlierly breeze, we stood to the
an<l then
east till three in the afternoon
On the
sf^ered north in search of liie land.
'i2nd, \\e liad tiiick fouiiy weather; but ni
t le evenini: :t was so cle.ir, tliat we could
and thinUini; we
see two leauiies r«»nnil ns
nujfht be to the east of the land, we steered
west.
On the 23id. a thick fog; at six o'clock,
A. M. oncf more compelled ns to hani the
wind to the south but at eleven, we were
fivomed witji a view of three or four rocky
l>ilots. extf^ndin'j: from S. E. to E. N. E.
and this, being
abont one league distant
the extent of our horizon, might be the
reason why we did not see the sugar-loaf
were well
peak before mentioned.
assured this was the laud we hatl seen be-

I'lirselves

;

;

;

;

;

We

:

;

CHAP.

IX.

Resolution continues her course ; Neivland atid Saunder\i Isles discovered ; Conjectures, and
some reasons that there may be land about the South Pole ; The Resolution alters her course
south to the east ; Endeavours tojind Cape Circumcision ; Observation on uhat she had done
in the voyage ; Proceedings till her arrival at the Cape of Good Hope ; Sails for the Isle of
Fayal ; And returns to England ; Capt. Furneux's narrative, from the time the Adventure was
separated from the Resolution, to her arrival in England, including the report of Lieut. Buruey, concerning the untimely death of the boat's crew, who were murdered by some oj the natives
of Queen Charlotte's Smmd, in New Zealand.

The

ON Wednesday
We

E

and in 31 deg. 10 min. W. long-itnde, we
the 25th, we steered
had a fresh gale at N. N. steered south. On the 27th, at noon, we
E.
i)nt the weather still continued foggy, were in the latitude of 59 deg. 46 min
8.
towards the eveninsr, at which time it and had so thick a fog that we could not
till
expected soon to
cleared up. 0-» the 2nth, we held on our see a ship's length.
W. fall in with the ice, and on this account,
course with a tine sale from the N.
\n\i at day-light, seeing no land to the ea^t, it being no longer safe to sail before llie
^nd being in latitu<le 56 de^. 33 niin. IS, wind, we hauled to the east with a gentle
No. 22.

S

E

We

N
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N. E. When the fo» clearer! loose ice, with which the sea appeared strewed, had broke from these Isles.
away, we resumed our course to the south
On Sunday the 19th. having little wind,
but it returned a^ain, which obliged us to
haul upon a wind. By our reckoning we we were obliged to traverse in such courses,
were now in the latitude of 60 deg. S. and as were most likely to carry us clear of them,
unless we discovered some certain signs of so that we hardly made any progress, one
soon falling in with land, the Captain de- way or other, throughout the whole day.
termined to make this the limit of his voy- The weather was fair, but remarkably
Indeed it would not gloomy, and we were visited by penguins
age to the south.
have been prudent to have squandered and whales in abundance. On the 30th,
away time in proceedin^: farther to the we tacked and stood to the N. E. and
south, when there was a great probability almost throuuliout the day it was foggy,
of finding a large track of land near Cape with either sleet or snow. At noon we were
Circumcision. Besides it was an irksome in latitude 59 deg. 30 min. S. and in 29
task to traverse in high southern latitudes, deg. 24 min. W. At two o'clock, passed
where nothing was to be discovered but ice. one of the largest ice-islands we had seen
At this tinie a long hollow swell from the during our voyage and some time after
west, indit-ated that no land was to be ex- t»,'o smaller ones. We now stood to N. E.
pected in such a direction and upon the over a sea strewed with ice. On the 31st,
whole, we may venture to assert, that the we discovered land a-head, distant about
We hauled the wind to the
extensive coast laid down by Mr. Dalrym- one league.
but not being able to weather it, we
ple, and his Giilph of St. Sebastian, do not north
exist.
The fog havinjr receded from us a tacked in one hundred and seventy-five
lathoms water, ii league from the shore, and
little, at seven o'clock in the evening, we
saw an ice island, peiifrnins, and snow pe- about half a one from some breakers. This
^alc at N.

:

;

;

;

In the night, being visited with a land consisted of three rocky Islots of conThe utmost terminated
>'elurn of the fog, we were obliged to go siderable height.
ever again that space which we hnd, in in a lofty peak, like a sugar-loaf, to which
some degree, made ourselves acquainted we gave the name of Freezeland Peak,
alter the man who first discovered it.
with in the day.
1'he
terels.

On the 28th, at eight o'clock, A. M. we
stood to the east, with a gentle breeze at
north. The weather cleared away, and we
perceived the sea strewed with large and
Some whales, i>eni>ma!l bodies of ice.
guins, snow peterels, ai»d other birds were
had now .sun-shine, but the air
seen.
At noon, by observation, we
v^'as co^d.
4 niin. S and in 2f) deg.
deg.
60
in
were
23 min. yV. longitude. At half |»ast two
o'clock, having continued our course to the
east, we suddenly I'ell in with a vast number of large ice-islands, and a sea strewed
with loose ice, and the weather becoming
li;jzy, made it tiangerous to stand in amonn"
theretore tacke«l, and stood
liiem.
back to the west, with the wind at north.

We

We

S. and 27 dejr. W. longithe east of this peak, was seen
an elevated coast, whose snow-ca|)'d summits were alM)ve the clouds. It extended
from N. by E. to E. S E. and we named it
Cape Bristol, in honour of the noble family
of Ilarvey. Also in latitude 59 deg. 13 min.
30 sec. S. and in 27 deg. 45 min. W. another elevated coast aj)peared in sight, bearing S. W. by S. at noon, it extended from
S. E. to S. S. W. distant from four to eight
leagues.
This land we called Southern
Thule, because the most southern that has
yet been discovered.
Its surface rises high,
and is every wh^re covered with snow.
There were those of our company, who
thought they saw land in the space between

latitude
tu'le.

is

59 deg.

To

were now surrounded with ice-islands, Thuie and Cape Bristol. We judged it
all nearly of an equal height, with a flat more than probable that these two lands are
bnt of various extent. The connected, and the space is a deep bay.
level surlace

He

;
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J
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which, thong-h these are mere suppositions, .south C(> deg-. E. at eight 40 deg. and Cape
Bristol S. by E.
Beiiii;- not able
railed Foister's Bay.
On the 2nd, at six o'clock, A. M. havto weather Smithern Tlinle, wt- tacUetl an«l
ing steered to the north during the night,
slooil to the north, at one o'olocU, and at
Freezehuul IVaU was distant lonr new land was discovered, bearing north 12
t'lMir,
Soon alter tl>e wind tell, and we deg. E. distant ten leagues. V^c saw two
It-aiToes.
were left to the mercy of a liivat westerly hummocks just u'bove the horizon of which
hut we soon lost sight. We now stood, having
swell, wiiieh set riL;ht np;>n the shore
at eiiilit o'cliM'k, the weather clearina: up, a fresh breeze at N. N. E. for the nortiiwe saw Cape Bristol, which l)ore E. S. E ernmost land we ha'd seen the preceding'
enJiiiu in a point to the north, heyond which day, which at this lime, bore E. S. E.
I3y
no land. 'J'hus we were ten o'clock we fetcljed in w ith it, but not
s«'e
Wt'
c<»nl<l
relieved from the learorbeinsf carried away having it in our j)ower lo wevither the same,
by the swell, and ca^^it ^.n the ino-^t horrible we tacke<l at three iniles from the coa.st.
We continued our This extended from E, l)y .S. to S. E. ancj
coast in the world.
conr^je to the north all night, with a hght a|)peared to be an Island of aU)ut ten

was

;

;

Ttie surface was high, and
in the clouds.
Like all
loir o'clock in the morninij^, we had a view the neighbouring lands, it was covered with
of a new coast. At six it bore north (>() a sheet of snow and ice, except on a |>oint
dep. E. and beintr a hi«ifh promontory, we on the north side, and on two liills seen over
named it Cape Montague. It is sitnatetl it, which probably were two Islands. These
and in 2() were not only clear ot snow, but seeined
in latitude ->8 den. .27. min. S
eiirht leagues covered with green turf
deg. 44 ntin. W. loiiiiitnde
saw also large
A\e saw land ice-islands to the south, and others to the
to the n«Mth ofC;rp»^ Bristol.
in several places between them, whence we N. E.
At noon we tacked for the land
con<;ludetl the whole might be connei^ted. airain, in order if possil»le to deteruiine whewish it had bt-en in <nir power to have ther it was an Island
but a thick fogdetermined this with greater certainty, but soon prevented the discover), by makingjjriulence woidd not pernnt the attempt, it unsafe to stand in for the shore
.so that
nor to venture n<^ar a coast, the dangers of having returned, we tacked and stood to Nwhich have been already sufticiently point- W. to make the land we had seen in the
id out. One ice-island, among many others morning.
left the other under the supon thi.s coast, parti-'ularly attracted our no- position of its being an Island, and named
surface, of great ex- it Saunder's Isle, after Capt. Cook's honourtice.
It was level
tent both in heii;ht and circuit, and its able friend Sir Charles Sansiders.
It lies
,sides were
perpendicular, on which the in latitude 57 dt'g. 49 min. S and in 26 des;.
.waves of the sea had not made the least 44 min. W. longitude, distant thirteen
impression.
thought it might have leagues from Cape 31ontague. The wind
come out from some bay in the coast. At having shifted at six o'clock, we stood to
noon we were east and west of the northern the iioitli and at eight we saw Saunder's
Island, extending from S. E. by S. to E. S.
j)art of Cape Montajrue, disUmt live leagues.
were still in doubt if it were an
Feezeland Peak was twelve leagues, and E.
i>ore south 16 (\e2:. E.
My observation we Island, and could not at this time clear it
found our latitude to be 58 de^;. 25 min. up, as we found it necessary to take a view
In the afternoon, at twvT o'clock, when of the land to the north, before we jjroceedstanding to the north we saw land, which ed any farther to the east. With tiiis intent
bore north 25 deg. E. It extended from we stood to the north, and on the ovd, at
«orth 40 i\fi:^. to 52 de^. E. and it was two o'cJock A. M.we came in sixht of the
imagined more land lay beyond it to the land we were searching after, which provgast.
Cape Montague at this time bore ed to be two Isles. On accwnt of the day

leagues circuit.

breeze at west.

On We<lnesday

the

l.st,

of February, at

its

summit

lost

We

;

We

;

;

We

m

We

:

We
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we called are any rivers in these countries, as we sawthem Candlemas Isles. They lie in lati- neither rivers nor streams of fresh water
tude 57 deg. 11 min. S. and in 27 deg. 6 there. The fce islands, at least in those
min. W. lonjritnde. Between these we ob- parts, must be formed from snow and sleet

on which they were discovered,

served a small rock there may perhaps be
others for the weather being hazy, occasioned us to lose sight ot the Islands and
we did not see them again till noon, at
which time they were three or four leagues
off.
were now obliged, by reason of the
wind having veered to the south, to stand
to the N. E. and at midnight came suddenly into water uncommonly white, at
which appearance the officer on watch was
so much alarmed, that he immediately
ordered the ship to be put about, and we
accordingly tacked instantly. There were
various opinions aboard concerning this
matter probably it might be a shoal offish
but some said it was a shoal of ice and
others thought it was shallow water.
On Sunday the 4th, at two o'clock A. M.
we resumed our course to the east, and at
six tried if there were any current, bnt found
none.
At this lime siiiue whales were playing, and numbers of [>enguins flying about
ns of the latter we shot a few, different
from those on Staten Lan<l, and at the Isle
of Georgia.
had not seen a seal
since we left that coast, which is somewhat
remarkable. By observation at noon, we
found ourselves in latitude 56 deg. 44 min.
S. and in longitude 25 (leg. 33 min. W.
now having a breeze at east, stood to the
south, intending to regain the coast we had
lost
but the wind at eight o'clock in the
evening, obliged us to stand to the east, in
which run we saw many ice-islands, and
some loose ice. As the formation of iceislands has not been fully investigated, we
will here ofler a few hints and observations
do not think, as some
respecting them.
otiiers do, that they are formed by the water
at the mouths of great cataracts, or large
;

;

We

;

;

;

;

We

We

;

We

consolidated, which gathers by degrees, and
are drifted from the mountains. In the winter, the seas or the ice cliffs must fill up the
bays, if they are ever so large. The continual fall of snow occasions the accumulation of these cliffs, till they can support their

weight no longer, and large pieces break
off from these ice-islands. We are inclined
fo believe, that these ice cliffs, where they
are sheltered from the violence of the winds,
extend a great way into the sea.
On the 5th, having seen no penguins, we
thought that we were leaving land behind
us, and that we had passed its northern extremity.
At noon we were 3 deo;. of longitude to the east of Sannder's Isle and by
observation in the latitude of 57 deg. 8 min.
S. and in 23 deg. 34 min. W. longitude. In
the afternoon we again stretched to the
soiith, in order that we might again fall in
with the. land, if it took an east direction.
On Monday the 6th, we held on our
course till the 7tii at noon, when we found
our latitude to be 58 deg. 15 min. S. and
longitude 21 deg. 34 min. W. and not seeing any signs of land, we concluded, tha4;
;

what had been denominated Sandwich
Land, was either a group of Islands, or a
point of the continent for in Capt. Cook's
;

opinion, the ice that

is

spread over this vast

Southern Ocean, must originate in a track
of land, which he firmly believes lies near
the pole, and extends farthest to the norths
opposite the Southern Atlantic atid Indian
Oceans; for ice beiuif found in these farther
to the north, than any where else, induced
the Cantain to conclude, ttiat la'»d of considerable extent must exist near the south.
Upon a contrary supposition, it will follow,
that we ouL>ht to see ice every where under
the same parellel but few ships have met

which, when accumulated, break off,
ponderous weiuht because with ice goin.of round Cape Horn and for
we never fousd any of the ice, which we our part, we saw but little below the sxtieth
took up, in the least incorporated, or con- degree of latitude in the Southern Pacific
nected with earth, which must necessarily Ocean on the other hand in this sea, beadhere to it, were thi« conjecture true. Ftir- tween the meridian of 40 de?. W. and 50
theruiore, we are not certain whether there or 60 degrees east, we found ice as far
rivers,

owing

;

to tiieir

;

;

;
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know any good purpose farther diswe therecoveries would liave answered
fore steered for the Ca|)e of Good Hope,
i;iten«ling to look for lJur\et's discovery.
answerWhat
end
can
be
Cape Circumcision, and the Isles of Denia
occurs, will he
such
coast
explorini;'
?
a
and Marseveen. But before we continue
disroverin|4or
ed in
Or what use can the same he either to na- the narrative of this voyage, it may not be
viyatiou, geos'iaphy, or any other science ? thought improper to collect a few observaAnd what benetits car» result therelroin to tions from our most eminent writers, on
Magellanica, Patagonia, |)art
of
a comineicial state? Consider for a nion>ent, Terra
straits,
the
cold,
Island
storms,
intense
which
coast
lies
within
the
snow,
toi^s,
what thick
Feugo, and Faulkland's
and every thiuif dan|j;erous to navigation, of 'JVrra del
must be encountered with l)y every hardy Islands.
I'erra Magellauica received its name from
adventurer behold the horrid aspect ot" a
country impenetrable by the animating heat Ferdinand Magellan, a Portuguese officer
a country doomed to be who likewise uave names to those straits
of the sun's rays
snow.
See the which lead from the south to the north sea,
everlasting
immersed in
Islands and tioats on the coast, and the he being the first who sailed through them.
The appellation of Patagonia was derived
continual falls of the ice clitfs in the ports
these ditlicidties, which mi^ht be heii>hten- from a |)rincipal tribe of its inhabitants,
ed by others not less dau'^^erous, are sutfi- called Patagons. The whole country, w liich
cient to deter every one trom the rash goes under the name of Patagonia, extends
attempts of proceedinu I'arther to the south, iVom Chili and Paraguay to the utmost exthan our expert and brave cr>m!)iander has tremity of South America, that is, from 35
done, in search of an unknown country, almost to 54 degrees of south latitude, being
which when discovered, would answer no seven hundred miles long, and three hunvaluable purpose whatever. By this time dred broad where widest. The northern
we had traversed the Southern Ocean, in parts coniain an almost inexhaustible stock
such a manner, as to have no doubt in de- oflarge timber, but in the southern di^stricts
termininiT that there is no continent, unless there is scarcely a tree to be seen fit for
near the pole, and out of the reach of navi- any mechanical purpose. The lofty moungation.
have made many new discove- tains, called the Andes, traverse the whole
ries, and ascertained the exact situations of country from north to south.
«i veral cdd ones.
Thus was the end of our
Here are incredible numbers of wild hornvoyaije fully answered, a southern hemis- ed cattle and horses, which were first brought
phere sufficiently explored, and the necessity hither by the Spaniards, and have increased
of a «earch alter a southern contment put amazingly; the pasturage also is good. Some
should have j)roceeded to writers tell us that fresh water is scarce but
an end to.
farther discoveries, but our Captain thought were that the case, we cannot see how the
present inhabitants, and such multitudes of
it cruel to detain the people who sailed with
necessary
cattle
without
t!ie
recould subsist. The east coast is chiefly
longer
him any
freshments, especially, as their behaviour low-land, with few or no good harbours
neither that called St. Julian is one of the best.
indulgence
tor
merited every
The inhabitants of Patagonia consist of
officers nor men ever (mce repined at any
hardship, uor e\|>ressed any unea.siness, or several Indian tribes, as the Patagons, Pamadditional fear of danger, on account of our pas, Cossares, &c. They are a savage, barIt was barous people, of a copper colour, like the
separatiiui from the Adventure.
now high time to think of returning home; rest of the Americans, with coarse black
They are mightily
ftnd could we have continued longer, we hair, and no beards.
shonld ,have been in great danger of the addicted to painting themselves, and make
<>cuj'vey breaking out among us, and we do streaks on their faces and bodies.
They go

north ns 51 <le£^\ Others liave seen it in a
Let us now suppose
niuoli lower latitude.
there is a Southern Coutincut witlnii the
polar circle. Tiie ijuestion which readily

not

:

:

;

;

;

:

We

We

;

;

;
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almost stark naked, having: mily a square
g*arment, in the form of a blanket, made
of tike skins of several animals, and sewed
to'fether, which Ihey sometimes wrapt round
and they
tliem in extreme cold weather
have also a cap of the skins of fowls on
their heads. Former voyagers represented
them as monstrous giants of eleven feet
high, whereas they are no taller than the
other Americans. The women, as in other
places, are very fond of necklaces and braVeThe
lets, which they u»ake of sea shells.
liatives chiefly live en tish and uame, and
what the earth ])roduces spontaneously.
This country abounds with an animal called camel-sheep by some authors, but their
true name is guanacoes. They partake of
the nature of a camel, though they haye no
bunch on the back, and they were formerly
made use of to carry burdens. The> have
also a bird called an ostrich, but not so
large, and they differ from the African
ostriches in having three toes, whereas those
have but two. A great number of Islands,
or clusters of Islands, lie on the coasts of
Patagonia.
The Island of Terra del Feugo, or the
Land of Fires, as it was called by the first
discoverers, on account of iheir having observed some great fires ujion it (snpjwsed
to be volcanoes) as they passed it in the
night, is separated from the continent by
the Magellanic Straits; has a rougii appearance, being very mountainous, but is
intersected with deep narrow val'eys, and is
well watered. The natives of this country
are short in their persons, not exceeding
five feet six inches at most, their heads
large, their faces broad, their dieek bones
very prominent, and their noses very flat.
They have little brown eyes, without life
their hair is black and lank, hanging about
their heads in disorder, and besmeared with
On the chin they have r f<w
train oil.
straggling short hairs instead of a beard,
and from their nose there is a constant discharge of mucus into tht-ir uuly open mouth.
The whole asseinblage of their features forms
tlie most loathso.ne picture of misery and
wretchedness to which human nature can
passibly be reduced. They had no other
;

clothing than

a small

piece of seal-skin,

which hung from their shoulders to the
middle of the back, bein^ fastened round
the neck with a string. The rest of their
body was perfectly naked, not the least regard being paid to decency. Tiieir natural
colour seems to be an olive-brown, with a
kind of gloss resembling that of copper
but many of them disguise themrelves with
streaks of red paint, and sometimes, though
seldom, with white. Their whole character
is the strongest compound of stupidity, indifference, and inactivity.
They have no
other arms thfin bows and arrows, and their
instruments for fishing, a kin<l of fish-gags.
;

They

live chiefly

fat oily

any

of

part best.

on seals
There

and like the
no appearance

flesh,
is

subordination

anion": tliem, and
living approaches nearer to
that of brutes, than that of any other nation.

their

mode of

The

children go naked, and the only weapon of the men is a long stick generally
hooked, and pointed at the end like a lance.

They live in huts made oT boughs, and
covered with mud, branches, &c. One side
and the fire-place is in the middle
and a whole family herd together in one of

is of>en,

tiiese

;

miserable hovels.

The above-mentioned [s'andsare

all very
barren and mountainous but from what
Mr. Forster sa>s, in his Voyage to the South
Sea, the climate would not appear to be so
;

rigorous and tempestuous as it is represented in Anson's Voyage. Upon the lower

grounds and Islands that were sheltered by
the high n»ountains, several sorts of trees
plants, and a variety of birds were
found. Among the trees was Winter's barktree, arid a species of arbulus, loaded with
re<l fruit of the size of small cherries, which
were very well tasted. In some places there
is also plenty of celery.
Among the birds
was a species of duck, of the size of a goose,
which ran alomr the sea with amazing velocity, beating the water with its wings and
feet; it had a grey plumage, with a yellow
bill ainl feet, and a few white quill feathers
at the Faulkland Islands it is called a loiigerhead duck. Among the birds are also
plenty of geese and falcons. The rocks
of some of the Islands are covered with

and

.
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At eijfht o'clock in
large muscle-sliells, the fish of which is ice-islaiuis were seen.
the eveninu, we hauled the wind to the S
said to be more titlicate \\n\\\ oysters.
for tlte night.
On the 8th, at day-light,
Faiilklaiid's Islands were tirst discovered
who
Hawkins,
we
c<>ntinue<l
Richard
our
course to the east, being
Sir
hy
in 1594,
Hawkins'
them
in
latitude
of
oH
deg.
30 min. S. and in li>
principal
the
named
Maideoland, in hononrof cpieen Eli/ahrth. deu;^. 14 uiin. W. longitude. In the afterThe present name Faulkland was pn)l)al)ly noon pas.sed three ice-islands. On the f>tli,
the
given them by Capt. Strona:, in ]()i^9. and we had a caln» most part of the day

E

;

afterwanis adopted by Halley.
The late lord Effmont, tirst lord of the
admiralty in 1764, then revived the scheme
an»!
of a settlement in the South Seas
commoiloie Byr<ni was sent to take posses,
sion of Fauiklantl's Islands in the name of
his Britannic niijjesty, and in his joninal
^epre^'ents them as a valnable a(qni5ition.
On the other hand, they are represented
by CM|)t. M' Hride, who in ITGO, siicceedetl
that gentleman, as the outcasts of nature.
" We found (says he) a ma|> of Ishnids .nid
,

which the s«»il was nothini;
but a lx)u^ witli no better prospect than
that of barren mountains, beaten by storms
almost |>erpetual. \'et this is summer and
if the winds of winter hold their nafiinil
]>roportion, those who be but two cables'
lenirth from the shore, must pass weeks withwith it " The
out any communication
herbs and vetretables which were planted
by Mr. B\ron's fieople and the fir tree, a
native of rusfijed and cold climates had
broken lands,

ot

;

;

withered.

In

the

summer months,

wild

celery and sorrel are the natural luxuries
of these Islands. Goats, sheep, and hogs,
that were carried hither, were found to increase and thrive as in other places. Geese
of a fishy taste, snii)es, penguins, foxes, and
sea lions, are also found here, and plenty
of £?ood water.
Thouirh the soil be barren, and the sea
tempe.stuous, an English settlement was
nia<le here, of which we were dispossessed

by the Spaniards in 1770. That violence
was, however, disavowed by the Spanish
ambas-sador, and sf>me conces.sions were
made to the court of Great Britain but in
;

order to avoid givina: nmbraue to the court
of Spain, the settlement was afterwards

abandoned.
On Tuesday the 7th, we resumed our
course to the east, and this dav only three

weather

We

fair,

except

at

times a

snow shower.

ice-islands, but not the
intimation that could induce ns to
tiiink that any land was near us.
stoo<I
now t(» N. 1'^. with a l)reeze which sprung
up at S. K. On the lOlh, we had shov\ers
of sleet ami snow
the weather was piercing
cold, insomuch that the water on deck was
frozen. The ice-i>^lands were continually in
sight.
On the lltli, we continued' to .steer
east. In the morning we had heavy showers
of snow
but as the day advanced, we had
clear and serene weather.
At noon we ^\ete
in latitude o8 (leg. 11 min. and in 7 deg.
'>j min. W. longitude.
On the r2th, we
had ice-islands continually in sight, but
most of them were small and breaking to
On Monday the 1.3th, we had a
pieces.
heavy fall of .snow but the sky clearing
up, we had a fair night, and so sharp a
frost, that the water in all our vessels on
deck, was next morning covered with a
sheet of ice. On the 14th, we continued to
steer east, inclining to the north, and in the
afternoon crossed the first meridian, or that
of Greenwich, in the latitude of .j7deg. 50
inin. S.
At eight o'<lock we had a hdrd
gale at S. S. W. and a high sea from the
same quarter. On the 15th, we steered E.
N. E. till noon, when by observation, we
were in latitude 56 dea'. 37 min. S. and in
now sail4 dee. 11 min. E. longitude.
ed
w ith a view of getting into the
latitude of Cufie Circumcision.
bad
some large ice-islands in sight, and the air
was nearly as cold as the precedms- day
The night was foi^gy, with snow showers,
and a smart frost. On Thursday the 16th,
E. and at UDon
we continued our course
we* observed in latitude 55 deg. 26 min S.
and in 5 de<r. 52 inin. E. hmsfitude, in whicii
situation we had a great swell from the south,
but no ice in sight. At one o'clock we stood
.saw several

least

We

;

;

;

We

N E

We

N
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Being at this time only 2 deto S. E. till six, when we tacked, and stood out to sea.
At this time wc had a heavy grees of longitude from om' route to the
to the north.
fall of snow and sleet, which fixed to the south, when we took our de|*arture from tlit;
masts and rig^ging' as it fell, and coated the Cape of Good Hopcj it was in vain tor us
whole with ice. On the 17th, we had a to continue our course to the east, under
great high sea from the south, from whence this parallel but thinking we might have
v/e concluded no land was near in that direc- seen land farther to the south, for this reati(m.
At this time were in latitude 64 deg:. son, and to clear up some doubts, we steer20 min. S. and in 6 deg. 33 min. E. longi- ed S. E. in order to get iuto the situation in
tude. Oil the 18th, the weather was tair which it was supposed to lie. Oii the 23rd,
now kept a look-out for from observations on several distances of
and clear.
Cape Circumcision for if the land had ever the sun and moon, we found ourselves in
so little extent in the direction of N. and S. the latitude of 55 deg. 25 min. S. and in
we could not miss seeing- it, as the northern 23 deg. 22 mm. E. longitiule and having
point is sai<l to lie in 54 deg. On the 19th, run over the track in which the land was
at eight o'clock in the morning", land ap supposed to lie, without seeing any, we now
peared in thedirect'on E. by S. but it prov- were well assured the ice islands had de-i
now steered E. ceived M. Bouvet; as at titnes they had deed a mere fog bank.
by S. and S. E. till seven o'clock in the ceived us. During the night the wind veerevening', when we were in latitude 54 deg". ed to N. W. which enabled us to steer more
for we
42 min. S. ami in 13 deg. 3 min E. longi- north
had now laid aside all
tude.
now stood to N. W. having a thoughts of searching farther after the
very strong gale, attended with snow show- French discoveries, and were determined to
ers.
On Monday the 2()th, we tacked and direct our course for the Cape of Good Hope,
stretched to N. E. and had a fresh gale inreudiii<j: only by the way to look for the
attended with snow showers and sleet. At Isles of Denia, and Marseveen, which by
noon we were in latitude 54 desr. 8 min. S. Dr. Halley are laid down in the latitude of
longitude 12 deg. 59 min. E. but had not 41 dfg 5 min. and 4 deg. E. longitude from
the least sign of land. On the 21st, we the meridian of the Cape of G<M)d Hope.
were 5 deg. to the east of the hmgitiide in On Friday the 25th, we steered N. E. and
;

We

;

;

We

;

We

which Cape Circumcision

is

said to

lie,

and

continued our course

east, inclining a little
the 22nd, when, at noon,
by observation we were in latitude 54 deg.
24min. S. and in 19 i}e^. 18 min. E. longitude.
had now measured in the latitude laid down for Bouvet's land, 13 ilea:, of
longitude; a course in which it is hardly
we therepossible we could have missed it
and C(mfore began to doubt its existence
cluded, that what the Frenchman had seen,
could be nothing more than a deception,
or an Island of ice: for after we had left the
southern Isles, to the present time, not the
least vestige of land had been discovered.
saw, it is true, some seals and penguins
but these are to be found in all parts of the
southern ocean, and we believe shags, gunnets, boobies, an<l men of war birds, are the
most indubitable signs that denote the
vicinity of lands, as they seldom go very far

to the south,

till

We

;

;

We
;

8

noon in latitude 52 lie^r. 52 mm.
S. longitude 26 deg. 31 min. EThis day
we saw the last ice-island.
On Wednesday the 1st of March, we
were in latitude 46 deg. 44. min, 8. and in
23 deg. 36 min. W. longitude
and we
took notice, that the whole time the wind
blew regular and constant northerly, which
included several days, the weather was
always cloudy and very hazy but as soon
were

at

;

;

We

as it came south of west, it cleared up.
also observed, that the barometer began to
rise several days before this change ha|)f)ened.
On the 3rd, in the afternoon, we had
intervals of clear weather, Uut at night the

wind blew a heavy .squall from S. W.
whereby several of our sails were split, ami
a middle stay-«=ail was wholly lost. Our
latitinle was 45 deu. 8 min. S. longitude 30
deg. 50 min. E. On Wednesday the 8th,
the thermometer ruse to 61 deg. and w.e
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linhter clothes. We sW'Me they would

were obliged to put on
were now in iatitiule 41

<Iej^.

iinisfitude 2() dei;. 51

inin.

E.

yet seen ony si<;ns

land, hnt

oi"

;>()

A\ e

iniii.

S.

had not

all)atios'<es,

hiids, wnc our daily
lllh, the wind siiitted
sMildenly rinm N V»'. Ur S. W. uhich oeeasi.med the ineirury to f'all a^ suddenly tVoni
(v2 to .Vi deir. so dilVj rent was t!u' state <»f
he air hetween a northerly and southerly
()pterels,

and other

On

visitorsV

.'ind.

Onr

sia

the

this

latitude

niin. S. lon5;itiide

!(>

On

Suiulay

"2-i

12th,

tlie

day was 40 deif.
47 niin. E.

dei;.

some

all*<alrosse;

and peterels were shot, which proved an
acceptable treat. This day we were nearly
in file situation, in which the Isles ofDenia
and Marseveen aiv said t(j lie, and not the
\ast !io|)e of tindniu- them renuiined. On
the l:5th, we stood to N. N. W. ami at noon
by observation, were in latitude 3S de^. ol
nnn. S wh'ch was above thirty miles more
than our 1i>l: i.ave us; to what this dili'er^

ence was

The

o\vi!i<f,

we could

not

watcl) also .shewed that

determine.

we had

beti'i

this time we were 2dei^i'ees north of the parallel in which the Isles
are laid doan, but found not any encnura;iement to persevere in our endeavours to

At

to the east.

set

fiutl

them.

This must have consumed more

we

and
think, in a fruitless sf-arch
evtry one, all having^ been confined a long"
time to stale and salt provisions, was imtherefore in
patient to get into port.
compliance with the general wish, resolved
to tnake the best of our way to the Cape t)f
were now in latitmie 38
G«Y>d Hoj)e
dec:. 38 min.S. and in 23 deg. 37 min. E.
t4»ne,

;

We

We

lo

is^

ule.

On Thursday

the 16th, at day-break, we
descry ed in the N. W. quarter, standing' to
the westward, two sail, one of which shewed Dtttcli colours. At ten o'clock we stood
t<^ the west also, and were now
in the latitude o'f 35 dear. 9 min. S. aad in longitude
22 dea:. 38 min. E. About this tiuje a
quarrel arose between three officers, and the
sni[>'s cooks, which was not reconcile<l witliotit serious consec|uences.
Those three gent emeu, upon some occasion or other, entered the cook-room with naked knives, and
with oatbsj unbecoming their character,
No. 2^^
y

Y
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take away the lives of the
them. It seems
ihey had formerly met with some rebuli's
for too much trequenting the cooks' apartments, which had hitherto passed in joke
but now a regular complaint was laid before the Captain, of their unwarrantable
behaviour, and of the danger the men were
in of their lives
into which complaint the
Cajitain \Nas under a necessity of inquiring;
and upon finding it just, of confining the
offend rN in irons.
While fhey were in this
situation, the ailicles of war being read, it
was foiind that the offence was of such u
nature as hardly to be determined without
a reference t<» a court martial, in order to
which the two w lio appeared most culpable,

first

who dared

to atfront

;

Werecontmued prisoners upon
the third was cleared. After

parole,

and

this business

had engrossed the Captain's attention, lie
the ship's crew together, and after

called

recounting the particulars of the voyage,
the hardships they had met with, the fatigues
fhey had undergone, and the cheerfulness
they had constantly shewn in the discharge
of their duty, he gave them to understand,
liow much it would still more recommend
them to the lords of the admiralty, if they
would preserve a profound silence in the
ports they had yet to pass and might enter,
with regard to the courses, the discoveries
tfiey had made, and every particular relative
to this voyage

;

and likewise,

after their re-

turn home, till they had their lordships' |)ermission to the contrary
requiring, at the
same time, all those officers who bad kept
journals, to deliver them into his custody, to
l)e sealed up, and not to be opened till delivered to their lordships at the proper
office.
In the interim they were to be
locked up safely in a chest. This request
was cheerfully complied with by every commissioned officer.
On Friday, the 17th, we observed at noon
in the latitude of 34 deg. 49 min. S. in the
evening we saw land, about six leagues
distant, in the direction of E. N. E.
And
there was a great fire or light upojii it^
tlirouehont the first part of the night. On
the 18th, at day-break, we saw, at the same
distance, the land again, bearing N. N. W.
;

;
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At nine o'clock, we sent out a boat to get with thirteen ^iins, and the compliment
up with one of the two ships before noticed was returned with an equal number. We
we were so desirous of hearing news, that now heard the deplorable story of the Ad;

we

paid no attention to the distance, thoug-h
the ships were at least two leagues from us.
Soon after we stood to the south, a breeze
springing up at west. At this time three
more sail were seen to windward, one of
which shewed English colours. The boat
returned at one o'clock P. M. and our peopie in it had been on board a Dutch Indiaman, coming home from Bengal the ship
was the Bownkerk Polder, the Captain CorThe Captain very politely
i^elius Bosch.
made us a tender of sugar, arrack, and of
auy thing that could be spared out of the
ship.
By some English mariners on board
Iier, our people were informed, that our
consort had arrived at the Cape of Good
Hope twelve mouths ago addins:, that a
boat's crew had been murdered and eaten
by the natives of New Zealand. This intelligence sutficieutly explained the mysterious
accounts we had received from our old
;

;

ventures boat's crew confirmed, with tlie
addition of a false report, concerning tlie
loss of a French ship upon the same island,
with the total destruction of the captain and
his crew, propagated, no doubt, by the Adventure's people, to render an act of savage
barbarity, that would scarcely admit of
aggravation, still more horrible. But, which
gave us full satisfaction about this matter,
Capt. Furneaux had left a letter for our
commander, in which he mentions the loss
of the boat, and ten of his men, in Queen
Chark>tte's Sound. The day after our arrival at this place, Capt. Cook, accompanied by our gentlemen, waited on Baron
Plettenberg, the Dutch Governor, by whom,

and

his principal officers, they were treated
with the greatest politeness and as at this
place refreshments of all kinds may be procured in great abundance, we now, after the
numerous fatigues of a long voyage, began
to taste, and enjoy the sweets of repose.
It
is a custom here for all the officers to reside
on shore; incompliance with which, the
Captain, the two Forsters, and Mr. Sparman took up their abode with Mr. Brandt,
^vell known to our
cojiutrymen for his
oblis^ing readiness to serve them.
Our
people on board were not neglected
and
being provided daily with t'resli baked bread,
fresh meat, greens, wine, &c. they were
soon restored to their usual .strength, and
;

Queen Charlotte's Sound.
the 19th, at ten o'clock in the morning, the English sliip bore down to us. She
was the True IJrilon, Ca|)t. Broadly, on her
feturn froiji China.
A letter to the secretary of the admiralty was committed to the
care of the Captain, who generously sent us
fresh provisions, tea, and other articles.
In
the afternoon, tlie True Briton stood out to
At six o'clock,
sea, and we in for land.
we tacked within five miles of the shore,
distant, as we conjectured, about six leagues as .soon forgot all past liarships and danfrom Cape Aquilas. On the 2()th, we .stood gers.
Al! hands were employed now to supply
along shore to the west; and on the 21st,
all
our defects. Almost every thing except
over
Mountain,
the
Cape
at noon, the Table
the
distant
ten
standing rigging was to be replaced
bore
leagues,
E.
by
Town,
E.
N.
The next morning we anchored in Table anew and it is well known the charges
with us, in our reckoning, it was here for naval stores are most exorhirant
Bay
Wednesday the 22nd, but with the people for the Dutch both at the Cape and Batavia,
here, Tuesday the 21st, we having gained take a scandalous advantage of the distress
a day by running to the east. In the bay of foreigners. That our casks, riggins, sad.s
we found ships of difl^erent nations, among &c. should be in a shattered condition, \s
which was an English East Indiaman, from easily accounted for. In eircunuiavigating
China, bound directly to England, In this the globe, we mean, from having this place
ship Cai»t. Cook sent a copy J)t' his journal, to our return to it again, we had sailed no
together with some charts and drawings to less than sixty thousand miles, equal nearly
saluted the garrison to three times the equatorial circumference
the admiralty.
friends, in

On

:

;

;

We
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in uil this run, uhich had
been made in all latitudes, between 9 and
71 deif. we sprung neither low-masts nor
top-mast nor luoke so mueh as a lower, or
top-mast shrovvd. At the Cape, the euiiosity
of all nations was excited, to learn the success of our discoveries, and in pr<iporti<Hi to
the earnestness of the s<dicitations, wherew ith
the common men were pressed, by Ibrei'^n
inquisitors they took care' to stratify them
Hence miMiy
with wonderful relatiojis.
stran&;e stories were circulate*! abroad, before it was known by the people at iarue
at home, whether the Resolution had perished at sea, or was upon her return lo
Europe.
Diu'int? our slay here, several
foreign ships put in and went out, botiod
to and from India, namely, Euiilisli, French,
Danes, and three Spanish ships, fViyafes,
two goint? to, and one retinnini^ iVoni Ma-

of the eaith; but

;

We

believe it is but lately, tliat ships
and thest;
of this nation have touched here
Were the first to whom were allowed the
same privileges as <»tKer European states.
now lost no time in putting all thinus
but
in readiness to complete our voyajie
nilla.

;

We

;

obliged to unhang osir rudiler, and
Were also delayed for want of cajdkeis and
it was absolutely
necessary to caulk the
ship before we put to sea.
On Wednesday, the :16th of April, tiiis
work was finished, and having got on board
a fresh supply of provisions, and all necessary stores, we took leave of the governor,
and his principal officers. On the 'iTth, we
went on board, and soon after, the wind
coming fair, we weighed, antl put to sea.
When under sail, we saluted the garrison,
as is customary, and they retiirned the compliment. When clear of the bay we parted
company with some of the ships who sailed
out with us: the Danish ship steere<i for
the East Indies, the Spanivsh frigate, Juno,
for Euro|)e, and we and ihe Dulton Indiaman, for St. Helena. Dependina' on the
goodness of Mr Kendal's watch, we determined to attempt to make the island by a
direct course. The wind, in general, blew
faint all the passage, which made it longer
than common.
On Monday, the 15th of May, at day-

we were

;

ar

we saw the Island, distant foMrtoea
leagues, and anchoreiJ at midnight, bo-fore
the town, on ihe N. W. side of "the Island
Govern()r Skettovve,an(l tbegeiitleujenof the
Island, treated ns. while we continued here,
with the greatest courtesy. In our narrative
of Capt. Cook's former voyage, we liave
given a fidl <les<.'ription of this Island
to
which we shall only add, that the iuiiabi^
tants are far from exercising a wanton cruelty
towards their slaves.
are infornied also,
that wheel carriages, and porters knots have
been in use among them i'or many yeajs.
Within these three years a neu churcli ha*-^
been built
some olhei' new buildings are
erecting, a commodious laiuliiig-place for
break,

;

We

;

boats has been made, and other improvements, which add both strength and beauty
to the place.
Here we finished some nece.ssary repairs, which we !iad not time to complete during our stay at the Ca|)e. Our
euipty water casks were also filled, and the
ship's coin|)aiiy had fresh beef, at five-pence
per pound. This aiticle of refreshment is
exceeding good, and the oidy one to be
procurwJ, worth mentioning. On the 21st,
in the evening, we look leaveof the governor,
and then repaired on board. The Dutton
Indiaman, in company with us, was ordered
not to fall in with Ascension, for wliich we
steered, on account of an illicit trade, carried
on between the conjpany's ships, and some
vessels from North America; wl»o, of late
years, had visited the island, on pietence of
fishinar, when their real design wjls to wait
the coming of the India ships. The Duttou
was therefore ordered to steer N. W. by W,
or N. W. till to the northward of Ascension.
With this ship we were in company till the
24th, when we parted.
packet for the
admiralty was put on boani, and she continued her course N. W. On Sunday, the
28th, we made the Island of Ascension, and
on the evening anchored in Cross Bay, ou
the N. W. side, half a mile from the .-^lore,
The Cross-hill, so
in ten fathoms water.
called on account of a flag stafFerected upon
it in form of a cross, bore S. ;38 deg. E. and
the two extreme f>oints of the bay extended
from \. E. to S. W.
had several fishing parties out every night, and got abouJ.

A

We
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(iirtles weiyhiug between four quantities of fresh water ni holes in t\u^
hundred weight each. This was rocks.
While the Resolution lay in the
our principal object, though we might have road, a sloop belonging to New-York anhad a plentiful supply offish in general. chored by her. She had been to the coast
We have no where seen old wives in such of Guinea with a cargo of goods, and came
abundance; also cavalies, conger eels, and here under a pretence to take in turtle but

twenty-four

and

tive

;

various other sorts.
This island lies in the direction N. W.
and S. E. and is ten miles broad, and five
or six long. Its surface is very barren, and
scarcely produces a shrub, plant, or any
kind of vegetation, in the space of many
miles; instead of which we saw only stones
and sand, or rather ilags and ashes: hence
from the general appearance of the face of
this island, it is more than ])robable, that,
at some time, of which we have no account,

We

has been destroyed by a volcano.
met with in our excursions a smooth eren
surface in the intervals between the heaps
of stones but as one of our people observed,
you may as easily walk over broken glass
bottles as over the stones for if yon slip, or
make a false step, you are sure to be cut or
lamed. At the S. E. end of t!ie isle is a
h'gh mountain, which seems to have been
for it is covered
left in its original state
with a kind of while marl, producing purslain, spurge, and one or two sorts of grass.
On these the goats feed, which are to br
found in this part of the isle. Here are
good land crabs, and the sea abounds with
They always
turtle from January to June.
come on shore to lay their eggs in the night,
when they are caught by turning them on
their backs, in which position they are left
on the beach till the next morning when
the turtlr-catciiers fetch them away.
are inclined to think, that the turtles come
to this island merely for the purpose of laying iheireggs, as we found none but females
nor had those we caught any food in their
.saw also near this place
stomachs.
abundance of aquatic birds, siicli as tropic
On the N,
birds, men of war. boobies, &c.
E. side we found the remains of a wreck
she seemed to have been a vessel of one
were
hundred and fifty tons burthen.
informed, that there is a fine spring in a
valley between two hills, on the top of the
it

:

;

;

We
;

We

;

We

moiiTvtain

above-mentioned

;

besides great

4

her real intention was, we believe, to traflic
with the oflicers of our homeward bound
East Indiamen for she had lain here near
a week, and had got on board only twenij'
turtles; whereas a sloop from Bermuda, had
sailed butafewdays before, with onehundred
and five on board, which were as many as
she could take in but having turned several
more on dilferent beaches, they inhumanly
ripped open their bellies, for the sake of the
;

;

eggs, and left the carcases to |>utrify.
The
centre of this island of Ascension is situated
in the latitude ofSdeg S. and 14 deg. 28
min. 30 sec, W. longitude.
On Wednesda), the 31st of May, we departed from the island of Ascension, and
steered, with a fine aale at S. E. by E. for
that of Fernando de Norhoniia, on the coast
of Brasil, in order to deterunne its longitude.
In our passage for this place we had

very good
nights,

weather, and fine moon-light
which afforded us many opportuni-

ties of making lunar observations.
On the
9th of June we made the Inland, which
had the appearance of several detached hills;
tlie largest of which very much resembled
the steeple of a church.
As we advanced,
and drew near it, we found the sea broke in
a violent surf on some sunken rocks, which
lay about a league from the shore.
We
now hoisted English colours, and bore ufi
round the north end ot the isle, which is a
group of little islots lor we perceived plainly
that the land was unconnected, and divided
by narrow channels. On one of these, next
the main, are .several strong forts, rendt-red
so by the nature of their .situation, whicii
is such as to command all the anchoring
and landing-places about the island. W<e
continued to sad round the northern point,
till
the sandy beaches belore which is ti^*'
road tor shi|)ping, and the forts were o|»eii
to the westward of the .»!ar»l point.
As tht;

Res )lution advanced, a gun was ifired, an<i
immediately the Portuguese c^l^urs were
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to stO|» here,

we

tude.

Its laticlothed with wood and herl)a<j:e.
tude is li del?. 6-3 min. S. and its lonsitu^le
carried on by tht watch, Irom St. H^^lena,
Don Antonio d'Ulloa,
is .'J"i deuf. »*M min. W.
in his account of this ishuul, says, "that it
hath tw<» harboiirs, c.ip;ihle of receiving
one is on the
ships of ihe ifre;»test burtlen
north side, and the other on the N. W. The
former is, in every respect, the principal,
both tor shelter and capaciousness, and the
hut both are expos|fo<Kine.ss of its bottom
ed to the north an<l west, tlioiit»h these
winils, particularly the n trth, .u'c periodical,
and of no lony^ continuance. You anchor
in the nortli harbour (which Capt. Cook
called a road) in tliirteen fathoms water, one
third of a lea;»ue froui the shore, bottom of
tine sand
the peaketl hills bearino S. W.
3 desf. southerly." This road, or, (as Ulloa
terms it) harl)our, is very secure for shi()pinu:,
being sheltered from the south and east
winds. A mariner in our ship, had been
aboard a Dutch East Indiaman, who, on
account of lier crew being sickly, and in
want of refreshments, put into this islp. By
him we were informed, that the Portuguese
and
supplied them with son»e buiFaloes
that they got their water behind one of the
beaches, from a small pool, scarcely big
enouiih to dip a bucket in.
On SMuday, the 11th of June, at three
o'clock P. M. in longitude 3ideg. 14 min.
we crossed the line. We had squally weather from the E S. E. with showers of rain,
which coutinued, at time.s, till the l'2tii.and
on (he 13th the wind became variable. At
noon we were in the latitude of 3 desj, 49
inui. N. and in 31 dei]^. 47 min. W. lonsritude. AVe had now tor most part of the day,
of
dark, crKKimy weather, till the eveni
ihe loth, at "^v'^ich time we were iu .latitude
;

;

;

;

u
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in 31 de^- W. longr
After this we had three successive
calm days, in which we had fair weather
and rains alternately and sometimes the
sky was obscured by dense clouds, which
broke in very heavy showers of rain. On
Sunday the 18th, we had a breeze at east,
which tixed at N. E. and we stretched to
N. VV. As we advanced to the north, the
gale increased. On Wednesday, the 21.st,
Capt. Cook ordered the stdl to be set to
work, with a view of making the greatest
quantity possible of fresh water.
To try
this experiment, the still -was fitted to the
largest co|)per we had, which held about
sixty-tbur gallons of salt water.
At four

displayed on

the torts; but not intending
tired a jfun to the leeward,
and stiMid away to the northward, with a
The hill, which
fresh hreeze at E. S. E.
appears like a cnnrcii tower, bore S. '27 dei;.
W. five miles distant; and from our present
point of view it appeared to lean, or over-,
Fernando de Norhonha
nan:4" to the east.
is ill no part more than six leajrnes in extent,
and exhibits an nneipial surface, well

VTORLD.

de^s.

47 min. N. and

;

M.

the tire was lighted, and at
began to run. The operation
was continued till six in the evening: at
which time we had obtained thirty-two aallons of fresh water, and consumed onebushel
and a half of coals. At noon, tiie mercury
in the thermometer was eighty-Cour and a
half, as hiuh as it is generally found to rise
at sea.
Had it been lower more water
woid<l have been procured
for it is well

o'clock, A.
six the f^till

;

known, that
the

may

stil'

colder the air is, the cooler
be kept, whereby the steam

*lie

be condensed faster. This invei.'tiot),
upon the whole, is a useful one, but it
woidd not be prudent for a navigator to
trust wholly to it
for though, with plenl>
of fuel, and good copfjcrs, as luucli wait-r
may be obtained, as will be nccessiny to
support life, yet the utmost efforts that can
be employed itj tins work, will not procure
a sufficiency to snp|)ort health, es|>ecially
in hot climates, wJiere fresh wafer is most
wanted and in the ojiinion of Capt. Cook,
founded on experience, the best judge o;
this matter, nothing can contribute more U>
the health of seatnen than their having,
plenty of sweet fresh water.
On Sundiiy the 2oth, we were in latitude
16 deir. 12 uiin. N. nnd in 37 de^. 20 min.
W. ion2:itude. Observing a ship in windward, bearing down upon us, we shorreiud
sail
but, on her approaching, we tViUud \iy
her colours siie was Dutch; we llieretoie
made sail again, and left her to pursue h* r
course. On the 28th. we observed in tht
will

;

;

;
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latitude of 21 deg. 21 mm. N. longitude 40 permission to grant Mr. Wales an opportudeg. 6 min W. and our course made good nity to make his observations on shore.
was N. by W. On the 30ih, a shij.) passed^ This was readily granted, and Mr. Dent,
us within hale, but she was presently out of who acted as consul, in the absence of Mr.
sight, and we judged her to be English. Gathorne, not only procured this permission,
were now in the latitude of 24 deg. but accommodated Mr. Wales with a con20 min. N, longitude 41) deg. 47 min. AV^. venient place in his garden, to .set up his
In latitude 29 d*^^. 30 min. we saw .some instruments; and in several other particusea-plants, commonly called gulph-weed, lars, this gentleman discovered a friendly
even his house was
because it is supposed to come iVom ihe readiness to oblige us
guli)h of Florida; it may be so, and yet il always at our command, both night and day;
continued to and the entertainment we met with there
certainly vegetates at sea.
till
in the la- was liberal and hospitable.
small
pieces,
see this plant in
All the time
parallel we staid at this place, the crew of our ship
which
bejond
titude of 36 deg. N.
we saw no more of it. On AVednesday, the were supplied with plenty of fresh beef, and
5th of July, the wind veered to the east; we purchased about lifty tons of water, at
and the next day it was a calm. On the the rate of about three shillings per ton.
7th, and 8th, we had variable light airs ; To hire shore boats is the most general
but on the 9th, the wind tixed at S. S. W. custom here, though ships are allowed, if
after which we had a fresh ffale, and steered they prefer many inconveniencies to a triflN. E. our intention ing expence, to water with their own boats.
iirst N. E. and then
being to make some oi: the Azores, or Fresh provisions may be got, and hogs,
Western Isles. On Tuesday the 11th, we sheep, and poultry, for .sea-stock, at reasonwere in latitude 36 deg. 43 min. N. and in able rates. The sheep are not only small,
36 deg. 43 min. W. longitude, when we they are also very poor; but the bullocks
descried a sail steering to the west ; and and hogs are exceeding good.
Here is
on the 12 ill, we came in sight of three plenty of wine to be had.

We

:

We

E

Before we proceed with our own observathe 13th, we made the isle tions, made during our abode at Fayal, it
of Fayal, and on the I4th, at day-break, we may be agreeable to our readers, to give
entered the bay of De Horla, and at eight them a brief account and description of all
p'clock anchored in twenty fathoms water, the Azores, or Western Islands. These have
about half a mile from the shore. Our de- by ditferent geographers, been vanously
sign in touching at this place, was to make deemed parts of America, Africa, and Eu^
observations, from whence might be determin- rope, as they are almost in a central point:
ed with accuracy the longitude of the Azores. but we apprehend they may witli more prowere directed by the master of the port, nriety be considered as belonging to ike
who came on board before we cast anchor, latter. They are a group of islands, situated
to moor N. E. and S. W. in this station, the in the Atlantic ocean, between 23 and 32
of west lonijitude, and between 37
S. VV. point of the bay bore S. 16 deg. W. deg.
and the N. E. point, N. 33 deg. E. The and 40 north latitude, nine hundred miles
church at the N. E. end of the town N. 38 west of Portuffal, and as many east of Newfoundland. Thev are nine in number, viz.
<\ei!;. W. the west point of St. George's island
N. 42 deg. E. distant eight leagues and the St. Maria, St. Miguel, or St. Michael, Terisle of Pico extending from N. 74 deg. E. ceira, St. George, Graciosa, Fayal, Pico,
In the Flores, and Corvo.
to S. 46 deg. E. distant five miles.
These islands M^ere first discovered by
hay we found the Pourvoyer, a large French
frigate, an American sloof), and a brig be- some Flemisli ships in 1439, and afJerwards
On the 14th, the Cap- by the Portuguese in 1447, to wljom tliey
lonu^inif to Fayal.
The two westernmost wen*
tain sent to the English consul, and noti- now belong.
tied our arrival to tlie ifoveruor. betrging his named Flores and Corvo, from the abuiidanct;

more.

On Thursday

We

;
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Fiom eighteen to twenty thousand
one, ami crows on the other. Fayal.
of
that wine are made there yearly.
|)ipes
subject
lou'^overiiorand
They nre all fertile,
these
All
of
Terceira,
islands enjoy a .salubrioas air,
Aii^^ra
in
at
resides
who
?:eneral,
whicli is also the seat of the l)isho|>, whose but are exposed to violent earthquakes, from
The which they have frequently suflered.
tiiocese extends over all the Azores.
Vdia de Horta, the chief town of Faj'aL
•inconie ot'the latter, which is paid in wheat,
like
all the towns belonging to the Portupounds
two
hundred
amounts to about
On every Island there is a guese, is crowded with religious buildings;
sterling a year.
<leputy-i?overnor, who directs the police, there being no less, in this little city, than
an«l a juiz, orjudc^e, three convents for men, and two for women.
niihtia, and reventie
Here are also eight churches, including those
is nt the head of the law department, from
whom lies an appeal to a hitfher court at belonging to the convents, and that in the
This college is a noble
Terceira, and fnun thence to the supreme Jesuits college.
IJsbon.
The natives of these structure, and seated on an elevation, in the
t'ourl at
pleasantest part of the city. Since the exislands are said to be very litifjrious.
St. Miifuel, the larjjest, is one hundred pulsion of tliat order, it has been suffered to
circumference, contains about go to decay, and, in a few years, b> the allmiles in
twenty-nine thousand inhabitants, and is consuming hand of time, may be reduced to
Its chief a heaf> of rums.
The principal produce of
very fertile in wheat anti Hax
town is Panta del (iado. This islan<l uas Fayal is wheat and Indian corn, with which
twice ravau:ed by the English in the tune the inhabitants supply Pico, which, in return, sends them wine more than suflicient
of queen Elizabeth.
Terceira, is reck^)ned the chief Island, on f(»r their consmnption, great quantities being*
account of its having the l)est harbour and annually shipped from De Horta, (for at
its cliiel'tovvn. nauieil Anura, being the rePico there is no load for shipping) for Amesidence of the governor-general and the rica, whence it has obtained the name of
bishop.
The town contains a cathedral, F'ayal wine, 'i'he Villa de Horta is situated
five other churches, eight convents, several in the bottom of a bay, close to the edge of
courts of offices, &c. and is defended by two the sea. It is defended by two castles, one
at each end of the town, and a stone wt.rk,
torts.
The Island of Pico, so called from a exiending along the sea shore, from the one
mountain of va<t heii^ht. produces exceller>t to the other. But these works serve more
wine, cedar, and a valual)le wood, called lor shew than defence but it is a pity they
teixos.
On the south of the l-nland is the should be suffered to run to decay seeing
principal harbour, called Villa das Lagers. I hey heighten greatly the prospect of the
The inhabitants of Flores haviui*- been city, which is very beautiful from the road ;
many years aso infected with the venereal but, setting aside the religious, houses and
disease, by the crew of a Spanish man of churches, we saw not another edifice, that
war, that was wrecked upon their coast, has any thing, either within or without, to
the evil, it is said, .stdl maintains its ground recommend it.
It is not the custom, in
there, none of the inhabitants being free these parts, among the Portugue.se or Spafrom it, as in Peru, and some parts of Si- niards, to have glass windows, but in this
beria.
town the churches, and a country-house,
Travellers relate, that no poisonous or lately belonging to the English consul, have
venomous animal is to befound in the Azores, their windows glased rll others latticed,
and that if carried thither, it will expire in which gave them in our eyes, the appeara few hours. One tenth of all their produc- ance of prisons. Before this Villa, at the
tions belong to the king, and the article of east end of the island, is the bay or road of
tobacco brings n a considerable sum. The Fayal, which faces the west end of Pico.
wine, called Fayal wine, is chiefly raised in It is a semi-circle about two miles in diame>
the island of Pico, which lies opposite to ter; and its depth, or semi-diameter, is
mJ iloiveis

on

tlit

;

;

;

;

;
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The bottom is
three-fourkhs of a mile.
jiandy, and the depth of water from six to
twenty fathoms ; but, near the shore, partioalarly at the S. W. head, the bottom is
rocky as it also is without the line that
^'onnects the two points of the bay; on
which account it is not safe to anchor too far
The bearings which we have laid
out.
down, when moored in this road, are sufficient to direct any steersman to the best
;

ground. The winds to which this road lies
most exposed are those that blow from between the !S. S. W. and S. E. but as you can
always get to sea with the latter, this is not
so dangerous as the former
and we were
told, there is a small cove round the S. W.
point, called Porto Piere, where small vessels are heaved down, and wherein a ship
may lay tolerably safe. Upon the whole,
we by no means think this road of Fayal a
bad one. We were informed, by a Portuguese Captain of the following particulars,
which, if true, are not unworthy of notice.
However, his account may be attended to
to by Captains of ships, though not entirely
relied on.
Tiiis Portuguese told us, that in
the direction of S. E. about half a league
from the road, and in a line between that
and the south side of Pico, lies a concealed sunken rock, covered with twentyTwo fathoms water, on which the sea
breaks from the south.
He also gave
us to understand, that of all the shoals about
these isles that are laid down in our charts,
and pilot books, only one has any existence,
vvhich lies between the islands of St. Mary
and St. Michael, called Hormingan.
He
further informed us, that the distance between Fayal and the island of Flores, is
forty-five leagues; and that there runs a
strong tide between Fayal and Pico, the
flood setting on the N. E. and the ebb to
the S. W. but out at sea, the direction is E.
;

and W.

By various observations, the true
longitude of this bay was found to be 28
deer. 39 min. 18 sec. and an half.
On AV^ednesday, the 19tn» at four o'clock,
we sailed out of the bay, and steered
A.
for the west end of St. George's Island.
Having passed this, we sha|)ed our course
K. httifS. for the Island of Terct-ira
and

M

;

8

run of fourteen leagues, we found
ourselves not more than one league from the
west end.
now proceeded as expeditiously as the wmd would permit, for Eng.
land
and on Saturday the 29th, we made
the land near Plymouth. On the followingday, the 30th, we cast anchor at Spilhead,
when Capt. Cook, in company with Messrs.
Wales, Forsters, and Hodges, landed at
Portsmouth, and from thence set out for
London. The whole time of our absence
from England was three years and eighteen
days; and, owing to the unbounded good,
ness of an Almighty Preserver, who induU
gently favoured our attempt, and seconded
our endeavours, notwithstanding the various
changes of climates (and they were as various as can be experienced) we lost only one
man by sickness, and three by other causes.
Even the single circumstance*of keeping the
ship's company in health, by means of the
greatest care and attention, will make this
voyage remarkable, in the opinion of every
humane person; and we trust the grand entl
of this expedition, and the purposes for
which we were sent into the southern hemisphere, were diligently and sufficiently pursued.
The Resolution made the circuit
of the southern ocean, in a high latitude,
and Capt. Cook traversed it in such a manner, as to leave no room for a mere |)ossibi.
lity of there bemg a continent, unless near
the pole, and consequently out of the reach
of navigation.
However, by having twice
explored the tropical sea, the situation of
old discoveries were determined, and a number of new ones made; so that, we flatter
ourselres,u pontile whole, the intentionof the
voyage has, though not in €very respect, yet
upon the whole, been sufticien'ly answered
and by having explored so niinuteiy tliesouthern hemisphere, a final end may, perhaps, be
put to searching alter a continent, in that
part of the "ilobe, which has of late years,
and, indeed, at times, for the two last (centuries, engrossed the attention of some of the
maritime powers, and been a favourite
theory amoui* geograjihers of all a'jes. The
I)robability of there beinir a roatnient, or
arge track of land, near the Pole, has been
alreafly gvantird
and we niav have seen
after a

We

;

;

;
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narrative of what happened in the Adventure after her final separation from the Resolution.
Rut it is here necessary to remark
further, that some officers, in both ships
reserved their |>rivate journals, and certain
ingenious memorials, to gratify the curiosity
of their friends. From such materials these
sheets are ccmiposed ; nor have we had recourse to any printed authorities, but from
the sole view of correcting errors in some
parallels of latitude; tor in this last ocei^n, places, and rendering this undertaking, a
the mercury in the thermometer, seldo.n fell full, coniprehensive,and perfect work. This
so low as the freezing point, till we were in premised, we shall now lay before our reawhereas, in ders, a complete narrative of Capt Furlatitude (>() deg. and Upwards
the other oceans, it fell as low in the latitude neaux's |)roceedings in the Adventure; to
of.)4 deg. the cause whereof we attributed which we shall subjoin the improvements
to 11 greater (piantity of ice, which extended that have been made, respecting the means of
farther nortli in the Atlantic and Indian pivservinu' the health of our seamen, and
and particularly those that were used by Capt.
ocean**, tlian in the south Pacific Sea
or Co(tk in his voyages.
at,
formed
r.upposing the ice to be first
persuaded.
fully
we
are
oi"
which
near land,
It will
be an undeniable constqueiice, that
£»<J«i<J«3«^J^
But what
tl.'e land extends farther north.
benetit can accrue from lands thus situated,

The extreme coiii, tlie iiuniberpart of il.
and tlie vast floats of ice, give
Islands,
lesH
conjectnre, and all tend to
this
to
stren-,'!!!
jnove, tliat tliere nuist be main land to the
but, that this must extend fartliest
south
to the north, opposite to tlie southern Atlantie atid Indian oceans, we have already
assigned several reasons; ot' which one is,
the greater degree of cold in these seas than
in the southern PaciticOcean, under the same
;

;

;

—

should they be discovered?

lands

doomed An

and whose horrieverlasting frigidness
or words
language
t>le and savage aspect no
can describe. Will any one venture farther
in search after such a country, than our

t

)

;

brave and skilful commander has done Let
him (Hdceed, and may the God of universal
nature be his guide. We heartily wish him
success, nor will we envy him the honour
;

of his discovery. In behalf of ourselves, the.
Editors who have the honour of submitting
to the' judgment of the public, this New,
ami Complete History of Capt. Cook's Se<pond Voyage, we must not say much, as by
thus much,
that judgment we .stand or fall
howev. r, we will ve-.iture to say, that this
narrative is not defective in point of intelligence, that the facts are true, and that the
whole is expressed in an easy sytle, which
we flalter oiir.selves will not be displeasing
to onr numerous friends, whose favours we
here take the opportunity of gratefully acknowledging.
It has been observed, that
the (jrincipal officers of the Resolution delivered their journals into the custody of
C.ipt. C<Mjk
and, on his arrival in England,
Ca!>t. Fnrneanx also putint) his hand^ a,
No. 23.
Z z
;

;

nccuratCy concise, and complete Account of Ca/ji. Fnrneau.v's proceeding^
in the Adicntnrcfrom the time he was
separated from the Resolution, to his
arrival in Lnnland ; wherein is comprised a faithful relation respectino- the
,

who

were murdered, and
eaten by the Cannibals of Queen Char^
lotie's Sound in New Zealand.
Ijoafs

creu-,

In October. 1773,

we made

the coast of
passage of fourteen
days, from Amsterdam, and stood along
shore till we reached CapeTurnagain, when
a heavy storm blew ns off the coast for three
days successively, in which time we were separated fro.n our consort, the ResoIutioHi.
and saw her not afterwards, in the course
of her voyage.
On Thursday, the 4th of
November, we regained the shore, near ta
Cape Palliser. Some of the natives brought
us in their canoes abundance of cray-fish
and fruit, which they exchanged for our
Otaheite cloth, nails, &c. On the 5tli, the
storm a^am returned, and we were driven
off the shore a second time by a violent gale
of wind, acfi4>iBpanied with heavy f^lh oi

New

.Zealand, after a
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decks began to leak, our beds and beddincr
were wet, which gave many of our people
colds
and now we were most of un complaining, and all began to despair of ever
getting into th€ sound, or, which we had
most at heart, or joining the Resolution,
We combated the storm till Saturday, the
6th, when, being to the north of the Cape,
and having a hard gale from S. W. we bore
away for some bay, in order to complete our
wood and water, of both which articles we
were at present in great want. For some
days past we had been at the allowance of
one quart of water, and it was thought six
or seven days more would deprive us tven
of that scanty pittance. On Tuesday, the
^h, in latitud'e 38 deg. 21 min. S. aiuj in
178 deg. 37 min. E. longitude, we came
abreast of Tolaga bay, and in the forenoon
anchored in eleven fathoms water, stiff*
muddy ground, which lays across the bay
'J'his harbour is open
for about two miles.
to
S.
E.
E. neverthele.ss, it
from N.N E.
;

the side planks were sixty-two feel long:, in
one piece, and were orna^nented witli caivings, not unlike fillagree work, in si>irals of
very curious workmanship, the extremities
whereof were closed witli a figure that forined the head of the vessel, in which were two
monstrous eyes of mother of pearl, and a
large shai)ed tongue
and, as it desceuilf^l,
it still retained the figure of a monster, with
hands and feet carve<l upon it very neatly,
and painted red. It had also a high |)eaked
;

stern,

wrought

in

fillagree,

and

adorned

with feathers, from tlse top of wfiich two
long streamers depended, made of the same
materials, v/tiich almost jeaclied the water,
From tliisdescription \\f iniglii: be teniptedlo
suppose, these canoes to he the vessels, and
this to be the country, lying to the south, of
whicliCiuirosreceivediutelligenceatTaumaio

and where Toabia said tl.ey ;ite men, and
had such large shipsas he could not describe,
On I'riday, 12th, having taken aboard ten
tons of water, and some wood, we .set sai'l
but we were scarcely (-at
affords goorl ridi:»t? with a westerly wind; for the Souuci
ftnid here are regular soundings from five to when the wiu<l began to blow dead hard oi»
;

Wood

ainl water are easily
the winds blow hard
easterly, and then, at such times, which are
but seldom, they llsrow in a great sea. The
natives about this bay are the same as those
at Queen Charlotte's Sound, but more numerons, and have regular plantations of
sweet potatoes, and other roots. They have
plenty offish of all sorts, which we purch.isIn
led with nails, beads, and other trifles.
of
head
a
the
we
saw
one of their canoes,
feathers,
with
adorned
in
state,
woman lying
ind other ornaments. It had all the appearance of life, but, upon a nearer view we
found it had been dried yet,, every feature
was in due preservation and perfect.
judgeti it to have been the head of some deceased relative, kept as a relic. It was at
3n island iu this bay, where the Endeavour's
people observed the largest canoe they met
with during their whole voyage. It was,
according to account, no less than sixty eight
feet and a half long, five broad, and three

twelve fathoms.
procured, except

when

:

We

feet six inches

high

:

it

had a sharp bottom,

consisting of three trunks of trees hollowed,
»fwl»ichthat in the middle was longest;

the shore, so that, not being able to clear
the land, on either tack, we were obliged to
return to the bay, where we arrived the
next morning, the 13th, and, having an.
chored, we rode out a heav^ gale of wind»
at E by S. attended with a very great sex
now began to fear the weather had put
it out -^f our power to join our consort, having reason to believe she vvas in Charlotte
Soinid, the appointed ])lace of rendezvous,
and by this tune ready for sea. Part of the

We

crew were now employed in sto|)j)ing leaks,
and repairing our rigging, whicli was
a
most shattered condition.
It
On the 14th, and I5th, we hoisted out our
boats, and sent them to increa.se otn- stork
of wood and water but on the last day the

m

;

surf rose so high, that ihey could not make
the land.
On 'J'uesday the ](>tli, 'javing
made the ship as snug as possible, we unmoored at three o'clock, A.M. and l>efore
six got underway.
From this time, to the
twenty-eighth, we had nothinu: but tenjpestuous weather, in which om- rigging was
alnuist blown to pieces, and our men quite
wore down with fatigue. On Monday, llit
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©«• water ht:in2f nearly ex|)eniled, we missed his instruments, and charged the
were ajjfaiu reiluceil to the scanty allowance centinel with the robbery. This brought
continued on a pretty severe altercation, during which
Ota quart a man jnr diem.
healinj^ backward and forward till tlie 3()tli, they spied an Indian creeping from tlie tent,
when the weather became nnMe moderate ; at whom Mr. Bailey fired, and wounded
and having;? jfot a javourable wind, we were him nevertheless he made a shift to retreat
The report of the gun had
so happy at la«<t as to ^ain with safety our into the woods.
After gettinu liirotmh Cook's alauned his confederates, who, iiistead oi"
desired port.
Straits, we cast anchor at three o'clock, P. putting of}' from the shore, fled into the
saw woods, leaving their canoe, with most oi^I. in Queen Chailotte's Sound.
nothin;j: of the Resolution, and be^-an to the things that had been stolen, a-ground
This petty lan.eny, it is probut, upon having- landed, on the beach.
iloubt her safety
we discovered tlie place wliere she had bable, laid the foundation of that dreadful
pitched her tents; auil, upon further exami- catastrophe which soon after happened.
On Friday, the 17th, at whicii time we
atiou, on an old stump of a tree, we read
these words, cut ont, " Look undernealh." were preparing for our departure, we sent out
Wecomplied instantly with these instructions, oiu' large cutter, manned with seven seamen,
?i)nv,

We

;

We

;

I

rlie conunand of Mr. John Howe, the
mate, accoin()anied bv Mr. Wood house,
midshipman, and James Tobias Swilley, the
carpenter's servant. They were to proceed
up the Sound to Grass Cove, to gather greens
and celery for the ship's company, with orders to return that evening; for the tents
had been struck at two in the afternoon,
and the ship made ready for sailing the
next day. Night coming on, and no cutter
appearing, the Captain and other': began
to express great uneasiness.
They sat up
all night, i.u expectation of their arrival, but
to no purpose.
At day-break, therefore, the
Captain ordered the launch to be hoisted

nnd,

di^rgiuii. soon found a bottle, corked
waxetl down, wherein was a letter
t.om Capt. Cook, informing us of their arrival at this place, on the 3rd instant, and
departure on the 24th. and that they intendspending a few days in the entrance of
e
immediately
the Straits, to look for us.
vet about the necessary repairs of the ship,
with an intention of getting her to sea as
soon as possible. On the 1st of December,
the tents were carried on shore, the armourer's tbrge put upland every preparation made
tor the recovery of the sick.
'I'he coopers
were dispntched on shore, to mend the
casks, and we began to unstow the hold to
but, upon opening: the
uet at the bread
caxks we I'our.d a great quantity of it entirely

under

:ii)d

first

rity.
They generally brought lish, or whatever they had, to barter with us, and seemed
to behave with great' civility
though twice,
in one night, they came to the tents, with
an intention of stealing, but were discovered
before they had accomplished their design.
A party also came down in the night of the
l.'iih, and robbed the astronomer's tent of
every thing they could carry away. This
they did so quietly, that they were not so
much as heard, or suspected, till the astronomer getting up to make an observation,

first to look into East Bay, then to i)roceed
to Grass Cove, and, if nothing was to be
seen or heard of the cutter there, they were
to go further up the Cove, and return by
the west shore. Mr.
having left the

I

We

She Mas double manned, and under
of our second lieutenant, Mr,
spoiled, and most (art so damaged, that we Hurney, accomj)anied
by Mr. Freeman,
were obliged to bake it over again, which master, the corporal of marines, with five
unavoidably delayed us some tin4e. At in- private men, all well armed, and havinu
tervals, during our stay here, the natives plenty of ammunition, two wall pieces, and
vame on board as usual, with threat familia- three days i^rovision.
They were ordered
;

;

3

out.

the

command

How

ship an hour before the time proposed for
his departure, we thought his curiosity might
have carried him into East Bay. none of our
people having ever been there, or that some
accident might have happened to the boat ;
for not the least suspi<n(»n was entertained
of the natives, our boats having" been higher
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Mr. Burney re7ip, and worse f)fovidcd.
turned about eleven o'clock the same night,
nnd gave us a pointed description of a most
the substance, and
Iiorrible scene indeed
of whose report,
particular
material
every
are contained in the following" relation, which
includes thie remarks of those who attended
!

Mr. Burney.

On

Saturday the 18th, pursuant to our
we left the ship, about nine o'clock
in the morning. Having a Iif?ht breeze in
our favour, we soon got round Long Island
and Long Point. We continued sailing and
rowing for East B;iy, keeping close in shore,
and examining with our glasses every cove
on the larboard side, t 11 near two o'clock in
the afternoon, at which time we stopped at
a beach on our lei't, going up East Bay, to
\Vhile we were cooking
dress our dinner.
we saw an Indian on the opposite shore,
running along a beach to the head of the
bay and when our meat was just done, we
perceived a company of the natives, seemupon seeing which, we
ingly very busy
got immediately into the boat, put off, and
rowed quickly to tlie place where the savages were assembled, which was at the
and here, while apbead of this beacli
one of their settlediscerned
proaching, we
some of the Indrew
near
we
ments. As
the rocks, and
upon
down
came
dians
perceiving we
but
de[)art
to
for
us
waved
disregarded them, they altered their gesttires,
and vvild notes. At this j)Iace we observed
six large canoes hauled upon the beach,
most of them being doui)!e ones; but the
number of people were in proportion neither
orders,

;
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threw stones. As we came down to the
beach, one of the Indians had brought a
bundle of Hepatoos, or long spears, but
seeing Mr. Burney looked very earnestly at
him, he walked about with seeming unconcern.
Some of bis conipanions appearing to
be terrified, a few trifles were given to each
of them.
From the place where we now
landed, the bay seemed to run a fidl mile.
N. N, W. where it ended in a long sandy
bench. After dinner we took a view of the
country near the coast, w ith our glasses, but

saw not a canoe, or signs of inhabitantr-,
after which we tired the wall-pieces, as
signals to the (Hitler, if any of the people
should happen to be vvitliin hearing.
now renewed our search along the east shore.;
and came to another settlement, where the
Indians invited us ashore. W^e incpiired of
them about the cutter, but tliey pretended
ignorance. They seemed very friendly, and.
.sold us some tish.
At about five o'clock in the afternoon,

We

and within an hour after we had left this
j)lace, we opened a small bay adjoining to
Grass Cove, and here we saw a large double
canoe, just hauled upon the beach, with two
men and a dog. The two savages, on seeing us approach, instantly tied, which made
us suspect, it was here we should have some
tidings of the cutter. On landing, and examining the canoe, the tir.st thing we saw
therein was one of our cutter's rullock ports,
and some shoes, one of which, among the
latter, was known to belong to Mr. Woodhoiise.
A piece ot flesh was found by one
of our people, whi(;h at first was thought to
to the size of these canoes, nor the number be some of the salt meat belonging to tlie
of houses. Our little company, consisting cutter's men, but, upon examination, we
of the corporal, an<l his five marines, headed supposed it to be dog's fiesh a most horrid
by Mr. Burney, now landed, leaving the and undeniable |)roof soon cleared up our
boat's crew to guard it. Uf>on our approach, doubts, and convinced us we were among
for, advancing
the natives fled with great precipitation. no other than cannibals
a
little
town,
further
on
the
beach,
we
to
closely
saw
about twenty
them
We followed
baskets
but
while
tied
up,
and
a
dog
deserted
we
eating
a piece of
found
we
which
were employed in searching their huts, the l)roiled flesh, which, upon examining, we
We cut open the
natives returneil. m.iking a shew of resist- suspected to be human.
ance but soir»e inHing |)resents being made baskets, some of which were full of roasted
In their chiefs, tliey were veiy soon appeased. flesh, and others of fern-root, which serves
^However, on our return to the boat, the them for bread. Searching others, we found
savages again followed us, and some of them more shoes, and a hand, wliicti was
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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escaped without any apparent hurt. Mr.
IJurney now improved their panic, and, supported by the marines, leapt on shore, and
pursued the fugitives. We had not advanced far from the water-side, on the bea<.*h.
before we met with two bunches of celery,
which had been gathered by the cutler's
crew. A broken oar was .stuck npriuht in
the ground, to which the natives had tied
their canoes; whereby we \> ere con'.iiiet'd
sun-^et.
before
(irass
this was the spot where the attack had l)^.•en
Cove,
o|)ened
alter
we
halt"
six
At
where we saw one single, and three donble made. ^Ve now searched all along at tJie
eanoes, aiid a grral many natives assembled back of the beach, to see if the cutter was
on the beaeh. who retreated to a small hill, there, but, instead of her, the mo'it horrible
within a sinp's length of the water-side, scene was presented to our view, that was
where they stood talkinvf to us. On the top ever beheld by any European for here lay
ot'the high land, beyond the woods, was a the hearts, heads, and lungs, of .several ot
our people, with hands and limbs, in a
larg:t' fire, tVoni whence all the way down
the hill, the place was thronged like a fair. mangled condition, some broiled, and some
but no other parts of their bodies,
M'hen we entered the cove, a mnsquetoon raw
was tired at one of the canoes, as we ima- which made us suspect, that the cannibals
had fi?asted upon, and devoured the rest.
gined they might be fnll of mei: lying down
for they were all afloat, bnt no one was seen To com|)lete thisshockinu view of carnage
Being donbtfid whether their and barbarity, at a little distance we saw
in them.
retreat proceeded from fear, or a desire to thedogs gnawing theirentrails. AVe observed
decoy ns into an ambnscade, we were de- a large body of the natives collected togetermined not to be snr()rised, and therefore ther on a hill, about two miles olf"; but,
rnnning close in shore, we dropped the as night drew on a-pace, we could not adgrappling near enough to reach them with vance to such a distance; neither did we
onr guns; b\it at too great a distance to be think it safe to attack them, or even to (juit
under any apprehensionsfrom their treachery the shore, to take an account of the number
The savages on the little hill, ke|)t their killed, our trooj) being a very small one,
around, hallooing, and making signs for us and the savages were both numerous, fierce,
to land.
At these we now took aim, resolv- and much irritated. While we remained
ing to kill as many of tliem as our bullets almost stupified on the spot, Mr. Fanneii
would reach yet it was some time before .said, that he heard the cannibals assembling
we could dislodge them. The first volley in the woods on which we returned to our
but, on boat, and, having hauled alongside the cadid not seem to affect them much
the second, they began to scramble away as noes, we demolished three of them. Durlast as they could, some howling and others ing this transaction, the fire on the top of
We continued to tire as long as the hill disappeared, and we could near
Itmpin-r.
we could see the least gli.npse of any of the "lavages in the woods at high words
tliem, through the bushes.
Among these quairelling, perhaps, on account of their
were two very robust men, who maintained different opinions, whether they should
their ground without moving an inch, till attack us, and try to save their canoes.
they foun<l themselves forsaken by all their They were armed with long lances, and
companions, and then, disdaining to run, weapons, not unlike a Serjeant's halbert in
they marched off, with great composure shape, made of hard wood, and mounted
and delil>eratian.
One of them, however, with bone instead of iron. We suspecteii
got a fall, and either lay there, or crawled that the dead bodies of onr people Iiad beei;
away on his hands and feet but the other divided among those different parties (A

iiii!Ue<liatfiy

known

to

luive

beloni-ed

to

one of oiii foic-ca^lle men, it
iravnii^" bef n tatowed \\ itii the initials ot' his
^Ve now jjroceeded a little way
iKime.
bnt saw notliiiiij;^ else. Onr
woods,
m the
ne\t design was to lanncli the canoe, inbnt seeing a j^reut
l<'ndin^ to destroy her
smoke ascendiny: over the nearest hill, we
made all possible haste to be u itii them

'ri»oiiuis

Hill,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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who had been

concerned in the
improbable, that
not
was
it
and
massacre;
distance
by the tire,
a
at
saw
we
ihe '>roii|)
as those
them,
some
of
upon
feasting
were
were
remains
the
where
been,
l»ad
shore
on
found, before they had been disturbed by
our unexpected visit; be that as it may, we
could discover no traces of more than four

cannibals,

of our friends' bodies, nor could we tind the
place where the cutter was concealed. It
now <'^rew dark, on widch account, we coljected carefully the remains of our mangled
friends, and putting otF, made the best of
our way from this polbited place, not without a few execrations bestowed on the bloodthirsty inhabitants. Wlien we opened the
upper part of the sound, we saw a very large
up,
fire about three or four miles higher
which formed a complete oval, reaching from
the top of a hill down almost to the water
side; the middle space being inclosed all
round by the fire, like a hedge. Mr. Burnev and Mr. Fanneji having consulted together, they were both of opinion, that we
<ould, by an attempt, reap no other advankilling
ta<>e than the poor satisfaction of
learing
Upon
savages.
the
of
some more
Grass Cove, we had fired a volley towards
where we heard the Indians talking: but
by goin*^ in and out of the boat, our pieces
had gof wet, and four of them missed fire,

rendered our situation more critical
was it began to rain, and our ammunition
We, for
was' more than half expended.
where
time
spending
these reasons, without
revenge,
but
for
hoped
nothing could be
proceeded for the ship, and arrived safe
Such is the acaboard before midnight.
the poor victims
event;
tragical
count of this
and in all
hearing,
of
out
enough
were far
must have
them
of
man
every
probability
spot.
the
on
butchered
been
mention, that
It may be proper here to
cutter were
the
the whole number of men in
mate, Mr.
first
our
ten namely, Mr. Rowe,
MurFrancis
Woodhouse* a midshipman,

What

quarter-master, James Sevilley, the
and
ean'tain's servant, John Lavenaugh,
afterthe
to
belonging
Thomas Milton,

Dhv

William Facey, Thomas Hill,
cuard
Michael Bell, and Edward Jones, forecastle•

Most of these were the stouttst and
Iiealthy j)eoi>le in the ship, having bec;u
selected from our best seamen.
Mr, Burney's party broucrht on board the head of
the Captain's servant, with two hands, one
belonging to Mr. Rowe, known by a hurt

men.
most

had received ynd the other to Thomas
being marked with T. H. as before
mentioned.
These, with other mangled
remains, were inclosed ni a hammock, and
with the usual ceremony observed on board
ships, were committed to the sea. Not any
of their arms were found; nor any of their
clothes, except six shoes, no two of which
were fellows, a frock, and a pair of trowsers.
We do not think this melancholy catastrophe was the effect of a premeditated plan,
formed by the savages for two canoes came
down, and continued all the forenoon in
Ship Cove, and these Mr. Rowe met, and
bartered with the natives for some tlsh. We

it

;

Hill,

;

are

rather

inclined

to

believe,

that

the

bloody transaction originated in a quarrel
with some of the Indians, which was decided on the spot; or, our people ran)bling
about too secure, and incautious, the fairnessofthe opportunity might tempt them
to commit the bloody deed and what u;ight
encomage them was, they had found out,
that our guns were not infallible; they had
seen them miss fire; and they knew, that
when discharged, they must be loaded hefore they could again do any execution,
which interval of time they could take
proper advantage of. From some circumstances we concluded, that after their siiccess, there was a general meeting on the east
side of the Sound.
We knew the Indian>i
of Shag Cove were there, by a long single
canoe, which some of our people with Mr.
Rowe had seen four days in Shag Covt
After this shocking affair, we were detained
four days in the Sound b) contrary winds, in
which time we saw none of the inhabitants,
It is a little remarkable, that Capt. Furneaux had been several times up Grass Cove
with Capt. Cook, where they saw no iuliabitants, and no other signs of any, but a
few deserted villages, which appeared as if
they had not been occupied for many years
and yet, in Mr.- Burney's opinion, when li»
;

;
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winds came more from Ihe north, and not
so strong and frequent from the westward,
as usual, which brought on thick ibggjr
weather so that for several days together,
we were not able to make an observation,
(he sun all the time not being visible. This
weather lasted above a month, in which
time we were among a great many Islands
of ice, which kept us constantly on the look
out, for ("ear of running foul of them.
Our
people noAv began to complain of colds and
pains in their limbs, on account of w hich

rovr, tliere could not be
hmulred, or tuo thousand
ilad they heen apprize*! of his
we doubt not tliev would have at-

^ntei-etl (lie atime
less than lifteen

people.
cotninpr,

sm

WOULD.

;

tacked him and seeiuir not a prohabiht}'
remained of any of om- people h« in|^' alive,
from these considerations, we thought it
would be imprudent to renew the search,
and send a boatuj) anam.
On Thursday, the 2;bd of December, we
de|>arted from, and made sail out of the
Sound, heartily vexed at the unavoi«lable
delays we had experienced, so contrary to we hauled to the northward, making the laour sangiiiue wishes. \\'e stood to the east- titude of 54 i\eg. S. We then steered to the
ward, to clear the straits, which we happily east, with an intention of finding the land
As we advanced
erte'-ted the same eveninif, but we were laid down by JM. Houvet.
baflled tor two or three days witli li<f»ht to the east, the niyhts began to be dark, and
winds before we could clear the coast. In Islands of ice became more numerous and
this interval of time, the chests and effects dangerous.
On the 3rd of March, we were in the laof the ten men who had been murdered,
were sold hefore the mast, accordiiii^ to an titude of Bonvet's discovery, and half n
U'e now steered S. S. !•!. league to eastward of it but not perceiving
old sea custom.
tdl we ijot iiito (he latitude of 5(> deg. 8. the least sign of land, either now, or sine*
At this time v\ e had a threat swell from (he we obtained this parallel, we gave over a
southward, the winds blew strong from S. further search after it, and hauled away to
W. the weather l)euan to l>e very cold the the northward. In our last track to the
sea Kiade a continual breach over the ship, southward, we were within a i'ew degrees of
which was low and deep laden, and by her the longitude assigned for Bouvet's discocontinual straining, very few of our seamen very, and about 3 clt-'j;. to the southward; if
were dry eitlier on deck or in bed. In the therefore there should be any land therelatitude of 68 i\t"j:. S. and in 213 i\tg. E. about, it must be a very inconsiderable Isor, rather we are inclined to think, a
I'jugitude, we fell in with some ice, and land
for, in our
standing to the east, saw everyday more or mere deception from the ice
We saw also the bi!<is common in first setting out, we concluded we had made
less.
this vast ocean, our only companions, and discoveries of land several times, which
at times we n»et with a w liale or porpoise, proved to be only high Islands of ice, at
the back of large fields, which M. Bouvet
a seal or two. and a tew peuLiuins.
On the 10th of January 1774, we arrived might easily mistake for land, especially as
abrea.st of Cape Horn, in the latitude of it was thick foagy weather.
On the ITthTin the latitude 48 deg. 30
61 deg. S. and in the run fnmi Cape PalJiser in New Zealand to this Ca{)e we were min. S. and in 14 deg. 26 min. E longitude,
little more than a month, which is 121 de<^. we saw two large Islands of ice.
On the
of longitude in that short time. The winds I8th, we made the land of the Cape of
were continually westerly, with a great sea. Good Hope, and on the 19th, anchored in
Having opened some casks of pease and Table Bay. Here we found Commodore
Sir Edward Hughes, with his majesty's ships
(lour, we found thenj very much damaged
tor which reason we thought it most pru- Sabsbury, and Sea Horse.
We saluted the
dent to make for the Cape of Cjiood Hope, garrison with thirteen guns, and the Comintending first to get into the latitude and modore with an equal number; the latter
W lien to returned the full compliment, and the
longitude of Cape Circumcision.
the eastward of Cape Horn, we found the former, as usual, saluted us with two gims.
7
;

;

;

;

;

;
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At this place Capt. Furneaux left
less.
a letter for Capt. Cook ; and here
remained to refit the ship, refresh the peo-

we

ple, &c. &c. till the 16tn of April, when we
and on the 14th
lioisted sail for England
of July, to the great joy of all our sailors,
anchored at Spithead.
;

From a

review of the whole, our re ders
this nation is indebted
must see,
circumnavigator
Ca()t. Cook.
able
to that
the
compare
course
the Resoonly
they
If
lution steered, and the valuable discoveries
she made, with that pursued by the Adventure, after she parted company, the contrast
How meritowill be sufficiently striking.
rious also must that person appear in our
judgment, who hath not only discovere I,
but surveyed vast tracks of new coasts who
has disf)elled the illusion of a terra australis
incognita, and fixed the bounds of the habitable earth, as well as those of the navigable ocean, in the southern hemisphere. No
proposition was ever more clearly demonstrated, that there is no continent undiscovered in the southern hemisphere, between
the ecpiator and the 5()th deg. of southern
latitude, in which space all who have contended for its existence have included, if
not the whole, at least the most consideraBut, at the same time that we
ble part.
declare ourselves thus clearly convinced of
the non-existence of a continent within the
limits just mentioned, we cannot help acknowledging our ready belief, that the land
our navigators have discovered, to the S. E.
of Stoten Land, is part ot' a continent, pro
jecting from the north, in u narrow neck,
and expanding to the southward and westward, in like manner as the South American
Continent takes its rise in the south, and
enlarges as it advances northward, more
particularly towards the east. Lt this belief we are strengthened by the strong representation of land seen at a distance by

how much

;

ingly extending from east to west.
These
facts, and the observations made by Capt,
Cook, corroborate each other and, though
they do not reduce the question to an absolute certainty, yet the probability is greatly
in favour of the supposed discovery.
To
concbule these reflections, and to place the
character of our judicious navigator in the
most striking point of view, we need only
add, as proposed, an incontested account ot
the means, by which, under the divine
favour, Capt. Cook, with a company of oat^
hundred and eighteen men, performed a
voyage of three years and eighteen days,
throughout all the climates, from 52 deg.
N. to 71 deg. S. with the loss only of one
man by sickness; and even this one began
so early to complain of a cough, and other
;

consumptive symptoms, which hud never
left him, that his lungs must have been
afl^ected before he came on board to go the
voyage. Did any, most conversant in the
bills of mortality, whether in
the mo^^t
healthful climate, and in the best condition
lite, ever find so small a list of deaths,
among sjich a number of men within that
space ? How agreeable then must our surprize be, to find, by the assiduity and unremitted exertions of a single skilful navigator,
the air of the sea acquitted of all malignity,
and that a voyage round the world has been
undertaken with less danger, perhaps, to
health, than a common tour in Europe!
Surely distinguished merit is here conspi4
cuous, though praise and glory belong to

of

God

only

!

Rules for preserving:

men

in lon^-

tliei

Voffuges

;

llenltk of Sea-

and

the

Means

emploifcd bfj Capt. Cook, to that End,
duHni* his Voi/afiC Round the IVorld, in
his Majestifs Ship the Itesolatiou.

Before we enter npon this subject, which
nur navigators, in latitude 72 deg. and 252
for its object the saving the lives of
hath
the
report
of
Theoby
and
longitude,
deg.
dore Gerrards, who, after passing the straits men, it will be necessary to say son)elhing
of Magellen, being driven by tempests into on that disorder to which seamen are pecuthe latitude of 64 deg. S. in that height came liarly subject and to consider, how many
in sight of a mountainous country, covered have perished by marine diseases, before
with snow, looking like Norway, and seem- any considerable improvements were madtt
8
;

AM) ROUND THE WORLD.
means

eltlier of tl)eir prevention or
sickness most Jestrnctive to
iTiariners, and airainst the dreadtnl attacks
ot' which i)reservatives have heen contrived,
This is not that ihsternper
IS the scnrvy.
erroneously so called, ainon<^ ];indsnjen hut
belongs to a class of diseases totally ditt'erent troin it. So far is the connnon received
opinion from beini;: true, >vhich alhrm-*,
" there are few constitutions altoi;ether free
from a scorbutic taint," thdt, indess anioni;

ttt

the

••lire.

The

:

and

others, circuinstaM(;ed like thein,
more particularly with respect to those who
use a salt and putrid diet, and especially if
they live in foul air and nncleauliness, we
are inclined to think there are lew disorders
Nor tlo we believe, which
less frequent.
is another vulgar notion, that the sea-air is
sailors,

on board a
ship, cleaidiness, ventilation, and fresh provisions would preserve from it, and upon
the sea-coast, free iVom marshes, the inhathe cause of the scnrvy

;

since,

to that disorder.
liable
liitaiits are not
thouu:h frequently breathing the air from
should, for these reasons, rather
the sea.
and we
ascribe the scurvy to other causes
believe it to be a beginning corruption of the
whole habit, similar to that of every animal
substance when deprive<l of life. 'I'his has
been veritied by the snuptomsiu ihe scorbutic sick, and by the appearances in their
With respect to the
bodies after death.
f>utrifyingquality of sea-salt, we may remark,
that salted meats, after some time, be<'onie
in reality putrid, though they may continue
long palatable, by menis of the .salt; and
common salt, sn[)posed tt» be one of the
strongest preservatives from corruption, is,
at best, but an indilferent one, even in a
and is a small one, so far
large qnantitv
from impeding putrefaction, it rather promotes that process in the body. Some are
of opinion, that the scurvy is much owing
to intense cold, which checks perspiration
and hence, say they, arises the endemic
distemper of the northern nations, particuThe fact
larly of those around the Baltic.
but we are doubtful about
is partly true
In these countries, by reason of
the cause.
long and severe winters, the cattle, being
destitute of pasture, can barelv live, and are
.1
No. 23.

We

,-

;

;

;
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therefore unfit for use; so that the peopEe,
for their provisions, during that season, are

obliged to kill them by the end of autumn,
and to salt ihetn for ab<»ve half the year.
This putrid diet then, on which they
must so long subsist, seems to be the chief
sourse IV<un v\ hence the disease originates.
if we consider, (hat the lowest class of
people in the north, have few or no greens
nor fruit, in winter, little or no fermented

And

and often live in damp, foul, and illhouses, it is easy to conceive, how
they should become liable to the same disorder with stamen
whereas, others, who
live in as high a latitude, but in a different
m.Hiner, are free trom it. Thus we are intonned b) Liiina^ns, tliat the La|)landers
are unacquainted with the scnrvy for which
no other reason can be assigned, than their
never eating salted meats, nor indeed salt
with any thimr, but their nsinir all the fresh
tlesh of their rein-deer. And this exemption
of the hy|>erborean iiations from the general
distemper of the north, is the more remarkable, as they seldom taste vegetables, and
bread never.
Yet in the very provinces
bordering on Lapland, where they use bread,
but scarcely any ve^>etables, and eat salted
meats, they are as much troubled with the
scurvy as in any other country. But here we
may properly observe, that the late improvements in agriculture, gardening, and husbandry, by extending their salubrious influence to the remotest parts of Europe, and
to the lowest class of peoj)le, begin sensibly
to lessen the frequency of that complaint,
even in tho.se climates wherein it has been
most brief and fatal. Again, it has been
asserted, that those who live on shore, or
landsmen, will be affected with the scurvy,
though they may have never been confined
to salt meats
but of this we have not met
with any instances, except among such who
have breathed a marshy air, or what wa.s
otherwise putrid
or among those who
wanted exercise, fruits, and the common
vegetables under which particular circumstances we grant, that the humours will corrupt in the same manner, though not in the
same degree, with those of seamen. In the
war, when Sisinghurst Castle in Kent, wa«
licpiors,

aired

;

;

:

;

;
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scurvy and brave sea-o(ficer, has lei't it upon records
"that in twenty years, during which he had
used Ihe sea, he could give an account of
en thousand mariners who had been consumed by the scurvy alone."
thei; ,,i the
very infancy of the naval power of England,
the want of this necessary sui>plv of greens, so many were destroyed by that bane of seathe wards were crowded and foul, the house faring men, what must have been the havoc
damp, by reason of a circumambient moat, made since that early date, while our
ami he bounds allotted for taking the air were fleet has been gradually increasing, new
so small, and in wet weather so swam pish, ports for commerce opening, and yet so
that the men seldom were disposed to quit little advancement made in ii»e nautical fiart
representation having been of medicine. And wilhin our own rememthe house.
in consequence brance, when it might have been expected,
deficiencies,
these
made of
thereof the prisoners were supp(i eel with that whatever tended to aggrandize the
roots and greens for boiling in their broth, naval power of Great Britain, and to extend
the sick were quartered out in a dry situa- her commerce, would have received the
yet, even at these
tion, where they had the liberty of air and highest improvement
exercise; and by these means they all latter dates, we shall find few measures were
quickly recovered. We think it ])robable adopted to preserve the health of seamen,
that the scurvy sooner appeared among these more than had been known to our uninThe successful but
strangers, from their having been taken at formed ancestors.
sea, and therefore, from their diet, they were mournful expedition of Commodore Anson,
more disposed to the disease. Such is the afterwards an admiral, and lord, affords a
nature and cause of that sickness most de- melancholy proof of the truth of this assertion.
After having pased the straits <»fLastructive to sailors.
Let us now take a transient view of its maire, the scurvy began to rage violently
dreadful ravages and by a contrast between in this little squadron; and by the time the
the old and present time, we shall see, more Centurion had advanced but a little way
evidently, the importance and value of the into the South Sea, forty-seven sailors died
means proposed, and which have been most of it in that ship; nor were there scarely
successfully enqiloyed by Capt. Cook, for any on board, who had not, in some degree,
In the first voyaee been touched with the distemper, though
its preventjon and cure.
the East-India they had not at that time been quite eight
of
for the estal>!ishuient
fitted out, and months from Ejigland.
was
squadron
In the ninth nmiitli,
Company, a
was
(who
when
abreast
of
of
Lancaster
the
island
command
of .loan Ferunder the
The
nandez,
year
1(>()I.
the
Onturion
lost
in
the
double
general)
that numstiled
then
and such an amazing swift progress
equipment consisted of four ships, with four ber
hundred and eighty men on board. Three did the mortality make in this single ship,
of those vessels were so weakened by the that before they landed on that Island she
sijurvy when tliey had got only 3 deg. beyond had buried two hundred of her hands; not
the equinoctial line, that the merchants, being able to muster any more in a watch,
who had embarked on this adventure, were ca|)able of doing duty, than two quarter
obliged to tlv duty as common sailors. At masters, and six foremast-men. This was
.sea, on siiore, and at Soldania. .the then the condition of one of the three ships which
and the other two
place of refreshment on this side the Cape reached that Island
all,
a
suffered
nearly
in
proportion.
died
in
there
Nor did the deHope,
Good
of
fourth part of their comi)lement, and that stroyer stop here his cruel ravages, but, after
before they had proceeded halt way to the a few months respite, renewed his attacks
place of their destination. Sir William Havv- for the same disease broke out afresh, mak
kiiis, who lived in that age, an mlelligrnt ing such havoc> that before the Centurion
jyied

witli

French

prisoners,

the

bro\e out among them, notwithstanding
they had never been served with salted victuals in England, but had daily an allowauce of fresh meat, and bread in proportion,
Aiid besides
(liough without vegetables*,

U

<

A

:

;

;

,

;

;
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wlioK^ smvlvinij: crews this gentleman) the wort of the utiiiost serhad reiiched the Island of vice in all scorbutic cases dining the voyage.
Tinian, there die<i sometimes ei^ht or ten in As many took it by way of prevention, few
a day, so that v\ hen they ha<l Ixen only two cases occurred where it had a lair trial but
years on their voya;j:e, ti>ey hati lost a larger these, however, I flatter myself, will be sufproportion than ot" four ni five ol'their origi- fi<'ient to convince every impartial person,
nal nnniher, and all of them after havinir it is the best remedy hitherto found out for
hot the cure of the sea scurvy and I am well
entered the South Sea, of the scurvy
we ai)j»!eht'n»letl this was not strictly the convinced, from what I have seen the wort
but that the cause of so "Treat a mor- perform, and from its mode of o|)eration, that
case
tality was a pestilential kind of distemper, if aided by portal)le soup, sonr krout, sugar,
distini;uis|it-d on land by the name of the sago, and currants, the scurvy, that maritime
and indeed, in the pestilence will seldom, or never make its
jail, •r hospital fever
observations made by two of Commodore appearance among a ship's crew, on the
|)rof»er care with regard to
Anson's surufeons. it is attirmed, that the hmgest voyages
scurvy at that time was accompanied with cleanliness and f>rovisions being observed."
putrid fevers; however, it is not material, It hath been Cf>nstantly observed by our seawhether the scurvy, or fever coud>ined with surgeons, that in long cruizes, or distant voymorta- ages, the scurvy never make its alarming apit, were the cause of the destructive
must
since
it
be pearance, so long as the men have their fo-ll
Anson's
fleet,
lity in Lord
ucknowledjjed both arose from foul air, and allowance of small beer but that when iti»
and which all expended, the disorder soon prevails; it
i>ther sources of putrefaction
may now, in a irreat measnre, be obviated, were therefore to be wished, that our ships
by the viuious means fallen ujjon since the wf)uld aff'ord sufli<'ient room for this wholetime of that expedition and this naturally some beveraire. But, we are informed, the
leads us. m <lue order, to take a view «>f the Russians b<»th on board, as well as on land,
principid articles of provision, and other me- make the toljowina: middle quality between
thods employed by that prudent, as well as wort and small beer. They take ground
brave commander, Capt. Cook. We shall malt and rye meal in a certain proportion,
mention all such articles as were found the uliirh they knead into small loaves, and
most us^'fnl and in this list of pi^servative bake in the oven. These they infuse occa-

(in

which were

tin

oftlit* three ship^)

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

with
This was distrihute<i, from
Mue to three pints a day, or in such f)roporstores, shall bee: in
I.

hon

Sweet wort.

as the surireon judtred

necessary, not

only to those men who had manifest pynn)toms of the scurvy, but to such also as were
Beer hath
jiid<^ed to be most liable to it.
always been esteemed one of the best antisbut as that [derived all its fixed
corbutic^
iur from the malt of which it was made,
:nis was thought to be preferable in lono:
\oyages, as it would take up less room than
the beer, and keep longer sound. Experience has since verified the theory and in
the medical journal of Mr. Patten, surgeon
to the Resolution, we find the following pas.
sasre, which fully corroborates the testimony
of Capt. Cook and others, in favour of sweet
wort, as being* the best antiscorbutic medi;

;

cine vet
'

known.

*'

I

have fotmd (observes
5

sionally in a proper quantity of warm water,
which besrins so somi to ferment, that in the
space of twenty-four hours their brewage is
co!nplete<l, and a sm^dl. Inisk, acetous liquor

pHMJuced-

t«)

name ofquas.
in

Russia,

which they have given the
Dr. Mounsey, who lived long

in writinjif

to his friends in

land, observes, that the quas

is

the

Eng-

common

and

.salutary drink both of the fleets and armies of that empire, and thatit was pecu-

liarly arood.
The same gentleman having
visited the several prisons in the city of Muscow, was surprised to find it full of malefac-

tors but more so when he could discover no
fever among them, nor learn that any acute
distemper, peculiar to jails, had ever been
known there. He observed that some of
those places for confinement had a yard for
(he use of the prisoners, but in others witliout
that advantage, they .were not sickly
so
:

;

m
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that he could assign no other reason for the
healthful condition of tho>e men, than their
kind of diet, whicli was the same with that
offhe common people of the country,, viiio
live mostly on rye-bread (a strong acescent)
Upon his return to St.
i\ni\ drink quas.
had
made the same inquiry
Pelersburgh, he
same
result.
From this
the
with
liiere, and
account it should seem, that the rye-meal
both quickens the fermentation, and adds
more tixed air, since the malt alone could
not so readily produce such a tart, brisk
liquor.
And there is little doubt, but that
whenever the otiier grains can be brought
l(> a proper degree of I'ermentation, they will
more or less in the same way become <iseThat oats will, we are convinced from
ful.

an experiment made by Capt. Cook.

When

a cruise in the Essex, a 74 gun ship, and
the scurvy breaking out among his crew,
he recollected u kind of food most proper on
that occasion, which he had seen used in
some parts of the north, called sooins.
This is made by putting some oat-meal into
then pouring hot water
a wooden vessel
infusion
continue until the
upon it, let the
taste
that is, till a
to
sourish,
begins
liquor
fermentation comes on, which, in a place
cij

substitutes may be found very serviceable
as distil Ted water, acidulated with the spirit
of sea salt, in- the proportion of only ten
drops to a quart or with the weak spirit of
Yitriol, thirteen drops to the same measure.:
which may oe given to those who are
threatened with the scurvy, at least three
auarts of this liquor daily, to be drank with
iscretmn, as they shall think proper. The
fixed air abounds in wine, and perhaps no
vegetable substance is more replete with it
than the juice of the grape. If we join the
grateful taste of wine, we niust rank it the
first in the list of antiscorbutic liquors.
Cider is also excellent, with other vinous produclicms of fruit indeed this salutary fixed
air is contained more or less in all fermen/ahle liquors, and begins to oppose putrefaction as soon as the working, or intestine
;

;

motion commences.
ir. The next article of extensive use, was
sour-krout, (sour cabbage) a food of universal
repute in Germany.
Its spontaneous fermentation produces that acidity which

makes

agreeable to the taste of all who
Resolution had a large quantity
of this wholesome vegetable food on board,
and it spoils Mot by keeping: in the judgmoderately warm, may be produced in about ment of Capt. Cook, sour-krout is highly
The water must then be poured antiscorbutic. The allowance for each man,
tv\() days.
oil' from the grounds, and boiled down to when at sea, was a pound, served twice a
the consistence of a jelly. This the Captain week, or oftener, as was thought necessary.
ordere«l to be made and dealt out in messes, Some of the distinguished medical writers
being lirst sweetened with sugar and season- of our times, have disapproved of the use of
ed with some prize French wine, which, cabbage as an anti-scorbutic, notwithstandthough turned sour, improved the taste. ing the high encomiums bestowed upon il
This diet chiefly, not less palatable then bv the ancients, (witness whai Cato the
medicinal, and by abstaining from salt elder, and Pliny the naturalist, say on tlie
meats, quite recovered his scorbutic sick, subject) and allhoiigh it hath had the sane-,
not only in this, but in subsequent cruizes, tion of the experiesice of nations, for many
without his being obliged to send one of past ages; and by experiments laid before
royal society, by some of our most
tlieui on shore because they could not re- the
cover at sea. Before the power of the fixed eminent physicians, it has been demonstrated
air in subduing putret'action was known, the that this vegetable, with the rest of the supefficacy of fruits, greens, and fermented posed alcalescents, are really acescents
and
liquors was commonly ascribed to the acid that the scurvy is never owing to acidity,
and we have still rea- but to a species of putrefaction
that very
in their cojnposition
acid c»)nc»ns in ope- cause of wliich the ill-grounded class of
that
the
believe,
son to
In case of a scarcity in alcalescents was supposed to be a promoter.
rating that etfect.
.HI. INu'table soup was acother article
these articles, or a deficiency of malt, or
when tlie grain should be s])o'.led, other with Vrhicli the Resolution was p/cntifully
;

eat

it.

it

The

;

;

;
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ures, even in cases where their want of success cannot so well be accounted for as in
this voyage, not a suflicient reason for striking them out of this list of preservativey
against the consuming malady to which
were made several noiiiishin}; messes, which seamen are f)articularly subject. Nor must
occasioned the crew to eat a tjreater quantity we omit observing under this head, that
of vei^etables than they would otherwise C'ai»t. Cook says not more in praise o/
than of the robs, as appears
have done. This bioth beinu tVeed tVom all vinegar
an extract of a letler which he
lonjr boiliui; evaporated from
»;it, and having: by
the mo«;t putrescent parts otthe meat, is re- wrote to the president of the royal soduced to the consistence of a j;lue. which in ciety, dafc<l Plymouth Sound, July 7th,
" I entirely agree with you, (says the
etiVct it is, and will, like other lilue.s, in a 1776.
Captain) that the dearness uf the rob of
dry place keep ^oun<l for many years.
1\'. The
rob of trances and lemons, lemons and of oranges, will hindtrthem from

An ounce

to each man, or' such
circumstances pointeci out,
was boiled in tluir pease d.iily, ihiee tiays
anil u hen ve;^etables w ere
in every week
Of this
to he had it \\as boiled with them.

Mipjilird.

.•iher quantity as

;

which the sur^e«)n made use of

in

many

with jjreat success. CaptCooU, it has
been observed, did not much rely on these
acids as a preservative against the scurvy
for which the foUowinjr reason has been
assiji^ued by one of our most eminent physical
These preparations bein;j: only
professors.
sent out upon trial, the surgeon of the sliip
was told how much he might !,'^ive for a dose
without strictly limiting^ the quantum. The
experiment was made with the quantity sf>€citied, but with so httle success, that judging"
to lose more time, he set
it not prudent
about the cure with the wort alone, of th<;
efficacy of which tie was fully convinced
while he reserved the robs for other purmore particularly for co!ds, when to
poses
a large draught of warm vvater, with soniC
spirits and sugar, he added a spoon/irl of
one of them, and with these ingredients
made a grateful sudoriric that answered his
lo which we may add, as worintension,
thy of notice, that as they had been reduced
lo a small proportion of their bulk by evaporation, it is probable tliey were much
weakened, and that with their aqueous particles iliey had, bv the tire, lost not a little
east-s,

;

;

;

<d"

their iKrial.

If therefore a

furtlier trial

of these juices were to be made, they sliould
be sent lo sea purified and entire in casks,
agreeable to a proposal sent into the admiralty some years ago, by an experienced
surgeon of the navy. Upon the whole, tiie
testimonies in favour of the salutary (jualities
of these acids are so numerous, and so
strong, that we should look upon 'oine fail-

b

being purchased in large quantities but I
do not think these so necessary for though
they may assist other things, I have no great
opinion of them alone. Nor have I a higher
opinion of vinegar. My peo|)le had it very
sparingly during the late voyage
and towards the latter part, none at all and yet
we ex|jerienced no ill eti'ects from the want
of it. The custom of washing the inside of
;

;

;

;

the ship with vinegar I jfeldom observed,
thinking tire and smoke answered the purpose much better." We will not controvert
the position here laid down by Capt. Cook,
nor would we infer from hence, that he
thought vinegar of little service to a ship's
company, but only that as he happened in
this voyage to be sparingly [)rovided with
it, and yet did well, he could not therefore
consider a large store of vinegar to be so
material an article of provisions, as wa.s
commonly imagined but notwithstanding
the Captain supplied its place with sour;

krout, and trusted chiefly to tire for purify,
ing his dec^is, yet it is to be hoped future
navigators will not wholly omit such a refreshing and useful article.
It is at least a
wholesome variety in seasoning, very p'cper
for cleansing the receptacles of the sick,
and may be used at times, successfully as a
medicine. The physician himself wilT smell
to vinegar, to prevent infection from contagious diseases, and the smell is certainly
agreeable to the sick, especially to such
who may l-e confined to a loul and crowded
w«ird.
Thus much for the salutary articles
that have of late been added to tlie navat
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stores of all the king's ships

on long voyages,

which Capt. Cook ordered to be dispensed
as occasion might require, in a bountiful
manner; to which he added the following
regnUitions, either wholly new, or hints
frojii Sir Hugh Palliser, Captains Campbell,
Wallis, and other experienced friends
and
as from these he formed a plan, to which all
his ship's company were to conform, he made
them his own, and we may therefore justly
place the merit to our skilful commander's
;

account.

V. Captain Cook |)ut his crew at three
watches, instead of two that is, he formed
his whole crew into three divisions, each of
which was ordered upon the watch by the
so that
boatswain four hours at a time
«very man had eight hours free, for four of
duty whereas, at watch and watch, the half
of the men being on duty at once, with returns of it every four hours, they can have
but broken sleep, and, when exposed to wet,
they cannot have time to get dry, before the
whistle calls them up, or they may lie down
When service requires,
to rest themselves.
hardships must be endured, and no men in
the world encounter them so readily, and
with such alacrity, as our thorough bred English seamen do; nevertheless, when there is
no pressing call, ought not our brave, hardy
mariners to be indulged with as much uninterrupted rest as our common labourers ?
Indeed it is the practice of ail good officers
to expose their men as little to wet weather
and vve doubt not but they will
as possible
pay attention to what was made an essential
point with our humane commander. In the
torrid zone he shaded his people from the
s(.*orching rays of the sun, by an awning over
his deck; and in his course under the southern polar circle, he provided for each man
;

;

:

^

;

what the sailors called their Maghellan
jacket, made of a substantial woollen stutJ*,
with the addition of a hood for covering their
heads and this garb they found most comfortable for working in rain and snow, and
among the loose ice in high southern latiIf Rome decreed a civic crown to
tudes.
him who saved the life of a single citizen,
what honorary rewards, what praises are due
to that hero, who contiived, and etnnloyed,
;

such new means
whereby Hrilannia

to save
will no

many

:

means,

more lament, on

the return of her ships from distant voyages.
the loss of her bold sons, her intrepid inariner.s, who by braving every danger, have so
bberally contributed to the prosperity, opulence, and glory, of her maritime empire
VI. Unremitted care was taken to guard
against putrefaction, and a variety of measures pursued, in order to procure and maintain a purity of air in the ship.
To this end,
some wood, and that not sparingly, being
put into a proper stove, was lighted, and
carried successively to every part below deck.
Wherever tire is, the air nearest to it, being
heated, becomes specifically lighter, and,
by being lighter, rises, and passes through the
hatchways into the atmosphere. The partial
vacuum is filled with the cold air around, and
that being heated in its turn, in like manner
ascends, and is replaced with other air a»
before.
Thus, by continuing the fire for
some time, in any of the lower apartments,
the foul air is in a great measure driven out,
and the fresh admitted. Besides, the acid
steams of the wood, in burning, act probably
here as an antiseptic, and correct the corrupted air that remains. The ship was generally thus aired with fires once or twice a
week. It has been observed by an officer of
distinguished rank, that all the old twenty
gun ships were remarkably less sickly than
those equal in dimensions, but of moderr>
construction
which circumstance he could
no otherwise account for, than by the former
having their fire-place or kitchen in the fore
part of the deck immediately above the hold
where the flue vented" so ill, that, when thft
wind was a-stern, every part was filled with
smoke. This was a nuisance for the time,
but which was abundantly compensated by
the good health of the several crews
for
those fire-places dried the lower decks, much
more when placed below, than they can
now under the fore-castle npon the upper
deck. But the most beneficial end answered
by these portable stoves was, their drying
up the dam[)s, and foul moisture, especially
in those places where the air was most likely
to be corrupted for the want of a free circulation.
This loul moisture is formed of the
!

;

:
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and perspirable matter of a multimen, of the animals or live stuck,
of
tude
u\u\ of the steamn of tlie l)ilp:e water from the
«Aell, wliere the staf^nated corruption is the
This putrid humidity, beinj; one
greatest.
sources of tlje scorbutic disprincipal
of the
order
to its removal, particularly
was,
in
tasr.
attended to and, while the fires were bmninsj", some of the hands were employed in rubi»in;i hard, with canvass or oakum, every part
of tlte ship that was damf) and accessible.
Hut the advantage of these means tor pref*erving tlip heallli of mariners, ai)peared no
where so conspicuous, as in purifying: the
well which, bein«' situated in the lowest part
of the hold, the wliole leakage runs into it,
w hether of the ship itselt* or the casks of
Vet this
spoiled meat, or corrupted water.
place was rendered both safe and sweet, iiy
means of an iron pot filled with fire, and let
down to burn therein we say sate, because
the noxious vapours, from this sink alone,
l»ave often been the cause of instantaneous
jieath to those who have unwarily approacliand not to one oidy, but to
ed to clean it
several succes>Mvely, when they have s^oue
down to snccotir their unfortunate assistants.
When this wholesome process coidd not
take place, by reason of stormy weather, the
ship was fumigated with gunpowder, mixed
with vinegar or water. The smoke could
have little effect in drying, but it might correct the putrid air, by means of the acid spifrom the sulphur and nitre, assisted
rits
perhaps, by the aerial fluid, then disengaged
from the fuel, to counteract putrefaction.
f»reatli,

;

;

;

;

These

by gunpowder, by burnand other resinous substances, are
We wish the same could
sufficiently known.
be said of the ventilator, invented by Dr.
Hales, the credit of which, though we are
convinced of its excellence, is far from being
established in the navy.
Perhaps Capt.
Cook had not time to examine it, and therefore would not encumber his ship with a
machine he had possibly never seen worked,
and of which, he had, at best received but a
doubtful character and we find he was not

ing

purifications

tar,

the tropi<s.

:ii>r

They take up little room,

reqiiirf

nnd the invention is so
sim|)le, that they can fail in no hands; l)(\t
yet their powers are small, in comparison
with those of Hales's ventilator
add to
which, they cannot be put u[) in hard ijales
of wind, and they are of no use in dead calms,
no lalx.ur

in working:,

;

when

a circnlatioji of air

is

chiefly necessary,

and required.
VII. The attention of Capt. Cook was

directed not only to the ship, biit to the persons,
hammocks, beildiuLi', clothes, &c. of the crew,
and even to the utensils they used, that the

whole might be constantly kept clea«^ and
l*ro|)er attention was paid to the ship's
coppers and the fat which boiled out of the
salt beef and pork, the Captain never suf-

dry.

;

fered to be given to the iieopie, being of opinion thiit it promotes the scurvy. Cleanliness
is not only conducive to health, it aho tends
to regularity, and is the patnui of other virtues.
If you can |)ersuade those who are to
be under (M)mmand, to be more cleanly than
they are disposed to be of themselves, they
will become more sober, more orderly, and
more attentive to their duty. 'I'he practice
in the army verifies this observation
yet we
confess, a mariner has indifferent means to
keep himself clean, had he the inclination to
do it ; but, in our opinion, sea-officer;* might
avail themselves of the still for providing fresh
:

water for the purpose of washing seeing it
well known that salt water will not mix
with soap, and linen wet with brine, seldom
thoroughly dries. As for Capt. Cook, one
morning, in every week, he passed his ship's
;

is

company

in review, and saw that every man
his linen, and was in other

had changed

points, as clean as circumstances

would per-

mit: and the frequent opportunities he had
of taking in fresh water among the Islan.'ls
in the South Sea, enabled him to allow his
crew a sufficient quantity of this wholesome'
article for ev«ry use
and this brings us to
anotlier useful means conducive to the health
of seamen.
VIII. Capt. Cook thf>ught fresh waf^r
from the shore preferable to that vvhicli had
altogether unprovic' d with ati apparatus for been kept some time on board a ship, and
He had thft windsails, which he therefore he was careful to procure a supply
ventilation.
found very serviceable, particularly between of this essential article wherever it was Jo be
;

7

;
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obtained, even though his company were not
in want of it: nor were they ever at an allowance, but had always sutficient for every necessary purpose. Nor was the Captain witjj-

out an apparatus for distilling fresh water
but, thoui^h he availed himself sometimes of
tlie invention, he did not rely on it, finding by
experiments, that he could not obtain by
hi-* means r)ear so much as was expected,
Tliis was no di.sappointment to him, since
within the southern tropic, in the Pacific
Ocean, he discovered so many Islands, all
well stored with wholesome springs; and
wiien in the high latitude*?, far from a single
foontain. he found the hardships and dangers
inseparable from the frigid zone, in son)e deuree compensated by the singular felicity he
enjoyed, of extracting inexhaustible supplies
of fresh water from an ocean strewed with ice.
Those very shoals, fields, and floating mountains of ice, among which he steered his
perilous course, and which presented such
terrifying objects of destruction, were the very
means of his support, by supplying him
abundantly with what he most wanted. That
all frozen water would thaw into fresh, was a
|)aradox that had been asserted, but met
with little credit even Capt. Cook himself
expected no such tnni'^inutation and therefore was agreeably surprised to find he had
»»ne dithculty less to encounter, namely, that
of preserving the h.ealth of his men so long
on salt and pntri<l provisions, with a scanty
alhKvance of, perluips, foul water, or only
what he could obtain by the use of the still,
An ancient writer, of great authority, no less
than one of the Pliny's, had assigned, from
theory, bad qualities; to melted snow; but
ourjudicions commander affirms, that melted
ice of the sea is not only fresh, but soft, and so
wholesome as to shew the fallacy of human
And
reason, unsupported by experiments.
what is very remarkable, thoni^h in the midst
of sleets, falls of snow, thick fugs, and much
moist weather, the Resolution enjoyed nearly
the same state of health, she had experienced
Indeed,
in the temperate and torricf zones.
towards tin; end of the several courses, .some
of the mariners began to complain of the
scurvy, but this disease made little progress;
nor vv(-reotherdisorders, as colds, diarrhoeas,
;

:

;

intermittents, and continued fevers, eitlicr
numerous, alarminsr, or fatal. Nor, must we
omit here, the remaik of a celebrated physician, who justly observes, '• that much commendation is due to the attention and abilities of Mr. Patten, the surgeon of the Resolution,forhaviugso\vcllseconded his Captain
in the discharge of hi<< duty.
For it must be
allowed, that in despite of the best regulations, and the best provisions, there will aU
ways be, among a numerous crew, during u
long voyage, .some casualties, more or less
productive of sickness, and unless there be
an intelligent medical as.vistant on board,
many under the wisest commander, will
perish, that otherwise might have been saved.
\Ve shall observe, once more,
IX. That Capt. Cook was not only careAil
to replenish whenever opportunity permitted,
his casks with water
but he provided his
men with all kinds of refreshments, both
animal and vegetable, that he could meet
with, and bv every means in his power:
these, even it^^not pleasing lo the palate, he
obliged his people to use, both by example
and authority; but the benetits arising from
refreshments of any kind, soon became so
obviou.s, that he had little occasion to reconimend the one, or exert the other. Thr.s did
this expert and humane navigator emplov all
the means and regulations, which the art of
man suggested, or the God of nature proyiiiti
for the most benevolent purjiose, even t hut of
preserving the health and lives of tho-c intrusted to his care.
Here isgreaternieritthan
a discovery of frozen, unknown countries
could have claimed and which will exist, in
the opinion of every benevolent rniud, a subject of admiration and praise, when the <lis-^
putes abojit a southern coi»iiuent, shall no
longer engage the attention, or divide the
judgment of piiilosophical mquirers. This ls
;

;

amemorialmorelastingthanthemimicbust or.
for this can never
the emblazoned medal
perish, but will remain engraven on Ihehearls
of Englishmen to their latest posterity, Ali«.Y;
;

future navigators spring out of tbis bright eyj

ample, not only to |)er|)elnate his jusif^y ^a^T:
quired fime, but to imitate hiNJabouistorifi't*^
advancement pf natural knowledge,!'
.^
of society, and the true glor> ofGieai i^aj^iu.

THIRD AND LAST VOYAGE
ROUND THE

WORLD
IN HIS

MAJKSTVS

SHIPS,

THE RESOLUTION AND DISCOVERY.
Containing an Account of the death of Captain Cook, who was kitted and eaten by tht
natives of a ueiv discovered Island in the South Sea, on the I4th, of February 1779.
^/^?3jf!g^?§!!g!gg!8^!«*?*M*«==»-

INTR OD UCTION,

WE

now about

new

nature in various situations. Columbus and
no Magellan, two illustrious foreigners, rendered
less than to tix the boundaries of the two their names immortal, at an early period.
continents that form the grand divisions, The former, by a perseverance, of which
which, though separated to all human ap- there was no precedent, very providentially
pearances connect the Globe and in order surmounted every obstacle that opposed his
to shew the importance of the present voy- progress, and astonished Europe with the
age, and to furnish our numerous friends, production of a New Earth, since called
while much about the same time,
subscribers, and readers, with an idea of the America
magnitude of the undertaking, we shall the latter, inspired by a like spirit of entertake a cursory viewof that untrodden ground, prise, and animated by a magnanimity that
which former enterprising discoverers visifed, despised danger, opened a passage to a new
and whereon the principal scenes of their sea, to which he gave the name of Pacific.
operatimis were exhibited. A brief recapiIn the year 1520, on the 6th, of Novemtulation of their expeditions, will evince ber, Magellan entered the straits, that have
plainly, how much we are indebted to those ever since been called by his name, and on
intrepid navai officers of our own country, the 27th, of the same month beheld the
are

tor (lisoovery

to enter a

and improvemrnt

tieltl
;

:

;

who ha\e extended our acquaintance with
the contents of the Globe- opened new channels taan increase of knowledire, and afford"d us fresh materials, efpially interesting, as
they are uncommon, for the study of human
No. 24.

a

B

wished-for object of his pursuit, the Great
Soufhern Ocean. For one hundred and
thirteen days, he continued sjteering to the
north west, and having in th?,t tijne crossed
the line, he fell in with those Islands, to
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which he gave the name of Ladrones, and discovery than plunder, fitted on!^ four ships,
proceeding- tVoni hence in search of fclie and gave the command to Alvaro Mendana
Moluccas, he found in his way many little de Neyra whose discoveries were the MarIslands, where he was hospitably received, quesis, Solitary Island, and Santa Cruz,
and where a friendly correspondence M^as. biit lUjDst of those who embarked on this
These Islands were sittiafed* expedition either died miserably, or where
established.
One of llie fleet was afterbetween the Ladrones, and what are now shipwrecked.
wards
found
all her sails set, and the
with
Philipnines,
in
the
of
name
known by the
;

one of which, called Nathan, Magellan, with
sixty men, encountering a wholit army, was
fii-st .wounded with a poisoned arrow, and
His
then" pierced with a bearded lance.
little squadron, now reduced to two ships,
and not more than eighty m«n, departed
hastily, but one only, the Victory, returned
by the Cape of Good Hope, and was the
first ship that ever went roHod the world.
Other adventurers were not now wanting to

people rotten.
In 15SB, Oliver

Van

Noort passed the
no discoveries
but in
this year the Sebaldine Islands were discovered by Sebald de Wert, the same known

straits.

He made

:

now by

the name of Falkland's Isles.
In 16()5 Pedro Fernando de Quiros conceived the design of discovering a southern

continent.
He issiipposed by Mr, Dalrymple and others, to have been the first into
whose mind the existence of sucii a contifollow the steps of this intrepid navigator.
On the Slst of
nent liad ever entered.
another
Mendanio,
in 1567, Alvarez de
I>eceml)er,
sailed
from
Cafloa with two
he
purpose
on
Lima,
from
sent
Spaniard, was
ships
tender.
Paz de Toires
and
a
Luis
hun<lred
eight
sailed
He
for discovery.
command,
was
entruste<l
with
the
an({
Pern,
of
coast
the
from
westward
leagues
and fell in with certain Islands in the lati- Quiros, from zeal for the success of the untude of 11 deg. S. and Capt. Cook inclines dertaking, was contented to act in the infeto the opinion, that they are the cluster rior station of pilot.
Quiros, soon after his return, presented a
which comprises what has since beea called
New Britain, &c. Mendamo was also said memorial to Philip II. of Spain, in which
to have discovered, in 1575, the Island of fie enumerates twenty-three Islands that he
St. Christoval, and not far from hejite, the had discovered, among which was the IsArchipelago, called the Islands of Solomon, land of the Virgin Mary, and adjoining to it
of which great and small he counted thirty three parts of the country called Australia
del Espiritu Santo, in which land were found
three.
the bay of St. Philip and St. Jairo.
wa<
the
who
Drake,
In 1577, Sir Francis
In 1*(>I4 George Spitzbergen with a strong
straits
of
the
passed
that
first Englishman
squadron
of Dutch ships |>assed the straits
of
CaliIsland
the
discovered
Magellan,

Albion. He
fornia, whicli he named
also discovered other small Islands in his
route to the 43rd deg. of N. latitude, but as
his sole view was to "return with his booty,
he paid no regard to objects of less concern.
arrived in England, by the ('ape of
Good Hope, in the year 1580. To him
succeeded Sir Thomas Caventlish, who like-

New

He

of Magellan
an<l in 1G15 Schouten and
Le Maire, in the Unity of 360 tons, and the
Iloorn of 110 sailed from the Texel, on the
14th of June professedly for the discovery
of a new pussage to the South S^a. The
Hoorn was burnt, in careening, at King's
Island, on the coast of Brazil, and the other
In latileft singly to pursue her voyage.
tude 54 deg. 5() min. they came in sight of
an opening, to which, (having happily passed it) they gave the name of Strait le Maire
Having soon after weathered the southern
most point of the American continent, thev
;

wise passed the straits of Magellan in ir>80,
and returned nearly by the same route pointed out by his predecessor, touching at the
Ladrones, and making son»e stay at the
Philippine Isles, of which, on his return, he
called that promontory Cape Horn, or mor«^nve an entertaining description.
properly Hoorn, after the town in Holiaxi*'
intent
more
on
Spaniard',
the
tn 1595,
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mander and the African Galley, commandby (Japtain Rosenthal). From these exed
fslaiids
;m>iI two
navigators everything was hoped.
perienc<'d
Bern^velt.
tliey named
found
nortli
the straits of Magellan impracThey
coasted
the
and
others,
sevenil
vered
entered the Southern Ocean,
and
ticable,
Britain.
New
of
side
In ICA'l Abel Tasman sailed from Bat:i- after having endured a variety of diflicuities
Rogvia in the HeenisKirk, accompanied l»y the :ind hardships, by ti>e strait le Maire.
same
discovcrgewein
pursued
nearly
of
the
track
as
design
wilh
a
Zee Haan i»iiik,
|K)iutt^<l
out.
till,
veerin*j
land
Schonten
had
first
more
The
Continent.
Southern
Mi!^ thf
he niade was the eastern point of New to the north, he fell in with the Islands at
Holland, since known by the name of Van which commo<lore Byron first landed, and
Proceedina- in a hiuh lati- where .some of tlie wreck of the African
l)ien»an's land.
tude to the eastward, he fell in with the Cialley, as we have mentioned in the history
west em most <'oast of New ZealancI, where of his voyage, was actually found. Pursuthe greatest part of the crew of th«' Zee Haan ing their course to the westward, they diswere murdered by the savaires of a bny to covered a cluster of Islands, undoubtedly
which he fifave the name of Murderer's Bay, the same now called fliQ Friendly Isles, to
railed by our late navif^ators Queen Char- which they jrave the name of the Labyrinth,
In his passage he fell in because it was with difhcnity they could
lotte's Sound.
They continued their coarse
with the Isles of Pylstaerf, Amsterdam clear them.
directThen
towards
New
Britain, and New Guinea
Rotterdam.
]Mi<hIlebursr, and
W.
discovered
thence
by
he
and
the way of the Moluccas to
the
N.
to
insr his course
in
latitude
the
East
Indies
Islands,
and thus ended, like all
small
twenty
or
eiiihteen
3.')
voyages,
dec:.
the
former
lonoritude
201
one of which was exS.
nnn.
1J>
17 deu'.
min. (o which he |»ave the name of Prince pected at least to have solved the question,
^>'illiani's Islaiuls, and Tleemskirk's Banks. but, in fact determined nothing: yet they
From hence Taxman purs4»t?d his course to who argued from the harjnony observable
New Guinea, without dioi-overini? the sup- in the works of nature, insisted that someand returned to Batavia thing" was wanting to give one side of the
posed continent
1043.
crlobe a resemblance to the other; while
June
15tl»
of
on the
In 1681 Dampier |>assed the Magellanic those who reasoned from experience, pro1699 he made a second voy- nounced the whole system the creature of
Straits, and
age on discovery, which wa.5chie^fly confined the fertile brain.
In 1738 Lazier Bouvet was sent by the
to New Holland, N«-w (iuinea, Sfew Britain,
and the Islands adjacent. In 1703, he per- East India Company, upon discovery in the
formed a third voyage, but without makino: Southern Atlantic Ocean. He sailed from
any new discoveries. He was accompanied Port rOrient on the 19th of July, on board
in this voyage by Mt. FniineK to whom the the Eagle, accompanied by the Mary, and
on the 1st of January fidlowing, it was
circumnavigation of the globe isascribefl.
In 1721, the Dutch East-India Company, thought he had discovered lai.d in latitude
at the instance of Capt. Roggewein, fitted 54 deg. south, longitude 11 min. east. But
out a respectable fleet; for the discovery of this having been diligently sought for by
that continent, which lay hitherto unknown, Capt. Cook, without effect, there is good
though believed universally to exist. Three reason to doubt if any such exists; or, if it
stout sliips were appointed, and were well does, it is too remote from any known tract
the Eagle of 36 to be of use to trade or navigation. In 1.7'12
provided for this service
guns and 111 men, on board of which em- Commodore Anson traversed the Great
barked Roggewein as commodore, having^ Pacific Ocean but he made no discoveries
nnde^ him Captain Coster, an experienced within the limits of our review.
come now to that interesting aera,
navigator the Tienhoven of 28 guns, and
the
spirit of di.scoveiy recovered new
was
when
Capt,
Bowman
comwhidi
of
lOOmen,
\\

1mm

t»

flie i>n»v''"l Wii"? first

secretly concerted
hatl passed,
They also disco-

;

which they

;

i

;

m

;

;

We

;

3
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strenjitli,'undef ihe cberishinp: influence and
munificent encourao:ement of his present
Miyesty, George III. niio havino: put a
period to the destructive operations of war,
he turned his attention to enterprises more
adapted to the season of returning peace.^
His Majesty formed the grand design of
exi)loring *Iig Southern Hemisphere; and in
the prosecution of an object so well adapted
to the views of a great commerical people^
one voyage followed another in close sue-

TIIC NOinil

I'OL^.,

tinguished
navigator was
reserved
the
honour of being the first, wlio from a series
of tlie most satisfactory ol>servations, besining at the west entrance of tlie strait of Magellan, und carried on with unwearied per
severance round Terra del Fuego, throuoji
the strait of Le Maire, has constructed^
chart of the southern extremity of America^
from wl)ich it will appear, wliat advantages
will now be enjoyed by those who shall
hereafter sail round Cape Horn.
Captain

Cook

cession.

1764, Captdin, now admiral Bvronj
havine: under his command the l)olphin
and Tamar, passed throuij:h the straits of
where
Magellan, into the Pijcific Ocean
he discovered several Islands, ami returned
to England in May, 1766.
In the month of
August following, the l)ol()hin was again
sent out under the command of Captain
Wallis, with the Swallow sloop, commanded
by Capt. Carteret. They proceeded together till they came to the west end of the
straits of Magellan, and in sightof the Great
South Sea, where they were separated,
Capt. Wallis directed his course more westerly than any navigator In^d done before in
discovered not less than
so high a latitude
and returned to Engfotjrteen new ts^lands
land with the Dolphin, in May 1768. His
companion Capt. Cartaret kept a different
•voute, made other discoveries, among which
was the strait between Nev/ Britain and
New Ireland. He returned with the Swallow to England, after having encountered
inniimerable difiiculties.. in March 1769.
In the .«ame year and month, commodore
iiougainville, having ciicumnuvigated the
^lobe, arrived in France.
In 1769, the Spaniards sent out a siiip to
trace the discoveries of the English u\ni
Viir'iich ."omraanders, which arrived ot OtaThisship touched at Easier
li'-itein 1771.
land, but whelhtr she retJirned to New or
I
Old Spain renmins undecided. In the same
year 1769, the Frencl) also fitted out another ship from the Mauritius, under tlie
command of Capt. Kergulen, who. having
«liscovcred a few barren Islands, contented
liinjseb with leaving some meujori.jls that

In

;

;

;

wfvt Jbund by Capt. Cook.

To

this il\s-

sailed from Plymouth, in August 1768,
and returned home by the Cape of Good

Hope

in
July 1771.
This
circumnavigator performed his
age in the Resolution and
These two ships sailed from
July 1772, and returned on the

experienced
second voyAdventure.

England

in

30th of the

sHme month, in 1775. The general object
of this and the preceding voyage round the
world, undertaken by the command of his
Majesty, was to search for unknown tracts
ot" land that might exist within the bosom
of the immense expanse of ocean that occupies the whole southern hemisphere
and,
;

particularly to determine to a certainty, the
existence or non-existence of a Southern

Continent:

and

the.se

voyages have

facili-

the access of ships itjto the Pacific
Ocean, and also greatly enlarged our knowledge of its contents. Our late navigators,
besides perfecting many of the discoveries
of their predeces.sors, have added to them a
long catalogue of their own. The several
lantis, of which any account had been given
by the Spaniards or Dutch, have been carefiiily looked for, and most of them found,
visited, and accurately surveyed.
The boast*
fi{ Tierra
Australia del Espiritu Santo of
Quiros, as being a part of a southern contiMtut., could not withstaml Capt Cook's exa.jiination, who sailed round it, and assigned

taled

position, and moderate bounds, in
Archinelago of the New Hebrides.
Bougainville did no more than discover^
that the land here was not connected
but

it>

true

the

;

Capt.

Cook

be composed of Islands, and explored the whole group. Byron*
Wallis, and Caroret, had each of thtm
contributed towards increasiug our knowledge of the amazing profu.>ion of Inlands
fonrul

it

to
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Tllli:

exist In the Pacific Ocean, >yithin the
limits of the southern tropic: but how tar
that ocean reached to the west, what hinils

lliul

ii7J

be ibnnd, voyages to the East Indies in general would be much shortened, and, con.sequently become more protitable, than by

makmg

the tedious circuit of the Cape of
it on that sitle, and the connection
This favourite object of the
ottliuse lands with tlie discoveries ot* former Good Hope.
navigators, remained absolutely unknown, English, as early as the fifteenth century,
Cook decided the (|uestion, and appeared .so certain to the Cabofs, that the
till Capt.
broug:ht home such ample accounts of them younger Sebastian made the original attempt
passa^^e in 1497, which
nnd tlieir inhabitants, as have left little more to discover a N.
ended
in
the
was
discovery
of Newfoundland, and
part
globe.
It
that
of
the
to be done in
among g^eo- the Lal>radore coast, lie returned by Ihe
.1 favourite conjectural opinion
,Ma|)hers, that ]>ew Zealaiul was a [lart of a way of Newfoundland, bringing home with
but Capt. (.'ook's voy- himlv\o Esquimeaux. In lo/G, Sir Martin
southern continent
as^e 111 the Endeavour has proved it to be a Finbisher undertook a second expedition,
mere supposition ; tor he spent near six and found a strait on the southernmost point
months upon its coasts, (;ircumnaviQ^uted it of (ireeiiland, but after repeated trials, he
conipletely, and ascertained its extent nnd relinquished his hope of .teeing the object he
Whether New hchl in contemplation* and had been pursu-livisions into two Islands.
Holland did or did not join to New Guinea ing. Sir Humphry Gilbert was ni< rtitied
was another question, which Capt. Cook wiih the same disappointment. He coastecJ

bouniled

W.

;

by saiiintr between them through
He, therefore, in this
l^udeavour strait.
part of his voya<;e, has established a fact of
essential service to navigation, by openinu.
if not a new, at least an unfrequented and
fo'.«rotteiJ communication between the Southern Pacitic and Indian oceans. To Capt.
Carteret we are indebted for a new discovery, in the strictest sens* of the word.
St.
George's channel, through which his ship
tlt^cided,

New Britain and New
better and shorter passage, whether eastward or westward, than
round all the Islands and lands to the northward. Thus far, therefore, the late voyages
of our own countrymen, to disclose new
tracks of navigation, and to reform old defects in geography, appear to have been prosecuted with a satisfactory degree of success.

found a way, between
Ireland,

is

a

much

But something was still wanting to comThe utplete the great plan of discovery.
most accessible extremities of the southern
hemisphere had been repeatedly visited and
surveyed: yet great variety of opinion prevailed concerning the navigable boundaries
of our own hemisphere; particularly, as to
the existence, or at least as to the practica-

along the American continent from the fJOfh
degree of northern latitude, till he fell in
uitii theGulph of St, Lawrence
took f>ossession, in his Sovereign's name, of fhiit land,
sincccall«d by the Frer.cli> Canada and waK
;

;

the

who

projected an<l |)ron)oted ihe
establishment of the fishery in Nevvfoundlaiul.
Captain J.olin Davis made three trial;*
first

passage N. W. each of which proved
unfortunate and unsuccessful. In his progress he passed the strait that still bears his
name, and advanced as high as the latitu<!e
ofGCJdeg. Mr. Henry Hudson in (he yeai1610, projected a new course towards the
N. W. which brought him to the mouth of
the bay that now bears his name. But the
adventure ended by the mutiny of his crew,
in the tragical death of the Captain, and
seven of his sick followers. The year foltor a

Sir Henry Button
undertook tlie
but with no better success than hi,s
predecessor. He was followed by James
Hall and William Baffin. Hall in this fruitless expedition fell by the hands of a suvaue;
and Baffin, who renewed the pursuit in l(JJo.
examined a sea that communicates with
Davis's strait, which he found to be no other
bility of a northern passage between the At- than a great bay, and called it after his own
lantic and Pacitic oceans, eit'ier by sailing name: an inlet to the north, in latitude
eastward round Asia, or westward round 78 deu. he called Smith's sovnnl. In J6*:jl
by which passage, coidd it Lidie Fox made a voyage in search of tlit
N'orth America
:

lowin'JT

task,

;
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passage, but to as little pnr- in the command to which he had been aprest.
He was foil awed by Oapt. pointed in Greenwich hospital
as
the
but he
Sose
ames, who, after the most elaborate search, cheerfully relinquished this honourable stachanged his opinion, and declared that no tion, and, in 17C6, undertook for the service
Thus our country- of his country another voyage, which, in one
such passage existed.

same supposed

;

men and

the

Dutch have been equally un-

various attempts to find this
Wood's
passage in an eastern direction.
failure in 1676 seemed to have closed the
long list of mifortunate northern expeditions
in that century; and the discovery, if not
absolutely despaired of, by having been
missed so often, ceased, for near another
century, to be sought after but JMr. J)obbs
once more recalled the attention of this
country to the probability ofaN. W. pasconseiit
sage through Hudson's Bay
quence of which Capt. Middleton was sent
<»ut by government in 1741, and Captains
Smith and Moore, by a private society, in
1746, each encouraged by an act of parliament passed in the preceding year, that
annexed a reward ot twenty thousand pounds
to the discovery of a passage; however, they
all returned from Hudson's Bay with reports of their proceedings, that lett the
attainment of the great object in view, at as
great a distance as ever.
But it was not yet certain, that such a
passage might not be found on the western
and researches of this kind
side of America
were no longer lett to the solicitation, or to
the subscriptions of private adventurers
they engaged royal attention, and, in the present reign, were warmly promoted by the mirrister at the head of the naval department:
4M)d hence it was, that while Capt. Cook
was prosecuting his voyage towards the
South Pole, in 1773, Lord Mulgrave sailtd
with two ships, to determine how far navigation was practicable towards the North
Pole. And that nothing niight be left unattempted, though much had been already
done, Capt. Cook, whose professional knowledge could only be equalled by the persevering diligence with which he had employed it in the course of his former .researches
was called upon once more to resume, or
rather to complete his survey of the globe.

successful

in

:

;

;

was less fortunate than any former
expeditions, being performed at the exfjence
of the precious and most valuable life of its
conductor.
Formtr circumnavigators had
returutd to Euro|)e by the Cape of Good
Hope the arduous task was now assigned
to Cajit. Cook of attempting it by reaching
the high northern latitudes between Asia
and America. He was ordered to procee<i
to Otaheite, or the Society Islands, and then
having crossed the equator into the northern tropic, to hold such a course as might
most probably give success to the attempt
of finding out a northern passage: but that
our readers may be enabled to judge with
precision of the great out^linesof the present
important voyage; of the various objects it
has in view, and how far they have beeiv
carried into execution, we shall here insert
a true copy of the instructions to Capt.
Cook, from the commissioners for executing
the office of Lord High Admiral ol" Great
Britain, Ireland, &.c. and which in substance

resi)ect,

;

were as follow.
'^

Whereas

the Earl of S;indwich has signihis Majesty's pleasure, that an^
attempt siiould be nuide to find out a nortliern passage by sea fronj the Pacific to the
lo us

fied

Atlantic Ocean
and wheieas we have in
pursuance thereof, caused his Majesty's
slooj)s. Resolution and Discovery to be fitted,
in all res|<'cts, proper to proceed upon a
voyae^e, for ihe purpose above mentioned,
and from the experience we iiave had of
your abilities and good conduct in your late
voyages, have tln)uglittit to niirustyou with
the conduct of the present iniMuled voyage,
and with that view appointed you to command the first mentioned slo<»p, and directed
Capt. Clerke, who commands the other,, to
follow your orders for his further proceedings you are herei)y required and directed
to proceed with the .said two sioojis directly
to the Cape of Good Hope, iniiess you shall
This brave and experienced commander judge it neces.sary to stop at Madeira, thr
might have spent tlie rtnniiuder of his days Cape de Verd, or Cuiuiry Islands, to take m

6

;

j
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in
tlie use of tlu^ir companies;
so
at
liherty
to
are
do,
yon
case
uliicli
t.tkini;' care fo remain there no longer than
may r»e necessary for that |)nrj)ose and on
yonr arrival at the (\ipe of (lood Mope, yon
are to relVesh the slo«»ps companies with as
MMich provision and water as can be conveniently .stowetl.
••
If possihif, you are to leave the Cape of
Ciood Hope by the end of ()(;t(»l)er, or be.;Minin;r of November next, and proceed to
the southward in search of some Islands
said to hav«.« Uih ii lat^-iy seen by the French,
in the latituih- IS tieLT. south, and under, or
near tlie meridian of .Mauritius. In case you
find thone Islands, yon are to examine them
and upon
thoroug^hly foi* a 4<»oil harbour
disooverinii" one, make the ne<'essary ol)seras
vations to ficilitate the tinding it ai^'ain
hereafter
situation,
in
that
may
port,
a VTOod
prove veiy ti«;i'(ul, althoui;h it slnndd atlord
little or nothinif more than shelter, wood,
ami water. Von are nit, however, to spend
too much time in looUini?^ out for those Islands, or in the examination <»f them, if
foimd, but to proceed to Otaheite, or the
Society Isles (touching at New Zealand in
«vine

tor

;

;

;

your way thither,

if

you should judge

it

necessary and convenient) and taking car«
to arrive there time enough to admit of your
£[iving the sloops coiH|»anies the refreshment
tliey may stand in need of, before you i)rosecute the farther object of these instructions.
Upon your arrival at Otaheite, or
the Society Isles, you are to land Omiah at
such of them as he may choose, and to leave

him

there.

"

You are to distribute amonir the chiets
of those Islands such part of the presents
with which you have been supplied, a.s yon
shall judge proper, reserving' the remainder
to distribute among the natives of the countries you may discover in the northern hemisphere and having refreshed the people
belonging to the sloops under your command, and taken on board such wood and
water as they may resj»ectively stand in need
of, you are to leave those Islands in tlve beginning of February, or sooner if you shall
judge it necessary, and then proceed in as
direct a course as you can to the coast of
*'

:

•J

/'J

New

Albion, endeavouring to fall in with i1 J
in the latitude of j'> dei:^. N. and taking
care in your way thither, not to lose any'
time in search of new lands, or to stop'
at any vou may fall in with, unless \on
find it necessary to recruit your >^ ood and
water.

"You

'ir.r.

,j^3

your way thither,
strictly enjoined not to touch upon any
part of the Spanish dominions on the \\vsi'are also

in

ern continent of iVmerica, unless driven
thither by some unavoidable accident
in
whii^h case you are to stay no longer tliere
timn shall be absolutely necessary, and to
be very caret'nl not to give umbrage or otfence to any of the inhabitants or subjects
of his catholic majesty.
And if, in your
fartlier progress to the northward, as hereafter directetl, yon tind any subjects of any
Euro|)ean prin<'e or state n|)on any |)art of
the coast you may thiidi. proper fo visit, you
are not to disturb them, or give them any
just cause of ottence, but on the contrary,
to treat them with civility and friendship.
" Upon your arrival on the coast of New
Albion, you are to put into the tirst convenient port to recruit your wood and water,
and procure refreshments, and then to proceed northward along the coast, as far as
the latitude of 66 deg. or farther, if you are
not obstructed by lands or ice taking care
not to lose any time in exi)loring rivers or
inlets, or n|K>n any other account, until you
get into the before-mentioned latitude of 65
;

;

i\e<j;.

where we could wish

month of June

to arrive

in tlie

^V'heu you get that
lenuth, yon are very carefully to .search for.
and to ex])lore such rivers, or hdets, as may
appear to be of considerable extent, anil
pointing towards Hudson's, or Baffin's bays,
.md if, from ytuir own ob.servations, or from
any^ information you may receive from the
natives who, there is reason to believe are
the same race of people, and s|)eak the same
lanijuage, of which you are furnished with
a vocabulary, as the Esquimeaux) tliere
siiall appear to be a certainty, or even a
probability of a water passage into the
afore-nientioned bays, or either of thei|i,
you are, in snch case, to use your utmost
en(iea\onrs to pass through with one or
next.
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both of the sloops, unless you sliall be of
opinion that the passage may be effected
with more certainty, or witli greater probability by smaller vessels
in which case
you are to set up the frames of one or both
the small vessels with which you are provided, and, when tliey are ])nt together, and
;

are properly fitted, stored, and victu;illed.
you are to dispatch one or l>oth of them,
under the care of proper officers, with a sufficient nund)er of petty ofhcers, men, and
boats, in order to attempt the said passage
with such instructions for rejoining you, if
they should fail, or for their farther proceedings, if they should tail, or for their
farther proceedings, if they should succeed
in the attempt, as you shall judge most
proper. But, nevertheless, if you shall find
it more eligible to pursue any other measures than those a])ove t)ointe<l out, in order
to make a disc(»\ery of the before-mentioned passage (if any such there be) you are at
liberty
and we leave it to your discretion,
to f)ursue such measures accordingly.
" But, should you be satisfied, that there
is no passage through the bays, sufficient
for the purposes of navigation, you are, at
tlie pro|)er season of the year, to repair to
the port of St. Peter and St. Paul in Kamtschatka, or wherex'er else you shall judge
more proper, in order to refresh your peoand in the spring
ple and pass the winter
of the ensuing year, 1778, to proceed from
thence to the northward, as far as in your
prudence, you may think proper, in fuither
search of a north-east, or north-west passage, from the Pacific Ocean, into the Atand if, from your own
lantic, or north sea
observation, or any inforiiialion you may
receive, there shall appear to be a probability of such a |)assage, you are to proceed
and havimr discovered
as above directed
such a passage, or failed in the attempt,
make the best of your way back to England,
by such route as you may think best for the
improvement of geography and navigation
repairing to Spithead with both sloops,
where tliey are to remain till further or;

;

•

;

:

;

;

ders.
" And at
lu the

whatever places you mny toticli
course ofvour v<>vnge> where aociirate
S

POLE.

observations of the nature hereafter mention-/
ed have not already been made, you are, a*
far as your finie will allow, very carefully to
observe the situation of such places, both in
latitude and longitude; the variation of the
needle bearings of head-lands; height, direction, and course of the tides and currents
depths, and soundings of the sea shoals,
rocks, &c. and also to survey, make charts,
and take views of such bays, harbours, and
different parts of the coast, and to make
such notations thereon, as may be useful
either to navigation or commerce. You are
also <'arefully to observe the nature of the soil
and the produce thereof; the animals and
fowls that inhabit or frequent it; the fishes
that aie to be found in the rivers or upon the
coasts, and in what plenty
and in case
there are any peculiar to such places, to describe them' minutely, and to make as accurate drawings of them as you can: and, if
you find any metals, minerals, or valuable
stones, or any extraneous fossils, you are \n
bring home specimens of each
as also ot
the seeds of such trees, shrubs, plants, fruits
and grains, peculiar to those places, as you
may he able to collect, and to transmit them
to our secretary, that proper experimentv
and examination may be made of iheui.
You are likewise to examine the genius,
temper, disposition, and number of the n.itives and inhabitants, where you find any
and to endeavour, by all proper means, to
cultivate a friendship with them, making
them ])resents of such trinkets as you may
h;ive on board, and they may like best ;
;

;

;

;

;

;

inviting thenj to traffic

and shewing them

every kind of civility and regard

;

but taking

nevertheless, not to suffer yourself to
be surprised by them, but to be always on
your guard against ai.y accidents.
" You are also, with the consent of the
natives, to take possession, in the nanie of
the King of Great Britain of co.i»venient
situations in such countries as you may discover, th;»t have already not been discovered
(are,

or visited by any other Euro[)ean power;
to distribute among the inhabitants such
things as will remain as traces and testimonies of your having been there; but if yon
find the countries so discovered are uniiiliu-

and
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In order to carry this noble and extensive
you are to tjike possession ot'them f"»^r
into execution, on February the 14th,
plan
marks
proper
iuul
ii(>
seJtinpf
Ins Mijjesty, by
the Resolution and Discovery, liaving
posses1776,
and
discoverers
tirst
as
insciiplions,
been completely equipped in the dock at
sois.
Capt.
as, in undertakini^s of Deptford, were put into commission.
!Jiit forasmuch
his pendant on board the
this nature, several emergencies may arise Cook hoisted
and the command of the
not to he foreseen, and therefore not particu- former sloops
Discovery,
of
bethree
hundred tons burthen.
ructions
ins!
by
provided
tbr
larly to be
Mhich
probeen
<";»scs,
to
had
purchased
into the service,
such
are,
in
you
fore-hand
ceed as you shall judge most advantaj^eous was given to Capt. Clerke, who had been
Capt. Cook's second lieutenant, on board
to the service on which you are employed
and you are, by all opporttmities, to send to the Resolution, in his second voyage round
Both ships were well fitted out,
«iur secretary, for our information, accounts the world.
and
sursuj)plied
abundantly with every article
copies
of
the
of your proceedings, and
necessaiy
made
for
a long voyage: and on the
sImII
have
you
drawings
veys and
8th
of
you
are
June,
while
they lay in long reach,
l^ngland,
in
your
arrival
upon
and
immediately to repair to this olfice, in order we had the satisfaction of a visit from the
to lay before us a full account «)f your pro- earl of Sandwich, Sir Hugh Palliser, and
ceedings in the whole course of your voyage others of the board of admiralty, to examine
taking care before you leave the sloop, to whether every thing had been completed
demand from the officers and petty olticers, pursuant to their orders, and to the convethe log-books and journals they may have nience of those who were to embark. They
honoured Capt. Cook with their company
kept, and to seal tiicui up for our inspection
and enjoining them and the whole crew, to diinier on that day and were sainted, on
not to divulge where they have been, until their coming on board, and on tlieir going
they have permission so to do and you are on shore, with seventeen guns and three
to direct Capt. Clerke to do the same, wit h cheers. To convey some permanent benefit
hittit,

•

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

respect to the ofticers,
crew of the Discovery.

petty

officers,

and

'Should any accident happen to the Resolution, in the course of the voyage, so as
to disable her from proceeding any farther,
you are, in such, case to remove yourself and
her crew into the Discovery, and to prosecute your voyage in her; her commander
being hereby strictly required to receive you
on board, and to obey yourorders, the same,
in every respect, as when you were actually^
and, in case of
on board the Ilesolution
your inability, by sickness or otherwise, to
carry these instructions into execution, you
are to be careful to leave them with the
:

next

officer in

command, who

is

hereby re-

quired to execute them in the best manner
he can.
" The above insiructions \rere given July
the 6th, 1776, under the hands of the Earl
of Sandwich^ Lord C. Spencer, Sir H.
Palliser; and, by command of their Lordships, signed Philip Stephen's, secretary of
the admiralty."

No. 24
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C

to the inhabitants of Otaheite, and of the
other Islands v\ Inch we might happen to
visit, his Majesty ordered us a
supply of
some useful animals, and we took on board
a bull, two cows, with their calves, and some
sheep; with hay and corn for their support.
We were also furnished with a sufficient
quantity of our valuable European garden
seeds, which might add fresh supplies of
food to the vegetable productions of our
newly discovered Islands.
had also an
extensive assortment of iron tools and trinkets, to facilitate a friendly commerce and intercourse with the inhabitants of such new
countries as we might discover. With respect to our wants, nothing was refused ns
that might be conducive to health, comfort
or convenience. Those at the head of the
naval department were equally solicitous to
render our voyage af public utility to thi«:
end we received a variety of astronomical
and nautical instruments which the board
of longitude intrusted to Capt. Cook aud
Mr» King, his second lieutenant; the-yj

We

;

;
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Plymouth and on the 9th of July, we received the paity {>f marines allotted for our
voynge.
And the supernmnerary seamen,
occasioned !)y this
reinforcement, being
turned over into the Ocean man of war,
our several complements of officers, and the
respective crews of both ships, rejuaine*! as
Mr
time-piece, and the same assortment of expressed in the two u'lderwritten lists.
astronomical and other instruments, were
put on board the Discovery, for the use of I.
LIST of the OFFICERS,
Mr. Wilbam Bailey, who was engaged a.i
»
and PRIVATES, on board the
an observator on board that sloop. Though
RESOLUTION.
several young men, among the sea officers,

having ensfaged to supply the

|)lace of a proobservator.
fessed
Tlie board, hkewise,
put into their possession the time-keeper
which Capt. Cook had carried out in his
last voyage, and which had performed so
well. It was constructed by Mr. Kendal,
Harrison's. Another
and was a copy of

;

A

were capable of being employed in constructing charts, drawing plans, and taking
view,s or the coasts, and head-lands, nevertheless, Mr. Webber was engaged to embark with Capt. Cook, for the purpose of
supplying the defects of written accounts
by taking accurate and masterly drawings
of the most memorable scenes of our transactions.
Mr. Anderson, likewise, surgeon
to Capt. Cook, added to his professional
abilities a great proficiency in natural history.
had already visited the South Sea
Islands in the same ship, and enabled the
^Captain to enrich his relation of his voyage

He

with useful and valuable remarks.
The
vocabularies of the Friendly and Sandwich
Islands, and of the natives of Nootka had
jbeen furnished to our commander, by this
his

most useful

and a fourth,

Esquimaux

in
is

associate,

Mr. Anderson:

which the language of the
compared with that of the

American's on the opposite side of the con,tinent, had been prepared by the Captain
himself The confessed abilities, and great
assiduity of Mr. Anderson, in observing
every thing that related either to natural
history, or to manners and language, and
the desire that Capt. Cook, on all occasions,
shewed to have the assistance of that gentleman, stamped a great value on his col-

1

SEAMEN,

Cn plain

•

3 Ziicuteitauts

her former voyage; and the establishment
of the Discovery varied from that of t'le
Adventure, in the single instance of her
having no marine officer on board. This
arrangment was to be finally completed at

2

James Cook.
John Gore,

Jaunts

and

King,

John

)\ iiliamson.

Master Boatswain

-

-

1
1

Carpenter

-

-

1

1

(runner

-

William Bligh.
M'illi.im Ewfn.
•

6 3Ii(lskipmen
2 Surgeon's Mates
-

.

•

-

-

Ditto Mate
Sdil Maker
1 Ditto Mate
3 Boatswain's

-

Corporal

1

Armourer

1

1

-

<.'leve!y.

Robers, &c.
Hargest. &c.
I

•

Master at Arms

1

James

Samuel and Davis,

2 Captain's Clerks
1

•

Robert Anderson.
-William Anderson.

-

1 Surgeon
3 Master's Mates

•

Alex.

Hogg and

Alex.

Dewer.
William Collet.
-William (iriffijhs
.William Hunt.
-William Price,
-William Widdel.
-William Maceril.
Quin,
James. and

Mates

Doyle.

3 Carpenter's ditto Rarl.>er& Macintosh.
-Brown wS^ Ramsev.
2 Gunner's ditto
4 Carpenter's Crew -Carter, &c.
•

1

Cook

1

Ditto

-

-

-

Mate

-

.

Itobert Morris.
.Ri<;hard Y^Jung.
.

6 Quarter Masters -Weling, &c.
4-) Able Seamen.

lections.

The Resolution had the same appointment of officers and men which she had in

-

^

MARINES.
I

1

JJvutenant
Serjeant

2

(^oi porn Is

1

Dntminrr

IT)

Privates.
of the

'lotal

- - -

-Molesworth Philips.
-Samuel Gibson.
- J^ediard and Thomas
-Michael Portman

sliip's

company 113 men.

AND ROUND THE WORLD
II.

A LIST of the OFFICERS, SEAMEN, and PRIVAl'ES, on board
the DISCOVERY.

Captain

1

-Charles Clerke.

-

-Jame Hmney, John

2 Lieutenants

Rickman.
-Thonuis Edgar.
-Eneas Atkin?;.

-

Mister

lioatsivain

-l*eter

-

Carpenter -

-

(rlUillt'r

37^

opinion, was not a proper sample of th^.f
inhabitants of those happy Islands, nor hav>
ing" any advantage of birth, or acquired raiili,,;
nor beinp; eminent in sha])e, figure, or cdni-.t
for their people of the first lanUrj
plexion
are much fairer, and, usually, better l)ehiivi-;.
ed, and" more intelligent, than (he niiddiing-i
class of people, among whom Omiali is to
be ranked, Capt. Cook, however, since his

Key nobis.

William Peckover.

,-

;

arrival in
his error

England, has been convinced oi
for, excepting his complexioji
undoubtedly of adee])er hue than

;

(which is
-John Law.
Mates - llome and Hollingby. tiiat of the Earees, or gentry, who li\c, as,
iu other countries, a 'more luxuiious Jije,
Midshipman - -Alex. Mouat, .'kc.

Snrs:eon
Master's
_'

,S'//riiY'^.'M\v.!/«/e,v-Snaggs

ami

Ellis.

I

Captain's Clerk -Gregory iianthoni.

1

Master

\

Corporal.

I

Armourer

1

1

1

at

Arms.
-

-

-

he ol>served, has certainly a very g()o<l uijri
derslanding, quick ]>arts, antl Isoncst pi in-i
ciples
he has a natural gotjd beha\ ioisr,"
which renders him acceptable to the bes^
company, and a ])roper (iegree of piidu,i
which taught him to avoid liie society oi
lie has ])assiuiis of tlic .same
inferior rank,
kind as other young men, but lias judgment
enough not to indulge tlieui i;i any im})roper manner. 1 do not imagine that he has

Dixtm

Ditto Alaie.
Sail Maker.
Ditto Mate.

:

Boatsicain's Mates.
Carpenter's Ditto.
(iunner's Ditto.
I
4 Carpenter's Creiv,'
'2

•2

1

Cook.

4 Quarter Master's
'iS3 Able Seamen.

-

Cox, &c

MARINES.
Serjeant Corporal.

Drummer

-

-

- Letant.

-Holly well.

Total of the ship's

To

these

we were

any dislike to liquor, and if he had fallen
i]»to comj)any who drank the most, met
with the most approbation, I have no
doubt, but that he would have endeavoured
to gain the ap])lause of those with whom
lie associated
but, fortunately for him, he
perceived that drinking was very little in
use but among the inferior people, and as
he was very watchful into the manners and
conduct of the persons of rank who ho^
uoured him with their protection, he was
sober and modest and I never heard that,
during the whole time of his stay in E!;g-^
land, which was two years, he ever once
was disguised with \vine, or even shewed
an inclination to go l)eyondthe strictest rules
of moderation. Soon after his arrival in
London, the earl of Sandwich, the first lord
;

8 Privates.

company 80 men.

we may here add Omiah, who,

touch at the Society islands
to take his passage in the
Resolution, to his native country. Before
the Resolution and Adventure quitted the
small but fertile Island of Huaheine, Capt.
Furneaux, who had the command of the
latter, agreed to receive on board his ship a
ns

and are less exposed to the heat of liiesnii)
he doubted \\hether any other of t}:e r.ativc-s
would have given a more general satisfaction hyhis behaviouramong them. "Osjiiahi

to

and Otaheite, was

;

young man named Omai, orOmiah,anative
of Llietea, where he was possesed of some of the admiralty, introduced him to his
property, of which he had been deprived majesty at Kew, when he met with a most
by the people of Bolabola. Capt. Cook gracious .eception, and imbibed the strongwondered that Capt. Furneaux would eri- est impression of duty aiul gratitude, which
cumber himself with this man, who in his I am persuaded he will preserve to the
t>
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moment of Lis life. During his stay
in England he was caressed by many of the
principal nobility, and did nothing to forbut his
feit the esteem of any one of them
Srincipal patrons were the earl of Sandwich,

latest

;

Banks, and Dr. Solander: the first
probably thought it a duty of his office to
protect and contenance an inhabitant of
that hospitable country, where the wants
and distresses of those in his department
had been alleviated and supplied in the
most ample manner the others, as a testiIr.

;

mony

of their gratitude for the generous
reception they had met with during their
residence in his country. But though Ouiiali
lived in tlie midst of amusements during his
residence inEngland, his return to ins nat.ve
country was always in his tlioughts and
though he was not in»patieiit to go, now tiie
time of his return approached, he was agitated by different passions in turns, and lelY
London with a mixture of regret and satisfation.''
In our voyage, when we talked
;

about England, and about those, who, during his .stay had honoured him with their
protection and friendship, his spirits were
sensibly affected, and it was with difficulty
But, the inhe could refrain from tears.
stant the conversation turned to his own
Islands, his eyes began to sparkle with joy.
He was deeply impressed with a sense of
the good treatment he had met with in
England, and entertained the highest ideas
of the country and of the peonle. But the
pleasing prospect he now had of returnini^
nome, loaded w itii what hewell knew wonlij
be esteemed invaluable treasures there, and
the flattering hope which the possession of
these ^ave nim, of attaining to a distinguished superiority among his countrymen,
were considerations that operated by degrees, to suppress every uneasy sensation
and he seemed to be quite happy when he
got on board the ship. By his majesty, he
was supplied with an ample provision pf
every article which, during our intercourse
with his country, we had observed to be in
any estimation there, either as useful or ornamental. Hehad, besides, received many presents of the same nature from lord Sandwich,
'Banks (now Sir Joseph) and several
;

Mr

4'

other gentlemen and ladies of his acquaint*ance. In short, every method had been
employed, both during his abode in England, and at his departure, to make hira
the instrument of conveying to the inhabit^ants of the Society Islands, and others in
the Pacific Ocean, the most exalted opinion
of Britisli greatness and generosity.
Every preparation being now completed,
Cupt. Cook received an order to proceed to
Plymouth, and to take the Discovery under
his cnn)maiul
in consequence of which
having taken in our guns at the Galleons,
o;i the I5th of June
766, both shi{)s canje
to nu auclior at tlie Nore
but our fres.h provisi(MJs lieing nearly exhausted, the Discovery ueiirhed next day, in obedience to Capt.
('oi)U's order, but the Resolution remained
at the Nore
waiting for her commander,
who was then in London. On the 24th,
every iiiia«> being ready for our departure,
('a|)t. Cook set out vvilli Onnah from Lon(lou, at six o'clock in the
morning; by
eleven they reached Chatham, and after
dining uiih commissioner Pro by, he very
obligingly ordered his yacht to convey them
(o Sheerness, where the Captain's boat was
wailing to take them on board.
On the
;

1

;

2^>th.

came

we made

sail

for

the

Downs

;

and

an anchor there on Wednesday the
•2()th.
Having received our boats on the
day following, we got again under sail
and on Suiulay the 30th, at three o'clock, .P.
31. we anchored in Plymouth-sound, where
the Discovery had arrived only three days
to

;

before.
We sainted Admiral Amherst,
whose flag was flying on board the Ocean,
and he returned the compliment. On the
Island 2ndof July, we were employed in
replacing the water and provisions we had
expended, and in receiving on board a sup-

ply of port wine. On Saturday the 6th, his
Majesty's ships Diamond. Ainbusca<le, and
Unicorn, with a fleet of transports, consisting of 62 sail, bound to America, with the
last division of the Hessian troops, and some
horse, were forced into the soimd. On the
8th, Capt. Cook received his instructions,
and on the 10th, the proper persons came
on board, and paid the officers arid crew up
to the 30th of last month.
The petty
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and seamen received also two from thence what appeared most strikingly
Such indul- useful, and applicable to the improvement
months wages in advance.
His senses were charmed by
(fence to the latter is customary, l>ut the pay- of his country.
ment of what was due to the superior officers, beauty, symmetry, harmony, and magniti-

ofRrers

they called aloud for gratification,
>vas in consideration of our neculiar situa- cence
he
was
accustomed to obey their voice,
and
expence
of
the
defray
to
us
tion, to enable
continued
The
round of enjoyments left him
for
a
necessaries
with
ourselves
furnishing
no time to think of his future life and bevoyage of such uncommon duration.
As to Omiah, he a|>peared to be quite ing destitute of the genius of a Tupia, whose
happy on board, nor would he go on shore, superior abilities would have enabled him
though numbers of people were frecjuently to form a plan for his own conduct, his unAfter
waiting there with the expectations of seeing derstanding remained unimproved.
having
spent
two
years
this
in
already
given
of
England,
his
account
him. To the
child of curiosity, we shall add some traits judgment was in its infant state ; and, thereof his character'as delineated by Mr. Forster, fore, when he was preparing to return, he
wherein his good qualities are so blended coveted almost every thing he saw, and parwith childishness and folly, that one can ticularly that which amused hiiu by some
To gratify his puerile
hardly think it applicable to the same per- unexpected elfect.
as
fancy,
it
should
"has
seem,
Forster,
rather than from
Mr.
says
"Omai,"
son.
any
other
motives,
stuj)id,
was
he
remarkably
indulged with a
as
either
been considered
or very intelligent, according to the ditferent portable organ, an electrical machine, a coat
allowances which were made by those who of mail, and a suit of armour." Such is the
judged of his abilities. His language which account, and such the character of Omiah,
by Mr. Forster,) who left his
is destitute of every harsh consonant, and (as given
%vhere every word ends with a vowel, had so country, and his connections, to roam he
;

;

exercised his organs of speech, that did not
wholly unfit to pronounce the no idea
were
they
more complicated English sounds and this ries, or
physical, or rather habitual defect, has been dticing

know where,

tiiat

nor for what, having
of improving the arts, manufactucommerce of his country, or introone useful science among them,
He carried with him, besides the articles
above enumerated, a profusion of almost
every thing that can be named, axes, saws,
chissels, and carpenters
tools
of ^evtry
kind; all sorts of Birmingham and Sheffield
wares; guns, pistols, cutlasses, |>owder, and
ammunition needles, pins, fish-hooks and
various implements for sport
nets of all
sorts
with hand-engines, and a lathe for
turning.
He had likewise clothes of different colours and different fabrics, laced
and plain some made in the style of his
own country, and several after our manner,
Some of these last he bartered with the
petty officers (after he had passed New

crowded upon him, prevented his paying
due attention to those particulars which
would have been beneficial to himself and
jiis countrymen at his return.
He was not
able to form a seneral comprehensive view
of our whole civilized system, and to abstract

Zealand) for red feathers.
He was likewise supplied plentifully with glass and
china-wares, with beads and toys, some
of great value medals of various metuls
and a watch was presented to him l»v
a person of distinction
-^n
tiothu.
'\n

little

;

too often misconstrued. Upon his arrival
in England, he was immediately introduced
into general company, led to the most
splendid entertainments, and presented at
court amidst a brilliant circle of the first
naturally imitated that easy
nobility.
and elegant politeness which is so prevalent

He

he adopted the manners,
the occupations, and amusements of his
companions, and gave many proofs of a
quicK conception and lively fancy. Among
the instances of his intelligence, T need only
mention his knowledge of the game of chess,
in which he has made an amazing proficiin all those places

ency.

The

;

multiplicity

of

objects

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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was withheld from him
either for trade in his

How

curiosity.
and in what

he

manner

that he required,
country, or for
behaved on board,
he was received on

own

POI.E

home, will lie seen in the sequel
of the liistory of our voyage, to which we
now proceed,
his returti

CHAP.

I.

of the Resolution from Plymovth Sound; Her passage to Teneriffe^ and reception she
met with there ; l^he road of Santa Cr'uz'dcsirihed ; Geographical accounc of' the Jstand^ and
history of the cities of Santa Cruz and LagUna; Air, 'climate, agriculture^ produce, commerce,
and inhabitants described ; Her departure Jrom Teneriffe for the Cape of Good Hope.

lyepfu'lnre

INthe morning, of the nth, of July,

1776,
delivered into the hands of
31r. Hurney, first lieutenant of the Discovery, C;vj)t.' ("Icrke's sailing orders a copy
of which he also left witii the commanding
olfi(r«'r of his mnjesty's ships at Plymouth,
to \w delivered to the Caj)tain on his arC'apt.

Cook

;

49 deg. 53 min. 30 sec. N.St. Agnes's lighthouse bearing at this time N. W. by W.
distant about eight miles, and, by our reckoning, situated in 49 deg. 57 min. 30 sec. N.
and in 6 deg. 20 min. \V. longitude. Our
readers will

be pleased

that, in this voyage,

here to observe,
our longi-

we reckon

tude from the meridian of Greenwich, and
after
passing to the east in the South .Atwith
weighed
the
the aflcrnoon we
[.'I
lantic,
the
shipping
it is carried on easterly beyond* the
out
all
jjeyond
got
ebl), and
great
meridian,
12th,
the
or 180th i\es^. to the utthe
imFriday
sound.
On
in the
most
extent
of
the
voyage, and back again
company,
and
the
ship's
of
the
patience
notion ih'ry had entertained of its beins; a to the same meridian. On the 17th, our
lucky day, as it was the sanie the Resolu- commander began his judicious operations
tion had set sail on in her former voyage, for preserving the health of his crew; foi*
intluced Capt. Cook to comply with their this day the spare sails were well aired, and
importunities. Accordingly, at eight o'clock, the shij) was smoked between decks with
On Thursday the 18th, we
gunpowder.
J*. M. we stood out of t'ne sound, with
Omiah on board, having a gentle breeze at were abreast of Ushant, and, by the watcli,
N. W. by W. Capt, Clerke was ordered found the longitude of the Island to be 6
On the 19th, we
to follow ns with the. Discovery, to St. deg. 18 min. 37 sec. W.
Jago, one of the Cape de Verd Islands, stood westward till eight o'clock, A. M.
nnon which we
and if he should there miss of us to pursue when the wind shifted
tacked
stretched
and
to
Good
tlie
the
Cape
of
soutliward.
his course directly for
Soon
after
in
we
came
sight
out
of
the
sound,
of nine sail of
came
Hope. Soon after we
the wind came more westerly, and blew large ships, which we supnosed to be
fresh, which obliged ns to ply 'do\Vn the French men of war. On Monday the 22nd,
channel; and we were not off the Lizard we observed in latitutle 44 dv^. C min. N.
On longitude 8 deg. 23 min. W.vvhen Cape
{ill Sunday the 14th, in theevenhi'g
Tuesday the IGth, we observed in latitude Ortegal,^then in view, bore S. E. half S.
6
rival.

;
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We

We

had calm wea- entirely open to S. E. and S. winds.
distant four leagues.
the
24th, when we observed, that all those vessels \v- ich lay
of
afternoon
the
till
ther
passed Cape Finisterre, with a fine gale at here at this time, had four iwichors out, and
N. N. E. By the watch, and the mean of their cables were buoyed up with casjcs.
41 lunar observations, we found the longi- By not attending to this last particular, we
tude of this cape to be 9 deg. 19 min. 12 found ours had suffered a litfle. The waOn Tuesday the 3()tii, tindins? we ter to sunply the shipping, and for tlie u.se
sec.
wanted a su|)j)ly of hay and corn, for the of the inhabitants of Santa Cruz, is derived
subsistence ot our live stiuk of animals on from ;i rivulet that runs from the hills,
board, Ca|)t. C(tok determined to touch at wliicli is conveyed into the town in \\ooden
As these troughs were at this
order to pro.Mue those necessa- troughs.
Teneriffe,
time
repairing,
fresh water was extremely
tor
refresjiments
ries, as well as the usual
For
convenience of loading and
scarce.
the
o'chick
P.
fom
31st,
at
the
On
ourselves.
goods,
at
the S. W. part of the roail,
lantling
easttor
the
made
Teneritle,
saw
we
M.
ern part of it, and during ti»e night stood olf a stone pier is run out fronj the town into
the sea. It might be naturally concluded,
and on.
Thursday, the 1st of Auirnst, early in the from the appearance of the country about
morning, we proceetled loiind llie east Santa Cruz, that JVnieritfe is a barren s[)ot
j»oint ol the Isfand, to the S Iv sale, and, but the followingacconntof this Island will
an<l for the entertainal)out eight o'clock, anchored in the road prove the contrary
of Santa Crjiz, in 23 lathoms water. \ye ment of the cuiious part of our readers, w(f
moored N. Iv and S. W. near half a mile shall present them with a relation of a
in which position Pjinta journey up the peak of Teneritlie, including
from the shore
de Nago bore N. (>4 deg. E. The church a brief account of the weather and produce
of St. Francis, which has a renia!ka!>le of the Island.
The Island of Teneriffe was antiently
high steeple, W. S. \V. the ^>ic, S. 6-') t\e^.
W. and the S. W. point ot the road, on called Nivaria, from tlie snow that incloses
which stands a castle, S. 39 deg. \V. lii the neck of the i)eak of Teyda, like a colthe name of Teneriffe, or the white
this road were riding one French frigate, lar
two French brigantines, an English one, mountain, being given it by the natives oi
had Pal ma, in whose language tener signities
and 14 sail of the Spanish nation.
no sooner anchored than we received a visit snow, and ifFe, white the summit of the
from the mastes- of the port, who only asked peak of Teneritfe being always covered
the ship's nan»e
and upon his retiring, with snow. Point Nago, or Anaga, which
Capt. Cook sent an othcer ashore, to re- is the N. E. point of Teneriffe, bears N. W.
quest his ])erniission. that we might take almut sixteen leag-ues distant from the N. W.
in water, aud purchase other necessary ar- part of Canaiia
but from that part of Caticles.
This he politely aranted, and sent naria to the nearest part of Teneritfe, the
one of his officers on board to com}dimenr distance does not exceed twelve leagues.
^riiis Island is nearly triangular, the three
the Captain on his arrival
who. in the
afternoon, waited ni)on the governor in sides beinsT almost equal, and each about
person, accompanied by some of his officers
36 miles io?ig. In the centre is the famous
and, before he returned, bespoke some corn ])eak of Teneriffe*, said to be the highest
and straw, ordered a quantity of wine, and mountain in t]ie universe, and strikes the
made an agreement for a supply of water, spectators w ith amazement, both near and
with a Spanish boat.
at a distance.
This great mountain extends
The principal road of TenerifFe, is this of its base to Garrichino, from whence it is
Santa Cruz, on account of its capacity, and two days and a half's journey to the top
the goodness of its bottom. It lies before but we shall speak more particularly of this
the town of the same name. Great care is in the sequel. In coming in witli Teneriffe,
observed in mooring ships, as the road lies in clear weather, the peak msiy be easily

m

:

;

;

We

:

;

;

;

;
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discerned at one liundred and twenty miles,
or forty leagues distance
and in falling*
from it, at the distance of one hundred and
fifty miles, or fifty leagues, when it resembles a thin blue vapour, or smoke, very
little darker than the sky.
Before we lose
sight of this towering mountain, it seems a
considerable height above the firmament,
though from its distance, and the spherical
figure of the earth, the rest of the Island
is sunk beneath the horizon, notwithstanding its being exceedingly high. There are
several high perpendicular rocks near Punto
de Nago and on the sontli-east side of the
Island, is the harbour of Santa Cruz, the
most frequented part in the Canary Islands.
The best road for ships is about a mile to
the north-ward between the middle of the
town and fort, or castle, slii|)s may lie secure
from all winds, though the bay is exposd to those which blow from the N. E.
roa';ts and S. E. yet these winds do not
blow so hard as to cause any considerable
damage above once in the space of four or
five years.
However, we learn from Glass,
iiiat some years ago, most of the shipping
tl»e road were driven on shore by one of
tlie«!e gales.
Some Enirlish ships were then
but the crews prudently
in the harbour
cjitting away their masts, rode out the
storcn.
In the middle of the town, for the
convenience of landing, is a mole, built at
It runs up to the northward,
vast ex|>ence.
and the uttermost p.irt turns towards the
shore. However, in mild weatlier, goods
nre landed at a creek among the rocks, at
the distance of a stones* cast to the southward of the mole, and near the custom-house.
In the way from the mole into the town,
there is a square fort'outhe left hand, named
this is the principal one in the
St. Philips
bay. To the northward of it are some forts
and batteries mounted with suns, the most
considerable of which is named Passo Alto.
Near it is a steep rocky valley, which begins
at the sea shore, and runs a great way within
There are several batteries at the
land.
south end of the town, and beyond them,
<'lose to the shore, is a fort called St. Juan.
All these forts are mounted with cannon,
and joined together by a thick stone wall,
;

;

:

«

m

;

;

8
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which begins near the above rocky valley,
and continues with little interruption to forJ
St. Juan.
This wall is within only breast
high, but it is higher on the outside facing
the sea, and from thence to the southward
;

the shore being naturally fenced with rocks»
is generally inaccessible.
Santa Cruz is a large town, a*nd contains
several churches, three convents of Friars,
an hospital, and the best constructed private buildings of any to be found in the

Canary Islands. It is indeed tlie capital
of them all, for though the episcopal see
and courts of judicature are in the city of

\

I

i

i

\

'

j

,

'

:

Palmas,

in Canaria, the governor-general of
the Islands always resides in Santa Cruz,
where a great concourse of foreigners continually resort, on account of its being the
centre of the trade between the Canary Islands with Euro|>e and America.
The
number of inhabitants are supposed to

\

|

i

amount

to about five or six thousand.
The
water drank by them, is conveyed into the
town in open wooden troughs, from a
spring beyond the above mentioned valley,
and there are pits of water^ which serve for
other purposes, in many houses. Near twelve
miles to the southward of Santa Cruz, and
close to the sea, there is a cave, with a church,
or chapel, called our Lady of Candelaria, i«
which is a little image of the Virgin Mary,]
about three feet high, holding a green candie in one hand, and in the other an infant
Jesus, who has a gilt bird in each hand.
This chapel received its name of Candeldria, from its being pretended, that on the
eve of the purification of the Holy Virgin,
a great number of lights are constantly seen
going in procession round the cave, in which
the image is placed and they assert, that
in the morning, drops of wax are scattered
about the sea shore. This image is held in
the highest veneration, on account of the
many miracles it is said to have performed,
and her chapel is adorned with so many
ornaments, that it is the richest place in all
the seven Islands. At a certain season of
the year, most of the inhabitants of the
Island go thither in pilgrimage, when troops
of young girls march singii»g, in an agreeable manner; the praises of the Virgin, and
|

i

!

]

|

|

1

:
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the miraculous deeds the iinuije
have performed.
North-westward of the Island

is

said

to

is the bay
pronounced, Adehe,
may anchor. On the N.
where
W. side is a haven called Garrachica, once
the best port in the island; but it was de-

of Adexe

as
large ships
or,

it

is

stroyed in 1704, which the natives call

;j85

where the

.^ea shook with »uch vrolenoe as
alarmed the mariners, who at first thought
the ship had struck upon the rock. Mean
while a torrent of sulphur, and melted ores
of different kinds, rushed from this last
volcano towards Guimar, where the houses
and public buildings were thrown down by

the the violence of the accompanying shocks.

year of the earthquakes, and rilled up by the On the 2nd of February another volcano
rivers of burninijf lava that flowed into it broke out even in the ^own of Guimar,
so that houses are now which swallowed up a large church. Thus
from a volcanoe
from the 'i4th of Decentber to the 23rd of
built where ships formerly lay at anchor
yet vessels come there in the summer season. Februars, liie j)eople were (,'onstantly alarmThe earthquake began on the '24th of De- ed by continual shocks of earthquakes, and
and in the s[)ace of three hours the terrible volcanoes that burst forth in
cember
Aiter this difl^erent parts.
twenty-nine shocks were felt.
The town of Garrachica is still pretty
they became so violent as to cause all the
houses to shake, and oblige the inhabitants large, and contains several churches, and
to abandon them. The consternation be- convents of both .sexes. It has a small trade
came universal, and the people, with the for brandy and wine, which are usnally sent
bisho[) at their head, made processions and from thence in barks, or large open boats to
public prayers in the open fields. On the Santa Cruz, or Port Orotava. Strong and
31st, a g-reat light was observed on Manja, durable ships areahso built there, some of
towards the White Mountains, where the which are upwards of three hundred tons
earth opening, two volcanoes were formed, burthen. Six miles to the eastward of this
that threw up such heaps of stones, as to place stands the town of Port Orotava, w!iich
and the IS a good harbour in the summer season, but
raise two considerable mountains
combustible matter continually thrown up, in t!ie winter, ships are often obliged to slip
kindled in the neighbourhood above fifty their cables and put to sea, for fear of being
Things remained in this situation surprised with a N. W. wind, which throws
fires.
till the 5th of January, and then the sun in a heavy sea upon this coast.
This is a
was totally obscured with clouds of smoke place of considerable trade, it hiiving flouand flame, which continually increasing, rished greatly since the destruction of the
augmented the consternation and terror of harbour of Garrichica. It contains two
Before night, the whole churches, two convents of Friars, two of
the inhabit ants.
country, for nine miles round, was in flames Nuns, and some good private buildings. At
by the flowing of the liquid fire, with the each end of the town is a black sandy bay ;
rapidity of the torrent, into all quarters, and along the northernmost a low stone
from another volcanoe, which had opened by wall, built to prevent the landing of an
at least thirty different vents within the enemy: at the other bay is a small castle,
compass of half a mile. The horror of this or fort, for the same purpose, and at the
scene was greatly increased by the violence landing-place between them is a battery, of
of the shocks, which never once intermitted, a few cannon but the surf that continually
but by their force entirely overthrew several breaks upon the shore is the best defence
houses, and shook others to their very foun- of this port. About three miles from hence
dations 1 while the wretched inhabitants within land is la Villa de Orotava, which is
were again driven defenceless and dismayed a large town, and contains several churches,
into the open fields, where they every mo- and convents, with a number of stately
ment expected to be swallowed up by some stone buildings belonging to- private pernew gulf. The noise of the volcano was sons.
rivulet which runs through the
heard at sea at 'twenty leagues distance. midst of it, refreshes their gardens and
;

;

,

;

;

:
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orchards,
water.

and supplies the inhabitants with the western border, and La Rambla on the
eastern. The towns of Orotava, and Port

The city of St. Christobal de la La<fona,
that is, St. Christopher of the lake, extends
four miles within land from Santa Cruz.
The road to it from the above town is a
pretty steep ascent, till within a small distance of the city, which is seated in the corner
of a plain, about four miles in length, and a
mile in breadth. This city is the capital of
the Island, and contains two parish churches,
three convents of Friars, two of Nuns, and
three hospitals; two of which are for the
venereal disease, and theotherfor foundlings.
The Jesuits have also a house here, and, besides these public structures, there are mauy
handsome private buildings. The water
drank by the inhabitants i-< conveyed in
troughs to the city, from the mountain
situated to the southward of tlie plain.
In
this city there is not the least shew of business, it being chiefly inhabited by the gentry
of the Island, particularly the officers of
justice, with tlie judge of the Indies, who
presides in the India-House, where all affairs
relating to the West-India commerce are
conducted. Here is likewise an office of
inquisition subject to the tribunal of the
yet the city
holy office of Grand Canaria
appears to a stranger as if desolate and uninhabited
for seldom any one can be seen in
the streets, and grass grows in the most
frequented places. There is a lagnina, or
lake, behind the city, about half a mile in
circumference, from whicli the city takes its
name. It is dry in summer, but in winter
As this city is
is full of stagnant water.
situated on a plain, elevated a considerable
heig-ht above the sea, it is extremely cold
in winter, and in all seasons exposed to the
wind. The road descends from the western
;

;

extremity of this plain, to La Montanza
de Centejo, a large village in the mid-way
between Santa Cruz and Port Orotaya,
chiefly inhabited by peasants and labouring
people, ^ome of the towns are situated at
no great distance from the sea, from whence
and, indeed,
most of them may be seen
greater disat
a
habitations
there are no
nine
miles.
than
A
other
each
tance from
situated
is
in
Realojo,
called
large town.,
;

Orotava, stood between them, with a number of detached inhabitants, scattered about
from the sea shore upwards to the clouds, in
or beyond which, there are no houses; yet
the clouds are not higher than the middle
distance between the sea and the summit of
the peak.
The whole Island continues to rise on all
sides frorn the sea till it terminates in the
pe.ak, which as we have observed, is in the
centre.
The north side is the most fertile,
and ascends more gradually than the other,
I)articularly a space along the shore about
three leagues broad, bounded on the sides
by high mountains or rather clifis; but it
rises upwards from the sea, like a hanging
grarden, till you come within tiiree ujiles oil
the clouds, without any considerable intervention of hills and valleys. All the fertile
ground, within a league of the sea, is covered with vines
corn grows in the next
league and in the third some corn, woods
of chesnuts, and many other diflerent sorts
of trees. Above these woods are the clouds,
which in fine weather, generally descend
gradually towards the evening, and rest
;

;

upon these woods

till

the n:orning',

when

they re-ascend about a league, and]|! there
remain till the succeeding evening. There
are several other towns, and many small
villag-es besides the towns already mention*
ed.
Hiis Island is so populous, that,
when the last account was t;jken, it contained no less than ninety six thousand fjersous,
and is supposed to contain as many souls a.s
all the rest of the inhabited Islands.
The city of Laguna, which stands near a
lake, about nine miles from the sea, is the
principal place in Tenerifle
it is called
by
the Spaniards St. Christoval de la Laguna,
and is handsomely built, having two parish
churches, and a palace for the governor,
:

who

The aldermen of this city
king to serve their offices
but this gives them great

resides here.

pay a price

to the

of magistrates
power over the inhabitants, who are divided
into three classes, namely, genlleiuen, nierchants, and husbandmen, or as they are
termed by the natives, idlemen, busymen.
;
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ami labounng'^ien.

L.igiina,

on

eucli aide

in gfiierul,

is,
of tlie road, IeaiJ»ni,rt
rocky, Imt some spots ot' corn-land are interspersed here and there, and terminated hy
small vineyards on the sides of the monntains.
This city presents the beholder with an
PKi-eeable prospect, as it stantis on Ihe side
of a hill, and stretches its skirts on the plain
.

liehind

;

lari^e, (;on;pact, an'l [)opui()Us;

it is

3W'

from that used in the oth«r Ii^iands. They
were of good stature, well made, and had
tolerable complexions, but those wlu» dwelt
on the north side of the Island were much
fairer, and had lighter hair than those in
the south. These |>eople had sonu:^ notion
of a deity, and held, that there is a Sul)reuie power, wliich they distingi'.ished by
the names of Achguarergenan, A(horan,

the houses, thoni^h n(>t nnitV>rin, In'.ve a ajul Achaman, which signify the susilainer
Tiiey also
besides the governor's of the heavens and the earth.
nieasant appearance
house, and the tvv<> parish churches, here are gave the titles of the great, the sublime, the
two nanueries, four convents, au hospital, inaintainer of all but they did not worship
and some chapels, besides many gentlemen's idols, nor had any images of the deity.
houses. The convents are those of St, Fran- They believed that God created them of
Aimnstine, St. Dominic, and St. earth and water, and made as many men as
cis, St.
The churclies have pretty hiuli women, gi\ iug (hem cattle, and every thing
l)iego.
but that
square steeples, which top the rest of the necessary for their sidjsistence
The streets are not reffular, yet afterwards there appearing to him too few,
buildings.
they are for the most part spacious, and he created more; but to these last gave
near the middle of the town is a large notliiny-; and when they prayed to him for
ptnade, wliich has «>ood buildings about it. flocks of sheep, and herds of goals, he bid
There is a stront; j)rison on one side of it, them go and serve the others, who in return,
near which is a large condu't of good waler would give them food. From these, they
that supplies all the town. The inhabitajits said, were descended their servants. They
have many gardens that are set round with had some idea of the immortality of the
orange, lime, and other fruit trees, in the soul, by supposing the existence of jdaces
In
middle of which are flowers, sallading, &.c. for future rewards and ])unishments.
and indeed, if tije people were curious tliis particular, they supposed the peak of Teneway, they might have very pleasant gar- riffe to contain hell in its bowels wijich they
and gave the name of
dens: for the town stand high from the termed Echeyda
Guayotta
to
the
devil.
that
is
of
plain
all
a
o|)en
sea, on the brow
In TenerifFe, the weather is the same as
to the east, and has consequently the benefit
of the trade wind, which blows iiere, and is in Grand Canaria but the sea-breeze geneso that there are seldom rally sets in at about ten o'clock in the
commonly fair
wanting-, at this town, all the day, brisk, morning, on the E. and N. E. sides of the
There is a Island, and blows till about five or six in
cooling, refreshing breezes.
back
the
town,
three the evening, when it falls calm till midnight.
of
large plain on the
The land wind then begins, and continues,
length,
and
two
miles
in
leagues
four
or
broad, producing a thick kind of grass. till seven or eight in the morning, when it is
On the east side is a lake of fresh water; followed by a calm, which lasts till the sea
but, being stagnant, it is only used for cattle: breeze returns. In the bay of Santa Croz,
and on all the E. side of the Island, the sea
it is about half a mile in circumference.
The ancient inhabitants of Teneritie were breeze co:umonly blows at E. and the land
called Guanches, but their origin is not cer- wind at W. On the N. side, the sea breeze
tainly known the}' were, and the remain- blows at N. E. by E. or N. E. and the land
der of them still are without literature but wind directly opposite to it but there is no
their language, which still remains among land wind at Point Nago, where the land
the remnant of them, bears some affinity to stretches towards the N. E. far into the sea.
that of the Moors in Barbary ; it was form- At the brow of the hill above Santa Cruz,
erly very guttural, and entirely difierent and at the city of Lagiina, a fresh gale blows
:

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

:
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from the N. W. all the time of the sea breeze The rocks abound with samphire, the meawhich is occasioned by the mountains almost dows are covered with clover, and the beach
encompassing the plain. These being so produces a broad leaved grass. About fourexceedingly high on the S. side of it, as to
beat back the sea breeze and throw it against
the mountains that bound the N. side of the
plain, where, 6nding no passage, it veers to
the S- E. and there meeting with no resistance, forces its way with ^reat vehemence
through the plain till commg to the brow of
the above-mentioned hill, part of the current
of air pours down it towards Santa Cruz,
advancing within a mile and a half of the
sea, where the true sea breeze checks it
yet there is no regular sea or land breeze,
on the S. W. coast, which is sheltered from
;

the trade or north-easterly wind by the immense height of the peak, which towers
hence on
above the region of the wind
that side of the Island, there is either an
eddy wind at S. W. or a calm.
This Island produces nearly the same
vegetables as that of Canaria, only there are
more vine-yards, and less cornlanrl. The
wines are strong, good and very fit for exportation, especially into hot climates, by
which they are generally greatly improved.
Formerly a large quantity of Canary sack
was made here, which the French call Vin
de Malvesie, and we, corruptly, after them
name Malmsey, from Malvesia, a town in
the JMorea, famous for such luscious wine.
In the last century, and still later, much of
this was iuiported into England; but of
late years they have not made above fifty
pipes in a season
for they now usually
gather the grapes when green, and make
a hard dry wine of them, which when about
two or three years old, cun hardly be distinguished from Madeira; l)nt after four years
of age, it becomes so sweet and mellow, as
to resemble the wine of Malaga in Spain.
This, like all the other Canary Islands, affords, orcliilla weed in grent plenty. The dragon tree, aloe, and pine, are natives of Tenerifle. Theapricot, peach, and |)ear-trees,bear
twice annually. The pregnada, lemon, and
lignar wood, are found here, as are the cotcoloquintida.
The rose
ton-shrub JMid
blows at Christmas the carnations are
large and fine, but tulips will not thrive.
;

;

:

4

score ears of wheat spring from one root,
the grains of which are as transparent as
the purest yellow amber; and in a good
season one bushel will produce a hundred
fold
the barley and maize are not inferior
to the wheat.
With respect to the animals, here are
plenty of rabbits, hogs, wild goats, &c.
Quails and partridges are larger than those
:

England, and extremely handsome.
Wood-pigeons, turtles, and crows, abound

in

in the spring.
Several sorts of wild fowls
resort hither in the winter season, affording
plenty of game to the inhabitants of Laguna.
The falcons, or rather strong large hawks,

which hover over the lake of Laguna, are
thus described by a gentleman who lately
to these Islands: " I cannot forbear mentioning the haggard falcons that
soar every evening about this lake. It is
very good diverson to see the negroes fight
them with slings for they often stoop, several at a time
and besides, they are the
best mettled hawks in the world, being of
a larger kind than the Barbary falcon.
The viceroy being one evening to see the

travelled

:

;

on the author's commending their
strength and mettle, assured him upon his
honour, that a falcon bred in Ihat Island,
which he had formerly sent to the duke of
Larma, did atone flight, ( unless she rested
on any ship by the wijy) pass from Andalusia to Teneriffe, which is two hundred
and fitly Spanish leagues, and was taken
up half dead, having on the vessels and
bells belonging to the duke.''
In this Island fishes are found in great
quantities particularly dolphins, sharks,
meros, lobsters, mussels, periwinkles, thecalcas, (which is deemed thebest shell-fish in the
universe) and the cherna, that 'exceeds in
relish any we have in England
here is
sport,

;

also another fish

though with

which

called

is

little propriety, for it

an

eel,

has seven

tails of a s|)an long joined to one body and
one head, which are nearly of the same

length.

and bees

Silk

worms

thrive

prosj)er in the rocks

exceedingly

;

and mountains.
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this account we sliajl add the following
remarks of the ingenious Mr. Anderson,
(oiie of our ship's company, and of whom we
have already made mention fou the natural
appearances of Teuerirt'e, anu its production
as what he observed himself, or learnt by
information, about the general state of the
seeing our readers
Island, may be of use
may Iiereby be enabled to mark some
changes that have happened there since the
publication of the above geographical ob.
servations, which are chiefly extracted from
Mr. Millar's dcserredfi/ much admired
New and I'mveusal System q/'(iE(>GRAPHY. The lolloping are Mr. Anderson's
own words, and narration.
" While we were standing in fur the land,
the weather being perfectly c)e;ir, we had
an opportunity ot seeing the celebrated Peak
of Tenei itie but I own I wa>^ much disap-

"In the forenoon of the 1st of August,
we had anchored in the road, I went

To

;

;

:

pointed in my expectation with respect to
appearance. It is, certainly, far from
equalling the noble figure of Pico, one of
the western Isles which I have seen though
be greater.
its perpendicular height may
This circumstance, perhaps, arises from its
being surrounded by other very high h«lls;
whereas Pico stands without a rival.
*' Behind the city of Santa Cruz, the country rises gradually, and is of a moderate
height. Beyond this, to the south-westward
it becomes higher,
and continues to rise
towards the Peak, which, from the road, ap1)ears but little higher then the surrounding
lills.
From thence it seems to decrease,
though not suddenly, as far as the eye can
reach. From a supposition that we should
not stay above one day, 1 was obliged to
contract my excursions
otherwise I had
proposed to visit the top of this famous
mountain. To the eastward of Santa Cruz,
the Islands appears perfectly barren. Ridges
of hills run towards the sea between which
ridges are deep valleys, terminating at mountains or hills that run across, and are higher
than the former. Those that run towards
the sea, are marked by impressions on their
sides, which makes them appear as a succession of conic hills, with their tops very
rugged. The higher ones that run across
are more uniform in their appearance.
its

;

:

;

6

3S9

after

on shore, to one of these valleys, with an
intention

to reach the

top of the remoter

which seemed covered with woods
but time would not allow me to get farther
than their foot. After walking about three
miles, 1 found no alteration in the appearance of the lower hills: which produce
great quantities of the Euphorbia Canari-

hills

;

It is surprising that this large succulent plant should thrive on so burnt up
When broken, wliich is easily done,
a soil.
the quantity of juice is very great
and it

ensis.

;

might be

suj)|)osed that, when dried, it
would shrivel to nothing: yet it is a pretty
tough, though soft and light wood. The

people here believe its juice to be so caustic,
as to corrode the skin
but I convinced
them, though with much difficulty, to the
contrary, by thrusting my finger in a plant
;

full

of

it,

without afterwards wiping it off.
the bushes of the JEuphor-

They break down

and suffering them to dry, carry them
for fuel.
I met with nothing else
growing there, but two or three small shrubs,
and a f^w fig-trees near the bottom of the
valley.
The basis of the hills is a heavy
compact bluish stone, mixed with some
shining particles and, on the surface, large
bia,

home

;

masses of red friable earth, or stone, are
scattered about.
I also found the same
substance disposed in a thick strata
and
the little earth strewed here and there, was
a blackish mould. There were also some
pieces of flag
one of which, from its weight
and smooth surface, seemed almost wholly
metalline.
The mouldering state of these
;

;

hills is doubtless, owing to the perpetual
action of the sun, which calcines their surface.
This mouldered part being afterwards

washed away by the heavy

rains,

perhaps

the cause of their sides being so uneven.
For as the different substances of which
they are composed, are more or less easily
affected by the sun's heat, they will be carried away in the like proportions.
Hence,
perhaps, the tops of the hills, being of the
hardest rock, have stood, while the other
parts on a declivity have been destroyed.
As I have usually observed, that the tops of

is

.
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POLE,

most mountains tliat are covered with trees rows, or walls, at small
have a more uniform appearance, I am in- large hills that run to the S.
clined to believe that this

is

owing- to their

shaded.
" The city of Santa Cruz, though not large,
is tolerably well bailt.
The churches are
not magnifirent without; but within are
decent, and indifferently ornamented. They
are inferior to some of the churches at
Madeira but, I imagine, this rather arises
from the different disposition of the people,
tlian from their inability to support them
better; for the private houses, and dress
of the Spanish inhabitants of Santa Cruz,
are far preferable to those of the Portuguese
at MedeiVa, who, perhaps, arewilling to strip
themselves, that they may adorn their
churches.
" Almost facing the stone pier, at the landing-place is a handsome marble column,
lately put up, ornamented with son)e human
figures, that do no discredit to the artist,
with an inscription in Spanish, and the
date, to commemorate the occasion of the
beii>f?

distances.

W.

The

appeared to

be pretty well fnrnished with trees.
Nothing else worthy of notice presented itself
during this excursion, except a few alue
plants iti flower, near the side of the road,
and tlie cheerfulness of onr guides, whd
amused us with songs by the syay. Most of

the laborious work in this Island is performed by mules, horses being to apj)earance scarce, and chiefly reserved for tlie use
of the officers. They are of a small size,
but well shaped and spirited.
Oxen are
also employed to drag their casks along
upon a clumsy piece of wood and they are
joked by the head, though it doth not seem,
that this has any peculiar advantage over
our method of fixing the harness on th^
shoulders. In my walks and excursions \
saw some hawks, parrots, the tern or .seaswallow, sea-gulls, partridges, wagtails,
swallows, martins, blackbirds, and canarybirds in large flocks. There are also lizards
of the common, and another sort
some
insects and locusts
and three or four sorts
erection.
" Friday the 2nd, in the afternoon,four of of dragon flies.
" I had an opportunity of conversing with
us hired mules to ride to the city of Laguna,
so called from an adjoining lake about four a sensible and well informed gentleman
arrived there residing here, ynd whose veracity I have
miles from Santa Cruz.
about six in the evening, but found a sight of not the least reason to doubt. From l?im
I learnt some particulars, which during the
it very unable to compensate for our trouble,
as the road was very bad, and the mules but short stay of three days, did not fall withiu
indifferent.
The place is, indeed, pretty my own observation. He informH .tij,p/»
extensive, but scarcely deserves to be dig- that a shrub is common here, agreeing exactly with the description given by Tourni-.
nified with the name of city.
"The disposition of its streets is very irre- fort and Linnaeus, of the tea-shrub, 0,%
gular yet some of them are of a tolerable growing in China and Japan. It is reckonbreadth, and have some good houses. In ed a weed, and he roots out thousands of
general, however, Laguna is inferior in ap- them every year, from his vine-yards. The
pearance to Santa Cruz, though the latter, Spaniards, however, of the Island, someif compared with the former, is but small. times use it as tea, and ascribe to it all the
The road leadnjg" from Santa Cruz to La- qualities of that imported from China..
guna runs up a steep hill, which is very They also gi.ve it the name of tea
biit
barren but lower down, we saw some fig- what is remarkable, they say it was fqnndi^!
These last here when the Island was first discovered,
tref^s, and .several corn-fields.
thrown
into
ridges, Another botanical curiosity, mentioned i:^y,
not
are but small, and
Nor
does
practised
England.
it him, is what they call Pregn^qa or impjes;-.
in
as is
It is a, perfect and distinct
appear that they can raise any corn here nated lemon.
without great labour, as the ground is so lemon, inclosed within another, 'differing
encumbered with stones, that they are from the outer one only in being a little
The leaves of the tre^ th(\t
ttbliged to collect and lay them in broad- more globular.
:

;

;

;

;

We

;

;

;

6
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sort, are much longer than
and it was reprethose of the common one
crooked,
beingand not
as
sented to me
him
From
I
learnt
also,
beauty.
equal in
that a certain sort of grape groninj? here,
is reckoned an excellent remedy in phthisical
complaints: and the air and climate in g^e-

produces this

;
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brandy to produce one pipe of
five or six pipes of wine must be
distilled.
attention to these particulars

version into

;

which,

An

one to judge, that the account given by Mr. Anderson of the annual
produce of pipes of wine has a foundation
This gentleman goes on to
in truth.
and,
neral, are remarkably healtlilul, and parti- observe, 'That they make little silk
stones,
reliefin
such
diseases.
unless
we
reckon
the
filtering
brought
give
to
adapted
cularly
This he endeavoured to account ior, by its in great numbers from Grand Canary, the
being always in our power to procnre a wine is the only considerable article of the
ditierent temperature of the air, by residing foreign commerce of Teneriffe.
" None of the race of the family of the
and he
at ditferent heights in the Island
or ancient inhabitants,
tiiat
the
English
Gunnches,
found
expressed his surprise,
the
Spaniards discovered the Cahave
thought
when
never
of
here
should
physicians
spending their consumptive patients to Tene- naries, now remain a distinct people, having
How much intermarried with the Sj)anish settlers; but
riffe, instead of Nice or Lisbon,
the temperature of the air varies here, I their de.«:cendants are known, from their
myself could sensibly perceive, only in being remarkably tall, large boned, and
strong. The men are, in general, of a tawny
riding from Santa Cruz up to Laguna
the
cold
becomes
colour, and the women have a pale comtill
ascend
find yoi; may
I am assured no person can plexion, entirely destitute of that bloom
intolerable.
live Comfortably within a mile of the per- which distinguishes out northern beauties.
pendicular height of the Peak, after the The Spanish custom of wearing black clothes
month of August. This agrees with Dr. continues among them; but the men seem
Heberden's account, who says, that the more indifferent about this, and in some
sugar-lonf part ot" the mountain, or la peri- measure dre.ss like the French. In other
cosa (as it is called) which is an eighth part respects, we found the inhabitants of Teneof a league (or 19S() feet) to the top is cover- riffe to be a decent and very civil people,
ed with snow the greatest part of the year. retaining that grave cast which distinguishes
''Their trade must be supposed very con- those of their country from other European
Although: concludes Mr. Andersiderable indeetl for they reckon thnt 40,000 nations.
the great- son, we do not think, that there is a great
pipes of wine are annually made
est port of which is either consumed in the similarity between our manners and those
Island, or made into brandy, and sent to of the Spaniards, it is worth observing, that
the Spanish West Indies. About 6000 pipes Omiah did not think there was much difwere exported every year to North America, ference. He only said, that they seemed not
.so friendly as the English
and that, in their
while the trade with it was uninterrupted
not
half
the
is
thought
quanpersons, they approached those of his counpresent
it
at
Our readers will here please to trymen."
tity."
We shall now. as proposed, proceed to the
observe, that in the foreaoing account given
by Mr. IMillar in his New System of Geo- relation of a journey up the Peak of Tenegraphy, the number of mhabitants in Tene- riffe, undertaken and performed by Mr.
ritfe are computed at no less than 96,000. iGla.ss, author of that valuable work, entitled,
Now w^ may reasonably suppose, that there the History of the Canary Lslands, This
has been a considerable increase of i)opnla- gentleman begins his narrative with informtion within these thirty years. The quantity ing us, that, "Early in the month of Sepof wine annually consumed, as the common tember 1761, at about four in the afternoon,
beverage of at least 100,000 persons, must he set out on horseback, in company with
amount to several thousand pipes. There the master of a ship to visit the Peak. They
must be a vast expenditure of it, by con- had with them a servant, a muleteer, and a
7
will enable every

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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guide and after ascending above six miles
anrived towards sun-set at the most distant
habitation from the sea, which is in a hollow
here findirn^ an aqueduct of open
troughs that convey water down from the
head of the hollow, their servants watered
the cattle, and filled some small barrels to
serve them in their expedition.
" The gentlemen here alighted, and walking into the hollow, found it very pleasant,
as it abounded with many trees of an odoriferous smell
and some fields of maiz or
Indian corn are near the houses. On their
mounting again, they travelled for some time
up a steep road, and reached the woods and
clouds a little before night. They could not
miss their way, the road being bounded on
both sides with trees or bushes, which were
chiefly laurel, savine, and brushwood. Having travelled about a mile, they came to the
upper edge of the wood, above the clouds,
where alighting, they made a fire, and supjied
soon after which, they laid down to
sleep under the bushes. About half an hour
after ten, the moon shining bright, they
mounted again, travelled slowly two hours
through an exceeding bad road, resembling
he ruins of stone buildings scattered over
;

:

;

;

ihe fields.

" After they had passed over this road,
they came upon small light pumice-stone,
like shingles
upon which they rode at a
pretty good pace for near an hour. The air
now began to be pretty sharp and piercing,
and the wind blew strong from the southwestward.
Their guide advised them to
alight here, as the place was convenient, and
rest till about four or five in the morning.
To this they agreed, and entered the cave,
the mouth of which was built up to about a
man's height, to exclude the cold. Near
this place
were some fine dry withered
retamas, the only shrub or vegetable near the
cave, and with these they made a great fire
to warm themselves, and tTien fell asleep
})ut were soon awaked by an itching occa.sioned by a cold thin air, want of rest, and
sleeping in their clothes. They here passed
away their time as well as they could but
while they crept near the fire, one side was
almost scorched, and the other was benumb;

;

;

ed with cold. At about five in the morningi
they mounted again, and travelled slowly
about a mile; for the road was rather too
steep for travelling quick on horseback, and
their beasts

At

were now fatigued.

they came among some great
loose rocks, where was a kind of cottage
built of loose stone, called the English pitching place, probably from some of the
English
resting
here, on their way to
visit the Peak
for none take that journey
but foreigners and some poor people who
**

last

;

earn their bread by gathering brimstone.
There they alighted again, the remainder of

way being too steep for riding, and
one of the servants to look after the
horses while they proceeded on their journey.
They walked hard to get themselves
warm but were soon fatigued by the steepness of the road, which was loose and sandy.

their
left

;

On

their'reaching the top of this hill, they
to a prodigious number of large and
loose stones, or rocks, whose surfaces were
flat, and each of them about ten feet every

came

way.
" This road was less steep than the other
but they were obliged to travel a consider;

able

way

round, to leap

over

the rocks,

which were not close to each other. Among
them is a cavern, in which is a well, or natural reservoir, into which they descended
by a ladder placed there by the poor people
for that purpose.
This cavern is very spacious, it being almost ten yards wide, and
twenty in height but all the bottom except
;

just at the loot of the ladder, is covered
with water, which is about two fathoms
deep, and was then frozen towards the
inner edges of the cave ; but when they
attempted to drink of it, its excessive coldness prevented them.
" After travelling about a quarter or halt'
a mile upon the great stones, they reached
the bottom of the real Peak or sugar-loaf,
which is exceeding steep, and the difficulty
of ascending it increased, and was rendered
more fatiguing by the ground being loose
and giving way under their feet for though
this eminence is not above half a mile in
height, they were obliged to stop and take
;

breath near thirty times; and

when they

at
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readied the top, bein^ quite spent with the ocean, only the surface was not qu'te so
and smooth, but had the resemblance
frttii^ue they lay about a (piarter otau hour blue
w<jol
and where thiscloudyocean,
white
of
tlieniselves.
rest
and
breath,
tlieir
to recover
'•
(he mountain,
it may be called, touched
as
the
left
when
they
nioruiusf.
the
In
like billows breaking on
just
it seemed to foam
was
siiu
phice,
the
pitehinu:
Kauli*;!*
were tlie shore. When they ascentled through
the ch>u(ls, which
eiueigiui^ tVou)
distance
be- the clouds, it was dark but when they afterspread under theui at a ftreat
wards mounted again, between ten and eleAbove
ocean.
the
bke
low, aud appeared
ven o'clock, and the moon shone bright, the
north,
to
the
distance
vast
at
a
llie ciouils,
they perceived sonietliinu" black, which clouds were then lielow them, and about a
they conjectured to be tiic top of the Island mile distant. They then mistook them for
of Madeira, and, takin<^ the beariniis of it the ocean, and wondered at seeing them so
by a pocket compass, fotnid it to Ik^ e\;iclly near ;nordid they discover their mistake till
hen they passed through
/n the direction of that Island iVoui 'i'ene- the sun arose.
descending
clouds,
in
the
from the Peak
tops
to
the
reached
they
before
rilie, but
asa
aied
thick
fogor
mist, resemthey
app(
coidd
They
disappeared.
it
Peak,
the
of
neither |)erceive Laucerota nor Fuerteven- bling those tVe(,uently seen in England ?
tura from this plac^, they beinii" not hi«;ij with which all the trees of the wood and their
though they clothes were wetted.
enon'4li to |)ierce the clouds
" The air was thin, cold, and piercing on
the Islands
tops
of
could see from hence the
top of the Peak, like the south-easterly
the
Goand
Fabna,
Ilieros,
Canaria,
of Grand
winds felt in the great desert [of Africa. In
luerii. whi(^h seemed to be quite near.
" After resting- for some time, they bei^an ascending the sugar loaf, which is very steep,
to observe the top of the Peak which is their hearts panted and beat violently, and
about one hundred and forty yards in length, as hath been already observed, they were
and one hundred and ten in breadth. It is obliited to rest above thirty time? to take
and this was probably as much
hollow, and shaped like an inverted bell. breath
owing
the Ihinness of the air causing a
to
bell,
or
cauldron,
of
this
edges
the
JbVom
as it is called by the natives, it is about nilticulty of respiration, as to the uncommon
in many fatigue they suliered in climbing the hill.
forty yards to the bottom, and
parts of this hollow, they observed smoke Their guide, wiio was a thin, active old man
and steams of sulphur issuing forth in putts, was far from being affected in the same
and the heat of the ground in particular manner, but climbed up with ease like s
for he was one of the poor men who
places was so great, as to penetrate through goat
the soles of their shoes to their feet. On ob-r earned their living by gathering brimstone in
serving some spots of earth, or soft clay, the cauldron and other volcanoes, the Peak
they tried the heat with their fingers, but itself being no other, though it iiasnotburned
could not thrust them in farther than half for some years for the sugar-loaf is entirely
the composed of earth mixed with ashes and
for the deeper they went,
an inch
hotter it was. They then took their guide's calcined stones, thrown out of the bowels of
staff, and thrust it about three inches deep the earth, and the great square stones before
into a hole or porus place, where the smoke described, were probably thrown out of the
seemed thickest and having held it there cauldron, or hollovv of the Peak, when an
about a minute, drew it out, and found it eruption happened.
"After they had surveyed every thing
burnt to a charcoal. They gathered here
many pieces of most curious and beautiful worthy of notice, they descended to the place
brimstone of all colours, particularly an where their horses were left, which took
them up only half an hour, though they
azure blue, violet, scarlet, green and yellow.
*'The clouds beneath them, which are at were about two hours andahalfin ascending.
a great distance, made from hence a very It was then about ten in the morning, and.
extraordinary appearance they seemed like the sun shone so exceedingly hot, as to oblige
3 E
No. 25
last

;

;

W

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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tliein

to shelter in tlie cottage,

and

being:

extremely fatigued, they lay clown in order
to sleep
but were prevented by the cold,
which was so intense in the shade, that they
were obliged to kindle a tire to keep themselves warm. After this, when they had
taken some repose, they mounted their
horses about noon, and descending by the
same way they went up, came to some pines,
situated about two miles above the cloirds.
;

Between these pines and the Peak, no herb,
shrub, tree, or grass can grow,
before-m en tioneil ratamas.

except the

At about five in the evening they arrived at Orotava, not having alighted by the
way to stop, only sometimes to walk where
The whole
tlie road was too steep for riding.
distance they rode in the five hours spent in
coming down from the English pitchingplaceto Orotava, they coniputed to be about
fifteen English miles, travelling at the rate of
three miles an hour.
"Our aiithor supposes, the perpendicular
height of the English pitching place to be
about four English miles, and adding to
that a mile of a perpendicular heiuht from
thence to the Pe:ik, obsei'ves, that the wh(;le
will be about five English miles, and that
,he is very certain he cannot be mistiiken in
this calculation above a mile eith-er way."
But Mr. Glass may here probi^bly be mistaken, owing perhaps to his not using any
iu'^truments |jaoper for ascertaining the exact
idtitude of this mountain, which is much
higher than either the Alps, or the highest
1)art of the Andes, according to this cdcuDr. 'V. Heberden makes itv Iiei ht,
ation.
above the level of the sen, to be IO-*>JX>
I'tt;i,lish feet; and says, that this was contirtned by two subsequent observations by
himself, and another made by Mr. Crosse,
he consul. The Chevalier de Borda, commander of the Fre4)ch frigate, now lying
with the Resolution in the road of Santa
Cruz, was employed, in conjunction with
r*[r. Varila, a Spanish gentleman, in making
astronomical observations for ascertaining
tlie going of two time-keepers which tl>ey
had on board Hieir ship. The chevalier
measured the I'leisjht of tfie Peak, but makes
lJ>'il Fienoh toises, or li 340
it to be oi/ly
*
2
*'

I

English

feet.
If our readers are desirous of
particulars respecting the above' subjects,* they may find them in Sprat's History
of the Royal Society, p. 200, &c. History
of the Canary Islands by Glass, p. 252 '&c.

mere

Philosophical Transactions, vol. XLVIL
p. 353, &c. and Dr. Forster's Observations
during a voyage round the world, p. 32.
proceed now to the history of our
vovage.
On Stmday, th€ 4th of August, havingtaken on board our water, and other necessary articles, we weighed anchor, and
sailed from the [sland of TenerifFe with a
fine fresli gale at N. E. between this day
and the tenth, our experienced Commander
discovered his usual attention and parental
care, respecting both' the discijdine, and
health of oui company for in this interval
the mariners were exercised at the great
guns and small arms, and the Resolution
was twice smoked and cleansed between
decks.
On Saturday the 10th, at nine
o'clock P. M. we descried the Island of
Bonavistii, bearing S. distant one league;
at which time we thought ourselves to nave
been much farther off.
too soon were
made sensible of our mistake for after
hauling to the eastward, to clear the sunken
rocks that lie near the S. E. point of the Island, we found ourselvv^s close npon them,
and barely weathered the breakers. Our
situation was, for a few minute*, so very
critical
and alarming, that Capt. Co(/k
would not permit us to sound, as by so
doing we might have increased the danger,
without any possibility of lessening it.
Having cleared the rocks, we held on a S.
S. W. course till day break on the llfh,
when we steered between Bonavista and
Mayo, to the westward, with the view of
looking into Port Praya for the Discovery,
as Capt. Gierke had been informed of our
intention to tonch at that port, and we knew
not how soon he might follow us. At one
o'clock P. M. we came in sight of the rock^
S. W. of Bona'vista, bearing S. E. distant
three leagues/, and on 31onday the ]2th,
at six o'clock) A. M. the Isle of Mayo bore
We now
S. S. E. distant five leagues.
sounded, and found ground at sixty fithoins.

We

;

We

;

AND HOUND

T'li:

WOULD.

mry

At eleven one extreme of Mayo bore E. by gentle breeze, but sometimes fresli, and in
N. ami the other S. E. by S, In this station s«|italls. We had tew calms, atxl those of
two glolnihir liills a|>|)eared near its N. E. short oout nuance, lietween lite latitude or
part; t'arlher oii, a hus^e ami higher hill; 12deg. and 7 deg. N the weather was very
and about two tiiinls of its Icus^th, a sinufle eloonjy, and frequently rainy which last
one tliat is peaked. We were now at the circumstance was an advantage to us, as we
distance of three or four miles from this Is- were enabled to save as much water as fi!led
land, at which we saw not the least appear- most of our empty casks. Every bad (v;nsenor did any othu oliject (jueuce is to be apfjreliended fiom these rains,
ance of veiJCetation
present itself to our view, but Ihrtt lift less and the close stdtry w eather with which they
Commanders of ships
brown, so common in un wooded ccuintries are accompanied.
carefully
to purify the air
ought
therefore
J)urina:
our
contizone.
torrid
the
under
nuance amonir the Cape de Verde Islands, between decks with fires and smoke, and to
we had ueutle breezes of wind, varyini; oblige the i)eo|)le to (rhaiige their clothes at
which preservatives ot
from the S. E. to E. and some calms from every opportunity
whence we may conclude, that they are health, with others intutioned in the two
either extensive enough to break the cur- former voyages, were constantly, used by
rent of the trade wind, or that they are Capt. Cook. 'On the Mlh instant, a fire
situated just beyond its veme, in that space was made in the well, to air the shij) below
where the variable winds, found on ap- on the loth the spare saih were aired upon
At this time we deck, and a iire made to air the sail-room
proaching' the line, begin.
had sultry and hot weather, attended with on the I7th cleaned and smoked between
iTiin, and, tor the most part the sky was decks, ami aired the bread room with tires
tinged with a thick whitene>s, without any on the 21st cleaned and smoked between
transparency, a kiud of medium between decks: and on tht» 22nd, the men's bedding
Indeed, the tropical cli- was spread on the deck to air. We enjoyed
fogs and do. ids.
mates seldom have that bright, cle.ir atnms- the salutary effects of these precautions in a
phere, observable where variable winds high degree, having fewer sick than on either
blow nor does the sun shine with its full of Capt. Cook's preceding voyages.
Our
splendor; ifit<lid, perhaps its rays, being: ship, however, was very leaky in all her
uninterrupted, would occasion an iusupj)ort- upper works. The sultry weather had openas to the ed her seams, that had been badly caulked,
able heat throughout the day
nights, they are often remarkably clear and so wide, that the rainwater passed through
;

;

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

serene.

On Tuesday

the 13th at nine o'clock,
A. M. we were abreast of Port Praya, in the
Island of St. Jago, of which in former voyages a very particular and full descrption has
been given. At this place two Dutch East
India ships, and a small brigantine were at
anchor but the Discovery not l>eing there,
and having expended but a small quantity
of our water, in our run from Teneriffe, we
did not go in, but stood to the southward.
had lost the N. E. trade wind, the day
after we left the Cape de Verd Islands
and
on Friday the 30th, fell in with that which
blows from the S. E. being then in 2 deg. N.
latitude, and in 25deg. W. longitude.
The
wind, during this space of time, was mostly
mtheS. W. quarter. It generally bl^w a
;

We

;

3

as it fell.
By the water that came in at the
sides of the Resolution, the officers in the
gun-room were.driven from their cabins, and
scarcely a man could lie dry in his bed. The
sails in the sail-room also got wet, so that,

when

the weather became favourable to dry

ihem,

we found many much damaged, and a

great expence of canvass and of time beeame
necessary to make them serviceable. As
soon as we had settled weather, the caulkers
were employed to repair these defects ; but
the Captain would not trust them over the
sides of the ship while we were at sea being
always more attentive to the preservation of
the health and lives of his company, than to
temporary inconveniences and hardships.
On Sunday, the 1st of September, in longitude 27 deg, 38 min. W. with a fine gale at
;

:
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E. by S. we crossed the equator and the twenty-four hours, when the N. W. wind
afternoon was spent in performing the ridicu- returned with renewed strength.
*Jous ceremony of duckinj? those who liad not
On Thursday the J 7th, we came in sight
passed the line before
a custom we have of the Cape of Good Hope
and on the
elsewhere described, and therefore think it 18th anchored in Table Bay, in four faOn thoms water. After having received the
sufficient just to mention it in this place.
the 8th we observed in latitude 8 deij. 57 customary visit from the master attendant
min. S. a little to the southward of ('ape and the surgeon, Capt. Cook sent an officer
Augustine, on the coast of Brazil
and con- to Baron Pfettenberg, the governor, and on
cluded, that we could not now be fan Ik r off his return, we saluted the garrison with
from the continent than thirty leaj^ues at thirteen guns, who f)aid us an equal commost, and, perhaps not much less, as we had plement. In the bay we found two French
neither soundings, nor any other sii>ns of E:)st India ships, the one outward, and the
held on our course without any oilier homeward bound. One of the latter,
land.
remarkable occurrence, till the ()th of Octo- belonging to the sauje nation, had parted
ber, being Sunday, when, in latitu<h' Sf) deg'. from her cable, an<l been stranded aboqt
15 min. S. and in 7 det»-. 45 min. W. loniii- three days before our arrival. The crew
tude, we met with li,i2:ht airs and calms, alter- were saved, but the shi[) and cargo were
had a plundered and stolen by the iuhal)itants
nately, for three successive days.
few days before been visited by albatrosses, ill extenuation of which disgraceful act, the
pintadoes, and other petrels, and we now saw Dutch endeavoured to lay the whole blame
three penguins in consequence of which we on the French Captain, for not applying ^n
sounded but found no ground with a line of time for a guard, a plea which cannot exculshot a pate them, when considered as a civilized
one hundred and tifty fathoms.
few birds, one of which was a black petrel, state. The boat was now ordered out, and
libout the size of, and nearly resend)lin.a:, a Capt. Cook, attended by some of his officers
crow, Onthe8lli, in the evening, a bird, went on shore. 1'liey waited on (he Goverwhich the sailors call a noddy, settled on our nor, the Liewtenanl-goveriior or the Fiscal,
It was larger than and the commander '>f the troops, by w!iom
rigging", and was taken.
bbickbird,
and nearly of they were received with the greatest civility.
a coranion English
the same colour, except the upper part of the The Governor, in particular, promised us
head, which is white.
It is web-footed, has in the most polite terms every assistance
black legs and a long black bill. It is said that the place afibrded. Before Capt. Cook
these birds never venture far from land, yet in returned on board, he ordered bread, meat,
our present latitude, we knew of nojie nearer vegetables, &c. to be provided every day
By this time our
than Gouglrs or Richmond Island, whicli for the shi|*'s company.
could not be at a less distance from ns than numerous subscribers and readers may be
but as the atlantic anxious to know what is become of our conone hundred leagues
ocean, southward of this latitude, has been sort, the Discovery, whom we left at anchor,
but little frequented, there may f>ossil)ly be onthel'ith of.Inly, in Plymouth Sound,
more Islands than we know of. It is here to waitiiiL"^ tor the arrival of her conr.nander,
shall therefore, lor the
be observed, that in the night, we frequently Capt. Clerke.
our
friends,
make a trij) to
information
of
.•'aw the appearance of those marine 'lumiattend
the
Discovery
and
Plymouth,
in her
nous animals, mentioned and described in
the
latter
Bay.
By
run
to
Table
end
of
them
voyage.
of
Many
Capt. Cock's first
in
readiness,
being
this
and
every
ship
J4dy,
taken
bet'ore
had
we
\\\),
were larger than any
and sonnmerons sometimes, that hundrecls thing necessary got on board, Capt. Clerke
were visible at tbe same moment. The calm gave orders to prepare fors:>iling in conseweather was succeeded by a fresh gale from quence of which,
On the 1st of August we weighed, with all
the N. W. which continued two days, after
While mVr
wliicb we had variable ligiit airs tor about sails set, to join the Resolution.
S.

;

;

;

;

We

We

;

We

;

We

;

AND ROUND
was reimiring", it was observable, that
those who had never been eiiipK>yed on discovery before, were more impatient to depart,
than those who had already experienced the
severities of a southern navigation near and
It was divertini;
within the polar circle.
enough to listen to the ludicrous remarks of
these last, on their fresh water brethren as
they called then), whom they ventured to
foretel, would, like the Jews in the wilderness, be the first to murmur and cry out for
intimathe leeks and the onions of Eijrypt
ting thereby, that wlun these raw sailors
came among the Islands olice in the frozen
regions, to feel the ettects of scanty fare and
hard duty, they would then be tlie first to
repent their impetuosity, and lo sigh tor the
beef and the beer of the land they were now
so desirous to leave.
proceeded with a brisk gale till the 7th.
when in sight of Cape Finisterre the clouds
began to darken and the ocean to swell, in
to threaten by every appetnance an approaching tempest. Seveial ships were then in
sight, and we could clearly discern that they
were preparing as well as omselves, to meet
the storm. For twenty-four hours it blowed
and rained incessantly but on the 9th a calm
succeeded, which however was not of long
continuance for \m the evening of the same
day it thundered, lightned, and the rain

sTijj)

;

We

;

;

poured down in torrents. The drops were
such as no experienced seaman on board had
seen the like. To prevent the effects of the
lightning, it was thougfit necessary to let fall
the chain troni the mast-head a precaution
which Capt.Clerke never omitted when there
was danger from the accumulation of electrical matter in theatraosphere to be apprehended.
On the 10th, seeing* a ship to windward bearing down very fast, and suspecting
her to be an American privateer, all hands
were ordered to quarters, to be in readiness
to engage. She proved to be a Lisbon trader, who by the violence of the gale the day
before, had been driven many leagues to the
westward of her course, and was iii some
:

distress.

We

spared her those things of

which she stood most in need, and pursued
our voyage. Nothing remarkable happened,
till

the 18th,

when

the ship's

company were,
5
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put to short allowance of water, and the
still was worked to procure a snpplyof Vre.sh

from the sea. This was occasionally used,
and answered very well for some particular
purposes, but was ill relished by the sailors
for boiling their meat.
These i)recautions
were taken kst the Resolution should have
left St. Jago, and the Discovery might be
obliged to |)roceed to the Cape, without
being able to procure a fresh supply. On
the lOth we crossed the Tropic ofi(^Jancer for
the first time, aiul, on the 28th, came in sight
<»f

St.

Jago, bearing N. W. dis'.ant seven
We bore away instantly for the

leagues.

bay. and at eight in the morning made land.
ofhcer was sent ashore with all speed to
make inquiry, who brought word buck, that
the Resolution had touched at that port
but had hastened her departure, as the rainy
season was approaching: and it wos unsafe
to iv^inam there long during its continuance.
The same reasons that had induced the
Resolution to proceed were doubly pressing
upon us. It was now the time wlien the
rainy season prevails, though we had as yet
observed none of its approaches. It is generally preceded by a strong southerly wind,
and a great swell. The sea c<7tne<5 rolling on,
and dashing furiously against" the rocky
shore, causes a frightful surf
Sometimes
tornadoes or furious whirlwinds arise near
the coast, and greatly increase the danger.
For this reason, from the middle of August
till the month of November, Port Pray a is
but little frequented. The officer was no
sooner returned, and the boat hoisted on
board, than we made sail with a gentle
breeze.
On the 1st of September a dreadful tempest arose, by which we expected every moment to be swallowed up. The thunder and
lightning were not more alarming than the
sheets of rain, which fell so heavy as to endanger the sinking of the ship, and, at the
sarne time, though in the open day, involved
us in a cloud of darkness, than which nothing could be more horrible; providentially
the continuance of this tempest was but
short: it began about nine in the morning,
and before noon the whole atmosphere was
perfectly serene, and not a spot nor a shade

An

;

to
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!:il
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seeij to

conflict.

mark the
However

siifFerings nearly

place of this elenienin this short period,

kept

pace with

our

appreiieiisions, having* our niain-top-gnllant
yard carried avv<iy in the slings, and tlie
sail frittered in a thousand pieces; the jib
and middle-stay-sails torn clear off, and the
ship so strained as to make all hands to

POLE,

and tornadoes, to which this part of the
ocean is remarkably subject,

On

the 17fh

we

crossed the equator.

The

weather

being- squally, the usual ceremony
otkeel fiawling the sailors who had never
crossed it before, was omitted.
On the 20th

the weatiier became moderate, when upon
examination, the starboard main-trussel-tree
The afternoon was was found to be sprung. This day George
the pump necessary.
employed in repairing the damaires, and Harrison, corpcnal of the marines, sittini;
discharging the water which liad been shij)- carelessly on the bowsprit, and diverting
ped as well from the heavens, as from the himself with the sporting of the fishes, fell
On the three days following, the overboanl. He was seen to fall, and the
sea.
weather continued squally with rain; but ship was instantly hove to, and the boats got
as we approached the line, a calm succeed- out with all possible expedition, but he was
but with a never again seen to rise. His Dutch cap
ed, and the sky became serene
haziness and languor, as if the current of was taken up at the ship's stern
and as it
air, like water upon an equipoise, moved was known that he could swim as well as
only by its own impulse. Nothing could be any man on board, the boats made a large
more tedious and disagreeable than this circuit round the shin, in hopes to recover
calm, but fortunately it was of sliort conti- him, but in vain. It isretnarkable, that in
nuance. September the 5th, at ei-iht in the Capt. Cook's former voyage, Henry Smock»
morning we saw a sail, the second we had seen one of the carpenter's mates, sitting on the
since we passed Cape Finisterre on the skuttle, fell overboard about the same place,
We were at this time intent and shared the same fate. Both these were
coast of Spain.
on fishing and having hooked a shark of voung men, sober, and of good chaixicters.
an enormous size, both ofticers and men Their loss was regretted by the officers, and
were engaged in getting him on board, particularly so by their connades among the
When he was cut up, there were six young crew. It is more tlian pr(ibable that both
ones found in his belly. These were divid- were instantly swallowed up by the sharks
ed among the officers, and one was dressed that constantly attend the ships,
On the 1st of August we caught a large
The old one was eaten
for the great cabin.
by the ship's crew, to whom fresh meat of shark, 10 feet long, with "Several young d(dany kind was now become a dainty. The phins in her belly. Part of the entrails,
weather continuing fine, the Captain order- when cleansed and dressed, were eaten in
ed the great guns and small arms to be ex- the great cabin, and the body given to those
When fryed, it is
ercised, the ship to be smoked, and the bed- by whom it was caught.
tolerable
articles,
meat
but
the
fat
is very loathsome,
last
may
These
it
aired.
ding to be
On
the
10th,
storm
arose,
to
were
a
accompanied
all
necessary
observe,
be once for
it
was not so
with
and
rain.
As
thunder
during
the
whole
course
of
omitted
never
ac
before
violent
those
we
experienced*
liad
the
would
when
weather
pervoyage,
the
iTiit; and they are more purlicularly neces- it proved more acceptable than alarming, as
sary in crossing the line, as it has been it supplied the ship's comp«ny with a good
observed, that the whole woodwork between quantity of fresh water, which we caught in
decks, in this low latitude, is more apt to blankets, or by «th<:>r contrivances, every one
become mouldy, and the iron to rust, than as he could. Wiiat was saved by means of
in higher latitudes, probably owing to that theavvnir»gs was set apart for tl>e officers iwf.
sluggishness in the air that has been already On the 20th it blew a hurricane, which oWignotlced, and for which nature seems to have ed us to hand the sails, and to lay to under
provided a remedy by the frequent tempests bare poles. On the 26th the storm abated,
G
;

;

;

;

AND UOIJND TUE WOULD.
auil

tlia

sVy liefome

clear.

This

<l;iy

ohserveil aslii|> to the souflnvurd, uliich,
her course, we took lor the Rr solution
croud ed sail, stood after, and soo«» came
:

we

the o|>en

hy also

we

air,
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yet other persecutors are

wait for them,

no

there

cruel than
those they have escaped. Boobie.s, man of
war birds, and other sea-fowls, are continually watching to make the flying-iish their
prey, while tite ravenous sharks are no less
vigdant in making reprisals on the dolphins
and bonitos. Thus a passage through the
tropical latitudes in this sea, <!\hibits one
in

less

up
to
I>nt<'!i
a<ivice
proved
be
a
She
with her.
On the 28th,
boat, bound to the Cape.
our people beuan to look Tor laud and the
appearance ot some birds which are known
never to go troni shore, confirmed them that
the extremity of the African coast was at continued scene ofwm-fare; while in the
no ffreat disiance. Oin* astronomer, how- other sea all is peace and uniform tranquility.
ever, was of a diiVerent opinicm, and the These reflections occur naturally when the
;

mind, unoccn()ied with variety, is <lisposed
event proved that he wa<« riiiht.
On the 1st of October, when we liad been i'or contemplation. On the 4th, of Novemat sea just two months, without once settini? ber we caught a shark, leaving one tyrant
On the 7lh, at
foot on land, those who were unaccustomed the less to vex the ocean.
to long- voyHs>es, l>e2:an to pot on a v^vy dif- six in the morning, the man at the mast
and at eight we
ferent aspect to that tliey wore at first set- head called out land
They were indeed, somewhat could all see it involved in a nnsty cloud.
tings out.
comforted by the cheerfulness ond vivacity It proved to be Table Land, bearing S. W.
which they observed to prevail in almost at the distance of about ten leagues, which
from induced ns to change our course from E. S.
every countenance except their own
that
many
days E. to S. S. W. On the lOlh, we entered
whence they concluded,
could not elapse before the painful sensa- Table Bay. and on the 11th, came to an
tions of a solitary sea lite would be recom- anchor in six fathoms water, where, to our
pensed by the pleasureabie enjoyments they great joy, we found the Resolution on board
would find when they came on shore. On of which our joinnalist reimbarked, and
the 3rd, we observed a ijreat variety of fish thus continues the history of her voyage.
On Tuesday the 2-2nd of October;, we fixed
and fowl to accompany t!ie ship, some of
our
tents and observatory
we
before;
had
not
noticed
and
which
and on the 23r(l
we could not but remark the difference in began to observe equal altitudes of the sun,
this respect, between the western coasts of in order to discover whether the watch had
the old continent, and the western coasts of altered its rate. The caulkers were now set
the new, in the same hititudes. No sooner to work, and Capt. Cook had before con cerfhad we crossed tlie Tropic of Cancer than ed measures with Messrs. Brandt and
we were amused by the sporting- of the Chiron, for supplying us wi'th sucli firovisions
fishes, or more properly perhaps, by their as were wanted
and as the several articles
unremittins: labour in pursuit of^ th.ei: da^ly for the Resolution were got ready, they were
food.
Flying fish are sreneraliy the first to immediately conveyed aboard. Tlie homeattract the notice of those who never have ward bound French ship sailed for Europe
been in iht^se <seas before, and it is curious on Saturday the 26th, and by her we sent
to attend to their numberless windinp:s and letters to England.
On the day following
shifting-s to elude the attacks of the dolphins the Hampshire East Indiaman, from
Benand bonitos, their declared enemies. What- coolen, anchored in the bay, and saluted us
ever may be the design &f providence in the with thirteen guns, and we returned eleven.
formation of these creatures, one cannot On the 31st, it blew excessively hard at S. E.
help considering their existence as a state and continued for three days
whereby all
of perpetual punish ujent. \yhile they re- communication between the ship and the
main in the water their enemies are near, shore was cut off. The Resolution was the
and though nature has given them the power only ship in the bay that rode out the gale,
to quit tliat element, and to fly for refnge to without dragging her anchors.
The effects
;

:

;

:

;
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Though the Dutch fieijuently boast
of the police at the Cape, yet the Captain's
the astronomical quadrant narrowly escaped sheep evaded all the vigilance of the Fiscal's

were, as sensibly felt on shore
where the
tents and observatory were destroyed, and

flock.

irreparable damage.
On 8und<iy the 3rd of November (he storm
ceased and on the 6lh, the Hampshire sailed for England, in which Capt. Cook sent
home an invalid. Captain 'JVimble would
have received two or three more of our crew,
who were troubled with different complaints,
but, at this time, we entertained some hopes
of their health beini? re-established. Monday the 11th, the Discovery having anchored, saluted the garrison with thirteen guns,
and were answered by the same number
after which Capt. Cook, with his principal
officers-and gentlemen went on board that

officers

;

;

;

ship, to

welcome Capt, Clerkeon

hisarrival.

It being intimated that the Discovery wanted caulking, Capt. Cook ordered all our
workmen on board her, and lent every other
necessary assistance to expedite a supply of
water and provisions. The bakers had omitted to bake the bread that had been ordered
for the Discovery, pretending they wanted
ftour
but the truth was, they did not chuse
to begin till they saw her moored in the bay.
Oh Capt. Clerke's landing this day, he was
met by the officers of the garriscm, and the
gentlemen belonginij to the East India Company, who received him very politely, and
gave him a general invitation to share with
them the entertainments of the place. The
;

subordinate officers were

met by another

class of inferior gentry, belongin"- to the same
company for almost all the otJIicers in the
pay of the Dutch company, entertain strangers, and board them on moderate terms,
-from two shillings a day to five. Having by
the governor's permission got our cattle on
shore, on the night of the 13th, some dogs
broke into the pens, and, forcing the sheep
The
out, killed four, and dispersed the rest.
number of our sheep were sixteen, which
were penned up, every night, close to our
but a bull and two cows, with their
tents
calves, were sent to graze along with .some
;

;

other cattle.
On the 14th, we recovered six of our
sheep, but among those we missed were two
»ams, and two of the finest ewes in the whole

8

and people. At length, after much
trouble and expence, by eu) ploying some ot
the meanest scoundrelsof the place, we recovered all but the two ewes. One of the rams
however, was so miserably torn by the dogs,
that we thou{jht he coidd not live.
Mr.
Hemmy, the lieuJenaut governor, very obligingly offered to make up this loss, by
giving Capt. Cook a Spanish ram, out of
some he had sent for from Lisbon but
the Captain declined the offer, thinking it
would equally answer his purpose to take
with him sonie of the Cape rams: in this,
however, the Captain was mistaken. Mr.
Hemmy had endeavoure*! to introduce European sheep at the Cape but all his al tempts
were fru«;trated by the obstinacy of the country people, wlio higldy esteem their own
breed, on account ol their large tails, the fat
of which produces more money than (he
whole carcase besides. Indeed, the most
remarkable thing in the Cape sheep, is the
Jength and thickness of their (ails, which
ueii>h from ten to fifteen pounds.
The fat
is not so tallowish as that of European mutton; and
they use it instead of butter.
While we continued at the Cape, our Commander had laid in a sufficient store of beef,
mutton, poultry, and greens, for present use,
and had contracted for a good quantity of
salted beef, to save what we had brought frojgi
England, as the latter will keep better thaH
that which is salted at the Cape. What
remained to be done, was chiefly to purchase
live cattle for presents to the chiefs in the
South Sea: likewiselive stock for the ship's use
these are always the last things provided, because it is found necessary to shorten, as
much as jmssible, their continuance on board.
Among the cattle purchased, were four
lujrses and mares of a delicate breed, for
Omiah
several bulls and cows of the buffaloe kind, as more suitable to the tropical
climates, than any brought from Europe
likewise some African rams and ewes
dogs
of the she kind, some with and some without
puppies cats we had plenty on board, and
goats Ca[»t. Cook had purchased at St.Jago*
;

;

;

;

;

:

AM) HOUND THE UORLD
Storea Nvith these, the Kesolutioii resemhied
the Ark, in >vhich pairs «»f all the animals
that were to stock the earth were eollecMed
and with their provender, they oeenpied no
small part ot'the ship's stowage. While the
aulUers, smiths, coopriifiiers, sail-maUers,
;

i

ers, and store-keepers, were busily employed
in their s. veral stations, the astronomers were
not idle, nor the surgeons tJie jormer were
employed in making oi)servations the latter
in attending- the sick, of whom there were
not 'Many, an<l those on heina carried to the
I'he dry soil air
tents were soon recovered.
of the African mountains proved a restora:

:

tive superior to all the physic in the world.
Of the etticacy of this salubrious air, tl»e

J)utoh East Indiumen have experienced
every voyage, both in going to and returning
from their settlements in India. During the
time the Resolution and Discovery lay in
the h;iy, two of their ships arrive«l full of
sick sohliers, who had been enlisted in Holland, and who were in a mi'Jerable condition
both as to health and want of common
jiecessaries. 'i\ic\ had been near live months
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the soil appeared worth cultivating. At
seven they arrived at Stellenbosh a colony,
in jioint of iniportan<;e, next to that of the
Ciipe.
TJje village stands at the foot ofthe
range of lofty mountains, above twenty miles
to the eastward of Cape Town, and consists
of a bout thirty houses, wliich are neat and
clean
a rivulet, and the shelter of some
large oaks, planted at its first settling, form a
rural pmspfct in this ilesert country.
There
are some thrivnig \ ineyards and orchards
about tie place, which seem to indicate an
excellent soil, though perhaps much may
be owing to the uncommon serenity of the
air.
At this season ofthe year, Mr. Anderson could find but few plants in flower, and
insects were very scarce.
Having examined
the soil, he found it to consist of yellowish
clay, mixed with a good deal of sand.
11ie
sides of the low brown hills seemed to be
constituted of a kind of stone marie. Mr.
Anderson and his com|)anions left Stellenbosh the next morning, and soon arrived at
the house they had passed on Saturday
Mr. Cloeder, the owner of which, having
,

;

them an invitation to visit him. This
gentleuKin received them with politeness,
plements of both our ships anjounted to, and entertained them with hospitality, in
owing to nastiness and close confinement. a mai!!ier w^ry difierent from what was exIt is remarkable, observed one of our gentle- pected. They were received with a band of
men, that no ships have the appearance of musi(.', which continued playing while they
were at dinntr; a compliiiient, considering
being kept neater than those of the Dutch
nor any niore slovenly w here they are not the situation of the place, we thought elegant.
In the afteruf)on they crossed the
exposed to open view,
country,
and passed s<^me large plantations,
the
account
the
omit
here
in
must
we
Nor
journal of Mr. Anderson, who, while the two one of which was laid out in a taste differships were repairing for the prosecution of ent from those they had seen.
In the eventheir voyage, made an excursion, to take a ing they arrived at a farm-house, .said to be
survey of the neighbouring country. M;'. the first in the cultivated tract, called the
Anderson, surgeon, relates their proceedings Pearl. Here they had a view of Drakenstein, the third colony of this country, wliich
in substance, as follows
In the forenoon of Saturday the 16th of contains several little farms or plantations.
their voyage tioni Amsterdam, and had
lost on the passaue more men than liie com-

on

sent

;

November,
set out in a

Mr

Anderson, and five others, Insects and |>lants were as .scaice iiere as at
waggon, to take a view of the Steller.bosh, but there was a greater plenty

They crossed a large plain to the of shrubs, or small trees, naturally produced,
eastward of the town, which is entirely a white than they ha<l before seen in the country.
sand, resembling that which is commonly On Tuesday the 19{h, in the afternoon, they
found on beaches. At five in the afternoon went to see a remarkable large stone called
they passed a large farm-house, some corn- by the inhabitants, the Tower of Babylon, or
fields, and vineyards, situated beyond the the Pearl Diamond.
In the Philosophical
plain, near the foot of some low hills^ where Transactions is a letter from Mr. Anderson
country.
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John Pringle describing this stone. in descending we found at its foot, a very
account sent home from the Cape and rich black mould and on the sides of the
read before the Royal Society is much the hills some trees of a considerable size, natives
same with that here published, but rather of the place, which are a species of the olea."
fuller.
Ill particular, he tells Sir John, that We cannot help thinking, it is stranae, tluit
he went to see it at Mr. Masson's desire, neither Kolbennor de la Caille should have
who probably, had not had an opportunity thought the Tower of Babylon worthy of a
of sutlicieutly examinini;' it himself. With particular description. The former oidy
his letter to Sir John Pring'le, Mr. Ander- mentionsit as » high mountain: the latter
contents himself with telling us, that it is a
son also sent home a specimen of the rack
Hamilton, low hillock, but the very accurate account
it was examined by Sir William
whose- opinion is, tliat this singular im- given of this remarkable rock by Mr. Andermense fragment of granite, most probably son, agrees with Mr. Sonnerat's, who was at
was raised by a volcanic explosion, or the Cape of Good Hope so late as 1781. On
some such cause. This remarkable stone, the 20th in the morning, the gentlemen set
to use Mr- Anderson's own words, iji the out from the Pearl, and, going a ditlerent
papers now before us, " bes, ov stands, upon road, passed through an uncultivated counthe top of some low hills, ;;t the foot of which try to the Tysrer Hills, where they saw some
our -arm houses were situated and though good cor'.i iiclds. About noon they stopped
the road to it is neither steep nor ru<>tvpd, we in a valley for refreshment, where tliey were
were above an hour and a h^If in walking to plagued with a vast number of moschettos
it.
It is of an oblong shape, rounded on the and, in i\\t evening, arrived at the CapeThe E. and Town, tired sufficiently with the jolting of
top, and lies nearly N. and S,
AV. sides are steep, and almost perpendicular. the waggon.
A very uncommon incident happened
Tlie south em\ is likewise steep, and its
from whence it de- during our stay at the Cape, which might
greatest heij»ht is there
clines gently to the North part, by which we have embroiled us with the governtnent
ascended to its top, and had a very exten<;ive there, had not the deliiHpjcnt been foun<l
prospect of the whole country. Its circumfer- out and punisiied. It was discovered that a
ence, I think, nuist be at least halfa mile; nuujber of cojuiterfeit scltelliugs. and double
as it took lis aliove halt" an hour to walk keys, had been circulated, and several of
round it, includir.g every allowance for the our |)€ople had taken them in exchange for
bad road, and stopping a little. At its high- gold. Comi)laint was made by our officers
est part, which is the south end, com|)aring against the inhabitants, for taking the advantage of the ignorance of strangers* to
it w'itli a know n object, it seems to equal the
(»f
impose
counterfeit money upon them, firs it
is
one
Church.
It
Paul's
unindome St.
was
not
to be suj»p<<sed that they could be
stone,
except
some
mass
of
we
if
terrupted
fissures, or ratlier impressions, uot more than judges of the goodness of their country coin.
three or four teet deep, and a m-xw which runs On the other hand, the inhabitants retorted
It is of that sort the charge, affirming that the bad money
across near its noith end.
Each were warm in
of stone called Sn.vjfn cont^luthidtfim, and |)roceeded from us.
consists chiefly of pieces of coarse quartz and their allegations, and each were positive in
glimmer, held togetlier by a clayey cement. their ojiinions. It was n(>t thought possible,
But tlie vein which crosses it, though of the that any of our people could be pre|>ared to
same materials, is much compacter. This counlerteit Dutch money, and yet there had
an<l never i)een an instance of counterfeit money
vein is not above a foot broad or thick
havin:.!' been seen at the Cape betore th^
oblonirs,
sqjiares
or
its surface is cut into little
arrival
of our ships at that port. Thus the
makes
it
look
like
which
obliquely,
disposed
reeled for some time, til! one of the
matter
artiticial
work.
Biit
I
5o.ne
of
the remains
ship's
cooks,
having obtair»ed leave to uo
it
|)euetrated
far
whether
observe
not
could
ashore,
made
liimself drunk, and offered
or
was
only
sniKrficial,
rock,
large
the
into
to

Sir-

TPlie

;

;

;

;

;

;
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payment for Ins
and nolice qiven
officer, he caused liim

m«ney

in
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ROUND TWK WOULD

licpmr.
to his

fte-

ffirty

com- or

HHi

pipesanniially,

tlioui;]}

(here

may

lie

two

liimdretl disposed of under that
'i'iie \wiie commonly taken on hoard

llircr

to he search- nauiv'^.
other pieces of a hase coin the shippinu for the officers, is of a kind not
and on examininii;" unlike the Mjideira, but of an improved
tve're fointd upon him
his chest, the implements were fonnti art- rtavotir, the vines here bein*? highly subfully concealed, by which he had been limed by tlie warmth of the sun, and the
enabled to carry on the framl. lie was in- dryness of the soil. On Thursday the 'iSth,
stantly delivered up to the Dtitch Ciovenior, tlie (lovernor and principal officers belongto be tried by the laws of the cotintry Avhero im? to the company were entertained on board
bat it not the J?,esolut:on, where they came totakeleave
the otlence had been committed
being clear, whether the crime of coininu of our Captains, as we expected to sail in a
was committed on shore, or on board his few days, all our live stock being properly
Britannic M;ijesty's ship, the Masrislracy sectircd on i,n:ird, and the re/)airs of both
very politely returned him. to be dealt with ships beini? billy completed. On the 30th,
as the commander in chief should thiidi Capt. Cook having given to Capt. Gierke a
proper; who not being- vested with the copy '>f his instructions, and our letters havjtnver oi' life and death in civil cases, o;'dere<i ing been dispatched to our friends, we quitreceive the dis(,'ii)line of the ship, ted our moorings, and next day came to an
i;lim t«>
and to be seat home in the Hampshire anchor iii eighteen fathoms water. Penguin
Indiamau. Thus ended a very critical affair. Island bearing N. by W. six miles; but beof whicii there is, we believe, no instance fore we take our final dej)arlure, it may not
be amiss to observe, that nothing in nature
upon record.
^
On Saturday, the 23rd of November, we ran make a more horrid appearance than the
rugged mountains (hat form Table Bay.
trot the (fbservatory, clock, &c. on board,
From the result of several calculations and One would almost be tempted to think, that
observations, we had reason to conclude, the Dutcli had made choice of the most barthat the watch, or time-piece, had jjerformed ren spot upon earth, to shew '.voat may be
well all the way from England. On the effected by slow industry, and continual perfor besides the cragsry cliffs that
27th, orders were given to prepare for sail- severance
ing; and, fearing a second disaster, we got render the open country almost inaccessible,
our sheep and cattle on board as fast as pos- the soil is so sandy and poor, that except
The caulkers had finished their some virievardr,, there is scarce a shrub or a
sible.
board the Discovery, and she liad tree to be seen within any uaiiring distance
on
work
insomuch, that the vast
received all her provisions and winter. Oi" from the place
the forjuer, both ships bad a sufiicient sup- profusion of all sorts of provisions, as beef,
liirge mutton, iioultry, flour, butter, cheese, and
ply for two years and unvvards.
quantity of beer was purchased for the com- every other necessary, is brought from four
panies of both ships, at the only brewery to five and twenty days' journey from Cape
that is publicly tolerated within the juri.sdic- Town, where the Governor and Company
In short, there is not one have their residence. This town, as our
tion of the town.
necessary article relating to the repairing, readers may recollect, we have fully describjjroviding, and victualling of shipping, that ed in our history of former voyages, .so that
IS not to Idc purchased at the Cape of Good little remains to be said, or added in this
Hope, and that too at very reasonable prices, part of our work. The town is neatly built.
The wine at the Cape has been thought and, according to the natural taste and chadear, because that of the choicest vintage racter of the Dutch, as neatly kept in order,
It hastiie advantage ofn small rivulet, by
is scarce, and confined to a very small sf)ot.
Of the real Constantia, which is the wine so means of which there are canals in all the
much prized in Europe, the whole j)lanta- j.rincipal streets, on both sides of which are
tion does not perhaps produce more than planted row.s of stately oaks. The town is

mnTi(hiip5
ed, u'lien several

;

;

;

;
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below the mountains, and when
seen from their summits, appears, with the
g^ardensand plantations that run along the
shore exceedingly picturesquej nothing, indeed, can be more romantic, noVany prospect
more pleasing to the eye. At five in the
afternoon of this day, a breeze sprung up at
situated

we observed above, we
weighed, and stood out of the bay, having
saluted the fort with eleven guns, which
they returned with an equal number: at
nine o'clock it fell calm, and we came again
to anchor.

S. E. with which, as

CHAP

II.

passage of the Resolution and Discovery from the Cape of Good Hope, to Christmas Harbour; in
which Prince Edward's Islands are seen, and Keri>uelen's land tisifed ; The tivo ships arrive at
/he above harbour ; Description of it, and an account of occurrences there ; Departure from thence,
and explore the coast ; Cape Cumberland liny. Point Pringle, Howe's Foreland, 6fC. described,
The ships in danger from shoals ; Arrive at Port Palliser ; Cape George described ; Natural
history of the animals, plants, soil, ^c. of Kerguelen's land ; Passagefrom hence to Van Diement
land, ill ivhich the Hesolution is damaged by a suddeu squall ; They arrive in Adventure Bay ;
Various interviews with the natives, and a description of their persons, dress,
Incidents there
manners, and customs ; Mr. Andersoiis remarks ; Course af the Resohition and Discovery t»
Queen Charlotte's Sound in New Zealand^ tvhere we anchored in our old station.
;

three
the
177G,
DECEMBER
put
weighed
and
we
o'clock A. M.
at

1st,

to

with a light breeze at S. but did not
get clear of the land till the 3rd in the mornwe
ing, when with a fresh gale at W. IS.
At this time we observed
stood to the S. E
that lumino'is appearance about our ship,
which ditferent navigators have attributed to
ditFerent causes, but which Dr. Franklin has
endeavoured to jucount t'or (m the principles
of electricity. About five in Ihe aOernoon,
we met with one of th*"*' rerrible gusts
so frequently experienced by mariners in
doubling the Cape of Good Hope, in which
our main-sail was split, but fortunately we
the southernreceived no other damage
distant nine or
most land now bore S. by
ten leagues, both ships in company. On
Wednesday the 4th, in the morning, it blew
a hurricane, and split the jib of the Discovery,
and on the 5th, A squall of wind carried away
our mizen-toi)-mast, but having another to replace it, the loss was not felt. On the 6th, in
the evening, being in latitude 39 deff. 14 min
sea,

W

;

M

.

and in 23 deg. 56 min. E. longitude we
observed several spots of water, of a reddish
hue. TJpou examining some of this water
that was taken up, we perceived a number
of small animals, which the microscope discovered to resemble cray-fish. We continued to the S. E. followed by a mountainous
sea, which occasioned the shin to roll exceedingly, and rendered our cattle troublesome.
Several goats, especially the malts, died,
and some sheep. On the 8th, the weather
that had been cloudy and boisterous ever
since leaving the Cape, became clear and
moderate. In latitude 39 deg. 57 min. S.
Mr. King, our second mate, went on board
the|Discovery to compare the tit le-pieces,
and tound no material variation. On the
lOth, in latitude 43 deg. 56 min. S, a dreadful storm came on, which obliged both ships
to lie t'> that and the following night tnider
bare jjoles. On the 11th in latitude 46 desS.

18

mill

S.

much, that

began to snow and hail, and
became intolerably cold insofrom a scorching heat which w»

it

the weather

;

i

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
felt at the

Cape, the change was so great,

oblifjed to line the hatchways
with canvas to defend tlie men below as
much as possible from tlie et!ects of the
Here the albatrosses, and other sea
frost.
and
birds, began to make their appearance
seals, and porpoises were seen to sport about
the ships, which gave us hopes ot soon ap-

that

we were

;

This we discovered, having
the ap|>earance of two Islands, on Thin*sday
the l'2th,at no(»n. That to the S. which is
the largest we judged to be about fifleen
and to lie in latitude
leagues in circuit
40 lit^j:. 5.3 niin. S. longitude 37 deg. 46
The niost northerly one is about
niin. E.
and in hititude 40
nine leagues in citeuii
dfg, 40 min. S. longitude 38 i\e^. 8 min. E.
The distance from one to the other is about
|)assed through between
tive leagues.
both Islands in a very narrow ciiannel ;
an<l had piercing cold, atreudcl with snow,
witii which the Islands were lightly covered;
but neither tree nor shrub were to lie seen
with our best glasses, nor any livmg thing,
except ()enguins and shags, the former so
numerous that the rocks seemed ccvered
with them as with a crust. The 8. E. parts
of these two Islands, had a much greater
quantity of snow on them tlian the rest, and
the ground that was not covered by it, from
the various shades it exhibited, may be supj)osed to be clothed with moss, or perhaps,
w ith such a coarse long grass as is found in
souse parts of Falkland's Islands. On the
X. side of each of the l^iiinds is a detached
rock that near the S. one is shaped like a
tower, and seemed to be at some distance
These two Islands, and
from the shore.
four others more to liie east, were discovered by the two French navigators, 3Iarion
du Frezne, and Crozet, in January 1772, on
their passage from the Cape of Good Hope
to the Philippine Islands. M. de Marion
had two ships under his command, one the
Mascarin, Capt. Crozet, the other the Casproaching land.

;

;

We

;

trie,

Capt. du Clesmure.

They proceeded

to the southern extremity of New Holland,
and from thence to the Bay of Islands in
New ZeaL'iid, where M. de. Marion was
killed with twenty -eight of his men by the
natives.
He was obliged, having lost his

5

4()o

new ones i\\ thi>! counbut when he had found tre^s tit lor his
purpose, necessity obliged him to cut a road
three miles long through the thickets to
brinff them to the water side.
While one
party of his people were employed in this
service, another party was placed on an Island in the bay, to cleanse the casks, and
till them with water
and a third was occasionally sent on shore to cut wood for the
ship's use.
1'hus employed, they had been
here thirty three days upon the best terms
with the natives who freely offered their
women to the sailors, when M. de Marion,
not suspecting any treachery, went one
morning, as was his custom, to visit the different parties that were at work, without
leaving word that he intended to come back
to the ships the same day.
Having called
to see the waterers, he went next to the
Hippah,a fortification of the natives, where
he commonly used to stop in his way to the
carpeniers, encamped in the woods, with
M. Crozet at their head, to direct their operations.
Here he was suddenly set n[;on
and, with his few attendants, barbarously
nmrdered as were the boats crew that carried him on shore.
Next morning, the lieutenant who commanded on board, not knowing what had happened, sent a |)arty to cut
wood, and when every one was at work, the
natives watched the opportunity to fall upon
them likewise, and butchered every oire,
except a single sailor, who ran for his life,
and threw himself, wounded, into the sea.
Being seen from the ships, he was speedily
taken on board, and gave the general
alarm.
Crozei's situation in the woods,
with his small party, was now become most
critical.
corporal and four marines were
dispatched immediately to acquaint him
of his danger, while several boats attended
to receive his ])eople, at the place where
the sick had been lodged in the tents, for
the recovery of their Irealth. He disposed
every thing as well as the time would
permit, and etlected his retreat to the sea
side.
Here he found multitudes assembled,
dressed in their habits of war, with several
chiefs at their head.
Capt. Crozet ordered
the marines who attended him, to. direc^

masts, to look out for
try

;

;

;

;
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their fire, in case Tie found it necessary
to give tlje word, against such perso4»s
OS he should point out. He then commanded the carpenters r.nd convalescents fo
strike the teats, and liie sick to euihark
first, with their whole apparatus, while lie
with the soldiers, should talk with the
This man immediately told tiiem,
chief.
that M. Marion was killed by another ciiief;
upon which Capt. Crozet seized a stake, and
forcing" it into the ground, made signs that
Tiie countel)e should advance no farther.
nance, with which this action was attended,
startled the savage, whose titnidity being
observet! by Crozet, he insisted en his commanding the croud to sit down, which was

POLE,

He

step|)ing on the dead body.
likewise
fella victim to his intrepid courage, and in

the

same manner eij^ht warriors

successively
bjaveiy fell in this post ot
honour. The rest, seeing their leaders dead,
took flight, and the French pursued and killed numbers of them.
Capt. Crozet offered
fifty dollars to any person who should take a

deleiwl-ed

New

if,

atid

Zealander

but this was found
soldier seized an old man,
and began to drag him towards his Captain,
but the savage, being disarmed, bit into the
fleshy part of his enemy's hand, the exquisite
pain of which so much enraged the soldier,
that he ran the fellow through with his bayonet. In the Hippah, that had been stormed.
accordingly complied with. He now parad- Was found great quantities of arms, tools,
ed in front of the enemy tdl all his |>eople and clothing, together with store of dried fish
were embarked his soldiers were then order- ajsd roots, vyhicli seemed to be intended for
ed to follow, and himself was the last who winter provision. Capt. Crozet now compleentered the boat. They had scarce put off ted the rep:nrsof his ship without interrupwlien the whole body of natives began their tion, and prosecuted his voyage after a stay
song of defiance, and discharged their volleys of sixty four days in the Hay of Islands :
impracticable.

alive,

A

;

however, a shot from the ship soon
dispersed them, and the company got all
From this time the natives
.safe on board.
and made several
troi»blesome,
begin to be
by siirprize.
people
his
attack
to
attempts
ag;*iiist
the watering
attack
an
Tormed
They
p;ut}' ill tlie nii;iit, which, but for the vigilance of the guard, would have been fatal to
tlum after which, thty operdy attacked the
sliips in more than a hundred larue canoes,
fidl ofmon, who had cause sufficient to repent
their daring exploit, having severely felt the
destructive efi'ect of European arms. At
length Capt. Crozet, finding it impossible
to supply the ships with masts, unless he
could drive the enemy from his neighbourhood, made an attack upon their Hippali,
of stones

:

:

which they vainly boasted was beyond his
power to approach. He placed the carpenters in tlie front, who, in an instant, levelled
then cut
their pallisadoes with the ground
a breach through the mound, and levelled
the ditcli, behind which their warriors were
ranged in great numbers on their fighting
;

from whence,

after passing through the western nart of tlio South Sea, he rt-turiied, by
the rhilipj)iues, to the Isle of" France.
cannot h.elp remarking here, that
there appears some inconsistency in the above
relation.
It seen»s impro!>able, if Marion
was murdered in the Hippah, situated on
the pnuninence of an inaccessible rock, that
the boat's crew below, who landed him,
should not make their escape
and much
more improbable, that neither Iheleadernor
his followers should be missed, till the woodmen were massacred by the savages the next
day. Upon the whole, we are rather inclined to think, considering the importance of
the place, that the loss might be sustained
by fair combat. M. Marion might find it
necessary for the safety of his people, to drive
the savages from their Hippah or Fort, which
is one of the strongest in New Zealand.
In
the ojiinion of Capt. Cook, it is a place of
great strength, in which a snuill number of
resolute me'i niay defend themselves against

We

;

all the force, which a peojde with no other
Into this breach a chief instajitly arms than those that are there in use, could
threw himselt", with his spear in his hand, bring against it. Capt. Crozet might, therelie was shot dead by a marksman, and im- fore, think it less dishonourable to attribute
Kjfcdiately another chief occupied his place, the loss of his general and so many men, t«

stages.
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Th:-! we did
anotlier high Island \n :v, seen.
w:is
ju^t
weather;
it
rot:nd rock,
a
hiuh
but
who, it is acknowledged, defended
savai?es
Bligh's
Cup.
Our
supnameii
Cauiiuanotr
proceed.
But
to
the place bravely.
to
same
thif.
be
the
(hat
^l.
posed
which
de
Kerwe
hetween
islands,
As the two
Ixjt
passed, have no names in the French chart guelen called the Isle of lienilez\ ous
of
nothing
that
can
know
we
i?»:dt'Zvons
namCa|)t.
Cook
hemisphere,
southern
the
of
ed them Prince Edwards Island's, and the upon it but the birds of the air, for it is
other four Marion's and Crozet's Islands. certainly inacessible to every other animak.
had now for the most part stront? gales The weather beginning to clear up, we tackand but very indiffe- ed, and steered in for the land :uh! at noon
between the N. and
imiced, than we we determined the latitude of Bligh's Cap
better,
iu)t
weatlier
rent
generally l«iive in iMigiand in the very depth to be 48 <leg. '29 min. S. longitude 08 deg.
passed it at three o'clock,
of winter, tltoui^h it was now the middle of 40 min. E.
v«
fresh
at
W. standing to the S. S.
ith
a
uale
consequence
sumujer in this hemisphere. In
Presently
after
the
we saw the land of
orderetl
E.
Captain
the
of the pieroini!^ cold,
had
faint
view
which
we
a
in the morning;
delivered
out,
to
be
ti-owsers
and
iackfts
which, with the blankets, and other warm and at four o'clock, extending from S. E.
The left
clothing, provided by thi Lords ot'ihe Ad- half E. and distant four miles.
miralty against tlie seventy of Ihc frozen extreme, which we judged to be the norclimates, vvcrefouud of intiniteuse i.i [)reserv- thern point of this land, in the French chart
ing the men in health, who were most of the southern hemisphere, Cape Fraiicois,
exp(Ke<l to the action of the frost. After terminated in a high perpendicular rook,
leaving Prince Edw.ird's IslanJs. we sliaped and the right one in a high imienttid point,
our course to the S. E. wiih a brisk gale at which by its a[)pearance, seemed to be, what

the treadiery, rather than the valour of the
;

;

We

W

;

.

;

We

W.

order to p;iss to the southward is represented on Kerguelen's chart under
ofthefouroihers and to get into the haitude the name of Cape Aubert. It may be proof the land discovered by M. de Ke Kergue- per to observe here, that all that extent of
Capt Cook had received instruction to coast lying between Cape Louis and Cape
len.
examine thi^ I'^ianci, and en.'eavour to dis- FVancois, of which the Frericli sow very
little during
their first visit in 1772, and
cover a good liHruoiir.
On 31on»lay tlie KUli, in latitude 48 deg. may be called the N. W, side of this land,
43 min. and in longitude 62 tieg. E. we saw they had it in their power to trace the posinumbers of {>eng'nns, and rock-weed float- tion in 1773, and have assigned names to
ing in the sea. On' the 17th, t!ie fogs came some of its bays, rivers, and promontories.
on so thick, that we could but just discern F^rom this point the coast seemed to turn
short round to the southward, for we could
objects at the distance of the ship's length
on account of which signals were appointed, see no land to the westward of the direc'iion
and repeated every half hour. As we hourly in which it now bore to us, but the Islands
expected to fall in with land, our navigation we had observed in the morning. Kerguewas both tedious and dangerous. On the len's Isle de Clugny, the most southerly of
21st, we saw a very large seal, and a heavy them, lies nearly W. from the point, about
storm came on, attended with sleet and two or three leagues distant. Towards the
heavy gusts of hail. On Tuesday the 24th, middle of the land there appeared to be an
at six o'clock, A. M. the fog clearing away inlet; but on our approaching it, we saw
a little, we saw land, bearing S. S. E. which it was only a bending on the coast: we
we afterwards found to be an Island of con- therefore bore up to go round Cape FranSoon after, land opened off the Cape,
siderable height, and about three leagues in cois.
soon after discovered another of in the direction of S. 53 (leg. E. appearing
circuit.
equal magnitude, about one league to the as a point at a considerable distance
tor
eastward ; and between these two, some the trending of the coast from the Cape was
also descried rocks
smaller ones. In the direction of S. by E. more southerly.

W.

S.

in

;

;

We

;

We
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and Islands

to the eastward of the above
directions, the most distant of which was
about seven leagues from the Caj>e. Having got off this, we observed the coast to
the southward, mncli indented by points
and bays, and, therefore, fully expected to

We

soon discovered
a good harbour.
one behind the Cape, into which we began
but it presently fell calm; and we
to ply
anchored in forty-five fathoms water, as tiie
Discovery also did soon after. Mr. Bligh
the master, was ordered to sound the barhour; who reported it to be safe and comniodious.
On Wednesday the 25th, early in the
morning, we weighed, and, having wrought
into the harbour, ancliored in eight fathoms
water, bottom a fine dark sand. At two
o'clock, P. M. the Discovery got in, when
Capt. Clerke informed us, that he bad with
difficulty escaped being driven on the S.
])oint of the harbour, his anchor having started before he !"ou Id shorten the cable. They
were, therefore, obliged to set sail, and drag
the anchor after them, till they had room to
when they perceived that one
heave it up
find

;

;

Immediately after
of its palms was broken.
we had anchored, all the boats were ordered
to be hoistt'd out, and the empty \>ater casks
In the mean time (ya[)t.
to be u:ot ready.
to
search for a convenient
Cook landed,
they
might
be fillefl, and to obwhere
spot
place
^^e found
the
afibrded.
what
serve
numbers of pengui'.is, seals, and other fowls,
on the shore. The seals were not niimerous,
but so insensible of fear, that we killed as
many as we chose, and made use of their
fat and blubber to make oil for our lamps,
and other |)urposcs. Fresh water was exceedingly plentiful but not a single tree or
shrub was to be discovered, and but little
lierbage of anykind though we had flattered ourselves with the hope of meeting with
something considerable here, having ob.ser*'t(\ the sides of some of the hills to be covered
with a lively green. Before Capt. Cook
returned to the ship, he ascended a ridge of
rocks, rising one above another, expecting,
by that means, to obtain a view of the counbut before he had reached the top, so
try
iiick a fog came on, that it was with difficul;

;

;

8
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ty he could find his

way down

again.

To-

wards the evening we hauled the seine at the
head of the harbour, but caught no more
than half a dozen small fish norhadweaov
;

better successtlienext day,

when wetried with

hook and

resource, therefore

Our only

line.

for fresh provisions,

was birds, which were
On Thursday the 26th, the

innumerable.

was rather inconvenient for landing,
and the weather rather foggy and rainy
nevertheless, we began to cut grass for our
cattle, and to fill water
we found the for
mer near the head of the harbour, and the
latter in a brook at the left corner of tlie
beach. The rivulets were swelled to such a

surf

;

;

degree, by the rain tliatfell, that thesidesof
the hills which bounded the harl><:ur, appeared to be covered with a sheet of water for
the rain entered the fissures and ciags of tl»e
hills, and was precipitated down Leir sides
in prodigious torrents.
The people having laboured imrd for two
successive days, and nearly completed o.ur
water, Capt. Cook allowed them the 27th of
December as a day of rest to celebrate
Christmas. In consequence of which many
of them went on shore, and made excursions
into the country, which they found desolate
in extreme.
It contained plenty of water,
but no wood was harren and without inhabitanfs
but the shores abounded with fish,
and the land with peals, sea-lions, and penguins.
In the evening one of them presented a quart bottle to the Captain, which was
found on the nojih side of the harbour,
fastened with some wire to a projecting
rock.
This bottle contained a piece of
parchment, with this inscription, " Zr^/c/oriVo
y<V. Ga/liorum reg'e, et d, (probably a contraction of the word Dommo) de' Boi/nes
regi a Secrefis ad res niaritimas annis 1772
ct 1773." From which it is evident, we
were not the first Europeans who had visited
this harbour.
Capt. Cook supposes it to
.-

;

;

have been left by M. de Boisguehenneu who
weiit on shore the 13th of February, 1772,
the day that M. de Kerguelen discovered
this land
but the Captain appears to be for
once mistaken
for how could M. de Bois^
guchennue, in the beginning of 1772, leave
an inscription which commemorates a trans^
;

;
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Perhaps the follow- nected with that seen by them on the 14th,)
light iii)on this and a hiuh point of land, named by them
for ue do not Cape Franc<»is; tiiat beyond this cape, the
purt of onr author's j<nirnal
in tho tn.inner of most of our nninformed <H)ast took a south-easterly direction, and
(n)tPmporiMy (.ompilers, servilely copy any behind it tlipy found a bay called by them
one's papers or, from inattentive indolence, Baie de L'Oiseau, from the nauje of their
M. de frigate that they then endenv;)ured to
snffer errors to pass nncoirected.
Kermielen, a lieutenant in the French service, enter it, but were prevented by contrarj'
had the coiumand of two ships driven him, winds, and blowing weather, wliich drove
but that at
the L» Fortime and Le Gn»s Ventre. He them off the coast eastward
action of the next year
ing: i)articnlar«;

?

may throw

;

;

;

from the JMauritius abont the lalter last, on the 6th of January, M. de Kosnevet,
of
em\
1771, and on the l-3th of Jannary Captain of the Oiseau, was able to send his
following, discovered the two Islands of boat on shore in this bay, under the comM-hich we are now sjieakinq". and to which mand of M. de llocheguide, one of his olHhe j»avethe name of the Isles of Fortune. cers, "who took possession of that bay, and
So<in After M. de Kerguelen saw land, as it of all the country, in the name of tlie king
extent, of F'rance, with ail the requisite formalities."
is said, of a considerable heiirlit and
npon which he sent one of the otticers of his Hence then we trace, by the most unexcepown ship a-head in the cntt<'r t*> sonnd. tionable evidence, the history of the bottle
the leaving of which
But the Captain of the other ship, M. de St. and the inscription
Allonarn, in the Gros Ventre, found a bay, was, no doubt, one of the requisite formalito which he gave his ship's name, and order- ties observed by M. de llocheguide on (his ocIn the mean casion. And though he did not land till the
ed his yawl to take possession.
time, iii. deKergueUn beincr driven to lee- 6th of January, 1774, yetasKerguelen's ships
ward, and unable again to recover his station, arrived upon the coast on the 14th of Decemboth boats returned on board the Gros ber, 1773, and had discovered and looked into
Ventre, and the cutter was turned adrift on this very bay on the 17th of that Uiouth, it
account of the bad weather. M. Kergnelen was with the strictest |)ropriety a!;d truth
returned to the Mauritius, the 31. de St. that 1773 and not 1774 was mentioned as
Allonarn continued for three days to take the date of the discovery. We may now
the beaiings of this land, and doubled its fairly conclude from the above particulars,
northern extremity beyond which it trended that Capt. Cook's groundless supposition
He coasted it for the sprung from want of information, that iriglit
to the south-eastward.
space of twenty leagues, but finding it high enable him to make any other. He had no
and inaccessible, he shaf)ed his course to idea that the French had visited this land a
New Holland, and from thence returned l.y second time and reduced to the necessity
the way of Timor and Batavia, to the I-'.j of trying to accommodate what he saw himof France, where he died. M. de Kerguehn self, to what little he had heard of their prowas afterwards promoted to the command of ceedings, he confounds a transaction which
a 64 gun ship, called the Roiland, with the we, who have been better informed, know
frigate L'Oisean, who were sent out in order for a certainty, belongs to the second voyage,
to perfect the di.scovery of this pretended 'vith a similiar one, which his chart of Jhe
Southern Hemisphere has recorded, and
land.
Frora the accounts of M. Kerguelen s which happened in a difFciiit year, and at
second voyage, we learn that they arrived on a different place. Nor can a doubt remain,
the west side of this Island, on the 14th of that these Islands we now fell in with, are
I)ecember3 1783 that, steering to the N. E. the same discovered by Kerguelen
but
they discovered on the 16th, the Isle de that M. de Kerguelen ever saw a great coun->
Reunion, and other small Islands that, on try, such as he pretends to have seen, in or
the 17th, they had before them the princi- near those Islands, is very problematical..
pal land, (Which they were sure was con- There are, indeed; numberless Islands thinly
saile<i

;

;

:

;

;
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scattered in this almost ooundless ocean;
but there are none so sn{)erior to those already discovered in riches and cultivation, as to
be worth the search, will scarcely admit a
question.
now think it time to return to
the history of our voyage.
Capt, Cook, as a memorial of our having
been in this harbour, wrote on the other side
of the parchment these words ''Naves Itesolution ct Discovcri/, fie Itcgc 3Iai>fuc
Sritariiiice,Deceuibris\776,"t\\at\s, ''The
ships Resolution and Discovery, belonging
to the King of Great Britain, in the month

We

of December, A. D. 177G." He then put
the parchment again into the bottle, accompanied with a silver two-penny piece of
1772, covering its mouth with a leaden cap,
ond placed it the next morning in a pile of
stones, erected for that purpose on an eminence, near the j)lace where it was first
found. Here we displayed the British flag,
and named the place Christmas Harbour,
it being on that festival we arrived in it.
It is the first inlet we meet with on theS. E.
side of Cape Francois, which forms tlie north
side of l!ie harbour, and is the northern
point of this land. The situation sufficiently
aistingnishes it from auy of the other inlets
and which is still more remarkable, its south
point terminates in a high rock, perforated
quite through, and forming an appearance
If there could he
like the arch of a bridge.
the least doubt remaining of the indentity of
t*-? Baie de L'Oistau, and Christmas harthis particular of the perforated rock,
in the account of Kerguelen's second
;

compared
•nit

to an

arched gateway,
to a strict demonstration
;

"satisfactory
r

of

to find

the two

whom knew any thing

some gently

POLE,

rising

ground, whereon

is

a pool

of fresh water. On both sides of the inlet,
the land is high. The inlet runs in W. and
AV^. N. W. two miles
its breadth, for more
than half its lenj^ih. is one mile and a quarter
above which it i*; only half a mile. The
shores ar<i steej). The depth of water, which
is forty-tive fathoms at the entrance, varies
from thirty, and if you proceed farther in, to
four and five fathoms. The boliom is every
where a fine dark sand, except in soma
places neat* to the shore, where are beds of
sea-weed, which always grows on rocky
ground. The head of the harbotir lies open
only to two points of the compass; and even
these are covered by Islands in the offing,
so that no sea can fall in to hurt a ship,
Appearances onshore confirmed this; for
we found grass growing close to high water
mark, which is a sure sign of
pacific harhour.
Capt. Cook, accompanied by Mr.
King, went upon Cape Francois, expecting,
from this elevation, to have had a view of
the sea-coast, and the Islands lyina- ofiT it
but they found every distant object below
them hid in a fog. The land on a level
with them, or of a greater height, was visible
enough, and appeared exceedingly naked
an<l
desolate; except some hills to the
southward, which were covered with snow,
were now busied on board in repairin^ our rigging, particularly the crew of the
Discovery, who had suflered much in tlie
frequent squalls, with which she had bee.i
harassed even since her departure from
the Cape at the .same time, those who were
on shore were no less usefully employed in
supplying the ships with water, and the
crews with fresh provisions
which last,
though not of the most delicate kind, yet to
stomachs cloyed almost to loathing with
:

r».

We

:

;

adopting the same
that they had the salt provisions, even seals, penguins and seatheir eyes, fowl, werenotunsavoury meat. WhenChristt before
u rate report. The mas was proclaimed, a double quantity of
i within, being a grog was served out to each common man ;
ast size, nhich lies and, a certain proportion of wine and spirits
d south-side, near to every petty officer: leave was likewise
this, on the north- given to such as were ailing, to go on shore
and the officers of
jiVur, but much like for the benefit of the air
this ?s a small beach both shif)s reciprocally met in compliment
Iv landed: behind it ip toeach other ; fwst dangers were forgotten,

Option,
nve.s,

;

;

.

o
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Jtumon

sai-

lors witli as muoli mirth and nnconceni, as
Portsnionlli harbour.
ir" safely nioore<i in
we sailed, and took
'29th,
tlie
Sunday
On
whirh
Cant. ClerUe
Island,
this
of
leave
f«Mind by observation to lie in latitude, 40 deg:.
^thnin. 8. andin 78 dei>-. 10 min. E. loni^nWe now pursued our course for Van
linle.

l)ienien's land,

and havinpr no discoveries

in

view, took every advantage of the weather to
carry

«ail.

and several sorts of moss. Nor was
there the appearance of a tree' or shrub in the
whole country.
Among the animals, the most considerable
were seals, which were distinguished by the
name of sea-bears being the sort that are
called the ursine seal. They come on shore
to repose and breed.
At that time they were
slieddiiig their hair, and so remarkably tame,
that there was no difficulty in killing them.
No other quadruped was seen but a great
number of oceanic birds, as ducks, shags, petrels, &c.
The ducks were somewhat like a
widgeon, both in size and figure a considerable number of them were killed and eaten
they were excellent food, and had not the
least iishy taste.
The Cape petrel, the small
blue one, and the small black one, or Mother
Carey'scliicken, were not in plenty here, but
another sort, which is the largest ofthe petrels
and called by seamen. Mother Carey's goose,
is found in abundance.
Tiiis petrel is as large
as an albatross, and is carnivorous, feeding on
the dead carcasses of seals, birds, &C. The
greatest number of birds here are penguins,
which consists of three sorts. The head of
the largest is black, the npperpart ofthe body
of a leaden grey, the under part white, and the
lichen,

;

;

IMr. Anderson, who, diirinc*- the short time
we lay in Christmas Harbour, lost no time
nor opportunity for examininpr the country,
in every direction, has favoured us with t!ie
following observations. Ni) place (says he)
Intherto discovered, in either hemisphere,
attbrds so scanty afield for the naturalist as
Some verdure, indeed,
this barren spot.
appeared, when at a small distance froni the
shore, which mi'.;ht raise the expectation of

meeting with a little herbage hut all tliis
lively appearance was occasioned by one
small plant, resembling saxifrage, which
;

ui>on the hills in large spreading tufts, or
a kind of rotten turf, which, if dried might
serve tor fuel, and was the only thing seen
here that could possibly be applied to that
purpose. Another plant, which grew to
near the height of two feet, was pretty plentifully scattered about the boggy declivities
appearance of a small cabbage
it had the
when it has shot into seeds. It had the
watery acrid taste of the antiscorbutic plants,
though it nraterially ditfered from the whole
When ea'ten raw, it was not unlike
tribe.
ZeaUnd -scurvy-grass bat, when
New
the
At this
boiled, it acquired a rank flavour.
time, none of its seeds were ripe enough to be

grew

;

;

brought home, and introduced into our EngNear the brooks and boggy
lish gardens.
places were found two other small plants,
which were eaten as sal lad the one like
garden cresses, very hot and the other very
the latter is a curiosity, having not
mild
only male and female, but also androgynous
plants.
Some coarse grass grew pretty plentifully in a few small spots near the harbour,
whi€h was cut down for our cattle. In short
the whole catalogue of plants did not exceed
eighteen, including a beautiful species of
3
:

;

:

ill

:

:

two broad stripes of fine yellow
feet black
descend from the head to the breast the bill
is of a reddish colour, and longer than in the
other sorts. The second sort is about half
the size ofthe former.
It is of a dark grey
on the upper part of tl e body, and has a
white SfWt on the ujjper part of the head.
:

;

I'he bili and feet are yellowisli.
In the
third sort, the upper part of the body and
throat are black, the rest white, except th-e
top of the head, which is ornamented with
a fine yellow arch, which it can erect as two
crests.
The shags here are of two sorts;
the lesser corvorant, or water-crow, and another with a blackish back and a white belly.
The sea-s'.vallow, the tern, the common seagull, and the Port Egmont hen, were ai"lso
found iiere. Also large flocks of a singular
kind of white bird flew about, having the
base ofthe bill covered with a horny crust.
It had a black bill and white feet, w^*s
somewliat larger than a pigeon, ancl the
flesh tasted like that of a duck.
hauled

We
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the seine once, when we found a frw fish
about the size of a small haddock
The on ly
shell-fish we saw were a few limpets aiid
muscles.
Many of the hills, notwithstanding they
were of a moderate height, were at that
time covered with snow, though answering
It is reasonable to imagine
to our June.
that rain must be very frequent here, as well
from the marks of large torrents having
rushed down, as from the appearance of the
country which even tMi the hills, was a continued bog or swamp. The rocks consist
principally of a dark \>\ue and very hard
stone, intermixed with particles of glimmer.
Some considerable rocks were also foruied
here from a brownish brittle stone. These
are the remarks of the ingenious Mr. Anderson, Capt. Cook's surgeon.
Having saile<l out of Christmas Harbour,
we steered S. E. along the coast with a fine
breeze and clear weuflier. This was unex.

pected, as, for some tiu»e past, fogs had prevailed more or less every day. Though we
kept the line constantly going, we seldom
.struck ground with a line of sixty fathoms.
At eight o'clock, A. M. we were off a pro-

montory, which was named Cape CumberIt lies aleauue and a half from the
land.
south point of Christmas Harbour; between
them is a tfood bay. Off Cape Cumberland
is a small Island, on the summit of which is
a rock resembling a sentry box, which name
was given to the Island on that account.
Some small Islands and rocks, with broken
groiMul around them, lie two miles farther
between which and sentryto the eastward
box Island we sailed, the breadth of the
channel being full a mile. We found no
bottom with forty fathoms line. When
through tliis channel, we saw, on the south
side of Cape Cumberland, a bay, running in
It is formed
three leagues to the westward.
by
a promonand
north,
to
the
Cape
by this
was
named
Point
which
south,
the
to
tory
Pringie, as a complement from ourCaptain to
Sir John Pringie, President of the Royal Society. The bottom of this bay we called Cumberland Bay. The coast, to the southward
of Point l^ringle, forms a fifth bay, which we
called Wbite Btiy,, wherein are .several lesser
;

bays or coves, which seemed to be "sheltered
from all winds. Off the south point, several
rocks raise their heads above water, and
probably there are many others that do not.
Thus far our course was in a direction paral.
lei to the coast, and not
more than two
miles from it and the country had the same
sterile and naked aspect as in the neighbourhood of Christmas Harbour. The land
which first opened oft' Cape Francois, in the
direction of south 53 deti;. E. we had kept
in our larboard-bow, thinking it was an Ishiud, ,vith a passage between lliot and the
main but we found it to be a peninsula,
joinedtothe rest of the coast bya lowisthmus!
The bay, formed by this peuiusula, we called
Repulse Ray; and the northern point of the
;

;

peninsula was named Howe's Foreland, in
honour of Lord Howe. Drawing near it we
observed ."^ome rocks and breakers, not far
from the N. W. part, and two Islands to the
eastward of it, which, at first, appeared as
one. We steered between tjjem and the
Foreland, and by noon, weie in the middle
ofthechannel. The land of this Foreland
or peninsula is of a tolerable height, and of
a hilly and rocky substance. The coast is
low almost covered with sea-birds
and
we perceived some seals upon the beaches.
Having cleared the rocks and Islands
before mentioned, we saw the whole sea
before us to be checquered with large beds
of rock weed, which was fast to the bottom.
There is often found a great depth of water
upon such .shoals, and rocks have, as often,
;

;

raised their heads almost to the surface of the
It is always dangerous to sail over
them, especially when there is no surge o*
the sea to discover the danger. We endeavoured to avoid the rocks, by steering through
the winding channels by which they were

water.

separated. Though the lead was continually
going, we never struck ground with a line
of sixty fathoms; this increased the danger,
as we could not anchor, however urgent the
necessity might be. At length we discovered a lurking rock, in the middle of one of the
beds of weed.s, and even with the surface of
the sea. This was sufliciently alarming to
make us take every precaution to avoid danger.
were now about eight miles to the

We

AND ROUND THE WOULD.
!»outI»waril of Howe's Foreland, across the
luoiiUi of a larse bay ; in which were several
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were scattered along the coast, and there
appeared no better channel to get out of
ttie harbour, than that by which they had
While Capt, Cook and Mr.
entered it.
Bailey were making these observations, Mr.
Gore encompassed the hill, and joined them
at a place where the boat was attending for
them. There was nothing to obstruct their

rocks, low Islands and beds of sea-weed;
bnt there appeared to be windin<* channels
between them. VVe were so much embarrassed with these shoah., that we hauled olF
to the eastward, in hopes of extricatini;' ourbut this phinged
selves from our ditiicnlties
walk, except some crag-gy precipices ; the
found
it absolutely
and
we
i^reater,
into
us
necessary to secure the ships, if possible, country being, if possible, more barren, and
before night, especially as the weather was desolate, than tiiat ;>bout Christnias Harhazy, and a fo^- was apprehended. Observ- bour: and was there the bast fertility in
ini? some inlets to the S. W. Capt. Clerke any part of this Island, we might rea onawas ordered, (the Discovery drawini? less bly expect to have found it in this, which
water than the Resolution) to lend in for is completely sheltered from the predomiBi;t we
the shore, which was immediately attem|)t- naliiig bleak southerly winds.
In standins;- in we could not avoid could find neither food nor covering for cated.
and if any had l)een left,
runnini> over the edi^es of some of the shoals, tle of any sort
on which was found from ten to twenty fa- they must inevitably have perished. In the
bnt the moment we were little l>ay where the boat lay, called by
thoms water
clear of them, we had no ground at the Capt. Cook Penguin Cove, (from the inexdepth of tifty fathoms. Having- weathered pressible number of those birds appearing"
a spit that runs out from an Island on our there) is a fine fresh river, which we could
Some large
lee, Capt. Clerke made thesig-nal for having- approach without diiiiculty.
discovered an harbour, in which we anchor- seals, shags, and a itw ducks were seen,
ed in fifteen fathoms water, about five and Mr. Bailey had a glance of a very
o'clock in the evening*, near a mile from the small land bird, but it flew among (he rocks,
shore. The N. point of the harbour bore and we lost it. At nine <»'clock we got on
N. by iE. half E. one mile distant, and the board, and Mr. Bligh returned soon after.
small Islands in the entrance, within which He reported, that he iiad been four miles
to S. E. up the harbour; that its direction was W.
we anchored, extended from
No sooner were the ships secured, than it S. W. that its breadth near the ships did.
began to blow so very strong", that we found not exceed a mile that the soundings W( re
The from thirty-seven to ten fathoms and that
it necessary to strike top-gallant yards.
weather, however continued fair, and it pre- having landed on both shores, he found the
sently became clear, the wind having- dis- soil rocky, without a tree or shrub, or hardly
any appearance of verdure.
persed the fogf that had .settled on the hills.
Monday the 30th, both wind and weather
As soon as we had anchored, Capt. Cook
ordered two boats to be hoisted out in one favouring us, we weiirhed anchor, set sail,
;

;

;

E

;

;

;

of which he dispatched Mr. Bliiih, the mas- and put out to sea. To the harbour we had.
ter, to survey the upper part of the harbour, left, the name was given of Port Palliser, in
and look out for wood. He also desired honour of Admiral Sir Hugh Palliser. It
Capt. Clerke to send his master to sound lies in the latitude of 49 de^^. 3 niin. S. longithe channel, S. of the small Isles, and went tude, 69 deg. 37 min. E. distant five leagues
liimself in his own boat, accompanied by from Howe's Foreland
and in the direction
Mr. Gore, our first lieutenant, and Mr. ofS. 25 deg. E. When standing out, we
Bailey, and landed on the N. point to see discovered a round hill, like a sugar loaf, in
what discovery could be made from thence. the direction of S. 72 deg. E. distant about
From an hill over the point, they had a view nine leagues having the appearance of an
of the sea coast, as far as Howe's Foreland. Island, but we afterwards found it was upon
Several small Islands, rocks, and breakers, the main land. In getting out to sea, in
;

;

o

VOVAGK TOWARDS THE NORTH POLE,
we steered through the winding steered for it, with an intention to ancnor
ciiaimeis amosii? the shoals, though we some- there; but being disappointed in our views,
times ventured to run over them, on which we pushed forward, in order to see as much
we never found less than eigliteen fathoms as possible of the coast before night. From
vvater nor would they have been discovered, Cape Digby it trends nearly S. W. by S. t»
had it not been for the sea weed growing alow point, which we named Point Charupon theiu.
Having got three or four lotte, in honour of the Queen. In the di^
leagues from the coast, we found a clear sea, rection ofS. S. W. about six leagues from
and steered E. till nine o'clock A. M. at Cape Digby is a pretty high projecting
which time the sugar-loaf hill, above men- point, which we called the Prince of Wales^
and six leagues beyond that, in
tioi»ed, which we named Mount Campbell, Foreland
bore S. E. and a small Island, to the north- latitude 49 'Ae^. 54 min. S. longitude 70
ward of it, S. S. E. distant four leagues. Ae^. 13 min. E. is the most southerly point
now steered more southerly, in order to of the whole coast, to which, in honour of
At noon we observed his present Majesty, we gave the name of
get in with the land.
J>etween Point Charlotte,
in latitude 49 deg. 8 min. S. longitude from Cape George.
Cape Francois eighty miles E. Mount Camp- and the Foreland we discovered a deep
inlet, which was named Royal Sound, into
bell bore S. 47 deg. W. distant four leagues
and a low |)oint S. E. at the distance of about which, on the S. W. side of the Prince ol
were now lutle more than AV^ales' Foreland, we saw another inlet;
twenty miles.
two leagues from the shore. This part of and it then ap|)eared, tiiat the Foreland
the coast seems to be what the French saw was the E. point of a large Island lying in
on the 4th of January 1774. The land, in the mouth of it. Tliere are several .small
general, is level. The mountains end about Islands in this inlet ; and one about a league
five leagues from the low point, leaving a to the .soutiiward of the above mentioned
great extent of low land, whereon Mount Foreland. On the S. W. side of the Royal
Campbell is situated. ^J'hese mountains Soimd, all the land to Cape George consists
seemed to be comj)Osed of naked rocks, of elevated hills, gradually rising from the
whose summits are covered with snow and .sea to a considerable height, having their
When f^ummits capt wilh snow, antl appearing as
in the valley sterility only is visible.
alti- barren, as those we had hitherto seen.
meridian
our
taking
finished
Neiwe had
tudes, we discovered more land opening olF ther inland, nor on the coast, could we disthe low point just mentioned, in the direc- cern the smallest vestige of a tree or shrub:
tion of S. S. E. and eight miles beyond it. but some of the low land about Cape Digby,
It proved to be the eaiitern extremity of this though for the most part desolate, .seemed
p:e!.ejul,

;

:

We

;

We

:

land, and
in latitude

34 min.

we named

it

49 deg. 23
E.

Cape Oigby.

It lies

to

be clothed with a

green

turf

On

the

and in 70 deg. .sandy beaches penguins and other sea fowls
Between Howe's were numerous and shags kept continually

miii. S.

longitude.

;

Foreland and Cape Digby, the shore forms flying about the ships. In order to get the
one great bay, extending several leagjies to length of Cape George, we continued stretchthe S, W. A prodigious quantity of sea- ing to the S. under all the sail we could
weed grows over it, which .seemed to be such carry, till between seven and eight o'clock,
as Mr. Banks distinguished by the name of when seeing no probability of accompli.shfucus giganteus. Though the stem of this ing our design, we took advantage of the
weed is not much thicker than a man's wind, which had .shifted to W. S. W. (the
thumb, some of it grows to the amazing direction, in which we wanted to go) and
length of sixty fathoms. Having run two stood away from The coast. Cape George
leagues'upon a S. E. half E. course, at one now boreS. ^3 deg W. distant .«<eveu leagues.
o'clock. P. M. we sounded, and had eighteen We .saw no laud to the IS. of it, except a
fathoms water, with a bottom of fine sand. small Island that lies ofl' the pitch of the
Observing a.small_bending in the coast, we Cape and a S, W. swell, which we met
;

AND ROUND
Cape

TIIE

WORLD.
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abilities.
It must he confessed INT. de Kerguopinion, that elen was peculiarly unfortunate, in having
there was no more in tliat quarter. But to done so little to complere what he had begun.
have, He discovered, it is true, a new land
but,
use Capt. Cook's own wortis, "
says he still a stronijer proof, that no nart in two expeibtions to it, he could not once
of this land can extend much, if at all, to bring his ship to an anchor upon any part
the southward of Cape Georj»e and that is, of its coasts: we cannot but conclude, thereCapt. Furneaux's track in February 1773, fore, that our brave commander had either
atter his separation from me durini? my late fewerditficulties to struggle with, or was more
in
suriiiouuting them.
lyins? before successful
ll:'^ loji-book is now
The
voyaije.
and I lind from it, that he crossed the FVench discoverers imagined Cape Francois
ine
meridian of this lami only about seventeen to be the projecting point of a southern
continent.
Tiie Ei.glish have discovered
leagues to lie southward of Cape fieoriie
a distance at which it may very W( II be seen that no such cftiitiueiit exists, and that the
in clear weather. Tliis seems to have been land in question is an Islnnd of small extent
the case when Capt. Furneaux parsed it. V. hich, from its sterility iwight probably be
For his lou-book makes no mention <»f foi^s called the Island of desolation but Capt
or hazy weather; on the contrary, it ex- Ci^ok was unwilling to rob Monsieur de
pressly tells us, that, when in this sil nation, Kerguelen of the honour of its bearing his

wTjon

we brought

the

direction, conlirinetl us in

to hear in this

tlie

We

;

;

;

l

;

they had it in their power to make observations, both tor latitude and lonsitude, on
board his shi[> so that, if this land extends
farther S. than Cape George, it would have
been scarcely possible that he sln^uld have
passed without seeing it. F^roin these circumstances we are able to determine, within
a very few miles, the quantity of latitude
that this land occupies, which does not
much exceed one degree and a quarter. As
to its extent from E. to W. that still remains undecided. We only know, that rfo
part of it can reach so far to the W. as the
meridian of Go deg. because in 1773 I searched for it in vain." But we think it necessary
to remark here, that if the F>ench observations, as marked upon Capt. Cook's chart,
;

and

still

more authentically upon that pub-

may be dedoth not reach so far
to the W. as the meridian of 68 deg. Cape
Louis, which is represented as its most westerly point, being laid down by them to the
E. of that meridian.
Thus an idea of a southern continent
adopted by M. de Kerguelen, vanished belished by their

pended upon,

own

discoveries,

this land

name.
his

AVhich

is

more than can be

own countrymen

;

for

even

said ot

M. de Pages

never once mentions the name of his commander. And, though he takes occasion to
enumerate *he several French explorers of
thesoulhern hemisjjhere, from Gonneville
down to Crozet, he affects to preserve an entire silence about Kerguelen, whose first
voyage, in which the discovery of this considerable tract of land was made, is kept
as much out of sight as if it had never taken
place.
Nay, not satisfied with refusing to
acknowledge the right of another, he almost
it to hinjself.
For upon a map of
the world, annexed to his book, at the spot
where the new land is delineated, he tells us,
that it was seen by M. de Pages, in 1774.
He could scarcely have expressed himself in
stronger terms, if he had meant to convey an
idea, that he was the conductor of the discovery.
And yet we know, that he was only
a lieutenant, on board one of the ships commanded by Kerguelen and that the discovery had been made in a former voyage,
undertaken while he was actually engaged
ii> his singular journey round the world.
now took leave of Kergueleu's land

assumes

;

We

fore the accurate researches of Capt Cook.
himself, in consequence of and Capt Cook, pursuant to his instructions,
This appears intended to proceed next to
these, thinks very differently.
Zealand,
from an explicit declaration of his sentiments, to take in wood and water, and provide hay
their number by this time,
in his late pubhcation, which does equal for the cattle
honour to his candour and to Capt Cook's having been considerably diiuimshed for
;

Even Kerguelen

New

•>

;

7
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while exploring Kergnelen's desolate land,
We, lost by death two young" bulls, one of the
heifers, two rams, and several of the goats.
On Tuesday, the 31st in the morning, by
observations of the sun and moon, we found
our longitude to be 72 deg. 33 min.36sec. E.
and by these observations we were assured
no material errors occasioned by our timekeeper, had crept into our reckoning.
Oil Wedi»esday the 1st of January, 1777,
we were in latitude 48 deg. 47 min. S. longitude 7G deg. bi) min. E. when we observed
quantities of sea weed passing to leeward,
in a direction contrary to that we had seen
in approacliiug the last mentioned Islands,
which gave reason to suppose, there were
other lands at no great distance, and affords
some ground for believing, that M. de Kerguelen mii>ht have seen other lands in this

On

the 3rd, in latitude 48 deg.
latitude.
16 mill. S- longitude 85 deg. E. we had the
weather tolerably clear, with fresh gales

from the

W. and

W.

S.

now

the wind
continued in that

biit

POLE,

away our fore-top-mast, and
main-top-gailant-mast, which took us up
the whole day to clear the wreck, and to fit
another top-mast. Not having a spare maintop-gallant-mast on board, the fore-topgallant-must 'was converted into one for immediate use. On the 20th, the weatlnr
brightened \\p, the wind continued westerly,
and we had a brisk but moderate gale in
the afternoon, when we set all the "sail V;e
could, unreefed our top-sails, and run at the
rateof seven and eiglit miles an hour by the'
log, both ships in company.
On the 22nd
Mr. King went on board the Discovery to
compare the time-pieces. At this time our
company were in perfect health, those of
the crew only excepted, who had been hurt
at the Cape, and even they were fit to do
duty. The damages we had received during
the blowing weatlier were not considerable
*
as might have been expected.
On Fi iday the 24th, at three o'clock, A.
we disdovered the coast of Van Diemen's
land, bearing N. W. half W. The Mewstone
so named by Capt. Furneaux, in 1773 bore
N. E. by E. distant three leagues. \Ve made
tlie signal for seeing land, which was answered by the Discovery. Several Islands and
high rocks are strewed alonjj: this part of the
coast, the southermost of winch is Mewstone,'
a round elevated rock, five or six leagues
distant from the S. W. Cape, in the direction
of S. 55 deg. E. Our latitude, at noon, 4^
deg. 47 mir). S- longitude 147 deg. E. in
which situation a round topped hill bore N.
17 deg. W. the S. W. Cape N. 74 deg. W.
the Mewstone W. half N. Swilly Isle or Rock
S. 49 deg. and the S. E. or S. Cape, N. 40
deg. E. distant near three leagues. The
land between the S. W. and the S. Capes is
broken and hilly, the coast winding, with
points shooting out from it
but we were at
too great a distance, to be able to judge

squall carried

M

veered to the N. and
quarter eight days, during which, though
there was at the same time a thick fog, we
run upwards of three hundred leagues,
the sun, indeed, somechiefly in the dark
times made its appearance, but very rarely,
and but for a very short time. On the 7th,
a boat was dispatched with orders to Capt.
Clerke, fixing our rendezvous at Adventure
Bay in Van Diemen's land, should the two
ships happen to separate before they arrived
however, we had the good fortune
there
not to lose company with each other. On
Sunday the 12th, the northerly winds were
succeeded by a calm, which was soon followed by a southerly wind. Our latitude
was now 48 do^. 40 min. S. longitude 1 10
deg. 26 min E. Tlie wind blew from the
S. for twenty-four hours, and then veering
to the W. and N. Wy. brought on clear and
continued our course whether the bays formed by these points
fair weatiier.
eastward, and on Tuesday th<^ 14th, a hur- were sheltered from the sea winds. The
ricane arose, accompanied with so thick a bay which appeared to be the largest and'
fog, that the ships were eVjPry moment in dee|)est lies to the westward of the elevatec^t
peaked hill above mentioned. On the 25th
danger of falling tool one of the other.
kept the fog bell constantly ringing, and at six o'clock A. M. we sounded and found
guns firing, wwich were answered by the Dis- ground at sixtv fatlioms, sand and shellyn'
The South Cape then bore N-. 76
covery. On Sunday the IDtlj, a sudden bottom
:

;

;

We

We

8
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ilep:.

W.

two leasnes distunt

:

Tasman's

liead

N. K. aiul SvMlly Hock 8. by W. halt' W.
To a rock, on recount of it. striking resenjhlance to EifJ> stone li^ht-lionse, C\i|)t.
C'ook jiave tlie name of the Etidystone tiiis,
>\hich had nitt heen noticed by Capt. Fnriieaux, lies al)out a league to the eastward
of Svviily KocU. Nature seems to have left
ihese two rocks here, for the same purpose
that the ii^ht-honse was erected l)y man,
namely, to remind navigators ofthedanfor they may be
f^ers that surround them
seen, even in the night, at a considerable
their surface being wiiite wi(h the
distance
dung of sea fowls. They ure the sunuuits
of a led:?e of rocks under water, whereon
the sea breaks, in many places, very hiiih.
On the N. E. side of Storm Bay, which lies
between the South Cape and Tasman's
Head, are some creeks, pretty well sheilered and if this coast was carefully examin;

;

;

;

ed,

some good harbours would

jno'^t

piol)a-

bly be found. Soon after we had sight of
land the westerly winds left us, and were
succeeded by light airs, and alternate calms

but
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what was remarkable, vi'e found many of
them burnt near the ground, ;ind n«tt a few
lying

a horizontal p(;sitioii, which, being
scorched, had been throve n cfown by
the violence of the wind. The Caf)tuins
Co(4v and Clerke went, in separate l)()ats, in
search of convenient spots for wooding an<i
watering, and making hay.
They found
plenty of wood and water, but very little
ill

much

grass.

3Ionday the 27th, lieutenant King was
dispatched to the E. side of the bay, with
two parties, under the protection of some
ujarines: one to cut wood, and the other to
cut grass. For although, as yet, none of
the natives had appeared, there could be no
doubt that some were in the neighbourhood,
as we had perceived columns of smoke, from
the titne ot our approaching the coast and
some now were observed, at no great distance
up in the woods. The launch was likewise
sent for water and in the evening having
drawn the seine, we catight, at one haul, a
great (piantity of fish
most of which were
of that sort, known to seamen by the name
of the elephant fish. The Captain this day
visited all the parties that had been sent
ashore; and thenextthe 28th, accompanied
by several gentlemen, and guarded by a party of marines, he made a second excursion
;

;

;

noon, a breeze sprung
afforded Capt. Cook an
opportunity of executing his design of carrying the sliips into Adventure Bay, where
we expected to procure a fresh supply of into the country, in order to make discoveries,
wood and grass of both which articles we and to procure, if possible, an interview
should have been in great want, had we with some of the inhabitants. 'J'hey penewaited till our arrival in New Zealand. trated some miles through paths that seemed
therefore stood for the bay, wherein we to have been frequented, before they could
came to an anchor, at four o'clock, P. M. get sight of any human being, till, at length,
in twelve fathoms water, not quite a mile passing by the edge of an almost impenetrafrom the shore. No sooner were the ships ble thicket, they heard a rustling, which, at
properly secured, than the pinnace was first, they mistook for the rousing of a wild
ordered to be launched, the boats to be beast but searching closely, tJiey found a
manned, and all hands set to work to over- girl quite naked and alone. At first she
but being kindly
haul the rigging, and get every thing in seemed much terrified
readiness to continue our course. The offi- treated, and her apprehensions of death recers, astronomers, and gentlemen, on board moved, she became docile, and ready to
both ships, eagerly embraced the opportu- answer every thing we could render intellinity of going ashore to take a view of the gible to her understanding.
questioned
country, with which all on board were her concerning her residence, which we did
highly pleased. The first thing that attract- by pointing to every beaten path, walking a
ed our notice were the trees, that by their little way in it, and then retnrningand taking
magnitude and loftiness exceeded every another, making motions to her, at the snuie
thing we had ever seen of the kind: but time, to lead us along, and we would follow

Sunday the 26th
up at S. E. wliich

at

;

We

;

;

We
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To make her

the mark. Omiah, to shew the great snpeof our weapons, immediately fired"
his musket at it, the report of which soalarmed them that they took flight, and
vanished in an instant. On our return we
found they had been at the place at which
the crew of the Discovery were watering ;
and an officer of that party firing also" a
musket in the air, they ran into the wuo<ls

perfectly easy, one of our
pulled off his handkerchief, and
put it about her neck by way of ornament,
and another covered her head with his cap,
and then she was dismissed. She ran amongthe bushes, and, in less than an hour, eight
men and a boy made their appearance.
They approached us without betraying any
marks of fear, or rather with the greatest
none of them havconfidence imaginable
ing any weapons, except one, who held in
his hand a stick about two feet long, and
pointed at one end. They were quite naked,
and wore no ornaments, unless we consider
as such, some large punctures in different
parts of their bodies, some in straight, and
others in curved lines. The men were of
the middle stature, but rafher slender.
Their skin and hair were black and the
latter as woolly as that of any natives of
but they were not distinguished
Guinea
by remarkable thick lips, nor fiat noses.
On the contrary, their features were far
from being disagreeable. They had pretty
i^ood eyes
ancl their teeth were tolerable
even, bat very dirty. Most of them had
their hair and beards smeared with a red
ointment, and some had also their faces
painted with the same composition. These

her.

'

company

•

riority

uncommon precipitation. Soon after'*
these had tied from us with uncommon''
speed, the girl we had first seen returned,'and with her came several women, some
with children on their backs, and some without children. The former wore a kangooroo^'
skin fastened over their shoulders, the only
use of which seemed to be, to support their
children on their backs for it left those parts
with

;

uncovered which modesty directs us to conTheir bodies were black, and marke^*^
with scars like those of the men; froii| >
whom, however, they differed, in having
their heads shaved; some of them being
completely shorn, others only on one side,
while the rest of them had the upper part
of their heads shaved, leaving a very narroVi^*^^
circle of hair all round.
They were far
from being handsome; however, some of
our gentlemen paid their addresses to them,
were all kindly treated by our company; but without effect
These were also kindly
bat they received every present we made received, and conducted to the place where
fhem, without any apparent satisfaction. the wooders were at work, with whom it
When some bread was offered them, as was not long before they were acquainted.
Moon as they understood it was to be eaten, They were, however, miserable objects and"'
they either returned, or threw it away, with- Omiah, though led by natural impulse to
out tastins: it. Some elephant fish, both an inordinate desire for women, was so disbut gusted with them, that he fired his piece off
riiw, and dressed, they likewise refused
gave
these
them,
they did to frighten them from l)is sight, which foj
some birds, we
that time had the desired effect. That the
made
us
easily
comprehend
and
not return,
Two gallantry of some of our people was not
ttiat they were fond of such food.
pigs having been brought on shore, to be very agreeable to the men, is certain for
left in the woods, they seized them by the an elderly man as soon as he observed it, ears, and seemed inclined to carry them off, ordered the women and childi-en to retire; i*
with an intention, as we supposed of killing, which they all did, but some with a little
When the several parties ofl
them. Capt. Cook, wishing to know the use reluctance.
of the stick which one of our visitors held in our visitors had fled, and retired, Capt»<ij
his hand, made signs expressing his desire to Cook ordered the two jiigs, one male and »i
be gratified in this particular upon which the other female, to be carried about a niii^
one of them took aim at a piece of woo<J, within ihe woods, and he himself saw thein »
left there, takina: rare that none of the naof twenty yards
set up at the distance
biU,ah^r,S(^yeral essays he was still wide of tives should observe what was passing.
;

ceal.

;

*

•

;

.

;

;

i

;

i

•

;

I

;
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tVom which we concluded,

plso intent'led to have left a yoiiiifj hull ;hii1
cow, hesides some j^outs and sheep ; but
in
he soon itliuquished that desi!;n, heiuy; of
opinion the natives would destroy them ;
which he supi»osed would he the fate of the

that, though their
consteriintion had made them leave us rather
•abruptly the preceding day, they thought
we intended them no mischief, and were desirous of renewing the intercourse. Of this

should chance to find them out:
swine soon become wild, and are
fond of beinjr in the w oods, it is probable
that they were preserved. The other cattle
could not hiiVe remained long* concealed from
the naliv'.'sr, as they must have been put in
un opeti place.
Wednesday the 29th, we were prevented
from suilins? by a dead calm, which continued
the whole day. Parties were therefore sent
on shore to cut wood and grass, as usual
and Cap\'. Cook accompanied the wood-cutters himself.
At the same time our gentlemen, with Lieutenant King, and other officers
belonging to both ships, extended their ex-

were soon convinced
for we had not
been Ion": landed before twenty of them,
men and boys, joined us, without expressing
the least sign of fear or distrust
one of

Cigs, if
ut as

thej'

;

u'e

;

;

whom was

distinguished not only by his
deformity, but by the drollery of his gesticulations, and the seeming humour of his
sneeches, though we could only guess at
their general import, the language spoken
here bein^ wholly nniritelligible to us. Our

Commander thought this

to be different

from

that spoken by the inhabitants of the more
northern parts of this country, whom he met
with in his first voyage
which is not extraordinary, since those we now saw, and those
cursions still farther into the country, and we then visited, differ in several respects :
found it beautifully diversified with hills and particularly with regard to the texture of
The natives whom the Capfaiu
valleys, stately groves of trees, rivers, mea- their hair.
dows, and lawns of vast extent, with thickets met with at Endeavour River in 17-69, are
full of birds of the most beautiful plumage, said, by him, " to have naturally long and
and of various notes, whose melody was truly black hair, though it be universally cropped
Here were lagoons full of short. In general it is strait but sometimes
enchantin"-.
ducjis, teal, and other wild fowl, of which it has a slight curl.
saw none that was
while our natu- not matted and filthy. Their beards were
great mimbprs were shot
themselves with the of the same colour with the hair, and bushy
ralists were loading
spontaneous productions of the soil a soil and thick." At this time Capt. Cook was
^ve may venture to say, the richest and most unwilling to allow that the hair of the nafertile of any in the habitable globe, and the tives we now saw in Adventure Bay was
trees growing to an astonishing height and woolly, fancying that his people, who first
size, not less beautiful to the eye than grate- observed this, had been deceived, from its
It was now being clotted with grease and red ochre.
ful to the sense of smelling.
the time when nature pours forth her luxu- But Lieutenant King prevailed on him
riant exuberance to clothe this country with afterwards, to examine cg^refully the hair of
a rich variety but, what appeared strange the boys, which was generally, as well as
to every observer, the few natives we saw that of the women, free from this dirt ; and
were wholly insensible of those blessings, then the Captain owned himself satisfied,
and seemed to live like the beasts of the that it was naturally woolly. Perhaps this
fo-est in roving parties, without arts of any circumstance was the occasion of his being*
kind, sleeping in summer like doos, under deceived, when he was in Endeavour River,
the hollow sides of the trees, or in the wattle.l for he cays expressly, " they saw none that
huts made with the low branches of ever- was not matted and filthy." Some of our
green shrubs, stuck in the ground at small present visitors had a slip of kangooroo skin
distances from each other, and meeting toge- round their ancles and others v>'ore round
their necks three or four folds of small cord,
ther at the top.
made of the fur of some animal. They
observed
several
morning,
in
the
had,
the
seemed
not to value iron, but were apparently
along
shore,
sauntering
of the natives
;

;

We

;

;

;

;

We

;
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pole,

with whom was Mr. Anderson, Capt. Cook's
surgeon, had landed, tlie natives appeared
divested of their fears, and issued from the
thickets like herds of deer from a forest.
They were armed >yith lances about two feet
long, terminated with a shark's tooth or piece
of bone sharpened to a point, which they
threw to a gTeat distance, and these were
the whole of their armour. Some women
and children were introduced to Mr. King,
to whom he gave presents of such trifles as
he had about him. He also oflTered all of
them nails, knives, beads, and other toy.s,
to which they paid li.tle or no attention, but
were greedy after shreds of red cloth. Mr.
Anderson having, with his usual diligence,
spent the few days we continued in Adventure Bay, in examining the natural productions of the country and its inhabitants, we
by fire. In or near their huts, and wher- shall here insert the substance of his remarks
ever there was a heap of shells, there we and we doiibt not but that the observations
an indubita- of this ingenious gentleman, will, by the
1)erceived the remains of fire
part of our readers, always be
»le proof that they do not eat their food raw. curious
Nor do they see:ii such miserable wretches as thought worth att( nding to. There is, obthe natives whom Dampier mentions to have serves 3Ir. Anderson, a beautiful sandy
Yet we must here beach, about two miles long, at the bottom
seen on its western coast.
observe, that Dam pier's miserable wretches, of Adventure Bay, formed, to all appearon the western coast of New Holland, in ance, by the particles which the sea washes
many instances, bear a striking: resemblance from a white sand stone, that in many places
to those seen by Capt. Cook at Van Diemen's bounds the shore.
This beach, about two
land as (1st.) Their soon becoming familiar miles lopg, is vyell adapted for hauling the
seine.
Behind it is a plain, with a brackwith strangers. (2nd ) As to their persons
stature
skin
of
thin
their
ish lake, out of which we caught, by angand
being straight
thick and black, their hair black, .short, and ling, some whitish bream, and small trout.
The parts adjoining the bay are mostly
curled, like those of the negroes of Guinea
and both these and the flat are
w ith wide mouths, (3dly.) As to their mean hilly
having no houses, no garments, adorned with one continued forest of tall
condition
no canoes, no instruments to catch large fish trees, rendered almost impassable to stranfeeding on broiled muscles, cockles, and gers, by breaks of fern, shrubs, and fallen
trees: but on the sides of some of the hills,
periwinkles; having no fruits of the earth
their weapons a straight pole, sharpened and where the trees are thin, the only interruphardened at the end, &c. But the chief pecu- tion is a coarse grass. Northward of the
liarities of Dam pier's New Hollanders, on bay is low land, stretching farther than tlie
account of which they are improperly called eye can reach, covered only with wood in
miserable wretches, are, (1st.) Their eye-lids certain spots but an opportunity was not
being always half closed, to keep the flies aftbrded us of examining in what peculiariThe
out, which were* exceedingly troublesome ties it diflTered from the hilly country.
there; and ('^ndly.) Their wanting the soil on the flat land, and on the lower part
two fore-teeth of the upper jaw, and having of the hills is sandy, or consists of a yellowish earth, and in some parts of a reddish clay
no beards.
When the party with lieutenant King, but farther up the hills, it is of a grey tough
4

pleased with t!ie medals and string's of beads
that were jjiven them. They did not seem
even to know the use of tish-hooks, though
they were
it is more than probable, that
acquainted with some method of catchins:
fish, which would naturally be adopted ^)y
those who inhabit a sea-coast, and who derive no part of their sustenance from the
productions of the ground. They rejected
the sort of fish we offered them, yet it was
evident, that shell-fish, at least, made a
part of their food, from the heaps of muscleshells we saw near the shore, and about the
usual places of their resort. Their wigwams,
or habitations, were small hovels or sheds,
built of sticks, an<l covered with the bark
of a tree.
had ccood reason to suppose,
that they sometimes took up their residence
in the trunks of large trees, hollowed out

We

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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to I)e very poor.
Re- or rusty cast, and wlntisli below. About
water drains down from the third of the tail, towards its tip, is white,
last small brooks, and bare underneath
by which it probably
llieii* sides, t'ormiiiij: at
us
with
water yet, upon hangs on tho branches of trees, as it climbs
supply
fnthcient to
Ihe whole, this country hears many marks these, and lives on berries. The kangooroo,
and, setting aside its wood, found further northward in New Holland,
of l)ein,u: dry
may also be supposed to inhabit here, as
niisyiil l>e compared to Africa, alxuit the
Cape of Guod Hope, (thouj^h that lies ten some of the natives had pieces of the skin
From the dung we saw
dejjrees farther northward) rather than to of that animal.
New Zealand, on its other side, in the same almost every where, and from the narrow
lalitiide, where every valley, however small, tracks perceived among the shrubbery, it
is furnished with a considerable stream of should seem also, that they are in considerable numbers. The principal sorts of birds
VVe foand the heat here excessive
water.
insomnch, that birds were seldom killed an are brown hawks or eagles, crows, large
iiour or two. before they were almost cover- pigeons, ycllowisli i).uoquets, and a species
ed with maifcrots. No mineral bodies, nor which we called motacilla-cyanea, from the
stones of any other kind than the white beautifjil azure colour of its neck an<] head.
sand stone, were observed by us nor could On the shore were several gulls, black oysterwe tiiul any vegetables that afforded the catchers, or sea-pies, and plovers of a stone
The forest colour. These birds are all so scarce and
smallest subsistence for men.
generally sliy, that they must have been harrassed by
trees are all ot one kind, and
br.incliina: but little till towards the natives, who, perhaps, obtain much of
&traiu:ht
the top. The bark is white, which makes their subsistence froui them. About the
them appear at a distance, as if they like behind the beach, a few wild ducks
had been peeled. The leaves of this tree were seen, and some shag< used to perch
are long-, narrow, and pointed and it bears upon the high leafless trees near the shore.
clusters of white small flowers, whose cups We ob.served in the woods some blackish
were, at this time, plentifully scattered about snakes and we killed an unknown large
the ground, with another sort resembling lizard, fifteen inches long, and six round,
beautifully clouded with black and yellow.
tiiem somewhat in shape, but much larger
two
Thesea
that
there
are
anbrdsa much greater plenty, and
probable
it
which makes
species of this tree. The bark of the smaller at least, as great a variety as the land.
branches, fruit, and leaves, liave an agreea- Among a variety of fish we caught rays,
ble pungent taste, and aromatic smell, not nurses, leather jackets, bream, sole.s, flound-f
unlike pepperntint. The next tree observed ers, gurnarde, small spotted mullets, a little
was a small one, about ten feet high, branch- fish with a silver band on its side, and eleing pretty much, with narrow leaves, and a phant fishes, which last are the most numelarge, yellow, cylindrical tiower, consisting rous, and, though inferior to many others,
only of a vast number of filaments which, are very palatable food. The next in numbeing shed, leave a fruit like a pine-top. ber, and sui)erior in goodness, is a sort none
Jiotii these trees are uidinown in Europe. of us recollected to have seeu before.
It
Of plants, by no means numerous, we found partakes of the nature both of a round and
a species of gladiolus, rush, bell-flower, flat fish, having the eyes placed very near
samphire, wood-sorrel, milk-wort, c«id- each other, the fore part ot the body much
weed, Job's tears, mosses, and several kinds flattened or depressed, and the rest rounded.
but the species are either common, It is of a brownish sandy colour, with rusty
of fern
or, at least, found in some other countries, spots on the upper part, and whitish belaw.
particularly New Zealand. The only quad- From the quantity of slime it was alwaya
ruped we saw distinctly was a species of covered with, it seems to live after the manner of flat fish, at the bottom. On the rocks
opossum, about twice the size of a large rat
are
with
a
brown
plenty of muscles, and other small shell*
above,
tinged
of a dusky colour

casf,'

and nppeared

l^veiMi

tli«i

lulh, the

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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fish: also prrtat numbers of sea-stars, small
limpets, and large quantities of s|i(>np:e, one
sort of which, that is thrown on the sea shore,
but not very common, has a most delicate
texture, tjpon the beach were found many
and the stinkingpretty Medusa's-heads
'sea-hare, which, as mentioned by some
authors, has the property of taking off the
hair by the acrimony of its juice but the
sort we examined, was deficient in this resThe insects, though few, are here in
pect.
considerable variety ; such as grass-hoppers,
butterflies, and several sorts of moths, finely
variegated. Here are two sorts of dragonseveral sorts of
tiies, gad, and camel-flies
and some scorpions the last are
'spiders
;

;

;

;

;

the short time

mospain

almost intolerable, during

it lasts.

with whom we were conand cheerful, with
mild
seemed
versant,

Ihe inhabitants,

littleof that savage appearance, common to
people in their situation nor did they discover the least reserve, or jealousy, in their
intercourse with strangers. With respect
:

to personal activity or genius, they discovered little of either as to the last, they have,
to appearance, less than the half-animated
;natives of Terra del Fuego, who have not
invention sufticient to make clothing for
defending themselves from the rigour of their
climate, though furnished with materials.
They display, however, some contrivance,
in the manner of cutting their arms and
bodies in lines of different directions, raised
above the surface of the skin. Their indifference for our presents, their general inattention, and want of curiosity, were very reinark:

testified no acuteness of undercomplexion is a dull black,
Their
standing.
heighten, as we supsometimes
they
>vhich
for a mark
posed, by smutting their bodies
clean
substance,
any
on
behind
left
was
when they handled it. Their hair is perfectly woolly, and is clotted with grease
^nd red ochre, like that of the Hottentots.
Their noses, th ough not flat, are broad
and full, as is the case with most Indians
•^mj.th*! iQyyerpE^rJof the face projects con-

able,

size,

;

is usual among people of a black colour.
Their mouths are rather wide
but this
appearance may be heightened, by wearing
their beards long, and clotted with paint,
in the same manner as the hair on their
heads. Upon the whole, they arewell proportioned, though the belly is rather protuberant.
Their favourite attitude is to
stand with one side forward, and one hand
grasping, across the back, tlie opposite arm,
though vvhich, on this occasion, hangs down by the

But the most troublesome,
rare.
less numerous tribe of insects, are the
chettoes, and a large black ant, the
*of whose bite is

Their eyes are' of a moderate
and though not very quick or piercing,
they give the countenance a frank, cheerful,
and pleasing cast. Their teeth are broad,
but not equal, nor well set and either from
nature, or from dirt, not of so clear a white

siderably.

and

;

;

as

;

What the poets tell us
Satyrs dwelling in woods and
hollo\y trees, is here realized.
Near the
shore in the bay we saw some wretched con-^structions of sticks, covered with bark,
which like the wigwams of the Indians,
seemed to have been only temporary abodes.
Many of their largest trees were converted
into more durable habitations. The trunks
of these were hollowed out, to the heights
of six or seven feet, by means of fire. 7'h»t
they sometimes dwell in them, was evident,
from their having hearths in the middle
made of clay, round which four or five persons might sit. These places of shelter are
permanent for they leave one side of the
tree sound, so that it continues growing with
great luxuriance.
It does not appear that
these people are cannibals, or indeed, that
they feed upon flesh, as no appearance of
any such food could be traced among them.
Fish, fruit, and the natural productions of
the earth, were the only articles of food,
that we saw about their fire-places; but,
what was still more strange, there was neither canoe nor boat to be seen, though the
country abounds with such excellent trees.
One might be apt to think, that these natives are a sort of fugitives, who have been
driven to subsist here in a state of banishment but that they originate from the same
stock with those who inhabit the northern
parts of New Holland is highly i)'-obable
and though they differ in many respects*
sidle

of

that projects.

Fawns and

;

:

:
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New

Holland .seem all to be of the same excounted for, from the united considerations traction, there is nothing peculiar in any of
of distance of place, length of time, total se- them on the contrary, they much resemble
paration, and diversity of climate. These many of the savages whom we have seen in
There
will account for c:reater differences, both as the Islands of Tanna and Manicola.
to the persons, and as to the customs ot'differ- is even some reason for supposing, that they
nt people, than reailyexist between our Van may originally have come from the same
Diemen'sland natives, and those described by place with all the natives of the Pacific
Dampier,and in captain Cook's first voyage. Ocean for of about ten words we found
This is certain, that the figure of one of those means to get from them that which is used to
seen in Endeavour river, and represented in express cold, is very similar to that of New
a journal of that voyage, now before us) Zealand and Otaheite the first, or Vaii
very much resembles our visitors in Adven- I>temen's lanil, being mallareede, the .«fecond
the third
mar'reede.
ture Bay. That there is not the like resem- makka'reede, and
blance in their languagres, is a circumstance Upon a diligent en<piiry, and an accurate
for comparison drawn from the afiinity of Ian-*
that need not create any difficulty
though the agreement of lan??nai>es of people guages, concludes our curious observer, it
th^ir' dissmilarity

reasonably ac-

"

:

t

;

(

;

:

nmy

be will probably be found, tisat all the j)eoi)!e
living distant from
their
from New Hoi land, eastward to Easter Island,
argument
for
strong
a
assumed as
having sprung from cue common source, have been derived from the same common
disagreement of language i>^ l)y no means a root. The sentiments of our surgeon, on
proof of the contrary and we must have a this subject, are conformable to, and coinmore intimate acquaintance with the lan- cide with those of Mr. Marsden, in his hisguages spoken here, and in the more north- tory of iS'.imatra, who observes, " That one
ern part of New Ilojlanil, hefore we ran be general lint>u;\ge prevailed, (however mutiwarranted to pronounce that they are totally lated and changed in the course of time/
Nay, we have good grounds throughout all this portion of the world,
different.
for we found, from Madagascar to tjje most distant discofor the contrary opinion
of which the Malay is a
that the animal called kangooroo, at veries eastward
Endeavour river, was known under the same dialect, much corrupted or refined by a
name here and we need not observe, that mixture of tongues. This very extensive
similarity of language indicates a common
it is scarcely possible to suppose, that this
was not transmitted from one another, but origin of the inhabitants but the circumaccidentally adopted by two nations diffe- stances and progress of their separation are
ring in language and extraction. Besides, wrapped in the darkest veil of obscurity.
In the afternoon Capt Cook went again
as it seems very improbable, that the inhabitants of Van Diemen's land should ever on ashore, and found the grass cutters on
have lost the use of canoes or sailing vessels, Penguin Island, where they had met with a
crop of excellent grass.
if they had been originally conveyed hither plentiful
by sea, we must necessarily admit that they laboured hRfd till the evening, and then
as well as the kangooroo itself, have been having provided a sufficient qtjantity of what
stragglers by land from the more northern was most wanted, returned on board. In the
If there is any weight course of the day Capt. Cook presented many
parts of the country.
in. this remark of Mr. Anderson's, it will, of the natives with medals, inscribed wiHi
while it traces the origin of the people, at the names of the ships and the conimanders,
the same time, serve to fix another point, with the date of the year, and that of his
(ifGant Cook and Capt. Furneaux have Majesty's reign, in order to prepetnate the
not decided it already) namely, that New memory of this voyage, provided any future
Holland is no where totally divided from European adventurer, prompted by curiosity,
the sea into Islands; and Dampier, we find, shoidd think fit to revisit these remote parts
was of this opinion. As the inhabitants of of the southern hemisphere. During our

each oth^r,

;

;

;

;

;

We

7

>

'

;
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all hands were iiig the private purpose of the individual,
watering, over-hiinl- or enabhng him to gain the object of his
I believe it has been generally
ing the rijginj^, and getting- every thing in wishes.
and hav- fonn<l among uncivilized people, that where
readiness to continue our voyage
ing had either light airs from (lie E. or the women are easy of access, the men are
oalins, little or no time was probably lost by the first to offer them to strangers
and that
our staying here a few days. Our fishermen where this is not the case, neither the allurealso were nolesssuccessful in fishing, during ment of presents, nor the opportunity of
our stay, than our fowlers in shooting wile! privacy, vvi 1 be likely to have the desired
This observation, I am sure, will
insomach, tiiat nothing was wanting effect.
loul
hold good, throughout all the parts of the
to make our living here delicious.
This land was discovered in November South Sea where I have been.
then
1642, by Tasman, who gave it the name of should men act so absurd a part, as to risk
Van Diemen's land, Capt. Furneaux touch- their own safety, and that of all their comed at it in March 1773. It is the southern panions, in pursuit of a gratification which
point of New Holland, which is by far the they have no probability of obtaining ;" and,
largest Island in the known world, and which if obtained, we may add, is not only
might well be taken for, though it does not breaking a divine command, but contrary
deserve the name of a continent. The land to an indispensible obligation, of doing as
is diversified with hills and vallies, and is we wisji,in like circumstances, to be done
well wooded. Here is likewise plenty of unto.
On the 30th, having got plenty of wood
water. The best, or what is most convenient
for shipping, is a rivulet, which is one of and water on board, and whatever else tlie
several that fall into a small lake, or pond, country aflTorded, the signal was made for
and, a light westerly breeze
that lies behind the beach at the head of the unmooring
springing up, at eight o'clock A. M. we
bay. It there mixes with the sea water
so that it must be taken up above this pond, weighed anchor, and took our departure
which may be done without any great trou- from Adventure bay. By ten we had put to
The bay upon the whole may be con- sea, and both ships were under sail soon
ble.
sidered as a safe road for the only wind to after which, the wind became southerly and
which it is exposed is the N. E. and as this produced a perfect storm but veering in
blows from Maria's Islands, it can bring no the evening to the E. and N. E. its fury bevery great sea along with it. The bottom gan to abate. This gale was attended with
and the an almost intolerable heat, which, however,
clean, good holding ground
is
deptli of water from twelve to four fathoms. was of so short a continuance, that some of
The longitude of Adventure bay was deter- our company did not perceive it. In the
mined by a great number of lunar observa- night, betwee n the 6th and 7th of February,
tions, and was found to be 147 deg. 29 min. a marine belonging to the Discovery fell
E., Its latitude is 43 deg. 21 min. 20 sec. S. over-board, and was drowned, which was
shall conclude the history of this day, the second misfortune of the kind her crew
the 29th of January, with a remark of Capt. had experienced since her departure from
held on our direct course
Cook's, respecting the conduct of Europeans England.
for
New
Zealand
and on Monday, the lOth^
which
the
women,
their
to
amongst Savages
"
we
descried
Rock's
blameable
as
Point, which bore S. E.
highly
is
Captain thinks,
by
about
eight
S.
or
that
may
nine leagues distant
men,
their
in
jealousy
a
it creates
upon
which
we
steered
fatal
the
to
for Cape Farewell
consequences
with
be attended
and
Stephens's
to
the
Island.
and
enterprize,
common
the
of
success
whole body of adventurers, without advanc-

continuance on this coast,

employeJ

in uoodinpr,

;

;
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;

Why
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;

;
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CHAP.

III.

The Resolution avd Dtscovny^/taviii^ arrived at New Zeidand, attc/ior in their old station in Queen
Chnrlotles Sound ; Trons<tct ions l7ter<\ and intercourse nil U I he New Xealanders; Jnjormation
from the natives u tlh regard to the massacres oj the Adventure's boafs-crea- ; Two violent
An account oJ' Kahoora, uho headed the party that lulled our people; "Jhvo youths
cinhark on board the Ixcsolutitm to attend Omiah; J/istorical, critical, and nautical observations
The adjacent country of Queen Charlotte's iSound described; l^lie soil, plants, animals, ^c. A
drscripf ion of' the persons and customs of the inhabitattts : Their dress, ornaments, buildings, arts,
7'heir horrid cruelty to their enemies, when prisoners, whose bodies
C4ini>es, boats, weapons, S/c.
Extract Jrom a vocabulary oJ their language.
they mangle and eat
(rnini'd

storms;

•

.

the hin<l of New ZeaHAV'ING mn;1e
steered for Cape Farewell,
land,

wliicli,
l)(>re

we

on Tuesday the

S. l>y

W

.

1

tl),

I

at

day

distant about tour

lireak,

lea«;ues.

13th, we pitched two tents, one of each ship,
on the same spot where we had fornierly
We also set up tl»e observaerected them.
tories, in which Messrs. King and Bailey
immetliately commenced their astronomical
0})erations.
Two of our men were employee^
in brewing spruce beer
while others filled
the water casks, collected grass for the cattle, and cut wood.
Those who remained on
board were occupied in re|)airing the rigginir, and performing the necessary duties oi
the shii>s. A guard of marines was appointed for the protecton of the different parties
on shore, and a^ins were given to the workmen, to repeal all attacks from the natives,
if they had been inclined to molest us
but
this did not appear to be the case
for during

In rounding" the Cape we had tifty fathoms
At nine
over a sandy bottom.
f»'(*lork P. 31. we came up with St<'pheus's
I>ilriud, an<l l)y fen, the next morninif, being
the l*2fh, we ca«t auclior. atid took uuv stntiuM in Shii) Cove, Queen Charlotte's Sound.
In the afternoon we landed a nMml)er of
empty water casks, and cleareil a place for
likewise set u[)
two observatories.
tenisfor the £fuartl,and of such of our peo|>le, whose business might make it necessary
In the mean
for them to remain on shore.
time several canoes, filled with natives, came
along side of the ships, but very few of those the co'irse of this day, a great number ot*
who wherein them would venture aboard. families came from different parts of the
Tliis appeared the more extraordinary, as coast, and took up their residence close by
US so there was not a spot in the cove where
Capt. Cook was well known to them all
one, in particular, had been treated by him a hut could be put up, that was not occni pied
with distin«;uishe!l kindness, daring his stay by theuj, except the place wliere we had
yet now, neither fixed our little encampujent. The facility
liere on a former voyaire
professions of friendship, nor presents, could with which they build their temporary habitations,
is very
remarkable. They have
l)revail upon this man to come into the ship.
could only account for this reserve by been seen to erect more than twenty of
supj)osing, that we had revisited their coun- them on a spot of ground, that, not an
try, in order to revenue the death of Capt. hour before, was covered with shrubs and
Furneaux's people, who had been killed plants.
They generally bring .some part
liere.
But upon Capt, Cook's assuring of the materials with them ; the rest
them of the continuance of his friendship, they find upon the premises. Our Capand that he should not. molest them on that tain was present when a number of peoaccount, they soon laid aside all appearance peof)le lan<le(l, an<l built one of their villaof ''us.>ioion and distrust. On Thursday the ges. The canoes had no sooner reached the
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«hore, than tlie iricn leaped out, and look
possession >n a piece of ijround, by tearing
up the pUi.ts and shrubs, or sticking up some
part of tlie framing of a hut. They then
returned to their canoes, and secured their
weapons, by setting them up against a tree,
or placing them in such a position, that they
could be laid hold of in an instant. While

dreaded tlie consequences. "I know,
indeed, says the Captain, that many nien
are of opinion, that such an intercourse is
one of the greatest securities amongst savages
and perhaps they who, either from
necessity or choice, are to remain and settle
with them, may find it so. But with travellers and trancient visitors, sucli as we were,
the men were thus employed, the women it is generally otherwise
and, in our situwere not idle. Some were appointed to take ation, a connection with their women betrays
care of the canoes; others to secure the more men than it saves. What else can be
J>rovi.sions, and the few utensils in their pos- reasonably expected, since all their views
and the rest went to gather dry are selfish, witliout the least mixture of res!e«*sian
sfioks. that a fire might be prepared for gard or altachment.
own experience,
dressing their victuals. These huts are suf- at lea.st, which hath been [iretty extensive,
ficiently calculated for atfbrding shelter from hath not |>ointed ou.t to me one histance to
the rain and wind. The same tribe, or fami- the contrary.
Among our occasional visitors was a chief
ly, however large, generally associate and
so tliat we frequently saw called Kahoora, who headed the partv that
iMii Id together
a village, as well as their large towns, divid- cut ofiCapt. Furneaux's [)eople an<f him^d into difi'erent districts, l)y low pallisadoes, self killed Mr. Rowe. the ofiicer wIjo commanded. He was far from heing beloved
or a Kimiliar method of separation.
received considerable advantage from the by his countrymen, some of whom even
natives thus coming to take up their resi- im{>ortuned Capt. Cook to kill him, at the
deuce with us for every day some of them same time expressing their disa()prohation
catching fish, a good share of him in the severest terms.
were employed
striking
of which we generally procured by exchan- proof of the divisions that prevail among
This suj)ply, and what our own nets these |>eople occtirred to us for the inhabiges.
and lines atlorded us, was so ample, that we tants of each village, by turns, solicited otir
seliiom were in want of fish. Besides which, Commander to destroy the other.
On the
we had other refreshments in abtindance. 15th, we made an excursion, in search after
portable soup, erass, and visited a Hippah, or fortified vilt'elery, scurvy-grass, and
were boiled with the peas and wheat, for lane, at the S. W. point of the Island of
both ships companies, every day, and they Motuara, aiuJ the places where our garden
fi>und many of the
had spruce beer for their drink. Such a had been planted.
regimen would soon have removed all seeds plants and roots in a flourishing condition
of the scurvy from our peo|)le, if any of thera in ti)e spots that had been cultivated by
jjad contracted it ; but the truth is, on our Capt. Furneaux's people, but of the seeds
arrrival here, we had only two invalids in sown by Mr. Bailey in 1773, not the least
It is probable they had
b<»th shi!)s, on the sick list, aiul these were vestige remaineil.
been
rooted
occawere
out
to
make
Hesolution.
room for buildinus,
the
l)ourd
on
sionally visited by other natives, besides M'hen the village was re-inhabited.
At the
tho.w who lived close to us. Their articles other gardens, now wholly over-run with
weeds, we fluind cabbage.s, -onions, leeks,
of tratt'.c were fish, curiosities, and women
the two first of which were easily dis()osed purslain, radishes, mustard, and' a few pofafoes.
'J'hese last, brought from the Cape
of, but the latter did not come to a ffood
of
Good Hope, had been greatly improved
market, our crew liaving conceived a dislike
Capt. Cook observes upon this by chantre of soil, and by proper cultivation,
to them.
eccrasion, that he connived at a connection would be superior to those produced in
but the ^ew Zealandwjfli women, because he could not |»revent most other countries
ers,
though
it,
fond
of
because
this
roof, had not taken
encouraged
never
but that he
ii
lie
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but were come at the tnitli, as the natives, in general,
trouble ro plant a sin-rlo one
not tor li." (lilH<-*i'lly oroleoriuii' the s^round Mere friendly and ready to (uriiish the ships
lint
where potatoes h.ui <in«v^ been phinted, there Nvitii \\ hatever llie couniry allordeil.
Omiah
was
able
to
what
iVom
learn,
Capt.
re;niiinin«r.
any
now
been
have
wonhl not
As to the hippah, we found no peojile in it, Cook leceived no satistacti<;n. It should
l)ut the houses and p:dlisadoes had been re- seem, that in Otaheite tliere are two dialects
spoken, as in almost every other part of
built, and were now in a state ot" uood ief)air
one by the prissts, and another
and we saw evident n)arks otits hctving' been the \vorld
by
common
|^»eople.
the
This was ap[)arent
before.
inhabited not huj*;

tli*»

;

it

f

;

;

On the
nietl

l()th, tlie

two

('aj)tain«,

nreompa- here

;

Ranks

byO:niah and

several otiieers, set out, in
c<dlect foiMer for the rattle.

for Tnpia who
accompanied Mr.
to this place, in Ca|)t. Cook's second

vo>aire round the world, could converse
with the natives fluently, and was in such
esteem wiJh them, that iiis memory is held
in veneration from one end of the Lsl'and to
tlie other at this day.
Obedee likewise, who
was of the class <»f Areoesor gentlemen, and
place where Capt. Furheaux's people h;ul whoaccompanied Capt.Co(d<w, in hislastvoyWhile on this memorable a.>e, fnun Olaheite to the Hebrides, New Zealieen murdered.
snot, curiosity induecil them to enrpnre into land, faster Island, and the Marquisas could
converse with the New Zealanders, thoug'h
tiie cirounivtanres attendinu: the melancholy
Here they met Omiah could not, a proof tliat he was of the
fate of our countrymen.
with Capt. Cook's «)ld friend Pedro, who i« inierior class in his own country.
While
ine.Mti<ined by himin the history of his second we continued here, he f(Mnul fre(]uent opporvoyaq^e.
lie and anotjier New Zeahinder tunities to discover his real character, when
received them on the beach, armed with the from under the watchful eye of his protector
spear and patoo, tliouuh n(jt w ithout mani- and friend. He had Hirog always at his comI'heir
apiirehensions, mand, and was sometimes entrusted to give
fest siuns of fear.
however, were (piickly dissipnted by a tew it out, especially when any extra quaittity
presents, w hicdi bnuitiht down to the sliore was to be delivered by the Captain's orders
two or three other families. Omiah we aie for hard service, or on days of festivity. At
informed was made use of as an interpreter those times he was closely watched, and was
between our people and the natives, his never known to run into excess but when
lauiruatie beiu'j: a dialect of that of New the Captain was abroad for whole days and
Zealand but in a journal, belongin*; to a nights, and he left in charge of liquors, he.
uentleman on bf»ard the Discovery, this cir- set no bounds to his excess, and would drink,
cumstance is ditferently related, and as this, till he wallowed like a swine in his own
and the character of Omiali. is routrary to tilth. At those times he out-acted the savage
that ffiven by the comp:jny of the Resolution in every kind of sensuality
and when he
we shall here lay it before our readers. could no longer act the brute, he would often
" Omiah, who eould scarce make himself act the drunkard storming, roaring, brandunderstood, nor indeed (;onUI he inderstand ishing his arms, and by the contortions of
the natives so well as many of the common his mouth and face, setting at defiance, after
men who had been fre(piently here before the manner of his country, the whole host
yet being a favourite with Capt Cook, was of his enemies, who were represented by
always preferred when in comjiany, to con- the common sailors, with whom, upon these
fer with the natives, and was desired by him, occasions,
he was generally surrounded ;
when he met any of them alone, to question and who knew how to practise upon him,
them concerning' the massacre of our people as he endeavoured to do upon the poor
that had hapi)ened some time a2,o, and from Zealanders. He was indeed fjar from being*
what cause it took its rise ar.d he hoped to ill natured, morose, or vindictive ; but he

five boats, to

Havintt' proceeded about three lea-rne*: up the
sound, they landed on the K. side, wliere
they cur a quaiitity of •jrras's, suHieieut to
load two la\»nehes. On their return down
the soiHid, they visited CiVass l'i)ve, the

;

:

;

;
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was xomfttimes sulky. He was naturally deceive us. As they all agreed, that the
affray happened while the boat's-crew were
humble, but had grown proud by habit
and pride so ill became him, that he was at dinner, both the accounts may be true;
always glad when he could put it oif, and for it is by no means improbable, that
appear among the petty otticers with his while some of the islanders were stealing
natural ease. This was the true character from the man who had been left to guard,
;

the opinion of our journalist,)
who might be said, perhaps, by accident,
to have been raised to the highest pitch of
liuman happiness, only to suffer the opposite
extreme, by being again reduced tQ the
lowest order of rational beings,
Pedro, and the rest who were present of
the natives, answered all the questions put
by Ouiiid), by Cant. Cook's orders, without

of O-niah,

(in

i

reserve, like men who had no concern in
the untortiMiate transaction at Grass Cove.
Their informati<m imported, that while the

of the Adventure were at dinthe natives stole, or snatched
of
ner, some
fish and bread, for which
some
them,
from
a quarrel
ott'ence they received some blows
ensued immediately, and two of the New
Zealanders were shot dead, by the only two
Hiusquets that were fired, for before a third
was discharged the natives rushed furiously
upon our people, and, being superior in
number, destroyed them all. Pedro, and
pointed out the spot
liis companions, also
and the place
happened,
where the quarrel
which
black servant
in
a
boat
lay,
where the
been
left to take
had
Furneaux
ofCapt.
to
another
account,
According
care of it.
this negro was the occasion of the quarrel
for one of the natives stealing somethiuii out
of the boat, the black gave him a violent
blow with a stick. His countrymen hearing his cries, at some distance, imagined he
was killed, and immediately attad^ed our
people, who before they could reach the
boat, or prepare themselves auain««t the
nnexpected assualt fell a sacrifice to the
The forf'ury of the exasperated savages.
by
was
corroborated
accounts
njer of these
who
other
natives
many
of
the testimony
eojdd have no interet in disguising the
^Buth. The latter account rests upon the
authoritv of the young New Zealander, who
quitted [»is comitry for the sake of going
with us, and who, therefore, could not, as
we may reasonably suppose, bt- inclined to
boat's-crew

:

the boat, others might take^ equal libertiesf
with those who were on shore. It appears,
that there was no premeditated plan of
bloodshed, and that, if these thefts had not
been rather too hastily resented, all mischiet
would have been avoided
for Kahoora's
greatest enemies acknowledged, that he had
previous no intention of quarrelling. With
regard to the boat, some said, that it had
been pulled to pieces and burnt; whileolhers
asserted, that it had been carried ofi' by a
party of strangers.
We have received from a
gentleman on board the Discovery some
other remarkable particulars, relating to
this mysterious alfriii. included in (he relation
of an adventure, which, though the |>art'ies
are not of the highest class, oru readers, notwithstanding, may think worth relating.
Belonging to ihe Discovery was a youth,
with whom a young Zealander girl, about
fourteen years of age, fell desperately in
love, nor was she wh<dly in<litferent to onr
adventure<is.
What time he could spare, he
generally retired with her, and tliev spent
the day, but oftener the night, in a kind oi
silent conversation in which, though words
were wanting, their meaning, was perfectly
understood. Moments tly rapi<lly on, that
are spent in mutual endeavours to please.
She, on her part, had no will but his own,
;

,

he, in return, was no less attentive to
hers,
blinds so disposed naturally inclina
to render themselves agreeable.
conformity in manners u'.id dress become significant signs between lovers.
TInuiuh he
appeared amiable in her eyes in the dress of
a stranger, yet he wished to render himself
more so, by ornamenting his person after the

and

A

accordingly he submi ttetl to be tattowed from head to foot
nor was she less solicitous to set oif herself to
the best advantage.
She hud fine hair, and
fashion of her country

;

;

her chief pride, was in the dress of her head.
The pains she took, and the decorations she
used,

would have done honour

to

an

I'^iro-
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beaiity,

I'ail

not one

til inti'

Cilio-

(that
wa-s not so delicate,

yonn'JT,

render

wannahe

but that the traits of
traced in her locks,
l>e
mi^ht
lier country
To remedy this misfortune, and to render
onensive, she was furnished with
it less
conihs, and taught by her lover how to use
After beinir properly pre{)ared, he
tliem.
would bv the hour amuse himself with
forming' her hair into linglets, which flowed
carelessly round her neck, with a kind of
coronet rising from her temples, gave her
an air of dignity, that added fresh charms
The dislike
to the brilliancy of her eyes.
arising from colour gradually wore off, and
tjje ardent desire of rendering their sentiments more and more intelligible to each
other, guve rise to a new language, consistin? of words, looks and gestures, by which
pleasureand pain were more forcibly expressd than by the most refined speech. Having at first acquired the art of imparting
their passions, they very soon improved it
to the history of their lives. Love and
jealousy directed her enquires concerning
the women in the world from w hence he
came, wishing atthesame time, thathe would
stay with her, and be a Kakikoo or chief
He made her to understand, that the women
in her country were all taloo, (m;ui killers)
and if he stayed with her she would kilt
she would eh- naShe replied no
Iiira.
row, love him. He said her people would
kill him.
She replied no, if he did not
shoot them. He made her to understand,
Inat nine or ten of the men of this world,
had been killed and eaten by her people,
Her
thouffh they dkl not shoot them.
Uiiswer was, that was a great while ago, and
the people came from t)ie hills roa, roa,
meaning a great way^ off. This excited
his curiosity to know, if any of her relations
were among the murderers; she sighed,
and appeared much affected, when he asked
her that question.
He demanded if she
;

when they broiled and eat
She wept, and, looking wishfully
at him, hung down her head.
He became
still more pressing as she grew more reserved,
He tried tvery winning way that love p.'.mI
was
the

at the feast

men

?

snjrgesteil, to lp;)rn from lier wha*
he fotnui she knew, and what she seenietl
so determine*! to conceal
but she artfully
evaded all his (juestions. He asked her,
why she was so secret? She pretended not
to understand him.
He repeated the sanity
question, at the same time closing- his eyes
and keepiui? them shut. She continued to
weep, but made him no answer. Findini^
persuasions ineti'ectual, he turned
all Ids
from her, seennngly in anger, and threatenShe caught him round
ed to leave her.
the neck in a violent agitation of mind,
He asked her what .she meant, and why
she wept? She said, they would kill her
He said, they should not know
if she told.
it.
'I'heu he would hate her, she said.
He
answered no, but love her more and more,
pressing her to his bosom at the same lime
upon which she grew more com|)osed, and

been want- curiosity

more pleasinc:.
was her name) Ihouirh

it still

His^ to
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;

.said

she wotdd

tell

him

all

she knew.

She

made him understand,

that one Goobaa,
a bad man, u ho had been often at the shif),
and had stolen many things, when he came
to know that it was prei)aring to de|)art,
went up into the hill country, to the hippah,
and invited the warriors to come down and
They al first refused,
kill the strangers.
saying, the strangers were stronger than
they, and would kill them with their powpow, or tire arms. He told them, they need
not fear, for he knew wliere they must come
before they departed in order to get grass
for their goury, or cattle, and that orj such
occasions they left their pow-|)ovv behind
them in the ship, or carelessly stbout the

then

ground, while they were at work,
'i'hey
.said, they were no eneuiies but friends, and
they must not kill inesi with whom they were

Gooboa said, tiiey were vile
in friendship.
enemies and wicked men, and complained o1
their chaininu him, and heating him, and
shewed tlieni the marks and bruises he had
received at the ship and told them besides,
how they might silence their pow-pow by
onl\ throwing water over them, and theuthey
could not hurt them.
Gooboa likewise
undertook to conduct them in safety to the
place where the strangers were to c<i!ne, and
shewed them where they mi*.iht cunceal
themselves, till he should come aiid give
;

;
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he dicJ. That when
about getting: grass, and
not apprehending any (iangeror harm, the warriors rushed out upon ihetn, and killed them,
and afterwiirds divided their budies among
them. Sheadded, that there were women as
and that the wowell as men ct)ncerned
n>en made the tires, while the warriors cut

them notice
the men were
;

%viiicli

btisy

;

the <lead bodies in pieces. That they did
not eat them all at once, but only their
that the warriors had
hearts and livers
"the heads, which were esteemed the best,
and the rest of the flesh was distributed
among the croud. Having by variousquestions in the course of several days, extorted
;

tiiis

relation,

of which, he said, he had no

reason to doubt the truth, he forebore to ask
her, what part her relations and herself
bore in this tragedy, as there was reason to
believe, they were all equally concerned.
lie was, however, very solicitous to learn,
if any such plot was now in agitation against
the people that might be sent upon the
same service t( Grass Cove, or any other
convenient place. Her answer was, no
the warriors were afraid at first, that the
shijis were come to revenge the death of
their friends, and that was the reason why
she was forbidden to speak of killing the
strangers, or to own any knowledge of that
incident, should she be questioned concerning it. She said, she was but a child, not
but she remembered the
ten years old
talk of it, asa gallant action of great atrhievement, and that songs of praise were
made upon that occasion. In the course of
ins conversation with this girl, who seemed
to be of the second class, he learned many
things concerning the nritural temper of the
:

;

and their domestic policy. She
said, the people of T' Avi-Poenammoo, or
The southern division of the island, were a

natives,

POLE.

of the north part of the sound, and those of
tlie souti), were ever at war,
and eat one
another
but that the people of either
country, when they fought, never eat one
another. With respect to their <lon;estic
polic}', she said, the fathers had the sole
care of the boys as soon as they could walk,
and that the girls were left wholly at their
mother's disposal. She said, it was a crime
for a mother to correct her son, after he was
once taken under the protection of the father and that it was always resented by
the mother, if the father interfered with the
management of the daughters. Slie said,
the boys from their infancy, were trained
to war, and both boys and girls were taught
the arts of fishing, weaving their nets, and
;

;

making their hooks and lines
that their
canoes came from a far country, and they
got them in exchange for cloth, which wa«
;

chiefiy manufactured by the women that
their weapons and working tools descended
from father to son, and that those who were
taken in battle supplied the rising generation
that they had no kings among then>,
:

:

but that they had men who conversed with
the dead, who were held in great veneration,

and consulted before the people went to
the wars
that these were the men who
;

addressed

strangers

that

came upon

the

language of peace, at the
same time denouncing vengeance against
them, if they came with any hostile desisn
that their persons were held sacred, and
never killed in the wars, which everside prevailed
that when the warriors of either
nation made prisoners, they were never of
the meaner sort, but of some chiefs, whom
they afterwards killed and eat, but that to
the common sort they never gave quarter;
that they sometimes tortured an enemy, if
they found him lurking singly in the woods,
looking upon him as coming upon no good
design,
but never otherwise; that "they
lived chiefly upon fish, which Avere canght
in the sound in abundance, during the s»mjmer but that in the winter they retired to
the north, where they subsisted on the fruits
of the earth, with which they were supplied
for their labour, working in the plantations,
coast, first in the

;

;

bloody people, and had a natural
hatred to the people of Ea-hei-no-mauwe,
and killed them, when found at any time
but that the people of
in their country
Ea-hei-no-mauwe were a good people, and
friendly to one another, but never suffered
any of the people of l^'Avi-Poenammoo
to settle among them, because they were
eueujies ; that these two nations, the people or assisting the builders in fabricating their
fierce

;

;
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The intellitrence thus obtained iVoiii down toji-gallant-yards, struck top-gallantthis youiijj Zenlamier apixars to be aiitlieu- masts, low« retl the yards, got in the cables,
but chietly moored with their best bower anchors, and
tic tVoin inaiiy circumstances
These temfVoin ob!«ervi«»!^, tlint the lar^e vessels that happily rode out the storra.
came from the nortli to fri-de, several of pests are frequent here and the nearer the
them haviny: ninety or one hnndred persons shore, the more their ettects are felt ; for
ou board, huil never any ilsh to sell, ijtit were the neighbouring mountains, which, at
ladeu with the various mnnuractnres of these, arc loaded with vapours, not only in*'
cloth, wood, and green stones, formed into crease the force of the wind, but alter its

boats.

;

;

nse, or consisting of raw maready prepared for fabrication. Their
crews appeared to be of a superior class to
those who constantly plied in the sound, and
whereas the
were under proper discipline
fishing boats seemed to be the sole property
of the occupiers, no other person claiming
any sujieriority over them.
Our party belonging to the Resolution
continued in (irass Cove till the evening,
when having loaded the rest of the boats*
with grass, celery &c. we then embarked
to return to the ships; but had scarcely

direction in such a manner, that no two blasts
follow each other tVoni the same quarter.
The gale continuing the whole day, no
Indians came to trade. On the 21st, a
tribe or family of about 30 persons came
from the upper part of the sound to visit us.
whom we had not seen before, 'i'heir chief

the shore, when the wind began to blow
violently atN. W. so that it was not without
great dithcnity that we could reach the
shi|>s where some of the boats did not arrive
till the next morninL% and we had but just
got aboard, when the gale encreased to a
Eerfect storm, attended with heavy rain

thirds of the natives of

im^demeuts of
terials

;

left

ut, in the evening, the wind veering to
the east, brought on fair weather. No work
could go forward on the 17th, but om the
18th our men resumed
their
dilterent
emi)loyments, the natives ventured out to
catch tish, and Pedro with his whole family,
came to reside near us. Tlie proper name of
this chief is Matahouah
but some of Capt.
Cook's company had given him the appellation of Pedro in a fornier voyage.
On
Thursday the 20th, we had another storm,
of less duration than the former, but much
more violent and we had scarcely men
enough on board to hand the sails. By
ten o'clock, A. M. the strong gales drove the
;

was named Toinatongeauooranuc.

He was

about the age of forty-tive, having a frank,
cheerful countenance
and the rest of hi«
tribe were, upon the whole, the most handsome of all the New Zealanders that we
had seen. 15y this time n])wards of two;

Queen

Charlotte's

whom

Sound had

settled near us, luimbersof
daily resorted to the ships, and ourencain|>
nient on shore
but the latter was most
;

frequented, during the time when our people were making seal-blubber
for no Greenlanders were ever fonder of train oil, than
our friends here seemed to be they relished
even the dregs of the casks, and skimmings
of the kettle, and considered the neat stinking oil as a most delicious feast. Having
got on board a supply of hay and grass,
sufficient for the cattle during our passage to Otnheite ; and having completed
our wood and water, we struck our lents,
and brought every thing off from tiie
;

:

shore.

On

the 23d, in the morning, the old Inwho had harangued the Captains
when they approached tlie shore, repaired
on board the Discovery, and made a present
to her Captaiti of a complete stand of their
Discovery from her moorings and it was arms, and some very excellent tish, which
owing to providence that, having run foul of were kindly received
and, in return,
the Resolution, she did not perish, the surge Capt. Clerke gave him a bnfss patoo-patoo,
carrying her otJ' instajjtant'ously, with little made exactly in their fasliion and manner,
damage to either ship. All hands on board on which were engraven his Majesty's name
were thrown into the nttnost confusion. No and arms, the names of the ships, tiie date of
sooner was she clear ihan both slnps got' their departure from England, and the
dian,

;

;

;
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he g:ave hirn
business they were sent npon
likewise a liatchet, a knife, some jrlass ornaments, and nails, wliicli he highly prized,
In the eve. lin^ some
thou<:li of small value.
of the natives brouplit a man bound, whom
they offered to sell, but their offer beina:
rejected, they carried him back, and in the
night, a most horrid yellina;' was heard in
the woods, which excited the curiosity of
onr gentlemen to examine into the cause.
The cutter was ordered to be manned, a party of marines to be put on board, and the
two Captains, with proper attendants, directed their course to the west-side of the bay,
where they saw several fires just lighted, and
where they hoped to have surprized the natives, before they had put their poor captive
to death, whom they had just before conbut in this hope tliey
signed to slavery
were disappointed.
v/Though the natives appeared friendly
during our stay, it was judged proper to keep
the time of our departure secret till all things
were on board, and we were ready to set
This precaution Capt. Cook thought
sail.
the more necessary from what we knew of
By not allowtiie treacliery of the savages.
plot,
new
he secured
concert
any
to
ing ihem
parties
from the
foraging
our
elfectually
danger of a surprize, and by suddenly giving orders to sail, he prevented our men from
rambling after the women when their business was done, which they never failed to
do whenever it was in their power. The
foraging parties here mentioned are those
who were sent to the coves, at tlie distance
of perhaps three or four leagues from the
sl;i[)s, to cut grass for the livestock, and to
•jiitlier herl)s to boil with the portable soup
and those who were stationed
for the men
get spruce to brew into beer
to
woods,
in the
jbr their preservation from the scurvy, against
nijich that liquor, as we have already observed, was found a most powerful antidote.
Of grass and herbs a large quantity was
brought on board, and of spruce as much
as served the two crews for drink near thirty
days, during which time no grog was delivered out. The parties orc^ered upon these
;

:

;

services

went

\juarded by

i'OLR

entertained very high notions of the hon«
our as well as the bravery of the New Zea*
landers.

On Monday the 24th, we weighed anchor,
and stood out of the Cove but the wind
;

not being so

fair as

we could have

wished,

and knowing the tide of ebb would be spent
before

we

could get out of the sound, we cast

anchor again a little without the islandof Motuara, to wait for a more favourable opportunity of putting into Cook's Strait.
Wliile
we were getting under sail, the Captain

gave to Tomalongeanooranuc two pig^, a
boar and a sow and to Matahouah two
goats, a male an female, after they had
promised not to destroy them. As'to (he
animals which Capt. Furneaux had lefit
here, we were told they were all dead
but
no intelligence could he obtained concerning those Capt. Cook had left in West Bay,
and in Cannibal Cove, in his former V03age however, all the natives we conversed
with agreed, that poultry are now to be met
with wild in the woods behind Ship Cove
and we were afterwards informed, by the
two New Zealand youths, who went away
with us, that Tiratou, a |)opular chief, had
in his possession many cocks
and hens,
besides a sow. We had not long been at
anchor near Motuara, before several canoes, filled with natives, came towards us.
and we caried on a brisk trade with them
for curiosities.
In one of these canoes was
Kahoora, whom Omiah pointed out immediately to Capt. Cook
and he being the
leader of the party who had cut off the crew
of the Adventure's boat, Omiah solicited
ovir Commander to shoot him.
Not satisfied with this, he addressed himself to that
chief, threatening to be his executioner,
should he ever presume to visit us again
but this menace had so little influence upon
Kahoora, tha't he returned to us the next
morning, acconipanied'with his whole family.
Omiah, having obtained Capt. Cook's
;

;

:

;

;

:

permission, introduced him into the cabip,
saying, " There is Kahoora, kill him," but
fearing, perhaps, he should be called u|wjn
to put his former declaration in execution,
always well armed, and were he instantly retired. In a short time, howmarines, thojiaJi Cai)t. Cook ever, he returned ; and pcrceivins" the chief
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remaint'd

Captain

niiliurt,

lie

remonstrated to the

niucli

" NViiy (In
this man
anotiiur in r.iii^Iand he is hanged
Iras killed tea, yet you will not kill him.''
;

TIjese arguments, however plausible, had
no weight with our ("ommander, who desired Omiah to ask the New Zealand Chief,

why he had
Confounded

killed Capt.

rurneaux's peoj)le

at this question,

Kahoora

?

linufj

down

his head, folded his arms, and seemeil
but
expectation of immediate death
as soon as he wasassureii of safety, he hecame
cheerful.
He appeared, however, still unwillinpr to answer the question which had
been put to him, till after repeated promise}-,
Upthat no violence slntuitl be ottered him.
on this, he at last ventured to inform us. that
one of the natives havini? brought a stone
hatchet for the purpose of barter, the person
to whom it was ottered took it, and refused
either to rettirn it, or give any thing' in exchange for the .same, whereupon the owner
seized some bread as an e<juivalent, and
this g;ive rise to the quarrel that ensued.
He also said, that he liimself during the
for a
disturbance had a narrow esca|)e
inusfpiet was levelled at him, which he found
means to avoid by skulking behind the
boat ; but another man, who happened to
stand close to him, was shot dead. As soon
as the musquet was discharged, he, (Kahoora,) instantly attacked .Mr. Rowe, the officer,
commander of the party, who defended himself with his hanger, (with which he gave
Kahoora a wound in the arm,) till lie was
in

;

;

that he could not have flattered
himself with a probabilily of escaping, had
the Captain bei n inclined to detain him
and yet, when his first fears, on being ques-

stances,

earnestness,
sayin:^,
you not kill him ? If a man kilts

w\t\\
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:

subsided, so far was lie Iroin
entertaining uneasy sensations, that, on seeing in the cabin a portrait of a New Zealaiuler, he recpiested that his own likeness
might be taken, and witjiout the smallest
token of impatience, sat till JMr. VV'^ebber
had finished his portrait. Capt. Cook admired his courage, and was pleased with the
confidence which he rej)osed in him
for
he placed his whole safety in the uniform
declaratiiMis of the Caj)tain ; that he had
always been a friend to tlie natives, and
would continue so till they crave him reason
that he should think
to behave otherwise
no more of their barbarous treatment of
our countrymen, as that transaction had
hajjpened long ago
but that, if they should
ever venture to make a second attempt of
that kind, they might rest assured of feeling
the full weight of his resentment.
Mr.
Burney, whom Capt. Uurneaiix dispatched
with an armed [larty, in search of his people
who were missing, had, u|)on discoveiing
the melancholy proofs of this catastrophe,
fired several vollies among the natives who
were .still on the spot, and were i>robably
partaking of the horrid banquet of huinau
ftesh.
It was rtasoiiable to sup|)ose thi.'firing might not be ineffectual
but upon
inquiry it appeared, that not a single pers«)n
had been killed, or even woundetl, by tlm
shot which Mr. Buiney's people iiaJ di.s-

tionetl, ha«l

;

;

;

;

overpowered by numbers.
The remainder cliarged.
of Kahoora's account of this unhapj)y affair,
We must here observe, that previous to
differed very little from what we had before the ships sailing, the crews of Loth were
learnt from the rest of his countrymen. ordered upon deck, as usual, to answer to
Most of these whom we had conversed with, their names, when one, on board the Discovexpected that Capt. Cook would take ven- ery, was missing. This was the lover,
geance on Kahoora for his concern in the (whose episode, having already begun, we
massacre; and many of them not only wish- shall now conclude,) wiio jiietended sicked it, but testified their surprize at the Cap- ness, in order to facilitate his e.scape from
tain's forbearance and moderation.
As the the ship. With this view, as .soon as he
chief must have been made acquainted with had passed the surgeon's exaiiiination, and
the sentiments of the natives, it was a matter the coast was clear, he dressed himseli' in
of astonishment, that he so often put him- the Iiubit of a New Zealander and, being
self in our power; his two last visits, in tattowed all over, tusuy the truth, the copy
particular, were made under such circum- was not easily to be distinguished from the
No. -28.
3
;
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Ghowannabe, who was in llie
original.
secret, had assembled her friends together,
and sent them on board in order to increase
the

which, npon such

crowd,

when
pretty

ships are ready to

occasions,
are generally
this
party he

sail,

Among

nnmerons.

found a favourable opportunity to mix, and
hastening to their canoe, when the decks
were ordered to be cleared, they were not
long in paddling to shore. The pleasure
which Ghowannahe expressed, on seeing
the ship set sail, cannot easily be conceivecl,
but her joy was of short continuance. In
the afternoon, our adventurer's messmate

went down to enquire atter his health, and
Was not a little surprized when no answer
was returned. He thought, at first, he might
have retired but on searching every where
;

below

to

no

effect,

he jrave the alarm through-

when

it was discovered, that
out the ship,
he had eloped bag and baggasre a!jd that
the chest he had left in his birth was empty.
messensrer was instantly dispatched on
board the Resolution, to know how to proceed and when the message was delivered,
the two Captains and officers were enjoying
At first it only furnished a subtlieir bottle.
but it came to
ject of harmless pleasantry
be seriously debated at last, whether the
man should be sent for back, or totaWy deSome were in doubt, whether an
serted.
but
accident might not have happened
that doubt was soon cleared up, when it
was known, that his effects were missing as
;

A

:

;

;

well as the man. Most of the oflVcers present were for leaving him to follow his own

humour but Capt. Cook thinking it would
be a bad precedent, and an encouragement
;

to other enamouratoes, when they came to
the happier climes, to follow his example,
was for sending an armed force, and bringing
the lover back at all hazards. Of this opiiiion was Ca|)t Gierke, with whom tliis man
was a favourite, who gave orders for the
cutter to be properly mani>ed, a Serjeant's
guard of marines to be put on board, and
his messmate as a guide to direct them to the
Tliese
place where he was to be found.
orders were instantly carried into execution.
It was midnight before the cutter could

reach the landing-jilice, and near two in

2

the morning before the marines could find
the spot where the lovers used to meet.
They surprized him in a profound sleep,
when he was dreaming of only kingdoms
and diadems of living with his Ghowanna-j
he in royal state of being the father of a
numerous progeny of princes to govern the
;

;

kingdoms Eakeinommauwe and T' AviPoenanimoo and of being the first founder
of a great empire but what a sadden transition
to be waked from the visionary scene
of regal grandeur, and to find himself a
;

!

!

poor prisoner, to be dragsred to punishment,
he thought, a well laid plan of monarchy
and, what was worse, his final
separation from his faithful Ghowannahe,
was a task he had still to undergo. Their
parting was tender, and for a British sailor
and savage Zealander, was not nnafiecting.)
The scene, however, was short. The marines paid no regard to the cojiious tears,
the cries, and lamentatiotis, of the pomdeserted girl
nor did they tliink it safe
for, as

:

;

to tarry in a place so desolate, where lamentations in the night were not unusal to bring
numbers to:^ether, for the purpose of slaiigi»ter.
was, therefore, hurried to the shore,

He

followed by Ghowannahe, who could hardly
be torn from him, wlien ready to embark.
Love, like this, is only to be found in the
regions of romance, in those enlightened
countries, wl)ere the boasted refinements
of sentiment have circumscribed the purity
of affection, and narrowed it away to
mere conjugal fidelity.
He was scarce
on board the cutter, when he recollected,
that he had left his baggage behind
all
that he had provided for l^^ying tlie foimdation of his future grandeur. It was therefore necessary he should return with the marines to the magazine, where all his stores
were deposited, and these not a few. Besides
;

his working implements, he hadapocketcompass, of which he had thought on some
future occasion to make a proper use

He

had also a fowling-piece, which had been
conveyed away secretly by Ghowannahe.It would be tedior.s to recount the numerou.s
articles that our adventurer had provided.
Let it suffice, that the marines and himself
were pretty heavily iatlen in bringing them

'
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It was noon, the next
(lay, before In- arrived al tliesliips, and llie
<M|>tuitis bewail to be in some tear lor iWe
party olinaiines, who were sent to brint;

^m boartl the cutter.

liefore he came in sight it
been proposed to try hnn as a deserter
tljerelore luslead ot" being received in
own ship, he was ordered on board

him back,

;

had
and
his

the

where he underwent a long
examination, and made a full confession of
all his views, and of the pains he had taken
He said, the
to b;ing them to perfection.
Resolution,

idea of desertion struck him, when in
in which he
tin excursion round the bay
was
charmed
he
Gierke,
Capt.
attended
with the l>eauty of the country, and the
that seeing the gar<lens
fertility of the soil
that had' been planted on Long Lsland, at
AIotiiara,and other places, in .so liourishing
and that there were European
a conilition
hogs,
and gx^ats, and fowls,
sheep and
plantation, if
snllicient to stock a large
collected together from the dirt'erent places
where they had been turned loose, il came
into his head, that if he could meet with a
girl
that was to his liking, he could be
happy in introducing the arts of European
culture into so tine a country, and in laying
the foundation of civil government a.-iong
its inhabitants.
This idea improved upon
tirst

,

;

;

and when he happened to meet
who had seen
bin) in his tour, and who had followed him
to the tents, and had learnt from herself,
that love had brought her there, it intlamed
And tindmg
his desire beyond all bounds.
her inclination to meet the wishes of his
heart, he no longer hesitated, but became

him

iiourly,

t!ie

girl

before mentioned,

tirmly resolved, at all events, to yield to the
force of inclination.
He had resolved in
his mind, he said, the hazard and
the

and had concerted with Ghowannahe the plan for his escape. When Capt.
Cook heard his story, his resentment was
oMverted into laughter at the wild extravagance of his plan, which he thought truly
romantic, and instead of trying him for
xiesertion, ordered hiiii on board his own
reward

;

punished as Capf,
Clerke should think proper, who, on his
return aboard, sent him to the gun ro receive

ship, the Discovery, to be

4J)5

one dozen of lashes; and thus terminated
all his hopes of being a mighty emperor.

The

distress of (ihowannahe is hartlly to be
conceived
left a woeful spectacle, to lament
her fate. She expressed lier grief by punctures made in her face, arms, and neck, and
wlierever despair promoved her to direct the
bloody instrument so thai one ought think,
those savage |)eople, whose bo<lies are exposed to the .'severities of the seasons, are
not so susceptible of pain as tho.se of a finer
texture
olher\>ise, her personal feelings
must have been exquisite, inde|)endent of
those of her mind, lint we shall now take
leave of the two lovers, and continue the
history of our voyage.
It was about seven o' clock, A. M. « hen
the Resolution and Discovery cleared the
<,'ove, and about eleven
when they cast
anchor near the isle of Motuara. Before our
arrival at New Zealand, Omiah had exjnessed a desire of taking one of the natives with
liim to his own country.
He soon had an
o|)portunity of gratifying his inclination
for a youth named 'I'aweiharooa, the only
son of a deceased chief, offered to accompany
him, and took up his residence on boaixf.
Capt. Cook caused it to be made known to
him and all his friends, that if the youth
departed with us, he would never return.
U'his declaration, however, h id no effect
and this afternoon, Taratoutou, his mother,
came on board to recei\e her last present
from Omiah. The sauje evening sh.e and
Taweiharooa parted, vvitli all the njarks of
tender affection that might be expected between a parent and a child, who were never
to meet again.
But she .said she would
weep no more, and kept faithfully her word
for the next morning, when she returned to
ake a last farewell of her son, she was quite
cheerful all the time she remained on board,
and departed with great unconcern. A boy
named Kokoa, about ten years of age, accompajued Taweiharooa as a servant
he
was presented to Capt. Cook by his own
father, who parted with him with such indifference, as to strip him, and leave him entirely naked.
The Captain having in vain
endeavoured to convince these people of the
imjrobability of these youths ever returning
;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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home,

at length consented to their going.
has been said concerning
country and its inhabitants, in the

accounts of Capt. Cook's two former voyages
yet his observations made at this
time, and the remarks of the ingenious Mr.
Anderson, being the result of accurate
examination, may not be considered by our
friends and respectable subscribers as alto-

Notwithstanding the weather is generally
it is sometimes
windy, with heavy
rain, which, however, is never excessive,
and does not last above a day. In short,
this would be one of the finest countries
upon earth, were it not so extremely hilly,
which, supposing the woods to be cleared
away, would leave it less proper for pasturage than flat land and infinitely less so

getlier superfluous.

for cultivation,

Though much
this

;

good,

;

which could never be

effect-

About Queen Charlotte's Sound the land ed here by the plough.
The large trees on the hills are principally
is uncommonly mountainous, rising imme^
At of two sorts* One of them of the size of our
diately from the sea into large hills.
remote distances are valleys, terminating largest firs, grows nearly after their manner.
each towards the sea in a small cove, with This supplied the place of spruce in making
behind which beer which was done with a decoction of
a pebbly or sandy beach
are flat places, where the natives usually its leaves, fermented with sugar, or treacle
build there huts. This situation is the and this liquor was acknowledged to be
more convenient, as a brooU of fine water little inferior to x4merican spruce-beer. The
runs through every cove, and empties itself other sort of tree is like a maple, und often
into the sea. The bases of the mountains, grows very large, but is fit only for fuel
towards the shore, are constituted of a yel- the wood of that, and of the preceding, are
lowish sand-stone, which requires a blueish too heavy for either masts or yards. A greatcast where it is washed by the sea.
At er variety of trees grow on the flats behind
some places it runs in horizontal, and, at the beaches two of these bare a kind of
others, in oblique strata. The mould or plumb, of the size of prunes
the one,
soil by which it is covered resenibles marie, which is yellow, is called karraca,, and the
and is, in general, a foot or two in thick- other, which is black, called maitao but
neither of them had a pleasant taste, though
nes«5.
The luxuriant growtii of the productions eaten both by our people and the natives.
here sufficiently indicates the quality of On the eminences which jut out into the
the soil. The hills, except a few towards sea, grows a species of philadelphus, and a
the sen, are one continued forest of lofty tree bearing flowers almost like a myrtle.
such uncommon We used the leaves of the philadelphus as
trees,
flourishing with
vigour, as to afford an august prospect tea and found them an excellent substitute
A kind of wild celery,
to the admirers ofthe sublime and beauti- for the oriental sort.
'J1iis extraordinary which grows plentifully in almost every cove,
ful works of nature.
strength in vegetation is doubtless, greatly may be reckoned among the plants that
assisted by the agreeable temperature ofthe were useful to us, and also another which
Both sorts were
for at this time, though answer- we called scurvy-grass.
climate
ing to our month of August, the weather boiled daily with wheat ground in a r.iill,
for the ship's companies breakfast, and with
was not so warm as to be disagreeable
Sometimes
nor did it rise the thermometer higher than their pease-soup for dinner.
The winter also seems equally they were used as sallad, or dressed as greens
(iO (\eg.
for in the month in all which ways they are excellent
mild with respect to cold
and,
December, the together with the fish, with which we were
to
o\ir
corresponds
which
mercury was never l<»wer than 48 de'^. the plentifully supplied, they formed a most
the same time retai.'.ing their desirable refreshment. The known kind of
trees at
verdure, as if in the height of sunnner. It j)!ants to be found here are bind-weed, nigriitiHstip|)osed their foliage remuins, till pushed sliade, nettles, a shrubbery speed-well, sowolF by fresh leaves succeeding in s[)rlng. tliistles, virgin's bower, vanelloe, French
;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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crane's bill, end-weed,
lushes, bulrusiies, flax, all-heal, American
brambles, eyenii^ht-shade, knot-t;rass,
but the species ot"
bright and u^roiindsel
each are different iVom any we have in Enrope. There are a }?reat number of other
plants; but one in |)articular deserves to be
noiiced here, as the garments of the natives
It grows in all places
are made from it.
near the sea, and sometimes a considerable
way up the hills, in bunches or tufts, bearing
It is
yellowish flowers on a long stalk.
remarkable, that the greatest |)art of the
trees and plants were of the berry-bearing
kind; of wliich, and other seeds Mr.
Anderson brought away nearly thirty different sorts.
The birds of which there is a tolerable
pood stock, are almost entirely [»eculiar to
the place. It would be difficult and very
fatiguing to follow theui, on account of the
quaatit}' of underwood, and the climbing
plants; yet any person, by continuing in
one place, may shoot as many in a davas
would serve seven or eight persons. The
principal kinds are large brown parrots,
with grey heads green parroquets, large

willow,

eiii»lu>ruia,

;

very niimeroas here, and is almost as disa-,
jrreeable as the inoschetto.
The only reptiles we saw, were two or three sorts of
inoffensive lizards.
In this extensive land,
it is remarkable that there should not even
be the traces of any quadruped, except a few
rats, and a kind of tbx-doi?-, which is kept
by the natives as a domestic animal. Nor
have they any mineral deservinj^^ of notice,
but a green jasper or serpent-stone, of which
the tools and ornaments of the inhabitants
are made.
This is held in high estimation
among them and they entertain some superstitious notions about the mode of its
generation, which we could not comprehend
they say it is taken from a large river far to
the southward it is disposed in the earlh
in detached fiieces like
fluils, and, like
them, the hedges are covered with a whit-

;

wood-pigeons, [and two sorts of cuckoos,
A groos-beak, about the size of a thrush, is
frequent; as is also a small green-bircf,
which is almost the only musical one to be
found here; but his melody is so sweet,
and his notes so varied, that any one would
imagine himself surrounded by a hundred
• liflerent sorts of birds,
when the little warbFrom this circumler is exerting himself.

stance it was named the mocking-bird,
There are also three or four sorts of smaller
birds
and among the rocks are found black
se^.-pies, with red bills, and crested shags of
a leaden colour. About the shore, there are
a few .sea-gulls, some blue herons, wild ducks
j>lovers, and some land larks.
A snipe was
shot, differing very little from that species of
;
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;

:

;

ish crust.

of the fish we caught by the seine
elephant-fish,
mullets,
soles,
and
flounders; but the natives supplied us with
a kind of sea-bream, large conger eels, an<l
a fish of five or six |)ounds weight, called by
the natives a mogge. With a hook and line
we caught a blackish fish, called cole-fish
by the seamen, but differing greatly from
that of the same name in Europe.
also
got a sort of small salmon, skate, gurnards,
and nurses. The natives sometimes furnished us with hake, paracutas, parrot-fish, a
sort of mackarel, and leather jackets; besides another, which is extreniely scarce,
of the figure of a «lo!phin, in colour black,
and with .strong boney jaws. These in general, are excellent to eat
but the smuil
salmon, cole-fish, and mogge, are superior
to the others.
Mo.»it

were

We

;

The New

Zealanders,

we mean

tijose

of

them who inhabit about Queen Charlotte's
people who appear to be
perfectly satisfied with the small pittance of

Sound, are a

knowledge they

have acquired, without
attem{)ting in the least to improve it. Nor
numerous; we saw some butter-flies, two are they remarkably curious, either in their
sorts of dragon flies, some small grass-hoj). observations, or their inquires.
New objects
pers, several sorts of spiders, some black do not strike them with such a degree of
ant.s, and scorpion-flies inniimerable, with surprize as one would
naturally expect^
whose chirping the woods resounded. The nor do they even fix their attention for a
sand-fly^, which is the only noxious one, is moment.
Omiah, indeed, who was a great
birds in Europe.

Insects here, are not very

6

;
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would sometimes
favourite with them,
but they seeuied
attract a circle about him
to listen to his speeches, like persons uiio
neither understood, nor wished to underIn ^fueral, they
stand, what they heard.
are not so well formed, especially about the
liml)S, us the Europeans, nor do they exceed
them in stature. Their sitting" so much on
their hams, and being' deprived, by the
mountainous disposition of the country, of
using' that kind of exercise which would
render the body straight and we!l-pn»portioned, is probably the occasion of the want
Matjy of thenj, indeed,
of due proportion.
are perfectly well formed, and some are
very large boi»ed and muscular, but very
few among them are very corpulent. Their
various,
some resembling
features are
En.opeans, and their colour is of different
casts, from a deepish black to an olive or
.yellowish tinge. In general, however, their
faces are round, their li|)s rather full, and
their noses,(th()Ugh not iiat) large towards
the point. An aquiline nose was not to be
their eyes are large,
seen among them
a'ul their teeth are commonly broad, white,
and regular. The hair, in general, is black,
strong, and straight ; commonly cut short
on the hinder part, and the rest tied on the
crown of the head. Some, indeed, have
brown hair, and others a sort that is natu;

;

The countenance of
generally
free and open; but
the young
it
iuen
has
a serious, or rather
of
the
many
in
sullen cast. The men are larger than the
women and the latter are not distinguished
by peculiar graces, either of form or fearally disposed to curl.
is

;

tures.

they
Botii sexes are clotlied alike
have a garment, made of the silky flax
already mentioned, about live feet in length,
and four in breadth. This appears to be
their principal manufacture, which is performed by knotting. Two corners of this
garment pas.? over their shoulders, and they
fasten it on the breast with that which
covers the body it is again fastened about
the belly with a girdle made of mat. Sometimes they cover it with dog skin, or large
Many of them wear mats over
feathers.
this Garment, extending from the shoulders
:

:

6

The most common coven nf>however, is a quantity ofsedgy f)hint, badFy
manufactured, fastened to a string-^ and
throvvnover the shoulders, whence^'i't falls
down on all sides to the middle of the
thighs.
When they sat down in this
habit, they coukl hardly be distinguished
from large grey stones, if their black heads
did not project beyond their coveriu'rs.
They adorn their heads with feathers^
combs of bone or wood, with pearl-shell
to the heels.

and the inner skin of

leaves. Both men'
their ears slit, in whicli
beads, pieces ofjasper, or bits ot

and

women have

are

hung

cloth.

Some have

bored in

its

the sei)tuin of the nose
lower part
but we never saw
;

any ornaments worn in that i)art thou'^ii
a twig was passed through it by one^'of
them, to shew that it was occasionally u.-^ed
for that purpose.
We saw many stained in
;

the face with curious figures, of a black or
dark blue colour
but it is not certain
;

whether

this

is

or as a

mark of

women

al.so

intended to be ornamental,
particular distinction

:

tlie

wear necklaces of shark's teeth,
or bunches of long- beads
and a few of
them have small trrangnlar aprons, adorn;

ed with feathers or pieces of i)earl-shells,
fastened about the waist with a double or
treble set of cords.
They live in the small eoves already mentioned, sometimes in single families, and
sometimes in companies of perhaps forty or
fiflty.
Their huts, which are in general niost
mi.serable lodging places, are built contiguous to each other. The best we saw
was built in the manner of one of our
country barns, about six feet in height,
fifteen in breadth, and thirty thiee in
length. The inside was strong and regular, well fastened by means of withes, &c.
and painted red and black. At one end it
had a hole serving as a door to creep out at
and another considerably smaller, seemingly
for the purpose of letting out the smoke.
This, however, ought to be considered as
one of their palaces, for many of their huts
are not half the size, and seldom are more
than four feet in height.
They have no
other furniture than a few small bass or
baskets, in which they deposit their fishing-

m
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When on board tlie
liooks and other trifles. They sit down in wonhl eaj^erly devour.
the middle round a small tire, and probably sh.ij)s, they not only emptied the lamps, but
sleep in tiie same situation, without any aetually swallowed the cotton with equal
other coverins;- thuu what they Imve worn eagerness. 'J'houuJi the inhabitants of Van
Fishini? is their principal sup- Diemen's land would not even taste our
in the day.
port, in which they use ditferent kinds of bread, these peo|)le devonred it with the
nets, or wooden tisli-hooks ])ointed with itreatest eagerness, even when it was rotten!
l>one
but made in so extraordinary a niai>- and mouldy.
In point to inc^-enuity, they are not behind
ner, that it appears astonishinir how they
Their boats any uncivilized nations nnder similar circan answer such a puri)Ose.
consist of planks raised upon each other, cumstances: for, without the assistance of
and fastened with strong' withes. Many of luetal tools, they make every thini^ bv
them are fifty feet long-. Sometimes they which tiiey procure their sul)sistence,
fasten two together with rafters, which we cloathing- and wa.l'ike weapons, with neatstrength
and convenience Their,
caU a double canoe they frenuently carry ness,
upwards of thirty men, and nave a larire principal mechanical tool is formed in the
head, iufifenionsly carved and painted, which manner of an adze, anti is ma(!e of the
seems intended to represent the countenance sernent stone, or jasper: their chissel ami
of a warrior, when engag-ed in the heat nt' an(i g-ouge are fiu*nished from the same
action. Their paddles are narrow, pointed, material, thonuh they are sometinjes comaud about five feet Ujng. Their sail, very posed of black solid stone. Carving', howseldoni used, is a mat forined into a trian- ever, is their master-piece, which api)ears
gular .shape. When the weather will not upon the most trifling: things the ornnniejsts
sufler them to g:o to sea, muscles and sea-ears on tlie heads of their canoes, not only di.ssupply the place of other fish. Sometimes, play much desifrn, but execution.
Thein
but not often, they kill a few penguins, cordagre for tisljing^-lines is not inferior to
rails, and shag's, which enable them to vary that in England, and their nets are equally
their diet.
Considerable number of their gfood.
shell, a bit of flint, or jasper, is
dogs are also bred for food but they depend their su])stitute for a knife, and a shark's
princi[)ally on the sea for their subsistence, tooth, fixed in the end of a piece of wood,
by which they are most bountifully suji- is their auger. They Iiave a saw made of
some jai^g-ed fishes teeth, fixed on a piece
plied.
They dress tlieir fish by roasting', or rather of wood nicely carved but this is used
bakinar them, being- entirely ignorant of the ^or no otlier {)urpose, than to cut up the
art of boiling'.
It is thus they also dress bodies of those whom they kill in battle,
Though no jM?ople are more ready to
tlie root of the large fern-tree, in a hole
prepared for that purpose: when dressed, resent an injury, yet they take every opporthey split it, and find a gelatinous substance tunity of being- in.solent, when th«y apjjrewithin, somewhat like sago powder. The heTul there is no danger of punishment;
smalle-i' fern-root seems to be their substi- whence it may be concluded, that their
tute for bread, being- dried and carried about e^erness to resent injuries, is rather the
with them, together with large quantities effect of a furious di.spo.sition than genu? tie
of dried fish, when they go far from their bravery.
They are naturally distrustful
habitations.
They are as filthy in their and suspicious, for such as are stran«-ers
feeding as in their persons, which often never venture immediately to visit our sjiijis
emit a very oftensive effluvia, from the but keep at a sujall distance in their bt'uls,
quantity of grease about them, and from observing our motions, and hesitatincr v. hoi
their never washing, their heads are plenti- ther they sljould risk their .safety witli us.
fully stocked with vermin, which they They are to the last degree dishonest, jsn.i
sometimes eat. Large quantities of stink- steal every thing within their reach, if tluv
ing train oil, and blubber of .seals, they suppose they can escape detection
and.
;

:

:

A

;

;

;

;

;
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seem inclined to take every
for they never trust an
possible advantage
hands
for examination,
article out of their
it
pleased
they have overhighly
and seem
bargain.
Such conduct
a
you
in
reached
indeed is not surprizing, when it is considered, that there appears to be little subordination, and i'ew, if any, laws for the punishment of transgressors. No man's authority
extends beyond his own family and when
they join at any time, for m-.itual defence
or satet3', those among them who are most
eminent for valour and prudent conduct are

in trading, they

;

mixes with their

tears.
They also carve a
leseiublance of an human figure, and hang
it about their necks, as a memorial of those

who were

dear to .them. They also perform
the ceremony of lamenting and cutting for
joy.^at the return of a friend who has been
some time absent. The practices of the
fathers, whether good or bad, their children
are, at an early age, instructed in
so tliat
yon find a child of eitjjer sex, of the age
of nine or ten years, able to imitate the
frightful motions and gestures of the men.'
They also sing, and with some degree of nielody, the traditions and actions of their foredirectors.
fathers,
almost
perare
contentions
with which they are immoderately
public
Tlieir
petual, for w;ir is their principal profession, delighted, and pass much time in these
as ap|)ears from their number of weapons, amusements, accompanied sometimes vvillv
and their dexterity in using them. Their a kind of flute.
From Capt. Cook's observations, and
arms are spears, patoos, and halberts, and
sometimes stones. The first are from five from the information of Taweiharooa, and
to thirty feet long, made of hard wood and others, it appears, that the New Zealanders
pointed. The patoo is about eighteen inches must live under perpetual apprehensions
long, of an elliptical shape, with a handle of being destroyed by each other; there
made of wood, stone, &.c. and api)ears to be being few of their tribes that have not, as
The they think, sustained wrongs from some
th^ir principal de|)endance in battle.
other tribes, which they are continually
feet
in
length,
six
about
or
five
balbert is
tapering at one end with a carved head, and upon the watch to revenge. And, perhaps,
broad, or flat, with sharp edges, at the other. the desire of a good meal may be no small
Before the onset, they join in a war song, incitement. It is said, that many years will
keeping the exactesl time and, by degrees sometimes elapse, before a favourai)le opporwork themselves into a kind of frantic fury, tunity happens, and that the son never loses
accompanied with the most horrid distortions sight of any injury that has been done to
1'heir method of executing
of their tongties, eyes, and months, in order his father.
To this succeeds their horrible designs, is by stealing upon
to terrify their enemies.
a circumstance, that is most cruel, and dis- the adverse party in the night, and if they
graceful to human nature, which is mangling find them unguarded, (which is very seldom
and cutting to pieces (even when not perfect- the case) they kill every one indiscriminately ;
ly dead) the bodies of their enemies, and, not even sparing the women and children.
after roasting them, devouring their flesh When the massacre is completed, they either
with peculiar satisfaction and even |)leasure. feast and gorge themselves on the spot, or
It might naturally be supposed, that those carry off^" as many of the dead bodies as thty
who could be capable of such excess of they can, and devour them at home, with
cruelty, must be totally destitute of every acts of savage brutality too shocking to be
human feelins:, and yet they lament the loss described. If they are discovered before
of their friends in a manner the most ten<ler they can execute their bloody purposes, they
but are sometimes
and affectionate. Both men and women, generally ^teal off again
upon the death of their relations or friends, pursued and attacked by the other party,
in their turn.
To give quarter, or to take
bewail them with the most miserable cries
gashes
large
their
f)risoners,
makes
no part of their military
in
cutting
time
at the same
cheeks and foreheads, with shells, or pieces law ; so that the vanquished can only save
This perpetual state
of flint, till the blood flows copiously, and their lives by flight.
;

;

;

;
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war, and

iuy

tlt'strnctive

operalt\s so

it,

metliod of conduct-

slroi»ii!y

iii

piodiicinf^

ciromnspection, that one hardly
tver lliuls u New /ealaiider oft' liis |;;;uard,
Iiulecd, no other
eilhtM* by night or hy day.
powerful
iiiutive.s to he
such
have
<'an
mail
viijfilant, as the preservation both of body
tor at'Cordin«? to
aiicl soul depends u|)on it
a principle in their need, the soul of a man
whose riesh is devoured by the enemy, is
doomed to a iterpetiial tire, wiiile the soul
of the man wiiose body has been rescued
fn)m those who killed him, as well as the
souls of all who die a natmal death, ascend
\V hen enquito tlie dwclliny:s of the gods.
devoured
the
they
ry was made, whether
as
been
frieirds
had
their
of
flesh of such
killed in war, but whose bodies were saved
from falling into the enemies hands ? They
seemed surprized at the question, which
they answered in the negative, expressing^
1'heir
s(i!ue abhorrence at the very idea.
of
their
disposing
of
method
common
dead, is by depositing their bodies in the
earth, but if they have more ot their slaughItred enemies than they can eat, they throw
them iiHo the sea*
As \o their religion, we can say little
concerning either its principles or ceremonies; but we know its instructions are very
stiongly inculcated into them from their
infancy of which a remarkable instance
was seen, in the youtli. who was tirst destined to accom|>any Taweiharooa. He reiVained from eating the greatest part of the
dav, on account of his hair being cut;
though every method was used to niduce

iiabilual

:

:

him to break his resolution and he was
tempted with the offer of such victuals as
lie was known to esteem the most: but he
said, in answer to our pressing solicitations,
if he eat any thing that day, that Eatooa
would kill him. However, towards evening,
;

"^t'/fvr

4H

this wns done. They have
no
morais, or other phices of public worship
nor <lo they ever assemble tot^etlier with
this view
but they have priests, who alone
address the sods in prayers, for the prosperity of their tenijioral
ati'airs; such as an
enterprize against an hostile tribe, a fishing
party, or the like.
Polygamy is allowed
among these people and it is not uncommon for a man to have two or three wives.
The women are marriag-eable at a very
early age; and it should seem, that one
who is unmarried, is but in a forlorn state.
She can with ditticulty get a sjibsistence at
least she is, in a great measure, without a
protector, though in constant want of a
powerful one.
Their language is neither harsh nor
disagreeable: and yet the pronunciation is
frequently guttnral
and whatever qualities
are requisite to make a language musical,
prevail to a high degree in this
which we
observed )>articularly in the melody of
It is not, indeed, so compretheir songs.
hensive as our European languages, which
owe their perfection to long and gradual

account

:

:

;

:

;

;

improvement. Mr. Anderson collected both
now and in the course of our former
voyage, a great

many

of their v/ords, so as
vocabulary
and
being, in his inquiries, very attentive to the
languages of the other islands throughout
the South Sea, he has afforded us the amplest proof of their wonderful agreement, or
rather identity. This observation has been
already made in'our history of former voyages, and we shall now strengthen it by a
new specimen or fresh list of words ; and by
placing the corresponding words as used at
Otaheite in another column, the reader wiU
be able to judge by what changes the difference of dialect has been effected.
to

form a pretty

large

;

A TABLE

the cravings of nature got the better of his
of Select Words used in the
professed tenets, and he eat, though spaIslands of New Zealand and Otaheite,
it was
thought before this, that
ringly
they had some superstitious notFons about NewZealand. Otaheite.
ExGLisir.
their hair; for we frequently observed quan- Moeenga
Moera
Bed
tities of it tied to the branches of trees riear Epaipe
Pepe
Rntterfttt
some of their habitations but we could Purra, purra Ere, ere
Black "
Hot learn from v Iiat notions* or on what Makkareede Mareede
Cold
3 L
No. 28.
;

A

;
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^E\v Zealand.

Otaheite.

Hekaee

Ey

Wyero

Ero

Kaoo, matte

Matle, roa

liloowha

Eooha

Makoee

Matoii

Ererre

Eraire

Reenga
Ewharre

Ereema

Keerahoi

Era hoi
Taata
Etoa

Tangata

Xoa

Ewharre

Wobo

Woho

Wfiairc*

Oora, oora

Noboanwi

Nohonoa

jVIango

Ka Powhy

Mao
Owhy

Opanee

Opaiiee

Moea

Moe

Agooanai

Aooanai

-

POLE,

many ships such as ours, had ever arrived in
English.
ToCJieworcat Queen Charlotte's Sound, or in any part of
A Dog's tail its neighbourhood ? He began with giving
Death, dead an account of one absolutely unknown to
us.
A Female
This he said had put into a port on
the N. W. coast of Teerawitte, but a very
Fish-lwok
few years before I arrived in the Sound in
To Fly
the Endeavour, which the New Zealanders
A Hand
distinguish, by calling Tupia's ship. At first,
House
Large
I thought he might have been mistaken as
to the time and place; and that the ship in
A Man
Male kind ^juestion might be either Monsieur Surville's
who is said to have touched upon the N. E.
Out not
coast of Ehaeinomauwe, the same year 1
within
was there in the Endeavour or els^ MonRed
sieur Marion du Fresne's, who was in the
To Reside
Bay of Islands, on tbe same coast a few
A shark
3^ears after.
But he assured us that be was
Stone
Shut
not mistaken, either as to the time, or as
To Sleep
to. the place of this ship's arrival; and that
well known to every body about
To-day
it was
Tounderstand Queen Charlotte's Sound and Teerawitte.
;

Geetaia

Efetea

Ewy

Evy

Taooa
Kahaia

Taooa
Tehaia

Where is he

the country

Ema

Ooanm

White

him, now living, and about tbe age oi
Kokoa who, though not born then, seemed

Rooa
Toroo
^^.Ealia

Numerals.
Atahaa

One

Eraoa
Toroo

Two

Ahaa

Four

Three

Reema
Ono

Ere ma

Five

Aono

Heetoo

Alieitoo

Waroo
Eeva

A waroo

Six
Seven
Fight

An gab oora
Ma-tabaee
Ma-i-rooa

said, that the Captain of her, during
his stay here, co-habited with a woman of

Yesterday
Forgot

Taeninnuaboi Ninnahoi
Ooaro
Warre
Taliaee

He

Water

We

Aeeva
Abooroo
Fleven
Twelve,
tite

Ten
Sf'C.by

m^icle

prefiving

ma

Mangaboora Twenty
Tlius we have mentioned all tbe partictilars that came under onr observation, and
which we think worth relating, during our
intercourse with the New Zealanders we
have only to add some very remarkable
information which Oapt. Cook received
:

Taweibarooa. " One day, says the
Cajtain.oii intiuiring of Taweiharooa, bow

from

and that she bud a

lion

by

;

be equally well acquainted with the
We were also informed by Taweihastory.
rooa, that this ship first introduced the
venereal disease among the New ZealandIt were to be wished, that subs.equent
ers.
visitors from Europe may not have their
share of guilt in leaving so dreadful a remembmnce of them among this unhappy
The disorder now is but too common
race.
though
they do not seem to regard it,
here
saying, that its effects are not near so pernicious at present, as they were at its fi.rst
appearance. The only method, as far as
1 ever beard, that they make use of as a
remedy, is by giving the patient tbe use
of a sort of hot bath, which they produce
by the steam of certain green plants laid
over hot stones. I regretted much, that
we did not hear of this ship while we wervj
in the sound, as, by means of Omiah, We'
might have bad full and correct infonnaFor*
tion about her from eye-witnesses.
j'aweibarooa's account was only from what
be bad been told, and therefore liable to
to

;

^"inc

;
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board onf
I liaw not the least doubt, Mr. Burney cnme on
«:|jif>,
bis t< slintony may so far be tliey ran and bid tben)si'lves, discoverinji a
It did not appear tbeir fear
dejkJiidedi u|m«i, as to induce us to bebeve, great panic.
that a sbip really liad l)een at Teeiauitte, t<>ok its rise TroHi the tiiouobts ot" beina;
iMior to u>)' arrival in Iho Endeavour, as carried back, because when the gentlemen
relurned, ihey wanted to iio with them.
it ooriespouds witli what I I'oinierly heard,
For in the bitter eml <>t" 177-i, the secoiul It shoidd rjilber .seem, therefore, that they
iiuje X visited New Zeahintl, durinf:^ i»y were apprehensive of some design tf|)ofi
tornjer vojaije, when we were <'ontinnully (heir lives, as in their country a consultation
always precedes a
iiHluiries about the Adventure, anu:)i>tfst their chiefs
ikialviiii;:
This was confirmed
after our separation, some of the natives determined mtirder.
endeainfornied us of a ship's havin«i" been in a by their behaviour afterwards.
but, at voured, as far as lay in our power, to sooth
p.ort on thi' coast of Teerawitte
but they we|)t continually, and £>ave
that time, we thouj^bt we must have mi.s- them
undeistood thew. and took no notice of the vent to their sorrows in a kind of s<mtr,
had another piece of which seemed to express their praises o(
informatioQ.
thoucrh not confirmed their country and people, from vvhi(>h they
him,
from
intelliareiice
by our own oiiservations, that there are were now, in all probability to be for ever
In this dispirited state they
snakes and lizards in New Zealand, of an .separated.
enormous size. He described the latter as continued for several days, till, at lenj^th,
beins? eight feet in length, and as bi<r round the agitation of their minds bei^an to subsaid that they some- side, and their sea sickness, which had
as a mail's body.
devour
men that they aggravated their grief, wore off. Their
times seize and
and that they are lamentations then became less and less
burrow in the ground
killed by making fires at the mouths of the frefjuent their native country, their kindred*
could not be mistaken as to the and friends, were gradually forgotten, and'
holes.
animal ; for with his own hand he drew a they appeared to be firmly attached to ns.
very good representation of a lizard on a On the 28th, at noon, in the lat. of 41 deg.
as also of a snake, in order 17 inin. S. longitude 177 deg. 17 niin. IL
|)iece of paper
we tacked about and stood to the S. E, with
to shew what he meant."
In the morning of Tuesday the 251 h, of a gentle breeze at E. N. E. which afterFebruary, we left the sound. By the mean wards veered to the N. E. in which
the wind
remained
two days,
of the results of many astronomical observa- point
blowing a fresh gale, with
tions, we found the latitude of Ship Cove sometimes
and the longitude squalls and rain.
to be 41 deff. Grain. S.
sec.
E.
At ten o'clock,
Monday, March the 1st, a storm came on,
deg.
min.
15
25
1.74
alight breeze springing up at N. W. by but as the wind was fair, we got down the
W. we made sail through Cook's Strait, top-gallant-yards, close reefed the top-sails,
company. On and pursued our course E. by N, On the
with the Discovery in
Thursday the 27th. we rlearedCapePalliser, 2nd, it shifted to N. W. and afterwards to
between which point and the N. it
and took our departure from thence. It S.
lx)re W.
distant about seven leagues,
continued to blow, sometimes very moderatebad now a fine gale, and steered towards ly, and at other times a .strong gale. With
N. E. Wh'en we had lost sight of land, this wind we steered N. E. by E. and E. with
our two. youths from
Zealand, notwith- all the sail we could carrv, till Tuesday the
standing their employment of fishing near 11th, when it veered to N. E. and S. E. at
the .shores from their infancy, began tore- which time we observed at noon in lat. 39
pent of the adventurous step they had taken, deg. .29 min. long. 196 deg. 4 min. E. on

many

jiiisfiikes.

bowtver*

lbi*t

We

:

;

We

He

;

;

;

We

;

We

W.

New

Seeing only foaming billows round them, the loth, being Saturday, it blew a hurrihearts faile«lt: they began to pine, cane, attended with rain and a high sea,
ond refuse, to eat. When Capt Clerke with which breaking over our bows, cleared the

tlieir
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decks of every thing that was not firmly ever,
^

secured, and split the fore-top-mast stay
of the Discovery into a titousand shivers.
At night we shifted our course and stood N.
by E. half E. There were some on board
the Discovery who disapproved of the course
we had hitherto steered, foreseeing, that by
going so fast to the northward, we should
fall too suddenly into the trade winds, especially, if we should be ii'.et by an easterly
wind before we approached the tropic.
Among the seamen on board a king's ship,
there are always some expert navigators,
whose judgment, ripened by experience, is
but the mismuch to be depended upon
fortune is, that these men are nfever consulted, nor do they even dare so much as to
w hisper tiieir opinion to their superior oflicer.
Like gamesters standing by, they can see
the errors of the game, but must not point
This we
them ont till the game is over.
find, by the journal l>efure us, was the real
case on board the Discovery, some of whose
people did not scrui)le to foretel what would
happen after we had left the 39th degree of
;

southern latitude, while we were yet only
They
ni the I9() dear, of eastern longitude.
did not scruple to say that before we altered
our latitude to the N. we ought to have
stretched Vi or 14 deg. farther eastward of
our intended port ar.d in this case when
we came to pass the tropic, we should be
On
stire of a fair wind to carry us to it.
Tuesday, the 18th, having continued our
'.ourse N. N. E. for the last 24 hours, we
found ourselves, bv observation, in lat. 3^3
;

most seasonably for our people' In
the Kesolntion, where the number of live
stork,

as horses, cow.>, goats, and slieep,
liad exhausted a large proportion of our
fresh water, and we were, yet at a great
distance from our destined port. Here the
wind began to veer to the E. which had

been apprehended by many
who finding
our longitude not to increase in proportion
as our latitude decreased, beiran to suspect
we should not make Otalieite this run.
Monday, the 24th, our latitude was
deceased to 24 deg. 24 min. and our longi*
tude only increased one single degree. The
wind wasE. by S. and our course still N. by
E. we made consequently but little way.
To add to our vexation, we were in an
alarming situation, tor want of provision,
and water for the live .stock insomuch,
that we were obliged to kill i>art of our
sheep and hogs, not having a sutticient quantity of water to keep them alive.
As to the
horses, and cows, they were mere skeletons
having been reduced to the scanty portion
offour pounds of hay, and six quarts of
water for 24 hours and the men were put
to the allowance of two quarts of water,
for the same space of time.
The wind
continuing foul, all
hope of reaching
Otaheite was laid aside
and the isles of
Amstertlam and Rotterdam, were at this
time thought to be our only resource. Hitherto not a man was ill on board the
Discovery, nor was any alteration made in
her company's allowance, they not having
any more cattle on board, than were neces;

;

:

;

;

min and in longitude 2(K)deg. E. that sary for the ship's use. Thursday the 27th,
more than 12 tieg, to the westward of we crossed the tropic.
The weather;
Otaheite. Here we saw sea weed in abund- which tor two or three days hud been
nuve, and by a large tree floating by us, we squally, attended with thunder and light.iudaed that we could not be far from land. ning, increased to a storm and we now
TIjC tree appeared to be about thirty feet began to be surrounded by our tropical
in girth, and by its freshness seemed to have companions.
On the 28tli, the weather
been no long time in the water. Saturday cleared up, and we were saluted with a find
the 22nd, the heaviest rain began to pour breeze, lind attended with numerous shoals
down that the oldest njariner, in either of the of riving fish, bonitos, dolphins, sharks, and
It fell in whole flocks of tropical sea fowl, whicli
siiips, had ever experienced.
increased,
the men abound near the Islands in the low latittides,
as
the
wind
siieets, and,
the
were
in
utmost but are seldom 'seen in the deep Pacific
sails,
the
in .handing
yards.
off
the
It Ocean.
wnshed
being
On the21)th, at ten o'clock A. i\J.as
of
dinger
f ontin-jed fo4' six
hours incessantly
how- we wt-re standing to the N. E. the Discoveiy
deg. 8
is,

;

;

.w
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the signal for seeing larul, distant
tacked ship and stood
seven leagues.
While day-light
evening.
the
till
tor it
remained we saw no signs of inhabitants,
On
but, in the night observed several fires.
Sunday the ,3(Uli, at «iay break we discovered
it to i)e an Islnntl of no great extent, and
bore np on tlie west-side, ^\'e now saw
several people wading t<» the reef, but, observing the ships leaving them quickly, they
But others, who soon
there.
rtiiiained
and some
jippeured, followed our course
of tiiem assembled in small bodies, making
great shouts, t'pon our nearer approach to
the sliore, we saw many of the natives runniug along the beach, and, by the assistauce
of our glasses, could perceive, that they
were armed with h)ng spears and clubs,
wliich they brandished in the air with signs
of threatening, or, as some of us supposed,
Most of them
Mith invitations to land.
were without clothes, except having a kind

mnde

We

:

of girdle, which was brought up between
but some of tliem wore about
their thighs
their shoulders pieces of cloth c»f various
;

colours, \Ahite, striped, or checked; and
alm<»st all of them luid about their heads
a white wrapper, in some res|)ects resembling
i hey were of a tawny complexa turban,
ion, well made, robust, and of a middling
small canoe was now launched
stature.
from the most distant part of the beach,
aiid a man getting into it, put ofi\ as with
a view of reaching the ship but his courage failing him, he hastily put back. On
his return to the beach another man joined

A

;

in the canoe, and then both of them
]wddled towards us.
They seemed, howhfver, afraid toappnrach, till their apprehensions were removed byOmiah, who addressed liiem in the language of Otaheite.
'I'hus encouraged, they came near enough
to re<"eive some nails and beads, which,
being tied to some wood, were thrown into
the canoe. T!»t^y, however, put the wood
aside without untying the string, which
perhaps might have proceeded from superfor we were informed by Omiah,
stition
that when they observed us ottering presents
to them, they requested something Ibr tlieir
Katooa. On Omiah's asking them, whetlicr

him

;

5
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human tlesh, they replied in the
negative, with equal abhorrence and detesOne of them, named Mourooa, lietation.
ing(iuestioned,with regard to a scar on hisforehead, said, it was ihe consequence of a
wound he had received in fighting witli the
natives of en Island lying towards the N. J*'.

they eat

'

who sometimes invaded them. They afterwards laid handson a rope, but would notventure on boar<l, telling Omiah, that their countrymen on shore had suggested to them
this caution and had likewise directed them
to enquire whence our ship came, and to pro:

cure information of the name of the Captain.
Their chief, they said, was called Orooaeeka.
when we demanded the name of the Island,
they told us it was Mangya, or 3Iangeea,
to which they .sometimes added nooe, nai.
naiwa. The features of jMourooa were
agreeable, and his disposition, to all appearance, no less so
for he exhibited sowndroll
gesticulations, which indicated humour and good nature. lie also made
others of a serious kinti, and repeated .some
words with an air of devotion, before he
would venture to take hold of the rope at
the stern of the ship. He was lusty and
well made, though not tall. His complexion v\ as nearly of the same cast with that
of the natives of the most sourthern parts of
Europe. His com|K<nion was not .so hand.some.
They both had strong, strait, black
hair, tied together on the top of their heads
with a piece of white cloth. They had
Jong beards and the inside of their arm.s,
from the elbow to tite shoulders, and some
other parts, were tatooed, or punctured.
The lobe of their ears was slit to such a
length, that one of them stiTck there a knife,
and some beads we had given him. The
same person had hung about his neck, by
way of ornament, two |)olished pearl-shells,
and a bunch of hr.;nan hair, loosely twisted
together.
They wore a kind of girdle,
which we found was a substance manufactured from the morus
papyrifera,
and
glaze<] like tho.se used in
the Friendly
Islands. They had on their feet a sort of
sandals, made of a grassy substance interwoven, which we perceived were also worn
by those w horn we had seen on the bt-ach.
;

;
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The canoe in which they came was th^
only one we saw. It was very narrow,

abnii^ three feet long.

The

'

fqr^

pj^rt hadt-j

over it, which projected x
a
to.
water
ou^,
long,
strong,
feet
but
prevent
the
from getting in. t
and not more than ten
It
had
an
qpright
stern,
five feet highti
of
was
part
and neatly made. The Ip^fver
which
at
the
top
in a kind ot«i
part
black,
terminated
upper
was
t|ie
hut
white wood
^olour.
fork.
They
paddle
^ndiffepently
of
tl^e
either end't
saii^e
were
puddles
and their
of
the
and
canoe
forward,
blunt,
one
e^^,
at
broai^
were
Tliese
^
liat bq^v«l iastetieu

;

1

^
CHAP.

IV.

attempt made to land on the Island of Mangeea, tvhich we tvere obliged to leave unvisited^
Observations on the coast ; Transactions with the natives; Description of the Island d^d its
inhabitants; Specimen of their language ; The Resolution and Discovery continue^ their course
northward ; Discover another Island named Wateeo ; Visits from the natives; An. ac^count of
Mr. A^jhderson,
/heir persons and dress ; The coast explored ; Lieutenants Gore an^ Burnet/.
and Omiah sent on shore ; An account of tfiiCir reception ; They arfi introduced to thr^e Chiefs ;.
dance of twenty young women ; OmiulCs apprehension of being roasted ; The Islanders, send
provisions on board ; Further description oj the natives ; Of their double canoes ; Trees and
plants ; Omialis expedient to prevent being detained on shore ; He meets with three of his country,

jn

A

; Additional ren(iarks relative to Wateeo ; Otakootaia
attempt
made to la^d ; The two ships bear away for,^
fruitless
Island
;
visited, and Harvey's
touclied
at
Two Islots described : Refreshmetits procured i
Ishnid
stofi's
;
Palmer
the friendly Isles;
tcilh
the natives of Koman^o; Arrival at Annq~,
Intercourse
Islands
;
Arrivtd at the friendly
•
account
there
An
incidents
and
of Ar\namooka ; Th§ Resolution atu^,
Transactions
;
mooka
Hapaee.
to
^'Discovery proceed

•men;

AS

An accou,ni of their distressful voyage

A

the ships were in a proper
ten o'clock A, M. of
about
station,
sent out to endeawere
boats
the 30th, two
place for landing.
convenient
a
vour to find
put oW in his
sooner
no
had
Capt. Cook
approached
men
two
the
than
own boat,
side of
along
when
and
canoe,
their
with
hesitation,
without
Mourooa,
boat
the

soon

as,

Omiah, who was with the
stept into her.
Captain, was desired to enquire of Mourooa,
were we could land upon which he directe soon perceived,
ed us to two places. Hut
at either was
attempt
the
with regret, that
surf, unless
the
of
account
impracticable, on
;

;•.

the risque of having our boats destroyed.
Nor were we more successful in our search
find no bottom
for anchorage, as we could
the breakers,
of
length
cable's
a
within

;it

where we met with from

forty

to

6

twenty

fathoms depth, over s)iarp rocks of

coral,.

While we thus reconnoitred the shore oi|
Mangeea, the natives thronged down upon
the reef all armed.
Mourooa, who still
remained, in the boat with Capt, Cook,
thinking, perhaps, that this warlike apfieara nee deterred us from landing, commanded
them to retire. As many of them complied^
we imagined, that he was a person of some^
consequence indeed, if we did not misunderstand him, he was brother to the king
of the Islanil. Several of them, instigated
by curiosity swam from the shore to the
boats, and came on board them withoutc
reserve.
even found some difficulty,
in keeping them out, and could scarce pre-<
vent their pilfering whatever was witliin
their reach.
At length, when they observed
rt^turning
to the ships, they a|l left us
us
:

We
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in the woods of New Zealand.
The
shore on the N. \V. part, terminates in a
sandy beach, beyond which the land is
broken into small chasms, and has a broad
border of trees, resembling tall willows,
Farther up, on the ascent, the trees were
of the deep green above mentione<l, whiclj
some of us imagined to be the rima, intermixed with cocoa-palms, and a few other
sorts.
Some trees of a higher sort were
thinly scattered on the hills, the other parts
<)f which were covered with soniewhat like
fern, or were bare, and of a reddish colour,
'J'he Island upon the whole, has a pleasing
appearance, and niight, by proper cultivation, be made a beautiful spot.
The natives
appearing to be both numerous and well
fed, it is highly probable, that such articles
of |)rovision as the Island produces are
found in great abuiulance.
Our friend
xMourooa informed us, that they had no ho:.;s
nor <logs, though they had heard of jjoih
those animals, but that they had pfantain.s
taro. and bread-fruit.
The only bird.s we
ob.serveil, were some tern.s, noddies, white
egg^birds, and white herons.
The iiihalritants of this Island resemble
those of Otaheite and the Marquesas in
the beatrty of their f)erspns; and their
general dispo.sition seems also to correspond
with that of the lirst mentioned people
for they are not only lively
and cheerful,^
^
but are acquainted wilhalTtlie lascivioiKs
gesticulations practised by the Otaheiteans
in their dances.
^Ve liatl likewise reason
to suppose, that they have a similar method
of living r tor though we had not an opportuniry of seeing many of their hai3itations
we obsei ved one hou.<e near the beacli
\y|jicli in it^* mode of construction, differed
little from tho."^e of Otaheite.
It appeared
to be seven feet high, and thirty in leno^th,
with an open .end, wliich represented an
ellipsis, or ova V,
transversely divided. It
was pleasantly situated in a grove. These
.salute
i>eoj)le
strangers by joining noses,
and taking the hand of the persoif whotn
they accost, whicli they rub with some force

except Moiirooa, who, thongli not without found
manitest huiications of fear, accompanied
the Commodore on Imard the Resolution,
The cattle, and other new objects that he
saw, did not strike him with much surprize
his mind, perhaps, being too much occupied
abouthis own safety, toallowhimtoattendto
He seemed very uneasy, and
other things.
gave us but little new intelligence: and,
therefore, after he had continued a short
time on board, a boat was ordered to carry
him towards the land. In his way from
the cabbin, happening to stumble over one
of the goats, he stop[»ed, looked at the animal, and asked Omiah, what bird it was ?
But not receiving an immediate answer, he
repeated the question to some of the peojile
who were upon the deck. The boat haying
conveyed him near the surf, he leaped into
the water, and swam ashore. His countrymen eager to learn from him what he had
seen, flocked round him as soon as he landrn vrhich situation they remained when
cd
hoisted in the
we lost sight of them.
boat as soon as slie returned, and made sail
Thus were we obliged to
to the northward.
leave this tine Island un visited, which seemed capable of supplying all our wants^ It
lat. *21 deg. 57 min. S. long,
is situated
201 deg. 63 min.E.
This Islaiid of Mangeea made a roost
;

;

We

m

delightful appearance; it
easily be conceived with
we left it. Those parts of

may

I

;

therefore
what reluctance
its coast which
fell under our ob:^ervation, are guarded by
a reef of coral rock, asainst which a heavy
surf is continually breaking. The Is'lmid is
about tive leagues in 'circumference, and
and pi^etty equal
though of a r»oderate
height, may be seen in- clear weather at
In
the distance of more than tett leagues.
the intOTior parts, it rises into small hills,
whence there is an ei»sydesceht to-tlie shbre,
vvhicli, in the S. W. part, is steep, tUbugh
not very h'gh, and has several cavities made
by the dashing of the waves against a
brownish sand-sftone, of which it consists,
The descent here abounds with trees of a
deep gi^en, which seem t-o be all of one ui>on their mouth and nose. It is worthy
sort, except nearest the shore, where we of remark,
that the inhabitants of the
ob served numbers of that species of dracaena, Pal-ads, New Philip])ine, or rather Caroline

.
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POLE,

at tlie distance of near 1500 man at t!ie mast-head called out land, which
from Man^eea, have a similar was soon answered by a signal from the
method of salutation. The Jansuaife of Discovery. It lay in the direction of N. E.
the natives of Mangeea is a dialect oVthat by N. distant 10 leagues. The next mornspoken at Otaheite, as will appear by tiie ing, being* Tuesday the Jst of April, we
the were abreast of its north-end, and within
following: list of words, selected by
acfreement four leagues of it. It now had the appearof Omiah. The
assistance
between them as to the orthography is very ance of an Island, nearly of the same extent
but their pronunciation in 3Ian- with that which we had left.
striking^
Another

Islands,

tlion<^Ii

lea^•lles

;

jreea,

like that of the

New

Zealanders,

is

Island,

much

smaller,

was

also

descried

than that of Ota- right a-head. Though we could soon have
reached this, we preferred a larger one, as
heite.
being most likely to furnish food for our
A List of words used in Manareea, and com- cattle. We therefore made sail for it but
pared with others used at Otaheite, taken there being little wind, and that unfavourable, we were still two leagues to leeward,
from Omij'.h by Mr. Anderson.
at eight o'clock the succeeding morning.
Soon after three armed boats were dispatched
Otaheite.
ENGLISH.
Mangkea.
Ooroo
and one from the Discovery, under the comJiiead-fvuit
Kooroo
mand of Lieutenant Gore, in search of a
a
Cujioe.
Eva
Ewakka
landing place, and good anchoring-ground.
Eree
Chief.
Ereekee
. .
Mean while we plied up under the Island
Club.
Pooroohee
with the shi|)s. As our boats were putting
or
cloth
Eoute
Cloth,
taia
Taia,
off, we saw several canoes coming from the
plant.
aoutee
shore, which repaired first to the Discovery,
Cocoa-nut
Aree
Eakkaree
Not louff after,
.she being the nearest to it.
Daughter.
Maheine
Maheine
three of these canoes came along-side our
Friend.
Naoo, nioii ......
They are long and
ship, the Resolution.
Fight, or
Tamaee
Etamagee
narrow, and are supported by out-riggers ;
battle.
the head is tiat above, but prow-like below ;
Good.
Myty
JVIata
- . - .
Great, or pow- and the stern is about four feet high. We
Manna
bestowed on our visitors some knives, beads,
erful
...
and other trifles and they gave us some
A Powerful
Ereekee,
cocoa-nuts, in consequence of our having
chief
manna
but they did not part
asked for them
1.
Won
Ou
—
—
of exchange, as they
•
them
by
way
with
To
Kiss.
Ooma
of barter or traffic.
to
have
seemed
no
idea
A
JMan,
Taata
Taata, or
of
natives,
after
a little persuasion
the
One
Tangata
'
others soon followand
two
came
on
board
No.
Aoure
Aoure
...»
ed his example. They appeared to be perA Spear.,
Hey hey
fectly at their ease, and free from all uneasy
The Shore
Euta
Euta
After their de|>arture, a
apprehensions.
The Sun
Heetaia ma- . - .
man arrived in another canoe, bringing a
tooa
bunch of plantains as a present to our CapWoman.
Waheine
Waheine
tain, who gave him in return, a piece of red
There.
Oo
We were afterwards
cloth,
and an axe.
What is that ?
Owytaieeoa
Ehataiee
this present had
by
Omiah,
that
informed
Yes.
Ai
Aee
been sent from the king of the Island. Soon
Having taken our departure from Man- after, a double canoe, containing twelve of
On af)our course northward, the Islanders, came towards us.
eeea, we held on
ship,
recited
the
they
some
words
proaching
the
31st,
when
the
Monday
noon of
till
*
rather

more

guttural

;

A
A
A

A
A
A

;

;

;

.
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one of them wore girdles of glazed cloth, or fine matting,
the i^nds of wliicii were brought between
tlieir thighs.
Their ears wore bored, and
llivinj^ rinislu'd
the
a>Ued
for
cJiief.
:>ud
they Vtorc about their necks, .by way of
came aloitg-siile,
As soon as Capt. Cook liad made hisappcai- ornament, a sort of broad grass, stained
rnice, a pig and .^ome cooi^a-nuts were con- with red, and strung with berries of the
and the Captain was night-shade. Many of them were curiously
veyed into ll»e sliij)
also presented with a piece of matting, l>y marked or tatooed tVom the middle downwhich
tl>e |)rnu'ipal jterson in the canoe, '.vhen he wards, particulaily upon t!»eir legs
and his comjiunions liad got on board. made them appear as if they wore boots.
These new visitants were introdnced into Their beards were long; and they hud a
and other parts Oi the sl»ip. kind of sandals on ibeir {ett. Hiey were
the cabin,
'rhougli some olytcts seemed to surpri/e frank and cheerful in their deportjnen'.,
Lieutentheui, nothin},;: coidd fix their attention. very frien;lly, a:id good-natured.
Tiiey were aitaid t.» veiiiure near tlie c<»ws ant Gore returned from his excursion, and
and'liorses, of wh')se uiitme tliey conid form informed Capt. Cook, that he hnd examinAs f >r tlje sheep and i?oats, ed the west-side of the Island, without
I'.o conception.
that they l:ne»v being able to find a place
w here a ship
underslarid,
ns
gave
lo
they
ft may appear rather in- could lide in safety, or a boat conld land,
tlieln to be bi'.ds.
credible, that hnman ignorance conld ever the sliore being Ijounded by a steep coral
makeso ridiculonsa mistake, there nnt being rock, against which a continual surf broke
Bat as tl'.e
Ihesnjallest resembhmce between any win^i- with extraordinary violence.
cd animal and a sheep or goat, lint these inhabitants seeujed extremely friendly, and
people seemed nnaccpiainted with the exist- as desirous of onr landing as we ourselves
ence of any other terrestrial animals than were, Mr. Gore was of opinion, that they
hogs, dogs, and birds and seeing" our goals might be jirevaiied upon to bring ofl' to the
and sheep to be very ditferenl frosu the two boats beyond the surf, such articles as we
former, they inferred absurdly, that tliey were most in need of. As we had lit tie or
must belong to the latter claims, in which no wind, the delay of a day or two was of
they knew there were a great variety of spe- no great consequence, and therefore it was
Ttiough Capt.Cook bestowed on his resolved to try the experiment the next
cies.
what he supposed would be the morning .soon after day break some canoes
friend
new
most acceptable present, »yet he seemed came towards tlie ships, one of w hich direct
somewhat disappointed. We were after- ed its course to tlie Resolution. There were
wards informed that he eagerly wished to in it some cocoa-nuts, plantains, and a hog,
procure a dog, of which kind of animals this for which the natives dem;inded from us a
Island was destitute, though the natives <log, refusing every other thing we oft'exed
knew that the race existed in other Islands by way of exchange. Though one of our
Capt. Clerke had gentlemen on board had a dog and bitch,
of the Pacitic Ocean.
received a similar present, with the same which were great nuisances in the ship, and
view, from another man, who was equally which might have served to projiagate a
race of so useful an animal in this Island,
disappointed in his expectations.
The Islanders, whom we had seen in yet he could not be prevailed upon to
However, to gratify
with them.
tliose canoes, were, in general, of the mid- j>art
gave them a favournot
unlike
the
Mangeeans.
these
people,
Omiah
and
stature,
dling
Their hair either flowed loosely over their ite dog he had brought with him front
shoulders, or was tied on the crown of the England, with which acquisition they were
head and though in s«ine it was frizzled, yet highly pleased.
Thursday the 3rd, of April, at ten o'clock
that, as well as the straight sort, was long.
Some of the young men were handsome. A. M. Lieutenant Crore was dispatche<i with
Like the inhabitants of Mangeeaj they three_boats, to make trial of the experiment
3 31
No. 29.

;u cor.ocrt,
liift

^ivins

by w;:y of
tlie

Ciiori.s,

word

Ix^lore eacli repelition.
ll:is solonm oljaunt, tliey

;

;

;

:

,

;
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had proposed. Two of thatourpeopleweredesirousof landing. Soon
had been on board, after two canoes came off; and to inspire tlie
the
and Omiah served as an natives with a greater confidence, Mr. Gore
ac« ompanied him
interpreter. The ships being a full league and his companions resolved to go unarmed*
from the Island when the boats put off, and Mr. Anderson and Lieutenant Burney went
the wind being inconsiderable, it was 12 in one canoe, a little before theoiher; and
o'clock before we could work up to it. We their conductors watching with great attenthen perceived our three boats just without tion the motions of the surf, landed them
the surf, and an amazing number of the safely on the reef. A native took hold of
Islanders on the shore, abreast of thera. each of them, with a view of supporting
Concluding from this, that Lieutenant them in walking over the rugged rocks to
Gore, and others of our people had landed, the beach, where several others, holding
we were impatient to know the event. in their hands the green boughs of a species
With a view of observing their motions, of mimosa, met them, and saluted them by
and being ready to afford them such assist- thejunction of noses. They were conducted
ance as they might occasionally require, from the beach amidst a vast multitude of
we kept as near the shore as was consistent people, who tlocked around them with the
and being led up an
with prudence. We were convinced, how- most eager curiosity
ever, that the reef was a very effectual Iwir- avenue of cocoa-palms, soon came to a
rier between us and our friends who had number of men, arranged in two rows, and
Proceeding onward
landed, and put them completely out of th« armed with clubs.
the
natives,
But
among
these,
protection.
they
found
a person who apour
ot
reach
so
not
sensible
of
were
peared
to
be
a
chief,
sitting
cross-legged on
probability,
all
in
Some of the ground, and cooling himself with a kind
this circumstance as we were.
tliem now and then, brought a few cocoa-nuts of triangular fan, made from the leaf of the
to the ships, and exchanged them for vi'hat- cocoa-palm, with a polished handle of black
These occasional wood. He wore in his ears large bunches
ever was offered them.

which that

natives,

officer

who

;

;

visits diminished the Captain's solicitude of beautiful feathers of a red colour, but
for, had no other mark to distinguish him fron»
about our people who had landed
though we could procure no intelligence the rest of the people. Our two countrymen
from our visitors, yet their venturing aboard having saluted him as he sat, marched on
seemed to imply, that their countrymen on among the men armed with clubs, and came
shore had made no improper use of the con- to a second chief, adorned like the former,
fidence reposed in them. At length towards and occupied like him, in fanning himself.
the evening, we had the satisfaction of seeing He was remarkable for his size and corpuWhen our people got on lence, though he did not appear to be above
tije boats return.
board, we found that Mr. Gore, Mr. Ander- thirty years of age. They were conducted
son, Mr. Burney, and Omiah, were the only in the same manner to a third chief, who
he also
persons who had landed. The occurrences seemed older than the two former
of the day were now fully reported to Capt. was sitting, and was ornamented with red
Cook by Mr. Gore. Mr, Anderson's account feathers. After they had sainted him as
of their transactions, which was very circom- they had done the others, he desired them
stantial, and including some observations both to sit down, which they willingly
on the Island, and its inhabitants, ^as to consented to, being greatly fatigued with
walking, and with the extreme heat they
the following purport.
a
sandy
beach,
where
felt midst the surrounding multitude.
towards
rowed
They
had
assembled,
natives
The people being ordered to separate,
of
number
great
a
and came to an anchor at the distance of our two gentlemen saw. at a small distance,
TOO yards from the reef. Several of the twenty young women, adorned,l ike thechiefs,
Isl aiders swam off, bringing cocoa-nuts with in red feathers, engaged in a dance, which
Ihem and Omiah gave them to understand, they performed to a slow and solemn air.
;

:
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snug by tliem all. Tlie gentlemen rose up Each of these exacting* present, Mr. Gore
and wulkeil forward to see those dances, gave them such things as he had brought
paying theui the smallest with him for that ^)urpose after which he
wIjo, without
attention, still continned tiieir dance. They informed the chiefs of his views in ooming
seemed to be directed by a man, who, in ashore, but was desired to wait till the next
the capacity of a prompter, mentioned the day before he should have what he wanted.
Tliey They now endeavoured to separate our geniseveral motmns they were to make.
never changetl the spot, as Europeans do in tleiiien from each other, every one of whom
dancing, and thoiigli their feet were not had his respective circle, to surround and
Mr. Anderson was, at one
entirely at rest, this exercise consisted more gaze at liim.
in movinif their fingers very nimbly, holding time, upwards of an hour from his friends;
their hands, at llie same time, in a prone and when he told the chief, who was near
position, near the face, and occasionally him, that he wished to speak to Omiah,
TJjeir dances and his request was peremptorily refused.
At
cla|)ping them together.
singing are performed in the exactest concert, the same time he found that those near him
and the former bear a great resemblance to pilfered several trifling things which were in
pocket and on his complaining of
tiiose of the natives of the Caroline Islands. his
The yoimg women had probably been in- this treatment to the chief, he justified their
;

;

structed with extraordinary care,and selected
tor this ceremony, being superior in beauty to
most of those who were in the crowd. They
were in general, rather stout, and of an olive
complexion, with black hair flowing in ringlets down their necks. Their shape and limbs
for their dress
were elegantly formed
consisting only of a piece of glazed cloth
tied round the waist, which scarcely reached
so low as the knees, our gentlemen had an
oj)portnnity of examining almost every
Their features were rather too full
part.
Their eyes
a perfect beauty.
constitute
to
were of a deep black, and tlieir countenances
expressed a great degree of modesty and
complacency. Before these beauteous females had finished their dance, a noise was
lieard as if some horses had been galloping
;

towards our genllemen

;

who

ran away.

At this time Lieutenant Barney and Mr.
Anderson began to look about for Mr. Gore
and Oniiah, whom they at length perceived
conring up, having been as much incommoded by the crowds of people as they themselves had been, and introduced in the same
manner to the three chiefs the names of

whom

to

;

;

;

;

had

On

left.

Omiah under

and on turning he had,

their eyes aside, they saw the people armed with clubs, who had been desired to
entertain tliem, as they supposed, with an
exhibition of their manner of fighting ;
which they did, one party pursuing another,

From

these circumstances Mr.
apprehend, that they
desiuned to detain our party among them.
In this situation he asked for something to
eat
u|)on which they brought him soiue
cocoa-nuts, bread-fruit, and a sort of sour
nudding and when he comi)lained of the
neat, occasioned by the multitude of people,
the chief himself condescended to fan him.
Mr, Burney going to the place where Mr.
A'nderson was, the latter informed him of
his suspicions
and to try whether they were
well founded or not, they both attempted lo
get to the beach
upon which they were soon
.stopped by some of the natives, who said
they must return to the place which they

behaviour.

Anderson began

coming up they found
same apprehensions; but

their

the

as he imagined,

an additional motive
having observed, that they
had dug a hole in the ground for an oven,
which they were now heating, he could
assign no other reason for it, than that they
intended to roast and devour our people ;
he went even so far as to ask them, wheof terror

;

ther that

for,

was

their intention

;

at

which

were much surprized, asking, in
return,
whether that custom prevailed
they

among us.
Thus were Mr.

.

Andei-son and the others
detaind the greatest part of llie day, being
sometimes separated, and sometimes toge;
were OtteroO;, Taroajand Fatovvweera. ther; but continually in a crowdj who desired

3
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to uncover part of their by him.
A number of cocoa-nuts were now

the sig^ht of which struck the Islanders with admiration. They at the
same time, rifled the pockets of our gentlemen ; and one of them snatched from Mr.
Gore, a bayonet, which hung by his side,
This being represented to one of the chiefs,
he pretended to send a person in search of
probably countenanced the theft;
it, but
for Omiah, soon after, had a dagger stolen
from his side in the same manner. They
now brought some green boughs as emblems
of friendship, and, sticking the ends of them
in the ground, desired our party would hold
them as they sat, giving them to imderstand,
that they must stay and eat with them. The
sight of a pig lying near the oven, which
they had heated, removed Omiah'sapprehen-

brought, with a quantity of baked plantains,
and a piece of the pig that had been dressed, was placed before each of them.
Their
fatigue, however, had
taken away their
appetites; nevertheless they eat a little to
please their entertainers. When this meal
was finished, Omiah, Mr. Gore's interpreter,
was questioned by the natives concerning
us, our country, our ships and arms.
In
answer to whirls among- other particulars,
he told them, that our country had ships
as large as their Island, on board of which
were implements of wnv (describing our
guns) of such dimensions, as to contain
several people within them; one of which
could demolish the Island at one shot. As
to the guns in our two ships, he acknovvsionsof being put into it himself, and made ledged that they were but small in compahim think, that it might be intended as a rison with the former yet even with these,
The he said, we could with great ease, at a conrepast for him and his companions.
his
to
provide
siderable distance, destroy the Island, and
sent
some
of
people
chief also
every soul in it.
returned
with
a
On their enquiring by
and
they
cattle,
the
for
food
few plantain trees, which they conveyed to what means this could be done, Omiah
the boats. In the mean time, Mr. Burney, produced some cartri<lges from his pocket,
and Mr. Anderson made a second attempt to and having submitted to inspection the balls,
but on their arrival, they and the gun-powder by which they were to
get to the beach
found themselves watched by people who be set in motion, he disposed the latter upon
seemed so have been stationed there for that the ground, and by means of lighted wood,
purpose', for when Mr. Anderson endeav- set it on fire. The sudden blast, the mingle(l
cured to wade in upon the reef, one of them flame and smoke, that succeeded instanlaThey neously, filled the natives with such astoudragg. J him back by his clothes.
throwing
down
some ishment, that they no longer doubted the
his
also insisted upon
and formidable power of our weapons; and had
picked
up,
had
that
he
pieces of coral
it not been for the terrible ideas they eniertook
them
from
comply,
to
refusing
on his
to
tained of the guns of our shijis, from this
they
suffer
him
would
nor
force
iiim by
retain some small plants which he had ga- specimen of the mode of their operation, it
thered. They likewise took a fan from Mr. was imagined that they would havedetained
Burney, who, on his coming ashore had re- the gentlemen the whole nisht for Omiah
ceived it as a present. Finding that obedi- assured them, that, if he and his friends did
ence to their will was the only method of not return on board the san»e day, they
procuring beMer treatment, the gentlemen might expect, that our Commander, Capt.
Cook, would fire u])on the Island. It was
returned to the place they had quilted
now near sun-set, when the Islanders sent
after
that
i>roniised,
>vhereupon the natives
down
to the beach the remainder of tlie
that
been
had
repast,
a
they had partaken of
provisions
that had been dressed, to be
furnished
be
should
they
prepared for them,
sliips
soon after which our
carried
to
the
boats,
to
their
off
them
carry
to
with a canoe
prepared to put
canoe
found
a
gentlemen
they
to
whom
chief
seconti
the
Accordingly,
the
natives did with
which
to
their
boats,
off
himself
seated
having
presented,
been
had
they
were pushing
bnt
as
caution
great
multitude
the
directed
and
stool,
low
a
on
them
snatched
oneof
into
surf,
canoe
the
the
sit
down
them
made
ring,
large
a
form
to

skin,

;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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women had their hair cropj)ed short,
many of them were cut all over the

baij out of lier, whicli contained a p<icket
pistol belonjfini; to Mr. Anderson, who calling out to the thief with marks of the liii^^hcst
displeasure, he swam back to the canoe

ft

The

Islanders then ptiC them
with the cocoa-nuts,
and they
plantains, and other provi.Mons
iininedi;itely rowed back to the ships.
The restrained situation of these gentlemen gave them very little opportunity of
observing the country tor they were seldom
a hundred yards from the place were thev
been introduced to the chiets, and,
i)ad
f;onse<piently, were confined to a few surThe first thing that
rounding objects.
attracted their notice was the number of

with the batr.
on board the
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boats,

;

;

people, which must have been at least two
thousand. Except a few, those who had
come on board the ships, were all of an
inferior cl:\ss; for a great nu:nber of those
that our gentlemen met witlj on shore, had
a sui)erior dignity of demeanour, and their
oomple\i<!n was much whiter. In general,

iv.ul

fore

part of the body in oblique lines. I'he
wife of tt chiet appeared with her child,
hiid in a piece of red cloth, which had been
presented to herhusband: she suckled the infant much after the manner of our women,
Another chief introduced his daughter, who
Mas young, beautiful, and modest. No
personal deformities were observed in cither
sex, except a
few individuals, who had
scars of broad idcers remaining on the face
and other |)arts. jMany of the natives were
armed with spears and clubs, the latter of
which were generally about six feet long,
made ofa hard black wood neatly polished.
The spears were formed of the sam-a wood,
simply pointed, and were in general twelve
feet long
but some were so short as to
;

seem intended for darts. They preserved
their canoes from the sun under the shade
of various trees. Mr. Anderson saw eight,
or ten of them all double ones; that is, two

they had their hair, which is lomr and single ones lashed together by rafters laid
black, tied on the crown of the head. iNIany across. Ti»ey were about four feet deep,
cftheyomm' men were perfect models in and in length about twenty feet, and the
shape, ai'.d of a delicate complexion. The sides were rounded with a plank raised on
them. ^JVo of these canoes were curiously
old men were, many of them, corpulent
and they, as well as the youiig, had a stained all over with black, in numberless
remarkable smoothness of skin. Their small figures, as triangl-s, squares, &cc. and
general dress consisted of a piece of cloth were far superior to any thing of the kind
wrapped about the waist, but some had Mr. Anderson had ever .seen at any other
The i)addles were
pieces of mats, most curiously variegated Island in the South Sea.
with black and white, formed into a kind almost elliptical, and about four feet long.
others Most of the trees observed by Mr. Anderson
of jacket without sleeves; while
cocoa- were cocoa-|)alms, some species of hibiscus;
of
of
the
core
a
caps
made
wore conical
ears, a sort of euphorbia
their
and many of the same
with
beads.
In
interwoven
liut,
whicli were pierced, they hung pieces of the kind he had seen at IMangeea. The latter
membraneous part of some plant, or stuck are tall and slender resembling a cypress
The chiefs, and are called by the natives etoa. J'his
tiiere some odoriferous flower.
and other persons of rank, had two little gentlemam saw also a species of convolvulus,
and some treacle-mustard
besides which
balls, with a common base, made of bone
necks
with
there
are
doubtless
round
their
other
plants
hung
and fruitnisiciithey
smoll cords. Red feathers are considered trees, which he had not an opportunity of
The soil, towards the sea, is nothing
in this islatid as a particular mark of dis- seeing.
tor none but the chiefs, and the more than a bank of coral, generally steeji
tinction
young women who dr.nced, assumed them. and rugged, w hich, though it has j)ro{)ably
Some of the men were punctured all over been for many centuries exposed to the
their sides and backs, and s:.me of tlie wo- v\eather, has sufiered no further chance
men had the same ornament (if it deserves than l)ecoming black on its surface. T*he
that name) on their legs. The elderly reefor rock, with which the shore is lined.
;

;

;

;

;

6

;
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runs to
were it
IS of a
with tile

breadths into the sea,
a high steep wall
it
brownish colour, and nearly even
surface of the water
and though
itstexture is rather porous it is capable of
withstanding the washing of the surf, which
constantly breaks upon it.
Though this Island had never before been
visited by Europeans,
there were
other
strangers
entirely

different

resembles

:

;

now

residing in

it

;

and

it

was

owing

to Omiah's accompanying
Mr. Gore, that ihis remarkable circumstance
came to our knowledge.
had scarcely

He

landed on the beach, when he found, among
the croud, three of his own countrymen,
natives of the Society Isles. At the distance of about two hundred leagues from
thos6 Islands, an immense ocean intervening', witli such miserable sea-boats as the
inhabitants make use of, such a meeting, at
such a place, s/> accidentally visited by us,
may be considered as one of those extraordinary and unexpected situations, which
strike a curious observer with wonder and
amazement. The mutual surprise and
pleasure with which <)n)iah and his countrymen engaged in conversation, may easily be

impatient;
imagined. All were equally
they to hear Omiah's adventures, and Omiah
to know Iheir's. Their slory, as related by
themselves, is a very ati'eciing one. They
said, that about twenty persons, male and
female, had embarked in a canoe at Otaheite,
with an intention of crossing over to Ulietea
but they were prevented by contrary winds
from reaching the latter, or returning to
the former Island. A dreadful tempest
drove them into the main ocean, and the
mountains high,
sea, continuing to run
washed overboard some of the women and
children, who perished before they experienced any further distress that after three
days, wiien the storm abated, those who
remained found themselves in an unknown
Qcean, with little more provisions than were
iiecessar\ to serve them a very short time:
that, bavins: no pilot to direct their course.
they continued to go be (ore the wind day
;

diminished, worn ont by famine and fatiyne :
that those wiio survived had nothing? but
sea-weed whicii they found lloating- in the
sea, and the water \vhich they saved when
it rained,
to keep them alive: that, fen
days having elapsed, and no land insight,
despair took place of hope, and several,
unable to support the pangs of hunger,
jumped overboard in their phrenzy, and
perished by an easier death and the groans
of the dying, and the terrible agonies with
which some were affected before deatli
came to their relief, exceeded all description,
In this melancholy situation they had existed
for thirteen days, and how much longer they
could have no recollection, for they were
taken up insensible of pain
and hardly
to be distinguished
from the emaciated
bodies of the dead, among whom tliey were
found, seemingly without life or motion,
till by the friendly care of their deliverers
they were restored. When
they were
recovered, they said, it was like waking
from adream they knew not where, they v\ ere
nor how they came upon land
but being
told they were taken up at sea, and in what
;

;

:

:

condition, as their senses gradually returned*
they by degrees recollected all tlie circumstances already related: they added, that
ever since they were brought to life, they

had remained with tlieir deliverers, and
were now quite reconciled to their condition,
and happy in the situation in which the
Etooa, or good spirit, had placed them,
Four men had survived, one of whom had
since died
and the names of the three, now
living, are Tavee, Otirreroa, and Orououte
the
tbrmer was born at Huaheine, the
second at Ulietea, and die latter at Otaheite.
;

;

Oiniah, after

hearing

their

relation, with

which he was apparently much affected,
told them, that they might now fake the
opportunity of returning home with him ;
that he would intercede for them, and that
he was sure, if they chose it, the chiefs of
the expedition would grant his request,
They thanked Omiah for his kindness nor
had they any reason to suppose, that such
an offer would ever be made them again ;
provisions
and, their stock of
after day
but they were now determined to end their
inconceivable
beiiiirt'xhaustjd, theysuffereil
with the people who had restored
days
gradually
number
that, their
hanlships
G
:

:

:

;
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iheiM lo second life : and as their dearest from the ship by the assistance of our giases,
Tl)er«
rt'lations and friends were of the number of a reddish cast on the risinfr grounds.
the
Islanders
their
their
build
houses,
the
return
to
for
we
perislied,
those who
C)uld
Iheir
percieve
several
them
only
renew
of
which
woidd
were
country
native
long and spacious. Its produce is nearly
grief, and instead of atJordin^ them nieasnre,
wonid increase their niehmcholy. The the same with that of iVIangeea, the Island
It we last quitted.
If we may depend on
opplteation of this narrative is ohvions.
Omiah's account of what he learned from
satisfactory
more
in
a
will serve to explain,
than the flimsy conjectures of his three countrymen, in the course of
iii:uiner
h'»^v the detached conversation, the mimners of the |)eople of
speculative reasoners
parts of the world, and, in parti^Milar, the Wateeoo, their general habits ot life, and
Pacitic Ocean, niay have their manner of treating strangers, greatly
l^ilands of the
been tirst i>eopled those especially that lie resemble those that |)revail at Otaheite, and
There is also a
at a considerable distance from each other, its neighbouring Islands.
great
similarity
of
continent.
parts
a
between
their
inhiibitetl
religious
or from any
ceremonies
probably
and
related,
opinions.
tlieab«»ve
as
From
every
accidents
Such
circumclance,
Pacific
indeed,
the
it
may
be
ffreat
in
considered
frequently
happen
Ocean. In I (>9(), two canoes, having on board as indubitable, that the inhabitants of
thirty |)ersons of both sexes, were driven, by Wateeoo derive their descent from the same
contrary winds and tempestuous weather, stock, which has so remarkably diffused iton the Isle of Samal one of the Philippines, self over the immense extent of the Southern
Omiah assured us, that they dignialter having been tossed about at sea seventy Ocean.
fied
voyage,
their
a
Island with the pompous appelia.^performed
liavinG:
and
clays,
from an Island, called by them Ainorsot, tion of Wenooa no te Eatooa, implying a
three Ijundred leagues to the East of Samal. land of gods, esteeming themselves a race of
Fiveoftlje number who embarked, died of divinities, possessed with tiie spirit of the
the hardsh«;ips snttered during this extraor- Eatooa. Their language was well underIn 17'il, two canoes, one stood by Omiah, and equally so by our two
<linary passage.
the other six persons, New Zealanders who
were on board.
twenty-four
containing
Though
from
the
driven
were
landing
of
our
children,
gentlemen was
and
women,
men.
an Island, they called Farroilep, northward, the means of enriching the history *of our
to the Isle of Guam, one of the Ladrones, voyage with the foregoing particulars, yet the
or Mariannes: but these had not sailed so principal object in view was partly unatfar as their countrymen, who reached Samal, tained for we procured scarcely any thing
as above, and they had been at sea only worth mentioning from the Island. Indeed
twenty days. There seems to be no reason it appears from the circumstances already
to doubt the authenticity of these two mentioned, that Wateeoo can be of little
The information contained in use to any ship wanting refreshment, unless
relations.
thelettersof the Jesuits, about these Islands in the case of the most absolute necessity.
now known under the name of the Caro- The natives, knowing now the value of
;

'

;

and discovered to the Spaniards by
of the canoes at Samal and Guam,
arrival
the
lias been adopted by all our later writers.

lines,

some of our commodities, might be induced
to bring otF fruits and hogs to a ship standing of or on, or to boats Tying off the reef,
as our's did.
It is doubtflil, however, if any
fresh water could be procured.
For, though

The natives of this Island call it Wateeoo.
It is situated in the lat. of 20 deg. 1 min. S.
and in the long, of 201 deg. 45 min. E. and some was brought in cocoa-nut shells to the
It gentlemen, they were told, that it was at a
is about six leagues in circumference.
considerable distance and, probably, it is
covered
surface
spot,
with
a
beautiful
is a
only to be met with in some stagnant pool,
of
hills
and
composed
and
verdure,
Avitli
plains. The soil, in some parts is light and as no runninjf stream was any were to )je
iundy, but further up the country, we saw seen.
;

7
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Calms and light airs, having alternately
prevailed during the night of the 3rd of
April, Ijefore day-break an easterly swell
had carried the Resolution and Discovery
some distance from Wateeoo, but having
failed of procuring, al that place, the supplies

we wanted, we

left it

without regret,

steered for the Island that had been
discovered by us three days before. Having
a gentle breeze at E. we got up with it by
ten o'clock, A. M. on Friday, the 4th,

and

when Capt. Cook immediately dispatched
Mr. Gore with two boats, to see if he could

.

Jand, and get subsistance for our cattle,
Though a reef surrounded the land here, as
at Wateeoo, and a considerable surf broke
against the rocks, our boats no sooner
leacljed the west-side of the Island, but they
ventured in, and Mr. Gore and his party arrived safe on shore. Capt. Cook seeing from
the ship they had so far succeeded sent offa
small boat to know if farther assistance wa«?
required. She waited to take in a ladins: ot'
the produce of the Island, and, therefore,
did notretuin till three o'clock in the afternoon. Beinu: cleared, she was sent again
for another cargo; at the same time the
was also dispatched upon the
jolly boat
same business, with orders for Mr. Gore to
return with the boats before night, which orThe supply
ders were punctually obeyed.
obtained here was about two hundred cocoanuts for our com|)anies, and for our cattle a
quantity of grass, with some leaves of the pandanus. Tliis latter being of a soft, spongy
nature, cattle eat even the branches when cut
intosuKill pieces, which are very juicy. This
Island lies nearly four leagues from Wateeoo,
the inhabitants of which call it Olako<»taia.
It is in the latitude of Ii)de2. 15 min, sonih,
and the long, of 201 deg. 37 min E. and is
supposed not to exceed three miles in circuit,

of which

sometimjes eaten by the naOiniah, who landed with
the party, dressed some of it for their dinner,
but they thought the mess a very indifferent
one. A beautiful
cuckoo, of a chesnut
brown, variegated with black, was the only
bird seen among the trees; but, upon the
shore were a small sort of curlew, blue and
white herons, some egg birds, and great numbers of noddies. One of the comiv-juy
caught a lizard running up a tree: thougli
small, it had a most forbidding aspect.
Many of another sort were also seen, Infinite numbers of a kind of moth, elegantly
speckled with black, white, and red, trequented the bushes towards the sen. Sonie
other sorts of moths, pretty butterflies, and a
few insects ofa different kind were observed,
At this time no fixed inhabitants were seen
upon this Island but we discovered a few
empty huts, which convin£ed us of its being,
at least, inhabited occasionally.
Monuments, consisting of several large ston;-*;
were erected under the shade of some trees
we saw also some smaller ones, with which
several places were inclosed, where we supposed their dead had been buried,
fn one
place we found a great many cockle-shells,
of a particular sort, finely grooved, and
larger than the first; from which it was
conjectured, that tlie Island had been visited
by persons whosometimes (eei\ on shell-.fish.
last is

tives of Otaheite,

;

Mr. Gore left a few nails and ahatchetin
one of the huts, for the use of those who
touch at this Island.
initrht hereafter
It
may, perhaps, surprize, and .'icem incredible
t<» sf):r»e of our readers, when they are told of
so many Islands abounding with inhabitants,
who subsist with little or no water. Yet,
true ii is, that few or none of the little low
Islands between the tropics have any water
on the surface of the ground, except |>erhaps
and cocoa- in a lagoon, the water of which is generally
trees found .brackish
n<)r is it easy to find water bv

is entirely destitute of water
]>almswere the only common
here, of which there were several clusters, digging. The fact is, the fruits of the carta
We saw numbers of the wharra, as it is call- are their chief food, and the milk of the

It

;

;

ed at Otaheite, or the pandanus of the Eastfound likewise the callophillum,
Indies,
suriana, with a few other .shrubs al.so a.sort
of bindweed, treacle-mustard, a species of the
.spurge, and the morinda citrifolia, the fruit

We

;

cocoa-nut serves them for drink. They want
no vtater to dress jmy part of their food, for
they knew not the art of boiling till the
Europeans taught them, nor had they a
vessel fit for the purpose
neither have they
;

AVD ROUND THE
for wasliin?- their rlothes, the
materials of which they are made, heiiiii.
of a |»aper kiiul, will not hear washing.
S.ilt water therefore answers their purpose
with very little fresh, and a(hls a relish t.>
in whicii they dip ahnost every
tlieir fish
mouthful they eat. 'I'his in a 'fireat measure
accouuts tor their stibsistin^- wilhout water.
Havin*^ hoisted in the boats, we made
.sail again to the northward, resolvinir to try
onr fortune at Harvey's Island, iliscovered

any occasion

;

duriujf Ca[)t. Cook's former voyatje, in 177'*3,
and named from 3Ir. Harvey, the lirst mate
of the Endeavour. Sunday, the Glh, at day

break,

we came

in sij;ht

of

it,

at

the distance

about three leatjnes. About eiiilit o'clock
we observed .several canoes coming- from
the shore towards the ships. We were
rather surprized at this circumstance, as no
traces or .signs of inhabitants weresfen when
ot'

discovered this indeed,
mii^ht beowing to a brisk wind that then
blew, and prevented their canoes from
venturing out. As we advanced nearer to
the Island, six or seven double canoes imuH;diately came near us with from six to three
men in each of them. At the distance of
about a stope's-throw from the shij) they

llie

Inland was

first

:

and it was \vith ditticulty Onnah
but
prevailed on them to come along-side
trust
themto
induced
not
be
they could
Indeed, their disorderly
selves on board.
.stopped,

;

behaviour did not indicate a dispositi»m to
They attempted
well.

trust, or to treat us

some oars out of the Discovery's
boat, and struck a man for endeavouring
to prevent them. They also cut away a net
containing meat, which hung over the
stern of that ship, and at first would not
to steal

restoreit, though they afterwards permitted
us to purchase it from them. Those who
were about our ship, tlie Resolution, behaved equally disorderly and daring for
with a sort of hook, made of a long stick,
;
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that was throw-n (o them»
and
they caught with the greafest ::vidity
if what was thrown fell into the sea, they
trifling article

;

immediately plunged

in to

swim

after

it.

Though

the distance between Harvey's
Island and Wateeoo is not \ery great, the
inhabitants difler from each other, both iti
person and disposition. 'J'he colour of the
natives of Harvey's Island is of a deeper
cast, and some of them have a fierce savage
aspect, like the natives of New Zealand.
Their hair is long and black, either hanging
loose about their shoulders, or tied in a
bunch on the top of the head. Some few,
indeed, had it cro|)ped short, and in two or
three of tliem, it was of a red or brownish
cast.
Their clothing is a narrow piece of
mat, bound .several times round the lower
part of the body, and passing between the
tliiuhs.
saw a fine cap of red feathers
in one of the canoes, pud some of the natives
were ornamented with the shell of a pearloyster, polished, and hung about the neck.
The mode of ornament, so |)revalent among
the natives of this ocean, of puncturing, or
fatooing their bodies, not one of them had
a(it)|)ttd
luit, though singular in this respect, their being of the same common race
is not to be doubted.
Tlieir language more
resembles the dialect of Otaheite, than that
of Manireea or Wateeoo. Like the natives
of those Islands, they enquired from whence
we came, whither bound, the ship's name,
that of our Captain, and th^ number of men
on boar<l. Such questions as we proposed
to them, in our turn, they very readily answered. They informed us, among other
particulars, that they had before seen two
large ships, but had not sp(^en to them as
they passed. Tliese were, doubtless, the
Resolution and Adventure. They acquainted us, that the name of their Islaiid was^
Terouggemou Atooa and that they were
subject to Teerevarooeah, king of Wateeoo.
Their food, they said, consisted of eocoa-nuts,

We

;

;

they openly endeavoured to rob us of several
being destitute of dogs and
tilings, and actually trot a hock belonsiug to fish, and turtle
one of our people. It appeared that they hogs and the Island not producing breadhad a knowledsre of barteriiig. for they ex- fruit or plantains. Their canoes (near thirty
changed some fish for small naih, of which of which appeared at one time in sight) are
they were extravagantly tond, and called tolerably larg^, and well built, and bear
them ffoore. Pieces of paper, or any other some resemblance to those of M'^ateeo^u
3
No. 29.
;
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we drew near the N. W.
Island this being the only
we could expect to find a good
anchorage. Capt. Cook immediately dispatched lieutenant King, with two armed
boats, to sound, and reconnoitre the coast.
The boats were no sooner hoisted out, than

About one

o'clock,

part of the
place where

;

our new visitors suspended their traffic,
pushing for shore as fast as possible, and
came no more near us. The boats returned
at three o'clock, and Mr. King informed
the Captain, that he could find no anchor^agefor the ships; and that the boats could
advance no farther than the outer edge of
the reef, which \^as almost a quarter of a
mile from the shore. That a number of
the natives came upon the reef, armed with
clubs and long pikes, meaning, as he supthough, at
posed, to oppose his landing
the same time, they threw cocoa-nuts to
our people, and requested them to land
yet, notwithstanding this seemingly friendly
treatment, the women were very active in
bringing down afresh supply of darts and
s|>ears.
This report having been taken into
consideration, it was concluded, that, as we
could not bring the ships to an anchor, an
attempt to procure grass here w^uld be attended with delay and danger. Being thus
disappointed in all the Islands after our
leaving New Zealand, and having from a
variety of circumstances, been unavoidably
retarded in our progress, it was in vain to
think of doing any thing this year in the
;

:

iiigh

latitudes of the northern hemisphere,
which we were so far distant, though

from
it was
tliere.

now
Thus

pursive s*ich

the season
situateitl, it

ti)r

our operations

was necessary

to

measures as appeared best
preserve our cattle, and save

calculated to
the stores and provisions of the ships the
better to enable us to prosecute our northern
discoveries, which could not commence till a
year later than was intended. If we could
fortunately have procured a supply of water
jHjd grass, at any of the Islands we had
lately visited, we intended to have stood
ba«k to the S. till we bad got a westerly
wind. Bui without such a supply, the
would
certain consequence of doing this,
have been the loss of the cattle, before it
2
:
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was possible for us to reach Otaheite, with-r
out gaining a single point of advantage respecting the grand object of our voyage. The
Captain, therefore, determined to bear away
for the Friendly Isles, where he kneVv he
could be well supplied with every thing he
wanted
and it being necessary to. run
night and day, he ordered Capt. Clerke to
keep with the Discovery right a-head of us,
because that ship could best claw off tlie
land, which we might possibly fall in with in
our passage.
;

Bearing away, therefore, we steered
S. with a fine

proceed
thinking

breeze.
to

first

It

W.

by

proposed to
Middleburgh, or Eooa,

we might have

v^as

provision

enough

for the cattle, to last till we should arrive
at that Island.
But the next day, about
noon, those faint breezes that had so loiij;

retarded us, again returned; and we found
necessary to get into the latitude of Palmerston's and Savage Islands, which Capt.
Cook discovered in 1774; that, in case of
necessity, recourse miiiht be had to them.

it

The weather

continued variable, and though
plenty of rain fell every day, yet it was found
adviseable to obtain water by distillation, to
be used for every purpose for which it was
fit.
The still was kept at work a whole day
during which time we procured about
fifteen gallons of fresh water.
It was apt to
discolour the meat in v^;hich it was boiled,
and to tincture every thing with a disagreeable blackness but our crews preferred it to
rain-water, on account of t|ie tarry taste
communicated by the latter. Light breezes
continued till Thursday, the I Oil), at which
time the wind blew some hours iresh from
the N. and N. W. In the afternoon we had
some heavy rain, attended with thunder
soualls.
collected as much rain-water u-.i
filled five of our puncheons.
AVhen these
squalls had blown over, the wind was very
unsettled, till the next day at noon, when it
was fixed at N. N. W. and blew a fresh
breeze. Sunday, tiie 1.3th, at day-break,
we came in sight of Palinerston's Island,
bearing W. by 8. at the distance of about
five leagues; but did not get u|) with it till
the 14th, at eight o'clock, A. M.'
now
dispatched three boats, and one from lli«
;

;

We

We
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Discovery, wiHi a |>ro|>«r ofllcer in each, to
search tor a convenient landnts place; we
bein", at tliis tinie, tinder nn absolute necesprovender for
sity ot" procminj? here some
have lo-^t
certainly
must
we
our cattle, or
Pahnerston's
here
calletl
is
What
thenu
Island, consists of a «rroup of small islots,
about nine or ten in n«i:nber, connected
toi^ellier bv a reefof coral rocks, and lyin^
circular direction. The boats tirst
in"* a
cxamine<l the n.ost south-easterly islot
and not succedins; there, r;«n down to the
second, where they immediately landed,
\Ve now bore down with the ships, till we
were abreast of the place, where we kept
;

sJandiuiroti'and on, there beintr no bottom to
This, however,
i>e found to anchor upon.
was of no material consequence, as there
were no human beinsfs upon the Island,
except the party who had landed from our
One of these returned at one o'clock,
boats.
laden with scurvy-grass, and >oung cocoatrees, which was, at this time, a most excellent repast for our aniwials on board.

A

niessaue

was brought from Mr. Gore, who

commanded the party on thi< expedition,
informing us, that the Island abounded
with the produce of uhich he had sent us a
sample, and also with the wharra-trte and
cocoa-nuts in consequence of which the
Captain resolved to procure a sufficient
supply of these useful articles, before we
our station, and accordiimly he
quitteil
went ashore in a small boat, accompanied
by tlie Captain of the Discovery; where
thev iound, to their satisfactioii, every one
hard at work.
The landing place of this Islot is a small
creek, formed by the reef, of rather more
than a boats length in every direction, and
covered from the force of the sea, by rocks
The islot itself is
]>rojecting on each side.
;

scarcely a mile in circuit and not above
three feet higher than the level of the sea.
It appears to consist ofa coral sand, with a
;

inaii-ot-wai-l)ir(ls, tropic-birds,

45»
and two

sort*

olboobies, which were now laying their e{jt>s,
and so exceedingly tame as to permit us to
take them otFtlieir nests, whicli consist only
ot'a few sticks loosely put toefether.
These
ttxjpic birds dirter essentially from the com-r
mon sort, being- of a beautiful white, slightly
tinijed with red, and havini? two lonjif tailfeathers of a deepish crimson.
Our neople
killed a considerable nnml)er of each sort,
which thou2:h not the most delicate kind of
food, were hit^hly acceptable to us, who had
bt^en a louj? time contined to salt diet.
saw plenty of red crabs creeping aboul
among the trees and caught several fish,
which, when the sea retired, had been.
leflin holes upon the reef.
At one part of
this, wluLh bounds the lake within, almost
even with the surface, there is a large bed
of coral, which atTords a most enchanting
Its base, which is fixed to the
i)rospect.
shore, extends so far that it cannot be seen,
.so (hot it appears
to be suspended in the
water. The sea was then unruffled, and
the refulgence of the sun exposed the various
sorts of coral, in the most beautitlil order;
sotne parts luxuriantly branching into the
water; others appearing in a vast variety of
figures; and the whole
heightened by
spangles of the richest colours, glowing
from a number of large clams, interspersed
in every part.
Even this delightful scene
was greatly improved by the multitude of
fishes, that gently glided along, seemingly
with the most perfect security.
Their
colours were the most beautiful that can be
imagined, as blue, yellow, black, red, &c. far
excelling any thing that can be produced by
art.
The richness of this submarine grotto
was increased greatly by their various forms ;
and the whole could not possibly be surveyed
without a pleasing transport, accompanied,,
at the same time, with regret, that a work so
astonishingly elegantshould be concealed in
a place so seldom explored by the human
eye.
No traces of any inhabitants having
been Iwere, were discovered.
saw, indeed, a piece of a canoe, upon the beach,

We

;

small mixture of blackish mould, produced
from rotten vegetables yet, this poor soil
is coveretl with trees and bushes of the same
kind as those we had seen at Otakootaia or but this might have been drifted from some
Wenooa- et*e, though not in so great a other Island. \ye were surprised, however,
perceived a great number of at perceiving some small brown rals on this
variety.

We

:

We

o
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Mttie spot, not easily acounted for, unless we
admit the possibiHty of their being imported
in the canoe of which we saw the remains,
The boats, when laden, returned on board,

with the two Captains, leaving Mr. Gore
his party to pass the night on shore, to
be ready for business the next morning..
Tuesday, the 15th, like the preceding day,
was spent in collecting subsistence for the
of tender
principally
cattle, consisting
branches of the wharra-tree, palm cabbage,
and young cocoa-nut trees. A sullicient
supply of these having been procured by
«un-set, the Captain ordered all the people
on board but, having very little wind, he
determined to employ the next day, by
endeavouring from the islot to the leeward.
to gel some cocoa-nuts for our people: to
this end we kept standing off and on all
night and about nine o'clock in the morn*
ing, we went to the west side of the islot,
and landed from our boats, with little
difficulty.
The ])eople immediately were
employed in gathering cocoa-nuts, which
b«it it
we found in the greatest plenty
was a tedious operation to convey them
to our boats, being obliged to carry them
lialfa mile over the reef, up to the middle in

and
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obeyed, we lioisted in our boats, and sailed
to the westward, with a lig^ht breeze from
the norlh. This last islot, which we now
left, is somewhat larger than the other, and
almost covered with cocoa-palms. The
other productions were the same as at the
first islot.
On the beach we found two
pieces of board, one of which was rudely
carved, and an elliptical paddle. These
were, perhaps, a part of the s.ime canoe, the
remains of which we had seen on the other
beach, the two islots being within half a
mile of each other. There were not so
many crabs here as at the last place, but we
found some scorpions and insects, and a
much greater number of fish upon the reefs,

Among

the rest were some beautiful large
spotted eels, which would raise themselves
out of the water, and endeavour to bite their
pursuers. There are also snappers, parrotfish, and a brown spotted rock-(ish, not larger
than a small haddock, so tame, that it
would remain fixeJ, and gaze at us. If we
hud been really in want, a sufficient supply
might easily have been had, for thousands
of the clams stuck upon the reef, many of
which weighed two or three pounds. There
were also some other sorts of shell-fish
us,
prewhen the tide flowed several sharks
accompanied
and
water. Omiah, who
sently caujiht with a scoo|)-net, as many ean»e with it, some of which were killed by
but their presence rendered it,
fish as supplied tlie |)arty on shore witii a our people
dinner, besides sending a quantity to each at that time, unsafe to walk in the water.
ship. Men-of-war and tropic birds were Mr. Williamson and his party, who were
pestered in the
i'<r-\nd in abundance, so that we fared most left on shore, were much
sumptuously. In these trips to the uninha- night with moschettos. Some of them shot
bited Islands, Omiah was of the greatest two curlews, and some i)lovers on the sliore
He caught the fish, and oi e or two cuckoos, like those at Wenooa-.
service to us.
dressed them, as well as the birds we kill- ette. Mere also seen. These islots, compre«d, at\er the fashion of his country, with a bended under the name of Palmerstojk's
dexterity and cheerfulness, that did him Island, n)ay be said to be the summits of a
honour. Before night, the boats made two reef of coral rock, covered only with a thin
though cloathed with trees
trips, and were e;ich time heavy laden, with coat of .«and
the last, the Ca|)tain returned on board, and plants, liUe the low grounds of »he high
leaving our third lieutenant Mr. William- Islands in this spacious ocean. They are
son, to prepare another lading for the boats situated in 18 deg. 11 min. S. lat. and 196'
Greenwich,
against the next morning. Accordingly deg. E. long. fr<
now .steered AV. in order to make
about se^'en o'clock, they were dispatched.
and returned at noon. No delay was made Annamooka, or, as it is called by the Dutch,
had
in sending them buck for another cargo, Rotterdam, who first discovered it.
with orders for all hands to be on board by variable winds with squalls, some thunder,
These orders being punctuallv and much rain. The showers being very
fiuu-set.
;

;

;

;
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;
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a cf>nsideraV)le quantity of
water aiui as we could procure a Q:reater
supply in one hour, by the rain, than hy
still
distillation in a mouth, we Um\ the
trouble
more
with
attended
heincr
as
asiile,
Ihan advantage. The heat, which had continued in the extreme for about a month,
became much more disagreeable in tins
close rainy weather, and we apprehended
It is resoon l)ecome noxious
it would
markal)le, that there was not then a single
person sick on b )ard either of the ships.
On Tuesday the2*2n(l, we had clear weather,
hut a great swell from the S. a snrt- presage
uf aii approaching .storm which soon came
on. and increased to such an alarming iieight
bef M-e night, attended with thunder, light-

oopious,

we

saveil

:

;

a tremendous sea, that
brou<.lht the Discovery under bare poles till

uiniT-

and

rain, witl>

morning appeared.
under close reefed

She

then

made

sail

and, about
running
escaped
narrowly
night,
at
eleven
on shore on >%avage Island. The man at the
mast-head Cidled out land, they soon, dark
asit>vas ftot sight of it close on the lee-bow,
steering directly for it. They instantly put
about, and tired a gun as a signal for the
Resolution (then to windward about half a
mile) to do the same. So narrow an escape
made a strong impression on the ship's company, who, tlioughtless as seamen are, could
not help looking up to heaven with thankful
iiearts for so signal a deliverance ? As soon
as it was light the next morning, we saw
execrated Island at the distance of
tliis
four leagues. Savage Island was
al3out
discovered by Capt Cook in 1774. In the
night between the 24th, and 26lh, we passed
and on Monday, the 28th, about ten
it
o'clock A. M. we saw the Islands to the
eastward of Annamooka, bearing N. by W,
about five leagues distant. We steered to
theS. and then hauled up for Annamooka.
At the approach of night, the weather being
squally, with rain, we anchored in fifteen
fathoms water. Immediately tsvo canoes
paddled towards us, and came alonir side
wiihout hesitation. Four men were in one
of the canoes, and three in the other. They
brought with them some sugar-canes, bread
fruit, plantains, and cocoa-nuts, which they
top-sails

;

6

;

with us for nails. After these
(Muoes had left us, we wore visited by ynotlur, l)ut night a{)proaciiing, she did not
continue hmg with us. The nearest Isluid
bartered

to us

was Komanffo,

which,

five

mihs

o'clock the

at four

distant

next

King was dispatched

lieutenant

;

to

morning,
with two

boats, in order to procure refresh n) en ts.
At five, signal was made to weigh, to
proceed to Annamooka. When day-light
appeared, we were visited by six or seven

canoes, bringing with them two pigs, .sonie
wood-pigeons, small
fowls, several large
rails, and some violet coloured coots besides
fruits, and roots of various kinds, which they
exchanged with us for nails, hatchets, beads*
&c. They had other articles of commerce,
but Capt. Cook gave particular orders that
no curiosities should be purchased, till the
ships were supplied with provisions, and
they should have permission from him.
About noon Mr. King's boat returned with
seven hogs, some fowls, a quantity of fruit
and roots also some grass tor our animals.
His party was treated with great civility at
Komango. The inhabitants did not appear
:

to be numerous; and their huts,
which
almost touched each other, were but indifferToopoulangee, the chief of the Island,
ent.
and another, named Taipa, came on board
w ith Mr. King. They brought a hog, as a
present to our Captain, and promised to
bring a greater number the next day. Tiie
boats being aboard, we stood for Annamooette (or litt'e Annamooka) and the breakers at the S. E. but on drawing near, we
met with very irregular .souiidincrs, which
obliged us to relinquish the desipn, and go
to the southward. This carried us to leeward, and we found it necessary to sjjend
the night under sail. It was dark and
rainy, and we had the wind from every
direction. The next morning, Wednesday,
the 30lh, at daylight, we were farther otf

ka

we had been the preceding evening",
and the wind was now rigfit in our teeth.
We continued to ply the whole day, to very
little purpose
and, in the evening, anchored in thirty-nine fathoms water
the westthan

:

;

point of Annamooka hearing E. N. E. four
miles distant. Toojjonlaugee and TiiiiKi,
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ilieir promise, brong-lit oft* some Capt. Cook had formerly navigated
nor
hogs; and we obtained others, by baiiering, did we meet with a single Island, whicii oije
hom the different canoes that tollowed us, or other ofo'.ir late voyag'ers had not seen or
and a large quantity ortVuit. It is remark- visited in their different routes. How it
able, that those who visited the shi|)s that happened, is not easy to be accounted for,
diiy, would hardly part with any of their as it was next to a miracle, that any creature
onboard the Resolution remained ahve to
coininoditiestoany one butCapt. Cook.
boat
was
reach
the
1st,
a
our present harbour. Had not tiic
Oil Thursday May
to
copious
.was
ordered
master
rains that fell almost incessantly
the
and
hoi«itedout,
from
Annaaiooka.
of
the
side
time that we passed the tropic till
W.
S.
sound the
our
reported,
that
had
he
arrival
here, supplied us with a daily
he
returned,
he
When
.•jounded between Great and Little Anna- consumption of water, not only the animals,
tnooka, where he found twelve fathoms but the men must have perished. Happy
that the place was very were we now, however, in finding ourselves
depth of water
We forgot the daugers
well sheltered from winds; but that fresh on a friendly coast.
water was to be h;id only at a considerable we had escaped, and thought viuly of enjoying
distance inland and that even there it was with inexpresssible pleasure the sweets of
hapfiy Islands, whose spontaneous
neither plentiful nor uood. For this good these
the
productions
anchor
on
to
perfume the air to a considerable
reason, it was resolved
distance
the
where,
in
with
a fragrance inconceivably
Island,
north side of the
a
reviving;
found
had
he
and
whose
plantations exhibit a
voyase,
former
Captain^s
convenient place for watering and landing, richness of prospect as we approach them,
Though not above a league distant, we did owing to the beautiful intermixture of the vanot reach it till above five o'oclock in the rious blossoms, with a vivid green leaves of
afternoon, being retarded by the quantity of the trees, of which the most animated descanoes that crouded round the ships, laden cription can afford but a faint idea. Add to
with abundant supplies of the produce of these, the tufted clumps which adorn the
their Island. Several of these canoes, which little rising hills, that appear every whei*
were double, had a large sail, and carried interspersed, delightful among the verdant
between forty and fifty men each. Seve- lawns, and rich, low, surrounding valleys,
incited, Nothing in nature can bemore pleasing to
ral women were also in them,
us
though the eye, or more grateful to the sense. VV^e
visit
to
perhaps, by curiosity
bartering,
were no sooner moored in the harbour, than
men
in
the
as
they were as eager
skill
and
we were surrounded with innumerable little
equal
with
paddle
antiused the
road,
and
boats, or canoes, most curiously constructed
the
into
worked
We
dexterity.
ornamented; the sides with a i>olish
Island
and
the
fathoms,
eighteen
in
anchor
east
extendipg from E. to S. W. three quarters that surpassed the blackest ebony, and the
of a mile distant. Thus Capt. Cook jlecksinlaid with mother of pearl and tortoise
resumed the station which he had occupied shell equal to the best cabinets of Eurowhen he visited Annamooka three years pean manufacture. In this kind of workand probably where Tasman, who manship, those Islanders seem to excel,
before
this Island, anchored in Their weapons of war, their clubs, the padfirst discovered
dies of their boats, and even their fish-hooks
iQ4S.
are polished and inlaid with variegated
in
a
days
just
sixty
We had now been
shells, by an infinite accumulation of which
not
could
course
direct
passage, which in a
to
their shores are luargined, and among them
exposed
been
had
and
have exceeded ten,
naturalists found some of superlative
in
our
fatality
some
to
owiiig
severe trials,
beauty.
These boats generally held three
not
a
was
there
which
track
pursuing a
persons,
under their decks, which take
It
and
disajiprove.
not
did
who
aboard
.seaman
.seemed to have no object of discovery in up two thirds of their length, they brought
view as we fell nearly into the same which the fruits of their plantations, and the

agreeable to

;
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riamifaetures of their coimty.which consisted through a tempestuous sea, during which the
of a great variety of useful tilings, and others elements of tire, air, and water, might be
ornamental. Of the first sorl, besiiles cloth said to be in perpetual conflict. While these
of different fabrics, \vere combs, tish-hooks, things were abont, we bartered for some
the ships were crouded
lines, nets, needles made of b<»ne, ihread, hogs and fruit
purses, calibashes made of reeds, so closely with the natives; and as very few of them
wrought as to be water-tight with a variety came empty-handed, we were speedily
of other utensils. Among^ the latter, were stipplied with every refreshment. During
with these transactions the two Captains, and
bracelets, breast-plates, ornamented
feathers of a vivid slow; masks, mantalets the chiefs of Annamooka, were contriving
composed of feathers, so artfully and beau- to vary the pleasures of their respective
with ne>¥
tifully arranjjed, as even our English ladits guests, antl to entertain them
diversions.
They were mutually engaged
would not disdain to wear.
Friday the 2nd, during^ the preparations on board and on shore to surprise each
On board, the chiefs
for watering, Capt. Cook went on shore, in other with novelty.
the forenoon, accompanied by Capt. Clcrke, were entertained with music, dancing, and
and others, to tix on a place for setting up feasting, after the European manner; and
the observatories, the natives having readdy with what seemed more pleasing to them,
granted us |)ermission. Nor was the civility as they paid more attention thereto, with
i)t the chiefs contineil to their readiness in the various operations of the artificers who
supplying the shi[)s with provisions for were at work on their respective employ
they complimented the Captain witli the ments. The facility with which the boat,
«ise of a large boat-house, conveniently situ- builders performed their work attracted |)ar,
when theyjjeheld the
nted near the beach, and which answered ticularly their notice
the purpose of a tent and at the same time labour of a year with them, performed in a
firesented the otiicers with breast-plates, week, by a less number of hands, their
)eautifully decorated with feathers, being astonishment was beyond conception
nor
tiie richest offerings they had to make.
In were they less amazed to see large timber
return, our commander was not wanting in cut through the middle, and sawed into
loading them with hatchets, plank, while they were spectators, which
|i-enerosity,
knives, linen- cloth, glass, and beads, with they had no means of effecting in their
which they thought themselves amply re- Island in many days. The chiefs on shore
paid. Tooban, the chief of the Island, con- in return, endeavoured to entertain our
ducted Capt. Cook and Omiah to his house, gentlemen they feasted them, like tropical
situated on a pleasant spot in the centre of kings, with barbicued hogs, fowls, and with
After dinner, they
his plantation.
It was surrounded with a the most delicious fruits.
grass-plot, which he said was for the pur- introduced their music, and dancers, who
pose of cleaning their feet before they enter- were chiefly of the theatrical kind, and
ed his habitaion, such an attention to excelled in agility, and varied attitudes,
cleanliness we had never observed before, many of the capital performers in Europe.
wherever we had visited in this ocean
A sort of pantomine succeeded, in which
though we afterwards found it to be very some prize-fighters displayed their feats of
common at the Friendly Islands. No car- arms; and (his part of the drama concluded
pet in an English drawing-room could be with a humorous representation of some
kept neater, than the mats that covered the laughable story which produced among the
floor of Toopou's house.
Tents were now chiefs, and their attendants, the most immocarried on shore, the astronomers observa- derate mirth. The songsters came last, the
tory erected
woodersand waterers appoint- melody of whose voices was heightened by
ed ; and all the artificers on board employed a kind of accompaniment, not unusual in
in the re.parations of the ships
not a few the earliest ages,.among the politest nations,
|>eing wantnig afteia vovage of two months, as may be learnt from ancient paintings.
;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

:

;

*
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where the

and dancers are representclams or shells in their hands,
snapping them together, to harmonize their
tunes,
and regulate their movements.
I'hough this farcical exhibition was insipid
to us, it was not wholly without its use, in
ed with

sincrers

flat

cRsks,

and a third party iu cutting wood.
day Mess. King and HVi\y be'^au to

On this

observe equal latitudes of the sun, iu order
to get the rate of our time-keepers.
In the
evening, Taipa harangued the natives for
some time, but we could only guess at the

marking a similarity of manners among subject, and supposed he was instructing
mankind, at the distance of half the globe, them how to treat us, and advising them to
and at a period when the arts of civil life bring the produce of the Island to market.
were in their infancy. Who knows, but His eloquence had the desired effect, and
that the s<e(ls of the liberal arts, that have
now been sown by European navigators in
these ha|)py climes, may, a thousand years
hence, be ripened into maturity and that
the people, who are just emerging from
ignorance into science, may, when the memory of these voyages are forgotten, be fuund
in the zenith of their improvements by other
adventurers, who may pride themselves as
the first discoverers of new countries, and an
unknown people, infinitely superior to
those vvlio at that tiujt; may inhabit these
regions, and who may have lost their boasted
arts, as we, at this day see, nmorg the wretched inhabitants of Greece, and the still u^.ore
miserable slaves of Egyptian bondage.
Sucli are the vicissitudes to which the inhaand
bitants of this little orp are sulject
such, perhaps, are the vicissitudes which
the globe itself must undergo belore its final
dissolution. To a contemplative mind, these
Islands firesent a Kiortifying spt-ctacle of
the ruins of a broken aiul desolattd portion
fiir it is impossible to survey
of the earth
so many fragments of rocks, some with inhabitants and some without, and not concinde
with the learned Dr. Burnet, that they are
the eflects of some early convulsion of the
earth, of which no memory remains.
;

;

;

Capt.

Cook having

settled every thing to

board in the
evening, leaving Mr. King in command
upon the Island. Taipji was now become
our trusty friend, and, in order to be near
his satisfaction,

returned on

our party, had a house carried on men's
shoulders, a quarter of a mile, and placed
by the side of a shed which our party
occu|>ied.

Saturday the 3d, our various operations
on shore began. Some ^were busied in
making hay, others in filling gur water-

On

b

occasioned us to receive a plentiful supply
of provisions the day following. On the
4tli, the Discovery lost her small bower
anchor, the cable being cut in two by the
rocks.
On the 6th, we were visited by a
chief from Tongataboo, whose name was
I'eenou he was introduced by Taipa in
the chararter and style of king of all the
Friendly Isles. Capt. Cof>k was now inforujed, that, on our arrival, a canoe had
been immediately dispatched to Tongataboo
with the news, which occasioned his coming to Annanjooka. We were also informed
by the officers on shore, that, on his arrival,
all the natives were ordered out to n»eet
him, who saluted him by bowing their heads
as low as his feet, the soles of which they
touched with the palm of each hand, an J
afterwards with the back part. A personage
received with such extraordinary marks of
respect, could not be suj)posed less than a
king.
In the afternoon our Captain went
:

to

pay a

visit to this ijreat

received frouj

him

man, having

first'

a present of two fish,
by one of his attendants.

brought on board
As soon us the Captain landed, Feenou
cime ui> to him. He was tall and thin, and
i/()|)eared to be about thirty years of age.
His features were more of the European cast
than any we had seen here. After the first
salutation, Capt. Cook requested to know if
he was king- as he entertained some doubts
on that score, perceiving he was not the
man wh«!H he remembered to have seen in
that character during his former voyage.
Taipa answered eagerly for him, and mentioned no less than one hundred and fiftythree Islands, of which, he said, he was the
sovereign. Soon after, our grand visitor,
attended by five or six servants, accouipanied us on board. Capt. Cook tjiade thtiii
;
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such implicit obedience, that it was 'brought
on boar<l before we had finished our dinner,
We Ijad many opjmrtunities of remarking:
how expert these people were in thievery,
Even some of tiieir chiefs were not ashamed
of practisinsr that art. On tlie 0th one of
them was detected carrying out of the ship
the bolt belonging' to the spnn-yarn winch,
which he iiad carefully concealed under
for which otfence the Captain
his clothes
sentenced him to receive a <lozen lashes, and
to be confined till he paid a ho'^ for his
Thoujrh, after tiiis circumstance
liberty.
we were troubled with no more thieves of
rank, their servants and slaves were con-

in a:

Mjaniur which he thonj^ht Mould be most
agreeable to tljetn. Towards the «'ve|)in^:
the Captain attended them on shore in his
boat, into which, by order ol" the chief,
three ho|iS were conveyed, as a r<'turn for
the presents he had received. We were
tiien informed of an accident, the relation of
which will convey some idea of the extent of
the authority exercised here over the inferior sort of peoj)le. M'hile Feenou was on
board ihe Resolution, an inferior chief
ordered all the natives to retne from the
post they occupied. Some of them, however,
haviui? ventured to return, he beat them
One,
niost unmercifully with a lar"e stick.

;

employed in this dirty business;
and they received a flog-jaring" with as much
seeming indifference, as if it had been upon
the main-mast. When any of them were
caught in the act of thievintf, instead of inter-

stantly

in particular received, so violent a blow on
the side of the face, that the blood gushed
from his mouth and nostrils and, after
lying motionless for some time, he was
remored from the place in convulsions. The
savage who gave the blow, on being told,
;

in their behalf, their masters would
but as we were not
advise us to kill them
that he had certainly killed the man, oidy disposed to be their judges and executioners
laughed at the circumstance, and, indeed, they generally escaped without any kind of
punishment for we thought them to be
it was very evident he did not grieve for
had afterwards the alike insensible ofthe shame and torture of
what he had done.
chastisement. At length Capt.
satisfaction of hearing, that the poor sufferer corporal
was out of tlanger. On the 7th, being Gierke contrived a mode of punishment
Wednesday, the Discovery having found which had some effect. Immediately upon
detection he ordered their heads to be comher small bower anchor, shifted her birth
bat not till after her best bowei cable had pletely shaved, and thus pointed them out
met with the fate of the other. This day as objects of ridicule to their countrymen
Feenou dined on board the Resolution; at the same time our people were put upon
and also on the next, w hen he was attended their guard, to deprive them of future opporby Taijia, Toobou, and some other chiefs, tunities for a repetition of their thefts.
'Jaipa only, however, was permitted to sit at Feenou was so fond of our company, th;.t
tal)le
with Feenou, or even to eat in his he dined on board every day; but he did
presence. The Captain was highly pleased not always partake of our fere. Saturday
ouaccount of this etiquette; for before the ar- the 10th, his servants brought him a me^s,
rival of Feenou, hehadgenerallya largercom- which had been dressed on shore, consislpany than he chose, his table being crouded ing of fish, so«p, and yams: cocoa-nut
withvisitorsof both sexes. Forfhoujih alOta- li(4.uor had been used instead of water, in
heite the females are denied the privilege of which the fish bad been boiled or stewed,
eating in company with tiie men, this is (j)erhaps in a wooden vessel with hot stones)
not tlie practice at the Friendly Islands.
and it w*as brought on l>oard in a plantain
large junk axe having been stolen out leaf. Capt. Cook tasted of the mess, and
ofthe ship by one ofthe natives, on the first was so much pleased with it, that lie afterday of our arrival at Annamooka, applica- wards ordered some fish to be dressed in
tion was made to Feenou to exert his the same w.jy
but though his cook sueauthority to get it restored
who gave ceeded tolerably well, it was much inferior
orders for that purpose ; w hich exacted to the dish lis attempted to imitate.
3
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Sunday the 11th, we removed from the
shore» the observatories, horses, and a
variety of things we had landed, intending
to sail as soon as the Discovery should have
recovered her best bower anchor. The live
stock which had been landed the day after
our arrival, on a small Island, about half a
mile from the shore to graze, were amazingly
the
recovered from perfect
skeletons,
horses and cows were grown plump, and as
playful as colts. On the 12th, the tents
were struck, and Mr. Philipson, lieutenant
of marines, lost all his bedding, by the
carelessness of the centinel, who received
twelve lashes for neglect of duty. In the
morning, the long-boat was found swamped,
and all the stern slieets a:«d several other
articles belonging to her missing, and never
recovered, for which the marine, who had
the care of the watch, wa* severely punishhearing that the Captain
ed. Feenow,
meant to proceed to Tongataboo, earnestly
entreated him to alter his plan ; expressing
as much aversion to it, as if, by diverting
:

and we could not trace

its

having any com-

On the rising
parts of the Island, especially towards the
sea, the soil is either of a blackish loose
mould, or a reddish clay but there is not a
stream of fresh water to be found in any part
of the Island. The land is well cultivated,
except in a few places
and, though some
parts ap|)ear to lie waste, they are only left
to recover the strength exhausted by constant
culture for we often saw the natives at work
upon these fallows, in order to plant them
again. Yams and plantains form their principal plantations
many of whicii are very
extensive, and enclosed with fences of reejs
atK)ut six feet high.
Fences of less compass
were often seen within these, surrounding
the houses of the princii^al people. The
bread-fruit and cocoa-nut-trees are interspersed without any regular order, but principally near the habitations of the natives.
The other parts of the Island, especially towards the sea and round the lake, are cover-

munication with the sea.

;

;

;

;

ed with luxuriant trees and bushes among
promote some which are a great many mangroves and faitparticular interest of his own. He warmly anoo-trees. All the rocks and stones about
recommended a group of Islands called the Island are of coral, except in one place,
Hapaee, lying to the N. E. where he assur- to the riirht of the sandy beach, where there
ed us, we could be easily and plentifully is a rock of about twenty-five feet in height,
supplied with every refreshment and even of a calcareous stone, and of a yellowish cobut even here, some large pieces are to
In lour
offered to attend us thither in person.
consequence of his advice Hapaee was made be seen of the same coral rock as that whicli
choice of; and as it had not been visited by composes the shore. We sometimes amused
any European vessel, the surveying it be- ourselvesbywalkingnp the country and shoot,
came an object to Capt. Cook. On I'uesday ing wild ducks, resembling our widgeon,,
the 1.3tli, Capt. Clerke's anchor was happily which are very numerous on the salt lake, a9
recovered and on the morning of the 14tli, well ason the pool where we procured our wawe made sail, and left Annamooka, with a ter. AVetbund, in these excursions, that the inhabitants frequently deserted their houses to
fine breeze, wind N. E. course W. S. W.
Notwithstanding this Island is somewhat repair to the trading place, without entertainhigher than the other small Isles that sur- ing the least suspicion, thatstrangers would
round it, yet it is lower than Mangeea and take away, or destroy, any property that beWateeo and even those are but of a moder- longed to them. From this circumstance it
ate heisrht. The shore where our ships lay, might be supposed, that most of the natives
consists of a steep, rusTired, coral r(»ck, about were sometimes collected on the beach, and
nine or ten feet hiirh, except two sandy that there could be no great difficulty in form*
beaches, which are defended frotn the sea, inganaccuratecomputation of their number
by a reef of the same sort of rock. In the but the continual resort of visitors from

him from

it,

he wished

;

to

;

;

;

;

;

Island is a siilt water lake, other Islands, rendered rt impossible. HownWout a mile and a half in length, round ever as we never saw more than a thousand
wiiich the ground rises with a gradual ascent, persons collected together at one time, it

cent-re of the

2
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reasonably he siippnseJ, that there are
twice that umiiher u|Km the Island. In
the direct track to llapuee, wliither we
>vtre now hound, to the N. an N. K. oi'
Annaiuooka, a },Meat nnmber of small Isles
We hud more than sixty within
are seen.
sight, all of them surrounded with reefs of
rocks, with so many windint?s and turnings,

may

as truly mijjcht be said to constitute a labyAmidst the rocks and shoals adjoinrinth.
iuif to this irroup, we were dotibtful whether
there mij?ht be a free passage for shi|)s of
though the natives
such in.»t?nitude as ours
sailed through the intervals in their canoes
therefore when we weighed anchor from
Annamooka, we steered to f^o to the westward of the above Islands, and N. N. W.
;

:

towards Kao and Toofoa, two Islands
remarkable for their great height, and the
most westerly of those in sight. Feenou,
witli his attendants remained in the Resolution till about noon of Wednesday the 14th,

4«7

About four o'clock P. M. we
the north, leaving Toofoa and
intended to have
Kao on our larboard.
anchored for the night, but it came on
before we could find a place in less thati
tifty fathoms water
and we rather chose to
spend the night under sail, than come to in
such a depth. At four o'clock in the afternoon, we had been within two leagues of
Toofoa, and observed the smoke thereof
There is a volcano
several times in the day.
upon it, of which the Fntndly Islanders
entertain son)e superstitious notions, and
call It Kollofeea, saying it is an Otooa, or
divinity.
were informed, that it sometimes throws up very large stones, and the
crater is compared to the size of a very
small islot, which has not ceased smoking
in tlie memory of the inhabitants; nor
have they any tradition that jt ever did.
sometimes saw tiie smoke from the
centre of the Island, even at Annamooka,
the distance of at least ten leagues.
were told, that Toofoa is but thinly inhabited, but that the water ui>on it js fexcellent.
On Thursday the loth, at day-break, v/e
were not far from Kao, which is a large
rock of a conic figure ; we steered to the
tree

upon

steered

it.

to

We

;

We

We

We
and then entered the large sailing canoe,
which had brought him fr»>m Tongataboo,
and stood in among the cluster of Islands
of which we were now abreast. They are
scattered, at unequal distances, and most of
them are as high as Annamooka. Some of
tliem are two or three miles in length, and jiassage between Footooha and Hafaiva,
others only half a mile. Many of them with a gentle breeze, at S. E. About tei»
have steep rocky shores some reddish o'clock, Feenou came on board, and contiand others have sandy beaches, nued with us all day. He brought with
cliffs
extending almost their whole length. In him some fruit and two hogs
and in the
general, they are entirely clo'^hed with trees, course of the day, several canoes came to
among which are many cocoa-palms, each barter quantities of the former article,
having the appearance of a beautiful garden which were very acceptable to us, as our
placed in the sea. The serene weather we stock began to be low. At noon we
now had, contributed greatly to heighten observed in latitude 19 deg. 49 min. 45 sec.
and the whole might convey an S. and we had made seven miles longitude
the scene
idea of the realization of some fairy land. It from Annamooka; at the same time Toofoa
appears, that some.ofthese Islands have been bore N. 88 deg. W. Kao N- 71 deg. W,
formed, as Palmerston's Island was supposed Footooha N. 89 deg. W. and Hafaiva S»
to have been for one of them is now entirely 12 deg. W.
sand, and another has but a single bush or
;

;

;

;

;

r* 1<»
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CHAP.

V.

Atrival of the llesolalion and Discovery nl Hapaee

; Friendly
receplton at that place; Taipa
/inrangues the natives ; Presents^ solemnities, and enter tainments on that occasion : Marines exercised ; A dnnce^ Jire-works^ and nocturnal entertainments ; The Jsland of Lecjooga described •
Occurrences there ;
female ocidisl discovered ; &'i?t^ul(tr expediejits used for shaving the hair ;

A

A

The

Resolution and Discovery remove to another station ;
remarkable artificial mount and stone ;
Uoolaiva described ; Account of Poulaho^ king of the Friendly Isles ; The two ships depart
from Hapaee Islands, and return to Annamooka ; Kootoo described ; They strike on the rocks, but
arrive safe at 7\mgataboo ; Meeting of Poulaho and Feenou ; Favourable reception of our people
at Tongataboo^ to whom the natives resort from all parts ; An excursion to Mareetvagce ;
da^
curious work of art ; Process of munufacturiu<>cription of the village where the chiefs reside ;
cloth ;
grand haiva, with a variety of entertainments ; Presents made to the chiefs ; Thefts
committed by the natives ; The king and other chiefs confined on that account ; His present and
haiva after their release ; Muskets and other articles are stolen from some of our oncers ; Cont'
plaints mmde to the king on this subject ; The whole of them returned ; Description nj a Fialooka ;
Of a country entertainment at Pouiaho's house ; His morning ceremony ; Manner of preparing
the liquor from the Kava plant ; Account of a snudl Island, called Onevy ; Mr. King accompanied by l\fr. Anderson, visit Futtafaihe the King's bi other ; How entertained by him
How they
passed the night ; Observations on the country they pasted through ; Preparations made for ovi

A

A

A

;

deptirt lirefrom

Tongataboo.

passed Footoolia, we
a reef of rocks, and, being-

VTFAi having
.

_

met

witli

we found some ditticnUy ih
of lliem. When we had |)asclear
keepina:
sed tliis reef, we liauled up for Neeneeva, a
small low Isle in the direction of E. N. E.
nil le

wind,

from Eootooha, in hopes of findini^ an anfor
chorajje, hut were ajiani disajjpointed
;

we

every direcIn the
tion, the sea was unfathomable.
course of this niifht, we saw plainly the
flames issuing' from a burning' mountain
upon Toofoa. On Friilay the KJth, at (laybreak, we held on our course for Hapaee,
which at tjiis time was in siu:ht and we
perceived it to be low land, from the trees
only appearing almve th^ water. At nine
o'clock it appeared to form three Islands,
ejpial nearly iu si/e and soon after, a fourth
a|)peared to the S(»uthward of these, as larue
as any of the otI?ers, Each of the Islands
a]»peared to be of a similar height and asi)ect, and about six or seven mile*^ in h^iuth.
The mo-^t northern of them is <'alled Ilaaiino, the next Foa, the third J^efoo'ja, and the
but they are all four infourth Uoolaiva
notwithstandini;-

liad land in

;

;

;

4

eluded under the general name ot Hapaee.
By sun-set, wegot up with the northernmost of
tliese Isles, where we experienced the same
distress for wantof anchorage, that wedidtlte
tvvoprecedingevenings,havin8another night
to spend uiuiersail, with land and breakers
11 every direction. Feenou, who had been on
board all day, went forward to Hapaee in
the evening, and took Omiah with him in
tlie canoe.
He was not unmindful of our
<lisagreeai)le situation, and kept up a good
tire the wjude night, by way of land-mark.
Saturday, the 17th, at day-break, being
then close in with Foa, we perceive<l it
was joined to Haanno, by a reef running"
from one Island to the oilier, even with the
surtace of the sea. A boat was now disj)atched in search of anchorage
and a in^oper place was found, abreast of a reef which
joins Leiboua to Foa, havinir twenty-four
fathoms depth of water, in this station
the northern point of Hapaee bore N. \G
deg. E. The southern point of Hapaee, or
the south end of Ibtolaiva, S. 29 deir. \V.
and the north end of Lefooga, S. (>.>deg. E.
Two ledges of ucks lay without us the one
;

i

;

AND ROUND
bearinffS. 50 deg W. and the other W. by
N. halt N. distant two or three miles.
were not more than three tpiarters of a mile
and, as ue lay before a
from the shore
creek in the reef, it was convenient landing
at all times.
had scarcely moored, before ue were
surrounded with natives from all quarters,
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Feenou left
on which Capt. Cook was informed
by Taipa, that it was necessary he should
make a present to Earoupa, the chief of the
Island. The Captain bein": not unprepared
for this, gave him such articles as far exceeded his expectation. This liberality created
We
similar demands from two chiefs of other
who had been anprized of our coming, and Isles who were present, and even from Taiwho had loadea their canoes with liogs, f»a himself. Soon after he had made the
fowls, bread-fruit, yams, plantains, and ast of these presents, Feenou returned, and
every kind of fruit the Island produced, expressed his displeasure to Taipa, for
which they exchanged for broken glass, red sunering the Captain to be so lavish of his
and blue beads, hatchets, knives, nails, favours. But this was doubtless a finesse, as
shreds of scarlet cloth, or indeed any thing he certainly acted in concert with the others.
we offered them. Here our friend Feenou F^eenou, having resumed his seat, ordered
assumed the same consequence as at Anna- F^aroupa to sit by him, and harangue the
mooka. He brought along-side his canoe peojde as Taipa had done, which he did
laden with four large hoi^s, bread-fruit, and nearly to the same purport. These ceremoshaddocks, a fine odoriferous fruit, in smell nies being over, the chief, at the Captain's
and taste, not unlike a lemon, but larger and recjuest, conducted him to three stagnant
in
rounder. He brought likewise yams of an pools of what he called, fresh water
enormous size, weighing from fit'ty to sixty one of which the water was indeed tolerable,
pounds each. Fcenou and Omiah having and the situation convenient for tilling lite
come on board in order to introduce our casks. When the chief returned to his
Commander to the natives of the Island, he former station, he found a baked hog ami
soon accompanied them on shore for that some yams smoking hot, ready to be conpurpose. Tne chief conducted the Captain veyed on board for his dinner. He invited
to a hut, situated close to the sea-beach, Feenou and his friends to partake of the
which was brought thither but a few i>iinutes repast, and they embarked for the ship,
before for his reception. In this Feenou, though none but himself sat down with us
Omiah, and Capt. Cook, were seated. The at ta1i)le. Dinner being over, the Captaiii
other chiefs and the multitude appeared conducted them ashore
and, before he
and they returned, received as a present from the
fronting them on the outside
Capt. Cook bein^ chief, a fine large turtle, and a quantity
tilso seated themselves.
We had a plentiful supply of
asked how long he intended to stay, said of yams.
Taipa was therefore ordered to provisions, for, in the course of the day, we
five days.
sit by him, and declare this to the people. got by 'bartering with the natives, about
Hereupon he harangued them in words twenty small hogs, together with a large
nearly to the following purport, as we were quantity of fruit and roots.
Sunday the 18th, early in the morning,
afterwards informed by Omiah. He exhorted both old and young, to look upon Capt. Feenou and Omiah, who now, v.hU the
Cook as a friend, who meant to continue chief, slept on shore, came aboard to request
with them a few days and that, during his Capt Cook's presence ui)on the Isjaiui. He
stay among them, they would not steal accompanied them, and upon hiniiiiig. was
any thing from him, or offend liim in any conducted to the place where he h;td Ijeen
other manner. He informed them that it seated the preceding day, and v.l.ere he

We

his address to the assembly,

them

;

;

;

;

:

;

was expected they should bring hogs, fruit, beheld a large concourse of peof)le a'rendy
&c to the ships for which they would assembled. Though we imagined >oniethii)«>receive such articles as he enumerated in extraordinary was in agitation, yet we cnuid
exchange. Sooji after 1 aipa had delivered not conjecture what, nor could Omiah give
5
;

^

;
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informgtion. ^on after we were tainment was sometimes

suspended

for

a

short space, and the intervals of time were
yasns,
tilled up with wrestling and boxing matches.
laden
with
advanced,
appeared, and
The fi!:5t were performed in the method
cocoa-nuts,
sugarand
bread-fruit,
plantains,
canes ; their burdens were deposited on our practised at Otaheite, and the second ditii^refi
number of others arrived soon after, very little from the English manner.
left.
bearing the same kind of articles, which couple of stout wenches next stei)ped forth.
were collected into two piles on our rij?ht- and, withont ceremony, began boxing with
To these were fastened two pigs, and as much dexterity as tlie men. This contest,
side.
half a dozen fowls, and to those on the however, was but of short duration, for, in the
Earoupa seat- space of half a minute, one of them gave it
left, six pigs, and two turtles.
ed himself before the articles on our left, up. The vir^torious heroine was applauded
by the spectators, in the same manner as tlie
and another chief before those on our right
successful
chiefs
combatants of the other sex.
supposed,
the
two
we
they being, as
Though
Feenou,
expressed our disapprobation
order
of
we
by
thein
procured
who had
who was as implicitly obeyed here, as he of this part of the entertainment, it did not
bad been at Annamooka, and who had prevent, however, two other females from
probably laid this tax upon the chiefs of entering the lists who seemed to be spirited
Hapaee for the present occasion. When girls, and if two old women had not interposthis munificent collection of provisions was ed to part them, would probably have given
placed in order, and advantageously dispos- each other a good drubbing. When these
ed for public view, (he bearers joined the sports were exhibited, three thousand specmultitude, who formed a circle round the tators, at least, were present, and every
whole. Immediately after, a number of thing was conducted with the most perfect
men, armed with clubs, entered this circle or good humour on all sides, thougii some of
area; where they paraded about for a few the champions, of both sexes, received blow.s
minutes, and then one half of Jhem retired which they must have ftlt the efl'ect of for
to one side, and the other half to the other some tijue after.
The diversions l^eing finished, the chief
side, seating themselves before the sjjectators. Presently after, they successively enter- informed Capt. Cook, that the provision's
tained us with single combats: one chanij>ion onourrig!it-hand Wei-ea present to Omiah
on one side chajlenging those of the other and that those on our left, making about
side, partly by words, but more by expres- two thirds of the whole quantity, were insive gestures, to send one of their party to tended for him, and that he might suit his
oppose him. 'i'he challenge was in gene- own coiivenience in taking- them aboard*
the two combatants placed Four boats were loaded with the munifiral accepted
themselves in proper attitudes and the cence of Feenou, whose favours far exceedengagement began, which continued till ed any that Capt. Cook had ever received
one of them yielded, or till their wea])ons from the sovereigns of any of the Islands
were brt)ken. At the conclusion of each we had visited in the Pacific Ocean. He,
combat, the victor squatted himself down therefore, embraced the first opportunity
before the chief, then immediately rose up of convincin£>' Feenou, that we were not
and retired. Some old men, who seemed to insensible of his liberality, by bestowing
preside as judges, gave their plaudit in a upon him such commodities as he supposed
very few words; but the multitude, especi- were most valuable in his e-^timation. Feeally those on the side of the conqueror, nou was so highly pleased with the return
celebrated the glory he had acquired in two that was made him, that he left the Cai)tain
or three loud huZzas. In these mock fights, still indebted to him, by sending him two
which differed but little from our cudgel- krge hogs, some yams, and a considerable
plavers in England, the comb.itants beat quantity of cloth. In this manner, and in
ore aiiother pretty severely. This enter- ranging the Island, botanizing, examining
seated, about an

hundred of the

natives

A

A

;

;

;

;
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natural and artificia], we
employed our time, while the live stock
were recruiting their flesh, and the several
artificers were conipleteini> the repairs of
the ship. It is not easy for people, who
are totally unacquainted with the language
of a country, to make themselves masters
of the civil policy of the inhabitants. Indeed it is next to impo.ssible in a short resit1i« curiosities,

so necessary an article in "European hous keeping, is wholly unknown to these tropiis

cal Islanders.

dence among them. As we observed no
such medium as money, by which the value

was not easy
to discover what else they had substituted
lit its room, to facilitate the modes of trathc
among tliemselves. That each had a pro-

of property

is

ascertained,

it

perty in the plantation he posse.ssed, we
and the chiefs were
could plainly discern
ready enough to point out their possessions,
the extent of which gave them consequence,
but no
as among other civilized nations
property
circulating
being
as
thing
such
discovemble, by the hoarding up of which,
and laying it out occasionally to advantage,
one might purchase another's landed or substantial property we could not inform ourselves sufficiently, by what means the
fisherman purchased his canoe, or the boatbuilder his materials, yet there cannot
remain a doubt, but that the boat-builder
;

;

:

interest in his boat after

had an

it

was built,

as Vkcll as the chief in his plantation, after
With us all
it is inclosed and cultivated.
was carried on by barter, and an imaginary
hog was
value fixed on every article.
rated at a hatchet, and so many bread-lruit,
cotoa-nuts, and plantains, at a string of
beads and so in like manner throughout
tbut among themselves, we saw no such vadid not observe
'lue by way of barter.
nor
so much fruit given for so many fish
so many combs, needles, or useful mateyet,
rials, tor a certain pro]X)rtion of cloth
doubtless, some mode of exchange there
must be among them for it is certain there
is no such thing as money, at least, none
that we could discern: neither could \\e
discover any distinct property, which one
claimed more than another in the fobut that every man, like
rests or woods
OS, cvit what he wanted for use, and Avas
under no limitation for fuel.. Salt, which

A

;

We

;

;

;

mm

;
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Feenou having expressed a

desire to see

the marines perform their exercise, Capt,
Cook ordered then> ashoiv on Tuesday the
20th. They went through their military
manoeuvres, surrounded by thousands of
the natives, who were frightened at the.
first firing, and tied like herds of deer from
but finding r.a,
the report of the guns
harm ensue, they took courage, and rallieci
at a distance ! but no persuasi<jns could
prevail uj>on them to come near.
After
they had gone through various evolutions,
and fired several volleys, the chief in his
turn, entertained us with an exhibition,
performed with an exactness, and agility^
far surpassing what they had seen in our
military movements.
It was a kind of
dance, performed by men, in which one
hundred and five persons were engaged^j
;

each having an instrument in his fiand:,
resembling a paddle, two feet and a
half long, with a thin blade, and a small
liandle.
With these instruments various
flourishes were made, each of which was
accompanied with a different movement,
or a ditferent attitude of body.
At first,
the dancers ranged themselves in three
lines, and so changed their stations by different evolutions, that those who had been in
the rear came into the front. At one part
of the performance, they extended themselves in one line
afterwards they formed
themselves into a .semi-circle, and then
into two square columns. During tlie last
movement, one of them came forward and
perfornted an antic dance, with which the
entertainment ended.
The mu.sic that
accompanied the dances was produced by
two drum."*, or ratlier hollow logs of wood,
from which tliey forced a few varied, notes,
by beating on them with two sticks. The
dancers, however, did not appear to be
;

much

assisted or directed

by these sounds,

but by a chorus of vocal music, in which
all the performers joined.
Their song was
rather melodious, and their corresponding
motions were so skilfully executed, \hat
the whole body of dancers appeared as one
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machine.
Sucu a performance
would have been applauded even on an
European theatre. It far exceeded any
attempt that we had made to entertain
them insomuch that they seemed to plume
regular

;

themselves on their superiority over us.
They liked none of our mu.sical instruments,
except the drum, and they even thought
our French
that inferior to their own
horns they held in the hif^hest contempt,
and woulcf not pay the smallest attention to
them, either here, or at any other of the
Islands. To give them a more favourable
opinion of the amusements, and superior
attainments of the English, Capt. Cook
ordered some fire-works io be prepared
and after it was was dark, exhibited them
in the presence of Feenou, and a vast multitude of people. They were highly enterbut
tained with the display in general
our water and sky-rockets astonished them
and they now
beyond all conception
admitted that the scale was turned in our
:

;

;

;

favour.

This exhibition, however, served only as
an additional stimulus to urge them to proceed to fresh exertions of their singular
for as soon as our fire-works were
dexterity
ended, a succession of dances, which Feenou
had prepared for our entertainment, beiran.
band of music, or chorus, consisting of
eighteen men, seated themselves before us,
in the centre of a circle formed by the nu;

A

merous

About

four or five of
the performers had each pieces of bamboo,
from three to six feet in length, each pkiyed
spectators.

on by one man, who held it almost verticalthe upper end whereof was open, but
the other closed by one of the joints. They
kept constantly striking the ground, tlnnigli
sl(>wly,with the closed end, and thus produc-

ly

:

ed a variation in the notes, according to the
different lengths of the instruments, but all
were of the base or hollow kind which
was cotinteracted by a person who struck
nimbly a piece of the same subsiance, split,
and lying upon the ground, furnished a tone
as acute, a*J the others were grave and solemn.
The wb^le of the band (including those
who performed upon the bnmboos) suntr a
fclow soft air, which so finely tempered the
;

8
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harsher notes of the instruinent>;, that" tlie
perfect judge of the modtdation of
sweet sounds, would confess the great power,
and pleasing effect of this simple {>armony.
About a quarter of an hour after the concert
began, twenty women entered the circle,
whose hands were adorned with garlands of
crimson flowers and many of their persons
were decorated with leaves of trees, curiously scolloped, or ornamented at the edges.
They encircled those of the ch<»rus, with

most

;

their faces

them, and began by

towards

singing a soft air, to which responses were
niade by the chorus and those were alternately r»^peated. The women accompanied
their simif witli many graceful motions of
their hands, and continually advancing and
retreating with one foot while the other remained fixed. After this, they twrned their
faces to the assembly, and having sung some
time, retreated slowly in a body, and placed
themselves opposite to the hut, where the
principal spectators sat. One of them next
advanced from each side, passing each other
in the front, and moving progressively till
they came to the rest. On which two advanced from each side; two of whom returned, but the other two remained
and to
;

;

from each side, came one by interval'^,
till they
had, once more, fornied a circle
about the chorus. Dancing to a quicker
measure now succeeded, in which the performers made a kind of feulf turn by leaping
then clapping Iheir hands, and snappiniif
their fingers, rej>eated some words in unison
\*ith the chorus.
As they proceeded in the
dance, the rapidity of their music increased
their gestures and attitudes were
varied
with wonderful dexterity and some of theii*
motions would, by an European, be thought
rather indecent
thougli, perhaps, they
these,

;

;

;

meant only

to display the astonishing variety
movement';. This female ballet was

of the
succeeded by one performed by fifteen men ;
and though some of them were old, time
seemed to have I'obbed them of but little of
their agility.
They were dispose<l in a sort
of circle, divided at the front. Sometimes^
the> sung slowly, in concert with the chorus,
making several lyraceful motions with their
hands, but diflerinj;^ frQm those of the
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at the ««imc time inclinio!? tlie body
alternately to either -itle, by raisiiiur one lep:
outwarJ, and resting on ti»e other; the arm

women

;
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soothing song, accoropanied with motions
of their heads and hands. They also beguji
with slow movements, which gradually be-

up- came more and more rapid, and clo.sed
which
finally with several very ingenious iransposiThey
warci.
tions
of the two circles. Thetestival of this
occasionand
the
chorus;
by
answered
were
ally increased tl»e nn^asure of thij dance, by memorable niglit concluded with a dance,
arceuratini? the in which the principal people assisted. Jn
cLi*|»pinja: thi; hands and
molion of the feet. Towards (he conclusion, many respects it resembled the preceding
the rapidity of the muiic anil dnnclnjj so ones, but they increased their motions to a
mnch increased that the ditFerent movements prodigious quickness, shaking their head.s
from shoulder to .shoulder, insomuch that
were hard to be distiniruished.
\VI»en thi>; dance was finished, and after they appeared in danger of dislocating their
a consi4lerable interval, twelve other men necks. Tiiis was attended with a clapping
advanced, pjaciui^ themselves in double of tlie hands, and a kind of savage shriek.
rows, fronting each other. On one side was A |)erson on one side, repealed .something ia
stationed a Uind of prompter, who repeated a truly musical recitative, and with an air so
several sentences, to which responses were graceful, as might put some of our ap[)iau(:U
made by the performers and the chorus. ed performers to the blush. He was answerThey sung and danced slowly and gra- ed by another, and this was repeated .several
ami
dually grew quicker, bke those whom they times by the whole body on each siile
had succeeded. Next to these, nine women they finished, by singing and dancing, as
advanced and .sat down opposite the hut they had begun. The two last dances were
where the chief had placed himself. A man approved universally by the .«pectators.
immediately rose and gave the first of They were perfectly in time, and some of
these women a blow on the back with both their gestures were so expressive, that it
his fists joined
he treated the .second and might justly be said, they spoke the lanbut when he guage that accompanied them. The theatre
third in the same manner
came to the fourth, he struck her on the for these exhibitions and performances was
breast: upon seeing thi.s, a person in.stantly an open space among the trees, bordering on
rising up from among the crowd, knocked the .sea, with lights placed at small intervals,
him down with a blow on the head, and he round the inside of the circle. Though t!ie
was quietly carried away. But this did not concourse of people was pretty large, their
excuse the other five women from so extra- number was much inferior to that assembled
ordinary a di.scipline
for they were treated in the forenoon, when the marines performin the same manner by a person who succeed- ed their exercise.
At that time many ofoui
him. When these nine women danced, gentlemen supposed there might be present
their performance was twice disapproved of, five thousand persons or upwards
but the
and they were obliged to repeat it again. Captain thought that account rather exagThere was no difference between this dance gerated
and that of the first set of women, except
On Wednesday the 21st, a chief went oti
that the.se .sometimes raised the body upon board the Discovery, and presented her
one leg, and then upon the other, alternately Captain with a large, elegant head-dress,
by a sort of double motion. Soon after a ornamented with pearls, shell.s, and red feaperson entered unexpectedly, making some thers, and wreathed with flowers of the most
ludicrous remarks on our tire-works that resplendent colours.
In
return^
Capt.
had been exhibited, which extorted a burst Clecke loaded him with many useful ari'i*
of laughtei" iVom the crowd. We had then cles of European manufacture, knives, scisa dance by the attendants of Feenon they sars, saws, and some gaudy strings of beads,
formed a double row of twenty-four each which were highly prized by the chief, wlio
round the chorus, and joined in a gentlfi thought it no aisgrace to paddle himself on
No. 30.
3 P
of the same

si«le

then

being

iilso

stretclied

rc^'ited se;»tenoes,

;

;

:

;

:

.

;

:
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shore, with his rich acquisitions. This day
Capt. Cook made an excursion into the
Island of Lefooga, which, in some respects,
was found to be superior to Annamooka,
the plantations being not only more nume*
rons, but also more extensive. Various parts
of the country near the sea are waste, owing
perhaps to the sandiness of the soil but in

canoe with an uncommon air of gravity.
The Islanders called him Areekee, or king,
a title which we had rot heard any of them
give to Feenou, however extensive his authority over them had appeared to be.
Latooliboula remained under our stern till
the evening and then departed. Feenou
was on board the Resolution at that time,

the internal parts of the Island, the soil is
and there the marks of population
betier
and of an improved state of cultivation, are
very conspicuous. Many of the plantations
are enclosed in such a manner, that the fen-

but neither of these oliiefs took the smallest
notice of each other.
On Thursday the 22nd, some of the natives having stolen a tarpaulin and other
things from oiF the deck, the Captain
applied to Feenou, desiring liim to exert
his authority to get them restored
but
this application
was of no effect. (>n the
23rd, as we were preparing to leave the
Island, Feenou and
his prime-minister
Taipacame along side in a canoe, and informed us, that they were going to Vavaoo, an
Island, as they said, situated about two
days sail to the northward of Ha|)aee. They
assured us, that the object of their voyage
was to procure for us an additional supply
«f hogs, besides some red feathered caps for
Omiah, to caiTy with him to Otaheite and
desired us not to sail til'i their return, which
would be in four or five days after which
Feenou would accompany us to 'I'ongataboo. Capt. Cook consented to wait the
return
of this chief, who immediately,
as he pretended, set out for Vagaoo. ()n
the 24th, a report was industriously spread
about by some of tlie Islanders, that a ship
resembling ours had arrived at Aunamooka
since we \ti\ it, and was now at anchor there.
It was also sjiid, that Toobou, the chief of
that Island, was hastened thither to receive
those new visitors. U|)on enquiry, however,
it was found, that this report was totally
void of foundation. It is difficult to conjecture, what purpose tlie invention of this tale
could answer
indess we suppose it was
contrived .\villi a view of getting us removed
from one Island to another. On the 2')th,
we went into a house where a woman was
dressing the eyes of a child, who seemed

:

;

ces,

running parallel

to

each other, form

spacious public roads. Large spots, covered
with the paper-mulberry-trees, were observand the plantations, in general, were
ed
stocked abundantly with such plants and
To these
fruit-trees as the Island produces.
%ve made some addition, by sowing the seeds
of melons, pumpkins, Indian-corn, &c. At
one place was a house, four times as large as
the ordinary ones, with an extensive area of
grass before it, to which the people probably
resort on some public occasions, particularly
in the rainy seasons. Near tlie landingplace we observed a mount, two or three feet
high, whereon stood four or five little huts,
in which the bodies of some persons of distinction had been interred. The Island is
but seven miles in length, and its breadth,
some places, is not more than three miles.
The east-side has a reef, projecting considerably, against which the sea breaks with
It is the continuation of
great violence.
this reef that joins Lefooga to Foa, which
and, at low wais but half a mile distant
ter, the natives can walk upon this reef
The shore is
frouj one Island to the other.
either a sandy beach, or a coral rock. When
the Captain returned on board from his
ex(uirsion, he found a large sailins: canoe
fastened to our stern. In this came LatooliKohagee-too Fallang^u, (one
boula, or
perhaps the name of the person, and the
Other the description of his rank or title,)
<vhoin the Captain had seen, during his last
voyage, at Tonijataboo, and who was then
supposed by hitn to be the kiuir of that
Island.
Me c(udd not be prevailt^d upon to
come on board, but continued sitting in his
;

m

;

;

;

;

:

blind.
The instruments used by this female oculistwere twoslender wooden prober,
with which she brushed the eyes so as
to uiak|^ them bleed.
In the same house we
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fo\\\u\ cnotfier

woman

shavinu: a diild's

head

feet high,

>vitli a shark's tooth, stuck into the em! of a
Slie Hist wetted the hair with a raj?
stick.
(lipped in water, and then appl.vini? the
irrstrumeni, took ot}* the hair as cMose as if a
rjzor lia»l been used. Capt. Cook soon at'ttr
Irifd upon iiini>;elf one of these reinarkahle
inslrtiments, ;iud found it to he an excelle t
The natives of these Islands,
substitute.
liowever, liave a ditferent method of shavinj?
their beards, which operation the> performed
with two shells one of which they place
under a part of the beard, and witii the
other applied above, tfiey scrape otf that
part
in this manner they can sliave very
close, thoutrh the prf)cess is rather tedious.
:

There are among them souie who seeu^ to
make this a professiou for it was comiu -n
;

told

than half

They

two and a

hewn out

broad,

were
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by the
its

called

in their

it

and f5>ur
and we
not more

was seen above arouud.
Tangata Areekee (Tangata

language

raised

Islanders, that

;

lengtli

king) and said

mount

Iialf thick,

of coral-rock

it

in

signifies uian ; Areekee,
set up, and the
memory of one of their

had been

On

theai»|Moach of night, the Captain and Mr. (iorc returned on board, and
Mr. B igh (ame back from sounding the
bay. in which he found from fourteen to
twenty liithonis water, with a bottom prinJ.eefooga and Hoolaiva
cipally of .sand.
are separated from each other by a reef ot
coral rocks, dry at low water. Some of our
gentlemen, who landed in the last mentioned Is|an«l, foun<l not the smallest mark of
cultivation, or habitation upon it, except a
siutrle hut, in which a man employed to
catch fish and turtle resided. It is remarkable that it should remain in this desolate

kings.

our sailors when aslsDre, to have their
beards scraped otf, after the mode of llapaee,
as it was for their chiefs, \\Len on board, to
besliavedby our barbers. Findins: at this
time, that little or nothim? of uhat the condition, since it communicates .so immeIsland produced was brousiht to the ships. diately with Lefooga, which is so well
cultivated.
The west side of it has a bendCapt. Cook determined to chans;o our statio
and to wait Feenou's return ni some other ing, where there seems to be good anchoranchoringc-place, where ^ve miiiht still be t\ire and the east side has a reef, as well as
Uninhabited as Hoolaiva is,
refreshments accordintily, Lefooga.
sufiplied with
mount has been I'aised upon
forenoon,
an
artificial
in
the
we
tbe'iOth,
On Monday
made sail to the southward aloiiu' the reef it, equal in height to some of the snrroundof the Island, and havinsr passed several ing trees.
On Tuesday the 27th, at day-break, signal
shoals, hauled into a bay. that lies between
the north end of Hoolaiva, and the south was made to w eigh, and as we intended to
in seven- attempt in our run to Tongataboo, a passage
(»f I^foopi and there anchored
teen t'athoms water, the point of Lefooga to Atniamooka, by the S. W, among the
bearinar S. E. by E. distant a mile and intermediate Isles, Mr. Blfgh was sent in a
a half.
The Discovery did not cast an- boat, to .sound before the ships. But before
chor till sun-set
she havins," touclied on we got untler sail, the wind became so vabut backed off again riable and unsettled, as to render it unsafe
one of the shoals
without receiving the least damage.
We to attempt a passage \yith which we were
had no sooner cast anchor, than Mr. Bligh, so little acquainted we therefore lay fast,
master, >vas .sent to sound the bay, where and made signal for the master to return.
we were now stationed and Capt. Cook, He, and the master of the Discovery, were
accompanied by Lieutenant Gore, landed afterwards sent, each in a boat to examine
on the southern part of Lefoog"a, to look for the channels. Towards noon, a large sailfresh water, and examine the country.
On ing canoe came under our stern, in winch
the west-si<le of the Island they observed was a person named Poulaho, or Futtafaihe,
an artificial mount of considerable antiquity, who was said by the natives then on board,
about forty feet higli. and measuring fifty to be king of Tongataboo, Annamooka,
feet, in tlie diameter of its summit.
At the Hapaee, and all the neighbouring Islands.
bottom of this mount was a stone #iirteen We wiere surprised to find u stranger digiii"

tor

.

:

;

;

;

:

;

a
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with this title, which we were taun^ht He placed the Captain by his side antf
to believe appertained to another ; but they his attendants formed a semi-circ.e before
that the them, on the outside of the house.
persisted in their assertions,
old
and woman sat close to the chief, with a kind
r.ipreme dignity belonged to Poulaho
now for the first time acknowledged, that of fan in her hand, to prevent his being
Feenou was not the king, but a subordinate incommoded with the flies. The various
After this articles which his people had procured by
chief, though of great power.
explanation, Poulaho was invited by the trading on board the ships, being no v
Captain on board, where he was not an displayed before him, he attentively looked
unwelcome guest, as he brought with him oyer them all, inquired what they liad
two fat hogs by way of present. This great given in exchange, and, at length, ordered
personage, though not very tall, was ex- every thing to be restored to the respecti\e
tremely unwieldy, and almost shapeless owners, except one glass bowl which he
with corpulence. He appeared to be about reserved for himself. The neople who paid
forty
his hair v^'as straight, and his features this respect, first squatted tnemselves down
considerably different fiY>m those of the ma- before him, then dej)osited their purchases,
found him to be and instantly retired. They observed the
jority of his people.
a man of gravity and good sense. He view- same ceremony in taking them away, and
ed the ship, and the various new objects, not one of them presumed to speak to iiim
and asked standing. His attendants, just before tjiey
with a particular attention
many pertinent questions. When he had left him, paid him obeisance, by bowing
gratitiec! his curiosity in looking at the cat- their heads down to the sole of his foot, and
tle, and other novelties, he was requested touching it with the upper and under side
to which of the fingers of each Iiand.
to walk down into the cabin
Capt Cook
some of his retinue objected, saying, that, was charmed with the groveling submission,
if he should go down thither, it would or, as he termed it, the decorum, that was
doubtless happen that people would walk paid by the slaves to their master on this
a circumstance that could occasion, having scarce seen the like any
over his head
When this objection where, even among more civilized nations.
not be permitted.
was to be obviated, by ordering that no Perhaps the Captain had never visite<l
one should presume to walk over the cabin, Italv, and seen the ceremony of kissing
fied

;

An

;

:

We

;

;

;

Poulaho waved

all

ceremony and ventured the Pope's

down without any previous stipulation.
He now appeared to be no less solicitous

toe.

ed, informed

The master having

us, that as far as

return-

he had pro-

ceeded, tliere was a passage for the ships,
than his people were, to convince us that and tolerable anchorage but that, towards
he was sovereign and not Feenou. He sat the S. and S. E. he observed numerous
down to dinner with us, but eat and drank shoals, breakers, and sniall Isles. In conand afterwards desired the sequence of this report, we relinquished all
very little
Captain to accompany him on shore. thoughts of a passage this way, and, being
resolved to return to Annamooka by the
Omiali was asked to be one of the party
attached
to
faithfully
Fee- same route whicli we had so lately experibut he was too
enced to be a safe one, we should nave
respect
to
competitor,
his
much
nou, to .shew
sailed
invitation.
the next morning, which was the
the
Caj)t.
declined
and therefore
t<:^ook attended the chief in his own boat, 2)^th, if tl'.e wind had not been very un^.et-having tirst made him such presents as ex- tled and in the niuht we had .some heavy
in return for .squalls, with thunder, lightning, and rain,
ilneeded his expectations
which, Poulaho ordered two more hogs to to which, at times, these Islands are exposThe chief wa« then ed. Poulaho came early on board, bnngbe sent on board.
carried out of the boat, by his own subjects, ing a red-feathered cap as ;• present to the
Th-ese curiosities were greatly
on a i»oard resembling a hand-barrow, and Captain.
was seated in a small house near the sho/e. so«g!»t af^er by us_, as we knew tliey would
;

;

•

;

;

;
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;
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It

was dark before we

t\asever hrouiibt for sale, though very larcfe reached thj»t Island, where finding no
nor conld a person in convenient place to anchor in, we passed
prices were orteied
himself
the proj)rietor the night \u making short boards. On the
make
ship
either
of one, except the two Captains and Omiah. iJlst, at day break, we stood for the channel
;

are comoosed of the tail feathers of between K«>too, and the reef of rocks lying
the tropic bird, intermixed with the red to the westward of it, but on our approacii,
and are made in we found the wind insufficient to lead us.
feathers of the panoqtiet
bore up on the
therefore
to
as
tie
on
the forehejid through.
manner,
a
such
and are in the form outside of the reef, and stretched to the S^
without any crown
of a semicircle, whose radius is eighteen W. till near twelve o'clock, when perceivOT twenty inches. Poulaho left the ship ing that we made no |)roG[ress to windward,
but his brother, whose and being apprehensive ot losing the Islands,
in the evening
Futtafaihe,
and some of liis while we had so many natives on board, we
name was also
tacked, stood hack, and spent the night
attendants i-emained all night on board.
On Thursday the 29th, at day-break, we between Footooha and Kotoo. The wind
and now blew fresh, with squalls and rain ; and,
weighed with a fine breeze at E. N.
made sail to the westward, followed by during the night, by a small change of the
several of the sailing canoes, in one of which wind, we were very near running a-ground
was Poulaho the king, who, coming on on a low sandy Isle, named Pootoo Pootoa,
Our people
!>oard the Resolution, enquired for his bro- encompassed with breakers.
ther, and the others who had continued having fortunately lieen just ordered upon
now found that they deck, to put the ship about, and most of
with us all night.
had staid without his permission for he them being at their respective stations, the
gave them such a reprimand as brought necessary movements were performed with
however, he was soon judgment and alertness and this alone
tears from their eyes
to
their
making a longer stay ; perserved ns from destruction The Discoreconciled
for on his departure from the ship, he left very being astern, was out of danger.
This
bis brother, and five attendants on board, narrow escape so alarmed the natives who
were also honoured with the company were on board, that they desired with great
of a chief, named Tooboueitoa, just arrived earnestness, to be put on shore accordingly,
from Tongataboo who, as soon as he on the return of day-light, a boat was hoistcame, sent away his canoe, declaring, that cd out, and the officer who commanded her
he and five others who came with him, was ordered, after landing theui at Kotoo,
would sleep on board so that the Captain to sound for anchorage along the reef which
had, at this time, his cabin filled with visi- projects from that Island. During the abtors, this inconvenience he endured the sence of the boat, we endeavoured to turn
more willine:ly, as they brouudit with them the ships through the channel between the
])lenty of provisions, as presents to him, for reefof Kotoo and the sandy Isle; but meetwhich they met with suitable returns. In ins: with a strong current against us, we
the afternoon, the easterly wind was sue- were obliged to desist.
Our
ceeded by a fresh breeze at S. S. E
On Sunday the 1st of June, distant about
course being S. S. W. we were obliged to four leagues, we saw the burning rhounbeal to windward, and did but just fetch the tains, and about eleven o'clock A. M. cast
northern side of Footooha by eight o'clock anchor in a fine bay, in fifty fathoms water,
in the evening.
The next day we plied up the sandy Isle bearing E. bj N. about oiie
to Lopanga, and had sonndinffs, under the mile from the sliore,
Here we reinained
lee or N. W. side, in forty fathoms wafer; till the 4fh, being frequently visited by our
but the bottom being rocky, and a chain of king, by Tooboueiloa, and by people who
breakers lying to the leeward, we stretched came from the neighbouring Islands to trafawiiy for Kotoo, expecting to find better fi.c with us. iMr. Bligh, in tlje meantime,

They

;

We

;

;

E

We

;

;

;

We

;

;

;
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was dispatched lo sound the channels between the Islands situated to the eastward
and Capt. Cook himself landed on Kotoo,
to take a survey of it. This Island, on
account of the coral reefs tliat environ it,
Its N. ^V.
is scarcely accessible by boats.
end is low but it rises suddenly in the middle, and terminates at the S. E. end in redIt produces tlie same
dish clayey cliffs..
fruits and roots with the adjacent Islands,
and is tolerably well cultivated, though
thinly inhabited. It is about two miles in
length. In the absence of the Captain our
people were employed in cutting grass for
the cattle, and we planted some melon
On our return to the boat, we passseeds.
ed by some ponds of dirty brackish water,
and saw a burying-plaee, which was much
neater than any one we had seen at Hapaee.
On the 4th, at seven o'clock, A. M. we
;

;

made

with a strong gale at E. S.
reached Annaour old birth,
occupied
but the
had
lately
we
which
Discovery, not being able to beat up against
the wind, did not arrive till seven in the evening. When casting anchor she drove, and
in less than an hour, was three leagues to
leeward of us, and in the utmost danger
of being wrecked. They were now employsail,

five in the afternoon,
mooka, where we moored in

;

weighing

in

uj)

their

anchor

;

and we

sent a number of our hands seasonably
to their assistance. The night was tempesThey laboured till
tiious, with a high sea.
four in the morning incessantly yet made
;

but

little

we had

were

in

seen lying waste. The yams
the highest perfection
and we
obtained a good quantity ot"" them in exchange for iron. Before the Captain returned on board, he visited the several places
;

where we had sown melon and cucumber
seeds; but found, to his great regret, that
most of them had been destroyed by the
vermin ; though some pine-apples which
had aho been left, were in a thriving coi.i
diiion.

Friday the Gth, about noon, Feenou
arrived from Vavaoo, and informed us that
several canoes, laden with hogs and other
provisions, had sailed with him from that
Island, but had been lost near Appy, the

which the burning mountains are
late tempestuous weather,
and every person on board them had perishThis melancholy tale did not gain
ed.
E. and, much credit with us, as we were by thii^

about

ed

visit,

way

to

windward, notwithstand-

Island

in

situated, in the

time sufficiently acquainted with the cha.
racter of the relator. The truth perhaps
was, that he had been unable to procure at
Vavaoo the expected sup()lies or, if he
obtained any there, that he had left them at
H.ipaee, which lay in his way back, and
where he must have heard that Poulaho had
come to visit us who therefore, he knew,
would, as his superior, reap all the merit
and reward of procuring those supplies,
without haviner had any participation of
the trouble. The invention, however, of
this loss at sea was not ill imagined
for
we had lately had very stoiuvy weather. On
the 7th, Poulaho, and some other chiefs,
who had been wind-bound with him arrived
at which time Capt. Cook happened
to be ashore with Feenou, (Vho now appeared to be sensible oMhe impropriety of his
conduct, in arrogating a character to which
for he
he had no just claim
not only
acknowledged Poulaho as sovereign of
Tongataboo, and the adjacent Isles, but
;

;

:

exertions of their whole
the gale ha\iiig
providentially
but
strength
the
anchor,
and bethey
swayed
subsided,
moored
by our
was
safely
day-light
fore
Thursday
the
5th,
being
day,
This
?ide.
shore,
foifnd
the
and
went
on
Cook
Capt.
Islanders very busy in their plantations,
digging up yams for traffic. In the course
of the day not less than two hundred of affected to insist much on it. The Captain
them assembled on the beach, and traded left him, and went to pay a visit to the king,
It appeared that whom he found sitting with a ftw of the
with great eagerness.
but great numbers
the, had been very diligent, during our natives before him
absence, in cultivating' their several planta- hastening to i*ay their respects to him, the
and we now observed many larire circle enlarged very fast. When Feenou
tions
plantain-fields, which places, in our late approaclied, he placed himself among the

ing the utmost

;

:

;

;

;
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rcit that sat before Poululio, as uttendaiits
on Ijis niajesiy. lie at tirst seeiued to be

somewhiU confused and abashed

but soon

;

A

very short conversarecx>vered himself.
tion passed l>etween these two chiefs, which

nor were we satistis understood
interpretation
oi' it
Oniiah's
with
tied
however, from what we observed, we were
snificiently undeceived as to Feenou's rank.
Both the king and Feenou accompanied tlie
Captain on board to dinner but Puulaho
Feenou, after having
only sat at table.
made his obeisance in the usual mode, i)y
.saluting the foot of his sovereign with his
liead and hands, retired from the cabin
and it now ap{>eared, that he could neither
eat nor drink in the king's presence.

none of

;

;

;

;

On Sunday

the 8th, at eight o'clock, A.

M. we weighed

anchor, and

set

sail for

Tongataboo, or Amsterdam Island, having
a gentle breeze, at N. E. We were accomf)anied by fourteen or tifteen saihng vessels,
belonging to the Islanders, every one of
which out-raw the shi|>s. Feenou was to
have taken his passage in the Resolution
but preferred his own canoe, and put two
men on board, as pilots, to conduct us to
the best anchorage. The royal canoe was
disting^uished from the rest by a small bundle ot grass, of a red colour, fastened to
the end of a pole, «nd fixed in the stern, in
the same manner as our ensiiji^n staffs.
At
;

five in the

Islands, at

afternoon we descried two small
t!ie distance of four leagues to

One was called !»y our two
Hoonga Hapaee, and the otiif r Hoonga Tonga. They are situated in the latitude

tlie

westward.

pilots

CO.

Steering by the direction of our two pilots,
for the widest space between those Isles,
we were insensibly drawn upon a lar^e fiat,
upon w hicli lay innumerable rocKs of coral,
below the surface of the sea. Notwith-,
standing our boats were .sounding a-head,
and our utmost attention and care to avoid
those rocks, we were unable to prevent the
Resolution from striking on one of them
nor did the Discovery, tnough at our stern,
escape better. Hap|>y for us it was, that we
had day-light and fine weather. By clapping the sails to the masts, and lightening
the .ship abaft, we swayed her off: and it
fortunately happened through the protection of an over-ruling providence that neither of the ships stuck fast, norsu.stained any
now held on our course, and
damage.
the moment we saw a place where we could
anchor with any degree of safety, we came
to
and the masters were dispatched with
the boats to soun<l.
Soon after we hu(i
cast anchor, several of the natives of 1 ongataboo came to us in their canoes, assuring
us, that we should meet with deep water
further in, free from rocks
Tlieir intelligence was true
for, about four o'clock,
the boats made a signal of having found
;,

We

;

;

good anchoring ground.
We therefore
weighed, and stootl in till dark, when we
anchored in nine fathoms water, with a
clear sandy bottom.
During the night, we
had some rain but early in the niorningj^
the wind became southerly, and bringing
on fair weather, we weighed again, and
worked towards the shore of Tongataboo*.
While we continued plying up the harbour,
the king frequently sailed round us in his
canoe and at the same time there was a
great number of small canoes about the
;

of 20 deg 36 niin. S. and about ten lejigues
from the western point of AujiamooUa, in
the direction of S. 46 deg. W. We were
told only five men resided on Hoonga Ha- ships. Two of these not getting out of the
paee
and that Hoonga Tonga had no way of the king's vessel, he ran quite over
;

;

We

continued a S. W. course them with the greatest unconcern. Amonginhabitants.
lill two o'clock, A. M. of the 9th, when we those who came on board the Resolution
saw several little Islands, beyond which was Otago, who had been so useful to Capt.
appea;*ed Eoea and Tongataboo.
now Cook, when he visited Tongataboo in his
fathon<s
water,
bot]jad twenty-five
with a
f>r\eceding voyage, and one Toobou, who
tom of broken coral and sand and the »ad, at that time, attached himself to Capt.
depth gradually decreased, as we approach- Furneaux. Each of them brought yaiiis
ed the jibove-mentioned Isles, which lie and a hog, in testimony of friendsliip for
rangeil along- the N. E. side of Tongataboo. which they received a suitable retur'i.

We

;

;

We
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arrived'at onr intended station about two
o'clock in the afternoon of the 10th. It
was a very convenient place, formed by the

tropical chief from the n^agniiicence of

an
European Prince.
In the afternoon, Capt Cook, attended
by Omiah, some officers, and other gentlemen, landed on the Island of Tongataboo,
We found the king waiting onr arrival on
the beach, who, when we landed, conducted

shore of Tongataboo on tlie S. E and two
small Isles on the E. and N. E. Here both
ships anchored over a sandy bottom, where
the depth of water was ten fathoms. Our
distance from shore exceeded a quarter of ns to a small

a mile.

We

natives,

who came

seemed

were instantly surrounded by

to welcome ns,. and
It has
overjoyed at our arrival.

nbt been uncommon with some compilers
of voyages, to stiijmatize these Islanders
with the name of JSavages, than which no
ap[)ellation can be worse applied, for a
more civilized people do not exist under
the sun. During the whole time of our
stay, we did not see one instance of disorder among them, not one nerson punished

any misdemeanor by tlieir chiets. We
saw Ibut few quarrels among imlividuals
on the contrary, much mirth and seeming
harmony were observable. Highly delighted with their shows and heivas, they spend

for

;

their time in a kiiid of luxurious indolence,
little, but none to excess.
The king paddles himself in his canoe,
tliough he must have a tow-tow to help
This seems strange to aw Euroliim to eat.
rednces
a man to tl)e ccmdition
pean, as it
and yet it is but one remove
of a child
from what we see daily practised before our
eyes.
The gentleman has his table spread,
his food of varicMis sort>« set before hr»n
has all his apparatus in<u\e ready, his bread
cut, his meat carved, and his |>late furnished
he has his <lrink hauded to hiai, and
in short, every thing which the tropical
king has, except oidy conveying' his food

where all labour a

;

;

;

to his mouth, which the chief thinks may
as well be done by his tow-tow. Yet the
omission of this sinofle act of handing his
meat and drink to his mouth, brings a term

of reproach upon the diief, tliouiitj, by the
baiubness of his "servants in the services
of the table, the Emopean g-ains the chaSuch and
"rioter of the polite gentleman.
•SO slender are the refinements of nations
the barriers that divide ind<dence from
and the simplicity of a
sauiptaousness
;

;

8

neat house near the woods,
having an extt*nsive area before it this, he
told the Captain, was at hi*s service, during
his continuance in the Island.
Before we
had been long in the house, a larsre circle
of the natives had assembled, an^ seated
themselves on the area. A root of the kavaplant being brought to the king, he commanded that it should be split into pieces,
and distributed to several people ot both
sexes, who began to chew it, and soon prepared a bowl of their favourite liquor. Mean
wiiile, a baked hog, and a quantity of baked yams were produced, and divided into
ten poitions.
These shares weie given to
some of those who were present, except ont,
which remained undisposed of, and which
nrobably was reserved for the king him.selt',
riie liquor was next served out
and the
first cup being brought to the king, he ordered it to be given to a person who sat near
him the second was also brought to him,
which he kept the thiixl was presented to
Capt. Cook
but their mode of preparing
the liquor having disgusted him, i^t was
handed to Omiah. The remainder ©f it
;

;

:

:

;

was

distributed to different people

;

and

one of the cups being carried to Poulaha's
brother, he retired with this, and with his
share of the provisions. Others also withdrew from the circle with their portions,
because they could neither eat nor drink in
his ma,jesty's pi-esence
but there were
some of an inferior rank, who both eat and
drank before him. Soon after, the greati r
part of them went away, carrying wiih
:

them what they had not eaten of the shaje

We

of ihe feast.
observed, that the servants who distributed tlje meat, ajul the
kava,. delivered them sitting, not only to the
king, but to others who were partakers of
this feast
but not a fourt'h part of the company had tasted either the victuals or tUe
:

AND ROUND

Tli!'

Tlie crrratest siood order was i)reuud
the assembly;
served tluoiii4lunit
present
people
were
many
tlioiiifli a great
>vlio%ad never seen ns hetbre, yet no one
Jielbre the Captain
tronblesome.
<\as
retnrned on board, he went in search of
a waterinu-place, ami was condncted to
some ponds, in one of whirli the water
was tolerable, but it was at some distance

visit.

ilrink.

WORLD.
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Lavln'j;-

excited

tl.t*

oiCapt. Cook, lie .si<iiiitie<l to I'oulaiu^ Ins intention ofwaitiug i)p«>ii >Jaree\vagee; and t!ie king havini? ageed to accompany him, they set out early on 'I'hnrsduy

ciiriosily

the I'2th, in (!ie |)initace, Capt. Cieikejoining'
Tljey
tiiem in
one of his own boats.
then pmceeded to the ea.^tsvard of the little
Isles which form the harbour, and tnrninij
towards the south, entered a spacious bay,
inland.
^Vednesday the llth, the Capt:»in being- up which they rowed about three miles, and
informed, tijat tlie small Island of Pangimo- landed amidst a great concovnse of people,
doo. near which the ships were statione.l, who received them with .shouts and acciaThe crowd instantly separated,
C{»uld better sn[)ply that important article, njations.
pool
that
Potdalu*
might pass, who took our
t'nund
there
a
and
to
it,
over
he went
had
info
small enclosure, and then
we
g-entlemen
a
than
any
water
fresher
containinf?
met with among these Islands. This (lool the king changed the piece of cloth he wore,
being extremely muddy, he caused it to l)e for a new piece, very neatly folded; an old vvoand here it was that we tilled our man assisting in dressing^ him, and put a large
cleansed
water-casks. The .same niorning- a trnt mat over his cloth, lieinij now a.sked, where
was pitched iiear the house which the kin^ Mareewagee was, toonrgreat surprise, hesaid,
liad assij^ned for our use. The liorses, cattle, that he was gone down to our s!ii|)S. He now
and sheejj, were then landed, and a party of recpiested us to accompany him to a malaee,
marines .stationed there as a ufuard. 'J'he or house of public resoit and when we cam.'
observatory was set u[) at an inconsideral)}e to a large area before it, he seated himself in
distance from another tent: and Mr. King- the path, while, at hisdesire, we walked «p to
took up his residence on sh<ire, to direct the the house, and snt down in the front. After
observations, and superintend all other waiting a little while, we repeated otn*enquinecessary business. A party was stationed ries, by the medium of Omiah, whether we
to cut wood for fuel, and planks for the were to be introduced to Mareewai^ee ? But
and the trunners were appointed to receiving no satisfactory answer, and being'
ships
conduct the trallic with the inhabitants, who inclined to suspect, that the aged chief was
Jlocked from all par*s of the IslantI witii purposely concealed from us, we returned to
the boats nnich piqued at our disappointlu»irs, yams, cocoa-nuts, and other articles,
insomuch, that our land-station resembled ment. It afterwards appeared that Mareea fair, and our ships were remarkably croud- wagee had not been there and that, in this
ed with visitants. Feenou residing- in our affair, some gross mistakes had been made,
neighbourhood, we had daily proofs of his Omiah either having: been misinformed, oe
penerosity and opulence, by the continua- having: misunderstood what was told him
Poulaho roncernin<^ the old chief. In this excursion,
tion of his valuable donations.
was equnl!y attentive to us in this respect, the place we went to was a very pleasant
as scarcely a day passed without his favour- village, delightfully situated on the banks
of the bay or inlet, wliere most of the j>rinin^ ns with considerable presents.
were now informed, that a person, named cinal persons of the Island reside.
Each
Mareewaaee was of very high rank in the of these has his house in the midst of a small
Island, and wa-s treated with great reverence
plantation, with out-houses and offices fr,r
nay, if our interpreter, Omiah, did not mis- servants. The-e plantations are neatly fennnderstand his itd'ormtrs, that he was supe- ced round, and, in general, have only or.e
rior to Poulaho ln;nself; but that, being entrance, which is by a door fastened on the
advance*! in ^ear«, he lived in retirement, insid« with a |)rop of wood. Between each
and therefore was not inclined to pay us a plantation are puulic roads and uarruw lanfes
No. 31.
3 Q,
;

;

;

;

We

;
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A

considerable part of

out

some of

in grjiss-piots,
thin'^s as seem less

siires is laid

POLE,

eiir'.o- the ]4tli, Old Toobou came gu l;oard to reand phuitcd turn ouj- visit
h(- also went on board the
adapted for Discovery
and if oar former present was

these

;

with such
use than orua:nent. In such other plantations as were not the resith^nce of persons of
h\g\\ rank, every article of the vejietable
produce of the Island was in g:reat plenty,
Near the great roads are some large hodscs,
with spacious grass-plots before them, which
were said lo belong to the king, and are
probably the places where pubbc assemblies
of t-je people are held.
Friday the I3th, about noon, Mareewagee
came within a small distance of our post on
.'shore, attended by a great number of people

;

not

considerable, the deliciency
In the mean time,
Mareewac^ee went to see o«ir people wiio
were stationed on shore
and Mr. King
sujlicieiitiy

was now supplied.

;

shewed him whatever we had theie. He
was struck with admiration at the sight of
the cattle
and tlie cross-cut saw rivetted
iiis attention.
Towards noon Poulahocame
on board, bringing with him his son, w ho
was about twelve years of age. The king
;

dined with Capt. Cook but the son, thougli
])rfc.,ent. was not permitted to sit down by
In the course of the afternoon, him. Tl;e Captain found it very convenient
of all ranks.
the two Captains, and others of our gentle- to have Poulaho for his guest for, w henmen, accomj>anied by Feenou, went ashore e\e\' he was present which frequently hajiVV^e found a grave person j.eued, every other native was excluded from
to visit him.
whereas, if neither he nor Feenou
sitting under a tree, with a piece of cloth the table
aboiit forty yards long, spread before him, were on board, the cliiefs of inferior rank,
round which numbers of i)eople were seat- were very im|)ortunate to be of the dinin;*
su|)posed this to be the great per- party, or to be admitted at that time into the
ed.
sonage, but were intbrmed by Feenou, that cabin, which becameconsequently very much
another who was sittinuon a ])ie('e of mat, crowded. The king was soon reconciled Id
was Mareewagee. To him we were intro- our cookery, and was fond of our wine. He
duced, and he received us very graciously, now resided at the nnilaee near our tent,
This chief, who was also under a tree, was where he this evening entertained our people
named Toobou, wluun we shall call old with a dance, in which he himself, though
Tooboti, to distinguish him from liis nanje- so corpulent and unweihiy, engaged,
Sunday the J/iih, in the morning, Capt.
sake, who has already been mentioned as
IJotli
he and Cook received a message from Old Toobou,
Capt. Furneaux's friend.
Mareewagee were venerable in thrir a|)pear- importing, tiiat he was desirous of seeing
He and Omiah accordingly
ance. The latter was slender in his person, Jiim'on shore.
and seemed to be near seventy years of age. waited on that chief, whom they found sitOld Toobou, who desired us to sit down l)y tinir, like one of the ancient patriardis,
him, was some what corpulent, and almost under the «hade of a tree, having a large
blind from a disorder in his eyes. The Cap- piece ot cloth, the manufacture of lh«
He desired
fain, not expecting on this occasion, to meet Island, spread out before Iiim.
with two chiefs, had brought on shore a pre- them to place themselves by him; alter
this, therefore, he was whicii he told Omiah, that the cloth, witli
sent for only one
;

;

:

We

:

but, as it some cocoa-nuts, and red feathers, constitutobli2e<l to divide between them
happened to be considerable, both of them ed liis present to Capt. Cook. The latter
appeared to be satisfied. Our party now en- thanked him for the favour, accompanied
tertained them about an hour with two with a request, that he would. go on hoard
Fien>ch horns and a drum: but the firing with him Omiah, being .sent for by PoulaJjo,
;

;

off one of Capt. Gierke's pocket-pistols seemeA to please them most. Before we took
leave of the two chiefs, the large piece of
cloth was rolled up and presented to Capt.
Cook, together witli a iew cocoa-nuts. On
»)

Captain, who was informed by
Feenou, that young Fattafaihe, the kings
son, desired to see him.
He immediately
obeyed the summons, and found Omiah
and the young i>fince seated under a canopy

now

left tfie
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courser kwxA, he w ^s thus t*urni;,lied with the most conhalf vincing proofs of the supreme dignity of
seventy-!Jix vanls loiitr, and seven aiul a
On l*(MdalK> and his son. 13y (his time, indeed
them.
under
and
i)roa<l,sprea(U>eforethenj
and,
on we had gained some certain iuforniutioii
ooeoa-nnts;
of
oneside was aquantity
peowith regard to the relative situatifui of seveof
multitude
hour.
larsje
the oilier, a
now knew, that old Toobon
was
ral cliiels.
whom
anions:
clolh.
the
round
i)le sat
brothers.
iii>ili ot
Alarct^waffee, \vitii other persons of rank. antl Mareewagee were
properly,
were
of
considerable
hini«;(lf
them
men
seat
to
'I'hc Captain was requested
and then Ouiiah mfonned and in high estimation with tlie [leople
l»y (lie prince
hy IVulaho J^Iareewagee, in particular, had obtained
hini. that he had heen instructed
and the the honourable appellation of Motooa Tonmajesty
his
as
that
to tell him,
his son ga, which implies father of T<u)ga, or his
that
hoped
lie
friends,
were
Captain
also now understood, that he'
Fattafaihe miuht he compiehended in this country.
union and tliat the Captain as a testunony was the king s father-in-law, Ponlaho having
of his consent, would accei>t of the prince's espoused one of his daughters, by whom he
Our comniaiider readily a-jreed to had young Fattaiaihe .so that Mareevvagee
present.
was grand-father to the prince. As to
this proposal, and invited all the chiefs to
the
Feenou, he was one of the sons of AfareevvaAceordiu'Jily,
iioard.
on
him
dine with
vounc? prince, old Toohou, JNIareewatree, gee, and Tooboueitoa was another. On
tliree^or four subordinate chiefs, and two landing, we found Poulaho in the luMis(i
old ladies of hij?h rank, accompnuied us to adjoining to <nn" tent, who immedi iteiy
the ship. Mareewagee was (fressed in a made Capt. Cook a present of a hog, and a
new piece of cloth, with six patches of red (piantity of yams. Towards evening a numTiiis dress was ber of the Islanders came, and having sealed
jV-atlierson the skirts of it.
themselves in a circle, sinig in concert with
probably made (»n purpose for this visit
for as soon as he arrived on board, he put it t'le music of bamboo drums, which were
When placed in the centre. Three of them were
oil; and presente»l it to <uir Ca|)tain.
would
long ones, and two were short. With these
of
them
one
not
iliuuer was served up,
they
of
thinti-,
struck the uround end-wise. There
morsel
any
a
eat
or
even sit down,
which
were
said
two
others that lay side by side on the
they
taboo,
all
were
as tliey
word.'thonuh it has a very comprehensive ground, one of which was partly split: on
meaning-, signifies, uenerally, that a tliiiiir is these a person continued beating with two
they \>eie tinis rtstraiued sticks. They sung three songs during out*
proliibited.
Haviu-j: stay, and the entertainment lasted, aftei we
at [iresent, was not accouiileel for.
gratified
left them, till ten o'clock.
all,
and
tlieuv
to
For light, they
made pre>:ents
every
pisrt
burned
them
the
leaves
shewiu«j;of
wharry
by
palm. In the
curiosity,
their
of the ship," the Ca|)tain conducted them mean time,31r. Anderson, with several other
When the b{»at had reached the gentlemen, made an excursion into tiie
ashore.
laml. Feenou, and several others, immedi- country, by whom we were furnished with
Westward of
ntely stepped owt and the young prince the following observations.
fo! owing- them, was called back by Maree- the tent, the country for about two miles, is
wagee, who no-.v paid the heir ajiparent, the entirely uncultivated, thougli covered wicli
s:une obeisauce which the king was nccns- trees and bushes growing naturally witli
and when old Toobon, the greatest vigour. Beyond this a jiietty
ttrmetl to recesve
on which are
find one of the ladies jiod honoured liim larue plain extends itself,
the same marks of respect, he was cocoa-trees, and some small jdantations.
witii
At'ter this ceremony, the Near the creek, wliich runs west of the tent,
siiliered to Innd.
out of the boat into a the land is [)(-!rec!ly iiat, and partly overstepped
jteople
old
When the
canne. wliioh was waiting to convey them to tiowed every tide by ihe sea.
Cipt. Cool; was wafers reJire, the surface is seen to cour.ist of
tlieir place df re-ii<lence.
plt;i-ed at being present on this o^c-.tsion, as corui rock, interspersed with hulesufytllowisii
a pifoe of

cfotfi, witli

of fine

j\

A

We

;

We

;

;

;

;

Why

;

;
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the ed^es, where
are vast numbers ot"

near
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bark is folded .«;everal times, and beat Iopt'^",
which is probably intended to close rather
<>i)eiiings, whence issue innumerable small than divide its texture.
It is +hen spread
trab.s, wtiicli swarm upon the spot, but are out to dry
Ih-e pieces being from four to
so very nimble,
that, when approached, six or seven feet in length, and about half, ai;
tiiey instantaneous'j disappear, aad b:iifle bioad.
These pieces are joined by smear-

ajid
tnuil
rallier iiiore
;

(iriii,

it

is

little

;

ihedexterity of the n-.itives, whoendeavoar to c.it<-h tliem. At this place is a w<jrk
of art, which te>tities some degree of ingenuity and |)erseverunce. ()a one side is a
harrow causeway, which, giaduully increasgentle ascent to
'u\'j; in breadth, rises with a
the heiglit often feet, where its breadth is
live paces, the whole length being al)out

ail

Adjacent to tiiis is a
seventy-four j)aces.
Kind of circus, thirty paces in diameter, about
one or two feet higher than the causeway
and in the middle of this
fiiat joins it
<.ircus, some trees are planted. On the o\}p site sitle, a'lu'her causeway descends, which
is partly in ruins, and not above forty paces
'J'he whole is built of large coralin lengtii.
with
earth on the surface, overgro^vu
slones,
and
low trees. From the marks
with shrubs
of decay in several places, it is probably of
some antiquity but it seems to be of no
service at present, whatever njay have been
All that could be
its use in former times.
learnt of lite natives was, that it was called
Ktchee, and belonged to l*oulaho, the king.
Monday tlie IGtli, in the morning, Cai)t.
Cook, IMr. <iore, and others, took a walk
in the course of which
into tlie country
we met with an oi)portunity of seeing the
whole process of makhig cloth, the principal manufacture of this island, as well as
of many others in the Suuth Sea. An account of t is operation as performed at this
;

:

;

^

ma

subjoined
The u.-anufacturers, who are of the
r.ere.
ke the slender stalks or trunks
fi male sex,
of the paper mulberry, which rarely grows
more than sev n feet in height, and about
the thi kness of four fingers. From these
stalks they strip the bark, and scrape off the
after which the bark is rolled
exterior rind
I p, aid macer ted for some time in water
ir is then beaten with u square instrument
of wood, fall of c arse grooves, but sometmeswith a plain one. The operation is
i:other person; or the
L y
c/len repeuiti
place,

not

improperly

be

;

:

.

i

ing part of them with the glutinous juicr.
of a berry, called tooo
and after bein;;t!)us lengthened, they are placed over a
large piece of wood, with a sort of stamp,
composed of a fibrous substance, laid heneat li them. Tiie manufacturers then take
a bit of cloth, and having dipped it in a
juice expressed from the bark of a tree, called Kokka, rub it briskly over the piece dial
is making.
This leaves upon the surfac'e a
dry gloss, and a dull brown colour and
the .stamp makes, at the .same time, a slight
impression.
Thus they nroceed, joining
and staining by degrees, till a piece of cloth,
of the requisite length and breadth, is produced.
They generally leave a border,
about a foot broad, at the sides, and rather
longer at the ends, unstained. If any parts
of ti\e onginal pieces have holes, or are too
thin, they glue spare bits upon them, till
their thickness equals that of the rest.
Whenever they are desirous of producing a
black colour, they mix the juice of the
Kokka with the .soot procured from an oily
nut, called dooedoo;'.
'^I'hey assert, that
the black (doth, which is usually most glazed, makes a cold dress
but the other a
warm one. On our return, we met with
Feenou, whom we took with us, and another young chiet*,
on board to dinner
which when served up, neither of them
would eat a morsel saying that they were
taboo avy
but when they found, that, ni
dressing the j)ig and .some yams, no avy
(or water) had been made use of, they both
.sat down, and eat very heartily
they drank
also our wine, on being assured no water
was in it from whence we inferred, that
they were at this time, for some particular
or that
reason, forbidden to n.se water
perhaps, they did not like the water we then
u.sed, it being taken out of one of the places wherein the Islanders bathed.
Tuesday the 17th, was fixed upon by
jNIar^iewaijee forgiving a grand haiva, of
;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

rwtertainmeni, and

wc were

AM)

R

all

this

)l]Xi^ Tlli':

day way

liciore the temporary Imt
iiivitttl to atttiul.
our land station, a
near
aiui
chiel',
»f this
cleared ior that purlurife space Irad heen
lu the inorniuiT vast numbers ot* the
pose,

WOiU.i)

4b(M

then shifting th^m to tlie oppoiiite
side in the same manner, and with s^^lJiia^
tluMn
with g-fcat
inclinations
passint»'
(piickness from one hand to the other, and
;

;

them about with remarkable dexand various man<jeuvres. Their motions, which were slow at first, quickened a«
the drums beat faster
and they repeated
.sentences the whole time in a musical tone,
which were answered by the chorus but
j>reat(
st
in
to
the
a short time they all joined, and ended
piled
up
l,vu lari?e he;ips,
witii
small
lish
of
a shout. vViter a cessation of a fcv
with
decorated
and
aJvantaiiC,
'1 hey
from
minutes,
present
they began as before, and continuwere
a
kinds.
virions
^lareewauce to the two Ca|)tains Cook and ed with short intervals, upwai'ds of a quar*
and then the rear rank
Tlie necessary preparations beini? ter of an hour
CleiHie.
Islanders began about eleven dividing, moved slowly round each end,
ina(le, the
u'cloi'k to evhibit those dances which they met in the front, and formed the first rans
The biiud of music, at first, con- during which movements the whole nuuiLeP
eail Mai.
men as a chorus, amidst of peiformers continued to recite sentences.
seventy
of
sisted
whom were placed three instruments, whicli The other rank did successively the sitniv^,
we called drums, thous-h they did not much till that which was foremost became the
and this evolnticui did not cease till
resemble them. They are cylindrical ]»ieces rear
Irjifith,
in
the
last
four
feet
rank regained its former situation.
to
three
of wood, from
as
thick
trees,
twice
much
quicker dance, tho\igh slow at
A
trunks
of
them,
some of
as a man of ordinary size, and some smaller. first, was then becun, and they sung for tea
They are entirely hollow but clo><e at each minute^, when th.e whole body, in a two«*
end,' and 0|)en only by a chink, about three fold ilirection, retreated, and then advanced,
inclies in breadth, runnin2^ nearly the lenuth forming nearly a circular figure, whicli conthe cliorus retirino:, Vin\\
of the drum. liy tiiis opening- the rest of cluded the daiice
must
be
an
the
drums
which
being
renjoved
at the same time.
hollowed
is
trunk
the
operation of .sojue dilHculty. This musical In the second dance, v>ere forty men as a
chorus, with only two drums and the daninstrument is called b/ the natives Natfa
and havini? the chink turned towards them, cers, or rather actors, consisted of tw o ranks,
they sit and beat viuorously upon it, with the foremo<it of whiclj had seventeen pertwo cylindrical pieces of wood, as thick as sons, and the other fifteen. Feenoti Avns
the wrist, and about a foot in lenuth, by in the middle of the first rank, which is
which means a rude, but loud and powerful considered, on these occasions, as the prinThey danced and repeated
sound is produced. Tiiey vary at intervals, cipal place.
and occasionally the streni?th and rate of sentences, witli very short intervals, for half
their beating, and likewise chani^e the tones, an hour, sometimes slowly, and at other
l)y beating towards the end or middle of the times quickly, with the highest degree of
exactness and regularity.
Towards th'?
instrument.
In the first dance were four ranks of tw en- close, t!ie rear rank divided, came round,
These held in their and occupied the place of the front, w hivli
ty-four men each.
hands a small thin wooden instrument, afterwards resumed its former siiuatioii.
about two ieet in leneth, lesemblinu' in its This dance being finished, the drums were
shape an oblong paddle. With these in- taken awa.v, and the chorus retired, as in
Three very lara-e
struments, whicli are called pagge, tliey the preceding dance.
made ditierent motions such as pointing drums were now brought in, and seventy
them to the ground on one side, and, at the men formed a chorus to the third dance.
same instant, inclining- their bodies tliesame This consisted of two ranks, of .sixteen men
from the country, e\ery one
natives, cauie
|.ole,
liis slioulthr a ioni;
on
bore
of >vhoni
sus|)ended.
was
yam
which
a
ol'
end
each
at
'J'hese pohs an»l yams beini? depo>ite<l on
each side of the open ^])acc, or area, lorn id
in

twirling
terity,

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;
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the king's brother, another by Fetnou, and
the third by Mareewagee himself. In the
fourth and last dance, were forty men as a
chorus, with two drums. The peiiormers
were sixty men, arranged in three rows, having tsventy-four in front. Before tliey began,
we were entertained with a preliminary
harangue, in wliich the whole number made
responses to a speaker solus. They then
recited sentcices alternately with the chorus,
and made with the pagge many quick mothen beginning tious. They divided into two parties, with
tirst and second dances
formed again ;
again, they formed a triple row, divided, their backs to each other
retreated to each end of the area, and left shifted their ranks, divided, and retreated,
the ground almost clear. Two men rushing being; succeeded I y two men, who exercised
in at that instant, began to exercise their with their cluhs, as before, after whom came
clubs which they niake use of in battle, two otheix; the dancers in the njean time
They first twirled them in their hands, and repeating in their turns with the chorus ;
made circular strokes before them with great they then advanced, and concluded the
quickness, managing them with such skill, dance.
These amusements continufd from eleven
that, though they stood close to each other.
'i'hey shifted the o'ciocj;
tdl
near three. I'he innnber of
they never interfered,
clubs, with nncomiuo)). dexterity, from one Is an<!ers who attended as spectators, togeand, after some tjme ther with those who were round the trading
liiind to the other
kneeled down, and made various motions, placeat the tent,or stragglingahoutjamonntlos^ing n|) their cl(d>s in the air, and catching ed to at lea- 1 ten thousand, ail within the
They then retired as conjpass of a quarter of a mile. Had we
tliem as they fell.
Their heatis were un-ierstood wh<it was spoken in this enterhastily as they entered.
or?)amented with pieces of white cloth, fas- tainuient, we might probahly have gained
tened at the crown, with a wreath of foliage much intormatii-ii with respect to theiienius
round their foreheads and, that they migh.t ami cusf<»ms of this people. Though the
be free from incinnbrance, they had only a spectators (.Minsiantiy applauded tlie dili'erent
very small piece of cloth tied round the motions, wh.en w-ll n\afle, a considerable
wai*it.
A man armed with a spear now ru.«:li- share of ihe pleasure they received, seemed
part, or, what
ti\ in, and put himself in a menacing atti- to arise from the sentimental
his
However,
with
recited.
'he ii:ere
strike
performers
intended
to
the
tude, as if he
our
crowd
deserved
on'
well
notice,
part
of
the
people
in
the
acting
weaiH)n at one
of
little,
extensiveuess
the
plain,:
the
knee
a
account
of
bending
the
time
same
at the
He the variety of the nn»tions. and the exact
and trembling as it were with i\vy.
coatiniied in lliis position near a minute, unity, ease, graeefulneis, and vivacity, with
and then moved to the other side, where, which they were performed. In the evening
jjaving stood in the same posture, he hastily we were entertained with the Bomai, or
Duritig all this night dances, on a large area helore a ten;retreated from the area.
Feenou. They
tinie the dancers, who had divided them- porary dwelling place of
selves into two ()arties, continued to repeat continued three hours: durinuf which tinte
and they n .w advan<'ed, ai)out twelve of tliem were peitonned, nearly
so-.nethinu slowly
conijimling
the dance with in the same (nanuer as thosv.' at Hapaee. In
asul joined again,
This
dance,
in (»ur opinion two of the i), iu \\ Idch s(;me women had a
lifueral applause.
as part, a numher of men came, and forme«l u
|)erformance.
<Mpital
as
a
w:»s conadered
thei.N.
In anoth^r, w!n<-)i
wit'.iin
eu<ia'_'e(l
in circle
w<^r^>
people
priMcipiil
of
the
some
Iwenty-loiir
men, tiiui.y r.ioli.'jn*
of
Failaliiihe
cuusistcd
by
beat
beiuj^'
tiie
drums
)f
it; :;ne

eiicb, having:

at their bead,

who was

splendidly ornamented with a kind
of garment covered with red feathers,
These performers danced, sung, and twirled
tlie pagge, so as to meet with the continual
applanses of the spectators, who were particularly jdeased with one attitude, ill which
they held the face aside, as if ashamed,
The hindmost
with the pagge before if.
rank closed before the front one, which
Koon after resumed its place, as in the

;

;

:

;

;

6
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tliAt wehiitl^^'^t «;cenM!. fore,

wcrf
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On some

been made by hiimini?.

iiunle uilli

the hands aiidint^t with unat a|)|>lause. The
iiiu'Nicwas oiire chaii-^ed in tlie c»iuise of the
and in one of the dances, IVenou
eveninii'
liimself appeared at tiie liead of tifty men.
lie was neatly dressed in linen, and some
small pictures were Iinni; round his neck,
Aftt-r these diversions were ended, we were
made sensible, that these people had put
themselves to many inc<mveniences on our
accotmt for bein^ drawn to;,'elher to this
uninhabited part of the Island, niimbers of

ocrn'^ofnis,

they cut this p;»rt of the face uith an instninicnt.
A uvnlliuian who was on hoartl the
Discovery, has, infoiined the writef \tt' tiu'
liistory of these voyaues, tijat he had an
opporTuniry of discoverinj^ the re:!Sou of a
very sinfiuLjr mark, a little al)ove the tesnj)les of many of t!ie chiefs.
In one of our
excursions nito the country, says this genlkman, we perceived the day was kefjt sacred
tiiat noihiutc
throujihout the whole Island
neither did (he
w:is sullered to be sold
and bcsid&», tlj.it
people touch any food
several ofournewac<pminlances'.\eiemissin!!.
tobi,
i*jnquirin<>- into the cause, v»e were
that a woman of quality nas dead, and that
the chiefs, who were her desceuihints, ytnv-*

;

;

:

;

oblif^ed to lie down and sleep
or by the side of a tree, or
bushes,
the
under
acanoe, nay, niany lay down in the o])en air,
which, tliey are not fond of, or spent the
remainder oftlie ni.sht in walking- about,
Notwithstanding- the whole entertainment ed at home to have their tempks burhJ,
was conducted with better order than could 'j'his ctistom is net conthied 1,0 this Island
reasonably be supposed, yet our utmost care only, but is likewise common to SMeral
anil attention could not prevent our bein{? utiiers, particufarly, to those of Svi-oovvte,
'j'his mark
plundered by the natives in the most inso- or JMiddlebnrgh, and Appee.
but then it must be ackno.v* is made <!n the left-side, on the (.ieuth of a
lent manner
jedged, that among such a multitude, there mother, and on the right-side vviien the
and on the death of a highmust be a number of ill-disposed peojjle, father dies
and we hourly experienced their propensir^- priest, the iirst joiijt of the little ficger
Theie was is amputated. These peorjje have theref.ne
to thieving in every quarter.
scarcely any thing which they did not en» tlieir religious rites, thoiiuh we were not:
deavour to steal. In the middle of the day, able to discover how, or when they were
they once attempted to take an anchor from j)erformed.
This day Capt. Cook bestowed scn<»
otf the Discovery's bows, but without ettect.
The only violence of which they were guilty, presents on IMareevvagee, in return for ihost!
was, the breaking the shoulder-bone of one whic'i had been received from that chief tlie
and as t'ne entertainments
of our goats
in consequence' of which sbe preceding day
then exhibited called u|)on us to make some
died soon after.
On Wednesday the iSth, one of the Is- exhibition in return, he ordered all tl'«
landers got out of his canoe into the quarter marines to go through their exercise, on the
gallery of the Resoluiion, and stole fi-om spot where Ihe late dances had been performbut being detected ed, and, in the evening, some tire-works were
thence a pewter bason
be was pursued, and brought alOng-side the also played off at the same place. The
ship. Upon this occasion, three old women king, the principal chiefs, and a vast mnltiin the canoe made loud lamentations over tude of people, were present.
The platoon
the prisoner, beating their faces and breasts firing seemed to please them; but when
with the palms of their hands, in a very they beheld our water rockets, they were
violent manner. This mode of expressing filled with admiration and even astonishsorrow occasions the mark which most of ment
They did not much regard tlie life
these people bear over their cheek-bones
and drum nor the French horns that were
for the repeated blows inflicted by them on playing during the intervals.
Poulaho sat
this part rub off the skin, and cause some behind every one, no person being permitted
blood to flow out and when the wound is to sit behind him and that his view migh t
?reen, it looks as if a hollow circle had receive no abstruction, none sat imniediately
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a lane was made by the specfrom him quite down to the space
ailoded for phiying oti' the fire-works,
While the natives were in expectation of
seeinp: our exhibition, they engatred, for the

Inm

before
tafiirs

at

the

temper
without

same

POij;

time.

Tliey preserved great

this exercise, and leave the spot
the least displeasure in their conn-

in

tenances. When they perceive, upon trial,
that they are so equally matched, as not to
be likely to throw each other, they leave off
by mutual consent. Should it not clearly
appear which of them has had a superior
advajitage over the other, both sides proclaimed the victory, and then they engage
again; bnt no one, who has been ^aniuished, is permitted to engage a second time
with hisconqueror. Those who intend t) box
advance sideways, changing the side at
every pace, having one arm stretched out
before, the other behind; and holding in
one hand a piece of cord, which they wrap
closely about it, when they meet with an

tiie afternoon, in wrestling
first of these exercises
The
boxing.
and
they c. ill foohoo, and the second faiigatooa.
hen a person is desirous of wrestling, he
gives a challenge by crossing the groun(l in
a kind of me.jsured |)ace, and clapping
smarlly on the ell>ow joint of one arm, which
sends forth a iioliovv sound,
is heut, and
If no op|>onent steps forlh, he returns and sits
down tliough sometimes he stands clapping
his hands to provoke some one to accept his
li'an antauonist niikes ins apciiallefi.ge.
pearance, they meet with marks of the greatThis we think is intended to
est good nature, generally smilius', and de- opponent.
liberately adjusting the piece of cloth that is prevent a dislocatioii of the hand or fingers,
By this clolli Their blows are dealt out with great quickfastened round the waist.
they lay hold of each other, and he who ness and activity, und Hre ainiecl principally
succeeds in drawing his opponent to him, at the head. 'J'hey strike equally well willi
instantly endeavours to lift him upon his either hand. One of their most dextrous
and blows is, to turn round on the heel, just
breast, and <hrow him upon his hack
if he can turn round with hin», in that jMisi- after they have struck their adver>ary, and
tion, two or three times, betore he throws to give him another .smart blow with the
In boxing-matciies,
liim, his dexterity procures hin) nunierous other hand backward.
Should they unless a person sti>kes his ajjtagonist to the
plaiutits from the spectators.
be more equally matched, they quickly clos.e, ground, they nevt-r sing the ^<m'^ of victory ;
and attempt to throw ea(h other by entvviii- which shews, that this diversion is less aping their legs, or raising each other from the proved among them than wrestling. Not
ground; in v. hicli struggles for victory tiiey only boys en-jage in both these exercises;
display an extraordinary exertion of strength but it not nnfre(j.uent!y happens, that little
and agility. When one of them is thrown, girls box, for a short time, wi('h great obOn all these occasions, they do
he immediately retires while the conqueror stinacy.
sits down for near a minute, then rises, and not consider it as any disgrace to be vangoes to the place from whence he came, quished, and he who is overcome sits down
where the victory is proclai;ned aloud, with as niu<h indifference as if he had never
Alter having sat a short time, he rises again, entered the lists. Some of our peopL- conand cintllenues and if several antagonists tended with them in both exercises, but
enter the lists, he has the |»rivi!ege (d'choos- were generally worsted; except in a few
instances, where, as Capt. Cook »d)serves,
ing which of tliem he pleases to engage with
''
it a|>|)eaved, that the
fear thej* were in of
lie may also, '\ionld he throwhis co'nprtilor,
offending us, contributed njore to the victory
challeniieagain till he himself isvaiupiished
than the su(»eriority of the person they
ii» whi«.'h case the people of the opposite side
chant the song of victory in fiivonr of their engaged."
On Thursday the 19th, Ca])t. Coor.
happens, that
It frequently
champitm.
thought
proper to mark out his intended
side,
and
each
sive
five or .six rise frmn
presents
t>f
iininnds, which he designed to
not
it
nncomso
that
is
challenges together,
on
hiin.
lie therefore assembled
the
kave
behind
field
sets
en^iaged
Uion to see several

greatest part of

W

;

;

;

;

:

;

S

AND HOUND
the chiefs before our hoii*c, and infornud
dislrit>r.iu'>u btloif Ms
tueiii oi' las i»iOi>«>?«ea
the Ulng, he j)ieI'lmhilio,
1*'
i»t^i>arture.
cow lo i^laseiilei. ail English t)ull and a
ewes, and to
t\>o
and
reevva-'ee u cape lani,
Oniiali uas
mare.
a
and
>eenon a horse
no such
that
thechu'is,
toniiorui
jijNtnicteil
aiumals e\isttd withni several months sad
mat we had brouj;hl tru:n
i>f tiieir Island
with much trouble ai.d expence, tor tiieir
use- tiiat, tlieretore, they ouulil to be careful,*not to kdl any ol them till they iuul
and, f.nally, tliat
inu'lt»t)licd considerably
to remember,
ouglit
children
their
and
they
tliat tliey had received them trom the na;

;

;

Omiah also e-qdaincd to
lives of Britain.
them their resiiective u*.es, as tar as Ins limited knowledge would pernut, for he was not
versed in sucli things. The Captain
to give oul Toobuu two or
but timhng- that chief who
three goats
had not attended the meeting-, though invited, indiderent about them, he added them
As the t'a[)tain
to tlie share of Poulaho.
intended, that the above presents should
reina;n with tl.e other cattle, till we were
reaily to sail, he uesired each of the chiefs to
send a man or two, to look after their lespective auunai.-^, along »"»iiii our people, in order
tiiat lliey might be made acquainted with
The king
tile manner of our treatinj^ them.
but neither Mareewaau«i Feenou did so
cee, no' any other person for him, took the
Inleast notice of the sheep afterwards.
some
were
that
soi)n
ap[>eareil
deed, it
dissatistied 'Aith our distribi-.tion of the ammais for on the'JOih, early in the morning,
two of our Tuikey-coeks, and one kid were
v\eil

had intended
;

;

;

Our Commander beinj^ determined to have them restored, seized on three
canoes that were aloii'jr-side the sliips he
then went on shore, and having- found the
king-, his brother, Feenou, and some other
cliJei's, in our house, he immediately placed
a luard over them, and intimated to them,
th;it they must remain confined till not only
tiie turkeys and kid, but the other articles
of which we had been plundered, at ditferent times, were restored to us. On findingthemselves prisoners, they concealed their
feelimrs. as well as they could; and sat down
3
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todriiik kava, Mith aiiappenrr^nce of miroMand assured the i i^piam, tiial the
ct in
thins^s in (luestion siiouhi alt lie rtrtuincd.
Soon alerwards an a\e, and an iron vviti^e
In the mean tiice,
Mere hron^ht to ns.
some armed natives he^an to a.s^enlble hehiml the house, hut tlicv dis]jersed when a
jiart of our uuard marched against thein ;
and the chiets, by tic advu-e ot the (aplain,
cave orders, that no laore should a|)j;car.
tJ|»on being- invited to diiie witii Ui> on
Sonic of
Ix.ard, they readily consented.
them having- afterwards objected to Poidaiio's going', he rose up imundiately, and
declared that he would be the tirst man.
Wti all now rejiaired aboar<l, and the chic fs
remained in the ships till toitr o'clock.
They were then comlucted by the Cajitain
ashore; and not long- after tlie^- havinj^
huuletl, the kid, and one of the t rkeys were
On tiieir ()romisii g that the
restoretl to us.
;

other turkey should be brought iL>ack tlie
next morninu", both they and their canoes

The chiefs having- left us,
were released
we walked «nit, with Omiah in company, to
observe how the natives in our neighbourhood fared, for this wa.s the usual time of
We found them in general ill
their meals.
supjilied
a circumstance not to be wondered at, since most of the yams, and other
ju'ovisions they had brought with them,
were disposed of to us and they were un;

;

willinu to return to their

own

habitations,

while they could procure any .sustenance
near our ]jo.st. Our station was upon an
uncultivated point of land
so that there
were none of the natives who had a fixed
residence within half a mile of us. Those
therefore who were at our post, wereeblig^ed
to live under trees, or in temporary huts
and the cocoa-trees were stripped of their
branches, for the pur()Ose of erecting huts
for the chiefs.
In the course of our walk
we found six women at supper, two of
;

;

were fed by others. M hen Omiah
asked the reason of this circuni<:tar\ce, the
women replied taboo mattee. Upon further
enquiry it appeared, that one of them,
about two months before, had washed the
corpse of a chief, on which account she was
not -allowed to handle any food for five

whom
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months and that the other had performed Capt. Cook
and Ponlaho seemed to be
the same kind office to the dead body of a not a little proud at having exceeded, as he
]>erson of inferior rank, and was therefore really did, Feenou's liberality at Hapaee.
nnder a similar restriction, though not for About one o'clock, the Mai, or dances,
;

;

so long- a space of time*
On Saturday the 21st, early in the

w:ere begun.

The

very nearly resemo}>ening
ing-, Ponlaho, the king', came on hoard, to of Mareewagee's entertainment.
The se*
invite Capt. Cook to the diversions of a cond was conducted by young Toobou
and
Ijaiva, which entertainment lie designed to in this four or five women v.ere introduced,
give the same day. He had his head be- who equalled the men in the exactness and
smeared with pigment, in order to commu- regularity, of their motions. I^ear tl;e end,
nicate a red colour to his hair, which was the performers divided, in order to leave
naturally of a dark brown. After break- room for two champions, mIio exercised
fast, the Captain attended him to the shore, their clubs.
In the third dance, which was
and found the Islanders very busy in two the last, two other men, with clubs exhibited their skill and activity.
The dances
j laces, fixing in a square and upright position, four .very long- posts, at the distance were succeeded by boxing and wrestling
of near two feet from each other. They and one man entered the lists with a heavy
afterwards tilled uj) with yams the square club made of the stem of a cocoa-leaf but
between the posts
and fiistened sticks could meet with no o])ponent to eng-age him
across, from one [)ost to another, at the <iis- in so rough a diversion.
Towards eveninc,
tance of every ion r feet, to prevent the pr.sts the bomai, or nis:ht dances began, in which
from separating', by the weight of the inclos- the king himself, apparelled ni Enulish
ed yams, and also to ascend by. As soon manufacture, was a performer but neither
as the yams had reached the summit of the these, nor the dances in the day time, were
first posts, they continued to fasten others so capital as those given by Feenou and
to them, till each pile was thirty ieet or more JVIareewa^ee. The Captain, in order to b«
iii height.
On the top of one of the piles, present the whole time of tJie entertainthey placed two baked hogs and, on the ment, dined on shore. Poulaho sat down
*op of the other, a living one and another by him, but would neither eat nor drink,
ihey tied by the legs half way up.
The which was owing to the presence of a feJ-icility arid disj)atch with which these two male, who had been admitted, at his request,
])i!<'s were raised, were
very remarkable. to the dining [)arty, and who, as we were
"Had our seamen," observes Ca[)t. Cook, informed, was ot superior rank to himself.
been ordered to execute such a work, they This lady had no sooner dined than she
would have sworn, that it could not be per- walked up to the kinu', who applied his
formed without ciu'peuters and the carpen- hands to her feet: after which she retired.

morn-

bled*,

fir t

what was performed on the

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

ters would have called to their aid a dozen
dilferent sorts of tools, and have expended,
at least, a hundred weight of nails
and,
after all, it would have employed them as
;

many

as it did these people hours.
like most other am|)hibious
animals, are always the most liel|)less on
land." Havinu' completed these two piles,

days,

But seamen,

He

immediately dipped his fingers into a
and then all her attendants

glass of wine,

paid him obeisance.

At

his desire

some of

our fire-works were played off in the evening but being damaged, they did not answer the expectations of the spectators.
No more entertainments being expected
on either side, most of the nativv^shad deserted us the day after Ponlaho's haiva. S.'il],
however, we had thieves about us, and
experienced continual instances of their
depredations. Mr. Nelson being alone, t-n
;

*hey ^accumulated some other heaps of yams,
anti zlso of bread-fruit, on each side of the
area
to whicli a turtle, and a great quanThe whole of this,
tity of fish were added.
with some red feathers, a mat nnd a piece the hills and rocks, collerting plants and
of olotb; composed the king's present to herbs, and at a considerable distauct frouv
;

'J
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people wanted to take an excursion into the
country, they ought to be made acquainted
with It, tlij'.t they might order proper people
to prevent sucli outrages.
t«» attend them,
Though the Captain did not afterwards
endeavour to recover the articles taken upon
this(.ccasion, the whole of them were returnthrough the interjiositiou of Feenou,
ed,
except one musket, and a few other tritles.
By this time also, we recovered the tools
aiid other matters that had been stolen from
our workmen. In a journal belonging to
a person on board the Discovery, we tiud
the following remark: " During our stay
here, nmre capital thefts were committeil,.
and more Indians punished than in all the
Friendly Islands besides one was punished
with seventy-two lashes, for stealing only a
another with thirty-six, for endeakuite
vouring to carry off two or three drinking
glasses; three were punished with three
dozen each, for heaving- stones at the wooders
but, what was still more cruel, a man
for attempting to carry off an axe, was
ordered to have his arm cut to the bone ;
which he bore without complaining. It is
not to be wondered, that after sucii wanton
acts of cruelty, the inhabitants should grow
when ourpbuidered travellei-s returned, tluv outrageous and, though they did not break
acts of ho>.tility, yet they
e!npl«)yed Omiah, vviihout consultinu: Capt. out info open
C >ok. to complain to the kiui; of the treat- watched every opportunity to be vexatious.
ment tlit-y h.iil received. He, not knoxNng^ This jonrnalist cannot we think speak
liow the Captain would proceed in this from liis knowledge, and must have been
mis-informed for, in the first place, we beg
aflair, and apj)rehendini;that he mijjflit acrain
lay him under restraint, set oti' early the next leave to observe, that such severe punishments as three and six dozen lashes are very
niorninp:, and Feenou followed his example
so that not a diiefofany authority was now seldom inflicted on board a king's shif), and
jremainina: in this neighbourhood. The Cap- then only for enormous ott'ence ; and, in
tain was much offended at this officious inter- the next place, the whole of the above
ference, and reprimanded Omiah for the memorandum contradicts all the most ausame. Upon this, Omiah endeavoured to thentic accounts of the kind behaviour of
brin^ ba<k his friend Feenon, and he suc- the natives of the Friendly Isles, and likeceedeH in his negotiation, by assuring him, wise the well known humanity of our generthat no vjolent measures would be pursued ous commander.
think it our duty to
to oblige the natives to return the stolen give a faithful detail of facts and occurrenthings.
Trusting to this declaration, Fee- ces, from the best authorities nor is it less
nou came back in the evening, and was incumbent on us, to correct all errors and
received favourably. Poulaho also honour- mistakes thaf rnay come under our ob-^ervaed ns witii his company the next day. The tioii
these two obligations h;ve hitherto
two chiefs, upon this occasion, very jnsily betn the objects of our careful attention :
observed to us, that, whenever anyotonr and we hope, iu the opinioD of our fntuds

attacked by five or «;ix Islanders, who tirst beuan by throwinsr stones, at
Nvhioh thtyare very dexterous; and th-n
with
lindii^iT l«e )>•'«' "" tire-arni>s, closed in
b;i<j:,
es, and
hiiii, stripped him of his c'ot:
Avlneh ^v'ere all that he liad about him.
complained to the kini? but
<'.!(it. Cook
the otJeuders. upon en(|Uiry, beinu" found to
be boys, and the c!othe>^. and bail of plants,
small value, Mi. Nelson, unwdlinjf to
vi'
laore
:iny
inhabitants
embroil the
as
Captain,
disputes, interrt'llecl with the
to
not
departure
we \v«Te just upon our
but
contention,
ohject
of
nr.dse Ills I'iss an
ti»
take leave of tlie chiefs in the most
fiieiully manner, who, upon the whole, ii.id
uncommon kindness and
with
bt'liaved
generosity. Some of the officers of both
ships, who had made an excur'^ion into the
interior |)arts of the Island, returned on the
*2'ind, in the eveninsr, after an absence of
twoiiays. They had taken their muskets
and necessary amunmitiou \\h\i them, besides several small articles, the whole of
which the natives had the dexterity to steal
irom them, in the course of their sliort
lucimveuieut consequences were
journey.
for
have attended this af^iiir
likely to
t!ie ships, \va«!

;

m

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

We

;

:
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and subscribers, we sh

».]
be ibund to have to visit Mareewagee. As S6on as we landwith a scrupulous punctu- ed, the king desired Oiiiiah to tell me, uii-.t
ality.
1 ueed be under no apprt-hension about the
Wednesday the 25th, two boats tliat had boat, or any thing in her, for that not a
been sent in search of a cormnodious cl.an- smgle article would be touched, or purhjinnel to sea, returned. Our peoj^le reported, ed by any one of his people, which we found
that the channel to the nor:h, through which afterwards to be true.
were immewe came in, was imminently dangerous, diately conducted to one of Poulaho's houbut that there ses, which, though tolerably large, seemed
being full of coral-rocks
was a gooel ])assage to the eastward, though to be his private place of residence, and is
contracted, in one place, by the small Is- situated witliin a ]>lantation.
The king
lands conseqnentiy a westerly v/ind would seated himself at one end of the house, and
be necessar}^ to get through it. The ships his visitants sat down i a semi-circle at the
being now completely stowed, having wood other end. A bowl of kava was speedily
and water as much as they could make prepared, and directions were given to bake
roi>m ft-r, with hogs and bread-fruit in some yams. While these were getting ready,
abundance, in short^every thing they could some of us, together with a few of the king's
contain, or the crews desire, orders were attendants, and Omiah as interpreter, walkgiven to prepare forsruling and we intend- ed out to take a view of a Fiatooka, oi* bued t<t visit the celebjatetl little Island of rying-place, at a small distance from the
Middleburgh, of which former voyagers habitation. It belonged to the king, and
cou'^is-ed of three pretty large
houses;
have given a most flattering description
but as an eclipse of the san was exnected situated on a rising ground, with a small
to be visible on the tifth of next month, the one not far off. all standing in a line lengthThe largest of the three M'as the
Captain determined to stay till that time, in wise.
order to observe it. Having now some days middle house, which was placed in an obof leisure before we set sail, a party of us, long square, twenty-four paces by twentyaccompanied by Poulaho, set out the next eight, and elevated about three feet. The
morning, being Thursday tiie 26th, in a of'ier houses were placed on little mounts.
boat for Mooa, a small village, where most On the floors of the?/e houses, as also on the
of the great chiefs usually reside. Rowing tops of the mounts, were fine loose pebbles
up the inlet, we saw fourteen canoes fishing and the whole was enclosed by lar2:e flat
stones of coral-rock. One of the buildings
ill comj)any, in one of uhicli was Poulaho's
was open on one side, and two wooden
mullets,
and
line
some
taken
had
they
son
busts
of men, rudely carved, were within
each
our
boat.
In
into
theui
of
dozen
put a
enquired of the natives who followit.
extended
benet,
triangular
a
was
canoe
(but
were not permitted to enter here)
ed
us
lower
end
whereof
the
at
poles,
two
tween
was a cod to receive and secure the fish, what these images were J W" ho informed us
'i'hey shewed us their method of fishing, they were intended for memorials of some
which appeared to be an effectual one. A chiefs who had been buried in that place,
shoal of fish was supposed to be upon one and not meant as the representatives of any
of the banks, which they instantly enclosed deity. Such monumental edilices, it is preThis the sumed, are seldom raised for these appearin a long net like our seine.
out of ed to have been erected many aires.
water
into
the
fishermen, one getting
were informed, that dead bodies had been
triangular
the
with
each boat, surrounded
buried in each of these houses, but no traces
scooj)ed
they
which
with
nets in their hands,
of
them were to be seen. I'he carved head
as
them
caught
or
seine,
the
the fish out of
of
an Otaheite canoe, which had been
Taking
over
it.
lean
to
attempted
they
ashore on their coast, was deposited
driven
party,
we
fishing
his
and
prince
the
leave of
of
them. Al the foot of the rising"
one
in
lauded
and
bay,
the
of
bottom
^o
the
TOvved
wher«e we had done before, when we went ground was a grass-plot, whereon difUerent

twlrilied

'

tlieiu

We

;

;

;

:

;

;

We

;

We
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trees

\uvq;c

were,

planted

amonsr

;

;

;

;

We

:

but

it is

which nil the culnivyarts had been displayed. 'J'here bein^^ nothin;^ to amnse n.<
alter snpper, we lay dov, n to sleep, accordini;* to
the ciistoui of tie country, on mats
spread upon the Hoor, and had a coverinir
of cloth. Tiie king-, who had made himself

in

xnIui'Ii

were several lari>e ones, called Etoa. Tliey
greatly resemble (he cypress, and have a
solemn etlect. A row u( low i)alms was
At't er
also planted near one of the honses.
having refreshed onrselves with some provisioi»s. which we had brought from our ships,
we took a pretty large circuit into the country, atteu<led by om^ of the kinti's ministers,
mIio would not sutfer any of the rabble to
f)llow us, and oblined those whom we met
in our excursion, to sit down while we were
p issim^ a mark of respect shewn only to
their sovereigns. In our progress we observed the greatest ()art of the country to be
cultivated; being planted with various
Ivinds of productions, and most of these
plantations were enclosed with fences. It
there were
is true, some spots were fallow
also others that remained in a state of nalure
and, yet even these last were of publie utility, in iitlbrding the natives timber,
as they were g-enerally covered with trees.
saw likewise, in our walk, several larue
uninhabited Islands (belonging as we were
told, to the king) many public roads, and
abundance of foot-paths leading to every
Hence travelling was
part o{ the Island.
rendered easy and pleasant

4ir^

remark-

that when we were on the most
elevated spots of ground, one hundred feet
at least, above the level of the sea, we often
met with the same coral rock found on the
and
shore, projecting above the si^rface
liaving all tliose inequalities, usually seen
in rocks that lie within the wash, of the tide
and yet, those very spots, almost wholly
able,

;

;

destitute of soil, Avere covered with Inxuriant vegetation. Our guide conducted us
to several little pools, and to some springs
of water
but in general, they were either
stinking or brackish; though thought by
the natives to be excellent.
The former
were mostly inland, and the latter near the

happy with some of our wine and
brandy, slept in the house, as did many
others of the nati\es.
J3efore day-bseak,
they all lose, and entered into conversation
by moon-lii;ht. As soon as it was day, they
dispersed diiferent ways; })ut it was not
lon;r Ijefore they all returned, accompanied
l)y several
of their countrymen.
WhiK'
they w ere pre|)aring a bow of kava, Capt.
Cook went to pay a visit to Toobou, (Japt.
Eurneaux's friend, who Imd a house notlbr
distant, which, for siza and neatr.ess was
hardly exceeded in the place. Here also
we found a company preparing a morning
draugjit.
The chief made a ])resent to the
l'aj»tain of a live hog-, and one that was
l){iked
also a quantity of yams, and a large
piece of cloth.
Wlien we returned to the
king, we found him ami his attendants
drinking the second bowl of kava. That
being emptied, he inforaied Omiah, that lie
was immediately going to peiform a njouru-^
ing ceremony, called Tooge, in memory of
a son who had been dead some time, and
desired us to accompany him. Naturally
expecting to see somewhat new and curious,
we readily complied with his request. The
first thing the king did, was to step out of
tire house, attended by two old won;en, and
j)ut on a new cloathing, over wliicli was
placed an old ragged mat, that miglit have
served his great grandfather upon a similar
v<'ry

I

;

occasion.
His attendants Were habited in
the same manner, exceptiiig that, in pouit
of antiquity, none of their mats could vie
with that of their mas,1ter. Thus equipped,
we marched off, pr^L-ceded by eight or ten
persons in the sar^e uniform, each of them
shore of the bay, and below high water having likewis;<5 a green bough about his
mark
so that only when the tide was neck. Poulalio held his bough in his hand
out tolerable water could be taken up from till he approached the place of rendezvous,
;

;

them.
when he also put it round his neck. We
In the dusk of the evening we returned now entered a small inclosure, wherein was
from our walk, and found our supper ready, a neat house, and a man sitting before it.
Iteonsistedof fish, yams, and a baked hog, As the company entered, they took the
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branches from their necks, and threw them

spirits,

occasioning intoxication, or rather

aVvay. The kins? seated himself, and the stupefaction. The mour':iiJi>- ceremo!jy oerest of liis people sat before him in the ing over, to o\\r no r.uiall disappointment,
By the arrival of other we left Mdoa, ::i<a set out f.-n our return to
usual manner.
persons, the circle increased to upwards of tiic ships. Kowina- down the inlet we met
an hundred, principally old inen, all dressed with two canoes ref-.v-jing from fishing.

manner above described. The com- Poulaho ordered them to ap()roach hisiu
pany being- assembled, a large root of kava and took from tl^eiii every fish and shell.
WHS produced by one of the kinjii's servants, He afterwards .slopped two other caaoes,
fi'om whence was extracted liquor suHicient searched them, and found
nothing,
'lo
^o fill a capacious bowl, that would con- «ave us some of the fish, and the rest were
Many persons sold by his servant on board tiip ship.
fain, at least, five g'allons.
now beuan to chew the root, and the bowl Proceeding down the inlet, weoveiiiok a
Others were large sailing canoe, when every person Oii
"Was filled up to the brim.
employed in making" drinking-cups of board her sat down till we had passed
The first cup that was even the man who steered, Ihougli he coui<l
j)lautain leaves.
to the king, he not possibly manage the helm, but in a stanfl.
beincr presented
filled,
onlered it to be given to another person the ing posture. Having been informed l)y Pousecond was also brought to him, and he laho and others, that there was some ji,ood
drank it; tije third was offered to Capt. water at Onevy, a small Island, about a
Cook. Afterwards several cups were given league from the mouth of the iidet, we landto oi!)er>, till the whole of the liquor was ed there, but found it extremely brackish.
exhausted; and, though not half the compa- The Island is quite in its natural state, and
ny partook of it, no one appeared in the only frequented as a fishing-place having
Each cup as it was emp- nearly the same productiotis a.s Palmerledst dissatisfied.
When we reached the ship,
tied, was thrown nprm the ground, whence ston's Island.
it was taken up, and carried to be filled and got on board, we were mfbrrved, that
All this time the chief, and his every thing had continued quiet during our
agai)f.
whole circle, sat vvith a great deal of gravity, absence; not a single tlieit haviisg been
seldom speaking a word to each other. All rammitted of which Feeuoii and Futtaiaithis while we were in expectatioji of .seeing" he, the king's brother, m lio had tmd rthe mourning ceremony begin, when, to our taken the management of his countr3iren,
great surprize, as soon as the kava was (luring our absence, boastetl not a litiie.
This evinces what power the chieis have,,
drank out, they all rose up and dispersed
disposed to execute it;
are
Pdulaho, at the same time, informed us, he when they
was ready to attend us to the ships, The which is not often to be expected for whatkava is a species of pepper, branching ever was stolen from us, was generally
considerably, with large heart-sha|>ed leaves conveyed to them. But the good conduct of
and jointed stalks. The natives esteem it a the natives was of short duration, for,
Satuday the 28th, six of them assaulted
valuable article, takinir great care to defend
the young plants from injiny, which they some of our people, who were sawing plaidvs;
generally set about their hoijses. They do inconsequence of winch, they were fired at
not often exceed, when full grown, the byonrcentry one of them \\assup[>osed to
height of .1 man, though we have seen be wounded, and three were n»a<!e prisoners.
some much higher. The root is the only The latter were confined till night, witen
part used at these Islands, from whence they were punished, and fiet at liberty.
their favourite potation is extracted. The After this their behavio«n' was very decent
quantity put into each cup is about a quar- and circumspect occasicmed, as we thought,
for, tdl this
ter of a phit.
It has nw perceptible effect on by the man being wounded
heard
of
but
only
the
they
had
frepuently
Vime,
eHfct of
it
so
these people who use
now
they
our
file-arms,
but
had
felt
jur
opperuted
like
it.
We
«n som€ of ours it
in the

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

AND KOUND THE WORLD.
iverf nnt mistal^en in our conjecture, f«»r Mr.
an t-vcursioii tlity
Kiujiimd Mr. AiulersiMi,

m

todirintotiiecuiuitry,

met

Willi the vtM-y

man,

louad indubilable marks of his liavin!»been wounded w itii a imisket ball. Nolhini*worthy ol notice hapjjcned at the ships lor
we siiall therefore till up that
two days
interval with an account ot Mr. Ander.son's
excursion into the c<)untry. jnst mentioned,

tiiul

;

On Monday the oOlh. Mr. Ivinu ami ?!r.
Anderson accompanied Tuttalaihe as visilors to his house, which is not far from
Soon
th;»t of his brother Ponlaho, at Moou.
niter they arrived a liood sized hoy- was killed. which was etUcted by repeated strokes
upon the head. The hair was then curiously
scraped oil" w ith the sharp edsj-e of pieces
of bamboo, and the entrails taken out by
Previous to
an oven had been ()repared, which was
a large bole dug in the earth, the bottom of
which was covered witli stones, about the
.si/e of a man's tist, and nuide red hot by
they then wra[)kindling: a tire over them
tiie

.same .simple instrument.

this

:

some of those

of the
bread-fruit tree, with w hich they tilled the
liog's belly ;sturting- in a quantity of leaves,
and a plug- of the .'•ame kind, to prevent
This being- done, tlie
their tailing- out.
carcase w as placed upon some .sticks laid
across the stones, and covered w ith plantainleaves.
The earth was afterwards dug- up
all round
and the oven being- thus eftectisuliy closeil, the operation of baking- required no fartlier aid. While this was doing-,
oiU' getitlemen amused themselves by walkabout the country, but saw nothingi:iir
rernarkablc: except a Fiatooka. about tiiirty
At a small distance therefrom,
feet high.
were .several Etooa-trees, whereon they .saw
a crreat number of Ternate-bats, making' a
j>ed

stone.s in leaves

;

4C^i

a kjuiV niade of split bninboo. Tliouj^h
the wi^iulit >\ as at h-ast, nearly seven stont^
when
llieuliule was [)lace(l belore tlieni
they took a sjuall part, and desired the.
rest miuht be distributed amoni>- the peopI«
Fnttafaihe could hardly be
sittint;- round.
prevailed upon to eat a morsel.
Dinner
bein^ ended, we went with him, and his
attendants, to the spot where Poulaho's
nuMirninjr ceremony was performed. 'I'hey
saw nothini^' but a kind of continuation of
llie same solemn rites, by way of condoleuce.
Upon empiirinu- nito the reason of
this transactiou, they were informed, that it
was in memoi"y of a chief who liad lon^
that they had pracsince died at Vavaoo
tised it ever since, and should continue to
do so for u consi<lerable length of time to
come. In the evening, they were eivtertained with a pig' for supper, dres.sed like the
hog-, and, as that, acompanied with yams
and coeoa-nuts. ^Vhen sup|)er was over, a
large (piantity of cloth was brought for them
to sleep on
but they were disturbed in
their rei>ose, by a singular piece of Inxuny,
with which men of consequence in tliis
Inland indulare themselves, namely, that of
being- thumped or patted, till and while they
are asleep. Two women, who sat by Fnttafaihe, i)erformed this othce, which they call
toog-e tooge, by striking- his body and legs
ivitli

;

;

;

lists, till he fell asleep, and with
.some intervals, continued it the wliole nig'ht.
If the person is asleep, they abate a little of
the .strength and liiiskness of the beating":

with both

but

if they observe tlse least appearance of
awaking, they resume it. In the moniing they were informed that Futtafaihe's
women relieved each other, and went alter-

his

nately to sleep. Sucli a practice as this, in
any other country, would be supposed to be
most disag-reeable noize. Not having- their destructive of all rest but here it operates
muskets with them at this time, they could like an opiate, and .strongly points out what
not kill any, but .some taken at Annamooka, habit will eifect. The noise occasioned hy
measured almost a yard when the wings this extraordinaiy custom, was not the ouay
w ere extended. On tli«ir return to Futta- bar to their sleeping* for tlte f3eoi>]e who
f iibe's dwelling, the baked hog- was brought passed tbeni^ht in the house, not only coiio it, accompanied with some cocoa-nuts, ver.sed frequently witli each other, as in ti.e
aid several baskets of baked yams. The day-time; but all got up before it was light
person who prepared the hog in the morn- and made a hearty meal on fish and yams*
ijiij, now cut it up in a masterly manner, which were broug-bt to theua by a per*ou*
'
;

;
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who seemed

to be well acquainted with the bay, in the evening', to our station, in a
usual or appointed time of their noc- canoe procured by Futtat'ailie, who exercised his autliority by calhng' to the first
turnal repast.
The next morning", being July the Ist, that appeared. lie had also brought to
tliey walked down the east-side of the bay him at this place, by a servant, a larue
to the point, accompanied by Futtafaihe. hog, and a bundle of cloth, which he vvantThe country appeared in a fine state of ed thein to accept of as a present fioin
cultivation, but not so many enclosures as him
but th*^ boat being small, they oband among the great number jected
and he ordered it to be conveyat iMooa
of plantain-fields, there was one at least ed over to them the next day.
Thus
a mile long, in excellent order, every tree ends Mr. Anderson's account of his exThey found, cursion.
gi owing with great vigour.
On Wednesday the 2ud, Capt Cook exthat in travelling, Futtafaihe exercised a
power, which evinced the great authority arnining the micrometer, belonging to the
the principal men are invested with. To board of longifurle, found some of the rack
CMie place lie sent for fish, to another for work broken, and that the instrument could
yams, &.c. and his orders were as readily not be re()!nre(l, nor rendered fit for use, by
obeyed as if he had been absolute master the time of the expected eclii)«;e, though we
When we had i)r()longed our stay with a view of makof all the peoples' property.
came to the point sometlnng was mentioned ing observations- wh^u this event should
by the natives concerning a man, who they take place. Being thns disap{)ointed
our expectation, we began to prepare for our
..said, had been fired at by one of our guard
and upon our desiring to see the person, deparlure, by getting this day on board all
they conducted us to a house, wherein was our cattle, poultry, and other animals,
a man who had been shot throuirh the except those that were destined to remain,
'J'he ball The Captain dtsi«rned to have left a Turke}'shoulder, biit not dangerously.
above
the
inner
part of cock and hen
liut two hens having been
little
a
entered
Jiad
passed
destroyed
accident,
and wishing to carry
out
obliquely
by
and
.Gollar-bone
the
backward. From the state of the wound, the bree<l to Otaheite he reserved the only
and several j>articular circumstances, we remaining pair for that place. AVe had
were certain, that he was the person who bronirht three hens to these Islands, one of
had been fired at by one of our sentinels, which was strangled, and the other was
though ])ositive orders killed by a useless dog belong" ig t<* one of
three days befoie
]iad been given that none of our people our officers. The Cj'pt. hi al'.erwa.d* repentshould load their pieces with any thing but ed his not Ihaving given the |.irefereiue to
There were iruuiy of them Tongataboo, as the |>resent wofdd hji,ve
small shot.
ad loadetl only been more valued there than at Otaheite ;
ready to swear they
the
single musket and lie was persuaded the natives of the
and
how
with these ;
with ball, former Island would have taken nnire pains
charged
that
day
be
to
liappened
Our gen- to multiply the breed. On the 3d, we nnnever
find
out.
could
Cook
Capt.
tlemen gave some directions how to manage moored, worked out of tlfe bay, and moved
tlie wound, to which no remedy had been the ships behind Pangimodoo, where ue lay
and the natives seemed pleased, in readiness, to take the advantige of a
applied
when they were informed it would get well favourable wind, to tal*e us through the gnt
But on their departure, in our way toEooa-whe, or Mi.ltlleburgh.
in a certain time.
they requested of them to send the wounded The king, who this day dined with us, took
mail some yams, and other sorts of food ; particular notice of the plate?; which the
and in .such a manner, that it was concluded Captain observina:, mule hiiii an offer of
they ctfnsiderec^it to be our duty to support one, either of peuter, or e:.rdiern-\\are: he
him, till he*might be able to supply hs made choice of the fiist, an<l meiit'Oh»'d the
wants with his own labour. They crossed several uses to whicli he intended to apply
tlte

;

;

,

m

;

;

;

;

1

;
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;

fsvo of

which were so very extraordinary

that tifey deserve to

related.

Whenever

visit any of the other Islands, lie
wonid leave this plate behind him

he should
said he

ht^
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about the middle of tlie eclipse; but was
seen no more during the reniainder of the
day, so that we could not observe the end.
This disai)pointment was the less to be lamented, as the longitude was sufticiently
determined by lunar observations. The
eclipse being- over, we packed up the instruments, took down the observatories, and
every tliinu was conveyed on board. Nonft
of the natives having taken the least notice
or care of the sheep allotted to Marcewagee, the Captain ordered them to be carrietl
back to the ships. He was apprehensive,
that if he should leave them there, they
would probably be destroyed by the dogs.
Tliese animals did not exist upon the Island
in 1773, when Capt. Cook first visited it;
but there are now plenty of them amon^
the chiefs, partly from the breed since that
lime, ancl partly from some imported from

Tdicrafahoo, as his representative, that
the people uii^iit, in his absence, pay it the
hoinaije due to himself in person. On beiim- asked, how he had usnally been repreabsence, before he was in
his
.seuted in
possession of a plate, he intornjcd ns, that
this singular honour had always been conhe
ferred on a wooileii bowl, io which
to
which
use
other
The
liands.
his
washed
he meant to apjdy the plate instead of the
bowl, was to discover a thief. When any
thing had been stolen, and the thief not
dt tected, the |.'Cople were assenible<l before
Ijiin, when he washed his hands in the vesAfter this, it was cleansed, and every
sel.
man advanced, and touched it with his
hand, in the same manner as they touch his an. Island not very remote, called Feejee.
If At present, however, the dogs have not got
toot when they otter him obeisance.
touciied by the arnilly person, he <lropj)ed into any of the Friendly Islands, except
down dead immediately; and if any one Tongataboo. We shall here add some parrefused to touch it, such refusal was consi- ticulars about this and its productions, for
dered as a sufficient proof of <jnilt. On which we are indebted to Mr. Anderson.
Saturday the 5th, the day of the eclipse, He spent many weeks upon it, and had
the weather in the morning- was cloudy, with many opportunities of gaining accurate
some showers of rain. About nine o'clock, information and his researches will supply
th >snn brokeont at short intervals for about the imperfections, or deficiencies, in our
but for these
lialf an hour, but was totally obscured just former account of this Island
l)erore the commencement of the eclipse. particulars, we beg leave to refer our cead-*
The sun again appeared at intervals till ers to the chapter following^.
3 S
No. 32; ^
at

;

;

CHAP.

VI.
A

Description of the Island, animalf^ vegelables^SfCofTongataboo, or Amsterdam;
solemnity ui Mooit^
called natche, performed in honour of the king's son; Extraordinary processimis and ceremonies ; Th€
rnmaier of spending the night at the king's house ; The solemnity continued^ and conjectures concern^
iuif it ; rhe Resolution and Discovery depart from l^ongatahoo, and arrive at Eoo-a ; An account
hey weigh anchor and turn through the channel; Observa~
if that Islaiid ; Transactions there ;
Islands
The
number of Islands and their names ; Account of Vavao,
lions on the Friendly
;
(reneral
character,
persons, manneis, customs, habits and ornaments of
Ilamoa, and Fecjee ; The
employments
Various
described
iiihabitants
the
;
of the men and women oj the Friendly Islands ;
Their manner of agriculture and building their houses, furniture, canoes, tools, cordage, and
fishing tackle ; Weapons and instruments of music ; Vegetable and animal food ; Their method of
cooking, diversions, marriage, and mourning ceremonies ; Of their deities and religious opinions :
Their Fiatookas ; The power oJ their chiefs, form of government, and manner of paying homag»
to their sovereign ; The royal family ; Specimen of their language ; Nautical remarks atid oilier

F

observaiiojis

on the tammahas and

tides,

TONGATABOO,

Amsterdam, or Ton- at tlie same time, it conveys to a spectator^
ga, (as it is sometimes called by the an idea of the most exuberant fertility,
natives) is about sixty miles in circuit, ra- whether we attend to the places improved
ther oblon<2;, though broadest at the east end, by art, or those still in a natural state;
and its greatest len'^th is from east to west, both which yield all their vegetable producThe south shore is straiixht, consisting of tions with the greatest vigour, and perpetual
At a distance, the surface seems
coral-rocks, eight or ten feet high, terminat- verdure.
ing perpendicidariy, except in some few entirely clothed v* ilh trees of various sizes ;
but the tall
places, where it is interrupted by small some of which are very large
#5andy beaches, whereon, at low water, a cocoa-palms raise then' tufted heads high
The above the rest, and are a noble ornament to
range of black rocks may be seen.
1'he
west end is not above five or six miles any country that produces them,
broad, but has a shore somewhat like that boogo, a species of the fig, >> ith narrow
whereas the whole north- pointed leaves, is the largest sized tree upon
of the south-side
shoals and Islands, the Island
and tlie most common bushes,
with
environed
side is
trees,
especially toward the sea,
and
sandy,
and
small
them
low
within
shore
and the
i)andamus,
probably,
are
the
the faitanoo, several
is,
most
like
or
end
side
east
The
as the shore begins to assume a sorts of the hibiscus, and a few others.
the south
rocky appearance, towards the N. E, point, coral rock appears to be the basis of the
though not above seven or eight feet hig)j. Island, which is the only kind of soi\ that
nor did we
This Island may, with great propriety, be presents itself on the shore
called a low one, as the trees, on the west see the least appearance of any other stone,
part, where we now lay at anchor, only ap- except a few sn)all blue ])ebl)les strewed
peared and the eminent part, that can be about the Fiatookas and a smooth solid
seen from a ship, is tlie S. E. point though black stone, something like the lapis lidius,
many gentle rismg and declining grounds are of which the natives make their hatchets:
observable by one who is ashore. The ge- but these last, may, probably, have been
,

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

-,

neral appearance of the country does
afford tliat beautiful kind of landscape
is produced from a variety of hills and
leys, lawns, rivulets, ?.nd cascades ;

not brought from other Islands in the neighfor a piece of slatey iron-«^othat bourhood
val- loured stone was bought at on^ of them,
but, which was never seen Ijcre. Thouiih, \u
;

AND ROUND THE WOULD.
pn/jeels above the
Mittact', tilt' soil is, in mo^^t parts, of a conIn those that are nncnitisulfiable depth.
ot' a loose b'aek
eoininunly,
is,
rated, it
from rotten
seeniinulv
prodneed,
cidonr
nnderneatli whicii, may be a
ve-ielables
for a soil of that kind is
clayey stratum
often seen both in the low, and in the risin<r
but especially in several places
urounds
towards the shore, where it is of anyheiiiht
and u lien broken otf, a|)pears sometimes
of a reildisli, tliounh ot'tener of a brownish
\ellow colour, and of a pretty stilf consist-

many

pl.uTs, the

ror.il

,

;

:

;

;

;

Where the shore is low, the soil is
commonly san<ly, or rather comfiosed of

ence.
c:)rul

dust;

urowiiii;"

which however yields bushes
ureat luxuriance; and is

\>ith

unetimes planted, not nnsuccessfully. by
The climate of Tonuataboo,
t!ie native.";.
from the situation towards the tropic, is
more varial)le, than in countries nearer to
t!ie line, thoimh, perhaps, that might be
owinu to the season of the year, which vvas
now the winter solstice. The Avinds are,
for the most part, from s<une point between
S. and Fj. and, when moderate, are commonly attended with fine weather. When
they blow fresher, the weather is often
and in such cases,
cloudy, tliough open
s

;

frequently rain. The wind sometimes veers to the N. E N. N. E. or even
N. W. but never lasts long, i>or blows
stronu: from thence, thouuh it is commonly
there

is

N

accompanied by

lieavy rain,

and close sultry

weather. The quick succession of vegetabut it is
bles has been ab-eady mentioned
not certain that the changes of weather, by
which it is brought about, are considerable
enough to make them perceptible to the
natives as to their method of life, or rather
that they should be very sensible of the difThis, perhaps, may be
ferent seasons.
inferred from the state of their vegetable
;

y>'*od actions, which are neverso much atfected, with respect to the foliacre, as to shed
for every leaf is succeeded
that all at once
bv another, as fast a« it falls which causes
;

;

cnt sorts

;
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hreatf-frnit,

two

kiruls

f,mt

(A

and known

there nndei
loiiiid p.t Otnheit^
the latter a
the names of" j;unl>n and eevee
and vast luimbers of si adkind of pbunb
docks, which, however, are found as ol'ieu
rooi>*
'J'jie
in a natural state, as planted.
one black,
are yams, of which are two sorts
and so lame, that it often wcii»hs twenty or
thirty pounds
the other white and long-,
seldom weiuhinsi: a pound. Here is a larj^e
root, called kap[)e
one, not unlike our
potatoes, called mavvhaha
the talo,
\\ hite
or coccos of other places: and
another
named jeejee. Besides vast numbers of
cocoa-nut trees, here are three other sorts of
palms, two of which are very scari-e. One
td'them is called beeoo
which i;rou s almost
as high as the cocoa tree, has very lar^e
leaves plaited like a fan, and cinslers or
bunches of globular nuts, not larger than a
small pistol ball,
growing- amonyst the
branches, with a very hard kernel, which is
sometimes eaten. The other is a kind of
cabbage tree, not disting'uishable from the
cocoa, but by being rather thicker, and
by havina: its leaves more ragged. It has a
cabbage three or four feet long at the top
of which are the leaves, and at the bottom
the fruit, which is scarcely two inches h»ng,
resemblinu: an oblong cocoa-nut, with au
insifiid
tenacious kernel, called by the
natives, neeoogoola, or red C(»coa-nut, as it
assumes a reddi.sh cast when ripe. The
third sort is called ongo, and much common-,
er, being generally found planted about the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

It seldom grows higher than
though sometimes to eiuht and
has a vast number of oval compressed nuts,
as larae as a pipf)in, sticking immediately to
the trunk, among' the leaves, which are not

Fiatookas.

five feet,

In

;

this Island is plenty

of excellent
cultivated
gourds,
bamboo, turmeric, and a species of tig,
about the size of a small chesry, called matte,
which though wild is sometimes eaten,
The catalogue of uncultivated plants is too
lar2:e to be enumerated.
Besides the pemeat.

snsrar-cane,

which

is

;

that appearance of universal and continual phis, decaspernum, mallococca, maha, and
rome other new genera, there ;ire a few more
spring found here.
The principal of the cultivated fruits are that escaped Dr Forster's curions eye but,
plantains, of which they have fifteen differ- perhaps, the different seasons of the year/*
:
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SdO

and his sliort stay, did not give hiin an
n')|>;)rtunify to notice thern
in onr longer
:

stay here, not more than a fourth [)art of
the trees and plants were in flower
a circumstance absolutely necessary, to enable
one to distinguish the various kinds.
In this Island are no other quadrupeds
but hogs, some do^s, and a few rats. Fowls,
\vliich are of a lar»e breed, are domesticated
Iiere.
Of the birds are parrots, somewhat
siualler than the common grey ones, having
f«n indifferent ^reen on the back and wings,
tiie tail blueish, and the rest of a sooty or
chocolate brown
parroquets not larger
than a sparrow, of a fine yellowish green,
with bright azure on the crown of the head,
and the throat and belly red besides ano'iier sort as large as a dove, with a blue crown
and Ihiglis, the throat ansl under part of the
head crimson, as also part of the belly, and
the rest a beautiful grten. Here are owls,
about the size of our couiinon ones, but of
a much finer plumage; cuckoos mentioned
at Palmerston's Isle
king-fishers, about
the size of a thrush, of a greenish blue, with
a white ring about the neck
and a bird of
the thrush kind, abnost as big, of a dull
green colour, with two yellow wattles at the
baseofthe bill, which is the only singing
one we herad at this place ; but it compensates a good deal tor the want of our songsters
by the strength and melody of its notes,
which fill the woods at dawn, in the evening,
and at tlie breaking up of bad weather.
The other land-!)irds are rails, as large as
a pigeon, of a variegated grey colour, with a
rusty neck
a black sort with red eyes, not
larger than a Urk
voi let-coloured coots,
with bald red crowns two sorts oftly-catchers ;
a very small swallow; and three sorts of
pigeons; one of which is the size of the
common sort, of a light green on the back
and wings, with a red forehead and another, somewhat less, of a purple brown, but
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

whitish underneath. Of water-fowl, and
such as frequent the sea, are the ducks seen
at Annamooka, though scarce here
blue
and vvhite herons tropic birds common
noddies; white terns
a new species of a
leaden colour, with a black crest; a small
^•lueish^curlew
and a large plover, spotted
;

;

;

;

;

with yellow. Besides the large bats, irpw«
tioned before, there is also the common sort.
The only noxious or disgusting animals of
the reptile or insect tribe, are sea snakes,
three feet long, with black and white circles
alternately, oflten found on shore ; some
scorpions and centipedes. There are fine
green guanoes, a foot and a half long another brown and spotted lizard, about afoot
and a half long; and two other small sorts.
Amonff the other sorts of insects, are some
beautiful moths
bulter-flies
very large
spiders
and others makins:, in the whole,
about fifty dififerent kinds. Though the sea
abounds with fish, the variety is less than
might be expected. The most frequent
sortsare the mullets parrot fish silver fish ;
old wives
beautiful spotted soles :* leal her
jackets; bonnetos and albicores
besides
the eels mentioned at Palmerston's Isliid
some sharks; rays; pipe fish a sort rf
pikes; and some curious devil fish. The
numerous reefs and shoals on the north sit v
of the Island, afl^lird shelter for an endhes
variety of shell-fish
among which are
many much esteemed in Emope such «s
the true hammer oysler of which, however, none could be obtained entire; a huge
indentated oyster, and many others
but
none of the C(»mmon sort; pananjas, cones;
a gigantic cockle, fiunid in the East Indies ;
pearl-shell
oysters;
and
n)any
otheis
hitherto unknown
to the most deliaent
enquirers after that branch ofnatr.ral history.
Here are likewise several sorts of seaeggs and many very fine star-fish
besid'S
a considerable variety of corals among
which are two red sorts the one most elegantly branched, the other tubulous. And
there is no less variety among the crabs and
crayfish, which aboimd here.
On Monday, the 7th, early in the niorflin^, a large canoe went along side the
Discovery, in which were three nicn and a
woman, of superior diijuity to any her c(unpany had yet seen to come aboard. One
of them, suppo'^ed by his venerable appearance, to be the high priest, held a long pole
or spear in his hand, to which he tied a
white flag, and began an oration which
lasted a considerable time.
After it was
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
^-oncliulovMic ascended the side of Ihe shin,
and sat down, with j;reat coniposurt' on tlie
tpiarter deck,

till

he was aeeostetl by ('apt.

<Merke, who, alter tljc usual sahitations,
invited him, and his attendants, into the
but the latter declined the
threat cabin
and to make known the diirnity
Invitation
of tlie yreat personai^e, in whose presence
they w-ere, they prostrated tliemselves before him, the woman as well as the men,
and kissed the sole <»f his riirht foot. This
aged Islander brought with him, as a present to Capt. Clerke, fom* lar^e hos^s, six
fowls, withapro])ortionabIequantity of yams
and plantains li\ return, the 'L'aptain gave
him a printed gown, a Chinese lookint?;

;

CiOl

consequence,

repaired

Mooa, where the

solejunity

of

day

tli.s

was

to

bu ox-

to

hil)ited.

On Tuesday
ed

tlieni.

his son

was

the 8th, a fiarty of us foHow-

PouKaho now infor:aed

us,

into certain priwas, tliat of eating

one of which
with his iather; an honour hehad not

vilei^es

tljat

to be initiated

;

liiljjer-

to enjoyed.
About ei'^ht o'clock in the
morning-, we arrived at Mooa, where we
found the king^, with a number of attendants sittnij; before him, within a sinall dirfy
enclosure. Tliey were, as usual, busied in
j)reparing a bowl of kava.
As this was
not liqour for us, we went to pay a visit to

some of our friends, and to <)bserve what
preparations were makin:;- for the ceremony^
whi{.'li
he
^c.
irlass, some earthen ware,
which
was soon expected to begin. Altolit
with
an
and
great,
courtesy,
with
accepted
ten
o'clock,
the people assembled in a large
distinre:tiarkably
which
dignify,
of
air
The Captain and otlicers area before the malaee, or great hou'c. At
^wished iiim.
the end of a road, opening into this area,
pv. id him great attention, and shewed him
the ditferent accommodations on board the stood several men witii spears and clubs,
reciting incessantly
short sentences, in
.sltip, at which he expressed great astonish.mournful
which
which
accents,
conveyed aji idea
eat,
to
then
invited
ment. ^He was
of
distress.
continued
which
This
was
wine,
of
was
otiered
about an
He
iiedecied.
he put it to his hour; during which time, many people
the Captain drank tirst
Ilav- cajue dowu tl;e road, each having a yam
lips, tasted it. but returned the glass.
ingbeen on board little more than an hour, tied to the middle of a pole, which they
he was desirous of taking leave, and pointed laid down before those who continued veA^t length, the ki/ig
to a UUle Island, to which he gave the peating the sentences,
and
prince
arrived,
seated thein-^elves
invitation
accomand
to
pressing
Ca'ptain a very
pany him, but as he had other entertain- n()on the area and we were requested to
menis in view, on shore, that could not be sit down by them, to take off our ha/s, and
This venerable person to untie our hair. The bearers of the yams
with.
coinj)iied
was about six feet, three inches high, finely having all entered, each pole was taken up
proportioned, and had a commanding air, between two men, who carried it over their
shoulders. They then formed themselves
that was both atiable and graceful.
nor
this
into
companies, of ten or twelve each, and
visit,
did
with
a
favoured
were not
great man come at any time on boaid the marched across the place, with a raj)id pace,
Though we were now ready each company headed by a man who had a
Resolution.
to sail, we had not sufficient day-light to club or spear, and defended on the right, by
the morning several others, armed with different weaturn through the narrows
About two hundred and fifty persons
tlood falling out too early, and the. evening pons.
were therefore under a walked in the procession, which was cloj^ed
llood too late.
necessity of waiting two or three days, un- by a man carrying on a perch a living piJess we should be fortunate enough to have ffeon. Omiah was desired by Capt. Cook to
Tliis delay gave us an a<5k the chief where the yams were to be
a leading w ind.
apportunity to be present at a public solem- carried with so much solemnity; but he
nity, to which the king had invited us, who seemed unwilling to give us the information
said it woi'.ld be pertbrmed in a day or we required some of ns, therefore, followtwo. Accordingly, he and all the people ed the procession, seemingly contraiv to his
;

;

We

;

We

:
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inclination.
They stopped before a Morai,
or Fiatooka of one house, standing u[)on a

Morai

nioiint, about a
j>lace where they

beyond it, he had some
ing, by makinsi a round for this jmrpose
but he was so narrowly observed by tliree
men, that he had no oi)portunity of carrying

quarter of a nule from the
had first assembled. Here
they deposited the yams, and gathered
them into bundles; but for what purpose
we could not possibly learn. Our presence
seeming to give them uneasiness, we returned to Pouiaho, who advised us to amuse
ourselves by walking about, as nothing
would be done for a considerable time. 'J'he
fear of losing the sight of any part of the
ceremony, prevented our being long absent.
When we returned to the king, he desired
Capt. Cook to order the boat's ciew not to
presume to stir from the boat, for every
thing would, very soon, be taboo; an<l
if any of our people, or of their own, should
be seen walking about, they would certainly
be knocked do'vn with clubs, if they were not
mateed, that is, killed. He added, that we
could not be present at the ceremony but
that we should be placed in such a situation, as to be able to see every thing that
Our dress was particularly objected
])assed.
;

and we were told, that, to qualify us to
present;
we must be naked as low as the
be
brf'ast, that our hats must be oif, and our
Omiah agreed readily to conliair untied.
form to these requisites, and immediately
began to strip ; but other objections we*e

to,

;

stance,

and
that

guessing-

from

sonietiimg

this

circum-

transacting
tjjoughts of advanc\^as

;

his design into execution.
sliake otf these three fellows,

In orrler to
he returned to
the Malaee, where he had panted from the
king, and afterwards made a second elojiement but he instantly met with the same
men, who had doubtless received instructions to watch him.
However, the Captain
paid no attention to them, but proceeded
onward till he came within sight of the king's
principal Fiatooka, or Moiai
before which
a great number of people were sitting, being
tliose whom he had just seen before pass !jy
the Morai, from when(!e this was but a little
distant.
Perceiving, \^ hile he was considering what he should do, that he could observe the proceeding of this company from
,

;

the kiim's plantation,

he repaired thither,

accompanied by several of his people. The
niimber of persons at the Fiatooka continued increasinu' for some time
and at length,
they quitted their sitting [)Osture, and marchThey walked in
ed off' in procession.
j)airs, every pair carrying between them,
one of the s?nall poles on their shoulders.
We were informed, that tlie small pieces
of sticks, fastened to the poles, were yams
it
is
therefore ju-obable, that they were
meant to represent that root embleimitically.
The hindmost num of each couple placed
one of his hands to the middle of the pole,
as if it were not strong enough to carry the
weiuht that hung nnon it, and under which
they all seemed to l.'end a«J they proceeded.
This procession ron<=isted of one hundred
and eight pairs, chiefly men of rj>nk. Hav;

then started, and he was excluded equally
vith ourselves. Not relishing this restriction, the Captain stole out, to see what
might now be going forward. Very few
peoj)le, however, were to be seen, except
tho'-e vvlio were dressed to attend the ceremony some of whom had in their haiids
small poles, about four feet in length, to the
imde.r part of which were fastened two or
three otiier small stcks, about six inches
long. These men were aoinu;' towards the inc: seen tliem all |»ass, we repaired to Pou*
Morai. The Captain took t!ie '•ame road, laho's house, and savv him tiding out. We
but
and was fie(|uently «:topped by thejii, all were not permitted to follow him
place
to
the
conducted
immediately
were
ventured
However,
he
out
taboo.
crying
to go forward till he came ii siuht of the allotted to us beliind a fence adjoining to
IVIorai, and of the y)eople "<iltini- before it. tlie a'-ea of the Fiatoo!:a, where the yams
Ht! was now strou<;ly urged to tro back, ami had been dejjosited in the morning.
When arrived at on*' station, we saw two
Fiot knowing what mi«iht be tl;.:' con<:e(|uence
of a recusal hecomplied. He had observed, or three hucdred persiius sitting on the
that those who carried the polea, passed the grass, near the end of the road opening into
,

;

;

a
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and othen were
the area of tlie Morai
toatinnally joining them. At lenu^th, arrived
a ft'W men, eadi rarryiiii; some small polos
and l)ranches, oi leaves ol'the cocoa-iuit tree.
As soon as they appeared, an old man
and pronounced
se ifed himself in the road
majestic tone.
serious
oration
a
in
u l<»!ii^
Ilelhin retire<l, and the others ailvanced to
aira, l»ei;an to erect a
tiit^ middle ot' the
empioyin-j:, for that pur.small shed or hut
menti(»ned.
materials aheatly
pose, the
Their work heim,' tinished, they all squatted
down' for a moment l)e}ore it, then rose up,
and joined the rest of the company. Poulahit's
sou arrived soon after, preceded by
After them
four or five male attendants.
appeared ahout twelve or foiuteeu women
of the first rauU, advauciu«^- slowly in pairs,

they entered the area, they proceeded to
the right of the shed, and, having prostrated
themselves on the grass, deposited their pretended heavy burdens, (the poles) and faced
round to the prince. They then rose up,

pair carryinir between thetii a narrow
of white cloth, about two or three
yards in lenuth. They approached the
prince, squatted down before him, and wrapped some of the |)ieces of cloth round his
body they then rose up, and retired in the
same order, to some distance on his left,

eluded his oration, the people siniitg before
the shed, separated, to make a lane, through
which the ])rince and his attendants pa.ssed,
and the assembly closed.
Satisfied with what we had already seen,
some of our party now returned to the shi()s
but Capt. Cook, and some more of the
ofticers, remained at iMooa. to see the conclusion of the solemnity, m hich was not to
be till the day following. Jhe small |)oles,
which had been brought by those who
walked in process <m, beijig left on the
ground, after the crowd had dispersed, the
Captain examined, and found that, to the
middle of each, two or three small sticks
were tied, as lias been related. They were
probably 1:1 tended as only artificial repreOur supper, con.sentations of small yams.
sisting of fish and yams, was got nr-ady about
seven o'clock. The king supped with us,
and drank so freely of brandy and water,
that he retired to bed with a sufficient dose.
We continued the whole niirht in the same
house with him and his attendants. About
one or two o'clock in the morning, on Wednesday, the 9th, they waked, conversed for
about an hour, and then went to sleef) again.
All except Poulaho, rose at break of day
soon after which, a woman, one of those who
generally attended upon the king, came in,
and .sitting down by him, immediately
began the sameoper.'^tion that had been practised upon Futtafaihe, tapping, or beating

;

;

;

each

piece

;

now made

Poulaho
themselves.
appearance, preceded by four

men,

two and two abreast, and

where

they

his
walkini;'

down on

seated

sat

hand, at a small distance from him. The younjr [)rince then
quitted l»is first position, and seated himself
under the shed, with his attendants, many
others placini,^ themselves on the '^^rass before this royal canopy.
The firince sat
faciujf the peojile, with his back to the Morij.
Three companies of about ten or a
dozen men in eacii, started up from among
the crowd, soon after each other, and, running hastily to the opposite side, sat down
for a few seconds
and then returned, in
the same manner, to their former stations.
To them succeeded two men, each having a
small green branch in his hand, who rose
and advanced towards the prince, sitting
down fora few minutes, three different times,
as they approached
and retired in the
flame manner, inclining their branches to
each other as they sat. Afterwards two
others repeated the same ceremony. The
8;rand procession, which marched from the
otlier Moral, now began to come in.
As
his son's left

;

;

and retired in the same order, closing their
hands with the most serious aspect, and
.seated

area.
tering,

themselves along

While
and

this

the

front of the

numerous band were en-

de|)ositing

their poles, three

men, who .sat with the prince, contifiued
pronouncing separate sentences, in a mournful melancholy tone.
A profound silence
now ensued for a short time, after u hich a
man who sat in the frrmt of the area, began
a kind of oration, during which, at several
difl'erent times, he broke one of the poles
which had been brouuht in. Having ccui-

.

;
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with her clenclied fi>;ts, on his
thighs but this, instead of promoting" repose,
})ad the contrary effect, and he awoke.
Capt. Cook and Orniah paid now a visit to
the prince, who had parted from us early in
the [)receding' evening; for he did not lodge
wiih the king, but in apartments of his
own, at some distance from his father's
house. We found him with a circle of
youths, about his own age, sitting l>efore
gently,

:

down

with ns, and made a hearty meaf.
Dinner being over, we were informed that
the ceremony would soon begin, and were

venture out.
Capt. Cook had re-^olved, however, to peep
no longer from behind the curtain, Init, if
possible, to mix with the actors themselves.
With this view he walked towards the Morai,
the scene of the solemnity. He was desired
frequently to return
but he paid no regard
Lim; also an old man and woman. There to the admonitions he had received, and
were others, of both sexes, employed about was perinited to walk on. When arrived
tiieir necessary affairs, who probably belong- at the Morai, he saw a number of ujen sealed
ed to his household.
now returned to on the side of the area. A few also were
ihe king, who had a crowded Kvce before silting on the opposite side, and two men hi
liiui,
consisting principally of o!d men. the middle, with their faces towards the
Wiiile a bowl of kava was pre.naring, a Morai.
When Capt. Cook had got into
baked hog and yams, smoking hot, were the midst of the first company, he was
introduced
the greatest part of whi( h tell desired to sit down, which lie accordingly
Where he sat, a number of small bunto our s!)are
for tiiese people, especially did.
the kava drinkers, eat very little in the morn- dles were lying, compo'ied of cocoa-nut
We afterwards walked out, and visit- leaves, and fastened to sticks made into the
ing.
ed several other chiefs, all of whom were form of hand-barrows. All the iii^formation
taking their morning draught, or had alrea- he could get concerning them was, that they
dy taken it. Rtturning to the king, we were taboo. From time to time, one or
found liim asleej) in a retired hut, with two another of the company turned to those who
women patting him. About e'even o'clock were coming to join us, and made a short
he made his appearance among us, partook speech, in which we remarked, that the
of some fish and yams, and again lay down word arekee (king) was generally mentionnow left him, and waited on ed. Something was said by one man that
to sleep.
the prince, with a presentof cloth, beads and produced loud bursts of laughter from all
others, of the speakers, were also
other articles. There was a sutlicient quan- around
applauded. The Captain was fretity of cloth to make him a com|)lete suit, much
and he was immediately clad in his new quently desired to leave the place but,
habiliments. Proud of his dress, he first at length, finding him determined to stay,
went to exhibit himself to his father, and they requested him to uncover his shoulders,
then conducted Capt. Cook to his mother, in like manner as they had done. This he
with whom were about a dozen other women, readily complied with, and then they no
of a very respectable appearance. Here longer seemed uneasy at his presence. The
the prince changed his apparel, and made prince, the women, and the king, at length
the Captain a present of two pieces of cloth appeared, as they had done the preceding
whirh had been manufactured in the Island. day. The prince being placed under the
It was now about noon, when, by appoint- shed, two men, each having a piece of mat,
ment, the Captain repaired to the p;ilace to came, repeating something in a very serious
which was soon after served up, and strain, and put them about him. The
diinier
consisted of two pigs and some yams. The people now began their performances, and
ckowsy monarch was rou ed to ()artake of difl'erent companies ran backward and forv/hat he had ordered for our entertainment, ward across the area, as in the former day.
'jrwo mullets, and some shell-fish, were in- Presently afterwards, the two men in the
troduced, as if intended for his separate middle of the area, made a short speech, and
But he added it to our fare, sat then the whole company rose up, and placed
<K)riion.
strictly enjoined not to

;

We

;

;

We

;

;

;
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before the slie<) in \\liicli tlie
tliive or lour men werr sealed.
One ot' tile roinpiny, who seemed very
de«jirous ofohliirinif the Captain, procured
hiiu sueh a .situation, tiiat, it he ronhi have
li.a.le use of his eyes, uotliin'4' couhl have
Rut it was necessary to have
est'aped hini.
a demure counteii nice ami downcast looUs.
'J'he pro(.*essi()u now ariived, as on the day
before a p(»le, with a coc(»a-ni»t leat phiited
round the iniikile ot it. heini^" earned on the
These
shoulders ot every ti-vo persons.
were <leposited witli the same ceremonies
Alter this succeeded
as on the da> beiore.
another procession, composeil otinen who
brouiiht baskets, maile of p dm-lea\es, siuli
as are generally usetl l)y those people to
processKui
third
carry piovjsions in.
toilowed, in which a v.iriety of small lisli,
each placed at the end of a forked slick.
Were hroui»hi. An old man, who sat on the
prince's ritjlit hand, willnuit the slied. received the baskets, each of w liic'ii, he kept iii
liis hand, makin;^ a sliort speech or prayer,
then layiiiii that aside, he called for another,
he prorepeating" the same kmd of [>ra>er

themselves
pniu'e,

aii>l

;

A

;

Ct^eded

in

this

maiuier

till

he

had ^^one

l\vo
through the whole number of baskets.
till this time, had in their hands
green branches, and were seated on tlie left,
receive*! the tish one by one, as they were
presented to them on
the forked sticks.
The lirst tish they laid down on their riuht
hand, and the second on their left. 'J'tie
third being presentcil, a stontish man, who
was seated i^ehind the other two, endeavour-

men, who,

ed to seize it, as did also the other two at
the same time. Thus every fish was contended tor
but the man behind, on account of his tbsadvantageous situation, got
only pieces; for he never quitted his hold
till the (ish
was torn out of his hand.
What the others got, were hid on the right
an<l let't.
xAt last the {)erson behind got
p(»ssession of a whole tish, the other two not
even touching it. Upon this.the word mareeai
(very good) was prouoiuiced in a low voice
throughout the wholi- crowd. It a4)peared
that he had now done all that wasexpected
from him for he did notcontend f(ntheother
Tfie persons who brought in these
fish.
;

.
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baskets and fish, delivered them sitting;
in the same manner, the poles earned ni
the til si processiim, luul been placed' on he
ground. At the close of the last procession,
there was speaking sentiments and praying
persons, 'J hen on a si<inal
by dilieienl
being given, we all rose up, ran several paces,
and sat «lown, with <>ur l)acks to the prince.
'J'he Captain was bid not to look be. ind
him but he was not discourage(t by this
The prince
iiijunciion from lacing about,
had now turned his face to the JVIorai, and
iVom that moment he was admitted to the
luMionr ot eatiivy with his lather; and a
pie<'e of roasted yam was presented to eacb
Soon alter we
(d them i»>r that purpose.
turned about, Ibrminj^ a kinti of .semicircle
before the prince, and leaving an opei> space
between us. Presently some men advanced
towards us ts\o and two, bearing large
poles upon their shoulders, waving their
procee<led, and making a
liJiuds as they
noise like singing.
\V hen near us,
they
made a shew of walking quick, without
advan<:inga single step, several men armed
wiih large sticks, immediately started Iroin
tlie crovvtl, aiul ran towards tlie new visitors,
but they instantly n»ade otl", having thrown
down the poles from their shoulders. 1 he
r)tliers attacked the j*oles, and havings beat
them most furiously, returned to their places.
The tbrmer, as they ran ofl" gave the chaland, in a short
lenge used here in vvresllinu
time, some lusty fellows came from the
same quarter, repeating the challenge as
they approaclied. I'hese were resisted by
a company, who arrived at that instant
from the opposite side. Both parties, however,
returned to their own quarter, alter
having paraded alxjut the area tor some
minutes. Afterwards, for the space of half
an hour, wrestling and boxing matches
snceeded. S[)eeches were then delivered
by two men, who seated the.nselves betor*
the prince, with which the solemnity ended,
and the whole assembly bioke.np.
In vain did e endeavour to rind out the
purport of tliis s«jlemnity, called by the r:.-»tives natcl'.e.
All the Huswer we received Jo
our enquiries, was t:J)oo, which, as has been
already observed, is apj>lied to many things.

and

I

:

;
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Tiiere was a solemn mystery in the whole
transaction
and from the manner of pertorming' it, as well as the [)lace wl:ere it was
pertormed, it was evident there is a mixture
of religion in the institution.
Upon no
other occasion had they regarded our dress
but now it was required,
and deportment
that our hair should flow about our shoulders ; that we should be uncovered to the
waist sit crosj-legued and have our hand.'*
It should be observed
locked together.
also, that none but the principal people, and
those who were concerned in the ceremonies,
were i;dmitted to assist in the celebration
of the solemnity. All these circumstances
pointed out evidently, that they supposed
themselves acting under the inspection of a
stjpreme bei.ig upon this occasicm. From
this account of the natch.e, it may be considered as merely figiu'ative. The few yams
that were seen the tirst day, could not be
and it
meant as a general contrd)ution
was intimated to us, that they were a portion
consecrated to the Olooa, or Divinity.
were informe<l that in the space of three
•months, there would be re{>resented a nmre
on which occasion
important solemnity
the tribute of Toimataboo, Hapaee, Vivaoo,
»nd all the other Islands, would be brought
to the chief, and more awfully confirmed,
by sacriticing ten human victims from
amonir the people
A horrid solemnity indeed I On our inquiring into the occasion
;

;

;

;

;

We

ceremony, had not the tid-^been now favour,
able.
The wind too, which had been very
boisterous, was now moderate and settled.
]3esides, we were told, that the funeral ceremonies would continue live days, which, as
the ships lay in such a situation that we
could not put to sea at pleasure, was too
long a time to stay.
The Captain, however, assured the king", that if he did not
immediately sail, he would visit him again
the next day. While we were attending^
the natche, at Mooa, the Captain ordered
the liorses, bull, and other cattle, lo l,>e
brought thither, thinking they would be
safer there, than at a place that would be
in a g-icat measure, deserted, the moment
after our departure.
Besides, we had left
with our friends here, a young- English
boar, and three young English sows. T hey
were exceedingly desirous of them, naturally supposing they would greatly improve
their own breed, which are but small. Feenou also got two rabbits from us, a buck
and a doe, from which young ones wer»e
produced before we sailed. Should the

the cattle prosper, the acquisition to these
Islands will be great
and as Tongataboo
is a
fine level country, the horses will
be extremely useful.
now all, the
evening being far advanced, took leave of
the king, and arrived at our ships about
eight o'clock.
On Thursday, the KUh, Me weighed,
of so barbarous a custom, we were informed about eight o'clock A. M. and \\ith a steady
gale at S. E. turned through the channel,
that it was a necessary part of the natche
and that if omitted, the Deity would des- between the small Isles, called iVJakkahaa,
troy their king.
The day was far spent and Monooafai, it being much wider than
before the breaking up of the assembly and the channel between the la^t mentioned
I'he flood at
as we were at some distance from the ships, Island and Panginiodoo.
we were impatient to set out from Mooa. first, set strong in our favour, till we were
Takini^ leave of Poulaho, he pressed us the length of the channel leading up to the
earnestly to stay till the next day, in oi<ler lagoon, w here the eastward flood meets that
This, with the indraught
'i'he from the west.
to be present at a funeral ceremony,
wife of iVIareewagee, his mother-in-law, of the lagoon, an<l of the shoals before it,
and, on account of the occasions strong riplings and whirlpools.
had lately died
natche, her corpse had been carried on Besides these disadvantages, the depth of
board a canoe in the lagoon. He said, that the channel exceeds the length of a cable
when he had paid the last offices to her, lie consequently there can be no anchorage
would attend us to Eooa, but if we did not except close to the rocks, in forty and forty^
chuse to wait, he would follow us thither. five fathoms water, where a ship would be,
would gladly have been jnesent at this exposed to th*-^ whirlpools. The Captain,
;

;

We

;

;

;

;
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tliere are a great variet}' of other l>irds,
tlie design lie had dies
which
many gentlemen in both shtjHi
on
we
when
aiichor,
to
comini;
formed, ut"
were throui;li tlie narrows, and atteru ards ptitagreat value, though they v^ere purchasof nialviuu an evcnrsion to see the fnneral. ed for tnties. The feathers we procured,
lie raJher ehose to he absent from that were of divers, colours, f«tr different njarkets,
eeremony, than to leave the shl|)s in so but chielly for the JVIarcjuesas and Society

abandoned

hevefove,

;

dangerous a sitnation. We |)Iied to wind- Isles.
ward, between the two t-iths, till it was other
near

\\ater, witliout either liaininii" or

hiiili

the

We

also pinchased cloth,

and many

articles of
curious workmanship,
artists of this Island, for invention and

an ineh, ^^hen we suddenly t^ot into ingenuity in the e\ecuti<m, exceeding tlmse
theintluenee of the eastern tide, where we of all the other Islands in the South Seas:
expeeted the ebb to run strongly in our I>ut what particidarly invited our stay liere,
It proved, Iiowever, very ineonsi- was the richness of the grass, whi.ch, made
iavour.
at any other time it woidd not info ha} proved excellent food for our live
tlerable
but by thi< cireumstaixe stock. Among others, Taoofa the chief,
liave been noticed
we were le<l to conclude, that most of the visited us on board, and seemed to r< joice
water, which i\o\\s into the las;oon, comes njuch at our arrival. This person had
from the N. W. ami returns the same Way. been Capt. Cook's Tayo, in 1773, and, thereConvinced that we could not get tci sea before foie, they were not strangers to eacjj other.
it vv isdark, we cast anchor under the shore The Captain accompanied him ashore in.
of Tonorataboo, in forty-live fathoms water. search of fresh water, the procuring of vvliich
The Discovery dro()|)ed her anchor under was the main object which brought us to
our stern but«lrove oti'the bank before the Middleburgh. AVe had heard at Amsteranchor took h<»ld, and did not recover it dam of a stream at this Island, which, it
On Friday, the lllh, was said, runs from the hills into the sea:
till near midnight.
near noon, we weitihed and plied to the but this was not to be found. The Captain
At ten o'clock P. M. we wea- was conducted to a brackish spring, among
eastward.
thered the east end of the Island, and stretch- rocks, between low and high water mark.
ed away tor Middleburgh, which the inha- When they perceived, that we did not apWe anchor- prove of this, we were shewn a little way
bitants call Eooa, or Ea-oowhe.
where, in a deep chasm, we
af)out eiirht o'clock A. M. of the r2th, on into the Island
which, at the
the S. W. side of the Island, in forty fathoms found some excellent water
water, over a bottom of sand, inters|)ersed expence of some time and trouble, migljt be
with coral rocks: the extremes of the Island, conveyed to the shore, by means of spouts
extending from N. 40 de^:. E. to S. 22 desr, and troughs, provided for that purpose
W. the hioh land of Eooa. S. 45 dear. E, but rather than undertake so tedious a task,
and Ton^ataboo, from N 70 de^-. W. to we rested contented with the supply the
N. 19 des:. W. distant about half a mile from ships had received at Tongataboo. At this
being nearly the same place Island of Eooa we landed the ram and tvva
the shore
where Capt. Cook took his station in 1773, ewes, of the Cape of Good Hope breed, and
and which he named English Road. We committed them to the care of Taoofa, who
had no sooner anchored, than the natives seemed proud of his charge. It was, percame on board with as little ceremony, as if haps, a foifnnate circumstance, that Mareethey had been acquainted with us for many wagee, for whom they were intended, had
Vf-ars.
They brought us the produce of the slighted the present for as Eooa had no dogs
but being already supplied with upon it, at present, it seemed to be a fitter
Island
every neces,sary of that kind, our chief place for feeding sheep than Tongataboj).
Here While we lay at anchor, the Island of Eooa,
tratfic was for birds and feathers.
the parrots and parroquets were of the most or Middleburgh, had a very different aspeo-t
pliunaae, far surpassing tliose from any one that we had lately seen, aiid
beatitifid
lisuaily impcrteJ into Europe from the In- and formed a most beautiful
landscape
3
iosinji-

,

:

;

;

;

;

;
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It is the 1iighe5.t of any we had seen
we had left New Zealand, and froMi

which appears

since we was surveying this enchantinsr prospect, he
its snai- enjoyed the pleasing' idea, that some Intuit
declines navi<4ators might, trom the same eminence,

to be almost fiat,
towards the sea. The other Isles,
which form this cluster, being level, the eye
cannot discover any thing except the trees
that cover them
but here the land, rising
gently upwards, presents an extensive pros-

niit,

jj^radually

behold those meadows stocked with cattle,
brought by t!ie ships of England
and that
the- comjjjetion ^^t' this siiigle benevolent
;

purpose, exclusive of all otiier considerations,
would sutficieully prove, thai our vo> ages
pect, where groves, in beautiful disorder, are had not been useless.
found on this
interspersed at irregular distances.
Near height, besides the plants common on the
the shore, it is quite shady with a variety of neighbouring Isles, a species of acrosticum,
trees, among which are placed the habita- melastoma, and fern trees.
All, or most ot
tioiis of the nalives, and to the right of our theland, on this Island, we were told, besration, was one of the most extensive groves longed to the chiefs of Tongataboo
the
of rocoa-palms that we had ever seen.
inhabitants, being only tenants, or vassals to
Sunday, the i;3th, a party of us, in the them. This seemed, indeed, to be the case
afternoon, ascended to the highest part of at all the neighbouring Isles, except Annatlie Island, a litt'e to the right of our ships, mooka, where some of the chiefs seemed to
to have a perfect view of the country.
Ilav- aclwitli a degree of independence. Omiah
viug advanced about half way up, we crossed who
was much esteemed by Feenou,
bottom and sides of and many others, Mas templed with the
a deep valley, the
;vhich were covered with trees.
tound otier of being appointed a chief of this
plenty of coral till we approached the sum- Island, if he would continue among them
initsof the highest hills: the soil near the and he seemed inclinable to have accepttop, is in gener.d, a reddish clay, which in ed the otler, had he not been advised
many places is very deep. On the most to the contrary by Capt. Cook though not
elevated part of the Island, we sa^r a reund because he thought he would do better tor
platform, supported by a wall of ciiral sfones. himself in his native Isle. Returning froiii
Our guides informed us, that this mount had our country excursion, we heard that a party
be^^n erected by command *>f their chief; of the natives, in the quarter where our peoand the principal |)e<)ple sometimes resort- pie traded, had struck one of their countryed there to driidi kava. They called it men with a club, which fractured his skull,
Etchee, by which nauje an erection was and afterwards broke his thigh, with the
distinguished
we had seen at same. Not any signs of life were remaining,
which
Tongataboo.
At a small distance fiou) it, when he was carried to a neighbouring
was a'spring of nmst excellent water; and, house, but, in a short time he recovered a
about a mile lower down, a stream, which little. On our desiring to know the reason
we were told, ran into the sea, when the of such an act of severity, we were informed,
rains are copious.
We also discovered water that the offender liad been discovered in an
several small holes, and suppose that indelica e situation with a wonian who was
in
plenty miorht be found by dig;ring. From taboo'd.
soon understood, however,
this elevation we had a com})lete view of the that she was no otherwise tabooed, than by
whole Island, except a small part to the behmging to another, superior in rank to
5JOuth.
The S. E. side, from which the her gallant. From this incident, we discohills we were now u|>ou are not far distant, vered how these people punish such infiderjses with great inequalities, immediately lities: but the female sinner has a much
from the sea ; so that theplains and meadows milder correction for hercrimej receiving
lie all on the
N- W. side which being only a slight remonstrance, and a very genadorned with tufts of trees, intermixed with tie beating.
plantations, form a most delightful landscape
On Monday the 14th, in the morning, we
While the Captain planted a pine-apple, some seed.s of niehnis^
in every point of view.
:

We

;

We

;

;

We
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veofptables, in a pinntation bclonpf- the apparel to llu; re^iored. biit :ilso on t!f<»
^^ e hud t;o(nl reason, otienders heins* delivered up to hiiri.
laoofit
chief.
iddeed, to sn|)po'ie, our endeavours of tliis seemed t^reatly <:oiicerned at what hud hup
kind wouhJ not he frnitle>js-, for a dish of pentd. and took the necessary steps tv» <.ati y
The people who hail as usual assembled
tiiraips was, this day, served uj) at his tahle, us.
together,
were so alarmed at this affair, that
seeds
that
f)roiliice
<d'
the
the
was
which

B"»ul otiifr
in;:-

to

the

most of theni itnmediately tletl. However,
when they were informed, that the Captain
We must meant to take no other njeasures to revt nu:©
pressed us to stay a little Ioniser.
hereobserve, that in the ac(^)unt of Capt. the insult, they returned. One of the delinCook's former vo>age, he calls the only quents was soon delivered up, and a shirt,
and pairof trowsers restored. The remainrliief he met with at this place Tioony
but we are inclined to thiid^, from the infor- der of the stolen thing's not coming- in till
njati<»n of a gentlem:m of veracity, on board the evening, the Captain was ()l>!iged to
tijt' sea
the Discovery, at this time, that Tioony and leave them, in order to go aboard
Taoofa are one and the same person. His runing so hiirh, that it was extremely difhe (treaties, togellu^r with the daily expectation cult for the boats to get out ojthe creek even
<»f receiving a visit frouj siune of our triends with day light, and would be attended with
He returjiat Tongatai)oo, induced us to defer <uir de- mucli more danger in the dark.
parture. On Tuesday the loth, we received ed on shore again the next morning, takins:
from Taoot'a a present consisting of two with him a present for 'I'aoofa, in return for
what he had received tVom him. Beinj
little heaps of yams, and a quantity of truit,
early,
as
at
there were but few people at the
collected
been
to
have
seemed
which
the other isles. On this occasion, the great- landing-place, and even those few not withest part of the inhabitants of the Island had out tlieir fears and afiprehensions
but on
and, as we had many times the Captain's desiring Omiah to assure them,
asseml)led
experienced, on such numerous meetings tiiat we did not mean to injure them, and
amouff their neighbourina: Islanders, gave ns haviuir restored the canoes, and released the
ro small trouble to prevent their piiferin?. offender, wlio had been delivered up, they
and boxing, were resumed their usual cheerfulness, and a
Cudirellinsr. wrestlintr,
exhibited for our entertainment; au<l in the large circle was |)resently formed, in which
the principal men of the.
latter exercises, combatants of both sexes tlie chief and
These diversions were to be finish- Isl.ind took their respective pla(;es. At
einraired.
ed with the bomai, or night dance, but the length the remainder of the clolhes were
following accident prevented our staying on brought in, but liaving been torn off the
shore to see it. From the accounts circulated man's back by pieces, they were not thonght
through the shi|»s when we arrived, it was worth carrying on board. Taoofa shared
generally believed, that we might travel the present he had received, with three or
through this Island with our pockets open, four other chiefs, reserving only a small part
provided they were not lined with iron; for himself. This donation so far exceeded
but to this, the behaviour of a party of the their expectation, that a venerable oM n»an
Collet, Captain's told the Captain, they were not deserving
inhabitants to William
.steward of the Discovery, is an exception, of it, considering how little he had received
Being alone, tlivertiug himself in surveying from them, and the ill treatment Mr. Collet
had met with. Ca]>t. C<)ok contiuNed with
tlie country, he was set upon and stripped
of everv thing, his shoes Oidy excepted, and them, till they had emptied their bou of
plaint, his keys were kava
and then, after paying for the hog,
on preferring his
was able to recover. When which he had takeu the day before, returned
all that he
Capt. Cook hear! of this robbery, he seized on board, in cotnpany with Taoola, and one
two canoes, and a large hog at the same ofPoidaho's servants, by whom he «^ent u
time insisting on the chief's not only causing piece of bar-iron, as a parting- mark of
6
f^ere
fixed

left

here in 177-}.

Tlie next day

np<m by the Captain

beinq;'

for sail in}r,'l'aoota

;

;

;

;

I
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;
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Thiswasas valuable us in our passag^e to Otaheite, Besides
Captain could make. Taoofa's |)re.sent we received a iar^e quantity
Orders had been given tl»e proceeding- day of yams, &c. at Eooa, in exchange for nails
for sailing", and Otaheite was appointed our and added con.sitlerably to our supply of
place of rendezvous, in case of separation, hogs. Finding* we were delermined not to
Wc had now been more than two months return, these people left us in the evenins",
linproving our live stdck, wooding^, waterin<f, as did some others, who had come of in two
ri-p.iiring our ships, and laying in frt-sh pro- canoes, with cocoa-nuts and shaddocks, to
visions irom these Friendly Islands.
The barter for what they could get their eagercrews of both ships received these orders ness to possess more of our couimodites, inwith alacrity
for ihouuh they wanted (or ducing them to follow us to sea, and to connoihiiig, 3et they longed to be at Otaiieite, tinue their intercourse- with us to the last
vyiiere some of ihem had formed connections moment.
tiiat were dear to them, and where those.
As we have now taken leave of the
who had notytt bten there, had conceived Frit-ndiy Isl.mds, a ftiw observations we
so igli an idea of its superio.ity, ;.s to miike made respecting these, and others in their
theui look U|)on every other place IJiey touch- neighbourhood, may not be unworthy the
edatas annncultivjitedgarden, incompanson notice of our readers. During a cordial
with that little Eden.
inter«'onrse between two and three months
We were therefore all in high spirits this with their inhabitunts, it may l>e reasonal>iy
inorning for soon after the Caption had supposed ditierences nuist arise; some,
sent oti his juesent by Poulaho's servant, we indeed, occasionally happened, on accv-unt
weighed, and uith a light breeze stood out of their natural propensity tothieving<thougli
to sea, when Taoofa and other natives, v\ho too frequently encouraged by the nea;ligenc«
u^re in the ship, left us. We fomid, on and inattention of our people on duty,
heaving up tiie anchor, that the cable had These little u»isunderstandings and ditiVrbeen much vvounded by the rocks besides ences were never attended with any fatal
which we experienceed, that a prodigious consequences, ami few, belonging to our
swell rolls in tlieie from the S. ^V. so that shijjs,
p.irted
from their friends without
the bottom of this road is not to be depended regret. The tiihe we continued here was
on in all weathers. We now steered our not thrown away and as, in a great mea<-ourse to the southward, to fetch a wind to sure, our subsistence was drawn from the
cairry us to our intended port; and we ob- produce of the Islands, we expended very
served a sailing canoe entering the creek linle of our sea provisions; and we carried
before which we had anchored our ships, with ns asiitiicientquantity of refreshments,
A few hours after, a small canoe, con- tosupply us till our arrival at another stadiKried by lour men, came otfto us; for tion, were we could as^ain recruit: nor was
having but little wind, we were still at no it less pleasing to us, tliat we had an <»pporconsiderable distance tVom the land.
We tiinity of serving' these friendly people, by
were intormed by these men, that the sailing leaving some useful animals amrxig them;
canoe, which we had seen arrive, had and that those intended for Oiaheite, had

esieetn for that chief.
a present as any tlje

;

;

;

i

;

;

;

bivMight directions to the people of jMioa, to
furnish usv\ith hogs, and that the king and
other chiefs would be with us in thespav e <»t
three or four days. They theret'ore requested that we would return to our loriiH r station.
had no reason to doubt the truth
ofthis inlbrmafion
but being clear of the
land, it was not a sulticienl inducement to
bring us ba<'k especially, as we had already
a sutiicient slock of tresh provisions to lust

We

;

:

tj

ac^piired fresh strength

in

the

pastures of

Tongataboo. The advantasies we received,
by touching here, were y^reat. and we ob-

them witiiout reiardinu the proseccuof our ffrand object; the season lor
proreedinsr to the nortli being lost, before ue
formed i\if resolution of visiting these
" Hui,"
Cook,
('apt.
observes
Islands.
''
besides the innnediate advantages, which
both the the natives of the Friendly Isles,

tained
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aiul ourselves received by this vi-<it, future the qualify is bad, or the situations too inquantity too inconsin.ivifjators iVoui Kurope ilaiiy suoli sIumiI«I convenient or the
While we lay at anchor under
fvertreail our steps, will prolit hy tlu' know- derable.
ledge 1 accpurect of the geography of this part Kotoo, we were informed, that there was a

and the more phih)sol*.ttiti<^ Ocean
phical reailer, >\ ho hives to view human nature in new sifnalious, and to speculate on
smuuhir, hut faithi'id representations of the
persons, the (customs, the arts, the religion, the- iiuvernment, and the lang:uag:e
nature and man, in reof uncultivated
mote dis(;<»veied quarters of the }>lobe, will,
perhaps, tiud matter of amusement, if not of
instruction, in the information which I have
been enabltd to convey to him, oonrerningnow
theiuluiLutautsofthis Archipelago.
proceed wilh our proposed observations,
Tiiehestarticlesfor traffic in these lslan(ls,
are iron and iron tools. Axes, hatchets, nails
of all sizes, knives, rasps, and tiles, are much
of (he

;

We

Red cloth, white and coloured
bnen, looking-glasses and beads, are also in
great estimation, but of the latter, those Ihat
demanded.

stream of water at Kao, which ran from the

W

mountains into the sea, on the S.
side of
the Island. This intelligence, though of no
use to us, may deserve the attention of future
naviuators.
must include, under the denoniinafiori
of the Frit^ndly Islands, not only the group
at
Ilapaee, but likev\ise those that liave
heen discovered to the north, nearly under
the same meridian, as well as some others
under the dominion of 'long;itaboo or Amsterdam, which is the capital, and seat of
governuient. From the best intbrmaticm we
could obtain, this cluster of islands is very
extensive. One of the natives enumerated Oi/e
huntlred and fifty Islands; and Mr. Anderson
procured the names of all of them; from
their commnincations the following list was
made. They were en umer;' ted by lie in habitants of Annamooka, Ilapaee, and Tongataboo and inay serve asa ground-work for the
investigationof future navigators.

We

t

are bbie, the natives prefer lo others, particuhog might, at any
larly to the white ones.
string
of large blue
a
lime he purchased, by
beads: it should, ne\ertheless, be observed
LIST of those Friendly Islands, refarther, that articles, merely ornamental,
|>resented by the Natives as Large Ones.
n)<)y be highly esteemed at one time, and
disregarded at another. On our first arrival Vavaoo
Kovooeea
Kogoopoloo
at Annauuioka, the inhabitants were un- Coofoo
Kopaoo
Konagilleiaiwilling to take them in exchange for fruit
voo

A

:

A

;

but when Feenou arrived, his approbation
brought them into vogue, and stamped on
them the value above-mentioned. In return
for these commodites, all the refreshments to
be had at the Friendly Islands, may be
The yams are excellent, and,
j)rocured.
u hen gnjvvn to perfection, preserve well at
sea
but their pork, plantains, and bread:

quality to the same
The |)roductions and
articles at Otaheite,
supplies of these Islands are yams, breadtVuir, plantains, cocoa-nuts, sugar-canes, hogs,
fowls, tish, and, in general, all such as are
to be met with at Otaheite, or any of the
Society Islands, But good water, which
ships in long voyages stand much in need of,
is scarce at the Friendly
Isles.
It may, it
is true, be found in all of them, but not to
for either
serve the purposes of navisators
fruit,

are

inferior in

;

/

Talava
Toggelao

Lofooma

Takomiove
Oloo
Loubatta

Kofooiia
Kolaiva

Komoarra
Komotte

Vytooboo
Fotoona

Leshainga

Neeootaboota-

Manooka

Kotoo boo
Kongaiarahoi

Tootooeela

Oowaia

Pa|)pataia

boo

Hamoa

Tafeedoowaia Havaeeke
Kongaireekee

Feejee

Neuafb

A LIST of the Smaller Friendly

Isles.

Latte

Mafanna

Roloa

Oowakka

Kollooa

Vagaeetoo
Golabbe

lattahoi

Tabanna
Motooha
ronooalaiee Looakabba
Loogoobahan-Looamoggo
Toofagga

Novababoo

Kokabba
Kottejefea

VOYAGE TOWARDS THE NOIITH
Fooamotoo
Taoola^

Moggodoo

Kowoiirogo-

Konnevao
Konuevy

heeio
Geenaj>eena
lonoouoo

POLE,

by Captain Wallis in 17G5, are doubflesq
comp'ehended in our list and they are
;

not

only

well knowi» to these
people,
Wenaffa
but are under (he same sovereign.
have
FouooiineonneTuonabai
KoMOokooaa- goott authority to believe, that B(»sca\veii*s
nia
Island is our Kootahte, and Kejjple's
Fonoao<jtna
Gonoow-oolaieeKoweeka
Island our Meeootal>ootat)Oo. The lust is
Maiieeneeta
lalaliee
F :ileinaia
one of the largest Islands marked ni onr tirst
Koloa
Malliijee
Kort^enKMi
list.
The reader, who has been alieady
Tuofaiiaelaa
Mataijt-efaia
Noo^oolaeeoa apprised of the variations of our fieople in
Toofauaetolio Kollokolahee Fonooaeeka
writing" down vvh it the natives i)n»nouuced,
FdtVeiie
K<>losi;(>i,eeIe
Koooa
will hardly doubt that Kottejeea, in our
Taooiiga
Kutoolooa
M«tdooanoosecimd list, and Kootahee, asiuieof the natives called Kao, are one and the same
KobakeeinO" KomongoraftaFonogoaeatta
Island.
would just remark once more
loo
of this astonishing grouf) of Islands, that
Koinalla
Konnefalle
Kovereefoa
fifteen of them are said to be high and h lly,
KoMSi^alioono- Kouoababoo Felou^aboonsuch asToofoa, and Eooa an<i thirty-fiveof
ho
them large. Of these only three were seen
jfa
this voyage, namely, Ilapaee (considered by
Tonjjooa
Kotnooefeeva Kollaloua
the natives as one Island) Tonjiataboo, and
Of the size of flie above Ihirty-two unex- Eooa. Annamooka has been noticed bep1ore<l Islaiul<5, \ve can only uive il as our fore.
Rut the most considerable Islands
opinion, that they nnist be all larjj^er than that we heard of in this neighboujhofid, are
Aiinaniooka, (or Rotterdatn) which tho'Je Ilamoa, Vavaoo, and Keejee each of which
but it does
from whom we had our inlbrmation, rankfil is larger than Tongataboo
among" the smallerl^lands in the se«'ond list. not appear that any European has ever yet
Some, or inde«-d, several of the latter are seen one of them. Ilamoa lies two da>s
mere spots, without inhabitants. Biit it sail N. W. from Vavaoo. It is said to be
must be left to future navigators, to intro- the largest of all their Islands; affords iiarduce into tlie chatts (f this part of the great bours, with good water, and produces, in
Southern Pacilic Ocean, the exact situation abundance, all the refreshu/ents that are
and sj/(- of near one bun<be(i more Islands in found at the |)laces we visited. Poulaho
and its
this nei^hb<»urhood, accordiuy: to the testi- fie(pieutly resides upon this Island
mony of onr frieuils, whicli we had not lui natives are in highestimation at Tongataboo.
Tas.inau iaw eiirh- According to the united testimony of all our
o[)porl unity to explore.
teen or twenty of these sm II Island-*, every friends at this place. Vavaoo exceeds the size
one of which was encircled with sands, of iheirown Island, and hashi<>h mountains.
shonUl have acc<un|>anied Feenoti from
In some charts they are
shoa's and nicks.
have not Ilapaee to Vavaoo, had he not discouraged
called Heem^kirk's Banks,
the least doubt, tliat Prince Wdliam's the Captain, by representing it to be very
Island's, discovered, and so named by Tas- inconsiderable, and without a single good
ijian, are included in the foresroiMg- list: for harbour: but Poulaho, the king, gave us to
wWAe we lay at Hapaee, one of the natives umlerstand afterward, that it isa large Island,
told US, that three or four days sail from and not only produces every thiugin common
thence to the N. W. there is a cluster of withTongataboo, but has peculiar ad van tageK
Islands, coiisistinir of more than fojty and ofposses«!iugs< veral streams(»ffre«h \vater,and
this situation corresjionds very well with also an excellent harbour. Poulaho (jflered
tiiat^ssiirned, in the accounts of Tasman's to attend the Captain to Vavaoo, saying, ihat
^» his Prince William's Islands. if hedid not tind every thing airreeing with his
V'^vag-e,
Ceppel's and Boscavven's Isles, discovered represeutatiou, he might kill him. >V*e gave
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enemies as they kill in battle.
If f« n.^ truth of his diUelIi?ence, such of their
extreme hunger
I'eenou tVorn som^ It has been insisted on that
were sat fie 1 that
»; \ 'were
'
and
human flesh ;
on
feed
to
men
_,, to
.^ impose upon us first
i^^^^ occasioned
''^^^X'
private view, endeavoured
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ inducement for the
a fiction.
practice, and.
.^ ..^ .•._,•,„
,.f^ y; by W. Feejee men to continue the
plenty ? It
of
midst
the
in
cannibals,
^'?'.^
remain
fro ri\ no.^^^^^^^^^
'*r.Hv
day s- id b^
abmit three
ot
inhabitants
i^ I'ekl in detestation by the
the
cultivate
to
Tongatahoo, who seem
Iscover^
'''M',od
"'
method o
friendship of their savage neighbours through
the
mentioning
m^^^
';^';^'^'';='l^y
by
Hit
Island to Is am
sometimes venture to
^^^^
c

11

'

I

,

time

re(iu red tor

teyoy Hem

precision,^^}.-'^'[l'''

^'^^^^^^^^

^^^''^'\^^^^^^^^

I

skirmish with them on their

^

canoes.

>''t^u;uUi;a

he

w

T

oti"

Ilesuppos- together; though,

^H^. P
^Ttjfw:.esmn^^^^^^

own ground,

large quantities of red feathers
When a profound peace reigns
troph.es.
as
.viththe
intercourse
in a betwJen them, they have frequent

and carry

it

is

probable they have

""' '«»^' b^^^" ^^"^^"" *^*^r'' other, other,
blow on their wise it mi^ht be supposed that Tongatahoo
breezes a gener^^
ore
hour on an and its neighbouring Islands, would be
or eight miles
seven "'
^*^^*^'\
seas,
e'
breed
a
with
su()plied
\r
been
have
time,
tns
i.owever is not to be
avtrac:e._ l^^»<-»i ^•^>' ''^^^*^^_^'^'J'^ '.:,.,...„ .r.u.rc wl.irl. n.^ nn.nerousat Fee ee. and.

wdlch
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a shade darker than that of the inha-

; least,
^eni;;;; of Vh;;econ;f: .;;
th^ fi^t da^td
of the other iMiendly Islands. We
b.tants
they
day.
the
In
sail.
viUi hem two davs
of the natives of teejee who had his
saw
one
^"^' *" the night by
are c
which was the left, and the lobe so
slit,
ear
they
When these are obscured,
fhpSirs
o his
that it almost extended
stretched,
from
iJh^vJrrroirseto the points
ohserv.
been
'
upon the shoulder which singularity had
he windfa nd^
and the ed by Capt Cook at other Islands of the
winds
the
at time,
'at
South Sea, during his second voyage. 11 e
xiaves%houhlshift, they are quitebewildered,
'

'^^^^^^^^^^^

Xnc
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yeX

here not only
ihtended\>ort,and being Feejee people are much revered
in war,
cruelty
and
power
their
of
account
on
^everKdof more. The story ofOmiah's
much^
they
for
ingenuity
their
also
for
but
who were driven to Wateeoo,
Tongatahoo
of
inhabitants
the
excel
are
^nnv nces us howeve,-, that those who
workmanship. Specimens were shewn us
iiotheardof'a.e not always lost. Feejee
of their clubs and spears, which were very
•abonds with hogs, dogs/and fowls, and
VVe were also shewn
in ingeniously carved.
t.irh Vnitsmd rmjtsasare to be found
beautifully checkermost
cloth
is much larger some oftheir

Xfrniss -t he.

Srvmen,

a^v

ot-tl

e

ot^

;

e^

?hm To^Uaboo,

and

but not subject to

its

m

ed, mats richly var.egated, curious earth ai
pots, and other articles, all of which display,

Feejee and Tongatahoo engage
dominio
a supeno.ity in the execution
war -^uainst each other and the inhabi- ed
harbour and anchoring places are by
The
afraid
much
so
t^nts of thelatter are often
to any we d;scoved among
nT this enemy that they bend the body far prefe.-able
both on account of their
the face with their hands, these Islands
f, rw^.^ ad cover
The danger wc
security
great
capacity, and
toTx^'reV^the sense of tueir own inferiority
entering il
by
w'reclced,
being
were
of
m
to the Feeiee men. This, inrieed, is no
caution ta
a
remain
will
from
north,
the
mi ter ofs.irprise, for those of Feejee have every future commander, not to attempt that
their
rendered themselves formidable, by
but passage with a ship of burden. The eastera
dexterity in the use of bows and slings
channel is much more easy and safe. 1q>
eating
of
moreso by theiv savage practice

in

;

;
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into this, steer for the N. E. fmint of the
Island, and keep along the north shove,
with tlie small Isles o!> yonr starboard, till
you are the length of the east point of the
entrance into the la'^oon ; then edge over
the reef of the small Isles, and, following its
direction, you will get through between
Makkahaaa and Monooafai, which lay
olfthe west point of the lagoon. Or you
may go between the third and fourth Islands,
that is, between Pangimodoo and Monooa-

flail

but this channel is much narrower than
the other. When you are through either of
these channels, haul in for the shore of
fai

;

Tongataboo, and cast anchor between that
and Pangimodoo, before a creek lending
into the lagoon

into which, at half flood,

;

you may go with boats. Though the harbour of Tongataboo has the perference, its
water is exceeded in goodness by that of
Annamooka; and yet even this can scarcely
good. Indifferent water may,
iievertlieless, be procured, by digging holes
near the side of the pond. Besides, Annamooka, being nearly in the centre of the
whole group, is best situated for procuring
refreshments from the others. There is a,
creek in the reef on the north side of the
Island, wherein two or three shijis may lie
])e

called

securely.

We have already given nn account of the
llapaee Islands and shall onlv add, that
they extend S. W. by S. and N. E. by Nabout 19 miles. The north end Ues in latitude 19 deg. S. and »3'^ deg. of longitude to
;

the east of Annamooka. Between them are
small Islands, sand banks, and breakers.
Lafooga, off which we anchored, among al!
the Isles of those that are called llapaee, is
the most fertile, and the best inhabited.
Those who may be desirous of having a
niore particular description of the Friendly
Islands, must have re(M>urse to the list and
What may have here been omitted
chart
concerning their geoirrnjihy, will be foimd in
our history of Cai)tain Cook's former voyage,
to which our readers are referred for such
particulars as he had then observed. At
present, we shall only relate such interesting
circumstances, as either were omitted in that

account, or were imperfectly and iiiconcclly
represented.
After living among the natives of the
Frieniliy Islands between two and
three
months, it is reasonable to expect, that we
siiould be able to clear up every difliculty,
and to give a satisfactory account of their
manners customs, and institutions, civ I a;
well as religious: especially, as we hi d a
person with us, who, by understanding their
language i;s well as otu' own, might be
thouuht capable of acting as our interpreter.
But Omiah was not qualified for that ta-k
(Jiiless we had before us an object or thirg,
concerning which we wanted information,
we found it difiicult to obtain a competei t
knowledge about it, from his information
and explanations. Omiah was certainly
more liable to make mistakes than we were
for having no curiosity, he never troubled
himself with makingremarks and when he
attempted to explain any particular matters
;

;

were so limited, and differed
so much from ours' that his confused accounts, instead of instructing, often only
perplexed, and led us into numberless
mistakes. Besides, we could seldom find a
j)erson, among the natives, who liad both
the ability ami inclination to give us the
information we required: and many of them,
we perceived, appeared ofiended at being
asked, what thev, perhaps deemed frivolous
questions.
At longataboo, where we continued the longest, our situation was likewise
unfavourable being in a part of the country,
where, except fishers, there were few inhabitants.
With our visitors, as well as with
those we visited, it was always holiday so
that we could not observe, what was really
the domestic way of living among the native.^'.
That we could not, therefore, thus
circumstanced, bring away satisfactory accounts of many things, is not to be wondered at. Sonje of us, indeed, endeavoured
to us, his ideas

;

;

to remedy those disadvantages; and to the
ingenious Mr. Anderson we are most indebted for a considerable share of our observations respecting the Friendly Islands.
The inhabitants of these, (though somi*

here, at

Tongataboo,

were ab«v«

six

feet

AND ROUND
rommon

stature, and nre
strun"" iind well inopoilioneii. 'I'lieir shouldwo saw several
ers are, iu •rfnciul bioad
llioiipli tlieir
hiuKlsome
reajlv
\\\\o were
rather
conveyed
the
disposition
muscular
of
beauty.
Tlieir
than
strength
of
idea
It^afures are so various, that, unless it he hy

ext'red

liisflO

(lie

;

;

a tiilness at the point of the nose, ^^hichis
entnmon, it is iinpossihle to fix any general
likeness hy wiiich to characterize them.
On the other hand, many srenuine J{omnn
noses, an<l true l{luropeau fu-es, were seen
uufongthem. They have ij^od eyes and
teeth but the latter are neither so well set,
nor so remarkably while, as among- tiie
;

Indian

nati()ns.

I'Vw of them,

however,

Ijave that remarkable tliickness about the
The wolips, so frequent in other Ishuids.
men are less di'^tin^nished from the ujen by
by their a^eneral torm,
tlieir t'eat\ires, than
which seems destitute of that stronir lirmness
'I'houirh the iV^athat appears in the latter.
tures of some are very delicate, and a true
index of their sex, layinir claiintoa considerable share of beauty ami expression, yet the
rule is not, by any means, so ijeneral as in
many oiher countries. Their shapes are
and sooie are
usually well proportioned
absolutely perfect models of a beautit'ul tigure but the extraordmary smallness and
delicacy of their tin'j:ers, which may be put
;

;

in competition with

any

in

Europe, seems

to be tiie most striking female distinction.
The genral colour of these people is a cast
deeper than that of the copper brown; but
several of botli sexes have a true olive complexion. Some of the women are much

owing, perhaps, to their being less
exposed to the sun. As a tendency to cor-

lighter,

pulence, in some of the |)rincipal people,
seems to l)e the effect of a more indolent life,
a softer and clearer skin is most commonly
but the skin of the
to be seen among them
greatest j)art of these people, is ofa dull hue,
with a degree of roughness, particularly those
parts that are uncovered, occasioned, |>robasaw a
Lly, by some cutaneous disease.
;

We

man

nt

Hapaee

perfectly white,

and a

11111
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by a disease. Upon the whole, however,
few natural defects, or deformities are to be
though we observed
seen aujong them
two (u- tinee with their feet bent inwards,
IVeither are they exempt Irom some diseases.
;

Numbers

are atlected with the tetter or
ring-worm, which leaves whitish serpentine
marks behind it. 'i'hey have another disease
ofa more mischievous nature, which is also
very frequent, and appears on every part of
the l:o(ly, in large broad ulcers, discharging a thin clear pus, some of which had a
very virulent appearance, particularly oa
the lace.
There were those, however,
who appeared to be cured of it, and
oMurs mending'; but it was generally attended with the loss of the nose, or a considerable part of it. 1\vo other diseases are
one of which is
also common among them
;

swelling, allecting chiefly the legs
and arms the other is a tumour in the testicles, which sometimes exceed the size of
two fists. In other respects tliey are remarkably healihy, not a single person having,
during our stay, been confined to the house
by any kind of sickness. Their strength
and activity are in every respect, answerable to their muscular appearance ; and they
exert both, in such a manner, as to prove,
that they are as yet, little debilitated by the
numerous diseases that are the natural consequence of indolence. The graceful mien,
and firmness of step, with which they walk,
are obvi«)us proofs of their personal acconiThey consider this as a thing
f)lishments.
so necessary to be acquired, that their laughter was excited when they saw us frequently
stumbling upon the roots of trees, or other
inequalities, in walking.
The mildness and
good nature which they abundantly possess,
are depicted on their countenances, totally
free from that savage keenness, that always
mark nations in a barbarous state.
a tirm

;

We

might almost be induced to suppose, that
they had been reared under the severest
restrictions, seeing they have acquired so
settled an aspect, such a command of their
child passions, and such a steadiness of conduct.

equally so nt Annamoo];a. In all countries At the same time, they are open, cheerful,
containing black people, such jdiaenomena and good humoured
though in the presence
aiefeundj but ihey are caused; we imagine. of their chiefs, they sometimes assume a
;
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of reservr, which has the appearance
gravity*
Their pacific disposition is
Uiorou<jfl)ly evinced,
from their friendly
reception of all strangers. Instead of attacking them openly, or clandestinely, they

vl/^ijree
f>f

have never

a|)pearec/, in the smallest degree,
most civilized nations,

hostile: but like the

have even courted an intercourse with their
visitors,
by bartering; a medium which
unites

nations in a degree of friendship,
So perfectly do they understand barter, that,
at tirst, we supposed they had acquired the
knowledgeof it by trading with the neighbouring Islands ; but it afterwards appeared,
that they had hardly any traffic, except
with Feejee. No nation, perhaps, in tlie
world, displayed, in their traffic, more honesty and less distrust.
permitted them
Kafely to examine our goods, and they had
the same implicit confidence in us. If either
party seemed dissatisfied with his bargain,
a re-exchange was made with mutual
consent and satisfaction. Upon the whole,
they seem to possess many of the most
excellent qualities that adorn the human
mind. A propensity to thieving is the only
defect that seems to sully their fair characThose of all ages, and both sexes,
ter.
were addicted to it in ati uncommon degree,
It should be considered, however, that this
exceptionable part of their conduct existed
merely with respect to us for in their general intercourse with each other, thefts are
not more frequent than in other countries,
where the dishonest practices of individuals
will not autliorise an indiscriminate censure
on the people at large. Allowances should
be made for the toibles of these poor Islanders, whose minds we overpowered with the
glare of new and captivating objects. Stealing among civilized nations, denotes a character deeply stained with moral turpitude
but at the Friendly Islands, and others
whicl) we visited, the thefts committed by
the natives, may have been occasioned by
less culr>al)le motives: they miglit be stimu]ated solely t)y curiosity ; a desire to possess
somewhat new and the property of people
Tery different from themselves. Were a set
of beings, seemingly as superior to us, as we
all

We

;

:

;

appeared in th«ir eyes,

to

make

pearance among un. it might he pos^^ible that
onr natural regard to justice would not be
able to restrain many from being guilty of
However, the
tlie same erroneous practices.
thieving disposition of these Islanders, was
the means of affording us an insight into
their ingenuity and
quickness of intel
petty thefts were
lects
tor their
ma*
naged with much dexterity and those ot*
greater consequence, wiih asettled plan or
sclieme, adapted to llie importaijce of th«
:

;

objects.

The

hair of these people is, in gen?thick, straight, aii<l strong, thoutrh
some have it bushy or frizzled. The
natural colour appears to be black, but many
of the men, and some of the women, stain it
of a brown or purple colour and a few give
it an orange cast.
The first of these colours

ral,

;

produced by applying asoitof phii^^ter r>t
burnt coral mixed with water; the secotul
by the raspings of a reddish wood mixed into
a poultice, and laid over the hair; and the
third is said to be the effect of turmeric root»
They are so whimsical in the fashions of
wearing their hair, that it is difficult to sa^/
which is most in vogue. Some havenord
on one side of the head, while it remains long
on the other: sonje have only a [)artof itcut
short: others ])ut a single lock on one side,
There are again those who |)ermit it to gro\y
to its full length, without any such mutilais

The women
men

usually wear it short tlifi
are usually cut in the same
manner and both sexes strip the hair from
their arm-pits.
The men are stained with a
deep blue colour from the middle of the belly
This is efiectto halfway down the thighs.
ed with a flat bone instrument, fidl of fine
teeth, w hich by a troke of a bit of stick introduces the dooe dooe into the skin, whereby
indelible marks are made. Lines and figures
are thus traced, which, in some, are very
elegant. The women have only small lines
thus imprinted on the inside of the hands.*
As a mark of distinction, their kings are
exempted from this custom. The men are
tions.

:

beards of the
;

The
circumcised in a partial manner.
operation consists in cutting off' only a piece
of the fore-skin at the iipper part, whereby
their ap- il is rendered incapable of ever covering th#
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Rians.
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Th'i!*

practice, af present,

on a notion of cleanliness

is

founded

The

;

shoulders. As tr) form, it is the general
fashion but the line matting, and long
pieces of cloth, are worn only by tlie superior class of people. The interior sort are
contented with small pieces, and, very often,
liave only a covering made of the leaves of
plants, or the maro, a narrow |>iece of clolh,
or matting, like a sash. 'I'his they |)ass
between the lhigh»? aiKl round the waist. It
In their haivas,
is seldom n*ed by the men.
or grand entertainments, Iheirdresses, though
the same in form, are various, embellishJJoth
ed, more or less, with red feathers.
men and wotneii tiefend tlieir faces occasionally from the sun with little bonnets made
of various sorts of materials. I'he ornaments, worn by those of either sex, are the
The most common are necklaces
same.
made of the fruit of pandanus, and various
gweet smelling flowers, known by the geneOthers consist of
ral name of Kakulla.
small shell<5, sharks teeth, the wing and leg
l)ones of small birds, &c. all which are i>endant on the breast. In this manner they
also wear a polished mother of pearl shell,
or a ring on the upper part of the arm:
rings of tortoise-shell on the fingers; and
several of these joined together form bracelets for the wrists. Two holes are perforated
in the lobes of the ears, wherein they put cylindrical bits of ivory, of the length of three
inches, introduced at one h»)le, and drawn
out of the other or bits of reed filled with
yellow pigment, Tlus appears to be a fine
powder of turmeric, which their women rub
qII over their bodies, in the same manner as
the European ladies use their dry rouge
lapon their cheeks. Personal cleanliness is
and delight. To maintain
their study
bathe
frequently in the ponds,
they
fvhich
to
the
sea, though the water
referring tbeta
;

OIiL!>

aiy

an intolerable stench

;

Ti

lien

theyare

the sea, from a notion
tliat salt water injures the skin, they will
have fresh water poured over them to wash
off its bad etiects. They are extravij^antlv
fond of cocoa-nut oil a great quantity uf
which they pour u[)on their head and shoulders, and rub the body all over with a timaller quantity.
The domestic life of these people
is
neither so laborons as to be <lisagreeable, nor so free from emyioymeist
as to suffer them to degenerate into
indolence. Their country has been so tavonred by nature, that the first can scarcely
occur and their active disposition seer<is 1«
be a sufficient bar to the liLst. By thin fortunate concurrence of circumstances, their
necessary labour yields, in its turn, to their
amusements and recreations,which are never
interrupted by the thoughts of being obliged
to recur to business, till they are induced by

dress of ohlif^ed to batlie in

both sexes is the same consisting of a piece
of clolh or matlinjj, about two yards in
It is double
breaxith, and a halt in length.
petticoat,
hangs
down to
a
like
and,
before,
the middle of the leir. 'I'hat part of the
parment which is above the g:irdle, is plaited
in several folds, and this, when extended, is
sutficieiit to draw up and wrap round tho
;

lias

V.

;

;

.satiety

to

wish

for

that

employment of the women
and

transition. The
is not fatiguing,

generally such as they can without
execute in the house. Ihemakii^
of cloth is entirely entrusted to tbeir caie ;
the process of which manufacture has been
already described. Their cloth is of differt^nt
degrees of fineness; the coarsor kind does
not receive the impression of any |jattein ,
but of the finer sorts, they have various
patterns, differently coloured.
I'he cloth,
in general, is able to resist water for some
time; but that which has the strongest glaze,
is least liable
to be penetrated theieijy.
Another manufacture, consigned also i«> the
women, is that of their mats, which excel
those of most other countries, both with
respect to their texture and beamy. Oi
these there are seven or eight diflerent sorts,
used either for their dress, or to sleep upon;
but many are merely ornamental. These
last are made chiefly from the tough, membraneonspart of the stock of the plantaintree; those that they wear, are generally
composed of the pandanus and the coarser
ki.nd, whereon they sleep, are formed from a
plant called Evarra.
observed several
other articles that employ their female, as
corabs, of which they make great quantities.
is

difficulty

;

We
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small baskets ma<^\e of the same substance as
the mats and others, of the fibrous husk of
tiio cocoa-nnt, either interwoven with beads
or plain all which are finished with extraordinary neatness and taste. The province
of the men is, as niij^ht reasonably be
expected, far more laborious and extensive
than that of the other sex. Architecture
:

;

POLE,

them from the inclemency of the weather.
Those of the better sort are larger, as well asmore commodious and comfortable.
A
house of the middling size is of the following
dimensions, namely, about twelve feet in
height, twenty in breadth, and thirty in
length. Their houses are, properly speaking,
thatched roots or sheds, supported by ratters and posts.
The floor is raised with earth
smoothed, and covered with thick matting.
Some habitations are open all round but
the major part of them are enclosed on the
weather side with strong niats, or with
branches of the cocoa-nut tree, plaited, or
interwoven with each other. A thick mat,
about three feet broad, bent into a semicircidar form, and placed edgeways, with the
ends touching the side of the house, encloses
a sufficient space for the master and mistress
to sleep in. The rest of the family sleep
upon any part of the floor, the tinmarrie5
men and women lying apart from each other.
If the family is large, they have little huts

boat-building",
agriculture,
and
fishing,
tlieir
constitute
principal
occupations,
and are the main objects of their attention.
As cultivated roots and fruits
foFiu tlieir chief subsistence, they find it.
necessary to practice husbandry, wliich, by
their industry, they have brought to a degree
In managing yams and plan•uf perfection.
tains, they dig small holes for their reception,
afterwards root up the surrounding
«ind
j»rass.
The instruments used for this purpose, are called hoo, and are nothing more
than stakes of various lengths flattened and
f^harpened to an edge at one end ; and the
largest
have a short piece fixed transversely, by means of which they press the adjoining, in wliich tlie servants sleep. The
implement into the ground with the foot. whole of their furniture consists of some
When they plant the two above mentioned wooden stools, which serve them for pillows ;
^ogetables, they observe such
particular baskets of different sizes, in which they put
exactness, that, which ever way you turn their combs, fish-hooks, and tools
two or
your eyes, the rows present themselves com- three wooden bowls, in which they make
plete and regular.
The bread-fruit and kava; some cocoa nut shells, a few gourds,
locoa-nuts, are dispersed about, without and a bundle of cloth.
But they are very
any order and when tiiey have arrived at a skilful in building their canoes, which,
certain height, give them little or no trouble. indeed, are the most perfect of their mecha-The same may be said of another large tree, nical productions. The double ones are very
producing a roundish compressed aut, called large, sufficiently so to carry about fifty
eeefee
and of a smaller one, bearing an persons, and they sail at a great rate. They
oval nut, with two or three triangular kernels. fix upon them generally a hut or shed, for
The kappe is, in general, planted regularly, the reception of the master and his family.
and in large spots but the Mawhaha is These are made of the bread-fruit tree, and
iiterspersed among other things, as are also the workmanship is extremely neat. Tliey
the yams and jeejee. Sugar cane is usually appear on the out-side as if they were comin small spots, closely crowded. The mul- posed of one solid piece
but upon closer
berry, of which the cloth is made, is kept inspection, they are found to consist of a
yery clean, and hasagoodspaceallowedfor its great number of planks, fitting each other
growth. The pandanus is commonly plant- exactly, and by means of a ledge on the
ed in rows, close together, at the sides of inside, are secured together with cocoa-line.
the fields.
The single canoes are furnished with an
These people display very little taste or out-rigger. The only tools w hich they mak«
i I'zenuity in the constructioii of their houses.
use of in the construction of these boats, are
Tt>(»se l)elonging to the common people are hatchets, or adzes, of a smooth black stone
;
wretched huts, scarcely sufficient to shelter au£^urs, made of shark? teeth and rasps^
;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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e<>mprtseJortlie rough sUiiiofa fish, fasten- ivory. They likewise inlay with ivory ihti
ed on Hat pieces of wood. 'I'lie same tools handles of fly-ilaps and, with a shark'*
are all tliey have for other work, except tooth, shape bones into figures of men«
'rheir bu'ds, ^vC.
shells, which serve them for knive-^.
Their vegetable diet consists principally of*
the
fibres
coooathe
of
of
made
cordage is
cocoa-nuts, bread-fruit, and yams;
not
than
plantains,
more
thoupfli
which,
h'.jsk,
uut
ten inches lonur, they plait about the size of and their chief articles af aninral food are
a (fjill.to whatever len-^lh may be required, hogs, fish and fowls but the common people
and l)y twisting; frequently eat rats. Hogs, fowls, and turtle,
'a>id roll it np into balls
several of these tojrether, they lorm their however, seem to be oidy occasionaly «lainropes of a lart^er size. Their fishini? bnes ties, reserved for peisons of raidc. '1 Iscir
are as stron<4 and even as our best cord. food is dressed by baking, as at Otaheite
Their small hooks consist entirely ol pearl- and they make, from difi'erent sorts of truit\
bnt the lar2:e ones are oidy covered several dishes, which are very good. They
shell
with it on the back and the j)ointsc)f both soujetimes boil their fish in the ureen leaves
With the of the plantain-tree, which serve as a bac' to
are, in general, of tortoise-shell.
large l)ooks tliey catch albicores, and bonet- hold both fish and water: having titd them
tos, by putting them to a band)OM-rod, about up, they wrap them again in three or four
twelve teet long, with a line of the same other leaves, and place them upon stones
when sufiicientiy
length. They have also a luniiber of small heated for the |)nrpose
seines, some of which are of the most delicate done, they not only eat the fish, but drink
the liquor or soup. They are not very cleantexture
Their musical reeds or pipes, resembling ly either in their cookery, or their meals, or
the syrinx of the antients, have eight or ten niannerof eating. Their usual drink is water,
pieces placed parallel to each other, most of or cocoa-nut milk, the kava being only their
which are of uneqiial lengths. Their llnfes morning beverage. The food that is served
are made of a joint of bamboo, about eigl>- np to the chiefs is generally laid upon planThe king, at his meals-, was
teen inches long, and are closed at both ends, tain-leaves.
having a hole near each end, and four others commonly attended upon by three or four ot
two of which, and only one of the first, are the natives, one of whom cut large [)i('ces of
used by them in playinir. They close the the fish, or of the joint another afterwards
left nostril with the thumb of the left-hand divided it into mouthfuls, and the rest stood
and blow into the hole at one end with the by the cocoa-nuts, and whatever else he
never saw a
other nostril. The fore-finger of the right- might happen to want.
hand is applied to the lowest hole on the large company sit down to a sociable meal,
The women
right, and the middle finc^er of the left, to the by eating from the same dish.
In this manner, with are not excluded from taking thein daily
first hole on that side.
only three notes, they produce a pleasing, repast in company with the men but there
though simple harmony. Their nafia, or are certain ranks that are not allowed either
drum, has been described already. Their to eat or drink together. This distintion
warlike weapons are clubs curiously orna- begins with his majesty, but where it ends we
,

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

We

;

mented, spears,

and

darts.

They make know

Lows and arrows, but

these are intended
for amusement, and not for the purposes of
war. Their stools or rather pillows, are
about two feet long, but only four or five
inches in height, and near four in breadth,
inclining downwards towards the middle,
with four strong legs and circular feet the
whole composed of brown or black wood,
»€atly polished, and sometimes inlaid with
;

not. These people rise at day-break,
and retire to rest as soon as it becomes dark.
They, for the most part, sleep also in the

when

the weather is very hot.
of associating together in
consequence of which, it is not uncommon to
find several hou'^es empty, and the possessors
of them assembled in some otlier house, or
upon some convenient spot in the neigbonrhood, where they relax themselves by

day-time,

They

are fond

:
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conversation and other aimiseme

ts.

Their the person

fdanoing',
When two or three
^ngiiig, and music.
wojnea snap their finders, and sing in conl)ut when there are
cert, it is calletl oobai
more, th*y form several parties, each of
which sings in a diti'erent key w hereby an
Uijreeable melody is made, termed heeva, or
The sons^s are g^eneraliy accomt)aliiiiva.
nied with the music of their flufes. Tlie
dances both of the men and women, are
performed with an ease and g^race not easdy
could not determine
to be described.
private.diversioiis chiefly consis

;

;

We

whom

for

their concern

We saw

was

flS«

the people of Tongatabo©
deploring the death of a chief at Vivaoo ;
and other similar instances occurred duinijf
our stay. The more painful 0}feralions,
however, are firacficed only when they
mourn the death of those most nearly connected with them. W^hen a person dies, he
is wrapped up in mats, oi- cloth, or both, and
pressed.

then interred. The Fiatookas seem to be
appropriated to the chiels, and other persons
of distinction, but inferior [)eop!e have no
particular soot sft apart for their burial.

It

whether their niarriajjes is ancertain what mourning ceremonies
were rendered durable by any kind of solemn follow the general one but we are well
it is
certain, however, that the assured of there bt-ing others which continue
Contract
tjorpartof the peoplecontented themselves a long lime
the funeral of Mareewa;.€e's
with one wife. 'I'he chiefs, indeed, have wife was attended with ceremonies oftive
commonly several women, though there days durati<»n. J'iiese pe<jple seem to conwas otdy one (as we thon^ht) who was con- sider death as a great evil, to avert which
sidered in the light of mistress of the family: they have a \ery singular custom. M'hen
a circumstance remarked among all natioi>s Capt. Cook, dm ing his former voyage, visited
where concubinage and polygamy were these Ishtnds, he observed ihat many of the
allowed. Though female chastity seemed to natives had one or both of their little fingers
be held in little estimatif.'U, not a smgle cut off; of the reason of which mutilatwm he
breach of conjugal fidelity happened, to onr could not then obtain a satisfactory account.
knowledge, during the whole time of onr But he was now informed, that they performcontinuance at these Islands nor were the ed this operation when they are afllicted
anmarried wojnen of rank more liberal of with some dangerous disorder, which theji*
but numbers were of a differ- imagine may bring them to the grave. They
their favours
with

precision,

:

:

m

;

;

:

ent character yet most, if not all of them,
of the lowest class of people
and such of
those who permitted familiarities to our
crews, were prostitutes by niofession.
The concern shewn by tnese Islanders for
the dead, is a strong proof of their humanity.
Besides the Tooge, of which mention luis
;

;

been made before, and burnt circles, and
scars, they strike a shark's tooth into their
plentifully, beat
till the blood flows
their teeth with stones, and thrust spears not
only through their cheeks into their mouths,
but also into the inner part of their thighs,
and into their sides ; so that, to use a common
expression, their mourning may be said to
lieads,

And such a
in wonis but deeds.
rigorous discipline must, one would think,
require an uncommon degree of aflection, or
the most cross superstition, to exact. It is
liighly probable the last lias a share in it :
tor luaoy cuul^ not have any knowledge of
be not

suppose, that the little finger will be accepted
of by the deity, as a kind of propitiatory
sacrifice, sufficiently efficacious to inocure
their recovery.
In cutting it off, they make
use of a stone hatchet.
saw scarcely
one person in ten who was not thus nmtilateo
and they sometimes cut so close, as to
encroach upon that btme of the hand which
joins the amputated fit»ger.
It is also common for the lower class of people to cut off
a joint of their little fing<T, on account of
the sickness of the chiefs to whom they
respecfivt^ly belong.
When this rigid strictness with which they perform their mourning and religious ceremonies is considered,
it might be expected, that they endeavoured
thereby to secure to themselves eternal happiness ; but their principal object regards
things merely temporal
for they have
apparently little conception of future punish oient for sins coounitted in the present

We

;

;
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They believe, liowever, that they (as is (he cust«)m at Otalieite) unless emblewith jdst piiuishmenl in the present matically but there is no reason to doubt ofami, therelore, put every niethotl in their ottemig up human sacrifices. Their
felate
practice to reiiiif r their divinities propitious. Fialookas or .\Iorais, are in geneial, burying
They admit a plurality otMeities. all of lliem grounils and places ol worship some of
iuferiortt) Kallafootonga, who, they say, is a them, however, a(>i>eared to be appropriated
buttlje.se were
female, and the supreme authoress of nature, oniy to the former purpose
lesidinj? above, and directing tlie wind, rain, small, and very inferior to the rest.
We are acquainted only with the general
thunder, iSco. 'J'ht^y are of ojiinion, ihat
when she is much displeased with them, the outlines of their government. A subordina]»roductions of the farfh are blasted, many tion, resemblir)«» the feudal system of our

/ife.
,

.t-.

t

:

;

:

;

things ciMisuined by liiihtnini?, and them- arnestors in l^^urope, is established among
but them
but of its subdivisions, and the constiselves atflicted with sickness and death
J3y some of
tliut when her anirer abates, every thimr is tuent parts, we are ignorant
were informed, that the
iiiiiuediately restored to its former state. the natives we
Among their subordinate deities, they men- kinur's poweris unlimited, and that he has
tion Futtafaihe. or Footafooa, who has the the absolute disposal 01 the lives and (Topernd ministration of the sea, ami its produc- ties of his sub.jects yet the few circumToofooa-boolootoo. god of the clouds stances that fell unoer our ob.servation,
tions
Talleteboo, 3Iattaba, Tareeava, contradicted, rather then confirmed, the sdea
fogs;
and
and others. Tlie same system of principles of a despotic sway. Mareewagee, Feenoii^
iloes tKjt extend
all over
the Friendly and Old Toobou, acted each the part of a
the supreme deity of IJapaee, lor petty sovereign, and not unfreqtiently counIslands
Nor was
instance, being called
Alo Alo.
'Jhey teracted the measures of the knig.
entertain very absurd opinions relative to the court of Poulaho superior nt splendor to
the power and various attributes of their those of Old Toobou and Mareewagee, who,
gods, who, they suppose, have no farther next to his m jesty, were the most potent
and a^ter lliem
concern with then* after <leath. They have, chiefs iu these Islands
liowever, juster sentiments respecting ihe Feenou appeared to stand high- st in rank
immortality of the soul, which they call ami authority. But, however independent
life, the liviuu' principal, or an Otooa, that is of the king the principal men uia,> Oe, the
a divinity. Tliey imagine that, immediately inferior (ieople are totally subject to the will
after death, the soids of their chiels are of the chiefs lo whom they severally belong.
separated iVom their f»odies, and go to a de- The Island of Tongataboo is divided into
Jitrhtful resrion called B 'olootoo, the god of numerous districts, each
of which has its
which is stiled Gooleho by whouj they pro- peculiar chief, who distributes justice, and
bably personify death.
His country, accor- decides disputes within his own territory.
ding to their mythology, is the general reposi- Most of these chieftains have estates in other
tory of the dead and they who are once con- Islands, vvheiice they procure supplies. The
veyed thiih.erdie no more, anil feast on all the kina-. at stated times, receives the productions
favourite prod'ictions of their native soil, with of his distant domains, at Tongataboo,
U'hich this blissful abode is supposed by which is not ortly the usual place ot his
them to be f>Ieutitully furnished. The sou s residence, but the abode ot most persons of
of those in the lowest rank of the people are distinction aonmg these Islands. Its inhasaid to sutFer a kind of transmigration
or bitants rail it frequently the Land of Chiefs,
are eaten up, they think, by a bird, called and stigmatize the subordinate Isles with
Laota, which walks over the araves with the appellation of Lands of Servant*.. Tha
that intent. They do not worship any chiefs are stiled by the people. Lords of
Tisible part of the creation, or any thing the Earth, and also of the son and sky.
made with their own hands nor do they The royal family assume the name of Fataniak«> anv offerings of dogs, hogs, and fruit iaih€, from the god distinguished by that
n^*
33.
3
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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probably considered by them on the contrary, come under his feet. The
'1 he king's pecupatron.
method of doing homage to lum ,und tlM«
1 he order otlier chief's, is as follows the person who is
liar title is simply Tor^ Tonga.
and decorum observe in his pr sence, and to pay obeisance squats down befote the
liliewise in that of tiie other chiefs, are trur^y great personage, and bows the head down to
admirable. Wlienever he sits down, all the the sole of his foot, which he taps or touches,
attendants seat tUemselves before him, form- wjth the upper and under side of the tin?;ers
and leavings a sufficient of each hand then rising up, he retnes.
ing a semicircle,
and him, into which no We had reason to think, that his majesty
them
space between
business, pre- cjiniiot refuse any one who is desirous cf
particular
has
he
unless
one,
sumes, to enter ; nor is any one suffered to paying him this homage, called by the natives
for the people would frequently
sit, or pass behind him, or even near him, moe moea
without his permission. When a person think proper to shew him these rra-ks ot
wishes to speak to his majesty, he comes submission wijen he was walking; and on
forward, and having seated himself betbre such occasions, he was obliged to stop, and
him, delivers in a few words wliat he has to hold up one of his feet behind him, till they
say then, after being favoured with an had performed this respectful ceremony.
answer, retires. If the king speaks to any This, to so corpulent and unwieldy a man as
one, the latter gives an answer from Ids Poulaho, must have been troublesome and
in painful
and we have seen him sometimes
seat, unless he is to receive an order
which case he rises from his place, and seals endeavour, by running, to get out of the
liimself cross-legged. Capt. King has af- way, or to reach a convenient place for sittirmed, that this posture is peculiar to the ting down. The hands, after having been
men, for the females, that gentleman says, thu-? applied, become in some cases useless a
always sit with both their legs thrown a short time; for till these are washed they
on one side. To speak to the king must not touch foot! of any kind. This prohiJ tile
standing, would here be considered as a bition, in a country where water is far from
glaring mark of rudeness. None of the nio^t being plentiful, would be attended with an
civilized nations hav(; ever exceeded these inconvenience, if a piece of any juicy plant,
Islanders in the great order and regularity which they can inmiediately pr«cure, being
maintained on every occasion, in ready and rubbed over the hands, did not serve for
submissive compliance with the command of the purpose of purification. U'hen thus
their superiors, and in the perfect harmony circumstanced, they term their situation
Such a be- taboo rema the former word generally
tliat subsists among all ranks.
remarkable
signifying forl)idden, and the latter implying
itself
in
a
haviour manifests
harangue
hand. When the taboo is incurred, by doing
a
their
chiefs
manner, whenever
to a person of rank, it may thus be
together,
which
homage
assembled
body of tlipui
easily
washed
greatest
attention
off; but in several other
The
happens.
frequently
cases,
must
for a certain period.
are
observed
it
continue
silence
|)rol'ound
most
and
during the harangue and whatever might We have often seen women who have been
be the purport of the oration we never saw a taboo rema, fed by others. The interdicted
single instance, when any one of those who person, after the limited time is elapsed,
were present, shewed signs of being dis- washes herself in one of their baths, which
pleased, or seemed in the least inclined to are, in general, dirty ponds of brackish water.
wiui

title,

astiipir

is

tutelary

:

1

;

;

;

;

;

i

;

;

dispute the <leclared will of the speaker. It She then waits u()on the king, and, after
isapeculi;ir privilege annexed to the person having paid the customary obeisance, takes
of the kirjg, not to be punctured^ nor cir- hold of his foot, which she applies to her
he then
cumcised, as all his subjects are. Whenever shoulders, breast, and other parts
;

be walks

out, all

down

he has

till

who meet him must
passed.
No person

suffered to be over his head

;

but

all

embraces her on both shouldei's, and she
is immediately retires, purified from her unmust. cleanness.
If it be always necessary to
sit
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atliave reronrse to Iils majesty for tln<^ purpose removed from the seat of ^ovfrment.
jfCiior*
yoke
throw
of
s«
to
oti*
the
tempts
thoiij^h
Oniiah
certain,
not
are
we
(of which
But they informed
aissured us it was) it may he one reason for niiglit be apprehended.
travelling: so very fre(|iientlv from one us. that this circumstance never happens.
hi;*
Island to another. The word taboo, as we One reason of their not being thus embroilliave before observed, has a very extensive ed in domestic commotions may be this ;
They call hnman sacrifices, that all the principal chiefs taUe up their
signitication.
and when any partionlar residence at Tongataboo. They also secure
taboo;
i.mnata
fhinsf is prohibited to be eaten, or mude nse the dependence of the other Isles, by the
were told by decisive celerity of their operations for it
of. tiiey say it is taboo.
them, that if the kin^^ should pro into a a seditious and popular man should startup
liouse beloniiin^: to one of his subjects, that in any of them, Feenou, or who<ver happouse wonki become taboo, an<i could never pens to hold I.MS olHce, is immediately disbe again inhabited by the owner of it so patched thither to put him to death ; by
travels, there which means they extinguish an insurrection
that, wherever his nujesty
I'he ditterent
'are houses peculiarly assiLMied for Ins acconi- while it is yet in embryo.
'modiition. At this time Old Toobou presid- classes of their chiefs seemed to be nearly as
ed over the t.dioo ; that is, if Oiiiiah did not numerous as among ns; but there are lew,
inisun«lers1ai\d those who crave him the comparatively speaking, that are lonfs of
It is said,
in'ellierence, he, and hi** defnities, h;ul the extensive districts oi' territory.
.iii^peclion of all the proiliice of the Island, that when a jier^^on of properly dies, all his
but
t.ikimr care that each individual should poss ssions devolve on the sovereign
cultivate and plant his qjioty, ami diiectin",' that It i>j cnsfomury to give them to the eldest
^hat should and \xha< sjiould not be eaten. son of the decease*!, with this condition anBy so prudent a lesru'alicn, lliey take effec- nexed, thai he should provide, out of the
sufticient estate, 'or the other children.
The crown
tual precauti«»ns .iffauist a famine
is hereditary: and we
know, from a pargroniid is employed in riMsm*;- provisions
ticular circn'n<>tan<;e, that the Futtafaihes,
>»^:id every article is secured from n.iiiecessary
,consum|)tion. By auoiher eood regulation, of which family is Poulaho, have reigned,
on officer of rank is appointed to superintend in a direct line, for the sj^ace of at least one
the police. This department was adminis- Imndred and thirty-five years, which have
tered, while we continued among- theuj, by e'apsed between our present visit to these
Feenou, whose business (as we were inform- Inlands, and Tasman's discovery of them.
he was U(<'»n onr inquiring, whether any tradition*
ed) it was to punish all delinquents
also generalissimo, or commander in chief of al account of the arrival of Tasman's ships
Islands, Poulaho himself had been preserved amonar them, till this
ll'.e forces of the
declared to us. that, if he should become a time, we found, that the history had been
loael man, Feenou wouM dethrone, and ki'l delivered down tothem with great accuracy
by which he doubtless meant, that if for they said, that his two ships resembled
liim
he neglected the duties of his high station, ours; and also mentioned the place where
or fi;overn in a manner tliat would prove they had lain at anchor their having c<»nand their quiltitig
prejudicial to the public welfare, Feenou tuiued but a few days
Mould be desired by the other chiefs, or by that station to ffo to Annamooka ; and,
the collective body of the peoi)le, to depose for the purjiose of informing us how long

We

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

him from the supreme command, and put
him to death. A king thus subject to con-

airo this affair happened, they communirat<"d
to us the name of the Fu'tafaihe who reigned

and punishment for abuse af power, at that time, and those who succeeded him in
cannot justly be deemed a despotic prince. the sovereignty down to Poulaho, who is the
When we take into consideration the num- fifth monarch since that period. It might
her of Islands of which this state consists, be imagined, that the pr^-sent rei'jnino: soveand the distance of which some of them are reiKii of the Friendly Isles had the highest

troul
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in )ils dominions; but we fonnd it F.iendiy Isles Otaheite
other ivi«e for Latoolibooloo, whom we
For ooa
Fen ooa
Ijave already noticed, and three la(jies of
Tao
Tao
rank, are superior to Ponlaho himself.

rank

;

These great

personaijes, are distincfuishecl

by

Tammaha, which denotes a chief. Tan2"ata
When we made enquiry concerning them, we Motooa
were informed that the late kmg, father of Ooha
Goo la
Poiilaho, left behind him a sister of equal
the

of

title

rank, and older than himself; that, by a Elaa
native of Feejee, she had a son and two Mohe

and that these three persons, as Tooa
well as their mother, are of higher rank
than the king. The mother, and one of her
daughters

;

(laughters, named Tooeela-kaipa, resided at Taiiee
Vavaoo the other diiughter, called Moun- Fafoore
goula-kaipa, and Latoolibooloo, the son, Elelo
Moungoula-kaipa, Amon
dwell at Tongataboo.
Horo
is the lady of quality whom we mentioned as
having dined with Caj)t. Cook on the 21st of
Latoolibooloo is thought by his ]Matangee
June.
oountrymen to be out of his senses. At Avy
Aliddleburgh, they shewed us a considerable Vefaine
quantity of land, said to be his property; Kohaeea
and, at the same place, we saw a son of his, Ma fauna
a child, who was honoured with the same f)u
and Koe
lespeot title, and homage as his father
the natives much humoured and caressed Ai

English

Land

Madooa

A Lance
Spear
A Man
A Parent

Eooa

Ruin

Oora oora
Era a

Red

Tnata

or

The Sun

Moe

Sleep
To u ton or teou-4 Servant, or
one of viean

rank

Taee
I*;iteere

:

Erero
Moil

Horoee

The sea
Thunder
The Tongue
To holdfast
To wipe, or
cleanse

Malaee

The Wind
Water

Evy
Waheine

A Woman

Yahaeea

What

Mahanna

Warm

Wou

is

that i

I

Oe

Yon.

Ai

IVs

Aee

No

:

this little

Kaee

Tammaha.

The language of these Islands bears, a Ongo(ooroo
great resemblance to that of Otaheite, as Etoo
Tan gee
will appear from the following small colleci^^Ky
tion of words, which we have endeavoured
to

make

as correct as possible.

Ahooroo

Ten

A loo

To rise up
To shed Tears
To eat

Taee

Ky

We

must here observe, that vocabularies
of
this
connot be entirely free Ironi
TABLE, containing a short specimen of errors. kind
These
will unavoidably spring u|»
the Language of the Friendly Islands,
It will be diflicult (o
from
various
causes.
with corresponding words ot' the same sigfix the objects of enquiry, when the concepnification, as used in Otaheite.
tions of tliose from whom we are to learn
words, so widely differ from our own ;
the
English.
Friendly Isles. Otaheite.
nor could much be obtained from a preceptor who knew very few words of any
71ie Bread
Ooma
Koomoo
language that his |)upil was conversant with
Boat orEvaa
Wakka
but, what h?d us frequently into mistakes,
canoe
was, the impossibility of catching the true
Black
Er'
Oole
sound of a word, to which our ears had
The Dawn
Aon
Aho
never been accustomed, from persons, whose
Tareea
The Ear
Tareenga
pronunciation seemed to us, in general, so inEahoi
JFire
Eafoi
distinct,
that two of us writing down the
Girl
Toonea
Taheine

A

A

:

A

Fooroo

Eroroo

The Hair
4

same word from the same mouth, made

use.
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TIE T^X)RLF».

Tlie !anf>n-».r:o flpolif'n by
tlie ^ame.
not ouh' of different vowels, hut even (llfler- exactly
souu.is ui" which are the FnenJlylslaiKi^, is suihcieiitly copjous
eiit coasonants, the
and, besides beinj*
Besiiies, iVom the to express all tlieir ideas
least liable to aml)i.t,niitv.
conversation,
is eusicommon
haniionious
in
natives endeavouriiii; to iiiiitvite us, or from
purposes
of
music,
of
the
ada|»ted
to
ly
them,
we
were
led
misundersfood
;

jjj,rl,yvi„ir

which we had many proofs. As far as we
into strange corrtiptioMS of words thus, tor
could jud^e, from our short intercourse with
ditlerent
totally
though
;\hefcto,
example
the natives, its component parts are not
K;n;;aage
of'j'onthe
in
word,
real
from the
ol its rules it agrees
tatahoo, was always usttl by us to express a numerous and in soilie
indeed it hus
languages
:
This mist^ike took its rise from one, with other known
tiiief.
and verh.'^,
nouns
none
of
the
intilcctions
of
hen
at
ZeaMew
into which we h;ul falUn w
could disas
tongue
but
in
the
Latin
we
that
word
signifies
the
land. For though
cern
easily
the
several
degrees
of
comi)an'?on.
in
the
same
Friendly
very
the
thief there, is
Islands (being Kaeehaa at both places) yet by Among hundreds of words we were able to
:

,•

;

the won! teeie, collect, we found terms to express numbers
and afterwards at as far as a hundred thousand, beyond whicl^
the natives whereof, endea- tlicy either would not, or could not reckons
Tonaataboo
n»^arly as they for having got thus far, thoy commonly use J
vourTn'^' to imitate tis as
cheeto and a word ex{)ressing an indefinite number.
word
the
tabricat«'d
could
mistakes
was
At these Islands the tides are more consiof
complication
this, bv a
derable,
than at any other of Capt. Cook's
own.
our
as
us
by
adopted

some

bluuiler

first

at

New

we had

r.scd

Zealand,

;

;

''

1 he lauirnage of the Friendly Islands discoveries in this ocean, that are situated
bears a striking resemblance to that of New within either of tlie tropics. In the chanZealand, of Otaheite, atid all the Society nels between the Islands, it flows near tide
Many of their words are also the and half tide; and it is only here and in a
Isles.
Kame with those used by the itdj:d)itants of feu places near the shores, that the tide is
Cocos Island, as may be seen by consulting a perceptible so that we could guess only at
vocabulary made there by Le Maire and the quarter from whence the flood conies. In
Schouten. And yet, though Tasman's peo- the road of Annamooka it sets W. S. W. and
pie used the words of that vocabulary, in the ebb the contrary, but it falls into the
speaking to the natives of Toiigatab.o, (his harbour of Tongataboo from the N. VV.
Amsterdam) we are told, in the accounts of passes through the two guts on each side of
his voyage, that they did not understood one Ifotilaiva, where it runs rapidly, and then
another; a circumstance worthy of notice; spends itself in the Lagoon. The ebb reas it shews how cautious we ought to be, tuvus the same way with rather greater force,
upon the scanty evidence athuded by such The N. W. tide, at the entrance of the lagoon,
transient visits as Tasman's, and we say, as, is met by one from the E. by this we found to
those of most of the subsequent navigators be very inconsiderable. At Annamooka it
of the Pacific Ocean, to found and argument is high water near six o'clock, on the full
about the aflinity, or wantofatjinity,of the and change of the moon and the tide rises
lanijuages ofdiff^erent Islands. No person will and falls about six feet, upon a perpendicuventure to say now, that a Cocos man, and lar. In the haibour of Tongataboo the tide
one of Tongataboo,could not understand each ri-es and falls four feet three quarters on
other. Some of the words at Horn Island, the full and change days, and three feet and
another of Schouten's discoveries, arealsoa a half at r.he quadratures,
.l>uri\g our stay here '.ve had several fapart of the language of Tongataboo.
of
the
of
the
vourabie
pronunciation
natives
opportunities of making astronomiThe
whereby we
Friendly Isles differs, indeed, in nsany in- ral end nautical ohservalions
stances, from that both of Of aheite and New ascertained the ditfereuce of lonsritude beZealand nevertheless a great number of Iween Annamouka and Tongataboo with
words, are either very little changed, or iHore exactness than wJis done iu Caj>t
;

;

;

;

;
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Cook's second voyaa^e. The latitude of the
former is 20 deg. 16 min. S. and its longimin. 18 sec. E. The
tude 185 deg". 11
observatory was placed on the west side
and in the middle of the
of this Island
north side of the Island of Tongataboo,
the latitude of which, according to the most
:

accurate observation, we found to be Ql deg.
8 min. 19 sec. S. and its longitude 184 deg".
55 min. 18 sec. E. Having' now concluded
our remarks on the Friendly Islands, and

we shall take a tinal leave of
them, and resume in the next chapter, the
prosecution of the iiistory of our voyajje.
the natives,

CHAP.

VII.

JPhe Resolution «>/».» Jh'scovettf direct their Course for Otaheite and the Society Isles ; Heavy squslh
end blowing weather ; An Eclipse oj the Moon observed ; 2^hey discover the Jdand oj 7^oo.bouui
Description oJ the persons^ Dress, and Canoes, of the
Its Situation Extent, and Produce ;
Inhabitants ; The two ships arrive in Oheitepea Harbour at Oiuhetie ; Oiniah's Reception ;
His imprudent Conduct ; An Account of two Spanish Ships, which hud tu ice visited the Island ;
Great Demaiidjor red Feathers ; Capt. Cook visits a chief, said by Omiah to be the Oila, or God
ej Bolahola ; Account of a House erected by the Spaniards ; InsCi tptwns ; 7 he Cf.ptains Interview with Waheifidooa ; Description of a Toopnpaoo ; An Enthusiast ; The Ships anchor in
JMatavai Bay; Interview with Otoo, King of Otaheite; Oviiuh's tnipiudent liehuviour ; Auifnnls landed and Occupations on shore ; Visit Jrum a Native who had been at Lima ; Pcrticulafs
Rebellion in Eimeo ; A council of Chiejs called, who declare Jor War ;
relating; to Oedidee;
human Sacrifice offered for the Success of their Arms ; An Account oJ the Cereniouies at the great
Morai, and the Behaviour of the Natives ; Other particular Customs among the Otaheiteans.

A

A

A

ON

Thursday, the 17th of July, when
our intended port, the
b*idy of Eaoo, at eiijht o'clork in the evening-,
bore N. E. by N. distant tliree leiigues. The
WJnd blew a fresh crale at east and we stood
steering for

;

E. the weather became tempestuous, and a
sudden squall carried away the main-top,
and top pallynt-mast of the Discovery She
had also her jib carried away, aud her mainsail split.
It is aslonishinc;' to see with what
spirit and
alacrity English sailors exert
themselves on such occasions. Au»idst a
storm, when it would have been almost impossible fur a lands-man to have trusted himself upon deck, the sailors mounted aloft,
and with incredible rapidity cleared away
the wreck, by which they preserved the sliip.
Nothinc equal to this disaster had happened
to the Discovery in the course of her voyage,
Nor did the Resolution escape the fury of
this storm.
We were, at this time, under

wkh it to the south, till after six o'clock the
next morniner. when, in latitude 22 deg.
24 min. S a stidden squall took our ships
aback, and before they could be trimmed on
the other tack, the main sail and top-gallant
sails were much torn. On the IGth, the wind
kept between the S W. aud S. E and the next
day veered to the E. N. E. and N. In the
niiiht between the 20th and 21»^t, an eclipse of
the moon was observed^ when we found our
ship to be in latitude 22 deg. 57 men. 30 sec.
and in longitude 186 deg. 57 min. 30 sec. .single reefed to|>sails, courses, and .stay-sails.
continued t<^ stretch to the E. S. E. with- Two of the latter were almost demolished,
rmtmeetiuGT with any thing rern-arkable till and it was with the utmost ditficinty tliat we
Tuesday the 29th, when, in l-ititdde 28 de\:i. saved the other sails. The .squall being over,
6 iniu. S. and in longitude 189 deir. 23 min. we saw several lights moving on board the

We

6
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conrlmlf-'d that some- canoes, wherein were about a dozen men,
ami wlio padtlled towards us. In order to give
IJotli wiiul
thin^r hiul i;ivc;n way.
noon,
these canoes time to corne np \vjth ns, as
till
nnseHled
wt'rtth.er continued very
I'ormer
well astosomid for anchorajie, we shortened
and
the
n|>>
cleared
latter
Mhen ti»e
we
sail; and, at the distance of half a mile from
day
This
quarter.
the
\V'^
N.
in
fettled
were visited hy some pintado birds, which the reef, we found from 40 lo 35 fathoms

niTOvery

were the

;

wlifnre

first

we

we had seen

since

we

left

land,

Capt. Clerke made a
and by the return
us
gio-nal to speak with
that the head
informed,
boat
we
were
of our
sprung in
had
main-mast
Discovery's
the
of
ftuch a manner, as lo render the rij^ii^iuf? of
enother top-mast exceeding dangerous;
that having lost his to|)-gallant-yard, he had
nor a spar to make
iii>t another on hoard,
hun our s|)rit-saii
sent
we therefore
rne
lop-sail-yard, which supplied this want for
and the next day, by getting up
the [)resent
a jnry-top-mast, on which was set a mizento[>-sail, the Discovery was enabled to keep
way with the Resolution.
On Friday, the 1st of August, the Discovery's company celebrated the anniversary
of their departure from England, having
beenjnst one year absent. The men were
indulged with a double allowance of grog,
and tliey forgot in the jollity of their cans,
the hardships lo which they had been exnosed in the late storm. We steertd E. N.
E. and N. 11, without meeting witli any
remarkable occurrence till Friday the 8th,
of th«

At noon,

;Jlst,

;

The canoes having

a<!vanced within
suddenly stopped,
U'e desired Omiah, as was usual on sucli

water.

pistol-shot of the ships,

occasions, tociuieavour to prevail upon theui
to c(»me nearer
but none of his arg^uments
;

could induce them to trust themselves within our reach,
'j'hey often |>ointed e/jgerly t»
the shore with 'heir paddles
at the same
time calling to us to go thither and njany
of the people on the beach hehl up somethinsf
white in their hands, whiclj we construed a*
an invitation for us to land. A\^e cojdd ea^oly
have accomplished this, there being good
anchorage without the reef, and an opening?
in it, though which the ca«oes had passed
but it was not thought prudent to risk th*
advantage of a ftiir wind, in order to examine
an Island that to us at present appeared to
be of little consequence. We required no
refreshments, if we had been certain of
meeting with them there, and therefore, after
having made several unsuccessful attempts,
to prevail upon the Islanders to come along
side, we made sail to the north and
left
Iheni having iSrst learned that the name of
at the their Island was Toobouai.
It was a new

:

;

;

;

:

;

when, at eleven o'clock, the man
mast-head called out land, which we observ- discovery, situate in 23 deg. 25 mim. Si
«d bearing N. N. E. nine or ten leagues latitude, and 210 deg. 37 min. E. longitude,
distant.
At first it appeared like separate A gentleman on board tlie Discovery says ;
but as we approached, we found it the men appeared of the largest stature, and
Islands
was connected, forming one and the same tattowed from head to foot their language
Island.
We made directly for it, with a fine different from any we were yet acquainted
their dress not unlike that of the
gale, and at seven o'clock, P. M. it extended with
from N. by E. to N. N. E. distantfourleagues Amsterdammers their complexion darker ;
On the 9th, at day-break we steered for the their heads ornamented with shells, feathers,
N. W. or lee side of the Island and as we and flowers; and their canoes neatly constood round its S. \V. part, we saw it guard- structed and elegantly carved. Of their
ed by a reef of coral-rock, extending in some manners we could form little or no judgeplaces, at least, a mile from the land, and a ment. They appeared extremely
timid;
high surf breaking over it As we drew but, by their waving green boughs, and exhinear, we saw people walking or running biting other signs of peace, they gave us
Along- shore, on several parts of the coast, reason to believe that they were friendly,
and, in a short time after, when we had reach- They exchanged some small fish and cocoa*
«d the lee side of the Island, we saw two nuts for nails and Middleburgh cloth. Id
7
;

;

;

;

;
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our approach to Toobouai, some of our with a gradual curve, and, like the nppef
gentleinen, on board tije liesolution, ttiacle I)art of tlie sides, was carved all over. The
rest of the sides were ornamented with flat
the few following reiiiarks.
The greatest extent of ihis Island, in any white shells curiously disposed. They were
but conducted with small paddles whose blades
direction, is not above live or six miles
the above gentleman, belou'^ing to the Dis- were almost circular and they sometimes
covery, says, " Its greatest length is about paddled with the two opposite sides so close
twelve miles, and its breadth about four." together, that they appeared to be but one
tSmall, however, as it appeared to us, there boat ; the rowers occasionally turning their
at faces to the stern, and pulling towards it,
are hdls in it ofa considerable elevatian
the foot ot* which is a narrow border of fiat without turning the canoes round. Seeing
Jand, extendinj^ almost all round it; bor- we were determined to leave them, thej
dered with a white sand beach, except a few stood up, and repeated something loud
rocky cliffs in one part, with patches of trees but Wf knew not whether they were expresinterspersed to their sumutits. This Island, sinsT hostile intentions, or friendship. It is
as we were informed by the men in the certain, however, that thty had not any weanor could we with our
canoes, is plentifully stocked with h(>i^s and pons with them
fowls; and produces the several kinds of glasses discover, that those on. shore were
fruits and trees that are to be met with in this armed.
Leaving this Island, we proceeded, with
neighbourhood. We discovered also, that
the inhabitants of Toobouai speak the lan- an easy bret-ze, to the north, and on Tuesday
guage of Otaheite an indubitable |)roof the l.th, at day break, we came in sight of
that they are of the same nation. Those the Island of Maitea. Soon after the man
whom we, on board the Kesolntion, saw, at the mast head called out land, which
were a stout copper coloured people; some proved to be the Island Oi Oiaheite. of which
of whom wore their hair (which was straight we were in search the point of daite Feha,
and black) flowing about the shoulders, and or Oheiiepeha Bay, bearina: west, four
otliers had it tied in a bunch on the cown of leagnes distant. For this bay we steered, inthe head. Their faces were roundish and tending to anchor there, in order to procure
and their coun- some refreshments from the S. E. part of the
full, but the features flat
tenances ex|)ressed a de:^ree of natural fero- Island, before we shifted to Matavai, where
Their covering was a piece of narrow we expected our j>;intipal supply. We had
city.
stuff* wrapped round the waist, and passing a fresh gale till two o'clock P. M. v\hen at
between ttie thighs but some of those whom above a league from tlie bay, the wind sudwe beheld upon the beach, were completely denly died away. About two hours after,
clothed in white. S une of our visitors, in we had stuhitn s(pialls, with rain, from the
the canoes, had their necks ornamented with east so that, after having in vain attempted
Eearl siielis and one of them continued to gain the anchoring place, we were obliged
lowing a Jarge conch-shell, to which a to stand out^ and spend the night at sea.
Fie As we aj)proached the Island, we were
feed, of about two feet long, was fixed.
began in a long tone, without any variation, attended by several canoes, each containing
and afterwards couverted it into a kind of two or three men: but being of the lower
musical instrument. Whether the blowing class Omiah took no particular noticeof them,
of the conch was with any particular view, nor they of him. They did not know that
or what it portended, we cannot say, but we Le was one of their countrymen, though
never found it to be the messenger of peace. they had conversed with him for some time.
As to their canoes, they appeared to be almut At length a chief, whom Capt. Cook had
tliirty feet long and they rose about two I'eet known before, named Ootee, and Omiah's
above the surface of tfie water, as they floated. brother-in-law, who hap|)ened to be at this
:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

projected a little; the after- time, at this corner of the Island, three or
part rose to the he.j^ut ol two or three feet, four others^ all of whom knew Omiab^

Tne

fore-{)art

9

AND KOUND THE WORLD,
before l«fi einl);irke(l with Capt. Fiirncanx,
yet there was notliiiii;- in the
«*ameo!J board
their meetinp:, but
strikin;?iii
or
leiuler
least
|)erfect
iiulitlerenee on
a
contrary,
oil tlie
:

botl) sides,

till

Oiniah,(on<lr.ctinu- his brotlier
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left behind them two priests, a boy or servant,
and a fourth person, whom they called
Mateema, much spoken of at this time
taking away with them, when they sailed,
four of the natives: that about ten months
;

nta the cabin, opened a drawer, and g-ave afterwards, the same ships returned, bringing
this circnmstance back only two of the natives, the other two
hi.-n a few red leathers:
to the res.t of the having died at Lima
and that, atter a
coininnnicated
being soon
before
woiddhardshort
stay,
who
they
took
away
the people they
Oufee
nativesondeek,
that
they
had
left, but that the house they had erected
miirht
now
beprged,
him,
speaUto
ly
exchan^^e names. was now standing.
i)e Tayos (friends) and
Omiah readdy accepted of the honour, and a On Wednesday, the 13ih, we were surroundratitied the a<rreenjet)t. ed with an incredible number of canoes,
i»resent of reil feathers
sent ashore for a crowde<l with people, who brought with
Ootee
retarn,
iy way of
however,
to all of ns them plenty of hogs and fruit: for the agreeevident,
was
hog. It
nre-^ent, that it was not the n)an, but his able news of red feathers being on board the
Had he not two ships, had been propagated by Omiah
property, that they esteemed
quantity of feathers?
<]isplayed histreaviire of red tVathers. a com- and his friends.
mo(bty of ureal estitnation in the Is!an<J, it is which might be taken from the body of a
amalter of doabt whether they would have tom-tit, would, early in the morning, have
bestowed a single cocoa-nut upon hiuj. |)urchased a hog of forty or fit'ty ponnd.9
but as the whole shij)s crew were
JSucli wasOtniah's first reception amon<? iiis weiirht
countrymen and tliont>:h we did not expect possessed of some of tliis precioivs article ot
it would be otherwise, yet shll we hoped. trade, it decreased above five hundred per
that the valuable stock of presents, with cent in itr, value, in a few hours: however,
which he had been possessed by the liber- the balance, even then, was in our favour
and red feathers still pre*;erV"»
ality of his friends in Euirland, would be the C(mside!al)ly
into
conseed
hiin
su[>eri(/rity
over every other commodity.
raising
a
of
means
certain
quence among the first persons of rank Some of the natives would not dispose of a
This, hog, without receiving an axe in exchange ;
throuifhout the Society Islands.
indeed, must have l)een tlie case, had he as to nails, beads, and many other trinkets,
conducted himself with any deirree of pru- which during our former voyages, were held,
dence but he paid little attention to tlie in high estimation at this Island, tljey were
re[)eated advice of his best friends, and laid now so much despised, that few would even
deign to look at them. Having had little
himself open to every imposition.
Through his means we were informed by wind all this morning, it was nine o^cIock
the n-itives who cameoiFto us, that vince before we could get info the bay, where we
Capt. Cook last visited this Island in 1774, moored with two bowers. Soon after, Omiah's
two ships Imd been twice in this bay, and sister came on board, to congratulate him
had left animals there, resembling those we on his arrival. It was ()leasimr to observe,
had on board but on a minute enquiry into that, to the honour of both of these relations,
particulars, we found them to consist only of their meeting was marked with the expreshogs, dogs, goats, a bull, asid the male of sions of the tenderest affection, more easily
anotlier animal, which they so imperfectly conceived ihau {'.escribed.
When this affecting scene was closed, and
described, that we could not conjecture wJiat
tlie
come
ship properly moored, Omiah attended
had
tliev
said,
These
shif>-,
it was.
supCapt.
which
v.e
Cook on siiore. The Captains firsi
lieem.i,
called
place,
a
from
posed to be Lima the capital of Peru, and visit was paid to a persona^re, whom Oniiah
as a very extra*»r<!iiiary ov.e
ttiat these late visitors were consequently represented
Spaniards. They also t(;ld us, that the fir.st indeed, nothing less as he affirmed, than th©
They found him stated
time thev arrived, thev built a house, auU god Bulabola.
;

A

:

;

;

.

:

^o.

a^.
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under one of those awnini^s. which are

by

Gcorgius tertivs Rr.r, Ann's,
1773, 1774, ct 1777: " Kiuij
George the third, in the years 1767, &e." ;
After which, the Captain told the native*
who were present, to beware of their Spanor Orra, which is the name of|dfod of JBalabo- ivsli visitors, and not to be too fond of them.
From Near the foot of the cross the Islanders pointhis real name was Ktary.
],i ; but
Omiah's extraordinary account of this man, ed ont to us the grave of the commodore of
it was expected to have seen religious adora- the two ships, who died heie, while they lay
but very little wasobsery- in the bay, on their first arrival. His name*
tion paid to him
.^d that distinguished him from other chiefs, as near as we could gather from their pronunOmiah presented to him a tuft of red feathers, ciation, was Oreede. 'i'he Spaniards, whatbut, ever ihcir views might have been in visiting
fastened to the end of a small stick
attention
was this -Island, seenied to have taken infinite
his
conversation,
after a little
sister,
his
mother's
of
pains to have ingratiated themselves with the
presence
the
by
excited
bedewand
had
his
feet,
natives,
upon all occasions, mentioned
at
already
was
who
ed them plentifully with tears of.joy. The them with the strongest terms of respect, and
On this occaCaptain left him with the old lady in this esteem, and even veneration.
situation, surrounded by a number of people, sion, the Captain met with no chief of any
and went to take a view of the house, said to considerable note, excepting the aged perswii
described.
Waheiadooa, kiug ©f
liave been erected by the strangers who had above
He found it standing Tiaraboo, (as this part of the Island is called
lately landed here.
and by the natives) was now absent and we
at a small distance from the beach
,.:;omposed of wooden materials, which a|)- were afterwards informed, that, though his
peared to have been brought hither ready name was the same, he was not the same
j)repared, in order to sit up as occasion might person as the chief whom Capt. Cook had
but his brother, a youth
rrquire, for the planks were all numbered, seen here in 1774
the
rooms,
in
inner
of
ten
years
who had succeeded the
of
age,
sinall
low
It consisted of
table,
a
bench,
a
Waheiadooa.
also discovered, that
bedstead,
elder
were
a
cf which
which
the
of
the
celebrated
Oberea
was
dead; but that
other
tritles,
and
hats,
old
Kome
natives seemed to be remarkably careful, as Otoo, and all onr other friends were alive,
On the Captain's return from the house
well as of the building itself, which had
received no injury fr<Hn the weather, a kind erected by the Spaniards, he found Omiah
of shed having been erected over it, for its haranguing a very large company and with
preservation. Scuttles, serving as air-holes, difficulty could disengage him to accompany
appeared all round the building; perhaps him aboard, where he had the following imihey might also be intended for the addition- portant matter to settle with the ships commuskets, panies.
Knowing that Otaheite, and the
al purpose of firing from with
should necessity require it; for the whole neighbouring Islands, could supply us plenerection seemed to indicate a deeper design tifully with cocoa-nuts, the liquor of which
Ihan the natives were aware of. At a little is a most excellent beveraife, he wished ts
distance from the front of this building stood prevail upon those under his command to
wooden cross, on the transverse part of consent to be abridged, tor a short time, of
ft
which was this inscription; Christus inncit ; their allowance of spirits to mix wiih water.
**
Christ overcometri" and, on the perpen- But as this, without assigning; some powerdicular (which confirmed our conjecture, ful reason, might have (»ccasioned a general
that the two ships were Spanish) was engrav- murmur, he assembled our ship's company,
1774." In the to communicate to them the intent of the
Curolns HI. imperat,
ed
reign of Charles the Tiiird 1774." Capt. voyage, and the extent of our future operaCook seeing this, very properly preserved tions. He took notice of the generouf
4he memory of the prior visits of the English, rewards offered, by parliament, to snob
usii-

He was
oily carried in their !ar'j:er canoes.
lost
the
use
of
his
limbs,
so
far
had
old, and
tliat lie W.VS carried from place to place upon
a isaud barrow. By some he was called Olla,

iiiscrih.ng'

;

1767, 1769,

;

;

whc

:

;

;

We

;

;

;
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AND ROUND THE WORLD.
wViD should first disoover a coimnunicatlon
betuven the Atlantic aiul l^acitic; Oceuns, in
the NiHthern ll.L'inisi)here, as well as to those
wlio shili lirst penetrate l)ey<)n(l the HiH\\
He said, he did
desj. '»t northeni latitude.
donbt,
that
he should tind
entertain
a
not
them ready to co-operate with him in attemplin^' to one, or both these rewards
but, it would be necessary to be strictly
economical in the expenditure of our stores
and provisJojis, as we had not a chance of
gettinu' a supply after otn* departure from
these Islands, The Captain further observ«d, that the duration of our voya>fe would
exceed by a year, at least, what jjad been
oris'iually s!ij»posed, by ouv havinir lost the
oppoitunily of pr(jceedin<r to the north this
summer. He be2:^ed thein to consider the
various ol)struclions, and asfixravated hanlships , they must yet labour under, if necessity shoidd obli'^f us to be fnit to a sJjoft
allowance, of any kinds of provisions, in a
cold climate.
He therefore sulunitted to
them, whether it would nut be most adviseabletobe prudent in tiuie, rather tha/i
run the risk of having; their spirits exhausted,
\yhen they cnight be (uost wanted, to consent
to be withiMit their j?ros^ at present, when we
could supply its place with so excellent a
liquor as that tVom tlie coc<ia-nuts.
He
added, nevertheless, that he would l^ave the
determination entirely to their own choice.
This proposal tiid not remain a i:)ou»ent
under consideration, and o<ir commander
had the satisfaction to tind, tliat it was
;

unanimously approved of

Upon

tliis,

he
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she stood in much need of; liaving", at times,
a considerable deal of water in our
passaj^e tVom the I'riendly Isles.
also
put oin* cattle on shore, and apj)ointed two
of our hands to look alter tljem, while tirazing"
not intenciing" t<; leave any of thern on
I'he two followint;^
this part of the Island.
days it rained most incessantly notwithby the
standinj? whicli, we were visited
natives from every quarter, the news of our
arrival having" most rapidly spread.
Waheiadooa, though at a considerable distance,
had been informed of it, and in the afternoon
otSaturday the I6lh, a cliief, named Eiorea,
who was his tutor, brouijht the Captain two
botes, acquainting' him, at the same time.
that he him.self would attend him the day
affer. He was punctual to his promise; for
on the 17ih, early in the morning-, Capt.
Cook received a messaj^e from Waheiadooa,
notifying* his arrival, and requesting he would
come ashore to meet hijn. In consequence
of this invitation, Omiaii and the Captain
prepared to n»ake him a visit in form,
Omiah, on this occasion, took some pains to
dress himself, not after Ihemannerof the En«
iriish.nor thatof Otaheite, orTong-ataboo, or
in the dress of any other country upon the
earfh
but in a strange medley of all the
habiliments and ornaments lie was possessed
of.
Thus equipped, on landing, they first
p:».id a visit to Eta^y, who, carried on a handbarrow, accompanied them to a large build*
ing- where he was set down; Omiah seated
himself on one side of him and the Captain on the other.
Waheiadooa, the yonnj^
chief, soon after arrived, attended by his
mother, and several principal men, who all
seated themselves opposite to us. One who
sat near the Captain, made a short speech,
consisting of .sep'.rate sentences; part ef
which was dictated by those about him.
Another on the opposite side, near the chief,
n>ad(!

We

;

;

;

ordered Capt. Clerke to make a similar i)roposal to his people, which they also readily
agreed to. The serving of grog was therefore
immediately stof)ped, excjpt on Saturday
nights, when all tiie men had a full allowance of it, to gratify them with drirdving the
healths of their female lasses in England;
lest amidst the pretty girls of Otaheite, they spoke
next; Etary after him, and then
should be totally forgotten.
Ouiiah. The subjects of these orations were,
Thursday the ) 4th, we besan some necessa- Capt. Cook's arrival, and his connections
ryoperations,siich as inspectim: the provisions with them. Among other things, one of
-in the main and forehold ; getting the casks them
told the Captain, that the men of
of bet.;', pork, &c. out of the giouud tier, and Reema desired they would not sulfer him t»
putting a quantity of ballast in their place, come into Oheitepeha Bay, if be should
The ship wa3 ordered to be caulked; which return again to the Island, for that it T7a»
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but that so far from regardwas authorized no-.v to
surrender to him the province of Tiaraboo,
and every thing that was in it. Hence it is
evident, that these people are no strangers
to the policy of accommodating themselves

llieir

property

;

ing this request, he

to present circumstances. The young chief,
at length, was directed to embrace Capt.
Cook and, as a confirmation of this ti*eaty
offriendship, they exchanged names. After
this ceremony was over, he and his friends
accompanied the Captain, to dine with him
onboard. HereOmiah prepared, as a present for Otoo, tl>e king of the whole Island,
a maro, composed of red and yellow feathers
;

;

and, consideringthe placewe wej'eatjit was a
present of great value. The Captain endeavoured to prevail on him not to produce it
iiow, wishing him to wait till he might have
an opportunity of presenting it to Otoo with
But he entertained too
Jiis own hands.
good an opinion of his countrymen, to be
guided by his advice, he was determined to
carry it ashore, and to entrust it with Waheiadooa, to be forwarded by him to Otoo, and
added to the royal maro. By this manageinent he weakly imagined, he shoidd oblige
both chiefs; on the contrary, he highly
disobliged him, whose favour was of the
most consequence at this part of the Island,
tvithoat obtaining any reward from the
other. The Captain was prophetic on this
occasion
for VVaheiadona, as he expected,
kept the maro for himself, and only sent to
Otoo about a twentieth part of what composed the magnificent present.
Tuesday the 39th, it blew a hard gale, and
we were obliged to veer out twenty fathom
more of our best bowercable, as we nule
hard at our moorings. jVIost of the fresh
provisifMis, with which we had been supplied
at the FrienJIy I'^les, havinu: been expended
in the voyage, orders were given to prohibit
nil trade with the natives, except for provisions
and that only with such persons as
were appointed purveyors for the shi()S by
which prudent resfulation, fresh provisions
were soon procured in plenty, and every
man was allowed a pound and a half of
pork every day. In the moridng, Capt.
i/ook received from the young chief a present
;

:

;

;

4

often

some

clolb, and a qiinniity of
evening- we exhibited and
played off fire-works, whicli both pleased
and astonish d (he numerous speclafor.e.
This day some of o)ir gentlemen, in their
walks, discovered, as they thought, a Roman
Catholic Ciiapel. They described the altar,
which, they said, they liad seen, and eviiy
other constituent part of such a |>lace of
worship, yet, at the same time, (hey intimated, that two persons, who had the care of it,
would not permit them to go in; on which
account the Captain bad the curiosity to
fruit.

lioi^s,

In the

himself
The supposed chapel
bea Toopapoo, wherein the bod/
late AVaheiadooa was deposited, in a

survey it
proved to
ot the

kind of state. It lay in a pretty large house,
enclosed with a low pallisadoe. '^I'he Toopepoo was remarkably neat, and resembled
one of those little awnings oyer their large
canoes. It was hung and covered with niat*
and cloths of a variety of colours, which
had a beautiful efiect. One piece of searlt-i
broad-cloth of the letigth of four or five
yards, appeared conspicuous among other
ornaments, which [probably had been rereived as a present from the vSpaniards. This
cloth, and some tassels of feathers, suggested
to our gentlemen the idea of a chapel; and
their imagination supplied whatever else
was wanting to create a resemblance hearing that the Spaniards had visited this |)lace
might also pper.'?te on their nunds upon
this occasi')n, and add to the probability of
its being a chapel.
Soiiie small ofle rings of
fruits and roots seeme<l to be made daily at
thisshrirje, several pieces being now fresh,
These were deposiit'd on a kind of altar,
:

wliirh stood witlniit the pallisadoes \\ithiu
which we u ere not permitted to enter. Two
men constantly attend here, both night and
day, as well to watch over the plare, as to
dress and undress the Toopapoo.
When we
came to view it, the cloth and its appendages
were rolled up but at the Captain's request,
tiie two attendants placed it in order, but
not till after they had dressed themselves in
white robes.
Tiie chief, we were informed,
;

;

had been dead about twenty months.

On Friday the 22d, in the morning, the live
stock were taken on board, and we prepared
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Hie next <lay, while the ships were sail, and the snmt cv^nircf nnchcnd in
flifsea.
but the Discovery did not
>lMmoori^^^ Oiniah, Cupl. Cook, and other Matavai Bay
consequently
Centleinen, Innded, in order to take leave of ^et in till the next niornu)!,'
Che youn:? chief. While we were conversing- >he man's proiihecy was ha! Hu filled. Jn a
vith i»im. one of those persons they call jonrnal beloniiinji- to one on hoard the Disi'iatooas, from a persuasion that they possess co very, we find this account of her sett in!?'
**
On the 2.3d»
the spirit of the divinity, presented himself sail, and arrival at Matavai.
of
about nine o'clock, A. M. wc weijjhed, and
before us. lie had all the appearance
insanity; and his only covering was a quan- sailed, accom[)anied uilh several canoes,
tity of plantain leaves wrapped round his though the wind blew a storm, and we sailHe uttered what he liad to say in a cd under donbh-reefcd t()j)-saiis. In the
%vaist.
low squeaking voice, so as hardly tobeun- evening the Resolution took her old station
but the wind suddenly
derstood but Omiah said he perfectly com- in Matavai Jiay
prehended him, and that he was advising shifting, and the breeze coming full from
young Waheiadooa not to accompany Capt. the land, we were driven three leagues
Cook to Matavai, an expedition we did not to the leeward of the bay, by which we were
know he intended, nor had the Ca|)tain ever reduced to the necessity of working all
made such a proposal to him. The Eatooa night to windward, amidst thunder, lighlalso predicted, that the ships would not ning, and rain, and among rej fs of c<iral
In this, how- rocks, on which we every moment expected
arrive that day at Matavai.
burnt false fires, and tired
ever, he was mistaken, though appearances, to perish.
we confess, favoured his assertion, as, at the several guns of disr-ress but no answer frotn
time, there w^s not a .single breath of wind the Resolution, nor could we see any object
While he was delivering todirect us, during this p.crilous night. In
in any direction.
Ins prophecy, a heavy shower of rain came the morning of the 24tlj, the weather cleared
on, which occasioned all to run for shelter, up, and we could see the Resolution aJjout
except himself, who affected to despise it. three leagues to the windward of us, when a
lie continued squeaking about half an hour, shift of wind happened in our favour, we
and then retired. Little attention was paid took advantage of it, and by twelve at noori
to what he ntterid
and some of the natives were safely moored within a cable's length
laughed at him. The Captain asked the of the Resolution.''
chief whether the enthusiast was an Earee,
It isijufjossible to give sm iKlequafe idea of
or a Tow-tow
he answered, that he was a the joy, which (he natives expressed on onr
had man: and yet, notwithstanding this arrival. The shores every where resonndnot a child that
reply, and the little notice taken of the mad ed with the nanie of Cook
prophet, superstition so far governs the na- could lisp Toole was silent. I'he manner
lives, that they absolutely believe such per- whereby these ptopie express their joy is so
sons to be filled w ith the spirit of the Eatooa. difierent from our sensations, that w ere we to
Oniiali seemed to be well instructed concern- see persons stabbing themselves with sharks
jng them. He said, that during the fits, with teeth, till their bodies were besmeared with
which they are seized, they know not any blood, we should thijik they were pierced
person, and that if any one of the inspired with the most frantic despair, and that it
natives is a man of property, he will then would be almost impossible to assuage their
giveaway every moveable he possesses, if grief ; whereas, beating their breasts, tearing
their hair, and wounding' their heads and
his friends do not put them out of his reach
not
to
beseems
have
herecovers,
their bodies, are the most significant signs of
when
and,
the least remembrance of what he had done their gladness to see their friends. lint, at
now the same time, they are ready to overwhehu
duringthetimeof the frenzy, or fit.
returned on board, and soon after, a light you with kindness, and would give you, for
br«eze springing up at east, we got under the moment, all they have in the woild, yet
;

;

I

;

:

We

;

;

;

:

;

We

;
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the very nc^'t li.tiur, they will crave all back respected. But unfortunafely, Omiah' re^
again, and, like children, teaze you for every jected his advice, and behaved in s nnpru-i
dent a manner, that he soon lost the friendthijiff you have got.
In the m<»rnin'^ of this day, being- Sunday .shipof Otoo, and of all the most considerathe 24th, Otoo, the kin;?oftlie whole Island, ble people at Otaheite. He associated with
accom|>anied by a great number of ihe na- none but vagab«)nds and strangers, whose
tives, in their canoes, came from Oparree, sole intention was to plunder him
and if we
l>is place of residence, and having landed on had not interfered, they w«»uld not have left
Matavai point, sent a messenger on board, him a sinirle artick* of any vatne. This conintimating his desire to see Capt. Cook there. duct drew upon him the ill will of the prinThe Captain accordingly went ashore, at- cipal chiefs who f und that they conUl not
tended by Omiah and some of the ofHcers. obtain, froui any one in either ship, such vafound a vast multitude of people assenj- luable presents as were bcNtowed by Omiah
bled on this occasion, in the midst of whom on the lowest .'if the natives. After dinner, a
was the king, with his father, his two bro- |}arty of us accom|)anied Otoo to Oparree,
The Captain salut- taking with us some poultry, consisting of a
thers, and three sisters.
ed him, and was followed by Omiah, who peacock and hen, a turkey cock aiul hen,
kneeled and embraced his legs. Though three geese and a gander, one duck and a
Ouiiah had prepared himself for ceremony by drake. All these we left at Oparree, in the
dressing himself in his best apparel, and be- possession of Otoo and the ireese and durlxs
fonnd
haved with great respect and modesty, yet beaan to breed liefore we sailed.
very little notice was taken of him. lie there a gander, that Caf»tain Wallis had ijivmade the king a present of two yards of en to Oberea ten years before we als-o met
with several goats, aiul the Sj)anish bull, a
gold cloth, and a large tassel of red feat!«prs
and the Captain gave him a gold laced hat, fine animal of his kind, whom they kept tied
a suit of tine linen, some tools, a quantity to a tree, near the habitation of Otoo.
of red feathers, and one of the bonnets worn now belon'jed to Etary, and had been conThis visit being veyed from Oheitepeha, to this place, in order
at the Friendly Islands.
royal family, to be shipped for Bolabola.
the
On Monday,
all
over, the king, and
on
boar<l,
followed
the
25tl),
we
sent
to
this
bull,
Cook
the
three cows
Capt.
accompanied
with
we
on
board
aho
laden
aW
had
English
plentifully
o.ur
bull
canoes,
several
by
kinds of provisions. Kach family owned a but the horse, mare, and sheep, were put
Having thus disposed
part, so that the Captain had a present from ashore at Matavai.
and each received from of these animals, we were now, to our great
every one of them
him a sef)arate present in return. Not long satisfaction, eased of the extraordinary trouafter, the king's mother came on board, ble and vexation that had atlende-d the
bringing with her some provisions and bringing this living cargo to such a discloth, which she divided between the Cap- tance.
shall here, for the entertainment of
Though the latter was
tain and Omiah.
l);»t little noticed at first by his countrymen, our readers, give an account of the reception
tliey no sooner gained information of his the shif»s met with, on their arrival at this
wealth, than they began to court his friend- Island, together with some other particulars,
Capt. Cook encouraged this as far and transactions, all which we have taken
ship.
as laid in his power, being desirous of fixing from an original manuscript, sent us by a
him with Otoo. Inten<ling to leave all our gentleman on board the Discovery. A few
EuHjpeati animals at this Island, we thousht hours after we were moored in the bay of
Omiah would be able to give the natives Otaite Peha, Omiah took an airing on horse.some instruction with rejrard to their use back, to the great astonishment of the inhaand manairement, an«l the Cai)tain was con- bitants, many hundreds of whom followed
vinced, that the farther he was removed from him with loud acclamations. Omiah, to exh'lH Dative Island, the XQor« he would.be cite their admiration the morey was drc!»sc(l
»

;

;

;

We

:

We

;

;

He

;

;

We
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and was mount- ness at an appoinhd Iinnr, and all \ho rowers
sword and pike, to l>e clean chesscd. We were no'v in M;tand, on the 'J'illi, ahtint
like St. George tfoing: to Udl the (hagon, tavai harbour
whom he ver> nearly represente»l, only that nnon, the <'(»inmander.s, u ith the princir);!!
Oiuiah had pistols ni his holsters, ut* wjiich olfieers and gentlemen, embarked on bourd
Omiali, the pinnaces, which, on this occasion, were
the bold saint knew not the use.
however, made u<>od use of his arms; for decked in all the niaf>niricenco that silken
when llie crowd became clamorous and trou- streaniers, endiroidcred ei»si}^ns, and olher
blesome he every now and then [)nlledoiita gorgeous decorations, could display. Oniiah,
pistol, and (ireil itamon^ them, which never to surprise the n)ore, was dressed in a Oaptain's nnitbrm, and could hardly be distinf'ailed to send them scaujperins; away.
the
sooner
secured,
than
From IVIalafinished from a liritish ofhcer.
no
were
ships
Ti»e
jiailors began strapping them of every foot of vai to Oparree is about six miles, and wc
arrived at the landing-place at one o'clock,
ri trying they had left; for certairdy no ships
were in a 'more shattered condition. Oiir where we were received by tlie marines alvoyage from New Zealand, if not from the ready under arms; and as soon as the conjiyape, might be said to be one continued se- pany were disembarked, the whole baud of
ries of tempestuous weather, suspended only music struck up a grand military march,
by a few intervals of sunshine and the em- au<J the |>rocesslon began, 'J'he road bom
ployment of our artificers at sea and on shore, the beach to the entrance of the palace
a laborious exertion of their faculties to keep (abotit half a mile) was lined on both sides
us above water. Here it was not only ne- with natives from all parts, expecting to see
cessary to stri[> the T»)ain-mast of the I)isco- Omiah on horseback, as the account of his
very, but to take it out, and carry it on shore, ai)(>earance on the other side of the Island,
This was a work of as before related, had already reached the
to be properly secured.
too we found it inhabitants on this.
llei"e
As he appeared to
ditficulty.
small
no
necessary to unship oil r stores of every kind; them in disguise, he was not known they
to air and repack our powder; new bake were not, bowever, wholly disappointed, as
that part of the bread that had contracted the grandeur of the procession exceeded
any dampness to erect the forge on shore; every thing of the kind they had ever seen,
in short, to set all hands at work to refit the The whole court were likewise assendiled,
ships for the further prosecution of the voy- and the king, with his sisters, on the approach of Captain Cook, came forth to meet
age.
fiom
him. As he was perfectly known to them.
dispatched
Captain
was
messenger
A
Cook to king Otoo, to acquaint him with their first salutations were frank and friendly,
our arrival, and to desire bis permission to according to the known custom of the Ofasend tlie cattle he had brought from Eng- heiteans; and when these were over, proper
land, to feed in the pastures of Oparree. attention was paid to every gentleman iti
The king expressed his joy on the return of company, and that too with a p'obteness.
Captain Cook, and readily gave his consent, quite unexpected to those who lia<{ never
He, at the same time, ordered one of his been on this Island. As soon as the con>principal officers to accompany the messen- pany had entered the palace, and were Sf-atger, in his return, and to take with him pre- ed, some discourse passed bets\een the kingafter whicli, Ouiiah was
cents of fresh provisions for the commanders and Captain Cook
of both ships, and to invite them t-o dme with presented to his majesty, and paid liifn t!;e
liim the next day. This invitation was ac- usual homage of a subject to a sovereign of
cepted, and it was agTeed between the two that country, which consists ot little more
-Captains, that their visit should be made than being uncovered before him, and then
with as much state, as their present circnm- entered into a familiar conversation on the
The marines and subject of his travels. The Earees, or kings
stances would admit.
wiusic were therefore ordered to be in readi- of this country, are not above discouising
7
#«ip-A-pee in a suit of armour,
ed and capunsoned with his

;

;

;

;

;
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tlie meanest of t!ieir subjects;
but
Oiniah, by being" a favourite of the Earees of
the sliips, was now considered as a person of
soiue rank. The kin-^j^, irnfialient to hear his
5tory, asked hi»n a hundred (juestions. before
be tcavc him time to answer one. He enrpiired about the Earee-da-hai, or Great
his place of residence ;
King- of Pretanne
his warriors
his
bis court; his attendants
the extent of his
his morai
ships of war
Oniiah did not fail to map:])ossessions &;c.
He
iiify the grandeur of the Great King*.
rej)resented the splendour of his court, by
the brilliancy of the stars in the firmament;
the extent of his domijiions, by the vast expause af heaven the greatness of his power,
by the tliunder that sliakes the earth.
He
said, the Great King of Pretanne had three
hundred thousand warriors every day at his
command, cloathed like those who now attended the Earees of the ships; and more
l!mn double that number ofsailor*:, whotraversed the globe, from the rising of the sun,
to his setting that his ships of war exceeded
magnitude, in the same
Ihose at Matavai
proportion, as those exceeded the small canoes at Oparree. His majesty appeared all
astonishment, and could not help interrupting him. He asked, if what he said was true,
where the Great King could find people to
navigate so many ships as covered the ocean. }
and if he could have men, where he coidd
find provisions for so large a multitude?
Oiniah assured him, that in one city only, on
the banks of a river, far removed from the
sea, there were more people, than were contained in the whole group of Islands with
which his majesty was acrpiainted that the

willi

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

m

;

country was full of large populous cities;
notwithstanding which, provisifms were so
^•!entifid, that for a tVvv pieces of yellow metal, like those of which he ha<l seen many,
(meaning the medals given by Captain Cook
to the chiefs) the Great Kmg could purchase
as nmch provisions as wotdd maintain a saiThat in thecountry of
Jor for a whole year.
tlie Great King there are more than a hun«bed different kinds of four-footed animals,

from the size of a rat, to that of a stage erected on an ordinary canoe; and that all these
nuiiu.iis arc Qumcrous in their several kinds,

and propagate very fast. Omiah havlngr, bjr
this relation, obviated Otoo'sdoubts, adverted to his first qnestions. He said, the ships
of war,

in

Pretanne, were furnished with

jioo-poos, (guns) each of which would receive
the largest poo-poo his majesty had yet seen,
within it that some carried a hundred and
more of those poo-poos, with suitable accommodations for a thousand fighting men,
and stowai^e for all sorts of cordag^e, and
warbke stores besides provisions and water
for a thousand or two thousand days ; that
they were sometimes abroad as long, fitrhting- with the enemies of the Great King", that
they carried with them frequently, in these
;

;

expeditions, poo-poos that would hold a
small hoj?, and which throw hollow globes
of iron, of vast bigness, filled with fire and
all manner of combustibles, and implements
of destruction, to a great <iistance a few of
whi^h, were they to be thrown among the
fleet ofOtaheite, would set them on fire, and
destroy the whole na\'y, were tliey ever so
;

numerous.

The king seemed more astonish-

ed than delighted at this narration, and suddeniy left Omiah, to join the company that
were in conversation with Caj)tam Cook.
l^y this timedrnner wasne;:rly ready, and as
soon as the company were properly seated,
was brought in by as many tow-taws as ihere
were persons to dine besides these, the kimr,
the two commanders, and Omiah, had each
of them two persons of superior rank to attend them.
The dinner consisted offish
and fowl of various kinds, dressed after their
Uianner barbicued pigs, slewed yams, and
fnnts of the most delicious flavour, all served
with an ease and regularity, tliat is seldom
to be found at European tables, when tli6
ladies are excluded from making part of the
company. As soon as dinner was over, we
were conducted to the theatre; where a
company ofplnyers were in readiness to perform a dramatical entertainment. The drama was regularly divided intothree acts; the
first consisted of dancing and dumb shew
the second of comedy, which, to those who
understood the language, was very laugh*able for Omiah and the natives appeared
highly diverted the whole time; the last wa«
a musical piece, in which the young priu.;

;

;

;
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Between
cesses were tlie sole performers.
nf
arms
were
exhibited,
feats
some
acts
the
hv combatants with lances and clubs. One
made the attack, the other stood upon the

He
th'fensive.
ishetl his lance,

who made

attack brandand either threw, pushed, or
used it in aid of his cbib. lie who was u[um
the defensive, stuck the point of his lance in
the i;ronnd, in an obli(pie direction, so that
ibe up[)er part rose a!)ove his head and by
observiniT the eye of his enemy, parried his
blows, or his strcdics, by the motion of his
lance, and it was rare that j»e was hurt by the
clnb. If his antatrohist struck at his lec^s,
lie shewe«l his a^'ility by jumpin}< over the
club and ifat his head, he was no less nimTheir dexterity
croijchiniT under it
ble
C<»nsisted chietly in the defence, otherwi.se the
tlie
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minds, we never conid be reronoiled to t\ is
ab^nrd rusioin. Slie l)roni>!it willi Iter se\cral larj^^c ho^s, Avith l)read ffnit, bananos, and
other |)ro(biclions of llie Lshind ol llbfea, as
presents to the Captains, and she and her

;

friends received, in return, a «j:reat variety oi
cutlery, such as knives, scissars, files, &c.
besides some red feathers, wlncii last were
n;ore acceptable than iron, 'i'hey continued
to visit the ships occasionijjy, till she quilted
the Island.
In the afternoon, KinR' Ofoo, with his
cliiefs and attendants, and two yonn*; princesses, his sisters, perfortners in the intcrludeofthe preceding? night, came onboard,
!)rin'zinji- with thein six larj^e hog^s, with a

m

proportionable quantity of fruits of various

;

kinds.

They were

entertained,

as usual,

combat mi^ht have been fatal, which always with a sip:ht of all the curiosities on board
ended in }jr«>od humour. 'J'hese entertain- the ship, and the youn^ princesses, longing'
incuts, w liK h irenerally last alxnit four hours, for almost every thing- they saw, were cratifiare reidly tiiverfinu". In the horn-pipe they
excel the Iviropeans, their masters, for they
had contort'ons of the face and muscles to
the nimbleness of the foot that are ininiitable, and wotd<l in spite of our fjravity, provoke laughter; their country dances are
well regulated: and they have others of
their own, that are equal to those cd'oiir best
theatres; their comedy seems to consist of
some sim|)le story, made Iauffhal)le by the
manner of delivery, somewhat in the style
of the merry-andrew** formerly at Barlholomew fair. Had Omiah been of a theatrical
oast, he doubtless fnight have very mtjch iin-

proved their stai?e, for their performers ayhpear inferior to none in the powers of jmitaThe play being over, and niyrht
lion.
ap[)roaching, our commanders took their
leave, alter inviting the kin^ and his attendnnts to dine on board the Resolution. We
were conducted to the water-side in the same

ed, to their utmost wishes, with bracelets oi
beads, lookinf^ <rlasses, bits of china, artificial
noseffiiys. ancl a variety of other trinkets, oJ

which they had one of each sort, while, at
the sanre time, the king: and his chiefs amnsed themselves with the carpenters, arnionrers, and other workmen, employed in the repairs of the ship, casling^ fonf^irig- eyes on
their tools, and imi)!emei»ts.
In this manner they |)a.ssed then* time till dinupr was
ready, Otoo, with his chiefs, dined with the
Captain, the princii)al officers, and Omiah,
in the p:reat cabin, wlide the ladies were
feasted in an apartment se[)arated on j)nrpose, and waited upon by their own servantv.
After dinner the king and his nobles were
i)ressed to drink wine
but most of them,
having- felt its fjower, declined tasting it ;
one or two drank a glass, liut refused a second one. When the tables were cleared,
the ladies joined the company, and tneii
;

manner as we approached the palace, and horn-i»ii)es and country dances, after the
were attended by the king and royal family. English manner commenced, in which they
The next morning' Omiah's mother, and se- joined wiili great iroud hiimonr. What converal of his relations arrived. Their meeting tributed not a little to increase the pleasures
was too unnatural to be pleasing. We could of the king, was a present made him by
not see a woman frantically striking her face Captain Cook of a quantity of the choicest
and arms with shark's teeth, til! she was all red feathers that could be purchased at Amover besmeared with blood, without being sterdam.
Hed feathers (as has been already
hurt as it conveyed no idea of joy to feeling observed,) are held in the highest estimatiaa
:

JSo. 24.
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we altered our course to the westward,
make for Amsterdam, which lies in 21

in Otalieite, and in all the Society Islands,
but more particiilarly by the chiefs of the

before

foraier Island, by wiiom they are used as
amulets, or rather as propitiations to make
their prayers acceptable to the good spirit,
whom they invoke with tufts of those feathers in their liands, made up in a peculiar
manner, and held up in a certain position
with much solemnity. The ordinary sorts
of red feathers were collected by our officers

deg. lb. min. 8. atjd 185 deg. E. lojigitude,
whereas the Island of Ulietea, of which Omiah was a native, lay in latitude 16. lie'^. i>
min. and longitude 208 deg 35 min. Why
our course to the former was preferred to the

and men all over the Friendly Islands; but
those that were now presented to Otoo, were
of a superior kind, in value as much above
the ordiriary red feathers, as real pearls are
They were
in value above French paste.
taken from the heads of the paroquets of
Tongataboo and Ea-oo-whe, which are of
superlative beauty, and precious in proportion to their fineness, and the vivid glow of
Here we learnt, that
their precious colours.
Captain Cook, in his former voyage, being
in great distress for provisions, and having
been plentifully supplied with them by Otoo,
jjromised, tliat if ever he should return to
Otaheite, he would make his majesty richer
in ouravine, (|)recious feathers) tlian all the
princes in the neighbouring Isles. This gave
rise to an opinion, that it was to fulfil this
promise, that we were led so far out of our
way, as we have remarked in its proper
but there is much more reason to conplace
clude, that the strong easterly winds, which
;

when we ap|)roached the southern
made our direct course to Olaheite

prevailed
tropic,

impracticable.
this

most

New

Had

the Captain regarded

as inviolable, he would
certainly have sha[)ed his course from
Zealand to the Friendly Islands, the

promise

to

Otoo

nearest way, which would have shortened
our voyage several months unless we can
supjjose, that he had forgotten his promise,
and that when he cauje within a few days
.sail of his destined port, he recollected himself, and then changed his direction to enable
him to keep his word. To which of these
causes it was owing we must leave to futufor to us, who were not in the secret,
rity
were adit is to this day a mystery.
vanced some degrees to the eastward of
Hervey's Ides, which lie in latitude 19 deg.
18 uiin, S. and in 201 deg. _£. longitude,
;

;

We

to

latter, involves

the mystery.
public trade was prohibifed,
as was usual, till the ships sliould be fu|-«
nished with fresh provisions, it was not easy
torestrain the men on shore from trading
with the women, who were continually
enticing them to desert.
The ladies of
pleasure, in London,
have not half the
winning ways that are practised by the Oteheitean misses, to allure their gallants.
With the seeming innocency of doves, tliey
mingle the wiliness of serpents. They have,
however, one quality peculiar to themselves,
that is constancy.
When once they have
made their choice, it must be owning to the
sailor himself, if his mistress proves false to
him. No women on earth are more faithful,
'i'hey will endeavour to gain all their lovers
possess; but they will suffer no one else to
invade their property, nor will they embezzle any part of it themselves, without having
first obtained consent
but that consent is
not easily withheld for they are incessant
in their nnportunities, and will never cease
asking, while the sailor has a rag to bestow.
During our stay at this Island, we had
hardly a sailor, who had not made a very
near connection with one or other of the
female inhabitants
nor,
indeed,
many
officers who were proof against the allurements of the better sort, who were no less

Though

all

;

;

;

amorous and

artful, though more reserved,
than the inferi«)r order. The temperature
oi the climate, the plenty of fresh provisions,
fish, fowl, pork, bread-fruit, yams fa kind oi
sweet potatoes, which they have the art ot'
stewing with their pork in a very savoury
manner,) added to the delicious fruits of the
Island, contributed not a little to make our
stay here even desirable; nor did idleness
get possession of those who were most indolently inclined: we had not a vacant hour
between business and pfeasure that was unemployed: we wanted no coiiee- bouses to kiW
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time; nor Vauxlialls for our evening enterKvory nightly asf>einl)ly, in the
tainments,
plantations of thi/? Iiappy Isle, is furnished,
by heneticent nature, with a more luxurious
feast than all the dainties of the most sumptuous champetre, though lavished \vi(h unlimited |>rol'usion, and emblazoned with the
Ten
most expensive decorations of art.
thousand lau)ps, eombined and ranged in the

most advantageous order, by the hands of
the best artist, apj)ear faint, when compared
with tjje brilliant stars of heaven that unite
their splendor, to illuminate the groves, the
lawns, and streams of Oparree. In these
clysian fields, immortality alone is wanting:
to the enjoyment ofall those pleasures which
the poet's taucy has conlened on the shades
of departed lieroe^, as the liighest reward of
But airjidst so many delights,
heroic vntue.
it was not tor human nature to subsist long
without satiety. Our othcers began to be
punctdious, and our seamen to be licentious.
Several of the latter were punished severely
for indfcency, in surpassinu the natives by
the shameless manner of mdulging their senand two of the former went
sual appetites
ashore to terminate an atlrair of honour by
the decision of their pistols. It happened,
that neither of them were dextrous marksmen ; they vented their rage l)y the fury
and,
with which they began the attack
having discharged three balls each, they re-

:>nty

The Discovery's main-mast, that was
shattered in the head, and carried ashore to
be repaired, was rendered more firm than
ever: the sails that had been split, and werw

tions.

otherwise rendered unfit for service, were
replaced, the cordage carefully examined ;
the mast new rigged
tlie water casks repairthe bread
ed both ships new caulked
inspected
in short, the whole repairs completed, with
more celerity and strength^
than could have l)een expected in a place;
where many conveniences were wanted, to
fit us out for that part of our voyage which
This day d
.still remained to be performed.
piece of ground was cleared for a garden and
planted with several articles, few of which,
will probably be looked after by the natives.
Some potatoe.'s, melons, and pine-apple
plants, were in a fair way of succeeding be;

;

;

:

We had brought
fore we quitted the place.
from the Friendly Islands several shad(iock
which we planted here

and they will
succeed, unless theirgrowtli
should be ciiecked l)y the ame idle curiosity
which destroyed a vine ])lanted at Oheitepeha by the Spaniards. Many of the natives
assembled to ta^re the first fruit it produced,
but the grapes being still sour, they considered it as little better than poison, and trod
it under foot.
In that slate, Omiah accidentally found it, and was rejoiced at the
discovery for he was confident, that if he
turned on board without any hurt, except had but grapes, he could easily make wine,
spoiling a hat, a ball having pierced it, and Accordinglv, he had several slips cut off
grazed upon the head of him wtio wore it. from the tree, with an intention of carrying
It was, however, remarked, that these gen- them away with him; and we pruned, and
tlemen were better friends than ever, dnriifg put in order, the remains of it. Before we
the remainder of tlie voyage. Thus far we had been two days at anchor in Matavai
have copied this journalist and now pro- bay, we were visited by all our old friends,
ceed willi our ovvit history.
whose names are mentioned in the narrative
On Tuesday, the 26th, as the Captain of Captain Cook's former voyage. Not one
intended to continue iiere sometime, we set of them camewidi empty hands; so that we
up our two observatories on Matavai Point had an amazing quantity of provisions, withand adjoining to them two tents were pitched, out any apprehensions of exhausting the
tor the reception of a guard, and of such IsJand, which presented to onr eyes every
j»eople as might be left on shore, in ditiererit mark of the most exuberant fertility and
departments. Ttie command, at this station, abundance. Soon after we had arrived here,
was entrusted to Mr. Kitig, who likewise one of the IslaiuJers, whom the Spaniards
-attended
the astronomical observations. had carried with the»ii to Lima, paid us a
^\hjle we remained here, the crews of both visit
but, in his exterior appearance, h*
thip.s were occupied in many necessary opera- was not dislinguishabk fruin the r&st of tb«
trees,

in all probability

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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X'OLE,

He siill reniein!)ere(l some put beyond all doubt, when Mr. Williatiison
Spanish word«, among* which tlio most fre- returned the d;iy following", who made h\%
quent were Si S^nnor. \Vo also jomid here report, that he had been at Oheitepeha, and
the younj^ man wlion.i we had called Oedi- rlid not find any ships there, nor had any

eountrj'inen.

ilee,

name

but whose real

is

Ileete-lieete.

Captain Cook had carried him from (Jlietea,
on board his ship, in I77.'j, and brouiiht iiiui
l)ack in the year loliowm^, after he hat! visited tlie Friendly Iskuids, New Zealand,
Kaster Island, and llje ]\JaMiues;is, He had
come from Bolabolu, of wjjich he was a native, to Otaheite, about three months before,
|>robabiy with the sole view of uratifyin^ his
curiosity.
He preferred iJie irodes, and even
dress of his countrymen to our's for, thoiiffh
Captain Cook tuave him some clothes, which
our Boari^i of Ailmiralty had thou'^lit pro;

per to send

for lus use, afler a t'tiw (hiys, he declined vvt'arini!: Ihe-m. I'his instance, as w>'il
as tiial of the person who had been at Lima,
may be a«lduced as a proof of tije siron;jf inclination of mankind in general, to hrd>its
ac(piired at nu early a^e; and it is, f.'crhaps
no unreasonable supp\>sitioij. that even Omi!ih, who had imbibed almost the whole English manners, will, in a short time after beinj^ left by us, return, like Oedidee, and the
visitor oi' Lima, to his own native garnjents,
and his orii^inal mode of life.
On \V^ednesday, the '27th, we were informed
by a niiin who came fimn Oheitepeha, tl.at
two S])anish ships had anchored in that bay
the preceding' niq:ht and, to confirm this
intelligen(,-e, he produced some coarse blue
cloth, which, he said, he had '^ot out of one
of the ships. He further said, that Mateema
was with the people, and that the two ships
would be at ALUavai in two or three days.
These, and sotne other circumstances, which
lie mentioned, gave the story so much the
appearance of truth, that our Commodore

I

;

beeti there since we left it.
The
this part of the Island, w4iere we

peoj)ie of

were .stationed, tohl us iudeed at first, that it was »
Hction, invented by tljose of I'iaraboo, but
wiih what view it was propagate«l amongf
people, we could not conceive, unless
they might suppose, that the report would
indice us to quit the Island, and thus deDrive the inhabitants of Otaheite-nooe of the
advantages they might otherwise reap from
our ships remaining there the natives of
the two paits of the Island being inveterate
eneij'.ies t(» each other.
Since we arrived at
Matavai, the weather had been very luisettled till the 'iDth, on account of which, before ti»is time we were unable to get equal
allit<u!es of the sun, tor ascertaining the
going of the time-keeper. In the evenincr ot
this dijy, the Islan<lers made a precipitate
retreat, both from our land station, and from
on board the ships. We conjectured that
thir arose from their knowing' some theft
had been committed, and apprehendiiig puliishment on that account. At length, we
became ac(|uainted with the wlnde affair.
One (tf the surgeon's mates had made an excursion into the country, to purchase curiosities, and had taken with him four hatchets
He having'
for the |)urpose of exchange.
been so imprudent as to employ a native to
carry them, the (ellow took an opporttmity
of running oft' with so valuable a prize. 'J'his
was the reascm of the sudden tlight, in which
Otoo hinvself, and all his famil3% had joined
and it was with difficulty that the Captain
stopped them, after having followed tliem for
the space of two or three miles. As the
Caj)lain had determined to take uo ijarsh
measures lor the recovery of the hatcheis,
that his people for the futme njight be more
upon their guaid against such riegligence,
every thing resun»ed quickly its foruier tran-

oiir

;

;

dispatched Lieutenant Williamson in a
boat, to look into Oheitepeha bay
and, in
the mean time, both ships were put into a
proper posture of defence for though Englaiul an<l Spain were at peace when we left
England, we did not know but that a dif- quility.
Saturday the 30th, some messeng-ers arrivferent scene iuight, by this time, have been
opened.
Upon enquiry, however, we had ed from Euneo with intelligence, that the
reason lo imagine, thnt the relator of the peo[)le of that Island were in arms aud
Story iiad imposed upon us and this was thalOlou's partizans there had been com;

:

;

;
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by the iipposite pirTy to retreat to the
mountains. The quarrel hetween the two
Inlands, \\\\\c\\ hei;;uj in 1774, haii partly
A fonnidahle arjuatulj^isfed ever siu<"e.
ineut had sailed s)on after Ca[)t. Cook left
but the
Utidu'ite, in hi"^ lorujer voyap^e
j^allant
so
ina<le
Immrm)
had
i«alecontents(»f
withhad
returned
the
fleet
th;jt
resistance,
a
out succes>i and now another expedition
On the arrival of
>vas deemed necessary.
the messeuirers, t.'ie chiefs assembled at
Otoo's house, where the Captain actually
wasat that time, and had the honour of bein^
One of the
admitted into their council.
with a
jiiesseuj;ers opened the business
speech of considerable lenjrth, the purport of
which was to explain the situation of afKiirs
at iMineo. and to excite the Ofaheiteans to
arm on the occasion. This opinion was opposed by others, who were against cctnmeucing hostilities; and the debate, for some,
time, was carried on with g:reat order and
decorum. At length, however, the whole
assembly became very tumultuous, and the
Captain began to think, that their meeting
would conclude like a Polish diet. But the
contending chiefs cooled as fast as they grew
warm, and order was speedily restored. In
and it
the end, the party for war i»revailed
was resolved, though not unanimously, that
a strong force should be sent to Eimeo.
Otoo said very little, during the whole deThose of the council inclinable to
bate.
war, applied to our Commodore for his assistance and all of them were desirous of
knowing what part he would take. Omiali
was sent for to act as his interpreter but as
be could not be fonnd, the Captain, being
under a necessity of speaking for himselt',
told them, as well as he could, that, as he
was not perfectly acquainted with the dispnte, and as the natives of Eimeo had never
ffiven him the least offence, he could not
think of engaging in hostilities against them,
With this declaration they either were, or
appeared to be satisfied. The council was
now dissolved, but before the Captain retired. Otoo desired him to come again in the
Afternoon, and bring Omiah with him.
A
t)arty of us accordingly waited upon him
and he conducted
•at the appointed time

•^tWti\

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Iiis father, in whose presence ihe tllspnte
witli the natives of Eiuieo was ay^ain discussCapt. Cook being: very desirous of
ed.

us to

ejecting an accomniodation, sounded the
(»!d chief on that sulijeot
but he was dtsif
;

to any sucli pri,po<;al, and fully determined
to carry on hostilities. On our enquiringinto the cause of the war, we were infornu^d,
that several years ago, a brother of \V'aheiadooa, was sent to Evmeo, at tlie desire of
Maheine, a popular chief of that Island,
but had not been there mato l)e their king'
ny days, before Maheine, having- caused him
to be put to death, set up for himself against
^i'ieiatabonnooe, nephew of the deceased»
who now became the lawful heir, or perhaps
;

had been apiM)inted by the people of Olaheite, to succeed to the government on the
of the other. Towha, whf) is rtdaled
Ot.m, and chief ofthe district of *ie!ta!iu,
and who had been commaiuler in chief of
thearmament sent against Eimeo in J774,
happened not to be at Matavai at this time,

deittli

to

and therefore was not present

at tiie

cousu!-

appeared, lunvever, that he was
no stranger to what had hapjjened, and that
he entered into the transactions with great
eagerness and spirit; for on the rnujonr of a
war, it was com()uted, that near three hundred canoes were mustered in Matavai Bay,
with stages to each, whereon sat from three
to six chiefs in their warlike dresses; which
seemed calculated for shew rather than use
On their heads were large tnrbans
in battle.
wound round in many folds; over that a
monstrous helmet and on their bodies, jnstead of the light airy dress worn in common, they were incumbered by many garmentsoftheir own cloth, which added indeed
to their stature, but which must disable them
to exert their strength in the day of battle,
Men of fertile imagination, fond of tracings
the analogy of ancient customs, among the
different nations ofthe world, niiglit possibly
discover some similarity between these cnmbrous dresses, and those of the knights of
ancient chivalry, who fonglit in armour, It
is certain that the Otaheitean who fights on
foot, must feel the same incumbrance from
his heavy war-dress, as the ancient knight,
who foutjht on hor^back must have done*
tations.

It

;
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from Ills nnwelkly armour and there is no ed at Attahooroo, ulien Otoo desired tliat
doubt but the former will, one time or oilier, the sailors might be ordered to continue in
be laid aside in the tropical Isles, as mucfi the boat; and that Capt. Cook, Mr. Anderas the latter is now in every other part pftlie son, and Mr. Webber^ would take otf' their
world.
hats as soon as they should come to the moOn Monday thp 1st of September, a mes- rai. To this we immediately proceeded,
senger arrived from Towha, to acquaint Ofoo, followed by nunsbers of men, and some
boys; but not one woman was present,
tha;t he liad killed a man to be sacrificed to
the Eiitooa, with the view of implorius: the We found four priests with their assistants
assistance of the deity against Eimeo. This waiting forus
and on .our arrival the ceresolemn oblation was to be offered at the monies commenced.
Tlje dead body oi*
great Morai, at Attahooroo, and Otoo's pre- sacrifice was in asmnll canoe, that hiy on the
sence was necessary on the occasion. That beach, fronting the morai. Two' of the
such kind of sacritices constitute a part of priests, with several of their attendants, were
the religious ceremonies of the Otaheiteans, sitting by the canoe that lay on the beach ;
had been asserted by Mons. Bougainville, the others at the morai. Our company
on the testimony of the native whom he took stopped at the distance of twenty or thirty
to France. In our last visit to Otaheite, we paces from the priests. Here Otoo placed
Jiad satisfied ourselves, that such a practice, hiinself our gentlemen, a'ul a few others,
Tiowever inconsistent with the general hu- st;triding by him. while the bulk of the peomanity of the people, was here adopted. But |)!e were removed at a greater distance,
this was one of those uncommon facts, con- One of the
assistants of the priests now
cerning the truth of which many v •ll not be brought a young plantain tree, and laid it
convinced, nmless the relator himself has had down before the king. Another apfjroachocularproof to support his assertion for this ed, bearing a small tuft of red feathers,
reason, Capt. Cook requested of Otoo, that twisted on some fibres of the cocoa-nut husk^
with which he touched cme of Otoo's feet,
lie miglit be allowed to accompany him, and
being present at the solemnity, might obtain and afterwards retired with it to his compathe highest evidence of its certainty. To nions. One of the priests who were seatetl
tiiis the king readily assented, and we im- at the morai, now began a long prayer, and,
mediately set out in the Captain's boat, ac- at particular times, sent down young plancomj)anied by our old friend Potatou, Mr, tain trees, which were placed upon the sacriAnderson and Mr. Webber; Omiah follow- fice. During this prayer, one of the natives,
ing us in his canoe. We landed in our way, who stood by the officiating priest, held in
on a small Island, lying off Tettaha^ where his hands two bundles, in one of which, as w»
we found Towha and his attendants. After afterwards found, was the royal maro and
a little conversation between the two chiefs, the other, if we may be allowed the exon the subject of the war^ Towha addressed pression, was the ark of the Eatooa. Th«
himself to the Captain, soliciting his assist- prayer being finished, the priests at the
When the latter excused himself, morai, with their assistants, went and sat
ance.
Towha seemed displeased, thinking it rather down by those who were upon the beach,
extraordinary, that one who had constantly carrying the two bundles with them. They
declared himself the friend of their Island, here renewed their prayers; during which,
should now refuse to fight against its ene- the plantain leaves were taken, one by one,
mies.
Before we separated, Towha gave to at various times, from off the dead body
Otoo two or three red feathers, tied up in a which, being wrapped up in cocoa-leaver and
tuft, and a half-starved dog was put into a small branches, was now taken out of the
canoe that was to accompany us. Our party canoe, and laid upon the beach. The priests
wow reimbarked, taking with us a priest, placed themselves round it some standing,
wlirt was to assist at the offering of the hu- and others sitting and one, ormoreof^them,
.man sacrifice?. About two o'clock, we land- repeated sentences for about tea minutest
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Tl>e botly was no\r stripped of the leaves
nr.d branches, and placed parallel with the
sea-shore. Tiien one of the priests standing
nt the feel of the cor|)se, pnmonnced a lon<^
prayer, in whi(*h he was joined ocoasionally
l)y others, each of them hoidintr a tnft of red
While this prayer was
feathers in his hand.
was
pulled oiKthe head
some
hair
repeatincf,
of the intended sacrifice, and the left eye
both which beins? wrapped
%vas taken out
v.]i in a green leaf, were presented to tiie king,
\v\\o, however, did not touch them, but i^ave
to the man who brou^rht them to him, the
tnft of red feathers which he had received
froniTowlm. This, with the eye and hair,
were taken to the priests. Not long: after
this the king sent them another bunch of
In tlie course of this last cererriofeatliers.
making a noise, Otoo,
i»y, a king-fisher
turning to Capt. Cook, said," That is the
l<]atooa ;" and he seemed to consider it as a
favourable prognostic. The corpse was then
carried a little way, and laid under a tree,
near which were tixed three pieces of wood
neatly carved. The bundles of cloth were
and the tufts
placed on a part of the Morai
of red feathers were laid at the feet of the
dead body, round which the priests stationed
;

like
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manner; then

all

the

'luffs

of feathers

were placed upon the bundles of cittth, which
concluded the ceremony at this place.
1 he dead body was now carried to ihe
most conspicuous part of the Morai, with the
feathers, and the two bundles of cloth, while
the

drums beat

slowly.

Tlie feathers

and

bundles were laid against a pile of stones,
and the body at the foot of them. The priests
having again seated themselves round the
corpse, renewed their prayers, while some of
their assistants dug a hole about the depth
of two feet, into which they threw the victim, and covered it over with stones and
earth. W^hile they were depositing the body
in the grave, a boy squeaked aloud, upon

which Omiah told the Captain.,

it was the
Eatooa.
In the mean time, a fire having
been made, we saw a lean half-starved dog
|)roduced, and it was killed by twisting his
neck. The hair was then singed off, and
{he entrails being taken out, they were
thrown into tlie fire, and left there to be consumed but the kidney, heart, and liver,
were baked on heated stones. The carcase,
after having been rubbed over with the
blood of the animal, were with the liver, &c.
laid down before the priests, who were seatThey, for
themselves; and we were at this time per- ed round the grave, praying.
mitted to go as near as we pleased. He, who fi)r sbme time, uttered ejaculations over the
seemed to be the chief priest, spoke for about dog, while two men, at intervals, beat very
a quarter of an hour, witii ditierent tones loud on two drums; and a boy screamed,
and gestures; sometimes appearing to expo*;- in a loud shrill voice, three times. I'his,
tulate with the deceased at other times, ask- they said, was to invite the Eatooa to feast
ing several questions then making various on the banquet that they had provisled for
demands, as if the dead person had power him. When the priests had finished their
liiraself, or interest with the deity, to engage prayers, the body, heart, liver, &c. of the
him to grant such requests; among which, dog, were placed on a whatta, or scaffold,
he desired him to deliver Eimeo, Maheine about six feet in height,on which lay the raits chief, the women, hogs, and other things mains of two other dogs, and of two pigs^
of the Island into their hands which was, that had been lately offered np. The priest*
indeed, the exp»ess object of the sacrifice. and their attendants now gave a shout, ancj
He then prayed near half an hour, in a whi- this proclaimed the ceremonies ended for the
The evening being arrived, we
ning tone, and two other priests joined in present.
the prayer, ^in the course of which, one of were conducted to a house belonging to Pothem plucked some more hair from the head tatou, where we were entertained and lodared
of the corpse, and put it upon one of the for the night. Having been informed, that
bundles. The high-priest now prayed alone, the religious rites were to be renewed tlie
holding in his band the feathers he had re^ next day, we would not quit the place while
Ceived from Towha. Having finished, he any thing remained to be seen.
Early in the morning of Tuesday the 2nd,
f ave them to another priest^ who prayed in
;

;

;

;

;

1
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\;? rep;>in*<l lo the scene of action
and soon the pendant, which
riftervvards a [lig- was sacrificed, and laid up- flying at Matavai.

Capt. Wallis had

:

leflt

The

priests pronounced
a long prayer, relative to this part of the cereinony and after it was ended, the badge

snme scaftofd with the others. Ahout
Otoo took onr party to the morai,
where tlie priests, and a great multitude of of royally was folded up with great care and
The put into the cloth. The other bundle, which
jjeople were by this time assembled.
f .vo bundles occupied the place where they
we have already mentioned, under the name
find been deposited the preceding evening; of the ark, was next opened at one end
i}ie two dnwns were in the front of the mo- but we were not permitted to approach near
r^i, and th.e priests were stationed beyond enough to examine its mysterious contents,
on

'.he

fi ^!it,

;

;

them.
The king placed himself between
the drums, nnd desired the Captain to stand
by him.
The ceremony commenced with
bringing a young plantain tree, and laying it
prayer was then reat tfie kijig's feet.
peated by the priests, holding in their hands
several tufts of red, and a plunge of ostrich
feathers; which the Commodore had preWhen
sented to Otoo on his first arrival.
the
proyer,
they
changended
the pries'fs had
ed their station, and placed themselves beOne
tvvfen our gentlemen and the morai.
of them, the same who had performed the
l)rinci|?al part the preceding day, began anollier prayer, which continued near half an
hour. JL)iiring this prayer, the tufts of red
feathers were put, one by one, upon the ark
of the E:>tooa. Not long after, four pigs
were f)roduced, one of which was killed immediately, and the three others were taken
One of the bundles
to a neig'ljbouring sty.
was now untied and it contained the maro,
with wiiich the Otaheiteans invest their
When taken out of the cloth, it was
kings.
.^l>read on the groun<l, at full length, before
the priests. It is a girdle about fifteen feet
in length, and one foot and a quarter in
breadth, and is probably put on in the same
manner as the common maro, used by
these Islanders to wrap round the waist. It
was ornamented with yellow and red fea'
but principally with the former,
tisers
One *^\\{\ of it was bordered with eight pieces,
nbout the size and figure of a JK/rse-shoe,
wliose edges were frmged with black feathers,
the other end was forked, having the points
of various lengths. The feathers were rang«'«! in two rows, in square compartments, and
'J'hey had l>een
jjrod'iced a pleasing effect.
the
cloth of the
some
of
upoti
first fixeil
upper
the
end of
sewed
lo
then
Island, and

A

;

;

The intelligence we obtained res|)ecting its
contents, was, that the Eatooa (or rather,
what is supposed to represent him) was concealed therein.
This sacred repository is
composed of the twisted, fibres of the husk of
the cocoa-nut, and its figure is nearly circuiar, with one end considerably thicker than
the other. The pig that had been killed
was by this time cleaned, and its entrails
taken out. These happened to have many
of those con vtdsive motions which frequently
ai)pear in diiierent parts, when an animal is
killed; and this was considered as a very
favourable omen to the intended expedition.
After having been exposed for some time,
the entrails were carried and laid d<iwn before the priests, one of whom closely inspected them, turi?ing them lor this pm pose gently
with a stick. Hiiving been snfhciently ex-

amined,

tlvey

sacrificed

pvj^,

were thrown into the fire. The
and its liver, heart, &c. were

now put upon the
had been deposited
thers,

except

tlie

where th^ dog^
and then all the fea-

scaffold
;

ostrich plume, being en-

tl»e ark, an end was put to the
whole solemnity.
Four double canoes remained upon the

closed in

the morning, before the jdace of
small platform, covered witii
palm-leaves, fastened in mysterious knots,
was fixed on the fore-part of each of these
canoes and this also is called a morai.
8ome [)lantains, cocoa-nuts, bread-fruit, fish,
and other articles, lay upon each of these
naval morais. The natives said, that they
belonged to the Eatooa, and that they were
to attend the fleet that was to be sent out
The unfortunate victim
against Eimeo.
offered on this occasion, was, to appearance
a middle-aged man, and was one of the
lovvestclussof the people, 13ut Jt didnot

beach,

all

sacrifice.

;
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appear Ihat they had fiwd upon him on ac- amall
stones raised in various parts
of the
count ol his havin<,' coinmilted any parpavement, some with bits of cloth
fastened
t cular Clime, thaf
desnved death. It is n.und ttiem, others
entirely covered with it
(pertain, however, that Jiey nsnally
sele(>t and, upon the s.deofthe
lar-e pile, frontinsncheuilty persons
•

for their sacrifices, or tlie
area, are a great number
of pieces of
vas?abonds, who have no visible wav ot'
carved wood, in which their gods
are supposprocurujq: an lionest livelihood.
Our gen- ed to reside occasionally.
There
is a heap
tlemen having- examined the appearanL-e
of
ones, atone end of the
lur-e scaffold
ot tiSe body of lie nnhappy sut^erer,
nf»w uith a sort of platform un
one side. <)., thii
ottered up to the object of these |)eo|)le's
they deposit a
the skulls of ihe human
worship, (observed, that it was bJooHy about
sacrifices, wh.eh they take
up after they have
the head and face, and much bruised upon
remained under gn,und for some
the right temple, which denoted the manner
i,ionfh<=
.Inst above them, many
of the carved pieces
in which he had been kiile(>.
And thev of wood are jdaced and
here the Inaro!
were ndornied. that he had been knocked and
the other bundle, which was
supposed to
on the head with a stone.
contain the ^o.\ Ooro, were
laid,' during
Tiie wretches who are destined to
suffer the celebration of ihe
late solemn rites
on tliese occasions, are never previously
It IS probable, that this
api)rized of their fite.
Whenever any ,.ite of offering human victims, barbarous cusfopi
prevails in all oV
of the principal chiefs deems a
human sacri- most r.t the Islands of the
Pacific
fice necessary, on any irreat
?
enieruei^cy, lie however distant
from each other some of
fixes uf.ou the victim, iind then
dispatches them
^Ise,

.s

1

I

;

oLi

some

of his trusty

servants, who fall upon
Jinn suddenly, and either stone him to
death
or heat out his brains with a club.
'Ihe so-

may be.
pose, that not

And thou-h Ue

should sup-

more than one person

is «aeither at Otafieite,' or
other Islands, yet these occasions,
vereio:n is next acquainted with
in all prrit,
who've babiityocc.ir so
frequently, as to make a
presence is said to be absolutely requisite
terrible havock of the
human species for
at the solemn ntes that follow
and, indeed, Cap Cook reckoned
no
Jess than forty-nine
on the late occasion, Otoo bore a capital part'
skulls, of former victims,
lying before the
The solemnity itself is termed Poore Eree or
moria, at Attahooroo
and as none ofthoce
the prayer of the chief; and the victim
is skulls apr)eaied to
have suffered anv corcalled laata-taboo, or consecrated

cnhcedat one lime,

;

;

.

;

man

Jhe

^

moral, where the late sacrifice was
^^^y^^> .'^ always appropriated for the burial
otthekin^ot the whole Island, and likewise ot his family, and some other persons
of
distinguished rank.
It differs little, except
in extent, from the common
morais. Its
principal part isa lar^e obh.ng pile of stones

about thirteen feet in heiafht, ai>d contracted
towards the top, with a quadrangular
area
on each side, loosely paved with
pebbles
•under whicli the bones of the
chiefs are
deposited. Not far from the end nearest
the
sea, is the place of sacrifice,
where is a very
large \vhatta,or scaffold, on which
the ofTerings of fruits, and other vegetables,
are placbut the animals are laid on a
ed
smaller
one, and the human sacrifices are
interred
under the pavement.
There are several
re! nines scattered about the
place such as
So S-i
4 A
;

j

suferabechanire or decay, from the
weather
may be inferred, that but a short time
had
elapsed since these victims
had been ofi^,^
ed.
Ihishorrid practice, though no
consideration whatever can make
it cease to
be
detestable,_ might, perhaps, be
thought !es^
.t

detrimental, in some respects, if
it contributed to impress any awe for
the deify rr
veneration for reJigion, upon
the minds of
the spectators. But this was
so far from
being the case on t!ie late
occasion, tha
though avast multitude of
people had assembled at the morai, tliey shewed
very litUe
reverence for what was

And
Omiah happening to arrive, after the
ceremo.
meshad besun, manyof the Islandersthrontransactintr.

ed round him, and weit eno-ao-ed
for
remaining part of the time, in
making

tfr^

hn

recount some of his adventures,to which
they hstejied withgreat
eagernessof alter 'ion
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which their inhabitants of Otaheite, though, in many
performing.
Indeed, the other respects, they have emerged from the
were
them
priests
except
themselves,
the
one vvlio brutal numners of savage liie. Besides cntpriests
sustained the principal part, either from tina: out the jaw l)ones of their enemies slain
their beingfamifiarizedtosuch objects, or from in battle, whith tliey earry about with them
their reposing no great degree of confidence as trophies, they, in some measure, offer up
Soon after an
in the eiiicacy of their religjous institutions, their bodies to the Eaiooa.
maintained very Jittle of that solemnity engagement, in which they have come off
which is necessary to give to acts of devotion victorious, they collect all the dead, and
Their habit was but an bring them to the morai, where, with *^reiit
their proper effect.
ordinary one they conversed together with form and ceremony, they dig a large hole,
and the only attempt they and bury them all in it, as so many offerings
great familiarity
made to preserve decorum, was by exerting to their divinities.
They treat, in a different manner, their
their authority, to ])revent the populace
Their late
fro!n encroaching on the very spot where tlie own chiefs that fall in battle.
rites were performed, and to sutler our gen- king, Tootahai Tubourai-tamaide, and anotlemen, as strangers, to come forward. They ther chief, who were slain in an engagement
were, however, very candid in the answers with those of Tiaraboo, were brought to the
which they gave to any interrogatories that morai at AttalwKiroo. There the priests cut
were put to them, with regard to this in- out their bowels before the great altai and
human institution. And, particularly, on their dead bodies were aflerwards interred
being asked, what was the design of it, they in three difi'erent places, near the great pile
replied, that it was an ancient custom, and was of stones above-mentioned and the common
highly agreeable to their god, who came and men, who lost their lives in the battle, were
in consequence of all buried in one hole, at the foot of the same
fed upon the sacrifices
which, he granted their petitions. It was pile. This was performed the day after the
then objected, that he certainly did not feed battle, with much pomp and forn»alify,
on these, as he was neitlier observed to do it, amidst a numerous concourse of people, as
nor were the bodies of the.sacrificed animals a thanksgiving ofiering to the deity, for tl e
soon consumed and that as to the corpse victory they had obtained the |)receding day.
of a human victim, they prevented his feed- The vanquished, in the mean time, liad
ing on that, by interring it. In answer to taken refuge in the mountains, were they
these objections, they gave it as their opinion, remained upwards ofo week, till the fury of
that he came in the night, invisibly, and fed the victors began to abate. A treaty was
only on the soul, or immaterial part, which then set on foot, by which it was agreed,
(these people say) remains about the place that Otoo should be proclaimed king of the
of sacrifice, till the carcase of the victim is whole Island and the solemnity of investing him with the maro, or badge of royalitj%
totally wasted by putrefaction.
Human sacrifices are not the only barbar- was performed at the samemoria, with great
ous custom that still prevails amongst the magnifi<!ence.
regardleRS of the solemn offices

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

CHAP.
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r Mataxmi ; Conference with Tottha respecting the human Sacrifice; Description oj
Dinner given by Omiah ; Exhibition of Fire-irorlis ; Jicmixrkohlc JMetUodoJ mahiifg
;
Anoa Present of Cloth ; Manner of preserving, for vuinij 3/onths, the ckad Hodif of a Chief
ther human Sacrijice offered ; Itiding on Horseback, Matter of great Astonishment to he natives; Otoos's.great Attention to prevent Thefts, i^c. Animals given to him by Capt. Cook;
Audience given to Etary, i^c. Manner ofjighting two War Canoes ; ISaval Power, &;c.

fffe-nohnrJc

fi

ihe fltVVfia

;

AT

tlie close of the very extraordinary
scene, exhibited at the niorai, and particularly described in the last chapter, onr
party embarked about twelve o'clock, in
order to return to Matavai ; and, in their
way, paid a visit to 'J\nvha, who had continued in tiie little Islund, where they met him
the preceding' day. Some conversation on

public attUirs passed between Otoo and him
and the latter entreated Capt. Cook, once
more, to join them as an ally, in their war
against Eimeo.
By his positive refusal he
entirely lost the good opinion of this chief.
Before they separated, he interrogated our
irentlemen concerning" the solemnity, at
which they had l)een present ; and asked,
;

particidarly, if it

answered tlieirexpectations

;

what opinion they entertained of its efficacy
and whether such acts of worships were frequent in their own country ? They had been
;

silent during the celebration of the horrid
ceremony ; but, as soon as it was completed,
freely expressed their sentiments: upon the
consesubject, to Otoo, and his attendants
quently Ca|)t. Cook did not conceal his
detestation of it, in this conversation with
;

Towha.

Exclusive of the barbarity of the
blo(Kly custom, he urged the unreasonableness
of it, alledging that such a sucritice, instead
of making the Eatooa propitious to their

would excite his vengeance ; and
that, from this very circumstance, he concluded, that their intended expediticm against
Maheine would be unsjiccessful. This was

nation,

proceeding to great lemrths upon conjecture
but ih.eir was little danger of being mistaken
for, respectin r this war, there were three
parties \\\ this Island, one violent for it, a;v>ther perfecily inditFcrent aboi'f it; and the
;

;

tiiird

avowed supporters of Maheine, and

3

his

Under these circumstances, it was
not probable that such a plan of military
O[)erations would ensure success.
OmiaFi
acted as interpreter, in conveying the Captain's sentimeijts to Towha, on the subjects
ofthe late horrid sacrifice; and he supported his arguments with such spirit, that the
chief appeared to be extremely angry
especially, on being informed, that if he liad taken away the life of a man in England, as he
had done here, his rank would not have
protected him from an ignomious death.
Upon this, he exclaimed, maeno maeno ?
vile !) and would not hear a syllable
(vile
more about it. Many of the natives were
present at this debate
particularly the attendants and servants of Towha
and when
Omiah mentioned the ()unishmentthat would
in England be inflicted upon the greatest
man, if he dared to kill the meanest servant,
they listened very attentively and perhaps,
on this subject, they thought diflerently from
their master.
Leaving Towha, our gentlemen proceeded to Oparre, where Otoo solicited them to
pass the night. They landed in the evening
and, on their way to his habitation, had
an opportunity of observing how these i)eople amuse themselves, in their private heevas.
They saw about a hundred of them sitting in
a house in the n)idst of whom were two women, and an old man behind each of them,
beating gently upon a drum and the women,
at intervals, singing with great softness and
delicacy. TI.e assembly were very aJtentive, and seemed, as it were, absorbed in the
pleasure the music gave them
few of them
taking any notice of the strangers, and the
ever once ceasing. When the
perSorniers
pakty arrived at Otuo's house,, it was almost
cause.

;

!

!

;

;

;

;

;

;
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dork.' Here they were entertained vviih one
of their public heevas, or plays, in which
bi*j three sisters presented the principal chaThis they call a heeva raa, and
racters.
no person is suffered to enter the house or
area, where it is exhibited. This is always
the case, when the royal sisters are the performers. Their dress, on this occasion, was
truly elegant and picturesque, and they acquitted themselves in a very distinguished

though some comic interludes.
wherein four men were the performers, seemed to afford greater entertainment to the
audieuce, which was nuiuerous. The Captain and his companious proceeded the next
Miorniug, to Matavai, leaving Oloo at Oparbut his mother, sisters, and many other
re
womeu, atten-ded the Captain on board, and

mauuer

;

;

Ol(K> followed a short time after.

While Otoo and Capt. Cook had been
nbseut from the ships, they had been sparingly supplied with fruit, and had not many
After their return, we had abundvisitors.
ance of company and provisions. On the
4ih, a party of us, among whom was Otoo,
dined ashore with Omiah, who provided
excellent fare, consisting offish, fowls, pork.
and puddings. Dinner being over, Capt.
Cook acco5»panied Otoo back to his dwelling, where he found all his servants busy, in
getting a cjuantity of provisions ready for
him. A*n(mgNt other articles, there was a
larg^ hog, which tiiey killed in his presence,

and cocoa-nuts, were sent on board the
Captain's ship in a canoe, followed by hitn
and all the royal family,
young ram, of the Cape-breed, that had

fruit,

A

been lambed, and carefully brought up oa
board Capt. Cook's shi^), was killed by a
do»- the following; day.
'i'his was the more
to be regretted, as it was the only one of
tiiat breed that we had
and only one of the
English breed was now remaining,
;

On

the 7th, in the evening,

we

exhibited

some tire-works before a vast concourse of
j)eople, some of whom were highly entertained, but the greater number
were niucl*
with the exhibition
insomuch, that
they could hardly be prevailed on to keep
together, to see the whole of the entertainment. What concluded the business, was a.
table-rocket. It flew off the table, and dis|)ersed the whole crowd in an instant
even
the most resolute amongst them now fled
with precipitation.
i*
party of us dined, the next day, with
Oedidee, on fish and pork. The hogj wl)icli
weighed about thirty pounds, was alive,
<lressed, and upon the table, within the hour,
Some time after we had dined, Otoo appeared, and enquired of Ca|»t. Cook, if his belly
was full } who answered in the affirmative,
"Then come along with me," said Otoo,
The Cajitain accordingly attended him to
his father's, where he saw several people
employed in dressing two girls, with fine
cloth, after a very singular (iashion.
There
terrified

;

;

A

pudding the whole
the Captain saw. were .several |)ieces ofcloth, and the one end
which
making
'»rocess
bread-fruit,
plantains, taro, of each piece was held over the heads of the
of
wascomposed
It
and palm or pandunus nuts, each rasped, gl<rls, while the remainder was wrapped

Tiiere

was

jIso a large

;

ni

scraped, or beat u|) fine, and baked by itself,
quantity of ihe juice of cocoa-nut kernels,
was put into a kind of wooden tray. The
other articles hot from the oven, were put
some hot
togf^ther with
into this vessel
."^tones, in or.ier to make the contents simmer,
Three or four jiersons were employed in
stirring u|» the several iugredients, till they
were perfectly incorporated, and the juice of
the cocoa-nut was turned to oil; and the
whole mass, at last, was nearly of the consistency of a hasty pndtling. The hog being
baked, and the piuhliug being made, they,
Hgether with two Jiving hogs, some bread-

A

;

round

their bodies,

ends were

under the arm-pits.

The

suffered to fall down,
and hantr in f<dds to the ground, over the
oHier.
Round the outside of all, were then
wrapped several pieces of cloth of various colours, which considerably increased the size
it being five or six yards in circuit
and the
weight of this singular attire, was as much
as the poor girls could well support. 1o
each were hung, tw«f taamfs, or breast-plate--,
iu fjrder to embellish the whole, and gave it
a j)icturesque appearance. Thus equipped,
they were taken on board the ship, together
with several hogs, and a quantity of fruit,
u[)|)er

tlien

;

;
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was a preOloo's father.
aecjt to Va\)L
Tliose who are dressed in tliis manner, are
but, this ceremony is never
called atee
wliere large presents of
except
performed,
never snw it
clotli are to be made.
any other occasion but
npoii
practised
both C;i|»t. CooU and Capt Clerke had cloth
])resented to them afterwards, wrappeil ronnd
J'he next
tl>e bearers in the same nianner.
of live
present
received
a
CooU
day, Capt.
which,

tntj^'tlier

wiih

Cook

tlii«?

cloth,

froiii

;

We

;

and some t'niit, from ()too and one
iio;;-, and some frnittVom each of his sisters.
Other provisions were also in pfreat plenty.
been
(Vreat quantities of mackarel had
caui^ht here by the natives, for two or three
successive days; some of which were sold on
board the ships.
Otoo was equally attentive to supply our
Avants, and contribute to our amusement. On
ihe 10th, he treated a party of us at Oi)arre,
Mith a play. His three sisters were the performers, and their dresses were new and elegant, much more so than we had met with in
1h);2:s,

any of these

;

Island-*.

The princijial objects, however, that the
Captain had now in view, in t^oini; to Oparre,
was to see an embalmed corpse, near the
residence of Otoo. On Hncpiiry, he found it
to be the remains of Tee, a chief whom he
\vell knew, when he last visited this Island.
It was lying" in an elegant toopapaoo, in
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but the hair and nails were in their orlgrinal

and the several joints were pliable. On
enquiry into their method of preserving their
dead bodies, we were informed, ilmt, soon
after they are dead, ti.ey are disembowelled,
by diaw ing the intestines, and other viseera,
out at the anus, and the whole cavity is
stufled with clotli
that when any moisture
apjx'ared, it was imn)ediately dried np, and.
the bodies rubbed all over with pert'nnjed
cocoa-nut-oil
which, frequently repeated,

state,

;

;

preserved then) several months; after which
they moulded away gradually. Omiah informe<l ns, that the bodies of all their great
men, who die a natural death, are thus preserved
and are exposed to public view for
a very considerable time alter. At first,
they are exhibited every fine day; afterwards, the intervals become greater and
greater and, at last, they are very seldom to
be seen.
Me (juitted Oparre in the evening-, leaving Otoo, and all the royal family. I'lie
Captain saw none of them till the 12ih
wlien all, exce[)t the chief himself, honoured
him with a visit. He was gone, they said, to
;

;

;

Aflahooroo, to assist at anoth.er human sacrifice, sent by the chief of Tiaraboo to be
otfered up at the morai. This second instance, within so short a period, was a melancholy jjroot*, that the victims of this blootif
superstition are very numerous amongst this
The Captain would have
all respects similar to that at Oheite[)ahe, in humane people.
Avhich the remains of U%aheiadooa are de- been j>resent at this sacrifice also, had he
We found the body was nnder been earlier informed of it, but now it was
posited.
For the same reason, he omitted
cover, withia the toopapaoo, and wrapped too late.
At the Captain's desire, the per- being- present at a |)ublic transaction, at
lip in cloth.
son who had the care of it, brought it out, Of)arre, the [jreceding- day, when Otoo, with
and place<l it on a kind of bier, so as to give g'reat solemnity, restored to the adljereiits of
a perfect view of it bat we were not admit- the late king" '^Kootaha, the lands and possested within the pales that enclosed the toopa- sions, of which, alter his death, they had
paoo. The corpse having been thus exhibi- been deprived.
Otoo returned (he next evening-, from exerted, he ornamented the place with mats and
cloths, disposed in such a manner as to pro- cising the most disagreeable of his royal
duce a pleasing etiect. The body was entire duties: and, the next day, being- hononrtd
and putrefaction seemed hard- with his company, the Captains Cook and
in every part
ly to be begun, nor the least disagreeable Cierke, monnted on horseback, and lofie
though this is one round the plain of Matavai, to the astonishfjmell proceedmgfrom it
of the hottest climates, and Tee had been ment of a vast train of spectators. On^e oi
above four months dead. There was, indeed, twice, before this, Omiah had, indeed, ata shiinkinjj of the luuscular parts and eyes tempted to get on a horse; bii-t he liad as often
;

;

;
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before he caii4d contrive to seat Otoo, with some ceremony, and a set speechi
this was, therefore, the After this, a consultation was held between
tly
biiiiselt"
seen
any body on horse- them and some other chiefs, about their
they'
had
time
first
had begun, was expedition to Eimeo. Elary, at iirst, disapCaptains
What
tlie
back.
repeated daily, by one or another of our proved of it; but his objections were at
people; and yet the curiosity of the natives length over-ruled. It appeared, indeeti, the
continued unabated. After they had seen next day, that it was too late to deliberate,
the U'5e tiiat was made of tiiese animals, they upon this business; for, in the evening:, a
and messenger arrived with intelligence, that
were exceedingly delighted with them
we were of Ojjinion, that they conveyed to there had been some skirmishes, but ihat the.
them a better idea of the greatness of other loss or advantage, on either side, was inconuations, then all the novelties, that their siderable.
Capt. Cook, Mr. Anderson, and Omai, in
E'Mopean visitors h^d carried amon<^st them.
the
the
god
of
morning of the 18th, went aeuin to
or
Olla,
Elary,
The next day,
0|)arre,
neighbourhood
accompanied by Otoo taking Mith
the
from
removed
Bolabola,
them
by
several
the
sheep which the Captain intended
attended
Oparre,
to
Malavia,
of
Otoo, we were told, did not 1o leave upon the Island. They sonsisled of
sailing canoes.
approve of his being so near our station, an English ram and ewe, and three Cape
where his people could njore conveniently ewes; all which he made a present of to
All the three cows had taken the
invade our property. Otoo, it must be ac- Otoo.
he therefore thought it adviseable t«>
knovvledu'^d, took every prudent method to bull
audit was divide them, an«l carry sf)nie to TJlietea.
prevent thefts and robberries
principally owing to his regulations, that so With this view, he ordered them to be
He had erected a brouuht before him, and proposed to Etary,
lew were committed.
small house or two, behind our post; and that if he woidd leave his bidl with Otoo, he
two others near our tents, between the river should have this, and one of the cows. To
and the sea. Some of his own people conti- this proposal, Elary, at first started some
rjually kept watch in all these places; and, objections; but, at last agreed to it; howas his father usually resided on 3Jatavia ever, as the raitle were putting into the boat,
Point, we were, in a manner, surrounded by one of Etary 's followers opposed the makingThey not only defended us in the any exchange whatever,
fhem.
The Captain, upon this, suspecting that
flight frou) thieves, but they had an opportunity of observing every thing that passed Etary hnd agreed to the arragement, for tiic
and were ready to receive con- j)resent,oi)ly to please him, dropped the idea
in the day
tributions from such girls, as were privately of an exchange; and finally determined to
«:onnected with our people, which was nsti- leave tliem all with Otoo; whom he strictly
so that the niea- enjoined not to sutfer them to be removed
;j|ly done every morning
surrs he had taken to secure our safety, from Oparre, till he should have got a stocic
answered the more essential purpose of en- of younu ones which he might then dispose
of to his friends, or send to the neighbouring
Jiirging his own profits.
Islands.
that
preCook,
liis
Otoo acquainted Capt.
where
This matter being settled, our gentlemen
Opaire,
an
at
required
Kence vuis
left
Etary and his |*arty, and attended Otoo
to
great
perthe
given
be
to
• iidien.ce was
to
begged
would
another
aiul
he
place, not far distant, where they
Bolabola,
from
»oii'»'-e
foinid
Captain
readily
the
servants
of a chief, wailing with a
'J'he
thidier.
Inm
accoio 'i>nn.y
hog,
with
something
as a present from their
meet
a
])ig,
and
d(>g,
a
to
expecting
consenied.
they
set
niiLster
to
Accordingly,
the
These were deli>eru!
king.
notice.
h'*^
deserviu"
by
Anderson,
the
and an harangue,
3Ir.
with
usual
ceremonies,
attended
i()lh,
nut on the
after the
that
interthe
was
in
whicli
sjjeaker
enquired
occtirred,
however,
!Nothin«>-,
peofollowers
of
his
Otoo,
his
prircipnl
and
health
and
of
all
Etary
cuncuis.
or
estinu"
hogs
lo
iu
the
and
Tiiis
compliment
re-echoed
cloth
pie.
was
coarse
syme
preseTded

fallen

off,

prop

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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•-name of Otoo, by one of his ministers and
then the dispnte with Eimeo was formerly
I'he deputies of' tliis cliief were
liiscusseJ.
advocate* for prosecntiiii*' the war with vipfoiir, advising Oloo to offer a human sacrichief, wl)o confice on the ocaision.
stantly attended the person of Otoo, o[)posed
seeniins^ly with {jreat strenjjjth of ari>uit,
The Captain was now convinced
jnent.
that he never entered iieartily into the spirit
Ilaviuir dijied with Otoo, our
of this war.
party returned to Matavai, leaving- liim at
Oparree.
On Friday, the lOtli, we wore very sparingly supplied with fruit, as we. had been
the day before. Otoo being informed of this,
had particularly
l;e, and his brother, wiio
nltached himself to Capt. OerUe, came from
Opaneci, with a lars^e supjily lor l»otli ships.
Next day, the 20th, ail the royal family
<."ame with i)resents, so tliat now we had
more provisions than we could consume.
Our water and wood havini? been already
taken on board, nothing' remained but to
xtriUe the tents, and bring oil* the things
belonging to the otiicers and men who were
stationed on shore; and the Cotntnodore
began to think of quitting the Island, that
he might have sutiicient time for visiting
We therefore
others in the neighbourhood.
removed our observatories and instruments
from the shore, and bent the sails. Several
<»f the sailors being very desirous to stay at
Otaheite, Otoo interested himself in their
behalf, and endeavoured to prevail on Capt.
Cook to grant their request; but he rejected
peremptorily every application of that kind,
though often repeated nor would he suffer
any of t!ie natives to enter on board, .though
many would gladly have accompanied us
wherever we intended to sail, and that too
after they were assured, that we never intended to visit their country any more. Some
of the women also would have followed their
Ehoonoas.or Pretanne husbands, could they
have been permitted but our Commander
%vas equally averse to the taking any of the
natives away, as to the leaving any of our
own people behind. He was sensible, that
when once cloyed with enjoyment, they
would reciprocally piue for home, to which
;

A

;

;

it

would not be

that

i'nv

a

•^il
in their

little

power

j)reseiit

l:

to retu'R
ratification,

and

;

they

would

risk the happiness of the remaininr^
part of their lives.
1 he king, when lie
found he could not obtain his wishes in this

respect, ap[)lied to dipt. Cook for another
favour, which was to a Mow our carpenters
to make him a chest, or press, to secure the
treasures he had accumulated rn presents ;
he even begged, th.at a bed might be placed
in it, where he intended to sb -p.
This request the Captain readily granted
and
;

while the worknx^ri were employed, in making this uncommon i)iece of furnitu'e, they
were idcntifully sn{;plied with barbicuetl
Imgs, and such dainties as the country afforded, and were so carefully attended and protected, that they did not loose so much as
a single nail.
It w^js some of these work-

men that Otoo was so desirous to retain ;
but they were of too much consequence on
board to be ()arted with, had there been no
other motive for bringing them auay nor
was Otoo much concerned about the departure of the rest. While he was constant in
attending the operations of our carpenters,
Omiah had frequent conferences with him,
on the subject of his travels. He astonished
him more by the relation he gave of the
magnificence of the Morais in Pretanne,
than by all the wonders with which he had
before surprised him.
\\^hen he told him
that the king's Morai was open to all comers,
and that the persons of the c!ecease(i kings
were to be seen as perfect to appearance as
when in the vigour of youth, he seemed to
lament, that his date of existence w;is- to b.e
limited with his Life; and that his reaiairiS
were to perisi), while his Moraj pioervei no
memorial, that he had ever had a beiiis^-*
Omiah endeavoured to impress him wit!- :ui
idea of the !»agnificence of the toiiibs of ihe
dead that were tobe set^n in the ?*Iorais of Pretanne ; but having nothing to conipare them
to, he was unable to makehimselt'sAifhcientlj
understood nor was l>e more successful in describing the solemn grandeur of the places
of public worship, where the pe« pic assenib'led every seventh day, and at other stated
times, to offer up their prayers to the good
Spirit.
Of the splendour of the ihealii^^*, he
;

;
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When
could speak more intellitjibiy.
Omiali told Otoo of -the mai>nitude of the
of their
])alaces, and liouses, iti Pretanne
of the extent of
decoration and furniture
and the multitude of livtheir plantations
ins^aniiuals with which they were stocked
he listened to him with peculiar attention,
as not doubting' the truth of his relation
])ut when he attem|)ted to describe the roads,
;

;

;

;

;

and the rapidity with which peoj)le travel in
carriages, drawn by four footed animals, he
seemed all amazement: no child could ever
express greater surprize at Gulliver's travelling' to tiie moon on ganzas, th«u Otoo, when
Omiah assured him, tjjey could traverse an
extent of ground equal to the whole Island
of Otaheite, in a single day.
On Sunday the 2 1st, Otoo came on !)oard,
to inform us, that the war canoes of Matavai,
and of three other districts, wer^ going to
jowi those belonging to Oparree, and that
part of the Island, where there would be a
general review. The squadron of Matavai
was soon in motion, and after paradino: for
some time about the l)ay, assembled ashore,
Capt. Cook now
near the middle of it.
went in his boat to take a survey of it. What
they call their war canoes, which are those
with stages whereon they tight, amount to
about sixty in number and there are nearly
as many more of a smaller size The Captain
was ready to have attended them to Oparree,
but the chiefs resolved that they would not
move till the next day. Tins happened to
be a fortunate delay; as it afforded hini an
opportunity of getting- some insight into
He therefore detheir manner of lighting-.
;

sired

Otoo

to give orders, that

some of them

shoukl go through the necessary manoeuvres.
Accordingly two of them were ordered out
in one of which Otoo, Capt.
into the bay
;

Cook, and Mr. King embarked, and Omiah
went on board the other. As soon as they

side of one stage, giving the necessary orders
when to advance, and when to retreats
Gre<it judgment, and a very quick eye seems
to be rr quisite in this department, to seize
every advantage, and to avoid every disadvantage. At lengtlj the two canoes closed
stage to stage
and after a seveie, though
short conflict, all the troops on Otoo's slag«
were supposed to be killed, and Omiah and
his associates boarded them
when instantly
Otoo, and the paddlers in his canoe, leajicd
into the sea, as if reduced to the necessity of
preserving their lives by swimming.
lint,
acxiording to Omiah's representation, their
;

;

naval engagements are not always conducted
manner: for they sometimes lash the
two vessels together head to head, and tight
till all the warriors on one side or the other
are killed
yet this close combat is never
practised, ex{e|)t when the contending parties are deteiniined to conquer, or die.
Jndeed. in this instance, one or the other musi
infallibly happen
for they never give quarter, unless it be to reserve their prisoners for a
more cruel death the day following
All
the p»)vver and strength of the Society Islands
lie solely in the navies.
A eeneral engagement on land we never heard of; and all
their decisive actions are on the water.
When the time and place of battle are fixed
by both parties, the preceding day and night
are spent in feasting and diversions.
Wheu
the day dawns, they launch the canoes, muko
every necessary preparation, and with the
day begin the battle; the fate of which, in
general, decides the dispute. The vanquished endeavour to save themselves Vyy a precipitate flight
and those who reach the shores
ily, with their friends, to the mountains
for
the victors, before their fury abates, spare
neither the aged, women, nor rhihiren. 1 hey
assemble the next day, at the Morai, to return thanks to the Eatooa for the victory^
and offer there the slain and the prisone*^,.
as sacrifices.
treaty is then set on foot;
and the conquerors obtain usually their own
terms whereby large districts of land, and
even whole islands, sometimes change their

in this

;

;

;

;

room, they faced, advanced, and retreated by turns, as quick as
In the mean
their rowers could paddle.
time, the warriors on the stages flourished
their weapons, and played a variety of antic
Omiah said lie
tricks, which could answer no other purpose proprietors and masters.
once
taken
the men of l\
passions,
was
prisoner
by
to
pretheir
than that of rousinu"
that
Island, whur^e
Otoo
and
conducted
to
stood
the
labobj
by
pare ihem for the onset.
liad got sufficient sea

A

;

t^

8
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anJ many

would have suffered

otliprs

day, had they n«t heen torescape in tiie niiilit.
to
tuiiate en(nii;li
was concluded,
mock-tiixlit
When the
Omiah put on his suit of armonr, mounted
R stage in one f)f the canoes, and thus equipped, was paddled all ah)ny: theshoreot' the
kiy, that every one might have a perfect
view ot'liiin. liis coat otinail, however, did
not engage the attention of the multitude so
much as was expected the novelty being in
a great degree lost upon some of them, who
liad seen it before; and there were others,
ivho had (Conceived such a dislike to Omiah,

death the

iie\l

,

;

and imprudence at this place,
hardly look at any thing
would
that they
that was exinbited by him however singular
and new. This day notice bad been given to
Otoo of oiu* intention to sail with the tirst
fair wind; in consequence of which on the

from

his folly

2.2ud, in the morning, became on board, desiring ti» know when we pro|)osed to depart,
an«l, at the same ti.ue expressing great conbrought
cern at oursudden resolutijn.
with him hogs, fruit, and other valuable productions of the Island. No people on earth
could express their gratitude with moie
«eeming sincerity and cordiality, than the
kingand his chiefs, for the presents they had
received, nor were oar commander and othThe Ca|>cers wanting in suitable returns.
.tain having heard of there being a good harbour at Eimeo, had informed Otoo and his
party, thai he would visit that Island in his

He

Huaheine; and they proposed
now to accompany him, and that their fleet
should sail, at the same time, to reinforce
Towha. Being ready to taite our departure,
the Caf)tain submitted to them the appoint-

fiassage to

ment of the day. The Wednesday following
was Hxed upon, when he was to receive on
father, mother, and the
points settled, Captain
Tivese
whole family.
Cook proposed setting out immediately for
Oparree, where all the fieetwasto assemble
But as he
this day, in order to be reviewed.
was getting into his boat, news arrived, that a
treaty had been concluded between Towha
and Vlsheine, and that Towha's fleet return-

board Otoo,

his

TflE
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Oparree,,were ordered to their rcsproI'aptain Cook, however, fnU
l<»wed Otoo to Oparree, accompanied hy Mr.

ing- at

five districts.

Kingand Omiah.
messenger

Soon

after their airi>'al. a

Eimeo made known

the
conditions of the peace, or rather truce, it
bein^ oidy for a limited time. T\\e tertn*?
being disadvantageous to Otaheite, Otoo was
censured severely, wliose delay, it was said in
sending reinforcements, had oliliged Towl.a
to submit to a disgracetul accommodatioiK
It wasat the same time, currently reported,
that Towlia resenting the treatment he had
received, had declared, that immediately aftor our departure, he would join his forces to
tfiose of Tiaraboo, and attack Otoo.
I'his
called npon the Cai>tain to declare, that he
was determined to espouse the interest of his
friend; and that whoever presumed to attack
him, by any combination of parlies, .should
experience the weight of his disj)leasnre,
when he returned to that Island. '^J'his declaration, probably, had the desired effect
for, if Towha did entertain any such hostile
intention at first, we heard no more of the
report. Whappai, the father of Otoo, highly
disapproved of the peace, and censured Towha for concluding. This old chief wisely
considered, that Capt. Cook's going with
them to Eimeo, might have been of singular
service to their cause, though he should not
take an active part in the quarrel. He therefore concluded, that Otoo had acted prudently in waiting for the Captain, though it
j)revented his giving that early assistance to
'^i'owha which he expected.
bile we were
discoursing on this subject, a messenger arri-ved from Towha, desiring the attendance
of Otoo the next d«y, at the Morai in Atta*^
hooroo, to return thanks to the Eatooa for
the peace he had concluded. Capt. Cook's
company was requested, but being much out
of order, chose to decline attending them.
Desirous, however, of knowing what ceremony might be exhibited on such an occasion, he sent Mr. Kingand Omiah to observe
the particulars, and returned on boas^l, attended by Otoo's mother, bis three sisters,
and several other women.
At first, the
tr(»m

W

cd to Anahoonto. Fro?n this unexpected Captain imagined that this numerous train
fcvent, the war canoes, instead of rendezvous- carUie iota his boat, in order to get a passage
4 B
iSo. 35.
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to Mafavai.
But they assured him, they intended passing' the night on board, for the
jjurpose of curing the disorder lie complained
of, which was a rheumatic pain, extending"
from the hip to the foot. He accepted the
friendly oifer, had a bed prepared for them
iipoi) the cabin floor, and submitted himself
fo their directions.

He was

first

Otoo*s (eet and several of Towha's j)ef pl«
came and conversed with him. After I iii<d
been, for some time, seated close to Otoo,
;

Towha

neither stirring from his canoe, nor
any thing to us, I repaired to him.
He asked me, if Toote was djspleased witit
him ? r answered no that he was his taio
desired to and that I was ordered to repair to Attahoothose who roo, to let him know it. Oraiah then enter.saying

;

;

down amongst them, when all
conid get near him, began to squeeze him ed into a long conversation with this cliief,
with both hands ail over the body, but more but I could not gather any information from
On my returning to Otoo, he desired
j)articularly on the parts complained of, till him.
tliey made his bones crack, and his tiesh be- that I would go to eat, and then to sleep ;
came almost a mummy. In short, after suf- in consequence of which Omiah and I left
fering this severe discipline about a quarter him. On my questioning Omiah on that
of an hour, he was lia|)py to get away from head, he said, Towha was lame, and therethem. The operation, however, lyave him fore could not stir; but that he and Otoo
immediate relief, and encouraged him to un- would soon converse in private. 1'his was
dergo a repetition of the same disci[)line, be- probably true; for those we left with Otoo
fore he retired to bed and it was so effectual, came to iis in a little time, and about ten
that he found himself pretty easy the whole njinutes after, Otoo himself arrived, when
His female physicians very we all went tosle^p in his canoe. The next
iijght after.
obligingly rej)€ated their prescription the morning the ava was in great plenty. One
next morning, before they left him, and man drank to such excess tJiat he lost his
senses, and appeared to be convulsed.
He
again in the evening, when they returned
they
was held by two men, who busied themperfected,
being
cure
after which, the
took their leave of the Captain the following selves in plucking off his hair by the roots,
morning. This is called by the natives ro- I left this spectacle to see a more affecting
it was the meriting of Towha and his
inee, an operation far exceeding that of the one
It is >vife, with a young girl, who was said to be
flesh-brush, or any external friction.
universally practised among these Islander-. his daughter. Aiter the ceremony of cutCapt. Wallis, and his first lieutenant, had ling their heads, and discharging plenty of
the same operation performed upon them. blood and tears, they washed, embraced the
If Hi any time a |)€rson appears languid and chief, and appeared perfectly unconcerned.
tired, and sits down by any of them, they But the young girl's sufferings were not yet
practice the romee upon his legs, and it al- concluded, Terrfdiri (Oberea'.s son) arrived ;
and she, with great composure, repented
ways has an exceeding good eliect.
On Thursday the 2oth, Otoo, Mr. King, those ceremonies to him, which she had just
Towha
and Oiiitah, returned from Attahooroo and performed on meeting her father.
Mr. King favoured us with a narrative of having brought in a war canoe from Eimeo,
what he had seen to the following purport. I inquired if he had killed the people lye*'
At sun Set, we embarked in a canoe, and left longing to her, and was informed, that there
Opariee. About nine o'chu-k, we landed at was not a single pers<ui in her when she was
About ten o'clock we left Tetthat extremity ofTettaha, whioh joins to A4;- raptured.
tahooroo. The meeting of Otoo and Towha taha, and landed close to the Morai of AtThre^
I expected would be interesting. Otoo, and tahooroo, early in the afternoon.
his attendants, seated themselves on the canoes lay hauled upon the beach, opfxisite
beacl^ near the catjoe in %vhicli Towha sat. the Morai, having three hogs in each.
H- was then asleep; but being awakened, expected the solemnity would have been
performed the same afternoon, but nothing
9it)i\ Otoo's name mentioned to him, a plantain tree and dog vveic immediately laid at was done, as neither Towha ncr Potatou had

lie

;

;

;

;

We
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joineJ us. A chief came fromEimeo wifli a
small piir, and a |)laiilaiii trt'e, wliicli he
phiced at Otoo's lieet. They conversed some
time tog-etlier, and tlie V'imeo cliief often reneatini;- the wonis wany, warry, " false,"
Otoo was [)robal)ly relatin'jc to him what he
had heard, and the other contradicted it.
The next day, Touha and Potaton, V;ith
seven or eiuht lar<»e canoes, arrived and landed near the Morai. Several plantain trees
were hrons^ht to Oloo, on behalf of ditft-rent
The
chiefs. Ti'wha remained in his canoe.
principal
priest
hy
the
commenced,
ceremony
briiiriiii^ out the mara, wrapped up, and a
bundle of a conic shape. These were placed
at the head ofwh.it I suppost-d to be a i^rave.
Then three priests sat down ;it the other end
of the grave, havim? with then) a plantam
tr e. a branch of some other kind of tree,
and the sheath of the flower of the cocoa-nnt.
The priests separately rej)eated sentences
and at intervals, two, sometimes tliree,
chanted a melanclndy lay, very little attended to by the natives. This kind of recitative
continued near an Inmr. Then, after a short
prayer, the ciiief priest nncovered the maro,
and Otoo rose up, wra()ping it about him,
and holdinirin his hand a Ijonnet, composed
of the red feathers of tl;e tropic bird, mixed
with other blackish feathers. He stood opposite the three priests, who continued their
when a man
prayers for about ten minutes
said somecrowd,
the
from
suddenly
rising;
thinsf endinsr with heiva, and the people
The
echoed back to him three times earee
company then repaired to the opposite side
of a large pile of stones, where is the king's
Morai, which is not much unlike a large
grave.
Here the same ceremony was again
performed, and ended with three cheers,
i'he maro was now wrapped up, and ornamented by the addition of a small piece of
The people proceeded to a
red feathers.
large hut near the Morai, where they seated
An oration
themselves in solemn order.
was made by a man of Tiaraboo, which ended in about ten minutes. He was followed
by another of Attahooroo Potaton spoke
next, and with much more jfluency and
Tooteo, Otoo's
frace than any of them.
trator exhibited after him ^ and then a man
;

;

!

:
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from Einjeo.
Some other speeches were
made, but not atten<led to. Omiah .said Hia'c
the substance of their speeches recommended friendship, and not fighting: bntasmanj
of the speakers expressed theniselves with
great warmth, there were, perhaps, some recriminations and piotestations ot iheir future
good intentions. In the midst of their harangues, a u)an of Attahooroo rose up, having
a sling fastened to his waist, and a large
stone upon his shoulder.
Alter parading
for about fifteen minutes in the open space,
and chantiuij- a few short sentences, he threw
the stone down. This stone, together with
a plantain tree that lay at Otoo's feet, were
at the conclusion of the speeches, carried t»
the Morai, one of the priests, and Otoo with
him, saying something on the occasion.
Returning to Oparree, the sea breeze havinjf
set in, we were obliged to land, and had a
pleasant walk from Teltaha to Opawee.
tree, with two large bundles of dried
leaves suspended u(»on it, pointed out the
boundary of the two districts.
were accompanied by the man who had performed
the ceremony of the stone and sling. With
him Otoo's father held a long conversation,
and ajipeared extren.ely angry.
He was
enraged, as I understood, at the part which
Towha ha<l taken in the Eimeo business."
From what can be judged of this solemnity, as related from Mr King, it had been
only a thanksgivins", as 0»niah told us, but
rather a confirjTiation of the treaty. The
grave, mentioned by 3Ir. King, a])pear to be
the very spot where the celebration of the
rites began, when the human sacrifice was of-

A

We

which Captain Cook was present,
and before which the victim was laid. It is
fered, at

here also that they first invest their kings
with the maro. Omiah, who had seen the
ceremony when Otoo was njadeking, described the whole solemnity when we were here;
which is nearly the same as tfiat now related by Mr. King, though perhaps upon a
very different occasion. The plantain-tree
is always the tirst thing ii^troduced in all their
religious ceremonies, as well as in ail their
public and private debates, and probably on
many other occasions. While Towha was
atEioieo^ he sent one ormore messengers to
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Otoo every day. Every messenger, at oil
times, carried a yoiiu!^ plantain-tree in his
feand, which he laid at the feet of Otoo before he mentioned liis errand, after which he
seated himself before himand related particnlars.
When two men are in such high dispute that blows are expected to ensue, if one
should lay a plantain tree before the other,
tliey both become cool, and proceed in the
argument without farther animosity. It is
iudeed the olive branch of these people upon
all occasions.
On Friday, the 261h, all the women were
ordered to be put on shore; a task not easily

tain could only thank liim for his erood h-^
tention, but the king- would have been much
better pleased if his present could have been

accepted. The following circumstance, concerning' Otoo, will shew that the people of
this Island are capable of much address and
art to accomplish their purposes.
Among"
other things >vhich the Captain had at different times given to this chief, was a spying"glass: having been two or three days possessed of it, he perhaps srew tired of hm
glass, or discovered that it could not be of
any use to him he therefore carried it pxivately to Capt. Gierke, telling him, that he
effected, most of them beinj? very unwilling hjjid got a present for him,
return for his
to depart
nor was it of much consequence, friendship, which he supposed would be
as they found means to follow us afterwards agreeable; "but (says Otoo) Toote must
to Huaheine, Llietea, and the other Society not be informed of this, because he wanted
Isles
nor did they leave us till our final it, and I refused to let him have it.'^ Acdeparture to our northern discoveries, never cordingly, he put the glass into Captain
more to return. Our friends knowing, by Clerke's hands, assuring him, at the same
this, we were upon the point of sailing, they time, that he came honestlyby it.
Captain
all paid us a visit, and brought more hogs Clerke, at first, wished to be excused from
than we wanted; for we had sufficient for accepting it; but Otoo insisted that he
our present use, and had no salt left to pre- should, and left it with him. A few days
serve any. On the 27th, Capt. Cook accom- dfter, he reminded Captain Clerke of t lie
panied Otoo to Oparree and before he left i?'lass who, though he did not wish to have
it,vvas yet desirous oi' obliging Otoo; and
it, took a survey of the cattle and poultry
which he had consigned to his friend's care, thinking a few axes would be most accep;

m

:

;

;

;

Every

thing-

was

in

a promising way, and table, produced four, and offered them in
exchange. Otoo immediately exclaimed,
Two
" Tooto offered me five for it." Well, says
Captain Clerke, if that be the case, yoa
shall not be a loser by your friendship for
me: there are six axes for you. He readily
accepted them, but again desired that Caf)t.
Cook might not be made acquainted with

])roperly attended to.
of the geese,
and two of the ducks were sitting but the
{>ea-hen ami turkej -hen had neither of them
jegan to lay. lie took four goats from
Otoo, two of which he intended to leave at
Ulietea; and to reserve two for the use of any
other Islands he niiglit tou-ch at in his pasOn the 28th, Otoo came
.sage to the north.
on board, and informed Capt. Cook that he
had a canoe, which lie desired he would take
with him as a present from the Earee of
;

OtaheitetotheEareerahieno Pretanne. The
Captain was highly pleased with Otoo for
this

mark of

his gratitude.

At

first,

the

the transaction.
By calms, and igentle breezes from the
west, we were detained here some time longer than we expected, during which the
ships were crowded with our friends, and
surrounded with canoes, for none of them
would quit the place till we departed. At
lenuth, on Monday the 2,0th, at three o'clock
P. M. the wind cj^neat east, and we weisrhed anchor. When the Resolution and I)iscovery were under sail, to oblige Otoo, iwid
to irratify the curiosity of his people, we

Captain su|)posed it to have been a model
of one of their vessels of war, but it proved
to he a small ivahah, about !(> feet long,
Jt was double, and ])robably had been built
for the purpose, and was decorated with
after which all otir
carved work, like their canoes in general, fned .several a-»ins
It being too large to take on board, the Cap- iViends, except kis majesty, and two or three
;
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them

n greater share oi our

marks of.sorrow and aftection, us suificiently commodities than they could obtain by pluu<
This point, indeed, was
testilied how much tli^y rei^rretted our depar- der or pilt.Miu';:.
Otoo beiiiu: desirous of seeint;' t!ie
Resolution sail, she made a stretch out to
sea, and then in again immediately, Avhen
the king" took his la-t fare well, and went
ashdre in his canoe. If was strictly e:ijoined to the Ca|»tain by Otoo, to request, in
liis name the Eareerahie no Pretanne, to
send him by the next ship some red feathers, and the birds which prochice them,
also axes, half a dozen muskets, f)Owder
ture.

and

and by no means

shot,

When

these people

to tbrget horses.
us a present, it is
to let us know w hat they

make

customary for them
€xpect in return aiul we find it convenient
to gratify them, by whicii means our presents come dearer to us than what we obtain
by barter. But being" sometimes pressed by
occasional scannty, we could luue recourse
to our friends lor a supply, as a present,
when we could not g"et it by any other meUpon the whole, therefore, this way
thod.
of tratRc was full as advantageous to us as
In general, we paid for each
to the natives.
lot or separate article as we received them,
His
e\'ce{)t in our intercourse with Otoo.
])reseuts were so numerous, that no account
was kept between him and the Captain.
Whatever the chief desired, if it could be
spared, was never denied him, and the Captain always found iiim moderate in his demands.
If the Captain could have prevailed on
Omiali to Hx Lis residence at Otaheite, we
should not have quitted this Island so smou
as we did for there was not even a probabi;

:

settled, in ^onie degree, at the llr.«*t interview
with their ciiiefs, otter our arrival for the
Commodore declaretl then to the natives, in
:

the most decisive terms, tliat he would not
suffer them to rob us, as they liad formerly
done. Omiah was singularly useful in this
business, being- instructed by the Captain to
point out to them the happ> consequences of
their honest coiuluct, and ti'e fatal mischiefs
that must atlciid a deviation from it.
But
the chiets have it n«>t always in their povve-r
to prevent llietts; they are oiten robbt-d
theu)selves. an<l couiplain (d* it as the worst of
evils.
The njost valuable thinas jh.it Otoo
received from us, were lelt in the Ca[)tam'.s
pos<5es.sion till the day before we saile<l, the
king" tle{;larmg" that they couhl be no where
so safe.
From the ac(juisition of new riches,
the inducements to |)i!rering nnist certainly
have increased, and the chiefs are sensible of
this, from their
eir.g" so extremely desirous
of haviu!^ chests, Tlie i*!w that the Sj)aniards left among" them are highly prized, and
they are continually asking us for some.
have already mentioned one having- been
made for Otoo, at his request, the dimensions
1

We

of which were eij^ht feet in lene^th, five in
breadth, and about three in depth. Locks
and bolts are not considered as a sufficient
security, but it must be large enough for two
people to sleep upon, and consequently
guard it in the nigrht.
It may appear extraordinary, that we could
not gret any distinct account of the time when
the Spaniards arrived, the time they staid,
and when they departed
Ti)e more we
made enquiry into this matter, the mcjre we
were convinced of the incapability of most <tf
these peeple to remember, ca!;.ulate, or note
the time, when |)ast events !iapj)ened, especially, iffor a longer peiiod than eighteen or
twenty months. It however a()peared, froia
the inscription upon the cross, and by rjie
information of the natives, that fv^^o ships

of our being" better supplied with provisions elsewhere, than we continued to be here,
even at the time of our leaving it. Besides,
such a friendship and confidence subsisted
between us and the inhabitants, as could
hardly be expected at any other place and
it was rather extraordinary, had never once
been interrupted or suspended by any
accident or misunderstanding, nor h;id
been a theft co nmitted worthy came to Oheitepeha B;»y. iti 1774, not loniir
there
It is probable, however, t!«at after Capt, Cook left Matavat, wliich \iasin
of notice
tlieir regularity of conduct resulted from JViay the same year.
The live stock iliey
4heir fear of interrupting a traffic which left here, consisted of one bull, same goat**
lity

;
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bus
hops, and dog^, and

tlie male of another aniwere afterwards informed was

desiprn the Spaniards might have had upon*
this Island, their hasty departure shews they
The hogs, have now laid it aside. They endeavoured
a ram, at this time at Bolahola.
hewing large, have already much improved to make the natives believe, that they inlendIhe breed originally found by us upon the ed to return, and would bring with theui
Ij^land
and on our arrival, were very nume- houses, all kinds of animals, and men and
rous.
Goats are also in plenty, there being women who were to settle on the ls!an«{.
nial,

which

we.

;

hardly a chief without them. Thedogsthat
the S|)aniards put ashore are of two or three
sorts; had they all been hanged, instead of
being left u|)on the Island, it would have
been better for the natives. A. young ram
>ve had fell a victim to one of these animals,
Four Spaniards remained on shore when
their ships left the Island, two of whom were
priests, one a servant, and the other was
iDuch caressed among the natives, who disHe
tinguish him by the name of Mateema.
seems to have so far studied their language,
as to have been able to speak it; and to have
been indefatigable in impressing in the minds
of the Otaheiteans exalted ideas of the greatness of the Spanish nation, and inducing
them to think meanly of that of the English,
He even assured them, that we no longer
that Precxisted as an independent nation
which
they
small
Island,
but
a
was
tanne
to
Captain
destroyed
and
as
entirely
had
Cook, they had met with him at sea, and
with a few shot had sent his ship, and every
soid in her to the bottom, so that his visiting
Otaheite was, of course, at this time, very
Many other improbabilities
unexpected.
were propagated by this SpaniartI, and believed by the inhabitants but Capt. Cook's
returning to Otaheite was considered as a
complete refutation of all that Mateema had
advanced. With what views the priests reinained, cannot easily be conceived. If it
was their intention to convert the natives to
the Catholic faith, they certainly have not
succeeded in a single instance. It does not
a{)pear, indeed, that they ever attempted it
for the natives say, they never conversed with
them, either on this, or any other subject,
The priests resided the whole time at Oheitepeha but Mateema roved about continuj>l!y, visiting many parts of the Island, After
;

:

Otoo,when he mentioned

this to Capt. Cook.
added, that if the Spaniards should return,
he would not permit them to enter Matav;u
fort, which, lie said, was ours*.
The idea
pleased him
but he did not consider that
an attem|)t to complete it would deprive hiiii
of his kingdom, and his people of their liberty.
Though this shews how easily a
settlement might, be eli'ected at Otaheite, it
is hoped, that such an event might never
take place. Our occasional visits may have
been of service to its inhabitants, but (considering how iDost European establishments
among Indian nations are conducted) a permanent settlement at this Island would,
probably, give them just cause to lament that
our ships had ever discovered it. Indeed, a
measure of this kind ran hardly ever be seriously thought of, as it can neither answer
the purposes of public ambition, nor of pri—
;

vate avarice.

We

have already observed, that Ca|)tain
received a visit from one of the two
natives of this Island who had been taken to
Lima by the Spaniards. It is sonsewhat remarkable that we never saw him afterwards,
especially as the Captain received him wit.h
uncommon civility. It was supposed that
Omiah, from motives of jealousy, had kept
him from the Captain, he being a traveller,
who, in some degree, m.ightvie with himself,
Our touching at Teneriffe was a lucky circumstance for Omiah, who prided himself in
having visited a place belonging to Spain, as
well as this man.
Captain Cierke, who had
seen the other traveller, spoke of him as a
low fellow, a little out of his senses and his
own countrymen entertained the same opinion of him. In short, those two adventurers seemed to be held in little or no esteem.
They had not been so fortunate, it is true, as
he »nd his companions had staid ten months, to return home with such valuable property
<.wo ships arriving at Otaheite, took them as had been bestowed upon Omiah, whose
aboard, ami sailed in five days. Whatever advantages are so great from having been «t

Cook

;

;

,
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Kiiuland, that if lie should sink into his original state ot" indolence, He lias only himself
and we are inclined to think
to blame for it
this will be Ihe consequence of his indiscreet
behaviour. Nonte time before, the Captain,
his nnchangeablo iViend and patron, had
made npa suit of colours for him, b\it heconsitlereil them too valuable to be used at this
time, and therefore patched up a parcel of
riaifs and pendants, to the number often or
a dozen, which he spread on ditlerent parts
of his canoe. This, as miuht be ex|)ected,
drew a sreat number of people to look at her.
He had completely stocked himself with
cloth and cocoa-nut oil. which are better and
more plentiful at Otaheite than at any of the
fSociety Isles, insomuch, that they are considered as articles of trade. Omiah would
not have Ivehaved so inconsistently, as he did
in many instances, had it not been for his
sister au<l brother-in-law, who tou^ether with
a fi^w select com|)anions, enur<i>sed him to
Themselves, in order to strip him of every article he possessed
and they would certainly
have succeeded, if Ca|)!ain Cook had not
taken the most useful articles of his property
;

:

into his possession.

Howe^er, Omiah would

not have been saved from ruin, if the Captain
liad permitted these relations and friends of
l»i<, to have accompanied him to his intendt'd place of settlement at Huaheine.
This,
indeed, was their inteiUion, but our Commodore disappointed their farther views of
j)lunder, by forbidding them to appear at
Huaheine, while he continued at the Society
Islands, and they ^knew him well enough
not to comply.
On Tuesday, the 30th, having- sailed from
Otaheite, we continued onr course under
doubled reefed topsails, and stood for the
north end of the island of Eimeo. Omiah.
in his canoe, arrived there before us,

and en-
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head of the inlet, where we cast anchor ia
ten tathoms water, over a bottom of soft muf!,
and moored with a hav./ser t'ast to the shore.*
The name of this harbour is Taloo. It is
situated on the north side of the island, and in
the district ofOboonoiioo,x>r Poonohoo, and
runs above two miles between the hills, S.
or S. by E. It is not inferior to any harbour
that we have met with in this ocean, both for
It has also
security atid goodness of bottom.
this singular advantage, that a ship can sail
in and out with the reigning trading wind.
Several rivers fall into it, one ofwhicii is so
considerable, as to admit boats a quarter of a
mile up, where the water is perfectly fresh.
The banks, on the sides of this stream, are
covered with what the natives call the Pooroo-tree, on which they set no value, as it
serves oidy for firing: so that wood and water

may

be procured here with great facility.
harboiir of Parowroah, on the same side
of the Island, is about two iniies to the east»
ward, and is much larger within than that of
Taloo but the opening in the reel' lies to leeward of the harbour, and is considerably narrower. There are two or three more harbours on the south siile of the Island, but
they are not so considerable as those we have
already mentioned. ^Ve were received bjr
the natives of Eimeo with eveiy n»ark of hospitality,
great numbers of whom camo
aboard the ships, but from mere motives of
curiosity for they brouurht nothing with them
for the pur[)oses of barter.
On Wednesday the 1st of October, our live
stock was landed, our carpenters sent out to
cut wood, and o»ir purveyors to collect hogs.
'^I'lie

:

Here we

foni.d Omiah, who, on his arrival,
had been diverting himself and the natives
with his feats of arms and had raised tl.ieir
curiosity to a very high degree, by atqufi»i»jting them with our intention of paying them a
visit, as no European ship had ever ancho.'-ed
at their Island before.
The next day, being
the 2nd, several canoes arrived, from distant
parts, bringing with them a copious su[)piy
of bread-fruit, cocoa-nuts, and a few hogs,
which were exchanged for beads, nails and

deavoured, by taking some necessary niea-?
j^iires, to shew us the best anchoring place.
Vie vvere not however, without pilots, having several natives of Otaheite on board, and
among them not a few women. Unwilling to
rely wholly on tliese guides, two boats were
sent to examine the harbour^ when, observ- hatchets red feathers being not so much deing the signal made for safe anchorage, we manded here as at Otaheite. This day, in
stsod ia with both the ships close up to the the morning, Captain Cook received a vis;i
;
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from Maheine, the chief of the Island.

He

approaciied the ship with as great caution
a?i(i deliberation, as if he apprehended mischief from us, knowing" us to be friends of
for these people have no
the Oiaheiteans
idea that we can be in friendship with any one
witiiout adopting his cause ayainst his enemies. This ciiief was accompanied by his
v/ife, who, we are told, is sister to Oamo, of
Of.iheite. whose deatii we heard of while we
reiuained at this Island. Captain Cook
made them presents of such articles as seemed most to strike their fancy and after staying about haif an hour, they went on shore
soon after they returned with a large hog,
presenting it as a return for the Captain's favour but he made them an additional gift to
the full value of it after which they went on
board the Discovery to visit Captain Clerke.
JVIaheine, supported with a few adherents,
has made hiu)self, in some degree, independent of Otaheite. He is l)etween forty and
fifty years of age, and is bald headed, a circumstance rather uncommon, in these
Islands at that age. He seemed ashamed of
shewing his head, and wore a kind ofturban
Whether they considered this
to conceal it.
deticiency of hair disgraceful, or whether
they supposed we considered it in that light,
the latter, however,
as not easy to determine
appears the most probable, from the ciroimstance of their having seen us shave the head
of one of the natives, whom we detectetl
stealing. They naturally concluded, therefore, that this was a kind of punishment inilicted by us u|)on all thieves ; and some of
our gentlemen, whose heads were but thinly
covered with hair, were violently suspected
Towards the evenl^y them of being tetos.
;

;

;

;

;

;

neighbourhood had been burnt, or other.vi^^
destroyed.

On Monday the 6th, we hauled the ship
ofTinto tiie stream, intending to p'.it to stik
the next day, but the following disagreeable
incident prevented it.
had, in the morut
ing, sent off our goats ashore to graze
and
in the evening, the natives contrived to steal
one of them, notwithstanding two men had
been appointed to look after them.
This
was a considerable loss, as it interfered witU
the Captain's views of stocking other Islands
with those animals he therefore was deter-?
mined, if possible, to reci)ver it. On the 7th,
we received intelligence that it had been,

We

;

:

who was at that time,
at Porowroah harbour.
elderly meit
ofJered their services to conduct any of our,
people to him, in order to bring l)ack the
goat.
The Captain, therefore, dispatched,
some of our peojde in a boat, charged witli
a message to that cliief, and insisted on botli
conveyed to Maheine,

Two

the goatand the thief being immediately gi-.
ven up. Maheine had, only the day before,
requested the Commodore to give him two
goats: but, as there were none of these animals at some other Islands, he refused to
gratify him.
Willing, however, to oblige
him in this particular, lie desired an Ofaheirean chief, then present, to request of Otoo,
in his name, to convey two goats to Maheine,.
and to ensure his com[»liance, sent him, by
the same chief, a quantity of red feathers,,
equal in value to the two goats that were re-qtiired.

The Commodo'e expected

that

Maheine, and all tlib other chiefs of the
I«;land, woidd have been perfectly satisfied
with thiii arrangement; but he was mista-

ken, as the event clearl}' proves. Little sus-.
Ca[)tain Cook an<l Omiah mounted on pecting that any one would presume to steal
Iiorseback, and rode along the shore. Omi- a second, while the necessary raeastires \<ere
ah having forbid the natives to follow us, taking to recover the tirst, the goats were
our train was not very numerous; the fear aurain put ashore this morning; anil a boat,
of giving offence having got the better of as usual, was sent for them in the evening.
their curiosity. The Heet of Towha had While our people were sjretting them into the
been stationed in this harbour, and though boat one was conveyed away undiscovered.
the war vvas but of short duration, the marks As it was missed immediately, we expected
of its devastation were very numerous, and to recover it without much trouble, as it
The trees had could not have been carried to any considerevery where conspicuous.
the
houses in the able distance. Several of the uatives set out
fruit,
and
their
all
lost

inir,
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after it, different ways; for they all entit'uvoiired to persuade iis, that it must have
not one of tliem
strayeti into the woods
were,
ndniitting that it was stolen.
;
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search, and return to his boat.
Capt.
that he had proceeded
so far in the business, seeiuii^ he coidd not
retreat with credit, nor without giving encouragement to other Islanders to rob us
less

Cook now lamented

however, convinced of the contrary, when
Upon consultmg with
ue found not one of the pursuers returned with impunity.
their iiitention beiu^ only to anuise us, till Omiah, and the two old men. they advised
and night us, without hesitation, to advanee up the
their prize was safely deposited
coming on prevented nil farther search. At country with a party of men, and shoot every
The Captain
this instant, the boat returned with the other person they should meet with.
sfoat, and one of the |)ersons who had pur- did not approve of the bloody part of this
nevertheless, early the next njornloined it. The next morning, being Wed- counsel
nesday the Slh, most of the natives were ing, being the 9th, he set out with thirtymoved off. They had carried with them a five of our people, accompanied by Omiah,
corpse that lay on a toopapoo, opposite the one of the old men, and three attendants.
.ship; and Alaheine, we were informed, had Lieutenant Williamson was also ordered
retired, to the remotest part of the Islaixl. round the western part of the Island, with
It now plainly appeared, that a regular plan three armed boats, to meet us.* We had no
had been projected to steal what the Com- sooner landetl, than the few remaining namodore had refused to give; and that, hav- tives fled before us. The first person we met
ing restored one, they were determined not with on our march, was in a kind of perilous
for Omiah, the instant he beheld
to part with the other, which was a female, .situation
and with kid
and the Commodore was him, asketl Ca|)t. Cook if he should shoot
equally resolved to have it back again
he him so fully was he jjcrsuaded, that the adtherefore applied to the two elderly men, vice given us was immediately to be carried
who had been instrumental in recovering into execution but the Captain gave orders
the tirst, who informed him that this had both to him and our guide, to let it be made
been taken to a place on the south side of known, Ihatitwas not our intention todestroy
the Island, called Watea, by Hamoa, who a single native. These joyful tidings soon
was the chief of that district
but that it circulated, and prevented the flight of the
would be delivered up, if we sent and de- inhabitants. Ascending the ridge of hills,
manded it. They shewed a willingness to on our road to Watea, we were informed
conduct some of our people to the spot but that the goat had been carried the same
finding that a boat might go and return in way and could hardly liave passed the
one day, one was immediately dispatched hills: we therefore marched up in great
with two of our officers, Mr. Roberts, and Mr. silence, expecting to surprise the party who
Shuttleworth one to remain with the boat, were bearinu' off the prise but, when Me
at the uppermost
if she could not get to the place, while the arrived
plantation, we
other went with the guides, accompanied by were told, that the animal we were in
some of our people. The boat returned in search of, had, indeed, been kept there the
the evening, when we were informed by the first night, but, the next morning, was conWe made no fnrther
officers, that, after proceeding in the boat as veyed to Watea.
far as rocks and shoals would permit, jMr. enfiuiry, till we came within sight of Watea,
Shuttleworth landed
and, attended with where we were directed to Hamoa 's house
two marines, and one of the guides, went to by some people, who also informed us, that
the house of Hamoa, at Watea, where, for the goat was there. We fully expected to
some time, they were amused by the natives, obtain it on oin' arrival but, having reachwho {>retended they had sent for the goat, ed t'he house, the people there denied tliat
and that it vvoiild soon be produced. B'-t ;is they liad ever seen it, or knew any thnig
it tiivl not arrive, and night approacliing. IMr. abovit
Hamoa himself appenre<l, and
it.
Shnttle-vorth resolved to give over the fruit- expressed himself to the same eWect. On
:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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On Friday the 10th, in the morningmessenger was sent oti" to Maheine, charged
with this peremptory resolution of the ('aptain, that if he persisted in Ins refusal to deliver up thegoat, a single canoe should not be

coiiil!',^' to Watea, several men were
running tu and fro in the woods, with
clubs and darts in their hands; and Oniiah
who had ran towards them, was assaulted
'%vith stones:
hence it appeared, that they
intended to oppose any attempt that we
but on seeing
niii:?!it be induced to make
the strength of our party, had given up the
design we were confirmed in tins opinion,
by observing, that all their houses were
empty. After having collected a few of the

our

jf^.rst

seen,

upon the Island and that hostilities
should never cease, while the stolen animal
left

;

:

natives together, Oiiiiah was directed to
expostulate with them on the absurdity of
t'ieir conduct, and to let them know, we Irad
received sutficient information that tiie goat
was in tlieir possession and thar, if it was
not without delay delivered up, we should
burn all their h.nises and canoes; yet notwithstanding thisexpostulation, they persiste<l in their denial of having any knowledge
of it in consequence of which vve set fire to
eight of their houses, and three war canoes,
all which were presently consumed.
afterwards marched ofi'to join the boats, at
and, in our
that lime eight miles from us
without
canoes,
route, burnt six other war
any opposition ; on the contrary, many of
the natives assisted us, perhaps, more from
Omiah, who
fear than any otiier motive.
was at some distance before «is, came back
with information that a number of men were
;

:

We

;

We prepared to rebut instead of enemies, they
were [)etitioners, with plantain trees in their
hands, which tliey laid down before us, entreating the Coujmodore to spare a canoe
tlint lay upon the spot, which he readily
complied with. About four o'clock, in the
assembled
ceive

to attacJi ns.

them

;

afternoon, vve arrived at Wharrarade, where
our boats were waiting for ns. This district

:

remained in his posstc'ssion. That the messenger might perceive the Captain was in
earnest, he ordei-ed the carpenter, in liis presence to breakup three canoes that lay at
the head of the harbour; and, by his order,
the planks were taken on board, to serve as
materials to build a house for Omiah, at the
place where he intended to fix his residence,
From hence, our Commander, properly attended, went to the next harbour, where he destroyed eight more canoes, and returned on
board about seven in the evening. On his
arrival, he was informed, that the goat had
been returned half an hour before and it appeared from goo<l intelligence, that it came
from the very phice, where the inhabitants,
the day before, declared they knew nothing
aliout it
but, from the message delivered to
the chief in the n»orning, he perceived, that
the Ca|)tain was not to be trifled witli. Thus
ended this tronblesonje and unfortunate business, erpially to be regretted by the natives,
and by Capt.Cook. He was giieved to reflect,
that, after refusing to assist his friends at Otaheite, in the invasion of this Island, he
should so soon be obliged to engage in hostilities against its inhabitants
which, |)erhap«,
were more injurious to them, than Towha's
expedition. In a memoraiidum of occurrences, |>enned by one of our officers, we f^rid
a inuch less favourable account of this afiair
than the above the circumstances are tlnis
relate<l by that gentleman.
*'
On the 2nd of October. Maheine accfuupanied by other chiefs, came on l)oard the T'iscovery, with large hogs by way of presertts;
and were presented in return with axes, hatchets, looki)m--glasses. &c. our f)urveyors were
likewise much gratified, by the success hey
niet with in inarketino'; purchasing the largest hoiis for the merest trifles as for instance
a hojj" oi'two liuufired weight, for twelve red
;

;

;

;

but this chief,
to Tiarataboonoue
together with the other principal people of
the place, had fled to the hills though we
made no attack (»n their ])roperty, .they beHere we remained
in;;' in amity with Otoo.
about an hour, in order to rest ourselves,
and afterwards set out for the ships, where
we ariiv^r-d at eiirht o'clock in the f^vening
but no tidings of the goat had, at that time,
]>ut this
been received and, of course the operations feathers, and so in prof)ortion.
friendly intercourse was soun changed to a
4»f the day had been ineiTectual.

belongs

;

;

i

;

;

;

AND ROUND THE
scene of desolation, thnt noinjury we received
from the pilf< ring di^ipositioii of the iiihahitantsom hi justify The peop'le hud brouyht
us every tl;u«if their Iskmd atforiled, and l»ad
left it to the ;,'eiitro><ity of Uie |)iirchaser.s to
give, >i! return, whatever tlR-y pleased: but
inilorlunalely a ij:'»at from onr live slock was
been seivetly conveyed
niissiiiy.
It had
away in the ni^ht, from the pastures in which
they were placed to feed, notwithstandini?
tiie viiiihtnce of the iriiard a(jpointe<l to look
With the loss of this animal, (no
after them.
doubt a ureat prize to tiie thief,) the Karet'of
tiie Island was made acquainted by Captam
perem[.'tory requisition nnde to
liave it restored, on pain af havini>' his country laid waste, his shq)p:n;j^ destroyed, and
himself personallv' puuishe<J ror the crime of
]jis sidyects.
I'he kiui? promised his assist-

Cook, and a

ance, and required tiuie for enquiry; but as

soon as he was set at liberly, he absconded,
aud was no more seen. The goat beinir sfill
inissim;, aiul no means used for recovering
and restoriui? it, a party from both ships,
with the marines in a body, were ordered
out, to ca^Jy the threats of our Commander
into execution For three days, successively,
tliey coutmued iiieir devastations burning
and destroyiii;? two hundred of the best
houses of the inhabitants, and as many of
at the s,ime time,
tlieir large war canoes
;

cutting

down

their fruit trees,

and destroying-

Tlie natives who lived at
their |)lat»tations.
a distance, hearing of the havoc that was
made near the bay, tilled their canoes with
stones and sunk them, witli a view to their
preservation; but that availed them nothing;
Captain ordered boats to be manned
and armed the canoes that were sunk to be
weiahed up and destroyed in shoi«t, a genera!
desolati!»n to be carried through the whole
Island, should tlie goat be still withheld.
Add to tlijN;, that two young natives of qua-

ior the

:

;

being found on board our siiip, were
prisoners, and told they were to be
put to death, if the goat should not be reThe youths
.^tored within a certain tu»ie.
protested their own innocence, and disclaimed a!l knowledge of the guilty jiersous nol'ity

made

;

wilhstaj.'dintf 'Ahich, every

apparently

made

prepiration vvas
for pulling them both to

a
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Large ropes were carried upon the
and inade fast lore and aft axes,
chains, Sec. were placed up'on the qoacer

death.

main

deck,

de(rk,

;

of the y<iung

in sight

mV:;n,

v/hose ter-

we'e increased by the information of
Omiah, who gave them to understand that^
by all these solemn prei)arations, their doom
was tinally determined. Under tiiese gloomy
a|)prehensions, the poor youths remained till
the 9th, when, about three in the afternoou
a body of between fifty and sixty natives
were seen from the ship hastening to the
rors

harbour, svho, when they came near, held
up the goat in their arms, in raptures that
they had found it, and that it was still alive.
'J'he joy of the imprisoned young men is
not to be expressed
and when they were
released, instead of shewing any signs of
resentment, they were ready to fall down
and worship their deliverers. It can scarce
be credited, when the devastation ceased,
how soon the injury they had snfJered was
forgotten, and provisions again brought to
market, as if no violence had ever been committed by us only the Earee of the Island
never made his appearance. All tins while
numbers of the in habitants of Otaheite,
were witnesses of the severity with which
this theft was punished
but it seemed to
make no unfavourable impression upon
them for they continued their good ofhce.s
as long as we remained in the Society IsJe?;/'
On Saturday the 1 Ith, ourhitercourse with
the natives was renewed
several canoes
bringing bread fruit and cocoa-nuts to the
ships; whence our Commander concluded,
they were conscious of having merited Ihe
treatment they had received and that the
cause of his displeasure being now removed,
they apprehended no further mischief. Bting now about to take our departure froip
Eimeo, we shall first just remark, that there
is very little ditierence between the produce
of this Island, and that of Otaheite
but the
difference in their women is remarkable.
Those of Eimeo have a dark hue, are low in
stature, and have forbidding features,
We
would ob*!erve farther, the api)earance of
Eiuieo beirs not the least resemblance to
that of Otaheite. The latter being a hilly
country, has little low land, except som«
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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and a flat border that almost canoes and bonses that we had destroyed,
near the sea. Eimeo has steep Capt. Cook was not much displeased at
as he
ru'tTJ^ed hills, running in different directions, their giving this exag-gerated acconnt
leaving large valleys and gently rising found that it made a considerable impression
grounds about their sides. The lulls, though iipon all who heard it so that he had hopes
rocky, are generally covered with trees al- it would induce the natives of this Island to
most to the tops. At the bottom of the har- treat him in a better manner than they iiad
bour of Taloo, the ground generally rises to done iu his former visit. The next morning,
the foot of the hills but the flat border on which was the 13th, all the principal peop-je
the sides, becomes quite steep at a small dis- of the Island came to our ships. This was
tance from the sea. This produces a pros- just what our Commodore wished, as it was
ppct superior to any thing we saw at Ota- now high time to settle Omiah, and he supIn the low grounds, the soil is a yel- posed that the presence of these chiefs would
heite.
on the lower hills it is enable him to eflect it in a satisfactory nianJowish stiff mould
and the stone -ner. But Omiah now seem-ed inclined to
loose
more
blarker, and
of
a bUiish co- establish himself at Ulietea and if he and
is
hills,
the
composes
which
particles of Capt. Cook could have agreed with respect
some
with
intersr)ersed
lour,
glimmer. Near the place where our ships to the mode of accomplif^hing that design,
were stationed, are two large stones, con- the latter would have consented to adopf it.
ceruinti" which some superstitious notions are His father- had been deprived by the inliaentertained by the natives. They consider bitants of liolabola, when they subtioed
Ihem as brother and sister; that they are Ulietea, of ^ome land in that Island; and
and that they came the Captain ho^ped he should be able to set
Eatooas, or divinities
it restored to the son without difliculty. For
means,
supernatural
from Ulietea, by some
large
this purpose, it was necessary that Omiah
a
Island,
this
at
Having procured,
should be upon friendly terms with those
we
could
article
an
quantity of fire-wood,
there
who had become masters of the Island but
Matavai,
with
at
ourselves
not supply
to
would not listen to any such |>roposal,
the
inhe
useful
is
what
but
tree
being not a
was vain enough to imagine that the
of
hogs,
and
number
a
likewise
and
iiabirants,
would make use of force to reinstate
o'clock
Captain
nine
at
cocoa-nuts,
and
-fVuit,
bread
his
forfeited lands. This prepossession
him
breeze
in
fine
a
having
weighed,
we
M.
A.
down the harbour; but it was so faint and preventing his being fixed at Ulietea, the
variable, that we were not out at sea before Captain began to consider Huaheine as tli^
noon, at' which time we directed our course more proper place, and therefore determined
to Huaheine, Omiah having previously set to avail himself of the presence of the chief
In the night, the weather men of that Island, and propose the affair
sail before us.
being hazy, he lost sight of the ships and to them.
The ships were no less crowded with hog«;,
fired his gun, whi(;h was answered by the
with chiefs, the former being [Kmred
than
came
12th,
we
the
Sunday
On
Rft.solution.
upon
us faster than the butchers and salters
anchored
noon,
at
and
Huaheine,
in siifiit of
dispatch them. Indeed, for several
could
liarof
Ovvharre
entrance
northern
at the
days
our arrival, some hundreds, great
after
Island,
side
of
the
west
tlie
on
situated
bour,
Omiah, in his canoe, entered the harbour ami small, were brought on board and, if
just before us, but did not land and though any were refused, they were thrown into the
many of his countrymen crowded to see him, boats, and l^-ft behind. Bread-fruit, banaGreat nas, plantains, eocoa-nuts, and yams, were
Ije dkl not take much notice of them.
inso- brought in the sam** plentiful proportions,
ships,
to
the
numbers also came off
by and purchased for trifles. At Otaheite we
inconnnoded
greatly
much that we were
had heard, that our old frie'»d Oree was no
informimmediately
them. Our passenirers
longer the chief of Huaheine, and that at
mulEimeo,
at
transactions
€d them of our
this time he resided at Ulietea.
number
of
Icdeed he
the
at
least,
times
4ipl>ing^, by ten
deej) valleys,

surrounds

it

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

m

;

;
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after that, several other tufts of red fira-i
thers were presented. The different articles
were laid before a priest, being each of ther«i
delivered with a kind of |)rayer, which was

never hM\ }*een more than regent durinu: the and
MjiHf)rity of Taireetafeea, the present Ivaree
hut lie <licl not i^ive np the reiiency
rahie
His two
till he was compelled thereunto.
sons, Opoony anil Towha, were the first who
j»ai(l us a visit, coniinir on hoard helore the
ship was well in the harhonr, and liriiipins;'
vith them a present for which they received, in return, red feathers, &.c. Red feathers
:»re here, as at Otaheite, a very remarkahle
commodity, with which the seamen made
purchases of cloth, and other manufaclmes
of the Island those who were followed hy
their misses from Otidiei^e, kept separate
while
tables for them, at a small exjjence
the misses catered and cooked for their mates,
who feasted every day on bnrhicned piM^s,
stewed fowls, roasted bread-fruit, and a variety of other delicacies, |)nrchase<l by the
Atnons: our
ladies for the merest trifles.
;

;

:

;

foremast-men were many who laid

in

store

of these urood thint?s tor their sup[)ort, in
case of beini? reduced to short allowance
and they had reason, afterwards, to console
themselves on their provident care.
The Captain now, afrer the hurry of business in the mornins: was over, prepared to
make a visit in form to Taireetareea, the
Karee rahie, or present reii^ning kinjr of the
Oiniah, who was to accompany
Island.
Jiim, dressed himself very properly on the
occasion, and provided a handsome present
for the chief himself, and another for his
Their landing' drew most of the
Eatooa.
visitors from the ships, who with many
others, assembled in a large house.
The
concourse of people became very great, the
;

whom

seemed stouter and
fairer than those of Otaheite; and tiie number of men who appeared to be of consequence was also much areater, in proportion
to the extent of the Island.
The Captain
waited some time for the kins^
but when
lie appea<ed, we found his presence mig:ht
have been dispensed with, as his age did
not exceed ten years. Omiah, who stood at
a little distance from the circle of great men,
major part of

;

beir;'u

with makine: his

offering' to

the gods,

which consisted of cloth, red feattiers, &c.
Another offering succeeded, which was to
•be j^ivea to the gods by the young chief;

spoken by one of Ouiiah's friends, though
In
in a great measure dictated by himself.
these oraisons he did not forget his friends
in England, nor those who hud cojiducted
him safr back to his native c<»untry. The
Earee rahie no Pretanne, (the Earl of Sandwich.) Tootc (Capt. Cook,) Tatee (Capt.
Clerke,) were mentioned in every one of
them. These offerings and prayers being
ended, the priest took each of the articles in
order, and, after repeating a concluding
prayer, sent every one of them to the Morai.
After the |)erformance of these religious rites>
Omiah seated himself by the Captain, who
bestowed a present on the young prince,
and received another in return. Some arranu:ements were next agreed upon, relative
to the mode of carrying on the intercourse
between us and the natives to whom the
Captain pointed out the mischievous consequences that would attend their plundering
us, as on former occasions.
Tlie establishment of Omiah was then proposed to this
assembly of chiefs. They were informed,
that we had conveyed him into England,
where he was well received by the great
King of Pretanne, and his Earees and had
been treated, during his whole slay, with all
the marks of regard and affection
that he
had been brought back again, and enriched
with a variety of articles, which it was hoped, would be highly beneficial to his countrymen and, that besides the fwo horses
whic!» were to continue with them, many
other new and useful animals had been left
at Otaheite, which would speedily ninlti|)ly,
and furnish a sufBcient number for the use
of all the neighbouring Islands. The Captain then gave them to understand, it was
his earnest request that they would give his
friend, Omiart, a piece of land, upon wliich
he might build a house, and raise provisions
for himself and family; adding, that if he
could nat o!>tain this at Huaiieine, either by
donation oi purchase, h.e was resolved to
carry him to Ulietea. and settle him tl^ere.
observed that this conclusioa seemed i»
;

;

;

;

We
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approbation of all iie chiefs ; and stay liere, in order to careen tlie ships, I'.nd
was not les; obvious. Omiali to lay in provisions for future use. This waB-.
reason
the
lifld vainly 'flattered himself, that tlie Cap- the more necessary, as we were to sail to
tain would use force in restoring him to his countries wholly unknown, where it was
father's possessions, in TJIietea
and he had uncertain what accommodations we might etalked at random, on this subject, amotig subject to. The beds and furniture of every
some chiefs, at this njeetini?, who now ex- kind were therefore unladen, and every cripected that they should be assisted by us in vice of the ships examined, scraped, washed
an invasion of Ulietea, and drivini? the Bo- with, vinegar, and sijioked. While this last
laholans out of that Island. It heing* j)ro- operation was performing, the lower portper, therefore, that they should be undeceiv- holes were left open, for the rats to make
ed in this particular, the Captain, with this their escape in short, a thorough revision
view signified to them, in the most decisive was directed to be made of every thing on
man'ier, that he would neither give them board, as well to cleanse the fu rnitirre from
any assistance in such an enterprise, nor even vermin, as to remove the danger o.f infection
suffer it to be put in execution, wliile he re- from putrid air, generated by a perpetual
mained in their seas and that, if Omiah succesf,ion of multitudes of people, between
established himself in Ulietea, he should be decks, ever since our arrival at Otaheite.
introduced as a friend, and not forced upon I'he sick were, at the same time, landed for
the people of Bolabola as tlieir conrpieror. the benefit of the air, and every means used
This peremptory declaration immediately to recover, and to preserve them in health
gave a new turn to the sentiments of tlie when recovered. Among the sick wasCapt.
council
one of whom expressed himself to Cook iiimself, for whose recovery the crews
that the whole Island of Hua- of both sliips were under much concern, as
this effect
lieine, and whatever it contained, were Cap- the success of the ^-^.-yage was thought in a
tain Cook's, and therefore he might dispose great measure to depend upon his care and
condiu't.
JJy the doctor's advice, he was
of what |)ortion lie pleased to his friend
where he
but, though Omiah seemed much pleased jirevailed upcui to sleep on shore
at hearing this, to make an ofi'er of what it was assiduously attended, night and day,
would be )mpiop#?r to accept, the Ca|>(ain by the surgeons of both ships, who watched
he for this with him alternately, till he was out of dancon.^idered as ottering nothing
reason desire<l them to mark out the |)arti- ger. As soon as he was able, he rode out
cular spot and likewise the exact (juantity every day with Omiah on horseback, fallowof land, which they intended to grant for ed by the natives, who, attracted by the noU(»on this, sonie chiets who velty of the si.iiht, flocke<l from the remotest
the settlement.
the
assembly, were sent (or; parts of the Island to be spectators.
from
retireil
had
and, alter a short consultation, the Coinmo- also during our stay in this harbour, carried
dore's refpust was unaninntusly complied the bread on shore to clear it of vermin.
with, an<l the ground immediately fixed The number of cotk-ioa«hes that intested
upon, adjoining to the house where the pre- the ship at this time is almost inrredibie.
sent met tnm was held. It extended along 'J'he damage we sustained by them was very
\|ie shore ol tiie harbour, about two hund- considerable; and every attempt to jlestroy
If any kind (»f tood
red yards; iJ^ depth, to the bottom of the them proved fruitless.
Inll, was «^«»me\\hat more; and a proportion- w as e\p<ise(l for a tew minutes, it w as covered
al>le part of the hill warj comprehended in with these noxious insects, who soon |»ierced
it full of lioles, so that it reseinhle*! a hothe gi.iiit.
Tins oliair being settleil, on Satinday, tJie neycomb. They proved particularty destruc18'h, a tent was })itched on shore, a post tive to birds which had heen stiillMl tor
esfal)li-hed, an<l the observatories erected. curiosities. :»nd were so lond ot ink. that tli,ey
As this was one (»f the most plentiful of the eat out the w riting on the lahtls lasleued to
fe)i»citty Uies, it was proposed to niake some different articles ; and the only iUnr^ that

a^ainitlie

;

I

;

;

;

:

:

;

:
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prpserved books from tlieir ravnjres, was tlie a very si!ii>u]ar siluation, that of flie only
of their biiuiii'.i;;-, vyliicli prevented ricl\ man in tlie kingdom and community of
tliese voracuMis des'.rtiyers from insinnatmu; wliicli lie was to he a meinlter; and bein*"
tliemselves between tiie leaves.
Accortlinij: uraster of an accninnlated qnantity of a speto .Mr. Anderson, they were of two sorts, the cies oftreasnre, whicMi his countrymen c.-uld
blatta orienlolis, and frennanica.
TUe not create by .my art or indnstry oi their own,
tornier had been carried home in l!ie Keso- it was natnrul, tlieref<ire, toimntfine, that
itJtioM, in her last voyatV'S where they with- while all were (ic>ironsof sjiarinof this envied
itooil the severity of the winter, in 177(», wealth, all would be ready lojoin in attempts
tliongh «he was in doc!; all the time. I'iie to strip its sole pro(Mietor. A*s the most
latter had only made their a|)pearence since likely means of preventing- this, Capt. (Joolo
our leavinu: New Zealand but !iad increased odvisevi him to <iistribute some of his moveso fast, that they now got even into our rig- ables among two or three of the principal
ging:; so that when a soil was h>(»sene.l thou- chiefs; who (mi being- thus gratified, miglit l)e
sands of them fell upon thedeekv. Though induced to favour him with tiieir patronage,
the oricntalia wee in infinile nnml>ert. they ami shield him from the injuries of others',
seldom came out but in the nig-Jit, when they Omioh i)roicised to follow'this advice,
<!
KKide a particular noise in crawling- abont
we henrd lielbre we saile<l this prudent step
and. besides their disagreeable a[)pearance, liad been taken. The Captain however, not
they did great mischief to our bread, which confidiivg- wholly in the (»j)erations ofgratitlainty feeders would have ili-relisl.>ed, bein§^ tude, had recourse to the more forcible
a d
so besjiattered with their evcremert.
etiectual motive of intimidation, taking every
The carpenters and caulkers had no soon- opportunity of notifying to the inliabitants
fr completed their business jn board, than that it was lu^ intention to make another
visit
they were ordered on shore to erect a house to their Islard, at'ter having- been ai)seiit tlie
for Oiniah, wherein he might secure the vari- nsual time; and that if he did not iind
hjs
ous European commodities that h«»had in his friend in the same state of security in wlicli
he
possession: at the .same time, others of our should leave him at present, all those who
had
people were emi)loyed in making- a garden been his enemies might e.xpect to become
the
lor his use, planting- vines, .^haddocks, me- objects of his resentmcHt.
This menaciii<>'
Ions, pine-apples, and the seeds of various declaration will, probably, have
some effect"^
kinds ot vci-etabls; all which were in Hon- for our successive visits* «)f late years
hue
rishing- state before our departure from the induced these Islanders to believe,
that our
Island. ()mia!» began now to pay a serious ships are to return at certain periods;
and
attention t.i his own affairs, and heartily re- while thej continue to enlM'tai<) such
a nopented of liis ill-judged prodiirality at Ota- tion, which the Captain thought a fair
4raheite.
Here he tcund a brother, a sister, and tagem to confirm, O.niah has s -me fuo^oet
t
a brother-in-iaw, \he sister having- been of being sutfered to thrive ujjom his
i-ew n'lanmarried these did not plunder him, as his tation.
other relations had lareiy done it p.ppeared.
On Wednesday, the 22nd. the iotercourse
liowever, that tliongh they had toe much of trade and friendly oHires, between
us
honestyand i?ood-naf ure to do Inm any injury the is^habitants of Huaheine, was
in«eihif^
yeUhey were ot too btlle consequence in the ed for, in the eveninir, one of the latVer
island, to do him any real services, having: found means to get into Mr.
Baylev's (djser
neither authority nor ii.i^uence topiofecthi? valory, and cany otf" a sextant,
'nnobseived
property or his person. Thus circumstanced Ca[;t. Cook was no sooner
informed of ihs
he ran great risk oi being- stripped of every theft than he went asliore, and desired
Otnidi
things he had received from his generous be- to ap})lv to the chiefs, to
procure restitnfio'n
iiefactors, assoon as he should cease to be He accordingly
made application to them'
witlnn the reach ot our powerful protection, but thev took no steps towards
recovering
Ke was now oa the point ot being- placed ia t]>e instrument, being more attentive
Jo S
c!<)seiiess

;

:

:

;

md

;
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fieeta, that was tlien exhibiting-, till the Caj)- had publicly tlireatened to put him to de^tbBeing- and to set fire to his house, as soon as we
tain ordered the performers to desist.
now convinced he was in earnest, tliey be- should quit this place. To prevent his doin^
gan to make some enquiry after the delin- any further mischief, the Captain ordered
quent, who was silting in the midst of them, him to be seized, and confined again on board
with such marks of unconcern, that the the ship, with a view of carrying him otF the
Captain was in great doubt of his being Island ; and this intention seemed to give
Omiah general satisfaction to all the chiefs. lie
guilly, particularly as he denied it.
was was a native of Eolabola but there were
person,
he
the
assuring him this was
put
in too many of the people here ready to coand
Resolution,
the
sent ou board
ferment
universal
operate with him in all his designs.
raised
an
This
irons.
;

Wt

the Islanders, and the whole body
The prisoner being
tied with precipitation.
examined by Omiati, was with some ditticnlty brought to confess where he hnd concealed the sextant, and it was brought back
unhurt the next morning. Alter this, the
natives recovered from their consternation,
and began to gather about us as usual. As
the thief appeared to be a shameless villain,
the Commodore ponished him with greater
severity than he had ever done any formei
culprit; for, besides having his head and
beard shaved, he ordered both his ears to
he cutotf, and his eye-brows to be flayed,

among

t'lan

which no punishment could have sub-

In this
him to greater disgracp.
bleeding condition he was sent on shore,
and exposed as a si)ectne!e to intimidate the
people from meddling with what was not
their own. Tlie natives looked witii horror
iected

have, indeed, always met with more troublesome people in Huaheine, than in any other
of the adjacent Islands
and it was only
from fear, and the want of proper opportunities, that induced them to behave better
now.
Anarchy and confusion seemed to
;

prevail among them*
Their Earee rahie,
we have already observed, was but a child
and we did not observe, that there was oi^*
individual, or any set of men, who held tl;«
a;";
;

reinsofgovernmentforhim; so that whenever
any misunderstanding occurred between us,
we never knew, with sufficient precision, to

whom

it was necessary to apply, in order to
an accommodation, or procure redress,
On Thursday, the 30th, early in the morninct,
our i)risoner, the Bolabolarman, found
means to escape from hisccjufinement, out of
the ship, carrying with him the shackle of
the bilboo-bolt that had been pivt about his
leg, which was taken from him as soon as
he arrived on shore, by one of the chiefs,
and given to Omiah, who quickly came on
board, to inform the Captain, that his mortal
enemy was again let loose u|)on him. We

eflect

was e:»sy to perceive
them general disgust:
tven Omiah was aftVcted, though he endea\'our( d to justify it, by telling his friends, that
ifMjch a crime had been committed in the
country where he had been, the thief would found, upon enquiry, that the sentry placed
have been sentenced to lose his life. But, over the prisoner, and even the whole watch
how well soever he rnightcarry otf'the matter, in that part of the ship where he was conhe dreaded the consequences to himself, fined, having fallen asleep, he seized the fawhich, in part, appeared in a few days, and Vourable o|»portunity, took the key of the
were probably more severely felt by him, irous out of the drawer into which he had
seen it put, and set himself at liberty. This
»onn after we were gone.
Saturday, the 25th, a general alarm was escape convinced the Commodore, that his

wpon the man, and
that this act

it

gave

occasioned by a rei)ort, that one of
our goats had been stolen by the abovementioned thief and though, upon examination J we found every thing safe in that
quarter, yet it appeared, that he had destroyed and carried off from Omiah's grovmds,
several vi^'^s and cabbage plants; that he
.<;pread,

;

people had been very remiss in their nightduty which rendered it neces>sary to chastise those who were now in fault, and t«
establish some new regulations that might
;

prevent similar negligence in future. W»
at hearing, afrerwrtrd^, tluit tlu
fellow who escaped, had gone over to Ulict^

were pleased

AXD nOlJND THE WORLD.
but

it

was thought by

soisrs lie only iiitend-

conceal himself till our ilepai tore, when
he wouM revenire the indiiiiiiry we had treate<l him w ith, by open or secret attacks upon
The house of this siieat man l)ein<^
Oiniali.
tinished, many of his nioveal)le<!
nearly
now
were carrie<l ashore. Amonijr other articles
was a box of toys, wiiich y:rv-.itly pleased the
pazinj; multitude; but as to his plates, dishes, driikmti" mugs, glasses, and the whole
train of household apparatus, s«.'arce one of
liis cotnitrymen wouiti even io(dv at them.
Omiali himself bei;an to thinlx, that they
would be of no service to hiin that a baked
lioi; was more savoury than a boiled one
that a plaiut.nn leaf made as <:ood a dish or
jilate as |)ewter
and that a cocoa-nut shell
was as convenient a {zohlet as or.e of our
He therefore dis|)(ised of most of
muifs.
these articles of Enulish ftunirure annui'^
and received from
the crew of our ships
them, in returti, hatchets, and other iron
implements, which had a n}ore intrinsic
value in this part of the world. Atnoni^ the
numerous presents bestowed upon him in
Kngland, fireworks had not been omitted
someof which were exhibited in theevenins?
of the 'iBth, before a great number of people,
who beheld them with a mixture of plea.sure and fear.
Those that remained were
pal in order, and left with Omiah, pursuant
eti to

;

;

;

;

;

otfjf

ten or eleven persons: if that can be justly
denominated a family, to which not one female l)elonged. 'I'he house which our people ere<'ted for iiim was tuenty-four feet by
eightt:'en, and ten ftet high
it was comi)osed of boards, which were the spoils of our
military operations at Eimeo, and in the
:

construction of it. as f w nails as possible
were used, lest an inducement should arise,
from a desire of iron, to pull it down. It
was acrree*! ni)on, that, inimediately after
our departure, he should erect a spacious
house, alter the fashion of his own country ;
one end of which was to be brought over
that we had built, so as entirely to enclose
it
for greater security.
In this work some
of the chiefs of the Island promised to contribute their assistance
and if the intended
building should cover the ground which
was marked out for it, few of the houses in
t

;

Iluaheine will exceed it in magnitude.
Omiah's European weapons consisted of a
fowhng piece, two pair of pistols, several
swords, cutlasses, a musket, bayonet, and a
cartoiich box.
After he had got on shore'
whatever belonged to him, he invited several tiajes the two Captaiiis, and most of the
officers of both ships to dine with him; on
which occasions his table was plentifully

sjnead with the best provisions that the Isl
land could atibrd. Omiah, thus powerfully
supported, went through the fatigues of the
to their original destination.
now began to make preparations for day better than could have been expected
nur departure from Iluaheine, and got every from the despondency that appeared in hi.«i
tiling otf from the shore this evening, ex- countenance, when first the company began
cept a goat big with kid, a horse and a to assemble. Perhaps his awkard situatioHr
uiare, which were left in the possession of between half English and half Indian f)reOmiah, who was now to be finally separated parations, might contribute not a little to
for having never before
from us.
gave him also a boar, and embarrass him
fwo sows, of the English breed and he had made an entertainment himself, though he
ifot two sows of his own.
The horse had had been a partaker at many both in Engcovered tlie mare during our continuance at land and in these Islands, he was yet at u
C)taheite
so that the introduction of a breed loss to conduct himself properly to so many
of horses into these Islands, has probably guests, all of them superior to himself in
succeeded, by this valuable present. With point of rank, though he might be said to
regard to Omiah's domestic establishment, be superior, in point of fortune, to most ot
l)e had procured at Otaheite, four or five the chiefs present.
Nothing however wa»
toutons or people of the lower class
the wanting to impress the inhabitants with ait
two young New Zealanders remained with opinion of Omiah's consequence. The
him and his brother, with some otiiers, join- drums, trumpets, bag pipes, haut-boys, f]utes,
ed him ; so that his family now consisted of violins, in sliort, the whole baud of jiiusie
4
B^f»' 36.

We

We

;

;

;

;

;
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attended, and took it by turns to play wliile
dinner was getting ready; and when the
company were seated, the whole band joined in lull concert, lo the admiration ot'
crowds of the inhabitants, who were assembled round the house on this occasion. The
dinner consisted, as usual, of the various
productions of the Island, barbictied hogs,
fowls dressed, some after the manner of the
country, and othersafter the English fashion,
with plenty of wine and other liquors, with
which two or three of the chiefs made very
free.
Dinner over, lieevas and fire-works
succeeded, and when night approached, the
multitudes that attended us as spectators dispersed, without the least disorder. Before
we set sail, the Commodore caused the following inscription to be cut in the front of
Omiah's house.

Georgius

Rex, 2 Novembris. 1777.
Resolution, Jac. Cook, Tr.

teriius.

and

final leave of the

Captain, never to s(k^
endeavonred to prevail
on Capt. Cook to let him return to England,
which made his parting with him and our
officers the more affecting.
If tears could
l.'ave prevailed on our Commander to let him
return, Omiah's eyes were never dry
and if

hiin more.

He had

;

the teuderest supplications of a dutiful son
to an obduaate father could have made any
impression, Omiah hung round his neck in
aU the seeming agony of a child trying to
nielt t!)e heart ©f a reluctant parent.
He
twined his arms ronrid hun with the ardour
of inviolable friendshij), till Capt. Cook,
unable any longer to contain himself, broke
from him, and retired to his cabin, to indulge
that natural syujpathy which he could not
resist, leaving Omiah to dry up his tears, and
compose bimselt' on the quarter deck. On
^}'

'^*"''"' »»^ ';*^^«^"^^! ^^i'»^

l)is

friend,

upon

impropriety of h.s request; remnuhng
]}}^
Tvr^.l y
^«^'^*
^'^.^^ \'^ '^mxwixes whde ,n Englan<l,^l.st
i Biscov^ry
^' Car. Clerke, Pr.
he should never more have been permitte;d
November 2nd, on Sunday, at four o'clock to return home and now that he had been
"P. M. we took the advantage of an easterly restored to his friends and country, at a great
breeze, and sailed out of Owharre harbour, expence to his royal master, it v^as childish
While here, we had procured more than to entertain a notion of being carrie<l back,
four hundred hogs, many of them large. Omiah renewed his tears and said, he hadThough it had been in former voyages, that indeed wished to see his country and friends;
most of them which were carried to sea alive but having seen them he was contented, and
refused to eat, and consequently were soon would never long for home agnin. Capt.
killed, yet we resolved to make one ex[)eri- Cook assured him of his best wishes, btit
ment more and by procuring large quanti- kis instructions must be obeyed, which were
Such was the
ties of yams, and other roots, on which they to leave him with his friends.
were accustomed to feed on shore, we ven- parting scene between Omiah and his patured to take a iew in each ship and for tron nor were the two New Zealand boys
this purpose our carpenters had prepared under less concern to leave us than Omiah.
styes for their reception in those parts where They had already learned to speak English
they might remain cool. Most of our friends, enough to express tlieir hopes and their fears,
natives of Huaheine, continued on board They hoped to have gone along with the
when the ships, and cried bitterly when they undertill our vessels were under .sail
Captain, to gratify their curiosity, ordered stood they were to be left behind. Thence
five of the great guns to be fired. Then they arosea newscene between Omiah and his serall left us, except Omiah, who remained till vants, that, had not the officers on the quarhad come to sail ter deck interposed, might have ended unwe were out at sea.
for they refused
hawser
fastened
to
shore, which in fortunately for the former
the
a
by
casting the ship, parted, being cut by the to quit tlie ship, till they were compelled to
rocks, and its outer eT]d was left behind it doit by force, which would have been no easy
therefore became neces.sary to dispatch a matter, the eldest, near sixteen, being of an
boat TO bring it on shore. In this boat Omiah athletic make and the younsrest, about elewent ashore, and took a very affectionate ven, a giant of bis age. They were both
'

;

;

;

;

;

We

;

;

;
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tractable

and

obllirlnp', till

were

they foand they more than before, and on wbicb be could
lay the foundation either of his future great-

to be left at Ilnaheine, but knowinij: this
at our depa<'tnre troiii that phice, they p:re\v

desperate

till

subdued.

They

discovered

dispositions the very reverse of the Islanders,

whom tliey were destined to abide
durin? the remainder of tlieir Hves and,
instead of a mean, timid submission, they
shewed a manly determined resoUition not
to be subdued, thouti'h ovfrcome and ready,
if there had been a possibility to succeed, to
liave made a second oreveti third attempt to
have regained tlieir liberty. We could never
learn Capt. Cook's reason, for refusingtotake
on board some of those gallant youths from
New Zealand, who, no doubt, would have
made useful hands in the hi?;h latitudes we
were about to explore, and v/ould besides
have been living: exhibitions of a peo[)le,
whose portraits have been intperfectly depicted even by our best draughtsmen. There
is a dauntless tierceness in the eyes and
countenance of a New Zealand warrior,
which the pencil of the most eujinent artist
cannot imitate and we lament tlie nonim'pfHiation of a native from every climate,
where nature had marked a visible distinction in the characters of persor. and mind.
Havin.g bid fare^vel to Omiah, he was accompanied by Mr. King in tlse boat, who
informed us, he had wept ali the time he
aniiin^:

;

;

;

was

671

ffoing ashore.

Though we had now, to our great satisfaction, brought Omiah safe back to the very

He appeared to hav^, in
ness or hap[)iness.
some measure, forgotten their customs in this
respect, an«l even to have mistaken their genius otherwise he must have been c(mvinced of the extreme dithoulty he would tind iii
getting himself admitted as a man of rank,
where there is scarcely a single instance of
a person's being raised from an inferior station even by the fjreatest merit. Rank seems
to be the foundation ofall power and distinction here, and is so pertinaciously adhered to,
that, unless a person has some degree of it, he
will be conten.ned and hated, if he pretends
This was really
to exercise any authority.
the case, in some degree with Omiah though
his countrymen were rather cautious in expressing their sentiments while we continued
among them. Nevertheless, had he made a
proper use of the presents he brought with
him from Great Britain, this, with the knowledge he had gained by travelling, might
have enabled him to have formed the most
advantageous connections but he exhibited
too many proofs of a weak inattention to this
obvious means of promoting his interest. He
had formed schemes of a higher nature,
perhaps, with more truth, it may be said,
meaner; for revenge, rather than a desire of
greatness, appeared to influence him from the
beginning. His father was certainly, a man
of considerable property in Ulietea, when
that Island was subdued by the inhabitants
of Bolabola, and with many others, fled for
refuge to Huaheine, wliere he died, and left
Omiah, with several other children, who thu.^
became entirely dependent. In this situation, Captain Furneaux took him up, and
;

;

:

spot from whence he was taken, it is probable we left him in a situatiort less desirable
than that which he was in before his connectijn with us: not thai, having tasted the comforts of civilized life, he uinst become more
wretched froiu being obliged to relii:q;-jish all brought him to England. Whether he extliougbisof CMUiiuuing them, but merely be- pected, from the treatment he there met
cause the advantages he received from us, with, that any assistance would be afforded
have placed him in a n.ore hazardous situa- him against the enemies of his father and
tion, with respect to his personal safety. his country
or whether he had the vanity
From being greatly caressed in England, he to suppose, that his own superiority of knowhad lost sight of his primary condition, and ledge, and perso-nal courage, would be suffi(lid not consider in what manner his acquisi- cient to dispossess the cciquerors of Ulietea,
tions, either of knowledge, or of wealth, is uncertain
but, from the very commencewould be estimated by his countrymen, at liis ment of the voyage, this was his constant
return; which were the only things wheref)y topic.
He would not pay any attention to
could
recommend
them
our
reoiosstrances
on such an inconsiderat*"
he
himself to
now,
;

;
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defcrmlnation, but was displeased, whenever first opportunity of satisfying his reveng:e \vi
more reasonable counsels were proposed for battle. To this he is perhaps not a little
Nay, he was so ridiculously at- stimulated by the coat of mail he brought
his benefit.
tached to his favourite scheme, that he af- from England; clothed in which, and turfected to believe the Bolabolans would cer- nished with fire arms, he idly imagines he
J3ut the defects in
tainly quit the conquered Island, as soon as shall be invincible.
they should have intellig^ence of his arrival Omiah's character were considerably overAs we proceeded, however, on balanced by his great good nature, and do-,
in Otaheite.
Capt. Cook,
our voyage, he began to perceive his error; cile tractable disposition.
,and, by thetimeofourarrival at the Frievidly during the whole time he was with him,
Islands, liad sucb apprehensions of an unfa- seldom had reason to be seriously displeased
His grateful
vourable reception in his own country, that with his general conduct.
heart
remained
at
Tongaever
retained
highest
sense of the
the
have
he was inclined to
friend
favours
of
his
protection
conferred
in
England
on
him
nor
the
taboo, under
squandered
will
he
he
ever
unmindful
of
those
Islands
be
who
these
Feenou.
At
away a considerable part of his Etjropean honoured him while in that kingdom, with
Though
treasure
and he was equally imprudent at their friendship and protection.
Otaheite, till Capt. Cook put a stop to his he had a tolerable share of understanding,
j)rofusion.
He also formed such improper he shewed little application and perseverance
connections there, that Otoo, though at tiist in exerting it, so that he had but a general
He
disposed to countenance him, afterwards ex- and imjierfect knowledge of things.
pressed openly his disapprobation of his was not a man much used to observation ;
conduct. He might, however, have recover- otherwise, he might have conveyed to his
t'd the favour of that chief, and have settled, native country many elegant amusements,
to great advantage, in Otaheite, as he had and useful arts, to l>e found among the
formerly lived some years there, anrl was now. Friendly Islanders but we never perceived,
lionoured with the notice of Towha, whose that he endeavoured to make himself masvaluable present of a large double canoe has ter of any oue of them. Such indifference
been already mentioned. But he continued is, indeed, the characteristic foible of his
undetermined to the last, and probably countrymen. Though they have been visitwould not have adopted the plan of settle- ed by Europeans, at times, for these .ten
inent in Huaheine, if Capt. Cook had not years past, we could not discern the slightest
so positively refused to employ force in re- vestige of any attemj)t to profit by this instoring l»im to the possession of his father's terview, nor have they hitherto imitated us
Omiah's greatest danger, in his but in very few respects. It must not, there])roperfy.
present situation, will arise from the very fore, be expected, that Omiah will be able
itnpruilent declarations of his antipathy to to introduce among them many arts and
tlie Bolab(»lans; for those people, from mo- customs, or much improve those to which
fives of jealousy, will undoubtedly endea- they have been familiarized by long habit,
vour to render him obnoxious to the inhabi- We trust, however, that he will exert hi^
tants of Hiiidieine and as they are now at endeavours to bring to perfection the various
peace u jth ti»at Island, they may easily ac- fruits and vegetables that were planted by
This circumstance us, which will be no small acquisition. Jiut
coniplisji their designs.
have avoided; the principal advantage these Isl-ands are
ease,
great
he nii^ht, with
from
any aver- likely to receive from the travels of Omiah,
free
not
only
for tin y were
who
the animals that
is repti- will probably arise from
old
chief,
but
the
to
liim,
sion
Islaiids,
to
been
left
which, perliaf)s,
have
upon
them
the
Society
of
natives
the
ted by
never
if he had
reinstate
they
would
have
obtained,
to
go<l,
oflered
even
priest,
or
be a
these
come
over
When
peremptonot
to
England.
but
he
lands
father's
his
in
m
h
rily refused this; and to the very last, conti- multiply, Otaheite, and the Society Isles,
fcued fixed in his lesolutiou to embrace the will tqual any place in the knonu world,
;

;

;

;

;

:
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Oiniah's return, The folloninu: <lny, the Resolution was moorfvjth respect to ]>rov)si(ni<?.
proiHs
hiul disphiyed ed close lo the northern shore, at the enhe
substantial
the
an«i
ot' British lil>erality, enoourai^eil many to trance of the harl)our, and the Discovery
In the mean
otfer themselves as volunteers to accompany alonir si*le the southern shore.

hut our Commodore took
US to Pretaune
every opportunity of e\pressin«r his tixed
determination to reject all applications of
and Omiah, who was ambitions
that kind
of remaining- tli^» only ffreat traveller an)on<^

time, Capt. CooU returned Oreo's visit, and
presented that chief with a red feathered cap
from Ton^^ataboo, a shirt, a linen j?ovvn, and
a lew other things of less value. Oreo, and

bein<^ afiaid the Connnodore mitiht
be prevailed upon to place others in the
s;une situation, as rivals, frequently reminded

on board to dinner.

;

:

them,

some of

his friends,

then accompanied him

On 'riinrsday the Clh, we landed the reniainder of our live stock, set up the obserIiim of the declaration of the Karl of Sand- vatories, and carried the necessary instruwich, that no others of his coTintrymen were ments on shore. The two succeeding days,
When the Caj)- Capt. Cook, Mr. King, and Mr. Bayley,
to be carried to England.
tain was about to bid farewel to Omiah, he observed tlie sun's azimuths, both on shore
gave him his last lessons of instruction how and aboard, with all the compasses, in order
Nothing- remarkto act; directing: him at the same time to to discover the variation.
send his boat over to Ulietea, his native Is- able happened, till very early in the mornland, to let him know how the chiefs behaved iiiG: of Thursday, the If'ith, when a sentinel,
If well, at the observatory, named John Harrison,
to him in the absence of the ships.
lie was to send by the messeng^er three white deserted, taking with him his musket and
beads; if they seized upon his stock, or accoutrements. As soon as we had gained
brokeinnpon his piantations,three red beads; mtellig-ence which way he was gone, a party
or if thinus remained just as we left them, was detached in search of him; but they
returned in the evening without success.
lie was to send three spotted beads.
which
Omiali
The
next day the Captain applied to Ihft
boat,
in
was
as
the
As soon
conveyed ashore, had returned, with the re- chief concerning this affair, who promised
muinder of the hawser, to the ship we lioist- to send a party of the Islanders after the
cd her in, and stood over for Ulietea without fugitive, and gave us hopes that he should
delay. Tlie next morning, being the i>rd, be brought back in the course of that day.
we made sail round the southern end of that This, jjowever, did not happen and we ad
reason to imagine, that the chief had taken
IslaHd, for the harbour of Ohamaneno.
met w ith light airs and calms alternately, no steps to tind him. At this time a conso that at twelve o'clock we werestdl at the siderable number of the natives were about
distance of a league from the mouth of the the ships, and several thefts committed, the
harbour; and while we were thus detained, consequences of which being apprehended
Oreo, the chief of the Island, with his son by them, very few came to visit us the next
and son-in-law, came off to pay us a visit, morning. Oreo himself caught the alarm.
All the boats were now hoisted out, and and fled with his whole family. Capt. Cook
sent a-head to tow, being assisted by a slight considered this as a good opportunity to inThis soon failing, and sist upon their delivering up the deserter;
sfniih.erly breeze.
being succeeded by an easterly one, which and having heard he was at a place called
b'ew right out of the harbour, we were Hamoa, situate on the other side of the Jsobliged to anchor at its entrance, about two land, he repaired thither with two armed
©'clock P. M. and to warp in, which em- boats, attended by a native. In our way,
were no sooner we met with the chief, who embarked with
ployed us till night.
within the harbour, than our ships were us. The Captain, with a few of his men,
surrounded with canoes, tiiled with the na- landing about a mile and a half from the
tives who brought a supply of fruit and hogs, spot, marched up to it \^ilii great expedition;
ivliich they exchanged for our commodities, les*^ the €ight of the boats should give the
;

We

We
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»Iarm, and allow the offender sufficient time Instiiictions delivered by Cafytain J'ame»^
Cook, to Captain Charles Clerke, Com-*
to escape to the mountains. This precaiivuindcr of fiis Majesfi/'s ship, the DiS"
tion proved unnecessary; for the natives of
that part of the Island haviOi^ obtained incoverf/, Wednesday, the 19th of Novem^
formation of tlie Captain's approach, were
ber, 1*77.

He was
prei)ar,d to deliver the deserter.
V. illi
his musket lying: before him,
seated betsveen two women, who, the instant
that the Capiain entered the house, rose up
As such preto plead in liis vindication.
ceedings deserved to be discouraged, the
Captain with astern look, bid them be
gone u[)on which they hurst into tears, and
Paha, the chief of that district,
retired,
iiv w
came with a sucking pig, and a plantaij-tree, which he was on the point of presentinff to Capt. Cook, as a peace-ofFering,
who rt^jt-cted it and having ordered the
chief to quit his presence, embarked with
Harrison in one of the boats, and returned
to the ships.
After this, harmony was specdily restored.
The delinquent made no
other excuse for his conduct, than that the
which pernatives had enticed him away
haps was in a great measure true, as Paha,
and the two women above-mentioned, had
been at the ship the day before his desertion,
As he had remained upon his post till within a ft!W minutes of time in which he was to
have been relieved by another, the punishment he received was not very severe. Ahout
a fortnight after we had arrived at Uiietea,

"

found

;

;

;

Omiah

dispatched two of his people in a ca-

noe, with intelligence, that he continued undisturbed by the inhabitants of Iluaheine,
and that every thing succeeded with hi In,
except that his goat had died in kidding,
Tiiis information was accompanied with a
request, that Capt. Cook wou-ld send him
another goat, and also two axes. Pleased
with this additional opportunity of serving
his friend, the Captain sent back the messenger to Huaheine, on the 18th, with the
axes, atid a male and female kid. On Wednesday, the 19th, our Commander of his
Majesty's ship, the Resolution, delivered fo
Captain Clerke his instructions how to f)ro«
ceed in case of separation, after quitting
these Islands, of which the following is, we
btUeve, a true copy.
6,

WHEREAS the passage from

the Soci-

ety Islands, to the northern coast of

America

of considerable lentith, boih in distance and
in time, and as a part of it must be performed
in the very depth of winter, when gales of
wind and bad weather must he expected, and
may possibly occasion a separation, you are
to take all possible care to prevent this.
But
if notwithstanding all our care to keep company you should be separated from me, you
are first to look for me where you last saw me.
Not seeing me in five days, you are to proceed
(as directed by the instructions of their lordships, a copy of which you have already received) for the coast of New Albion endeavouring to fall in with it in the latitude of 43
<}eg.
In which, and at a convenient distance
from land, you are to cruize for me ten days.,
Not seeing me in that time, you are to put
info the first convenient port, in, or to the
north of that latitude, to recruit your wood
and water, and to procure refreshments,
During your stay in port, you are constantly
to keep a good look-out for me.
It will be
necessary, therefore, to make choice of a station, situated as near the sea coast as possible, the better to enable you to see me, when
I may appear in the offing.
Should I not
.join yon before the Jst of next April, you are
to put to sea, and to proceed northward to
the latitude of 56 deg. in wljich, and at a convenient distance from the coast, never exceeding fifteen leagues, you are to cruize for
me till the 10th of^ May. Not seeing me at
that time, you are to proceed northward, and
endeavour to find a passage into the Atlanhc
Ocean, through Hudson's or l>aiijii\s Uay?, as
directed by the above-mentioned instrucis

;

tions."
''

But

if you should fail in finding a pas-.
through either of the said Bays or by
any other way, as the season of tlie year may
render it unsafe for you to remain in hiifh Intitudes, you are to repair to^the haibuwr oi
<«iffe
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Peter and St. Paul, n Kamptscliatka, in soon as they had furnished themselves
with
order to rttVesh yonr people, and to pass the provisions tor the voyage. These
not bein™winter. Nevertheless, it you tind, tliat you the only i)er.sc>us in the ships who
v\ere de"^
cannot procure the necessary refreshments, sirousofreniamiisgatthe.se favourite
Jshuid.s,
at the said port, you are at liberty to go it was necessary, in order to give
an effectual
where you shall think proper taking- care discouragement to any furtfier desertion
to
])efore you depart to leave vv ith the j^overnor recover them at all
events.
Capt. Co'ok
an account of your intended destination, to thcrelore, <letermined to go
in pursuit of
})e delivered to nie upon my arrival
and in them himself, having ob.served that tlie
nathe sprinii of the ensuinir year, 1779, you are tives seldom attempt,
d to amuse him with
to repair back to the above-mentioned port, false information.
He according-y .set out
etuleavouring- to be there by the lOtli ot with tuo armed boats,
accompanied by Oreo
JMay, or sooner. Jt' on your arrival, you re- himself. Tiny proceeded,
without stoppingceive no orders from, or account of me, so at any place, till they
came to the eastern
as to justify your pursuing? any other mea- side <)l Otaha, where
they put ashore and
stires than what are pointed out in the be- the chief
dispatched a man before him wilii
fore mentioned instructions, your future pjo- orders to .seize the
fugitives, and keep'them
c*?ediniis are to be g:ovcrne<l by them.
You till the Captain and his attendants should
are also to comply with such parts of the arrive with the
boats: but when arrived at
said instructions, as have not been executed, the place
where they expected to find them
and are not contrary to these orders. And they >vere informed,
that they had quitted
in case of your itiability, by sickness, or the Island,
and proceeded to liolabola the
otherwise, to carry these, and the instruc- day before.
The Captain, not chusing to
tions of their lordships into execution, you follow them
thither, returned to the ships,
are to be careful to leave them with the with a full
determination to have recourse
next officer in command, who is hereby re- to a measure,
which he had reason to believe
quired to execute them in the best manner would compel
the
St.

;

:

;

he can."
On Monday, the 24th, in the morninir,
>Ir.
midshipman, and the gunner's
mate, two of the Discovery's people, were
missing-.
They had embarked in a canoe,
with two of their Otaheitean misses, the
precedini? ni2:ht, and were now at the other
rnd of -the Island. As the raids!ii[mian had

M

,

natives to restore them
the 2()th, soon after dayl
break, Oreo, with his .son, daughter,
and

On Wednesday,

son-m-law, having come on board the
Reso-

lution, the Commodore resolved to
detain the
three last, till our deserters .should
be delivered up. \v ith the view Capt. Clerke
invited them on board his ship
and, as soon
as they had entered his cabin,
a sentinel
expressed a desireof continuing^at one of the was
placed at the door, and the window
seSociety Islands, it was extremely probable, cured.
Ihis proceeding greatly surprized
that he anil h\< companion had eone off with them;
and Capt. Clerke having explained
that intent. Capt. Clerke therefore, with tlie reason
of it, they burst into tears,
t vo armed boats, and a detachment of
ma- begged he would not kill them. He and
prormes, set out in quest of the fugitives, but tested
he would not, that the moment
lii.s
returned in tlie evening without success. people
were brought back, they should
be
From the behaviour of the Islanders, he was released, i his,
however, did not remove
ot opinion, that they intended to conceal the
their uneasy apprehensions, and
they bede.scrters
and, with this view had deceived wailed their
expected fate in silent sorrow
Lira with false information, directing him to
ihechief being with Capt. Cook when
h*^"seek tor tlrem where they could not be found.
received intelligence of this affair,
mention!
He was not mistaken for, the next morn- ed It immediately to
him, imagining that
ing, intelligence was brought, that the two
tnis step had been taken without
his knowrunaways were in the Isle of Otaha, with a ledge
and approbation. The Captain invitw to continue their course to Otaheite, as stantly undeceived
him; aad
;

;

;

then

kt
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be;ian to entert/iin a fear with respect to his
personal safety, and his countenance
indicated the i^reatest perturbation of mind
bnt the Captain soon quieted his fears, by
tellini? him, that he was at liberty to quit
the ship whenever he chose, and to take
such steps towards the recovery of our two
niej), as he should judge best calculated for
and that if he should meet
that purpose
with success, his friends, on board the
JJiscovery, shouhl be released from their
confinement: if not that they should be
The Captain added,
carried away with us.
tljafthe chief's conduct, as well as that of
«nany of his countrymen, in not only assisting- these two men in n»akin<^ their escape,
but in endeavouring, at ihis very time, to
prevail upon others t(» follow them would justify any measure that should serve to put a
stop to such proceedings. All this was done,
as we have already hiuted, to interest tiie
people of the Island in the pursuit after the
fugitives, and, to this end, the Captain prornised a reward of large axes, and other valuable articles, to any of the natives who

own

;

;

only nsadeamosl dismal howling', but strnc^:
llieir bosoms, and,cut their heads witli sharks^
teeth, whiclj occasioned a considerable effu—
sion of blood.

The chief now dispatched a canoe to Bolabola, with a messaire to Opoony, king- of
that Island, informing- him of what had happened, and requesting- him to seize the two
deserters,

senger,

and send them back.

The

who was

nies-

the father of Oreo's sonin-law Pootoe, came to receive the CaptainV
commands before his departure; who strictly
enjoined him not to return without t!ie fugitives, and to tell Opnoiiy, from him, that,
if they had left the Isle of Bolabola, he
must send canoes in pursuit of them. But
the impatient natives, not thinking proper
to trust to the return of our people for the
release of tlie prisoners.were induced to meditate an attempt, which, if it had not been
prevented, might have involved them iiv
still greater distress.
Between tive and six:
o'clock, Capt. Cook, who was then on shore,,
abreast of the ship, observed all their canoes,,
in and about the harbour, began to move
should be instrumental in apprehending atul oft'. He enquired, in vain, for the cause of
bringing them back, I'he confinement of this tilt some of our people, calling to us.
part of the royal family might .seem hard from the Discovery, informed us, that a body
usage, yet it had its effect, and without this of the Islanders had seii^d Capt. Clerke and
steady resolute proceeding, the deserters Mr. Gore, as they were walking at a smalb
woiild never have been recovered. The distance from the ships. I'he Commodore,
boats of the Discovery went day after day to struck with the boldness of this scheme of.
a I the adjoining Islands, without beingable retaliation, which seemed to counteract him.
and this in his ovvn way, instantly commanded his
to learn tlie least trace of them
every |>eople to arm and, in a few minutes, a.
searched
having
till
they continued,
two
days
sail, strong party, under the conduct of Mr. King,-,
distance
of
the
within
Island
they were obliged to give over any farther were sent to the rescue of the two gentleThe explanation of the men. At the same time two armed boats,,
search, as fruitless.
motives upon which Capt. Cook acted, and a party, under Mr. Williamson, were
seemed to remove, in a great degree, that dispatched, to intercept the flying canoes
These degenera! consternation into which Oreo, and in their retreat to the shore.
his |)pople present, were at first thrown, tachments had scarcely gone out of sight,
But, though relieved from all apprehensions when intelligence arrived, which convinced
with regard to their own safety, they were us that we had been misinformed and they
for the pri- were immediately, in consequence of this,
.still under the deepest concern
Koners in the Di.><covery. Numbers of them called in. However, it appeared from several
went under the stern of the ship, in canoes, corroborating particulars, that the natives
and lamented their captivity with long and had actually formed the design of seizing'
loud exclamations. The name of Poedooa Capt. Clerke ; and they even made no secret
(which was that ol Oreo's daughter) resound- in speaking of it the followiug day. But the
«d from every quarter; and the women not principal part of the plan of their operaii i)«
;

;

;

;
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was to have secured the person of Captain
Cook. He was accustomed to bathe every
on which occaeveninir in the fresh water
and was unwent
ahme,
sions he frequently
evening^,
to
£?o
this
him
Ex|)ecting:
armed.
resolved upon sei/ini^'
jis usual, they had
liiin, and Capt. Clerke likewise, if he had
«ccom|)anied him. Hut our Commander,
after confinini? the chief's family, had taken
eare to avoid putting himself in their power
and had cautioned Capt. Clerke and the
otficers, not to go to apy considerable dis;

;

tance frotn the ships. Oreo, in the course
of the afternoon, asked our Commodore,
three or four times, if he would not go to the
till at length tinding that
bathing place
the Captain could not be prevailed upon,
lie retired, with his people, notwithstanding
Haying
all our intreaties to the contrary.
no suspicion, at this time, of their design,
Capt. Cook imagined, that a sudcfen panic
had seized them, which would be soon over.
Being disappointed with respect to him, they
fixed upon those whom they thought more
It was a fortunate circumin their power.
stance that they did not succeed in their design, and that no mischief was done on the
no muskets being tired, excef>t
occasion
two or three to stop the canoes to which
firing, perhaps Capt. Clerke and Mr. Gore
owed their safety but Mr. King ascribes
this to the Captain's walking with a pistol
in his hand, which, he says, he once fired
at whicli time a party of the Islanders, armed with clubs, were marching towards them,
but dlispersed on hearing the report of the
muskets. This conspiracy was first discovered by a girl, who had been brought from
Huaheine by one of our officers. Happening to overhear some of the Ulieteans say,
that they would seize Capt. Clerke and Mr.
Gore, she immediately ran to acquaint the
tirst of our people that she met with the deThose who had been intrusted with
5ign.
tlie execution of the plan, threatened to put
her to death, as soon as we should quit UliBeing aware
etea, for disappointing them.
of this, we contrived that the girl's friends
should come a day or two afterwards, and
take her out of the ship, to convey her to a
place vyhere she might remain concealed.
;

:

;

;

;

No.

07.

4 E.

an opportunity .should
caping to Hualienie.
till

•ul
offer

{o^t

her es-

On Thursday the 27th, the tents wtre
struck, the observatories took down, which,
with the live stock, were brought on boanl

We

then unmoored, and moved
the ships.
a little way down the harbour, where we anchored again. In the afternoon, the natives
gathered round, and came on board our
One party acquainted Capt.
ships, as usual.
Cook, that the fugitives were found, and
that in a few days they would be brought
back, requesting at the same time the reBut the Ca|)tain paid
lease of the prisoners.
no regard to either their information or jjeon the contrary, he renewed his
tition
threatenings, which he declared he would
put in execution, if the men were not delivered up. In the succeeding night the wind
;

blew

in

hard squalls, which were accompa-

nied with heavy showers of rain. In one of
these squalls, the cable whereby the Resotion was riding at anchor, parted ; but as
we had another ready to let go, the ship was
quickly brought up again.
On the 29th,
having received ne account from Bolabola.
Oreo set out for that Island, in search after
the deserters, desiring Capt. Cook to follow
him, the next day, with the ships. This
was the Captain's intention but the wind
prevented our getting to sea. On the 30th,
about five o'clock, P. M. a number of canoes were seen, at a distance, making towards the ships; and as they approached
nearer we heard them sing and rejoice, as \i
they had succeeded in finding what they
went in search of. About six, they came so
nigh, that we could discern with our glasses,
the deserters fastened together, but without
;

They were no sooner brought
on board, than the royal prisoners were released, to the unspeakable joy of all but the
two fugitives, who were under great apprehensions of suffering death. Their punishment, however, was not so severe as might
have been expected. S
was sentenced to
receive twenty-four lashes, and
was
turned before the mast, where he continned
to do duty while there was little or nothing
to do
but on asking forgiveness, was restored to his former station on the quarter*
their misses.

M

;
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deck. It appeared that their pursuers had
followed them from one Island to another
from Uhetea to Otaha, from Otaha to Bolabola, from Bolabola to the little Island of
Toobaee, where they were found, but where
we never should have looked for them, had
not the natives traced them out. They vvere^
taken by Pootoe's father, in consequence of
the first message sent to Opoony.
On the 1st of December, notice was ^^iven
to the Otaheitean misses, that they must all
prepare to depart, the ships beinsc in readiness to leave the country, and, perhaps, never to return to the Society Islands any more.

This news caused

great liiitnentation and
confusion. They were now at a great
distance from home, and every one vt'as eager
to get what she could for herself before she
was parted from her beloved. Most of them
had already stript their mates of almost every
thing they possessed, and those who had
still something in reserve Ud a sad life till
they shared it with them.
It was not till
the 7th, to which time we were confined in
the harbour by a contrary wind, that we
could clear th« ships of these troublesome
gentry.

much

CHAP.

IX.

The Resolution and Discovery leave Ulielea, mid direct their aturse to the Island of Bolabola.
Remarks on the present and former state of Ulietea ; The ships arrive at Belahola, uith Ore*
and others Capt. Cook applies to Opoony for Mons. JBougainville's anchor ; ReasoJisfor purchasing it ; They quit the Society Islands ; Bolabola and its harbour described : Braveiy of its
;

inhabitants ; Historical account of the reduction of Otaha and Ulietea ; Animals left at the above
Islands ; Method of salting pork for the use of the ships ; Cursory remarks respecting Otahcite
•and the Society Islands ; Additional strictures to the former accounts of Otaheite, by Mr. An~
derson ; Of the country i7t general ; Productions ; Natural historj/ ; Descriptio7i of the natives ;
Their language ; Diet ; Liquors ; Different meals ; Connections betiveen the tivo sexes ; Their
customs ; System of religion ; Stiperstitions ; Traditions ; An historical legend ; Of the regal
dignity ; Distinctions of rank, and punishments ; Peculiarities belonging to the adjacent Islands ;

Their names and those of tlieir Gods ; Limits of their Navigation ; The Resolution and Discovery prepare for sailing to the N&rth, in quest of the grand and principal object of this voyage ;
curious geographical and historical description of the north-west parts of North America^ and
if the most remarkable Islands situated north of the Pacific Ocean, and in the Eastern Sea.
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^UNDAY,

water. The Ulieteans appeared to be in gesmaller, and blacker than the natives
made
and
^5 o'clock A. M. we weighed north-east neral
of
the
adjacent Islands, and seemed als<>
the
at
sail with a light breeze
orderly,
which may, perhaps be owing
le««s
we
had
week,
preceding
During the
p( int.
having
their
become sjjbjects to the inhato
quarters
of
all
from
persons
by
been visited
Oreo, their chief, is
bitants
of
Bolabola.
supplentiful
us
a
afforded
who
the Ishnd,
ply of hogs and green plantains, so that the only a kind of deputy to the Bolabojan
and the conquest seems to have
time we remained wind-bound in the har- monarch
bour was not totally lost; for green plan- diminishf'd the number of subordinate chiefs
tains are an excellent succedaneura for bread, resident among them they are, therefore less
and will keep good for two or three weeks, under the immediate eye of those whose inliesides being furnished with these provi- terest it is TO inforce a proi)er obedience.
this
sions, we also took in plenty of wood and Though -Ulietea, is now reduced to

the 7th of December, at eight

;

:

ANT>

KOUND
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of dependence, it was formerly, as we were informed, the most eminent of this uronp of Islands, and, probald.v,
the first seat of government, for the present
n»ynl family of Otaheite derives its descent
from that which rnled here before the late
The dethroned king of Ulietea,
revolntion.
whose name is Ooroo, resides at Hiiaheine,
furnishing, in his own person, an instance
not otdy of the instability of power, but also
of the respect paid by these Islanders to parfor they
ticular families of princely rank
idlow Ooroo to retani all the ensigns which
areapproi>riated by them to royalty, notwith
standing his liaving been deprived of his
observed a similar instance
dominions.

litrnjiltatiiig state

;

We

to this,

during our stay

at

I:

lietea,

where one

of our occasional visitants was Capt. Cook's
old friend Oree, late chief of Huaheine.
He still maintained his consequence, and
was constantly attended by a numerous retinue.

We now had a brisk wind, and directed
our course to Bolabola, accompanied by
Oreo and others from Ulietea and indeed,
most of the natives, except the chief, would
glailly have taken a passasje with ns to Eng;

Our

reason for visiting tlie
Island of Bolabola was, to procure one of
the anchors which had been left at Otaheite
by Monsieur Bougainville. This we were
informed, had been afterwards found by the
natives there, and sent by them to Opoony,
the chief of Bolabola. It was not on account
of our being in want of anchors that we
were anxious to get possession of it but,
having parted with all our hatchets, and
other iron implements, in purchasing refreshments, we were now obliged to create afresh
assortment of trading articles, by fabricating
them from the spare iron we could find on
board; and even the greatest part of that
had been already expended. Capt. Cook,
therefore supposed Mons. Bougainville's anchor would in a great measure supply our
want of this useful material and he did not
entertain a doubt that Opoony might be induced to part with it. At sun-set being off
the south point of Bolabola, we shortened
sail, and passed the night making short
boards. On Moaday, the 8th, at day-break,
fand.

f)rincij)al

;

;

3
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we made

sail for the harbour, on the wtst
Having a scanty wind
of
Island.
the
side
we were obliged to ply n() and it was nine
o'clock before we were near enoiit^h to scud
away a boat to sound the enlrunce. Wiien
the master returned with the boat, he reported, that the entrance of the harbour Mas
rocky at the bottom, but that tln-re was good
and the depth of water
ground within
twenty-five and twenty-seven fathoms. Iq
oii'^h
the channel he said, there was room
to turn the ships, it being one third of X
mile broad. Upon this inforujation, we atbut the wind
tempted to work the ships in
and tide being against ns, we made two or
three trips, and foond it could not be accomplished till the tide should turn in our favour.
Whereupon the Captain gave up the design
of carrying the ships into the harbonr; and,
embarking in one of the boats, attended by
Oreo and his companions was rovved in for
the Island. As soon as they huided, our
Commodore was introduced to Opoony, surrounded by a vast concourse of |)eople. The
necessary compliments being exchanged, the
Captain requested the chief to give him the
anchor
and, by way of indticement, produced the present he intended for him. It
consisted of a linen night gown, gauze handkerchiefs, a shirt, a looking-glass, somt
beads, toys, and six axes. Opoony, however,
refused to accept the present till the Commodore had received the anchor; and ordered three persons to go and deliver it to him,
with directions to receive from him what he
thought proper in return. With these messengers we set out in our boats for a neighbouring Island, where the anchor had been
deposited, but it was neither so large nor so
perfect, as we expected.
By the mark that
was upon it, we found it had originally weigh;

;

;

;

ed seven hundred pounds, but it now wanted
the two palms, tne ring, and part of the
shank.
The reason of Opoony's refusing
Captain Cook's present was now apparent
])e, doubtless supposed that the anchor, in
its

much inferior to
offered in exchange, that when the
saw it, he would be displeased.

present state, was so

what was
Captain

The Commodore, notwithstanding
anchor as he found

it,

took the

and sent the whole of
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present which he at

first intenuJeil.
This
being done, and the Captain returned on board, we hoisted in our boats,
and made sail to the north. While we were
t4)as employed, we were visited by «ome of

tlie

l)Hsiness

the natives,

who came

off in

three or four

shij)s.
Tliey brought with
and a few cocoa-nuts. Had

canoes to see the

them one

pig:,

we remained at this Island till the next day,
we should probably have been supplied with
plenty of provisions; and the natives would,
when they found
we were ^one but having already a good
stock of hogs and fruit on board, and not

r'oubtless, be disappointed
;

many

articles left to

no inducement

left

purchase more,

we had

to defer the prosecution

of our voyage.

Oteavanooa, the harbour of Bolabola, situated on the west side of the Island, is very
capacious; and, though we did not enter it,
(Ja|)t, Cook had the satisfaction of being informed by those employed for the purpose,
that it is a very proper place for the reception
of ships. Towards the middle of this Island
is a lofty double-peaked mountain, which
ap[)eared to be barren on the east side, but
on the west side has some trees and bushes.
Ttie lower grounds towards the sea, like the
other Islands of this ocean, are covered with

jointly to attack Ulietea whose people required the assistance of their friends in Huaheine against these united powers,
The
;

inhabitants of Bolabola were encouraged by
a prophetess, who predicted their success
and that they might rely on her prophecy,
she desired that a man should be sent to a
particular part of the sea, where from a great
depth would arise a stone. He was accordingly sent otFin a canoe to the place specified, and was going instantly to dive for the
stone, when, behold, it started up spontaneously to the surface, and came immediately
into his hand
All the people were astonished at the sight the stone was deemed sacred, and deposited in the house of the Eatooa, where it is still preserved, as a prooi
that this prophetess was inspired with the
divinity.
Elevated with the hopes of victory, the canoes of Bolabola attacked those of
Ulietea and Huaheine
the encounter lasted
long, they being lashed strongly together
with ropes and, notwithstanding the pretended miracle, the Bolabola fleet would
have been vanquished, had not that of Otaha
arrived at the critical moment.
The fortune
of the day was now turned
victory declared
in favour of the Bolabolans
and their enemies were totally defeated. Two days after,
the conquerors invaded Huaheine, which
they subdued, it being weakly defended,
as most of its warriors were tlien absent.
Many of its fugitives, however, having got
to Otaheite, there related their melancholy
This so affected those of their own
tale.
country, and of Ulietea, whom they foun^l
in that Island, that they obtained their assistance.
They were furnished with only,
ten fighting canoes
with which inconsiderable force they etfected a landing at Huaheine in the night
and, taking the Bolabola men by surprize, killed many of then>,
and dis|»ersed the rest.
Thus were they
again, by one bold effort, possessed of tlieir
;

!

;

;

;

;

;

cocoa-palms and bread-fruit trees.
There
are many little Islots that surround it, which
add to the number of its inhabitants, and to
the amount of its vegetable productions.
Considering the small extent of Bolabola,
being only twenty-four miles in circumference, it is remarkable that its people should
have been able to conquer Ulietea and Otaha the former being alone more than double its size. In each of Captain Cook's three
voyages, the war that produced this great
and
revolution was frequently mentioned
js the history thereof may be an agreeable
entertainment to our subscribers, we shall
here give it as related by themselves.
Ulietea and Otaha had long been friends; own Island, which at this day remains inde^
or, as the natives express it emphatically, pendent, and is governed by its own chiefs.
they were considered as two brothers, whose When the combined fleets oi Ulietea and
views and interests were the same. The Is- Huaheine were defeated, the men of Bolalaiid of Huaheine was also admitted as a bola were applied to by their allies of Otaha,
friend, but not in so eminent a degree. Like to be allowed an equal share of the conquests.
a traitor, Otaha leagued with Bolabola, This being refused, the alliance broke; and.
;

;

;

;
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durinc? the war, Otaha was conquered, as Capt. Clerke's deserters were broui>:ht back
well as Ulietea, botli of which remain sub- from Bolabola, they told us the animal had
they been shewn to them, and thit it was a ram.
ject to Bolabola ; the chiefs by
are governed, beinc only dejmties to Opoony, Had our men not deserted, it is probable
the king: of the Islands. Such is their ac- we should never have known more abont it.
count of the war; and in the reduction of In consequence of this intelligence, the
the two Islands five battles were fought, at Captain, when he landed to meet Opoony,
different places in which great numbers were took an ewe with him in tiie boat, of the
Cape of Good Hope breed, whereby a founkilled on each side.
have already observed, that these dation is laid for a breed of sheep at Bolapeople are extremely deticient in recollect- bola. He also left with Oreo, at Ulietea, two
in^ the exact dates of past events. Hespect- goats, and an English boar and sow so that
ing this war, though it happened l)ut a few the race of hogs will ber-onsiderably improvyears ago, we could only guess at the time of ed, in a few years, at Otaheite, and all the
its commencement and duration, the natives neighbouring Islands; and they will, per-

whom

We

:

not being able to satisfy our enquiries with
any precision. The final conquest of Ulietea which terminated the war, had been atchieved before Capt. Cook was there in 1769;
but it was very apparent that peace had not
been long restored, as marks of recent hostilities having been committed were then to
be seen. By attending to the age of Teereftareea, the present chief of Hunheine,
some additional collateral proof may be gaHe did not appear to be more than
thered.
ten or twelve years of age, and his father,
we were informed, had been killed in one
of the engagements. Since the conquest of
Ulietea and Otaha, the Bolabola men are
considered as invincible and their fame is
so far extended, that, even at Otaheite, if
not dreaded, they are respected for their valIt is asserted, they never fly from an
our.
enemy, and that they are victorious against
an equal number of the other Islanders,
These ascribe much to the superiority of
their god, who, they believed, detained us
by contrary winds at Ulietea. The estimation in which the Bolabola men are held at
Otaheite, may be gathered from M, de Bougainville's anchor having been sent to their
sovereign. The intention of transporting the
Spanish bull to their Island, must be ascribThey also had a
ed to the same cause.
third European curiosity, brought to OtaThis animal had
heite- by the Spaniards,
been so imperfectly described by the natives,
that we had been much puzzled to conjeeture what it could be. Some good, however,
When
generally springs up out of evil.
;

6

haps be stocked with many valuable European animals. When this is really the case,
these Islands will be uniivalled in abundance and variety of refreshments far the supply of future navigators.
Even in their present state, they are hardly to be excelled,
When the inhabitants are not disturbed by
intestine broils, which has been the case fjr
several years past, their productions are nu-

merous and

plentiful,

Had we

been possessed of a greater assortment of goods, and a proper quantity of salt,
we might have salted as much pork as would
have been sufficient to last both ships almost
a year but we quite exhausted our trading
commodities at the Friendly Isles, Otaheite,
and its neighbourhood. Our axes, in particular, were nearly gone, with which, alone,
hogs were, in general, to be purchased. The
salt that remained aboard was not more than
was requisite for curing fifteen puncheons
of meat. The following process of curing
pork has been adopted by Captain Cook in
nis several voyages. The hogs were killed
in the evening; and, when cleaned, they
were cut up after which the bone was taken out. The meat was salted while ho?,
and laid in such a manner as to permit the
juices to drain from it, till the next inornipE;
it was then salted again, put into a cask,
and covered with pickle. It remained in
:

;

:

this situation four or five days,

when

it

was

taken out, and carefully examined
and if
any of it appeared to be in the least tainted,
which sometimes happened, it was separated
from the rest, which was repacked, heat'ci4
;
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with good pickle. It was room of the latter articles, ami Hiey areweak
u|), aiui filled
aj^ain examined in about eij^hi or ten days enough to imagine that tlieir store of them
lime, but there appeared no necessity for it, is inexhaustil)!e, for they are no long^er
sought after. Knives happened at this time,
a?» it was {generally found to be all perfectly
fMired.
IJay and white salt mixed together to be in high estimation at TJIietea
and
answers the best, th(»ngh either of them will axes and hatchets bore unrivalled sway at
;

Great care was t^ken that none"
vio alone.
of the farge blood-vessels remained in the
meat
and that not too much should be
packed together at the first salting, lest those
pieces which are in the middle should heat,
and hinder the salt from penetrating them,
in tropical climates, meat ought not to be
salted in rainy sultry weather. Europeans
Iraving of late so frequently visited these Islanders, they may, on that account, have
been induced to breed a larger stock of hogs
knowing that, wheiiever we come, they may
be certain of receiving what they esteem a
ainable consideration for them. They daily
expect the Spaniards at Otaheite, and in
t^vo or three years time, they will doubtless
expect the English there, as wed as at the
other Islands. It is useless to as*ure them
that you will not return, for they suppose
you cannot avoid it though none of them
know or encpiire the reason of your coming,
It would, perhaps, have been better for the
people to have been ignorant of our superi<»rity in the accommodations and arts that
make life comfortable, than, after once
;

;

;

knowing

it,

to

be abandoned

A

.

,

;

leading features of character and maniiers, it
was tortunate that we happened to discover
this principal Island before the others, as the
hospitable reception we there met with, led us
to makeitthe principal place of resort, in our
successive voyages to this part of the Paci tie

Ocean.

By our

repeated

visits,

we have had

better opportunity of knowing something
about
it and its inhabitants, than
canabout the

<

.

;

to their origi-

nal incapacity of im|M*ovement. They
not be, indeed restore*! to their former happy
mediocrity, should the intercourse between
us be discontinued.
It is in a manner inciHubent on the EurojK^ans to pay them ocasional visits (once in three or four years) to
•.ij>ply them with those articles, which we,
i>y introducing, have given them a predilection tor.
'J'he want of such sjippliesmay be
SL'verely felt, when it is too late to return to
their old imperfect contrivances, which they
have now discarded, and despise.
When
the iron tools with which we furnished theai
are worn out, their own will be almost forstone hatchet is now as great
uotten.
a
^
=
curiosity among them, a» an iron one was
5even or eight years ago
and a chissel made
of bone, or stone, is no where to be seen.
Spike nails have been substituted in the
.

all the Islands.
Respecting articles niereiv
ornamental, these Islanders are as capricioir^
as the most polished European nations for
an article which may be prized to-day will
be rejected to-morrow, as fashion or whim
may alter. But our iron implements are so
evidently useful, that they must continue to
be high in their estimation. They would
indeed be miserable, if tJiey should cease to
receive supplies of what appears necessary
to their comfortable existence, as they are
destitute of the materials, and ignorant ot
the art of fabricating them,
Much has already been related respectingOtaheite which though not comprehended
in the number of what we have denominated
the Society Islands, yet, being inhabited by
the same race of men, agreeing in the same

other similiar, but less considerable Islaruls
in its vicinity. Of these latter, however, u e
have seen enough to satisfy us, that all we
have observed of Otaheite may, with triflinir
alterations, be applied to them.
During our
continuance at these Islands, we lost no opt.
portunity of making astronomical and nantical observations.
At Otaheite and Ulietea
we particularly remarked the tide, with a
view of ascertaining its grandest rise at the
former place. Also, by the mean of 145 sets
of observations, we determined the latitude
and longitude of the three following places
.,.«„....
ly'S^lS'
Huaheioe i« 42 45

,»«,.».
m„„v,.: Point,
i>At,.f at
-..
Matavai
otaheite

o«harre harbour,

ohamaneno

at

ditto, at uiietea

je 45

30

c,

.

S. lat. 2ie«

22

M

'

E

loft.

2095224
208 25 22

;
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It may be thought by some, the Inland of
Otaheite has been already and so oiteii
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accar»tely descYibed, ind the manners, cus- had an opportunity of obtaining the fullesl
toms, and \vayj< of living' o( the inhabitants, so information on most subjects relating to this
amply eniarijed iinon, in our history of form- Island: their account of it would, |)robably,
convey more authentic and accurate intellier voyage-;, lliat little remains to be added
but, that tijere are still, however, many parts gence, than, with our best endeavours, any
of the domestic, political, and religions in- of us could i)ossibly obtain. But, as I look
:ititutions of the natives, which, after all our upon it to be very uncertain, if not very
visits to them, are but im|>erfectly nnder- unlikely, that we should ever have any comjitood
and we doubt not, but that the fol- municaticui from that quarter, I have heris
lowing remarks, for which we are indebted put together what additional intelligence.
to the ing^enious Mr. Anderson, and which aboutOtaheite, and its neighbouring Islands,
n)ay be considered as finishin<; strokes to a I was able to procure, either from Otniah,
picture, the outlines of which have been while on board the Resolution, or by conalready given, will be hia^hly acceptable to versing with the other natives, while we harl
our numerous friends and subscribers, who, any intercourse, and were conversant with
by their kind encouratrement of this work, them.
" The wind, for the greatest part of the
iiave given the strongest testimony in its fayear, blows from between the E. S. E. and
vour.
" To what has been obserred of Otaheite E. N. E. This is the true trade wind, or
and it some(says Mr. Anderson) in the accounts of the what the natives call maaraee
Wken
.successive voyages of Capt. VVallis, M. de times blows with considerable force,
IJougainville, and Capt. Cook, it would, at this happen.s, the weather is often cloudy,
first sight, seem superfluous to add
any with showers of rain but when the wiud is
more moderate, it is clear, .settled, and seit
be
supposed,
that
little
as
might
thing;
could now be produced, but a repetition of rene. Should the wind veer farther to the
what has been related before. I am, how- southward, and become S. E. or S. S. E. it
ever, far from being of that opinion
and then blows more gently, with a smooth sea,
In these months, when
will venture to affirm, that, though a very and is called maoai.
accurate description of the country, and of the sun is nearly vertical, that is in Decemthe most obvious customs of its inhabitants, ber and January, the winds and weather
has been already given, especially by Cap- are both very variable; but it frequently
This wind',
tain Cook, yet much still remains untouched: blows from W. N. W. or N. W.
ifhat in some instances, mistakes have been called Toerou, is generally-attended by dark
made, which later and repeated observations cloudy weather, and frequently by rain. If
have been able to rectify and that, even sometimes blows strong, though generally
now, we are strangers to many of the most moderate but seldom lasts longer tlian six
important institutions that prevail among days without interruption and is the only
these people. The truth is, our visits, though wind in which the people of the Islands to
frequent, have been but transient: many of leeward come to this, in their canoes,
Jf it
happens to be .still more northerly, it blows
us had no inclination to make enquiries
more were unable to direct the enquiries with less strength, and is called Era-powhich they say is the wife of Toejou,
properly and we all laboured, though not taia
to the same degree, under the disadvantages who, according to their mythology, is a malt*.
attending an imperfect knowledge of the The wind from the S. W. and W. S. W. is
language of those, from whom alone we still more frequent than the former, and
could receive any information. The Spa- though, in general, gentle, and interrupted
niards had it more in their power to sur- by calms, or breezes from the eastward, yet
mount this bar to instruction some of them it sometimes blows in brisk squalls. The
having resided at Otaheite much longer weather attending it is commonly dark,
than any other European visitors by which cloudy, and rainy, with a close hot air; and
superior advantage, they could not but have accompanied by a great deal of thunder aneJ
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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It is called Etoa, and often suelijrhtning.
{eerls the Toeron ; as does also ttie Farooa,
which is still more southerly; and, iVoin its

vvlio

lias

been fortunate enought

to

beon

spot."
" It is, doubtless, the natural fertility of the

tlie

violence, blows down houses and trees, espe- couniry, combined with the mildness and
rially the cocoa-palms, from tlieir loftiness ; serenity of the climate, that renders the nabut it is of short duration. The natives seem tives so careless in their cultivation, that in
not to have a very accurate knowledge of many places, though abounding with the
these changes, and yet pretend to have drawn richest productions, the smallest traces of it
some general conclusions from their effects; Cimnot be observed. The cloth-plant which is
for when the sea has a hollow sound, and raised from seeds brought from the mountains,
dashes slowly on the reef, they say it por- and the ava, or intoxicating pepper, which

tends good weather; but if it has a sharp
sound, and the waves succeed each other
fast, that the reverse will happen,
" There is, perhaps, scarcely a spot in the
universe, that atlbrds a more luxuriant pro-;pect than the S. E. part of the Island of
Otaheite. The hills are high and steep a;id
but they are coin many places, craggy
with trees and
suumiits,
very
vered to the
help thinkspectator
cannot
that
a
so
shrubs,
ing, that the very rocks possess the property
of producing and supporting their verdant
The flat land which bounds those
clothing.
hills toward the sea, and the interjacent valleys, also teem with various productions that
g:row with the most exuberant vigour; and,
at once, till the mind of the beholder with
the idea, that no plac« on the earth can exeel this, in the strength and. beauty of vegeNature has been no less liberal in
tation.
:

distributing rivulets, which are found in
and as they approach the sea,
every valley
often divide into two or three branches, ferfilizing the flat lands through which they
The habitations of the natives are
run.
scattered without order, upon these flats
and many of them appearing toward the
.shore, presented a delightful scene, viewed
from our ships; especially as the sea, within
the reef, which bounds the coast, is perfectly
still, and aflbrds a safe navigation, at all
times, for tlic inhabitants, who are often seen
paddling in their canoes indolently along,
in passing from place to place, or in going
On viewing these delightful scenes,
to fish.
I have often regretted my inability to transinit to those who have had no ojiportunity
of seeing them, such a description as might,
;

some measure, convey an impression similar to what must be felt by every one,

in

8

they defend from tlie sun when very young by
covering them with the leaves of the breadfruit tree, are almost the only things to
which they^§eem to pay any attention and
these they keep very clenn. I have inquired
very carefully into their manner of cultivating thf biead-fruit-tree
but was always
answered, that they never planted it. This,
indeed, must be evident to every one who
;

;

examine the

jilaces where the young
up.
It will be always observed,
that they spring from the roots of the old
ones; which run near the surface of the
ground: so that the bread-fruit-trees may
be reckoned those that would naturally cover
the plains, supposing that the Island was not
inhabited, in the same manner that the
white-barked-trees, found at Van Diemen's
Land, constitute the forests there.
And
from this we may observe, that an inhabitant
of Otaheite, instead of being obliged to plant
his bread, will rather be under a necessity
of preventing its progress which, I suppose,
is sometimes done, to give room for trees of
another sort, to afliird him a variety in hi.**
food. The chief of these are the cocoa-nut
and plantain the first of which can give
no trouble, after it has raised itself a foot or
two above the ground; but the plaintain
requires a little more care: for after it is
planted, it shoots up, and, in about three
inonths, begins to bear fruit
during which
time it gives young shoots, which supply a
succession of fruit
for the old stocks are cut
down as the fruit is taken ofl^. The products
of the Island however, are not so remarkable
for their variety, as great abundance; and
curiosities of any kind are not numerous,
Among these we may reckon a pond or Iak«
of fresh water, at the top of one of the

will
trees

come

;

;

;

;
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mountains, to 2:0 to, and return from
takes tlir^e or four days.
It is rewarkable for its ileptii and has eels of an
enormous size in it which are sometimes
caught by the natives, who go upon this
water \n litile tl(»ats of two or three wikl
|)!antain-trees fastened together.
This is
esteemed one of the greatest natnral curiosities of the e(»untry
insomnrh, that travellers, who come tVom the other Islands, are
t'ommdidy asked amoni; the lirst questions,
In their friends, at their return, if they have
.seen it? There is also a sort of water, of which
there is only one small pond n|)(>n the Island,
as far di>-'ant as the lake, and t appearance
very gO(K\, with a yeMow sediioent at the
bottom; JMit it has a bad taste: and proves
Vatal to those who drink any quantity of it,
or makes them break into blotches, if they
hi;;hest
wliioli,

;

;

;
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with a kind of langour in all their motions,
not observable in the others. This remark
fully verified in their boxing and wrestling, which may be called little better than
the feeble efforts of children, if compared to

is

tlie vigour with which they are performed
at
the Friendly Islands.
" Among these people, personal endowments are in great esteem, and they have recourse to several methodsof improving them
according to their notions of beauty. It is
a pr«actice, in particular, esjiecially among
the Frreoes, or unmarried men of some consequence, to undergo a kind of physical ope-

them fair. This is done by
remaining a month or two in the house;
during which time they wear a quantity of
clothes, eat nothing but bread-fruit, to which
they ascribe a remarkable property in whitbathe in it.
ening them. They also speak, as if their
'"
Nothing made a strontjer impression, at corpulence and colour, at other tinjes. defir«t siirht, on our arrival here, than tlic con- pended on their food,
as they are obliged;
trast between the robust make, and dark co- from the change of seasons,
to use different
Jour of' the people of Tons^ataboo, and a sort sorts at different times. Their
common diet
ofdehcacy an«l whiteness, which distinjjrnish is made up of, at least, nine tenths of
vegethe inhabitants ofOtaheite.
It was even tjdjle food
and I believe, more particularly,
some time before that difference coidd pre- the iAiahee, or fermented bread-fruit, which
ponderate in favour of the Otaheiteans and js a part of almost every meal, has a
remarkthen only, perhaps, because we Ijecame ac- able effect on them, preventing
a costive
customed to them, the marks which recom- habit, and producing a very
sensible
mended the others beg-an to be forgotten. ness about tliem, which coidd not be coolper^
Their women, however, struck ns as superior ceived in ns who iti\ on animal
food, and
in every respect; and as possessing all those It IS, perhaps, owing
to this temperate course
delicate characteristics, which distinc:nish of lite, that they have so
few diseases
them from the other sex in many countries. them. They reckon only fiye or six, among
The beard, which the men here wear long', might be called chronic, or national which
disorand the hair which is not cut so short, as is ders among which are the dropsy,
and
the
the fashion atTongataboo, made also a great fesai, or indolent swellings,
frequent
»

ration to render

;

;

;

dilference; and we could not help thinking-,
that on every occasion, they shewed a greater degree of timidity and fickleness. Tlie
muscular appearance, so common among the
Friendly Islanders, and which seems a consequence of their being accustomed to much
action, is lost here, where the superior ferti^
lity of their country enables the inhabitants
to lead a more indolent life ; and its place
is supplied by a plumpness and smoothness
of the skin
which, though perhaps more
consonant with our ideas of beauty, is no
real advantage; as it seems to be attended
No. 37.
4
;

E

at

Ton.

gataboo. But this was before the arrival of
the Europeans
for we have added to this
short catalogue a disease which abundantly
supplies the place of all others, and is now
almost universal.
For this they seem to
;

have no effectual remedy.

The

priests, in-

deed, give them a medly of simples
'but
they own that it never cures them.
And yet,
they allow that in a few cases, nature,
with-^
out the assistance of a physician, exterminates the poison of this fatal disorder^ and
a
perfect recovery is produced.
J* Their behaviour, on all occasions, seem*^
;

im
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to indicate a great openness, and generosity
of disposition. Omiah, indeed, who as their
countryman, should be supposed rather willin^ to conceal their defects, has often said,
that they are sometimes cruel in the treatment of their enemies. According to his account they torment them very deliberately
at one time tearing out small pieces of flesh
from diiFerentparts; at another takingout the
eyes
then cutting otFthe nose; and lastly.
killing them by ripping up the belly. But this
only happens on particular occasions.
If
cheerfulness argues a conscious innocence,
one would suppose that their life is seldom
sullied with crimes. This, however, I rather
impute to their feelings, which, though lively,
seem in no case permanent; fori never saw
them in any misfortune, labour under the
appearance of anxiety, after the critical moment was past. Neither does care ever seem
On the contrary,
to wrinkle their brow.
even the approach of death does not appear
to alter their usual vivacity. I have seen
them when brougiit to the brink of the
grave by disease, and when preparing to go
to battle but, in neither case, ever observed
their countenances over clouded with me;

;

;

lancholy or serious reflection.
position leads

them

Such a

to direct all their

dis-

aims

TPJE

NORTH

particular sorts of motion, which, in some
seem to allay afiy perturbation of
mind, with as much success as music. Of
this I met with a remarkable instance: for
walking, one day, about Matavia point,
where our tents were erected, I saw a man
paddling, in a small canoe, so quickly, and

cases,

looking about him with such eagerness on
each .side, as to command all my attention,
At first, I imagined thut he had stolen something from one of the ships, and was pursued: but, on waiting patiently, saw him
repeat his amusement. He went out from
the shore, till he was near the place where
the swell begins to take its rise and, watching its first motion very attentively, paddled
before it, with great quickness, till he found
that it overtook him, and acquired sufficient
force to carry his canoe before' it, without
passing underneath. He then sat motionless, and was carried along at the same swift
rate as the wave, till it landed him on the
beach. Then he started out, emptied his
canoe, and went in search of another swell.
I could not help concluding, that this man
felt the most supreme pleasure, while he
was driven on, so fast and so smoothly, by the
sea; especially as, though the tents and ships
were so near, he did not seem in the least
to envy, or even to take any notice of the
crowds of his countrymen, collected to view
them as objects that were rare and curious,
;

©nly to what can give them pleasure and
ease.
Their amusements all tend to excite
and continue amorous passions, and their
songs, of which they are immoderately fond, During

answer the same purpose. But as a constant
succession of sensual enjoyments must cloy,
we found they frequently varied them to
rnore refined subjects, and had much pleasure in chantin'j their triumphs in war, and
their travels to
their occupations in peace
other Islands, and adventures there; and
the peculiar beauties, and superior advantages of their own Island over the rest, or of
different parts of it over other less favourite
This marks their great delight in
districts.
music and though they rather expressed a
dislike to our complicated compositions, yet
w.ere they always delighted with the more
melodious sounds produced singly on our
instruments, as approaching nearer to the
simplicity of their own. Neither are they
Btrangcrs to the soothing jefTects produced by
;

;

POLE,

came

my

up,

slay,

two or three of the natives

who seemed

to share

his felicity,

and always called out, when there was an
appearance of a favourable swell, as he
sometimes missed it, by his back being turned, and looking about for it.
By them I
understood, that this exercise, which is called ehorooe, was frequent among them
and
they have probably more amusenients of this
sort, which atibrd them, at least, as much
;

pleasure as skaiting.
"The language of Otaheite, though doubtless radically the same with that of new Zealand, and the Friendly Isles, is destitute
of that guttural pronunciation, and of some
consonants, with which those latter dialects

abound.

The specimens we hare

given aresufficient to
tion chiefly consists,

mark wherein
and

alreaiiy

the

variij-

to shew, that, like
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lias become wood between the fractured ends, made holformer voy- low like the deficient part. In iive or siv
age, 1 hiul collected a copious vocal)nIary, days, the rapaoo, or suigeon, inspects the
wliicli enabled me the better to oompvire wound, and finds the wood partly covered
In as many UKtre
(his dial^ot with that of the other Islands; with the growing flesh.
after
antl, during this voyasre, I took every op{)or- days, it i^ generally entirely covered
tiinitv ol" improvement l)y conversintj with which, when the patient has acquired some
Otniah before we arrived, and by my daily strength, he bathes in the water, and recoVv'^e know that wounds will heal over
intercourse with the natives, while we now re- vers.
mained there."
(In our history of Capt. leaden bullets and sometimes though rarely
Rnt what
Cook's former voyage, we have given to the over other extraneous bodies.
public very copious specimens of the lan- makes me entertairt some doubt ofthe truth
g:uas:e of Oiaheite, New Zealand, &c. which of so extraordinary skill, as- in the abovewe tialter ourselves wdl be thought sulticient mentioned instance, is, that in other cases
for then' information, amusement, and every that fell under my own observation, they
I have seen
uset'u! purpose.) " It aboimds with beautiful are far froin being so dextrous.
and tigurative expressions, which were it the stump of an arm which was taken off,
perlecily known, would, 1 make no doubt, after being shattered by a fall from a tree,
put it upon a level with many of the langua- that bore no marks of skilfid operation,
ges that are most in esteem for their warm though some allowance be made for their
and bold images. For instance theOtahei- defective instruments and I met with a man
teans exj^ress their notions of death very em- going about with a dislocated shoulder, some
jdiatically, by saying, "That the soul soes mojiths after the accident, from their being
into darkness or rather into night." And if iunorant ofthe method to reduce it; though
you seem to entertain any doubt, in asking this be considered as one of the simplest
They know fractlie question, " If such a person is their mo- operations of our surgery.
ther ?" they immediately reply, with stirprize, tures or luxations ofthe spine are mortal,
and they like'•Yes, the mother that bore me." They have but not fractures of the sktdl
one eX|)ression, that corresponds exactly wise know, from experience, in what part
with the plira*^eology ofthe scriptures, where of the body, wounds |)rove fatal. They have
we read of the yearning of the bowels." .sometimes pointed out those inflicted by
They use it on all occasions, when the pas- spears, which if made in the direction they
sions give them uneasiness as they con- mentioned, would certainly have been prostantly refer pain from grief, anxious desire, nounced deadly by us
and yet these people
and other atTections, to the bowels, as its seat would have recovered. Their phy.siGal knowwhere they suppose all the o[)erations of the ledge seems more confined, and that probamind are performed. I'heir language is so bly, because their diseases are fewer than
copious, that for the bread-fruit alone, in its their accidents. The priests, however, addilFerent states, they have above twenty minister the juices of the herbs in some
names as nany for the taro root
and women who are troubled with
and cases
about ten for the cocoa-nut. Add to this, after-pains, or other disorders, the consethat besides the common dialect, they often quences of child-bearing, use a remedy which
expostulate, in a kind of stanza,or recitative, one would think needless in a hot country.
which is answered in the same manner,
They first beat stones, as when they bake
" Their arts are few and simple yet, if their food
then they lay a thick cloth over
we may credit them, they perform cures in them, upon which is put a quantity of a
surgery, which our extensive knowledge in small plant of the mustard kind and these
that branch has not as yet, enabled us to are covered with another cloth. Upon this
In simple fractures, they bind them they seat themselves, and sweat plentifully
imitate.
up with splints but if |>art ofthe substance to obtain a cure. They have no emetic
«f th« hone be lost, they insert a piece of medicine.

llje
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manners ofthe
and sootliinir.

inliabit.ants,
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" Notwithstanding the extreme fertility of all the chiefs assemble at the king^s place of
the Island, a famine frequently happens, in abode and each brings with him a pres^ent
Whether of hogs. The kin«( then orders some of
which, it is said, many perish.
this be owing to the failure of some seasons, them to be killed, on which they feast and,
to over population, which must sometimes after that, every one returns home with lialmost necessarily happen, or to wars, I have berty to kill what he pleases for his own nse.
though the Such a prohibition was actually in force, on
not been able to determine
from our last arrival here: at least, in all those
inferred,
be
fairly
truth of the fact may
with districts of the Island that are immediately
observe
they
that
the great economy
is under the direction of Otoo.
there
when
And, lest it
even
food,
their
to
respect,
In times of scarcity, after their should have prevented our going to Mataplenty.
bread-fruit and yams are consumed, they vai, after leaving Oheitepeha, he sent a
have recourse to various roots which grow, message to assure us, that it should be taken
without cultivation, upon the mountains. oiT, as soon as the ships arrived there. With
Tlie patarra, which is found in vast quanti- respect to us, we found it so ; but we made
It is not unlike such a consumption of them, that, I have
ties, is what they use first.
and good no doubt it would be laid on again, as
yam,
a very large potatoe or
old, is soon as we sailed.
when
but,
A similar prohibition is
when in its growing state
then
eat
also,
sometimes,
extended
They
to fowls.
It is
fibres.
full of hard stringy
taro;
the
also
the
better
sort,
unlike
among
that
the
ava
not
is
one
two other roots;
sorts
But
two
chiefly
used.
this
beverage
is
of
is
prepared
This
ehoee.
the
and lastly,
one of them possessing deleterious quali- somewhat differently from that which we
which obliges them to slice and saw so much of at the Friendly Islands for
ties,
macerate it in water, a night before they they pour a very .small quantity of water
bake and eat it. In this respect it resem- upon the root here and sometimes roast,
and bake, and bruise the stalks, without
bles the cassava-root of the West-Indies
paste,
in
chewing it previously to its infusion. They
but it forms a very insipid, moist
also
I
have
use the leaves of the plant here, which
However,
the manner they dress it.
such
scarare
bruised,
and water poured upon them,
no
when
seen them eat it at times
are
root.
patarra
as
upon
the
Large companies do not
the
and
this
Both
city reigned.
leaves,
assemble
to
drink
it,
in that sociable way
ternate
with
last,
creeping plants; the
falls,
practised
at
Tongataboo,
which
is
portion
But its
small
very
a
Of animal food,
class
pernicious
etfects
are
n)ore
obvious
lower
the
here
of
share
the
to
at any time,
to
the
seaperhaps,
owing
manner
fish,
of
preparing
cither
is
it
then
;
and
people
of
for they it
as we often saw instances of its intoxieggs, or other marine productions
seldom or ever eat pork. The eree de hoi, eating, or rather stupifying powers. Some
(as Mr. Anderson calls the king, but which of us, who had been at these Islands before,
word Capt. Cook writes eree rahie) is, alone, were surprized to find many people, who
able to furnish pork every day and infe- when we saw them last, Mere remarkable
rior chiefs, according to their riches, once a for their size and corpulency, now almost
week, fortnight, or month. Sometimes they reduced to skeletons, and, upon enquiring
are not even allowed that • for, when the into the cause of this alteration, it was uniIsland is impoverished by war, or other versally allowed to be the use of the ava.
causes, the chief prohibits his subjects to kill The skins of these people were roush, dry,
any hogs ; and this prohibition, we are toVd, and covered with scales, which, they say,
months, every now and then fall oflf, and their skin
is in force, sometimes, for several
that
con- is, as it were, renewed. As an excuse for a
During
two.
or
year
for
a
even
or
sfraint, the hogs multiply so fast, that there practice so destructive, they alledge, that it
are instances of their changing their domes- is adopted to prevent their growing too fat
When it is but it evidently enervates then) and, in all
\\c state, and turning wild.
thought proper to take off the prohibition, probability shortens their days. As its effects
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

.

;
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not been so visible, durincr our former
visits, it is not unlikely, that this article of
luxury had never been so much abused as
If it continues to be fashionat this time.
able, it bids fair to destroy preat numbers.
" The times of eating, at Otaheite, are very
frequent. I'lieir first meal, (or rather, as it
may be called) their last, as they go to sleep
after it, is about two o'clock in the morning
and the next is at eight. At eleven they
dine and again, as Omiah expressed it, at
two, and at five and sup at eight. In this
article of domestic life, they have adopted
some customs that are exceeding whimsical.
The women, for instance, iiave not only the
mortification of being obliged to eat by themselves, and in a differentpai t of the house from
tlie men; but, by a strange kind of^ policy, are
excluded from a share of most of the better
They are not permitted to
sorts of food.
taste turtle, nor fish of the tunny kind, which
nor some particular sorts
is much esteemed
of the best |)lantains; and it is very seldom
that even those of the first rank eat pork.
The children of each sex also eat apart and
the women, generally, serve up their own
victuals for they would certainly starve, before any grown man would do them such a
In this, as well as in some other
service.
customs relative to their eating, there is a
njysterious conduct, v hich we could never
thoroughly comprehend. When we enquired into the reasons of it, we could get no
other answer, but that it is right and necesIn other customs, resary it should be so.
specting the females, there seems to be no
obscurity especially as to their connections
with the men. If a young man and woman,
from mutual choice, cohabit, the man gives
the father of the girl such things as are necessary in common life, as hogs, cloth, and
canoes, in proportion to the time they are
together and if he thinks that he has not
be^n sufficiently paid for his daughter, he
Kiakes no scruple of forcing her to leave her
friend, and to cohabit with another person

!if»d

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

who may
his part,

choice
nant, he
;

be more liberal. The man, on
always at liberty to make a ncvr
but should his consort become pregis

may

kill the child

;

and

after that,

ASy

either. continue his connection with the mother, or leave her.
But if he should adopt
the child, and suffer it to live, the parties
are then considered as in the married state,
and they commonly live together ever after.
it is thought no crime in the man
to join a more youthful partner to his first
wife, and to live with both.
Their custom
of changing their connections, is, however,
much more general than' this last
and
it is a thing so comnion, that they speak oi
it with great indifference.
The erreoes are
only those of the better sort, who, from their
fickleness, and their possessing the means of
purchasing fresh connections, are constantly
roaming about and, from having no parti-

However,

;

;

cular attachment, seldom

adopt the more
method mentioned above. And so
agreeable is this licentious manner of life to

settled

most beautiful of
both sexes thus commonly spend their youthful days, habituated to the practice of enorniities, which would disgrace the most savage tribes; but are peculiarly shocking^
among a people whose general character, in
other respects, has evident traces of tlie prevalence of humane and tender feelings.
their disposition, that the

When

an erreoe

woman

is

delivered of a

child, a piece of cloth dipped in water, i«
applied to the mouth and nose, which suffocates it.
As in such a life, their women
must contribute a very large share of its happiness, it is rather surprising besides the humiliating restraints they are laid under with
regard to food, to find them often treated

with a degree of harshness, or rather brutality, which one would scarcely supjiose a
man would bestow, on an object for whom
he had the least affection. Nothing, however is more common, than to seethe men
beat them without mercy; and unless this
treatment is the effect of jealousy, which
both sexes, at least, pretend to be^ometime«
infected with, it will be difficult to account
for it.
It will be less difficult to admit tlii«
as the motive, as I have seen several instances where the women have preferred personal
beauty to interest; though I must own, tliat
even in these cases, they seem- scarcely susceptible of those delicate sentiments, thaf
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are the result of mutual affection; and, I
believe that there is less platonic love in
Otaheite, than in any other country.
'•
Their religious system is extensive, and,
but ftw ot the
in many instances, singular
coininon people have a perfect knowledge of
that being" confined
chiefly to their
it
They do
priests, who are pretty numerous.
not seem to pay respect to one ^od as possessing* pre-eminence; but believe in a plurality
of diviuities, who are all very powerful and
in this case, as different parts of the Inland,
end the other Islands in the neighbourhood,
have different ones, the inhabitants of each,
no doubt, think that they have chosen the

cases, are a'so obliged to shew their inferia
rity in religious observances ; for it is requir-

ed of them, that they should partly uncovtr
themselves, as they pass the morais or take
a considerable circuit to avoid them. Though
they have no notion that their god must always be conferring benefits, without sometimes forgetting them, or suffering evil to
befal them, they seem to regard this less
than the attempts of some more inauspicious
being to hurt them. They tell us, that etee
is an evil spirit, who sometimes does us mischief, and to whom, as well ;»s to their good
being, they make offerings. But the mischiefs they apprehend from any superior inmost eminent, or, at least, one w ho is invest- visible agents, are confined to things merely
temporal. They believe the soul to be both
»ed wiih power sufficient to protect them, and
If he should not immaterial and immortal. They say, that
to supply all their wants.
answer their expectations, they think it no it keeps fluttering about the lips during the
and that then it ascends,
impiety to change as has very lately hai)- pangs of death
pened at Tiaraboo, where, in the room of two and mixes with, or, as they express it, is
eaten by the deity.
divinities fomerly honoured, Olla, god of Bo
In this state it remains
after which, it departs to a
labola, has been adopted, I should su()pose, for some time
because he is the protector of a people who certain place destined for the reception ol
have been victorious in war an»l as, since the souls of men, where it exists in eternal
they have made this change, they have been night or, as they sometimes say. in twilight
very successful themselves against the inha- or dawn. They have no idea of any perbitants of Otaheite-nooe, they imjiute it en- manent punishment after death, for crimes
tirely to Olla, who as they literally say, they have committed on earth
for the souls
Their assiduity in serv- of good and bad men are eat indiscriminately
fights their battles:
but they certainly consider
ing their gods is remarkably conspicuous. by the deity
Not only the whattas, or offering places of this coalition with him as a kind of purifithe morais, are commonly loaded with fruits cation necessary to be undergone, before
and animals but there are few houses where they enter into a state of bliss; fi)r according
you do not meet with a small place of the to tlieir doctrine, if a man refrain from all'
same sort near them. Many of them are so connection with women some months before
rigidly scrupulous, that they will not begin death, he passes immediately into his eternal:
a meal, without first laying aside a morsel mansion, without such a previous union, as
for the eatooa and we had an opportunity if already, by this abstinence, he were pure
during this voyage, of seeing their supersti- enough to be exempted from the general
tious zeal carried to a pernicious height, in \ot. They are, however, far from entertainthe instance of human sacrifices, the occa- ing such sublime conceptions of happines.s,
.sions of offering which, I doubt, are too fre- which our religion, and, indeed reason gives
quent. Perhaps, thi^y have recourse to them us n>ojn to expect hereafter. The only great
when misfortunes occur for they asked, if privilege they seem to think they s'lall acofte of our men, who happened to be confin- quire by death, is immortality, for they
ed, when we were detained by a contrary speak of spirits being, in some measure, not
wind, was taboo ? Their prayers are also totally divested of those passions which acvery frequent, which they chant much after tuated them when combined with material
the manner, of the songs in their festive en- vehicles. Thus if souls, who were formally
tertainments. And the women, as in other enemies, should meet, they have many
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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though it slioiihl seem, (.> no pur- religious oftices procuic? iln'in '-•vciy tempoAnd as they believe, that the
pose, as tliev are accounted invulnerable in ral blessing.
powerful influence of the
animating
and
«?iniilar
reais
a
There
t!»is invisihle state.
soniiiii' with reqanl to a man and his \vif« deity is every whore difl*used,it is no wonder

conflicts

;

when

If the iuisband dies lirst,
iliey meet.
soul of his wife is known to liini on its
arrival in the land of spirits.
They resume
their former acquaintance in a spacious house
called tourooa, where the souls of the deceased assemble to recreate themselves with
the g^ods. She then retires with him to his
separate habitation, where they remain for
ever, and have an offspring, which, however,
is entirely spiritual as they are neither married, nor are their embraces supposed to be
the same as with coporeal beinjjs. Some of
their notions about the deity, are extravagantly absurd.
They believe, that he is
subject to the power of those very spirits to
the*

whom
their
l)im,

he has given existence; and

that, in

turn, they frequently eat or devour
though he possess the power of recreat-

ing himself. They doubtless, use this mode
of expression, as they seem incapable of
conversing about immaterial things, without
constantly referring to material objects to

convey their meaning. And in this manner
they continue the account, by saying, that
in the Tourooa, the deity enquires, if they
intend, or not, to destroy him ? And that he
he is not able to alter their determination.
This is known to the inhabitants on earth,
as well as to th^ spirits

;

for

when

the

moon

wane, it is said, that they are then
devouring their eatooa and that, as it increases, he is renewing himself.
And to
this accident, not only the inferior, but the
most eminent gods are liable. They also
is in its

:

believe, that there are other places for the
reception of souls after death. Thus, those
who are drowned in the sea, remain there
where they think that there is a fine country, houses, and every thing that can make
;

them happy.

But what

more

they join to this, many superstitious
opinions about its operations. Accordingly,
they believe that sudden deaths, and all
other accidents, are etiected by the immediIf a man only
ate action of some divinity.
stumble against a stone, and hurt his toe,
so that they
they impute it to an eatooe
may be literally said, agreeable to their
system, to tread on enchanted ground. They
are startled, in the night, on approaching a
toopapoo, where the dead are exposed, in the
same manner that many of our ignorant and
superstitious people are with the apprehensions of ghosts, at the sight of a churchyard
and they have an equal confidence
in dreams, which they suppose to be commmiications either from their god, or from
the spirits of their departed friends, enabling
those favoured with them to foretel future
events; but this kind of knowledge is confined to particular people.
Omiah pretended to have this gift. He told us, that the
soul of his father intimated to him in a dream,
on the 26th of July, 1776, that he should go
on shore, at some place, within three days
but he was unfortunate in this first attempt
to persuade us that he was a prophet for it
was the 1st of August before we got into Teneriffe.
Among them, however, tJie dreamers possess a reputation little inferior to that
of their inspired priests and priestesses^
whose predictions they implicity believe, and
are determined by them in ail undertakings
of consequence. The priestess who persuaded Opoony to invade Ulretea, is much respected by him
and he never goes to war
without consulting her. They also, in some
degree, maintain our old doctrine of f.lanetary intlnence at least, they are sometimes
regulated, in their public counsels, by certain appearances of the moon
particularly

lliat

;

;

;

;

;

;

singular,
they maintain, that not only all other animals, but trees, fruit, and even stones, have when lying horizontally, or much inclined
souls, which at death, or upon being con- on the convex part, on its first appearance
sumed, or broken, ascend to the divinity, after the change, they are encouraged to enwith whom they tirst mix, and afterwards gage in war, with confidence of success.
" They
pass into the mansion allotted to each. They
have traditions concerning the
imagine, that their punctual performance of creation, which as mi^^ht be expected, are
is

;

7

:
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complex, and clouded with obscurity. They
my, that a gx>ddess having a lump or mass
of earth suspended in a cord, gave it a
swing, and scattered about pieces of land.
thus creating Otaheite and the neighbouring Islands, They have also notions of an
universal creation, and of lands, of which
they have now no other knowledge than
what is mentioned in their traditions,
Their most remote account reaches to Tatooma and Tapuppa, mate and female stones
or rocks, who support the mass of land and
water or our globe underneath. These produced Totorro, who was killed, and divided
into land; and after him, Otaia and Oroo
were begotten, who afterward were married,
and produced first land, and then a race of
Otaia is killed, and Oroo marries a
jrods.

POLE;

thers then taking some ston >, heatctJ tljem.
and thrusting them into .ieces of mahee,
desired one of the Taheeai to open his mouth,
On which, one of these pieces was dropped
in, and some water poured clown, whicii
mad'e a boiling or hissing noise, in quenching the stone, and killed him. They intreated the other to do the same but he declin;

ed it, representing the consequences of iiis
companion's eating. However they assured
him, that the food was excellent, and its
etfects only temporary
for that the other
would soon recover. Hiscredulity was such
that he swallowed the bait, and shared the
fate of the first.
The natives then cut them
in pieces, which they buried
and conferred
the government of the Island on the brothers, as a reward for delivering them from
she such monsters. Their residence was in the

god, her son, called Teorraha, whom
orders to create more land, the animals, and
as
all sorts of food, found upon the earth
also the sky, which is supported by men
called Teef«rei. The spots observed in the
moon, are supposed to be groves of a sort of
trees which once grew in Otaheite, and being destroy eti by some ;iccident, their seeds
were carried up thither by doves, where they
;

now

flourish."

They have

;

district

called

also

A

;

dable enemy, used a stratagem

for their

de-

These lived farther
upward than the Taheeai, and in such a
situation, that they could speak with them,
struction, with success.

without greatly hazarding their own safety,
liiey invited them to accept of an entertainkn« nt that should be provided for them, to

whiih th«y "readily consented.

The

bro-

Whapaneenoo

;

and' to this

day there remains a bread-fruit-tree, once
the property of the Taheeais.
They had
also a woman, who lived with them, and;
had two teeth of a prodigious size. After
they were killed, she lived at the Island
Otaha, and, when dead, was ranked among
tlieir deities.
She did not rat human ttesli,
as the men
but from the size of her teeth,.
the natives still call any animal that has a
fierce appearance, or is reprci^enttd with
large tusks, Taheeai. Every one must al~
low, that this story is just as natural as that
of Hercules destroying the Hydra, or the
more modern one of Jack, the giant-killer
nor do I find, that there is any moral couched under it, any more than under most old
fables of the same kind; which have been
received as truths only during the prevalence
of the same ignorance that marked the character of the ag.es in which they were invented.
It however, has not been improperly
introduced, as serving to express the horror
and detestation entertained here, against
those who feed on human flesh. And yet,
from some circumstances, I have been led to
think, that the natives of these Isles were
formerly cannibals.
Upon asking Omiab.
he denied it stoutly; yet mentioned a fact,
within his own knowledge, which almost
confirms such an opinion. When the peopl« of Bolabola, one tin>e, defeated iJiose of
;

many

legends, both hisreligious,
one
of which, relative
torical and
to the practice of eating human flesh, I shall
give the siibstance of, as a sjjecimen of their
long time since, there lived in
method.
the only
Otaheite two men, called Taheeai
name they yet have for cannibals. None
knew from whence thc^' came, or in what
manner they arrived at the Island. Tlieir
habitation was in the mountains, from
whence they used to issue, and kill many of
Ihe natives, whom they afterwards devoured,
and, by that means, prevented the progress
of population. Two brothers being determined to rid their country of such a formi*'

;

AND

iiOL'ND

Tliialiriue, a q^reat number of his kinsmen
J5ut one of his relations had afwe-re slain.

tcrward, an opportunity of revengincr himwhen the nohd)oIa men were worsted
in their turn, and cutting a piece out of tiie
thiiyli of one of his enemies, he broiled and
I have also frecpiently considered
rat if.
the orteriny «>f the f)erson*s eye, who is sacritired, and olUred to the chief, as a vestisje of
a custom which once really existed to a
iireater extent, and is still commemorated

st'lf,

by

this

emblematical ceremony."
beinj? invested with the maro, and
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it, is set up souiew licrie near,
to which
they pay the same honours. Ilis brother"!
are also intitled to the first part of the certniony
but the women only uncover to the
females of the royal family: in short, they
seem even superstitious in their respect to
him, and esteem his i)erson little less than
sacred. And it is, perhaps, to these circumstances, that he owes the quiet possession of
his dominions.
For even the |)fople of Tiaraboo allow him the same honours as his
though at the same time, they look
rifjlit ;
upon their own chiefs as more powerful;
and say, that he would succeed to the gorvernment of the whole Island, should tiie
present reigning family become extinct,
This is the morn likely, as Waheiadooa not
only possesses Tiaraboo, but many districts
of Opooreano. His territories, therefore, are
almost equal, in extent, to those ofOtoo;
and he has, besides, the advantage of a more
populous and fertile part of the Island,
His subjects, also have given proofs of their
superiority; by frequent victories over those
of Otaheite-nooe, whom they affect to speak
of as contemptible warriors, easily to be
worsted, if at any time, their chief should
wish to put it to the test."
"The ranks of people, besides the erce

to

;

the presiding at human sacriiices, seem to
be peculiar characteristics of the sovereign,
'i'o these, perhajjs may be added the blowing a conch-shell, \yhich produces a very
^oud sound. On hearing it, all his subjects
are obligetl to bring foo(i of every sort to his
royal residence, in proportion to their abiOn some occa«iions, they carry their
lities.
veneration for his very name, to an extravaFor if, on
s^ant and very destructive i)itch.
any words in
Ijis accession to the niaro,
their language be found to have a resemblance to if in sound, they are changed for
others; and if any man be bold enough not
to comply, and continue to use those words,
not only he, but all his relations, are immediately put to death. 'J'iie same severity is de hoi, and his family, are the erees, or powcxercised toward those who shall presume erful chiefs; the manahoone, or vassals;
to apply this sacred name to any animal, and the teou or toutou, servants, or rather
And, agreeably to this custom of his coun- slaves. The men of each of these, accordtrymen,. Omiah u<ed to express his indigna- ing to the regular institution, form their conof their respective
tion, that the English should give the names nections with women
of prince or princess to their favourite dogs ranks; but if with any inferior one, whioij
or horses. But while death is the punish- frequently happens, and a child be born, it
ment for making free with the name of their is preserved, and has the rank of the father,
sovereign, if abuse be only levelled at his unless he happens to be an eree, in which
government, the otiender escapes with the case it is killed. If a woman of condition
The king should chuse an inferior person to officiate
forfeiture of land and houses.
never enters the house of any of his subjects, as an husband, the children he has by het
but has in every district, where he visits, are killed and should a toutou be caught
houses belonging to himself. And if at any in an intrigue with a woman of the bloodtime, lie should 'be obliged, by accident, to royal, he is put to death. The son of tlie
deviate from this rule, the house thus ho- eree de hoi succeeds his father in title and
noured with his presence, and every part of honours, as soon as he is born ; but if he
-His subjects not should have no children, the brother a.<its furniture, is burnt.
fonly uncover to him, when present, down sumes the government at his death.
In
but if he be at any particular other families, possessions always descend
to the waist
place, a pole, having a piece of cloth tied to the eldest son; but he is oblig^ed tc^
4.G.
No. 38.
:

;

.
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maiatain his bi*others and sisters, who are kills the toutou, or slave of a chief, the latter
seiuls {leople to take possession of the lands
allowed houses on his estates.
" The boundaries of the several districts, and house of the former, who flies eiiher to
into which Otaheite is divided, are generally, soineotherpart of the Island.or to some of the
After some months,
either rivulets or low hills, which in many neighbouring Islands.
But the subdi- he returns, and finding his stock of hogs
places, jut out into the sea.
visions into particular property, are marked much increased, he offers a large present of
by large stones, which have reniained from these, with red feathers, and other articles,
The removal to the toutou's master, who generally acone generation to another.
of any of these gives rise to quarrels, which cepts the compensation, and permits him to
each party bringing repossess his house and lands. This pracare decided by arms
But if any one tice is the height of venality and injustice;'
his friends into the field.
the
eree
de
hoi,
he terminates and the slayer of the slave seems to be uncomplain to
the difference amicably. This is an offence, der no farther necessity of absconding, than
and long custom to impose upon the lower class of peoplf,
however not common
jteems to secure property here as effectually who are the sufferers. For it does not nf>Rs the most severe laws do in otiier countries, pear, that the chief has the least power to
but the whole
In conformity also to ancient practice esta- punish this manahoone
blished among: them, crimes of a less gene- management marks a collusion between hint
ral nature are left to be punisiied by thesuf- and his superior, to gratify the revenge of
ferer, without referring them to a superior, the former, and the avarice of the latter.
In this case, they seem to think, that the Indeed, we need not wonder, that the killinjured person will judge as equitably as ing of a man should be considered as so vtthose who are totally unconcerned and as nial an offence among a people, who do not
long custom has allotted certain punish- consider it as any criaie to murder their own
When lalkitig to them about
ments of different sorts he is allowed to in- children.
instances of unnatural crjjelty, ar.d
flict them, without being aii>enable to any such
Thus, if any one be caught asking, whether the chiefs or principals were
oilier person.
stealing, which is commonly done in the not angry, and did not punish them ? I w;«s
night, the proprietor of the goods may put told, that the chief neither could nor would
and if any one interfere in such cases and that every one
the thief instantly to death
the
deceased, it had a right to do with his own child what
after
of
him
should enquire
is sufficient to acquit hint, if he only in- he pleased.'^
" Though the productions, the people,
forms them of the provocation he had to
But so severe a punishment is the customs and manners of all the Islands
kill him.
seldom inflicted, unless the articles that arc in the neighbourhood, may in general be
stolen be reckoned very valuable, such as reckoned the same as at Otaheite, there are
breast plates, and plaited hair. If only cloth, a few differences which should be meutionor even hogs be stolen, and the thief escape, ed, as this may lead to an enquiry about
npon his being afterward discovered, if he more material ones hereafter, if such there
promise to return the same number of pieces be, of which we are now ignorant. With
of cloth, or of hogs, no further punishment regard to the little Island of Mataia, or OsSometimes, after keeping out naburgli Island, which lies twenty leagues
is inflicted.
of the way for a few days, he is forgiven, or e.ist of Otaheite, and belongs to a chief of
If a person that place, who gets from thence a kind of
at most, gets a sUght beating.
kills another in a quarrel, the friends of the tribute: there a <lifterent dialect from th:-t
deceased assemble, an<l engage the survivor of Otaheite is spoken. The men of Malaia
and his adherents. If they conquer they also wear their hair very lons>- and when
take possession of the house, lands, and they fight, cover their arfus with a subsfanee
but if conquered, which is beset with .sharks teeth, and their
goods, of the other party
place.
If a manahoone bodie.« with a sort of shagreen, being skin of
(he reverse takes
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Olla Oloo, ee weiahoo -

Jiojabola

Otaheite are acquainted with -a low uninhabited Island, which they name Mopeeho,
and seems to be Howe's Island, laid down
to the westward of Mourooa in our lalu
charts of this oeean. To this the inhabitants of the most leeward Islands sometimes^
go.
There are also several low Islands to
the north-eastward of Otaheite, which they
}jave sometimes vi'^ited, but not constantly
and are said to be only at the distance ot*
two days sail witi» a fair wind. They are
thus named Malaeeva, Oanaa or Oannah,
Taboohoe, Awehee, Kaoora, Orootooa, and
Otavaoo, where are large pearls.
" The inhabitants of these Islands come
frequently to Otaheite and the other neighbouring hii^h Islands, from wliose natives
they differ in bemg of a darker colom-, willi
a fiercer aspect, and differently punctured.
I was informed, thatat Mataeeva, and other's
of them, it is the custom for the men to give
their daughters to strangers who arrive
among them but the pairs must be five
nights lying near each other, without presunnng to proceed farther. On the sixth
evening, the father of the young woman
treats his guest with food, and informs his
daughter, that she must that night receive
him as her husland. The stranger, hov^*ever, must not otih- to express the least dislike, though the bed-fellow allotted him be
ever so disagreeable
for this is considered
as an unpardonal)le affront, and is punished
with death. Forty inen of Bolabola, who,

Mouriioa

incited

Tamouee

-

Toobaee
CTabooymanoo, or

Taroa

-

At the <;?»me lime, tliev are ornanuMited uilh iu)lislie«J pearl-shells, which
make a pnxiii^iotis u^litterin;*' in the sun
and they have a very lartre one that covers
theiM before, like a shielil or breast-plate.
Htit Otaheite is remarkable lor producing
jjreat quantities of that delicious fruit vve
called apples, which are found in one of
fhe other Ishuulv exce()t Eitneo. It has
also the- advaiitaii^e of pioduciut:^ an odoritierons wo(xl, called Ealioi, which is highly
valued at the <»ther Isles, where there is
none nor in the south-east peninsula, or

fishes.

;

;

Tiaraboo, though joiniuu: it. Huaheine and
Kinieo again, are reniarkal)le for producing
ureater qjiaiitities ol yams than the other
Islands.
And at iMourooa there is a particular bird, found upon the hills, much
esteemed for its white fathers
at which
place there is also said to be some of the apples, though it is the most remote of the
Society Islands from Otaheite and Oimeo»
;

where they are protlnced.

"Though

;

religion of all the Islands
is the same, eacii of tliem has iis particular
or tutelar god, whose names, according to
the best information I couhl obtain, are enu-

merated

tl>e

in the following

fiDDS

of the

lanue
(.)(UO

laniie

-

-

Isles,

- Ulietea

-

-

-

-

list.

Huaheine

-

-

_
-

-

-

-

-

Otaha

jSaunder's Island,
'subject toHuaheine.

-

Eitneo
50taheite and
^Otaheite nooe

Oroo had 00

;

;

by curiosity, had roamed as far as
Mataeeva in a canoe, were treated in this
manner one of them having incautiousiy
;

his dislike of the woman who
to his lot, in the hearing of a boy who
informed her father.
In consequence of

mentioned
fell

the Mataeevans fell upon them
but
these warlike people killed three times their
own number, though with the loss of all
Opoonooo and
Tiaraboo
their party, except five. Those hid themWhatooteree
selves in the woods, and look an opportuTooboo, toobooai } 5Mataia or
nity, when the others were jurying their
and Ky maraiva
^ ^Osnaburgh Island
SThe low Islands east- dead, to enter some houses, where, having
Tammaree - - - /ward.
provided themselves with victuals and water, they carried them on board a canoe, in
" Besides the cluster of high Islands from which they made their escape and, after
miataia to^Mourooa inclusive, the people of passing Mataia, at which they would nol

Ooroo

-

.

-

-

this,

;

(

\

;
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toiicli, at

The was

last ai'rlved safe at Eiineo.

Bolaboians, however, were sensible enough
for
that their travellers had been to blame
a oanoe from Mateeva arriving some time
after at Bolabola, so far were they from
retaliating npon them for the death of their
countrymen, that they acknowledged they
liad deserved their fate, and treated their
These low
visitors with much hospitality.
farthest
navigation,
the
doubtless
are,
Isles
which those of Otaheite, and the Society
Islands, perform at present. It seems to be
a groundless supposition, made by Mons.
de Bougainville, by whom we are told, that
these people sometimes navigate at the distance of more than three hundred leagues.
I do not believe they make voyages of this
prodigious extent for it is reckoned a sort
of prodigy, that a canoe, once driven by a
storm from Otaheite, should have fallen in
with Mopeeha, or Howe's Island, though so
;

;

near, and directly to Ireward. The knowledge that they have of other distant Islands, is, no doubt, traditional ; and has been
communicated to them by the natives of
those Islands, driven accidentally upon their
coasts, who, besides giving them the names,
could easily inform them of the direction in
which the places lie from whence they came,
and of the number of days they had been
»pon the sea. In this manner, it may be
supposed, that the natives of Wateeo have
increased their catalogue by the addition of
Otaheite, and its neighbouring Isles, from
the people we met with there, and also of
the other Islands these had heard of.
may thus account for that extensive knowledge attributed, by the gentlemen of the
Endeavour, to Tupia, in such matters. And
with all due deference to his veracity, I prejiume that it was by the same means of information, that he was able to direct the ship
to Oheteroa, without having ever been there
which, on many
liiraself, as he pretended
accounts, is very improbable." Here ends
Mr. Anderson's strictures on Otaheite, and
its neighbouring Islands.
One year and five months had now elapsdured, since our departure from England
upon
the
we
not
been,
period
had
ing which

We

;

;

whole, uniirofitably employed.

Capt.

4

Cook

sensible, that with respect to the princiobject of his instructions, our voyage
might be considered, at this time, as only "at
its commencement
and therefore, his attention to whatever might contribute towanls
I)al

;

our safety and

final success,

was now

We

to be

exerted, as it were, anew.
had with
this view, examined into the state of our
provisions at the Islands we had last visited
and having now, on leaving them, proceeded
beyond the extent of former discoveries, an
accurate survey was ordered to be taken of
ail the stores that were in each ship, that by
being fully informed cf the quantity and
condition of every article, we might know
how to use them to the greatest advantage.
had also, before we had quitted the Society Isles, taken every opportunity of enquiring of the natives, whether there were
any Islands situate in a northerly or northwesterly direction from them, but it did not
appear that they knew of any.
should now proceed with the progress
of the voyage, after our leaving the Society
Islands but shall defer it for the commencement of the next chapter in order to lny
before our readers an historical and geogranhical account of the north-west parts of
North America, beginning from the isthujus
of Darien
also an account of the most remarkable Islandssituated in the high latitudes
which with the descriptions already given,
in the course of this work, of several Islands
in the Indian seas, will form a complete, full,
and perfect history of all the places, or old
:

We

We

;

;

:

and new discoveries, mentioned and touched
at, by all our most celebrated circumnavigators:

Americus Vespucio, a Florentine by
being

birth,

1497, sent to improve the discoveries made in 1491, by Columbus, gave to the
fourth quarter of the world, the name of
America. This vast continent, (at least what
has hitherto been discovered) reaches from
latitude 78 deg. N. to 56 deg. S.
That is,
134 degrees, which, taken in a straight line,
amount to upwards of eight thousand and
forty miles in length.
Its breadth is very
irregular, being in some places three thousand six hundred and ninety miles, and in
others, as at the distance of JJarien or
in

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
sixty or seventy. The
boundaries ascribed to it, are the land about
the Atlantic Ocean,
the pole on tlje north
Europe and Asia
from
it
separates
which
on the enst another vast ocean on the
south, and the Pacitie Ocean, usually called
the South Sea, which divides it from Asia
on the west. How or when America was
but it
first peopled, cannot be ascertained
is most likely to have been from the north
of Asia; for the natives of both these parts
still bear a great resemblance to one another

Panama, not above

;

;

;

in

many

respects.

North America, which

constitutes a grand division of this vast continent, and of which we propose now to
treat, is separated from the southern part by
tiie isthmus of Darien, and extend?) from
that isthmus to within a few degrees of the
north pole. Tn the period of moretlian two
centuries and a half, geographers were not
able to ascertain the limits of the northern

was a task

be performed
last voyageOld Mexico, or New Spain, a rich and
extensive country, was once a mighty empire, rujed by its own monarchs, till the
extremity

;

this

by Capt. Cook

in his third

to

and

whom

it was at first discover"Spaniarcls, by
ed in 1598, afterwards conquered it, under

command

of Fernando Cortez. It lies
between 7 deg. 30 min. and 30 deg. 40 min.
north latitude, is two thousand miles long,
six hundred broad where widest, has the
i";thmus of Darien on the south. New Mexico on the north, the gulp of Mexico on the
east, and the Pacific Ocean on the west.
It is divided into the audiences of Guadalajara, Mexico, and Guatimala, and is governed by a viceroy. Mexico, considering
its situation in the torrid zone, enjoys a

the

No country under heaven
air.
abounds more with grain, delicious fruits,
Ou the v\estern coast,
roots, and vegetables.
near the Pacific Ocean, are some high
mountains, most of which are said to be vol-

temperate

canoes.

Several rivers rise in these

moun-

Mex-

tains, and fall, some into the gulp of
ico, and some into the South Sea, on

both
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than one thousand of the latter. Gold is also
found in grains or dust, in the sand^ of ri-

Whoever discovers a mine
of gold or silver is at liberty to work it,
paying the king a tenth of the produce, and
limitiTig himself witliin fifty yards round
the place upon which he has fixed.
Alt
the silver and gold dug or found in grains, is
entered in the royal exchequer
and it is
reported, that notwith'^tanding great quantities are run and concealed, no less than two
millions of silver marks weighing eight
ounces each, are entered yearly, out of which
they coin seven hundred thousand marks
into pieces of eight, quarter pieces, rials,
and half-pieces, the latter being about threepence sterling value. The trade of Spanish
America has been carried on for some years

vers or torrents.

;

past by vessels, called register ships
and
the chief commodities of this country are
gold, silver, exquisite marble, porphyry,
jasper, precious stones, pearls, amber, ginger, tobacco, hides, tallow, salt, dying woods,
drugs, balsams, honey, feathers, chocolate,
cochineal, silk, sugar, cotton, wool, &c.
The inhabitants are, at present, a mixed
people, consisting of Indians, Spaniards,
and other Europeans the Creoles, mestichoes, or issue of the Spaniards by Americans, the mestiches, or the issue of such
issue
the terceroons dez Indies, or the
children of the last, married to Spaniards;
and the quarteroons dez Indies, whose descendants are allowed the same privileges
as true Spaniards.
The negroes are likewise pretty numerous, being imported from
the coast of Africa for various purposes, and
many of them admitted to their freedom.
The issue of an European and a negro constitutes another distinction, called mulatto
besides all which there is a mixed breed oif
negroes and Indians, which is g^enerally
deemed the lowest rank.
The principal places are (1) Mexico, which
stands in the middle of a great lake of its
own name, about one hundred and seventy
miles west of the gulph of Mexico. The
number of inhabitants is coinputed at three
;

;

;

;

several capes and bays.
In
the rocky, barren parts of the country, are hundred thousand; most of them live bethe gold and silver mines. There are, it is yond their fortunes, and terminate a lite
said, several of the former, and no fewer of profusion in the most wretched indigence.

which there are
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of jewels, sold and
together with the
most valuable commodities of Europe and
A* «:', are exposed to sale in the streets.
California, a peninsula, is the niost northern of all the Spanish dominions on the
continent ©f America. It extends from the
nortl) coasts into the Pacific Ocean, eight
hundred miles from Cape Sebastian, in 43
deg. 30 min. north latitude, towards the
souHi-east as far as Cape St. Lucar, in 22
de^. 32 min. north latitude. The eastern
coast lies nearly parallel with that of Mexico opposite to it, and the sea between is
called the lake or gulp of California. Its
breadth is very unequal towards the north
it is near two
hundred miles, but at the
south exirt-mity it tapers away, and is
S:carcely fifty miles over.
The more southeru part was known to the Spaniards soon
after the discovery of Mexico; for Cortez
discovered it in 153->, but they did not till
lately penetrate far into it, contenting them.selves with the pearl fishery there.
Several
kinds of fruit are product'd here; there are
two sj>ecies of deer peculiar to this country
also a particular breed of sheep, bufralf)€s,
beavers, or animals much resembling thein
a peculiar species of wild hogs, li<ms, wild
cats, and many other wild beasts.
The
horses, mules, oxen, and other quadrupeds,
that have been imported hither from Spain
and iVJexico, multiply exceedingly. Of the
two species of deer peculiar to California,
prodi^iofus quantity
Silver plate, and toys,

;

;

;

that called taye by the natives is greatly
esteemed, and its flesh as well tasted as venison. The coast is plentifully stocked with
birds, and there is a great variety of fish in
the gulp of California, the Pacific Ocean,
and the rivers. Though insects swarm here,
as in most hot countries, yet on account of
the dryness of the soil and climate, they are
neither noxious nor troublesome. There is
one of the richest pearl fisheries in the world,
on the coast, and there are supposed to be
Here are two consimi^nes in the country.
derable rivers, namely Rio Collorado, and
Uio du Garniel, with several smaller streams,
and fine ports, creeks, and roads, both on
th« cast and west side, which is the reason
of its having be«n so naueh frequented by

Encrlish privateers. There are in the heart
ot" the country plains of salt quite firm, and
clear as crystal.
great variety of savag^e
tribes inhabit California.
Those wiio live
on the east side of the peninsula are great
enemies to the Spaniards; but in other
parts, they seem to be very hospitable to all
strangers.
The inland country, especially
towards the north, is populous. The Indians resemble those described in other parts

A

of America.
Siberia, a part of Russian, Tartary is
bounded by the Frozen Ocean on the north ;
by China, and the Pacitic Ocean, on the
east; by Tibef, Usbeck 'I'artary, theCospian
Sea, ;ind Astracan Tartary, on the south
and by European Russia, on the west; and
is situate between sixty and one hundred
and thirty degrees of eastern longitJide, antt

;.

between forty and seventy-two degrees of
north latitude, being upwards of two thousand nnles in length, and one thousand live
huaidred in breadth.
The Tobel and Irtis are the chief cities of
Siberia, which running from north to fonth^
join the Oby, the united stream falling into
the Frozen Ocean, and dividmg Asia from'
Europe: the Lena and Jenissa, which run
from north to south, fall also iivto the Frozen
Ocean the Yamour and Argun which divide the Russian from the Chinese dominions, whose iHiited streams fall into the Ixjy
ofCorea. There are also a great many large
lakes in this vast tract of land, of which the
largest are those of Baikal and Kisan.
T'he only part of Siberia, fit for human
beings to live in, is the southern, where the.
soil appears to be capable of cultivation, and
that it miglit be rendered fertile; but, for
want of inhabitants, very little corn is proBut the northern ])art exhibits
duced.
nothing" but impenetrable woods, snow-topt
mountains, fens, lakes, marshes, &c. and,
being exposed to the bleak winds, is quite
Not a bird ai)j>€ars to
barren and desolate.
give notice of any change of season
even
rooks and magpies quit these desorts, where
nature becomes quite torpid. The natives
are obliged to make passages through heajia
of snow, and the delights of summer are
not experienped here but about three months
:

;

AND !U)IM> iim
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«luilngwhich short space of time the inbahi- ore hns also been discovered here, nijllilar to
but that romul to the soiith-nest of Echaterinentjutssow rye, oats, pease, aiul bailey
these seldom repay the liusbandinau's toil, burg: its surface was found to be covered
The natives are Ljenerally shut up in their with a yellow oaker, of a. reddish brown in
cottages for nine months in the year, scarcely the breakings of its solid parts. The ore,
ever venturiug out fir-trees of considerable when crude, was not acted upon by the
a load-stone, though, after calcination, slightly
liei;;fht beud under the weight of snow
melancholy gloom spreads all around, and attracted by it. The copper mines are like
the stillness is interrupted only by the cries some of those produced on the Ryphean
of some wretched travellers in sledijes. To niountaius having the malachites, in the
these dreary regions the czars of Muscovy form of stalactites and statagnites, in their
banish their courtiers and other great per- cavities, very beautiful, and capable of being
;

:

;

sons,

who incur their displeasure.

Some

are

a limited term of years, and
others for life, with the allowance of only
one penny per day, and sometimes without
any allowance at all so thirt, as they are
sent destitute from court, these miserable
They
exiles pa«is a most dreadful life.
siioot for their livelihood, and are obliged to
send an annual tribute of firs to the cz irs,
or they are most severely punished by the
task-masters.
Kamtschatka. This peninsula is. bounded on the east by the ocean, which se[)arates
its western boundary is
it from Americ:>
Penschinska. The southern part is in 51
degrees north latitude, and in 143 degrees
Tiiis penineast longittide from London.
sula is divided into two |>arts by a chain of
north to south. Its
hills runninu: from
chief rivers are the Awat^jcha, Kamtschatka,
the Teghil, and what is called the Great
There are many extensive lakes
River.

banished

f»)r

;

;

in

it,

There is great clioice of timber for a variety of uses in Kamtschatka, as well asabundance of shrubs of divers kinds, they have
also several excellent niedicinal plants,
Barley, oats, peas, turnips, &c. grow likewise here. The grass springs up so fast,
that they have three harvests; and the
blades are frequently five feet in height,
This country aboui^ds with tanje and
wild fowls. The wild animals are, black
and wliite bears, wolves, lynxes, boars, elks,
and a kind of stag very much like the fajlow-deer. The bear never attacks a man,
unless they find him asleep, when they tear
the scalp off the back part of the head, and
sometimes entirely destroy him. Foxes are
also very nu-merous, some are white some
reddish-yellow
some grey, with a black
streak on the back, and are much valued ;
the white ones, however, are also valued, as
being scarcer. There are also black-chesnut and blue breasted foxes and they are
in general too crafty for their pursuers, their
sagacity exceeding that of the other species,
The opulence of the country consists in its
sables and ermines
the sables which are
sold at a high price, excel those found in
any other part of the globe: the natives eat
the flesh, and esteem it very fine food.
Here is also found the gulo, or glutton
likewise other kinds of beaver, as the atis,
rein-deer, and sayga.
The natives colleit
themselves in companies to hunt these aniinals
they go at the close of the winter
from the month of March to the end of
April, taking provisions with them. The
glutton, which hath a very fine fur, is a
terrible eaemy to the deer: it will dart itself
;

;

Their sprins: and summer do not continue
more than four months but the latter is
for as the adjafar from bei'jg agreeable
cent hills are covered with snow, the air,
even in the middle of summer, is sometimes
pretty cold, attended with frequent rains;
the winter however is not very inclement.
In many places mines of iron and coppei*
have been discovered: the iron ore hath
been found to be compact, of a yellow coand in some parts,
lour, inclining to red
black metallic particles have been observed, more compact than the rest of the ore.
This ore, when crude, could not be attractcd by the load stone, but, when calcined,
;

;

;

became

polished.

so in a small degree.

A
^

solid iron

7

;

;

;
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from a tree upon a deer's back, and, fixing ourously defending it, affords the female an
between the creature's horns, tear out his opportunity of taking it off in its mouth if.
eyes
the afflicted animal, with excess of in this case, the female should happen to drop
auony, falls to the g-round, when the glutton it, the male abandons its adversary, and flying directly at the female, seizes her with all
scrips his tiesh from his bones.
Dogs are very numerous in this country: imaginable fury when the latter, by licking
they resemble the European, and live much his paws, and shewing every kind of submisthey scratch up the sion, endeavours to mitigate his rage. The
upon mice and fish
{ground for the former, and seize the others seas also abound with seals, which are caught
These dogs are ex- by different methods: sometimes they are
from their streams.
tremely serviceable to the natives, in drawing taken in the water, and at other times they
in the most are killed while sleeping on the rocks.
Here
their siedgts over the snow
dreadful weather, they scarce ever lose their are whales from seven lo fifteen fathoms
long.
way.
Amongst a variety offish, here is the sterSeveral sorts of amphibious animals are
also in Kamtschatka. One is the sea-cow, let, which is so much like the sturgeon, that
about thirty feet in length, and weighing there is scarce any difference, except that it is
six or seven thousand pounds, the skin of smaller and more delicate it is so fat that it
whiclj is so hard, that scarce an hatchet or may be fried without oil.
Some of the birds of Kamtscatka arc, eaaxe will penetrate it. Tlie flesh ot a young
iea-cow, when properly boiled, has a good gles, hawks, pelicans, swans, geese, widgeons
;

:

;

;

:

;

taste ; the lean part is somewhat like veal,
The method of
find the fat part like pork.
an iron hook
is,
by
animal
catching this
struck into it by some men in a small vessel,
then by a rope held by people on shore, the
•ea-cow is drawn gradually to the land,
while those in the vessel cut the creature
with instruments in several parts^f the
body, till it expires. It is not very difficult
to take the sea-cow from its elements, for it

ducks, cuckoos, mag|)ies, snipes, partridges,
&c. A bird called the red neck diver is verycurious it has a beautiful spot on the lower
part of its neck
beneath this spot, there are
feathers of a brown colour in the middle, and
edged all round with white the breast, belly
and legs, are of a very beautiful white.
Sea-fowls are very numerous on the coast
of the eastern ocean, as peacocks, sea-pies,
green shanks, puffins, &c. Here too are tlie
seldom raises its head above the surface of cormorant, sea-raven, and nrile.
Clouds of dragon-flies, locusts, and gnats,
the water, though its sides and back are often
seen.

Sea-horses and sea-cats are also met with
here: the latter have long hairs standing out
on each side of their mouths like those of a
trdt, and they weigh from five to eight thousand pounds: their eyes are as large as a
bjdl's and they will fly at people in boats ;
even if they are blinded by stones thrown at

them, they will not retire, but gnaw the very
stones that are thrown however, when once
«leprived of sight, there is no great danger to
;

be apprehended from them. The male and
female differ both in form and disposition; so
much in form, that they might be taken for
and as to disposition, the
different animals
and timid, as a
inofJensive,
is
mild,
female
proof of this whrn an attempt is made to
aeze a young sea-cat, and the male, by vig;

8

;

;

;

are sometimes seen in this country. The
latter are so troublesome, that the inhabitants are obliged to vail their faces, to avoid

them. The dragon-flies, forming columns,
with incredible swiftness.
The natives of Kamtschatka inhabit the
southern part of the peninsula
the northern
partisinhabited by the Koreki,and,the southern by the Kuriles but the Russians call
the whole country Kamtschatka, though it
has several names given it from particular
circumstances.
The Kamtschadales are
short in stature, and resemble most of the
other inhabitants of Siberia, except that
fly

;

;

faces are somewhat shorter, their
mouths larger, and their cheeks fuller they
have dark hair, hollow eyes, sharp noses,
and tawny complexions the latter is SMid
their

;

;
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to 1>« priucipiilly owini:- to the inf?tience of Tlicse, it is true, are built lii^'li on |m!I«i\v.c,
the snow in the with l)c;ui;s thrown across them, on vvhioii w
tlie S(in rffltcled from
prinij-season, when the snow lies thick on floor is fixed, with a roof risincr from each
the jjronnd. ^ome of the natives, who are side to a centrical point; and, indeed it is

be in the woods, cover their faces
uidrakind of nettint?, to prevent the etlects
for
«»llhe snn-beams ihirhnff on the snow
the eye-si^ht sutlers by this refraction, as
well as the complexion. These people dress
they
in deer-skins, with tiie fur outviard
dojjs
skins
of
the
purjmse,
for
this
use also,

tidi-red to

;

;

They often wear two
aniiwals.
coats, the sleeves of the outer coat reaching
down to the knees they have a hood to it,
which in bad i\eather serves to cover the
head; and they a.;orn the back part with
shreads of skins, and sometimes of silks of
The women wear the
dirtereut colours.

and olher

;

sau»e sort of garujents a>* tli** men, thoueh
their c«».it, or rather waistcoat, sifs closer to
their l»oii«-s, and is decorated with slips of
red, blur, and yellow cloth, and sometimes
ribband, or woollen list. To this waistcoat
is ioined a sort of petticoat coming about
halfway down the leg. The men wear a
leather belt round them, au'i their legs are
covered with dittereut roloured skins, they
wear seal-skin caps or hats, and sometimes

a cap or h it of birrh bark; some have caps
of brass plaited. The women let their hair
grow much longer than the men they plait
have
it, and hang brass trinkets to it: tliey
fur raps, that are black without, and white
;

withiu.

The men

plait their hair, as well

necessary that their summer habitations
should be tlius hi^h, else the inhaljitants
would be in continual danger from the wild
They eat out of bowls, or troughs,
beasts.
witii their doys, and never wash them after,
wards.
shall now take notice of their marrlaWhen a man hath met with a young
jfes.
woman that he likes, he enp;ages into the
service of her parents, and, after the expiration of a limited time of servitude, obtains
either permission to marry her, or is dismissed with a requital for his service.
If ha
has leave to marry, the nuptials commenca
immediately, and the whole ceremony consists in stripping the bride naked, whose
clothes however, are so fast bound by straps
and girdles, that he find^it no easy task to
accomplish his purpose at this crisis several
women shelter and protect her from
him; who, however, seeking an opportunity
to find her less guarded, makes fresh efforts
to undres*; her: but if slie cries out, and her
exclamations bring assistance, the women
who come, fall u[>on the man, scratching
his face, tearing his hair, and otherwise
roughly treating him till the bride, shewing some concern for his situation, and tjje
women becoming less violent in their assaults, the man at length succeeds, and then

We

;

;

asthe women. They never wash themselves, retires from her, who however calls him
but live in a most beastly manner: they back, and acknowledges in a soft plaintive
neither cut their nails, nor comb their hair, tone, that he has conquered her. Thiis the
They eat raw flesh, carrion, stale-fish, or ceremony ends, and the next day the happy
any thing they can get, how filthy soever it couple repair to the hut of the husband,
They live in huts under-ground, cover- In about a week afterwards they make a
be.
ed with grass or earth, and sometimes with visit to the wife's parents, vvliere they celethe skins of the animals they have killed in brate the marriage feast with the relations
the field, undressed, and yielding a noisome of both parties. Some of the men marry
They place benches in their hovels, three wives, who in general live friendly tostench.
with a fire-place in one corner, and on these gether, and are never jealous. It is deemed
benches they repose themselves. Some of a very capital offence in a woman to [procure
tlie huts are covered and lined with mats, abortion, yet if twins are born, one of them
These are their winter dwellings nor are must be destroyed. I'he women put their
their suntMner retreats much more elegant, infants in a basket fastened to an elastic
except that they are built on the surface of pole, which is easily moved with the U;oti
the earth, and with rather more regularity, to rock them. As sooa as tliey can stand
;
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mothers leave them to process till the skin is thoroug^hly cleaned
themselves, suffering them to roll on the and soft. They prepare in the same manground any where they are most commonly ner, skins ot beaver, deer, dogs, &c. When
half naked, and begin to walk at a time the men are not employed hi hunting, or
when a child in Europe would not be able fishing, they weave nets, and construct sledand in the spring and sumftCS and boats
to stand.
These people never bury their dead, bnt mer they procure the necessaries of life, and
and say, that lay up a store for the succeeding winter,
often give them to the dogs
as the deceased are thus devoured by dogs. The women make shoes, sew clothes, dye
they will ensure to themselves a pleasant skins, &c. they also make glue of the dried
carriage in sledges drawn by fine dogs in skinsof fishes, and particularly of the whale,
the other world. This abominable custom. They use a board of dry wood to light their
however, is not universally practised some fires in this board are several round holes,
leaving their dead in their hut, and seek a into one of which putting the end of a small
new habitation. Tlie apparel of thedeceas- round stick, they roll it backwards and fored person is always thrown away, from a wards till the wood takes fire by the fric-»
suixjrstitious notion, that whoever should tion.
The people of this country are arrant cowwear it would meel with some dreadful caards, and yet seem to despise life, through
iamity.
They travel on sledges drawn by dogs an innate kind of stupidity. They never
their number is generally four, which are attack their enemies openly, unless com j>eldriven by a whip. The person in the sledge led to it; but steal privately to their huts,
is seated on the right side of it, with his and troal them most barbarously, cutting
feet hanging over, and is obliged to balance them to pieces, and even tearing out their
himself with great care, lest the sledge entrails: these cruelties are exercised with
Where the roads are in triumph and shouts of joy. Whenever they
should overset.
tolerable condition, they can travel to a hear of a foe advancing towards them, they
great distance in a short time, carrying with retire to some mountain, and fortify it as
them provisions, &c. They sometimes tra- strongly as possible if there be a probabivel, in this manner, about thirty wersts, lity of the enemy getting the better of them,
that is, upwards of twenty-three miles in a they immediately cut the throats of their
They hunt the bear, among other wives and children, and then meet their
clay.
animals on which occasion they use rack- assailants with a frantic rage, selling their
Their weapons
ets to walk upon the snow with, arming lives as dear as possible.
bows
and
arrows,
are
spears.
dogs
with
and
taking
and
pikes
with
themselves
The religious notions of the Kamtscha^
them to provoke the animal. They then
wait till he comes out of his enclosure, for dales are pretty singular. They erect a sort
they would attack him to great disadvan- of pillar on some ulain, and cover it with a
because the parcel of rags. Whenever they pass by this
tage while he remained there
snow being very firm in that place, the bear pillar, they tbrow at it some fish or flesh,
would be able to avail himself of all his and avoid killing any bird or beast near it.
strength; but the instant he comes out, he They think that woods and bnrninar mounsinks into the snow, and while he is striving tains are inhabited by evil spirits, whom
to disengage himself, the hunters with their they live in great fear of, and make them
pikes easily destioy him. They dress their offerings; some of them have idols in their
seal-skins in the following manner: they huts. They have a very imperfect idea of
think he can neither
first wet and spread out the skin, and witli a supreme Being, and
stones fixed in wood, scrape ofi* all the fat; dispense happiness nor misery: the nauve,
iiien they rub it with caviar, roll it together, which they have for the deity, is Kutchu.
and tread on it they afterwards scrape it They reverence some particular animals
and
i.^ain, and repeat the first part of their from which they apprehend danger,
on their

legs, their

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;
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rose to the iieight of twenty feet, then
anVI retired loan unusual distance; it

sunk,
soua
and suddenly

afttr rose higher than at first,
of them, however adopt sinking again, retired so astonishingly far
thtf Kussian inamiers, and ouitemu the ciis- from the common low-water mark, that it
toius uJt" their country; they have beeu iu- was for n considerable time lost to the eye.
stnicteil by Russian missionaries iu the At length the earthquake was repeated, the
and scliools have been sea returned once more, and rose to the
Christian religion
They strictly height of two hundred feet, overwhelmed
ert'clttd for their chihlren.
it one man
the whole coast, and then finally retired,
nf)serve the law of retaliation
kdls another, the relations cf the |>erson after having destroyed the goods, cattle, and
They punish many of the lives of the inhabitants, and
killed destroy the murderer.
their, by burnmg the lingers of the thief. left several lakes of salt-water in tiie lower
Before the Kussians conquered tliein, they grounds and adjacent fields. The second
had such frequent intestine broils, that a volcano issues from some mountains situatyear rarely passed witliout some village be- ed between the river of Kamtschatka and
that of Tobolski.
Nothing was ever known
ing* ruined.
Oreal havoc is made in this country by to exhale from this but smoke, till the year
the siuiill-pox. The scurvy, with the irre- 173J>, when it vomited a torrent of flames,
gularities of (>arents, briua; a variety of dis- which destroyed all the neighbouring forests..
eases upon their oii'spruig, to rnre which, The third volcano issues from the highest
the> apply roots, heii»s, &c. 'J'he manner mountains in Kamtschatka, on the banks
It is environed
in which these peopli live in their huts, and of the river of that name.
their ex( ess of deUjuoliery, contribute to by a cluster of le.sser mountains, and the
make the venereal disease very tVequent head is rent into long crevices on every si<le,
among them. They have a disorder called It.-i greatest eruption began September 25tlv
the susliutoh, which is a 5f»rt of scab, to 1737, and continued a week, which, with
which they apply the raw skin of a hare to an earthquake that followed, did very conThey are likewise siderable damage. In the southern extrecause a suppuration
subject to the palsy, jaundice, boils, cancers, mity of Kamtschatka there are hot springs
they form rivulets, and run almost the
and other disorders.
There are three volcanoes in Kamtschatka, length of the river Ozernaya which issues
the first is that ot' Awatcha, to the north- from the lake Kurilsky, and then join that
ward of the bay of that name it is a chain streatn the waters, however, have no very
flf mountains, the bas« of which is covered considerable degree of heat in them.
There is a mountain near the river Panwith trees, and extends to the bay. The
middle forms a kind of amphitheatre, and dia, from whose summit a prodigious catathe various summits which are spiral cannot ract of boiling waters run to a considerable
be viewed without exciting the most awful distance
and continue boiling up to the
ideas.
They always emit smoke, but rarely height of a foot, till they lose themselves in
£re.
There was indeed a terrible eruption several lakes, which contain a great numof smoke an4 cinders in the summer oif the ber of Islands.
From |this mountain th-^
year 1737, but it only continued one day inhabitants obtain some beautiful stones, on
many of the cinders weiged almost two which they set a great value, on account of
pounds avoirdnpoise. This eruption was their admirable variegated colours, which
the forerunner of a terrible earthquake, are merely the effects of the different powwhich happened on the sixth of the ensuing ers of heat, humidity, and friction; for these,
October, and in a quarter of an hour over- stones are washed from the mountains, and
turned all the teats and huts of the Kamt- are polished by the above mentioned iiot
schadales, being accompanied by a singular and impetuous waters.
During the winter, a great quantity cfi
«bbiug ^nd Rowing of tiie sea, which at first

their boats.

Many

;

:

:

;

;

;

;
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fi:.h harbour in
the river of Kanitschatka.
In the spnn- when the ice breaks, they attempt to get to the sea
but the natives
watch the heads o the rivers and take a
great number of them in a kind of net
some they dry in the summer, and lay by
for their winter food
and from others they
extract the fat or oil, by means of red hot
'''''-' ''' ^
;

;

g^^anaTiSifo^S.^^''^^""^

New AlbL.
all the N W.

This vast

of land, and
parts ot Amenca, are put
dovvn by all our geographers, in their maps
and charts, as Terra incognita or parts ent rely unknown.
Sir Francis Drake, indeed,
discovered a port
nearly 40 deg. N latitude, which he entered, and where he retract

m

mained five
lar entered

weeks. In l603^Marti'n A-uL
a strait in latitude 4o
and another was discovered by Juan iU

Fuca

in

de^N

1592.

All the other parts of t e
Elias it) latitude 60 del
and some land discovered by the Spaniard!*
have remained objects of hivestSn
to
be explored and accurately n.arked by
our

coast, except

Cape

I~iST?Lt%,a^:^^^^
feToV'wales'ne^r^T.e^'rtic'^^^^^^^^^^
pether with an account of his death at -m
Island, called Owhyhee, near Kan.tschalkjr
will be thesubjects of some of the
following
chapters, in the continuation of this h^s o"?
of his third and last voyage, to which
we
shall

now

proceed.

CHAP. X,
TheRcsolullon and Discovery after their departure jrom the Society Isles,
prosecute their vomoe
Uutslmas Jsland discovered, where they are supplied plentifully with fish
and turtle :
±.ciipse observed;

1 wo mariners

lose their

way on shore;

A

A

Sviur

singular method ofrefreshit,"inmse//
in a bottle ;
description oj Christ nuH Island-

practiced by one of the stragglers ; An inscription left
I hree Islands described; Others discovered; Their names; The whole group denotmnated
Sand
uich Islands ;
complete account oJ their soil, productions, inhabitants, <^c.
Cvstoms of the natives
agree tvith those oJ Tongataboo and Otaheite ; Extent ofthisnation throughout
the Pacific Ocean •
and remarks on the useful sitmition of Sandwich IsUmds ; Tlic Resolution and
Discovert, proceed
to the northward; Nautical observations made at Sandwich
Islands ; Progessof the vouaye Ar
.rival of the two ships on the coast of America; Description
of the country ; DifficuUies'W Cave
I'oulweather ; Stormy,andunfwourable winds ; Strictures on Martin d'
Aguilar's River and tal
lacy oJJuan de Fuca s pretended strait ; The Resolution and Discovery
anclior in an inlet in Ifop'e
Hay, where (hey are visited by numbers oJ the natives; An account
of their behaviour • The two
ships enter the sound, and moor in a commodious harbour; Various
incidents and transactions duriti*r
Oiir intercourse with the mitives ; Their behaviour at their viUaires,
ivhile we made a progress romid
the sound ;
remarkable visit from strangers ;
second visit to one of the villages ; Grmspnrchas
ffd ; Departure of the ships after an exchange
of presents ; Directions for sailing into the sound '•
Its name ;
copious and entertaining description, with several curious observations,
on the adjacent
country, and Us luhabilajils ; Remarks on and specimen of the language in
Aootka Sound- As
tronomzcalmid tiautical remarks A storm after leaving the sound, in which
the Resolution svrinir's
a leak ; I he strait of Admiral de Fonte passed unexamined.
*

A

A

•

A

A

A

;

"

^^N Monday the 8th, of December, hav\W ing quitted Bolabola, and the Society

having it in the S. E. point, till after we
had crossed the equator; nor did we meet
Jsles, we steered to the northward, with the with any thing
by which the vicinity of land
xviud between N, E. and E.j scarce ever was^ indicated, till
we began, about the

4
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latitude of 8 deff. S. to see boobies, inen-of as we had where
we now were stationed.
war birds, terns, tropic birds, and a few On the strength of this report,
we weighed*,
other sorts.
Our longitude, at this time, and, after two or three trips, anchored
again
we found to be 205 deg. east. In the night, over a bottom of fine dark
sand, before a
between the 22nd, anil 23rd, we passed the little Island lying at the
mouth of the laline
and, on Wednesday the 24th, soon goon, on each side of
which is a channel
after day-break, we descried land, bearing- leading into
it, but fit only for boats
the
N. E. by E.
perceived upon a nearer water in the lagoon itself
is likewise very
api^roach, it was one of those low Islands, shallow.
In the morning of the 2Gth, Capt.
so frequently met with in this ocean between Cleike was
ordered to send out a boat,
the tropics ; that is, a narrow bank of land, wilh an otiicer,
to the south-east part of the
inclosinff a sea or lake within.
In two or lagoon, in quest of turtle; and Capt.
Cook/
three places we saw some cocoa-nut trees ; went himself
with Mr. King, each in a boat,
but the land in general has a very sterile to the north-east
part.
It was his intention
aspect. It extended, at noon from N. E. by to have
gone to the eastern extremity but
E. to S. by E. half E. and distant about the wind not
permitting it, he and Mr.
four miles. On the western side we found King landed
more to leeward, on a sandy
the depth of water to be from forty to four- flat, where
they caught one turtle. They
teen fathoms, over a sandy bottom. I'lie waded
;

We

;

:

through the water to an Island,
Captain, being of opinion that turtle might where they
found only a few birds. Capt!
be procured at this Island, resolved to ex- Cook, leaving
King here to observe the
amme it; accordingly, we dropped our an- sun's meridianMr.
altitude, proceeded to the
chors in thirty fathoms water; and a boat land that
bounds
was immediately dispatched to search for a west, which he the sea toward the northfound even more barren than
commodious landing place. When she re- the last mentioned
Isle
but walking over
turned, the olficer who had been employed to the
sea-coast, he observed three turtles
in this search, reported, that he found no
close to the shore, one of which he caught
l)Iace where a boat could land
but that He then returned on board, as did
Mr.
hsh greatly abounded in the shoal water, King
soon afterwards. Though so few turwithout the breakers. On the 25th, being tles were
observed by these two gentlemen,
Christmas-day, two boats were sent, one we did
not despair of a supply for some of
from each ship, to examine more accurately the
officers of the Discovery, who had been
wlietherit was practicable to land
and, at ashore to the southward of the channel
leadthe same time, two others were ordered out,
ing into the lagoon, had more success, and
to fish at a grappling near the shore.
These caught many. The next morning, being
last returned about eight o'clock,
A. M. ^Saturday, the 26th, the cutter and pinnace
with as many fish as weighed upwards of were
dispatched under the command of Mr,
two hundred weight. Encouraged by this King,
to the south-east part of the Island,
success, they were dispatched again after
within the lagoon, to catch turtle; and at
breakfast, and the Captain himself went in the
same time the small cutter was sent
another boat to view the coast, and attempt towards
the north for the same purpose*
landing, which, however he found to be im- Some
of Captain Clerke's people having
practicable.
The two boats that had been been on shore all night, had
been so fortusent on the same search, returned about
nate as to turn upwards of forty turtles on
noon and the, master belonging to the Re- the
sand, which were this day brought an
solution, reported to Capt. Cook, that
about board and, in the course of the afternoon,
four or five miles to the northward, he
had the party detached to the northward returndiscovered a break in the land, and a chan- ed
with half a dozen, and being sent back
nel into a lagoon, consequently there
was a again, continued there till we quitted the.
proper i^ace for landing and that he had
Island, having, upon/the whole, prelty good
iound off this entrance the same soundings
success.
Sunday, the 28th, Capt. Cook,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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accompanied by Mr. Bailey, landed on the ing. Tt was concluded, tliaf Ihey had gons
Island situate between the two channels into too far within land, and that they had eitlier
the lagoon, to prepare the telescopes for lost their way, or some accident had befallen
observing tlie solar eclipse that was expect- them, jierhapsby some nativeslurUingsecrtted to be visible on the 30th. Towards noon, ly in the woods, though none had openly ajju
Mr. King returned with one boat, and eight peared. Under these apprehensions, two of
turtles; seven were left behind to be brought their mariners, Bartholomew Loreman and
by the other boat, whose people were em- J horaa< Trecher, were sent out in search of
ployed in catching more and in the even- them, each carrying a gallon of water, witlt
ing the same boat conveyed them provisions brandy, and other refreshments, in case they
and water. The next day the two boats, should meet with the gentlemen in their
laden with turtles, were sent back to the way. In a wild unctiltivated country, overship by Williamson, who, at the same time, run with bushes and close cover, any reader,
in a message to Capt. Cook, requested, that who has never been bewildered, can have
the boats might be ordered round by sea, no idea of men being lost in the short
but so, however, it
as he had discovered a landing place on the space of a few miles
south-east side of the Island, where the happened to onr gentlemen; who, invited
so by the mixed melody of the birds in the
greatest number of turtle were caught
that, by dispatching boats thither, the trou- woods, left their people as soon as they had
ble of carrying them over the land, as we properly stationed them, and entered an adhad hitherto done, to the inside of the lagoon, joining thicket, with their guns. The sport
they met with led them on till night begapwould be saved.
Tuesday the 30th, two gentlemen belong- to close upon them when they found them^
ing to the Discovery returned, who, accom- selves at a great distance from the tnrtlers,.
panied by Simon Woodroft* the gunner's and in the mitist of a trackless cover, with:
mate, and ten reamen, had directed their nothing but tall trees to direct their return
course, on the 2C)th, to the north east quar- but what was more alarming the sun was
ter, in the cutter, having each man a pint no sooner set than a thick fog succeeded,
of brandy, and a good quantity of water on which involved the woods in darkness,
board.
About noon, they arrived at the though the open beach remained clear, lo
neck of land, over which they were to travel vain they attempted to regain the shore;
on foot, to come at the place where the tor- for instead of being able to discern the trees
tie were known to harbour; and where it they had marked to secure their return, they
was dangerous to attempt to approach them could hardly see one another at three yards
by sea, on account of the surf. Here they distance. In this situation, they soon began
secured safely their cutter, and erected near to lose all knowledge of their way and lest,
the shore a kind of hut, to which they car- instead of proceeding in the right course,
ried their provisions, and sat down to refresh, they should pursue a contrary direction, they
This done, they agreed to divide, and pur- agreed to sit down to rest, and for that pursue their sport in different parties. Accord- pose, chose the first convenient sf)ot that
mgly they set out, and before the next chance threw in their way. Though their
morning they had sent in several turtles, minds were troubled, they had scarce set
This they did by placing them across a themselves down, when sleep got the better
couple of oars in the manner of a bier, and of anxiety, and they lay composed till at-.
:.n keeping a man
employed in conveying- tacked by swarms of black ants, (creatures
them from the place where they were turn- more poisonous than bugs) with wnirh they
ed, U, the cutter.
When they grew tired of were in a manner covered when they awoke,
their diversion, they repaired to the place of and so disfigured and tormented with their
rendezvous but it was some surprize to the bites and blisters, that it is hardly possible
jest, when, at nine in the morning, the two to describe their distress.
ThuscircumstancgentUineu and the gwnuer'smate were miss- ed, their first care was to clear themselv:?»
6
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.
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ibese vermin by stripping themselves
naked, and sweeping them off with brushes
made of the wings of the birds they hud
killed: this done they clothed themselves
again, in order to renew their attempts to
but all in vain. Tiie
recover the shore
farther tliey walked, as it appeared afterAt
wards, the farther they went astray.

fjx)in

;

length, suspecting their error, they resolved
to remain stationary, and each man, placing
himself against an adjoining tree, endeavoured to console himself as well as he
could till morning, when the appearance of
the sun enabled them to judge of the course
but, in a trackless
they were to pursue
wilderness, how were they to make their
way ? The woods in many places were overgrown with thick grass and brambles reaching to their middles, and in others, so thickly
intersected with boughs and matted with
leaves, that it was hardly possible for them
to keep company, or to penetrate with their
utmost efforts (when these obstructions ha[);

yards in as many
glad to abandon
their game, happy if they could regain the
open country with the loss of every thing
about them. The shirts and trowsers they
had on were soon in rags, their shoes could
hardly be kept on their feet, and their linen
caps and handkerchiefs were rendered unserviceable, by the frequent repetition of
the uses to which they had been applied.
In short, no degree of distress, either of
body or mind, could exceed that to which
these unfortunate gentlemen were now exposed. To their minds it was some alleviation, when, about ten in the morning, they
heard the sound of guns fired from the ships,
on purpose to lead; them right, supposing

pened) one hundred
minutes. They were

now

them

to have lost their way.
But this was
poor comfort, when they reflected, that the
ships were at a great distance, and that if
they ventured to take them for their guide,
they should never live to see an end to

their journey.
Still
labouring, therefore,
to advance by the sun, they at length, all
at once, observed an opening, that led, as
they thought, to the Idng-wished-for shore.
The heart of man, dilated with the most
exquisite joy, can only be sensible of the

T
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inexpressible pleasure which ther.e gentlemen
felt on perceiving this ray of hope.
They
forgot for the moment, the pains of their
lacerated bodies, though all torn with briais
and besmeared with blood, and comforted
themselves with this dawn of deliverance ;

but they had still much to suffer for when
they rushetl with extasy frOm the cover, and
came to survey the open country, they discovered to their great mortification, that
they were yet at a great distance from the
neck of land over which the people had
passed
that this opening had brought
them to another creek or inlet of the sea,
and that they had yet to travel round a vast
circle of the thicket before they could come
to the bay that was even now scarce within
their knowledge.
On this discovery, despair had almost taken place of hope, when
they heard, or thought they heard, a sound
like that of a man's voice far within the
thicket.
This, in a short time, was answered by a sound not unlike the former, but
fainter.
It was then rightly conjectured
that these sounds proceeded from men sent
in search of them, and they all endeavoured to raise a halloo in their turn but their
throats were so parched, that with their utmost efforts they could scarce rise above a
whisper. They now lamented the waste of
powder, which they had fruitlessly expended during the night in making signals of
;

:

;

distress, and rummaged their cases to muster up a single charge.
This in Some measure, had the desired effect.
The report was

heard by one of the seamen who were in
pursuit of them (as will be seen hereafter,)
both of whom had been struggling with
equal difficulties, and toiling under greater
incumbrances, without the least prospect of
succeeding in their search.
These men
were now bewildered themselves, and hallooed to each other, as well for the sake *>i
keeping company, as for signals to the gentlemen, should they be within hearing. By
this time the day was far advanced
and
partly with fatigue, and for want of refreshment, the gentlemen were almost spent
they had been ever since the morning's dawn
engaged in the most painful exertion of bodily strength to extricate themselves frotn
;
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the labyririth in which they had been involved, that ever men experienced, and
in consequence an equal waste of spirits,
and
without any tlnng to recruit them
now, thoogli less entangled, they were more
exposed to the heat of the sun, wliieh brought
on an intolerable thirst that was no longer
supportable; they therefore, as the last resource, repaired to the nearest beach, where,
to their comfort, they found a turtle, killed
it, and drank the blood, in order to allay
their thirst.
One of them then undressed
himself, and lay down for a short time in
a singular method of
the shallow water
refreshing himself, when fatigued. After
this they took shelter in the hollow of a
rock till the violent heat abated, during
which time a refreshing sleep gave them
;

;

some

relief,

and enabled them

perform

to

a journey of three or four leagues, which,
otherwise, they must have perished, before
they could have accomplished. When they
arrived at the hut, to their great concern,
they found it deserted, and destitute of every
but casting their eyes
kind of provisions
towards the ships they perceived the boats
hastening to their relief. The crew, and the
officer who attended them, waited at the hut
tilt all their provisions were expended, and,
and not knowing how to proceed, had repaired to the ship for a fresh supply, and fresh orders and he was now returning fully furnished and instructed. On his arrival, he
was struck with astonishment at the sight
of three such miserable objects as the gentlemen and the gunner's mate appeared to
Their cry was for grog, which was
be.
dealt to them sparingly, and they were conveyed on board to be properly taken care
of The first enquiry they made was, whether any of the ship's company had been
sent after them ? And being answered in the
affirmative, and that they were not yet returned, they could not help expressing their
adding
doubts whether they would return
their wishes at the same time, that no
means might be omitted to effect their recoNatural it is for men who have just
very.
experienced any signal deliverance, to feel
poignantly for the safety of others under the
name critical xircumstances. It was there;

;

;

8

no small satisfaction, when they were^
told, that every possible means would be
tried for their relief; and to enable them,
who were to be sent on that errand, the better to direct their search, the gentlemen de-

fore

scribed as well as they could, the place where
they were heard. The evening, however,
was now too far advanced, to undertake
with any probability of success, their deliverance.
There were now twenty of the

crew (seamen and marines) who had been
dispatched from on board, for recovering
the gentlemen.
These had orders from
Capt. Clerke, to traverse the thicket in a
till they should find them either living
or dead, for, till the gentlemen appeared,
nothing could be concluded with certainty
concerning them.
The majority were o>
opinion, that, if they had been alive, they
would certainly have returned as soon as it
was dark, as they could have no motive ta
pursue their sport in the night and it was
by no means probable, that they should be
bewildered, because they might surelv have
found the same way out of the cover, by
which they went into it. This was very
plausible
but some on board, who hal^
sailed with Commodore Byron, and who
remembered the almost impenetrable thickets in the Island of Tinian, where men coulcV
not see one another in the open day, at the
distance of three yards, knew well how the
gentlemen might be entangle<l, and how
hard it would fare with them if it sliould so
b(Jdy,

;

;

happenv
Early

in the morning the party, and their'
plan of proceeding were formed, which was
to march in lines at such a distance from
each other, as to be within hearing, and
their rout was proposed to be towards the
spot where the sound of the voices were
heard by the gentlemen. After a diligent
search of six hours, Bartholomew Loreman
was discovered in a most miserable condition, almost blinded by the venomous bites
of the vermin, added to the scorching heat
of the sun, and speechless for want of something to eat.
He made signs for water,
and some was given him. He was moving
about, but totally stupid, having no sense of
danger, or of the miserable condition iu
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It fortimnlely hap- do as before, lamenting their melancholy
\ra^ found.
botli sliips were situation, and consulting what course to take.
from
boats
ihe
that
peiieci,
previously sent ronml the |)oint of huid, and Several wild projects came into their heads.
planted alonir the coast, as it trended, for 'I'iiey had heard of Robinson Crusoe's livthe cojivenieiK^ of takint? the gentlemen on ing many years upon an uninhabited Island,
hoaril, in case they shonid have been found and why might they not live in this? But
Had hitherto they had seen no four-footed animal,
strayed to any considerable «listanee.

wliich

lie

man nor any

thing on which they could subsist,
but turtle and fowls, the latler of which they
had no means to attain, and they were totally unprovided with every earthly thing
but what they carried about them. That
scheme therefore appeared too romantic.
They next thought of climbing the highest
tree, to try if they could discover any hill or
ing, not in anjrer, l)ut by reason of a difier- eminence, from whence they might take a
ence in opinion about the way back. He view of the country, in order to be certain
This was
said, they had travelled the day before as whether it was inhabited or not.
gentleand
Trecher
by
both,
of
the
approved
mounted
search
in
conUI
long as they
overwithin
his
tree
reach,
wiien
the
loftiest
fioni
that
and
success,
men without
came with fatiirue, they sat down to refresh, whence, he said, he could discern, towards
themselves, and he bebeved, drank a littletoo theS. W. a mountain of considerable height,
freely of their grog, which occasioned them and as that was the point that led to the
They were frightened ships, thither he proposed that they should
]>otir to fall asleep.
and al- go but Loreman rather chose to depend
find it night
to
when they awoke
covered upon Providence, and endeavour |,to regain
hands
theirfacesand
felt
thondi they
with vermin, thethonghtsof having neglected the shore, as he judged by a report of a gun,
their duty, and the dread of the consequen- which he thought he heard the day before,
ces so distracted their minds, that they were that it must lie in the direction from whence
not sensible of any other pain. As rest was the sound proceeded, and thither he was
IMW no lonirer their object, they rose and endeavouring to make his way, till his eyeuanderefl, they neither knew nor cared sight failed him, and he lost all sense of acw here, till day" began to break upon thein, tion. His com|)anion, he said, who was at
and then they endeavoured to recollect their some distance farther in the thicket, and
who did not he^r the report of the gun, did
way, with a view to rejoin their companions
whereupon they
but, after walking and winding about, as not believe what he said
bushes,
the
to
course
agreed
part.
What
through
Trecher took,
passage
they could find a
were
they
not
but
that
he
could
tell,
he
believed
to the S.
discover
to
began
they at last
instead
was
rendezvous
W.
Loreman
judged
in
too
of
dangerous
place
the
from
'roing
of making towards it. Fatigued to the last a way to admit of any delay he was theredesrree with walking, and perplexed in their fore sent off in a boat, and being put under
minds, tliey began to grow careless abont the care of the surgeon, soon recovered.
After this detail it was debated, whether
living or dving, and in that humour sat
this precaution not

b^en observed, the

must have perished before he could have
been conveyed by any other means to the
p^ice of rendezvous, and it was with the
utmost ditticuify that he was carried to the
nearest bo it. As soon as he could be brought
said, that he had parted
t.. his speech, he
from his comi)anion, Treeher, in the niorn-

;

;

;

;

:

down

to lisiiten their

burden by making an to resign Trecher

end of their grog and provisions. Tliis they
had no sooner done, than sleep again surprized them, and notwithstanding the vermin, with which they found themselves covered when they awoke, they found tliemselves again in the dark, atid again rose up
to wander about, which they continued to

Ko. 39.
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the search.
who had the
ed.

to his fate, or to

continue

The humanity of the officer
command of the party prevail-

In consequence of this, the whole parly»
morning, about ten o* clock, after tak-

in the

ing some refreshment, set out to scour the
thickets, and, by hallooing, beating of drums,
and pursuing diiferent courses, deterniined
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he should hear them if he were alive. It
was no easy task to penetrate a trackless
cover, overgrown with underwood, and
abounding^ with insects, of which the musquitoes were the least troublesome. But
numbers make that easy, which, to indivi^duals wouhl be impracticable. They went
on cheerfully at first but before a few hours
were elapsed, even the gentlemen, who were
inspirited by their success in killing game,
began to be tired, and it was thought adviseable to rest and refresh themselves during
the intense mid-day heat, and to renew the
pursuit after they had dined. As yet they
had not been able to discover any trace or
track of the man they were pursuing, though
it had been agreed between Trecher and his
companion, to cut boughs from the trees,
;

along, by way of mark or
each other, incase of separation.
This was no small discouragement
and
few had any relish to renew a labour attended with so much tatigue, and so little prospect of success. The officers alone were
bent on the pursuit. The men, though they
were no less willing, were not equally able
to endure the fatigue, and some of them
were even ready to drop, before their dinner
and grog had revived their spirits. The
only expedient, that now remained to be
tried, was, that which Trecher had hit upon,
uamel3% to climb the highest tree that appeared in view, in order to look for the
mountain, to which it was thought probable
that he might direct his course. I'his was
no sooner proposed than executed, and the
high land seemed at no great distance from
the place where the party had dined. It
was now agreed to make the best of their
way to the eminence, but this proved not so
easy a task as it at first appeared to be.
When they thought themselves just ready
to mount, they met with a lagoon, that inas they

passed

};uide to

;

and coasting it
terrupted their progress
along, they discovered the skeleton of a
creature that, by its length, appeared to be
In viewing this narrowly,
an alligator.
something like the track of a large animal
was observed to have passed it, and the high
grass on the ujargin of the lagoon to have
been fresli trodden. This excited the curio;

2

sity

POLE,

of the whole party,

who imagined

that

some monster inhabited the lagoon, against
which it was prudent for them to be on their
guard. The waters of the lagoon were salt
as brme, and every where skirted with a
kind of reed and sedge, that reached as hi';fh
as a man's head, and could not be penetrated without danger from scorpions, or other
venomous reptiles, several of which had
been seen in the bushes. All attempts therefore of succeeding by this course appeared
to be labour lost, and as no other were
thought more probable, it was resolved to
relinquish the pursuit, and to return to the
boots; but the day being already too far
spent to make their return practicable before the morning, it was agreed to coast it
along the lake, to endeavour to find access
to the op[)nsite hills
and this was the more
easily efiecled, as between the sedgy bonier
and the thicket, there was an open space
of unequal breadth, only sometimes intersected with patches of brambles that joined
the lake, but of no great extent. Through
these they made their way with little ofiposition till the lake appeared to deepen, iind
a most stubborn woody copse seemed to bid
defiance to their further progress.
This
difficulty, however, was with much labour
surmounted, and it was no sooner passed,
than the lake was found to terminate, and
the ground to rise. The country now began to put on a new face.
The prospect
which had hitherto presented nothing but a
wild and almost impenetrable thicket, as
they ascended the rising ground, became
delightful
and when they had attained the
summit of the eminence, was exceedingly
picturesque. Here they determined to pass
the night within a pleasant grove, which
seemed to be designed by nature for a place
of rest.
The whole party now assembled,
and orders were given by the commanding
;

;

temporary tents to shelter
from the evening damj^s.
These
tents were only boughs and leaves of trees
set up tent fashion.
In this service some
were employed in cutting down and prepar-.
ing materials, while others were busied in
oflicers to erect

them

disposing and putting them together: some
were ordered to collect fuel, and others to
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r>n'

whom

they had been in search so long,
to an ailjoiniiif? hill, in order to be of
crawling
upon
burnall fours, for his feet were so
and
kept
of
day,
Kindleil at the close
blistered
tli;it
to
he
could not stand, and his
of
si;4^nal,
by
way
nii^ht,
durincr the
iii£>so
throat
parched
safe,
ihat he could not speak.
were
party
the
that
know
boats
let tije
and that they had not yet relinquished the It is hard to say which was predominant,
time, however,
A<ld t<» these (Miiers, tiiat a sentinel their surprize or joy.
search.

carry

il

No

to alttMid the tire in the night, and a
watc)i to be regularly sit, and relieved, to
In the mean time, the
fjuanl the tents.

was

administering relief. Sonie ran
to the tents to tell the news, and to bring
some refreshme nt, while the rest strove to
ease him, by .supporting him in their arms.
by
a
taking'
themselves
amused
jientlemen
view of the lagoon from the hills, and ob- In a few minutes, he was surrounded by the
It is bounded on three u hole party, some eager to hear his story,
Sc-rvin? its extent.
The officers
sides by a ridge of hills, and open only to and all to give him relief
the N. W. from which (garter they had a{)- brought him cordials, which they adminis])roached it. They also observed an open tered sparingly till he was brought to his
He was a most atlecting spectacle,
<lo\vn to trend towards the shore, by which s[)eech.
tiie low grounds were divided, and hence blistered from head to foot by poisonous inthey concluded, that their return would be sects, whose verjomous stings had caused
much sjjortened. Before night set in, the such an intolerable itchina', that his very
tents were completed, and the orders that blood was inflamed by constant rubbing.
had been given were carried punctually into 15y anointing him with oil, the acrimony in
the senti- some degree abated, :ind by frequently givexecution the fire was lighted
and the ing him small quantities of tea mixed with
the watch set
nel at his station
About midnight a little brandy, they brought hirn to his
l)arty all retired to rest.
the sentinel, who attended the tire, was sur- speech ; but it was some days before he reprized by a four-footed monster, that had covered the perfect use of his senses. As
stole upon him with a slow and solemn pace, soon as they had recovered him so far, by
and was just ready to seize him, when he proper refreshments, as to entertain hopes
started suddenly from it, and fl w duwn to of saving I^is life, they carried hira to bed,
the tents to apprize the watch. The otlicer and ordered one of his messmates to attend
on duty was presently made acquainted with- him. In the morning his fever was abated
the impending danger, who immediately but there arose a difficulty, how he was to
called to their assistance the serjeant of ma- be conveyed more than twelve miles, through
rines, the second mate, and the armourer, a country, such as has been described, in
To English sailors
the stoutest men of the party. With this his weak condition.
reinforcement they marched up the hill in nothing that is not impossible, is impractiforin, Mr. Hollingsby and Mr. Dixon in cable. "One of them remembered, that when
front, the serjeant and the sentinel in the he was a boy, his school-fellows used to dinext line, and two sailors in the rear. As vert themselves with making sedan chairs
they approached the fire, the sentinel, peep- of rushes, and he thought it an easy matter
ing from behind the armourer, beheld the to frame such a one from the materials in
monster through the smoke, as tall again as the thicket, that would answer the purpose.
jje appeared before, and desired the front This was no sooner proposed than executed,
but the armourer, and a machine contrived, in which they
line to kneel and tire
fearing neither devil nor monster, determin- took it by turns to carry him through alThe
ed to face the enemy. He therefore advanc- most insurmountable obstructions.
ed boldly, and looking sharply, took the gentlemen, had indeed, discovered a less
monster for a man, and called to him to encumbered passage than that, through
speak, in the usual phrase of a seaman. But which they had made their way the day bewhat was their astonishment, when they be- fore but it reached very little farther than
held the very identical Thomas Trecher, they could see with the naked eye all the

was

lost in

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

a
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The soil of this Island, (to
low irromid beyond was swampy and reedy, blue spots.
nnd abounding with insects of various kinds. which the name of Christmas Island Mas
In the evening, inexpressibly fatisiied, tiiey
reached the beach, where the Discovery's
cutter was grounded, and where bUewise
the Resobition's boat, that had been waitins^
fdl the day bef.)re on the opposite side of
After some
the peninsula, was arrived.
sbght refreshment, each party repaired to
and Trecher, being- oointheir own ship
;

ini'tted

to the surgeon's care, recoveretl gra-

it was sonie weeks before he
do duty. Considering what strange
people the generality of sailors are while on

dually,

was fit

but

to

shore, we might, instead of being much surprized, that the two seamen should lose
Iheir way, rather wonder that no more of
them were missing.
This day, (Tuesday, the 30th) Capt. Cook,
and Messrs. King and Bailey, repaired in
the morning to the small Island, to observe
the eclipse of the sun. The sky was overbut it was clear when the
cast at times
some yams and coHaving
eclipse ended.
coa-nuts on board, in a state of vegetation,
;

planted them on this spot, and some
of melons were sown in another iilace.
The Captain also left on this little Isle a

we

.*:eeds

bottle,

having

this inscription

Georgiits Tertius, 31 Decemhrls, Mil,
yf.
S Jlf solution, Jac. Cooky Pr
jyaves^
Discovery, Car. Clerke, Pr.

On Thursday the 1st of January, 1778,
our boats were sent out to bring on board
our different parties employed on shore,
who, in the course of a week, had taken
more than a hundred turtle, from one hundred and fifty to three hundred pound weight,
but we had not been able to discover any
It being late before ttiis busifresh water.
ness was completed, the Captain thought
proper to defer sailing till the next morning,
"j'he turtle we procured at this Island were
all of the green sort, and, perhaps, not inferior in goodness to any in the world.
also caught with hook and line, a great
quantity of fish, principally consisting of
ravallies, snappers, and a few rook fish of
two species, one with whitish streaks scattered about, and the other with numerous

We

4

L;iven,
is,

in

because

some

we kept

that festival liere,)
and blackish, and

places, light

(OMi posed of sand, the dung of birds, and
rotten vegetables.
In other parts., it is
fi>rn»ed
of broken coral stones, decayed
shelh, and other marine |iroductions. These
are deposited in long, narrow ridges, lying
parallel with the sea-coast
and must have
been t!»rovvn up by the waves, though they
do not reach at present, within a mile of
these places. This seems to prove incontestibly, that the Island has been produced by
different accessions from the sea, and is in
a state of augmentation the broken jiieces
of coral, and likewise many of the shells,
being too large and heavy to have been
brought from the beach by any birds to the
places where they are now I>ing. Though
we could not, after repeatedly digging, find
a drop of fresh water, we met with several
salt ponds, which, as they had no communication with the sea, were probably filled
by the water filtrating through the sand
during the time of high tides. One of the
men who lost their way found son)e salt on
the south-eastern part of the Island.
could not discover the smallest traces oi
any human creature having ever been here
before us ; and, indeed should any one be
accidentally driven on the Island, or left
there, he would hardly be able to prolong
his existence for though there are birds and
fish
in abundance, there are no visible
means of allaying thirst, nor any vegetable
that would serve as a substitute for bread,
or correct the bad efl^ects of animal diet!
On the iew cocoa-nut trees upon the Island^
we found very little fruit, and that little
;

;

We

:

not good.

A

few low trees were observed

some parts, besides several small shrubs
and plants, which grew in a very languid
in

We

manner.
found a sort of purslain, a
species of sida, or Indian mallow, and ano-.
ther plant that seemed, from its leaves, to
he a me sembrianthemum ; with two sorts
of grass. Under the low trees sat vast numbers of a new species of tern, or egg-bird,
black above, and white below, having a
white arch on the forehead. These hirdt
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urt»

<onieMl»at

Iarg:er

than

the

common

raging

CIS

degree, as

and speckled ever known the

no man on board had

Fortunately, it w:\%
Tliere were likewise many but of shoit continuance
but in that little
common boobies; a sort greatly resembbng" time, the sea broke over />nr (piarter, and
and a cliocolate-colomed species, cleared the decks of every tiling that was
o !;aiuiet
Men-ot-war birds, loose. After this we had a gentle bret/e
wTlh a white belly.
birds, are to be at E. and E. S. E. which continuevi till ««
tropic
plovers,
aud
curlews,
saw numbers ot* land-crabs, arrived in the latitude of 7 d^t;. 4-'y min. N.
foMud here.
small lizards, and several rats smaller than and in 20o deg. east lo!igitude, where \* e
N. E. by
This Island is supposed by (..'apt. had one day of perfect calm.
ours.
Cook to be between tilleen and twenty E. witid then succeeded, which blew faintly
at first, but freshened as we |)roceeded northleauues in circuit. Its form is semicircular
last
the
ward.
her
(piarter,
daily observed tropic birds,
in
moon
or like the
two horns being the north and south |>oints. b«)ol)ies, &c. and between the latitude of 10
The west side, or the small Island situate and 1 1 de^. N. we saw several turtles.
at the entrance into the lagoon, lies in t2()2 Thouuh ail these are considered as signs ot'
deii. 3t) min. east longitude and in the lali- the proximity of land, we discovered none
I^ike most of till early in the morning' of Sunday, the
tiule of 1 des;. oj) min. north.
ocean,
Christsnas
Is- I.Sth, when an Island a|)peared bearing N.
this
in
Isles
the other
rock,
of
coral
reef
by
a
surrounded
E. by E. Not long alter more land was
is
land
seen, which bore N. and was totally detachextending: but a little way from the shore
and further out than this reef, on the wes- ed from the former. At noon, the first wa.i
tern side, is a bank of sand, whicli extends suppose<l to be eight or nine leagues disa mile into the sea. There is jjood anchor- tant. Our lonuitude at this tiu»e, was 200
age on this bank, in any depth between de'^. 41 min. E. and our latitude 21 deg.
The next day, at siui-rise, the
eighteen and thirty tathoms. During our 12 min. N.
continuance here, the wind generally blew Island first seen bore E. distant seven
Not being able to reach this, we
a fresh gale at E. by S. E. and we had con- leagues.
and soon
stantly a great swell from the northward, shajied our course for the other
which broke on the reef in a very violent after, observed a third Island, bearing W.

Doddy
Milh

;

their ejrps are blueish,

like.

l)hick.

;

;

We

A

;

We

;

;

N.

manner.
day-break, we nnTiioored, set sail, and resumed our northerly
As
course, with the Discovery in company.
we were now clear of land, had a prosperous gale, and plenty of provisions, the men
were allowed turtle to boil with their pork,
which in a few days was discontituied by
the advice of the surgeon, and turtle substituted in the room of every other kind of
meat. This was found both healthy and
nourishing, and was therefore continued till
\\ ithin a few days of our arrival at another
Island, where we met with fresh provisions
and water equal to any we brought with ns
On the 3rd, the
from the Society Isles.
wind shifted, and a storm came on, preceded
by a lowering darkness, that presaged .some
violent convulsion, and soon alter it broke
forth in thunder, lightning, wind and rain,
which in two hours increased to such a
Friday, the 2nd,

at

5

W.

We

had now a fine breeze at E. by N.
and, at noon the second Island, named
Atooi, for the east end of which we were
steering, was about two leagues distant.
As we made a nearer approach, many of
the inhabitants put oft' t'vom the shore in
their canoes, and very readily came alongside the ships.
were agreeably snrf)rized to find, that they spoke a dialect of
the Otaheitean language. They could not
be j>revailed on, by any entreaties, to come
on board.
conveyed to those in the
nearest canoe some brass medals, tied to a
rope
and they, in return, fastened some
mackaiel to the rope, by way of an equivalent.
This was repeated
and some naiU
or pieces of iron, were given them
for
which they returned in exchange some more
fish, and a sweet potatoe;
a sure indication of their having some notion of bartering,

We

We

;

;

;
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of returning one present for
another. One of thein even otFered for sale
the piece ofstufFwiiich he wore about his
These people did not exceed the
waist.
ordinary size, but are stoutly made. Tl>eir

or,

at

least,

complexion
a|)pears but

brown; and though

there^
little difierence in the casts of

is

their colour, there is a considerable variaMost of theni have
tion in their features.
a few had it tied
their hair cropped short
top
the
of
the head ; and
in a bunch at
others suffered it to flow loose. It seemed
to be naturally black ; but the generality of
them had stained it with some stuff which
communicated to it a brownish colour,
Most of them liad pretty long beards. They
had no ornaments about their persons; nor
«lid we observe that they hurl their ears perSome of them were tatooed on
forated.
the hands, or near the groin; and the pieces
of cloth, worn by them round their middle,
;

were curiously coloured with white, black
and vei\. They seemed to be mild and good
natured
and were furnished with no arms
of any kind except some suiiill stones, which
they had manifestly brought for their own
ilefence
and these they threw into the sea
when they found there was no occasion for
them. Perceiving no signs of an anchoring
;

;

place, at this eastern extremity of the Island,
we bore away to leeward, and ranged along
the S. E. side of the coast, at the distance
of about a mile and a half from the shore,
but
'J'he canoes left us when we made sail
others came off, as we proceeded alonj the
coast, and brought with them pigs and some
excellent potatoes, which thfy exchanged
and sevefor whatever we offered to them
ral small pigs were purchased by us for a
passed divers vilsix-penny nail each.
lages; some of which were situated near the
The
sea, and others further up the country.
;

;

We

inhabitants of all of them came in crowds
to the shore, and assembled on the elevated
jdaces to take a view of the ships. On this
side of the Island the land rises in a gentle
acclivity from the sea to the bottom of the
mountains, which occupy the central part
of the country, except at one place near the
eastern end, there they rise immediately
from the sea: they seemed to be composed

of stone, or rocks lying in an horizontal
strata.
We observed a few trees about (he
villages
near which we could also discern
several plantations of sugar-canes and ])lantains.
continued to sound, but did not
strike ground with a line of fifty fatlioms,
till
we came abreast of a low point, near
the N. W. extremity of tlie Island, where
we found from twelve to fourteen fathoms,
over a rocky bo1ton>. Having passed tliis
point, we met with twenty fathoms, then
sixteen, and at last five, over a bottom of
sand.
spent the night in standing off
and on, and the next morning, being Tuesday, the 20th, stood in for tlie land. We
vvere met by several canoes filled with nalives, some of \^ horn ventured to come on
board.
None of the inhabitants we were
ever before conversant with, in any other
country or Island, were so astonished as
these people, upon entering our sliip. Their
eyes were incessantly rolling from one ohject to another
and the wiidness of their
looks and gestures fully indicated their perfeet ignorance with respect to every thing
they beheld
and strongly marked to us
that they had never, till the present time*
been visited by Europeans, nor been acquainted with any of our commodities, except iron. This metal, however, they had
in all probability only heard of, or had perhaps known it in some inconsiderable quantity, brought to them at a remote period,
They asked for it by the ai)pellation of hamaite, referring probably to some instrument, in making which iron could i)e serviceably employed
for they af)i)lied that
name to the blade of a knife, though they
had no idea of that particular instrument,
which they could not even handle properly!
They also frequently called iron by the
name of toe, which signiiies a hatchet.'or
adze. On dur shewing them some beads,
they first asked what they were
and theii
whether they were to be eaten. But wi
their being informed, that they were to be
;
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hung

in their ears, t\\ey rejected them as
useless.
They were equally inditrerent with
regard to a looking-s>lass that we offered

them, and returned it fo»' a siiiiilar r<^son,
China cups, plates of earthen vvarcj and

i

j

!

!

'

I
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other tljjnu^ of that kind, were so new to
tliein, tliui they asUed whether they were
made of wood. 'I'hey were in many respects
or, at least, cautious of
naturally polite
Some of them just before
giviuu: otl'euce.
they ventured aboard, repeated a long- prayer;
and others, afterwards sans;, and made vaOn their
rious motions with their haiuis.
tirxit
enteriu;^ the ship, they attempted to
stt';d every thinii" that lljey could lay hands
on, or ratlier take it openly, as if they supposed, that we sliould either not resent such
IJut we soon
l)ehaviour, or not hinder it.
innviiued them of their error and when
hey observed we kept a watchful eye over
ihem, they became less active in appropriaring to themselves what did nut belong to
;

;

I

them.

the male sex. They were as much inclined
us with their coujpany on boanJ,
as some of the men were
but the Commodure was extremely desirous of preventing
all connection, which mi«ht, in all probabi*
lity, convey an irreparable injury to themselves and al'terwards, throujrh their means,
to the whole nation.
Another prudent precaution was taken, by strictly enjoining,
that no person, capable of communicating
the infection, should be sent on duty out ot
the ships. Capt. Cook had paid equal at-^
tention to the same object, when he firsf
visited the Friendly Isles; but he afterwards
fount), to his great regret, that his endeavonrs had not succeeded. And there isreason to apprehend, that this will constantly
be the case, in such voyages as ours
whenever it is necessary that many people should
be employed on shore. The opportunities
and incitements to an amr)rous intercourse,
are then too numerous to be effectually
guarded against
and however confident
a commander may be of the health of his
men, he is often undeceived too late. Amon^
a number of men, there are in general tr) be
to favour

;

;

About nine

o'clock, the Captain dispatchod Lieut. Williamson, with three armed
boats, to look out for a proper landing place,
and t'or fresh water with orders, that if he
;

necessary to land in search of
the latter, he should not allow more than
one man to accompany him out of the boats,
'J'he very moment they were putting oil" ("nnn
the ship, one of the Islanders having stolen
a cleaver, leaped overboard, got into his
hastened towards the shore,
caruje, and
while the boats pursued him in vain. 'J'he
reason of the Commodore's order, that the
crews of the boats should not go ashore,
was, that he might prevent, if ()ossihle, the
importation of a dangerous disease into this
Island, which he knew some ot our people
now laboured under, and which we, unfortonately, had received from, and communicated to, other Islands in this ocean. From
the same humane motive, he commanded,
that all female visitants should be excluded
from both the ships. Many persons of this
sex had come off' in tlie cauoes. Their teatures, complexion, and stature were not very
and though
different from those of the men

should tind

616

it

;

who endeavour to conceal any
venereal sym()toms, and there are others so
profligate and abandoned, as not to care to
whom they commnrncate this disease.
had an instance of this last observation at
Tongataboo, in the gunner of the Discovery,
who had been stationed on shore. After
knowing that he had contracted this disorder, he continued to have connections with
Ibund some,

We

different

women, who were supposed

have been,
fection.

him on

till

that time, free from

to

any in-

His companions remonstrated

to

scandalous behaviour without
effect, till Captain Clerke, being informed
of it, ordered him to repair on board.
During the time the boats were employed
in reconnoitering the coast, we stood off* and
on with the ships. Towards uom\ our lieutheir countenances were extremely open and tenant returned, and reported, that he had
agreeable, few traces of delicacy were visi- observed, behind a beach near one of the
hie either in their faces or other proportions, villages, a large pond, said by the natives
The only difference in their dress was their to contain fresh water, and that there was
having a piece of cloth about their bodies, tolerable anchoring ground belore it. He
reaching from near the middle almost down also had made an attempt to land in another
to the knees, instead of the njaro worn by place, but was prevented by the Islanders,
7
;

this
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numbers to the occasionally. The Captain signified his acaway the oars, cepfunce of their proffered friendship, by
muskets, and every other article they could bestowing on them, in return, such presents
iay hold of; and crovv'ded so thick upon him as he had brought ashore. This introduc-

who

comini^ iloun in great
boats, endeavoured to take

under the neces- tory business being ended, he stationed a
one
man was killed. guard upon the beach, and was then consity of firing-, by which
however, ducted by some of the natives to the water,
circumstance,
This unfortunate
till
after we which was extremely good, and so(onsiderCook
Capt.
to
vvas not known
mea- able a collection, that it might be denomithat
all
so
his
Island,
the
quitted
had
sures n ere directed as if no aftair of thsit nated a lake. After this, he returned on
kind had happened. Mr. Williamson in- board, and gave orders, that preparations
formed him, that as soon as the man fell, should be made for tilling our water casks
he was taken up and carried oti'by his coun- in the morning, at which time we went
trymen, who then retired from ijje boats ; ashore with some of our people, having a
but still they made signals for our people to j>arty of marines for our guard. We had
land, which they declined. It did not ap- no sooner, landed, than a trade was entered
pear, that the natives had the least intention into for potato.es and hogs, which the Islanof killing or even hurting any of them, but ders bartered for nails and pieces of iron.
were excited by curiosity alone, to get from Far from giving any obstruction to our
them what they had, being prepared to give, men, who were occupied in watering, they
in return, any thing that appertained to even assisted them in rolling the casks trt
Capt, Cook tlien dispatched and from the pool, and performed with
themselves.
one of the boats to lie in the best anchoring alacrity whatever was required of them.
and, when she had gained this X-eaving the command of this station to Mr.
ground
station, we bore down with the ships, and AV^illiamson, who landed with us, we made
cast anchor in twenty-five fathoms water, an excursion up the country, into the valley,
over a sandy bottom. The eastern point of accompanied by Messrs. Anderson and
the road, which was the h»w point already Webber, and by a numerous train of natives,
the one of whom, who had been very active in
mentioned, bore south 31 df^. east
vilthe
keeping the others in order, the Captain
and
west
west point north 65 deg.
said
to
made choice of as our guide. This man,,
water
was
fresti
lage near which the
being
from
time to time, proclaiming the approach
ships
The
distant.
be, was one mile
gentlemen, every person who met
four
in
of
our
and
three
between
thus stationed,
prostrate on the ground, and refell
with
them
ashore
went
Captain
the
the afternoon,
three armed boats, and twelve of the ma- mained in that position till we had passed.
rines, with a view of examining the water, This, as we were afterwards ijiformed, is the
and trying the disposition of the natives, method of shewing respect to their own
At every village, as the ships rangAvi)0 had assembled in considerable num- chiefs.
ed along the coast, we had descried one or
bers on a sandy beach before the village
behind it was a valley, in which uasthe mor« elevated white objects, resembling
one of wliich, supposed to be at
piece of water. The moment he leaped on obelisks

and

his people, that

he

vvas

;

;

;

;

;

.shore, all the Islanders fell prostrate npon least fifty feet high, vvas very consi)icuous
their faces, and continued in that posture, from our anchoring place, and seemed to be
To Iiave
till, by signs, he prevailed on them to rise. at a small distance up this valley.
view
of
vvas
nearer
it
the
principal
smai<
motive
a
many
him
to
'J'hey then presented

with plantain trees, making use of
nearly she same ceremonies which we had
seen practised, on similar occasions, at the
wSociety, and other Isles, and a long oration
or prayer being jjronounced by an indivi«iuul, in which others of the aif^embly joined
pigs,

b

of our walk but it happened to be in such
a situation that we could not get at it, the
pool cf water separating it from us. irf)wever, as there ^^as another of the same kind
about half a mile distant uj;on our side (
the valley, we set out to visit iLat.
;

<

We

AND ROUND

TflE WOliLD.

it to be situateil in a 'ouryinpr groiuid,
or aiorai, whicli bore a striKini' lesemblauce,
in stneial respects, to those we had seen at
Olalieite, ami oilier Islands.
It >vasan obbmi; space, of consideiuble eMeiit, environ^d by a slone wall, I'onr or (ive it-tt liiuli.

foviiui

inclost'd space was loostrly paved, and
at one end of it was placed llie obelisk or
pyiaiiiid, called by the nativts licnananoo,

'J'lie

was an exact model of

wliicli

llie iarijer

one

we had

seen from the ships.
It was about
twenty feet in height, and tbnr feet stpiare
Its fonr sides were formed of
at ihe base.
small poles, interwoven wilh twigs and
blanches, thus composing an indift'erent
wicker-work, hollow witliin, from the top
to the liottom.
It appeared to be in a ruinous state, and had been originally covered
with a thin greyish cloth. On each side of
it were long pieces of wicker-wcirk, termed
liereanee, in a condition ecpially rninons,
with two |)oles inclining- towards each other
at one corner, on
wiiicli
some plantains
were placed on a board, tixed at the heiglit
of about six feet. This the Islanders call
iierairemy, and they said the fruit was otrer-

cd to their deity.

Before tlie henananoo
were several pieces of wood, carved in some
resemblance of human figures. 'J'here was
also a stone near two feet in height, covered
with cloth. Adjoinin.^ to this, on the outside of the morai, was a small shed, which
tliey call hareepahoo
and before it was a
grave, where the remains of a woman iiad
been deposited. On the further side of the
ijiea of the morai was a house, or shed,
;

culled hemanaa, about forty feet in length,
ten in breadth, but narrower at each end
though considerably longer, it was lower
Ihan their Gommon habitations. Opposite
/he entrance into this house stood two images, near three feet high, cut out of one
piece of wood, with pedestals: they were
.said to be Eatooa no Veheina, or representaJions of goddesses, and were not very indifferent either in design or execution
On the
head of one of them was a cylindrical cap,
not unlike the head-dress atOtaheile, called
trtmou
and on that of the other, a carved
helmet, somewhat resembling- those of the
aiitient warriois, and both of them had
No. 30.
4
:

;

K

(JI7

pieces of cloth fastened about their loins, and
hanging down a considerable way. At th<^
side of each was also a piece of carved wood,
with cloth hnngon it. Before the pedesfalsi
lay a cjnanliiy of fern, that had been
piace<i
there at diHerent times.
In the middle of
the iiouse, and before the images, was
an
obhmg space, inclosed by an edging of
stone, and cvnered with shreds of
cloth
this was the grave of seven chiefs,
and was
called heneene.
hail already met with
so many instances of resemblance,
between
the moral we were now visiting-, and
those,
of the Islands we had lately visited,
that
we entertained little doubt in our own minds
ol the similarity in their rites,
and particularly 111 the horrid oblation of human
sacrifices.
Our suspicions w ere soon confirmed
for on one side of the entrance into
the he-^
manaa we observed a small square place

We

•

and another

still smaller;
and on askii)«what these were, we were inlbrmed by our
conductor, that in one of them was interred
a man, and in the other a hog, both
whicli
liad been ofiered up to the^deity.
At no

great di.vitance

from these were three other
square inclosed places, with two
pieces of
carved wood at each of them, and a
heap of
fern upon thern.
These were the graves of
three chiefs, and before them was
an inclos
ed space of an oblon.i? figure, called
Tangatataboo, by our guide, who declared
to us

that three human sacrifices, one
atthefu'
neral of eacn chief, had been buried
there
Indeed, every appearance induced us
to believe, that this inhuman practice
was very
general.
In many spots within this
burving-giound^ were planted trees of the
morinda citrifolia, and cordia sebastina
be
sides several plants of the Etee,
with' the
leaves of which the hemanaa was
thatched

Our journey to and from this morai,
lav
through the plantations.
We observed
most of the ground was perfectly flat,
with
ditclies

intersecting

different

parts

and

roads that seemed to have been
rai'sed
some height by art. The intervening
ces,

in

general,

were planted with

to.

.sna

which grew with great vigoiir. There taro
were
several spots where the cloth
mulberry wa*
planted,

m

regular rows

;

this also grew.
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with the most beautiful red and yellow fea-

cocoa-trees v.eit^ in a less
l)ut
were all low
thrivin- condition, and
npgoo.l
pretty
a
the plantain-lrees made
that
rees
toe
wliu.
pearance. Upon the
tl)is ydla-e. a.e
Ine most nnmerons around
greatest part ot
he
1
the cordia sebastina.
and consists
the villajje is near the beach,

vio-oroiislv.

NORTH

TllE

The

thers so closely fixed upon it, that the suffice,
both in point of smoothness and glossness,
resembles the richest velvet. The metiiods
of varying the mixture are very diiierent,
some of them having triangular spaces of
yellow and red alternately others a sort of
while some were entirely red, excre-scent
we
and
there,
of upwards of sixty houses
that
they had a broad yellow border.
cept
towanls
about
saw near forty more scattered
colour of the feathers, in th(>se
brilliant
The
carefutly
the morai. After we had
^^^l^lf^:
the cloaks that were new, had a very fine eflVct.
worthy of notice about
e.d whatever was
AVe The natives, at first, refused to part with
rout
morai, we returned by a different
any thing we offered
at the beach, one of these cloaks for
found a multitude collected
no less price than
demanding
excliange,
and vege- in
and a brisk tra.ie for fowls, pigs,
afterwards, howThey
muskets.
our
of
giea est order one
tables, iroing on, with the
tiiem for very
some
of
with
parted
ever,
Cook went on
and d;corum at noon Capt.
sort were
best
of
the
I'hose
nails.
large
to
sent Mr. King
Ix.ard to dinner, and then
that
they are
probable,
is
it
and
scarce;
party on shore.
take the command of the
occasions.
The
particular
on
only
used
aclanded again,
Durin'-- the afternoon he
helmet,
with
form
of
a
the
in
made
caps
are
to
companied by Capt. Clerke, n>te..d.ng
the middle part or crest, frequently of a
countr.
make another excursion up thedesign the hand's breadth. They sit very close upon
this
but before he could execute
theretore relin- the head, and have notches to admit the
he
spent
far
too
day was
present, and ears. They consist of twigs and osiers, coquished his intention for the
vered with net-work, into which feathers
no opportunity afterwards occurrec our peo- are wrought, as u|)on the cloaks, but someTowards sun-set, the Captain and
the major
;

;

;

:

,

;

.

hav.ng procurple returned on board, after
mne tons ot
day,
this
ed in the course of
nails,
exchangmg
by
water, and (principally
towls,
some
pigs,
seventy
and pieces of iron)
In this
roots.
nlantains, potatoes, and taro
intercourse, the Islanders de-

commercia!

commendations, making no

served our best
alone: side our
attempts to cheat us, either
Some of them, indeed
ships, or on shore.
betrayed at tirst
as we have already related,
or perhaps, they
a nilfering disposition,
had a right to all they
,ni o ned that they
but they «!|uickly
ay their hands on
c
we convincwhich
Resisted from a conduct,
in with inpersevered
ed them, could not be
articles which
various
the
punitv. Among
tins day, we were
fley brought to barter
sort ot cloak and
particularly pleased with a
more polished coun?ap, whichVeven in
J hese
elegant
Ses might be esteemed shape
of
size.
and
the
c oaks a?e nearly of
Spain,
in
men
the
the short ones worn by
tied loosely
England,
in
women
the
and by
of the
middle
the
before; and reaching to
work.
net
a
is
back- The ground of them

W

;

closer, and less diversified
part being red with some yellow, green, or
black stripes, on the sides, 'i'iiese caps, in
all prohal)ility, complete the dress, with the

what

;

for tlie Islanders appeared somecloaks
could not contimes in bolh together.
such a
obtained
jecture from whence they
we
but
feathers;
beautiful
quantity of these
one
respecting
intelligence
soon procured
for they alterwards brought for sale
sort
great numbers of skins of a small red species of birds, frequently tied up in bunches
of twenty or upwards, or having a wooden
skewer run throucih them. At first, those
that were purchased consisted only of the
but
skin from behind the wings forward
we afterwards obtained many with the hind
The
including the feet and tail.
part,
origin
the
ns
to
suggested
former instantly
of the fable of the birds of i)aradise being
destitute of legs, and sufficiently explained
The reason assigned by
that particular.
Atooi for the custom of
of
the inhabitants
of these birds, is, that
feet
the
off
cutting
can p'-eserve them the
they
practice
by this
;

We

;

;
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easily, \ntlioiit losiup: any part wliiili o'<'lork .'\. IM. a norlh-easferly breeze springAccordiiii; ing up, onr anchors weie ortlered tu betaken
tluy consiiltT ;>s more Viiltiiihlr,
of
this
Islinul up, wiilh a view ol removing the l{esolnti(iU
to >lr. Aiulei>ou, the red bird
As soon as the last anchor was
large
as a further ont.
ul.out
as
is a spet.ies ot' iiierops,
veering to the east, rendeied
the
wind
heaiilifnl
srariet,
\Nitli
n|»,
(Mdoiir
a
it'^
sparrow
a l)ill arched, it necessary to make all the sail we could,
the tails and winu's hhuU
so
ajiil tuice as loni;" a^^ tl>« luad, which, \M(h for the purpose of clearing the shore
the t'cet, is of a reihtish line. 'I'he contents that before we had good sea-room, we were
endea(»f the heads were taUen ont, as in the l)irds driven consi<leral)ly to leeward.
but
the
road,
voured
t<»
regain
having
that
they
a
we
not
lind
did
bat
of paradise
practiced any other mode of preservnig strong current against us, antl very little
wind, we could not accom|)lish that design.
tljent, than that of sinii)le drying.
On 'i'hnrsih>y the t^ind, we had almost Our Com mod ore therefore dispatched ]Messrs»
oontinnal rain for tl>e whole n»orninir. 'J'he King and AVilliamson ashore, with three
wind was at S. E. S. S. K. and S. and the boats, to procure v^aler and refreshments,
surf broke so hitrh npon the shore, tliat onr sending at the same lime, an order to Ca[>t.
boats were prevented from lambntf. We Clerke, to |)ut to sea after him, if he should
were not in a very secure situation, there find that the Resolution was iniable to recoHaving hopes of finding
beinij breakeis within the lenifth of little ver (he road.
more than two cables from the Kesobition's I»erha|)s a harbour, at the west end of the
notwithstanding- the Island, we were the less anxious of regain'I'he natives,
stern.
but boats having
canoes, brinjiing ing our former station
their
out
in
surf, ventured
ottto us hoffs ami vet?etal)les, which they been sent thither, we kept as much as possiexchanged, as before, for onr commodities. ble to windward, notwithstaniling which, at
One of their number, who ottered sorrie noon, onr ship was three leagues to leeward.
fish-lioidxs tor sale, was observed to have a As we approached the west en<l, we found
very small parcel, fastened to the string' of that the coast rounded gradually, to the N.
one of then», which he carefully separated, E. without forminu a cove, or creek, wherein
and reserved for himself, when he had dis- a vessel might be sheltered from the violence
posed of the hook. Upon being asked wliat of the swell, which rolling in from the
saying, at imrfhward, broke against the shore in an
was, he pointed to his belly
It
He was request- amazing s\nf: all hopes, therefore, of meetthe same time, it was bad.
ed to open the parcel,whichhe did with great ing w ith a harbour here soon vanished. Many
reluctiince, and we found that it coniamed of the native.*;, in their canoes, followed us
a small thin piece of liesli, which had, to as we stood out to sea, bartering various arAs we were extremely unwilling,
all appearance, been dried, but was at pre- ticles.
sent wet with salt water. Imagining that notvvithstanding the susi)icious circumstanit might be human flesh, we put the ques- ces of the preceding day, to believe that
tion to the producer of it, who answered, these people were cannibals, we now made
that the flesh was part of a man. Another some further enquiries on this subject.
A
of the Islanders who stood near him was small instrument of wood, beset with shark's
then asked, whether it w as a custom an»ong teeth, had been purchased, which, as it rethem to eat their enemies who had been sembled the saw or knife made use of by
slain in battle; and he immediately replied the savages of New Zealand, to dissect tlie
In the afternoon we bodies of their enemies, was suspected by us
in the affirmative.
The to be emj)loyed here for the sarne pur|)ose.
had some intervals of fair weather.
wind then changed to the E. and N. E. but, One of the Islanders being questioned on
towards the evening, it veered back again this point, informed ns, tlsat the instrument
The rain also returning, con- al)ove mentioned served the purpose of cutto S. S, E.
tinued the whole night, but was not attend- ting ont the fleshy part of the belly, when
ed with much wind. On the 2-3r(T. at seven any person was slain. Tiiis e?<plained ai.J
J
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llse circumstance before rtlated,
The
the uir^n's pointing to his belly.
Mrtlive, liowever, irom whom we now receiv-

(-.vnfirmtd
tti'

t-(i

this intellr^ence,

countrymen

bein<4-

asked whether

POLV,,

We

Discovery.
remained several days \)ei\U
ing up, but in vain, to regain our* former
birth
and by the morning of 'i'iiursday,
the 29lh, the currents had carried us to the
westward, within nine miles of Oneeheow.
Vfeary with plying so unsuccessfully, we
laid aside all tlujughts of returning to Atooi,
and resumed our intention of paying a visit
to Oneeheow.
With this view the master
was dispatched in a boat to sound along the
coast, and search for a landing place, and
afterwards fresh water. In the mean tinje
the ships followed under an easy sail. Tlje
master, at his return reported, that ther«
was tolerable anchorage all along the coast
and that he had landed in one pla^e, but
could not fuid any fresh water: but being
informed by some of the natives, who had
come off to the ships, that fresh water might
be obtained at a village in sight, we ran
;

part thus ctit out,
the question
some
dej^ree of
lie
shewed
repeated,
\vas
apprehension, and swam off to his canoe.
All elderly man, who sat foremost in the
Citnoe, was then asked whether they eat
the flesh, and he answered in tiie allirmaThe question beinu" put 1o him a
tive.
second time, he again affirn)ed the fact
adding that it was savoury food. In the
evening, about seven o'clock, the boats rettnned with a few hog-*, some roots, |)1anMr.
lains, and two tons of water.
tbat
the IslanConnnodore,
our
reported to
watering
tlie
numerows
at
very
were
ders
jdace, and had brought great numbers of
but our i>eopk had not down ami cast anchor before it, about six
Imgs to barter
commodities with ihem sufficient to pur- furlongs from the shore, the depth of water
chase t!»em all. lie also mentioned, that being twenty-six fathoms. 'The Discovery
the surf had run so very high, that it was anchored at a greater distance from the
%vith extreme ditliculty our men lauded, sliore, in twenty-three fathoms.
The southeastern point of Oneeheow bore south Go
and afterwards got back into the boats.
On Saturday, the 24th, at d;jy-break, we deg. E. about one league distant and anofound that our ship had been carried by ther Island which we had discovered the
the currents to the N. W. awd N. so that preceding night, named Tahoora, bore S.
distant seven leagues.
the M'estern extremity of Atooi, bore E. at 61 dei»-.
northerly
Before
we
one
league.
of
A
anchored, several canoes had
distance
the
breeze sprung up soon after, and, ex|)ecting come otF to us, bringinc: potatoes, yams,
'J'he people resem^
that this would bring- the Discovery to sea, small pigs, and mats.
their persons the inhabitants of Atooi,
M'e steered for Oneheow, a neighbouring bled
Island, whrch then bore S. W. with a view and, bke them, were acquainted with the
continued to steer use of iron, which they asked for by the
of anchoring there.
for it till past eleven, when we were 'distant names of toe and hamaite, readily parting"
from it about six miles: but not seeing the with all their commotiities for pieces of that
Some nn)re canoes .soon reached
I>i.s;covery, we were appreliensive lest some metal.
arise from our sepa- •our ships, after they had come to anchor;
ill consecpiences n»ight
rating s(» far; we therefore relinquished the but the Islanders who were in these had
design of visiting Oneeheow for the present, apparently no other object than to make us
Many of them came on
jind stood hack to Atooi, intencHug to cast a formal visit.
anchor again in the road, in order to com- board, and crouched down on the deck
At two o'clock nor did they quit that humble posture, till
plete our supply of water.
the northerly wind was succeeded by calms they were requested to rise. Several wo;»nd variable liglit airs, which continued men, whom they had brought with tjjem restretched to the S. mained along-side the canoes, behavin"fill eleven at night.
Vj. till early in the morning of the !25th, with much less modesty than the females at
when we tacked and stood in for Atooi road Atooi ; and, at intervals, they all joined in a
and, not long after, \\q weie joined by the song, which though not very inelodious.
Itis

stronsjiy denied

eat the

it

;

but

when

;

Kmg

;

;

W

m
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;
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exuctest concert, by

and in a short lime afterwards returned with
some good salt, and a few yams. A consiTiic men who h;»tl come on ho;ml derable (juantity of botli these articles had
li.inils.
and helove been obtained in the course of the day but
with ns
«li(J not contnuie lony
per- ti>e surf was so exceedingly, liigh that the
desired
them
of
s(Mne
thfir departniv,

wa^ perfonnod
heatiuuf tune

in

n|)()i'.

t\\c

tlnir l)reasts with

their

;

;

greatest part of both had been lost in bringing them olf to the boats. The oihcer and
twenty men, not venturing to run the risque
of coming otl*, remained all night on shore,
by which unfortiniate circumstance, the
very tiling happened, which (Japt. Cook, as
natives, who wished to ijet in at tiie trun- we have already related, so eagerly wished
ntom port, was refused, and he then asked, to prevent, and imagined lie had guarded
whether we should kill atui eat him, if he etlVctnally against. However, the violence
should come in r accom|)an3ins:^ this question of the surf did not deter the natives from
with siffns so expressive, that we did not en- connng oti" in canoes to our ships. 'J'hey
lertain a doubt with respect to his meanini?. brouglit with them some refreshments, for
had now an opportunity of retortinj^ the which we gave them in exchange, .some
ami a man be- nails, and pieces of iron hoops
and we
fjuestion, as to this practice
limd the other, in the canoe, instantly re- distributed among the women in the canoes,
plied, that if we were killed on shore, they buttons, bracelets, and many pieces of ribnot that he bon. Some of the men had re|)resentations
would not scruple to eat ns
that pur- of human figures punctured upon their
for
us
destroy
would
meant they
would be breasts, and one of therv» had a lizard repreus
devonrin<?
their
that
but
pose,
'j'hese visits:nts told us no chief
ibe consequence of our beini^at enmity with sented,
them. In the afternoon, Mr. Gore was sent was over this Island, but that it was subject
with three ariued boats, in search of the to one of the chiefs of Atooi, v\ hose name

mission to Uiy down locks of hair on tlie
deck. This tiny we renewed the entjuiry
whether these Islanders were caimil)als, and
thesnhject diil nwt arise tVoin any (jneslions
put l)y us, but Irom a circumstance tliat
One of the
seemed to remove all doubt.

We

;

;

;

being was Teneooneoo,
Among other articles
which they now brought off to us, was a
small drum, that had a c:reat resemblance
to those of Otaheite.
Between ten and
eleven o'clock at night, the wind became
but southerly, and the sky seemed to indicate an
wel! about half a mile up the country
In consequence of
that the water it contained was in too small approaching storm.
a quantity for our purpose, and the road these threatening appearances, orders were
given for the anciiors to be taken up
and
that led to it was extremely bad.
On Friday the 30th, 31 r. Gore was sent the ships being carried into forty fathoms
ashore auain, with a guard, and a party (o water, came to again in a more secure
trade with the inhabitants for refreshments. station: yet this proved an unnecessary preThe Captain's intention was to have foUow- caution for the wind, not long after, veerand he went from the ing to the N. N. E. blew a fresh gale, with
e<l soon afterwards
but the surf had so squalls, and violent showers of rain. This
tiesign
that
with
s'lip
jireatly increased by this time, that he was weather continued for the whole succeeding
apprehensive, if he got ashore, he sliould day, during which, the sea ran so high, that
not be able to make his way back again. all communication with our party on shore,
This circumstance really happened to our was totally intercej>ted, and the Islanders
people wlio had landed with Mv. Gore; fur themselves would not venture out to the

most

commodious

landing-place

;

also directed to look for tVesh water when
he should get ashore. lie returned in the
evening, and re(>orted, that he had landed
at the village, and had been conducted to a
;

;

;

;

:

the communication between them and the
by our own boats, was quickly stopped. I'hey made a signal in the evening,
lor tlie boatS; which were accordingly sent;

ships,

6

ships in their canoes. Towards the evening,
the Commodore sent the master in a boat
to the S. E. point of the Inland, to try whether he could land in that onarter.
lie
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refnrned with a favourable report ; but it was out of sight. The ground over whicli
now too late to serui for our party, so he |)assed, though it was uncultivated and
that tliey vvere obliged to stay another night very stoney, was covered with plants and
shrubs, some of which perfumed the air
on shore.
On Sunday the 1st of February, on the with the most delicious fragrance.
Our party who had been detained so long
appearance of day-light, a boat was disl/atched to the S. E. point, witl) orders to on shore, found in tliose parts of the Island
Lieutenant Gore, that, it' he could not em- they had traversed, several salt ponds, some
bark his people from the spot where they of which had a small quantity of water reat i)iesent were, he should march them up maining, but oti»ers liad none.
They saw
Tlie boat being' prevented no appearance of a running stream ; and
to the point.
from getting" to the beach, one of the crew though in some small wells the fresh water
swam to the sliore, and comjiumicated the was pretty good, it seemed to be scarce.
On the return of ojjr boar, 'J'he houses of the natives were thinly inhainstructions.
went
himself with the launch bited, and scattered about and it was supCook
Capt.
and pinnace up to the point, in order to posed, that there were not more than five
took hundred persons in the whole Island. The
brin}^ otf our party from the land.
with us three goats, one male, the others fe- method of living among these i)eople was
male a young- boar and sow of the English decent and cleanly. No instance was obbreed and also the seeds of onions, pumj>- served of the men and women eating togeWith great ease, we ther; and the latter seemed in general to be
kins, and melons.
landed under the west side of the point, associated in companies by themselves. The
where we iV>uii<l our ])arty, in company with oily nuts of the dooe dooe are burned by
To one of these, who these Islanders for lights during the night
."some of the natives.
assumed some degree of authority over the and they dress their hogs by baking them
rest, the Cuplain gave the goats, pig's, and in ovens, spbtting them through the \\ hole
He intended to have left these use- length of the carcase. Our people met with
seeds.
ful presents at Atooi, had we not been un- a sufficient proof of the existence of the
tor one woman was
expectedly driven from that Island. While taboo among them
our people were employed in tilling^ some employed in feeding another, she being unwater-casks, from a little stream which the der that interdiction. Several other mysteone of
late rains had occasioned, Capt. Cook made rious ceremonies were also observed
a short excursion into the country, accom- which was performed by a woman, who
])anied by the Islander above mentioned, threw a pig into the surf, whi( h was drownshe then tied up a bundle of wood,
and followfd by two others, who carried ed
the pigs. AV'hen arrived upon a rising ground, and disposed of it in the same manner. At
the Caj)tain stopped to look around him, another time, the same female beat a man's
and immedialely observed a woman, on the shoulders with a stick, after he had .seated
opposite side of the valley in which he had himself for that purpose. An extraordinary
landed, calling- out to her countrymen who veneration seemed to be paid here to ovvls»
It is a pretty
IJ[)on this the man who which they keep very tame.
attended him.
practice
general
among
them,
to pull out
mutter
something,
to
acted as chief began
their
they
two
one
of
teeth
and
when
the
bearers
were askand
as if he was jiraying
reason
ed
the
of
this
remarkable
custom,
round
him
walking
continued
pigs
of the
was,
the
only
answer
it
is
teeha
dozen
circuits
they
gave
about
a
making
time,
all the
])efore the other had made an end of his which was also the reason assigned by theni
ovation. This strange ceremony being per- for giving a lock of hair. Afler our water
formed, they proceeded on their walk, and casks had been filled, and some roots, salt,
met people coming from all parts, who and salted fish, had been purchased from
npon being called to by the Captain's at- the natives, we returned <»n board with all
tendants, fell prostrate on their faces till he our people, intending to make unotln^r vi&it
^'as

;

We

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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next day but about seven other Islands both to the eastward and
There seems to be a remarkaaiielior of our sliip st;irt- westward.
the
ill tlie eveiun
cont'ormity
ble
(observes one of our gentlethe
bank.
this
olf
l>y
drove
slie
vi\, and
nrcident, we found ourselves, at day-l)reak men) between these Islands ami those of
the ue\t nioiiiinir, beiuif the 2nd, nine miles the opjKisite hemisphere, not only in their
and the situation, but in their number, and in their
t) tlie leeward of our hi«;t station
Captain foreseeing- tliat it woidd require manners, customs, arts, and manufactures
more time to rey^ain it th;«n be rhose to em- ol" the inhabitants; yet, it can scarcely be
|>loy, made the si'^nal for tlie Discovery to imagined, that they could ever have any
At noon bolb communication, as the globe is now constiv\eii>h anchor and join us.
ships took their departure, and steered to tuted, being more than two thousand miles
the northward, in ])ro<;ecution of tlieir voy- distant one from the other: but Irom this
age.
|{ut l)efore we proceeti lo the northern general conformity among- the tropical Ishemisphere, in order to make new tli«itove- landers, some have been letl to believe, that
nes, we shall present the friends and sub- the whole middle region of the earth, was
scribers to this history of voya«j:es, with the once one entire continent, and that what is
oI)servations, mode by several of our penile- now the Great South Pacitic Ocean, was, in
men, on this wlude cluster of Isles, which the beginning, the Paradise of the World.
With resj)ect to Woahoo, the most east('apt. Cook distinifuished by the name of
Sandwich IshnuN, in honour of tiie Earl of erly of these Islands, seen by us, we could
S.mdwich. Those which we saw are situat- get no other information, than that it is
ed between the latitude of 21 (leg-. 30 min. high land, and inhabited, jint as to Oneeand 22 deir. lo nnn. N. and betvveen the heow, concerning which some particulars
longitude of VJi) deg. 20 min. and 201 deg^. have been already mentioned, this lies seven
leagues to the westward of our anchorinff30 min. E.
They are not inferior in beauty and ferti- place at Atooi, and does not exceed tifteen
leagues, or forty-live miles, in circumference.
lity to the Friendly Islands in the southern
hemisphere, nor are the inhabitants less in- Yams are its principal vegetable production.
procured some salt here, called by the
genious or civilized. It is worth}' of obserthe Pacitic natives patai, which is produced in salt
Yation, that the Islands in
Ocean, which have been discovered in the ponds. With it they cure both fish and
and some salt fish, which we purcourse of our late voyages, have been gene- pork
groups; the single chased from them were kept very well, and
rally found situate
intermediate Isles, hitherto met with, b^ing extremely good. 1'his Island is chiefly low
few in proportion to the r*^st though, in all land, except the part opposite Atooi, which
probability, there are many more of them rises immediately from the sea to a consias does also its S. E. point,
yet unknown, which serve as gradations or derable height
Of what which terminates in a round hill.
steps between the several clusters.
know
number this new-discovered archipelago is no other particulars concerning Oneeheow
composed, must be left to the decision of and of Oreehoua we can only say, that it is
^Ve observed five of a small elevated Island, lying close to the
future navigator*.
them, whose names are Woahoo, Atooi, north side of Oneeheow.
Atooi was the principal scene of onr opeOneeheovv, Oreehona, and Tahoora. This
last is a small elevated Island, at the dis- rations, and the largest Island we saw. From
tance of four or five leagues from the S. E. our observations, we think it to be at least
were told, that it thirty miles in length from E. to W. from
point of Oneeheow.
aljounds with birds its sole inhabitants.
whence its circumference may nearly be dealso gained intelligence of the existence of termined, though it appears to be much
a low uninhabited Island in the neighbour- broader at theE. than at the W. point. The
Besides road, or anchoring |)lace, which our vessels
hood, named Tammata-pappa.
these six, \\'e were tuld that there were some occupied, is on the S. W. side of the Island,
to Ibe I-liUiil lie
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about two leagues from the west end, be- kind of grass, about two feet m heiglit, u hich
As far as we sometimes grow in tufts, and appeared c ifore a village, named Wymoa.
sounded, we found the banks free from pable of being- converted into abundant
rocks except to the eastward of the villag-e, crops of fine hay. Rut on this extensive
where there projects a shoal, on which are space not even a shrub grows naturally. lu
some rocks and breakers. This road is the narrow valley leading to the Morai, i\ie
somewhat exposed to the trade wind not- soil is of a dark brown colour, ratlier loose
withstanding" wliicl), it is far from beinp: a but on the high ground, it is of a reddish
bad station, and greatly superior to those brown, more stifi'and clayey. It is proba;

;

;

necessity continually oljlij^es ships
to use, in countries where ihe winds are not
more variable, but more boisterous a<5 at
Madeira, Teneritfe, the Azores, &c. Tlie
landing too, is not so ditHcult as at njost of
those places
and, unless in foul weather,
is always practicable.
'I'he water in the
neighbourhood is excellent, and m;iy be
conveyed with ease to the boats. But no
wood can be cut at any convenient distance,
unless the Islanders conld be prevailed upon
to part with the etooa trees, (tor that is the
name they give to the cordia sebastina) that
prow about their villages, or a species called
dooe dooe, which grows farther up the country.
The land does not in the least resemble, in its general appearance, any ot' the
Islands we have visited within the tropic of

whicii

;

;

Capricorn
centre,

;

if

we except

its

hills

near the

which are high, but slope aradually

towards the sea, or lower lands, Tliongh it
presents not to the view the deliglitful borders ofOtaheite, or the luxuriant plains of
Tongataboo, covered with trees, whicli at
once afford a shelter from the scorching
rays of the' sun, a beautiful prospect to the
yet its poseye, and food for the natives
rising
gently
of
portion
sessing a greater
to
superior
degree,
some
it,
in
land, renders
the above-mentioned favourite Islands, as
being more capable of improvement. The
height of the land within, and the clouds
which we saw, during the whole time of
our continuance, hanging over it, and not
unfrequently on the other parts, seem to indicate that there is a sufficient supply of
water, and that there are some running
streams which we had not an opportunity of
seeing, particularly in the deep vallies, at the
entrance of which, the villages are, in geneThe ground, from the woody
ral, situated.
part to the sea, is covered with an excellent
;

8

bly the same

over the cultivated parts
to most of the pofato'es
that we purchased, which, doubtless, came
from very different spots, was of this sort.
Its quality, however, niay be better estimated from its prodiicfious, than from its ap|)earance: for the vale, or moist ground,
produces taro, much larger than any we
liad ever seen
and the more elevated ground
furnishes sweet potatoes, that seldom weigh
less than two or three [jourxls, and frequently
weiuh ten, and sometimes fourteen pounds,
AVere we to judge of the climate from our
experience, it miyht be said to be very variable
for according to the general opinion,
it was, at tliis time, the season of the year
when the weather is supposed to be most
settled, the «^un being at his greatest annual
distance. The heat was now very n»oderate; and few of those inconveniences to
which niany of the countries lying within
the tropics are subject, either from htat, or
moisture, seem to be experienced here.
Nor did we find any dews of consequence
a circumstance which may partly be accounted for, by the lower part of the country being destitute of trees. The rock that constitutes the sides of the valley, is a dark grey
ponderous stone
but honey-combed, with
some spots of a rusty colour, and some very
for

all

;

what adhered

;

;

:

;

minute

shinii»g [jarticles interspersed.

It is

of an immense depth, and seems to be divided into strata, though nothing is interposed,
for the large pieces always broke off to 9
determinate thickness, and did not appear
to have adhered to those tiiat were below
them. Other stones are, in all probability,
much more various than in the southern Islands. For during the short time we remained here, besides the lapis lydins, we
found a species of cream-colon red whet-stone,
sometimes variegated with whiter or blacker
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veins like marble; and common writini?- ble that (he species of birds are numcrnnsj
aiul if we may judge by the quantity of line yelslate, as well as some of a coarser sort
the natives broiiulit ns some pit ces of a coarse low, green, and small velvet-like blackish
also procured a feathers, used n[)on the cloaks, and other'
wliitislj pumice stone.
Vuown j>ort ol hiematites, whicli from its L>e- ornaments worn by these people. Fish and'
inu" stront-Iy attracted by the m;»t?net discover- other productions of the sea, were, to ap-.
ed the quantity of metal it C(»ntained. \^'iiat pearance, not various; for, besides the small
we saw of this was cut arlilicially, as were mackarel, we only saw common, mullets;
a species of a chalky Cidour a small brownalso the slates and whetstones.
Of vejietables, birds, fish, and tame ani- ish rock-fish, adorned with l)lue spots a
mals, we saw various kinds. Besides the ve- turtle, which was ponne<l nj) in a pond
getables purchased by us as refreshments, and three or four sorts of iish salted. The
amons whicU were, at least, livt'or six varie- few shell-fish seen by us, were chictly conties of plantains, tlie Island produces bread- verted into ornaments, though they were
the former seems destitute of the recommendation either of
fruit, and the sugar-cane
The only tame or doto be scarce, as we only sasv one trt e of that beauty or novelty.
be
mestic
animals
that
we found here vvera
latter
appears
to
indis()ecies ; but the
hogs,
dogs,
fowls,
rare
tiiose
which were all of the
in
and
Islands,
and
to
these
genous
There are same kind that we met with at the Islands
on tiie other side of the line.
some yams; of the South Pacific. There are also small
also here a few cocoa-pahns
and some rats, resembling those of
the kappe of the Friendly Isles, or Virginian lizards
arum the etooa tree, and odoriferous gar- every Island we had hitherto visited.
saw several
The inhabitants of Atooi are of the middle
klenia, or Cape Jasmine.
bear
the
oily
size,
dooe,
that
and not mucli tattowed. In general
dooe
of
the
trees
nuts, whiih are stuck upon a kind of skewer, they are stoutly made, with a lively open
and made use of as candles. They are used countenance but tliey are remarkable for
having neither a beautiful sh.r.pe, nor striking
in the same manner at Oneeheow.
were not ashore at Atooi except in the day- features. Tlieir visage, jsarticulnr'y tliat oil
but in
time, and then we observed the I>lan(Jers the women, is sometimes rotind
nor can it justly be said, that
weariuy; these nuts, hunti" on strinirs, rounti others long
There is a rpecies of sida, or they a'e distin<ru!,shed, as a nation, ijy any
llu ir necks.
Indian mallow also iJie morinda citrifolia, peculiar cast of coiintenance. 'i'heir comM hich is here cv.Iled none a S|)ecies of con- plexion is nearly of a nut brown but some
the ava, or intoxicaJiny pepper, individuals are of a darker hue.
have
Vidvulus
besides great quantities of gourds. These already mentioned the women as being
kist grow to a very large size, and are re- little more delicate than the men in their
and we may add, that, with
markable for their variety of shapes, the formation
sand,
art.
the
dry
exceptions,
they have little claim to
of
l-pon
few
perha])s,
etfect,
about the village grows a plant, that had those {)eculiarities that distinguish the sex
never been seen by us in lliis ocean, of the in most otljer parts of the world. There is,
but indeed, a very remarkable equality in the
size of a common thistle, and prickly
bearing a fine liower, greatly resembling a size, colour, and figtire, of the natives of
white poppy. The scnrlet birds, brought both sexes: upon the whole, however, they
for sale, were never met with alive; but we are far from being ugly, and have, to all
.saw a small one, about the size of a canary appearance, few natural deformities of any
also kind.
Their skin is not very soft, nor shibird, of a deep crimson colour.
saw a large owl, two brown hawks, or kites, ning; but their eyes and teeth are, for thf
and a wild duck. ^.V^e lieard from the na- most part, pretty good. Their hair in geneamong ral, is straight and though its natural cotives the names of some other birds
which were the otoo, or bluish heron, and lour is usually black, they stain it, as at the
the torata, a sort of whimbrel. It is proba- Friend'y and other Islands.
perceiveti
4
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ding the straggling honsejs, there may
perhaps be, in tUe whole Island, sixty such
villages, as that near which our ships anchored
and, if we allow five persons to
each house, there will be, in every village
five hundred, or thirty thousand u{>on the
Island. This number is by no means exaggerated, for there were sometimes three
thousand people, at least, collected njMm
swimthe beach
and
when it could not be supposed
them
under
diving
occasion
considerable
that
above
at
a
a tenth part of tfte whole Mere
though
ming to others,
wonjen
present.
frequtntiy
seen
have
We
distance.
The ordinary dress of both sexes has been
with infants at tlie breast, when the surf
was so high as to prevent their landing with already described. The women have often
canoes, leap overboard, and swim to the much larger i)ieces of cloth wrapi)ed about
shore, without endangering their little ones. them, extending from just below the breasts
They appear to be of a frank, cheerful dis- to the hams, and sometimes lower; and seand are equally free from the veral were observed with pieces thrown
position
fickle levity which characterizes the inhabi- loosely over their shoolders, which covered
but the
tants of Otaheite, and the sedate cast, the greatest part of their body
observable among many of those of Tonga- children, when very young, are entirely
taboo. They seem to cultivate a sociable naked. They wear nothing upon the hc.d
intercourse with each other; and, except but the hair, both of men and women, is
various forms
and the general
trie propensity to thieving, which is, as it cut in
were innate in most of the people we have fashion, particularly among the latter, is to
'J'he
visited in these seas, they were extremely have it short beinml, and long before.
And it does no small credit men frequently had it cnt on each side in
friendly to us.
to their sensibility, without flattering our- such a manner, that the remaining part
rselves, that when they saw the different ar- somewhat resembled the crest of their caps,
ticles of our European manufactures, they or that, whirl), in horses manes, is called
could not refrain from expressing their asto- hogging. Both sexes, however, seemed to
nishment, by a mixture of joy and concern, be very careless about their hair, and had
that seemed to apply the case as a lesson of no combs, nor any thing of the kind, to
humility to themselves and on every occa- dress it with. The men sometimes twist it
sion, they appeared to have a proper consci- into a number of separate parcels, like the
ousness of their own inferiority a behaviour tails of a wig, each about as thick as a finthough most of those which are so
tliat equally exem|)ts their national charac- ger
ter from the ridiculous pride of the more long as to reach far down the back, are artipolished Japanese, and of the ruder native ficially fixed upon the head, over their own
of Greenland. It was pleasing to observe hair. Contrary to the general practice ot
v/ith what affection the women managed most of the Islands in the Pacific Ocean, the
their infants, and with what alacrity ^le inhabitants of the Sandwich Isles have not
men contributed their assistance in such a their ears perforated, nor do they wear any
tender office; thus distinguishing themselves ornaments in them. Both men and women,
from those savages who consider a wife and however, adorn themselves with necklaces
child as things rather necessary than desira- composed of bunches of small black cord,
ble, or worthy of their regard or esteem. like our hat strings, often above a hundred
From the numbers that we saw asssembled fold entirely resembling those we saw worn
at every village, as we coasted along, it at Wateeoo, except that, instead of he two
inay be conjectured, that the inhabitants of little balls in the middle before, they fix a
Inclu- small piece of wood^ stone, or shell, about
this Island are pretty numerous.
cori>nlen<:e, and these
ttie
women tlian
akuonj^
wore frequently
among the
principally
was
it
but
tlie men
were
ebserved
defects
personal
that
latter
though if any of them can lay claim to a
share of beauty, it appeared to be most conspi^uous among the young men. They are
active, vigorous, and most expert swiinmers;
leaving their canoes upon the most frivolous
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wo

inclies \u leuglli,

u illi a broad hook, well

They have also neckhices of many

polished.
strings of very small shells, or of the dried

and they
flowers of the Indian mallow
sometimes hang' round their necks a small
tiumaii ti^ure of bone, about the length of
;

mr

with long grass, which is laid on slender
poles.
The entrance is made eiliier in tli«
end or side, and is an oblong hole, extremely
otten shut up by a board of planks,
low
fastened together, which serves as a door;
but as it has no hinges, must be removed
occasionally. No light enters the house except by this opening and though siich close
habitations may be comfortable places oj!
retreat in bad weather, they seem but ill
adapted to the warm climate of this country.
'J'hey are kept remarkably clean, and
the floors are strewed with dried grass, over
which mats are spread to sit and sleep on.
At one end stands a bench, about three feet
high, on which the domestic utensils arc
placed. These consist of gourd shells, whicli
the natives convert into vessels that serve
as bottles to hold water, and as baskets to
contain various articles also a i'ew wooden
bowls, and trenchers of various sizes. From
what we saw growing, and from what was
brought to market, we have no doubt, that
sweet potatoes, taro, and plantains, constitute the principal |>art of their vegetable
;

three inches. The women likewise wear
bracelets of a single shell, pieces of black
\vo*kI, witli bits of ivory interspersed, and
neatly polished, fastened together by a string
drawn closely through them or others of
l.oiTs teeth, placed parallel to each other,
with the concave part outward, and the
points cut oft'; some of whicli, formed «»nly
of large boar's (usks, are very elegant. T!ie
men souietimes fix on their heatis plumes
or those of
of feathers of the tropic bird
cocks; fastened round neat |)olished slicks,
tuo feet in length; and, for the same purl>ose, they sew the skin of a white dog's
tail over a stick, with its tuft at the end.
They also, not unfrequently, wear on the
head a kind of ornament, of the thickness
of a linger, or more, covered with yellow
and led leathers, curiously varied, and tied
l)ehind and, on that part of the arm whicli diet and that yams and bread-fruit are rais above the elbow, a sort of broad shell work, ther to be considt-red as rarities.
Of animal
grounded upon net-work. The men some- food, they appear to be in no want, having
times puncture tiiemselves upon their hands great numbers of hogs, which nui, without
but frequently restraint, about the houses and, if they eat
or arms, and near the groin
though
all
a few indi- dogs, which is not improbable, their stock
at
marks
we saw no
viduals had more of this species of ornament of these seemed very considerable.
Tiie
than we had usually seen at other places, quantities of fishing hooks found among
and curiously executed in a great vaiiety of them, indicates that they procure a toleralines and figures, on the arms and fore-part ble supply of snimal food from the sea.
They have a custom of salting fish, and
of tiie body.
Near many of their villages, there is no ap- likewise j)ork, which they preserve in gourdand shells. The salt used for this purpose is of a
pearance of defence, or fortifications
the houses are scattered about, without the reddish colour, but not very course, and
Some of these habitations are seems to be nearly the same with what our
Jeast order.
large and commodious, from forty to fifty stragglers found at Christmas Island. Its
length, and twenty or thirty in colour is doubtless derived from a mixture
feet in
breadth while others of them are contemp- of mud, at Ihe bottom of the place where it
Their figure resembles that of is found for some of it, which had adhered
tible hovels.
liay-stacks, or perhaps a better idea may be in lumps, was of a tolerable
whiteness.
jjerceived of them, by supposing that the roof They bake their vegetable articles of food
of a barn placed on the ground, in such a with heated stones and, from the great quanmanner as to form a high acute ridge, with tity which we saw dressed at one time, we
two low sides. The gable at each end, cor- imagined, that all the inhabitants of a vilresponding to the sides, makes these abodes lage, or at least a considerable number of
close all round, and they are well thatched people, joined in the use of a common oven.
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We did

not perceive them dress any animal
'J'he only artificial
this Island.
we saw them dress was a taro pudding-,
which, though very sour, was devoured with
avidity by the natives. They eat off a sort
of wooden trenchers and, as far as we were
enabled to judge from one instance, the
women, if restrained from feeding on the
same dish witii the men, as is the custom at
Olaheite, are at least allowed to eat in the
same place near them.
The amusements of these people are various.
did not see the dances at which
but
they use the feathered cloaks and caps
from the motions they made with their
hands, on other occasions, when they sung,
we judged that they were similar to those
we met with at the southern Islands, though
not so skilfully performed. They harl not
amongst them either flutes or reeds, and the
only two musical instruments seen by us,
were of an exceeding rude kind. One of
them does not produce a melody superior to
It consists of what
that of a child's rattle.
may be deno.ninated a conic cap inverted,
but very liltle hollowed at the base, made of
a sedge-like fdant the upper part of which,
and likewise the edges, are eml)ellished with
beautiful red feathers; and to the p')int, or
lower part, is tixed a gourd-shell. Into this
they put something to rattle, which is done
by holding the instrument by the small f>art,
and shakin*:!: it briskly before the face, at
the same time striking the breast with the
other hand. I'he other instrument was a
hollow vessel of wood, not unlike a platter,
accompanied with two sticks, whereon one
of our gentlemen saw a man performing.
He held one of the sticks, about two feet in
length, with one hand, in the same manner
as we hold a violin, and struck it with the
other, which was smaller, and resembled a
drum-stick, in a quicker or slower measure,
beating with his foot, at the same time,
upon the hollow vessel, that lay upon the
ground inverted, and thus producing a tone,
that was not disagreeable. This music was
accompanied by the vocal performance of
some women, whose song had a pleasing
They have great nuu»bers of small
effect.
polished rods, of the length of between four

food
dish

at

;

We

;

;
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and five feet, rather thicker than the rammer of a musket, with a tuft of long dog's
hair fixed on the small end. These they

make

probably

We

use of in

their diversions.

saw a native take one of them in liis
h;md,and holding it up, gave a smart stroke,
till it was brought into an horizontal position, strrtvinjr the ground with his foot, on
the same side, and beating his breast with

his other hand.
They play at bowls with
pieces of the whet-stone, shaped somewhat
like a cheese, but rounded at the edges and
sides, which are very neatly polished.
They
hnve other bowls !nade of a reddish-brown
clay, glazed over with a cojn position of the
same colour, or of a dark grey coarse slate.
They also use as qiKjits, small, flat, roundish pieces of writiuu- slate, scarcely a quarter of

As

an

itu'h

tliir

k.

manu.'actnres of these people,
they discover an extraordinary degree of
ingenuity and neatness. I'heir cloth is made
from the morns f)apyrifera, and <loubtless,
in the same manner, as at Tongataboo and
fitr wo bought some of the j»rove(i
Ofaheite
sticks with which they beat it.
Its texture,
however, though thicker is inferior to that
of the cloth of either of the phices just mentioned
but, in colouring or staining it, the
inhabitants of Atooi dis[)lay a superiority of
taste, by the infinite variety of figures which
they execute.
Their colojirs, indeed, are
not very bright, except the red but the regularity of the figures and stripes is amazing,
for, as far as we know, they have nothing
like stamps or |>rints, to malie the impressions.
had no opportunity of lenrning
in what manner they prodtice their colours;
but, besides the variety of variegated sorts,
they have some pieces of plain white cloth,
and others of a siuffle colour, particularly
light blue, and dark brown.
In general,
the pieces brou2:ht to us were about the
breadth of two feet, and four or five yards
in length, being the form and quantity
made use of by them for the common dress,
or maro
nA even some of these were composed of pieces sewed toijether. They have
also a particular sort that is thin, and greatly
resembles oil-cloth, and which is either oiled, or soaked in some kind of varnish. They
to the

;

;

;

We

;
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numbers of while iiiatr, wliich are
with many red stripes, rhombuses,
nnci other fii^ures interwoven on one side.
These, \n all probability, make occasionally,
a prvrt of their dress, for whtn they offered
titem to sale lliey put them on their backs,
'Ihty manufacture others of a coarser sort,
plain and stron?', which they spreati over
They stain their
their fi(jors to sleep upon.
isourd-shells neatly with niuiiilated lines,
trnngles, and other (inures of a black colour.
'J'liey also seem to be acquainted with the
ttvt of varnisliiui^, for some of tlieir st. lined
ii')'ird-shells aie covered with a sort of lacker;
and, on other occasions, they make use of
a stroncf size, or glutinous siil)slance, to
f.isleu tilings together.
Their v>oo(len dishes
ami bou Is out <»f u hich they drink tlwir n\n,
are ot the Etooa tree, extremely iie-t and
well polished. They likewise make <^ma!l
uilh
sjjiiare tans of mar or wicker-woik,
handles of the same, or of wood, tapering
from ihem, which are curiously wrought
with small cords <>f hair, and cocoa-nut

fabricate
strong',

&2i}

The only iron tools seen atnong
them, and which they possessed before our
arrival, were a piece of iron hoop, about

in carving-.

the length of two ijiches, fitted into a wooden
handle and another edge-tool, which we
supposed to liave been made of the point of
a broad sword. Their having the actual
possession of these, and their being well
acquainted with the use of this metal, inclined some of our people to imagine, that vve
were not the first European visitors of these
Islands.
But the very great surprise which
they testified on seeing our ships, and their
perfect ignoiance of the use of fire-arms,
<'annot be reconciled with such an opinion.
There are several means, l)y which such
people may obtain pieces of iron, or acquire,
the kuo>\ ledge of the existence of that metal,
;

without having had an immediate connection with those nations that use it.
We

not, that it was unknown to all the
inhabitants of the Pacific Ocean, till Magelfor no navigator,
lan led the way into it
immediately after his voyage, found any of
'J'lieir tishing hoo!:s are this metal in their
possession
tibies, intermixtil.
though, in
ingt n^ously made, some of bone, many <jf the course of onr late voyages, it has b
ri
pearl-shell, and others of wood, pointed remarked, that the use of it was known at
with bone. 'J'lie l)ones are for the most several Islands, which no former European
part small, and consist of two jiieces, ar.d vessels had ever, to our knowledge, visited.
the various sorts have a barb, either on the At all the places where Magellan touched,
but during his two voyages, some of it must
inside, like our's, or on the outside
and this would, doubtless,
otliers have both, the exterior being farthest have been left
Of tlie latter sort one was extend the knowledge of it to all the varifro'iU the p(»int.
procured nine inche? in length, made of a ous Islands, with which tiie [)eople, whom
siimle piece of bone, the elegant form and he visited, had any immediate intercourse.
polish of which could ii'»t be exceeded by It might even have been carried farther, and
They polish their where specimens of this valuable article
any European artist.
stones by constant friction, with pumice could not be met with, descriptions might,
and such of their tools as in some degree, serve to make it known
!^tone in waiter
we saw, resembled those of the southern afterwards, when seen. The next voyaee
islanders. Their hatchets, or rather adzes, to the southward of the equator, in which
Were exactly of the same pattern, formed any intercourse was had with the jjeople
either of a blackish stone, or of a clay-co- who inhabit tlie Islands of this ocean, was
loured one. They have also small instru- that of Quiros who landed at Sagittaria,
ments composed of a single shark's tooth, the Island of handsome people, and at
all
which
s-'ime of which are fixed to the fore-part of Tierra del Espiritu Santo, at
the jaw-bone of a dog, and others to a thin places, as well as at those with which they
woo.len handle of a similar shape; and at had any communication, it must undonhtedly
the other end there is a bit of string fastened have been made known. To him succ cedTliese serve occa- ed, in this navigation, Le ]\Iaire, and Schouthrough a little hole.
connections with the natives
sjuiiallv as UniveS; and are probably used len, whose

doubt
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;

t

;
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began much farther to the eastward, and
terminated at Cocos and Horn Islands. It
is certain that the inhabitants of Otaheite
and the Societj' Isles, liad a knowledge of
iron, and puschased it with the greatest
avidity, when Captain Wallis discovered
Otaheiie and they could only have acquired tliis knowledge through the mediation
oi' those neighbouring Islands at which it
been originally left. They acknowiia
ledge, indeed that this was really the case
and they have since informed us, that they
held it in such estimation, before the arrival
of Captain Wallis, that an Otaheitean chief,
ivho had gained possession of two nails^
received no small emolument, by letting
out the use of them to his neiglibours, for
the purpose of boring holes. The natives
of the Society Isles, whom we found at
Wateeoo, had been driven to that place
long after the knowledge and use of iron
Jiad been thus introduced among their countrymen and though, perha[)s, they had no
specimen of it with them, they would naturally communicate at that Island, by description, their knowledge of this useful metal.
From the people of W^ateeoo, again, those
of Harvey's Island might derive that inclination for it, of which we had sutficient
l)roofs during our short intercourse with
them. The consideration of these facts will
siievv how the knowledge of iron has been
conveyed throughout the Pacific Ocean, to
IslandvS that have never had an immediate
coiniection with Europeans; and it may
easily be imagined, that, wherever the history of it only has been reported, or a very
inconsiderable quantity of it has been left,
the greater eagerness will be shewn by the
inhabitants to procure plentiful supplies of
it.
The application of these particulars, to
the object of our present consideration, is
manifest. The natives of Atooi, and Oneeheow, without having ever been visited by
Europeans before us, might have received
this melal from intermediate Islands, .situated between them and the Ladrons, which
the Spaniards have frequented almost ever
since the period of Magellan's voyage. Or,
if the distant westerji position of the Ladrone**, should detract from the i»robability
;

i

;

;

•

C
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of this solntion, is there not the America
continent to windward, where the Spaniards
have been settled for upwards of two centuries and a half, during which long space oi
time, shipwrecks must frequently have hap-~

pened on

its [coasts ? It cannot be deemed
surprising, that part of such wrecks, containing iron, should, by the easterly trade
winds, be occasionally cast upon some of
those Islands, that are scattered about this

immense ocean. The distance of Atooi from
America is no argument against this supposition
and even if it were, it would destroy
it.
This ocean is annually traversed by
;

Spanish

vessels,

and

it

is

highly probable

that, besides the accident of losing a mast
and its a()[)endages, casks with iron hoops,

and many other things that contain iron,
may fall, or be thrown overboard, dining so
long a passage, and thus tind their way to
land.
These are not mere conjectures, for
one of Capt. Cooks's people actually saw
son)e wood in a house at VVynioa, which he
supposed to be fir r it was worm-eaten, and
the natives informed him, that it had bttu
driven ashore by the waves; and we had
their own express authority, that ihey had
obtained, from some place to the eastward,
the specimens of iron found among Ihem.
this digression (if it can justly be called one) let us return to the observations
made during our continuance at Atooi.
'J'lie canoes of these people are commonly
about four and twenty feet in length, and
have the bottom, in general, formed of a
single piece of wood, hollowed out to the
thickness of an inch, or more, and brought
to a point at each end.
1'he sides are composed of three boards, neatly titled and lashed to the bottom. The extremities both at
head and stern, are a little elevated, and
both are made sharp, somewhat resembling
a wedge, but they tlatien Uiore abruptly ;
so that the two side boards join each other,
side by side, for upwards of a foot.
As they
seldom exceed afoot and a half in breadth,
those that go single (fcr they sometimesjoiii
them) have out-riggers, which are shaped

From

and fitted with more judgment than any we
had seen before. They are rowed by paddles, such as we had observed at other
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ami some of (liemliave a light fri- the lea^t attempt to avoid thein nor was it
a must and L'ooui. possible for the poor people to avoid him.
angiilur

Islancis,

:

sail, exteiuleil to

they use Tor their boats, it being a necessary mark of their submis-i
smaller cords for their fishing- tac- sion, that th.ey should lie down till he ha<l
They are passed, lie was assisted in getting on board
kle, are stroni? ai»d neatly made.
by no means novices irs the art of aj^ricnlture. the Discovery by his attendants, who placed
The vale-ground is one continued planta- him in the gaug-\\ay, where they stood
tion of taro, and some other articles, which round him, holding each other by the han<l.s,
have all the appeararce of being- carefully nor would they suifer any one but Captain
attended to. Tiie j)Oiat(ic-lields, and s|)ots Clerke to approach him. He was a young
His
of sug"ar cane, or plantains, on the higher man, apparelled from head to foot.
name was said to be Tamahano. Ca|)tain
grounds, are planted \\itii g:reat regularity
but neitiier these, nor the others, are enclos- Clerke having maJe him some presents, reed with any fence, unless we cftnsider the ceived in return, a larire bowl, su|)ported
ditches in the low grounds as such, which by two figures of men, the carving whereof
it is more ihan probable, are designed to displayed a degree of skill, both with respect
This bow!
convey \Tater to the taro. The abundance to the desiiin and execution.
and excellenceof these articles may perhaps, \i^ei\ to 1-e tilled with Kava, or, in the lanbe as much owning to skilful cjiliuie, as thei guage of Otaheite, Ava, which is prepared
natural fertility of the soil, whicli seems beS and drank lere, as at the other Islands of
Capt, Clerke could not
ter adapted to them than to bread-lrnit and the Pacific Ocean.
cocoa-nut trees the few of these latter we prevail upon this chief to go below, nor tc
«aw, not being in a thriving state and yet move from the spot where his attendants
After remaining
notwithstandi^ng this skill in agriculture, the had first placed him.
Island, from I'ts g:eneral appearance seemed some time in the ship, he was carried back
tD be capable of nM)re extensive improvement into his canoe, and returned t«) the Island.
and of maintaining twice as many inhabi- The next day several messages were sent to
for those |)nrts Capt. (Gierke, inviting him to return the
tants as are now upon it
that now lay waste? are a|)parenily, as good visit on shore, and giving him to understand,
Hence that the chief had prepared a considerable
a soil, as those that are cultivated.
we cannot but cinclude, that these people present on the occasion but the Captain
do not increase in that proportion, which being anxious to get out to sea, and join the
would render it necessary for them to take Resolulion, did not think proper to accept
advantage of the extent of their Island, of the invitation.
()ur imperfect intercourse vv^^ith the natives
towards raising a greater quantity of its vedid not enable us to form an accurate judggetable productions for their maintenance.
During" our stay in these parts, we did ment of the form of government established,
but from the general siminot see one chief of any note but we were among them
informed by the Islanders, that several at larity of customs, and particularly from what
Atooi have their residence, to whom they we observed of the honours paid to their
prostrate themselves as a mark of homage chiefs, it seems reasonable to imagine, that
and respect. This prostration appeared simi- it is of the same nature with that which jvrelar to the moe moea, paid to the chiefs at vails in all the Islands we had hitlierto
the Friendly Islands, and is here denominat- visited; and, in all probability, their wars
ed hamoea, or moe. After we had left the" amonff themselves are equally frequent.
Island, one of these great men visited Car)t. This, indeed, might be inferred, from the
Clerke, goin^ otf to the Discovery, in his number of weapons we found in their posdouble canoe, and, like the sovereign of the session, and from the excellent order in
Friendly Isles, paid no regard to the small which they kept them. But we had proofs
ranoes that chanced to be in his way, but of the fact from their own confession and,
ran against, pr over theux, without making as we were infornitd, these wars are carrie(i
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Some of tlieir religious institutions, and^
different districts of their
Island, as well as between it and the their method of disposing of their dead,
iieif^hbouring inhabitants of the Isles of str( ngly indicate an atlinity between the
manners of these people, and of the natives,
Oneelieow and Oreehona.
Besides their spears, formed of a fine of the Friendly and the Society Islands,
brownish wood, beautifully polished, some The inhabitants of Tongataboo bury their
of which are barbed at one end, and flatten- dead with great decency, and they also inter
fd to a point at the other, they have ano- their human sacrifices; but they do not, to
ther kind of weapon, which we had never our knowledge, of]er any other animal, or
met with before. It somewhat resembles a even vegetable, to their deities. The Otadagger, and is, in general, about eighteen heiteans do not inter their dead, but expose
inches in length, sharpened at one or both them to waste and putrefaction, though (hey
ends, and secured to the hand by a string, afterwards bury their bones; and this being
Its use is to stab in close combat, and seems their custom, it is remarkable, that they
Some of should inter the bodies of their human sacriwell adapted to that purpose.
these may be denom.inated double daggers, fices. 'J'hey are far from being attentive to
having a handle in the middle, with which the condition of the places, where they cele?
they are the better enabled to strike ditfer- brate their solemn rites; most of their
ent ways. They have likewise bows and morais being in a ruinous state, and shewarrows ; but, bi;th from their slender con- ing manifest tokens of neglect. The people
struction, and their apparent scarcity, it is of Atooi resemble also those of Otaheite, in
probable that they never make use of them otFering vegetables and animals to their
The taboo likewise prevails in
1'he Uuife or saw, already men- gods.
in battle.
fioned, with which they dissect the dead Atooi in its full extent, and apparently with
bodies of their enemies, may also be ranked greater strictness, than even at Tongafaamong their weapons, as they both strike boo: for the natives always asked here, v\itli ^
and cut wit!) it when engaged in close fight, eagerness, and with indications of fear of
It is a small wooden instrument, about a otiending, whether any particular thing,,
foot in length, of an oblong shape, rounded which they desired to see, was taboo, or as^
at the corners: its edges are surrounded with they pronounced the word, lafoo ? The
shark's teeth, strongly fixed to it, and point- maia rail, or prohibited articles, at the Socied outwards and it l;as generally a hole in ety Islands, though undoubtedly the same
the handle, through which passes a long thing, did not appear to be so rigorously
string, and this they wrap several times observed by them, except with regard to the
are of opinion, that, dem], respecting whom we thought they
round the wrist.
on some occasions, they use slings, for we were more superstitious tlian any others we
procured some pieces of the haematites, or had been conversant \,'ith. But whatever
blood-stone, made artificially of an oval resemblance we might discover between the
form, divided longitudinally, with a narrow general manners of the inhabitants of Atooi,
groove in the middle of the convex part, and those of Otaheite, these were less strikTo this the person who had one of them, ap- ing than the similarity of language,
The languages of both places may indect^
plied a thin cord, but would not dispose of
be said to be almost entirely the same. The
it, though he was not unwilling to part with
the stone, which, as it weighed a pound, people of Atooi, in general, have neither the
must prove fatal when thrown with some strong guttural pronunciation of the New
likewise saw some Zealanders, nor that snialler degree of it,
degree of force.
pieces of whetstone neatly polished, of an which also distinguishes the Friendly Islandand they have not only adopted the
oval tigurc, but somewhat pointed towards ers
in
shape
idiom of their language, but the same
resembling
some
wliole
nearly
each end,
jttones seen by Caj)t. Cook at New Caledonia measure and cadence in tbeir songs.
Jt is
true, at first hearing, a stranger may perceivt
u) 1774, and made use of theiie in slings.
on between the

own

;
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We
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dord)tless a regular fide,

come irom the N.
longitude of Sandwich

<lereti, that the natives (vf Olaheite, liom
their frequent connect-ions with tlie l*lni;hsh,

appeared

leurnetl, in some measure, to adapt
themselves to our impel leet knowledge ol
tijeir langiiaf»e> by usini; the in(»st
and even eoirui)ted exjiiessions in conversa-

determined by seventy-two

us; whereas wlien they talked
with each other, and used the several parts
necessary to pn^priety ot" speech, hey were
hardly at all understood by those among:
us, M ho had made the t;reatest progress in
the knowledire ot" their toutrue.
liad the .Sindwich Islands been discovered at an early perivxl, by tho Spaniards, they
would doubtless have avaded themselves ot"
S(» excellent a situation, and have made use
ot" Atooi, or some other Islands, as a place
of refresliment for the ships that sail annually between iManilla and Acapulco.
'i'hey lie almost mid-way between the last
mentioned place and Guam, one of the Ladrones, which is at present their only port
in traversiui^ this vast ocean ; and to touch
at them would not be a week's sail out of
An acquaintance with
their ordinary route.
the Sandwich Isles would also have been
equally favourable to our Buccaneers, who
have sonielimes j)assed from the coast of
America to the Ladrones, with a stock of
provisions and water scarcely adequate to
the support of life. Here they might always
liave met with a plentiful supply, and have
been within a month's sail of the very part
of California, which the Manilla ships are
obliged to make. How happy would Lord
Anson have been, and what difficulties
would he have avoided, had he known that
there was a cluster of Lslands half way be-

left it,

'VUe

and

tiie

\V.
Islands,

flood

was

of lunar observations
some of whicJ) weremaife whih*
we were at anchor, in tiie road of Wymoa

IkuI

sets

;

common

;

others, before

tion with

I

tween America and Tinian where all his
wants might have been etl'ectually relieved
!

At

to

we

arrived,

and atter we had
by the watch, or

and reduced to it,
time-keeper.
IJy the mean result of the
observations, the longittnie of tin? roud is
200 deg. 13 min. E. and tho latitude, by
the mean of two meridian obs( ivalion of
the sun 'Jl
5() min. !•'> sec. j\.
AVe
now return to the progress ot our voyage.
On Monday, Ihc 'ind of I'Vbnnuy, the
;;

i\(.^{::;.

Discovery having jointed
to the northuard, with

we stoofl away
a gentle g;i!e fiont

us,

the Vj. On the 7fh, we were in the latitn<!e
of 2J) ilei^. N. longitude ^(M) <leg. E. the wind
having veered to f!ie S. Iv which enabled us
This course we conto steer N. E. and K.
tinued till the rith, when the wind havinir
changed, we tacked, and stood to the nortlu
ward, in latitude .'JO <ieg. N. longitude 20(5
<leg. lo min. E.
In this advanced latittidc,
and even in the winter season, we had only
begun to feel a sensation of cold in the
moinings and evenings a [)roof of the eonal
and durnble influence of the lient of the
sun, at all times, to ;30 degrees on each side
the line.
After tljat, the disproportion is
known to be very great. This must he attributed principally to the direction of the
sini's rays, independent of the bare distance,
v/hich is not equal to the effect. On Thursday the 19th, being in latitude 37 deg. N.
longitude 206 deg. E the wind veered to the
S. E. and we were again enabled to steer to
the E. inclining to the N. On he 25th, we
reached the latitude of 42 deg. 30 min. lon^-itude 219 deg. when we began to meet wilh
the rock-weed, mentioned in Lord Anson's
voyage, by .the name of the sea-leek, which
is generally seen by the Manilla ships. Since
we left Sandwich Islands, wehad scarcely beheld a bird, or any other oceanic animal.
On Sunday, the 1st of March, in latitude
44 deg. 49 min. N. and in longitude 228 deg",
;

these Islands, the tides are so inconsirderable, that with a great surf breaking
against the shore, it was diliicult, at all
times to determine whether we had high or
low water, or whether it ebbed or flowed.
On the south side of Atooi, a current generally set to th«? westward, or north-westward but when we were at anchor ofl'Onee- E. we had moderate and mild weather,
heow, we found a current setting nearly N. which appeared to us very extraordinary j.
\V. and S. E. six hours each way.
Tliis when we were so far N. and so near aj»
4 xAI
No. 40.
:

.

;
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expensive conlinpnt, at this time of (he year.
Aiioliier siuyuiiu' ciiciimstance is, that we
jtliduhi meet with so few birds, compared to
those vie s.ivv in the same latitudes, to the S.
of the line. Hence we may conclude, that,
in the Sitiith* in hemisphere, beyond 40 deg.
tile species are much more nnmerons and
the Islands more |)lentirully scattered, than
any yhere near that latitude, between the
On the
coast of Caiifornia and Japan.
morning of the 2nd, during a calm, part of
the sea appeared to be covered with a kind
of slime, and small sea aninjals.
When
they swam about, which they did with ease
in various directions, they emitted the brightest colours of the most valuable gem'?, according to their position, respecting the light.
Some of them were taken up and fnit into a
glass of salt water, when, at one time, they
appeared pellucid, at another displaying the
various tints of blue, from a pale saphirine
to a voilet, mixed with a kind of ruby, and
glowing with sufticient strength to illumiWhen the vessel
nate the glass of vvater.
was Ikeld to the strongest light, the tints apbut almost vanished
peared most vivid
when the animals subsided to the bottom,
and they had then a brownish appearance.
By candle-light, the colour was, principally,
a beautiful pale green, with a kind of burnished gloss: and, in the dark, it faintly
exhibited a glowing fire. They are a new
species of oniscus, called by Mr. Anderson,
oniscus fulgCHS, and supposed to be an
animal wliicli contributes to that lucid appearance often observed at sea iii the night.
On Friday the 6th, at noon, in latitude 44
deg. N. longitude 234 de^. 30 min. E. we
;

saw two

seals,

and several whales

;

and on

the 7th, early in the morning, the long expected coast of New Albion, so named by
Sir Francis Drake, was descried, at the distance of ten leagues, extending from N. E.
to S. E.
At noon we were in latitude 44 deg.
33 min. N. longitude 235 deg. 20 min. E.
and the land about eight leagues distant.
This formed a point at the northern extreuje,
which our Commodore named Cape Foulweather, from the exceeding bad weather we
afterwards met with. After several attempts
attended with many difficulties, on Monday

the 0th, we tacked, and stood in again for the
land but (he wind continually shifting, and
;

bh)wing

in sq»»al!s, with hail and \sleer,
ol)liged us to stand oiT and on, withotJt seeing the least sign of a harl)Oiir. 'J'he land
\\hich we approached on our ditiercnt tacks,
is moderately high, l>ut in many places it
rises slill higher within.
It is diversified
with hills and rising grounds, many of which

are covered

with tall straight trees; and
not so high, grew in spots, like
clumps, but the spaces between, and the
sides of (he rising grounds were clear. SucU
a prospect in summer might be very agreeable, but at this season, it had an uncomfortable appearance, the bare grounds along
the coast being covered with snow, which
others,

seemed to lie in abundance between the
hills and rising grounds, an<l in many places,
towards the sea, had at a distance, the appearance of white cliffs.
On the rising
grounds, the snow was thinner spread and
farther inland, there seemed to be none af
all.
Hence it might perhaps, be concluded,
that the snow which we had seen towards
the sea, had fallen the preceding night
which was, indeed, the coldest we had experienced since our arrival on this coast
a
kind of sleet fell sometimes and the weather
became very unsettled. The coast appeared
almost straight in every part, not having
any opening or inlet, and terminated in a
kind of sandy beach though it wasimagined by some on board, that such appearance
was owin^ to the snow. Each extreme of
;

;

;

;

the land shot out into a point

;

the northern

one was that which we had seen on the 7th,
and therefore the Captain called it Cape
Perjietua.
Its latittide is 44 deg. 6 min. N,
and its longitude 235 deg. 52 min. E. The
southern extreme was named Cape Gregory,
It lies in the latitude of 43 deg. 80 min. N.
and in the longitude of 235 deg. 57 min. E.
At five o'clock the wind veered to the W.
and S. W. whi.'h induced us once more to
stand out to sea. At' this time Cape Perpetua bore N. E. by N. and the farthest land
to the S. of Cape Gregory S. by E. distant
about ten or twelve leagues: consequently,
its latitude is 43 deg. 10 min. and its longitude 235 deg. 5.:3 min. E. This is nefirly (h«
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hopin?, a«c he said, to i\u4
l^lanco, discovered the ed Hope B;iy
and the event proved
harbour
it
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fvood
in
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ot it; and sooh
point
west
the
reached
we
blowunsettled,
very
The wind benii? now
after a breeze sprnnu- up at JN. W. ivitb
in- in >*(l.. alls, attended with snow showers,
stretclie<i into an arm ot the inler,
we u ere obliged tostretcl. to the southward to Mhich we
Here we were be.
to the N. E.
in
running
On Friday, the Kith,
liet clear ottTie coast.
to anchor in
necessary
it
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and
calmed,
for
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fathoms.
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.
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length
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other
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what
between
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the
and
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extreme of the land here we expected to for a considerable time, invitmg ns as we
by his gestures to go ashore and.
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and was fqiially vooiferousiM liis liaraiio^ne,
>vhich was accompanied with many exf)ressive pesttnes.
Not any of these visitors
^•f)til(l i)e prevailed upon to come on
board.
They were very ready, liowever, to part
witli ajjy thini^ they liad, and received wliatever we offered Ihem in exchange
but they
"were very solicitous after iron, and appeared
;

metal.

NOllTII POLE,
They had not mu(^j inclination for
and rejected every kind of cloth.
Tuesday the 31st, we were em ployed

beads,^

On

hauhng the ships into the cove, wllefH
they were moored.
The Hesnlution wj.s
now become very leaky in her ii()per works
on which account the carpenters \\ ere ordered to caulk her, and to repair any otiier
defects they might discover.
In the cour-e
(4 this day, the news of our arrival broiiwju
vast numbers of the natives about our siiips.
At one time we counted above a hundred
canoes, each of which, on an average, had five
j)eople on board
few containing less than
three; many having seven, eight, or nine;
and one was manned with seventeen. Many
of these were new visiters, which we discoverd
by their orations and ceremonies. If they,

in

,

no strangers to that valuable metal.
foun«l such excellent shelter for
our ships, in an inlet whose coasts appeared
to be inhabited by an inoffensive race of
])eople, we lost no time, after coming" lo anchor in searching for a commodious hari>our, where we ujight be stationed during
our continuance in the sound. Upon this
service, three armed boats were sent
and on
the N. W. of the arm, at a small distance
iVom the ships, we found a convenient cove
at first, had a|>|)r€hended that we meant
to
but apprehended we could not transjwrt our be hostile, their fears were now removed
ships to it, and moor them properly, before for they ventured on board the shij)s,
and
iiiuht would overtake us, we thought it pru- mixed with our people with the
utmost freedent to continue where we were till the next dom and familiarity. We discovered, howmorning. 7'he whole day we were sur- ever, by this intercourse, that they were as
rounded with plenty of canoes and a reci- fond of pilfering as any we had met with
procal trade was commenced between us, during our voyage; and they were
much
conducted with the strictest harmony and more mischievous than any *of the other
integrity on both sides.
Their articles of thieves we had found; for, having sharp
commerce were the skins of various animals, instruments in their possession, they couhl,
such as bears, sea-otters, wolves, foxes, deer, the instant that our backs were turned, cut
racoons, martins, and polecats. 'J' hey also a hook from a tackle, or a piece of' iron
produced a kind of clothing, fabricated from a rope. 'J'Jiey stripped our boats of
jrom the bark of a tree, or a |)lant resem- every piece of iron that was worth taking
bling hemp: besides which articles, they away, thougli some of our men were always
had bows, arrows, fish-hooks, and various left in them as a guard. They were, indeed
kinds of instruments wooden vizors, repre- so dextrous in effecting their 'purposes, that
senting Iwrrid figures; a sort of woollen one fellow would contrive to amuse our peostuff; carved work
bead* and red ochre
ple at one end of the boat, while his confealso several little ornaments of thin brass derate was forcing off the. iron work at the
and iron resembling an horse-shoe, which other. If an article that had been stolen,
they wear pendant at their noses. How- was immediately missed, the thief was easily
ever, among all the articles which they ex- detected, as they were fond of impeaching
jjosed to sale, the most extraordinary were each other: but the prize was always reluctlunnan skulls, and hands, with some of the antly given up by the guilty person and
iiesl. remaining on them
which they ac- sometimes compulsive means were obliged
lo be used in order to regain it.
knowledged they had been feeding on
AYednesday, April the 1st, having safely
and some of then), indeed, bore evident
marks of their having been on the fire. For moored our ships, we proceeded to other
the various articles they brought, they re-" necessary business. The observatories were
ceived in exchange knives, chissels, nails, taken ashore, and placed on a rock, on one
looking-glasses% buttons or any kind of side of the cove.
A party of men was
to be

Having

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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wood, and clear a place

Blatioiunl to cut
u:\terinir.
lu're,

llavin*^'

others

were

pliMify

employed

of

for

pine-trees

in

iMc.'wini?

Tlie t(>ri,'e uas also erected to
iijukf* tlie necessary iron-work tor reijairini**
were daily visited hy a
the toreniast.
coiisiderahle ninnher of new comers, who
liLid a sinu:\dar mode ot" introducins^ them.wlves on their first appearance, hy paddiintf,
Nj

truce-beer.

We

sireniifli
and activity,
their utmost
roiuul both tiie sliips, \\ hde a chief, standnvj; np with a spear in his luind, bawled
most vocileronsly all the time. The t";)ce of
this orator was soujetinjes covered with a
mask, representinif either a hiinian connteand,
jiance, or that of some other ;inimal
instead of a spear, he had a kind of rattle
Frequently, before they came
in his hand.
alonu: side, or on board our shi[), tliey would
entertain us with a sou^j:, in which their

*\ith

;

whole company joined. Durinij the5:e
onr principal care was to guard against

visits

their

thievery.

But on Saturday, the 4th of April, we had
a very serious alarm, for our |)arfy on shore
perceived the natives in all quarters arming,
and those who had not proper weapons

fyV

the strangers,
cipal occasion of the quarrel
I)erha()s, insisting on haviiig a right of shai;

ing in the advantages of a trade with us
otir tirst (ricnils resoU'uig to engross us
were convinced
entirely to themselves.
nay, even
of this on many other occasions
among those who lived in the sotuul, the
weaker weie often obliged to submit to the
stronger party, and were plundered of every
thing, without even attempting to make any
;

and

We

;

resistance.

Sunday, thev5th, tlie carpenter discovered
cheeks of the foremast to be rotten, and
began to supply it with new ones. It was for*
t!/e

tunate that these defects should be discovered, when we were so commodiously situated,
as to be able to procure the materials that
were requisite. On the 7th, while the foremast wa; repairing, the Captain ordered a

new

set of main-rigging to be fitted.
FrorM
our putting into the sound to this day, the
weather had been remarkably tine but in
the morning of the 8th we hud rain with a
fresh gale, and in the evening it blew extremely hard
but though these tempestuous blasts succeeded each other quickly,
they were of short duration yet we iiad the
misfortune to have our mizen-mast give
;

:

:

collecting sticks and stones. The
Captain, iiearing this, ordered all our work- way at the head. About eight o'clock, the
men to repair to the rock, whereon our ob- gale abated, but the rain continued, almost
During these sf|ualis
servatories had been pla<.*ed thus leaving tiie without internjission.
supposed enemy in possession of the ground the natives trequently brought us smail cod,
where they assembled, which was within small bream, or sardine, and a sup|)ly of
about one hundred yards of onr stern. ^Ve other fish. Sunday the 12th, in the evensoon found however, that these hostile pre- intr, we received a visit from a tril»e of naparations were directed against a body of tives, whom we had not seen before, and
their own countrymen, who were advancing who, in general, made a better appearance
to attack them
and our friends of the sound, than our old I'riends. When conducted into
perceiving our apprehensions, exerted their the cabin, there was not an object that fixed
best endeavours to convince us, that this their attention
all our novelties ^^ere lookwas really the case. The adverse party, on ed on with inditlerence, except by a very
board about twelve large canoes, at length few, who shewiHl a certain degree of curidrew up in line of battle, off the South point soity.
On Thur^iJay the IGth, whei) our
of the cove.
negociation for the restora- carpenters had made a considerable progress
tion of peace was now commenced
in the on the mizen-nmst, they discovered that the
conrse of which several people in canoes tree 0!i which they were at work, was woundpassed between the two parties, and some ed, owing, it was imagined, to some acdebates ensued. At length the matter in cident in cutting it down. It therefore bedis{)ute appeared to be adjusted
but the came neccessary to procure another tree out
strangers were not permitted to approach of the woods, on which work all hands
our sliips. It is most likely we were the prin- were employed about half a day. During

were

;

;

;

A

;

;
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operation, many of the natives were
gazing on with an inexpressible surprise,
which, from their general inattention, we
did not expect. On Saturday, the 18ih, a

this

party of strangers, in seven or eig-ht canoes,
after looking at us
concluded, that
our old friends would not suffer them to
have auy dealings with us. It was evident,
indeed, that the neighbouring inhabitants
and
engrossed us entirely to themselves
that they carried on a traffic with more distant tril)es, in those articles they had received from us: for they frequently disappeared four or five days together, and
returned with fresh cargoes of curiosities and
.sUins.
Such of them as visited ns daily,
after having disposed of their trifles, em|)loyed themselves in fishing, and we always
partook of what they caught we also procured from them a considerable quantity of
good animal oil, which tiiey brought to us
Some indeed, attem|)ted to
in bladders.
and
by
mixing water with oil
cheat us,
us,
imposed
upon
so
far
they
twice
once or
In
as to fdl their bladders with water only.
exchange for their articles of traffic, metal
nas generally demanded by our visitors; and
bra'?s had now supplanted iron, being sought
at'ler with such eagerness, that before we
left the sound, scarcely a bit of it was to
be found in the ships, except what constituted a part of our necessary instruments
suits of clothes were stripped of their butkettles,
tons
bureaus of their furniture
to
went
candlesticks
all
cannisters, and
procurfriends
American
our
rack; so that
ed from us a greater variety of things, than
any other nation we had visited.
Oil Sunday, the 19th, most of our work
being now finished. Captain Cook set out
the next morning to survey the sound. Proceeding first to the west point, we discovered a large village, and, l)efore it a very snug
harl)our, with from nine to four fathoms water. The inhabitants of this village, who were
numerous, and to many of whom the Commodore was no stranger, received him with
great courtesy, every one pressing him to en-

came into the cove, and
for some tinie^ retired.

We

;

;

;

cepted politely the invitations, and the hospitable friends

whom we

visited,

testified

every mark of civility and respect. In
nniny of these habitations vvonum were employed, in making dresses of the bark nr
plant already mentioned, and executed their
business much like the natives of New Zealand
others were busy in opening sardines;
large shoals of which we have seen brougiit
on shore, and measured out to several people, who carried them home, where they
performed the operation of curing them
this is done by stnoke-drying.
I'hey are
hung u[)on small rods at first, about afoot
over the fire
they are then removed higher
:

:

;

;

When

and higher, to make room for others.
dried, they are closely packed in bales,

and

the bales covered with mats. Thus they are
preserved till wanted, and are not unpleasant
food. They also cure cod, and other large
fish in the same manner; but these are
sometimes dried in the open air. Leaving
this village, we proceeded up the west side of
the sound. For near three miles, we saw
several small
Islands, so situated as to
form some convenient harbours, the depths

being from thirty to seven fathoms. About
two leagues witliin the sound, on the same
side, an arm runs in the direction of N .N.
W. and another in the same direction about
two miles farther. About a mile above the
second arm we found the ruins of a village.
The framings of the houses remained standing, but the boards or roofs were taken
away. Behind this deserted village is a
small plain, covered with the largest pinetrees we had ever seen.
This was singular,
as most of the elevated ground on this side
the sound appeared rather naked. Passing
from hence to the east side, we observed what
we had before imagined, that it was an Island, under which the ships lay; and that
many smaller ones lay scattered about on the
west side of it. Upon the main land, opposite
the north end of our Island, we saw a village,
and landed there, but our Commodore was
not so politely received by the inhabitants, as
by those of the other village he had visited.
This cold reception was occasioned by one
several families have surly chief, who would not suffer him to en:

;

;

apartment for
habitations under the same
ter his

;

He

roof.

6

ac- ter their

houses,

making expressive

sign*-.

A>'D

UOUND THE WOULD.

w as impatient for iiim to be groiie
t'ook tMuleavoiircd in vain to soolli
these lie did not represents
)iiui with
the snuje Uin<l of
continued
he
luse, though
hehavionr. IJiit notwithstajuiin^' this treatment from the inliospit.ihle chief, some of
the yonnff women expeditiously aj)parelled
themselves in their hest habiliments, assembled in a body, and, joininir in an aifreeable
ILveniny
song", y^ave us a hearty welcome.
now drawing on, Cai;>t. Cook proposed returning:, and we proceeded for the sliips,
round the north end ot the Island. When
returned aboard, we were informed that in
our absence, some stranj^^ers from the 8. E.
Jiad visited onr people in the shi|)s, who
purchased of them two silver table spoons,
that appeared to be of Spanish manufacture.
They were worn round the neck of one of
those visitors by way ttf ornament.
^Wdnesday, the'iind, about eight o'clock
A. M. we were visited l)y a tunnber of strangers from the southward. Alter their departure the two Captains, Cook, and Clerke,
went in their own boats to the \illaire at the
uest point, where our Commodore had been
two days before, and had observed that plenand it was
ty of grass was to be had near it
necessary to get a supply of this, tor the few
remaininir goats and sheep that \> ere still on
board. W^e received the »iame welcome reception as before, and our Commodore ordered some of the people to begin cutting
not imagining the natives would object to
our furnishing ourselves w ith what could not
be of any use to them, though essentially
necessary for ns. In this, however, we were
mistaken, for as soon as our men began
cutting the grass, some of the inhabitants
would not permit them to prcceed, saying,
lliut lie
(,';il)l.

;

;

:

i:^^

liberally paid the first [)re(endcd proprietors,
that tVtsh ilemamls were nuidc lVon> oiiiers,
so that every single blade of grass niighl
liave had a separate owner; and so many
of them were to be satisfied, that his f)ockt l.<

presently becatwe empty. When they were
convinced of this last striking circumstance,
they ceased to be importunate, and we were
permitted to cut where we thought proper,
as

much

as

we

|)leascd.

of observation, that

we

Here it is worthy
met with, any

i^ever

nation, or tribe, who possessed
notions of their having an exclusive property in the produce of their country, as the inhabitants of this sound.
They
even wanted our people to pay for the wood
and water that were curiied aboard. Had
Capt. Cook been |)rescnt when lliese demauils were maile, lie would doubtless have
complied with them
but onr worku'ieii
thought difierenlly, and paid little or no attention to such claims. The natives tiiinking we were determined not to pay the least
consideration, at length ceased to apply for
the same
but they frequently took occani»civilized

such

strict

;

:

remind n-«,
had induced ihem
wood and water.
sion

to

tlw>t

to

their esteem ti)r u.<
ns a present of

make

Havi4)g completed all
our operations at this village, the natives
and the two Captains took a friendly leave
of each other, and we returned to the ship'sr
in the afternoon.
The 23rd, 24tl:, and 2'jth, were employed
in preparing for sea
the sails were bent;
;

the obser-vatories and other articles were re.
moved from the shore; and botjj ships put
into a proper condition for sailing.
Oa
Stinday the 26th, the Commodore intended
to have set sail, but
tide against us, we

having both wind and
were under a necessity

" Makook," signifyinir, that we must buy of waiting till noon, when the tide turning
them first. During this event, Capt. Cook in our favour, tlie ships were towed out of
was in one of the houses, but, hearing of it, the cove. At four o'clock P. M. the merhe repaired immediately to the field, where cury in the barometer sunk uncommonly
he found about us, a dozen claimants of low, and we had every appearance of an ap".»
different parts of the grass, that grew on the proching storm from the southward
but
;

The Commodore

with the Captain's anxiety to prosecute the voythem for it, and having complied with the age, and the fear of loosing so good an opoVterms of his purchase, thought we had now tunity of getting out of the sound, opperated
liberty to cut whatever we pleased. more strongly upon his mind than the ap-^
full
Here he was again raistukeit for he had so prehension of danger, and he resolved to
7
premises.

;

treated

:

;
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Its principal recommendation \%
put to sea. We ;vere attended by the natives Island.
some that of being covered from the sea for it is
liil we were almost out of the sound
in their canoes, and others on board the exposed to the S. E. winds, which someOne of the chiefs who had particu- times blow with great violence. Upon the
ships.
but,
larly attached himself to Capt. Cook, was sea coast, the land is tolerably high
among the last who parted from us. The within the sound, it rises into steep hills,
Captain a little time before we got under which have a uniform appearance, ending
way, made him a small present for \yhich in roundish tops, with sharp ridges on their
Many of these hills are high all
in return, a beaver skin of sides.
lie received,
much superior value. For this reason the of them are covered to their summits witji
The soil upon them
Captain made an addition to his present, the thickest woods.
which pleased the chief so highly, that he is produced from rotten mosses and trees, of
presented to the Commodore the beaver- the de])th of about two feet. Theif foundaskin cloak which he then wore, and of which tions are nothing more than stupendous
lie was particularly fond. Struck with this in- rocks; of a grey or whitish cast when exbut, when broken,
stance of uenerosity, and vvisiiing him not to [M)se<l to the weather
be a sutierer by his gratitude, Ca|)t. Cook are of a bluish grey colour. The rocky
insisted upon his acceptauce of a new broad- shores consist entirely of this; and the
sword, with a brass hilt, with which he ap- beaclies of tlie little coves in the sound are
peared greatly delighted.
^Ye were ear- com[)osed of fragments of it.
The climate appears to })e infinitely mildnestly importuned by the chief, and many of
er than that on the east coast of America,
bis countrymen, to pay tl>em another visit
who, by way of inducement, promised to under the same parallel of latitude. We
procure a large stock of skins. Before we perceived no frost in any of the low ground
continue the progress of our voyage, we but, on the contrary, vegetation jiroceeded
think it may be no small entertainment very briskly for, at this time, we saw grass
to our readers, to comprise in the remainder upwards of a foot long. The trees of which
of this chapter further particulars relative to the woods are composed are the Canadian
pine, white cypress, and two or three other
the country and its inhabitants.
sorts
ships
were
moorof pine. The two first are in the ureatour
which
in
The inlet
ed is called by the natives Nootka, but Caj)'. est abundance. At a distance they resemCook gave it the name of King George's ble each other but they are easily distinSound. The entran(;e is in the east corner of guished on a nearer view, the cypress being
Hope Bay, in latitude 49 deg. 33 min. N. of a paler green than the other. In general,
longitude 233 deg. 12 min. E. The east the trees grow here with great vigour, and
coast is covered by a chain of sunken rocks, are of a large size. About the rocks and
and, near the sound, are some Islands and borders of the woods, we saw some strawentered the sound berry plants, rasberry, currant, and goosero( ks above water.
between two rocky points, lying E. S. E. berry bushes, all in a flourishing state.
and W. N. W. from each other, distant four found also a few black alder trees a species
miles. The sound widens within these ])oints, of sow-thistle some cow's-foot with a fine
and extends to the nortlu rird at least four crimson flower, and two sorts of antherimet with some wild rose-bushes,
leagues. In the middle of it are a number cum.
just
budding:
of
some young leeks; a small
The
sizes.
dei)th
various
of
Islands
of
water, not only in the middle of the sound, sort of grass, and some water-cresses bebut also close to some parts of the shore, is sides a great abundance of andromeda.
iVom forty-seven to ninety fathoms or more. The season of the year did not permit us to
Within its circuit, the harbours and anchor- acquire much knowledge of the vegetables
ing places are numerous. The cove, where of this country and being in a cove, or an
our ships anchored, is on the east side of the Islanfl, all the animals that we saw alivo
sound, and also on the east of the largest were two or thrtt racoons, martins, squirrels
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

;

We

We

;

;

We

;

;

S

•

AND ROUND THE
of our peoj.le wlio laiuled on tlie
continent, on il»e south-east side ol" tlie
sound, observed the prints ot' a bear's feet,
but \\v could <tnly
not far from tlie shore
judi^e of tlie quadru[)eds from the skins purcliased oi the iidialutanls, and these were
st>n»etimes so niultdated, that we couhl not
«;ven ^ness to what species of aninials tiiey
belonged, tliongh others were so perfect as
The
>i(»t
to admit a doubt abimt them.
most common of these last sorts were bears,
IJear-skins are in
deer, foxes, and wolves.
abunilance, but not very huixe their colour is j^eiierally a shiniuii black. The
deer-skins are n<'>t so plentif.d. and appear
to beionij: to what liie inhabitants of NortliCaroHua in Anuiica, call the tallow -deer
but Mr. Millar, in his New System of Nainral History distiuuMiishes it by the name of
Virsfinian deer, and thinks it tpiite a ditJerent species tVom our's.
The sea animals seen off the coast were
tntl souie

;

.

;

the last of these
|»or|)oises and seiils
seem only of the comi»u>n sort. Though

VrOIlLD.

haunts. Here are two sorts of wild
one black. With a white head the
other white, with a red bill, but of a larger
not

tljeir

ducks
size:

found

;

;

also the greater lumme, or diver,
in the northern parts of Europe.
Ob

the shores we tbund a sand-piper, not unlike the btirre, a plover, resembling our com-

Uion lark, and two kinds of wood-peckers,
one smaller than a thrush, the other larger
and more elegant
Eish are more plentiful than birds. The
principal sorts we found were the common
herring, not exceeding seven inches in
leng'h
a smaller sort, of the same kind
the anchovy, though rather larger: a
a*j
silver coloured bream, and another of 9.
br(»wn colour, with narrow blue stripes.
Sharks sometimes frequent the sound, for
the natives have some of their teeth in their
;

About the rocks there is an
abundance ot large muscles, many of a span
long; in some of which are large pearls;
possessnm.

but they are not pleasing either in colour or
Red coral is to be found either on
conthe
coast
yet
we
may
or in the sound, large branches of
amphibious,
.se;i-otters are
sider theuj as belonging to this class, as liv- it having been seen in the canoes of the
The fur of natives. The only reptiles observed here
ing: principally in the water.
these animals, as nuntiojied in the Russian were brown snakes, about two feet in length,
accounts, is certainly softer and tiner than having whitish stripes on the back and sides
that of any other animals known by the and brownish water lizards. The former
Hurcpeans consequently the discovery of are quite harmless. The insect tribe seem
this part of the continent of North-America, to be much more numerous.
We found here both iron and copper, but
where so valuable an article o( commerce
may be met with, cannot be a matter of in- we do not think either of them belong to
Mr. Coxe, in his Russian dis- this {)lace. We did not see the ores of any
ditference.
coveries, on the authority of Mr. Pallas, says, metals, except a coarse red ochre substance,
that the old and njiddleaged sea-otters skins used by the natives in painting or staining
they had also a
are sold at Kiatchta by the Russians, to the their faces and bodies
Chinese, from 80 to 100 rubles a skin, that is black and white pigment made use of for
the same purpose. Exclusive of the rock,
from 161. to 201. each.
The birds that frequent the waters and w hich forms the shores and mountains, w*
the shores are far from being numerous: found among the natives some things made
they are very shy, owing perhaps, to their of a hard black granite, not very compact,
being continually harrassed by the natives, nor fine grained also a greyish whet-stone ;
either to eat, or for their feathers to be worn the common oil stone; and a black sort,
met with humming little inferior to the hone stone. They had
as ornaments.
birds, different in some respects from the va- likewise pieces of rock chrystal.
could
rious sorts already known of this delicate not obtain this from them without a very
little animal.
Shags and gulls are also fre- valuable return.
Some swans too were
As to the natives, their persons, in gene(juent in the sound.
•een flying to the northward, but we knew ral^ are under the common stature usually

w hales,

;

sha|)e.

;

;

;

;

We

We

;
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plump, but not muscular

the fbre;
l)i;ick,
rather
small,
and
eyes
lead low; the
the
mouth
sparklingthan
languishing,
the teeth
round, with large, thick lips
tolerably equal and well sei. Their eyebrows are also scanty, and always narrow:
but the hair of the head is in great abundance, very coarse and strong and, without
a single exception, black, strait, and lank.
Some have no beards others only a thin
one on the point of the chin ; for fhey
pluck it out elsewhere by the roots and
those who do not thus eradicate it, have not
only considerable beards, on every part of
the chin, but also whiskers, or mustachios,
running from the upper lip to the lower jaw
whence we may conobliquely downward
clude, that it is a mistaken notion, though espoused by eminent writers, that American
Indians have no beards. The limbs, in all
of them, are small in proportion to the other
besides they are crooked and illparts
/ormed, having projecting ancles, and large
shaped. I'htir colour
feet, awkwartlly
f)retty

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

could never be determined positively, as
their bodies were incrusted with paint and
The women are nearly the same size
dirt.
with the men, from whom it is not easy to
distinguish them, as they possess no natural
delicacies sufficient to render their {iersoiis
certain sameness characteagreeable.
rizes both sexes ; dulness, and want of ex|)ression, being visibly pourtrayed in every
In common, their dress is a flaxen
visage.

A

kind of mantle, ornamented with a narrow
stripe of fur, on the upper edge, and frincres
Passing undtr the left
at the lower one.
arm, it it tied by tassels over the right
ihoulder. Sometimes they fasten the mantle round the waist with a girdle of coarse

over which is worn a small cloak
of the same substance, fringed at the bottom,
and reaching to the waist. They wear a
rap,intheshapeof atiower-r>ot, made of very
ftne matting, ornamented with a bunch of
leathern tassels, and having a string passing
under the chin, to prevent its blowmer oft.
Besides the above dress, which is common
to both sexes, the men throw frequently
over their other garments the skin of a bear,
wolf, or sea-otler, with the hair outward.

matting

;

and tie it as a cluak, near the upper part,
wearing it sometimes betore, and sometimes
behnid. Was this Jress kept clean, it would
by no means bt* nieit-gant
but as they
;

are continuall} rubbmg their bodies over
with a red paint, mixed with oil, their garments become greasy, and eonuact a rancid offensive smell.
The appearance, indeed, of these peo; 'e is both wreichefJ and
filthy,

with

and

their

So

heads and garments swarm

they to every idea of
cleanliness, that we frequently san thent
pick otF these vermin, and eat theui with
the greatest composure. Their faces are or*
namented with a variety of colours a bh.rk,
a bright red, or a white colour
the last of
lice.

lost are

;

;

gives them a ghastly appearance.
Oyer the paint they strew the brown martial
mica, which causes it to glitter. Alany of
their ears are perforated in the lobe, uher«
tliey make a large hole, and two smaller ones
higher up on the outer edge. In these holes
are hung bits of bone, quills fastened upon
a leathern thong, shells, bunches of tassels,

these

or thin pieces of copper. In some, tlie septum of the nose is also perforated, and a
piece of cord drawn through it. Others wear
at the same place, i»ieces of cofjper, brass,
or iron, shaped somewhat like a horse-shoe,
the narrow opening receiving the septum,
so that it may be pinched gently by tlie two
points, and thus the ornament hangs over
the u|)per lip. Their bracelets, which they
wear about their wrists, are bunches of white
Imgle beads, or thongs with tassels, or a
black, broad, horny, shining substance,
Jiound their ancles they wear frequently leathern thongs, or the sinews of animals curiously twisted. )?esi(Jes these, their ordinary
dresses, they have some that are used only
when going forth to war, and exhibitingthemselves to strangers in ceremonial visits.
Among these are the skinsof bears or wolves,
tied on like their other garments, but edged
with broad borders of fur, ornamented ingeniously with various figures. They are worn
separately, or over their common clothing.
The most usual head-dress, on these occasions, is a quantity of withe, wrapped about
the head, with large feathers, particularly
those of eaj;Ies stuck in it, or entirely ccvercii

AND ROUND THE 7rORLD.
At the same
nilh small white feathers.
luiie the t'uce is variously painted, tlie upper
und lowt-r p>»rts ht-mtf of opposite coh>ur.s,^
end the stiokes luiviiiu: tht af)penrance of
or it is besmeared with a kind
larce gy«;lies
of Tat or tallow, uiixed with paint, formed
into a great variety of tiirures, somewhat
like carved work. The hair, sometimes, is
separated into small parcels, and tied, at inothers tie it behind,
tervals, with thread
Thus equipped,
arter the Ent?lish fashion.
they have a truly savaire and ridiculous appearance, which is muih heiLfiitened when
they assume their monstrous decorations.
These consists of a great variety of wooden
masks, applied to the face, forehead, or iif).»
pev part of the head. Some of the visors re;

:

semble human faces, having hair, beards, and
eye-brows others represent tlie heads of
birds, and various animals, such as deer,
porpoises, wolves, &c. Such kind of repre;

ais

quiet, plileofmatic disposition
though deficient in vivacity, to render tliemselves agreeable in society. They are rather reserved
than loquacious; but iheir gravity seems
constitutional, and not tlie result of any particular mode of education
for the orations
;

:

made by them on

public occasions, are little
more than sliort sentences, or only single
words forcibly repeated in one tone of voice,
accompanied with a single gesture at every
.sentence.
From their offering human skulls
ami bones to sale, there is not the least reason
odoubt of their treating their eneniies with a
but as this circumstance rasavage cruelty
ther marks a general agreement of character
among almost every uncivilized tribe, in
every age and country, they are not to be
reproached with any charge of peculiar inhumanity.
had not any reason to judge
unfavourable of their disposition in this
respect: they appear to be docile, cour;

We

sentations exceed generally the natural size, teous, and good-natured; but, notwithand they are frequently strewed w ith pieces standing their phlegmatic temper, they are
of the mica, which makes them glitter, and quick in resenting injuries yet, like all pas*
augments their deformity. In these imagi-* sionate people, they forget them quickly.
nary decorations, they sometinjes run into It must be admitted that they are not wholly
greater excess, and fix large pieces of carv- unsusceptible of the tender passions, which
ed work upon the head, projecting to a con- is evident from their being fond of music
siderable distance, and resembling the prow and that too of the pathetic kind.
Their songs are generally slow and soWhether these extravagant
of a canoe.
masquerade ornaments are used on any reli- lemn. Sonnets were sung by single pergious occasion, or in any kind of diversion, or formers, keeping time by striking the
whether they ate intended to intimidate by hand against the thigh. A rattle, and a
tjieir monstrous appearance, or as decoys small whistle, are the only instruments of
when hunting animals, is uncertain. One of music which we saw among them. The
rattle is used when they sing
tlie dresses seems peculiarly adapted to war
but upon
It is a thick tanned leathern mantle, double, what occasions the whistle is employed, we
and appearstobethe skin of an elk, or buffalo. know not, unless it be when they assume the
This is fastened on in the ordinary manner, figures of particular animals, and endeavour
and is so contrived as to coverthe breast quite to imitate their howl or cry. We once saw
np to the throat part of it, at the same one of these people dressed in the skin of a
This gar- wolf, with the head covering his own, strivtime, falling down to tiieir heels.
ment is curiously painted, and is strong ing to imitate that animal, by making a
enough, as we understood from them, to re- squeaking noise with a whistle he had in his
so that it maybe consider- mouth.
The rattles are generally in the
sist even spears
f>d as their completest defensive armour. shape of a bird, with the small pebbles in
Thoug^li we cannot view these people with- the belly, and the tail is the handle. We
out a kind of horror, when they are thus observed another sort, which resembles a
;

\

:

;

;

;

strangely apparelled, yet when divested of child'!! rattle.
In trafficing with us, some of them di.sthese extravagant dresses, and beheld in
their common habit, they seem to be of a played a disposition to knavery; taking.
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our g'oods without making any return.

the instances of this were rare, and we
had abundant reason to approve the integrity ot'their conduct. However, their eagerness to possess iron, brass, or any kind of
metal, was so great, that when an o[)portunity presented itself, few of them could reTlie inhabisist the temptation to steal it.
tants of the South-sea Islands in their petty
larcenies were actuated by a childish dispoThe nosition, ratiier tlian a thievisli one.
velty of the object excited their curiosity,
and was a sufficient induc«*ment for them to
g;et possession of it by any means; but the
natives of Nootka, who made free with our
property, are entitled to no such a()olo^y.
The api)ellation of thieves is certainly applifor they well knew that
cable to them
what they pilfered from us would be subserand
vient to tlie i)rivate purposes of utility
it was fortunate for us, that metals were tiie
only articles upon w hich they set any value
but thefts are very common among- themselves, producinu: continually quarrels, of
which we saw several instances.
The two villages we visited are probably
the only inhabited parts of the sound. 'I'he
number of inhabitants may be computed
from the canoes thut visited our ships the

But

;

:

;
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the rest of the floor, and covered with mat«.
whereon the family sit and sleep. Thes«
benches are comm.only seven or eight feet
long, and four or five broad.
In the middle
of the fioor, between them, is the fire-plac«,
which has neither hearth nor chimney.
This part appeared common to them all.
The nastiness and stench of their houses are
at least equal to the confusion within for, as
they dry their fish within doors, they also
gut tiieni there, which, with their bones
and fraurments, thrown down at meals, and
the additition of other sorts of filth, lying
every where in heaps, and are, it should
seem, never carried away, till they become
troublesome, from their size, to walk
oyer them.
In a word, their houses are as
firthy as hog-sties
every thing in, and about
them stinking of fish, train oil and smoke.
Their furniture consists chiefly of chests and
boxes of various sizes, piled upon each other,
at the sides or ends of each house, wherein
they deposit all their valuables, such a;;
skins, garments, masks, &c.
Many of the«c
boxes are painted black, and studded with
the teeth of animals or rndely decorated witli
figures of birds carved.
To complete the
scene of confusion, in different parts of their
habitations are hung up implements of fishing, and other articles.
Among these we
may leckon their images, which are nothing
more than the trunks of large trees, of the
height of about four feet, placed at the upper end of the ai)artment, with a human face
carved on the front, and the hands and arms
upon the sides. These figures are variously
painted, and make, upon the whole, a ridiculous appearance. They are called generally Klumma.
sort of curtain, made of
mat, usually hung before the images, which
the natives were sometimes unwilling to remove and when they did consent to unveil
them, they seemed to express themselves in
a very mysterious manner and yet they
were held in no very extraordinary degree
of estimation, seeing, with a small quantity
of brass or iron, all the idols in the place
;

;

They consistsecond day after our arrival
ed of about a hundred, which upon an average, contained, at least, five persons each
but as there were very few women, children,
or youni;^ men among them, we may reasonably suppose, that the number of souls in
the two villages, could not be less than four
limes the number of our visitors, being in the
whole two thousand. The village, situated
A
at tiie entrance of the sound, stands on the
side of a pretty steep ascent, extending from
There are holes,
the beach to the wood
or windows, in the sides of the houses to look
out at, having bits of mat hung before them,
Their houses,
to prevent the rain getting in.
in the inside, may, with prof)riety, be compared to a long English stable with a double
range of stalls, and a board passage in the
middle; for the different families are se|>a- might have been purchased. Mr. Webber,
lated only by a piece of plank. Close to when drawing a view of the inside of a
the sides, in each of these parts, is a bench house, wherein those figures were placed,
of Jboards, raised five or six feet higher than was interrupted in his work by one of the
;

;

;
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i!»hal)itant^.
vvoiilti
fi

have a

Mr. Webber, thinking a bribe
presented to hiiu

[)r()i)er efleot,

metal-tiutton

iVoiii his

coat, aliicii nniiu'di-

operated as was intended soon after
be was ajjrain interrupted by tlie same man,
wiioheld a mat before tiie tiLTuies: our 2;enllemaii therefore s^ave him another button,
t;!ul was a-;ain siidi red to proceed. 'J'he man
tiien reue^ved his t'ormer tricks, tdi Mr,
Webber had parted with every single button at'ter which he received not any lUrther
molestation.
As to tlie domestic life of tliese people,
tlie men seem to be chiefly employed in lishfor the sustenance
inij: and killing animals,
them
beint^ eniiau:ed
of
few
of their families,
but
business
tlie women
househoUl
in any
>vere employed in manufacturing their garjaents; and in curing sardines, which they
uiso carry from the canoes to their houses.
Tliey also go in small ranr>es, to gather
In the lai.Tuscles, and other shell-fisli.
i)f)ur of the paddle they are as dextrous as
tlie men, who shew them very little respect
cr [attention on this, or any other occasion,
jiut the young men are remarkably indolent, sitting generally about in scattered
companies, basUing in the sun, or wallowing
in the sand upon the beach, like so many
This
Iiogs, wit4iout any kind of covering.
ilisregard of decency was, however, confined
solely to the males for the females were
always clothed, and behaved with great
propriety, meriting justly commendation
for a modest bashfulness, so becoming that
ficx.
In the women of this place, it is the
more meritorious, as the men have not the
Both sexes i>ass much
least sense of shame.
of their time in their canoes, especially in
in w hich they eat, sleep,
the summer
and frequently lie to bask themselves in the
sun for these purposes they arcsufficiently
ppacious, and are. in rainy weather, more
comfortable habitations than their filthy
houses.
ttiely

:

;

;
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alFording fi>h, mu.«:cle«i, ?ma!!er .^hell-fish,
and .sea ainmals. Anumg the tirst are lierriiigs, sar^iines, two species <d" bream, and
some small cod. The herrings and sardi: es
not only serve to be eaten fresli in their season, but to be dried and smoaked as stores.
Tije roes of these also, strewed i!p'»n tlir
l)rancht s of tlif Canailian j)me, or prepared
upon a long sea grass, aifi-rcl them another
grand resource for food. They also eat the
roe of some other laiL'e fi^h, that has a verj
rancid snull ;ind taste. The large nuisclen
are Ibuud in gieat ubuntlance in the sound.
Alter having roasted them in their shells,
th«*y are stuck upon long wooden ske\\eK5,
and taken oil. is tliey are wanted to be eaten.
They recjiiire nr) other preparation, though
they are sometimes dip|)ed in oil, as sauce.
The por|)oise is a food more common among
them, than ihat of any other animal in their
sea
the llesh and rind of which they cirt
into large pieces, diy hem as they do her;

I

rings, and eat them without farther preparation.
They also make a sort of broth
from the porjioise, when fresh, in a very sin-

gular nianner.
into a

wooden

They put
vessel,

sf)me pieces ot

containing

it.

a sufficient

quantity of water, iulo which they throvr
heated stones. 'J'his operation is repeated
till the contents are sup()osed to be stewed

enough. This is a common dish among
tiiem, and seems to be a strong nourishing
food.
'J'hey likewi-^e feed probably u])on
whales, seals, and sea-otters, the skins of
the two latter being common among them,
and they are furnished with implements of
all sorts for their destrr.ction, though perhap.>«
they may not be able, at all sea.sons, to catch
them in great plenty. However, from these,
and other sea animals, they procure oil in
great abundance, which they u«!e, mixed
with other food, as sauce and often si{) it
alone with a kind of horn-scooj)! 1 heir
fresh skins, at this time, were very scarce
as were the land animals; for we,saw i:o
Though their food, strictly speaking may flesh belonging to the latter and, thongli
be said to consist of every thing animal or their skins were to be had in plenty, they
vegetable that they can procure, yet the might perhaps, have been procured frf-rn
quantity of the latter bears an exceeding other tribes. From these, and other circnn>
email proportion to that of the former. Their stances, it plainly appeared to us, that these
«reritest reliance for food is upon the sea, as peoj)le are furnislied with the prinnpal j-art
:

;

;

;

;
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animal food by the sea if we except a few ^nlls, and some other birds,
Hhu.'h tiiey slioot with their arrows. I'heir
only winter veaetabies seem to be the CanadiA.n pine-bratu'hes, and sea-grass
but, as
their

several messes of porpoise

broth preparinf
about noon, when we went to the village,
they may probably make a principal meal
about that time.
These people have bows, and arrows,
i\\f spring- advances, they use others as they spears,
slings, short truncheons made of
The most common of these bone, and a small pick-axe somewhat reCi>!iie in season.
were two sorts of roots of a mild sweetish sembling- the common American tomahawk.
as is also a small Some of the arrows are pointed with iron,
t;»»^U% which are eaten raw
sweetish root, about the thickness of sarsa- and others with indented bone the spear
parilla.
As the season advances, ti;ey have has usually along- point made of bone. 1 h«
doubtless many others which we did not tomiihawk is a stone of the length of seven
see: for, though there is not the least aj)- or eight inches one end terminating- in a
pearance of cultivation among them, there point and the other fixed in a wooden banare plenty of elder, gooseberry, and currant die. 'i his is indented to resemble the Iiead
bushes.
One of the conditions, however, and neck of a human figure the stone being
whici) they seem to require in all their food, fixed in the mouth so asto representa tongue
of a great magnitude. To heighten the reis, that it should be of the less acrid kind
for they would not touch the leak or garlic, semblance, human hair is also fixed to it.
though they sold us great quautilies of it, This weapon is called taaweesh and they
when they understood it was what we liked, have another made of stone, which they
They seemed not to relish any of our food, call seeaik, about ten or twelve inches long",
and rejected our spirituous liquors as dis- having a square point, From the number
gusting and unnatural. It is their ordinary of their weapons it may be reasonably confor they eluded, that they engage frequently in close
practice to roast or broil their food
and we had very disagreeable
are absolute strani^ers to our method of combat
boiling, as appears from their manner of proofs of their wars being both frequent and
besides, as they bloody, from the quantity of human skulU
)reparing porfioise broth
\ lave only wooden vessels, it is impossible that were offered to us for sale.
With respect to the design and execution
ihr them to perform such an operation.
Their manner of eating corresponds with of their manufactures, and mechanic arts,
they are more extensive and ingenious tliaii
the nastiness of their houses and persons
could
possibly be expected from the natural
for the platters and troughs, out of which
disposition
of the people, and the little proseem
never
to
have
they eat their victuals,
gress
they
formation
original
have
made in civilization. 'J'he
their
since
been washed
flaxen
meal,
and
a
former
being
woollen
of
remains
garments engage their
the dirty
only swept away by a succeeding one. first care, as being the most material of those
Kvery thing solid and tough, they tear to that may be classed under the head oftnaThe former are fabricated froMi
pieces with their hands and teeth; for nufactures.
though their knives are employed in cutting the bark of the pine-tree, beat into a mass
After having been preoff the larger portions, they have not yet resembling hemp.
frndeavoured to reduce these to mouthfuls pared in a proper manner, it is spread upon a
by tlie same means, though more cleanly stick, fastened to two others in an erect puand convenient. But they do not possess sition. I'he manufacturer, who sits on her
even an idea of cleanliness, and eat con- hams at this simple machine, knots it across,
ftanfly the roots which are dug out of the at the distance of about half an inch from
ground, without attempting to shake off the each other, with small plaited threads,
Whether they Though it cannot, by this method, be renfoil that adheres to them.
have any set times for their meals we never dered so close and firm as cloth that is
could find out, having seen them eat at all woven, it is sufficiently impervious to the
boars in their canoes. Bui having observed air, and is likewise softer and more pliable,
6

o:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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ITieir woollen parnifnts liave much tlip apl)iit the su[>|)U«!ipearance of sloven cloth
wrought
in a In. n) is
being
their
tion of
destn>yecl, by the various figures that are
it beinc very
ingeniously inserted in tliem
improbable that these people should be
able to produce such a coinplev worU, except immediately by their Inuids. They are
ofditferent qualities; some resembling: our
coarsest sort of blankets; andctthersnot much
inferior to our tinest sort, and certainly both
The wool of which they
lofter and warmer.
are manufactured, seems to be jirocured
from different animals, particularly the fox
and brown lynx. I'hat fn.ni the lynx is
the finest, and nearly resembles our coarser
wools in colour but the hair, which also
;

;

;

cution w.is indeed rude, but hereby we were
ctjovincfd, Ih it though they have not the
kiiowledgeof lettersamongst them, they have
a notion of representing actions in a lastinty
way, exclusive of recording them in theii

and

soi.irs

wronirht. The ornamental fiifures in these ijarnients are disposed with j?reat taste, and are (generally of a
different colour, being usually dyed either
of a deep brown, or a yellow the latter of
which, when new, equals in brightness, the
most vivid in our best carpets.
different

when

;

on all their wooden
corresponds with that of working
figures upon their garments.
Nothing is to
be seen without a kind of freeze-work, or a
representation of some animal upon it
but
the most common one is that of the human
face. The general design of tliese figures
conveys a sufficient knowledge of the objects they are intended to represent
and in
the execution of many of the masks and
heads, they prove themselves to be ingenious sculptors.
Tiiey preserve, with the
greatest exactness, the general character of

Their

taste for carving

articles,

;

;

own

and finisli the more minute
great accuracy and neatness.
That these peo[)le have a fondness for works
of this sort is observable in a variety of partheir

parts

faces,

with

ticulars.
Representations of human figures,
birds, beasts, fish, and models of house-hold
atensils, were found among them in a very
great abundance. To their skill in the injitative arts, we may add their drawing tliem
in colours.
The whole process of their

traditions.

The

structure of their canoes is .simple,
yet they are well calculated for every useful

The largest sort, which in each
f)urpose.
will contain upwanls of twenty people,
aie formed of a single tree. The length of
niiuiy of them is forty feet, the breadth seven,
and the depth three. They bf come gradually narrower from the middle tovvards the
end, the stern endinc: perpendicularly, with
a knob at the top. Tlie fore-part stretches
forwards and upwards, and ends in a point,
or [)row, much higher than tlie sides of the
one

grows upon the animal, being intermixed
with it, causes the appearance to be some- canoe,

what

PA7

which are nearly striiight.
I'lie
them are without any ornabut some have a little carving, and

greatest part of

ment

;

are studded with seals teeth on the surface.
They have neither seats, nor any other suj)porters, on the inside, except some small
round sticks, about the size of a walking
cane, placed across, about half the depth of
a canoe. They are very light, and, on ac-

count of their breadth and flatness, swim
firmly, without an out-rigger, of which they
are all destitute. Their ()addles, which are
.small and light, resemble a small leaf in
shape, being pointed at the bottom, broad
in the niiddle, and gradually becoming narrower in the shaft the whole length being
above five feet. By constant practice, they
have acquired great dexterity in the management of these paddles
but they nevei
make use of any sails.
In their employment of fishing and hunting, their instruments are ingeniously contrived, and completely made.
They consist of nets, hooks, lines, harpoons, gigs, and
an instrument resembling an oar, 'ihe last
is about twenty feet in length, four or five
inches in breadth, and of the thickness of
half an inch.
The edge.^ for about two
thirds of its length, are set with sharp bone;

;

the other third serving for a handle.
this instrument they strike herrings,
whale-fishery has been represented, in this sardines, and other fish that come in shoals,
Bianner, on the caps they wear. The exe- which arn taken either upon or in tlie tteth.
teeth

With

;

;
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Their hooks, niaue of bone and wood, display no ^itcit ingenuity; but the harpoon,
used in strilcins; whales, and other sea aninjals,

manifests

evident

contrivance.

It

consists of a piece of bone, formed into
barbs, in which the oval blade of a large
ninscle shell, and the point of the instrument are fixed. Two or three fatiiojns of
lojje is fastened; to one end of which the
harpoon is fixed so as to leave tiie shaft
iicating, as a buoy upon the watery when
tile animal is struck.
As to their manner of catching" land animals, or killinc: them, we are strangers
but, it is j>robable that they shoot the smaller
sjrts with their arrows, and encounter bears,
wolves, and foxes, with their spears. Some-

limes they decoy them, by

coverinj:^

them-

selves with their sivins, and runnii'.L; upon
fdl fours, at which sport they are remarkably nimble. For (he same purposes the
masks, or carved heatis, as well as the dried
heads of diti'erent r.niinals, are used.
Every particular of the rope kind which
they use in makin<>: their various articles, is
formed eitlser from thongs of skins, and
»inews of animals, or from the flaxen substance, of which they manufacture their
mantles.
The sinews were sometimes so
remarkably Ion'4', that it was hardly possible
ihey could have belonged to any other animal than the whale. The assistance they
re(;eive from iron tools contributes to their

dexterity in woculen performances. Their
implements are almost wh<dly made of iron
One chissel indeed we saw made of bone.
This consists of a flat long piece, fastened
into a
let,

wooden handle.

and a

A

stone

mal-

is tlieir

bit offish-skin their polisher.

Some

of these chissels were nine or ten inches in
but
length, and three or four in breadth
they were, in general considerably smaller,
'i'he chissel and the knife are the principal
forms that iron assumes amdng them.
Some of their knives are very large. Iiaving
crooked blades the edge being on the back,
nr convex |>art. They are sharpened upon
a coarse slate whetstone, and kept continWhat we saw among them,
ually bright.
were about tlie breadth and tliickness of an
iion hoop
and their singular form plai)ily
;

;

;

proves, that they are not of Enropt an make;
Iron is called by the natives seekeii.ailf, a
name which they also give to tin, ana cliior
white metals. It being so common anionjj
these people, we were anxious to riiscovev

how

could be conveyed to them. On our
we perceived that they
had a knowledge of trafiic, and an inclination to pursue it
and we ^^ere afterwards
convinced, that they had not acquired this
knowledge from a cursory interview with
strangers; but with whom they carried on
this tratHc we conld not learn
foi' though
\\esaw several articles of European manufactures, such as brass and iron, yet it does n(jt
follow, that they were received from European nations.
We could not obtain the
least information of their having seen ships
like our's bef<Jre, nor of their having been,
engaued in commerce wiih such civilized
|)eople.
Many circumstances corroborate
to prove this bey(»nd doubt.
On our arrivr.:,
they were earnest in their enquires, wbetl or
it

arrival in the sound,

;

;

we meant

to settle

among them, and whe-

ther we were frienedly visitors, informing us,
at the same time, that they gave us wood
and water from motives of friendship. This
proves suflicientiy, that they considert<l
themselves as f)ropriators of the place, and
dreaded no superiority: for it would have
been an unnatural en<pnry, if any ships luul
been here before, and had suj)plie(l themselves with wood and water, and then departed
for they
might then reasonably,
expect that w^ should do the same. It
must be admitted, indeed, that they exhibited no marks of surprise at beholding our
ships; but this may, with great propiety, be
attributed to their natural indolence ofteni-.
per, and their wanting a thirst of curiosilj'..
They were never startled at tlie report of a,
musqjiet, till they, one day, shewed us tha
their hide dresses were impenetrable to their
spears and arrows, when one of our peof»le
snot a musquet ball through one of them
that had been six times folded. Their
astonishment at this plainly indicated their
ignorance of the effect of lire-arms. Th\s
was afterwards very frequently confirmed,
when we used to shoot biids. al vOiich the>.
appeared greatly confoundtd. Ouj' expla-;
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atit>n oflhe pi«ce, to£;'ether with tlie nature
ut' its operalioii. xvidi tht' aid olshot aiul ball,
struck them so lorcibly, as to convince us
wf their havint; no previous ideas on this
matter. 'J'hous^h some accojint of a \oyage
to this coast, by tiu: Sj):iniards, in 1774, or
had arrived in JMi;;land brJore we
177.>,
sailed, tlu' oircunistanccs just mentioned.
prove, that tliese shi[)s had never been at
Nootka. It is also evident, that iroti couiil
not have been in so many hands, nor would
the use of it have been so >\ell known, if
t!iey had so lately obtained the fust knowFrom their general use of iiiis
ied|;eofit.
eomesfrom some constant
probably
it
me'al,
source, in the way ol tialhc, and they have
for
perha|)s been lonu; supplied with it
they use their tools with as much dexterity
as the loujurest practice can acquire. The
most natural conjecture iheretore, is, that
they trade Ibr their iron with other Indian
tribes, who may have so'ne communication
with European settlements upon that continent, or receive it through several intermeBy the same means they
diate nations.
probably obtain their brass and copper.
JS'ot only the rude materials, but some ma:

nufactured articles seem to have found their

The brass ornaments for noses
hither.
aro made in so masterly a manner, that the
l:-dians cannot be supposed ca[)able of faare certain, that the
bricating them.
iijuterialsare Euro[)eaR, as all the American
tribes are ignorant of the method of making
brass but copper has been frequently met
wit!i, and, from its ductility, might be easily
fashioned into any shape, and polished. If
such articles are not used by our traders to
Hudson's Bay and Canada, in their traffic
w 1th the natives, they must have been intro-

'way

We

;

duced

at

Nootka from Mexico whence,
;

it is

tlie two silver tablespoons were
•riQ-inally derived.
With respect to the religious and political

probable,

among: these people,
we cannot be supposed to have acquired
much knowledge. However, we discovered, that there were such men as chiefs, distinguished by the title of acweek, to whom
institutions established

others are. in sosne degree, subordinat*.
Ko. 41.
^O-

tiie
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Bui the authority of each of these gre ^^ n^-^i'.,
seems to extend no I'arther than to his own
t'.iiuily, who acknowledge hnn as their head.
Nothing that we saw could give iis an insight into their notions of religion, except
the figures already mentioned, called klimima. These, perhaps, were idols
but as
;

won! acweek was frequently mentioned
when they spoke of them, we suppose llwy

tiie

may be
tors,

the images of someoftijeir ances-

whose memories they venerate,

'i'his

for we could reconjecture
ceive no information concerning them, i;s
we knew little more of their language t!ii;.ii
to enable us to ask the names of things, and
l)eing incapable of holding any conversation with the natives relative to their traditions, or their religious institutions.
Tije
word wakash was frequently in their mouths.
It seemed to express approbation, a|)plaus&
and friendship. Whenever they appeared
to be pleased or satisfied, they would call
out wakash wakash It is worthy of remark, that as these people differ from the
natives of the Islands in the Pacific Ocean,
in their [jersons, customs, and language, we
cannot suppose their respective progenitors
to have belonged to the same tribe, when
they emigrated into those places where we

liowever

is all

;

!

!

now

find their descendJints.

Their language

is, by no means, harsh or
disagreeable, farther than their pronouncing
the k and h with a stronger aspiration, or
more force than we do. They have one
sound, which is very frequent, and not used
by us. It is formed in a particular manner
by clashing the tongue |)artly against the
roof of the mouth. It is difficult to represent
this sound by any composition of our letters,
unless from Iszthl
which is generally used
as a termination.
Tlie next is composed of
tl
and many words end with z and ss.
specimen or two of each of tliese is here put
;

A

;

down.
Opulszthl -

Gnu Iszthl

-

- -

The Sun
The Moon

Bead
—
To
Koomitz — -A human

Kahsheetl
Teesheheetl
Quahnaias

-

-

throw a stont

-

Fish

r«i-

skull
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ff

Tsavrack

—

-

•»

Two

Katsitsa - - Mo, or Moo - -

Four

- - -

Atslepoo Atlaqnolthl

-

-

Tsawaquuiihl

Haeeoo

-

—

two

feet hiuher.

Some

circumstances that occurred daily, relating
to this, deserve particular notice.
In fha
cove where we got wood and water, was a
great <1eal of drift-wood cast ashore, a part
of which we had to remove, to come at the
water.
Now it frequently happened, that

Om

-

Akkia
Sochah
Nofpo

at this time, rise near

Three
Five

we had removfd

Six-

large pieces of trees, that

Seven

Eight

in the di«y, out of the reach of the then high
water, were found by us floated again in our

NiJic

way

the next morning; and

all

our spouts

Ten

for conveying water, thrown out of their
places, which were immoveable during the
Witli respect to the composition of their day-tides.
found likewise wood, which
lancTuage we can say very little, having- bt^en we had split up for fuel, and had placed
scarcely able to distinguish the several parts beyond the reach of the day-tide, floated
can only infer from their away during the night. Some of these cirof speech.
manner of speaking-, which is very slow cumstances occurred every night and mornand distinct, that it has very few preposi- ing, for three or four days in the height of
tions or conjunctions; ivnd, as far as we the spring tides. To render our account of
cotild discover, is destitute of even a single the transactions in Nootka Sound complete
interjection, to express admiration or sur- we must add, that by a variety of astronoprize.
From having few conjunctions, it mical and nautical observations, we found
may be conceived, that each single word, its latitude to be 49 de;r. 36 min. 6 sec. North,
with them, will comprehend a great number and its longitude 233 ueg. 17 min. 14 sec.
of single ideas ; which seems to be the case ; East.
but, for the same reason, the language will
It has been already related, that we put
be defective in other respects, not having to sea on the 26th of April, in the evening,
words to distinguish or express differences with manifest indications of an approaching'
which really exist ; and hence not suffici- storm ; and by these signs we were not deently copious. This was observed to be the ceived, for we had scarce sailed out of the
case, in many instances, particularly with Sound, when the wind shifted from N. E.
The rela- to S. E. by E. and blew a strong gale, with
respect to the names of animals.
tion or affinity it may bear to other langua- squalls and rain, the sky being at the same
ges, either on this, or the Asiatic continent, time, uncommonly black.
Apprehensive oi
we have not been able sufficiently to trace, the wind's veering more to the south, which
for want of proper specimens to compare it would expose us to the danger of a lee-shore,

-

-

-

-

We

We

Equimaux, and
Indians about Hudson's Bay to neither of
which it has the least resemblance. On the
other hand, from the few Mexi<.an words
we have been able to procure, there is the
most obvious disagreement in the terminawith, except those of the

;

tions of words.

In Nootka Sound it is high water, tu the
days of the new and full moon, at twenty
minutes after twelve the perpendicular rise
and fall being eight feet, nine inches which
is to be understood of the day tides, and
those .vhich happen two or three days after
the full and new moon. The night tides,
:

;

we got the tacks on board, and made all
the sail we could to the S. W. It fortunately happened, that the wind veered no
farther towards the S. and S. E. so that
early the next morning we were entirely
clear of the coast. The Discovery being at
some distance astern, we brought to till she
came up, and then both vessels steered a
nortl'.-weslerly course.
Between one and
two o'clock P. M: there was a perfect hurinsomuch that our commodore
ricane,
thought it exceeding dangerous to run any
longer before it we therefore, agreeable to
bis order, brought the ships to, with tbeir
;
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the 30th, when we steered N. bv W. intending to make the land. Capt. Cook regretleak
in
her
shi|», tht' Resohition, spinnt? a
ted that we could not do it sooner, a.s wc
tirst
ahirmed
us
at
which
(|uarter,
•tnrhoard
hut alter the water was haled out, were now passing tlie spot wtiere the pregreally
n hich kept us euiphjyed till niidnij^ht, we tended strait of Admiral de Fonte has been
kept it under l)y means of the puni|). In placed by geographers. Though the Capthe evening, the wind having shifted to the tain gave no credit to such vague and imsouthward, its fury in some measure abated ; probable stories, he was desirous of keepinjf
u[)on which we stretched to the west: hut the coast of America aboard, that this point
about eleven, the pale again increased, and might be cleared up beyond dispute but
continued till live the next morning, when at the same time, he considered, that it
the storm seenied to have spent its force, would have been very imprudent to have
and became moderate. The weather now engaged with the land while the weather
clearing up, we were able to see several was .so tempestuous, or to have lost the
leagues around us, and steered more to the advantage of a fair wind, by waiting for
north.
At noon we steered N. W. by N. less stormy weather. This day, at noon by
with a fresh gale and fair weather. But, observation, we found our latitude to be 53
towards the evening, the witid again blew deg. 2'2 min. north, and our longitude 225
With this deg. 14 min. east.
hard, with squalls and rain.
weather we continued the same course till

neads

to tlie south.

In

this

situation our

;

:

CHAP.

XI.

Progress of the Resolution and Discovery'along the north-west coast of America ; They anchor n-^ar
Cape Hinchinbrook ; Behaviour of the natives ; Progress vp the sound, and departure fmn
thence; 31ontague Island; Inhabitants of Prince William' s Sound described ; The two hps
proceed along the coast ; Several capes named; Cook's river discovered; Lieu fnant King takt
possession of the country ; His reception by the natives ; Departure of the ships from Cook's
river; Pass St. Hermogenes, and several Capes and Islands ; Conjectures concerning a Kxissian
letter brought on board the Discovery ;
providential escape ; The ships arrive at Oonalashka ;
Description of the harbour of Samganoodha ; Prosecution of the voyage to the tiorth ; Mr,
Williamson lands at Cape Newenham ; his report; Bristol Bay ; Extent of it ; 2^he ships obliged
to leturn by reason of the shoals ; Point Upright; Death a7ui character of 3Ir. Anderson.

A

ON

Friday the 1st of May, not seeing
land, we steered to the N. E. having a
fresh breeze at the S. S. E. attended with
tqualls, showers of hail
seven o'clock, P. M.

and

rain.

we
At

About

descried land,
distant twelve leagues.
four o'clock the
next morning the coast was seen S. E. to
N. by W. tne nearest part distant five
At the same time, the northern
Jeatrues.
p«)int of an inlet, or at least what appeared
U> be one, bore E. by S. fr©m whence to

3

the northward along the coast, there seemed to be many bays and harbours. At six,
approaching nearer to the land, we pursued
the direction of it, steering N. W. by N.
and between eleven and twelve we passed a
cluster of small Isles, situated near the
continent, to the northward of the southern
joint of an extensive bay.
An arm of this
lay seemed to reach towards the north,
behind a round lofty mountain, that stands
between it and the sea. To thia cmiDeae*
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Capt. Cook gave the name of Mount Edgeand the point of land projecting
cuiiibe
from it, was called Cape Edgecumbe. The
Cane lies in latitude 57 deg^. 3 min. N. and
The land, except
in long. 224 des^. E.
sea. is of consito
the
contig^uous
is
what
height, abounding with hills.
derable
Mount Edgecumbe, which far out-tops all
the rest, was entirely covered with snow,
but
as were also the other elevated hills
the lower ones, and the spots rising near the
Pursuing
sea, were covered with wood.
our course to the northward, we found the
coast to trend to the N. and N. E. for six or
seven leagues, and there formed a spacious
bay. Some Islands being in the entrance
of it, we gave it the name of the liay of
;

;

observed a brownish duck, with adark indiga
head and neck; likewise several whales, porpoises, seals, &c.
Having light winds, with
occasional calms, we made but little way.
On Wednesday the 6th, the nearest land being distant eight leaguess, we perceived, in
a north-easterly direction, the appearance of
a bay, and an Island, by its southern point,
covered with wood. This is probably the
place where Beering anchored Capt. Cook,
therefore, in honour of the first discoverer,
named it Beering's bay southward of which
the ridge of mountains is interrupted by a
plain of several leagues in extent, beyond
:

;

which the sight was unbounded. On iha
seventh, at n»«n, we were five leagues .distant from the shore
from which station we
observed a bay under (he high land, with
Islands.
now
On Sunday the 3rd, at half an hour past low woodland on eacii side of it.
four, P. 31. Mount Edgecumbe b<»re south perceived, (hat the coast trended considerably
64 deg. E. a large inlet, N. 50 deg. E. and to the west. On the ninth, at noon, Mount
the most advanced point of land towards the Elias b<»re N. 30d*-g, E. distant 19 leagues.
N. W. lymg under a very lofty mountain, This stands twelve leagues inland, lat. CO
which was called Mount Fair- Weather, deg. 27 mm. N. long. 211) deg. E.
Sunday, the 10th, we observed in lat. 59
bore
32 deg. west. The inlet was namdrg.
observed
51 min. and in long. 215 de^. 50 min.
on
first
ed Cross Sound, it being
only three leagues distant from the
being
calendar.
An
our
the day so nnnked in
the continent, which extended from
coast
of
south-eastern
forms
the
eastern |)rom<»nt<>ry
E.
iialf
N. to N. W. half W. as far as the
distinguished
tiiis
we
sound
this
point of
reach.
eye
could
To tiae westward of the
Under
the
Cross-Cape.
of
nauje
the
by
above-mentioned pt^aked njountain is a point, latter direction we saw an Island, distant
point, which the Commowhich was named Cyj>e Fair- Weather. At SIX leagues
noon, this cape was distant thirteen leagues. dore named Cajje Suckling, projects towards
Haviuff for several dyys bght breezes, we tlie north-eastern end of (he Island Wj(hin
steered S. W. and W. S. W. (ill the morning (his cape siandsa hill oi" (considerable height,
of the fourth, when we tacked, aud stood divided from the second range of mountains
towards the shore. At noon Mount Fair- by low land so that the cape, at a distance,
bay is
Weather bore nortii, G-i deg. E. This has t^ie appearance of an Island.
mount is the highest of a chain or ridge of seated on the nortii side of Cape Suckling,
mountains, (hat rise at the nortii-western seemingly extensive, and sheltered from
Before nigiit, we had aj)of Cross Sound, and extend towards the N. most winds.
W. parallel with the coast. I'liey are co- proached neareru>ugh to the cape to see some
vered with snow, from tho highest summit low land projecting from it (o the N. W. we
down to the sea-coast, except in a tew |)laces, also observed some small Islands in the bay,
where we could discern trees that seemed and several elevated rocks between (he cape
About five and the north-eastern extremiiy of the Isto rise, as it were from the sea.
Early (he next morning (he wind
o'clock, p. M, tise top of a high inountaiti land.
shifted
from
N. E. toN, which being against
appeared above the horizon, bearing N 20
us,
Commodore
(he
reliiiquished his design
This
we
distant.
deg. W. foriy It agues
into
of
going
(he
bay,
and bore up for (he
Commoof
Elias
mount
tiie
$uj)posed to be
the
end
of
Island.
the
west
Having a calm
day
we
of
course
the
(dore lieenng. In
;

We

N

;

A

:

;

A

AND KOL'ND THE
o'clook,

aliotst fen

we PiuharkKl

n

in

binl

!>().it,

Qf^

\r(>ULJ>.
flying ubout

«pparejil1r

the

of

gnil

mid landed on the Island, with a view o( kind, whose colour was a snowy white, with
but find- some black along part of the upper sides of
seeintr what lay on llie other side
its wings.
We saw one fox near a wood
incT tiie hills to be at a greater distance than
was expei'tt'd. we laid aside that intenkon. also two or three small seals were seen on
On a small einuKiiie near the shore, the the shore but not any traces of inhabitants
;

;

;

the toot of a tree, a bollle
containing a [laper, on which the names of
our ships, and the tiate of our discovery
were described: he inclosed also two silver
two-penny pieces ot English coin, which,
with many others, had been furnished hiui
by Dr. Kavt', now dean of Lincoln ami in
Irstiinoiiy of his esteem lor that gentleman,
Capt. Cook called the Island Kaye's Island.
It does not exceed thirty-six miles in length,
and its breadth is not above four miles in
aiiT part.
The S. ^V^ point is a naked rock,
Its lat. is 59 deg. 41)
elevated considerably.
inin. north, long. 216 de^. 58 inin. east,
'i'owards the sea, the Island terminates in
bare sloping clitis, with a beach consisting
of large pebbles, intermixed in some places
Some«- parts of the
witii a clayey sand.
shore are interrupted by small valleys and
,V:iillies, in each of which a rivulet or trirrent

could bt: tbiiiid.
In the atfernoon Capt. Cook, with those
who accouipanietl him, returned on boarrl
after which we set sail, and, wUli alight
breeze tvom the east, we steered for il:e
soitth-west siile of the Island, which we y,ot
roun<l by eight o'clock in the evening
we
stood tor the wt'sltrnmost land, now in sigiit.
At the north-east end of Kaye's Island stan«J»
another, extending N. \V and S. E. about
nine miles, to within the same distance of
the iiorth-westein boundary, to which ll:e
name ot Comptroller's I^iy was given, 'i'hc
next morning, being Tuesday the l"2ti^,
Kaye's Island was still in sight, bearing fj.
by S. At noon, when in lat. (ii dei;. II
niin. the eastern point of a spacious inle^
bore west-north-west tinee leagues distjinf.
From Comptroller's IJay to th's point, which
the Commodore naine<iC;i|>e HinchinbrooU,
rushes down with a considerable degree of the direction of tlie coast is nearly E. and
impetuosity lasting perhaps no longer than W, Beyond this it appeared to incline tovva diiection very diiferent
the whole of the snow is dissolvf-d. 'i'he aids the south
and these, from that marked out in the modern charts,
valleys are filled with pine-trees
indeed, abound in other parts of the Island, founded on tlie late discoveries of the Ku.swhich is covered asit were with a broad girdle sians insomii.' h, that we had some reason
of wood. The trees, however, are far from to expect, that we should find, through the
being of an extraordinary growth on which inlet before us, a passage lO the N. andtlkat
w as a gronpe of
account, they would be of no great service the land to the W. and S.
We had no sooner reached the infor shipping, except as materials for making Islands.
top-gallant masts, and other small things. let, than tlie weather became exceeding
Neither Canadian, nor Cypress pines, are to foggy; it was therefore thought necessary
be seen among them, but we saw some cur- that the ships should be secured during
With this vievy
rant, and havvberry bushes, a yellow flower- the continuance of the fog.
ed violet, and the leaves ot other plants not we hauled close under Cape Kinchinbrook,
crow was seen flying about and cast anchor in eight fatiionis water,
yet in flower.
the wood two or three white-headed eagles, at the distance of about two furlongs from
like those of Nootka, were also observe*!
the shore. Soon after the boats were hoistbesides another species, equally large, which ed out, .some to iisli, and others to sound.
has a white breast. In our passage from At intervals, the fog cleared away, and gave
the ship to the shore, we saw a number of us a prospect of the neighbouring kind.
fowls sitting on the water, or flying about
The cape was one league distant the westand the
the principal of which were gulls, burres, ern point of the inlet five leagues
shags, ducks, or l»flgc petrels, divers, and land on that side extended to W. by N.
«|uebrsintahuesses. There was also a sing^ie JBetvveen this point and N. W. by W. we

Captain

left, at

:

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

:

W

.

A

:

;

;

;

;
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POLIT,

The most

westerly gone u]> the hay hefore wliioh O"'' ships had
north shore, aiiCliored
but, by the cienfness ol the
Betwixt weather, we were afterwards induced tosleer
\va«! at the tji'^lance of tv^o leaa:ues.
thi*. {Munt, and the shore under which onr towards the north, further up the gredf iniet.
fthsps no'.v lay at anchor, is a bay about Having passed the N. W. point of the aho^ethr^-e leasfues deep, on tiie south-eastern mentioned bay, we found that tlie coast, on
we did
si«ie of which are several coves; and in the that side, inclined to the eastward
miditle ore placed some rocky Islands. To not follow it, but proceeded on onr cour>;e
tiiese Mr. Gore was dispatched in a boat, to the northward, for a point of land whicli
He had vre observed in that direction. In the afterin order to shoot some birds.
scareeiy reached tliem, when about twenty noon, before two o'clock the foul weather.
ijiuives ajjpeared in two large canoes ; upon returned, with so tliick a fog, that we conld
which iie returned to the ship, and they fol- discern no other land but the point just
lowed him. They were unwilling, however, mentiened, off which we arrived between
to venture along-side, but kept at a little four and five o'clock, and found it to be a
distance, shouting aloud, ahd clasping and little Island, situate at the distance of about
They two miles from the neighbouring coast, beextending their arms alternately.
then began a song, much after the manner ing a point of land on the eastern side of
of King George's, or Nootka Sound. Their which we discovered an excellent bay, or
heads were strewed with feathers, and one rather harbour to this we plied up, winle
of them held out a white garment, which the wind blew in very hard squalls, accoinwe supposed was intended as a token of panied with rain. In passing the Island,
while another, for near a quar- we found a muddy bottom, at the depth of
friendship
At length, about eight
ter of an hour stood up in the canoe, entirely twenty-six fathoms.
naked, with his arms extended like a cross, o'clock, we were obhged, by the violence of
Their canoes were con- the squalls, to cast anchor in thirteen fannd motionless.
plan from those of thorns water, before we had proceeded sf»
different
Rtructed upon a
consisted
of different far into the bay as the Commodore intendframe
The
Nootka.
but we thought ourselves fortunat«
laths, and the outside was formed of the ed
skins of seals, or other animals of a similar enough in having the sliips already secured,
kind. Though some of our people repeated for the night was exceedingly tetnpestuous.
the most common words of the language of But, notwithstanding the weather was so
Nootka, they did not appear to understand turbulent, the natives were not deterred from
them. After they had received some pre- paying us a visit. Three of them came oif
sents that were thrown to them, they retired in two canoes: two of them in one, and one
towards the shore, intimating by signs, that in the other, being the number that each
they would pay us another visit the next canoe could carry for they were constructmorning. Two of them came off to us in ed nearly in the same manner with those of
the night, each in a small canoe, hoping, the Esquimaux, except tliat in one of thetn
perhaps, they might have an opportunity of were two holes for two persons to sit in,
The men had
for they went away as soon as and in the other but one.
pilferintf
they perceived themselves discovered. The each a stick, about three feet long, with the
wind, during the night, blew hard in squalls, large feathers, or winifs of birds, fastened to
which they probably held up to us as
it,
with rain, and thick hazy weather.
On Wednesday the 13th, at ten o'clock, tokens of peace. The treatment these three
A. M. the wind becoming more moderate, received, induced nr.any others to visit us,
we got up our anchors, and made sail, in between one and two o'clock the followinjf
erder to search for some convenient place morning, in both great and small canoes,
where we might stop the leak, as our pre- Some of them ventured on board the Resolent situation was too much exposed for lution, though not before some of our peoAmonir'
at fir&t intended to 'have pie had stepped into their boats.
that par()ose.

could

r!!<jrprn

p<?,'

\\t^

i

hiitl

no land.

in

view on

tiie

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

We

AND

R0(

ND THE WORLD.

«n board, was a inildlewho, as we afterwards tbiind,
His dress was made o\ the
\va«; a chi^f.
sea-otter,
and he l.ni on his
of*
tlie
skill
head stioh a cap as is worn by the inhahisky-hhie
J tilts of' Nootka, eml)ellished wifh
Any kind of bead?* seemed to
plass beads.
fho«;e

who came

•uttl

nian,

hiffh estimation auionsjr these |)eople,
readily i?ave in exoliruiije for them wliatever they liad, even their tine sea-otfer skins.
They coveted particularly iron, but absoreqtiired
lutely rejected small bits, and
pieces nine or ten inches h)ng: at least, and
IJut they obtliree or four fingers broad.
iLiined little of this con)modity from i\^, as
by this time it was become rather scarce.
The points of some of their spears were of
tiiis metal
others were of copper, and a few
of which last the points of their
rreve bone
anows, darts, &c. were formed. Tlie cliief
could not be prevailed upon to venture below the upper deck, nor did he and his

be

in

who

;

;

f^">->

the rest were so daring as to attempt to tovr
l)ut the moment they saw we
lier away
were pre|)aring to ofjpose them, they let her
;

go, steppeii into their own boats, and made
signs, in order to persuade us to lay down
our arms, being t<^ all appearance perfe(!tly
unconcerned. This atl« nipt, tluMiirh a very
bold one, was s'^arce e(jua! to what they had

meditated

(»n

board Capt. Clerke's

The man, whom we mentioned

.ship.

before

a)<

Itaving conducted his countrymen from the
Resolution to the Discovery, had first been
aboard of the latter; v\ here, looking down
all the hatchways, and observing no one,
e\ce{)t the olficer of the watch, and two or
three more, he doubtless imagined that she

might be plundered with

ease,

|)articularly

as she was stationed at some distance from
was unquestionably
the IJesolutiiiU.
It
with this intent, that the natives went (*ii
to her.
Several of them repaired aboard

without the least ceremony, and drawing
companions continue long aboard. While their knives, made signs to the officer to
they staid with us, it was necessary to watch keep off', and began to search for plunder.
them narrowly, as they soon manifested an The first thing they laid their hands on was
At length, when the rudder of one of our boats, which they
inclination for thieving.
they had been three or four hours along immediately threw overboard to those ol
the Resolution, they all quitted her,
and repaired to the Discovery, whicli ship
ijfine of them had before been aboard of, except one man, who came from her at this
very time, and immediately returned to her,
As soon as
in company with the others.
!»ide

their party, who continued in the canoes.
J5ut before they could find another object
that struck their fancy, the ship's crew were

alarmed, and

many

of them, armed

with

cutlasses, came upon deck.
The plunderers no sooner saw this, than they all sneakthey had departed from our ship, Captain ed off into their canoes, with evidesit marks
Cook dispatched a boat to sound the head of iiulitftreiice. It was at this time that
of the bay for, as the wind was moderate our boat was employed in sounding, as we
at present, it was intended to lay the ship have already mentioned ; and the natives,
ashore, if a proper place could be found for without delay, proceeded towards her, after
Soon the disappointment they had met with at
the process of stoppmg the leak.
afterwards all the Americans quitted the the Discovery. Their visiting us so early
Discovery, and made their way towards our in the morning was undoubtedly with a view
boat that was employed in sounding- The of plundering, on a supposition that they
officer who was in her observing their ap- should find all our people asleep.
were
proach, returned to the ship, and all the now on the point of weighing anchor, in
;

We

canoes folio v>-^ him. The crew of the boat order to proceed further up the bay, when
had no sooner repaired on board, teaving in the wind began to blow as violently as beher by way of yuard two of their number, fore, and v.as attended with rain, insomuch
her, that we were obliged to bear away the cable
belore again, and lie fast.
In the evening, perthe two me ,, whde c (lers loosed the rope ceiving the gale of wind did not abate, and
by which sh« was tasteued to the ship, and thinking it might be some time before tii«

than several of the natives stepped into

some of whom

f)reserited their spears

ev50
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opporfnnily of getting hig-her up presented
itsejf, llje Oominodore was determined to
and,
lieel tlse ship in our present station
with that view caused her to be niooreii
with a kedfre anchor and hawser. One of
the sailors, in heaving: the anchor out of the
boat, was carried over-board by the buoy;

rope, and

accompanied the anchor

to

the

bottom. In tijis hazardous situation he had
presence of mind suiiicient to disencrage i»iniseit^, and came up to the surface of the water,
where he w.ss immediately taken up, with

a dangerous fracture in one of his lej^s.
On Friday the loth, at day-break, we
fcave our ship a good heel to port, in order
to stop the leak, which, on ripping off the
.•s'neatiiing, was found to be in the seams,
V/hile the carpenters were employed in this
business, others of our people tilled the \vater-casks at a stream not far from our siatioi).
On the 16th, towards the evening, the
weather cleared up, and we then found ourselves encompassed with land. Our station
was on the eastern side of the sound, in a
place distinguished by the aj)peilalion ot

Snug-corner Bay. The Captain, accompanied by some of his offtcers, went to take a
v<«urvey of the head of it, and they found it
to be sheltered from all winds, having a
muddy bottom at the depth of seven to
three fathoms. The land near the sliore is
the
jow, partly woody, and partly clear
clear ground was covered with snow, but
The
very little remained in the woods.
j«ummits of tlie hills, in thtMieighbourhood,
were covered with wood; but those that
were at a greater distance inland had tiie
appearance of naked rocks, covered with
mow. Our leak l)eing at length stopped,
on the Ivih, at four o'clock. A. M. we
vveigiied anchor, and steered a N. W. course
Soon after
<vit}i a gentle breeze at E. N. E.
we had made sail, the Americans visited ns
again. When we ha<l reached the northw^estern point of the arm wherein we had
anchored, we observed that the flood tide
came into the inlet, by the same channel
through which we had entered. This circumstance did not much contribute to tiie
probability of a passatje to the north through
*he inlet, though it did not make entirely
:

a?^ainst

tioned,

many

it.

Having

pp.sl

the

j)oir.t

just

men-

we met

with iiHicli tbui ground, and
sunken rocks: llie wind tailed us, so

that we had some difficulty in extricating
ourselves trom the danger with which we
were threatened
however, about two
o'clock P. M. we cast atjchor under the
eastern sliore in thirteen fathoms, and four
lea^njes distant from our last station.
The
weuther soon after cleared up, and we had
a distinct view of all tiie surrounding land,
particularly towards the north, where it afipeared to close.
Tisis ijave ns but little''
hope of meetiner wiih a passage that way ;.
but, in order to forin a riglit judgment. Lientenant Gore was sent out with two armed
boats to examine the northern arm
and,
at the same time, tiie nsaster was dispatched
with two other boats, to survey another arm
that seemed to incline towards tiie east,
Both returned at night. By the master we
were informed, that the arm, to which lie
had been sent, communicated with that we
had last quitted, and that one side of \f was
formed by a cluster of Islands. Mr. Gore
rej)orted, " fi»at he had seen the entrance ot'
an arm, which, he was of opinion, extended
a long way to the N. E. and that probably
by it a passace might be found." On the
other hand, Mr. Roberts, one of the mates
who had l)een sent with Mr. Gore to sketch
out the parts they had examined, was of
opinion that they saw the head of this arm.
" Ti»e disagreement of these two opinions
(observes Capt. Cook) and the circumstances of the tlood-tide entering the sound froiu
the south, rendered the existence of a parsage this way very doubtful. And, as tluj
wind in the morning had become favourabk
for getting out to sea, the Captain told u,
he resolved to spend no more time in searching for a passage in a place that promised
so little success. Besides, if the land en the
west should prove to be Islands, agreeable
to the late Russian Discoveries, we could
not fail of getting tar enough to the north,
and that in good time; provided we did
not lose the season in .searching places
where a passage was not only doubtful, biii
were now upward of fi\t'
improbable.
hundred and twenty leagues « estward lif'
;

;

We
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Hudson's Bay, free from snow, Ihey wt?r^, for tliis reason,
Green Islands.
At two o'clock,
be, it must called
the S. W. by S.
the
wind
veered
to
north
r.
M.
lie
to
the
he, or at le-isf part of it tiiust
us
which
()ut
under
the
necessity
of |dying.
to
expect
could
Who
ot lalitutle 72 dei^.
?"
iirst
to
within
stretched
over
the
distance
We
extent
such
of
strait
or
funi a passa|,'e
NotwithstaniJinp: the plausibility in the face of two miles of the eastern shore, and tackBtffin's. or of
wliiitever pussa^'e there

pnv parf of
wiitl

oiliiis reasoning,
little

may

our readers will see,

mere conjecture

nnire than

;

it

is

When we stood
Montague Island, we discovered &
ledge of rocks, some under water, and others

ed in hfty-three fathoms.

and might back

liaz.u'd our opinion against the judiiuient
of so able a navic^ator, we must C(M»fes.s,
that the latter is not coincident with his
nor can we think his conusual precision
duct, ni the above search, corres|)()ncU in
all particulars with his usual assiduity. This
is certain, the arm near Cape Hinchiubrook,
above alluded to, and the northern part of
Huilson's liiiy, lie between the same pareland it has been the united
lels of latitude
opinion of all o«ir most skilful navij^ators
and ueoiTraj)hers, that if a N. W. passage
does exist, it must be through Hudson's or
As to the Russian Discoveries,
Batfin's bay.
or those of any other monopolizing, trading
companies, they have been of little service
hitherto to navigation, and, with respect to
were
their credit, of very small value.
therefore to be wished, that the report of so
able an officer as Mr. Gore had been more
pirticularly attended to; for we think, if
the desirable passage can be found, it must
be in a lower latitude than 72 detf. and

»e

;

;

to

above the surface. We afterwards met with
some others towards the middle of the channel.
These rocks rendering it dangerous to
ply duiing the night,

we spent

it

in

standing

and on, under Montague Island; for the
depth of water is so great, that we could not
Ciist anchor.
The next morning, at break
of day, we steered for the channel between
the Green Island and Montague Island,
which is between two and three leagues in

off

breadth. About eight in the evening, we
had a perfect calm when we let go our anchors at the depth of twenty-one fathoms,
over a muddy bottom, distant about two
miles from Montague Island.
After the
calm had continued till ten o'clock the succeeding morning, a slight breeze sprung up
from the north, with which we again weighed and made sail.
Having got out into the open sea, by six
in the evening, we discovered that the coast
trended W. by S. as far as the eye could
This is our reach. To the place we hid just left the
through some arm or strait.
own private opinion, and we do not wish to Commodore gave the name of Prince WilIt seems to occupy, at least,
infringe upon the judgment of others, we liam's Sound.
Avish this sacred privilege always to remain one degree and a half of latitude, and two
exclusive of the
inviolate, with every member of civil society. degrees of longitude,
On Monday, the 18th, about three o'clock branches or arms, with wliose extent we are
A. M, we weighed, and made sail to the unacquainted. The natives, in general, are
southward, down the inlet, wiih a ligiit of a mi{id!ing stature, though many of them
We were enabled to are under it. They are square, or strong
nortiierly breeze.
shorten our run out to sea, by discovering chested, with short, thick necks, and large
another passae:e into this inlet, to the S. W. broad visages, which are, for the most part,
of that by which we entered. It is separat- rather flat. The most disproportioned part
ed from the other, by an Island that extends of their body appeared to be their headis,
eighteen leagues in the direction of S. W. which were of great magnitude.
Their
and N. E. to which our Commodore gave teeth were of a tolerable whiteness, broad,
In this well set, and equal in size. Their noses had
the name of Montague Island.
full, round points, turned up at the tip
are
several
Islands.
channel
south-western
and
Those situated in the entrance next the open their eyes, though not small, were scarcely
Those that lie proportioned to the largeness of their faces.
s*a, are elevated and rocky.
w.i'hin are low; and as they were totally They have black hair, strong, straight, and
;

H

;
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thick. Tlieir beards, were in jyeneral thin,
or deficient
but tfip hairs growing about
the lips of those who have tliem, were
bristly or stiff, and often of a brownish colonr.
Some of the elderly men had larpre,
thick, straight beards. Tlse variety of their
features is considerable. Very i'ew, however,
can be said to be handsome, thonah their
countenance usually indicates frankness,
vivacity, and good nature
and yet some of
them shewed a reserve and sullenness in
I'he fiices of some of the wotheir aspect.
men are agreeable and many of them, but
principally the younger ones, may easily
be distinguished from the other sex, by tiie
superior softness of their features. The complexion of some of the females, and of the
children, is white, without any mixture of
red.
Many of the men, whom we saw
naked, had rather a swarthy cast, which \mis
scarcely the effect of any stain, it not l)eing
a custom among them to paint their bodies.
Both sexes, young and old, of this sound,
are all clothed in the same manner. Their
ordinary dress is a sort of clo^e frock, or
rather robe, which sometimes reaches only
to the knees, but generally down to the
ancles.
It has, at the up[)er part a hole
just sufficient to admit the liead, with sleeves
J'hese frocks are
reaching to the wrist.
of
various animals,
skins
composed of the
worn
with the hairy
are
commonly
and they
Some of the natives have
side outwards.
their frocks made of the skins of fowls, with
only the down left on them, which they glue
upon other substances. The seams, where
the different skins are sewed together, are
usually adorned with friiiges or tassels of
narrow thongs, cut out of the same skins.
few have a sort of cape or collar, and
but the other is the
some have a hood
most customary form, and ap|)ears to constitute the whole of their <lress in fair weaWhen it is rainy, they put over this
ther.
another frock, made with some degree of
ingenuity from the intestines of whales, or
some other large animal, prepared with. such
skill, as to resemble, in great measure, our
goKl-beater's leaf* It is formed so as to be
drawn tight round the neck, and its sleeves
cxteud down to the wrist, round which they
;

;

;

A

;

2

are fastened with a string. When in their
canoes, they draw the skirts of this frock
over the rim of the hole in which they sit,
so thai the water by this means is prevented
frouj entering: at the same time it keeps th«

men dry ujwards,

for no water can penethrough it. Yet, if not constantly kept
moist, it is apt to crack or break.
This
frock, as well as the common one made of

trate

skins,

is nearly similar to the dress of the
natives of Greenland. Though the inhabitants of this inlet, in general, do not cover
their legs or feet, yet some of them wear a
kind of skin-stockings, reaching half way
up their thighs. Few of them are without
ittittens for their hands, formed from the
skin of a bear's paw. Those who wear any
thing on their heads, resembled, in this particular, the people of Nootka Sound, having
high truncated conical caps, composed of
straw, and sometimes of wood. The hair of
the men is commouly cropped round the
forehead and neck, but the females suflVr it
to grow long
and the greatest part of them
tie a lock of it on tlie crown, while a itw,
;

our custom, club

it
beliiud.
Both
perforate their ears with
several iioles, about the outer and lower part
of the tilge, wherein they suspend small
bunches of beads. They likewise perforate
the septum of the nose, th.rough which they
often thrust the quill-feathers of birds, or

after

men and women

little

bending ornaments, made of a tubulous

shelly substance, strung on a stiff cord, of
the length of three or four inches, which
give them a ridiculous and grotesque appearance. But the most extraordinary fashion,
adopted by some of the natives of both
sexes, is their having the under-lip cut
quite through lengthwise, rather below the
swelling part. This incision frequently exceeds two inches in length, and, either by
its natural retraction while the wound is
still fresh, or by the repetition of some artificial management, assumes the appearance
and shape of lips, and becomes sulliciently
large to admit the tongue through.
When

a person with his under-lip thus slit, was
first seen by one of our sailors, he immediately exc!;»irned, that the man had two
moutlis
w ijich, indeed, it greatly resembles.
;

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
Tliey fix in Ihi* artificial mouth, a tlat, narrow kind oiornaimiit, made princi|)ally out
of a solid shell or hone, cut into small narrow pieces, liUe teeth, almost down to the
base, or thick part, which has, at ea(!h end,
a project me bit, that serves to support it
when put into the divitled lip, the cut part
Some of them
tlieu appearing outwards.
oiily perforate the lower-lip into separate
on which occasion the ornament
holes
consists ofthe same number ofdistinct shelly
studs, the points of which are thrust throuirli
these holes, and their heads a[>pear within
the lip, not unlike another row of teeth
under their natural ones. Such are the nabut we obt.ve ornaments of these people
served aiuoau' them many l>ea»ls of Eurol)ean manufacture, chiefly of a pale blue COlour, which are huny: in their ears, or about
their caps, or are j-ined to their lip ornaments, which have a little hole drilled in
each of the points to which they are fastened,
and others to them, till they sometimes
hang even as low as the point of the chin,
In this last case, however, they cannot remove them with such lacility tor, with
respect to their own liiHornnments, they can
take them out with their tongues at pleasure,
They likewise wear bracelets of beads njade
of a .shelly substance resembling amber,
nnd of a cylindrical form. '1 hey are, in
general, so fond of ornaments of some kind
or other, that they tix a variety of things in
one of them appeared
their perforated lip
with two of our iron nails projecting like
;

:

;

;

and anotfier man attempted
l^rongs from it
The
to put a large brass button into it.
men often paint their faces of a black colour,
and of a bright red, and sometimes of a blueish or leaden hue, but not iu any regular
The women puncture or stain the
iigure.
cljin with black, that comes to a point ;n
each of their cheeks ; a custom similar to
which is in vogue, as we have been informU{)on
ed, among the Greenland females.
;

the whole, we have not in any country seen
savages, who take more pains than these do
to disfigure their persons with imaginary

ornaments,
They have two sorts of canoes the one
large and open, the other small and covered,
;

Tlrey differ no otherwise from the f^rHif
boats in Greenland, than in the form of the
head and stern, particularly of the former,
which somewhat resembles a whale's head,
'J'he tramini? consists of slender pieces o(
wood
and the outside is composed of the
skins of seals, or other sea aninials, stretched over the wood. Their small canoes are
coiistrucled nearly of the same form and
materials with those of the E'>;quimaux.
Some of these carry two persons. The
fore part is curved like the head of a violin,
Their weapons and iniplements for hunting
and tishin'^^, are the same with those used by
the Greenlanders.
Many of their spears
are headed with iron, and their arrows are
f>etierally pointed with bone.
Their larger
darts are thrown by means of a piece o|.
wood, about a toot lonu:, with a sniall groove
in the middle, which receives the dart
at
the bottom is a hole for the reception of one
finu:er, which enables them to grasp the
piece of wood much firmer, and to throvf
with greater force. For defensive armouf
they have a sort of jacket, or a coat of mail
formed of laths, fastened together with
sinews, which render it very flexible, though
it is so close as not to admit a dart or arrow.
It serves only to cover the trunk of the body,
and may, not imi)roperly, be compared to
the stays worn by our women,
had not an opportunity of seeing any
of the habitations of the natives, as none of
them dwelt in the bay where our ships anchored, or where any of us landed but with
respect to their domestic utensils, they
brought, in their canoesj some round and
oval wooden dishes, rather sliallow
and
otjiers of a cylindrical form, and considerably
deeper. The sides are one piece bent round,
after the manner of our chip-boxes, but
thick, and neatly fastened with thongs, the
bottoms being neatly fixed in with small
pegs of wood.
Others were somewhat,
smaller, and of a more elegant figure, not
unlike a large oval butter-boat, without any
liandle, but shallower
these were composed of a piece of wood, or some horny substance, and were sometimes neatly carved.
They had in their possession a great number
of little square bags, made of the same gut.
;

:

We

:

;

;
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with their exterior frocks curiously adorned
with very small red feathers interwoven with
them, in which were contained several very
fine sinews, and bundles of small rord,
made out of them, plaited with extraordi-

their northerly situation,

amiJ"!! a coanfry
almost continually covered with snow, and
the (omparative wretclifd materials they
have to work with, it appears, that with re-

spect to their skill and invention, in all manary ingenuity. They likewise had some nual operations, they are at least upon a
chequered footing with any other people in the Islands
models in wood of their canoes
baskets, wrought so closely as to hold wa- of the great Pacific Ocean.
ter, and a considerable number of little
The animal food, we saw them eat, wa»
images, four or five inches high, either of either roasted, or broiled they ietd also on
wood, or stuffed, which were covered with a dried fish. Some of the fomier that was
piece of fur, and embellished with quill- purchased, had the appearance of bear's
They likewise eat a larger sort of
feathers, with hair fixed on their heads. flesh.
We could not determine whether these were fern-root, either baked, or dressed in some
intended merely as children's toys, or were other method. Soaie of our company ob;

:

They served them to eat freely of a substance,
applied to su{)erstitious purposes.
have many instruments formed of two or which we imagined was the interior part of
three hoops, or concentrical pieces of wood, the pine bark. Their drink, in all probahaving a cross bar fixed in the middle, by bility, is water for, in their canoes, they
n'hich they are held. To these they fix a brought snow in their wooden vessels, which
number of dried barnacle shells, with they swallowed by mouthfuls. Their manthreads, which, when shaken, produce a ner of eating is decent and cleanly, for they
loud noise, and thus serve the purpose of a constantly took care to remove any dirt that
rattle.
'J'his contrivance is proi)abiy a sub- might adhere to their food: and
though
stitute for t!.e rattling bird at King Ge<»rge's they would sometimes eat the raw fat of a
Sound. It is uncertain with wliat kind of sea animal, yet, they did not fail to cut it
;

tools their wooden utensils, frames of canoes, carefully into mouthfuls. To all appear&c. are mjido ; the only one that we observ- ance, their persons were always free from
and their utensils, in general, were
ed among them being a sort of stone-adze, filth
somewhat resembling those of Otaheite, ancT kept in excellent order, as were also their
other Islands in the Pacific Ocean. They boats.
The language of these people seemed difliha\e a great quantity of iron knives, some
of which are rather curved, others straight, cult to be understood this, perhaps, was
and some very small ones, fixed in longish not owing to any confusion, or indistinctness
handles, with the blades bent upwards. in their sounds, but to the various significaThey have also knives, some of which are tions v^hich their words bear: for they frealmost two feet in length, shaped, in a great quently made use of the sa-me word on difthough, probably, if we
measure like a dagger, with a ridge towards ferent occasions
the middle. These they wear in sheaths of could have had a longer intercourse with
skin, hung by a thong round their necks, them, this might have proved a mistake on
under their robe or frock. It is probable, our part.
'

;

;

;

that they use them only as weapons, and
that their other knives are applied to different purposes. Whatever they have, is as
well made as if they were provided with a
complete chest of tools and their plaiting
of sinews, sewing, and smaJl-work on their
little bags, may be found to vie with the
neatest manufactures in any P^rt «f the
Upon the whole, considering the
globe.
uncivilized state of the natives of this sound,
;

On Wednesday

the 20th of May, having
our depart 11 re from Prince Williara^s
Sound, we directe*! our course to the S. W.
with a gentle breeze. This was succeeded
by a calm, at four o'clock, the next morning, which uas soon followed by a breeze
from the S. W. This veering to the N. W.
we continued to stretch to S.
and passed
a lofty promontory, in the latitude of 69
deg. 10 min. long. 207, deg. 45 min. Ifc
to<ik

W
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f«at\n?:

bfcn dlscovfrod on Princess Eliza-

se|")flrated

(m

from the coast hy a clianncl, on^

Cook p:ave it the Icagu* in breadth. Some rocks are to b«
name ot Cupe Ehzabeth. As we could see seen above water to tlie north of this Island
no land be^yond it, we Mattered ourselves, and on the N. E. side of the rocks, we liad
that it was th« western extremity of the from thirty to twenty fail.oms water. At
but fresii land soon a|)pj arinjr noon, St. Hermongenes bore S. E. distant
continent
beth's birth-day.

Ca[)t.

;

:

W. S. W. (?onvincfd us
The wind had increased to

of
a
strong- B^ule, and forced ns to a considerable
but, on the 'iind,
distance from the C(»ast
I*. M. the gale al)ated, and we stood for
Cape Elizabeth. On Saturday the t>;jrd, at
noon, Cape Elizabeth bore \V distant 10
leagues at which tinie, new land was seen,
bearing- S. W. which, it was imai^ined, connected Cape Elizabeth witii the land we
had seen towards the wt-st. W^e stood to
the southward till the next day, at noon,
when we were three leagues trorn the coast,
More
wiiich we had seen on the 22nd.
land was discovered, extending to the southward, whereon was seen a ridg^e of monnsummits were covered vvitli
taitis, whose
This point of land lies in latitude
snovr.
''>.S deg.
15 min. Its longitude is 207 deg-.
And by what the Commodore
42 min.
could grather from Beering's voyage and
chart, he supposed it to be, what he called
Cape St. Hermogenes. But the account of
tliat voyage, as well as the chart, is so extremely inaccurate, that it is almost impossible to discover any one i)lace, which the
navigator either saw or touched at. In the
chart a space is pointed out, where Beering
This
is supposed to have seen no land.
favoured Mr. Staehlin's account, who makes
Cape St. Hermogenes, and the land discovered by Beering to the S. W. of it, to be
a cluster of Islands, and that St. Hermogenes is one of those that are destitute of
wood. This appeared to be confirmed by
.what we now saw and we entertained the
pleasing hopes of finding here a passage
northward, without being obliged to proceed
any farther to the S. W.
were detained by lieht airs and calms
M. of the
off the Cape, till two o'clock,
25th, when a breeze springing up, we steered along the coast, and perceived that the
land of Cape St. Hermongcnes was an IsIstad, about six leagues in circumference.
in sight, bearinir

our mistake.

:

.

;

;

We

A

leagues
the land to the N. W. extending Irom S. half W. to near W.
In
this last direction, it ende<l in a low poinf,
naiccii P«nnt Banks. Tiie ship was, at thu
time, in Intitude 58 deg. 41 min. lor»gitudt*
207 deg. 44 min. In this station the land
was in sight bearing N. \V. winch, it wa*
thojieht, connected Cape Elizabeth wish

eiiflit

;

When we approached it,
was an unconnected group ol
Islands and rocks
and from the

this S. VV. land.

we observed
hijih

it

;

nakedness of their appearance, the Captain
named them the Barren Isles: they are situated in latitude 59 dt'g. three leagues di.v
tant from Caj)e Elizabeth, and five from
Point Banks. It was our intention to have
|)assed through one <if the channels by which
these Islands are divided
but a strong current setting ag:»inst us, we went to leeward
of them all. The weather, which had been
thick and hazy, cleared up towards the
evening, when we percei\ed a very lofty
promontory, who've elevated summit appeared above the clouds, terming two exceeding
;

high mountains.

Capt.

Cook named

this

promontory Cape Douglas, in honour of hiii
friend Dr. Douglas, canon of Windsor. It
is situated twelv."^ leagues from Point Banks,
and ten to the westward of the Barren Isles;
in latitude 58 deg. 56 min. and lor.g;tude
206 deg. 10 min. Between this point and
Cape Douglas is a large deep bay, which,
from our observing some smoke upon Point
Banks, received the name of Snioky Bay.
At day break on the 26th, being to tiie northward of the Barren Isles, we discovered
more land, extending from Cape Dcr.glas
to the north.

It consisted of a chaM! of ve.y
high mountains; one of which, beine n;Lch
more conspicuous than the rest, ohfa'ued
the name of Mount St. Augustine. Havnig
a fl-esh gale we stood to the N. W. vAi efjfht,
when we found, that what we h-d su;;!.o8cd
to be Islands were summits of mountiiin«,
coBB«cted bf the lower Uiidl,
This wm^
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CDvered wholly with snow, from tlie tops of
and
the nsountains down to the sea-beach
hati in every other respect, the appearance
of a great continent. Capt. Cook was now
fully convinced, that no passage could be
and his continuing
discovered by this inlet
to explore it was more to satisfy others, than
At this time
to confirm his own opinion.
bore
Augustine
N,
W. distant
jMount St.
It is of a conical figure, and
three leagues.
but whether it
rises to a prodigious height
be an Island, or part of the continent, is
not yet ascertained. Perceiving that nothing
was to be done to the west, we stood over
to Cape Elizabeth, under which we fetched
Between
nt about five in the atternoon.
Ca|)e Elizabeth and a lot'ty promontory,
which was named Cape Bede, is a bay,
but, the
wherein wc might have anchored
intention,
we
such
tackhaving
no
Captain
westward,
with
a
very
to
the
stood
ed and
Rlrong gale, accompanied with rain and
hazy weather. Next morning the gale abated, and about three o'clock in the afternoon,
Cape Douglas
the weather cleared up
bearing S. W. by W. and the depth of
water being forty fathoms, over a rocky
bottom. From Cape Bede the coast trended N. E- by E. with a chain of mountains
We had
inland, in the same direction.
discover
to
low
land
mortification
now the
;

;

;

;

;

middle of the inlet, extending fn)m
N. N. E. to N. E. by E. but as it was supposed to l)e an Island, we were not much

in the

discouraged.

On

Thursday, the 28th,

J\..

M. havingbut

wind, the ship drove to the southward,
and in order to stop her, we dropped a
kedge-anchor, with an eight inch hawser,
But, in briniring the ship uj), we lost both
However, we brought
that and the anchor.
tlie ship up, with one of the bovvers, and
spent a cou'^iderable part of the day in sweeping for them, but without elfeci. We were
i,ow in the latitude of 59 deg. 51 min. the
Jew land extended from N. E. to S. E. the
nearest part distant two leagues; and the
land on the western sh'-re about seven
ieagues. A strong tide set to the soutijward,
out of the inlet; it was the ebb, and ran
At ten
almost four knots in an hour.
little

o'clock

it

was low water.

Though

the

water had become thick, and resejnbled tiuit
in rivers, we were encouraged to proceed, by
(inding it as salt as in the ocean, even at
low wnter. Three knots was the strefjgtb
of the flood tide and the stream continuf^d
to run up till four in the afternoon. At
eight o'clock in the evening we stood up the
;

to the north.
Soon after the wind
veeied to this quarter, and blew in squalls,
attended with rain but this did not hinder
us from plying up while the flood continued,
which was till the next njorning at near five
o'clock, when ve anchored about two
leagues from the eastern shore
and our hititu<le was 60 deg. 8 min.
Some low land,
which we supposed to be an Island, l.iy
under the western shore, distant between
three and four lettgues. The weather clearing up, a ridge of mountains appeisred and
two columns of snn^ke were visible on the
eastern shore. At one o'clock
M. wc
weighed, and [)lied up under double reefed
top-sails, having a strong gale at N. E.
On Saturday the 30th, the gale havintf
much abated, we plied up from two o'clock
A.M. till near seven, and then anchored
under the shore to the eastward, in nineteen
faihr)ms water. At noon two canoes, with
a man in each, came off to the ship, nearly:
from that part where we had seen the smoke
the day betbre. They resembled strongly
those we had seen in Prince Willian)'s
Sound, both in dress and person their ca-.
noes were also constructed in the same mai^and one of them had a large beard,
ner
and a countenance like the common sort ot
people in th*^ Sound.
When the flood
made, we weiirhed, stood over to the western
shore, and tetched under a bluft* point to the
N. W. 'JMiis, with the point on the opposite shore, contracted the breadth of the
channel to about four leagues, through
which a prodigious tide ran. If had a ternble appearance, and we were ignorant
whether the wafer was thus agitated by the
stream, or by the dashing of the waves
against sands or rocks.
kept the western shore aboard, that af)p<arinL' to be the
safest.
In the evening, about eigbt o'clock,
we anchored under a point of land, bearing
inlet,

;

;

;

A

:

;

We
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E- distant about

<liree

le;jgnes,
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Till':

lay

we

WORLD.
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received another visit from

the

r.aiives,

'JMI we ariivct! :it who bartered largely with our people, with(luiim; the el)l).
this station, the water retained an •jqual out so much as attempting oun dishotiest
(leirree of saltness, both at lu^U and low action.
On Monday the 1st, of June, at two
water, and was as salt as that w liicli is in
of
a
o'cl(»ck,
ajipearanees
A. M. the nibsler, who commanded
the
now
bat
tlje ocean
boats, returned, informing us that
The
the
two
tluinselves.
displayed
evidently
river
water, taken np at this ebb, was much he found the inlet or river contracted to one
whence we leairue in brea<lth, ami that it took a norfresher than any we liad tastid
conebnled that we^eie In a l.:ii;e river, and therly course through low land on each side.
t'lciv

:

;

not in a stmit, which bad a couimnnicatinn
w i.th tbe norlbern seas bat, havinjr proceeded thns far, Capt. Cook was anxions to
have stronger proofs; tberefore, on the .'Jlsi,
in the morninii, we w< iulied wilii tbe flood,
and drove up with the tide, havnis' but little
wind. Near eitfbt o'clock, many of the natives, in one larjre lanoe, and several small
ones, paid us a visit. Tlie latter bad only
one person on board eacli but the larj^cr
ones contained men, women, and children.
M'e bartered with thun lor sojne of their fur
dresses, m<ide of the skins of animals, particularly those of sea-otters, niartins, and
bares, also salmon, halibut, and a few ot
for which, in return, we «jjave
then- darts
them old clothes, beads, and pieces of iron.
but in general,
Tiiese last they call i^oone
their lancuaije is nearly the same as that
used in Prince William's Sound. At nine
o'clock, we anchored in sixteen fathoms
water, almost two leaeues from the western
shore, the ebb bein"- already began. _ It ran
but three knots an hour at its greatest
:

;

;

;

and fell, after we had anchored,
twenty-one feet upon a perpendicular. In
t)rder to determine the direction, and other
strength,

particulars respecting the inlet, Capt. Cook
dispatched two boats, and when the flood
tide made, followed them with the two
ships; but after driving about ten miles, we

anchored, having a dead calm, and strong
At the lowest of the ebb,
tide agauist us.
the water at and near the surface, was perfectly fresh, thouffh retaining a considerable
degree of saltness, if taken above a foot
below it. Besides this, we had other convincing proofs of its being a river, such as
thick muddy water, low shores, trees, and
rubbish of various kinds, floating backward
nad forward with the tide. In the afternoon

He

ad\ance(l about three leagues through

narrow part, which he found from
twenty to seventeen fathoms deep. While
the stream ran down the water was perfectly
this

but it betH)me brackish when it ran
up, and more so near high water, 'i'hree
leagues to the northward of tliis search, the
master discovered another sej>ari;tion in the
eastern chain of mountains, through winch
he supposed it probaiile, the river ran in a
(brection N. K. l)nt this was tluuight by the
Captain to be only another branch, and
that the main channel continued in a northern direction between the two chains of
mountains. The pleasing hopes of finding
a passage were no longer entertained
but
as the ebb was spent, we took the advantage
of the next tide to get a closer view of the
eastern branch
in order to determine whether the low land on the east was an Island
or not. For this purpose we weighed with
the first of the flood, and stood over tor the
eastern shore. At eight o'clock a breeze
sprang up in a direction opposite to our
course, so that we despaired of reaching the
entrance of the river. By reason of this untoward ciicumstance, two boats were dispatched, under the command of Lieutenant
King, to make such observations as might
enable us to form some tolerable idea of
the nature and course of the river. About
ten o'clock, the Resolution and Discf)very
anchored in nine fathoms water. The Commodore observing the strength of the tide to
be so powerful, that the boats could not
make head against it, made a signal for
them to return, before they had proceeded
halfway to the entrance of the river. Th«
only knowledge concerning the grand question, obtained by this tide's work, was, that
all the low land, which we had imagined
tVesh.

;

:

neow

lamJ begins a-am on the north
.
iuie of thjs river, and exteiids from the foot
o ti.e mountains, to l!:e bank of the great
river, foruunLT before the river Turnao-an,
a
large bay
Having entered th., H^ilood
^

set very strong into the river, the

water

fail-

ing twenry-feet upon a perpencliccdar, from
^vincMClrcunrlstanceslt was evident, that a
passarje was not to be expected by this
side
he nver,any more than by the -nain branch
but as the water at ebb, though much
fresher, retained a considerable degree of
jaltness, it ,s probable that both these
branches are navigable by sinps much farther and that a very extensive inland cominunication lies open by means of this river
and Its several branches.
had traced it
o the latitude oi 61 deg. 30 min and the
ong of 210 deg. which ,s upwards of two
Jiundred and ten miles from its entrance,
end saw no appearance of its source. The
time we spent in the discovery^ (here the
Commodore having left a blank in his jour:

;

We

Cooks river oug'it not to be regrelled f
should hereafter- prove useful to the p're•ent, or any future age: but (he delay thus
occasioned was an essential loss to us, who
had a greater object m view. The season
Oi

it

named Point

IVssession
On Mr
return xve were iniV.rmwr^hlVoAi.
landed hV saw LvLraloAhP n^t
t\

eh ui7^ o^ZJ\

)

Kin< C
?^ t
^•^'•

f.

'^'^''

^^^ [(V^h:^^ p acSbi: dll^^^
and to convince hnh.^t^^^^^^
with'out weapon '"^Tbsnlhsa^^^^^^^
uere armed with muskets they wer^a^^^^^^^
and requested, by expre v^si^ns^^^^^^^^^
would make these lay hen (own This w.^
immediately compliil w
and then Mr
King and his parfy wereTrnn ted o^^^^^
up tS them. Ti)ey\u>ra pearedt) be verv
sociable and cheerful
Mr Luv suplLh .^
the Discovery be n J one oV
nartf n„r
chased a dog, and taLng it ton' rdrthe'bonr
immediatel? shot k cfead
Tt ,/ i. T^l
seemed exceedingly 'nn,nze<f ad
2l

ni^ult

tion,

1

^^

Z

thinking themselves safe
such cornea v
they walked away
but it re e tly Zea?^
ed, that they had concealed
te^re,r«
and other weapons in theChe
u.ncs ciose
Ise uebe!
hind them
;

dav the 9nA

w*. o.^^i.^^^

'^^^"h \.

j

,

re^^./^of'l^rod '"fetr'Lrer'w^
by several of the atives in c' noes
*
bartered fh^^ir
J.!
r^
parted'
returning pertectly^naked
Among ot^^^^^^^^^^^'
they brought ^i Great miantitv rTn.^
visited

who

ML

i

wlulrganrntV^:^^

jyasfaradvanced audit was now evident,
that the continent of North America extend.d much farther to the west than we had of whi7e
ral^rand^'d fL^^^
reason to expect from the most approved two or
three of those of others

ft

We

m/lv
ai'o

purchased some pieces of halibut and sal,
r. rrIn
afternoon. Lieutenant
King was mon. They preferred iron to every
th'n»
«r-ani sent, with orders rom the Captain to we offered
thlm in exchange.
T„

^
the
;,

r,

The

^«r-tn"rJ'?^\?
r^a> to display the

rame

^hn«?
lish

to

^^''^F^»>«
fl"^'''^**'f
-"f''
flag; and in
his majesty>s

take possession ot the country and
0''<^e'-ed

'^'i

also to bury

"%Y^''
"•' containing some Eng-

i fin"n r'l-'^

'''"'^

^

paper,

*
\V^'
V i!/^
ere written
the names of onr

1

the date of our discovery.

whereon
and

ships,

In the mtan
o
.

lin-o

?

"^"^ents were less in fashion among t^h
em
than at Prince William's Sound
bin lose
which pass through the nose were more i e!
ouent, and in general considerably longer
they had likewise more embroider^ed work
on their garments, quivers, knife-cases, and
other articles. At half past ten we weid?e
aud plied down the rive*- with a i;.nli«
;

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
when, by the inatlention
oreeze at south
of the man at the lead, our ship struck p.pon
a bank, nearly in the niidille of the river.
It is i)retty certain that thi*! bank occasioned that strontr agitation of the stream, with
which we were so much surprizeil wljen
had twelve feel
turnini; np t!ie river.
of water about the ship, at the lowest of the
f lib, but the bank was dry in other parts.
Wi)en our ship came auround Capt. Cook
jnade a signal for the 13iscovery to anchor.
were afterwards informed that she had
been almost ashore on the west side of the
bank. About tive o'clock in the afternoon,
as the flood tide came in, the ship floated
ofi' without sustaining any damage, or occathen stood
.sioning the least trouble.
over to the west shore, where we anchored,
in deep w ater, to wait for the ebb, the wind
;

We

We

We

being

still

unfavourable

ns.

to

we weighed with

At

ten

the ebb,
and about five the next n^orning, the 3rd,
the tide being finished, we cast anchor on
the west shore, about ten miles below the
bluff point.
In this station we were visited
by many of the natives, who attended us all
the moruing: their company was highly
acceptable to us, as they brought with them
a quantity of fine salmon, which they exSeveral
changed lor some of our trifles.
hundred weight of it was procured for the
two ships. The mountains now, for the
first time after our enterintr the river, were
free from clouds, and we saw a volcano in
one of those on the western side, lis latitude is 60 deg. 23 min. and it is the first
high mountain north of Mount St. Augustin.
The volcano is near the summit, and on that
part of the mountain next the river. It
emits a white smoke, but no fire. The wind
continuing southerly, we still tided it down
the river.
On Friday the 5th, in the morning, we
arrived at the place where we had lost our
kedge anchor, which we attempted, though
unsuccessfully, to recover. Before our departure from hence, we were again visited
by some of the natives in six canoes from
the eastern shore. The points of tl^eir spears
some of the
and knives are made of iro?i
former, indeed, are fnade of copper. Their
o'clock at nisrht

;

ho. 42.

,4

Q

0(»

sp»ars resemble our sj)ontoons
and their
knives, for which they have sheaths, are of
considerable length. Except these and %
few glass f)eads, every thing we saw among:
;

them was of

their

own manufacture.

A

very beneficial fur trade might certainly be
carried on with the nativesof this vast coast;
but without a northern passage, it is too remole for (ireat Britain to be benefited by
stich commerce.
It should
however be
note<l, that almost the only valuable skins,
on this west side of North America, are
those of the sea-otter; their other skins are
of an inferior quality.
As the skins are
used by these people only for clothing themselves, they, perhaps, are not at the trouble
of dressing more of Ihem, than they require
for this purpose.
This is probably the chief
cause of their kilHng the animals, for they
receive principally their supply of food from
the sea and rivers but if the.ie were accustomed to a constant trade with foreigners
such an interceurse would increase their
wants, by acquainting them with new luxuries, to be enabled to purchase which, they
would become more assiduous in procuring
skins
and in this country, without doubt,
a plentiful supply might be obtained.
This day, the ebb-tide making in our
favour, we weiged, and with a gentle breeze
at S. W. plied down the river
the flood
obliged us to anchor again
but the next
morning of Saturday the 6th, we got under
sail with a fresh breeze, passed the Barren
Islands about eight o'clock, A. M. and at
noon Cape St. Hermogenes bore S. S. E.
eight leagues distant.
intended to go
through the passage between the Island of
that name and the main land, but the wind
soon after failed us
on which account w«
abandoned the design of carrying the ships
through that passage northward of it tb«
land forms a bay, a low rocky Island lying^^
off the N. W. point. Some other Islands,
of a similar appearance, are scattered along
the coast between here and Point Banks.
At eight in the evening, St. Hermogene*
extended from S. half E. to S. S. E. and the
rocks bore S. E. distant three miles. About
midnight we passed the rocks, and bore up
to the southward
and on the 7th, at ne.«»
:

;

:

;

We

;

:

:
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St HermogenesboreN.

distant four ieairues. Having reason at this time to expect ftjggy
soathernniost point of the main land weather, we stretched out to sea, and passlay N. half W. five leagues distant. The ed two or three rocky Islots near the east
latitude of this promontory is 68 deg-. 15 eod of Trinity Island. This we weathered,
min. and its lon^itu^le 274 deg^. 24 mip. and in the afternoon steered west-southerly,
It was named after the day in our calendar, with a gale at S. S. E. No land appearing
Cape Whitsunday and a large hay to the on Monday the 15th, at noon, and the gal«
west of it was called Whitsuntide Bay. At and fog increasing, we steered W. N. W.
midnight we stood in for the land, and at under such sail as we could haul the wind
seven in the morning of the 8th, we were withj; sensible of the dantrer of running bewithin four miles of it, and less tl»an two fore a strong gale, in the vicinity of an" unmiles from some sunken rocks, bearing W. known coast and in a thick fog. It was
Here we anchored in thirty-tive fa- however become necessary to run some risk,
S. W.
To khe west of the bay are when the wind was favourable to us as we
water.
thoms
To the southward the were convinced that clear wealher was geIslands.
small
some
projectmg rocky nerally accompanied with westerly winds.
with
is
low,
coast
sea
On Tuesday, the I6th, at four o'clock,
points, having small inlets between them.
were iow in the latitude of 57 deg. 52 A. M. the fog being now dispersed, we found
min. 34 sec. The land here forming a point, ou<rselves, in a manner, surrounded witli
land. Tlie extreme of the main, at N. E.
it was named Cape Greville, in lat. 57 de^.
33 min. long 207 deg. 15 min. distant from was a point of land we had seen through
leagues.
On the the fog, ^and was therefore named Fogiiv
St. Hermogenes fifteen
It is situated in latitude 56 deg. Si
9th, 10th, and 11th, we continued plying Caj)e.
min. About nine o'clock, we discovered
up the coast.
On Friday the 12th, in the evening the the land to be an Islmd, nine n»iles in cirfog clearing up, we descried land twelve cumference, in lat 56 deg. 10 min. long.
leagues distant, bearing W. and we stood 24)2 deg. 45 min. we named it Foggy l.sland;
At noon and we supposed, from its situation, that it
in lor it early the next moming.
called
we
which
Cape is the Island on which Beering had bestowpoint,
an elevated
bore
min.
N.
N. ed the same appellation. Three or four Isdeg.
13
lat
57
Barnabas, in
point, with pinnapoint
to
the
The
miles.
S. lands bore N. by W.
ten
E. distant
cle
upon
it,
bore
termirocks
W. by W. called
summil,
which
N.
elevated
had
an
W.
nated in two round hills, and was therefore Pinnacle Point and a cluster of Islots, S.
called Two-headed Point. At six in the S. E. about nine leagues from the coast.
evening, being about midway between Cape On the 17th, at noon, the continent extendBarnabas and Two-beaded Point, a point ed from S. W. to N. by E the nearest part
of land was observed bearing S. 69 deg. W. distant seven leagues: at the same distance
On the fourteeiitli, at noon, we observed in from the continent, a group of Islands wass
On the 18tli, we had
'J'he land seen the pre- seen to the N. W.
lat. 56 deg. 49 min.
ceding evening, now appeared like two Is- clear, pleasant weather, and it was a calm
were up with the southern part the greatest part of the day. One of our
lands.
of it the next morning, and perceived it to people, on board a boat dispatched to the
be an Island, which we named Trinity Is- Discovery, shot a most beautiful bird. It is
land. It lies in lat. 56 deg. 36 min. long. smaller than a duck, and the colour is black,
205 (leg. distant from the continent tiiree except that the fore-part of the head is
behind each eye, an eleir''int yellowleagues, between which, rocks and Islands white
the bill and feet
are interspersed. In the evening, at eight, ish-white crest arises
we were within a league of the small Is- are of a reddish colour. The first of these
lands. The westernfnost point of the con- birds were seen to the southward of Cape
after which we saw them
tinent, now in view, we called Cape Trinity, St. Hermogenes
it being a low point facing Trinity Island. daily, and frequently in large Socks.

The

;

;

We

A

;

;

We

:

:

;

We
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hy most of the other sea- fully folded up, whereon some writing a{>fowls, that are usnallly met with in the nor- peared, which was supposed to be in the
and seldom a ilay passed Kussian language. To this writing was prethern oceans
without our seeing whales, seals, and other tixed the date of 1778, and a reference wat
Though
In the afternoon made tlurem to the year 1776.
fish ol' great magnitude.
we steered west, for the channel between unable to decypher the alphabet of the
the Islands and tlie continent. On Friday, writer, we were convinced by his numerals,
the 1.0th, at day break, we were not far that others had preceded us in visiting these
from it, rtud perceived st^'eral o-her Islands, dreary regions. At first Capt. Clerke imawithin those wr had already seen, of various gined, that some Russians had been shipand that seeing our ships,
dimensions. Between these Islands, and wrecked here
those we ha*l seen before, there iippeared these unfortunate persons were niduced thus
Deeply imto be a clear channel, for which we steered; to inform ns of their situation.
sentiments
pressed
with
of
humanity
18
on this
was
6-1
deg".
latitude
and, at noon our
min. in the narrowest part of the channel. occasion, he was in hopes the Resolution
Of this ^nuip of Islands, the laroest was would have stopped (ill they had time to
now upon our let't, and is called Kodiak, as join us bill no such idea ever occurred to
we were afterwards informed. Other Is- Capt. Cook. If this had really been the
lands ajjpeared to the southward, as lar as case, he supposed, that the first step such
an Island could be seen. They begin in persons would have taken, in order to secure
the longitude of 200 deg. 15 min. east, and relief, would liave been, to send some of
extend about two degrees to the westward. their people off to the ships in the canoes.
Most of these Islands are tolerably high, He therefore, rather thought the paper was
but verry barren and rugged, exhibiting intended to communicate some information,
romantic appearances, and abounding with from a R>is>iian trader, who had lately visitclifts and rocks.
They have several bays ed these Islands, to be delivered to any ol
and coves about them and some fresh-wa- his countrymen who should arrive ; and
ter streams descend from then- elevated parts, that the natives supposing us to be Russians,
but the land is not adorned with a single had brought off the note. In consequence
Plenty of snow still remained of this opinion, the Captain ordered sail to
tree or bush.
At
on many of them, as well as on those parts be made, and we steered westward.
of the continent which appeared between midnight, we beheld a vast flame ascend
the innermost Islands. By four o'clock, in from a burning mountain, and observed seiiie at'ternoon, we had passed all the Islands veral fires within land.
On Saturday, the 20th, at two o'clock
and soon after we had
to the south of us
got through the channel, the Discovery, A. M. some breakers were seet), distant two
which was two miles astern, fired three guns, miles; others appeared a head; On our
and brought to, making a signal to speak larboard side they were innumerable and
cleared
with us. A boat being sent off to her, re- also between us and the land.
turned immediately with Capt. Gierke. He them, though with difficulty, by holding a
informed the Commodore, that some natives southern course. These breakers were produin three or four canoes, having followed his ced by rocks, many of which were above wathey are very dangerous, and extend
«hip for some time, at last got under the ter
havseven
many
siarns,
leagues from land.
made
of
whom
got on the
Btern
one
lag his cap off, and bowing in the European outside of them about noon, when we obrope was then handed down served in latitude 54 deg. 44 min. longitude
manner.
from the ship, to which he fastened a thin 198 deg. The nearest land was an elevated
wooden box, and after he had made some bluff point, which we called Rock Point. It
more gesticulations, the canoes left the Dis- bore N. distant eight leagues
and a high
Soon after, the box was opened, round hill, called Hakbut Head, bore S W.
covery.
thirteen leagues.
ai'.d found to contain a piece of paijer care- distant
On the 21ft

were also

tisitcil

;

;

;

;

;

;
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:
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;
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;
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Halibut Island extended from N. by E. to
This Island is seven leag-ues in
N. W.
circumference, and except the head, is very
low and barren. We were kept at such a
distance from the continent, by the rocks
and breakers, that we had but a very imferlect view of the coast between HaVibut
sland and Rock Point. We could however, perceive the main land covered with

snow

;

some

particularly

whose

hills,

elevat-

cd tops towered above the clouds to a most
stupendous heicht. A volcano was seen on
the most south-westerly of these hills, which
perpetually threw up immense columns of
black smoke: it is at no great distance from
the coast, and lies in the latitude of 64 deg.
48 min. and in longitude 195 deg. 45. min.
Its figure is a complete cone, and the volcano is at the summit of it remarkable as
it may appear, the wind, at the height to
which the smoke of the volcano rose, often
moved in an opposite direction to what it
In the
did at sea, even in a fresh gale.
afternoon, having three hours calm, upwards
of a hundred halibuts were caught i\v our
people, some of which weighed upwards of
a hundred pounds, and none of them less
than twenty each. They were highly actished in thirty-five
eeptable to us.
fathoms water, about four miles distant
from the shore; during which time, we
were visited by a man in a small canoe, who
came from a large Island. When he drew
near to the ship, he uncovered his head and
bowed, as the other had done the preceding
day, when he came otf to the Discovery,
lt appeared very plain to us, that the Rusaians had some communication with these
people, not only from their politeness, but
from an additional proof that we now were
favoured with for our new visitor had on a
pair of green cloth breeches, and a jacket
of black cloth, under the frock of his own
country. He had with him a grey fox skin,
and some fishing implements also a blad:

We

:

:

wherein was some liquid, which we
he opened it, drank a
supposed to be oil
mouthful, and then closed it up again. His
canoe >vas smaller than any one of those we
had seen before, though of the same constructioa: like others who had visited the

der,

:

4

Discovery, he used the double- bladed paddie.
His features resembled those of the
natives of Prince William's Sound, but he
was perfectly free from any kind of paint
and his lip had been perforated in an oblique direction, but at this visit he had no^
any kind of ornament in it. Many of the
words frequently used by the natives of the
Sound, were repeated to him, but he did not
seem to understand any of them, owing
either to his ignorance of the dialect, or our
erroneous pronunciation. On Monday the
22nd, the wind shifted to the S. E. and, as
usual, was attended with thick rainy weather.
In the evening, feanng we might fall
in with land, we hauled to the southward,
till two the next morning, and then bore
away west yet we made but little way,
At five o'clock P. M. we had an interval of
sun-shine, when we saw land bearing N. 59
deg. W. On Wednesday, the 24th, at six
o'clock A- M. we saw the continent; and
at nine it extended from N. by E. to S. W.
by W. the nearest part distant four leagues.
The next morning we had clear weather,
insomuch, that we clearly saw the volcano,
the other mountains, and all the main land
under them. A large opening was likewise
seen between several Islands and a point ot
the land.
now steered to the southward;
when, having got without all the land in
sight, we steered west, the Islands lying in
that dfrection.
By eight o'clock we had
passed three of them, all of a good height
and more were now observed to the westward. In the afternoon, the weather became gloomy, and afterwards turned to a
mist, the wind blowing fresh at east
we
therefore hauled the wind to the southward
till
day break, on Friday the 26th, when
we resumed onr course to the west.
derived but little advantage from day-light,
the weather being so thick that we could
not discover objects at the distance of a
hundred yards; but as the wind was moderate, we ventured to run.
About half an
l)onr after four, the sound of breakers
alarmed us on our larboard bow.
brought the ship to, and anchored in twentylive fathoms water.
The Discovery who
was not far distant anchored also. Sonne
;

We

;

;

We

We
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Iionrs after, the fop

the land trend

we

tliat

5m
awa^

to tlie northward, or
discover a passage out to
sea, to the west
and we soon tound we
were right in our conjectures. After we had
got under sail, the wind veered to the N.
and we were obliged to ply. In the evening,
and yet Providence the ebb made it necessary for us to anchor
appeared about them
liad safely conducted the ships through in within three lea&rues of our last station.
On Sunday, the 28lh, at day-break, we
the dark, between those rot1<s, whic^i we
should not have atteujpted to have done in got again under sail, and were wafted up
and to so commodious an an- the passage by a light \/veize at south thi«
a clear day
of our was succeeded by variable light airs from
chorinir-pifice, which, on account
had. however, a rajjid
miraculous escape, received the name of all direction-^.
Durihtr the niu:ht, the tide in onr favour, ami the Kesohition g(;t
Provide:5ce liay.
wind blew fresh at south, but in the mornini? through before the ebb made. Tlif Disrowas more moderate, and the fog, in a threat ve:y was not equally fortunate, for she wai
At seven o'clock, we carried ba' k, got ii»to the race, and found a
measure dispersed.
weighed, and steered between the Island dithculty in getting clear of it. Being now
near which we had anchored, and a su»all through tjje cliannel, we observed the land
one not tar from it. The breadth of the on one side, trending W. and S. W. anil
channel do«s not exceed a mile, and the that on the other side tr) N. This encouwind failed before we could pas^ through it. raged us to hope that the continent IkuI
taken a new direction in our favour. Findwere therefore glad to anchor in «3
fathoms water. Land now presented itself ing our water ran short, and expecting to
That to the south ex- be driven about in a ra|)id tide, without
in every direction.
fended, in a ridsie of mountains, to the S. wind sufficient to govern the ship, we stood
W. which we afterwards found to be an Js- for a harbour on the south side of the pa.sJand, called Oonalashka. Brivveen this, and sage, but were driven beyond it; and, that
the land to the north, which we supposed we might not be forced back through the
to be a group of Islands, there appeared to passage, anchored near the southern shore,
On a in twenty-eight fathoms, and out of tlie
a N. W. direction.
be a channel
point, west from the ships, and at a distance reach of the strong tide, though even hers
of three quarters of a mile, we perceived it ran five knots an hojir. In tliis station
several natives and their habitations.
To we were visited by several of the natives, in
this place we saw two whales towed in, separate canoes.
They bartered some fishwhich we supposed had just been killed. A. .ing implements for tobacco.
young man
few of the inhabitants came otF, at different among them overset his canoe, while he
times, to the ships, and engaged in a little was along side of one of our boats.
He was
traffic with our people, but never continued caught hold of by one of our people, but
with us above a quarter of an hour at a the canoe was taken up by one of his countime.
They seemed, indeed, remarkably trymen, and carried ashore. In consequence
shy though we could readily discover they of this accident, the youth was obliged to
were not unacquainted with vessels, similar, come into the ship, where he accepted an
in some degree to ours.
Their address ex- invitation into the cabin, without any surpressed a degree of politeness which we had prise or embarrassment.
He Isad on an
never experienced among any of the savage upper garment, resembling a skirt, made of
tribes.
Being favoured, about one o'clock, the gut of a whale, or some other large seaP. M. with a light breeze, and the tide of anima!. Under this he had another of the
ilood, we weighed, and directed our course same form, made of the skins of birds with
to Uie channel last mentioned
expecting- the feathers on, curiously «ewed together ;
when we had passed through, either to find the feathered side placed next th» skin.

being a liltle dispersed,
discovered the imminent danger we had
were three (jiiarlers of a mile
escaped.
from the N. E. side of an IsUind two elevated rocks were about half a league from us,
nnd from each otiu-r. Several breakers also

We

we should

;

:

;

;

;

We

We

m
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was patched with

pieces of silk
embi'llished with
His clothes being wet, we furglass beads.
rijshed hini with some of our own, which
he put r)n witii as ntuch readiness as we
couid have do?ie. From the beiiaviour of
this y*»nth, and that of several others, it evident'y appeareci tliat these fieojde were no
strangers to Europeans, and to many of
Something in the appearance
tijeir customs.
of our ships, howevtr^ greatly excited their
for, such as had not canoes to
curiosily
brintj them otF, assembled on the neighhourAt low
iMir hdls, to have a view of them.
water we lowed the ship into the harbour,
where we anchored in nine fathoms water,
boat
the Discovery arriving soon after.
draw
but
we
the
seine,
ott'to
sent
now
was
trout,
and
otiier
some
few
a
only
cauiiht^
had scarce anchored, when
small fis:h.
a native of the Island brought another note
on board, similar to that which had been
given to Ca{)t. Gierke. He presented it to
our Commodore, but as it was written in
the Ru<;sian language, neither he, nor any of
our company, could read it. As it could
not be of any use to us, and might be of
consequence to others, Capt. Cook returned
it to the bearer, accompanied with a few
presents; for which he expresses! his thanks,
as he retired, by several low bows. On the
20th, we saw along the shore, a group of
thenativesof both sexes, seated on the grass,
partaking of a repast of raw fish, which

It

Rhilt,

and

his

c.>[>

«!everal

was

;

A

We

We
they seemed to relish exceedingly.
were detained by thick fogs and contrary
winds, till Tl)urs<iay the 2nd of Jidy, in this
harbour. It is called by the natives Samganoodha, and is situated on the north side
of the Island of Oonalasiika, in lat. 53 deg.
65 min. long. 193 deg. 30 min. and in the
•trait which separates this Island from those
It is about a mile broad at
to the north.
the entrance, and runs in about four miles
It narrows towards the head, the
S. by W.
breadth there not exceeding a quarter of a
mile. Plenty of good water may be procured here, but not a stick of wood of any
tind.
On Thursday, the 2nd, of July, we steered
from the harbour of Samganoodha, having
6

a gentle breeze at S. S. E. to the northward,
and met witii nothing to obstruct our course:
for on the one side, the Isle of Oonalashka
trended 8. W. and on the other, no land
was to be seen in a direction more northerly
than N. E. all which land was a continuation of the same group of Islands that we
had fallen in with, on the 25th, of the preceding month. 'J'hat which is situated before Samganoodha, and constitutes the northeastern side of the passage, through which
we caine, is called Oonella and its circumference is twenty-one miles. Another Island, lying to t!ie norlhwnrd of it, bears the
name of Accotan it is much superior in
size to Oonella, and has in it some very lofty
;

:

mountains, at this time covered witli snow,
It appeared that we might have passed with
^reat safety between these two Islands and
the continent, whose south-western point
0[»ened otFthe north-eastern point of Accotan, and proved to be the same point of land
that we had discerned when we left the
coas^ of the continent, the 25th, of June, iu
order to go without the Islands. It is called by the natives Oonemack and is situated in lat. 54 deg. 30 min long. 192 deg. 30
min. E. Over the Cape, which is high land,
we percieved a round elevated mountain, at
present covered with snow. At .«iix o'clock
A. M. this mountain bore E. 2 deg, N. arvd
two hours afterwards not any land was to
Concluding, therefore, that the
be seen.
coast of the continent had now inclined to
the north-eastward, we steered the same
course till one o'clock the following morning, when the watch stationed on deck gave
intimation of their seeing land. Upon this*
we wore, and for the space of about two
hours stood towards the S. W. after which
we "renewed our course to the E. N. E. At
six we discovered land a-head, bearing S.
E. distant five leagues. As we advanced w«
discovered a connected chain of land. At
noon we perceived that it extended from S.
S. W. to E. the part nearest to ns being at
the distance of five leacrues.
now observed in lat. 55 deg. 21 ruin. long. 195 deg.
18 min. E. At six o'clock A. M. we sounded and found a bottom of black sand, at the
depth of forty-eight fathoms. At this tifiit
;

We

AND ROUND TME
we were

four leagues fioin the land, nnd
eastern part itj sit-lil was in tlie direction
•/ K. S. E. to appearance an elevated round
hillock.
On Saturday the 4lh, at eiffht o'clock,
A. M. we saw the coast iVom S- S. \V. and
E. hy S, and at intervals we could discern
its

hik:h

land behind

it.

covered

with snow.

Soon after we had a caltn, when all hands
were employed in fishing and as our people were now put on two thirds allowance,
what each catclied he inight eat or sell.
Fortunate for them, they caught some tons
of fine fish, which proved a most seasonable
sjipply
for the ship's provisions, were with
salt and maggots eating into the beef and
pork, and the rats and the weavils devouring
the heart of the bread, the one was little
better than putrid flesh, and the other, upon
breaking, would crumble into dust. Among
the fish we caught with hook and line, were
a great number of excellent cod.
At noon
we had an easterly breeze and clear weather,
when we were about six leagues from the
land, which extended from S. by W. lo E.
S, and the hillock, seen the preceding
;

;

erening, bore S. W. by S. nine leagues disA great hollow swell convinced us,
that there was no main land westward near
us.
At six o'clock, P M. we steered a northerly course, when the wind veering to the
S. E. enabled us to steer E. N. E.
The coast
lay in this direction, and the next day, at
noon, was four leagues distant. On the 6th,
and 7th, we made but little way, the wind
being northerly. On Wednesday, the 8th,
the coast extended from S. S. W. to E. by
N. and "was all low land, and it is not improbable that this extends to a considerable
distance towards the S. W. and that those
places which we sometimes suppo'^ed to be
inlets or bays, are nothing more tkan valleys between the mountains. This day we
hooked plenty of fine cod.
On Thursday the 9th, in the morning,
having a breeze at N. W. we steered E. by
N. in order to make a nearer approach to
the coast. At noon we observed in latitude
57 d^-g. 49 min. long. 201 cieg. 33 rain. E. at
the distance of tv^o leagues noisi land, which
was observed to extend from S, by E. to N.
tant.

<m

V/ORLD.

F. being all a low roast, with points projecting in spvend places.
In advancin;;
towards the N. E. we had found that the
depth of water gradually decreased, and th*
coast trended more and more northerly
but we observed the ridge of mountains behind it continued to lie in the same direction as those that were more westerly
so
that the extent of the low land between the
coast and the foot of the mountains insensibly increased.
Both the low and high
grounds, were totally destitute of wood
but
ajjparently covered with a green turf, the
mountains excepted. Which were covered
with snow.
As we proceeded along the
coast, with a light westerly breeze, the water
shoaled gradually from fifteen to ten fathoms, though we were eight or ten miles
distant from the shore.
About eight o'clock
in the evening a lofty mountain, vvhi(>h wad
been some time within sight, bore 8, E. by
E. distfint twenty-one leagues.
Several
other mountains, forming the same chain,
'.uid much farther distant, bore E. 3 deg. N.
The coast was seen to extend as Ihr as N.
E. half N. where it seemed to terminate in
a point, beyond which it was both our hope
and expectation that it would assume a
more easterly direction. But not long afterward we perceived low land, that extended
from behind this point, as far as N. W. by
W. w here it was lost in the horizon and
behind it we discerned high land, appearing
;

;

;

;

in

hills

Thus

detached from each other.

the fine prospect we had of getting to the
northward., vanished in an iLstant.
stood on till nine o'clock, and then the point
before-mentioned was one league distant,
bearing N. E. half E. Behind the point is
a river, which, at its enirance, seemed to be
a mile in breadth.
The water appeared
somewhat discoloured, as upon shoal
but
a calm would have given it a similar ..S[>ect.
It seemed to take a windnis: direcfion,
through the extensive fiat wliich lies between the cliain of mountains towards the
S. E. and the hills to the north-westward.
It abounds- we apprehend, with salmon, as
many of tho«:e fi-^h were ^ecu !eaj?ing before
the entrance.
'I'he mouth
»f tiiis river,
which w€ distinjfuishfcd by llie i.ume of

We

;
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68 deg. 27 min. and at ten o'clock saw th« continent. At
noon it extended from N. E by N. to N. N.
55 min. E.
day-break we made sail W. quarter W. and an elevated hill appear-

Bristol River, lies in lat.

and

in long-.

201

deg-.

On the 10th, at
fo the W. S. W. with a light breeze at N.
E. At eleven o'clock A. M. thinking that
the coast towards the N. W. terminated in
a point, bearing N. W. by W. we steered ior
that 'point, having ordered the Discovery to
keep a-head but before tiiat vessel had run
a mile, she made a signal for shoal water.
At that vtiry tiaie we had the de{)th of seven
fathoms, yet before we could get the head
of our ship the other way, we had less than
but the Discovery's soundings were less
ilive
now stood back
than four fatlioms.
three miles to the N. E. but observing a
strong tide setting to the W. S. W, in a direction to the shoal, we brought the ships
to anchor in ten fathoms, over a sandy bottom. Two hours after the water fell upwards of two feet, which proved that it was
Ihe tide of ebb that came from Bristol River.
In tlie afternoon, the wind having shifted
to tile S. \V. we weighed at four o'clock, and
made sail towards the S. having several
boats a-liead employed in sounding. When
we had passed over the south end of the
shoal, in six fathoms water, we afterwards
got into fifteen fathoms, in which we let go
»rjr anchors again between eight and nine
some part of the chain of
in the evening
iiionntaius on the south-eastern shore being
in sight, and bearing S. E. half S. and the
most westerly land on the other shore bearing N. W. In the course of this day wc
iiad descried high land which bore N. GO
;

;

We

;

W.
On Saturday the 11th,
A. M. we Wfciifhed anchor,
breeze at S. W. by W. and

desr.

ward

till

to be against
At
fathoujs.

o'clock

with a gentle
plied to windthe flood tide

when judging
us, we anchored

nine,

two

at

in

twenty-four

M.

the fog,
that hiul this morning [>revailed, dispersing,
and the tide becoming favourable, we weighed and plied to the south-westward. Towards the evening we had some thunder.
hud heard none before from the time of
o'.je

o'clock

1*.

We

©ur arrival on this coast, and what we now
heard was at a great distance, in the morninjf of the I'^th,

we

steered a

N.

W.
9

course,

ed in the direction of N. N. W. distant ten
leagues. .This we found to be an Island, to
which, on account of its figure, Capt. Cook
gave the name of Round Island. It is situated in tiie latitude of 58 deg. 37 min, and
in longitude 200 deg. 6 min. E. distant from
the continent seven miles. At nine in the
evening, having steered a northerly cours«
to within three leagues of the shore, we tacked in fourteen fathoms the extremities of
the coast bearing S. E. half E. and W.
stretched alongshore till two the next morning, when we suddenly got into six fathoms
water, being at the same time two leagues
from shore. After we had edged off a little,
our depth of water gri\.d«ally increased, and
;

We

at

noon we sounded

in

twenty

fathom!*.

Round

Island at this time bore N. 5 de.is. E.
and the western extreme of the coast N. Ki
(leg. W.
It is an elevated point, and having calm weather while we were otF it, for
this reason it was named Calm Point.
On
the 14th, and 15th, having little wind, we
advanced but slowly. At times a very thick
Our soundings were from
fog came on.
twenty-six to fourteen fathoms.
had
pretty good success in fi^fiing, for we caught
(ileiity of cod and some tlat fish.
On Thursday the KJth, at five o'clock
A. M. the fog clearing up, we found ourselves nearer tlie shore tlian we expected..
Calm Point bore N. 72 deg. E. and a point
about eight leagues from it, in a westerly
direction, bore N, 3 deii;. E. only three mile*
distant.
Between these two points the coast
forms a bay, in several parts of which the
land could scarcely be seen from the masthead. Another bay is on the north-western
side of the last-mentioned point, between it
and a high promontory, which now bore N.
3() de'^. W. at the distance of sixteen miles.
About nine o'clock the Commodore dispatch,
ed Lieutenant Williamson to this promontory, with orders to go ashore and observe
what direction the coast took l)eyond it, and
what might be the produce of the coanlry
^hich, when viewed from the ships, had
but a^ sterile appearance.
here fouiiii
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,
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setting stton^Iy towards tlie we had only ()rot'eeded three leagues on a
N. W. alonir ll»e coast. At noon it was high northerly course.
Saturday the ISth, at eight o'clock A. INI.
>v:itiT, and we cast a'lclior at the distance
were steering N. l»y W. when the depth
we
twentyshore,
in
tioni
the
miles
twelve
of
lour fathoms. Al)out five in the afternoon, of water suddenly decreased to .seven and
on which account we brought
the tiile heg^innin^- to make in our favour, live fathoms
to,
boat
from each of tlie ships was
till
a
l>eini;we weighed, and drove with it, there
sound, and then we steered
a-heatl
sent
to
returned,
AA'dhamson
no wuid. When .Mr.
noon, wlnn the water deep
point,
to
At
the
the
N.
E.
on
l.uided
had
lie
tliat
iie reported

the

fli)Otl-ti(le

;

and ha\iuu; ascended the most elevated hill, ened to seventeen fathoms, Cape Newenham
found ll:at the must distant part of theeoast was twelve leagu»'s distant, bearing S. 9 t^eg.
in siuht was nearly in a norlherly direction, E. the north-eastern extremity of the land
lie took possession of the conntry m the in Sight, bore N. ()(> deu;. E. and the distance
name of his Hritannic iSIajesty, and loft on of the nearest shore was four leagues. OuF
the hill a bottle coutainini; a paper, on which l.ntitude \vas ">!)«leu. I(J min, N. Before one
the names of our ships and of their com- o'clock tlie boats a-head displayed the sigmanders, and the date of the discovery, were nal ft»r shoal-wafcr. They had only two
inscribed. I'he promontory, w hich he named f.iilMtins; but at the same time the sliips
By liauling more to the north,
C^ape Newenham, is a rocky pomt, of coii>ii- were in six.
derable height, and is seated in latitude 08 W(- continued nearly in the same depth till
deg. 42 min. and in longitude 197 deg. ^30 l)etween live and six o'clock, when our boats
min. E. Over, or within it, two lofty hills finding less and less water, Cupt Cook made
arise one behind another, of which the in- the signal to the Discovery, which was then
nermost, or easternmost, is the highest. a-head, to cast anchor, and both ships soon
The country, as far as Mr. Williamson C(uild came to. In bringing up the Resolution,
discern, produces not a single tree or shrub. her cable parted at the clinch, .so that we
l>ut on the lower were obliged to make use of the other anhills were naked,
grounds there grew grass and plants of vari- chor. W^e rode in six fathoms water, over

The

ous kinds, very few of which were at this
The Lieutenant met wilh
tiine in tiower.
1:0 other animals than a (h)e witli her lawn,
and a dead sea-horse or cow that lay on the
beach of the latter animals we had seen a
considerable numl>er from the ships, ('ape
Newenham is the northern boundary of the
:

extensive guli)h or bay, situated before the
river Bristol, which, in honour of the Admiral, Earl of Bristol, received from the Commodore the distinction of Bristol Bay. Cape
Ooueemak forms the southern limit of this
biy, and is eighty-two leagues distant, in
the direction of S. S. W. from Cape Newenham. At eight o'clock in the evening, we
.steered to the N. W. and N. N. W. round
ihe cape, which at noon the next day was
four leagues distant, bearing S. by E. The
most advanced land towards the north, bore
N. 30 deg. E. and the nearest part of the
roast was three leagues and a half distant.
During the afternoon there was but little
wind, so that by ten o'clock in the e-vening,
i It
No. 43.

a bottom of sand, at the distance of about
live leagues from the continent.
Cape Newenham now bote S. distant sixteen leagues.
The farthest hills we could perceive towards
the north, bore N. E. by E. and low land
.stretched out frou) the more elevated parts
as tar as N. by E. Without this there was
a shoal of stones and sand, dry at half ebb.
The two masters having been sent, each in
a boat, to sound between this shoal and the
coast, reported, on their return, that there
was a channel, in which the soundings were
six and .seven fathoms, but that it was rather
narrow and intricate. At low water, we attempted to get a haw.ser round the lost
anciior, but did not then succeed
however,
being resolved not to leave it behind u.s
while there remained the prospect of recovering it, we persevered in our endeavours ;
and at length, in the evening of the 20th, we
had the desired success. W^hile thus employed, the Commodore ordered
Ca()t.
Gierke to send his master in a boal to search
:
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fie acfor a passage in a S. W. direction,
cordingly did so, but coidd find no cliannel
nor did it appear, tliat
in that quarter
there was any other way to get clear of tlie
shoals, than by retarniijg by the«ame track
for though, by
in which we had entered
we
were
channel
now in, we
following the
fartlier
have
got
down the
perhaps,
might,
this
channel
nnight
have
though
and
coast;
probably carried us at last to the northward,
clear of the shoals, yet the attempt would
;

:

have been attended with extreme hazard
and, in case of ill-success, there would have
been a great loss of tinie, that we could not
conveniently spare. These reasons induced
the Commodore to return by the way which
had brought us in, and thus avoid the shoals.
The latitude of our present station, by limar
observations, was 59 deg. 37 min. 30 sec.
N. and our longitude 197 deg. 45 min. 48
The most northern part of the coast
sec. E.
that we could discern from this station, was
supposed to be situate in latitude ()0 i\e(^.
It formed, to a|)pearance, a low point, to
which was given the name of Shoal Ness.
The tide of flood sets to the northward, and
the ebb to the southward it rises and falls
;

:

u|)on a perpendicular, and
we reckon that it is high water at eight
o'clock on the full and change days.
On Tuesday the 21st, at three o'clock
five or six

feet

at N. N. W.
with three boats a-head employed in sounding. Notwithstanding this precaution, we met with greater ditficulty in
and
returning tlian we had in advancing
of
annecessity
the
under
were at length
running
of
danger
the
avoid
to
choring,
upon a shoal that had only a depth of five
While we lay at anchor, twenty-seven
feet.
Americans, each in a separate canoe, came
otf to the ships, which they approached with
some degree of caution. As they advanced
they hallooetl, and extended their arms
thereby intimating, as we understood, their
peaceable intentions, and how cordially they
were ready to receive us. Some of them at
Jast came near enough to receive a few^ triI'his
fling articles, which we threw to them.
to
venture
others
gave encouragement to the
alongside
and a traffic quickly commenc-

A. M- having a gentle breeze

we

set sail,

;

;

;

2

ed between them and our pe<^p!e, nho obtained wooden vessels, bows, darts, arrows,
dresses of skins, &c. in exchange for whic li
the natives accepted whatever we oiftred
them. They appeared to be the same sort
of people, with those we had met with all
along this coast and they >vore in their lipi
and noses the same sorts of ornaments; but
they were not so well clothed, and were
much more dirty.
thought them to be
perfectly unacquainted with any civilized
nation
they were ignorant of the use of tobacco nor did we observe in their possession any foreign article, unless a knive may
be considered as such.
This indeed was
nothing more than a piece of common iron
fitted in a handle made of wood, so as to
serve the nurpose of a knife.
However,
these people understood so well the value
and use of this instrument, that it seemed to
be almost the only article they thought worth
purchasing. The hair of most of them was
shaved, or cut short otf, a few locks being
left on rme side and behind.
They wore for
a covering on their heads, a hood of skins,
and a bonnet seemingly made of wood. One
part of their dress, which we procured, was
a kind of girdle of skin, made in a very neat
manner, with trappings depending from it,
;

We

;

;

and passina between the thiuhs,

so as to

con-

the adjacent parts. From the use of
this girdle, it is probable, that they sometimes go in other respects, naked, even in
this high northern
latitude
for
it
can
scarcely be supposed that they wear it under
their other clothing.
Their canoes were
covered with skins, like those we had lately
but they were broader, and the hole
seen
wherein the person sits was wider, than in
any of those we had before met with. Our
boats returning from sounding, gave them
some alarm, so that they all departed sooner
ceal

;

;

than perhaps they otherwise would have
done.
On Wednesday the 22nd, we got clear of
the shoals, yet we could not venture to steer
towards the west during the night, but spent
it

off

Cape Newenham.

On

the 23rd, at

day-break, we stood to the northward, the
Discovery being ordered to go a-head. When
we had.proceeded two leagues, our soundings
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nalioms. IJeins; appiehtnomtiiuitd this course, we
should meet uith less water, we hauird to
This course brought us gradutlie south.
fathoms water; uj»oa
eighteen
ally into
steer a little westerly,
to
ventured
which we
and afterwards i\HG nest, when we at length
found twenty-six fathoms. At noon, hy observatiou, we were in lat. OS <leg. 7 min.
now steerlong. 194 dtg. '22 min. east.
increasing
water
of
de|)th
ed W. N. W. the
gradnaily to thirty-four t'athoms. On 8aturdiiy the '2.')th, in the evening, having little
wind, and an exceeding thick fog, we let
go our anchors in thirty fathoms. At six
o'clock the next morning, the weather clearing n|», we set sail, and stood to the northward.
After we had proceeded on this
course for the space of nine leagues, the
wind veered to the N. so that we were
obliged to steer more westerly. On Tuesday
the 28th, at noon, we hud clear sunshine
for a few hours, during w'li-^li several observations were made, u hich tletermined our
lat. to be o9 deg. .>3 min. and our long 190
deg. (> mill, but the time-keeper |;ave 1S9
On the
rlpff. 59 min. difference only 7 min.
29lh, in the morninu: we discovered land,
bearing N. W. by W. distant six leagues,
stood towards it till between ten and
eleven, when we tacked in twenty-four fathoins, being then a league from the land,
It was the south-eastxvhich bore N. N. W.
ern extreme, and formed a perpendicular
upon which it received
elitf of great height
from theCaf)tain the name of Point Upright,
Its lat. is 60 deg. 17 min. long. 187 deg.
30 min east. More land was perceived to
the westward of this point; and, at a clear
interval, we discerned another portion of
high land, bearing W. by S. and this seemed to be perfectly separated from the other.
On Thursday the 30th, at four o'clock P. M,
Point Upright bore N. W. by N. distant six
leagues.
light breeze now springing up
al IS. N. W. we steered to the porth-east<l»?rrensed to six
sive, that, if we

We

We

;
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ward till four tlie next morninir, wlien the
wind veered to the east; we then tacked,
and stood to the N. W. The wind, notions?
after, shil'ting- to S. E. we .steered N. K. hy
N. and c(»:itinned thiseourse with soundings,
from thirty-tive to twenty fathoms, till noon
the following day.

Saturday, August the 1st, we observed iu
G() i\e.g:. 5S min. long. 191 i\e'^. east,
The wind now becominif north-easterly, we
lirst made a stretch of about ten leagues towards the N. W. and then, as we observed
no land in that direction, we stood back to
the E. for the space of tourteen or fit'teeti
leagues, and met with a considerable quantity of drift-wood.
()n the 2nd, we had variable light winds, with showers of rain tlie
whole day.
In the morning of 3ionday,
the ^^rd, we resumed our northward course,
At noon, by observation, our lat. was (>2
deo;, 34 min. long. 192 deg. E.
Between
lat.

three and four o'clock this afternoon, Mr,
Anderson, Capt. Cook's surgeon of theResoluVion, expired, after he had lingered under
a consumption upwards of a twelvemonth,

He was a sensible, intelligent young man
an agreeable companion
had great skill in
his profession
and had acquired a considerable portion of knowUrdge in otlier
branches of science. Our readers will doubtless have observed, how useful an assistant
he had proved in the course of this voyage
and had it pleased God to have prolonged
his life to a later period, the public might
have received from him such communications on the various parts of natural historjr
of the several places he visited, as would
have abundantly shewn he was worthy of a
higher commendation than we have here
given him. His funeral was performed with
the usual ceremonies at sea
after which
Mr. Law, surget»n of the Discovery, was removed into the Resolution, and Mr. Sam well,
the surgeon's first mate of the Resolution,
was appointed to succeed Mr. Law as surgeon of the Piscovery,
;

;

;

;

;

;

ciiAr. xil.
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Island named to tue memori/ of the ingenious Mr, Anderson , Capt. Cook's late &nrgeou, mid
Jriend ; llemarlfs on Sledge Island ; The liesolution and Discovery ajichor in a large bay on the
Asiatic coast ; The Commodore lands al a village ; The liesolution and Discovery qnit the Jiuy
Their progress northward ; Cape Mulgrave ; icy Cape ; Description of sea horses ; Cape JLfs-^
burne ; Uiisnccessfnl attempts to get ihrongh the ice ; Remarks; Arrival on the coast of Asia ;
Cape North; Prosecntion of the Voyage deferred to the folloiring year; Return from Cape
North along the Coast of Asia; Bvrncys Island; Several Capes and Rays described ; Steer /or
the coast of America ; An account of more Capes and head-lands ; Resborovgh Island; inter vicu;
with a partictdar family ; Mr. King visits the same ; He is seni to examine the coast; his report ;
and a description of the country, i.)r ; Norton's Sound ; Steuard's Island discovered and described ; Cape Stevens ; Point Shallow-tvater ; Shoals ; Clerke's Island ; Cores Pinnacle ; Tlie
Resolution springs a leak ; The two ships arrive at Oonalashka ; Interview with the natives and
Russian traders; Mr. Ismyloff comes on board ; Account of the Islands visited by the Russians ;
particidar description of the natives ; Observations.
Of their settlement at Oonalashka ;
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after Mr. Anderson had resigned
SOON
the
his breath, we discovered land
to

westward, distant twelve leagues. We supand the Conniioposed it to be an Island
dore, to perjjetuate the memory of the
deceased, for whom he had a very great
regard, distinguished it by tjje name of An;

On I'uesday, the 4lh, at
derson's Island.
three in the afternoon, we saw land extendsteered toing from N. N. E. to \. AV.
four
or five
being
four,
when,
wards it till
tacked
and,
not
it,
we
from
miles distant
let
go
failing,
we
wind
the
afterwards,
long
our anchors in thirteen fathoms, over a sandy
bottom, at the distance of about two leagues
from land. Our lat. was now (54 <leg. 27
min. N. and long. 194 f\t^. 18min. E.
could at intervals, discern the coast extending from K. toN. W. and an Island of considerable deration, bearing W. by N. nine
miles distant. The land before us, which
we imagined to be the continent of America,
appeared rather low next the sea but inland it rose in hills, which seemed to be of
a tolerable height. It had a greenish hue,
and was apparently destitute of wood, and
While our ships remained
free from snow.
that the tide of tlood
observed
we
anchor,
at
came from the eastward, and set to the westward, till between the hours often and eleven; from which time, till two o'clock the
next morning, the stream set to the E. and

We

;

We

;

the water fell three feet. The flood running
both longer and stronger than the ebb, we
concluded that there was a westerly current
besides the tide. Near the beach where we
landed, we found a sledge which induced
Capt. Cook to give the Island the appellation of Sledge Island.
AV^ednesday the ."ith, at ten o'clock in the
m<trning we ran down, and soon after anchored between the Island and the continent
in seven fathoms.
Not long after we had
cast anchor, Capt, Cook, accomi^anied by
Mr. King and some other otlicers, landed
upon the Island. He hoped to have had
from it a piospect of the coast and sea towards the west but in that direction the
fog was so thick, that the view was not
more extensive than it was from our shi[>s.
On Monday the 10th, at break of dviy, we
resumed our westward course for the land
seen by us the preceding evening. At eleven minutes after seven o'clock, it extended
from S. 72 deg. W. to N. 41 deg. E. Betwixt the south-western extremity, and a
point bearing W. six miles <listant, the coast
forms a spacious bay, in which we dropped
o«ir anchors at fen in the forenoon, about
two miles from the norljjern shore, over a
gravelly bottom, at the depth of ten fathoms.
The northern point of this bay bore N. 4-}
t\tQ;. E. its southern point S. hH deg. W. the
bottom of the bay, N. (iO deg. W. between
;
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tliree leajjiies disitant

we

;

and

llie
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\no kind of tra flic was entered

passed tlie preceding^
Isliiiids
day, were at tlie distance ot rourleen U^iiuues,
\\ lien steeruii; lor
bearinj^ N. 7'i dec;. K.
this h;>y we observed, on the north siiore,
a vinai;e, and some people, who seemed to
jiave been thrown into conlnsion, or tear,
could plainly
fll the siifht of our vessels.
perceive persons rnnnino: np the country
At
with burdens njion their shoidders.
liiis village, Capt. Cook proposed to land
and accordingly went with three armetl
boats, accoujpanied by some of the olljccrs.
M'hirty or forty men, each of whom was arm«d with asj>ontoon, a bow, and arrows, stood
drawn up on an eminence near the houses;
three of them came down towards the shore,
on the approach of our trentlemen, and were
llujt

liatl

We

;

their caps, and make
this civility was
4heni low bows.
with sullithem
inspire
not
it
did
returned,
cient conlidence to wait tor the landiui; of
our party for, the instant they |)ut the Ixiats
Capt. Cook
ashore, the natives retired.
followed them alone, without any thing in
and, by signs and gestures, preids hand
vailed on them to stop, and acce|»t some triin return for these, they gave
riing presents
.so

polite as to pull

oti'

Though

;

;

:

him two

fox-skins,

and a couple of sea-horse

The Captain was

of o|)inion, that
they had brought these articles down with
them for the piupose of presenting them to
and that they would have given them
!)im
to him, even if ihey had expected no return,
timid and cautious; in'J hey seemed very
timating their desire, by signs, that no more
of our people should besuliered to come up.
On the Captain's laying his hand on the
shoulder of one of them, lie started back
several paces; in proporiion as he advanced,
they retreated, always in the attitude of
being ready to make use of their spears
while those on the eminence, Avere prepared
Insento support them with their arrows.
sibly, the Captain, and two or three of his
companions, introduced themselves among
The distribution of a few beads
them.
among some of them, soon created a degree
of confidence, so that they were not alarmed, when the Captain was joined by a few
more of his i}eop!e and in a short tini^. a
teeth.

;

;

:

077

into, Tn excliar»!:^e
lor tobacco, knives, heads, and other artiric*

they gave a lew nrrows, and some of tjjeir
clolhina
bnt nothing: that our people liad
to oti'er, conld indnce thein to part witli a
spear or a bow. Tliese they lield in continnal readiness, never qnittini;- tliem, except
at one time, wlien four or live persons laid
tlieir's down, while they favoured our party
witli a son;? and a dance
and even then,
they placed them in such a manner, that
they could lay hold of them in a moment,
Their arrows were pointed either with stone
or bone, but very tew of them had barbs
and some of them had a round blunt point,
AVhat use these are applied to, we cannot
say, unless it be to kill small aFiimals without dama2:ing- the skin. Their bows were
such as we had observed on the American
coast: their spontoons, or spears, were of
how or sleel, and of European or Asiatic
workmanship; and considerable pains had
teen taken to embellisjj them wiih carving-,
and inlayings of brass, and of a white metai.
'J'hose who stood with bows and arrows in
their hands, had the spear slung by a leathern strap over their right shouhier.
A
leathern quiver, slung over their lett shoulder
served to contain arrows
and some of these
quivers were exceedingly beautiiu!, being
made of red leather, on w hich was very neat
embroidery, and (»ther ornaments, Several
other things, and i>articularly their clothing,
indicated a degree of ingenuity far surpassing what any one would expect to lind
among so northern a people,
Our party having remained with the=e peopie between two and three hours, they retMrned on board
and, soon after, the wind
becoming southerly, we weighed anchor,
stood out of the bay, and steered to the N.
E. between the coast and the two Islands,
At noon, the next day, August 11th, the
former extended from S. SO dee'. W. to N.
84 deg. W. the latter bore S. 40 i]e<j:. W.
and the peaked hill, over Cape Priiice of
Wales, bore S. 36 des;. E. '^I'he latitude of
the ship was 66 deg. 5 min. N. the longitude
191 den. 19 inin. E. our soundings were
twenty-eight fathoms: and our position
nearly in the middleof the cliaime), between.
;

;

;

;

;
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ihe two consts, eacli beings at the distance of snow, and apparently destitute of wood.
leag^ues.
From this station we
now tacked, and bore away N. W. by
steered to the eastward, in order to mn!;e a W. but, in a short time afterwards, thick
nearer approach to the Anjerican coast. In weather, with rain, coming on, and the wind
this course, the water gradually shoaled
increasiriGT, we hauled more to the we.'>tward.
and there bein^ very little wind, and all
Saturday the 15th, at two o'clock A. M.
our endeavours to increase our depth tailing', the wind veered to S. W. by S. and blew a
we were obliged at last to cast anchor in six strong gale, which abated' towards noon.
wliioii was the only remedy re- yVe now stood to the N. E. till six the next
jat horns
maining, to prevent the ships driving into morninir, when we steered rather more eastmore shallow water. T\\e nearest part of erly in this run, we met with several seathe western land bore W. twelve leasnes horses, and great numbers of l)irds some of
the peaked mountain over Cape which resembled sand-larks, and others
distant
Prince of Wales, bore IS 16deg". W. and tlie were not larger than hedge-sparrows.
most northern part of the American conti- also saw some shags, so that we judged we
nent in sight, E. S. E. the distant^e of the were not far from land
but, havmga thick
nearest part being about four leagues. After fog, we could not expect to see any
and
we had anchored, a boat was <lispatched to as the wind blew strong^ it was not deemed
sound, and the water was found to shoal prudent to continue a course which was
While oirr most likely to bring: us to it. From the
gradually towards the land.
ships lay at anchor, which was from six to noon of this day, to six o'clock in the mornnine in the evening", we perceived little or ing of the following, we steered E. by N. a
no current, nor did we observe that the course which brought us into fifteen fathoms
now steered N. E, by E. thinkwater rose or fell. A northerly breeze spring- wafer.
ing up, we weighed, and made sail to the ing, by such a course, to increase our depth
westward, which course soon brought us into of water. But in the s|)ace of six leagues^
deep water; and, during" the 12tli, we plied it shoaled to eleven fathoms, which induced
to the northward in sig^ht of both coasts, but us to haul close to the wind, that now blew
we kept nearest to that of America. On at W. About twelve o'clock, both sun and
the 13th, at four in the afternoon, a breeze moon were clearly seen at intervals, and we
arising at S. we steered N. E. by N. till four made some hasty observations for the longiwhen, seeing- no tude
which, reduced to noon, when the
'clock the next morninj;
!and, we directed our course E. by N. and latitude was 70 dee:. 33 min. N. gave 197
between the hours of nine and ten, land a|> deg. 41 min. E. The time-keeper, for the
peared, which we supposed was a continu- same time, gave 198 deg. In the f«>renoon,
It extended from E. we perceived a brightness in the northern
ation of the continent.
by
and,
not
Ion;? afterwards, horizon, like that reflected from ice, usually
to
N.
E.
S.
by
we descried more land, bearing* N. by E. called the blink. Little notice was taken
(/oming: rather suddenly into thirteen fa- of it. from a supposition that it was improthoms water, at two in the afternoon, we bable we should so soon meet with ice.
made a trip off till four, when we ag-ain The sharpness of the air, however, and
which, soon after, we gloominess of the weather, for the two or
stood in for the land
saw, exteniling: from N. to S. E. the nearest three preceding days, seemed to indicate
part being at the distance of three or four some sudden change. About an hour afterThe coast here forms a point, nam- wards, the sight of an enormous mass of i'^e,
lea.'jjues.
ed by us Point iViul;;rave, which is situated left us no longer in any doubt respecting the
Bein tlie latitude of 67 dog 4b min. N. and in cause of the brightness of the horizon.
the lontfitude of I94deg. 51 min. E. The tween two and three o'clock, we tacked
land seemed to be ver> low near the sea, close to the edge of the ice, in twenty-two
but a little farther it rises into hdls of a mo- fathoms water, toeing then in the latitude of
the whole was free trora 70^deg. 41 niin. nortli, and unable to stand
i)erat« height ;

We

about seven

;

;

:

;

;
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.

;

;
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;
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firflier, for the ice was perfectly impenetrahle, ami extendetl jVuin W. by S. to
E. by N. as far as the eye could reach.
Here we met with great nmnljers of sea3i<»rses, some of whicli were in the water, hut
The Commodore
far more upon the ice.
had thoug^hts of hoisting out the l)oats to
kill some ol these animals: but, the wind
and we
freshening, he gave up the design
contuuied to ply towards the south, or rather
towards the west, for the wind came from
made no progress for,
thiit quarter.
our latitude was 70
on
the
I8th,
at twelve
ileg. 44 min. unrth, and we wereahnost live
were, at
leagues farther to the east.
|)reseut, close to the ed<ie of the ice, w hich
was as compact as a wall, au<i ajipeared to
be at least ten or twelve feet in hei'j;ht: but,
farther northward, it seemed to be much
Its surface was exceedingly rugged,
higher.
and, in several places, we saw pouls of wanow stood to the south,
ter upon it.
«ud, after running six leagues, shoaled tlje
water to seven fathoms; but it soon increasAt this
ed to the depth of nine fathoms.
had
been
hazy,
v^hich
weather,
lime, the

on any

;

We

;

We
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the south westward. After making a short
board to the north, Capt. Cook niade a signal for the Discovery to lack and his ship
tacked at the same time. The wind proved
in some measure favourable, so that we lay

up

W. and

S.

Wednesday

S.

W.

the

by

W.

lt)th,

at

eight

in

the

morning, the wind veering to west, we tacked to the northward
and at twelve, the
latitude was 70 deg. G min. north, and the
longitude 190 deg. 42 min east. In this situation, we had a considerable quantity of
drift ice about our shi[)s, and the main ice
was about two leagues to the north. Between one and two, we got in with the edge
of it. It was le^is compact than that which
we had observed towards the north
but it
;

;

was too

close, and in too large pieces
atleujpt forcia)g the ships through it.

to

We

saw an aujazing number of sea-horses on
the ice, and as we were in want of fresh provisions, the boats from each ship were disWe
patched to procure some of them. By seven
in the evening, we had received, on board
the Uesolufiou, nine of these animals which
till
this time, we had supposed to be seabecoming clearer, we saw laud extending cows so that we were greatly disappointed,
from S. to S. E. by E. at the distance of particularly some of the sailors, who, on acthree or four miles. The eastern extremity count of the novelty of the thing, had been
forms a point, which was greatly encuuiber- feasting tiieir eyes for .some days past. Nor
ed with ice, on which account it was distin- would they now have been disappointed,
Its nor have known the difference, if tliere had
guished l»y the name of Icy Cape.
latitude is 70 deg. 29 min. north, and its not lieen two or three men on board, who
longitude 108 deg 20 min. east. The other had been in Greenland, and declared what
extreme of the land was lost in the horizon animals these were, and that no person ever
and we had nodoubtof its being a continu- eat of them. Notwithstanding this, we made
ation of the continent of America. The Dis- them serve us for provisions, and there were
covery being about a mile astern, and to few of our people who did not prefer them
The fat of these animals
leewa-'d, met with less depth of water than to our salt meat.
ue did and tacking on that account, the is, at first, as sweet as marrow but, in a
Commodore was obliged to tack also, to pre- few days, it becomes rancid, unless it is
vent separation. Our present situation was salted, in which state it will keep much
We were upon a lee-shore longer. The lean flesh is coarse and blackvery critical.
in shoal water; and the main body of the ish, and has a strong taste; but the heart is
ice to windward, was driving down upon us. almost as well tasted as that of a bullock.
It was evident, that if we continued much The fat, when melted, affords a good quanlonger between it and the land, it would tity of oil, which burns very well in lamps
force us ashore, unless it should chance to and their hides, which areof great thickness,
take the ground before us. It appeared al- were extremely useful about our rigging.
most to join the land to leeward, and the The teeth, or tusks, of most of thera were,
«nly directioQ that was free from it was to at this time of a very small size even soi^e
7
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larg-ef^t and oldest of these animals,
ti»em not exceeding lialf a foot in len<.rth.
lience we. concluded, that they had hslely
shed their old teeth. They lie upon the ice
in herds of many hundreds, huddling like
swine, one over the other; and they roar
very loud
so that in the night, or \vl)en the
weatljer was foegy, they gave us notice of
the vicinity of the ice, before we con hi discern it.
never found the whole herd
being constantly
sl(e])ing", some of them
upon the watch. These, on the approach
or the boat would awake those that were

of the
h'i(\

;

We

to them
and the alarm being thus
gradually communicated, the whole herd
would presently be awake. However, they
were seldom in a hurry to get away, befoie
they liad beeii once fired at. Then they
vi'ould fall into the sea, one over the other
it» the uimost confusion
and, if we did not
to kill those
discharge,
happen, at the first
we fired at, we generally lost them, though
mortally wounded. 'J'hey did not'appear to
lis to be so dangerous as some authors have
represented tlieni, not even v. hen they were
attacked. They are, indeed, more so, in
appearance, than in reality. Vast multitudes of them would follow, and come close
up to the boats; but the flash of a musket
in the pan, or even the mere pointing of one
at them, would send them down in a moment. The female will defend her young
one to the very last, even at the ex pence of
lier own life, whether upon the ice or in the
water.
Nor will the young one quit the
dam, though she should have been killed
so that, if yon destroy one, yon are sure of
the other. The dam, when in the water,
holds her young one between her fore fins.
Mr. Pennant, in hisSynopiss of Qnadrujieds,
lias given a very good description of this
animal under the name of the Arctic Walrus. Why it shouid be called a sea-horse,
is difficult to determine, utdess the word be
a corruption of the Kussian name Morse
for they do not in the least resemble a horse.
Jt is, doubtless, the same animal that is
found in the Gulph of St. Lawrence, and
there called a sea-cow. It is certainly more
like a cow than a horse; but this resemblan<e
In short
consists iu notljing but the snout.

next

;

;

;

;

an animal not unlike a seal, but incomparably larger. The length of one of them,
wiiich was none of the largest, was nine
feel fi)ur inches from the snout to the tail
the circumference of its body at the shoulder,
was seven feet ten inches its circumference
near the hinder fins was five feet six inches,
and the weight of the carcase, without the
head, skin, or entrails, was eight hundred
and fiffy-fnur pounds. The head weighed
forty-one pounds and a half, and the skin
two hundred and five pounds. It may not
be im|>roper to remark, that, for some days

it is

;

;

before this time, we had often seen flocks
of ducks flying to the south. 'J'hey were of
two species, I he one much larger than the
other.
'J'he larger sort was of a brown colour; and of the small sort, either tlie duck
or drake w;is black and white, aftd the other
brown. Some of our people said' that they
also saw geese. 'J'his seems to indicate, that
there niust be land to the northward, where
these bird«!, in the proper season, find shelter
for breeding, and whence they were now on
their return to a warmer cliniate.
After we had got our sea-horses on board,
we were, in a manner, surrounded with the
ice; and had no means of clearing it, but
by steering to the southward, which we did
till three o'clock the next morning, with a
light westerly breeze, and, in general, thick,
foggy weather. Our soundings were from
twelve to fifteen fathoms.
then tacked
and stood to the noithward till ten o'clock,
when the wind shilting to the r^. we stood
to the W. S. W. and" W.
At two in the
afternoon, we fell in with the main ice, and
kept along the ei\'^ii of it, beiu": partly directed by the roaring of the sea-horses, for we
had an exceeding tlnck fog. Thus we continned sailing till near midnight, when we
got in among tfie loose pieces of ice
The
wind being easterly, and the fog very thick,
we now hauled to the southward and, at
ten the next morning, the weather clearing
up, we saw the American continent, extending from S. by E. to E. by S. and, at noon,
from S. W. half S. to E. the distance of tlie
nearest part being five leagues.
were at
present in thn latitude of (i9 deg. 32 min.
N. and injhe longitmle of 11)5 deg 18 min.
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;
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it

was not
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now covered

from
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;

free from u

;
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observe whether there was any cnrWe connimed to
rent, iuit he tonnl none.
steer for the American huid till eii^lit u'ch»ck,
in order to obtain a nearer view of it, and
to search tor a harbour; but seeina; noiljini>
th:!t had the a|)pearance of one, we a^am
stood to the N. with auentle westerly breeze.
At this time, the coast extended from S. W.
to K. the nearest part beim? at the distance
)f four or five leagues. The southern extreme seemed to lorin a point, to which the
name of Cape Lisburne was given. It is
situate in the latitude of 09 deg. 5 min. N.
and in the longitude of 194 i\t^. 42 mm. E.
«nd appeared to be tolerably high land, even
down to the sea but there may be low land
under it, which we might not tlien see, being
not less than ten leagues distant from it.
In almost every other part, as we advanced
to the north, we had found a low coast, from
which the land rises to a moderate height.
The coast now bef(»re us was free from snow,
except in one or two places, and had a greenBut we could not discern any wood
ish hue.
l)<);it

to

;

northerly wind the air Was sharp and cold
we had lo^^s, sun-shine, sliowers of snow
and sleet alternately. On the 2(jth, at ten
in the in'>rning. wr* tell in with the ice.
At
twelve, il extenil. u Trom N. W. to E. by N.
and seemed to be thick and compact.
Were now, by observation, in the latitude
ot'()9 deu. ^'5 min N. and in tlie longitude
vi 184 dea L, and it apj>eared that we had
no t»e'itor prospect of getting to the N. here,
continued steerthan ne:irer the shore.
ing to the W. till five in tiie afternoon, when
we were, in some degree, embayed by the
ice, wljich was very close in the N. W. and
N. E. quarters, wiih a great quantity of
loose ice ab(»ut the edge of the main body.
At this time, we had baffling light airs, but
the wind soon settled at S. and increased to
a Iresh gale, accompanied with showers of
got the tack aboard, and stretchrain.
ed to the E. as this was the only direction
;

a inut of an*l

whii.h, a tew tiiiys betore, had been
.ind that il exienilfd farllier
tow.inis the S. than wliere we tiisi fell in
Dnnnu' tiie atternoon we Jiad but
\>iihit.
and the master was sent in a
little wind

the
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We

We

which th.- sea was iree from ice.
Thursday the 27lh, at four o'clock, A. M.
we tacked and stood to the westward, and at

in

seven o'clock in the evening, we were close
in with the edge of the ice, which lay E. N.
E. and W. S. W. as far in each of tho>^e directions as the eye could reach.
There being l)ut little wind, Ca|)t. Cook went with
the boats, to examine the state of the iCe.
He found it consisting of loose pieces, of va-

rious extents, and so close together, tiiat he
it.
Saturday the 22nd, the wind was southerly, could scarcely enter the outer edge with a
and it was as impracticable for the
and the weather for the most part toL^gy, boat
At eight ships to enter it, as if it had been so many
"With some intervals of sunshine.
He particularly remarked, that it
in tlie evening, we had a calm^ which con- rocks.
tinued till midnight, when we heard the was all pore transparent ice, except the
surge of the sea dashing against the ice, and upper surface, which was rather porous. It
had many loose pieces about ns. A light seemed to be wholly coni[josed of frozen
breeze now a.'-ose at N. E. and the fog being snow, and to have been all formed at sea.
very thick, we steered to the S. to tret clear For, not to insist on the improbability of
of the ice. At eight the next morning, the such prodigious masses floating out of rivers,
fog dispersed, and we hauled towards the none of the productions of tiie land were
W. for the Commodore finding we could found incorporated, or mixed with it; vviiicii
not get to the N. near the coast, by reason would certainly have been the case, if it had
of the ice, resolved to try what could be been formed in rivers, either great or sinalL
done at a distance from it and as the wind The pieces of ice that formed the outer edue
seemed to be fixed at N. he considered it as of the main body, were from forty to fifsy
a favourable opportunity. In our progress yards in extent, to four or five; and the
to the westward the water gradually deep- Captain judged, that the larger pieces reachened to twenty-eiffht faihoius. With the ed thirty feel or more, under the surface oi

upon

;

;
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He also thoug^ht it liia^hly imXirohable, that this ice could have been the
production of the precedinj^ winter alone.
1I« was rather inclined to suppose it to have
'been the production of many winters. It
was equally improbable, in his opinion, that
the little that now remained of the summer,
could destroy even the tenth part of what
now exsisted of this g:reat mass for the
the water.

;

sin had already exerted upon it the full
force and influence of his rays.
The sun,
indeed, according to his judgment, contributes very little towards reducing these enormous masses. For though that luminary is
above the horizon a considerable while, it
seldom shines out for more than a few hours
at a time, and frequently is not seen for several -successive days.
It is the win<l, or
rather the waves raised by tlie wind, that
bring^s down the the bulk of these prodigious masses, by grinding one piece against
another, and by undermining and washing
i»uay those parts which are exposed to the
«urge of the sea. I'his was manifest, from
llie Ca[>tain's observing, that the upper surface of many [)ieces had been partly washed
tiway, while the base, or under |)art, continued firm for several fathoms round that
which appeared above water, like a shoal
round a high rock. He measured thedcftth
of water upon one, and found that it was fifteen feet, so that the ships might have sailed
over it. If he had not measured this depth,
lie

woidd have been unwilling

to believe,

Standing of!' and on, among the drift ice,
and at nine o'clock the next morning, liie
fog having in some degree dispersed, boats
from each of the ships were dispatched for
sea-horses; for our people by this time began to relish them, and those we had before
furnished ourselves with, were all consumed.
At noon, our latitude was 69 deg. 17
min. N. our longitude 183 deg. E. and oi.r
depth of water was 25 fathoms. At two in
the afternoon, bavrng got on board as many
sea-horses as were<leemed sufficient, and the
wind freshening at S. S. E. we hoisted in
the boats, and steered to the S. W.
But
being unable to weather the ice upon this
tack, or to go through it, we made a. board
to the eastward, till about eight o'clock,
then resumed our course to the S. \V and
were obliged before midnight to tack again,
on account of the ice. Not long after, the
wind veering to the N. W. and blowing a
.

stiff gale,

we

stretched to the S.

W.

close

hauled.

FrWay the 29tl), in the morning, we saw
the main ice towards the N. and soon after,
perceived land bearing S. W. by W.
In a
short time after this, more land was seen,
bearing W. It shewed itself into two hills,
resembling Islands, but soon the whole appeared connected. As we made a nearer
approach to the land, the depth of water
decreased very fast, so that, at twelve o'(;h»ck
when we tacked, we found only eight fabeing three miles from the coast,
thoms
which extended from S. 30 deg. E. to N. 00
deg. W. the latter extremity terminating in
a bluff point, being one of the hills mentioned before. The weather was now very
but, soon afterhazy, with drizzling rain
wards, it cleared up, particularly to the
southward, westward and northward. This
enabled us to have a tolerable view of tire
;

tliU there was a sufficient weight of ice
above the surface, to have sunk the other
so much below it.
It may thus happen,
that more ice is destroyed in one tempestuous season, than is formed in several winters,
and an endless accumulation of it is prevented. Jitit that there is constantly a remaining
store, wdl be acknowledged by every one
thick fog, coast which resembles, in every respect, the
who has been upon the spot.
was opposite coast of America that is, low land
Commodore
while
the
which came on
thus employed with the boats, hastened next the sea, with higher land farther back.
;

A

;

;

wi^^h- It was totally destitute of wood, and ev^n of
but was, probably, covered with a
one sea-horse to each ship. Our snow
party had killed many, but could not wait mossy substance, that gave it a brownisl*
The number of these hue. In the low ground that lay between
to bring them off.
animals, on all the ice that we had seen, is the sea and the hiufh land, was a lake, exWe spent the night teniling to the south eastward farther than
really astonishing.

him aboard sooner than he could have

ed, with

;

AND ROUND THE WORLD.
As we stood off, the most
see.
westerly of the two hills above mentioned,
came. open oti" the hlutF point, in a N. W.
direction. .It had the appearance of an Isl.ii:d,
hut it misxlit perhaps he connected
M ith the other hy low land, thoiit^h we did
not see it. And if that be the case, there is
a two-fold point, with a bay between them.
we could

This point, which

is

rocky and steep, re-

Jt is situatceived the name of Cape North,
ed nearly in the latitude of (iS deir. 56 min.
N. and in the lonti:itude of 180 deg". 51 min.
E. The coast beyond it doubtless assumes
for we could disa very weslerly direction
cern no land to the northward of it, thoug^h
the horizon was there pretty clear. Wishing?
to see more of the coast to the westward,
we tacked aarain, at two in the afternoon,
thinkiiic: we should be able to weather Cape
North but finding we could not, the wind
freshenina:, a thick fog arising:, with much
snow, and beinj; apprehensive of the ice coming' down upon us, the Commodore relinquished the design he had formed of plyingto the westward, and again stood oW shore.
The season was now so far advanced, and
the time when the frost generally sets in was
so near, that Capt. Cook did not think it
consistent with prudence, to make any farther attem()ts to discover a passage into the
Atlantic Ocean this year, in any direction,
His
so small was tlie probability of success.
attention was now directed to the search of
;

;

some place, where we might recruit our
wood and water and the object that principally occupied his thoughts was, how he
should pass the winter, so as to make some
;

improvements in navigation and geography,
and at the same time, be in a condition to
return to the northward the ensuing summer,
to prosecute his search of a passage iiito the
Having stood off tdl our soundAtlantic.
ings were eighteen fathoms,we made sail to
the eastward, along the coast, which, we
were now pretty well convinced could only
The wind blowing
l)e the continent of Asia.
fresh, and there being, at the same time, a
tliick mist, and a very heavy fall of snow, it
was requisite that we sliouid proceed with
particuiar caution: we therefore brought to,
Early Itie
lor a few hows, in the night.
.
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next morning, the 30th, we steered such a
course a^s we judged most likely to bring us
in with the land, being guided, in a great
measure, by the land
for the weather was
extemely thick and gloomy, witli incessant
showers of snow. At ten o'clock weol;tained a sight of the coast, which was at the
distance of four miles, bearing S. W. Soon
afterwards, our depth of water having decreased to seven fathoms, we hauled off.
very low point now bore S. S. W. distant
tsvo or three miles
to the eastward of which,
there seemed to be a narrow channel, that
led into some water which we saw over the
point.
It is not improbable, that the lake
above-mentioned communicates here with
the sea. At noon, the mist dispersing, we
had a view of the coast which extended
from S. E. to N. W. by \Y
Some parts of
it were apparently higher than others;
but
the greatest part of it was rather low, with
high land farther up the country. It was
almost entirely covered with snow, which
had fallen very lately.
ranged along
the coast, at the distance of about two
leagues till fen o'clock in the evening, when
vte hauled off; but resumed our course early
on the following morning, when we had
another view of the coast, extending from
W. to S. E. by S. At eight o'clock the
eastern part bore S. and was found to be an
Island, which at twelve was four or five
miles distant, bearing S. W. half S. It is of
a moderate height, between four and five
miles in circumference, with a steep rocky
coast.
It is situate in the lat, of ()7 i\e^. 45
min. N. about three leagues from the continent and is distinguished in the chart by
the appellation of Burney's Island. The
inland country about this part abounds with
hills, some ot which are of a considerable
elevation. The land in general was covered
with snow, except a few spofs on the cc»ast
which still continued to be l<»w, but somewhat less so than farther towards the VY.
During the two preceding days, the rnt'w
height of the mercury in tfie thermon)e<er
had been frequently below the freezirg
point, and in general, very little above j,
insomuch, that the water in the vesseis »f ori
deck was often covered with a sheet of ice^
;

A

;

.

We

;
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to steer S. S. E. almost in the the opposite coast of America.
The great r'it
direction of tlie coast, till five o'clock in the depth we met with, as we ranged along ir,
afternoon, when we saw land bearing S. 50 was twenty-three fathoms.
JJuring the
def?. E. which proved to be a continuation night, or in thick foggy weather, the soundhauled up for it without ings are no bad guide to th<»se who sail along
ofthecoast^.
and at ten in the evenin;?, being- either of these coasts. On the 2nd, at eighv.
delay
a-breast of the eastern land, and doubtful of in the morning, the most advanced land to
'weathering it, we tacked, and made a board the south-eastward, bore S. 25 de^^. E. and,
towards the W. till after one o'clock the from this particular point of view, had an
insular appearance. But the thick showers
next morning.
of
snow that fell in quick succession, and
September
we
again
1st
of
Tuesday, the
settled
wind
was
now
on the land,^concealed from our sight
The
the
to
E.
made sail
at
this
varying
time a great part of tlie coast. In a
from
N.
continually
unsettled,
very
Between eight and nine, the east- short time after, the sun, which we had not
to N. E.
ern extremity of the land was at the distance seen for near five days, broke outdaring the
intervals between the showers, by which
of six or seven miles, bearing S. by E.
head-land appeared at the same time, bear- means the coast was in some degree freed
ing E. by S. half S. and not long after, we from the fog, so that we obtained a sight ot
could discern the whole coast that lay be- if, and found that the whole was connected.
tween them, and a little Island at some dis- The wind was still northerly, the air was
tance from it. The coast now in sight seem- cold, and ihe mercury in the thermometer
ed to form several rocky points, that were did not rise above 35 deg. and was someconnected by a low shore, without any ap- times not higher than 30 deg. At twelve
pearance of an harbour. At a distance from ©'clock our lat. wa> 66 deg. 37 min. N. Cape
the sea, many hills presented themselves to Serdze Kamen was twelve or thirteen leagues
our view, the highest of which were involved distant, bearing N. 52 deg. W. the most
in snow; in other respects, the whole coun- southerly point of land that we had in our
At seven o'clock sight, bore S. 41 dti^. E. our soundings were
try had a naked aspect.
in the evening, two points of land beyond twenty-two fathoms and the distance of the
the eastern bead, opened oti'it in the direc- nearest part of the shore was about two
tion of S. 37 deg. E. Ca|)t. Cook was con- leagues. The weather was now fair and
and as vre were ranging along the
vinced of what he had before imagined, that bright
this was the country of the Tschutski, or the coast, we saw several of the natives and
north-eastern coast of Asia and that Beer- some of their dwelling-places, which had
ing had proceeded thus far in the year 1728; the appearance of hillocks of earth. In the
that is, to this head, which, according to course of the evening we passed the Eastern
from
Muller, is denominated Serdze Kamen, on Cape, or the point before-mentioned
which
the
coast
that
is
of
the
trends
to
the
upon
it,
south-westrock
account of a
figure of a heart. There are indeed many ward. This is the same point of land that
liigli rocks on this cape, some one or other we had passed on the 11th, of the preceedof which may perhaps be shaped like a heart. ing month. Those who gave credit to Mr,
It is a promontory of tolerable height, with StaRhlin's map, then supposed it to be the
a steep rocky clilf fronting the sea. Its lat. eastern point of his Island Alaschka ; but
is 67 dee:. 3 min. N. and its long. 188 deg. we were by this time convinced, that it is
of it the coast is ele- no other than the eastern promontory of
To the
] 1 min. E.
vated and cold but to the W. it is low, and Asia; and perhaps it is the upper Tschuextends N. W. by W. and N. N. W. and it kotskoi Noss, though the promontory which
is nearly of the same direction all the way received that name from lieering, is situated
Muller, in his
to Cape North. The depth of w^ter is every farther towards the S. W.
of
the
Russians,
map
discoveries
of
the
places
distance
from
equal
where the same at an
Tschukotskoi
Noss
nearly
in
the
lat.
the
of
the
case
on
the shore ; and this is likewise
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as their beinp' in possession of iho
N. and extends It .somewhat to t'.ie nation
eastward of this capt'. IJut Capt. Cook was spontoons we saw amon^ them, camiot
of opinion that he liad no j^ood avithority for otherwise be accounted for. 'J'he Bay of St.

7-3 i\e^.

;

Indeed his own, or rather Deshaeconnt of tlie distance between the
river Anadir and the Noss, cannot well be
reconciled with so northerly a position. For
lie says, that with the most favourable wind,
a person may fjo by sea iVoni tiie Noss to
the river Anadir in three whole (hjys, and
that the journey by land is very little ion<^er.
But Capt. Cook, having" hopes of visitinp:

so doing:.
neff's

Lawrence

is, at the entrance, at least tive
leasjues in breadth, and about four lea'jiies
deep, gro wins: narrower towards the bottom,
where it seemed to be pretty well sheltered

from the sea winds, provided there is a competent depth of water for ships. The Commodore did not wait to examine it, thoug^h
he was extremely desirous of lindint? a con-i
venient harbour in those parts, to which he
these parts again, deferred the discussion of might resort in the succeeding: spring:. Kut
In the he wished to meet with otie where wood
this point to another opportunity.
mean time, however, he eonclutitd, as Jieer- miy:ht be obtained, and he knew that none
From the southern
inu: had done before him, that this was the could be found here.
easternmost point <)f all Asia. Itisapenin- point of this bay, which is situated in the
sola of considerable elevation, joined to the late, of do dei^. Hi) min. N. the coast trends
continent by a very low and apparently W. by S. for the space of about nine leat^uts,
It has next the sea, a and there seems to tiuiii a deep bay or river
narrow isthmus.
steep rocky clitf, anil otf the very point are or else the land in that part is so low that
It stands we could n<»t discern it.
In the afternoon,
several rocUs resenddin«r spires.
in the long, of 190 dej::. '22 min. E. and in about one o'clock, we saw what was first
tlie lat. of 66 deg. 6 min. N. and is thirteen supposed to be a rock, but it was tound to
lea^fues distant, in the direction of N. 5^ be a dead whale, which some Asiatics had
deg. ^V. from Cape Prince of Wales, on the killed, and were then towing ashore, 'lltey
coast of America. The land about this pro- seemed to endeavour to conceal themselves
inontory consists of valleys and hills. The behind the iish, in order to avoid being seen
former terminate at the sea in low shores, by us. This, however, was unnecessary, for
and the latter in steep rocky points. 1'he v\e proceeded on our cour.se without taking
but the notice of them. On the 4lh, at break of
hills appeared like naked rocks
valleys, though destitute of tree or siirub, day we hauled to the noith-westward. for the
purpose of gaining a nearer view of the inlet
were of a greenish hue.
Having- passed the Cape, we steered S. seen the day before but the wind, not h^ng
"W, half W. towards the northern point of after, veering to that direction, the design
and steering towards the
St. Lawrence's Bay, in which our ships had was abandoned
We S. along the coast, we passed two bays, each
anchored on the 10th, of August.
reached it by eight o'clock the following about six miles deep. The most northerly
morning, and saw some of the natives at the one is situate before a hill, which is rounder
place where we had before seen them, as than any other we had observed upon the
well as others on the opposite side of the coast. There is an Island lying before the
bay. Not one of them, however, came oti' other bay. It is a matter of doubt whether
to us, which was rather remarkable, as the there is a sufficient depth of water for ships
weather was sufficiently favourable, and as in either of these bays, as when we edsed
those whom we had lately visited bad no in for the shore, we constantly met with
reason to be displeased with «s.
These shoal water. This part of the country is
people are certainly the Tschutski, whom extremely naked and hilly.
In several
places on the lower grounds, next the sea,
the Russians had not hitherto subdued
though it is manifest that thej' must carry were the habitations of the natives, near all
on a traffic with the latter, either directly, of which were erected stages of bones, like
or by the interposition of some neighbouring those before-mentioned. This day, at noon»
;

;

;

;

;
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\vasC4 tlepr. 38 min. N. and our long^.
15 min. E. the nearest part of the
shore was at the distance ot three or four
leagues and the most southern point of the
continent in sight, bore S. 48 deg. W. By
this time the wind had veered to the N. and
blew a light breeze the weather was clear,

tliat article, of which we began to stand in
great need.
>Vitli this view he steered over
for the coast of America
and the next day.
about tive o'clock in the aftfrnoon, land was
seen bearing S. three quarters E. which we
imagined was Anderson's Island, or some
other laud near it. On Sunday, the (ith, at
;
did
four in tlie morning, we had a sight of the
Commodore
The
;uid the air sharp.
of
direction
American coast, near Sledge Island; and
follow
the
proper,
to
not think
at
it
inclined
perceived
that
six in the evening ot the same day, that
he
as
coast,
the
west.vard towards the gul{)li of Anadir, into Island was at the distance of about ten
lie leagues, bearing N. 6 deg. E. and the most
which he had no motive for going.
therefore steered a southerly course, that he easterly land in view bore N. 49 deg. E.
If
might have a sight ©f the isle of St. Law- any part of what Capt. Cook had conjecreuce, which had been discovered by IJeer- tured t(» be the coast of the American coiitiThis Island was quickly seen by us, nent, could |)ossibly be ihe Island of Alaschit!g.
and at eight in the evening it bore S. 20 ka, it was that now in sight; in which case
to be at the distance of he must have missed the ( hannel between it
i\ts;. E. su[»postd
eleven leagues. The most southerly point and the main land, by steering towards the
of the main land was at that tnne twelve VV. instead of the E. after he hat! tirst fallen
leagues distant, bearing S. \'i deir. W. in with it. lie was, therefore, at no loss
Ca|)t. Cook crmjeckired. thai this was the where to go, for the i)urf)ose of clearing up
point which is called by Beenng the eastern these doubts. On the 7th, at eight o'clock
point of Suchotski, or Cai»e Tschukotskoi ; in tite evening, we had madea ni-ar apr»roach
an appellation which he gave it v/ilh some to the land. Sledge Island bore N. 85 deir.
propriety, because the natives, who said they W. about eight leagues distant; jind the
were of the nation of the Tschulski, came eastern part of the coast bore N. 70 deg. E.
Its with elevated land in the direction of E. N.
oti' to him from this jjart of the coast.
lat. is 64 deg. Vi min. N. and its long. 18(> At this time we perceived a light on shore,
them, camw
deg. 36 min. E. The more the Cajitain was and two canoes with |>eople
hnMii^ht to, in order txjr
convinced of his being at present upon Ihe otf towards us.
Asiatic coast, the more he was at a loss to give them time to approach ; but they rereconcile his observations with Mr. Staihiin's sisted all our tokens of amity, and ke|)t at
map of the New Northern Archipelago the distance of a quarter of a mile. We.
and he could find no other method of ac- therefore left them, and i)roceeded alontr the
The next morning at one o'clock,
i'ounliiig for so important a ditierence, than coast.
that the witer shoaled pretty fast,
mistaken
observing
some
he
had
that
supposing
])y
part of wlat Mr Styehlin denommates the we anchored in ten fathoms, and rennnned
island of Alaschka for the conhnent of in that situation till day-light came on.
then weighed, and |)ursued our course
America, and had missed the channel by
But even on along the coast, which treoi/ed E. and E.
whiclr they are separated.
that supposition there would still have been half S. At seven o'clock in the evennig we
a considerable variation. 1'he Captain con- were abreast of a point, situated in the long,
sidered it as an ai!'air of some consequence of 197 *leg. E. and in the lat of 64 i\e\i. 21
to clear up th:s point during the present min. N. beyond which the coast assumes a
At eight tliis
season, that he might have only one ol)ject more northerly direction.
which
as
received
the
point,
And
these
afmellation
of^
one.
followirg
the
view
in
in
northerly Islands were .said to ab<»und witli Cape Darby, bore S. (i'2 t\t<Ji. W. the most
wood, he bad .some hope^^ if he should tind northern la:id we had in view, bore N. 3*2
them, of procuring u competent sui)ply of deg, E. and tiie distance of the- nearest part
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was one

lea«jue.
In this situaour anchorsin thirteen fathoms
over a iiimJily bottom.
On >WJnesd;)y the 9ti», at hre.ik of day

of

sliore

i\\o

tion

we

let «:o

w*' wei«jrhe«l, anil

made

sail alunff

the roast.

when we were about

o'clock,

from

0^7

tlie

three milts
shore, Capt. I'ook, accompa-

W.

Mr. King, went with two boats

nied by

se Mrch of wood and water.
that part, where the coast

They landed

in

in

projects into a

We

now saw land, which we sn|>|)osed to l)lulf head, composed of perpendicular strata
tv\(>
Islands; the one btarintr K. the of a dark blue rock, intermixed with gbinbe
other S. 70 deg. E. Not lon^ afterwards we mcr and quartz. Adjoining to the beacli is
fonnd ourselves near a coast covered witli a narrow border of land, which was at this
wi>od
a pleasnig siuht, to which we ha<l time covered with long grass, and where
not been lately accustoine*!. As wv advanc- they observed some angelica. The ground
beyond this, rises witii some abruptness
etl nortiiward, land was seen in thedireclio.i
towards
pr«)ved
the top of this elevation they found
continn.twhich
a
ot' N. E. halt N.
an
he{!?h,
we
were
that abounded with berries of vau|)o!i
which
now
coast,
the
of
tion
we hkfcwise perceived high land over the rious kinds further onward the country was
islands, ap|»arently, at a considerable dis- rallier It vel, and thinly covered with small
tance l)eyond them. This was imasjined to sjiruce trees, bircli, and willows. They saw
be the continent, and the other land the isle the tracks of foxes and deer upon the beach,
but it was already a matter ot" h\ many parts of which, there was a great
of Alaschka
doubt, whether we sliouid discover a pas- abundance of drift-wood there was also no
sage between them, for tiie water gradn.illy want of fresh water. Our gentlemen and
;

;

;

:

;

:

shoaled, as we proceeded further toward t!ie
N. In consequence of this, two boats were
and the Comdispatched a-head to sound
modore ordered the Discovery, as she drew
the least water, to lead, keeping- nearly in
the middle channel, between the coast and
In this mantlie most northerly Island.
ner we continued our course, till three
o'clock in the afternoon, when, having- passed the Island, our soundings did not exceed
three fathoms and a half, and tlie Resolution once brought the mud up from the bottom. In no part of the channel could a
greater depth of water be found, though we
had sounded it from one side to the other
we therefore deemed it high time to return.
At this time a head-land on the western
shore, to which the name of Bald-head was
given, was about one league distant, bearing
N. by W". The coaNt extended beyond it
as far as N. E. by N. where it appeared to
behind which the
terminate in a point
coast of the high land that was seen over tJie
Islands stretched itself. The shore on the
>vestern side of Bald-heati, forms a bay, in
the bottf*rn of which is a beach, where we
perceived maay huts of the natives.
continued to ply back during the whole
night, and by day-break on the 10th, had
deepened our water six fathoms. At nine
;

;

;

We

7

their attendants having returned on'boartJ,
the Commodore had thoughts of bringin''"
the ships to an anchor here
but the wind
;

then shifting

N. E. and blowing rather
on this shore, he stretched over to tlie of)posite one, expecting to find wood there
bkewise. At eight in the evening, we anciiored near the southern end of the most
northerly Island, for such we tlien imagined
it to be.
The next morning, liowevcr, \\e
found thai it was a peninsula, connected
witJj the continent by a low isthmus, on
each side of which a bay is formed by the
coast.
We plied into the southernmost of
these bays, and cast anchor again about
twelve o'clock, in five fathoms water, over
a muddy bottom the point of the peninsula,
ti;

;

to which the name of Cape Denbigh was
given, being one league distant, in the direction of N. 68 deg. W.
observed on the
peninsula, several of the natives, and one
of them came otf in a small canoe. Capt

We

Cook gave

this

man

a knive and some

beads, with which he appeared to be well
pleased
we made signs to him to bring ns
;

some

provisions, upon which he install tly
quitted us, and paddled towards the shore.

Happening

to

who had two
from him

;

meet another man coming

otf;

dried salmon, he got theiii
and when lie returned to our
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to c^ive them to any body the Commodore resolved not to wait till ouf
Soiije of our people stock of water was completed, as that wouicl
Cook.
but only to furnish
fancied, tliat he a«;ked tor him nnder the take up some time
but in this they were both, ships vvith wood, and afterwards to seek
nanje of Capitane
perhaps mistaken- Others of tfie inhabitants a more commodious place tor the former
cafne off' soon afterwards, and uave us a few article. Onr people carried off the driftdried fi«h in exchange foi such tritles as ue wood ihaf ^ay on the beaoh, and performed
had to barter with them. They shewed no that business with great expedition frtr. as
di hke for tobacco, but they were most de- the wind blew along the sh<»re, the boats
In the afternoon, Mr. were enabled to sail both ways. In the
sirous of knives.
Gore was dispatched (o the peninsuhi, to aftern(M>n Capt. Cook went on shore, and
procure wood and water of the former of took a walk into the country, which in those
which articles we observed sreat plenty parts where there was no wood, abounded
At the same time a boat wiih heath, and other j»lants, several of
iifjon the beach.
from each of the ships was sent to sonnd which had plenty of berries, all ripe. Scarce
and at tliree o'clock, the a singh' p*lant was in flower. The underround the bay
at
win<l fresheninsr
N. E- we weif?hed an- wood, su 'h as birch, aiders, and willows,
ritor, and endeavoured to work further in, occasioned walking to be very troublesome
hut that was quickly found to be impracti- among the trees, which were all spruce, and
cable, by reason of the shoals which extend- none of which exceeded seven or eiglit inches
but some were observed lying
ed entirely round the bay, to the distance of in diameter
u[>vvards of two miles from the shore, as the on the beach, th it were above twice that
All the drift-wood that we saw in
olncers who had beeri sent out for the pur- size.
We therefore these northern parts was fir.
jiose of soundiner reported.
Sunday the 13th, a family of the natives
s:ood off and on with the ships, waitinf? for
Lieutenant Gore, who returned about eif»ht came near the spot where our jieople were

h\\\^

he

refiiseci

exce[)t Capt.

;

;

;

;

;

;

o'clock in the evening", vvith the launch loaded with wood. He informed the Commodore, that he had found but little treshnot be
w^ater, and that the wood could
procured with- ut difficulty, on account of
the boats ^ronndinsr at some distance from
the beach. As this was thf case, we stood
back (o ihe other shore, and the next morninJT at eijihl, aH the boats and a detachment
of men with an <)tficer, were «ent to pfet wood
fro'u rhe ph»ce where Capt Cook had h»ndAtter havuij* coot ntied
e<l on the i(Mh.
for some time to st nd off Jtul on v\it*< the

we

at lenjfth ca^t anehor in less than
five fa'h<»nis, at the distance of half a leairue
fV«.m the coast, whose srmthern point txtre
s

8.

ins,

*2f)

deu:.

W.

Cape

Deid»ijrh

W!.s

about

twmty-six miles distant, beannaf S 72 deqr.
E. Ba'd-head was n»iie haames off, io the
direct on of N. 60 des, E. and the Island
near the easttrn ^hore.

named
was

b>

tift«

fS.

of

Cape Derbitrh,

Capt Cook. rJeslMMouirh I-dnnd.
<listant, be>trinu S 52
Thi<J betiiif a very '»!'*'" road, and

en leatrnes

de^. IC.
fhtiefore not a stcure station tor the

8

shii^s,

occupied in takiiig offwood. The Captain
saw only thf? husband and wife, and their
child, besides a fourth person, who was the
mo»^t deformed cripple he had ever seen.
The husband was nearly blind, and neither
he, nor his wife, were such well-looking
people as many of those
we had met
with on this coa«!t. Both of them had their

whom

and they were in posivps perforated
session of some glass-beads, resembling those
we had seen before among their neighbours.
I'on was the article that [)leased them most.
For four knives which had been formed out
of an old iron-hoop, the Captain obtained
frojii them near four hundred pounds weight
o»" rish, that hv«d been lately caught by them.
S(rme of ihese were trout, ai*<l others were,
with respect to size and taste, somewhat
bi-tween a herring and a mullet. The Captain irave a few be-.tds to he child, who was
a female; upon which the mother immediately burst into tears, then Hie father, next
a^ter him the criftph-, and at last, to add the
fioisidoff stmke to ihe co'wert, the child herTuis music, liowever, v. us not of long
self.

h)Wer

;

I

AND KOUNO

Tin:
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ubO

had two

lioles in his lower lip, in wliieh,
however, he had no ornamenls. Tlie teeth
of both of them were black, and appeared
as if they had been filed down level with
woodWhile he attended the
ihfi- pnr|Mut
ajtthe Rums.
natives
with
lilltd
iui; V-*-^y, -» <niioe
IJefore night, on Sunday the 13lh, we had
and
elderly
man
an
of
which
proacheti, out
am|)ly
furnished the ships w ith wood, and
above-mrnw
ite
and
hushand
(the
vomufi
Air. Kuijr |Mes<-nted hud conveyed on board about a dozen tons
tionei!) came ashiMe.
On the 14th, a party was
a su'all UnUe to the uor.jan, and promised of water Ut each.
shore
to
cut brooms, and likedetached
on
to j;ive her a much hir<ier one in exchantre
spruce-trees for brewto
M
ise
branches
of
the
him
si<:ns
to
She made
for some fish.
About
twelve
o'clock all our peowith
beer.
ing
proceeded
had
lie
htMow her. After
were
on
board,
for the wind freshas
he
ple
taken
down
tell
man
the
mile,
a
about
them
was crossing a stony beach, and happene<l ening had raised so heavy a surf on the
'JMiis occasioned beach, that our boats could not continue to
t.» cut his loot very much.
Mr. Kina,' to stop n[)<)n which tlie woman land without extreme diihculty and danger.
pointed to her husljand's eyes, which were As doubts were still entertained whether

Ml". King had on the preceding?
coiii|);uty wirlj the same taiiiily.
in
bet'M
day
Ills account of this interview is to tlie tollow-

(luratU n.

:

;

coveieil

witli

a

thick

wliitish

tibn.

He

arterwards kept close to his wife, who took
c.ire to aij;ri/c him of tlie obstacles in his
way. The woman had a child on her back,
wrapped up in the hood of her jacket.
Afier w\:'.kina: about two miles, they arrived
at an open skin-boat, which was turned on
one side, the convex part towards the wind,^
ur\i\ was m\de to serve lor the habitation of
Mr. Kini? now performed a
this fimily.
leinaikable operation or- the man's eyesHe ua-: desired to hold his breatli, then to
breathe on the distempered eyes, and afterThe woman tlien
ward*! to spit on them.
iook both thv^ hands of Mv. King; and press-

the coast, upon which weno\vwere, belonged to an Island, or to the continent of America, Lieutenant King was dis{)atclied by the
Commodore, with two boats well manned
and armed, to make su< h a search as might
tend to remove all diii'erence of opinion on
the subject.

He was

•nstructed to [)roceed

towards the north, as far as the extreme
point seen on ^\ ednesclay the 9th, or a little
further, if he should find it necessary
to
land ther.°, and, from the heights, endeavour
to discover whether the land he was then
n.pon, imagined to be the Island of Alaschka, was really an Island, or was connected
with the la.id to the eastward, supposed to
If it proved
intr them to the man's j^tomach, held them be the American continent.
liieie for some time, while she recounted to be an Island, he was to examine the
.vome melancholy history respectinj? her depth of water in the channel betwee:i it
family sometimes pointing' to her husband, and the continent, and which way the flood
sometimes to her child, and at other times tide came but, if he should find the two
Mr. lands united, he was to return immediately
to the cripple, who was related to iier.
Kinpr i)i:rchased all the fish they had, which to the ship. He v. as directed not to be aband it
consisted of excellent salmon, salmon-trout, sent longer than four or five days
and mullet. These fish were faithfully de- was also mentioned in his instructions, that,
Ivered to the person he sent for them. The if any unforeseen or unavoidable accident
should force our ships off the coast, the renV, Oman was short and sq.iat, and her visage
jacket
She
wore
a
dezvous was to be at the harbour of Samgaround.
and
as
plump
V.
On Tuesday the loth, the ships
iiiiide of deerskin, with a large hood, and noodha.
She was punc- removed over to the bay on the south eastJiud on a |)airof wide boots.
the chin. Her hus- ern side of Cape Denbigh, where we cast
tured from the lip
band was well made, and about five feet anchor in the afternoon. Not \ms: after,
His hair was black several of the inhabitantants came otf in
Ikvo inches ill height.
and short, and he had but little beard. His canoes, and gave us some dried salmon in
'omplexion was of a light copper cast. He exchange for trifling" articles.
Early the
4 T
No. 44.
;

;
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nine men, e.icli in a separate tridc»es of two species; wljere there was
visit, with the sole view of wood, imtschcttoes were miiuerous.
Some,
j^rutifynip: their oiiriosity.
They approach- of the officers, who went farther into the
ed the ship witli caution, and drawing- up country tlian C'apt. Cook did, n-et with
abreast of each other, under our stern, fa- some of t}ie natives of both sexe-s, who treatvoured us with a song while one of their ed them with civilty and Kindness. The
nunilier made many Uulicrous motions with Commodore was of opinion, tiiat the peninhis hands and body, and another beat upon sula had been an Island in some distant:
a sort of drum. There was nothing- savage, period; for there were marks of this sto
either in the song or the gestures with which having formerly flowed over the isthinus
There seemed to be and even at present, it appeared to he kei)t
it was accompanied.
no ditierence, either with respect to size or out by a bank of sand, stones, and wood,
lu'Xi niorniiig,
<:;inoe,

paid us a

;

;

between these people, and those which the waves liad thrown up. It was
had seen on every other part of manifest from this bank, thai the land here
the coast, except Kins: George's Sound, encroaclied upon the sea, and it was not
Their dress, vvhicli chietiy consisted of the difficult to trace its gradual formation,
Lieutenant King retiirned from jjis expeskins of deer, was made after the same
mode and they iiad adopted the practice dition about seven o'cicjck this eveninu:. He
of perforating their lower lips, and affixing had set out at eight o'clock at night, on ti:e
ornaments to them. The habitation of these 14th. The crew of the boats rowed wifliout
Americans were situated close to the beach, intermission towards the land, till one in the
'J'lipy consist merely of a sloping roof, with- morning of the 15th.
They then set their
out any side-walls, formed of logs, and sails, and stood across the bay, which the
covered with earth and g^rass. The floor is coast forms to the westward of Bald-Head.
likewise laid with logs. The entrance is at They afterwards, about three o'clock, again
one end, and the fire-place is just within it. made use of their oars, and, by two in the
A small hole is made near the door of the afternoon, had <rot within two milesof Baldliut, for the purpose of letting out the smoke. Head, under the lee of the high land.
At
A party of men were dispatched, this morn- that time all the men in the boat belonging
ing, to the peninsula for brooms and spruce, to the Resolution, except two^ were so opHalf the remainder of the people of both fuessed with fatigue and sleep that INIr.
ships were, at the same time, permitted to King's utmost endeavours to make them put
go ashore and gather berries. These return- on were perfectly ineffectual.
1'hey, at
ed on board about twelve o'clock, antl the length, were so far exhausted, as to drop
other half then landed for the same |)urpose. their oars and t'all asleep at the bottom of
The berries found here were hurtle-berries, the boat. In consequence of this. Mr. King,
heath-berries, partridge-berries, and wild and two gentlemen who were with him,
Capt. Cook also went were obliged to lay hold of the oars; and
currant-berries.
nshore himself, and took a walk over part they landed, a little after three o'clock, beHe met with very good tween Jiald-Head and a point that projects
ef the peninsula.
grass in several places, and scarcely observ- to the eastward. Mr. King, upon his landed a single spot on which some vegetable ing, ascended the heights, from which he
was not growing. The lowland by which could see the two coasts join, and that the
features,

whom we

;

peninsula is united to the continent,
abounds with narrow creeks, and likewise
with ponds of water, several of which were
There were numat this time frozen over.
hers of bustards and geese, but they were so
shy, that it was impossible to get within
musket-shot of them. Some snipes were also
seen; and, on the higher groixids, were parthis

terminated in a small creek or river,
which there were banks of sand or
mud, and in every part shoal water. The
land, for some distance towards the north,
inlet

before

was low and swampy t!ien it rose in hills
and the perfect junction of those, on each
side of the inlet, was traced without the least
;

difficulty.

From

;

the elevated situation in
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of these nortliern countries. He at length
concluded, that no situation was so convenient for our |)urpose as the Sandwich Islands.
To them, therefore, he formed n
resolution of repairii»g.
Uwt a supply of
water bemg necess;)ry befoje he could exet'biied to snfipose, from its direction that it cute that desiun, he <fetern)ined, with a view
iliseharized itself inf'» the sea at the head of of |)rocuring this essential article, to search
the bay. Some of Ids f)eo|)le, penetrating the coast of America for a harbour, by probeyond this into ihe eoimfry, lonnd the trees ceeding ah»ng it to the .s«)utliuard. If he
to be of a lari;er si/e the tnrther they pro- sln)jdd n(kt meet with success in that search,
ceeded. To this inlet Capt. Cook irave the his uitenfion wa.s to reach Samganoodha,
name of Norton's Sound, in honour of Sir which was appointed tor our jdace of renFieteher Norton, now Lord (irantly a near dezvojis, in case the ships should happen to
It extends nortiiward sejiarate
relation of Mr. Kinir.
On Thursday, the 17lli, in the morning
as far as the latitude of 04 dtg. bo mm. N.
The bay, wherein our ships were now at we we ghed anchor with a light easterly
anchor, is situated on the south-eastern side bieeze, and steering to the southward, atof it, and is denominate*! Chacktoole by the tempted to pass within Besborough Island ;
natives.
It is not a very excellent station, but, though it is six or seven miles distant
beini? exposed to the S. and S. W. winds. from the continent, w<' were prevented, by
Nor is a harbour to be met with in all this meetinj; with shi al water. Having but litwere so tbrtunate, however, as tle wind all the day, we did not pass that
Sound.
to have tlie wind from the N. E. and the N. Island before it was dark
and the nighl
On the IHth,
durino: the wliole time of our continuance was spent under an easy sail.
here, with very fine weather. This atforded at day break, we resumed our |)rogress along
an opportunity of making a great nund>er the coa^t. At noon, our sonndmgs were no
of lunar observations, the mean result of more than five fathoms. Jiesborough Iswhich gave L97 deg. 13 min E. as the longi- land, at this lime, bore N. 42 deg. E. the
tude of the anchoring place on the western- most sojitherly land in sight, which also
.side of the Sound, while its latitude was (M |)roved to be an Island, bore S. 66 deg. \V.
With respect to the tides, the passage between it and the continent,
deg. 31 min. N.
rose
two or three feet, and was in the direction of S. 40 deg.
tlood
the night
and
the day flood was scarcely perceivable. the nearest land was at the distance of about
continued to steer for this
Capt. Cook being now perfectly convinced, two miles.
that Mr. St^ehlin's map was extremely erro- passage, till the boats which were a-head
neous, and having explored the continent of made tlie signal for having no more than
America to the space which that gentleman three fathoms water. In consequence of
had occupied with his imaginary Island of this, we hauled without the Island, and disAlaschka, thought it now high time to quit played the signal for the Resolution's l)oat
these northerly regions, and retire to some to keep between the shore and the shi[>s.
place for the winter, where he might obtain This Island, to which the name of Stuart's
He did not Island was given, lies in the latitude of 03
provisions and refreshments.
consider Petropaulowska, or the harbour of deg. 35 min. N. and is seventeen leagues
St. Peter and St. Paul in Kamtschatka, as distant from Cape Denbigh, in the direction,
likely to furnish a sutficienl supply. He had of S. 27 deg. W. It is six or seven leagues
likewise other rea.sons for not going thither in circumference. Though some parts of it
the principal of which was, Ins are of a moderate height, yet, in general, it
at present
great unwillingness to remain inactive for is low, with some rocks of the western part.
5ix or seven months, which would have been The greatest p;.rt of the coast of tlie conti^he consequence of passing the winter in any nent is low land, but we perceived high land

Kiiiir t(.(»k his survey of the
'^fr.
he conhl tliscern in;»iiiy s[);ioiuus vallt\v<i, wiih rivers tlo\vii)'r thnmifh them, \\ell
wooded, i\iul bounded by hills of a moderate
One of the rivers towards tlie N. W.
beiuhr.
seemed to be ronsi(!eral)le and he was in-

\\l:i<ii

•jotnul,

;

;

We

;

W

We

;

.
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iipthe country. It form a point, opposite
Island, which was ciistin^fuished ijy the
name of Cape Stephens, and is situated in
the latitude of 63 de(,^ 33 niin. N. and in
the lonijitnde of ]97 deg". 41 min. E. Sonie
drift wood was observed on the shores, both
of the Island and of the continent; but not
a single tree was seen growing' upon either.
Vessels might anchor, upon occasion, between the continent and theN. E. side of
this Island, in a depth of five fathoms, sheltered from the ea^sterly, westerly, and south«?

ihti

erly winds.
But this station would be
entirely exposed to the northerly winds, the
land, in that direction, being too remote to
Before we reached
iitford any security.
Stuart's Island, we passed two little Islands
situate between us and the main land
and
as we ranged along the coast, several of the
natives made their appearance upon the
shore, and, by signs, seemed to invite us to
;

l3j)j>ro^ch.

We were no sooner witliout the Island,
than we steered S. by W. for the most southern

i)art

of the continent in sight,

till

Capt. Cook judged to lie in the latitude of
63 «leg. N. so that between this latitude asid
Shoal Ness, in latitude 60 deg. the coast has
rot been explored". It is |)robably accessible only to boats, or very small vessels
or,
if there are channels for vessels of greater
magnitude, it would refjuire sometime to
find them.
From the mast head, the sea
within us appeared to be checquered with
shoals
the wafer was very muddy and discoloured, and mu(^h fresher than at any of
the places where our ships had lately anchored. From this we inferred, that a considerable river runs into the sea, in this
unexplored |)art. After we had got into
eight fathoms water, we steered to the westward, and afteiwards more southerly, for
the land discovered by us on the oih, of
September, which at norm on the 20th, bore
S. W. by W. at the distance of ten or eleven
leagues.
AV^^ had now a fresh gale at N.
and at intervals, showers of hail and snow,
with a pretty high sea. To the land before
us, the Commodore gave the appellation of
;

;

eight Clerke's Ishiud. It stands in the latitude
of 63 deg. l-'i min. and in the longitude of
190 dti'^. 30 min. It seemed to be an Island ol" consi<lerable exten*. in which are

AU the evening, when the depth of water
having decreased from six fathoms to less
than four, we tacked and stood to the northward into five fathoms, and then passed the
night in standing off and on. At the time
ue tacUed, the southernmost i>oint of laud
above mentioned, which we named Point
Shallow Water, bore S. half E. at the disOn the 19th, at
tance of seven leagues.
southerly course;
our
day break, we resumed
obliged
us to haul
soon
but shoal water
at length so
AVe
were
westward.
more to the
we could
that
upon
the
bank,
advanced
far
not hold a N. N. W. course, as we souieThe
times met with only four fathoms.
wind blowing fresh at E. N. E. it was now
high time to endeavour to tind a greater
de|)th of water, and to quit a coast upon
which we could no longer navigate with

several hills, all connected by low ground,
so that it looks, at a distance, like a group
of Islands. Near its eastern part is a little
Island, which is remarkable tor having on
rocks.
it three elevated
Both the greater
Island, and this smaller one, were inhabited.
In the afternoon, aliont six o'clock, we
reached the northern point of Clerke's Island ; and havinu* ranged along its coast
till dark, we brought to during the night.
Early the next morning, we again stood in
proceeded along it in
for the coast, and
fpiest of an harbour, till twelve o'clock, when
finding no probability of success, we left it
and steered S. S. W. for the land discovered
having a fresh
i)y us on the 29tli, of July
theret'ore hauled, tlie wind to gale at N. accompanied with showers of
sifely.
the northward, and the water gradually in- sm)w and sleet.
Wednesday the 23rd, at day break, the
creased in depth to eight tUtlioms. At this
time, we were about twelve leagues distant land above mentioned made its appearance,
from the continent, and nine to the W. of bearing S. W. at the distance of six or seven
saw no land to the leagues. From this point of view, it resemStuart's Island.
southward of Point Shallow Water, which bled a cluster of Islands ; but it was found

We

We

:
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miles in ex- was above the water-line, whiih j'nve us
tlie ^reat satisfaction.
1'he gale had now ceasaiul S.
soiijh-iastnn txtremity l)eiii'4 (.'ape lipii^lit, ed, but the wind continued at S. and S. \V
The Is- ior some days longer.
wiiicli we liavo mentioned beibre.
Friday the 2nd, of October, at day
pai ticuhd ly at the low
i.tnd is narnnv,
ue saw the Isle of Oonalashka, in a
eoiibieak,
are
the
hills
v.hich
iieeUs ollandhy
direction,
found,
tliat
lint as the land was obE.
aTteivvards
S.
Cook
Capt.
lucted.
uhkno>vn to the Ktissii^ns, scured by a thick haze, we were not certain
ii svas entirely
and therefore, ebnsiilerinii it as a discovery with respect to onr .situation till noon, when
It the observed latitude determined it.
^^e
of onr own he named it (iore's Island.

fr.

!)e

tent,

only

ii)

o'.\e,'of alioiil »1Iiirty

K

W.

the I'.irection of N.

On

he Imrren and destitute of inhaNor did we
hitants, at hast we saw nnne.
about
it, as
birds
ot"
nnmher
observe sneh a
we had seen wlun we first discovered it.
iJnt we perceived some sea-otters, an aniiinii whieh we had not fomul to the N. of
About twelve miles from
this latitude.
Cape Upright, in the direction of S. 72 deg-.
\V stan<is a small Island, whose lofty summit lerminates in several [>innacle rocks, for
V, hi<;h
reasjtn it obtained the name of Pmnacle Ishind. At two o'clock I*. M. after
we hiid passed ('a|)e l^pri^ht, we steered S.
}'].
by S. for Saiuiranoodha, with a g-entle
breeze at N. N. ^V. beini*- resolvetl to lose
im nu»re lime in searching" for an harbour

appeared

to

.

amoui? Islands, which we now beuan to
at least, not in
susj)ect had no existence
the latitude and loniiitude in which they
have been placed by modern delineators of
;

charts.

On

in the eveninur, the
anti S. and increased
centijuied otir easterly

•24ih

tlie

wind veered

to S.
to a fresh gale.

W

We

.

the ujorniny of the 2')lh,
of 1J)1 »len'. 10 min.
lonuifiule
the
in
and in the latitude of o<S deir. '32 min. we
soon
tacked anil stood to the westward
after which, the sale increasing?, we were
reduced to two courses, anil close-reefed
main-lop-sails.
In a short time after, the
jJesolution spruug" a leak, under tlie starIjoard buttock, which was so considerable,
as to keep one pump constantly employed.
would not venture to put tlie ship upon
the other tack, from the apprehension of
getting upon the shoals that lie to the N. W.

course

till

ei::ht in

when

;

We

but continued to steer
of Cape Newenham
towards the W. till six in the eveninp: of
;

"Saturday tije 2<)th, when we wore and stood
and then the leak g^ave ns
to the eastward
Tliis proved, that it
?io farther trouble.
;

b

hauled into a bay, ten miles

to the westward
8amganoodha, known by the i^ame of
Kgoochshac; but finding very dee{) water,
we sfjcedily left it. The natives visited us
at different times, bringint? with them dried
salmon, and other fish, wluch our sailors teceived in exchange for tobacco. Only a few

of

days before, every ounce of tobacco that remained in the ship, had been distributed
among them, and the quantity was not half
sufiicient to answer their demands.
Notwithstanding this, so thoughtless and improvident a beint? is an English sailor, that
they Were as profuse in making their bargains, as if we had arrived at a port in Virby whi :h means, in less than two
ginia
days, the value of this commodity was lowered above a thousand per cent. The next
day, at one o'clock in the afternoon, we
anchored in the harbour of Samganoodha,
and, on the morjiing- of the 4th. tlie carpenters, were employed m ri[)|)ing- off the sheathing of and under the wale of the IJesolnlion
on the starboard side. Many of the seams
were found entirely open it was therefore
not to be wondered at, that so much water
had ^ot into the shif). We cleared the fish
and spirit rooms, and the after-hold and
disposed things in such a manner, that, in
;

;

;

case of any future leaks of the same nature,
the water might find its way to the pumps,
liesides this work, and com[)leting our stock
of water, we cleared the fore-hold, and took
in a quantity of ballast.
The vegetables we had met wiflj when we
were here before, w.ere now, for the most
part, in a state of decay.
There being great
plenty of l)erries, one-third of the people, by
turns, had permi.ssion to go a-shore and
g^ather them.
Considerable quantifies of
them were also brojight to us bv lljc

V
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inbabitanfs. If there were any seetls of the
scurvy, siinong- the peo|)\e of either ship,
these berries, and tlie use of spruce beer,
wliioh they were aUowed to drink every
other day, effectually eradicated them.
at
likewise procured abundanc*^ of tish

riers,

who

with several

oliiers

resided at

EgODchshac, where they had some storehouses, a dwelling-house, and a sloop of
about thirty tons burthen.
One of these
We Russians was either master or mate of this
vessel.
They were all three intelligent welland dried, behaved n>en, and extrenjely ready to give
;

first,

vvljich

fresh
l)ut

salmon, both

cliiefly

fresli

the natives broufiht us.

Some of the

salmon was in the inchest perfection
there was one sort, which from the
;

us all the information we cojiM desire. Rut
for want of an interpreter, we found it very
difficult to understand each other.
They
a|)peared to have a perfect knowledge of

ficure of its hea<l, we called hook-nosed,
Drawing- the seine the attempts which their countrymen had
that was but indifferent.
several times, at the head of the bay, we made to navigate the Frozen Ocean, and o<
caught many saimon-tiout, and a halibut the discoveries that had been n»ade fioni
that weighed two hundred and fifty-four Kamtschatka, by Reering, Tscherikoff, and
afterwards had recourse to Spangenberg. Rut they had not the least
pounds.
bnes.
A boat was sent out every idea to what part of the world Mr. Sfichlin's
hooks and
returnt'd without map referred, when it was laid before them.
seldom
which
morning',
eisrht or ten halibuts, a quantify more than When Capt. Cook pointed out Kamtschatka,
These and sonie other phiOus H|)on this map, they
sufficient to serve all our people.
fish were excellent, and there we-e few asked him whether he had seen the Islands
who did not prefer them to salmon. Thus there represented and, on his answering in
we not only obtained a supply of fish for the negative, one of them put his finger
present consumption, but had some to carry upon a part of the map, where a number of
On the 8th, C'apt. Cook Islands are laid down, and said that he had
with us to sea.
received, by the hands of a native of Oona- cruised there in seart h of land, but could
lashka, named Derramonshk, a very singu- never meet with any. The Captain then
lar ptej.ent, considering the place we were shewed them his own chart, and found that
It was a rye loaf, or rather a pye in they were strangers to every part of the coast
in.
the form ofaloaf, asit enclosed son»e sal- of America, except that which lies opposite
mon, well seasoneil with pepper. This man tins I^land. One of these men said, that
had brought a similar present for Captain he had been with Reermg in his American
Clerke, and a note for each of the Captains, voyage but he must then have been very
written in a character which none of us un- young; for even now, at the distance of
derstood. It was natural to imagine, that thirty-seven years, he had not the appearNever was greater
these two presents were from some Russians ance of being aged.
now in our neighbourhood, and tlierelore respect paid to the memory of any eminent
the Captains sent, by the same messenger, person, than by these men to that of Reering.
to these unknown friends, a few bottles of The trade in which they are engaged is very
rum, wine and porter, which they supposed advantageous, and its being undertaken and
would be higlily acceptable. Capt. Cook extenued to the eastward of Kan»tschatka,
also sent, in company with Deiramoushk, was the immediate result of the second voyCorporal Lediard, of the marines, an inlelli- age of that distinguished navigator, whose
j>ent man, for the purpose of gaining farther nnsfortunes proved the source of much priwith orders, that if he met vate i)enetit to individuals, and of public
informaJion
he should endeavour to utdity to the Russian empire. And yet, if
Russians,
any
with
that we were Eng- his distresses had not accidentally carried
understand,
them
make
lishmen, the friends and allies of their him to the Island which bears his name,

We

;

;

;

where he ended his bfe, and from whence
Saturday the 10th, Corporal Lediard re- the remainder of his ship's crew brought
turned with three Russian seamer., or fur- back speciuitns of its valuable furs, the
nation.
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iiiulertaken very well acquainted willi tin' geography of
could lead them to lh(»ve p:Mts, and with all the discoveries
make discoveries in lliis sea, towards the which had been made in this quarter by the
Indeed, alter his lime, Russians. On se» ing the modern maps, he
American coast.
their ministry seem to liave paid less atten- instantly pointed out their errors: he saitl
and Ibr \\ hat discoveries he had accompanied Lieutenant Syndo, or
tion to this object
have been since made, we are principally (as he called him) Synd, in hisnorth(Mn exand, according to his account,
indebted to the enterprizini^ s|)irit of private pedition
merchants, encouraged, however, by the they did not proceed fartherthan theTschusiiperintendini? care of the court of Peters- kotskoi Noss, or rather than St. Lawrence's
Ray for he pointed on our chart to the
'I'iie three Uussians haviiMjf remained
burp:.
very place where Capt. Cook landed. From
Ca|)t.
vrsited
Commodore,
all nij^ht with the
thence
he said they went to an Island in the
then
deand
morniuET,
followiiic:
the
Clerke
parted, perfectly satisfied with the reception lat. of (>;] (iei:. N. n|)(>n uhich they did not
He did not recollect the name ot
they had met with. 'J'luy |»romised to re- land.
but the (yaptain conjectured,
turn in a few days, and brini!: uilh ihem a that Island
chart of the Islands sittjate between Kwmt- that it was the same with that Jo which the
In the (^venincr appellation of Clefke's Island had been
schatka and OonalasliUa.
Cook
and Mr. given. To w hat place Synd repaiied after(apt.
of the 14lh, whde
Webber were at a villaue, not far from wards, or in uhat particular manner he emSamsranoodha, a Kiissiau landed there, uho ploytd the two years, during which, accordproved to be the principal person anions" ing to Ismyloir, his researches lasted, he was
the a<lj;icent i'ithei unable or unwilling to inform us.
liis countryujen in this and
isles.
His name was Krasim Greijorioti" ^>ln Perhaps he did not conjprehend our enquiand yet, in almost every
Ismylolf. He arrived in a canoe that car- ries Oil this point
ried three [lersous, attended by twenty or other thing, we foiind means to make him
I'll is inclined us io sns|)ect,
thirty smaller canoes, each conducted by uiiderstan<l us.
one man. Immediately after landinpr, they thnt he had not really been in this expediconstructed a small tent for Ismylotf, of ti<Mi, notwithstanding what he had asserted.
materials which they had brought with Not only Ismylotf, but also the others afiirmtliem, and they afterwards made others f;)r ed th;it they were totally unacquainted with
themselves, of their caiu)es and paddles, the American continent to the northward
Ismylott" and that neither Lieutenant Synd, nor any
which they covered with irras*;.
liavin*; invited the Captain and 3Ir. WeL>ber other Russian, had seen it of late years.
into his tent, set before them some dried They called it by the same name which Mr.
salmon and berries. He appeared to be a Stfehlin has affixed to his large Island, that
man of sense and the Captain felt i;o small is Alaschka. According to tlie information
mortification in not beins; ab.'e to converse we obtained from Ismylotfand his countrywith him, except by signs, with the assis- men, the Russians have made several at
tance of figures, and other characters. The lempts to gain a footing upon that part of
Captain requested him to favour him with the North American continent, that lies conbis company on board the next day, and tiguous to Oonalashka and the adjacent Is-<
accordingly he came with all his attendants. lands, but have constantly been repulsed by
He had indeed moved into the neighbour- the inhabitants, whom they represent as a
hood of our station, for the express purpose very treacherous people. Tliey made menof waiting upon us. The Commodore was tion of two or three Captains, or chief men,
in hopes of receiving^ from him the chart who had been murdered by them
ami
which his three countrymen had promised, some of the Russians shewed us woun«ls,
but he was disappointed. However Tsmy- which they declared they had received there.
loff assured him he should have it, and he IsmylofF also informed us, that in the year
kept his word. The Captain found him 1773, an expedition had been undertaken

Kiisslans

no

would probably have

tutiire voyacjrs,

\\ lu(;li

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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into the Frozen Ocean in sledc^es, over the
ice, to three large Islands that are situate
o[)f)osile the mouth of the river Kovyma.
IJut a voyage which he said he himself had
performed, ensjaged our attention more than
any other. He told us that on the 12th, of

1771, he saileni from Bolcheretzk, in
KamtschatUa, in a IJussian vessel to Mareekan, one of the Kijrile Islands, where there
is an
harbour, and a Russian settlement.
From this Island he proceeded to Japan,
^vhere his continuance ap[)ears to have beerj
but short for, as soon as the Japanese knew
that he and his companions piofessed the
Ciiristian faith, they made siujjs lor them

IVfpy,

;

to depart

;

understand

but did not, so far as

he

could

any

insult or violence.
repaired to Canton, in

hini, oiler

From Japan

we

Since this chart had been made, Wawseelee
Irkeerhotr, a naval captain, explored, in the
year 17o8, the coast of Tartary, from Okotsk,
and the river Aff;ur, to Japan, or 41 deg^. of
northern latitude. We were informed by
Mr. Ismylotl', that a great part of the seacoast of Kamtschatka had been corrected by
himself; and he described the instrument
used by him for that purpose, which must
have been a theodolite. He also told us,
that there were only two harbours proper for
shipping, on all the eastern coast of Kamtschatka, (viz) the bay of Awatska, and the
river Olutora, in the bottom of the gidph of
the same name
that there was not one
harbour on its western coast
and that
Vamsk \^as the only one, exce()t Okotr.k,
on all the western side of the Penshinskian
;

;

m

a French ship sea, till we come to the river Amur. The
travelled to Peiers- Kurile Fslarids contain but one harbour, and
uas attenvards sent out ai»:ain to that is on the N. E. sitle of Mareekan ;
could not learn what \^ here, as we have already mentioned, the
Kamtschatka.
I'he other
f>pcanie of the vessel in which he first em- Russiaris have a settlement.
barke<i, nf)r what was the |>rincipal inten- chart comi)reher»ded all the discoveries that
His being" unable to the Russians had made to the eastward of
tion of the voyajre.
French language, Kamtschatka, towards America. 'J'hat part
of
the
.speak one word
rendered this .story rather suspicious; he of the Americaji coast, with which Tscheriseen.ed clear, however, as to the tiujes of kofi" fell in, is laid down in this chart behis arrival at theditlerent places, and of his tween the lat. of 58 <^^g. and 58 and an
ileparture from them, wl;ich he |)ut down in half deg. N. and 75 deg. of eastern lonar.
The next morning-, (Friday the from Okotsk, nr 218 and a half deir. from
writing-.
and the place whcie Reerinir
16th,) heoti'eredCapt. Cook a sea-otter skin, (ireenwich
which he said was worth eighty roubles at an-^hored in 5,9 and an half deg. of lat. ai.d
The Captain, however, Gi and an half deg-. ){' long, from Okotsk, or
Kamtschatka.
but 207 <leg. from C»rcenwich. To say nothing'
thoug^ht proper to decline the otfer
accepted of some dried fish, and several of the longitude, vihich may fr«>m several
In the causes be erroneous, the latitude of the
baskets of the lily, or saranne root.
with coast discovered by Reeriny and Tscheridined
after
havn»g
afternoon, Ismylofl',
retinue,
kotf", particularly that part of it which was
all
his
us
\yilh
left
Capt. Clerke,
Acdiscovered
by the latter, rlitfers consitlerably
days.
few
in
a
to
return
proMjised
but
Whether the
cordingly on the 19th, he paid us another Irom Mr. Midler's chart.
visit, bnntring with him the charts above- chart now produced by IsmylofF, or that of
mentioned, which he permitted Capt. Cook Muller, be most erroneous in this respect, it
According
to copy, and the contents of which are the may be ditiicult to determine.
to IsmylotFs account, neither the number
foundation of the following remarks.
These charts were twd in number, they nor the situation of the Islands, which are
were both manuscripts, and bo'e every mark dispersed between 52 *ie^. and 55 dee. of lat.
of authenticity. One of them con« prelien»led in the sjnxe between Kamtschatka and
the coast ot Tartary, America, is properly ascertained. He struck
the Penshinskian sea
deg. N. the Kurde out about a third of them, assuring us that
41
lat.
of
as low as the
and he considerably
peninsula
of Kamt.schatka. they did not exist
]slunds> and the

China

;

and from thence,

to France.
bnriih, and

He

tln^n

We

;

;

;

;
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altered the sifiiation of others, wliicli lie
said was necessary ; from the observations
and there was
wliich he himself liad made
iM) rtason to entertain a doubt about this.
As these Islands are nearly under the same
parallel,
ditKerent navigators, misled by
llieir ditTerent reckonings, mig:ht easily misi}.kc one Island, or cluster of Islands for
;

and imagine they had made a
new discovery, when they had only found
another:

old ones in a position somew hat different
from that which their former visitors had
;

0)7

its extent is about
4 deg. in the direction of E. and W. These
are the Isles that Ismyloff said were to be
removed 4 deg. to the eastward.
In the
situation they liave in Capt. Cook's chart,
was a group, comprehending ten little Islands, which we were informed were entirely
to be struck out
and also two Islands,
situate between them and the group to which
Oonalashka appertains.
In the place of
these two, an Island, named Amoghta, was
introduced.
The situation of many of these Islands
may, perhaps, be erroneously laid down.
But the position of the largest group, oi
which Oonalashka is one of the most considerable Islands, is free from such error>\
Most of the Islands that compose this cluster, were seen by us; their long, and lat.
were therefore determined with tolerable
accuracy
particularly the harbour of Sam

bay of Awatska, and

;

assigned to them. The Isles of St. TheoStephen. St. Abraliam, St. Macarius, Seduction Island, and several others,
wliich are represented in Mr. Muller's chart,
were not to be found in this now produced
to us
nay, Ismyloff and the otlier Russians assured Capt. Cook, that they had
l.pt'u frequently souirht for without effect.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to believe that
jNIr. Muller couJd place them in his chart ganoodha, in Oonalashka, which must be
This group
without some authority. Capt. Cook, how» considered as a fixed point.
as far as Halibut
» ver, confiding in the testimony of these peo- may be said to extend
ple, whom he thou«^ht competent witnesses, Isks, which are forty leagues distant from
and made such Oonalashka, towards the E. N. E. Within
riUiitted them in his chart
corrections respecting the other Islands, as these Isles, a passage, communicating witJi
Bristol Bay, was marked in Ismyloff's chart,
he had reason to think were necessary.
to
some
which
now
proceed
give
converts about fifteen leagues of tie
acshall
count of the Islands, beginning with those coast, that Capt. Cook had supposed to be
which are nearest to Kamtschatka, and com- part of the continent, into an Island, named
This passage might easily
i>uting the longitude from the harbour of Ooneemak.
^etropaulowska, in the bay of Awatska. escape us, being, as we were informed, exThe first is Beering's Island, in 55 deg. of tremely narrow, shallow, and only to be na^
northern lat. andCdeg. of eastern long. At vigated through with boats, or vessels of
llie distance often leagues from the southern very small burthen.
From the chart, as
extremity of this, in the direction of E. by well as from the testimony of Ismyloff and
S. or E.'S. E. stands Maidenoi Ostroff, or his countrymen, it appears, that this is as
The next Island is far as the Russians have made any discothe Copper Island.
Atakou, in the lat. of 52 deg, 4d min. and veries, or have extended themselves, since the
The ex- time of Beering. They all affirmed, that no
in the Ions:, of 15 deg. or IG deg.
tent of this Island is about eighteen leagues persons of that nation had settled themselves
in the direction of E. and W. and it is so far to the eastward, as the place where
perhaps the same land wiiich Bearing fell the natives gave the note to Capt. Clerke
in with, and to which he gave the name of which being delivered to Ismyloff for his
Alount St. John. W^e next come to a cluster perusal, he said, that it had been written at
From hfra we procured the
of six or more Islands two of which, Am- Oomanak.
luk and Atghka, are of considerable extent, name of Kodiak, the largest of Schumagin':*
and each of them has a s:ood harbour. The Islands for it had no name assigne/l to i^
middle of this group lies in the lat. of 52 ujion the chart which he produced. It may
deg. 30 min. and 28 deg. of long, from the not be improper to mention, that no aamt.?
i^o.e, St.

;

;

-

;

We

;

;

;
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were put to tLc Islands which IsmylofFsaid
and
were, to be struck out of the cirart
Capt. Cook considered this as some contirI'he
inatioi) that they have no existence.
Anierioan continent is here called by the
llnssians, as well s by the Islanders, Aiasclika which appellation, thoiii,'^li it properly
belongs only to that part vvhich is contiguous to Ooneemak, is made use of by them
when speakinji" of the American continent
This is all the intellii^ence we
in general.
obtained from these people, respecting the
geography of this part of the gh)be and
perhaps this was all the information they
were able to give. For they repeatedly assured Capt. Cook, tliat they knew of no
other Islands, besides those which were represented U|{on this chart, and that no Russian had ever visited any par4 of the American continent to the northward, except
that vvhich is opposite the coui»try of the
Tschutskis. If Mr. Stafihlin was not i>Te,'>!ly
;

;

;

;

imposed upon, what could induce him

to

publish a map so singularly erroneous as
his map of the New Northern Archipehigo,
in which many of these Islands are jumbled
together without the least regard to truth ?
Nevertheless he himself styles it " a very ac*'
curate little map."
Ismylotf continued with us till the evening
of the 21st, when he took his tinal leave.
Capt. Cook entrusted to his care a letter to
the Lords of the Admualty, enclosing a
chart of all the northern coasts we had visitIsmylotfsaid there would be an oppored.
tunity of transmitting it to Kamtschatka, or
Okotsk, in the course of the succeeding
spring; and that it would be at Petersburg
the following winter. He gave the Ca|)tain
a letter to Major liehm, Governor of Kamtschatka, who resides at Bolcheretsk, in that
peninsula and another to the commanding
;

This gentleman
officer at Petropaulowska.
seemed to possess abilities that might entitle
him to a higher station than that in which
found him. He had considerable knowledge in astronomy, and in the most useful
branches of the mathematics. Capt. Cook
made him a present of an Iladley's octant
and though, perhaps, it was the first he had
ever seen, he very quickly made himself ac-

we
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quainted with most of the uses tc \y!'.\d\ ilsal
instrument can be a|)plied.
Thursday the 22nd, in the morning, we
made an attempt to get out to sea, with th«»
wind at 8. E. but did not succeed. In the
afternoon of the 2*3rd, we were visited by
one Jacob IvanovitcJj SoposnicotV, a Rnssinn,
who commanded a small vessel at Ooinnnak. This man seemed very modest, rnid
would drink no strong liijuor, ot which the
other Russians, whom we had met with
here, were extremely fond.
He ai)peared
to know v.hat supplies could be obtained at
the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul, and
the price of the various articles, more accurately than Mr. Ismylott'.
Rut by all accounts, every thing we should have occasion
to purchase at that |)lace, was very scarce,
and bore a high price. 'J'his man informed
us, that he was to be at Petropaulowska in
the ensuing May
and, as we understood,
was to have the cliarge of Capt. Cook's letter.
He seemed very desirous of having
some token from the Captain to carry to
Major Rehm and to gratify him, the Captain sent a small spying-glass.
After we
had contracted an acquaintance with these
Russians, several of our gentlemen, at different times, visited their settlement on the
Island, where they always met with very
friemlly treatment.
It consisted of a dwelling-li<Mjse and two store-houses.
Resides
the l{ussians, there was ^ number of the
Kanitschadales, and of the Oonalashkans, as
;

;

servants to the former. Some other natives
of this Lsland, who appeared to be independent of the Russians, lived at the same place.
Such of them as belonged to the Russians,
were all of the male sex
and they are
either taken or jmrchased from their parents
when young. There were at present about
twenty of these, who could be considered in
no other light than as children. They all
reside in the san^e house, the Russians at
the upper end, the Kamtschadales in the
middle, and the Oonalashkans, at the lower
end, where is fixed a capacious boiler for
preparing their food, which principally consists offish, with tlte addition of wild roots
and berries. 'J'hefe is no great difference
between the first and last table, except
;
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wU'dt is pioiliicetl hy cookery, by wbicli the
JJiKsmiis can make iiidiirerent Ihiogs palatl>h\
Tliey dress whale's tleslj in such a
and
ni:»nner as to ni ike it very jiOdd eaiin^
they have a kind of |)an-|)nthling' <tf salm«»nrie, beaten u[> fine and fried, which is a
Thry nu4>,
tulerable substitute fir brea<J.
prriiaps. (tccasioi.aliy t;istt^ real tiread, or
ve a dish in uhich Ih^ur is one of \Ue inii
i^rtdients.
If we except the juice of berries,
which tiiey trenerally sip at their meals, they
drink no other liquor than pure water; and
it seems to be very tortunate tor them that
they have nothiniz" stronyer. As the l-land
furnishes them with sul)sisteuce, so it does
;

This is
in some measure with <;lothii>t^.
^J'he upper trarchietty composed of skins.
i2ient, which is made likea wagaoner's tVock,
reaches down to the knees. Resides this,
they wear a waistcoat or two, a [lair o('
breeches, a fur cap, and a pair of boots, the
leg:s of which are formed of some kind of
strontr trnt. but the soles and upjjer leathers
are of Russi.m leather. ^I'heir two chiefs,
Ismyloti'and Ivanovitch, wore a calico frock
;

and they, as well as several others, had
shirts of silk.
^lany Russians are settled
upon all the most considerable Islands between Kamtschatka, and Oonalashka, for
the purpose of collectin'JT furs. Their prinbut
cipal object is the sea-beaver or otter
skins of inferior value also make a part of
their cargoes.
neglected to enquire how
long- they have had a settlement upon Oona;

We

but
lashka, and the neighbouring Islands
we form our judgment on this point from
the great subjection the natives are under,
These
this cannot be of a very late date.
furriers are from time to time succeeded by
others.
Those we saw arrived here from
Okotsk in 177(), and Mere to return in 17H1.
As for the native inhal)itants of this Island, they are to all appearance a very peaceable, inotiensive race of people
and in
pofnt of honesty, they might serve as a pat;

if

;

Rut
tern to tlie most civilized nati<'n§.
from what we saw of their neighbours, with
whom the Russians are uncoRnected, we
liRve some doubt whether this was their
orifrinal disposition
and are rather inclined
to be of opinion, that it is the consequence
;

i^Vn

of their |)resent state of suhjection. Indeed.
if we did not misunderstand ihe Unssiuns,
tliey had heen un<ler tlje necessity <»!' nkakiic^
s«iine severe ex.'tnipies before fhty could
brmx' tl)e IsUuiders into tolerable order,
it
severities were really inflicted at first, the
best excuse for them is, that they have prodnced ihe most beneficial etlects
and at
|)resent, the greatest harmony subsists lietween. the Russians and the natives
'J'lie
latter have their own
hieis in each Island,
and seem to enjoy liberty and property Without moleslation.
Whether they are tributaries to the Russians, or not, we could
never learn
but \*e had some reasons to
suppose that they are.
The people of ()«»nalashka are in general
rather low of statute, but plump, and well
shaped, 'i'heir necks are commonly shorty
and they have s'varthy chubby faces. They
have black eyes and small beards. Tlieir
hair is lonu", black, and straicht
the men
wear it hjose behind, and cut before but
the women jrenerally tie it up in a hunch.
The dress of both sexes is the same with respect to fashion, the only ditference is in
the materials. I'he frock worn by the comen is matle of the skins of seals and tliat
of the men, of the skins of birds
both reach
below the knees. I'liis constitutes the whole
dress of the females.
Rut, over the frock,
the men wear another composed of gut,
which water cannot penetrate; it has a
hood to it, which is drawn over the head,
Some of them wear boots and all of jheni
wear a sort of oval snouted cap, made of
wood with a rim that admits the head,
They dye these caps with green and other
colours; and round the upper part of the
rim they fix the long bristles of some sea
animal, on which glass beads are strung;
and on the front is a small image or two
formed of bone. They do not make use of
paint but the women puncture their faces
slightly, and both sexes perforate the lower
lip^ in which they fix pieces of bone.
Rut
it is as uncommon here to see a man wi;l»
this ornament, as to observe a woman wilhout it. Some fix beads to the upper lip
under the nostrils; and they ali suspend qv-^
nanients in their ears,
;

(

;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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T!ie inhabitants of Oonalaska bury tlieir
on the summits of liills, and raise a
1'here was
little hillock over their graves.
of
receptacles
dead
by the
the
one of these
leading:
from
the
harbour
to
road
side of the
wh
cli
was
raised
a
of
over
heap
villajre,
the
It was observed that every one who
stones.
passed it added one to it. In the country,
we saw several stone hillocks, that seemed
and many of
to have been raised by art
them were appare*tly of great antiquity,
These people are remarkably cheerful and
friendly among each other and always bejiaved with great civility to us. The Russians told us, that they never had any coni;ections with their women, because they
were not Christians. Our people were not
so scrupulous and some of them had reason to repent that the females of Oonalashka encouraged their addresses without any
reserve; for their l^ealth suffered by a distemper that is not unknown here
lii these parts the tides are not very consi-

(lead

NOilTil POLE,

derable, except in Cook's Kiver.
Tlie flood
comes from the S. or S. E. following the direction of the coast to the N. W.
Between
Cape Prince of Wales and Norton Sound,
we found a current settinjr towards the N.
W. particularly off that Cape, and within
Sledge Island. This current, however, extended but a little way from the coast, and
was neither constant nor uniform. To the

;

;

;

CHAP.

N. of Cape Prince of Wales, we observed
neither tide nor current, either on the coast
of America, or that of Asia. This circumstance gave rise to an opinion, which some
of our people entertained, that the two coasts
were connected either by land or ice and
that opinion received some degreeof strength,
from our never having any hollow waves
from the northward, and from our seeing
ice almost the whole way across.
From the
;

made during our continuance in the harbour of Sumganoodha,
its latitude is 53 deg. 5 min. N. and its longitude \l)3 deg. 29 min. 43 sec. E.
several observations

XIII.

and Discovery lake their departure from Sumganoodha Hnrbovr, in the Jslatid of
Sandwich Islands the appointed place ojrcmlczvous ; Pass the hland of Aiuoghta;
between Oonalashka and (Jnella repassed ; Hun to the South ; One tnan killed, and

T'he Resohttion
O&tialashka.;

The

strait

A

others wounded, on board the Discovert/

Motvee, one of the Sundxvich Jsluvds described ;
;
Another Island, called Owyhee, discovered ; The crew
refuse to drink sugar-cane liquor ; The cordage in the navy and merchant^ service compared;
J'avourable account of the natives of Ouyhee ; The llesolution gets to the tvijidward of the Island ; Is joined by the Discoveiy ; The two ships anchor in Karakakooa Bay, alter it had been
examined by JBligh In the interim, mxdtitudes of the Islanders are seen, and visits received Jroin
ma y of them ; Observatories erected ; The ground on iv hick they are placed tabooed.
visit

from a

chief,

named IWreeoboo

;

;

ON

Monday," the 26th, of October, we there by the middle of May,

in the

ensuing

This being determined on, the Comsailed from Samsanoodha harbour, year.
modore
delivered into the hands of C'apt.
being
southerly,
we
stood
the
wind
when
The Commodore's inten- Clerke instructions how to proceed in case
to the westward.
tion was to proceed to Sandwich Islands, of separation, Sandwich Islands being a()in order to pass a few of the winter months
th«re, if we should meet with the necessary
refreshments, and then direct our course to
Kaaitschatka, so as to endeavour to arrive

4

pointed for the

first

place of rendezvous;

and for the secojid, Petropaulowska, in
Kamtschatka. Havinsr got out of the harbour, the wind veered to the S. E. with

AM)

UOl'NI)

i

wMcIj we were carried to the western part
We had
of Oonalashka. by tln?'evenin;^.
liere tlie wind at S. iind stretched to the westward.
On Tuesday the *27th, at seven
o'thtck A. M. we wore, and stood to tfie E.
Tlie wind had now so {^really increased, as
t
reduce us to our three courses. It blew
io heavy squalls, acconipanied with snow,
On the 2Sih, in the niornhail, and rain.
hore S. E. tour leaj.fues
Oonalashka
intr,
We now stood to the westward
distant.
but, towards evening", the wind, after it had

III:
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of this Archipelaga«aie so exceedingly erroneous. At three in the afternoon, we i)ad
upon which we shortin view Oonalashka
ened sail, and hauled the wind, l)eing nnal)le
to run through the passage before night.
Friday the 2()th, we had a very liard gale at
N. W. with heavy squalls, and snow, insomuch that we were compelled to bear
away under courses; and ciose-reefed fopsails.
At noon we were about the middle
of the strait, between Oonalashka and Oonella,
the harbour of 8amganoo(lha, bearing
At three o'clock,
lor a short lime abated, got insensibly to the S. S. E. one league distant.
N. E. increasing: to a very hard gale, accotn- P. M. we were through the strait, and clear
panied with rain: we therefore steered tirst of the Isles, Ca()e Providence bearing W,
S. W. distant three leagues.
t<» the southward, and then, as the wind inOn Sunday, the 1st of November, the
clined to the N. and N. W. more westerly.
On Thursday the 2'MU, at half-past six, wind was favourable, and we stood to sea.
A. M. land was descried, su|)posed to be The weather was fairer than it had been at
the Islanil ofAinoghta. At eijiht, finding atiy time since we cleared Samganoodha
Harbour, as it is called by the Russians, or
it not in our power to weather the Island,
we gave over plying, and bore away, with Providence Bay, as it was named by Capt,
the view of going to the N. of Oonalashka, Cook. On the 2nd, the wind was at S.
not presuming in so hard a srale of wind to and, in the evenirig, blew a violent storm,
attempt a passage to the S. Iv of it. When which occasioned us to bring to. Several
we bore away, the land extended from E. guns were fired by the Discovery, which we
lost sight of
by S. half S. to S. S. W. distant four leagues. immediately answered.
Our lat. was 53 deg. 38 min. and our long. her at eight o'clock nor did she join us till
191 deg. 17 min. which gives a very ditFer- ten the next morning, being the 3rd. On
ent situation to this Ishmd trom tliat assign- Saturday the 7th, in lat. 42 deg. 12 min.
ed to it upon the Russian map and Capt. long. 201 deg. 26 min, E a shag or cormoCouk «as at a loss to deterniine whether it rant, flew often round the shij). As it is
but on the chart, not common for these kind of birds to go
was Anioghta or not
Krenitzen's and Livasheff's voyag^e in ITfJS far from land, we concluded there might be
and 1769, an Island called Amuckta is laid some at no great distance, thonirh we did
down, not very far from the place here as- not discover any. Having but little wind,
As we Capt. Clerke can)e on board with some me.signed to Amoghta by Capt. Cook.
were steering to the \. E. at eleven o'clock lancholy intelligence.
He informed ns,
we discovered a rock, elevated like a tower, that the second night after we had departed
bearing N. N. E. about four leagues distant, from Providence Bay, or San>ganoodha, the
and situated in lat. 53 <\eg. 57 min. long. main-tack of the Discovery gave way, by
191 deg. 2 min. This rock is not marked which accident John Mackintosh, seanian,
in the Russian map produced by IsmylotF; was .struck dead, and the boatswain, with
yet it has a place in the chart of Krenitzen's three other mariners, much wounded.
He
That chart al.so added, that on the 3rd, his ship having
and Levasheff's voyage.
agrees with Capt. Cook's as to the genera! sprung a leak and the rigging received couposition of this group of Islands, l^he singu- siderable damage, he fired some guns as a
larly indented shores of the Island of Oona- signal for the Resolution to bring to.
On
lashka, ore represented in both charts nearly the 8th, we were favoured with a geijtie
These circumstances are worthy of Irreeze at N. attended with clear wt-athtr.
alike
to
frwlice, as the more modern Russian maps On the 9th, we had eight hours calm;
»

;

W

.

;

We

;

;

;

•

5

r
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wliicl) siicreef^ed a wind from the S. accomStich of our peop;!iiiid with fair weather.

ple as could handle a needle, were now
and the car<jm|)loyed to repair the sails
penters were directed to put the boats in
order. Tliursday, the l'2ll), we observed in
jat. 38 deg. 14 min. lona 206 deg. 17 min.
The wind returned back to the northward
and on Sunday the loth, in lat. 33 deg. 30
now saw a
min. it veered to the E.
the
dolphin,
first
we had
a
tropic bird, and
the
On
Tuesday,
our
j)assage.
observed in
was
southward,
at
which
wind
tlje
17th,
point it remained till the 19ih, in the after;

;

We

was suddenly brought round
N. The wind increased
to a very strong gale, and brought us under
We were now in
(louble-reefed to[)-sails.
3at. 3-2 deg. 26 min. long. 207 deg. 30 min.
E. In lowering the main top-sail, in order
io reef it, the violence of the wind tore it out
of" the foot rope, and it was split in several
We got, however another tojj-sail to
parts.
noon, when

by the W.

it

to the

supply of provisions at these Islands, which
could not be accomplished, should a free
trade with the natives be permitted
tor
this reason, the Commodore published an
order, prohibiting all persons on board the
ships trom trading, except those that should
be appointed by himself and Capt. Gierke
and even these were under lim tations oif
trading only for provisions and refreshments.
Injuitctions were also laid against admitting
women into the ships under certain restrictions
but the evil intended to liave been
pi>vented by this regulation, had already
got amongst them. At noon, the coast extended from 8. 81 ileo;, E. to N. bfi dey^. W.
A low flat, like an isthmus, bore 8. 42 iit\j;.
W. the nearest shore being four miles distant.
Our lat. was now 20 deg. 5.9 min. our
long. 203 (leg. 50 min. E.
Some canoes
i

;

;

came

off,

those wlio

and v\hen along-side, many of
were in them, entered the ship

the yard the next monting. This gale proved to be the forerunner of the hade-v\ind
which, in iat. 25 iiev;. veered to the E. and
steered to the southward till
E. S E.
Wedne^^day, the 2oth, when v\e \vere in lat.
On the 26th, at day-break,
2'i) c\t"j^. do min.
extending from S. S E.
discovered
land,
we

without hesitation. We soon perceived that
they were of the same nation as those Island*
ers more to the leeward, whom we had ai-»^
ready visited and, as we understood, they
were no strangers to our having been in
the.'^e f)arts before.
It was indeed too evident these f)eopie having got the venereal
disesivse among them, which they f)robably
contracted by an intercourse with their

to W.
At eight o'clock we
when it extended from S. E.

vis. tors

We

stood for it,
half 8. to W.
the nea/est part being about two leagues
now per<*eiv« <1 that our discodistant.
very of tlie group of 8;:udwich Ishsnch had
been very imperfect, those which we had
Visited in our ()rogress ntrthward, all lying
An
to the leewartl ot our juesent station.
elevated lull appeared in the country, who've
summit rose above the cloiuls. The land
from this hdl tell in a gradual slope, termithe sea breakii.itinirin as^eep ro( ky c»>ast
ing a!.'amst it in a m^st dreadful surf Unable to weather (he Isl.ind, -we bore up, and
now perceived
ranged to ihewestwanl.
sh(>re
of
the
jdso
parts
pfopie f>n many

;

;

neitili

hours, after

tle-fish,

we

hat!

left

them

Our

supplied us with a cpiantity of cutin

We

exchange

for

nails

and iron.

I'hey brought but a small quantity of fruit
or r*»ots, but said they had plenty of them
on then Island, as v^ ell as of hogs and fowls.The horizon heing clear, in the evening, we
supposed the w esternmost land that we could
see to be an I-'ia-Mj, distinct from that off
which we now were. Expecting the natives
would return the next day, with the pro—
duce of their Isl:»nd, we plied off the wlioi'e
night, and stood close in shore the next
morning. We were at fiist visited by a few
only, lint towards nO' n numbers of them
appeared, bringing with ihem p(»tatoes,
fairo, bread-frint, plantain^, and small pisfs ;
plantations.
The
and
couut
sev»^ral hou-<es
all
with
of which were b;irtered for iron tools and
plied
wood
well
to
be
appeared
try
up
and water, and running streams were seen nails, we having few otKjer articles to give
made mutual exchanges till f' u
It them.
in various fdaces, tailing intn the «5ea.
being of the utaiust imporlU'nce to procure a ill tiie afternoon, at which time they ha^
;

Ue

;

>-

We

AND
<Vi*!])o<;ij1 i)f i\\\ jljeiri\'iri,'oes, .nntl

ing'

any

iiulirnttion to letch

(li;ittly

made

On

Aloiuly,

lU.Ui\0

OOfli,

in

the afternoon,

;

Mowee.

On

the 1st of December, at

Tuesday,
o'clock A.

tight

from

S.

Mowee

AI.

Ovvhyhee

extended

E. to S. 12 deir. W.
from N. 41 deo:. to N. 81 de?.
'2'I

deg*.

and

W.

fetch Owhyhee, we
stood for it,
visitors from Mowee
Ihouffht pro|)er to enibarU in their canoes,

Percievim;

we could
when our

and went ashore. We spent the niffht standand on the north side of Owhyhee.

inij ott'

On the *ind, in the morning-, to our great
surprise, we saw tlie summits of the mounTiiough they
tains covered with snow.
Were not of an extraordintiry height, the
snow, in some places, appeared to be of a
considerable depth, and to have remained
there some time. As we drew near the
shore some of the natives approached us,
who appeared a little shy at first but we
prevailed on some of them to come on
board and at length prevailed on them to
return to the Island to bring us such refreshments as we wanted. After these had reached the shore, we had plenty of company,
who brought us a tolerable supply of pigs,
fruit, and roots.
traded with them till
six in the evening, when we stood off, in
order to ply to windward round the Island.
In the evening of the 4th, an eclipse of the
moon was observed. Mr. King used, for
the purpose of observation, a night-telescope, with a circular aperture at the object
end. The Commodore observed with the
;

;

We

/

/(f^i
o;j

of one of Kamsdcn's sextants.
of their observations made our
longitude to be 204 dcg. ;j.3 min. E. Sunday, the (Uh, in the evening, being near the
shore, and live leagues farther up the coast,
we again traded with the natives; but receiving only a trilling supply, we stood in
the next morning, when the number of onr

we imine- The mean

bciny otKthe N. I';. en«l of (lie Jslanii, some
more canoes came olf. Most of these beh»nuf(i to Terreeoboo, a chiet*, '.vlio came in
line of them.
He iMJule the Commodore a
and ue |)rocnred a
present of three pitis
iillie fruit by bartering; with his people.
In
ns, except
al)(»nt two hours they all left
seven persons wIjo chose to remain on
board. Soon after, a double sailini; canoe
arrived to attend upon them, which we towed a-stern the whole ni^rht. In the eveuin*?,
another Island was seen to the windward,
Tliat
called by the natives, Ovvhyhee.
which we had been oil' lor some days, was
called

UOiUJ)

not express- telescope

more,

sail.
tlie

iili!:

visitors

was considerable.
We had now
fruit, and roots, suliicient to

procured pork,

serve us four or live days; we therefore
made sad, and still plied to the windward.
Among other stores the Commodore had
procured a great quantity of sugar-cane ;

and having, upon trial, discovered that a
decoction of it made very |;alatable liquor,
he ordered some of it to be brewed for our
ships's service, but on broaching a cask thereof, not one ot the crew would even taste
it.
Capt. Cook having no other motive in preparing this beverage, than that of preserving
our spirits for a colder ciitnate, neither exerted his authority, nor had recourse io persuasion, to induce them to drink it, well
knowing, that, so long as we could be plentifully supplied with other vegetables, there
was no danger of the scurvy. But that he
might not have his intention frustrated,- he
ordered that no grog should be served in
either of the two ships.
The Commodore
and his officers continued to drink this
sugar-cane beer, whenever materials could
be procured for brewing it. Srvme hops,

which we had on board improved it much
it was doubtless, extremely wholesome';
though our inconsiderate crew could not be
persuaded, but that it must be injurious to
;

and,

About tlie beginning of this
month, the crew of the Discovery being much
in want of provisions, Capt. Cferke, against
his inclination, was under the necessity of
their health.

substituting stock fish in the room of beef;
but they were no sooner well in with the
land, than tliey were visited by many of
the inhabitants, who came off in their canoes, with all sorts of provisions, which their
Island afforded
and every man had leav«
;

what he could for his own inThis diffused a joy among the

to purchase

dulgence.
mariners that.is not easy to be expressed.
From a sullen ness and discontent, visible
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in every countenance, all

was cheerfulness, the land

Fresh provisions and
mirth and jollity.
kind females are the sailors sole delight
and when in possession of these, past hardeven those
ships are instantly forgotten
whom the scurvy had attacked, and rendered almost lifeless, brightened up on this occasion, and for the moment appeared alert,
must here observe, that innovations, of
whatever kind on board a ship, are sure to
meet with the disapprobation of the seamen,
though even to their advantage. Our portable soup and sour krout were condeojned,
;

;

We

improper food for human beings,
have introduced more
useful varieties of food and drink into their
ships than Capt. Cook has done few others,
indeed, have had the opportunities, or have
been driven to the necessity of trying such
experiments. It was nevertheless, owing to
certain deviations from established customs
and practice, that he was enabled, in a great
degree, to preserve his people from the
at

first,

as

Few commanders

:

scurvy, a distemi)er that has often made
more havock in peaceful voyages, than the
enemy in military expeditions,
Sunday, the 13th, having hitherto kept at
.«?ome distance from the coast, we now stood
and,
in, six leagues more to the windwunl
after trading with such of the naiives as
came off to us, returned to sea. On the
J5th, it was our intention to approach the
.shore again, with the view of procuring a
but the wind
fresh supply of fruit and roots
being then at S. E. by S. and S. S. E. we
embraced the opportunity of stretching to
the eastward, in order to get round the S. E.
end of the Island, The wind continued at
S. E. the greatest part of the 16th; it was
variable on the 17th, and on Friday the
18th, it was continualty veering. Sometimes
it blew in hard squalls; and at other times,
lightning, and
it was calm, with thunder,
rain.
In the afternoon it was westerly for
a i'ew hours, but it shifted, in the evening
t»> E. by S.
The S. E. point of the Island
now bore S. W. by S. five leagues distant,

so that lonj? before day-break,
were seen upon the shore, which was
then distant about a leag^ue. It was a dark
night, with thunder, lightning", and rain,
The calm was succeeded by a breeze from
the S. E. by E. blowing in squalls with rain,
We stood to the N. E. thinking it the best
tack to clear the coast
but had it been
day-light, we should have chosen the other,
At day-break, the coast extended from N.
by W. to S. W. by W. about half a league
distant; a most dreadful surf breaking upon
the shore. We had certainly been in most
imminent danger from which we were not
secure, the wind veering more easterly so
that for a considerable time, we were but
jibst able to keep our distance from
the
coast.
Our situation was rendered more
alarming, by the leach-rope of the main-t0(>
sail giving way, in conseauence of which the
sail was rent in two
ara the top-gailantsails gave way in the same manner, tiiough
not half worn out. We soon, however, got
others to the yards, and left the land a-stern.
The Discovery was at some distance to the
north, entirely clear from the land
nor did
she appear in sight till eight o'clock. Capt.
;

lights

;

;

;

;

;

Cook

here remarks, that the bolt ropes to
extremely deficient in strength
or substance. This, at difierent times, has
been the source of infinite labour and vexation
and has occasioned much loss of canfrom whence he convas by giving way
eludes, that the cordage, canvas, and other
stores, made use of in the navy, are inferior
in general, to those used in the merchant'*
The Commodore also observes, an
service.
opinion prevails among all naval officers,
that tlie king's stores are superior to any
olhers.
They may be right, he admits, as
to the quantity, but not as to the quality of
the stores. This indeed, he says, is not often
tried; for these articles are usually condemned, or converted to other uses, before they
are half worn out. Only such voyages asour's afl^ord an opportunity of making the
trial ; our situation being such, as to render
expected to have weathered it, but, on it necessary to wear every thing to the exSaturday, the 19th, at one o'clock, A. M. treme. Capt. Cook in this comparison of
we were left wholly at the mercy of a north- some cordage used in the king's service^
easterly swell, which drove us fast towards with what is used in that of the merchants,
;

;

We

8

our

sails are

;

;
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be ng:ht; especially in lime of serve and suspicion, than we had ever expiul of the coi(la«,'e wanteii in the nerienced auiong any of the Indian tribes,
navy is, fioin iie«^es.sity, niaile l>y contract. riiey frequently sent up into the shij), the
JJut it is well known, that there is no better articles they meant to barter, and a(tnvvai(is
cortlage than what is made in tlie Ixing's came in thcmselv^'S, to traffic on the qiiartt!
This we assert, on the antliority of deck. The inli;dii.'ants of Otaheife, whom
yards.
olticer of distinguished rank, and we so often visited, had not that confidence
naval
a
It is but jushce to obgreai jnoie.ssional abilit;, who lias, at the in our inteurify.
s'line tune rtcoiiiiin udeu it as a necessary serve, that the natives of Owh3hee never
pre(antion, that ships Htted out on discoiery, attempted to over-reach us in exchanges,
should he furnished with no corda^^e but nor to commit a single theft. They perfectly
w hat is made in the king's yaids and, in- understood trading, am' <;learly comprehenddeed, that every article of thtir stores, of td the reason of our plying upon the coast
every kind, should be the best that can be lor though they brought off plenty of pigs,
and other piovisii'i.-*, they were |>articular
made.

may,

in pnit,

when

war,

;

When

day-li^ht appeared, the natives
ashore displayed a \Uiite flag-, we imagined
as a siiinai <»f peace and tVieudship. Many
of them ventured out alter us; but as the
wind freshened, and we were nnwillinu: to
In the
wait, they were left presenily astern.
afternoon we made another attempt to
weather the eastern exirenie, in which we
huleed, our gelling r<>und the Isfailed,
land was a matter of n<» importance, tor we
had seen the extreme of it to the S. E.
the
whicli was all ihe Commodore desired
native-* having iniornied us, that there was
no other Island l<» the windward of this.
Uut as we were so near accomplisjjing our
design, we did not entirely abandon (he idea
of weathering if, and continued t(i ply. On
Sunday, the 'iOtli, at noon, the S. E. point
bore S. distant three leagues. The snowy
hills bore W. N. W. and we were within
In the
four nnles of the nearest shore.
atternoon we were visited by some of the
inhabitants, who came otF in their canoes,
bringing with them, pisrs and plantains the
latter were highly acceptable, we having
been without vegetables for some days but
;

;

;

in keeping up the [riice, and ratiier than
dispose of them at wliat Ihey thought under
the value, they would carry them on shore
again.
Tuesday, the 22nd, nt eight o'clock A. M.
we tacked to the s<auhward. At noon,
in lal, 20 dei:. 28 min. 80 sec. the snowy
peak bore S. W. half S. The preceding day
we had a good view of it, and the quantity
of snow seemed to have increased, and to
extend lower down the hill.
stood to
the S. E. till midnight, when we tacked till
four.
\Ve had hopes of weathering the Island, and should have succeeded, if a calm
had not ensued, and left us to the mercy of a
s^vvell, which im|)elled us towards the land,
from which we were not above the distance
of tv\o leagues. Some light puffs of wind,
however, took us out of danger. As we lay
in this situation, some Islanders came off
with hogSv fowls, and fruit. From one of
the canoe*! we got a goose, little larger than
a Muscovy duck. The colour of its plumage
wasadark grey; the bill and legs were black.
Having purchased what the natives had
brought off, we made sail, and stretched to
the north.
At midnight we tacked and
stood to the S. E. in order to examine the
vveatherrnost side of the Island, where, we
were toldMherewas a safe harbour. In this
attempt the Discovery had her main-top-

We

supply was scarcely sufficient for one
we therefore stood in the next morntill within about four miles of the land,
w hen a number of canoes came off, laden
\xith provisions.
The people continued trading' with us till four o'clock in the afternoon, ma«;t stay-sail
split, and
by continuing
at which time having obtained a good sup- standing to the north, she lost sight of our
ply, we made sail, stretching off to the ship, the Resolution.
Heavy complaints
northward.
In our intercourse with the again prevailed among her comjiany. The
people of this Island, we met with less re- weather
continuing
tempestur-us, tlieir
No. 4o.
4
this
cuiy
ing,

;
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sufferings on this account, from incessant
Inbour, Hnd scanty of provisions, were ^rown
confessedly grievous, ^heh grog, that had
been sto{>j).'Mi at our arrival on the coast, was
now dealt to them as usual, and it was only
by the kindest treatnsent from their officers,
that the men could be kept to their duty.
On Thursday the 24th, at day-light, she was
not in sight, but, at this time, the weather

o'clock
brinsriiig

A. M. the Islanders visited ns,
with them a quantity of truit and

roots, but <mly three small piyrs.* Thissca'ity
supply was, perhaps, owing to our not having jjurchased what they lately Irought off:
yet, for the purposes of traffic, we broug:ht to,
but were interrupted shortly with an excessive rain
and, indeed we were too far troai
the shore
nor could we venture to go
being hazy, we thought she might be follow- nearer, as we could not, for a moment, deing us. At noon we observed in lat. 19 deg. pend upon the wind's continuing where it
was. The swell too was extremely high,
S/") niin. and in long. 205 <leg. 3 min. the 8,
and set obliquely upon the shore, vheie it
point
of
the
Island
bearing
by
six
E,
S.
E.
leagues <listant the other extreme bore N. broke in a Ukost frightful surf. We had tine
60 i\fg. \S when we were two lea'j^ues from weather in the evening, and passed the night
;

;

;

.

the nearest shote.
In the evenijig at six
o'clock, the soutliernnjost part of the Island

W

bore S.
the nearest shore being seven
miles distant. A^e had, therefore, now succeeded \n our esuieavours, in getting to the
windward of the Island. TUa Discovery
was not yet in sight, but as the wind was favourable for her to follow us, we expected
therefore,
she would shortly join ns.
kep^. cruising off tliis |»oint of the Island,
tilli Gapt. Clerke was no longer expected
here.. It was at length conjectured, that he
was gone to leeward, in order to meet us
that way, not having been able to weather
the N. E. part of the Island. Keeping generally at the distance of from live to ten
leagues from the land, one canoe only came
off to us till tlie 28th, when about a dozen
appeared, bringing, as usual, the produce
were concerned that the
of the Island.
people had been at the tronlde of coming,
as we could not possibly trade with ihein,
not having yet consumed our former stock ;
and we were convinced by experience, that
the hogs could not be kept alive, nor the
roots be many days |)reserved from putrefacIt was our intention, however, not to
tion.
leave this part of the Island before we had
procured a good supply, knowing we could
not easily return to it, if it should hereafter
.

We

We

be found expedient .so to do. On Wednesday the 30th, we began to be in want, but
a calm prevented ns from apj)roaching the
shore.
A breeze, however, sprung up at
midnight, which enabled us to stand in for
At ten
land, at day-break, of the 31 st.

making

boards.
Friday, the 1st of January, 1779, the
atmosphere was laden with heavy clouds;
and llie new year was ushered in with a
htavy rain.
had a ligljt breeze southerly, with some calms.
At ten, the rain
ceased, the sky becan)e clear, and the wind
freshened. Being now about four or five
miles from the shore, some canoes arrived
W\i\\ hogs, fruit, and roots.
W^e traded till
three in the afternoon
when being pretty
well supplied, we made sail, in order to proceed to the lee side (if the Island, in search
of the Discovery.
stretched to the
eastward till niidniglit, when the wind favoured ns, and we went upon the otiter
tack. The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th, we j>assed
in running down the S. K, side of the Island, standing ori'and on during the niglifs,
and enjploying part of each day in lying to,
in order to give the natives an opportunity
of trading with us. They frequently came
off, at the distance of five leagues from Ihe
shore
but never brougiit much with them,
either from a fear of losing their articles in
the sea, or from the uncertainty of a market.
On Tuesday the 5th, in the morning, wc
passed the south point of the Island, in lat.
18 deg. 64 min. beyond which the coast
trends N. 60 deg. W.
large village is situated on this point, many of whose inhabitants thronued off to the ship with hogs and
women. The latter could not possibly be
prevented from coming on board and thejr
were less reserved than any females we had
ever seen.
Indeed, they seemed to have
in

On

We

;

We

;

A

;
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isiteil ns with no otlier view fhan to make
I laving' ol)tained
u tciuier of their persons.

while

we were
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|)!ying in the night,

the curus back ccmsiilerably to
and that wt- were now olf
a ((iiaiitity of salt, we |)nrclia«t'tl only such the wind^vard
hogs as were lartre enon^lj for sailing; refus- the S. W. point of the Isiund, where we
ing" all those tliat were under size: and we brought to, in order to enable the inhabitants
spent the night in
coulii seldom procure any that exceeded the to trade with us.
weight of sixty pounds. Happi-ly for us, we standing oil" and on. Four men and ten
had still some ve^retahles reniaunnir, as wc women, who came on board ttie preceding
were n«>w supplied with hut few of those day, were with us still. The Commodore
productions. Indeed, from the aj»pearance not liking the company f>f the latter, we
of this part of the country, it seenud incapa- stood in shore on the 91 h, about no«iw, solely
Evident marks pre- with the view of getting rid of our guests;
ble of attording^ them.
sented tiieuiselves of its havin"' heen laid when some canoes coming o(K we embraced
waste by the explosion of a volcano ; and the opportunity of sending Hiem avvay.
On Sunday the lOth, in i!ie morning, we
though we had not seen any thijig of the
kind, yet the devastation it had made, in the had light airs from the N. W. and calms;
neighbourhood, was very visible. The na- at eleven, the wind freshened at N. N. W.
tives having now left us, we ran a few miles which so greatly retarded us, that, in the
down the coast in the eveninsr, and passed evening, at eight o'clock, the soutii snowy
the night in standing- off and on. I'iie next hill bore 1 de^. 30 min. E. On tlie 1 ith, at
morning, being Thursday the 7th, we were four o'clock, A. M. the wind being at W.
again visiteil by the natives. J5eintr not far we made for the land, in expectation of getfrom the shore, Capt. Cook sent Mr. Bligh ting some refreshments. The native.^ seeing
in a boat, in order to sound the coast, and ns so near them, began to come olf, and we
also to go ashore, in search of fresh water. continued trading with them the w hole day
On his return, he reported, that within two though we procured but a very scanty supcables length of the shore, he ftjund no ply, many of tho.se who came olf in their
soundings with a line of one hundred and CMUoes, not having a single thing t<» barter.
sixty fathoms; that, on the land, he could From this circumstance, it apj)eared, that
that there this part of the Island was extrejoely poor,
discover no stream or spring
was some rain-water in holes, upon tlie and had already furnished us uiih every
Tuesday the 12*h.
rocks, which the spray of the sea had ren- thing they could spare.
and, ihi.t tiie whole coun- WHS employed in plying oiF and on, with a
dered brackish
mile from the shore
try was composed of t]a:^'s and ashes, inter- fresh gale at west.
liufween ten we found ground, at the depth of tifly-five
spersed with a few plaut.«;.
and eleven, to our great saii'^.'aclion, the fathoms. At five o'clock P. M. we stood to
Discovery made her appearance, <oming the southward, and at midnight we had a
round the south point of the Island, and calm. On the 13tb, we had a small breeze
joined us about one. Capt. Gierke came on at S. S. E. and steered lV>r tiie lind.
few
board, and acquainted us, that having cruis- canoes came off lo us with some hogs
but
ed four or tive (Jays where we were separated, they brought no vegetables, which we now
he plied round the east side of the Island ; much watited. In the evening, we had got
where meeting' with tempestuous weather, the length of the S. W. point of the Island,
he had been driven from the coast. He had but, by the veering of the wind, we lost in
one of the Islanders on board all this time, the night all that we had gained in the day.
who had refused to leave the siiip, though Being in the same situation on the 1-Jth, in
opportunities had been in his favour. At the morning some more canoes attended
noon we observed in lat. 19 deg. 1 min. u« but ti)ey brought not any articles we
long. 203 deg. 26 min. the nearest part of srood in need of.
were now destitute
On of fruit and roots, and therefi)re obiiyed to
the coast being two leagues distant.
thi- 8th, at day-break, we perceived, that have recourse to our sea provisions,
Stveral
rent

iiad

carried
;

Wc

:

;

;

A

A
;

;

We
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from the with a boat's rudder, and was not detected
northward, from whence we were sn|)plied till it was too late to recover it. The Comwith some ho.?s and roots. On Friday, the modore imagined this to be a proper oppor15th, we Iiad variable light airs till five in tunity to shew these Islanders the use of our
the afternoon, when a breeze sprung up at firearms. Two or three musquets, and as
E. N. E. and enabled ns to steer along shore many four pounders, were by bis orders,
This day t)ie weather fired over the c;inoe which went away witli
to the northward.
was remarkably tine, and we had plenty of the rudder: but it not being our intention,
company many of them continued with us that the shot should take eftect, the surall
night, and their canoes were towed rounding multitude were more surpri/ed
astern. On the 16th, at day-break, seeing than terrified.
At the appro.ich of night,
the appearance of a bay, the boats from the most considerable part of our visitors
for retired to ihe shore
but manj', at their own
both ships were sent out to examine it
we were informed there was a harbour, earnest request, were pernntted to sleep on
wherein we might safely moor, and where board
but we had good reason to tiiink,
we should be supplied with materials to reiit thnt curiosity, at least with some of them,
the ships, and provisions to victual them. was not the only motive
for the next mornIn the evening the boats returned with the ing several articles were mis-sing, in consejoyful news, that they had succeeded in their quence of which, orders were given not to
search, and that the harbour promised fair permit so many to stay with us on any
to answer all that had been said of it. future night.
On Sunday, the 17th, by
While our boats were employed in towing eleven o'clock, A. M. we were safely moored,
the ships into the bay, we had a view of the in company with the Discovery, in eighteen
greatest number of spectators in canoes, and fathoms water. The bay were we lay at
on shore, thai we had ever seen assembled anchor, called by the natives Karakakooa,
together in any place during this voyatre. is a convenient harbour; and having sufierIt was concluded that their numi)er could ed much in our masts and rigsfing, we were
not be less than two or three thou'^and. happy at last to find so proper a place to
While hovt^ring on the coast, we had some- refit. We cast anchor within a quarter of a
times been visited by two hundred canoes mile of the N E. shore; the south point ol
at a time, who came to trade, and who the bay bcarinu: S. by W. and the north
brought us provisions, when tlie ueather point W. halfN. After we were moored,
would permit: we likewise obtained from the shii>s continued to be much crowded
them great quantities of cordage, salt, an»l with the natives, and surrounded by a vast
divers other manufactures of the Island, multitu<le of tiiem, besides hundreds that,
which the Comuiodore pifr<ha^ed for the like fish, were sv\immiu.v abr>ut the two
use of the ships, and vvitiiout which we shif)s. We were struck with the singularity
could not well have proceeded
for during of this scene, and particularly pleased with
our
weather,
cordage
snapped enriching our voyage, with this imf)ortant
the blowing
rope after rope, so tliat our spare hands new discovery, ot\ ing to 'the fipportunity of
were employed incesssmtiy, in knotting and thus revisiting Sandwich Islands, and in
splicing.
In the course of this day, we were consequence of not having succeeded in
attended by at least, one thousand canoes, finding a northern [jnssage homeward.
On Monday, the 18th, Mr. King went on
crowded with people, and laden with hogs,
were per- shore, atten<ied with a guard of eight marines
and other articles to barter.
fectly convinced of their peaceableintentions, having received orders to erect the observaby which means
not a single person having a weapon of any tory in a proper situation
Among such numbers as we he waterers, and other working parties, on
sort with him.
had frequently on hoard, it might lie expect- shore, miuht be superintended and protectWhen we had found a convenient spot
ed, that some of them would discover a ed.
purpose, almost in the centie of the
this
for
thievish <iis.v>osition.
One of them made oft"

canoes, at this juncture, arrived

;

;

;

:

;

;

We

;
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Till-:

Piuvpo ofTired to exercise liis power
thnt some
in our beliaU', awil proposed
houses pIjouUI be tnUen, tliat our observations niight not be obstrncled. This rrirtuily
offer, however, was declined, and \vp n.'ade
clioire of a potatoe field adjoining to tlje
Morai, wliich was readily granted, and to
prevent the intrusion of the natives, the
place was consecrated by the priests, who
placed their wands round the wall which
enclosed it.
This interdiction the nativeis
call taboo, a term frequently repeated by
these Islanders, and seemed to be a word of
extensive meaninix- In this instance, it procured us more privacy than we could have
wished. Not any canoes attempted to land
near us the natives only sat on the wall,
not darinc^ to come within the tabooed
The
space, without permission from us.
men indeed, at our request, would bring probut our utmost endeavisions into the field
vours were ineffectual to induce the woujen
Presents were
lo give us their company.

villari;e,

;

;

vVOlJJJ).

tried, but without success.
ed to prevail on l*areeu and

7i)i)

\Vc e\)deavour

Koah

to l)nn:.f

them the Katooa and Terrceoboo they said
would kill theuj if they did. This circum:

stance afforded great amusement to (hose on
board, whither niultitudesof people, wonitn
I)articu-larly, flocked
in shoals, insomuch
that they were frequently obliged to clear
the vessel, in order to make room to perform
their necessary duties.
Two or three hundred women were sometimes obliged to
throw themselves into the water, where they
continued to swim and i)!ay, till they could
be re-admitted. On the 19lh, Pareea and
Koah left us, in order to attend Terreeoboo,
who had landed on a distant |)art of the Island. Nothing material happened on board,
till Sunday, the 24fh.
The caulkers were
em[)loyed on the sides of the ship, and the
rigging was repaired. The salting of hogs
was also a p'^incijjal object of the Commcdore's attention.

CHAP. XIV.

civility of the natives, uho are miuh addicted to thieving ; Their readiness in conducting one oj
boxing match described ; Death of William Watman, a seaman ;
our parties up the country ;
Behaviour of the priests at his funeral ; The railing and images on the Morai purchased ; The
natives inquisitive about our departure ; and iheir opinion respecting the object of our voyage ;
Presents J rom the king to Capl. Cook; The Resolution and Discovery quit the Island; but
the former being damaged by a gale of ivind, they are obliged to return ; The behaviour of the Istheft cornlanders on our coming again to anchor in Kai'akakooa Hay, someivhat mysterious ;
viitlcd on board the Discovery, and its consequences ; The thieves pursued up the countyj Scuffle
betaeen the natives and our jjeople ; The pinnace attacked and plundered ; The crew obliged to
The Disquit her ; Capt. Cook's reflections on the occasion ; Attempt made at the Observatory
covery's cutter stolen ; Means used for its recovery ; Capt. Cook goes on shore to invite the king
and his two sons on board ; His wife and the chiefs oppose his inclination to go ivith the Commocontest arises on this occasion ; Intelligence arrives of a chief haviitg been killed by one
dore ;
The alarming consequences ;
chief threatens Capt, Cook^ and is shot by hiru ;
people;
our
of
general attack ensxtes ; The melancholy catastrophe ; Our Commodore is stabbed in the back,
and falls with his fare into the water ; This chapter concludes with the death of the able, enterprising, and much lamented Commander, Captain Juvics Cook.
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WE

hn6 not long been setlled at the
observatory, before we discovered
the habitations of a society of priests who
had excited our curiosity by iheir regular
attendance at the Morai. Their huts were
erected round a pond, inclosed with a group
of cocoa-nut trees, by which they were separated (rom the beach and the village, and
gave the situation an air of reiij^ious retirement. Capt. Cook being made acquainted
with this discovery, he resolved to visit thern
and, expecting the manner of his reception
would be singular, he took Mr. Webber
with him, to enable him to represent the
ceremony in a drawing. When arrived at
the beach, the Commodore was conducted to
Ilarreno-Orono, or the house of Orono.
On his approaching this sacred place, he
;

was seated

at the

f(Pf)t

of a wooden idol, re-

sembling that we had seen at the Morai.
Here Mr. King again snpportwd one of his
arms. He was then arrayed in red cloth,
and Kaireekeea, assisted by twelve priests,
presented a pig with the usual ceremonies.
Alter this solemnity, the pig was strangled,
and thrown into the embers of a tire, prepared for that purpose. When the hair was
siuged otf, a second otTering was made, and
the chanting repeated as before after which
the dead pig was held some time under
Capt. Cook's nose, and then laid with a
cocoa-ntit at his feet. This part of the ceremony being concluded, the performers sat
down and the ava was brewed and handed about a baked hog was likewise brought
in, and we were fed in the same manner as
W^hile
before related on a similar occn«:io3).
we continued in the Bay, whenever the
Commodore visited the observatory, Kaireekeea and his assistants presented themselves
before hi-m, making an otfering of hogs,
bread-fruit, cocoa-nuts, &c. with the accus;

;

:

Upon these occasions,
»orae of the inferior chiefs intreated permisIf
sion to make an otJ'ering to the Orouo.
they
was
complied
with,
prererpiest
their
sented the hog themselves; in the performance of which, their countenances displayed
that they were greatly impressed with awe
Kaireekeea and the priests
and terror.
assisted, performing their a^'customed oratomed solemnities.

6.
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and hymns. But their civilities extended beyond parade and ceremony our party
on shore were supplied daily by them wi»li
hogs and vegetables, suthcient for their subsistence, and to spare
and canoes laden with
provisions, were regularly sent oft' to the
ships.
Nothing was demanded in return ;
not even the most distant hint was ever given
that they expected the least compensation.
Their manner of conferring favours, appeared more like the discharge of a religious duty,
than the result of mere liberality
On our
asking to whom we were indebted for all this
munificence, we were informed, that it was
at the expence of Kaoo, the chief priest, and
grandfather to Kaireekeea, who was at thi.s
time in the suit of the sovereign of the
Island.
But we had less reason to be satistied with the behaviour ot the Earees, or
warrior chiefs, than with that of the priests.
In our intercourse with the former, they

tions

:

;

were always sufficiently attentive to their

own

interests; and, besides their propensity
to stealing, which may admit of palliation
from its universality in these seas, they had
other artifices equally dishonourable. The
following is one instance, in which we discovered, with regret, that our good friend Koah

was a party principally concerned.

who made

The

were
always generously rewarded; in consequence
of which, we were supplied with more than
we could consume. On these occasions,
chiefs

us presents of hogs,

Koah, who attended us

coustatitly, petition-

ed usually for those that we did not ai)solutely want, and they were given him of
course. A pig was one day presented to us
by a man whom Koah introduced as a chief.
The pig we knew to be one of those that
had a short time before been given to Koah.
Suspecting an imposition, we found upon
inquiry, that the pretended chief was one of
and from other conthe common people
current circumstances, we were perfectly convinced, that this was not the first time of our
having been made the dupes of Koah's low
cunning.
Sunday, the 24th, we were not a little surprized to find, that not any canoes were permitted to put oft*, and that the natives were
confined to their houses. At length, we
;

o

o

AND HOUND
were iiiformoH, that

lije

Bay was tabooed,

that intercourse witli us was interdicted,
on account of the arrival of Terreeoboo, their
On the '2oth, we endeavoured by
king".
threats and promises, to induce the inliabitants to revisit the sliips. Some of them
)vere venturing: to put ofi\ when we perceived
a chief very active in driving them away to

and

:

make him

a musket was fired c<ver
his head, which produced the desired eflect
for refreshments were soon after to be had
as usual. In the afternoon, the ships were
privately visited by Terreeoboo, atti-nded
only by one canoe, containing his wife and
family. When he entered the shi[), he fell
on his fare, as a mark of submission to the
Commodore, as did all his attendants and
after having made an oration, which none
of us understood, he presented the Captain
with three barbicued hogs, who, in return,
put a necklace, composed o\' several strings
of various coloured beads, round hi^ neck,
and gave him two looking-glasses, a large
glass bowl, with some nails, and other trifles, which he received vvith much seeming
satisfaction, and dispatched immediately a
messenger on shore, who soon returned with
several large hogs, cocoa-nuts, plantains,
and sugar-canes, as much as our small cutter
Having remained on deck
could carry.
about an hour, admiring the construction of
the ship, he was conducted into the great
cabin, where wine was offered him, which
he refused neither was there any thing he
would tasle, except a head of bread-fruit
but he appeared delighted with every thing
he saw and before he departed in the evening, gave us to understand that he had
six thousand fighting men, always, in readiness to war against his enemies. On the
26th, at noon, the king came in great state
from the village of Kowrowa, and, in a large
canoe, with some of his attendants in two
others, paddled slowly towards the ships.
Their appearance was really most superb.
Terreeoboo, and his chiefs were in the first
vessel, arrayed in feathered clokes, and
helmets, and armed with spears and daggers.
In the second came Kaco, the chief
priest, having then" idols displayed on red
Thev weie fiJrures of un enormous
cloth.
desist,

;

:

;

;
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made of thick wicker-work, and curiously ornamented with mantles of feathem
of various colours. Their eyes were large
l)earl oysters, with a black nut placed in
the middle.
double row of the fapg
>t'
dof^s was fixed in each of their mouths,
which, as well as the rest of their features,
appeared strangely distorted.
The third
canoe was laden with hogs and vegetables.
'J'heir images they call E-ah-tu-a, signifying
their warrior gods, without which they never
enunge in battle.
As they advanced, the
pries;ts chanted their hymns witli great solemnity. At"ter paddling round the vessels,
they did not come on board as we expected,
hut made immediately towards the shore,
at the beach where our tents were fixed.
When landrd, they hauled up all their canoes on the bea.^li, drew up in martial order, and, led by the king, marched i'l ranks
to their place of worship, distant from our
tents about fifty
yards
but freeing the
ground tabooed by small green boughs and
wands, that marked the boundary, tluy all
made a circuit with their images in |)rocession, till they arrived at their Morai, where
they placed their idols, and deposited their
arms. Capt. Cook, vyhen he saw the king's
intention of going on shore, went thither
also, and landed with Mr. King and others,
almost at the same instant.
ushered
the chiefs into our tent, and the king had
hardly been seated, w hen he rose uj), and
threw gracefully over the Captain's shrtnlders, the rich feathered cloke that he himself
wore, placed a helmet on his head, and presented him with a curious fan. Five or six
other clokes, of great beauty and value,
were spread at the Commodore's feet. Four
hogs were now brou'^ht forward by the
king's attendants, tos^elher with bread' fruit,
&c. Tlien followed the ceremony of Te»reeoboo's exchanging names with Capt. Cook
the strongest pledge of friendship among all
the Islanders of the Pacific Ocean.
soleinn procession now advanced, consisting
of priests, preceded by a veneiable old personage, followed by a train of people leading
large hogs others being laden with potatoes, plantains, &c.
could perceive
easily, by the countenance and the gestiire<<
size,

A

;

We

;

A

;

We
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man who head- out the whole jnight. In all places the peowas the chief priest, on ple flocked about us, anxious to afford every
whose bounty we were told we had so h)ng' assistance in their power, and ap|)eart:'d
He wrapped a piece of red cloth highly gratified if we condescended to ac-«
.subsisted.
rourui the shoulders of Capt. CocjU, and in cept of their services. Variety of innocent
the usual form, presented him with a pig. arts were practised to attract our notice, or
He was then seated next the king, and Kai- to delay our departure. Tfie boys and girls

of Kaireekeea, that the old
efl

the procession,

leektea and their attendants, began their
ceremonies, Kaoo and t!ie chiefs assisting in the responses. In tlje person of this
king, we werestir{)rized to recognize the same
emaciated old man, who came on board the
Rtsolution, i'voiu the N. E. side of the Island of Mowee and we perceived that several of his atten(hnits were the same persons,
who at that time continued with us the
whole night. Among these were the king's
two youngest sons, tlie ehler about the age
of sixteen and Maiha-Maiha, his nephew,
whom we could not immediately recollect,
liaving had his hair plastered over with a
dirty paste and powder, which was no small
improvement to the most savage countenance we .had ever seen. The formalities of
this meeting being ended, Capt. Cook conducted Terreeoboo and several of his chiefs
on board our ship, where they were received
with every possible mark of attention and
va<;al

;

;

respect ; and the Conjmodore, as a compensation for the feathered cloke, put a linen
.shirt upon the sovereign, and girt his own
hanger round him. Kaoo, and about halt

a dozen other ancient

chiefs,

remained on

All this time not a canoe was permitted to remain in the Jjay, and those natives who did notcontine themselves to their
Before
huts, lay prostrate on the ground.
the king quitted the Resolution, he granted
leave for the natives to trade with us as
usual ; but the women, we know not on
what account, were still interdicted by the
taboo that is, to remain at home, and not
have any kind of intercourse with us. At
this time the behaviour of the inhabitants
was so civil and inotFensive, that all apprehensions of danger were totally vanished.
trusted ourselves among them at all
times, and upon all occasioiis, without the
Our ofi^ictrs ventured freleast reserve.
«{uently up the country, either singly, or in
small parties, and sometimes continued
shore.

;

We

8

ran through their villages, stopping us at
every opening where there was a convenient
spot for dan( ing. At one lime we were solicited to take a draught of milk from cocoanuts, or to accept of such other refreshment
as their huts afforded
at another we were
encircled by a comj)any of joung women
who exerted their skill and ingenuity in
amusing us with songs and dances: but
tho\igh the Tustan^es of their generosity and
civility were pleasing to us, we could not but
dislike that propensity to thieving, which
at times tiiey discovered, and to which they
were addicted, like all the other Islanders
in these seas: this was a perplexinir circumstance, and obliged us sometimes to exercise
a severity, which we should have been happy
to have avoided, if it had not been essentially necessary.
Some expert swimu»ers
were one day detected under tlie ships, drawing out the filling nails from the sheathing.
Tills they perforinetl very ingeniously with
a flint stone, fastened to flic end of a stick.
This new art of stealing was a practice so
injurio;is to our vessels, that we fired small
s'lot at l!ie offenflers
but Ihat they avoided
easily, by divjng under the ship's bottoms:
it (lierefore became highly necessary to make
an example of one of them, which was
e
by giving him a good floaginy on boarti \nr
consort, tlie Discovery, where his talent for
thieving had been chiefly exercised. About
this time, Mr. Nelson, and four other gentlemen, set out on an excursion info the country, in order to examine its natural curiosities and productions, an account of which
Tliis afford Kaoo
will be given hereafter.
a fresh opportunity of testifying his civility,
and exerting his friendly di-^posjiion in our
favour: for no sooner was he informed of
the departure of our party, than he sent
after them a large quantity of provisions,
with orders that every attention and assistance should be granted them by the
;

;

'.

.

<
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geese, son)e small birds, and a few
feathers,
'i'he sports being ready
be^in, the judges yavi liu- si'/n;il. and

inliiihitants of thote district'; throiigli which
Ihey sh«uiM pass, [lis civility ou ll'.is <»(•-

wild

xvas so «lelicate
and disinterested,
that even the i)e<»ple he ein|)loye(l were not
perm Tfed to arcept oi' the smallest present.
At Ihr ei\i\ of six days the pentlemeji returned, without havitJif been able to penetrate taitiier than twenty miles into the Island, owincT partly to improper pnides, and
partly to the nature of the county, which

to

casion

occasioned this expedition to be attended
with no small fatigue, and some dans^er.
Mr. Nelson, however, collected a curious
assortment of indigenoijs plants, and some
natural curiosities. Durini? their absence,
every thing* remained quiet at the tents, and
the natives supplied the ships with such
quantities of i>rovisions, of all kinds, that
orders were atrain ^iven to purchase no more
hogs in one day, than could be killed, salt1'his
ed, and sto'.vtii away the next day.
order was in consequence of a former one,
to purchase all that could be |)rocured lor
.sea stitcli, by which so many of them were
brought on board, that several o^'them died
before they con It! be properly disposed <»f.
On Wednesday, the 'iTtlKin the morning-,
the rudder of our ship was unhune, and sent
on shore, in order to undergo a thorough
repair.
The carpenters at the same time
were sent info the country, under the protection anil guidance of some of Kaoo's
peo[)le, to set planks for the head rail work,
which was become rotten and decayed. In
a visit, on the 'JSth, from Terreeoboo to
Capt. Cierke, the latter received a |)resent
ot thirty large hoiis, and such a quantity ot
Yegetahles as could not be consumed by his
crew in less than a week. This being an
unexpected visit, made it the more extraordinary.
Not having seen any of the sports
or exercises of the natives, at our particular
request, they entertained us in the evening
with a boxing match. A vast concourse of
jieople assembled on a level spot of ground,
not far distant from our tents. In the centre, a long vacant space was left for them,
attj-.e upper end of which the arbitrators
presided, under the standards.
Slips of
cloth of various colours, were pendant from
these standards; as were the skins of two
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bunches of

two combatants appeared
advanced slowly, drawing
/ligh behind, and rubbing

in

view,

l^hey

their feet very
their hands upon

\\\)

the soles.
As thvy came forward, they surveyed e;jch otiier frequently from head to
foot, with an air of contempt, looking archly
at the si)ectators,

and practising a

distorting their features^
of unnaiural ges-

v.»rie}y

When they were advanced within
the reach of each other, they held both arms
straight out bf tore their I'aces, at which part
they alwaysaimcd theirl>!ows. Theyslruck
with a full swing of ihe arm, whicli to us
had a very aukward a()pearance. They did
not attempt to parry; but endeavoured to
elude their adversary's attack, by stooping
or retreating. The battle was decided ex|)editiously
for if eiitif^r of them fell, whether by accident, or from a blow, he was
deemed vanquished and the victor expressed his triumph by a variety of strange gestures, which usually excited a h)ud laugh
among the spectators, for which purpose it.
seemed to be calculated. 'J'he successful
combatant waited for a second antagonist
and, if again victorious, for a third
and so
on, till at last he was defeated.
In these
con) bats it was very singular, that, when
any two are preparing to attack each other,
a third may advance, and make choice of
either of them for his antagonist, wiien the
other is under the necessity of witlidrawing.
If the combat proved long and tedious, or
appeared unequal, a chief generally ititerfered, and concluded it by putting a stick
between thecoudiatants. As this exhibition
was at our desire, it was universally expected, that some of us would have engaged
with the natives
but, tliough our people
received pressing invitations to bear a part,
they did not hearken to the challenges, not
having forgot the blows they received at tiie
Friendly Islands.
This day, died Williatn Watman, a mariner of the gunner's crew. This event we
mention particularly, seeing death had
tures.

;

;

;

;

;

liitherto

been uncommon among us. He
in years, and much respected by

was a man

;
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He had served twenfy-oneyears lation. While our people were taking it
and then entered as a «ean)en in away, Mr, King saw one of them widi a
1772, on board the Resolution, and served carved image and, upon enquiry, he was
with the Commodore in his voyatre towards informed, that the whole semicircle (as menthe South Pole. On their return he got ad- tioned in the description of the Morai) had
mittance into Greenwich Hospital, at the been carried to the boats. Though the nasame time with himself; and anxious to tives were spectators of this busmess, they
follow the fortunes of hi.s benefactor, he did not seem to resent it
but on the conalso quitted it with him, on the Commo- trary, had even assisted in the removal.
dore's appointment to the command of the Mr. King thought proper to mention the
Watmau had often paiticulars to Kaoo who seemed exceedpresent expedition.
fevers
in the course of ingly indifferent about the matter, begging
to
slight
been subject
very
when we him only to restore the centre iujage which
was
infirm
voyage,
and
the
arrived in tlie bay, where, having been sent was immediately done, and it was conveyed
a few days tfn shore, he thought himself per- to one of the priest's houses.
For some time, the king, and his chiefs,
fectly restored, and requested to return on
His request \Vas complied with. had been very importunate to know the
board.
The day following he had a stroke of the time of our departure. From this circumpalsy, which in two day afterwards put an stance, Mr. King's curiosity was excited to
end to his life. At the request of Terreeo- know the opinion these people had enterboo, the remains of this faithful seaman were tained of us, and what they supposed to be
the ceremony being the object of our voyage. He took consiburied in the Morai
performed with great solemnity. Kaoo and derable pains to satisfy himself respecting
but the only information he
his brethren were present at the funeral, these points
who behaved with great decorum, and paid could get, was that they supposed we had
due attention while the service was perform- left our native country on account of the
ing.
On our beginning to fill up the grave, scantiness of provisions, and that we had
they approached it with great awe, and visited them for the sole purpose of filling
This conclusion was natural
threw in a dead pig, together with some our bellies.
cocoa-nuts and plantains. For three suc- enough, considering the meagre appearance
the voracity with
cessive nights they surrounded it, sncriticing .of some of our crew
hogs, and reciting prayers and Ijymns till w hich we devoured their fresh provisions
morning. At the head of the grave, we and our anxiety to piuchase as much of it
erected a post, and naile<l thereto a piece of as we were able. It was a matter of enterboard, whereon was inscribed the name and tainment to see the natives patting the belage of the deceased, and the day of his de- lies of the sailors (who were much improved
parture from this life. These memorials we in sleekness since their arrival at the bay,)
were assured they would not remove, and, and telling them, in the best manner they
A is probable, they will be permitted to re- could, that it was time for them to depart;
main, so long as such frail materials can but if they would return the next breadCapt. Cook.

as a inaiine,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

fruit season,

endure.

they should be better able to

We liad now continued
Being much in want of fuel, Capt. Cook supply them.
desired Mr. King to treat with the priest, sixteen days in the bay, during which time
for the purchase of the railing belonging to our consumption of hogs and vegetables,
the Morai. Mr. King had his doubts re- had been so enormous, that we need not be
specting the decency of this overture, and surprized at their wishing to see us take our
But Terreeoboo had, perhaps no
apprehended the proposal might be deemed leave.
other view in his enquiries, than a desire of
impious but in this lie was much mistaken
for an application being made for the same, having sufficient notice, to i)repare suitable
for when
they expressed no kind of surprize, and the presents for us at our departure
informed
to quit
least
we
him
intention
without
the
stipuof
our
wood was delivered
;

:

;
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two days, a kind of proclamn- ties of cloth scattered on the ground abundwas made, requiriup; the natives to ance of red and yellow feathers fastened to
hoj^s, and
vegetables, for the fibres of cocoa-nut husks; and plenty of
(>iinsr in their
IVrreeoboo to present to the Orono.
hatchets a!»d iron uare, which had been
We were this day much entertained, at received from us in barter. Not far from
the heach, with tlie bntiootu'ries of one of these was deposited an immense quantity
the natives.
He held in his imnd an instru- of various kinds of vegetables; and at a
ment of music, such as we have aheady little distance, a larue herd of hog\ We
described
bits of sea- weed were fastened supposed at first, that the who e was inround his neck and, round each leg, some tended a a present for ns but we were instrong nettintf
wlierei»n were fixed rows of formed by Kaireekeea, that it was a tribute
dtii^'s teetli, hangincT loose.
His dancing was to the kinc:, from the inhabitants of that
accompanied wiih si range grimaces, and un- district.
We were no sooner seated than
natural dixStortions of the features, which the bundles were brought, and laid severally
were sometimes highly ridiculous, and, upon at Terreeoboo's feet and the cloth, feathers,
the whole witliout meaning or exfiression. and iron, were displayed before him. The
JJut the wrestling and boxing matches af- king was perfectly satisfied with this mark
forded us good diversion for the evening; of duty from his people; and having selectand, in return, we exhibited the few tire- ed about one third of the iron utensils, one
works we had remaining. Nothing could third of the feathers, and some pieces of
more efJectually excite the admiration of cloth, he ordered these to be set aside by
these Islanders, or strike them with more themselves
and tlie remainder of the cloth,
tlie I-<I«*nH in

;

(ion

:

;

;

;

;

;

exalted ideas of our superiority^ than such
notwithstanding this was,
a representation
respect,
inferior to that exhievery
much
in
bited at Hapaee, yet the astonishment of
these people was erprally great.
The carpenters w ho hucl been sent up the
country to cut planks lor the head )aiI-work
ot our ship, the Resolut.cn, had now been
gone three days, and not having heard from
:

thera,
safety

We began

to

be alarmed

for

their

We

expressed our apprehensions
to Kaoo, who appeared equally concerned
with ourselves but while we were planning
measures with him, for sending proper persons after them, tliey all safely arrived.
Our people had gone farther into the country than they expected, before they found
;

This
trees suitable for tlieir purpose.
circumstance, together with the badness of
the roads, and the difficulty of conveying
timber to the ships, had so long detained
thein.
They bestowed high commendations
on their guides, who not only supplied them
with provisions, but faithfully protected
their tools.' Having^ fixed on Thursday the
4th, of Ft bruary, foi^ our departure, Terreeoboo invitfd Capt. Cook, and Mr. King, to
on the Srd, to Kaoo's residence.
attend h
On our arrival there, we saw large qnanti-

any

m

a

hogs, vegetables, &c. were afterwards presented to Capt. Cook and Mr. King. The
value and magnitude of this presentj far exceeded any thing that we had before received.

The whole was immediately conveyed

on board

;

and the

apart for sea stores

;

large hogs wert set
but the smaller pigs

and vegetables, were divided between the
crews. The sam.e day we quitted the Mora?,
and got our observatories on board. The
taboo was removed, and, with it vanished
its magical efl't-cts
for as soon as we had
quitted the [)iace, the people rushed in, and
vigilantly searched, in hopes of finding some
valuable articles hft behind.
Mr. King
being the last on shore, and waiting for the
return of the boat, the inhabitants crowded
about him, and having prevailed upon him
;

to

sit

down among them, expressed

at our se{-aration.
It
difficulty
that they would

gret

depart.
bay, the

their re-

was even with
sufJ'er him
to

Having had, while we

lay in the
of the party on shore, he
became more acquainted with the natives,
than those who were required to be ori
board. From the inhabitants in general, he
experienced great kindness; but the friendship shewn by the priests was constant and
unbounded. On the other hand, Mr, King

command
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was anxious

to conciliate their esteem
in
wfjich he so happily sncceedeH, that when
they were made acquainted with the time of
our departure, lie was urged to remain behind, and received overtures of the most
When lie endeavoured to
tlatterinsr kind.
excuse himself, by ailedgint^, that the Com;

remain on board, till they should arrive
the neighbouring ftes.
We
were now steering with a tine breeze, but
just at the close of evening, to our great
mortification, the wind died away, and a
to
at

some of

great swell siicceeibng, with a strong current setting riglit in for shore, we were in
modore would not permit it, they proposed the utmost danger, particularly tlie Discoto conduct him to the mountains, and there very, of being <'.riven upon the rocks.
At
conceal him till the departure of the shii)s. this time the old priest, who had been sent
On Mr. King's assuring them that the sliips to sleep in the great cabin, leaped overwould not sail without him, the kin*? and board unseen with a large piece of Russian
Kaoo repaired to Capt. Cook, (whom they silk, Capt. Clerke's property, and swam to
supposed to be his father) requesting for- shore.
On Friday the 5th, we had calm weather,
mally, that'he mie^lit be sutfered to remain
behind. The Commodore, unwilling" to give and made but little way. Seeing a large
a positive refusal, to a pro|)osai so generously canoe between us and the shore, we hove
intended, assured them, that he could not to for her coming up, and to our great sur[)art with him at present, but he should re- prize perceived the old king, with .several of
turn thither the next year, when he would his chiefs, having with them the priest who
had stolen the silk, bound hand and foot,
endeavour to oblige them.
On Thursday, the 4th, of February, early whom the king delivered to Capt. Clerke,
in the morning, having unmoored, the Reso- at the same time requesting that his fault
The king being told
lution and Discovery set sail, and cleared the might be forgiven.
harbour, attended by avast number of canoes. his request was granted, unbound him, and
set him at liberty
telling the Captain, that
proposed to shape our course for 31owee
seeing
that
the
him with the silk, he judged it was
informed,
in
Island
as we had been
there was a line harbour, and excellent wa- not his own, therefore ordered him to be

We

but Capt Cook intended to tinish first
of Ovvhyhee, before he went
thither, hoping to meet with a road more
had
sheltered than Karakakooa Bay.
not been long under sail, when the king,
who had omitted to take his leave of Capt.
Clerke, as not expecting our departure to be
so sudden, come after tiie ships, acconqianied by the young prince, in a sailing' canoe,
bringing with them ten large hogs, a great
number of fowls, and a small turtle, (a great
I'hey
rarity) with bread-fruit in abundance.
o!so brought with them great quantities ot
^ocoa-nuts, plantains, and sugar-canes. Besides other persons of distinction, who accompanied the king, there was an old priest,
who had always shewn a particular attachment to Capt. Clerke, and who had not
been unrewarded for his civility. It being
rather late when they reached the Discovery,
siaid on board but a few hours, and
tl»'
th.(;ii '.i!i departed, exce|)t the old priest, and
some girls, who had the king's permission
4
ter,

the survey

We

*

;

;

apprehended
and had taken this method
exposing him, for having injured his
friend.
This was a singular instance of justice, which we did not expect to see among
these people.
As soon as they had delivered the silk, which the king refused to ac;

of

cept, they departed.

in the night,

we made

Having a
a

little

light breeze
progress to the

northward.
On Saturday the 6th, in the morning, we
were a-breast of a deep bay, railed by the
natives Toe-yah-yah. We flattered ourselves with finding a commodious harbour
here for we saw some tine streams of water
to the N. K. and the whole appeared to be
;

These observations seeming
with the accounts given by Koah,
who was now on board the Resolution, the
master was sent in the pinnace, with Koah
as his guide, to examine the bay
but, before they set off, Koah altered his name,
out of comi)liment to us, to that of Ikitannee.
In the afternoon, the weather became
\\ell sheltered.

to tally

;
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jousts of wind blew about four year«; of apfe, which had be^n
we were obliged to take lashed under the thwarts of the canoe, wiih
and bring to, under the only its head above the water. They had

snch violent
tl)i)t

in all the sails,
inizen-stay-sail.

after the gale began, left the shore the morning before, and had
us; and Mr. Bligh, on been from that time, without food or water.
liis return, preserved an old woman and two The usual precautions were taken in giving
men from drowning, whose canoe had been them victuals, and the child being commitoverset in the storm. M^e had several wo- ted to the care of the women, they were all
men remaining on board, whom the natives, perfectly recovered by the next morning.
in their hurry to depart, had left to shift for At midnight, a gale of wind coming on, we
themselves.
Mr. Bligh reported, that he were obliged to double reef the top-sails,
had landed at a village on ttie north side of and get down the top-gallant yards.
On Monday the 8th, at day- break, we
the bay, where he was shewn some wells of
water, tliat would not, by any means answer found that the fore-ma^t had again given
the fishes being sprung, and the
our purpose that he proceeded farther into away
where, itislead of tinding good an- parts so very defective, as to make it absothe bay
Capt.
cliorafje, he observed the sliores to be low, lutely necessary to unstop the mast.
and a tlat bed ofporal rocks extended along Cook for some time hesitated, whether he
Jlie coast, and upwar !s t>f a mile from the should return to Karakakooa, or take the
the depth of water, on the outside, chance of finding a harbour in the Islands
land
During this survey to the leeward. The bay was not so combeinp: twenty fathoms.
Biitannee had contrived to slip away. His modious, but that a better might probably
information having proved erroneous, he be met with, either for repairing the masts,
might, perhaps, be afraid of returning. In or procuring refreshments; the latter of
the evening the weather beca"'^ more mo- which, it was imagined, the neighbourhood
buf it of Karakakooa had lately been pretty well
derate, when we again made sail
blew so violently about midnight, as to split drained of. It was, on the other hand, considered, as an imprudent step, to leave a
the fore and main-top sails.
On Sunday the 7th, in the morning, we tolerable good harbour, which, once lost,
bent fresh sails. Being now about four or could not be regained, for the mere possibiespecially, as
five leagues from the shore, and the weather lity of meeting with a better
\ery unsettled, the canoes would not venture the failure of such a coaitingency, nsight
off, so that our female guests were under the have deprived us of any resource.
now
necessity of remaining with us, though, at stood on towards the land, to give the natives on shore an opportunity of releasing
this time, much against their inclination
and, about noon,
for they were all exceedingly sea-sick, and their friends on board
many of them had left their infants on shore. when we were within a mile of the shore,
The weather continued squally, yet we stood several canoes came off to us, but so loaded
and being with people, that no room could be found
in fbr land, in the afternoon
the pinnace was
within three leagues of it, we saw two men for any of our guests
conjectured, that therefore hoisted out to land them
paddling towards us.
and the
they had been driven off the shore, by the master who commanded it, was instructed
and therefore stop- to examine the south oasts of the bav for
late boisterous weather
ped the ship's way, in order to take them in. water, but returned without success. VariaThese poor wretches were so exhausted by ble winds, and a strong current to the northfatigue, that had not one of the natives on ward, retarded their return.
board jumped into the canoe to their assistOn Tuesday the 9th, at eight o'clock,
ance, they would hardly have been able to A. M. it blew very hard from the S. E.
fix it to a rope thrown out for that purpose. which occasioned us to close ^reef the topIt was with great difficulty that we got sails.
ihem up tlie ship** side, together with a child
On Wednesday the 13th, at two o'clock.

all

the canoes

Soon

left

;

;

;

-,

;

;

We

;

;

;

;

We

;

c

;
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in a heavy squall, we fonnd ourselves
close in with the breakers, to the northward
Ijad
of the west point of Ovthyhee.

A. M.

We

and

several
room
apprize
Discovery,
and
the
alarm
to
guns

just

to avoid thern,

fired

received ii« with the. greatest dejuonstrations
of joy.
Various were our cojijectures on
the c?\use of this extraordinary appearance,
wiicu our anxiety was in part relieved by
the return of our boat, the crew of which
brought us iutellig-ence, that Terreeoboo
was absent, and that the bay was tabooed.
This account appeared very satisfactory to
many of our company but some were of
opinion, that there was, at this time, somewhat very suspicious in the beliaviourof the
natives
and that the taboo, or interdiction,
on pretence of the king's absence, was contrived art-fuliy, to afford him time to consult

In the afterrioon, the weather
inoderafe.
A ftvv canoes
vt!)lured to come off to us when we were
informed by those belonginjr to them, that
much mischief had been occasioned by the
late storms, and that a great many canoes
We kept beatini? to windliad been lost.
ward the remainder of the day and, in the
eveiiins:, were within a mile of Karakakooa
bay; but we stood oti" and on till day-light, liis chiefs in what manner we should be
Whether those suspicions were
the next morning, when we cast anchor in treated.
well founded, or the account given by the
our old station.
On Thursday the II th, and part of the natives was the truth, we were never able
For though it is not improba12tii, all hands were employed in getting to ascertain.
vut the fore-mast, and conveying it on shore, ble, that our sudden return, for which they
Jiesicies the damage which the head of the could see no apparent cause, and the necesmast had sustained, the heel of it was found sity of which we afterwanis found it very
by the carpenters, excee<ling rotten, having difficult to make them con)prehend, might
yet the unsuspicious
a large hole in the middle. As the neces- occasion some alarm
several
conduct
of
^'erreeoboo,
who, on his suppostake
up
to
were
likely
repairs
sary
days, Mr. Bayly and Mr. King got the ed arrival, the next morning, came immediastro'nomical apparatus on shore, and pitch- alely to visit Capt. CfH)k, and ihe conseed their tents on the Morai, guarded by a quent return of tlie natives to their former
friendly inter- friendly intercourse with us, are strong
corporal and six marines,
Course was renewed with the priests, who proofs that they neither meant, nor appreInsup(iort
for our greater security, tabooed the place l>ended, any change of conduct.
sail-maof
this
opinion,
we
the
of
may
add
account
The
before.
with their wands as
the
kind
another
accident,
precisely
of
same
the
damarepair
to
shore
kers were sent on
ges, in their department, sustained by the which happened to us, on our first visit, the
They occupied a house day before the king's arrival. A native havlate' heavy gales.
adjoining to the Morai, that was lent us by ing sold a hog on board our ship, and receiv.
Such were the arrangements ed the price agreed on, Pareea, who saw the
the priests.
on shore. But on coming to anchor in the transaction, advised the seller not to part
bay, our reception was so very different from with his hog, without an advanced price,
what it had been upon our first arrival, thai For his interference in this business, he was
we were all astonished: no shouts were harshly spoken to, and pushed away and
heard, no bustle or confusion, by the mo- as the taboo was soon laid on the bay, we,
but we at first, supposed it to be the consequence
tions of the natives, were perceived
bay, of the affront oliered to the chief Both
deserted
solitary,
a
in
found ourselves
canoe
tliese events serve to shew how extremely
or
a
appearing,
friend
a
hardly
with
Their curiosity, indeed, might be difficult it is to draw any certain conclusion
stirring.
supposed to be diminished by this time; from the conduct of a people, with whose
but the hosi>itable treatment we had been language and customs we were so imperSome idea, liovvever,
eontinually iavoured with, and the friendly fectly acquainted.
to
formeil
difKcuIties those have
may
be
of
the
induced
us
manner in which we parted,
woidd
who
intercourse with
to
encounter,
their
have
in
thev
txii'Ct that on our return,
her of danger.

had been more

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

AM) UOUNl)

WOULD.

rili:

Tlli

stranpcTS, ore oWliiced to steer their
c'ourse in the midst ol" uncertainties, when

imagined the canoe would land, btil were
too late
the people having <piilt«Hl it, and

the most serious consequences tnay l»e exHowpected by only iniairinary olTeiicts.
ever true or faUe our conjeclure*. may lie, it
is certain this ciay, the Tith, things went on
in their usual qniet course.
On Saturday the 13th, at t'le approach of
evening:, the officer who conimanded the
waterina: parly of the Discovery, came to inform Mr. King, tliat several chiels were
assembled near ihe beach, and were driving
away the natives, who assisted the sailors in
declarinj?, at
rolling the casUs totiie shore
the same time, that their behaviour seemed
to be very suspicions and he imagined they
would give him some farther disturbance.
Mv. King, agreeable to his request, sent a

made

ilirse

;

their escape into the c;onntry before
were at this time ignorant,
our arrival.
that the goods had been already restored ;

We

probalde, from the circnm'*
first observed, that they
njight be of importance, for this rearon, we
were unwilling to relinquish our hopes of
recovering them. Having therefore enquired of the natives which way the fugitives
had gone, we followed them, till it was near
dark, when judging ourselves to be three
mdes from the tents, an<l suspecting that
the natives, who frequently encouraged us
in the fjursuit, were amusing ur, with false
information, we thought it in vain fo continue our search any longer, and therefore
but
permitted
him
to
take
returned to the beach. During our absence
marine with him,
only his side arms. Tiie officer, in a short a difference of a more serious nature had
time returned, and inf<»rmed Mr. King, that happened. The officer who had been disttle inhabitant had armed themselves with patched in the small boat after the thieves,
stones, and were become very tumultuous. and who was returning on b<>ard with the
Mr. King therefore went himself to the wa- goods that had been restored, seeing Capt.
tering |)lace, attended by a marine with his Cook and Mr. King engaged in the pursuit
musket. Seeing them approach, the Islan- of the offenders, seized a canoe which was
ders threw away their stones, and, on Mr. drawn upon the shore. This canoe belongKing's application to some of the chiefs, the ed to Pareea, our friend, who at that instant,
mob was dispersed. Every thiny: being now arriving from on board the Discovery, claimquiet, Mr. King went to meet Capt. Cook, ed his property, and protested his innocence.
who was coming on shore in the pinnace. However, the officer persisted in detaining
He related to the Commodore all that had it, in which he was encouraged by the crew
recently happened, and receive-d orders to of the pinnace, then waiting for the CommoThe consequence of this imprudent
tire ball at the oficnders, should they again dore.
behave insolently, and in case of their be- conduct was, what might have been expectginning to tiirow stones. In consequence ed a scuflle ensued and Pareea uniortuof these orders, 3Ir. King ciMiimanded the nately was knocked down, by a violent
corporal to give directions, that the sentinel's blow on the iiead with an oar. Several oi
pieces should be loaded >virh ball, instead the natives, who had hitherto been unconOn onr rehirn to I'ne tents, we cerned spectators, began now to attack our
of shot.
heard a continued fire of muskets from people with such a shower of stones, that
the Discovery, which we observed to be di- they were compelled to make a precipitate
rected at a canoe, that we saw paddling retreat, and swam off to a rock, at a consitowards the shore, in great haste, and pur- derable distance from the shore. Tl'.e pinimme nace was plundered immediately by the
sued by one of our small boats.
diately concluded, that the firing was in natives, and would have been entirely deconsequence of some theft, and Capt. Cook molished, had not Pareea ir.terposed, who
ordered 3Ir. King to follow him with a had not only recovered front his blow, bni
marine armed, and to endeavour to seize had also forgot it at the same instant. He
the people as they came on shore. Accord- ordered the crowd to disperse, and IkcIm. tiingly, we ran towards the place wljere we ed to our people to come and take possession
a!)d

thinking

stances

it

we had

at

;

:

We

;

o
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of the pinnnco; and afterwards assured them,
that lie would u^a his iniiueuce to get (he
things restored which had been taken out
Alter their departure, he followed
of it.
them in his canoe, carrying them a midshipman's cap, and some other articles and expressing much concern at what had haj)pened, begged to know, if the Orono woidd
kill him ? and whether he might he permitted to g-o on board the next day ? He was
assured ill at he would be well received
upon which he joined noses with the officers
(tiieir nsnar token of amity) and paddled
over to Kowrowa. ^Vhen these particulars
were related to Capt. Cook, he was exceedand when the Captain and
ingly concerned
Mr. King were returning on board, the
former expressed his fears, that these Islanders would oblige him, though much
;

;

;

against his inclination, to use violent meaadding, they must not be
sures with them
permitted to suppose that they had gained
nas too late to
an advantage over us.
take any steps this evening, the Commodore
therefore only gave oiders, tijat eytiy native
should be immediately turned out of the
;

H

This order having been executed,
Mr. King returned to his station on shore
and the events of the day having much abatships.

;

ed our former confidence in the natives, we
posted a double guard on the Morai, witji
orders to send to Mr. King and let him
know, if any of the natives were seen huking about the beach. At eleven o'clock,
five of the natives were seen creeping round
the bottom of the Morai they approached
.silently with great cautioji, but, perceiving
they were discovered, immediately retired
out of sight. At midnight, one of them
ventured very near the observatory, when
one of the centinels (ired over him whereupon, he, with some olhers, Hed with great
precipitation, and we \nu\ no farther molestation during the remainder of the night.
:

;

The temper
totally

of these

changed

;

Islanders

was

now

avid for s«>me d.iys past, as

may

be seen from our journal, they i)ecame
In the course
an<l more troublesome.
of this day, several parties of them were
busy in rolling stones from the edue of he
hill, with u view, as we supposed to annoy

more

I

8

POLE,

the shijys
but these were at too great a
distance to receive any damage
hovvevtr,
the ConiMiodore looking upon this as an
insult, ordered some of our great guns to be
tired among them, and, in less than ten
minutes, not an Indian waste be seen near
the place.
In the afternoon, Terreeoboo
came on board, and complained of our having killed two of his people, intimating, at
the same time, that they had not the least
intention of hurtii^g us. He continuf-d on
hoard near two hours, amusing hinise!t'
with seeim? our armourers work, and requested that they might be permitted to
make him a pahooa, (an instrument used in
battle, when they come to close quarters)
which was immediately done.
Sunday, the 14th, of February, 1779.
This is that memorable day, in which are
conj|)rized the aflecling incidents, and melancholy particulars, that concluded with the
assassination of our beloved and honoured
Conjmodore. Very early in the morning,
a party of the Islanders were perceived who
made a great lamentation, and moved slowly
along to the beating of a drum, tha^ gave
scarcely a stroke in a minute. From this
circumstance our [)eop!e supposed, they
were burving the dead who had been kdled
the preceding day. At day break, Mr. King
repaireii on board the Resolution, in order
to examine the time-keejier.
In his way
thither, he was hailed by the Discovery, and
received the alarming inlbrmation, that
;

;

their cutter hatl been stolen, in some time
of the night, from the buoy, where it was
moored. The boat's painter had beeen cut
two fathoms from the buoy, and the remainder of the ro|)e was gone with the boat.
This gave cause suthcient to suspect that,
some villany was hatching by the I-^landers,
and that ill consequences woidd follow such
a daring theft.
With these thoughts Mr.
King hastened on board the Hexdution,
whose whole company w^re by this time in
motion. On his urrival, he found the marines arming, the crew preparing to warp
the sliip nearev to the shore, and Capt Cook
loading his d<juble barrel gun. He began
with ii relation of what had happened in
the night at the Morai, when the Commodore

AM) HOUXI) THE
/nterniptrd him witli som^ pafferness, and
iiilonned liiin of the loss of the l)i rovery's
rtitter, ami of the prepariHion*^ he \va<? iitakaddiinv- th;i1 Ik' was leinii: to rtcover it
solveil to seize Terieeohoo, and fo conrine
him on hoard till the boat should he returnhad l)een Capt. Cook's usual practice,
1
ed.
in all the Islands of the Paritlr 0<)ean he
ii.td \isited, whenever any thnii>- of consequence had been stolen by the natives, to
jret their kinij-, or some of the principal
earees on hoard, where he detained them as
|)risoners, till the property that had been
\i>'i\
was restored and this method havinghitherto proved successful, he meant to purIn consesue it on the present occasion.
fiueuce of this hasty determination, the
Commodore gave orders to stop every canoe
havthat should attempt to leave the bay
intr resolved to seize, and destroy them, if
the cutter could not be recoveted by lenient
measures. To this e.'id the boats of both
;

1

;

;

.

ships, properly

manned and armed, were

stationed across the bay. 'i'he Islanders
observing* our motions, and seeing' the ships
warping' towards the tow ns, of w Inch there
were two, one on each side of the harbour,
they concluded that our design was to seize
In consequence of which contheir boats.
jecture, most of their large war canoes
took the alarm, and were making off, when
our guns, loaded with grape and canister

U'OKLD.
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from every direction
and that (hey assumed a very different coulitenance to what
they usually wore upon all lormer occasions; he therefore, when arri\ed at his
station on shore, issued strict orders to the
marines, to continue within the tent, to
charge their muskets with ball, and not, on
any.corisideiation, tofpiit their atnis. This
done, he waited upon old Kaoo, and the
;

priests, at their respective huts,

and explain-

ed to them, as well as he was able, the reason of the hostile preparations, which had
so exceedingly aiaruied them.
Ife found
they were no strangers to our loss of the cutter, and assured tliem,
that though the
Commodore was resolved not only to recover it, but to punish, in the most exemplary
manner, the perpetrators of the theft yet
they, and all the inhabitants of the village,
on our side, need not be alarmed, nor apprehend the least (iaiiirer from us. He desired the jiriests to communicate the motives
by which we were actuated in our present
conduct, to the peo|>!e, and to entreat them
not to entertain groundless fears, but, confiding in our declarations, to remain peaceable and quiet.
Mr. King having thus
made known our real intention, Kaoo asked, with great emotion, if Terreeoboo, tlie
king, was to be hurt
Mr. King declared
he was not; upon which, both Kaoo and
the rest of the priests seemed much satisfied
;

'J

w ith this assurance.
them back.
In the interval of these transactions, Capt.
Between the hours of seven and eight
o'clock, Capt. Cook and Mr. King' quitted Cook having called off the launch from the
the former in the pin- N. part of the bay, and taken it with l»im,
the ship together
nace, having Mr. Philips, and nine marines landed, regardless of appearances, at Kowwith him and the latter in a small boat. rowa, with Mr. Philips,' lieutenant of the
The last orders Capt. Cook g^ave Mr. King, marines, a serjeant, and nine privates. He
were, to quiet the minds of the people on proceeded immediately into the village,
his side of the bay, by the strong^est assu- where he w as received respectfully
the
snot, drove

;

;

;

rances, that they should not be injured
to
keep his people together, and to be continually on his guard. Capt. Cook and Mr.
King, then parted the former intending to
;

;

Kowiowa, where Terreeoboo reand the latter to- the beach.; When
Jvlr. King' had landed, he piere'eived many
of the warriors of Owhyhee were clotlied
heir military mats, though withoutavms;
it)
thvjt ti\ey were gathering- together in a body
^
No. 4d.
4 Z
proceed to

sided,

1

people, a.s usual, prostrating themselves before him,, and making their accustomed offerings of small hogs
but it was observed,
that the chiefs were in some consternation
on seeing -the Captain and his guard, and
that they soon disappeared one after anoiher.;Vlhe Commodore perceiving that his
main design was not suspected, the next
step he took, was to enquire for the king,
and the two boys, his sons, who liad been
;
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on board the Resolution,
In a short time the boys returned, with
some of the natives who had been sent in
and conducted Capt. Cook
search of them
'to the habitation where Terreeoboo had
The old king had just awoke; and
slept.
his constant guests

;

the Cajitain addressed him in the mildest
terms assuring him, that no violence was'
intended against his person, or any of his
people;. but only against those who had
been uuiliyofa most unprecedented act of
robbery, by cutting from her mooring, one
of the ship's boats, without which, th«y
could neither conveniently water, nor carry
on tlje necessary communication with the
requiring of the king at the samt»
sho.v
time, to give orders for the cutter to be reand reouesting his
stored uithovit delay
company with him on board, till his orders
should be carried into execution. Terreeoboo, in rt- ()ly, protested his total ignorance
of the theft said he was very ready to asand
sist in discovering the author of it,
but he
should be glad to see him punished
shewed areat unwillingness to trust his person with those whohad so lately exercised unusual severiliei against his people. He was
told, that the tumultuous aj)pearance of his
people, and their re|)eated depredations.
made some unrommon severities necessary
but that not the least hurt should be done
to the meanest inhabitant of his Island bv
any person belonging to the ships and all
that was necessary for the continuance of
peace, was, to pledtfe hlins»?I( for the honesty
of his people. NV^ith that view, and that
only, he came to request tlje king to place
confidence in him, and to make the Resolution his home, as the most etfeclual means
ot putting a stop to the rol)i)eries that were
daily and hourly committed by his people,
both at the tents, and on board the ships,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and which were now
iusutierable.
strance, arose

so claring as to become
this remonaccepted the invitation.

The king upon
and

In about half an hour, Terreeoboo set out
with Capt. Cook, to attend him on board
and every thing had a prosperous appearancc. The two boys were already in the
pinnace, and the rest of the party were approaching the water-side when a woman,
;

;

named Ranee-kabereea,

the niolher of the
boys, and one of Terreeoboo's iavourite
wives, followed him, and with many tears
and entreaties besought him not to venture
onboard. At the same time, two warriors
who came ah>ng with her, laid hold of the

he should proceed no farther,

kinj?, insisting

and obliged him

to sit

A large body

down.

of the Islanders had by this time got together,^

who had

probably been alarmed by

the discharging of the great guns, and the
hostile appearances in the bay.
They now
bfrgan to behave outrageously, and to insult
th« guard.
Thus situated, Mr. Philips,
Lieutenant of the marines, perceiving that
his men were huddled together in the crowd,
consequently unable to use their arras,
should there be a necessity for so doing,
prop(»s€;l to the Commodore to draw them
up along the rocks, close to the edge of the
water; upon which the Lieutenant received
orders to njarch, and, if any one opposed, to
fire upon, or instantly dispatch him
buV.
the natives readily making way f«)r them to
pass, Mr. Philips drew them up in one
line, within about thirty yards of the place
where I'erreeoboo was silting.
The old
king continued all this time on the ground,
His eyes diffused gloomy discontent; his
;

head drooped, and his whole countenance
was impressed with every mark of terror
and dejection as if he was possessed with a
;

foreboding consciousness of the catastrophe,
in the bloody tragedy that was now about
to he acted.
Capt. Cook, unwilling to
abandon the object which occasioned him
to rome on shore, urged him most earnestly
to firoceed
but, on the other hand, if the
king apn*'ared inclined to attend him, the
surrounding chiefs interposed at first they
had recourse to entreaties; but afterward*
to force and violence, and even insisted on
his remaining on shore; and the word was
given, that Tootee was about to carry otF
their king, and to kill him.
Capt. Cook, at length, finding that the
alarm had spread too generally, and beintr
.sensible that there was not a probability of
getting Terreeoboo off without much bloodshed, thought it most prudent to give up the
point; observing to Mr. Philips, that it
:

:
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would be impossihlp to con»;'fl Ihe
eo on hoard, without rnnuinsi tiie

a great numlier ot" the ii fi il)ifauts.
Tlius tl»e enterprise was a!)an(lon<-<i h> Capnor did it appear, that his perlain Co<jk
son vvas in the lea t deirree ot" daneer, till
ail areident hapjiened, the re|)()rt ot »hirh
brouiilit torth in an instant a nuiid>er of
warriors from the crowd, and occasioned a
The boats
fatal turn to the whole otiair.
stationed across the bay, havinc: fired at
some war anoes, for attemptinif to ^et out,
had unfortunately killed one of their princiIntelligence of his death arrivpal cliiet's.
ed at the spot where the Commodore then
was, just as lie had parted from the kinpr,
and was walking slowly towards the shore.
The ferment it occasioned was immediately
the women and children
too conspicuous
were immediately sent away, and the men
soon put on their war mats, and armed
themselves with spears and stones. One of
the nativps having provided himself with
two of these missive weapons, advanced
towards Capt. Cook, flourishing a long intn
spike, or pahooa, in defiacce, and threatening to throw the stone. 'I'he Captain made
signs for him to desist, but the ujiin persis?ing in his insolence, and repeating his menaces with strange grimaces, he was [uovoked to tire a charge of small shot atliim
bui
rhe warrior being defended by his mat,
which the shot could not penetrate, this
served only to irritate and encourage the Is;

(

;

;

whose tiuhting men

now pushed

forward, throwing whole vollies of stones
at the marines.
One of the chiefs attempted
to stab Mr. Phillips with his pahooa, (some
say the very same that was made by our
armourers, at the request of the king, the
day before,) but not succeeding in his attempt, he received from him a blow with
the butt end of his musket.
general attack with stones succeeded, and the quarrel
became general. On our side, the guns
from the ships began to pour in their fire
upon the multitude of natives, as did likewise the marine guard, and those from the
boats; nevertheless, though the siaughfer
among the Islanders was great, yet, enraged
as they were, they stood an incessant (ire

A

and, without
charge aj^ain,
upon them with horrid shouts

Uin>? to with astoni-;}jin(p intrepidity;
risk of pfivine time lor the marines to

killiue:

landers,
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they rushed

in

What toHoued Mas a scene nf
honor and confusion, which can more easily
be conceived llian related. Four <»f the

aiul

yells

marines, corporal Thon)as,

an*! tiiree priaiui Fadj^el,
retreated amons^: the rocks, an<l fell victim.^
to the fury of the enemy.
Three others were

vates,

namely, Hinks, Allen,

danijerously wounded and the Lieutecaut,
>vho had received a stab between tlie shoul<lers with a pahooa, having fortunately reserved his lire, shot the man who had wounded him, just as he was going t«> repeat his
;

blow.
ter's

time onr Commodore was
he was standing at the wa-

I'lie last

distinctly seen,

edge, ordering

t'oe

boats to cease firing,

and pull in when « !)nse assassin, coming
behind him, and striking him on the head
witli his club, felletl hi«n to the ground, in
such a direction, that he lay with his face
;

A

f)rone in the water.

general shout

was

up by the Islanders on seeing the Captain fall, and his body was dragged on shore,
wliere he was surrounded by the enemy, who,
snatching the dagger from each other's

set

haiuls, displayed a savage ea'jerness to join
in his destruction.
It should seem that
vengeance was directed chiefly against our
they siip|>osed their
Commodore, by

whom

king was

board, and punished at discretion
for, having secured his
body, they fled without mvich regarding the
rest of the slain, one of whom they threw
into the sea.
Thus ended the life of the greatest navigator that this or any other nation could ever
boast of: who led his crews of gallant British seamen twice round the world
reduced
to a certainty the non-existence of a Southern continent, about which tlie learned of
all nations were in doubt
settled the boundariesaf fhe earth and sea and demonstrat-'
ed the impracticability of a N. W. passage'
from the Atlantic to the great Southern
Ocean, for which our ablest geographers
had contended, and in pursuit of which
vast sums had been spent in vain, and many
valuable mariners had miserably perished.
His death was doubtless premature yet ha
to

be dragged on
;

;

;

;

;
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lived to accomplish the great luidertaking
for whicli lje seemerl particularly desisfned.
sinrerely his loss was lamented, (we
speak herein the language of his panegyrist)
by those who owed tiieir security to his skill

How

difficult to represent

the horror, dejection,

and distnay, which followed sodreadlul and
unexpected a catastrophe. Let us ihe.t f.-re
turn from so mournful a scene, to (he pleasing contemplation of his virtues, characltr,

and conduct, end every consolation to his and public services, the history of whicli
tenderness and huuianity, it is ini[}Ossihle to our readers will find in the subsequent
describe; and the task would be equally chapter.

CHAP. XV.
Memoirs of the life and public services of Captain James Conk ; His birth and parentage ; JEduca,
Hon and earli/ siiuation in life ; His inclinalionfor the sea, and first employment in the vierchani's
service; Tries his fortune in his Majesty's ship, the Eagle ; Js made a Lieutenant ; His behaviour under Sir William Uarnaby, and when engaged in the active scenes of the nar in America ;
His appointmeids, by the recommendations of Lord Colvitle and Sir Hugh Palliser ; His first
roi/a"-e to the South Seas ; His second, to complete the discovery of the Southern Hemisphere ;
His third and last voyage, in order to discover a North West passage ; An account of his family,
and their pensions ; Observations on his character and death ; Particulars ichich happened subset
qiient to his death ; Bravery of Lieutenant Philips ; The Islanders forced to retire; Siiuation
of our party at the Morai ; Annoyed by stones ; An attempt to storm the Morai ; Quilted by our
people; A short truce, and pacific measures adopted; 3Ir. King sent to obtain a conference with
some of the chiefs of Owhyhee; His interview with Koah ; Contemptuous behaviour of the nc~
fives, and precautions taken on our side; Apart of Captain Cook's body brought; Farther provocations from the natives ; Our watering parties harrasscd with stones ; The village of Kakooa
burned • Instance of bravery in 07ie of the natives ; A procession headed by Kaireekeea ; The
hones of Captain Coak brought on board ; They are committed to the deep with the usual funeral
ceremonies.

HAVING
our excellent

but we rest our
fate of of the like kind with this
the Rev. Mr.
of
authority
oredibiliiy
on
Captain
the
Commander,
from th«
taken
certificate,
readers
(jieenside,
whose
proceed to give our

related the nntitnely

Cook, we now
Rome new and authentic

[larticulars of the
the whole, v. e
navigator;
life of this ureat
a more cormakinc:
affirm,
will venture to

rect and complete historical narrative, on so
interesting a subject, than has hitherto appeared in any edition whatever of Captain

;

register of births in his parish, is now iii
the possessiriu of our publisher. The father
of Capt. Cook was a day labourer to a
farmer, and lived inasmall village surround-

mud walls who afterwards removed
Ay ton where he was employed as
a peasant by the late Thomas Scuttowe, Esq.
with whom he was assisted by young Cook,
ed with

to

Great

;

;

Cook's voyages, under whatever authority
published, or however pompously set forth.
The lair Captain James Cook, the subject his son, in the different branches of husbanyouth was
of these memoirs, was born at Marton, in dry. At the age of thirteen, this
a schoolPullen,
of
Mr.
the
tuition
under
put
the North Ridinsr of Yorkshire, on Februinstructed
was
he
whom
of
Ayton,
by
master
particular,
we
ary the 3rd, 1728. In this
may contradi(;t the ignorant assertions foist- in the arts of writing, common book-keepshewn art
ed on the public bv editors of publications ing &c. and he is said to have
4
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genius in his application to the the security of the large •^hips in proceeding
In up the river. The courage and address with
rules of vulgar arithmetic.
several
his
which he acqinf ted himself in these services,
of
seventeen,
ape
at
the
Jan nary, I74o,
father hountl him apprentice, to learn llie gained Inm the warm friendship of Sir
{grocery and haberdashery business, at Snaith: Charles Saunders and Lord Colville, who
but his natural inclination not iiaving been continued tu patronize Inm during the rest
consulted on this occasion, he soon quitte<l of their lives, with the greatest zeal and affecthe counter in disgust, at^er a year and ti«m.
On the 1st, of April, 17(50, Ue received a
h:df's servitude; and havincf contracted a
stronc: i)ropensity to the sea, his master, uill- commission as a lit-utenant, and soon aftei
in*? to indulge him in following- the bent of a specimen of those abilities, which recomhis inclination, gave up readily his inden- mended him to the comm^snds^ in the exetures.
In July. 1746, he was bound ap- cution whereof he so hiuhly displayed l>is
prentice to Mr. Walker, of Whitby, for the merit, that his name will be handed down
term of three years, which time he served to to i)osterity, as one of the mosit skilful naviUnderhimhe gators which this country has piodiiced. In
l)is master's fnl satisfaction.
e v.as with Sir Williain Barnaby, on
tirst sailed o\\ board the ship Freelove, em- 17()5,
])loyed cliiefly in the coal trade from New- theJajuaica station; and behaved in such
In the spring of 1750. a manner as gained liim the approbation of
castle to London.
Mr. Cook shipj)ed himself as a seaman on the admiral. At tlic conclusion of the war,
1» »ard
the Maria, under the command of he was a()pointed, through the recouiuiendain which vessel he continued tion of Lord Colville, and Su' Hugh Palliser,
Cr.pt. Gaskin
In 1753, to survey the Gulph of St. Lawrence, and
ail that year, in the Baltic trade.
In this em1)6 entered on board his majesty's ship the the coasts of Newfoundland.
" having a mind," as he expressed ploynjent he continued till the year 1767,
Eaiile
himself, " to try his fortune that way." Some when the Royal Society resolved, that \t
tin:e after, the Eagle sailed vvitlj another would be proper to send a navigator into
friiiate on a cruise, in which they were very the South Seas, to observe the transit of the
planet Venus over the sun's disk; and
successful.
In the year 1758, we find this rising mari- Otaheite being fixed upon, the Endeavour,
ner, master of the Northumberland, the tiag a ship built for the coal trade, was put into
.ship of Lord Colville, who had then the com- commission, and the command of her given
mand of a squadron stationed on the coast of to Lieutenant, the late Capt. Cook, who
America. It was here, as he hasofien been was appointed with Mr. Charles Green, to
heard to say, that djiring a hard winter, he observe the transit. In this voyage he was
first
read Euclid, and applied himself lo accompanid by Joseph Banks, Esq, since
the study of the mathematics and astronomj', Sir Joseph, and Dr. Solander, and other inwithout any assistance than what a (ew genioiis artists. The transit of Venus was
books, and ijis own industry afforded. At observed in different parts of the Island, and
the same time, that he thus found means to the Captain returned, after having been abcultivate his understanding, improve his sent almost three years, in which period he
iJlind, and supply the deficiences of an early had made discoveries equal to all the navigaeducation, he was engaged in most of the tors of his country, from the time of Columbusy and active scenes of the war in Ame- bus to the present. From this period, as
rica.
At the siege of Quebec, Sir Charles his services increased in usefulness to the
Saunders comniitled to his charge, the exe- public, so his rejiutation advanced to a
cution of services of the tirst importance in height too great for our encomiums to reach.
the naval depart u>ent.
He piloted the boats Perhaps no science ever received greater adto the attack of Montmorency
conducted ditions from the labours of a single man,
the embarkation to the lieights of Abraham, than geography has done from those of
examined the passage, and laid buoys for Capt. Cook who, in his first voyage to

uncommon

I

I

;

;

;

;
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the South Seas discovered the Society Isles
determined the insularity of New Zealand;
discovered the straits which separate the
two Islands, called after his name and
made a complete survey of both. He afterwards explored the eastern coast of New
Holland, hitherto unknown; a«» extent of
27 (leg. of lat. or n})vvards of two thousand
;

;

miles.
it

Sandwich Islands; which, on account of
their situation and productions, may |>erha(>s
become an object of more consequence, tlran
any other discovery in the South Sea, lie
explored what iiad remained before uu-

known

of the western coast of America, an
extent of thirty-seven hundred miles ascertained the proximity of the two ooutinents
of Asia and America
sailed throug-h t\»«
straits
between tiietn, and surveyed the
coasts on each side, so far as to be satisfied
of the impracticability of a passage in that
hemisphere from the Atlantic into the Pacitic Ocean, by an eastern or western coast.
In short, he completed the hydo|?raphy of
the habitable globe, if we except the Japanese Archipelago, and the sea of Amur,
which are still known imperfectly by Euro;

;

Soon after the Captain's return to England,
was resolved to equip two ships to com-

plete the discovery of the Southern hemivSphere.
It had lonjr been a prevailing idea,
that the unexplored part contained another
Continent. To ascertain the fact was the
prinripal object of this expedition
and that
nolhina- might Be omitted that could tend to
facilitate the enterprize, two ships were j>rovided the one, the .Resolution, under the peans. Throughout this voyage it must be
command of Capt. Cook
the othei, the confessed, that his services as a navigator.
Adventure, commanded by Capt. Furneaux. are important and meritorious. The raeIn this second expedition round the world, thods vvhi(h he invented, and sosucce'^stully
Capt. Cook resolved the great problem of a put in practice, of preserving the health.
Southern Continent; having so completely (nnd con>equently the lives) of seamen, will
Iraversed that hemisphere, as not to leave a transmit his natne to future ages, as a friend
It is well
possibility of its existence, unless so near and benefactor" of mankind.
the pole, as to be beyond the reach of navi- known among those who are conversant in
gation. In this v<*yage, New Calednoia, the i»aval history, that the advaiitiiges which
largest Island in the Southern Pacific Ocean, have been sojight, tliroac:h the medium oi
except New Zealand, was discovered; as long ^ea voyages, have always bee!> purchaswas also the Island of Georgia and an un- ed at a dear rate. That dreadful disorder
known coast, which the Captain named which is peculiar to this service, must, withSandwich land
and haviuff twice visited out exercising an unwarrantable degree oi
the tropical seas, he settled the situations of tyranny over our seamen, have been an inthe old discoveries, and made several new supeiable obstacle to our enterprizes. It
was reserved for Capt. Cook to convince the
ones.
The want of success which attended Capt. world, that voyages might be protracted to
Cook's attempt to discover a Southern Conti- three, or even four years, in unknown
nent, did not set aside juiother plan which regions, and under every change of climate,
bad been recommended some time before, without affecting the health, in the smallest
This was no other than the finding out a r(egree, and even without diminishing the
few months after his
N. W. passage, which the fancy of some probability of life.
chimerical projectors had conceived to be a departure from England, notwithstanding^
practicable scheme. His services were re- he was then absent, the Royal Society voted
quired for this arduous undertaking, and he Vjuti Sir (Todfrey Copley's gold medal, as a
This third reward for the account, which he had transotTered them without hesitation.
and last voyage is distinguished by the ex- Hiitted to tha*^ body, of the metho<l taken to
tent and importance of its discoveries. Not pres-erve the health of the crew of his ship,
to mention several sma'ler Islands in the Capt. Cook was a married man, and left!
Southern Pacific, Capt. Cook discovered the several children behind him. On each of
gronp, north of the equinoxial bne, called these his i»ajesty has settled a pension of
;

;

;

;

;

A
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twenty-five fjotinds a year, and fy. o hundred
pounds per aniiui;i, on his \vi(h>-,v.
The constitution of thisgreal and nn|>ara]lelied navigator, was robust both l»y nature
»nd habit his body having: bee>» inured to
labour, and rendered capable ot" nnderuoinsr
His stomach bore,
tlie severest hardships.
without complaining, the most coarse and
ungrateful food. Indeed, he submitted with
an easy self-denial, to wants of every kind,
which he endured with remarkable indittercnce. 'I'he qualities of his mind w ere of llie
same hardy vigorous kind with those of his
body.
His understanding was strong- and
his judsrment, in whatever
tpii(-k-sia:hted
services
he was en^ajjed in,
related lo the
quick and sure: his desii^ns were bold and
His coudaring, yet manly and discreet.
rage was cool and determined, and accompanied with an admiral presence of mind,
His manners
in the moment of danger.
were plain and unaffected.
Some have censured his temperas subject
but let it be conto hastiness and passion
sidered, that these were counteracted, and
frequently disarmed, by a disposition benevolent and humane. There are those who
have blamed Capt. Cook for his severity to
the natives of ditFerent Islands which we
but it was not to these alone he was
visited
He never suffered
severe in his discipline.
any fault in his own people, though ever so
If they were
trivial, to escape unpunished.
charc:ed with insulting a native, or injuring
Ijim in his pvo[)erty, if the fact was proved,
the olTeuder seldom escaped unpunished.
I3y this iajpartial distribution of equal justice, the natives themselves conceived so
high an i(iea of his wisdotn, and his power
too, that they paid him the honours bestuu^
ed on their Katooa, or good spirit.
This is certain, that a most distinguishing
feature in Capt. C«»ok's character, was that
unremitting perseverance in the pursuit of
his object, which was not only superior to
ihe opposition of dangers, and the pressure
of hardships, but evt-n exempt from the
want of ordinary relaxation. During the
ihree long voyages in u iiioh he was engaged,
his eagerness and aciivity were never in the
l^ast abated.
No incidental temptation
;

:

;

;
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could detain him for n moniraf

;

*'Vf*n

those

intervals of recreation, which sometimes occnrrt d unavoidably, and were looktd u>r by
us with a longing which persons who huve expenenceii the fatigues of service will readily

(xcuse, were submitted to by him witli a
•eriam iujpatience, whenever ihey could not
be employed in making further provisions
for the prosecution of his designs.
In tJie
course ol this wo>k, we have faithfully enumerated all the particular instances in which
these qualities were displayed, during the
great and important enterprizes in which he
was engaged: and we have likewise stated
the result of those services, under the two
principal heads to whu h they may be referred, those of geography and navigation, eacii
of which we have |)laced in a separate ami
distinct point of view.
cannot close these memoirs, without
taking a slight retrospective view of the tragical end of this truly great ajui worthy sea
otficer.
It was imagined by some of those
who were present,^ that the marines and
those who were in the L'oufs, fired without
Capt. Cook's orders, and that he was
anxious to prevent the farther effusion of
blood
it is therefore probable, that on this
occasion, his humanity firoved fatal to him
for it was observed, that while be faced the
natives, no violence had been ofJered him
but when he turned about to give directions
to the boats, he in.uieo'iately received the
fatal blow.
Wise! her this was morfal or
not, it is impossible for any one to deteitinne
but we were informed by a geiitlenjan r,n'
boar<l the Discovery, whose veracii'y is unquestionable, that there was time sufficient
fo have secured the body of our brave Commander, hail a certain lieutenant, who commanded a boat of the same ship, pulled in,
instead of making off*
do not mention
his name, but if our information is a»j undeniable fact, the dastardly officer merits
justly that contempt and poverty, to which
it is said he is at present reduced.
l)e^
leave further to observe, that the mUives
had certainly no intention at first of destroying Capt. Cook, or any of his party. The
cause first originated in the death of the
Eree, who was shot by one of our people in
•

We

;

;

;

;
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it was this circumstance which
alarmed them, and, in consequence of tlsis
At this
it was that tliey armed themselves.
period Capt, Cook might have returned on
Ooard with safety but he was unfortunate
in missing the man who behaved insolent to
him, and shooting another; he was unfortunate in the tiring of the marines; and

the boat:

;

cquaiSy so in the

firing*

wards the shore, where thy perceived the
bodies lying on the ground without dpy
signs of life.
However, they ju<iged it dangerous to attempt to bring them off with so
inconsiderable a force
and their ammunttion being nearly consumed, they returned
;

to the ships, leaving the bodies in possession
of the natives, together with ten stands of

of the people in the arms.
After the general consternation, which tlie
news of this misfortune had diffused througnout the whole company of both ships, had
in some degree subsided, their attention was
called to the party at the morai, where the

launch all which happened in the space of
a few minutes. In short, all the causes that
brought on the death of this much Jamented
Circumnavigator, were produced by a chain
of events which could no more be foreseen
than prevented. His memory we leave to
the jrratitude and admiration of posterity.
;

mast and sails were on shore, guarded by
only six marines. It is ditficult to describe
now procee(i to relate those particu- the emotions that agitated the minds of Mr.
lars, that have come to our knowledge, and King and his attendants, at this station,
which happened subsequent to the death of during the time in which these occurrences
Capt. Cook.
We have before- observed, had hap[)ened, at the other side of the bay.
that four of the marines, who accompanied Being at the distance only of a mile from
the village of Kowrowa, they could distinctly
the Commodore, were killed by the natives
the survivors, with Mr. Philips, their lieute- perceive a vast multitude of people collected
nant, threw themselves into the sea, and on the spot where Capt. Cook had just bemade their escape, being protected by a fore landed. I'hey heard the firing of the
smart fire from the boats. On this occasion^ muskets, and observed an nncommon bustle
a striking instance of gallant behaviour, and and agitation anjong the crowd. Tliey afterof afTection for his men, was displayed by wards saw the isian<iers retreating, the boats
Mr. Philips; for he had scarcely got into retiring lVon> the shore, and ()assing atid rejhe boat, when, seeintr one of the marines, passing, with {^reat stdlness, between the
who was not a very expert swimmer, strug- shif)s. Mr. King's heart soon mis-gave him
gling in the water, and in danger of being on this occasion. Where so valuable a life
taken by the Islanders, he instantly leap^<l was concerned, he could not avoid being
:nlo the sea to his assistance, though cunsider- alarrr.ed by such new and threatening apBesides this, he knew that Capt.
ahly wounded l)in)'^elf; and afier receiving a pearances.
fllow on his head from a stone, which had Cook, from a long series of success, in his
almost sent him to the bottom, lie caught transactions with the natives of this ocean,
the marine by the hair, and brought him off had acquired a degiee of confidence, which
in safety.
Our f)eople for some time kept might, in s^me ill-t'ated moment, put him
up a constant tire from ni(»st of the boats, too much off his guard and Mr. King now
(which, during the whole transaction, were saw all the dangers to which that confidence
at no greater distance from the lan<J than might lead, without deriving much consolatwenty yards,) in order to afford their unfor- tion froui the consideration of the experience
tunate companious, if any of iheni should which had given rise to it. His first care,
still remain alive, an opportunity of effecting on hearing the report of the muskets, was
These eiforts, seconded by a to as'iure the Islanders, considerable numtheir escaj)e.
few guns, that were, at the same time, fired bers of whom were assembled rotnul the
from the .Resolution, h.aving at length com- wall of our <*onsecrated field, and seemed at
pelled the enemy to retire, a small boat, a loss how to account for what they had
manned by five uiidshijimtn, puiled to- heard and seen, that they should meet with

We

;

;
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no molestation and tliat, at all events, lie not as yet testified the smallest ilisposition
was inclined to continue on peaceable terms to molest the parfy, it was diflicult to
answer for the all* latum, w Inch the intelliwitii them.
KiMframl
Mr.
his
atten<lgence of the transacti«»n at Kowrowa might
situation,
In this
ants reniiJined till ihe boats had returned on liroduce. Mr. King therefore tlif)ught pro;

perceiving- l)y
Ci»i>t. Cleike,
his telescope, that our party was
SUIT Minded by tin- natives, who, lie thonj>ht,
desiiriied to attack them, ordere<l two tourpounders to be tired at the Islanders. The>e
giiiis, tiiouu:h well aimed, did no mischiel';
but they eave the natives a convincinar |)roof

board, \vhiMi

mean^ of

per to disseoible his belief of the tieath of
Capt. Cook, and to desire Kaireekeea to
discourage the report
apprehending that
either the fear of our resentment, or the suc;

example of (heir countrymen, might
them to seize the favourable
which at this time |)resented
of their powerful etlects, A cocoa-nut tree, itself", of giving us a second blow. He, at
unuer which some otthem were sittinu, was the same time, advised him to bring old
broken in the middle by one of the balls; Kao»», and the other priests, inti* a large
and the other shivered u rock, w hicii stood Inuise adjoining to the morai, partly from a
As Mr. Kins reirard to their safety, in case it should have
in an exact line with tlieni.
bad, just before, given them the strongest been found necessary to have recourse to
and partly from a desire
assurances of their safely, he was extremely violent measures
mortitied at this act of hostility, and, to pre- of having him near our people, in order to
cessful

|)erhaps lead
opp'uf unity,

;

vent its beiu^' repeated, instantly dispatched
a boat to inform Capt. Cb-rke, that he v^as,
at present, on the most amicable terms with
ihe Islandeis, and that, if any future occasion shoubi arise for chr.njriii'r his conduct
louanls tliem, he wouUi hoist a jack, as a
5ig:nal for Capt. Cierke to atTord him his
Mr. Kins? waited for the return
assistance.
trrealest impatience;
and after remaininu" for the space ol a quarter
of an hour, under the utmost anxiety and
suspence, his fears were at length contirnitd, by the arrival of Mr. I5liu:h, witii orders
to strike tiie tents immediately, and to send
on board the sails, that were repairincr. At
the same instant. Kaireekeea having- also re-

of the boat with the

information of the

ceived

Cook,

Iroin a native

death of Capt.
arrived from

who had

3lie other side of the bay, approached Mr.
Knig, with great dejection and sorrow in his
countenance, enquiring" whether it was true.

At

time the situation of the party was
and i.nportant.
Not only
tiieir own lives, but the issue of the expedition, and the return of at least one of t!ie
ships, were involved in the same common
clanger.
They had the mast of the Resolution, and the greater jjart of the sails, on
shore, protected by only half a dozen marines.
Tiie loss of these would have been
this

lrp:iily

critical

irreparable
No. 43.

;

and

t!)oug!i the

6

A

Islanders iiad

make
if
I

n^e of his authority with the natives,
could be instrumental in maintuining

it

eare.

Having

.stationed the marines on the top
morai, which formed a strong an(\
advantageous i)ost, he intrusted the command lo Mr. IJiigh, who received the most
positive fiirections to act solely on the <lef"ensive
and he then went on board the Discovery, in order to confer with Capt. Cierke,
on the dangerous situation of our aiTairs;
He had no sooner left the spot, than the Islanders began to annoy our peof.de wifh
stones
and just after he had reached the
shif), he heard the firing of the marines.
He tlierefore hastily returned on shore,
where he found affairs growing every moment more alarming. The natives were
firoviding arms, and putting on their mats;
and their numbers augmented very fast. He
also observed several large bodies advancing
towards our party along the cbtf, by wliich
the village of Kakooa, is separated iVom tiie
north side of the bay where Kowroua is
situate.
At first they attacked our (leople
with stones from behind the walls of their
inclosures, and meeting with no resistance,
they soon became more daring. A few courageous fellows, haying crept alon^f the
beach, under cover oithe rocks, sudden'y
pre.seuied themselves at the foot of themorui,.

of the

;

;
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with nn intention of storming" it on the side
next the sea, which was its only accessible
and they were not disioHged before
part
they had stood a considerable quantity of
shot, and had seen one of their number fall.
The amazing' courage of one of these assailants deserves to be recorded. Having returned with a vie^y of carrying otf his companion, amidst the fire of our whole party,
he received a wound, which obliged him to
but, a few
quit the body, and retire
minutes afterwards, he again made his appearance, and receiving another wound, was
under the necessity of retreating a second
;

;

time.

At that moment, Mr. King

arrived

at the morai, and saw this man return a
tliird time, faint from the loss of blood and
JHeing informed of what had hapfatigue,
and
pened, he ibrbad the soldiers to fire
the Islander was su(Fered to carry off his
friend, which he wn; just able to acocomhimself, and
plish ; and then feil down
breathed his last. About this time a strong
;

reinforcement from both ships having landbehind their walls
which affording Mr. King access to the
priests, he sent one of them to exert his endeavours to bring his countrymen to some
terms, and to propose to them, that if they
would desist from throwing stones, he would
not allow our men to fire. This truce was
agreed to, and our people were suffered to
launch the mast, and carry off the sails,
astronomical instruments, &c. without molestation.
As soon as our party had quitted
the morai, the Islanders took possession of
ed, the natives retreated

;

stones,
it, and some of them threw a few
which, however, did no miscliief Between
eleven and twelve o'clock, Mr. King arrived
on board the Discovery, where he found
that no decisive plan had been adopted for
the regulation of our future proceedings.
The recovery of Capt. Cook's body, and the
restitution of the boat, were the objects,
which on all hands, we agreed to insist on
and Mr. King declared it as his opinion,
that some vigorous melhods should be put
in execution, if the demand of them should
not be instantly oomplied with. It may
justly he *!upposed that Mr. Kintr's feelings,
on tiie death of a beloved and respected
;
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had some share in this opinion
yet
there were doubtless other rt^itsous, and those
of' the most seiiuus nature
that had some
weight with him.
The confidence which
the success of the natives in killing ©ur
Coinmander, and oblivxing us to leave the
shore must naturally have inspired and the
advantage, however inconsiderable, which
they had gained o¥er us the preceding day,
would, he had no doubt, excite them to
make farther dangerous attempts; and the
more particularly, as they had no great reason, from what they had hitherto observed,
to dread the effects of our fire-arms.
This
kind of weapon, indeed, contrary to tlie
expectations of us all, had produced in them
no signs of terror. On our side, such was
the condition of our vessels, and the state of
disci |)line among us, that, had a vigorous
attack been made on us, during the night,
the consequences might perhaps have been
highly disagreeable.
Mr. King was supported, in
these apprelieiisions, by the
opinion of the greater part of the officers on
friend,

;

;

board

and nothing seemed

;

to

him more

likely to encourage the Islanders to

make

the attempt, than the ap[)earance of our
being inclined to an accommodation, which
they could only impute to weakness or fear.
On the other hand it was urged, in favour
of more conciliatory measures, that the mischief was already done, and was irreparable
that the natives, by reason of their former
friendship and kindness had a strong claim
to our regard
and the more particularly, as
the late calamitous accident (lid not appear
•,

:

to

have taken

design

;

its rise

from any premeditatt-d

that, on the part of Terreeoboo, his

ignorance of the theft, his willingness to accompany Capt. Cook on board the Resolution, and his having actually sent his two
sons into the pinnace, must rescue his character, in this respect, from tlie smallest degree of sus])icion
that the behaviour of his
women, and the chiefs, might easily be accounted for, from the apprehensions occa;

sioned in their minds by the armed force,
with which Capt. Cook landed, and the
hostile preparations in the bay; appearances so unsuitable to the confidence and
friendship, in which both parties had hitherto

m
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liveH. that the anninflr oftlie Islnndeis
iimp.il"es;tly vvitli a dt-sii^n to resist the

their arms on these occasions; but, as
pacitic measures had been resolved on, the
canoes were al;ovved to return unmolested.

was of
at-

tempt, whirh they had .some reason to expect v/ouhl he made, lo carry off their
sovt reiiiii hy force, and was naturally to he
exnecttd tVoni a people who jjad a remarkTo these
ahie affection lor their chiefs.
'.holates of hninanity, other motives of a
that we were
pnulential kind were added
Hi want of a sii|)ply of water, and other
refresi)ments that the Resolntion's foremast
Wonio reqnire seven or eijfht days work,
that the spring
before it could be stepped
was advancing" very fast; and that the
Sfteedy prosecution of our next expedition to
the northward, ongiit now to be our sole
ohiert and that therefore, to enirau:e in a
vindictive contest with the natives, might
not only subject us to the imputation of
iieeillens cruelty, but wo'ild require great
delay, in the eqtiipment of our ships.
In
this latter opinion Capt. Gierke concurred
and tijouuh Mr. King was convinced, that
an early and vigorous display of our resent;

;

;

;

;

Mr. King was now ordered by Capt, Clerke,
to proceed towards the shore with <he boats
of both ships, well nwinned and armed, with
a view of bringing the Islanders to a parley,
and of obtaining if possible, a conference
with some of the Erees. If he sho»i!d succeed in this attempt, he was to demand the

dead bodies, and particularly that of Capt.
Cool; to threaten them, in case of a refusal,
with oMr resentmeiil
but by no n^eans to
fire, unless attacked
and not to go ashore
on any account whatever. These instructions were delivered to 3Ir. King before the
whole party, in the most })0sitive miMiner
in consequence of which, he and his detachment left the ships about four o'clock in the
afternoon and as they approached the shore,
:

;

i

;

;

they perceived every indication of a hostile
reception.
The natives were all in motion,
the women and children retiring the men
;

arming themselves with long .'jfjcars and
ment woidd have more effectually answered daggers, and putting on their war mats. It
every object both of prudence and iiumanity, also a[>i)eared, that since the morning they
he was upon the whole, not sorry that the had thrown up breast works of stone along
measures he had recommended were rejected. the beach, where Capt. Cook had landed
For though the contemptuous behaviour of in expectation, perhaps, of an attack at that
the Islanders, and their subsequent opposi- place. When our party were within reach,
tion to our necessary occupations on shore, the Islanders began to throw stones at them
arising most probably from a misconstruc- with slings, biit without doing any mischief.
tion of our lenity, obliced us at last to have Mr. King concluded froin these appearances,
recourse to violence in our own defence
that all attempts to bring them to a parley
yet he was not certain that the circumstan- would be ineffectual, unless he gave them
ces of the case, would, in the opinion of the some ground for mutual confidence; he
;

;

generality of people, have justified the use
of force, on our part, in the first instance.
Cautionary severity is ever invidious, and
the rigour of a preventive measure, when it
is the most successful, leaves iis expediency
the least apparent.
During these deliberations, and while we
were thus engaged in concerting some plan
for our future, operations, a very numerous
concoursg of the natives still kept possession
of the shores and some of them coming off
in canoes, approached within pistol-shot of
the ships, and insulted us by various marks

therefore ordered the arined boats to stop,
and advanced alone in the small boat, holding in his hand a white flag; the meaning
of which, from an universal siiout of joy
fiom the natives, he had the satisfaction to
find v.as

immediately understood.

The wo-

men

instantly returned from the side of the
hill, whither they had retired
the men
threw off their mats, and all seated themselves together by the sea-side, extending
their arms, and inviting Mr. King to land.
;

Notwithstanding such behaviour seemed
a friendly disposition, Mr.

exfjressive of

of Hefianceand contempt. It was extremely King could not avoid entertaining suspicions
ditiicult to restrain the seamen from the use of its sincerity.
But when he saw Koah.
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extraordinary boldness and assurance,
pwitntning off towards the boat, with a white
in his hand, lie thought proper to return
ll
this mark of confidence, and accordingly
received iiini into the boat, though he was
a circumstance which did not conarnied
tribute to lessen Mr. King's suspicions. He
Ijad indeed long harboured an unfavourable
opinion of Koah. The priests had always
represented him as a person of a malicious
temper, and no friend to US; and the repeated
detections of his iraud and treachery, had
convinced us of the truth of their assertions.
Besides the melancholy transactions of the
morning, in which he was seen performing a
principal part, inspired Mr. King with the
iivmost horror at finding himselfsD near him;
and ashe aj)proached him with feigned tears,
and embracetl him, Mr. King was so distrustfnl of his intentions, that he took hold of the
point of the pahooa, which the chief held in
He inhis hand, an<l turned it from him.
formed the Islajider that he had come to
demand the body of Caf)t. Cook, and to declare war against the natives, unless it was
restored without delay. Koah assured him
that this should be done as soon as possible,
and that he would go himself for that purpose and after requesting a piece of iron of
Mr. King, with marks of great assurance,
he leaped into the water, and swam ashore,
calling out to his countrymen, that we were
Our people waited with
all friends again.
great anxiety near an hour for his return,
J)nring this intervul, tlie other boats had
approached so near the shore, ihat the men
who were in them entered into conversation
with a party of the Islanders, at a little disby whom they were informed, that
tance
tlie Captain's body had been cut to pieces.
and carried up the country but of this circumstance Mr. King was not apprized till
He therefore now
his return to the ships.
began to express some degree of impatience
at Koah's delay; upon which the chiefs
assuring
pressed him exceedingly to land
him, that if he would go in person to Terreeoboo, the body would be undoubtedly
resKMvd to iiim. When they found they
could not prevail on Mr. King to go ashore,
they endeavoured on pretence of conversing
'A itli

i<^"

;

;

;

;

;

4

with him with greater ease, fo decoy hi*
boat among some rocks, where they miijht
liave had it in their power to separate him
from the other boats. It was ea^y to see
through these artifices, and he was therefore
very desirous of breaking off all commsinication witii them
when a chief approached, who had particularly attached himself
to Capt. Clerke, and the officers of the Discovery, on board which ship he had sailed,
;

when we last quitted the bay, intending to
take his passage to the Island of Movvee.
He said he came from Terreeoboo, to acquaint our people that the body was carried
up the country, but that it should be brought
back the following morning. There appeared much sincerity in his manner; and being
asked, if he uttered a falsehood, he hooked
together his two fore fingers, which is here
understood as the sign of veracity, in the use
of which these Islanders are very scrupulous,
Being now at a loss how to proceed, Mr.
King sent Mr. Vancouver to inform Capt.
Clerke of all that had passed
that it was
his opinion, the natives did not intend to
keep their word with us and, far from being grieved at what had happened, were on
the contrary inspired with great confidenee
on account of their late success, and sought
only to gain time, till they could plan some
"scheme for getting our people into their
power.
Mr. Vancouver came back with
orders for Mr. King to return on board, after
giving the Islanders to understand, that if
the body was not restored the next morning,
the town should be destroyed. No sooner
did they perceive our party retiring, than
they endeavoured to provoke them by the
:

;

most contemptuous and insulting gestures,
Several of our people said, they could distinguish some of the natives parading about
in the cloflies which had belonged to our
unhappy countrymen, and among them, an
Eree brandishing Capt. Cook's hanger, and
a woman holding the scabbard.
In CQnsequence of Mr. King's report to Capt. Clerke,
of what he supposed to be the present temper and disposition of the inhabitants, th(*

most

effectual

methods were taken

to guard

against any attack they might make during
the night. The boats were moored with
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additional centinels were statop-Hiains
olniir ships ami guard-boats
each
ill
tiiMud
\\t\f dirt!Ole(l toi'ow rouiul them, in order to
|)i event the Ishmders from cutting' the cables.
J>njM»g the night, we saw a vast number of
lights on tlie hills, uhich induced some of
us t() iuui^ine, that they were removing their
ettects farther up into the country, in consequence <»f our menaces. But it seems more
probable, that they were kindled at the sacrifices that were performing on account of
the war, in which they su|)posed themselves
and, perhaps the
likely to be engaged
bodies of our slain countrynjen were at that
afterwards observed fires
time burning.
of the same kind, as we passed the Island of
Morotoi and which, according to the information we received iVom some of the natives
then on board, were made on account of a
war they had declared against a neighbourThis agrees with what we
ing Island.
learned among the Friendly and Society
Isles, that previous to any hostile expedition,
the chiefs always endeavoured to animate
the courage of the people, by feasts and rejoicings in the night.
passed the night
without any disturbance, except from the
bowlings and lamentations which were heard
;

;

;

We

;

We

on shore.

On Monday,

the 15th, early in the mornalong-side the Resolution,
with a small pig and some cloth, which he
desired permission to present to Mr, King.
have already mentioned, that this officer
was supposed by the Islanders to be the son
of Capt, Cook and as the latter had always
suffered them to believe it, Mr. King was
probably considered as the chief aftfer his
death. As soon as he came on deck, he
interrogated Koah vvith regard to the body
and, on his returning evasive answers, refused to accept his presients and was on the
point of dismissing him with expressions of
anger and resentment, had not Capt. Gierke,
with a view of keeping up the appearance
of friendship, judged it more proper that he
.should be treated with the customary respect.
This artful priest came frequently to us in
the course of the morning, with some trifling
present or other and as v/e always observed
him eyeing every part of the ship with a deing,

Koah came

We

;

;

;

;

WOIJiJ).

gree of attenliftn. we toitk rare he should see
we were well prepared for our defence. lie
was extremely nnrent both with Captain
Clerke and Mr. King to go on shore, imputing the detention of the bodies to the
other chiefs, and assuring those gentlemen,
that every thing might be adjusted to their
satisfaction, by a personal interview with
the king. However, they did not thirdi it
prudent to comply with Koah's request;
and indeed a fact came afterwards to their
knowledge, which proved his want of veracity.
For, they were informed, that immediately after the action in which Capt. Cook

had lost his life,. Terreeoboo had retired to
a cave in the sleep part of the mountain that
haiigs over the bay, which was accessible
only by means of ropes, and where he continued for several diiys, having his provisions
let down to him by cords.
After the departure of Koah from the ships, we observed
that his countrymen who had assembled by
day-break, in vast crowds on tiie shore,
flocked around him with great eagerness on
his landing, as if they wished to learn the
intelligence he had gained, and what steps
were to be taken in consequence of it. It is
highly probable, that they expected we
should attempt to put our threats into execution
and they appeared fully determined
to stand their ground.
During the whole
morning, we heard conchs blowing in various parts of the coast; large parties were
;

perceived marching over the hills; and'
upon the whole, appearances were so alarming, that we carried out a stream anchor,
for the purpose of hauling the ship abreast

of the town, in case of an attack
and boats
were stationed off the northern point of the
bay, in order to prevent a surprise frosn the
natives in that quarter. Their warlike posture at present, and the breach of their engagement to restore the bodies of the slain,
occasioned fresh debates among us concerning the measures which should now be pursued.
It was at length determined, that
nothing should be permitted to interfere
with the repair of t'le Resolution's mast
and tlie preparations for our departure bul
that we should neverthelesss continue our
negociations for the restoration of the bodies
;

;
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now

that

This, he?;aid, wfis nil

day was oiEiplityed in getting the fore- remained of tlie body; that the rest had
mast into a proper situatis^n on deck, that been cut in pieces, and burnt but that the
the carpenters might work upon it; and head, and all the bones, except those which
also in making the requisite alterations in beJorj^ed to the tnmk, were in the j)ossession
the commissions of the officers. The chief of Terreeoboo and the otijer chiefs; that
command of the ex|>edition having devolved what we saw had been allotted to Kaoo, the
on Crtpt. Clerke, he removed on board the chief of the priests, for the purpose of being
liesobition, promoted Lieutenant Gore to used in some religious ceremony
and that
the rank of Captain of the Discovery, ap- be had sent it as a testimony of his innopointed Messrs. King and Williamson, first cence, and of his attachment to us. We ha(i
and second Lieutenants of the Resolution, now an opportunity of learning whether they
and nominated Mr. Harvey, a midshipman, were cannii)als and we did not neglect to
who bad accompanied Capt. Cook during avail ourselves of it. We first endeavoured,
his two last voyages, to fill the vacant lieu- by several indirect questions, put to each of
tenancy. During the whole day, we sustain- them apart, to gain information respecting
ed no interruption from the Islanders
and the manner in which the other bodies had
in the evening, tiie launch was moored with been treated and disposed of; and finding
a top-chain, and guard-boats stationed them very constant in one account, that after
round each of the ships as before. About the fiesl) had been cut oft\ the whole of it
eight o'clock, it being ex(.'eedingly dark, we was burnt
we at last put the direct quesheard a canoe paddling towards the ship
tion, whether they had not fed on some of
and it was no sooner perceived, than both it they immediately testified as much horthe centinels on deck fired into it. There ror at such an idea, as any European would
were two of the natives in this canoe, who have done; and asked, whether that was
immediately roared out "Tinnee,'' (which the practice among us. They afterwards
was their method of pronouncing Mr. King's asked us, «ith great earnestness, and with
name,) and said they were friends, and had an apjjearance of apprehension, when the
.something with tbem which belonged to Orono would come again ? and bow be
Capt. Cook. When they came on board, would treat them on his return } the same
they threw themselves at the feet of our enquiry was often m.tde in the sequel by
officers, and seemed to be extremely terri- others; and this idea i« consisfent with the
It fortunately happened that neither gem-ral tenour of their condn(;t towards him,
fied.
of them were hurt, notwithstanding the balls which indicated tliat they considered him as
of both pieces had gone through the canoe, a being of a superior species. We pressed
One of these was the person who has been our two friendly visitants to continue on
already mentioned under the appellation of board till the next ntorning, but we could
the taboo man, who constantly attended not prevail upon them. They informed us,
Capt. Cook with the particular ceremonies that if this transaction sisouhl come to the
we have before <lescribed and who, tho«ii;h knowledge of the king, or any of the other
a man of distinction in tlie Island, could l^rees, it mi^ht be attended with the most
scarcely be pievented from performing for fatal consequences to ttteir whole society
him the most humiliating offices of a menial to prevent which, they had been under the
and
After bewailing with many tears, necessity of coming to us in the dark
servant.
the loss of the Orono, he informed us that the same precaution, they said, would he
he had brought a part of his body.
He requisite in returrdng on shore. They furthen gave US a small bundle which he ther told us, that the chiefs were en'jer to
brought uiider his ar.n and it is impossible take revenge on us for the death of their
to describe the horror with which we were country'nen
and particularly cautioned us
seized, upon finding it a piece of human against trusting Koah, who, they assured t«s
and ardently.
lle.^h of t!je weigiit of about nine or ten wai our implacable enemy:
tliis

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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lonjred for an opportunity of fi£>htin£»' us, to
which the bluuinj*- of the conchs that we
had heard iu the innvning, was intended as
a challenge. It likewise appeared I'roin the
intorniation of these men, that seventeen of
the first
tlieir countrymen were slain in
action, at the village of Kowrowa, live of
wiiom were chiefs and that Kaneena and
Ijis brother, our particular iViends, were of
Eight, they said, had lost
that number.
three of
their lives at the observatory
whom likewise were persons of the first distinction.
At eleven o'clock the two natives
left us, and took the precaution to desire
that one of our euard-boats mijiht attend
;

;

till they had passed the Discovery,
they should a)jfain be tired upon, which,
by alarmini? their countrymen on shore,
miglit expose them to the danger of detecThis request was readily complied
tion.
with, and we had tlie satisfaction to find,
that they reached the land safe and undiscovered.
During the remainder of this
night, we heard the same loud lamentations,
as in the preceding one. Early the following
morning, we leceived a visit from Koah.
Mr. King was piqued at finding, that notwithstanding the most glaring marks of
treachery in his conduct, and the positive
declaration of our friends the priests, he
should still be sntfered to carry on the same
farce, and to make us at least appear the
dupes of his hypocrisy. Our situation was
indeed become extremely awkward and unpromising; none of the purposes for which
this pacific plan of proceeding had been
adopted, having hitherto been in any respect;

them,
lest

promoted by it. No satisfactory answer had
been given to our demands
we did not
seem to have made any progress towards a
;

reconciliation with the natives
they still
remained on the shore in hostile postures, as
;

determined to oppose any endeavours we
might make to go ashore and yet it was
become absolutely necessary to attempt
landing, as the completing our stock of water would not admit of any longer delay.
However, iu justice to the conduct of Capt.
Clerke, we must remark, that it was highly
probable, from the ^^reat numbers of the Islanders, and from the resolution with which

if

;

WOHLI).

o-J

they seenied to c\pe't our approach, that
an attack could not have been made without
and that the loss of even a very
daiig« r
lew men might have been severely felt by
us, during the reujainder of our voyage:
whereas, the delaying to put our menaces
into execution, though on the one hand, it
diminishtd their o|)inion of our valour, had
the ell'ect of occasioning them to disperse on
the other. For this day, about twelve o'clock,
U|)on finding that we persisted in our inactivity, great bodies of them, after blowing
their conchs, and using every method of defiance, marched oft*, over the hills, and never
made their ajjpearance afterwards. Tliose,
however, who remained, were not the less
One of them
daring and presumptuous.
had the insolence to come within musketshot a-head of the liesolution, and after
throwing several stones at us, waved over
his head the hat which had belonged to
Ca|)t. Cook, while his countrymen ashore
were exulting and encouraging his audacity.
Our people were highly enraged at this insidt, and, coming in a body on the quarterdeck, begged they might no longer be
obliged to put up with such reiterated provocations, and requested Mr. King to endeavour to obtain permission for them, from
Capt. Clerke, to take advantage of the first
fair occasion of avenging the death of their
;

much

lamented

On

Commander.

Mr.

King's acquainting tiie Captain with what
was passing, he ordered some great guns to
be fired at the Islanders on shore and promised the crew, that, if fliey should be
molested at the watering-jdace, the next
day, they should then be permitted to chastise them.
Before we could bring our guns
to bear, the natives had suspected our intentions, from the bustle and agitation they
observed in the ship and had retired behind
their houses and walls.
were consequently obliged to fire, in some degree, at
random notwithstanding which, our shot
produced all the efiects we could desire:
for, in a short time afterwards, we perceived
Koah paddling towards us, with the greatest ha«te
and when he arrived, we learned
that some people had lost their lives,. an<l
among the rest Maiha-maiha, a princifs.jl
;

;

We

;

;
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to Terreeoboo.
Not
jon^ after Koah's arrivnj, two boys swam off
from the 3Iorai towards our vessels, each
armed with along" spear; and after they

Eree, nearly related

had approached pretty near, they began in
the
a very solemn manner to chant a song
which,
from
their
frequently
menof
su()J8Ct
tionin!?the word Orono, and pointing to the
vil!ae:e where Capt. Cook had been slain,
;

we concluded

to be the late calamitous occnrrence. Having sung* for near a quarter
of an hour in a plaintive strain, during all
which time they coi:tinued in the water,
they repaired on board the Discovery, and
and alter remaindelivered up their spears
ing there a short time, returned on shore,
could never learn who sent them, or
what was the object of this ceremony. During the niglit, we took the usual precautions
and, as soon
for the security of the ships
as it was dark, the two natives, who had
visited us the preceding evening, came oflf' to
us"again. They assured us, that thouufh the
effects of our great guns this afternoon, had
greatly alarmed the chiefs, they had by no
means relinquished their hostile intentions.
and they advised us to be on our guard.
0»i Wednesday, the 17th, the boats of
both ships were dispatched ashore to procure water; and the J)iscovery was^ warped
close to the beach, in order to protect the
persons em[)!oye<l in that service. ^Ve soon
found that the intelligence which had been
sent us by the priests, was not destitute of
foundation, and that the Islanders were determined to neglect no opportunity of anDoying us, when it could l)e done without
;

We

;

The villages, throughout
i^inch hazard.
this whole cluster of Islands, are for the
and the
most part, situated near the s?a
;

adjacent ground is enclosed with stone
walls, of the height of about three feet,
Tl>ese, we at first su|)posed, were designed
but we now
for the division of property
served
for
a defence
they
discovered that
they
which
for
purf)ose
invasion,
against
They
conintended.
chiefly
perhaps,
were,
sist of loose stones, and the natiyes are very
dextrous'in 'shifting them, with great quickness, to such particular situations, us tlic
occasionally
ilirtction of the attack may
;

8

In the sides of the mountain that
stands near the bay, they have likewise
holes, or caves, of considerable depth, whose
entrance is secured by a fence of a similar
kind. From behind both these stations, the
Islanders perpetually harrassed our watering party with stones; nor could the inconsiderable force we had on shore, with the
advantage of muskets, compel them to
retreat.
Thus opposed, our people were so
occupied in attending to their own safety,
that, during the whole forenoon, they filled
only one ton of water. It being therefore
impossible for them to perform tliis service,^
till their assailants were uriven to a greatei*
distance, the Disc(»very was ordered to dislodge the enemy wilh her great guns;
which being accomplished by means of a
few discharges, the men lauded without
molestation. The natives, however, made
their apj.earance again soon afterwards, in
their usual method of attack; and it was
now deemed absolutely necessary to burn
dov\n some straggling huls, near the wall
behind which they had sheltered themselves,
In executing the orders that were given for
that purpose, our people were hurried into
acts of unnecessary devastation and cruelty,
Some allowance ought certainly to be made
for their resentment of the repeated insults,
and contemptuous behavioiir of she Islanders, and for their natural desire of revenging
the death of their beloved and respected
Commander. But, at the same time, their
conduct strongly evinced, that the greatest
precaution is requisite in trusting, even for
a moment, the discretionary use of arms in
the hands of private soldiers, or seamen, on
such occasions. The strictness of discipline,
and the habits of obedience, by which their

require.

force

lead

is

kept directed to suitable

them

to conceive, that

objects,,

whenever they

have the power, they have likewise a right
to perform.
Actual disobedience being
almost the only crime for which they expect
to receive^ punishment, they
are apt to
consider it as the sole measure of right
and wrong; and hence they are too rea()y to
conclude, that what they Ci)n do wilh inipunity, they nsay also do consistently with
honour and justice so that the feelings (»f
;
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humanity, and that p:enemsity towards an tounderstan.i, tliat 1)0 migl;t dopnrt in saftty.
unresisiiui^ enemy, which at oilier tiiues, is He sliewed us that he was r.ol deficient m)
H strikinir distinction ot" l)rave men, become gratitude, as he nt»t only oUen fbturned
hut l"eet>ie restraints to tlie exercise ot' vio- aftervva rds w ith presents oi" j)rovisions, but

when

lence,

set

in

opposition to

tlie

desire also

they naturally have of shewing their own
power and independence.
\\e have iietore observed, that directions
had been 2,iven to burn only a few stra^ylinK
houses, whi(.'h afforded shelter to the Island\Ve were tlieretbre irreaHy sur[)rised
CIS.
on [)erceivinfj: the whole village in flames;
•and l)efore a boat, that was sent to «5lop the
Eroirress of the mischief, could reacli the
lud, the habitations of oiirold and constant
friends,

the

|)riests,

were

ail

on

tire.

iVir.

Kintr had, therefore, izreat reason to lament
the illness that contined him on board this

The priests had always been under
day.
and unfortunately, the otnins protection
cers then on tlutv haviiia; seldom bten, ou
.shore at the morai, were but little acquaintwith the circuinstiMices of the place,
€<i
Had he been present himself, he iniiiht, in
all probability, have been the means of preservin-j their httie society trom destruction,
In escapim? from the flames, several of the
and our people cut
inhabitants were shot
them, and brought
tuo
of
of
heads
otithe
Ihe
fate
of one nnhappy
board.
on
them
As
native was much lamented by all of us.
he was repairins? to the well for water, he
was shot at by one of tlie marines. The
;

;

happened to strike his cabt:iash, which
he instantly threw from him, and ran off.
He was pursued into one of the oaves abovemefjlionttJ, »nd no lion could have deietided
liis den witlt ^'fCater bravery and fierceness;
at Ieno"th, after he had found means to
till
keep two of our people at bay for a considerable time, he expired, covered with
wounds. This accident tirst brought us acquainted with the use to which these caverns
About this time a man, adare apphed.
vanced in years, was taken prisoner, bound,
and conveyed on boa.rd the Resolution, in
the same boat, with the heads of his two
countrymen. We never observed horror so
ball

strongly portrayed, as in the face of this person, nor so vioh-nt a irnn«;iti"!i to irnmoderate joy, as when he wavS untied, and given

ho.

47.

©

B

<li*l

Soon

us

otl.'cr

services,

destruction of the villac^e,
the hill, a man acco'iipanied by (iftetn or twenty bo}s, who held
in their haiuls })ieces of white cloth, plantains, pjcen bout* lis, &c.
It liappened that
this pacitic embassy, jis soon as they uere
within reach, received llie tire of a |)iMty of
our men. 'J'his, liowever,did not defer them
from continuing their procession, and the
olfi«er rn duty came up, in time, to prevent
a secomi discharge.
As they made a nearer
approach, the principal persou proved to be
our friend Kai'^eekeea, who had fled when
our people tirst set tire to the village, and
had now returned, and expressed his desire
of beim; sent on board the liesolutiou. On
after the

ve saw, coiniiiijf down

his arrival

and

we found him extremely

We

thoufrht.

endeavoured to convince
liiiM of the necessity there was oj setlino fire
to the viilai>e, by wtiich this house and those
of his bretliren were unintentionally destioyed.
He expostulated with us on our ineratitude and want of triendship .ind, indeed,
it was not till the present moment, that we
knew the whole extent of the injury that
had been done them. He informed us, that
confiding in the promises Mr. King had
made them, and as well as in the assurances
they had received from the men, who had
brought us soneofCapt, Cook's remains.
they had iMit removed their eifects back into
tiie country, as the other inhabitants had
done, but had put every valuable article oi'
their own, as well as what they had collected from us, into a house adjoining to the
morai, where they had the iuortitication to
see it all set on fire by our people.
He had,
on coming on board, perceived the heads of
his two countrymen lying on deck, at whicli
he was greatly shocked, and earnestly desirejl that they miglit be thrown over-board,
This re<juest, by the directions of Capt.
Clerke, uas immediately com]>iied with,
in the evening our watering party returned
on Ixiard, having sustained no farther inicrluptiun.
\Ve passed u Uisagrttable nightt 9
ful

crrave.

;
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the cries and lamentations we heard from
the shore being far more dreadful than ever,
Our only consolation on this occasion, arose
from the hopes that a repetition of such severities might not be requisite in future,
It is somewhat remarkable, that, amidst all
ihese disturbances, the female natives, who
were on board, did not offer to leave us, or
discover any apprehensions either for them-

no peace would be granted, till the remiins
of Capt. Cook sliouicl be restored. From

Eappo we undersloorj that 'the flesh of ail
the bones of our people who had been slain,
as well as the bones of tlie trunks, had been
burnt; that the limb-bones of the marines
had been distributed amoni? the inferior
chiefs
and that the remains of Capt, Cook,
had been disposed of as follows; the head
toa ffreat Eree, called Kahooopeou ihe hair
to Maiha-maiha
and the arms, legs, and
thighs, to Terreeoboo. After it was dark,
many of the natives came off wiljj various
sorts of vegetables
and we also received
frotn Kaireekeea two large presents of the
;

They ajjselves or their friends on shore.
peared, indeed, so perfectly unconcerned,
that some of them, who were on deck when
the village was in flames, seemed to admire the spectacle, and frequently exclaimed,
that it was maitai, or very flue.
On Thursday, the 18th, in the morning, same articles.
On the 19th, we were principally employIhe treacherous Koah came off to the. ships,
as usual. There being no longer any neces- ed in sending and receivini; the message*
sity for keeping terms with him, Mr. King that passed between Capt. Clerke and the
Avas allowed to treat him as he Ihousht pro- old king. Eappo was very urgent that one
per.
When he ap|)roached the side of the of our officers should go on shore and
Resolution, singing a sonir, :ind olfering a oflered to remain on board, in the mean
liog, and some plantains, to ."Mr. King, the time, as an hostage.
This request, however,
latter ordered him to keep otf. and caution- was not complied with
and he left us with
cd him never to make his appearsmce again a promise cif bringing the bones the followwithout the bones of Capt. Cook, lest his ing day. Our watering party, at the beach,
life should pay the forfeit of his repeated did not meet with the least opposition from
breach of faith. He did not appear much the Islanders; who, notwithstanding our
mortified with this unwelcome reception, cautious behaviour, again ventured thembut immediately returned on shore, and selves among us without any marks of diffiOn Saturday the
]oined a party of his countrymen, who were dence or apprehension.
throwing stones wt our caterers. The body 20th, early in the morning, we had the saof the young man, who had been killed the tisfaction of getting the fore- mast stepped,
preceding day, was found this morning 'J'his operation was attended with considerlying at the entrance of the cave; and a al*le dithculty, and some danger, our ropes
mat was thrown over him by some of our being so extremely rotten, that the purchase
people soon after which they saw several several times gave way. Between the hours
of the natives carrying him off on their often and eleven, we saw a numerous body
shoulders, and could hear them chanting, as of the natives descending the hill, which is
tbey marched, a mournful song. At length, over the beach, in a sort of procession, each
the Islanders beinu' convinced that it was man carrying on his shoulders two or three
not the want of ability to chastize them, sugar-canes, and some bread-fruit, plantains,
which had induced us at first to tolerate and taro, in his hand. They were preceded
their provocations, desisted from molesting by two drmnmers, who, when they reached
and, towards the evening, a the water-side, seated themselves by a white
our people
chief, named Eaj)po, who had seldom visit- flag, and beq:au heating their drums, while
ed us, but whom we knew to be a man of those who had followed them, advanced,
the first distinction, came with pre^^ents one by one, and deposited the presents they
from Terreeoboo to sue for peace. These had brou^^ht with them after which they
presents were acce[)ted, and the chief was retired in the same order. Soon afterwards
dismissed with the following answer ; Tiiat Eappo appeared in his long feathered cloak,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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hearing" sometliiiip: wilh pieat solemnity in
his hands; and having- statioiied himself on
a rock, he made sii^ns that a hoat shonld he
f»ent him.
Capt. Cleike, snjiposina: that the

The lower jaw and

in a irreat quantity of tine new cloth, anti
covered with a spotted ch)ak of black and
white fealiiers. He afterwards attended our
gentlemen to the Resolution, but could not
be prevaded on t> accompany them on
l)oard
beintr, perhap>, from a sense of decency, uiiwdlincr to bepiesentat the openIn tins we fonnil both
uia of the panel.
the hands ot Capt. Cook entire, which were
well known to us from a scar on one of
them, that divided the fore-tin£?er from the
thumb, the whole lentflh of the metacarpal
bone the skidl, but with the scalp separated fiom it, and the bones of the face wajiting the scalp, with the ears adhennt? to it,
and the hair n|K)n it cut short; the bones
of both the arms, with the skin of tne forearms hanging- to them the bones of the
thighs and legs joined together, but without
the feet. The ligaments of the joints were
observed to be entire and the whole shewed sufficient marks ef having been in the
fire, except the hands, which had the flesh
remaining upon them, and were cut in seve-

Eappo assured us, that 'J'erreeoIMaiha-maiha, and himself, were extremely desirous of peace
that they had
given us the most convincing proofs of it
and that they had been prevented from giving it sooner by the other chiefs, many of

feet,

ing, had been seized, as
h\ different Erees and
;

which were want-

Eappo informed
he also t»dd

us,

that
to recous,

lerreeoboo was using every means
rhieC JKul hrouyht the hones ot our late Com- ver them.
next morning, being the 21st, of
'i'he
modore, (which, indeed, proved to he the
case,) went hiinseirin the pinnace to receive February, Eappo, and the king's son, came
them, and ordered 3Ir. King' to attend iiim on board, and br;)ught witli them v\ot ou\f
^Vhen they arrived at tlie the remaining bones of Capt. Cor>k, but
in the cutter.
beach, Euppo, enterin{^ the pinnace, <leliver- likewise the barrels of his gun, his shoes,
ed the bones to Capt. Clerke, wrapped u[) and some other trifles which l^ad belonged

;

to him.

boo,

;

whom

were still disaflected to ns. lie lamented, with the most lively sorrow, the
death of six chiets, who had been killed by
our peo|)le
some of whom, he said, were
aniona: our best friends.
He informed ns,
that the cutter had been taken away by
Pareea's peojde, probably in revenge for the
blow that he had received and that it bad
been broken up the following day. The
arms of the marines, which we had also demanded, had been carried off, li^ said, by
the populace and were irrecoverable.
Nothing now remained, but to perform the
last solemn offices to our excellent Commander. Eappo was dismissed with orders
to taboo all the bay
and, in the afternoon,
his remains having been deposited in a
coffin, the funeral service was read over
ral places, and crammed with salt, most them, and they were committed to the deep
probably with a view of preserving them. with the usual military honours. Our feelThe skull was free from any fracture, but ings, on this mournful occasion, are more
the scalp had a cut in the back part of it. easy to be conceived: than expressed.
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

CHAP. XVI.
%'he tahoo hn'd on (he lay Inlcen off, and the ships surrounded with canoes ; Orders for the .Resolu-~
Hon and Discovery to be unmoored ; They weigh anchor ajidtake their dapar lure from Karaka/cocd
bay ; Sail in quest of a harbour on the south-east side oJMowee ; Driven to leeward by the current

winds ; Pass Tohooroua ; South-west side of Mowee described ; Proceed to
JVoahoo ; Its north coast described ; Disajypointed in attempting to ivaler ; Sail to Atooi ; and
anchor in Wymoa bay ; Thenativesnol so Jriendly as bejore; Their insolence in demanding a
hatchet Jor every cask of water ; Treat our people with contempt; Steal Lieuteiiajit King's
hanger; Their insolence at the water side; Arejired at by two marines ; One of them wounded;
visit from the coidending chiefs; The ships anchor ojf Onecheow ;
Journey vp the country ;

a7id slro7ig easterly

A
A particular descriptioti of the word taboo ; A

ON

the 22n(l, of February, 1779, during
the morning, not a canoe came near
(lie bay
Ihe Taboo, which EappO; at our reqnest, had laid on it tlie |)i'eceding' day,
having- not yet been taken olf'. At ien«^th,
when we assured
the chief came on board
perfectly
now
satisfied ;
him that we were
was
buried,
Orono
all reand tliat, as the
transaclate
unhapi)y
the
membrance of
afterwards
tions was buried with him.
oft'
taboo,
and to
the
take
to
recjuested him
make it known, that the Islanders might
The ships
briiig- provisions to us as usual.
were soon surrounded with canoes, and
many of the Erees came on board, expressing their grief at what had happened, and
Setheir satisfaction at our reconciliation.
veral of our friends, who did not favour us
with a visit, sent presents of large hogs, and
other provisions. Among the rest, the old
treacherous Koah caine olf to us, but we
were now prerefused him admittance.
Capt.
Clerke imaand
paring to put to sea,
of onr prointelligence
the
giniim-, that, if
Islands
to leeward
the
reach
should
ceedings
before us, it mii^ht have a bad effect, gave
orders, that the ships should be unmoored.
About eight in the evening, we disuiissed
and Kanpo, and the friendly
all th' natives
Kaireekeea, took their leave of us in a very
;

;

We

A

remarkable instance (fjealousy.

About
land,

fen o'clock P. M. having cleared the
stood to the northward, with a

we

view of searching for a harbour, which the
natives had often mentioned, on the southeast side of Mowee.
We found ourselves,
the next morning, driven to leeward, by a
swell from the N. E. and a fresh gale, from
the same quarter, drove us still farther to
the westward. At midnight we tacked and
stood four hours to the S. to keep clear of
the land and, at day-break, on the 24th,
we were standing towards a small barren
island, named I'ahoorowa, about seven
;

miles S. W. of Mowee. Having now no
prospect of making a closer examination of
the S. E. parts of Mowee, we bore away,
and kept along the S. E. side of Tahoorowa.
Steering close round its western
extremity, in order to fetch the W. side of
Mowee, we suddenly shoaled our water, and
saw the sea breaking on some rocks almost
right a-head.
th*^n kept away about a
leaaue and a half, and again steered to the
northward
when we stood for a passage
between Mowee. and an Island named
Ranai. In the afternoon, the weather was
calm, with light airs from the W.
stood to the N. N. W. but observing a shoal
about sunset, and the weather being unsetAVe had passtled, we stood towards the S.
immediately ed the S. W. side of this Island, without
manner.
aiiecttoi-ate
weigl ed anchor, and stood out of Karaka- being able to af)proach the shore. It forms
kooa bay, TI.e Islanders were assembled in the same distant view as the N. E. as seen
and, as we when we returned from the N. in Novemgreat numbers on the shore
last
oiir
farewells, ber; 1778; the hilly parts, connected by a
passed a'ong received
and
affection. low flat isthmus, having, at the ii'st view*
witu every mark of good-will

We

We

;

We

;

;

We
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fippearance of two sej)aiat(^ Islands.
This ileteptive aj)pearance ('(mtimied, till
\^e Mere uitliin about ten leai;ues of tlie
coast, M liieh l)en(lini»- a great way inward,
tornjed a capacious bay. I'he westernmost

tTit?

|)aint,

oW

whicli the shoal

runs, that

we

now mentioned, is rendered renjarkabie by a small hillock; S. of which
and, on tlie shore,
is a line sandy bay
R?e several huts, with i)lenty of cocoa-trees
about tliem. In the course of the day, several of the natives visited us, and bronuht
We |)resently disjirovisions with them.
covered, that they had heard of our unfortunate disasters at Owhyhee. They were
extremely anxious to be informed of the
particulars from a woman who had hid herself ir) the Resolution, in order to obtain a
makinsr particular enquipassai;e to Atooi
ries about Pareea, and some other chiefs?
and seeming" much agitated at the tleath of
Kaneena, and his brother. But, in whatever light this business might have been
represented by the woman, it produced no
bad etiect in their behaviour, which was
civil and obliging to an extreme.
On Thursday, the 25th, in the morning,
the wind being at E. we steered along the
S. side of Ranai, till almost noon, when we
}iad battling winds and calms till the evenalter which we had a light easterly
ing
breeze, and steered for the W. of Morotoi.
The current, vvhich had set from the N. E.
ever since we left Karakakooa bay, changed its direction, in the course of this day, to
The wind was again variable
the S. E.
but, early in the morning
durinjr the night
fe}f the 2(»th, it settled at E. blowing so fresh,
as to oblige us to double-reef the top-sails,
At seven, we opened a small bay, distant
about two leagues, having a fine sandy
beach; but not perceiving any appearance
of fresh water, we endeavoured to get to the
windward of Woahoo, an Island which we
had seen in January, 1778. We saw the
land about two in the afternoon, bearing
W. by N. at the distance of about eight
leagues. We tacked, as soon as it was dark,
and again bore away at day-light on the
27th. Between ten and eleven, we were
iiave just

;

;

;

;

o
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about a leairno off the sliore, and near the
middle of till- N. E. side <d"the island.
Tlie coast to the northward, consists of
detached liills, ascendintr perpendicularly
from the sea the sides beinu covered wilh
wood, and the valleys, between them, «ppearing to be fertile, and well cultjvated.
Anextensive bay was oliservable to the s«Hithwanl, bounded to the S. E. by a low point
of land, covered with cocoa-nut trees
oil
which, an insulated rock appeared, at tlie
distance of a mi"ie from the shore. 'J lit;
wind continuin«j: to blow fresii, ue were unwilling: to entangle ourselves with a iceshore.
Instead of attempting', therefore, to
examine the bay, we hauled up, and sttered
;

;

At noon we
were about two leai>:ues from the Island,
and a-breast of the N. point of it. It is low
and tlat, haviuc: a reef-stretching off almost
a mde and an half.
Between the N. point,
and a head-land to the S. W. the land
bends inward, and seemed to promise a good
road.
We therefore steered along the siiore,
at about a mile distance. At two we were
induced, by the sight of a line river, to anchor in thirteen fathoms water.
In the
afternoon, Mr. King attended Ihe two Captains on shore, where (t:w of the natives
were to be seen, and those principally women. The men, we were informed, w ere
gone to Morotoi, to fight Tahyterree
btit
their chief, Perreeoranee, remained behind,
and would certaiidy attend us, as soon as he
was informed of our arrival. To our great
disappointment, tlie water had a brackish
taste, for about two himdred yards up the
river; beyond which, however, it was perfectly fresh, and was a delightful stream.
Farther up, we came to the confiux of two
small rivulets, branching off to the right
and left of a steep romantic mountain. I'lje
banks of the river, and all that we saw of
Woahao. are in fine cultivation, and full
of villages
the face of the country being
also remarkably beautiful and picturesque.
It would have been a laborious business to
have watered at this place. Mv. King was
therefore dispatched to search about the
coast to leeward
but, bein? unable to land>
in the direclii»n of the coast.

;

;

;

m
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on account of a reef of coral, which extended along' the shore, Capt. Clerke resolved to
proceed iniinediately to Atooi. In the morninj^, about eight, we weighed and stood to
the north
and on Sunday, the 28th, at daylight, we bore away for that Island, and
were in siglit of it by noon. We were otT
its eastern extremity, which is a green fiat
As it was dark, we
point, about sun-set.
did not venture to run for the road on the S.
\V. side, but spent the i.Mght in plying on
und otJ*, and anchored, at nine the next
morning, being Monday the Isl of March,
in twenty-five fathoms water.
In running
down, from the S. E. point of the Island,
we s;iw, in many places, the appearance of
shoal water, at some distance from the land,
Being anchored in our old station, several
canoes came to visit us but it was very
observable, that there was not that appearnnce of cordiality in their manners, and com;

NOllTil POLE,

both felt and lamented tlie want of their
assistance for we could hardly form a circle, as oar practice nsually was* for the safety,
and convenience ot' the trading party. No
sooner had we taken this step, and posted
marines to keep otf the populace, than a
man took hold of the bayonet belonging
to one of the soldier's muskets, and ^ndeavoured to wrench it forcibly from his hand«
;

Mr. King immediately advanced towards
thern, wlien the native quitted his hold, and
retired; but immediately returned, having a

spear in one hand, and a dagger in the
other ; and it was with difficulty tliat his
countrvmpii could restrain him fronieiigagirjg
with the soldier. This affray was occasioned by the native's having received from the
soldier, a slight prick wilh his bayonet, to
induce him to keep without the line. At
this time, our situation required great management and circumspection; Mr. King
placency in their countenances, as when we accordingly enjoined, that no one should
saw them before. They Ijad no sooner got presume to fire, or proceed to any other act
on board, but one of them informed us, that of violence, without positive commands,
we had communicated a disorder to the wo- Having given these instructions, he was
men, which had killed many persons of summoned to the assistance of the watering
both sexes. He, at that time, was afflicted party, where he found the natives in the
with the venereal disease, and minutely de- same mischievous disposition.
They had
scribed the various symf)toms which had peremptorily demanded, for every cask of
attended it. As no appearance of that dis- water, a large hatchet ; which not being
order had been observed amongst them, on oor«plied with, they would not permit the
our first arrival, we were, it is to be feared, sailors to roll them to the boats. When Mr.
ihe authors of this irreparable mischief. King had joined hem, one of the natives
What we i»ad principally in view, at this approachea him, with great insolence, and
Mr. King told
place, was to water the ships with as jnuch made the same demand.
expedition as passible; and Mr. King was him, that as a friend, he was welcome to a
sent on shore in the afternoon, with the hatchet, but he certainly would carry ofi
and inlaunclr and pinnace, laden with casks. He the water without paying for it
"was accompanied by the gunner of the Re- stantly ordered the pinnace men to proceed ;
solution, who was instructed to trade for at the same time caJling for three marines,
some provisions; and they were attended from the trading party, to protect them,
by a guard of five marines. Multitudes of 'i'his becoming spirit so far succeeded, as to
peo|>le were collected upon the beach, by prevent any daring attempt to interrupt us ;
M/ljom, at first we were kindly received ; but they still persevered in the most teasing
hut, after we had landed the casks, they and insulting behaviour. 8ome of them,
began to be exceedingly troublesome, under pretence of assisting the sailors, in
Knowing from experience, how difhcult a rolling the casks towards the shore, gave
others stole th«
task it was to repress this disposition, with- them a different direction
out the interposition of their chiefs, we were hats from off our people's heads, pulled
sorry to be informed, that they were all at a them backward by the skirts of their clothes,
Indeed, we and tripped up their heels ; the populac<»
«iistdut part of the Xslaud.
;

;

;
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dnring all tliis time, sliont'mtr airl l:}UE:l)i«i{r, multitude of people, tlieir ideas of onr supewith a mixture of mockery Jind malice. riority must have been greatly exalted. It
They afterwards took ao opimrtunity of was our business to cherish this 0|)inion ;
stealing" the cooper's Imcket, an<l forcihiy and, it ujtist ever be acknowledged to the
took away his hui?. Their principal aim, honour of the whole party, that it was imliow ever, Was to j)o.s.sej;s themselves of the possible for any men to behave better, in
tlx'se
impressions,
muskets of the marines, who were ronli- order to streuifthen
iHially complaining! of their attempts to force ^Vhalever could be considered as a jest, they
t!»tm from their hands. I'hou^h they, in received with patience and good-nature;
general, preserve<i a kind of deference snul but, if tijcy were interrupted by any serious
res])ect for Mr. Kin?, yet they ohiijfed him attempt, they op|)osed it with resolute looks
to contribute Ins share towards their slock and njenaces. At lengtl), we so far succeedof plunder. One of them approached him, ed, as to get all our casks to the sea-side,
in a fimilar nianner, and diverted l)is atten- without any accident of consequence but,
tion, whilst anothfr seized his hanger, which while our people were getting the casks into
lie held carelessly in his hand, and ran away the launch, the inhabitants, thinking they
Such insolence was not to he re- should have no fartiier opportunity of plun^^\\U it.
pelled by force. Prudence dictated that we dering, grew more daring and insolent.
must patiently submit to it; at the same The Serjeant of marines luckily suggested
time, jruardinsT against its effects as well as we to Mr. Kinuf, the advantaee of sending off
:

were able. 3Ir. King was, however some- his party first into the boats, by which
what alarmed, on being soon after informed means the muskets would be taken out of
by the serjeaj)t of marines, that, turning tiieir reach which, as above related, were
suddenly round, he saw a man behind him, the grand objects the Islanders had in view:
armed with a daerger, in the position of and, if they should happen to attack us,
striking.
Thoug"h he mijjht, perhaps, be the marines could more efiectually defend
mistaken, in this particular, our situation ns, than if they were onshore. Everything
was truly critical and alarming'; and the was now in the boats, and only Mr. King,
smallest error or mistake, on our part, might Mr. Anderson, the sunner, and a seaman of
the l)f>at's crew remained on shore. The
have been of fatal consequences.
Our people being separated into three [>innace laying beyond tjie surf, which we
were under a necessity of swimming through,
small parties one filling casks at the lake
nnother rolling them to the shore
and a Mr. King ordered the other two to make
tliird purchasing provisions
Mr. King had the best of their way to it, and told them
some intentions of collecting them together, he w.ould follow them. They both refused
in order to protect the performance of one to comply with this order, and it became a
duty at a time. But, on due reflection, he matter of contest, who should be the last on
thought it niore adviseable to let them pro- shore. Some hasty expression, it seems,
ceed as they liad begun. If a real attack Mr. King had just before made use of to the
had been made, even our whole force could sailor, w hich he considered as a reflection
have made but a noor resistance.
He on his courage, and excited his resentment
thought, on the other nand, that such a step and the old gunner, as a point of honour
might operate to our disadvantage, as being was now started, conceived it to be his
an evident token of our fears. Besides, in duty to take a part in it. In this whimsical
the present case, the crowd was kept divided, situation, they, perhaps, might have long
and many of ihem wholly occupied in bar- remained, had not the dispute been settled
tering.
Perhaps, the principal cause of their by the stones, which began to fly plentifully
not attacking ns was, their dread of the about us, and by the exclamations of the
ctFects of our arms
and, as we appeared to people from the boats, begging us to be
place so much confidence in this advantage, expeditious, as the natives were armed with
as to oppose only five marines to such a clubs and spears, and pursuing us into the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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IVTr. Kinsr arrived first at tlie pinnace, a'.-d, perceiving" Mr. Anderson was so
I'ar behind, as not to be entirely out of dnnl>nt,
iipr, he ordered ore musket to be fired
in the hurry oftxecnting his orders, the niar.nes fired two.
The natives immediately
ran away, leavinjr only one man and woman
en tl.e beach. Tlie man attempted to rise
several times, but was not able, havini? been
wounded in the groin. Tlie Islanders, in a
and, snrrounding the
short time, returned
wounded man, brandished their spears at
us, with an air of" defiance
but, by the
time we reached the ships, some persons
arrived, which we supposed to be the chiefs,
by whom they were all driven from the
shore.
During onr absence, Capt. Clerke

Winter.

;

;

;

been under terrible apprehensions for
onr safety; which Iiad been considerably
increased by his misunderstanding some of
the natives, with whom he had conversed on
board. The name of Capt. Cook being frequently mentioned, accompanied with circumstantial descriptions of his death and
destruction, he concluded, that they had reIiad

ceived intelligence of the nnlbrtnnate events
at Owhyhee, to which they alluded.
But

Ihey were only endeavouring to make him
nnderstand, what wars had arisen on account
of the goats, which Capt. Cook had left at
Oneeheow, and that the poor goats had
been slaughtered, during the contest for the
property of them. Capt. Clerke, applying
these shocking representations to our misfortunes at Oivhyhee, and to an indication
of revenge, fixed his telescope upon us the
whole time
and as soon as he saw the
smoke of the muskets, ordered the boats to
be put off to our assistance.
On Tuesday, the 2nd, of March, in the
morning. Mr. King was again ordered en
As we had
Rhore, with the watering party.
so narrowly escaped tlie preceding day,
Capt. Clerke augmented our force from
both ships, and we had a guard of forty men
'J'his
precaution, however,
un<ler arms.
was found to be unnecessary for the beach
;

;

was

left

entirely to ourselves,

exten<ling

from

and the groimd

the landing-place

to the

Hence we concluded, that
lake, taboot'd.
some of the chiefs hud visited this quarter;

who, being unable to stay, had considerately
taken this step, that we might be accommodated with safety. Several men appeared
with spears and daggers, on the other si»u>
of the river, but never attempted to molest
us.
Their v/omen came over, and seated
themselves close by i>s, on the banks; and
about the middle of the day, some of tie
men were |)revailed oi> to bring us hog.s

and

and
had

dress them for us.
the beach, they came
down to the sea-side, and one of them had
the audacity to throw a stone at us
but, as
his conduct was highly censured by the rest,
we did not express any kind of resentment.
On the 3rd, wr completed our watering,
without much difiicnlty and, on returning
to the ships, we were info'^ujed, that several
chiefs had been on board, and had apologized for the cfuiduct of their countrymen,
attributing tlieir riotous behaviour to the
quarrels then subsisting among the f)rincipal people of the Island, and which had
destroyed all order and subordination. A\
this time the government of Atooi was disputed between Toneoneo, who had the su~
preme power when we were there the preceding year, and a youth named Teavee.
By different fathers, they are both the grandsons of Pereeorannee, kingofWoahoo
who
gave Atooi to the former, and Oneeheow to
the latter. The quarrel originated about
the goats which we had left at Oneeheow
the year before they being claimed by Toneoneo, as that Island was a dependency oi
his.
"^I'he adherents of Teavee insisting on
the right of possession, both parties prepared to support their pretensions, and a battle
ensued just before our arrival, wherein Toneoneo had been defeated. Toneoneo wa»
likely to become more affected by the consequence of this victory, than by the loss ot
the objects in dispute; for the mother of
Teavee having married a second husband^
who was not only a chief at Atooi, but also
at the head of a powerful factiim there, he
thought of embracing the present opportunity of driving Toneoneo out of the Island»^
that his son-in-law might succeed to the
government. The goats, which had increased to six,, and would probably have. stucLcf^
roots,

When we

also to

left

;

;

;

;
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Islumis in a few yfirs, were destroyed then in a stale of actual hostility with TeaThiirsduy the 4th, we were vee's |>arty, shniihl venture alone within theI.II
this contest.
Indeed, thr civd disvisited, on board the Resolution, by the power of his enemies.
in all the south
frequent
are
which
sentions,
sister
of
niother,
and
the
fiitiier-in-iaw, the
the younj'- |)rince, who made several curious sea Islands, seem to be conducted without
the deposed c^overnor still
Air.oni? the rest, much acrimony
[M-eseuts to Capt. Clerke.
were some fish-hooks, which were made enjoyinc: the rank of an Eree, and m.|y put
from the bones of Terreeol)oo's father, who in practice such means as • may arise, to
had been killed in an niisuccessful descent retrain the consequence which he has lost.
On the 8th, at nine in the njortnn'j:, we
Also a tly-fl;ip. from the
ni)on Woahoo.
hands of the prince's sister, whirh had a weighed, and proceeded towards Oneeheow,
htjman bone for its handle, and had been and came to anchor in twenty fatlioms
jjiven.to her by her father-in-law as a trophy, water, at about three in the afternoon, nearly
J778.
'I'hey were not accompanied by youiif? 'IVa- on the spot were we anchored in
tvvenlyin
moored
anchor,
we
other
the
vte, he bein'^then ensja^ed in the perform- With
had a strcmfj gale
^iiice of some rel!«ious rites, on account of six fathoms water.
ni<jht, and, the
in
the
eastwirtd
the
from
and
obtained.
had
'J'he
oth,
victory
the
he
(Jrh, were emph»yed in coMipletin<4 the Dis- next mornins?, the ship had driven a whole
covery's water.
The carpenters were enga.:- cablets lenp:th, both anchors l)eingr almost
ed in caulkins: the ships, and preparing: for brouirht a-head in which situation we were
no longer received any obliged to continue, tiiis and the two followour next crui-^e.
niolestation tVom the natives, who supplied ing days,
On Friday, the I'ith, the weather beinff
us plentifully witli pork and vegetables.
This <lay vve were visited by an Indian, more moderate, the master was dispatched
who br(»uirlit a piece of iron on board, to be to the N. W. side of the Island, in search of
formed into the diapeofa pahooa. It uas a more commodious place for anchoring,
the bolt of some large ship timbers, but In the evening he returned, having found a
neither the otiicers nor men could discover fine bay, witli good anchorage, in eighteen
The points of the bay were
to what nation it belonged; thuny;}i from fathoms water.
the shape of the bolt, and the paleness of in the direction of N. by E. and S. by W.
small village was situated on the N. side
the iron, they were convinced it was not
Emxlish. They enquired strictly of the na- of the bay, to the eastward of which were
Mr. Bligh vvent
tive how he came possessed of it, when he four wells of good wafer.
informed them, that it was taken out of a far enougli to the N. to convince himse.f
large piece of timber, which had been driven tliat Oreehoua, and Oneeheow, were two
upon their Island, since we were there iu separate Islands.
January, 1778.
Here we shall relate some particular-; reOn Sunday, the 7lh» we received a visit specting the interior parts, from the inforfrom Toneoneo, at which we were suprized. matinn we obtained from a party, who set
Hearing the dowager princess was on board, out on the 26th, of January, on an expedibe could hardly be prevailed on to enter tion up the country, principally with an in<When they met, they cast an teniion of reaching the snowy mountains,
tlie ship.
angry lowering look at each other. He did Having previously procured two of the !s>not stay long, and appeared much dejected, landers to -^erve tliem as guides, they qn:tremarked, however, with some degree ted the vilhiere about four o'clock in the
of surprize, that the women prostrated them- afternoon. Their course was easterly, inselves before hiin, both at his com'ng and dining' a little ta the sonth. The liiils ro<re
going away ; and all the natives »)n board with a p-rajJual ascent, which brought theai
treated him with that respect which is to some extensive plantations, consisting of
usually paid to persons of his rank. It was the taro or eddy ?oot, and sweet potatoes
lomewhat remarkable, thata inanj who was with plants of the cloth-tree. Both the
No. 47.
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taro and the sweei potatoes are here planted
at the distijnce oirour feet from each otlier.
The potatoes ate earthed up almost to the
fop ol" the staik, with a proper^, quantity of
light mould. The taro is left b;^e to the
rcrot, and the mould round it is put in the
form of a bason, for the purpose 6f holding*
the rain-water; this root requirin^f a certain
At the Friendly and
flej^ree (»f moisture.
Society Isles, the taro was constantly planted in low and moist situations, and o;enerally
in those places where there was the conveThis mode
iiiency of a rivulet to flood it.
considered
as
absolutely
was
neof culture
but we now found that this root,
cessary
with the precaution before-mentioned, succeeds equally well in a more dry situation.
It was, indeed, remarked by all of us, that
the taro of the Sandwich Islands was the
best we had ever tasted, Tlie walls, by
which these plantations are separated from
each other, are composed of the loose burnt
ston^^s, which are met with in clearinji' the

and cheerful. He testified little astonishment at the sight of our people, at)d though
pressed to accept of some European curiosities,

he thought proper to decline

and soon

retired to his cottage.
represented him as by far the

tlie offer,

Our

party

most nged
person they had ever seen judging him to
be, at a moderate computation, upwaids of
a hundred years of age. As they had suj;posed that tlie mountain was not more than
ten or a dozen miles distant from the hay,
and consequently expected to reach it with
ease early the following morning, they were
;

now greatly surprized to tind the distance
scarce perceivably diminished.
This circumstance, with the uninhabited state of
the country which they were^on the point
of entering, rendering it necessary to provide a supply of provisions, they dispatched
one of their conductors back to the village
for that purpose.
Whilst they waited liis
return, they were joiiied by several of Kaoo's
servants, whom that jrenerous old man had
ground
and beint? totally concealed by .sent after them, loaded with refreshments,
fully authorized, as their rout
sug:ar-canes, that are planted close on each and
lay
side, form the most beautiful fences that can through his grounds, to denjand, and take
be imaiiined. Our party stopped for the away with them whatever thev nsiglit want.
liig^hf at the second hut they observed amon^ Our travellers were surprized on finding the
the plantations, where they supposed them- C(jld here so intense. But, as they had no
selves to be six or seven miles distant fnuii thermometer with them, they covAd only
our ships. Tlie prospect tVom this spot was form their judgment of it from their feelings
they which, from the warm atuiospheie they had
descril)ed by them as very delij^htlul
before
quitted, must have been a very fallacious
vessels
in
the
bay
had a view of our
they
saw
continued
left,
a
method of judging. They found it, howthem
the
to
proves
intersfjersed
with
ever,
so odd, that they could scarce get any
of
villasjes,
rani^e
the
sleep,
alonu'
trees,
spreading^
and the Islanders co\dd not sleep at
of cocoa-nut
a thick wood extendinc^ itself behind all; both parties being disturbed, during
shore
them ; and, to the rit^ht, a very consideia- the whole niiiht, l)y continual couiihing.
ble extent of (iroond, laid out with great As they, at thi^ time, could not be at any
rei:ular;ty m Well-cultivated plantations, dis- very great height, their distance from the
played itself to their view. Near this spot, sea being no more than six or seven miles,
tht^ nat ves pointed out to them, at a dis- and part of (he road on a very moderate
tance from every other dwellinir, the resi- ascent, this uncommon degree of cold must
dence of a hermit, who. they said, had, in be attributrd to the easterly wind blowing
the former part of his life, been a great <hief fresh over the snowy mountains. Early the
and warrior, but had lonir ago retired from next morning, they proceeded on their jourthe se.i-coast of the Island, and now never ney, and filled their calibashes at a well of
As they excellent water, situate about half a mile
quitted the envirous af liis< ottasie.
approached him, they prostrated themselves, from their hut. After they had passed the
and after .var!s presented him with some plantations they arrived at a thick wood,
llis behaviour was easy, frank, which liiey entered by a path (hut had been
provisions,
;

;

:

:

;

i
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Islanders, best information tliey conld pns«;il)1y ohtain

fre<]nently repair tliitlier for the jmr- wirh re;;arti to the direction of their road,
|)ose of oatchincT birds, as well as procuring the parly, who were now nine in nunsher,
Their ])roi>ress marched for about l)alfadozen miles, aion::"
t!ie wild or horse-plantain.
slow,
and was at- the skirts of the wood, and then entered it
extremely
now becanje
for
the
ground was again by a path leading towards the I'].
labour;
with
jireat
tended
Tliey passed, for the tirst three miles, throuirh
either swampy, or covered with hirge stones
the path narrow, anil often interrupted by a forest of lofty spice-trees, which grew on
At the l)a<'k of these trees
trees lyinsr across it, which they were obliged a rich loam.

who

;

they met with an equal extent of low
shrubby trees, together with a considerable
(juantify of thick nnder-woo<l, upon a bottorn of loose burnt stones.
This led them
to anotlier forest of spice-trees, and tiie
same rich brownish soil, which was again
v\ ere land marks for the division of |)roperty,
as they on'y «)bserved them where tlie wild succeeded by a barren ridge of a similar kind
plantains grew. The trees were of the same with the former, 'i'hese ridges, as far as
they c»»uld be seen, appeared to run jiarallel
kind with the spice tree of New Holland
they were straight mid lofty, and their cir- w ilh the sea shore, and to have M«»un;t
cumference v\ as from two to lour feet. Hav- Roa for their centre. In |)assina" through
ing advanced nine or ten miles in the wood, the woods, they lound many unfinished cathey had the moriitication of finding them- noes, and huts in several places; but they
After they had
selves, suddenly, within sitiht of the sea, sav\ none of the inhabitants.
the path having penetrated almost three miles into the second
and not very far trom it
turned off imperceptibly to ihe S. and car- wood, ihey arrived at tw(i huts, where they
ried them to the right of the mountain, which stopped, being greatly fatigued with the
Their dis- day's journey, in the course of which they
it was their intention to reach.
appointment was con<:iderably lieiuhtened had walked, according to their own compuby the uncertainty under which they now tation, at least twenty miles, flavin^; ioiind
were with respect to its true bearings as no s|)rings from tlie lime they quitted the
they couli not at present gain a view of it [)Iantations, they had greatly siitiered fron»
They the violence of iheir thirst in (consequence
from the top of the hiuliest trees.
therefore thouaht proper to walk back six of which they were obliged, before the
or seven miles to an unoccupied hut, whete evening came on, to separate info small
they i»a<i left two of their own fieople, and parties, and go in quest of water. They, at
three of the natives, with the small remnant last, met with some that had been left by
of their provisions. Here they passed the rain in the bcittom of a half-hnished canoe
second night, during which the air was so which, though of a reddish colour, was by na
extremely sharp, that, by the morning their means unwelcome to them.
Thiougln^ut
the night, the cold was more intense than
guides were all gone off, except one.
Being at this time in want of provisions, before; and though they had taken care to
which laid them under a necessity of re- wrap themselves up in mats and clothes of
turning to some of the cultivated parts of the country, and to keep a large fire between
the Island, they left the wood by the same the two huts, they could get but very little
path by which they had entered it. When sleep, and were under the necessity of wa-kthey arrived at the plantations, tliey were ing about for the greatest part of tlie nsght.
surrounded by the Islanders from whom Their elevation was now, in all |)robai)dity,

climb over, as the thickness ot" the underwood, on each sitle, rendered it impraclicaThey saw, in these
ble lo pass HKind them.
woods, pieces of white cloth fixed on poles,
at small di-stances, which they imagined
to

;

;

;

;

they purchased a fresh supply of necessaries
and prevailed upon two of them to accortipany them as guides, in the room of those
who had gone away. Having procured the
;

pretty

considerable,

as

the ground, over

which their journ*^y lay, hail been generuliy
on the ascent. On the next mom ng, whicii
wa3 the 29lh} they set oat early, with asi
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of making their last and «:reatest the ships, towards which (hey marchf^tt
reach ilie sn-twy mountain
but tiiroiiglj tlje plantations. A^. they walked
their sj)ijits were considerably depressed, on along-, tlit-y did not observe a spot of ground,
iindinu: that the misera!)le pittance of vva- that was susceptible of injproveinent, left
ler, which they had discovered the precedini? nnpianted
and, indeed, the country, from
iiiyht, was
expended.
I'he path, which th-eir account, could scarcely be cultivated
leached no farther than where canoes had to greater advanta<;e for the purposes of the
been built, being now tertninatetl, they natives. Tliey were surprised at seeing sevewere obliged to make tijeir way as well as r^U fields of hay and, upon their enquiry,
they could; frequently climbing up into the to what particular use it was applied, they
most lofjy trees to explore the surrounding were informed, that it was intended to cover
country. Th^y arrived, about eleven o'clock, the grounds where the young taro grew, in
at a ridge of burnt stones, from the top of order to preserve them fmm being scorched
which they had a prospect of the Mouna by the rays of the sun. They observed,
Koa, which then ap[)eared to be at the dis- among the plantations, a (ew huts scattered
tance of between twelve and fourteen miles about, which afforded occasional shelter to
from them. Tljey now entered into a co - the labourers but they did not see any vil.sultation, whether they should proceed any lages at a greater distance from the sea than
fiirther, or rest contented with the view be- four or five miles.
Near one of them, which
Since was situated about four miles from the bay,
fore them of the snowy mountain.
t4»e |)alh had ceased, their road had b^'Come they
discovered a cave, forty fathoms in
highly fatiguing, and was g*'owing still more length, three in breadth, and of the same
so, every step they advanced.
The ground height. It was open at each end; its sides
>vas almost every where broken into deep were tinted, as if wrought with a chisssel ;
lissures, which, being slightly covered with and the surface was dazed over, perhaps by
Having thus related the
inoss, made them stumble almostcontinually; the action of fire.
and the intervening space consisted of a sur- principal circumstances that occurred in the
face of loose burnt stones, which broke nn- expedition to tlie snowy mountain at Owhyder their feet. Into some of these fissures hee, we |>roceed.
Here an exi)lanatioii of the word Taboo
ihey threw stones, which seemed from the
noise they made, to tall to a considerable may not be improperly introduced.
On
depth; and the ground sounded hollow as asking the reasons of the intercourse being
they walked upon it. Besides these circum- interdicted, between us and the Islanders,
stances, which discouraged them from pro- the day preceding Terreeoboo's arrival, we
ceediug, they found their conductors so were informed, that the bay was tabooed.
averse to going on, that they had reason to The same interdiction took place, by our
think they would not be prevailed on to re- desire, when we interred the remains of
main out another night. They, therefore, Ca|)t. Cook. The most im[)licit obedience,
at length came to a determination of return- in these two instances, was rendered by the
jug to the ships, after taking a survey of natives; but whether on religions principles,
the country from the highest trees they coidd or in deference to civil authority, we cannot
From this elevation, they perceived pretend to determine. The ground whereon
find.
themselves surrounded with wood towards our observatories were fixed, and the place
they were unable to distinguish, in whereon our masts were deposited, we.x»
the sea
and tabooed, and the operation was equally effithe horizon, the sky from the water
betwixt them and ihesuov/y mountain, was a eacious. This consecration was performed
valley of about eight miles in breadth. They by the priests only and yet, at our request,
parsed this night at a hut in the second the men ventured on the spot which was
forest
and the following day, before noon, tabooed whence it should seem they enterIhey had passed the first wood, and found tained no religious apprehensions, their obetlifcujM.lves nine or ten miles to the N. E. of dience being limited merely to our refusal.

intention
*-t}ort

lo

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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brinjj tlie women
ir.(1r.cem?nt<? ronid
near us on rccoinit, it is presnnied, otthe
which they are, nt all
M(»rai juljoiinng'
not
times, proliihilfd from approiichinj?
only ht're, l)iJt in nil the Is'ands ol'lhe south
^\'omen, it has l>fen observed, are aiseus.
Avay^ tahooed, «r forbidden to eat certain
We have seen many of
snticles of food.
them, at tiieir mvals, have their njeat [)iit
into their months by others; and, on onr
requesting" to Unow the reason of it, we were
infonnt d, that they were tabooed, and not
permitted to feed themselves. This prohil>ition wasahvay.s the consequence of assisting*
at any funeral, lonchins: a dead body, and
many other occasions. The word taboo, is
iudilicrentiy applied, either to persons or
as the natives are tabooed, the bay
things
This word is also expressive
is tabooed, Sec.
of any tiling sacred, devoted, or eminent.
The king of Ovvhyhee is called Eree-taboo,
and,
and a hmnan victim, tangata-taboo
among the Friendly Islanders, Tonga, where
the king resides, is called Tonga-taboo.
With respect to their marriaires, very little
can be said, except that such a compact
seems to exist among them. It has already
been mentioned, that when Terreeoboo had
left his queen Rora-rora, at Movvee, another
Avoman co-habited with him, by whom he

No

;

;

;

;

;

and seemed particularly atbut whether polygamy is
allowed, or whether it is mixed with concu-

liad children,
tached to her

;

among the principal or infewe saw too little of, to warrant
any conclusions. From what we observed

binage, either
rior orders,

of the domestic concerns of the lower class
of people, one man and one woman seerued
to have the direction of the house, and the

r4i>

children

were subordinate

civilized

countries.

to them, as in
following" is the
only instance of any thing" like jealousy,
\A hich we have seen among them, and wliicb
shews, that, amonir married women ot runk,
I'iie

not only fideiily, but even a degree of reserve, is required. At one of their boxinjf
matches, Omeah rose two or three times

from

his place,

and approaching

his wife,

with s'troiig marks of displeasure, commanded her, as we supposed, to withdraw. Whether he tiioHSfht her beauty engaged too
much of our attention, or whatever miu^ht be
his motives, there certainly existed no real
cause of jealousy. She, however, continued
in her place, and, at tlie conclusion oi the
entertainnjent, joined onr party, and even
solicited

some

trifling presents.

She was

informed that we had not any about us, but
that, if she would accompany us to the teat,
she should be welcome to make choice of
what she liked. She was, accordingly, proceeding with us which being observed by
Omeah, he followed in a grer/t rage, seized
her by the hair, and, with his fists, b« o-in to
inflict severe corporal punishment.
Havi*t<»
been the innocent cause of this extraonJaiary
treatment, we were exceedingly concerned
at it
though we understood jt would be
highly improper for us to interfere Letweeri
husband and wife of such superior rank.
The natives, however, at length ii lerposed,
and. the next day, we had the saiisfactiou
of meeting them together, perfectly satisfied
with each other
besides, what was extremely singular, the lady would not pe.mit
us to rally the husband on his behaviodr,
;

;

;

which we had inclination to do ; plainly
telling us, that he had acted very ps operiy.

;

CHAP. XVII.
The Resolution and Discovery having iveii^hcd anchor^
Descry the town of St. Peter and St. Paul ; Party

Onccheow

JEnler the bay of Atcai&ka;
Their
reception by the Conu
;
mander of the pert ; Another party dispatched to holcheretsk, provisions, and stores heittg extremely scarce at St. Peter and St. Paul; Proceed up the river Auatska ; Civility and Jiospita~lity from the inhabitants of the town of Karate hin ; A journey on sledjfcs ; Curious account of
that mode of travelling : Arrival at Natcheekin ; J£mbark on the Sole hoireka River ; Formal
procession into the capital ; Hospitality and generosity of Major Jbc/un, Commander oj the garrison; Holcheretsk described ; Affecting departure from that place; Return to the ships ; Re-markable instance of generosity in the sailors ; Major Behm carries dispatches to Petersburgn 5
His departure and extraordinary character ; Transactions at Petropaulowsia ; The Russian
Hospital put under the care of our Surgeons ; Difficulties in sailing out oj the ay Steer to tht
northward; Appearance of the country ; Cheepoonskoi Noss ; Kronotski Noss
ntschatskoi
.^siun Charts
Noss ; Olulorskoi Noss ; And St. Thadeus Noss, passed, and the errors oJ the
^

quit

sent

;

on shore

.

K
R

pointed out.

o

N

Monday, llie lotli, of March 1770, when we lost
we weighed anchor, mil passing to this gave us

sight of the Discovery

;

but

concern, being now so
the N. olTahoora, stood to the S. VV. in ex- near the place of rendezvous. Wednesday,
pectation of falhng in with tlie Island of the 28th, in the morning, the weather clearJVIodoopnpappa the natives havi;ii^ assured ed up, and we had a fine day, when our
us, (hat it lay in (hat direction, withiii five men were employed in taking tlie ice from
hours sail of Tahoora. The next day at five the rigging, sails, &c. that in case of a thaw,
o'clock P. M. we made a signal for the Dis- which was now expected, it might not fall
covery to c line under our stern, havinji given on our heads. At noon, in latitude 52 de^.
over all hopes of seeing' Modoopapappa. 44 min. longitude 1.39 cleg, the entrance of
On Wednesday, the 17lh, we steered W. Awatska Bay, bore N. W. The mouth of
Capt. Gierke intending to keep in the same it opens in the direction of N. N. W. On
parallel of latitude, tilf we made the longi- the S. side, the land is moderately high,
tude of A watsku Bay; and -lien to steer N. rising to the r.orthward into a bluff-head.
for the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul, Three renia'-ka!>le rocks lie in the channel
which was also fixed on as our rendezvous, between tlu ?n, not tar from the N. E. side
This track and, on the ojjposife side, a single rock of
if we should happen to separate.
was chosen, because we supposed it to he considerable size. At three o'clock, P. M'.
yet unexplored, and we niiglil probably We stood into the bay, with a fair wind
meet with some new Islands in our passage. rrom the southward, having from twentyOn Tuesday, the 30th, the winds and un- two to seven fathoms soundings. There is
settled state of the weather, induced Capt. a look-out house on the north-head, used as
Cleike to alter his plan, and, at six in the a light-house, when any of the Russian
evening, we began to steer N. W. which we ships are expected upon the coast. It had
continued till Tues<lay, the 6th, of April, a flag-staff, but we could not perceive any
person there. Having passed the mouth of
at whicli time we lor;t the trade wind.
Suinlay, the 'ioth, we were favoured with the bay, which extends about four miles in
a tiansi( nt glance of the entrance of Awat- length, a circular bason presented itself oS
but in the present state of the obour twenty-five nnles in circumference ;
ska B.jy
we ther, we could not presume to venture in this we anchored about four o'clock ;
into it. For this reason we again stood off, fearing to run foul of a shoal mentioned by
;

;

little
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3Iuller to

lie in Jlie

channel.

Grrat qitanti- a suspicious spot,,in orJer to press with less
urifj^ht upon it, he caine upon a seroud l>eiore he, could stop huiiselt., which broke
under him, and in he lell. Foitunately he
rose clear of the ice; and a man who was a
little way behind with a boat hooU, t!ir<»\viny it out, the Captain, by that means was
enabled to get upon firm ice again, 'i'he
nearer we ajtproached the shore, we found
the ice still more broken. The sight of a
sieciye advancing towards us, however, af-

the tule in the
luiihiie (»f the boy, Imt the shores were
i)h)oked up with it. Plenty of wihl t'ov^ I,
of various Uinch, uere seen; also htige
lliifhls of Gret'iilaiul pistons, tosyelher with
examined every
ravens and eaj^les.
corner of the bay, with our glasses, in order
to discern the town of St. Peter and St.
Paul, whicl», from the ac<?oiints we had re<eived at Oonalashka, we supposed to be a
At
place of stren;^th and consequence.
length we discovered, to the N. E. sfMue
miserable log-houses, and a few conical huts
amountinir in the whole, to about thirty,
which, from their situation, uotwilh-standing
all the respect we wished to entertain for a
Kusxian Ostrog, or town, we concliultd to

tit-s ut

loi)>e ice

(liiited vviih

We

be Petropaulowska.

]u

^ol

justic*^,

lowever,

lo the hospitable treatujenf we found here,
it may not be amiss to anticipate the reader's

by assuriuu him that (»ur disapj)ointment proved, in the end, a mailer of
entertainment to us. In this wretched extremity of the earth, beyond conception barbarOus and iniiospitable, out of the reach of
civilization, bound and barricaded with i<e,
and covered with summer snow, we experienced the tenderesl feelings of humanity,
joined to a nobleness of mnul, and elevation
curi(/sity,

of sentin»ent, which would have done honour
to any clime and nation.
Ou Sunilay the *J9th, in the morning, at
<3ay-light, Capt. Kuig was sent with the
boats to examine the bay, and to present the
Jetters to the Russian Commatnier, which
Having
lie had brought from Onalashka.
proceeded as far as we were able with the
boats, we got upon the ice, which extended
near half a mile from the shore. The inliabitants had not yet seen either the ship, or
the boats for even after we had got upon
the ice, we could not perceive ^ny signs of a
We sunk at
Jiving creaiure in the town.
every step almost knee deep in the snow,
and though we found tolerable footing at the
bottom, yet the weak parts of the ice not
being discoverable, we were constantly ex])osed to the danger of breaking through it.
;

forded so»ne comfort. Ijut instead of cornini;
t<» our relief, the tlriver stopt short, and called out to us. Capt. King immi diately held
u|>
Ismyloif's letters
in cttusequeiice of
which, the man turned about, and drove
toll S[)eed back a<>ain, followed wilh tiieexI'nable to
ecr.itiosis of some of our parly.
draw any concUision from this nuaccountable behaviour, we still f)roceeded towards
fiie Ostrog, though with the greatest circumspection
and, when at the distance of
about a quarter of a mile from it, we •dserved a body of armed men advancing to meet
us.
'I'o av<ud giving them any alarm, and
to preserve the nxfst peaceable appearance,
tlie Caj'tain and Mr Webber, marched in
front, and the men, v\ ho liad boat-hooks in
their hands, were stationed in the rear,
'Jhe artned party consi^ited of about thirty
sohJiets, lieaded by a person wilh a cane in
his l;and.
Within a tew paces of tis he halted and drew up his men in itiarria! order
Capt. K'ug piesented Isn)yioti's leJiers to
him, but in vain endeavoure«i to make him
;

;

,

understand that

we were

EiiL^lish,

itnd

had

brouu:ht these dispatches from Ooriala hka.
After an attentive examination of our persons, he conducted us towards the village in
sohmn silence, iiaUing frequently his men,
and orderina: them to perform different parts
of their manuel exercise with a view as we
supposed, to convince us, that if we should
presume to offer any violence, we sliould
have to deal with those who knew how to
;

defend themselves. During the whole of
this time, the Captain was in bis wet clothes,
shivering with cold
yet he could not avoid
being diverted with this military parade,
This accident at last, actually happened to though it was attended by an nnseasonahie
Capt. King who stepping on quickly over delay. Ar.^iving-- at length, at the hubitutiua
;

7

;
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of the commanding officer of Ihe party, we
were ushered in and, after giving^ orders to
tiie military without doors, our host appeared, accorapimied by the secretary of the port.
One of the letters from IsmyiofF was now
opened, and the other sent express to Bolcheretsk, a town on the west side of Kamtschatka, and the placo of residence of the
Russian Comusander of this province.
It aj)i)eared to us extraordinary, that tlie
natives l.ad not seen the Resolution the preceding day when we cast anchor, nor this
inornirig, till our boats approached the ice.
The first sit^ht of the ship, we understood,
Ijad struck them with a considerable panic.
The garrison was put instantly under arms
two fieid-{>ieces were placed before the Comand powder, shot, and
mander's house
lighted matches, were all in readiness. The
officer who had conducted us to his dwelling,
was a Serjeant, and also the Commander of
the Ostrog. After \\e had recovered from
the alarm which our arrival had produced,
(he kindness and hospitality of his behaviour
wa»s astonishir)g.
His house, indeed, was
intolerably hot, but remarkably neat and
etean. After Captain Kins had changed
his clothes, by putting on a complete suit of
the Serjeant's, at his earnest recpiost, which
was doubtless the best he could procure
and, considering our visit was unexpected,
was ingeniously conducted. To have macfe
soup and bouillie would have required some
instead therefore of this, we had
time
some cold beef sliced, with boiling water
poured over it. The next course was a large
roasted bird, the taste of which wns most
;

;

;

;

;

we were unacquainted
Having eaten a part of
was removed, and fish was starved up,

delicious, though
with its species.
this,

it

dressed in two dilFerent ways. Soon after
which, the remainder of the bird appeared
again in savoury and sweet pates. Our
liquor was what the Russsians distmguish by
the name of quass, and was the most indifThe Serferent part of our entertaininent.
jeant's wife served up several of the dishes,
and was not permitted to sil dov>n at table
with us. Our repast being finished, during
which our conversation was linnted to a
few bows and other personal tokens of mu-

6

tnal respect, we strove to ex.plain to our host
the occasion of our visit to this port. Pro^
bably, Ismyloff's letters we had deliver.ed,
made him readily comprehend our meaning ;,
but as there was not a person in the phice,

who understood any other languages than
those of Russia or Kamlschatka, we found
extremely difficult to comprehend what
endeavoured to eomnmnicate to us.
Having spent much time in our attempts to
understand each other, the sum of the intelligence we had received appeared to be,
that though we coidd not be supplied with

it

he

provisions or stores at this place, yet those
were to be procured in great |)!enty
at Bolcheretsk. That he doubted not, but
the Commander would readily supply us
articles

with what

we wanted

;

but that,

till

he re-

ceived Ids orders, neither he, nor any of (he
natives could even venture on board the
vessel.
It being now time for us to depart,
and as Mr. King's clothes were not yet dry,
he had again recourse to the Serjeant's benevolence, for his permission to carry those
on board which he had borroN\ed of hini.
This request was cheerfully complied with,
and a sledge, with five dogs and a driver,
was instantly provided for each of our party.
1'his mode of conveyance afforded high eiftertaiument for the sailors and they were
delighted still more, when they found th.at
the two boat-hooUs had a sledge appropri*ated solely for their conveyance.
These
sledges are so light, and so admirably weH
constructed for the purposes intended, that
they went safely and expeditiously over the
ice, and over parts of it which we should
have found extreinely difficult to have passed on foot. On our return, the boats were
towinq: the Resolution towards the village ;
and, at seven, we moored close to the ice ;
the entrance of the Bay bearing S. by E.
and the Ostrog N. distant one mile and a
half On Friday the 3()th, the casks and
cables were taken to the quarter-deck, to
lighten the vesssel forward, and the carpenters proceeded to stop the leak which had
'ccasioned us so much trouble.
In the
middle of the day we had such warm weather, that the ice l)eeran to break away \ery
fast; and almost chuaked up the eiUrance vf
;
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Several of our ofHrers waited upon
tlie Serjeant, who rtceived them with great
and Capt. Clerke sent him a precivibly
sent of two bottles of rum, tjjinkins; he
roiild not send him any thinu more acceptIn retnrn, lu* received twenty fine
a )le.
and some excellent fowls of the
tronts,
g•ro^^se kind,
Thon^^h the bay swarmed
with ducks and Greenland pigeons, onr
for, being exsportsmen had no success
ceedintily shy, they could not kill any.
On Saturday, the 1st, of May, in the
morning", we sjw onr consort the Discovery,
standnis^ info the bay; a boat Wiis imtnediately dis()afcheil t(j her assista'.rce, ati<l she
was moored in the afternoon close by tiie
Resolution. On the ;Jrd, in the morning',
two sledues havinu b^en obsf-rved to drive
into the villaiie, Mr. King was ordered on
shore, to learn whether an answer was arriveil from the Commander of Kamtschatka.
"^rhe distince jrom IJ.dtherefsk to St. Peter
and St. Paul's is one iiundred and thirty-five
i^nglish inilt'S. 'J'he dispatches were sent
off in a sledge, drawn by doirs, on the 29th,
at noon and returned with an answer early
this morning; so that tliey performed a
j(nirney of two hundred and seventy miles
in little more than three days and a half
For the |)resent, the return of the Commander's answer was concealed from us.
While

the bay.

;

;

.

King was on

shore, his l)r)at. and another belonging to the Discovery, were boi'.nd
fast to the ice.
In this situation, the Discovery's launch uas sent to tlieir assistance,
Avhich soon partook of the same fate
but
• n the 4th, the tloatinij ice was drifted away,
by tlie wind changing, and the boats were
set at liberty, without sustaining the smallest damage.
At ten o'clock, A. M. several
sledges having arrived at the td^e of the ice,
a boat was sent from the ship to conduct
^Ir.
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alarmed; and before
barU,

sti|uiiite({

tliey

tliat

ventured to emof otir b(»ars

tuo

crew shoidd rrtnain on shore, as

liostaf;e,s lor

afterwards appeared, for
what reasons we cotdd not conceive, tljat
lsn)\l()tr, in his letter to the Commander,
had nientioned onr ships as two small tradmfx vessels; and that the Serjeant having:
seen them at a distance oidy, had not rectiWhen tliey ha«l arrived
tied the mistake.
on board,
perceive*!, by their timid behaviour, that they entertained some \ery
extraordinary a()prehensions. However, an
nncommon decree of satisfaction was visible
in their countenances, when the CjVrman
found a pers(»n amonsT us, with whom he
could enter inl<» c<»nversation. Mr. Webber

their safety.

It

We

spoke that language fbieritly, anil convinced
them, though not without dimcnlty tl at we
were Englishmen and friends.
Mr. Port
was introduced to Capt. Clerke, to whom
l;e

the Commander's letter. It
the German language, and
com|>limental, giving him and his

delivered

was written
merely

in

an invitation to Rolcheretsk. Mr.
Port, at the same time, acquainted him,
that the Major had conceived a very wrong
idea of the size of the ships, and of the service they were engaged in ; Ismyloft', in his
letter, having rei)resented them as two small

ofri'^ers

jacket-boats, and cautioned him to be on
his guard, insinuating, that he sus{)ected us
to be no better than pirates.
In conseqnence of this letter, he said, there had been

various conjectures formed ahout ns at Bolcheretsk.
were much diverted with the
fear's and
apprehensions of these people;
and especially with an account given by Mr.
Port» of the Serjeant's extreme caution the
day l>efore. On seeing Mr. King and some
otiier gentlemen come on shore, he concealed him and the Russian merchant in the
those who were in them on board. One of kitchen, to give them an opportunity of listhem proved to be a Russian merchant from tening to our conversation with eacii other,
Bolcheret'sk, v^hose name was Fedositch
in order to discover whether we were Engand the other a German, named Port, witli lislunen or not.
dispatches from Maj'-r Behm, Commander
Being now enabled, by the aid of an inof Kamtschatka, to Capt. Clerke. Arriving terpreter, to converse wilh the Russians, our
at the edge of the ice, and seeing distinctly first enquiries were <l:rected to the means
the magnitude of the ships, within two huu- of procu'-ina: a supply of fresh j)rovision.s
dred yards of them, they were exceedingly and naval stores ; particularly the latter, fur
;

;
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we had been in great disenquiry, it appeared, that the
whole stock of live cattle, which tlie country
abovjt the bay could furnish, amounted only
to two heifers
and these the Serjeant very
readily promised to secure for us. Oar next
applications uere made to the merchant,
uhose terjns for servings us were so exorbitant, that Capt. Gierke thoufiht it expedient
to send an express to the Commander, to
learn the price of stores at Balcheretsk.
This determination being communicated to
Mr. Port, he dispatched a niessfrnuer to \he
Commander at Bolcheretsk, to acquaint him

the w.int of
stress.

wliicli

On

;

with our intentions, and to remove

liie

sus-

picions that had been entertained rcsj^ecting the purposes of o\jr voyage.
For the
service, Mr. King was fixed upon, and
ordered to prepare for setting out the next
day, together with Mr. Webber, who was to
accompany him as interpreter. That day,

above

and the next, however,

the weather proved
too stormy for beginning a journey through
but on Friso desolate and wild a country
day, the 7th, of May, the weather became
more favourable, ai-.d we set out in the
ship's boats, early in t!)e morning, in order
to reach the entrance of the Awalska at
high-water, on account of the shoals at the
The country boats
Inouth of that river.
were to meet us here, to counduct us up the
stream. Capt. Gore was also added to our
party, and v.e were likewi.se accom|>anied
by Mr. Port and the Russia:i merchant,
with two Cossacks, having been previously
furnished with warm furred clothing; a
very necessary precaution, as it began to
snow briskly immediately afttr our setting
About eight o'clock, we were stopped
but.
by shoal water, within a mile of the mouth
when some Kamtschadales
o.f the river;
took us and our baggage, in some small canoes, and conveyed us over a bank of sand,
which the rapidity of the river had thrown
lip, and which we were informed, was continuaily shifting.
Having passed thisshoal,
the water again deepened, and we vvere t'uriiished with a commodious boat, resembling
a Norway yawl, to convey us up the river,
together with canoes tor the reception of our
baggage* The breadth of the month of the
:

J

Awalska

i<: about
a qnarter of a mile, but
pradnally narrowed as we advanced,
Having proceeded a few miles, we passed
several branches, many of which, we were
toid, emptied themselves into other parts of
and that sou)e of those c-n the left
the bay
ran into the Faratounca river. For the first
ten miles, the {jeneral direction of the river
from the bay, is to the N. and afterwards
it turns to the westvvf^rd.
Except this bend,
it chiefly preserves a straight course
and
6ows lhrou?h a low flat country, to the distence of thirty miles from the sea, which is
subject to frequent intjndaticns. Six men
were employed in pushing us on with long
poles, three of them being at each end of
the boat
and pvoceeded against the stream,
at the rate of about three miles an hour,
Our conductors endured this severe labour
for ten hours; stopping only once, and that
Ibr a short space of tiuje, to lake a little refreshment. Having been informed, at our
first setting out, that we could easily reach

it

;

;

;

Karatchin that niuht, we were greatly disappointed to find ourselves fitteen miles from
that |)lace at sun-set. This was attributed
to the delay in passing the shoals, bo!h at
the entrance of the river, and in many other
places. Our men being exceedingly fatigued,
and as the dithculty of navigating the ri\er
would have increased by the darkness of the
night, we declined all thouuhts of proreedwe thereing on our journey tliat evening
;

fixed upon a place thaJ was t(»lerably
well sheltered, and, clearing it of the snow,
erect«»d a small marquee, which, we had
providentially taken with us; and, with the
assistance of a good fire, and some excelltnt
fore

Our
punch, passed the night agreeably.
was,
obliginconvenience
the
being
prir.cipal
ed to keep at a considerable distance from
the fire ; for as soon as it was lighted, it
thawed every part round it into an abscdute
puddle. The Kamtschadales were extremely
alertand expeditious inerectingour marquee,
but we were
and cookinu" our provisions
much surprized at finding they had brought
with them their utensils for makins: tea,
considering it as a most intolerable hardship
if they cannot, two or three times a day,
regale themselves with drinking tea. When
;

A?sD
(loy-!iuht appt^areJ,

jouruey, aiu),

lit'lore
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we proreetled on our
we luid luatie much pro-

we were met hy the Tdioii, or cliief of
karatcliiii, wlio, beriii? apprized of our coin-

jxress,

had provided (amies that were hetter
aoconnnodated lor navi-jafinir the higher
ii'.U,

parts of the river.

A

coinmorlions vessel,

7oi

with various sorts of fish and {fame,
kinds of Ijeiith-heirii^s, wliicU
had heen preserved sir.ce the last yeur.
Whilst we were dininff in this miserahle
hnt, the quests of ahsojute strangers, and
at the extremity of the habitable «h»bp, a
solilary half-worn pewter spoon attracted
our attention. Its form was fatniliar lo us,

serve(l us

:m(l dilierenl

two canoes tog^ether) fnicloakes, and lined with and the wnid London was sliiutiied upon
lushed
bear-skins was also proc-jred for iis. We the back of it. It is impossible to express
now proceeded rapidly, the 'J\»ion's people the anxious ho|)es, and tender reniembranTlio.se
i)ein<7 remarkably expert in this kind of bu- ces, this circumstance excited in us.
absent
from
Ostrog-,
who
been
their
have
lonf4
the
arrived
at
nawe
ten
At
siness.
named Karatcliin, and the seal of Ins com- tive country, uill readily conceive what inniand, where we were received by tin Kamts- expressiljle pleasure such tritimg incidents
chadale men and women, and some Russian can give.
We had now quitted the river, and the
servants bel<jn;j:inu: to the merchant, Feil«»sThey were all aitiied in their best next part of our journey was to be performitch.
but the thaw had been so
habdimeiits those of the women beiu'j; jjay ed on sled'^es
loose
as not to permit us to
robe
day-time,
a
jfreat
the
of
in
consistinJT
and
pleasintr,
a-nd
of white nvinkeen, slathered cUxe round the set out, till the snow was become hard and
neck, ami fastened with a silk collar, A firm by the co'dness of the evening. I'his
.short jacket, without sleeves, was worn over furnished us with an opportunity of walking^
this, consisting of ddKerent coloured nan- about the viJiage, which was the only place
keens; and they had pettic<jats imuie of a in this country, that we had seen tree troni
Their shit'ts, which snow. It v\as situated on a ilat, of about a
slight Chinese silk.
hid sleeves extend- mile and an half in circuit. The leaves of
of
silk,
made
also
were
ing to the wrists; and their heads were tlie trees w>re just budding, and the verdure
bound with coloured silk handkeichiets, was strongly contrasted with the surrounding
which entirely concealed the hair o-" the hdls, which remained covered with snow,
married women; but the unmarried ones Tlie soil aj)pearing to be capalde of producplaced the kandkerchief under the hair, ing comtr.on vefjelables, we were surprized
permitting it to Huw loosely down the to find that not a s()Ot of it was cultivated,
Neither were the inhabitants possessed of
shoulders.
The Ostrog of Karntchin is pleasantly cattle of any sort. In short, their situation,
situated on the side of the river, and com- during tiie winter months, must be wretched
posed of three log-house^-, nineteen balgans, beyond conception. Tlsey were now remover summer habitations, and three jourts, ing from their jonrts to theii* batagans, which
which are houses underground. The'i'oion, gave ns an opportunity of observing botlj
The people into whose dwelling we were then conducted, ilie>e sorts of habitations.
was a plain decent man, sprung from a Kus- vited us, very civilly, into their houses; cheersian motiier, and a Kamtschadale father, fulness and C(<ntent were visible in every
His house, like all others in this connfry, cooHtenance, to which the approachim?
All the c'oance of season might perhaps contribute,
consisted of (nily tvAo apartments.
furniture in the outer room, was a long nar- On returning to our host's, supper was preliow table, with a bench round it
and the pared for us, consisting of the same articles
inner ap.artment, which was the kitchen, was which comfjosed our former repasl. When
also very scantily furnished.
But, the hearty we had tinrshed our meal, we entertained
welcome, and kind attention of our host, the Toion and his wile with pnuch made
amply compensated for the poverty of his of some of our spirits and Capt G(»re, with
feabitat'on.
Kis wife, an excelllent couk, his wonted generosity, uiaUe them som^

(made by

lashins?
with Inr

;

;

;

;
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valuable presents
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after \Vhich, they retired very valuable on account of liis stead' les
to the kitchen, leaving- us in the other room ; and docility; the sum of forty roubles (or
on the benches of vvhfch we spread our bear- ten pounds) being no unusual price for one
skins, and sought a little repose
having tirst ot" them. The rider has also a crooked stick,
settled with our conductors, to proceed on answering the purpose both of whip and
our journey, when the ground was judged reins ; with which, by striking in the snow,
to be. in a suitable condition.
The iiielan- he can regulate th<i speed of the dogs, or
ciioly howliDu^s of the dog-s awakened us even stop them at his pleasure.
they
a[)<>ut nine the same evening".
jDuring^ the are inattentive to their duty, he often chaswhole time our baggag-e was lasliing" upon tises them by throwing it at tliem. The
the sledges, their liorrid noise continued ; dexterity of the riders, in picking this stick
:

;

When

but,

when they were yoked, and prepared up

a cheerful yelping: succeeded,
which ceased the instant they marclied off.
-•"We shall here give our readers an accurate
description of a sledge brought Over by Mr.
King, and now in the possession of Sir
Ashton Kever. The length of the body is
about four feet and an iulf, and the breadth
one foot. It is made in the form of a crescent, of liglit tough wood, fastened together
with wicker work and, among the principal
people, is elegantly stained with red and
blue; the seat being covered with furs or
bear-skins. It has tour legs, about two feet
in height, resting on two long Hat pieces of
wood, of the breadth of five or six inches,
extending a foot beyond the body of the
sledge, at each end. These turn up before,
somewliat like a skait, and are shod with
the bone of some sea animal, 'i'lie carriage
is ornamented at the fore part, with tassels
of coloured cloth, and leather thongs. It
lias a cross bar, to which the harness is joined
and links of iron, or small bells, are
banging to it, which, by the jingling, is
supposed to encourage the dogs. They seldom cany more than one person at a time,
who sits aside, with his feet on the lower
part of the sledge, having bis baggage and
provisions, in a bundle behind him. The
usual numl)er of dogs employed in drawing
this i.arriage, is tive
four of them yoked
two and two, and the other acting as leader.
Tiie reins, being fastened to the collar instead of iliH head, have no great command:
ior travelling,

;

very remarkable, and is the
manoeuvre in the exercise of
their profession
nor is it indeed surprising,

again,

most

is

difficult

:

that they should be skilful in a practice in
wliich they are so materially interested
for, they assured us, that if a driver should
happen to lose his stick, the dogs immediately discover it
and, unless their leader is
both steady and resolute, they will instantly
set off full speed, and never stop till their
or till the carriage is
strength is exhausted
overturned and dashed to pieces, or hurried
down a precipice, when all ore buried in
the snow. The accounts of the speed of
these animals, and of the hardships and
fatigues they suffer, would have appeared
incredible, had they nut been supported by
the greatest authority.
ourselves were
witnesses of the extraordinary exfjedition
with which the uiessenger returned, who
had been dispatched fo J^dcheretsk with the
;

;

;

We

news of our

arrival at St. Peter and St, Paul's,
though the snow was exceedingly soft. I'he
Governor of Kamtsihatka assured us, that
this journey was usuMlly performed in two
days and an half; and that he had once received an express tVoin that harbour in
twenty-three hours. Tlirouuhout the winter,
the dogs are fed on the offals of dried an<i
ami, even this miserable food
stinking fish
is withheld from them, a day belore they set
out on a journey and they are not permilted
to eat a morsel of any thing till they arrive
They are frequently kept
at the end of it.
fasting for two entiie days, in which time
and are therefore usually hung upon the f ey will perform a journey of great extent.
sledge; the diiver depending principally The shape of these dons resembles that of
on Ih' ir obedience to his voice. Great caie the Pomeranian breed, but they are consiand ^jtlenfion are consequently used in train- derably larger.
As we did not choose to rely upon our own
ing up the leader, which frequently becomes
;

;

;

;
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h-re witli the same civllKy and hospitaliiy
and, in tiie ulternooii, were
as at Karatchin
coiwlncled to a reuiarUahle hot spring", at .1
Before
sniall distance from this vili:ijj:e.
we came very ne;ii' it, we saw a risinj; steam
and,
from it, as from a hoilinc;- cauldron
our jinides beiu^ under the neces- when we a|.proached it, we perceived a
the hills
A bason of
sify of supporting' the sled'^rs, on the lower strotrff sulphureous eftluvia.
sides, with their shoulders, for many miles about three feet in diameter, is formed by
be,sides wliich, there are
together. iMr. Kin«j was attended by a ifood the main sj)riug
lesser
of equal heat, in the
several
springs,
his
so
imperfect
in
was
iiatured Cossack, who
business, that heu a-;coutinua!!y overturning, adjacent ground; by which means the whr.le
w hichaHordedgreatentertaiumentto hiscom- s[)ot, consisting of about an acre, was so
pauions. The p'trty consisted often sledges very hot that we could not remain two
That which conducted Capt. minutes in the same place. The water issuin the win le.
Core, w.is formed of two lashed together, ing from these sf)rings, snpi)lies a small
and was plentifully furnished with furs and bathing pond, and afterwards a little rivulet,
by ten dogs, which conducts it into the river, at the disIt was drawn
bear-skins.
yoked f<ur abreast and those vvhich were tanoe of about one hundred and fifty yards.
Jaden with heavy bac^age, were drawn by Cireat cures, they informed us, had been efhad not |)roceedeil fected by this bath,, in rhcuniatisms, scorbuthe same number.
more thaji tour miles on our journey, when tic idcers, swelled and contracted joints, and
many other disorders. Where these springs
it began to rain, which, together with the
darkness of the night, threw us into some ilow, the ground is on a gentle ascent havIt was, after some little consul- ing a green hill of a moderate size behind it.
confusion.
lation, agreed, that we should continue Some plants seemed to ^thrive iiere with
we therefore great luxuriance, amiong which \ve observed
>vhere we were, till day-light
secured our sledges, wrapped ourselves up the wild garlick.
Monday, the lOth, in the morning, we emin furs, and waited patiently for the morning.
barked
on the llolchoiieeka
to
proand going
o'clock
were
we
summoned
three
At
our guides e^xpressing their apprehen- with the .stream, expected to arrive at our
ceed
Though
sions, that if we waited any longer, the thaw journey's end the lollowing day.
would perhaps stop us, and prevent our ad- iiolcheret.'ik is eighty miles from Nattheevancing or returning. Though we had kin, we were informed, that, in the sunnner,
many difficulties to encounter, owing prin- when the nveltingof snow on the mountains
tipally to the bad condition of the road, we has rendered the river full and rapid, the
got safe to an ostrog about two in the after- canoes have often gone there in a single
but now *hey told us we should be
noon. It is called Nalcheekin, and is situ- day
ated on a small stream, which falls into the much longer, the ice haviua: b'orken up only
Bol.choireka, at some distance below the three days before our arrival, and our's being
town. It is twenty-five miles from Karat- the first boat that had attempted to pass,
which, by their account, we could There was but too much truth in this intelchin
have compassed in four hours, had the frost ligence [for we were greatly imfiedeii by
continued
but the snow was so soft that the shallows and, though the stream was
the poor animals sunk up to their bellies at rapid in many places, we frequently had
almost every step; and it was indeed snr- ripplings and shoals, and were under the
prizing that they should be able to support necessity of hauling the boats over them,
themselves under so ^tiguing a journey. On each side of the river the country was
This inconsiderable ostrog consists of one romantic, but not diversified ; the course of
log-house, the residence of the Toion, one it being between craggy mountains, of a
were received piost dreary, and barren aspect; with nothing
Jourt, and live balagans.

we liatl each of us a iiiini to condurt
sledie, wliicli, in the coiMlilion liie roads
then were, proved a very labonon«< hiisiuess:
for, as the tliaw ha. l)een prev.ilcnt in the
vaUies, throuuli \\hich was our remilar road,
>ve were oblijjed to travel ah)»;a" tlie sides of

-slvill,
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;

I

;

;

;

;

We

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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Port wit!) a message to his excellency,
to vary the sfence, except p.ow and (hen the Mr.
bear, or a (iock of wild-fowl. acquainting him, that as soon as \ve had
si^ijt of a
This, and the following night, we slept under put oti'our travelling dresses, we would atour iitarquee, on the banks of the river, and tend him at his own Iiouse to pay our ressuilered greatly from the severity of the pects to him ; and entreated him not to
think of waiting to conduct us. He persistweather.
Wednesday the Pith, at day-liglit, we had ed, however, in his resolution of paying us
,

passed the mountains, and were proceeding
through a low extensive plain, on which
were a number of shrubby trees. Atninein
the morning, we reached an ostrog, called
Opatchin, of about the same magnitude as
Karatchin, and supposed to be fifty miles
serjeant and four Rusfrom Natcheekin.
§ian soldiers had been here two days, waiting
w ho instantly dispatched a
I'or our arrival
light boat to Bolcheretsk to give intelligences
rnagiiitiLent canoe,
of our approach.
plentifully furnished with skins and furs,
was prepared for our reception, and we were
but our felvery commodiously equipijed
excliided.
It gave us
low-travellers were
separated
from
be
our old
concern
to
.*;ome
cosnpanion Mr. Portn who daily grew more
shy and distant, as we drew nearer to the
completion of our journey. He acknowledged, indeed, before we set out, that he
was not entitled to the respect we had shewn
but, finding him discreet, and not preIiim
suming, we had msisfed on his faring as we

A

;

A

;

;

did, throughout the j(iii;'ney.

We

performed

the remainder of our passage, with I'le utmost ease and expedition for as we descendeJ, the river grew more rapid, and had very
On our aj)|>roarhihg
i'W obstructions.
Kamtschatka, we judgf-d, from an ai)pearranee of great stir and buslle, that our reception was to be iii form. Tliiscircumstance
was disagreeable to us, as decent clothing
had long been scarce among ns and our
travelling liabits formed a strange assemblage of the modes of India, Euro|)e, and
imt.<rhatka. To make a parade through
the metropolis in this motley trim, we
thoiiiiht would a|)pe;ir ridiculous; and, as
we <»bserved a crowd of people collected on
tlie binksofiiie river, and were informed
that the Commander would receive us at
the v\ater-side, we stopped ;«t the house <ff
a sold ei, about a quarter of a mile before
we caiiie to the town. Here we dispatched
;

;

K

this compliment, and we immediately proceeded to join him at the entrance of the
capital.
We were all remarkably awkard
and defective, in making our first saltitations ;
not having been accustomed to bowing and
scrai)ins:, for at least two years and an half,
The Commander received us in a most en—
gaginji manner
but we had the mortification to discover, that he had almost wholly
forgot the French language; so that only
Mr. Webber had the satisfaction ofconversins: with
him, as he spoke the German,
;

w hich was his native tongue.
was accompanied hy Caj)t.
next

Major

Rehm

Shujalt-^^'- iJ^e

in coinmaiul, and auotlier officer
the
whole body of merchants attended also,
We were conducted to the commander's
house, where we were politely and respectfully received by his lady
who had prepared tea and other refresh raenls. The first
compliments being over, Capt. Gore d'esired
Mr. Webber to acquaint the Miijor, that we
were distressed for want of naval stores,,
fresh provisions, flour and other necessaries ;,
and that we were convinced we could not
receive much assistance from him, in the
country about Awatska Bay, from what we
had already seen and heard that the impossibility of conveying heavy stores over the
i)eninsula, at that season, we were but too
sensil;)le of, from the difliculties we had enc»)untered in our journey
and that we could
;

;

;

;

not delay the prosecution of our voyage, to
wait for any material change.
Here the
JMr«jor interrupted Mr. W^ebber by f»bserving,
thai we knew not what they were capable
of doing; that he should not bestow a
thought upon the difficulties of su[>plyin^
our wants fie only wished to know what
articles we stood in need of, and the time
he could be allowed for procuring them.'
After expressing our acknowledgments for
his obliging: condescension we presented him
an account of the naval stores^ cattle, anil
:
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we were directed to purchase and in- favour of its inhabitants and, in addition to
funned him, Jhat ue intended to prosecute their civility, at sun-set, tht^ Serjeant brougiit
our voyaue ;'b()ut the oth, (if June. After the report of his i;uard to ('apt. Gore.

^our,

:

;

In the niornintj of the I3th, compliment'?
became more lieneral,
and it mit;ht naturally be supjjosed, that we were sent us by the Major, Capt. Shmaletf,
Mere anxious lo obtain some information and the most respectable people of the town,
country.
Ilaviuij from all whom we were honoured with visits
Tespectinj? our n;<live
been three years absent, we entertained the soon after. Tlie two former having, alter
most flattering: expectations, of receivinsf we had retired to rest, enquired of Mr Port
f«ome inlere^tiu'j: intelliiivnce from jMajor what articles we stood in the greatest need
they insisted on our
IJeiim: but we were *?reatly disappointed, of on board the ships
their
garrison,
comsharingwith
that
could
not
in the sn»all
lie
assured
n<,
when he
inunicate any inte'bg-ence of a much later stock of provisions they had then remainirjg

this, th*e conversation

;

;

date than that of our quiltin;; Enijland.
1'he Commander, supposing we nsiiiht be
fatigued, and desirous of repose, bciiged
leave to conduct iis to our loduings, at aliout
seven o'clock. It was useless to protest
against a compliment, to \\ hicli we had no
other title than that of being strangers,
That alone, with this generous J^ivonian,
was sulHcient to counterbalance every other
consideration. In iroing along, we pas'^ed
two guard-houses, w here the men were nuder arms, in compliment to Capt. (ior>% and
were conducted to a neat decent hou^e,
which the Major had appointed for our refsidence, while we continued at Kamtschatka.
had two sentinels j)osted at our door,
iind a Serjeant's guard -n an adjoinin2' house,
Having disposed of us in our apartments,
the Major took his leave, prtmiising to visit
ns the next day. We were now at leisure to
iliscover the conveniences which he had
Our fellow-traveller,
-am|)ly provided tor us.
Mr. Port, and a soldier, of a rank between
that of a Serjeant and a corporal, (called a
(oulpropersckack) we tixed upon tube our
male domestics. We had also a housekeeper,
and a cook, who were ordered to obey ^Ir.
Port's directions in dressing us a su[)per,
the
Ii»
after the English mode of co(jkery.
course of the evening, we were favoured with
a number of civil messages, from the princif)al inliabitants of the town, politely ohserving, that their attending to pay their res-

We

pects to us dt that time, would add to our
fatigues, but they would do themselves that
lionour the next morning. Such attention
and politeness, in so uncultivated and desor
late a country, formed a contrast highly in

7

lameotincr, at the same, time that our arrival
should liappen to be in that season of the
scrMcity
year, when
reigned universally
amono: them ; the sloops from OkotsU not
being yet arrived with their annua! su])ply.
AVe tlianklully accepted t.he liberal otl'er oi
on conditit)n,
these liospitable strangers
liowever, that we should be made acquainted
wilii the price of the articles we received
from them, that Capt. Cleike might draw
upon the Victiudling Otlice, in London, for
the amount. This was refused in the most
positive terms
and, though re|>eatedly
urged, the iMajor always stop;]ed us short,
by saying, that his mistress would be highly
gratified at his renvlerinz every assistance in
his power to the English, wlio are her good
friends and allies; and thai it winiUI give
her a peculiar satisfaction to find, that in
such remote regions, iier dominions had
;

;

afi^brded

any

rt

lief to vessels

engaged

in

such

im|)ortant services. Ileadded, thathei'ould
not, therefore, act so contrary to the f.Miiicipies of his i'^mpress, as to think of receiving
any bills but, if we insisted on it, we miuht
give him a bare certificate of the articles he
might supi)iy us with, which he would
transmit tothe court of iiussia, as an evidence
of having performed his duty. All farther
;

acknowledgments, continued he, ?nn';t be
submitted to the two cojirts, but you must
excuse ine from acceding* to your |)ioposa!.
This nsaiter being adjvisted, lie requested to
be informed respecting our j)riva{e wants,
saying he should consider it as ofiiering liiui
an attront, if we applied to any of ihe merchants, or h.ad dealings with any otiier pcrson except himself.
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Not linvi!V4' it in our power to make on considerable breadth. It lies north of tli«
«de([ua?e rctarii for suofj siui^ular generosity, Bolchoireeka, (or great river) and on a pelie had only our thanks and admiration. ninsula, which has been separated from the
At this niofuent, Mr. King; recollected, that continent by a large canal, under the direcCapt. Gierke hud sent by him a set of the tions ofthe present commander which has
engraving's to Capt. Cook's second voyage, added strength to it as a fortress, and letidesiring him to present it, in his name, to dered it much less subject to inundations.
the Commander. Nothing could liave been The depth of the river, below the town, is
more acceptable to him than this present, from six to eight feet and the breadth
the 3Iaj 5r being an enthnsiast in all matters about a, quarter of a mile. At the distance
relative to discoveries.
Capt. Clerke !iad of twenty-two miles, it empties itself into
also given Mr. King a discretionary power, the sea of Okotsk, where it is capable of
of permitting the Commander to see a chart admitting pretty large vessels. No corn, of
ofthe discoveries made in the present voy- any kind, is cultivated in this part of the
age
and, judging from his situation a-^d country; and the Major assured us, that
disposition of mind, that he would be liigb'y his was tlse only garden that had been
gratified by such a commnnication
thougii, planted.
In general, the earth was covered
from motives of delicacy, he had only asked with snow the paits which were free from
a few general questions on the subject, Mr. it, were full of black turfy hillocks.
King reposed in him that coniidence, whi<:h saw about twenty or thirty cows, and the
liis whole conduct so justly merited.
He Comnvdnder had six good horses. These,
felt tliis compliment as it vas intended »,<? and tlieir dogs, are their only tame ani-^
•should, and was struck at beholding, in ojie inals
being obliged to kee[) a great numview, the whole of that coast on the side of ber of the latter, they can rear only such
Asia and America, which his countrymen cattle as are a match for them in strength
had been so long employed in acquiring an and size. For, during the whole of the
imperfect knowledge of. Except this mark summer season, the dogs are turned loose,
of contitlence, and the set of copper-plates to provide entirely for themselves and ara
already mentioned, we had nothing with ns sometimes so ravenous, that they will even
for it was venture to attack the bullocks.
deserving of his acce[)^a^ce
In Bolcheretsk, the buildings are aH in
hardly worth noticing, that Mr. King prt;they consist of logs of wood,
vailed on his son (who was quite a youth) the same style
to a^'ceptof a silver watch
and contributed and are thatched. The 3b\jor's house is,
to his little daughter's happiness, by pre- considerably larger than the rest, and has
senting her with two pair of ear-rings, of three c.ipacious rooms, neatly papered; but
French paste. He also gave Capt. Shmaleff the talc, which covered the windows, gave
the thermoineter which we had used on his them a disagreeable and mean appearance.
journey, when he engaged to keep a regis- The town consists of low buildings, in rows
ter of the temperature of the air for one of five or six habitations each, connected
whole year, and to transmit it to Mr. Mul- together by 'a passage extending the whole
having the kitchen ar.d
U'his length of them
ler, with whom he was acquaihted.
side, and the dwelliiig
one
day we dined at the Commander's, mIio, store-house on
There are also
other.
on
apartments
the
ever studious to gratify our curiosity, had
and Cossoldiers
Russian
for
the
barracks
after
the
prepared a variety of dislies dressed
court-room
a
church
tolerable
sacks
a
manner,
besides
Russian and Kamtschadale
a number of others in the English style. and, at the end ofthe town, u number of
In the afternoon, we took a survey of the balagans. The number of the inhabitan's
handtown, and the adjacent country. The situ- is between five and six hundfed.
ation of Bolcheretsk is in a low swampy some entertainnient was given by the Maplain, extending to the sea of Okotsk, be- jor, in the 'nening, to which were invited
iuff about forty miles in length, and of u all the I'w'spectable inhabitants of botli sexes.
;

;

;

;

We

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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next ilay we made a private ap})liea!ion the Tni»ii»a, a river whicli runs into tlie
the luercliant, in order to pnr- nortlitrn extremity of the sea otOlcotsU. and
Feilositch,
to
chase some tobacco thesaih>rs haviuii" been gives its name to a g»ilj)h, west of that Penwithout that favourite commodity for up- shinU. On tlie day of our arrival at Boiwards of a year. This however, liUe other cherelsl;, the Miijor had received diypatches
similar transactions, came immediately to from tjjistbrt. jj(<|n;)intini>- him, that a party
and, in of tie I'scluitski had arrivetl there, witli
the knowMedgre of the Commander
were
we
time,
alter
surprised
to voluntary oifers of friendsinp and a tribute,
short
a very
lind four bagsof tobacco in our house, each 'I'hat, on asUini;- the c;>use of so unexpected an alteration in their sentiments, they
containiuif upwards of one hundred pounds
whi(;h the Major requested mii;ht be pre- had ac(|uainted his people, that two larue
sented to our sailors, in his name, and that Kussian boats had visited them towards
By the end of the |)recedin<^ summer that they
of the garrison under hLs command,
we
had been shewn the greatest kindness by tlje
conveyance
received
twenty
the same
loaves of sugar, and as many pounds 6f tea, people who were in them, and had enterand
which they requested the olhcers to accept ed into a league of amity with them
of; as tliey understood that we were almost that, in consequence of this, they came to
j)resent was tiie llussiari fort, in (»rder to settle a treaty
destitute of those articles.
terms agreeable to both nations.
also sent by Madame Behin, for Capt. upon
Gierke, which consisted of honey, butter, 'Ihis remarkable tale had given rise to much
figs, rice, and other articles: accompanied speculation, both at Ingiginsk and Bolcheand must have remained utterly unwith her best wishes, that, in his infirm retsk
state, they might prove serviceable to him, intelligible, had it not been elucidated by
It was no small satisfaction tons, to
strenuously endeavoured to oppose this us.
profusion of bo\inly, and were extretnely have thus shewn the Russians, even by acanxious to restrain it fully convinced that cident, the best method of collecting tribute,
they were giving' ns almost the wh(»le stock and extending? their dominions; in hofies
of their garrison. But the answer we re- tt»at the good nnderstanding-, which this

'riie

;

;

;

;

;

A

;

We

;

reived from the Major, on these occasions,
generally was, that he had been in distress ijimself and he was sensible that we
must now be in that situation. The length
of time, indeed, since we had touched at

any known port, appeared to them almost
incredible, and seemed to require the evidence of our maps, and other concurrent
circumstances, to obtain their credit. Amongthe latter, we shall mention a curious tact,
which Major Behm related to us this morning, and wliich he said he should not have
Ivuown how to account for, but for our arAmong' tire people of the north of
rival.
Asia, it is well known, that the Tschutski
only have maintained their indepejulence,
and resisted all the etforts of the Russians
to reduce them.
The last aUempts were in
1750, and after variety of temporary ad vantage on each side, the Russihn forces retreated, after having' lost their

The Russians

commanding-

afterwards removed
their frontier fortress, from the Anadyr to

officer.

>[o. 48.
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event has produced, may rescue a brave
people from sucli powerful ir.vaders.
This day being' Friday, the14tl), we were
engaged to dine with Capt, Shmaleif", who
in order to vary our afnusements, entertained us willi an exhibition of dancing', in the
Russian and Kamtschadale style. It is impossible to convey an adequate idea of this
uncouth exhibition, 'I'lie fisrure of the Russian dance, resembled those of o«ar hornpipes, and consisted of one, two, or four
pertormers at a time. Their steps were exceedingly siiort and quick, their feet being
raised but a very little way from the ground
their arms were hung' down close to the
sides, the body being- kept, the whole time,
erect and immoveable, except when the
performers passed each other, when the
hand was suddenly raised with an awkward
motion.
But, if the Russian dance was
unmeaning- and ridiculous, the Kanitsritadale was intiuitely nuue so. I'he princii'al
aim, in their performances, is^o represent
;
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g-esftires of the bear, v.liich the
inhabitant"* oi" this country luive iVeqnent
op{)ortunities of observing in various situations. To describe the awkward f)ostu!es,
exhibited on these occasions, would a[)|>ear
In uenera! fiowtedious and uninteresting*.
€ver, tlie body was bowed, and the knees
bent, whilst the arms were euipioyed in
iniitaling the motions of that awkward

the clninsy

animal. iMuch time liad been spent in our
)ourney to Bolcheretsk, and being informed
that our return might, perhaps, be more
difiicult and tedious, we were obliged to
acquaint the Major this evcnrng, wiih our
We
intention of departing the next i\i\y.
couhl not think of leaving our new actjuaintances without regret: and were j-.greeably
surprized, when the Major promised to acoompany ns, if we would slay but one day
longer. He told us, that he had made up

and resigned the command
of Kamtschatka to Captain Sinnale(f havids dispatches,

;

ing miide the necessary preparations for his
departure to Okotsk, which was shortly to
but that he should be iiappy in
take place
post()oning his journey, and attending us to
8t. Peter and St. Paul's, in onler to be satisfied, that nothing which could l)e do'.ie to
serve us, should be omitted. For the articles
which Mr. Kinir had given to the Major's
children, he received, the next morning, a
most magnificent Kamtschadale dress, such
as the principal Toions wear on the most
;

solemn occasions. This hahit, as we were
informed by Fedositsch. must have cost, at
one hundred and twenty roubles,
least,
He also, at the same time, w;is presented
with a h;mdsome sable muff, as u present
from his daughter.
Saturday, the loth, we dined with the

Commander, who,

cnlar, np[)eared in a

^rand Enropenn

dre?!?.

The

richness and v-<iiiety ot" the silks wot-ri
by the women, as uell as the sinijujarity oi'
tijeir dress, was very striking: and llie whole
itad the air of some enchanted scene, in
tl»e midst of the most desert and dreary
country in the nnivjrse.
The entertainmentsnfihis night were dancing and singing.
As we had fixed upon the next morning for our departure, we retired early to
^>ur
apiirtmenls,
where three travelling
dresses presr-rited themselves to our vieu,
made afler the Kamtschridale mode, which
iiad been provided for ns by the Gomu)ander.
He came lo us hinjselfsoon after, to see that
|)roper care was taken in packing up our
things.
had, indeed, no inccfusiderable
load of bag<;aue
for, cxci«^*;i^•e of his libera present'*, Cisptain Shni;»h'lf, and several
other individuals, shewed us snatjy instances
of kindness and generosity. On the 16th|^
early in the njorning, we were pre[)aring for
onr departure, when v. e were invited to take
our leave of Madauje Behnj, in our passage
to the boats.
Already impressed v/ith sentiments of the warmest gratitude, for the

We

;

I

•

benevolent and generous bratment we had
ist
Holclierelsk, they were much
heightened l»y the alfecting scene which followed. On leaving our apartments, we saw
all the .soldiers ami Cossacks of the garrison
dra-vvn u|) on on<^side: and, on the other,
were all the male inhabitants of the town,
in their best chnhing
the whole body of the
people joining in a melancholy song, wliicli
we were informed, it u ar. usual to sing on
the departure of friends. Thus we marched
till we arrived at the
Conunander's house,
proceeded by the drutns and nuisic belonging to the garriscm. Here we were received
rr.-eived

;

by

Madame Behm,

accompanied by sevehabited in long silk clokes, lined
with furs of various colours
forming a most
splendid ai)pearance.
Having partook of
some rerreshment w Inch had been provided
for us, we proceeded to the wati-r-side, attended by the ladies, who joined with the
rest of the [>eople in the s(uig
and, hiiving
taken leave of Madame Hehm. alter as«ur]>a-l}y in the Siberian, and partly in the ing her that the sense of the hosp.taliiy of
European mode. Madame Behm, in parti- Bolcheretsk, would be indelible in our
willing to give

ns

p.n

oppoftunity of seeing as much as we could
of the utanners and customs of the country,
invited all the principal inhabitants of the
town, to his hotise thisevening. The dresses
vvomen were splen<lid, after tiie
of the
Kamtschadale manner. Captain ShmalefJ''s
lafly, and the wives of the other officers of
the uuri ison, were dressed in a pretty taste,

o

ral lad es,

;

;
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h.isf»Mi ii)!o

TIIK ^VOI:LD.

were too nmrli alKecfed not to what, had happened
(lie l)oats.
At piiltiny: tttY, we was mwch coiiCirned

!Cfeivf(i three cli»*f IS, wlii«'l) we iiniiiediately
irtiirned ; nntl, on ilonl)lin!z a point, where
we last beheld our fVieiuily enteiUiineis,
t'jey still added to otir l'eeli()sjs l>y a t'.uevvel

at
to

Bwh

heie.

lind th.>t,

.

a,,.

.-

disturbed repose iit the harbdur, and a milk
The next morning",
stream was s«» and vegetable diet.
exceediniily ra[)id, that nolwithstandiny: the iMr. King conducted the Major to the ships ;
utmost exertions ot onr contii'otors, we did wUere he was received wiih evi-ry possible
not arrive at the first villasfe, Ojiatolini, till marlv of distinction, and saluted wilh ihirleea
the ITth, in the evening-, which did not ex- guns. Hi' was attended by the (./omuiander
ceed the rate of twenty miles a day. On the of a Russian galliot, two m rchants ;.;'om
IDlli, we reached NiitcheeUin, and crossed IJoIcheretsk, a n. aster of a sloop, i:\\[\ ijje
llaviiinf
the plain to Karatchin on die '20iU. llie priest of the vill.tgfe of Faratounca.
road was in nuieh better order than when visited the Captain, and taken a view of
we |)assed it bet'ore, as it froze smartly in the two shij)s, he returned to dine on f)oard
the riiiht of the IDth. We proceeded down the Resolution. In the course of the afterthe Awatska river on Fii<!ay, the 21st, noon, the curiosities which we had collected
»nd passed over the shoals, at the entrance were shewn liim, and an assortment of each
oflhebay, before it was dark. Dnrinsi the article presente(i to him by Capt. Clerke.
whole of onr jonnney, we were hichly pleas- IJere we cannot suppressan instance ofgreat
ed with the wdlin^ness and alacrity, with generosity ami gratitude in our sailors who,
\^h'ch the Toicms ajuJ their Kaiiitschadales being- informed of the handsome present
On see- which had been made them by the Major,
assisted ns at the did'erent Ostro^s.
joy
appeared
every
coun- voluntarily requested that their grog- might
Major,
in
the
injf
tenance and they were much aifected upon be withheld, and their allowance of spirits
bemg intormed that he W(jidd shortly leave presented to the garrison of RoJcheretsk ;
them. A messenuer had been dispatclied saying, they knew brandy was extremely
f/om Bolcheretsk to Cupt. Clerke, acqofiint- .scarce in tliat country, the soldiers on shore
having- offered tour roubles a bottle for it.
in;v idm with the nature of our reception
«nd that the M.\jor intended to accompany We could not but admire this extraordinary
apprizing? hiin, at ll»e sacrifice, knowing how much the sailors
us on our return
same time, of the day he might expect us. felt, wiien abridged or deprived of their grog-.
We obse'ved, with pleasure, as we aj>pr(tach- Indeed, they never had that article withheld
ed the haibonr, all our boats coming' to- trom them but in warm weather, that they
wards us. Tiie men we-.e all clean, and the might enjoy a greater proportion when it
but this generous {)roofficers as well arrayed as their ward robes was most necessary
would then permit tiiem to be. Tiie Miijor posal would deprive them of it, even in the
Mi)s struck at the healthy ap|)ear;u!ce of onr inclement season we ha<l naturally to expect
sailors, and was snrj>rized to see that many in our northern expedition.
The officer*,
of them had no other coverinsr than a shirt iiovvever, woidd not permit, them to suiTer
and trowsers, though it actually snowed at by their g-enerosity, and substituted, in the
3ii\j(jr Belim had ex- room of the small quantity of brandy, which
that very instant.
pressed an inclination to vi^it the ships be- the Major consented to accept, arr equal
but, being informed that quantity of rum.
fore he landed
A dozen or two of Cape
Capt. Clerke was extremely ill, he thought wine for Madame Behrn, and some other
it would he improper to disturb him at so trifling presents which we were enabled
to
)ate art hour; it befng then after nine make, were accepted with great |)oliteuess.
Mr. King therefore attended him The tobacco was distributed the next morn*
o'clock.
to tlie Serjeant's house, and afterwardo; went ing, among the crews of both ves-els
every
ca board to couimunicate to Capt. Clerke man that chewed or smoked tobacco being
o'leer

!

On

unr retnrn, the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

.

his absence, that otticer's heallh was cousideral)ly impaired, in.-iead of growin:;' better,
as we tlatiered (/urselves it migiit, tiom un-

o
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tillowed tliree pounrls and tlie others who
liave already obse! v«ii(! not, only one.
eil that the 3Ii;jor had resigned tlje cotuwjaiid of K.'tmtschatka, and was speedily to
and he now exrepair to Petersbnrgh
willini^ness
to
convey any disri-.'.st^d
liis
i
patches we iriii^ht c}»oo.«e to commit to his
care.
Such an opportunity was not to he

We

;

ntg'ecled

;

and Cypt. Gierke requested him

to take the ciuirge of sonie papers relative to
our voyage, to tlie British AinI)assador at
the Russian court. At first, we intended to
transmit only a concise journal of our prohut, after ujature consideration,
ceedinsrs
Capt. Clerke was of opinion, that the whole
accotint of our discoveries might safely he
committed to the care of a man, who had
ffiven the stroni^est proofs oi' probity and
Considering: also, that a very liavirtue.
zardous part of the voja<re was still to be
performed, he resolved to send by him, the
tosfether
fvhole of Ca[)tain Cook's journal
with his own, from the death of that Commander, till our arrival at Kamtschatka;
and also a chart of our discoveries. Mr.
Bayley and iMr. Kinij: also iletermiued to
send an account of our proceedinjjs to the
board of lonp:itu<le. From these precautions,
had any accident befallen us, the Admiralty
woubl have become possessed of the princiIt was tart lie r
j)al facts of our voyai^e.
resolved, that a smaller packet should be
dispatched from ()k•lt•^k, whicli the Major
suppi^sed would reach Petersburuh by l>eceud)er and that heex|)e(;ted to arrive there
'I'he Major
him'^elf in February or March.
was entertained alternately in the two shijjs,
as well as we were able, the three following
days. On Thur.»d;)y, the 2.3ih, he departed,
the
and W'JL^ saluted with thirteen guns
expressing
sailois, at their own request,
Mr.
their regard for him by three cheers.
;

;

;

;

King and Mr. Webber attended him, the
next morninff, sonie few miles up the Awatska river, where the Russian [jriest and his
fanuly w^re waitinij to bid a last adieu to
When taking our leave
their C( mtnander.
of the .\?ajnr, it isdifhcult to say, wheiiier
l!ie worlhy priest an-l his family or ourselves
were m'>st atiected. Th<>UL:h our acquaintance had been of short dur.'tic»n, his beha-

4

viour

NOllTIl POLi:,
had

inspired

us

v/ith

the

hig!:rst

esteem for him
and we could not part
(perhaps for ever) witji one, to whom w*?
were under such infinite obligations, without
imlulging the most tender feelings. Exclusive of the stores, which ujighl probably he
carried to a public account, the value of the
private presents bestowed on us, must have
amounted to upvvardsof two hundred pounds.
But, however extraordinary this generosity
may aj)pear, it was exceeded by his delicacy
in conferring favours, and his ingenious endeavours to prevent our feeling the weigjit ot
obliytitions, which he knew we were unable
to requite.
In supporting a public charac;

and nsaintaining the honour of his sovereign, he is still more entitled to our admiration, as he was actuated by sentiments the
most noble auii enlarged. The service in
which we were engaged, he told us, was for
the general benefit of mankind
and entitled us to the offices of humanity, and the
privileges of citizens, in what«:ver country
ter,

;

we might be driven. That, by adording us
such relief as was in his power, he was certain that he was acting agreeably to the
wishes of his empress; and that he could
not so entirely forget her character, or his
own honour, as to barter for the performance
of a duty. Among other things he said, he
made a particular point of setting a good
example to the Kamtschadales, who were
just emerging from a state of barbarism
that they considered the Russians as their
patterns, in every
respect; and that he
hoped they wotild, in future, think it a duty
incuujbent on them to render strangers every
assistance in their power, and believe it to
be the universal practice of all polished and
civilized nations.
The Major having, so
far as he was capable, relieved our i)resent
distresses, he was not unmindful of our future wants
and, imagining we should not
be able to discover the passage we weie in
search of, and that we should return to
Kiimtschatka
he procured tr(Mn Captain
Clerke, the particulars of what tlour and
cordage he should want, promising to send
them trom Okotsk, to wait our arrival. He
also presented the Captain with a written
paper, enjoining every Russian subject to
;

;

;
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to the utmost of llieir abilities.
thus nivvn a D.itrative of the journey
return troiii 13oltjt our pai y to, ami iluir
ciierelsk, llieir rti'tpuoii ihere, ami the dej) irtme otMi.jor Bcinii, Wf sliall now recount
the Iransartions \\lii(:l> passed at l^etropaiil.t^vsKii during;" our ahsenco.
Oa Friday, liui 7ll», of May, not long'after
we had (juiiled the hay of Avvatska, a tireat
ece of ice drove ai^ainst tlit' R«"<olntion
J)
a ul brought honje the small bower anchor;
in consequence of which, (he other anchor
was weiuhed, and the ship was moored
'V\\e carp^uters, w ho were occupied
aj:ain.
in stoppiu;^' the leak, Were under the necessity of taking off (ireat part of the sheathing
and many of the trunnels
iVoin the bows
le found to be so loose antl rotten, that
tiiey were drasvn out easily with the tingers.
Oil Tuesday the 11th, heavy gales blew from
obliged both vessels to
I'le N. E. which
strike their yards and toj)-inas:s
but the
weather becoming more moderate i[i the
Bss'st US
Jl.jvinir

I

;

w

;

7-v>

it
frequently happened, that we
could not take into the shifjs the |)resents
which were sent us. 'i Ijey generally consisted of herrings, trout, flaf lislj^ and cod.
'Ihe former, whicli were in tdeir highest
I>eri'ection, and of a delicious flavour, were
in extreme plenty in this bay.
'i'he people
of the Discovery, at one time, surrounded
such an amazing qnantily in their seine,
that they were obliu^ed to throw out a very
considerable number, lest the net should be
broken to pieces and tlie cargo tin y landed was still so abundant, that, besides having a sutficient stock for immediate use,
they tilled as many ca-^ks as they could conveniently spare tor salting: and, after sending on board the Resolution a tolerable
(piantity for the same purpor;e, they left
behind several bushels upon the beach.

so that

:

and snow now beyan rapidly \o
and plenty of nettle-tops, celery,
and wild garlick, were gathered for the

The ice
disap|)ear,

use of the crews whicli being boiled with
and the ice having tirifted away portable soup and wheat, furnished them
as far a-, the mouth of the h<u hour of Petro- with an excellent and salutary breakfast;
paalowska, they war()ed close to tlie shore and with this they were eveiy morning supThe birch-trees were also tapped,
for the greater convenience of procuring jilied.
wood and water, ami again moored, as be- and the sweet juice, of which they produced
the mouth of tiie bay shut in by the great quantities, was cons'antly mixed with
fore
most sjjutlierly p.)int of Rdkinvina harbour, the brandy allowed to the men. On the
])earing S and the town N. half W. at the lO'th, a small bullock was killed, which
On the l'2th, a the Serjeant had procured for the ship's
dislai'.ce of half a mile.
Its weight was two hundred
f>arty was detached to cut wood, but nnule companies.
ittle f)rogiess in that «:ervire, on account of and seventy-two [)ounds.
Tt was served
the snow, which still covered the eround. out to both the crews for their Sunday's
A convenient spot, abreast of the ships, was dinner, and was the first fresh beef which
cleared, where there was a ^ood run of they had tasted since the departure of our
water; and a tent being pitche<l for the vessels from the Cape of Good Hope, \n
cooper, the empty casks vver« landed, and December, 177(); a period of almost two
the sail-makers sent ashore. On Saturday, years and a half. Tliis evening, John Macthe 15th, as tiie beach was then clear of ice, intosh, the carj)enter's mate exj)ired, after
a party was sent to haul the seine, and having been afflicted with a dysentery ever
caught a plentiful supply of tine tlat-tish for since we had left the Sandwich Isles. He
the companies of both ships.
From this was a peaceable and industrious man, and
time, indeed, till we quitted the harbour, we greatly regretted by his mess-mates. Though
were even overpowered with the great quan- he was the fourth person that >ve had lost
tities of tish which came in from every quai- by sickness during our voyage^ he was the
ter.
The Toions, both of this town, and of tirst who, from his age and constitution,
Paratounca, a neiglibouring village, had co'.ikl be said to have had, on our sotting'
received orders from IViajor Behm to em- out, an equal ehance of life with tlie rest of
p!oy, in our service, all tlie Kamtscadales
Watman was si)ppo?eU by
his companions.
at'ternoon,

:

6

;
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about sixtj' years old; and Robert?;,
and Mr. Anderson, from the decline nhicli
j.)ad iTianilestly commenced before our departure from JEngland, most probably could
not, under any circumstances, have lived to
a later periotl than they did.
Captain Clerk's health continuing- daily

us to

to

1)6

decline, notwithstanding- the salutary
diet which Kamtschatka affordhim, the priest of I'aratounca, as soon

change of
ed

was informed of the ,weak state he
supplied him every day with milk,
bread, fowls, and fresh butter, though his
as he

was

in,

habitation v^as sixteen milc;^ from the harbour where our ships were stationed. On
our arrival, the Russian hosj)ital, neiir the
town of St. Peter and St. Paul, was in a
very deplorable state. All the soldiers were,
in a greater or less degree, alHicted with the
scurvy, many being in tlie last stage of that
disorder.- The I'est of the Russian inhabitants were likewise in a similar condition
ajul we ol).5>erved, that our friend fheseneant,
by drinking too freely of the spirits he had
received from us, he broujrht on liimself, in
the couise of a few days, several of the
most alarming symptoms of that disease.
Cup*. Clerke, desirous of relieving them
;

from

tliis

lamentable

state,

|)ut

them

all

iMider the care of our surgeons, and gave
«)rders, that a supply of sour krout, and
malt, for wort, should be furnished for tlieir
surprising alteration soon took
w^e.
place in the figures of most of them
and
tlieir speedy recovery was chietly attributed
to the effects of the sweet wort.
On Tut^sday, the 1st, of June, two hundred
and fiffy poods, or nine thousand pounds
wei^rht of rye flour, were brought on board
the Resolution; and the Discovery received
were supplied
a proportional quantity.
with this flour ffcm the stores of Petropaulowska. The men w ere now put on their full
allowance of bre^id, which from the time of

A

;

We

our leaving the Cape of Good Hope, they
had not been indulged in. The same day,
we completed our stock of water, six^y-five
Ions having been conveyed on board. Friday the 4lh, we had fresh breezes, and
heavy rains, so that we were disappointed,
in our design of dressing the ships^ and

obliged

to

content

ourselves

wit!)

firinjr

twenty-one guns, in honour of His Majesty'*
t)irth-day, and celebrating it, in other respects, in the best manner we could.
Port,
^vho, on account of his skill in languages,
yas left with us, partook, as well as the Serjeant, (in the capacity of commandant of
the place) of the ente tainment of the day.
The worthy priest of Paratounca, having
been informed that it was the anniversary
of our sovereign's birth, gave likewise a
sumptuous feast, at which several of our
gentlemen were present, who vve're highly
'-i)leased

with their entertainment, of which

dancing formed a part. On the 6ih, twenty
head of cattle arrived, having been sent us,
by the directions of the commander, from the
Verchnei Ostrog, which stands on the river
Kamtschatka, at the distance of almost a
hundred miles from this piace. These cattle were of a moderate size
and, though
the Kamtschadales had been seventeen days
in driving them down to the harbour, were
III good condition
when they arrived. The
four succeeding days were employed in makinsr preparations for putting to sea
and on
Friday, the 11th, about two o'clock in the
morning, we began to unmoor.
Before,
houever, we had got u[) one anchor, so violent a gale sprung up from the N. E. that
we thought proi)erto moor again, supposingr,
from the position of the entrance of the bay,
that the current of wind would, in all probability, set up the channel.
The pinnace
;

;

wasdisfiatched to examine the passage, anil
returned with intelligence, that the wind
blew violently from the S. E. with a great
swell, setting into the bay; so that any attempt to get out to sea would have heen attended with considerable risk. Mr. Pork
now took liis leave of us, carrying with him
the box containing- the journals of our voyaere, which Major Rehm was to take charge of,
and the packet was to be forwarded by
express.
On the 12th, the gale having
abated, we began unmooring again
but,
after having broken the messenger,
and
reeved a running- purchase with a six inch
hawser, wliich likewise broke tljree times;
we were, at last, under the necessity of heaing a strain at lo^v water, end waiiinf;- ibr
;

AND HOUND THE WORLD.
llie flrtwlncr

of the tide to raise

tlie

anchor, that

ue were

wilhinil

(Imr,

Ahimt three o'ehx U
daniai^ui;!: Ilie Ciilile.
ill the alteri.ucin, tiie hesl bower wa^ wei^h-

mck

This

((!,

uit'iisiiir'

Me

anil

sufceetU'd, thoiiiili

Sft sail

;

hut,

Jiot

IJunL* at

in the

and the wind hein^ ineoiisulMahle, we anchored uiiain in ten
falhoujs waier, olr'the month ot" Rakovvinu
liarhonr: the Ostioo: bein^' at the distance
of l)etween two and three miles, bearini; N.
by E. half E. the eh'vatcd rock on the western siile of the passage, beariiifr S. and tiie
needle ro( k^-, on the eastern side of the passa:;e, S. S. 10. half E.
On Sunday, the 13th, at four o'clock,
A. M. we liot under way willi tiie tide of
ebb; -and, as there was a perfect calm, the
boats were dispatch.ed a-liead lor the purAbout ten, a
pose of towini; the .-liijis.
up, and the
wind
sprinjiiiiij;
south-easterly
tide iiaviui? turned, we were obliufed to let
fro our ancliors atrain, in sevt.i l*athou;s; the
Ct,trog bearin;^ N. half E. at the distau'ce of
a mile from the land tlutt was nearest to us
and the three needle rocks beini^* in the diin the aflermxtn,
rection of S. half E.
King
landed on the
Gore
and
Lieut.
Capt.
east side of the passage, where they obseived, in two different places, the remains of
spacious villages and, on the side of a hill,
tijey saw au old ml: ed parapet, with iour or
:.

;

It ha<l guns mounted on
five embrasures.
in Beering's tinie, as that navigator him-

it

and commanded the [)asbay.
Not far
from this spot, were the ruins of some sublerraneous caverns, which our two gentlemen
conjectured to have been magazines. About
«ix o'clock P. M. we weighed anchor, with
the ebb tide, and turned to windward
but,
two hours after, a thick fo^ coming on, we
^^'eve under the necessity of bringing to, our
soundings n*ot affording us a sufficient direction for steering betwixt several sunken
rocks, situated on each side of the passage
we were to make. The next morning, the
fog in some degree dispersing, we weighed
i\s soon as the tide began to ebb
and, there
being little wind, the boats were sent a-head
to tow
but, about ten o'clock, both the
wind and tide set in so strong from the sea,
;

sage up the mouth of the

;

;

;
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onure

liiirtf-en

more

oblii^-ed to

tathottis

wattr,

ra-^t

tiie

an*
hiuh

ihe (li«:tance ot six tnilonafs'i

dncetion of \V

the tide contiiiticJ,

at eii;h!,

luaUiiJiT atiaiHst us,

self informs us

in

7r>7

.

owe quvirtor

tluri.iu- tiie rei;.aiiiiler

S.

AVe

of the day,

in this situation, tliewitui bh)vvinff fresli nito

the ujouth ol' the hay. 'I'ou iirds the evf-ninu',
the uealher was extremely daik and cloudy,
vvilii an unsettled wind.
On Ihe l-jih, we were surprized, before
day-liLcht, with a rumbiiui? noise, tliat resembled distant thunder; and when the day
appeared, we found that the sides and decks
of our ships were covered, near an inch
thick, with a fine dust like emery.
The air
wi<.s at the same time, loaded and ohscured
with this substance; and, towards the vo!cano mmnitain, which stamls to the northward of the harbour, it was exceedinj^ly
thick and black, iiisomuclj, tliat we were
unable to distini^^uish the body of the hiP.
Ai)out twelve o'clock, and during the after
noon, the loudness of the exj)los!ons incieas-

and they were succeeded by showers
ed
of cinders, which, in general, were of the
size of peas, though many of those that were
f)icked up from tlie deck were lart>er than u
hazel nut. Several small stones, which had
undergone no alteration from the action of
fire, fell with the cinders.
In the evening
we had dreadful claps of thunder, and vivid
tiashesof lightning, which, with the Uarkiiess
of ihe sky, and the sulphureous smell of the
air, [)roduced a very awful and tremendous
efFect.
Our distance from the foot of the
motmtain was, at this time, about eight
leagues.
On the 16th, at day-break, we got
up our anchors, and stood out of the bay;
but the wind falling, and the tide of el>b
;

setting across the passa2:e on the eastern
shore, we were driven very near the three
needle rocks, situated on that side of the
entrance, and were under the nece^^sity of
Iioisting out the boats, for the purpose of
towing the ships clear of them. At twelve
o'clock, we were at the distance of six tiiiles
fr-om the land
and our depth of water was
forty-three fathoms, over a bottom of .small
stones, of the same kind with those which
had fallen upon our decks, alter the late
eruption of the volcano. The country had
;
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now

a very different appearance from what
had on onr first arrival. The snow, except what remained on the summits of some
and
very lofty mountains, had vanisiied
the sides of the hills, which abounded with
wood in many parts, were covered with a

it

;

As our Commander

beautiful verdure.

insight of the coast of
much as the weather would
allow, in order to ascertain its position, we
continued to steer towards the N. N. E. with,
variable light winds, till Friday the 18th.

tended to keep
Kamtsc])atka, as

The

volcano was

in

still

observed to throw up

immense volumes of smoke; and we

did

not strike ground with an hundred and tifty
fathoms of line, at the distance of twelve
miles from the shore. This day the wind
blew fresh from the S. and the weather became so thick and hazy, that it was itnprudent to make any further attempts at present
However, that
to keep in sight of the land.
• e might be ready, whenever the fog should
clear up, to resume our survey, we ran on in
the direction of the coast, (as represented in
the Russian charts) and fired signal guns
for the Discovery to proceed on the satne
course. At eleven o'clock, just before we
lost siglit of land, Cheepoouskoi Noss, so
denominated by the Jtussians, was at the
distance of seven or eight leagues, bearing
N.N. E. On the 20th, at three oVIock in
the morning, the weather becoming clearer,
we stood in towards the land; and, in the
i^pace of an iiour afterwards, saw it a-head
extending from N. W. to N. N. E. at the
distance of about five leagues. The northern part we conjectured to be Kronotskoi
its position in the Russian charts,
nearly agreeing with our reckoning in respect to its latitude, which was 54 deg. 42
min. N. thouuh, in point of long'itude, we
for they
differed considerably from them
place it 1 deg. 48 min.' E. of Awatska;
whereas our computation makes it 3 i\e^.
34 min. E. of that place, or 162 de<x. 17 min.
E. of Greenwich. The land about this
cape is very elevated, and the inland moimsnow,
t lius, were at this time, covered with
There is no appt^arance of inlets or bays in
the coast and the shore breaks off in steep
had not long been gratified with
«hffs.

Noss;

;

;

We

a

this view of the land, when the wind freshened from the S. W. briijgin^on athickfog-j

which obliged us to stand off in the direction
of N. E. by E. Tiie fog dispersing about
noon, we again steered for the land, expecting to fall m with Kamtschatsk«)i Ncjss, and
gained a sight of it at day-break on the21sr.
The S. W. wind being soon after succeeded
by a light breeze that blew off the land, we
were |)revented from approaching the coast
sufficiently near to determine its direction,
or describe its aspect.
At noon, our lont^.
was 163 d eg. 50 min. and ourlat. 55 desr.
52 min the extremes of the land bore N.
W. by W. three quarters W. and N. by ^V.
three quiirters W. and the nearest part was
at the distance of about twenty-four miles,
At nine in the evening, when ue had ap|)roached about six mdes nenrer the coast,
it

appeareii to

and

forma

projecting peninsula-,

extend eleven or twelve leagues in the
It is level,
direction nerirly of N. and S.
and of a moderate elevation the southern
extreme terminates in a low sloping p(U!it ;
that to the northward forms a steep bluf!
head
and between them, ten or twelve
to

;

;

miles to the S. of the northern cape, there is
On both
a considerable break ru the land.
sides of this break, tlse land is low,
A remarkable hill, resembling a saddle, rises
beyond the opening; and a chain of lofty
mountains. Clipped wHh
sno.v,
extends
along the back of the whole peninsula. As
the coast runs in an even direction, we were
uncertain with respect to the position of
Kamtschatskoi Noss, which, according to
Mr. Muller. forms a |)rojectiug point towards
b\it we afterthe middle of the peninsula
wards found, that, in a late Russian map,
that appellation is given to the southern
The latitude of this, from several
cape.
accurate observations, was 56 deg. 3 min.
and its longitude, 1(>3 ilt^a:. 20 min. To the
S. of this peninsula, the great river Kamtschatka runs into the sea. The season beitijj
too far advanced for us to make an accurate
survey of the coast of Kamtschatka, it was
the desiirn of Cajit. Clerke, on our course to
Heering's Straights, to ascertain chiefly the
respective situations of the {)r(tjecting points
therefore steered across A
of the coast.
;

We
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fpacinns boy, laid down between Kamtscbatckoi N»>ss :ti\ii Oluturskoi Noss, with a view
tiniakinir the lalltr; which is represented
Ku'^sian ireographers, as terminatinii^
I y the
the pt-uin>iii!a (»f Kaints<.liatka, and as bein^
the soulhern biuil ot" tlie country of the
K.<»riacs.

On Tnesday, the 2"2nd, we passed a dead
whale, which enutle*! a most h<»rnbie smell,
perceivable at the distance of three or rbur
It was covered with a very consulermiles.
number
of pulls, petrels, and other
able
oct^atuc birds, which v\ere reyalint? them()u ilie 24ili, the wind,
selves upon it.
winch had shifted about diwiiii? tlie three
piecedinir days, settled at S. \V. bringfintr

rr^

till noon on the 27th, when the weather clearinp up, we steered to the N. with
an intention of makinp the land. Our latitude, at this time, was 59 dep. 49 min.
and our lonpitude 175 dep. 43 min. I'honph
we saw .some shaps in the morninp. which
are imapined never to fiy far fioni the land,
yet there was no appearance of it diirinp the
whole day. However, the next morninp,
about six o'clock,, we had sight of it towards the N. W. The coast ajipeared in
but inland,
hills of a moderate elevation
others were observed considerably hipher.
patches, and no wood
'^i'he snow lyinp in
beinu perceived, the land had a very barren,
aspect.
At nine o'chxk, we were ten or
eleven miles from the shore, the southern

lasted

;

on clear weather, with which we proceeded
towards the N. E by N. across the bay, hav- extreme bearinp W. by S. about six leapm^s
ing no bind in sight. In the course ot this distant, beyond which the coast seemed to
day, we observed a areat number of pulls, incline to the \V. This point beinp in the
and were dispusted will) the in<lelicate man- lonuitnde of 174 dep. 48 min. asid in the
ner of feeding <>f the arctic pull, wliich has
procured it the appellation of the parasite.
This bird, which is rather laiser than the
common pull, pursues the latter species
whenever it meets them the pull, after flying about for some time, w ilh l<»ml screams,
and manifest- indications of extreme terror,
drops its excremetits, w hich its pursuer instantly darts at, an<i catches in its beak be;

fore

it

falls into the sea.

Friday, the-iotli, atone o'clock, P. M.
in the latitude ot 59 dej^:. 12 min. and
in the lonpitude of 16o dep. 'ib min. a very
thick fog- came on, ab(u»t the time we expected to obtain a view of Olutnrskoi No«js,
which (if iMuUer's position of it, in the latitude of 59 de^, 30 min. and in the lonpitude
of 167 dep. 30 min. is ripht) could then have
been only twelve jeapues from us at which
distance, we raipht easily have discerned
land of a moderate heipht. Our depth of
water, at preesnt, was so great, that we had
no pround with an hundred and sixty fathoms
of line. The fop still continuinp, prevented
us from makinp a nearer approach t<> the
land, and we steered E. by N. at five o'clock,
which is a little more easterly than the Russian charts represent the trendinp of the
coast from Olntorskoi Noss. I'he next day,
a fresh pale blew from the S. W. which
No. 49.
5

On

when

;

-

F

48 min. is situated accordinp to the Russian charts, near the
mouth of the river Opuka. The northern
extremity, at the same time, bore N. by W.
between which, and a hill bearing- N. W.
by W. quarter W. the coast appeared to
bend towards the W. and form a deep bay.
At the distance of about eipht miles from
the land we observed a strong ripplinp
and beinsr under apprehensions of meetinp
with foul pround, we made sail to the N.
E. alonp the coast. On heaving the lead,
we found the depth of water to be twentyfour fathoms, over a bottom of gravel. We
therefore concluded, that the appearance
above-mentioned was occasioned by a tide,
then running to the southward. At noon,
the extremes of the land bearing W. S. W.
and N. N. E. we were abreast of the low
land, which, we now observed, joined the
two points, where we had before expected
to discover a deep bay.
The coast bends a
little towards the W. and has a small inlet,
which is, perhaps, the mouth of some inconsiderable river. Our lonpitude was now
175 deg. 43 min. and our latitude 61 dep.
56 min. During the afternoon, we con-,
tinued our course along the coast, which
exhibited an appearance of sterility, and
the hills rose to a considerable elevation.
latitude of 01 dep.

;
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inland, but Ibe clouds on their tops prevented Us, from determining- their height.
About eight o'clock in the evening', some
of our people tiiought they saw land to the
E. by N. /U>on which we stood to the southward ot' £. but it proved to be nothing
more than a tog bank. At midnight, the
extreme point bearing N. E. quarter E. we
conjectured that it was St. Thadeus's Noss
to the S. of which the land inclines towards
the W. forming a deep bight, wherein the
river Katirka, according to the charts pubOn
lished by the Russians, is situate.
Tuesday the 29th, the weather was unsettled,, with the wind at the N. E. point.
;

On

the 30th, at noon, we observed in longitude 180 deg. aiid latitude 61 deg. 4H
min. At this time, 8t *! hadeus's Noss bore
N. N. W. at the distance of twenty-three
and beyond it we perceived, the
leagues
coast extending almost directly N. The
easternmost point of the Noss is in the latitude of 6^ deg. 50 rain, and in the longitude of 179 deg. The land about it, from
its being discerned at so great a distance,
may justly be supposed to be of a considerable height. During this and the preceding day, we saw numbers of sea-horses,
whales, and seals; also albatrosses, gulls,
sea-|>arrots, guillemots, and other birds.
;

CHAP. XVIII.
contiyme their course to the north ; Tschukotskci Noss descried^
Sight
;
Lawfence
St.
of t tie tuo coasts oj Asia and America at the same instant ; Ob"
of
The plan
slructions from the ice ; Fruitless attempts to discover a passage on the American side.
our
designs
Attempt,
in
to
future
vaiji,
to
pass
the
ice
with
respect
;
to ike
Gierke,
Capt.
of
ndrth-west ; Critical silxiation of the Discovery ; The damages sustained, after having again been,
obstructed by the ice ; Capt. Clerke resolves, t» the great joy of the ship's crew, to return to tht
southward ; Pass Serdze Kamen ; Proceed through Veering's Straits, £fc.

yVU Resolution and Discovery
Isles

ON

Thursday, the 1st of July, 1779, at
noon, Mr. Bligh, master of the Resolution, found by experiment, t.hat the ship
made a course to the N. E. at the rate of
about half a mile in an hour: this he attributed to the effect of a southerly swell, rather
than to that of any current. The wind towards the eve-ning, freshenmg from the S. E.
we steered to the N. E. by E. for the point
that Beering calls I'schukotskoi Noss, which
we had observed on the 4th, of September
tlie preceding year, at. the same time that we
perceived towards the S. E. the Isle of St.
Lawrence. This cape, and St. Thadeus's
Noss, from the north-eastern and southwestern extremes of the extensive Gulph of
Anadir, into the bottom of which the river
of that name discharges itself, separating, as
Tschutski from
'i\ passes, the Confktry of the
3rd, at noon.
the
thatofthti Koriacs. On

we

observed in latitude ()3 deg. 33 min. longitude 1S6 deg. 4.') min. Between twelve
and one, we descried the Tschukotskoi
Nose bearing N. half W. at the distance of
thirteen or fourteen leagues.
At five in
the afternoon, we saw the Island of St. Lawrence, in the direction of E. th fee-quarters
N. and also another Island, which we ima-

gined was between St. Lawrence and Arderson's Island, about eighteen ?niles E. S.
E. of the former. As we had no certain
knowledge of this Island, Capt. Cleike, was
inclined to have a nearer view of it and immediately hauled the wind towards it hut
it unfortunately happened, that we were unable to weather the Isle of St. Lawrence,
and were therefore obliged to bear op agairu
and pass them all to the leeward. The latitude of the Island of St. Lawrence, according to the most accurate observations, is (^
:
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As it has some tioii of the lalitinle at noon. At the tiim
or a ilozen leatrues.
ot'vviiich
vviiich we our passing; this Strait the last year, we had
In the S. E. the extent of
to
expenen<'ed a similar eliVcl. iJavinfj:
us
supposed,
Lla\iu^ now
some
of
i
;onUI not perceive,
conid
^
-.1
:.:
*
.1..
1
.^.
rf-..
-I
^..^
.-.•;...T.
..,,,
««.„.,>.. i "xt
our
ascertained
|)osition,
we
steered
joined
to
the
land
he
perhaps
N. by
that it luiiiht
At ten o'clock in the evening, the weato the eastward of it: we were, however, E.
prevented by the haziness of the weaiher, ther clearinj? u|), we saw, al tiie same infrom ascertamiupr this circumstance. I'hese stant, the remarkal)!e peaked hill near Cape
Islands, as well as the land avlj^inine to the Pnnre of Wales, on the North American
Tsclmkotskoi Noss, were covered with snow, coast, and the East Cape of Asia, with the
and prtsented a most dismal aspect. About two Islands of St. Diomede between them,
inicluii'ht, the I^le of St Lawrence was hve In the course of this day, we saw several
find our larpe white gulls, and great numbers of very
or !iix iniles ilistant, beaiiui; S. Swere small birds of the liav\k kind. The beak»
soundings were eighteen fathoms.
of the latter was compressed, and large in
sorts,
sea-fowl
various
of
with
accompanied
and observed some guillemots ami small proportion to the body of the bird the cocrested hawks. Tile weather couliiiuing to lour was dark brown, or rather black, the
thicken, we lost sieht of land till Monday breast wliitish, and towards the abdomen a
the5ih, when we had a view of it both to reddish brown hue was visible. On the6th»
the N. E. and N. W. Our iomjitude at this at twelve o'clock, our latitude was 67 deg.
time, was 189 ileg;. 14 mm. and our lafilnde and our longitude 191 deg. 6 min. Having
65 deg. 24 min. As the Islands <»f St. Di- already passed many large masses of ice,
omede, wlr.ch are situated in Beeriug's and observed that it adhered, in several
Strait, between the two continents of Asia places, to the shore of the Asiatic continent,
and America, were determined by us the we were not greatly surprised when we fell
preceMJmg year t«> be in tiie latitude of G-j in, about three o'clock, with an extensive
deg;. 48 miu. we were at a loss how to re- body of it, stretching towards the W. This
E. with the appearance considerably discouraged onr
Conicile the land towards the
\\'e
therefore liojies (jf jMOceeciing much further to the N.
of those I>;lamls.
pos
ijusitiou
stood for the laud till three o'clock in the this year, than v^ e had done the prececinu'.
ol
>f fen

hjiid
low
ow hjnd
1

.

.

i

I

I

.

J

.

1

E

We

;

N

when we were

within the distance 'lliere being little wind in the afternoon, the
boats were hoisted out in pursuit of the seait to
be two Islan«ls, were pretty well convinced horses, great numbers of which were seenbut the haziness on the detached pieces of ice
of their being the same
but they reef the weather still continuing, we, in order turned without success: these animals being
to be certain with, respect to onr situation, extremely shy, and, before our people could
stood over to the Asiatic coast, till about come within gun-shot of them, always reseven o'clock in the evening at which time treated into the water.
At seven o'clock
we had approached within two or three P. M. having hoisted in the boats, we stood
leagues of the eastern Cape of that continent, on to the north-eastward, with a fresh southThe Cape is an elevated round head of land, erly breeze, intending to explore the Ameand extends about five miles from N. to S. rican continent, between the latitudes of 68
It forms a peninsula, which is connected deg. and 69 i\eg. which, on account of the
with the continent by a narrow isthmus of foggy weather, we had not an opportunitylow land. It has a bold shore; and three of examining the last year. In this attempt
lofty, detached, spiral rocks, are seen off its we were partly disappointed again: for, on
N. part. It was at present covered with the 7th, about six o'clock in the morninf^
afternoon,

of four miles from

it,

and discovering
,

;

;
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we were

stopped by. a large body of ice, towards the exter^-- ed^e, but, in the intestretchinsr from N. W. to S. E. bnt, not rior parts, sorue pieces were observed floating
lon^ afterwards, the horizon becoming clear, in vacant spaces of lUevyaitr: it extended
we had a view of the American coast, at from W. S. W. to N. E. by N. We bore
the distance of about ten leagues, extending away towards the vS. along the edge of it, enfrom N. E. by E. to E. and lying between deavouring to gel into clearer water for the
68 deg. and 69 deg. 28 min. of northern la- strong northerly winds had drifted down
titude.
The ice not being high, we were such numbers of loose pieces, that we had
enabled by the clearness of the weather to been encompassed with them for some time,
The whole and were unable to prevent the ships from
see over a great extent of it.
exhibited a compact solid surface, not in the striking against several of them. On the 9th,
and seemed also to adhere to a fresh gale blew from the N. N. W. accomleast thawed
the land. Soon after, the weather becom- panied with violent showers of snow and
ing hazy, we lost siglit of the land; and it sleet. We steered W. S. W. and kept as
but
being impossible to approach nearer to it, near the main body of ice as we could
we steered to the N. N. W. keeping the ice had the misfortune to da«nage the cut-water
close on board; and having, by noon, got against the drift pieces, and rub off some of
round its western extremity, we found that the sheathing from the bows. The shocks,
Our longitude, at this indeed, which our ships received, were freit trended nearly N.
deg.
min. and our latitude quently very severe, and were attended with
34
time, was 192
proceeded along the considerable hazard. Our latitude, at noon,
We
min.
22
68 deg.
edge of the ice, to the N.N. E. during the was 69 deg. 12 min. and our longitude 188
remainder of the day, passing through many deg. 5 min.
We had now sailed almost forty leagues
loose pieces which had been separated from
the main body, and against which our ves- to the W. along the edge of the ice, without
sels were driven with great violence, not- perceiving any opening, or a clear sea beAbout yond it towards the N. no prospect therefore
withstanding our utmost caution.
eight in the evening, we passed some drift- remained of making further progress to the
wood: at midnight the wind veered to the northward at present. For this reason Capt.
N, W. and there were continued showers of Gierke determined to bear away to S. by E.
snow and sleet. The thermometer had now the only quarter which was clear, and to
On Thurs- wait till the season was somewhat more adfallen from 38 (\eg. to 31 deg.
day, the 8th, at five o'clock, the wind shift- vanced before he made any further attempts
ing more to the northward, we could con- i<> penetrate through the ice. He proposed
tinue no longer on the same tack, by reason to employ the intermediate time in surveyof the ice, but were under the necessity of ing the bay of St. Lawrence, and the coast
Our de()th of situate to the S. of it as it would be a great
standing towards the W.
water, at this time, was nineteen fathoms; satisfaction to have a harbour so near, in case
from which, upon comparing it with our re- of future damage from the quantity of ice in
marks on the soundings in the preceding these parts. We vv'ere also desirous of payand
year, we inferred, that our present distance ing another visit to the Tschutski
from the coast of America did not exceed more particularly since the accounts we had
In consix or seven leagues; but our view was cir- heard of them from Major Behm.
cumscribed within a much narrower compass sequence of this detenuination, we made sail
by a heavy fall of snow. Our latitude, at to the southward, till the lOtb, at noon,
noon, was 69 deg. 21 min. and our longitude when we passed considerable quantities of
192 de?. 42 min. At two o'clock P M. the drift ice, and a perfect calm ensued. The
weather became clearer, and we found our- latitude, at this time, was 68 dear. 1 min.
selves close to an expanse of ice, which, and the longitude 188 t\eff. 30 min. This
from the mast-head, was discovered to con- morning we saw several whales and in the
Nst of very large compact bodies; united afternoon, there being great numbers of
;

;

;

;

;

;
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sea-ljorses

we
ed them

tlie

pieces of ice

tliat

lioisfed

I

;

sides having killed or \voun«led some others.
They were witnesses of several striking instances of parental affection in these animals.

on the a{)proach of the boats
took (heiryoung ones under
their tins, and attempted to escape with them
Some, whose cubs were killed
into the sea.
or wounded, and left floating upon the surface of the water, rose again, and carried
them down, sometimes just as our men were
on the point of taking them into the boat
All of

tiiein,

towards the

ice,

;

traced bearing them to a considerable distance through the wafer, which
was stained with their blood. They were

and could

l)e

afterwards observed bringing them, at intervals, above the surface, as if for air, and
again pluncing under it, w ith a horrid bellowing. The female, in particular, whose
young one had been killed, and taken into
the boat, became so furious, that she even
struck her two tusks through the bottom of
the cutter. About eight o'clock in the evening, an easterly breeze sprung up, with
w hicli we continued to steer to the southward and, at midnight, fell in with many
attempted to
extensive bodies of ice.
push through them under an easy sail, that
the ships might sustain no damage
and
when we had proceeded a little further towards the S. nothing was visible bnt a very
Jarsre and compact mass of ice, extending
to the N. E. S. W. and S. E. as far as the
eye could reach. This formidable obstacle
prevented our visiting the Tschutski
for
no space remained open, except back again
therefore tacked, at
to the northward.
three o'clock in th^ morning of the lltli,
and stood to that quarter. The lat. at noon,
was 67 deg. 49 min. and the long. 188 deg.
On Monday, the 12th, we had
47 min.
light winds and hazy weather. On examining the current, we found it set towards the
N. W. at the rate of half a mile an hour.
continued our northerly course, with a
breeze from tlifi S. and fair weather, till
;

We

;

;

We

We

o'clock in the morning of the I'Jth,
wlien we again found ourselves close in
with a solid mass of ice, to which we could
perceive no limits from the mast-head. This
was an effectual discouragement to all our
which had
hopes of penetrating further
been greatly raised, by our having now advanced almost ten leagues, through a space,
which, on the f)th, had been found to be
occupied by impenetrable ice. Our situation, at this time, was nearly in the middle
of the channel, betwixt the two continents
ouv lat. was 69 deg. 37 min. and the main
body of the ice extended from W. S. W. to
E. N. E.
In that part of the .sea where we now
were, there was no probability of getting"
further to the north. Capt. Gierke therefore
determined to mauc a final attempt on the
coast of America, for Baffin's Bay, since we
had found it practicable to advance the
furthest on this side, in the preceding year.
We accordingly, during the remainder of
the day worked to the windward, with a
We observed sefresh breeze from the E.
veral fulmars, and artic gulls, and y^assed
two trees, both of which seemed to have
lain a Jong time in the water.
The larger
one was, in length, ten or eleven feet, and
in
circumference, about three, withoat
either the bark or branches.
continued
our course to the eastward on the 14th, with
thick foggy weather. The next day, the
wind blowing fresh from the west, and having, in some measure, dispensed the fog, we
immediately steered to tlie north, in order
to have a nearer view of the ice
and we
were soon close in with it.
It extended
from N. N. W. to N. E. and was, solid an<l
compact: the exterior parts were rnaged,
and of various heights
the inner surface
was even and, as we supposed, from eight
to ten feet above the level of the sea.
The
weather becoming moderate during the rest
of the day, we shaped our course according
to the trending of the ice, which in several
places, formed deep bays.
On Friday, the
16th, the wind freshened, in the morning,
and was accompanied with frequent and
thick showers of snow. At eight o'clock
in the foreuoon^ we had a strong gale from

surroiind- ten

out the hoats, and dispatcliin pursuit of (hose animals.
Our
people had Miiore success on this occasion,
tliau hey had on the Gth
for they returned
with three lari^e onis, and a yountf one, be-

etl lis,
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;
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;

;
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TV, S. W. vvhicli bronglit »s unJer double reefed t«jp-saiis
wljen, the weather in
some desfiee clearing; tip, we found ourselves,
as it were embayed ; tiie ice biving suddenly
lalvtn a Jura to tiie south eastward, and encuiii'jassiiig us ia one compact body, on all
sides but llie south.
In conse(pience of this,
we b.uded our wind to the southward, beinp,
at tliat time, in twenty-six fatlionis water,
vmd in the lut. of 70 de^i;. 8 niin. N. and, as
we itnagined, at the distance of about tu entylive leagues from the American coast.
At
four in ihe afternoon, the gale increasing',
we got the top-gallant-yards down upon the
deck, furled the mizen top-sail, and closeAbout
reefed the fore and M)ain-top-sads.
ei^ht o'clock, finding that our soundings had
de(;reased to twenty-two fathoms, which we
considered as an indication of our near apl>roach to the coast of America, we tacked
and steered to the northward. In the night
we had boisterous weather, attended with
snow but the next morning it was clear
and moderate and, at eight o'clock, we got
the top-i»alIaut-yards across, and bore away,
with the w ind still at W. S. V/. Our la't.
at nonn, waj* 69 deg. 55 min. and our lon|?.
194 deg. 30 min. The wind slackened in
the evening, and, about midni^jht, we had a
light breeze arising from tlie E.
calm.
N. E. at five in the morning of the 18th,
we continued our progress towards the N.
with a view of regaining the ice as soon as
saw nuiiibers of sea-parrots,
possible
and small ice-birds, and also many whales;
ond passed several logs of drift wood. The
lat. at twelve o'clock, was 70 deir. 26 min.
and ti)e long. 194 deg. 54 min. Our soundings, at the same time, were twenty-three

t!»e

;

:

;

A

We

fathoms and the ice extended from N. to
E. N. E. being about one league distant.
At one o'clock in the afternoon, observing
that we were close in with a firm united mass
of ice, stretching from E. to W. N. W. we
tacked, and, the wind veering to the westward, stood to the E. along the edge of it,
;

eleven in the evening. A very thick fog
then coming on, and the depth of water decreasing to nineteen fathoms, we haule<t our
wind to the southward. About nine o'clock
in the evening, a white bear swam close by
till

POLE;

the Discovery
it afterwards
went towards
the ice, on which were likewise two others.
The weather clearing up, at one in the morning of Monday, the 19th, we bote away to
the N. E, till two o'clock, when we were
again so completely embayed by the ice, that
no opening remained, exct'f)t to the southward to which quarter we therefore directed our course, and returned through a very
s<Hooth water, with favourable weather, by
the same way we bad come in.
were
unable to penetrate further towards the N.
;

;

We

than at this time, when our lat. was 70 <leg.
33 min which was about five leagues short
of the point to which we had advanced the
preceding summer. We stood to the S. S.
VV. with light winds from the N. W. near
the edge of the main body of ice, which was
situated on our left-hand, extending between us and t!ie American coast. At noon
our lat. was 70 deg. 11 min. and our long.
196 deg. 15 min. and our soiuidLng>» were

We

sixteen fathoms.
supposed, from tlds
circumstance, that the ley Cape was at the
distance of only seven or eight leagues from
us: but thiiUgh the weather was in general
pretty clear, there na>, at the same time, a
so that we could
haziness in the horizon
not expect to have an opportunity of seeing
the Caj}e. During ?he a(terno(m, two white
bears ajjpeatuig in the water, some of our
people iuinicdiately pursued them in the
jolly-boat, aiKJ were so fortunate as to kill
them both. The larger one, which was, in
all probability, the dam of the younger, being shot first, the other would not leave it,
though it might have escaped with ease on
the ice, while the men were re-loading their
muskets; but continued swimming about,
been several times fired
till after having
upon, it was shot dead. The length of the
larger one, from the snout to the end of the
in its cirtail, was seven feet two inches
cumference, near the fore legs, was four feet
ten inches; the height of the shouKler was
four feet three inches; and the bri'a<ith of
the fore-paw was ten inches. The weig!;t
of its four quarters was four hundred and
The four quarters of the
thirty six pounds.
smallest weitrhed two hundred hfuI fifty-six
pounds. These animals furnished us with
;

;
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Their flesh, some ffason to imagine) adhering to it, vvc
indeejl, had a strony^ (isliy taste, but was in- relinquished all ho|)es of a N. E. paHsag<»Our Commander now
finitely superior to that of the sea-horse; to Great Britain.
\vl)ich, however, onr |)eo|)le were again per- finding it impossible to advance further to

j5ome ffood meals of fvMli meat.

suaded, with no great dilhcnliy, to prefer to the northward on the American coast, and
deeming it equally improbable, that such a
their s.ilted piovisir)n«.
On Tiies<hjy, the 20th, at six o'clock, prodigious quantity of ice should be dissolA. M. a thick fog- arisini?, we lost sight of ved by the few remaining weeks that would
the ice for the sp-ice of two honrs but, when terminate the summer, considered it as the
the Weather became dearer, we again had a best step that could be taken to trace the
view of the main body to the S. S. E. and sea over to the coast of Asia, and endeavour
immediately l-.auled our wind, which was to find some opening tljat would admit him
easterly, towards it, expecting to make the further N. or see what more could be done
An^ericau cast (o the S. K. which weetfect- upon that coast, where he hoped to meet
ed between ten and eleven o'clock. The with better success. In consequence of this
lat. at noon, was 6f> de^'. '4-} min. and the determination, we steered W. N. W. during
long. 194 deg. 53 min. Our depth of water the afternoon of the '21st, of July, through
was nineteen fathoms. a trreat quantity of loose ice. About ten
at the same time,
The land was at the distance of eight or ten o'clock in the evening, discovering the main
leagues, extending from S. by E to S. S. W. body of ice through the fog, right a-head,
balf W. being the same we had seen the pre- and very near us, and being unwilling to
ceding year; but it was, at present, much stand to the southward, so long as we could
possibly avoid it
we hauled our wind,
more covered with snow than at that lime
nnd the ice seemed to adhere to the shore. which was easterly and made sail to the IN.
continued to sail in the afternoon, but in the space of an hour afterwards, findthrough a sea of loose ice, and to steer to- ing that the weather became clearer, and
wards the land, as near as the wind, which that we were surrounded by a compact field
hjew from E. S. E. would permit, A thick of ice on all sides except to the S. S. W. we
foix came on at eight o'clock in the evening, tacked, and steered in that direction, for the
and the wind abated. Observing a rippling purpose of getting clear of it. On the 22nd,
in the water, we tried the current, and found at noon, our lat. w as 69 deg. SO min. and our
long. 187 deg. 30 min.
it set to the E N. E. at the rate of a mile an
in the afternoon,
hour: we therefore resolved to steer before we again came up with the ice, which exthe wind, during the night, in order to stem tending to the N. W. and S. W. obliged us
to proceed to the southward, in order to
it, and oppose the large pieces of loose ice,
wliich were setting us on towards the coast. weather it.
It may not here be improper
Our soundings, at midnight, were twenty to remark, that, since the 8th, of July, we
The next morning, at eight had twice traversed this sea in lines almost
fathoms.
o'clock, the wind freshening, and the fog parrel lei with the run we had just now
that we were unable in thV- fi)st of
dispersing, we again had sight of the coast made
of America to the south-eastward, at the dis- those traverses, to penetrate so i'-Av \. by
tance of nine or ten leagues, and hauled in eight or ten leagues, as in the secotjd
and
but the ice in a short tinie etiectually that in the last we had again met with a
for it
slopped our further progress on that side, connected mass of ice, generally about five
and we were obliged to bear away towards leagues to the southward of its position in
the W. alonir the edge of it. Our lat. at the preceding run. This makes it evident,
twelve, was 6*9 (^e?:. 34 min. our long, was that the large compact fields of ice, observed
193 deg. and our soundings were twenty- by us, were moveable, or diminishing but,
four fathoms.
A connected solid field of at the same time, it does not aulhorise any
ice, thus baffling all our efforts to make a expectation of advancing much farther, even
nearer approach to the land, and (as we bad in the most favourable seasons.
About
7
;

;

;

We

;

;

:

;

;
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o'clcck in the eveninar, the weather afternoon, the weather beromiiig- thick an<l
ice visible, we ?«iadesail hazy, we lost sight of the Discovery.
Howto the westward; but, between eiglit and ever, tliat we might be in a situation to alford
nine, the haze dispersing, we found ourselves lier every possible assistance, we stood on
in the midst of loose ice, aiid very near tiie close by the edge of the ice.
About six
main bodjj ; we therefore stood upon a wind, o'clock, the wind shifting to the north, gave
whicli was still easterly, and continued to us some hopes, that the ice might drift away,
beat to windward during the ni.»ht, hopirig and release her from her danger
and in
to weather the loo^e pieces, which the v\ind that case, as it was uncertain in what condrove down upon us in such qnantities, tliat dition she might come out, we continued,
we were in great danger of being blocked every half hour, to fire a gun, with a view of
up by them. On Friday, the 23rd, the clear i)reventing a separation. Our tears for her
water, iii which we steered to and tro, did safety did not cease till nine, when we heard
not exceed a mile and a half, and was less- her guns tired in answer to our's and not
ening every m«'jment. At leijgth, atter exert- long afierwnrds being hailed by her, we
ing our most strenuous endeav';'.irs to clear were informed, that upon the change of
the loose ice, we were under the necessity wind, the ice fegan to separate, and that her
of forcing a passage to the b. which we ac- people, setting all the sails, forced a passage
complished between seven andeigiit, though through it.
On Saturday, the 24th, we steered to the
not without subjecting the ship to some very
severe shocks. The Discovery \vas not so S. E. till eleven o'clock A. M. when our
successful ; for about eleven (j'clock when course was again ob?.tructed by a lariye body
she had almost got clear out, she became so of loose ice, to w hich we could discover no
entangled by several large pieces, that her bounds. At noon we found ourselves in lat.
progress was stopped, and she immediately 68 d eg. 63 niin. long 188 deg. About four
dropped to leeward, and fell, broadside fore- in the afternoon, we had a calm, and the
most, on the edge of a considerable body of boats were hoisted out in pursuit of the seaice ; and there beins an open sea to wind- horses, which appeared in prodigious numward, the surf occasioned her to strike with bers. Ten of them were killed by our peoThis mass, at length, pie, as many as c(uild be made use of by us
violence upon it.
either so far broke, or moved, as to give the for eating, or for converting into lamp-oil.
held on our course with a south-westerly
crew an opportunity of making another
effort to escape; but, it unfortunately hap- wind, along the edge of the ice, till four in
pened, that, before the ship gathered way the morning of the 2'3th, when perceiving a
enough to be under command, she fell to clear sea beyond it, to the Routh-eastward,
leeward a second time, on another fragment, we steered to that point. During the reand the swell rendering it unsale to lie to maining part of the day, we continued to
windward, andlinding no prospect of getting run towards the S. E. with no ice in sight,
clear, they pushed irito a small opening, At noon we observed in lat. 68 deg. 38 min.
furled their sails, and made the vessel fast long. 189 deg. 9 min. and our soundings
beheld them in this were thirty fathoms. For the remainder oi
with ice-hooks.
dano-erous situation at nocm, at the distance the day, and till noon of the 27th, we stood
of iTbont three miles from us, in a N. W. backwards and forwards, to clear ourselves
At two in the
a fresh gale from the S. E. driv- of different pieces of ice.
direction
the
continent to
sight
of
afternoon,
we
had
augW.
and
the
towards
N.
ice
ing more
run, since
and
at
four,
having
by
the
us.
S.
between
1^.
that
lay
body
the
menting
VV.
we
were
encompassed
to
the
noon,
by
S.
deg.
min.
was
8
time,
69
this
at
lat.
Our
our long. 187 deif. and our soundinrrs were loose masses of ice, with the main bodkin
twenty-eitrht fathoms. To add to the ap- view, stretching in the direction of N. by W.
preiieiisions which began to force themselves and S. by E. as far as the eye could reach,
on our minds, between four and five in the beyond which we descried the Asiatic coast,

fieven

being hazy, and do

;

;

We

We

;

o
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bearing S. and S. by E. It heiiiu^ now ne
cessary to corae to soiDe determinalion respertinff the course ue wtre next to steer,
Capt. Clerke di>'patchetl a 'bout, with the
carpenters, on l)oard the Discovery, t(i make
eiir|iiiries into the particulars of the daniaaes
In the evening
she hiitl lately received.
they returned, with the report oJ'Capt. Gore,
and <»t the carpenters of both vessels, that
th*^ damages sustained were such as would
and that it
require three weeks to repair
tvotiM be requisite, tor that j)u'-|K>se, to make
the l)e«it of then- way to some port. I'hus
tinding our farther progress to the N. as well
as our nearer approach to either continent,
obstructed l)y immense bodies of ice, we
considered it as nol only injurious to ilie service, by endangering the safety of the siiips,
but likewise fruitless, witli respect to the
design of our voyijie, to make any farther
nttempts for the discctveiy ot a passage.
1'his therefore, added t" Capt. Gore's representations, determine<i Capt Cieike lo lose
;

no moie time

attc r

an unattainalile
bay of Auatska,

wh

.t

<d»ject.

he concluded to be
but lo proceed tnihe

to repair

and before the winter

onr damages there,
to take

slioiild set in,

It is iin[)usa survey of the coast ol Jiipau.
sible to describe the joy that sparkled in the
countenance ofever> indivulual, v\ hen the
All
Ca|)tain's resolutioii was inatle known.
were completely weary of a navigation lull
of danger, and in whrh the greatest perse-

('erance had not been rewarded
smallest prospect of success.

We

with

the
therefore

turned onr thoughts towards home, after an
absence of three years with a delight and
satisfaction,

No. 49.

as fully

5

G

enjoyed, as

if

we had
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On

been already

in sight of the land's end.
to winda flesh breeze from the S. E.

Wednesday, the 28lh, we worked

ward, with
being still in sight of the coast of Asia. At
four in the niorning,.Cape Serdze Kameu
bore S. S. W. distant seven leagues.
On
the 29th. the wind continuing unfavourable,
we made but slow |)roirres.s to the southward.
We had no land in view till seven in the
evening of the 3()fh, when the fog dispersing,
we saw Cape Prince of AVales bearing S. by
E. distant six leagues; and the Island of St.

Diomede S W.

W.

We

now stood to
the East Cape,
which at midnight, was four leagues distant,
bearing W. by N. On Saturday, the 31st,
at four o'clock A. M. the East Cape bore
N. N. E. and thtf N. E. part of the Bay of
St. Lawrence, W. by S. distant twelve miles.
At noon, we observed in latitude 65 deg. 6.
mil), longitude 189 i\eg.
had now passed Beering's Straits, and
taken atinal leave of the N. E. coast of A.*ia;
ami here we shall state our reasons for
ado|)ting two general conclusions relative to
its extent, in opposition to the sentiment of
Mr. Muller. The first is, that the promon*
tory, called East Cape, is actually the most
easterly point of that quarter of the globe ;
or in other words, that no part of that continent extends in longitude beyond 190 deg-.22 min. E, The second is, that the latitude
of the north-easternmost extreme is somewhat to the southward of 70 deg. N. VVilh
regard to the former, if such land really exists, it must certainly be to the N. of the 69th,
dej^. of latitude, where the discoveries maolo
in our present voyage termiiiate.
the

W. and

We

Jiy

at eiuht

made

;

CHAP. XIX.
; Pass the Islands of St. Laurence and Mednoi ; Our Commodore,
Capt. Clei'ke, confined to his sick bed, without hopes of recovery ; His death ^ and public services
The Resolution and Discovery return to St Peter and St, Paul ; Promotions among- the officers,
in consequence of the Commodore's death ; Funeral of Capt. Clerhe, and the solemnities attending^
supply offlour, and a reiiforcement of Russian soldiers ; An account of u remarkable exile;
It ;
JBear hunting and fishing parties ; Particular description of the former divenion ; The king's
visit from the Commander ; Discipline of the military among the Ruscoronation celebrated;
supply of cattle received ; Entertainments in hojiour of
sians ; Manner of hunting the bears ;
the Empress's birth-day ; Present Jrom the Commander ; The Resolution and Discovery ivork
out of Atvatska Ray ; Plan of future operations ; Tfie Resoluticn arid Discovery, on quitting
violent storm ; Proceed for the Island of Japan;
the Bay of Atvatska, sail along the coast ;
Description of a Japanese vessel ; Prosecution of the voyage to China, in which three Islands are
discovered ; Fruitless search Jor the Rashee Islands ; The Grand Ladrone Island; Journals, and
other papers relating to the history of the voyage, delivered up ; The ships approach Macao ; Capt.
King dispatched to visit the Portuguese Governor ; They anchor in the Typa ; Great demand Jor
the sea-otterskins, and its effects on our seamen.

Hisfory of the voyage continued

A

A

A

A

ONwe

1st, of August, 1779,
observed in lat. 64 deg. 23 min.
long. 189 deg. 15 inin. at which time the
Asiatic coast extended from N. W. by W.
to W. half S. distant twelve leagues, and
the land to the E. of St. Lawrence bore S.
half W. On the 2nd, the weather being
clear, we saw the same land again, at noon,
extending from W. S. W. half W. to S. E.
and forming several elevated hummocks,
wliich had the appearance of separate Islands. Our lat. thisday, at noon, v.e found
to be 64 deg. 3 min. long. 189 4eg. 28 min.
and our soundings were seventeen fathoms.
V/e were not near enough to this land to
ascertain whether it was a group of Islands,
had passed its
or only a single one.
most westerly point in the evening of the
3rd, of July, which we then supposed to be
the Isle of St. Lawrence; the easternmost
we sailed close by in September, the preceding year, and this we denominated
Clerke's Island, and found it composed of a
number of lofty clitfs, connected by very
low land. Though those clifls were mistaken by us, last year, for separate Islands,
till we made a very near approach to the

Sunday, the

We

shore, we are still inclined to conjecture,
that the Isle of St. Lawrence is distinct
from Clerke's Island, as thei'e appeared beween them a considerable space, where we
appearance^ of
dvi> wot observe the least

In the afternoon, we likewise saw uhat had the appearance of a
small Island, to the N. E. of the land that
we had seen at noon, and which, from the
thickness of the weather, Me had only sight
of ov.ce. We supposed its distance to be
nineteen leagues trom the Island of St. Lawrence, in the direction of N. E. by E. half
E. <)n the3rd, Meliad light variable winds,
and steered round the N. W. point of the
Isie of St. Lawrence.
In the afternoon, a
fresh breeze rising from the E. we steered
to the S. S. W. and quickly lost sight cf St.
Lawrence. On Saturday, the 7th, at noon,
we observed in lat. 59 ^t^. 38 min. long.
183 deg. At four o'clock, having a dead
calm, part of the companies of both ships
were employed in fishing, and caught a
number of fine large cod, in seventeen
fathoms water, which weie distributed
equally among the crews. To this place
we gave the name of the Bank of Good
Providence, and as soon as the breeze
rising ground.

sprung up, we made sail, and stood to S.
W. but we were forced more to the eastward
than we wished, it being our intention to
make Beering's Island. On Tuesday, ^thc
10th, we were, by observation, in lat.* hQ
deg. 37 min.
Friday, the 13th, we dispatched a boat to the Discovery, for the |)ur.
pose of comparing time, and she carried the
disagreeable inteiligence, that Capt. Clerk«
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The which he retained even to the last hour, and
priven over oy the surijeon.
weatlier falhiiL;; calm, we hove to. in order a cheerful resignation to the decree of heaand disferibut- ven, furnished them with some consolaiion.
to get some fisli for the sick
It was impossible not to feel an uncommon
ed accortliuiily.
On TiiesJay, the 17th, at five o'clock, degree of c<»mpassion for a g^entleman, who
A. M. the man at the mast-head called out had experienced a series of those dilticullies
This we imagined to and liartlships, which must be the inevitland to the N. \V
be the Island of Mednoi, whiclj, in the Rus- able lot ol every seaman, and under which
He was bred to the navy
sian charts, is placed to the S. E. of lieer- he at last sunk.
li is elevated land, and was from his youth, and had been in many eniuji's Island,
at this time ajiparently free tVom snow.
Ry gagements during the war which commenconr reckoning, it lies in lat. 04 deg. 28 min. ed in 175(). li' the action between the
long. 107 deg. 62 min.
Capt Gierke, now Rellona and Coniagcax, he was stationed
oerceiving his etui drawing near, signitied in the mizen-top, and was carried overbut was taken up
Iiis desire,
that the oHicers wcjiild receive board w ith the mast
their orders from Mr King
and directed, without having received the least injury.
for the last time, that weslioultl repair, with He was inidshi|)man on board the Dolphin,
all convenient speed, to the Ray of Awat- commanded by, Commodore Ryron, when
ska. The uind continuing: >\esterly
and was
we she first sailed round the world
held on a southcrly.course. till Thursday, afterwards on the American station. In the
th-e 19lh, when, aitt'r, a iew hours conti- year
708, he engaged in a second voyage
nuance of rain, early in tlie moiiiing, it round the world, in tiie situation of master's
and, during* that
b!e»v from the E. and became a ^troiig gale. mate of the Endeavour
AVe made the most of it, by standing; to- expedition, succeeded to a lieutenancy. In
wards the \V. with all the sail we could the Resolution he made a third voyage
On the 20th, the wind varying to round the world, in the capacity of second
carry.
and, in a short time alter his
we steered a
the S.
N. W. course. lieutenant
At noon, we observed in lat. oO deu' 7 Uiin. return, he was appointed master and comlong. 1(12 iieii;. 49 min. On Saturday, the mander.
In the present expedition, he
21*81, between five and six o'clock, A. M. was appointed Captain of the Discovery,
we descried a very lofty [»eake(l niountnin, and to accompany Capt. Cook. Ry the
on the coast of Kamts( hatka. known by ihe calamitous death of the latter, he succeedname of Chepooiiskoi mnunlain, earing ed of course, as we have already related, to
N. W. by N. and distant near thirty leagues. the chief command. It would savour of inAt noon, the coast was observed to extend justice and ingratitude, not to mention, that,
from N. by E. to W. with a very great ha- during- the short time he was Commodore,
ziness upon it, and distant about twelve we always observed him to be remarkably
leagues.
zealous for the success of the expedition.
On Sunday the 22nd, at nine o'clock, When the principal command devolved
A. M. a boat was sent oif to the Discovery, upon him, his health began rapidly to deto announce to Capt. Gore, the death of our cline
and he was unequal, in every respect,'
Commodore, Capt. Charles Clerke, who to encounter the severity of a high northern
paid the debt ofnatnie when in the 38th, climate. The vigour of his mind, however,
year of his age. His death was occasioned was not in the least impaired by the decay
by a consumption, which had manifestly of his body and though he was perfectly
commenced before his departure from Eng- sensible, that his delaying to return to a
land, and of which he had lingered dunn<^ warmer region, was depriving himself of
the whole continuance of the voyasfe. His the only chance of recovery
yet, so attenvery gradual decay had for a haig- time tive was he to his duty, that he was deterrendered liira a melancholy object to hi.s mined not to suffer his own situation to bias*
friends
but the tirmness and equanimity hisjudgment, to the prejudice of the service;
with which he bore the slow approaches of he therefore persevered in the search ot a
death the constant flow of good spirits passage, till every officer in both ship^»
had been

:
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;

;
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;
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declared tliey were of opinion it was \mptactirable, and that any farther attempts
woild be equally hazardous and ineffectual.
'I'he messenger who was sent to the Discovery with the melancholy news of our Commodore's death, brought a letter from Capt.
Gore, containing an order for Mr. King to
exert his utmost endeavours to keep in company with the Discovery, and, if a separation should happen, to repair as soon as
At
possible, to St. Peter and St. Paul.
noon, we were by observation in lat. 53
deg. 8 min. long 160 deg. 40 min. E. Cheepoonskoi Noss bearing W. On the 23rd, we
steered for the entrance of Awatska Bay,
which we saw in the evening, at the distance
of five leaffues. At eight o'clock, the lighthouse, which now furnished a good light,
bore W. N. by W. three miles distant. It
was now a perfect calm, but, the tide being
favourable, our boats were sent a-head,
which towed us beyond the narrow parts of
the month of the harbour. On the 24th, at
one o'clock A. M. we d'^opped anchor, the
ebb tide setting against us. At nine, we
weighed, and before three P. M. we anchored in the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul
having up oar ensign half staff, as the body
and
of our late Captain was in the vessel
the Discovery followed us in a very short
time. Both ships were moored in four
fathoms water, muddy bottom. From the
time we had set sail out of this bay, till the
present time of our return we had been in no
harbour to refit, and had been driven from
Island to Island, and from one continent to
the other, till our ships had in a manner lost
their sheathing, and were otherwise in a
we therefore thought
nii<;erable condition
ourselves exceeding happy in arriving at
Soon after we had anchored, we were
port.
visited by our old friend iheserjeant, still the
commanding officer, who brought with him
a |>resent of ^berries, intended for our late
;

;

Commodore.

He was much

affected

formation on this subject.

At the same time

he

signified his intention of sending an express to the Commander of Bolciieietsk,

with an account of our arrival

;

when Com-

modore Gore begged

to avail himselt of that
of conveying a letter to him,

opportunity
wherein he requested that sixteen head of
black cattle migiit be sent with all po!^.sible
dispatch. At this time, we received intelligence of Soposnicoff's arrival from Oonalashka, who took charge of the packet sent
by Capt. Cook to the Admiralty, and which
we had the pleasure to find, had been for-

warded.

Wednesday, the 25th, in the morning.
Capt. Gore, in consequence of the death of
our late Commodore, made out the new
commissions. He himself succeeded to the
chief command in the Resolution
and out
lieutenant, Mr. King, was appointed Captain
of the Discovery.
Mr. Lanyan, master's
mate of the Resolution, and who had been
in that capacity, in a former voyage, on
board the Adventure, was appointed to the
vacant lieutenancy. In consequence of these
arrangements, the following promotions took
place.
Lieutenants Burney and Rickman
(from the Discovery) were appointed first
and second lieutenants of the Resolution;
;

and lieutenant Williamson first lieutenant
of the Discovery. Capt. King, by the permission of the Commodore, took in four midshipmen, who had rendered themselves
useful to him in astronomical calculations;
and whose assistance was become the more
necessary, as we had not an ephemeris for the
present year. And that astronomical obser^
vations might not be neglected to be made in
either ship, Mr. Bayly took Capt. King's
place in the Resolution, for these purposes.
This day we were attended by the Pope
Romanoff Vereshagen, the worthy priest of
Paratounca. His expressions of sorrow for
the death of Capt. Clerke did honour to
at his feelings
but the good old gentleman,

bearing of his death, and seeing the coffin
As the deceased
that contained his remains.
had particularly requested to be buried on
sliore, and gave the preference to the church
at Paratounca, we consulted the serjeant
about the necessary steps to be taken on this
occasion, who referred us to the priest, as
being the person best qualified to give us in-

;

though

much

difficulties,

Cf)ncerned,

and appeared

started

several

ratl:er unv/illins

com pi v with the request of the deceased.
urged, among the other objections, that
the Cnurch was soon to be pulled down
to

He

;

that every winter it was three feet deep in
water
and that in a few years no vestige
of it would remain, as the new Church was
;
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to

be

frerfetl

near

tlie

Osfrog- of

Awatska, immense

quantities,

rsi

and

vie foinul lliem of
After the wants of

drier and more convenient spot.
lie therefore advised, that the remains of both ships were siitiiciently suppbed, we
our late Commodore should be deposited daily salted down almost a hogshead.
at the foot of a tree, the scite of wbicb, was had four invalids, who were employed in
to be uioluded in the, body of the new gathering greens, and cooking for those who
also landed our powder,
Churcli, where the bones of the Captain were ashore.
to
in
order
have
it
dried
and the blubber
ages
rest
for
undisturbed
probably
might
iiowever, he submitted the choice of either of tlie sea horses, with which both ships hac!
These rea- completely furnished themselves, in onr pasore.
place entirely to Capt.
sons, wliether real or ficitious, the othcers s;ige to the north, was now boiled down for
who had charge of the funeral could not oil, and was become a very necessary article,
disprove, and therefore some of our people having long since expended all our candles,
had orders to dig the grave where the priest The cooper was also employed in his departn»ost excellent qnalily.

mM)n a

We

We

:

;

G

should direct.
The Discovery having suffered great injury from the ice, especially on the 23rd, of
July, and continued exceeding leaky ever
since, it was apprehended that some of her
timbers might have started: our carpenters
were therefore sent to assist those of the
Discovery in repairing her. To accommodate those who were to be employed on shore,
a tent was erected, and a party was sent
into the country, north of the harbour, to
The observatories were placed
fell timber.
at the west eitd of the village, near which
was erected a tent, as an abode for the Commodore and Capt. King. When the carpenters began to rip the damaged sheathing
from the larboad bow, it was discovered,
that tiiree feet of the third strake were staved,
and the timbers started and as they proceeded, the decayed state of the ship's hull
became more and more apparent. The sea:

being now far advanced, Capt. King
was unwdling that any hindrance or delay
should happen through him, to Capt. Gore's

son

farther views of discovery, and therefore
ordered the carpenters to rip off no more of
the sheathing, than should be absolutely
necessary for repairing the damages occasioned by the ice. He was apprehensive of
their meeting with niore decayed planks,
which he thought had better remain in that
state, than have their places supplied with
green birch, even supposing it could be
procured. All hands wera now fully employed in their separate departments, that
we might be perfectly ready for sea, by the
time the carpenters had completed their
business. Four men were set apart to haul
the seine for salmon, which were caught

m

Both

ship's companies were thus enSaturday, the 28th, in the afternoon, which was allowed to every man
(except the carpenters) to wash their linen,
and get their clothes in tolerable order, that
on Sunday they might make a decent ajjpearance.
On Sunday, the 29th, we performed the
last aiT'ecting offices at the interment oi
Capt. Gierke, our late mnch respected Com*
modore
and to mal:.e the funeral the
more solemn, every othcer was desired to
appear in his uniibrm the marines were ordered to be drawn up under arms and the
common men to be dressed as nearly alikeas
possible, in order to attend the corpse from
the water-side to the grave. All the Rus.sians in the garrison assembled on the occasion, assisting respectfully in the solemnity,
and the worthy pastor of Paratounca joined
in the procession, walking with the gentleman who read the service. The ships, at
the same time fired minute guns, and the
drums, muffled as usual, beat the dead
When the corpse arrived at the
march.
grave, it was deposited under a triple discharge of three volliep, fired by the ujarines,

ment.
gaged

till

;

;

;

which concbided the burial service. When
the grave was covered, it was thought proper
to fence it in by piles driven deep in the
ground, and afterwards to fill up the space
inclosed with stones and earth, to preserve
the body from being devoured in the winter
by bears, or other wild beasts, who are remarkable for their sagacity in scenting out
the bodies of dead passengers, when any
happen to perish, and are buried near the
roads,
Fridaj^ the 10th, in the morning, the

;
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boats from both tlie ships were ordered to welcome to us, because be was sensible ai d
tow a Russian galliot into the harbour, quick in his conceptions; and comprehendwhich had just arrived fVr.ni Okotsk. She ed, belter than any other person, the few
had been no less than thirty-five days on Russian words that we had acquired. Whilst
her passage, and, from tlie light-house, had ^^Itisigu Synd remained among us, he very
b^en observed a fortniuht before, beating up {)olitely |)ermitted him to enjoy the same
toViPirds the mouth of the bay.
The crew privileges but when the new Co'uimmander
had at that time dispatched their boat on arrived from Ok«>tsk, the serjeaut, for what
shore in order to procure water, which they cause we did not understand, fell into disrniich wanted
but, the wiiui increasing, grace, and was no longer permit Jed to sit in
the boat was lo>t
the galiiot was again the company of his own oflicers. Our endriven to sea, and those who were passengers deavours to obtain indulgence for him, we
stitTered, with the crew, inconceivable hard- perceived would have been, ineffectual
ft r
ships.
On board this galliot were fifty though highly airreeable to us, il was,
soldiers, with their wives and children
they perhaps incoujpatible with their discipline.
On Wednesday, the 15th, we had comhad also other passengers, and the crew consisted of twenty-five seamen, making in the pleted the stowage of the holds got our
wood and water on board, and were ready
whole, upwards of an hundred persons
which, for a vessel of eighty tons, was a for sea but we could not tiiink of taking
great number, especially as she was heavily our departure, because the cattle were not
laden with stores and provisions. This gal- yet arrived from Verchnei and fre«.h proviliot, and the sloop which we saw here in sions were now become the inost intptutaut
May, are built in the manner of the Dutch article of our wants, and essentially necesdoggers. Soon after the vessel had come to sary for preserving the health of our [)eup!e.
anchor, we were visited by a Put parouchich, Having before us a prospect of fine v\eather,
or sub-lientenant, who arrived in her, and we consi>^.ered this as a favourable opportusent to take the command of this place. nity of engaging in some amusement on
Some of the soldiers were intended to rein- shore, and of acquiring some knowledge of
force the garrison
and two pieces of cannon the country.
f)nrty for bear-huntiiitr wits
"were brought on shore, to serve as an addi- therefore |)roposed by Capt. Gore
and on
tional defence to the town
for the honest Friday the 17th, we set out on this expediwhich was deferred to that day, in
seijeant observed shrewdly, that, as we had tion
found the way here, others might do the order to give a little rest to the Hospodin
Same, who would not be so welcome as our- Ivaskin, a new acquaintance, who had arrivselves.
On the 11th, the damages of the ed liere on Wednesday, and intended to be
Resolution being repaired, we hauled her one of our party. Major Behm had desired
off from the shore, and in the course of the this gentleman, wlio resided usually at Verchday, we got some pitch, tar, cordage, and nei, to attend us on our return to the hartwine from the galiiot. She also furnished bour, and assist us as an interpreter
and,
lis with a hundred and forty skins of flour, from what we had heard of him before his
amounting to thirteen thousand seven hun- arrival, our curiosity to see him was much
He is allied to a considerable
dred and eight-two English pounds troy excited.
Russia, and his father was a geneweight. On the 12th, Ensign Synd left u% family
to return to Bolcheretsk. with the remainder ral in the service of the Emjiress.
He reof the soldiers, who had arrived in the gal- ceived his education partly in France; he had
liot.
During his abode here, he had been been a paire to the E!n|)ress Elizabeth, and
our constant g«est and on his father's ac- bore an ensign's commission in her guartls.
count, we thought him in some degree be- At sixteen years of age lie wasknowted, had
longing to us and, as one of the family of his nose slit, and was banished to Siberia.
discoverers, entitled to a share of our esfeem. He was afterwards transported tu KamtThe Serjeant, as being commander of the schatka, and had resided there 31 years*
place, had hitherto been admitted to our His person was tall and thin, and his visage
tables
and his company was addilionally furrowed with deep wrinkles. Old age wa»,
;

;

:

;

:

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

;

m

;

;

;
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strongly depicted in his whole figure, though
only tit)y-three years of his existence had
scarcely ela|)sed. Great was our disappointment when we discovered, that lie had so
lotally forgotten the French and German
languages, as not to be able to speak a single
sentence, nor to comprehend readily a^uy
thing that was said to him in either of those
languages. Thus were we deprived unforinnately, of what we ex|)ected would have
furnished a favoural)le opporlunity of acquiring farther information resoecting this
country.
now set out on our hunting party,
directing our course to the northward, toward a pool of water, that lies near the
mouth of the river Faratounca, and which
had
was a known hausU ol the bears.
Bcarce landed', when unfortunately tiie wind
clianged to the eastward, and destroyed all
hopes of comir)g up with our gaine for the
Kamtschadales assured us. that it was in
vain to expect to meet with bears, when to
owing to their being
the windward of them
possessed of an unrommon acuteness, in
scentinsT their pursuers, which enabled them
under such circumstances, to avoid the danger, though at a very g:reat distance from
returned therefore to the boat,
them.
and passed the night on the beach, having
brought a tent with us for that purpose,
The next mornins:, being the 18tli, we
crossed the bay, and pursued our course on
foot along a plain abounding with berries,
on which the bears i'eeil but though several of these animals were seen at a distance,
we could never contrive, the weather being
showery and unfavourable, to get within
shot of them. Thus disappointed again, we
changed our diversion to that of spearing
salmon, which we saw pushing in great
numbers, through the surfintoa small river,
Fortunately the water aflx)rded us a little
provision; for ill success had not only attended us in the chace by land, but we had
failed in our expectations of shooting wild
fowl, after having almost depended solely
upon a supply of them for our subsistence

We

We

;

;

'

We

:
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Sunday, the 19th,

at nii^ht,

we reached

th«

ships, after having' been fnil twelve hour*
upon our legs. Poor Ivnskin seenied perfectly oYercome with fatigue and was probably the more sensibly affected by it; for
want of a su|>ply of snulf"; for, almost at
every step, his hand sunk mechanically into
his pocket, and rose instantly again with
arrived at the
his huge empty box.
tent, the Hospodin's box was immediately
replenished, and, resraling upon a good supper, we forgot the fatigues and disappoiutnients of our fruitless excursion.

When

On Monday,

the 20th,

we

received

the

intelligence, that our much
friend, the Serjeant, had suifered

disagreeable

esteemed
coporal punishment, vvliirh had been inflicted on him by comaiiuui of the old Put-parouchick. None of us could learn tlie cause
of his displeasure; but it was supposed to
have arisen from some little jealousy, which
had been excited by our civility to the former,
We were unwilling to remonstrate on this
subject, till Capt. Shmalefl' should arrive;
however, when we were next visited by the
Put-parouchick, the coolness with which we
received him, must have testified fully our
chagrin. The 22nd, being the anniversary
of the king's coronation, we fired twenty one
guns
and, in honour of our royal master,
prepared as elegant a feast as our situation
would allow of. The arrival of Capt. Shma;

leff

were

was announced the very

down

moment we

We

dinner.
were
equally pleased and surprized at this unexpected visit first, because the Captain ratne
so opportunely to take a share in tije fesfivity of the day
and also, because >ve were
lately informed, that the effects of a late illness had rendered him <:nequal to tlie
journey.
had the satisfaction to hear
sitting

to

:

;

We

had been merely jan excuse; and iUnt,
knowing we were distressed for tea ami
sugar, &c. he was hurt at the idea of coming
empty handed, and tlierefore had deferred
this

his setting out, waiting impatiently for the
arrival of a sloop from Okotsk ; but hearing
no intelligence of her, and fearing we should
;
and on its failure, we began to think it time sail before he had visited us, he was resolvto return to head quarters. These senti- ed to prosecute the journey, though he had
ments entirely corresponded with those of nothing to present to us but apologies for
the Hospodin,
former severities had the poverty of Bolcheretsk.
At the same
rendered unable to endure fatigue.
On time he informed us, that the reason o{ our

whom

7

;
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not havings received the black cattle, was, the commissioned officers. Lrnprisonment,
that the heavy rains at Verchnei, had pre- and bread and water diet, is the punishment
vented their setting- out. So much generosity of the latter for inconsiderable offences.
and politeness demanded the best answer we good friend ofour's, an ensign in this place,
were capable of making and on coming on informed us, that the punishment he receivboard the next dav, vv€ saluted him with ed for havina: been concerned in a drunken
eleven guns. Friiloy, the •24th, he was en- frolic, was \hree months imprisonment in
tertained on board the Discovery
and the the black hole, with a daily allowance only
day ibllowiuff, being the 25th, lie returned of bread awd water for his subsistence
to Bolcheretsk.
No intreaties could prevail whicii so affected his whole nervous system,
on him to extend his visit, having, as he that he has never since enjoyed a sntticient
assured us, some exiiectatious that the sub- flow of spirits to qualify him for a convivial
governor-general would arrive in the sloop meeting.
expected from Okotsk, he being on a tour
Monday, the 27(h, was spent by another
through all the provinces of the governor- party in thediver-^iou of bear-hunting; when
general of Jakutsk. Without any applica- Capt. Kuig suljmittrd himself to the direction from us, he reinstated the Serjeant in lions of the parish-clerk, v\ ho had acquired
his command, before his departure, having great repulation as a bear hunter.
About
resolved to take the Put-i)arouchick with sun-set they arrived at one of the larger
We also understood, that he was lakes, where it was deemed necessary to conhim.
much offended with him fur punishing the ceal themselves and this was effected easily
Serjeant, as there did not appear to be the among some long grass, and brush-wood, of
slightest grounds for indicting such chas- which we saw great plenty near the water's
lisement.
Encouraged by the Captain's edge
We had not been long under our
great readiness to oblige ns, we ventured to covert, before our ears were agreeably salutreqiiest a small favour for another inhabitant ed with the growling of bears, in almost
of Kamtschatka. It was to requite an, ho- every quarter round al)out us; and we soon
nest old soldier, who kept a kind of ordinary had the pleasure of beholding one of them
for the inferior officers, and who had done a in the water, swimnuug in a direct course
thousand good olfices both for them and the tQ^ where we lay concealed. At this time
whole crew. The Captain obligingly com- the moon shone, so a< to afford a considerand as the bear advanced toplied with our wishes, and dubbed him in- able light
stantly a corporal, telling him, at the same ward us, three of us fired at it, almost at the
luMnediately the animal
time, to thank the English officers for his same instant.
very great promotion. It may not here be turned short upon one side, and set up a
nnnecessary to remark, that the lower class most horrible noise, which was neither yellof officers in the Russian army, have a ing, growling, nor roaring, but a very extraWe
greater pre-eminence above the private men, ordinary mixture of the whole three.
than those in the British service can possi- could easily perceive, that the beast was
bly conceive. It was, indeed, a matter of wounded severely, and that it reached the
astonishment to us, to see a serjeant assume bank with dilliculty whence it retreated to
all the state, and exact as much homage some thick bushes not far distant, still conTht*
from those beneath him, as though he had tinuing to make a hideous noise.
been a field-officer. Besides there are seve- Kamtschadales supposed it to be mortally
but judged it an act of imprurat gradations of rank among them, of wounded
which other countries are wholly ignorant dence to attempt to rouse it again immediand as
It was then nine o'clock
there being no less than four intermediate ately.
of
andachaui^e
became
overcast,
serjeant
private
the
night
and a
steps between a
thought
we
weather
was
be
apprehended,
the
Ru>isian
to
the
discipline
of
But
soldier.
army, though so extremely remote from the it adviseable to return home, and wait till
seat of government, is remarkable for its morning for the gratification of ourcuriosity,
not exempting even when we accordingly repaiired to the spot,
strictness and severity

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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and found the bear dead fronj (he wouiuls of our spirits was made into grog, and disTwenty-one gims
It was u female, and larger tributed among them.
it hud received.
were fired upon the occasion and considerthan ilie oidmaiy size,
Oil Tiit-stiay, the 'JHlh, Caj.t. King return- ing we were in a very remote part of the
ed fnmj his e\<Mirsiou to the ships, imt a lit- J^npress's dominions, the whole festival was
tle pleased, as it iiad attorded him an ojjpor- conducted in a manner not unworthy so illusOn Tuesday, the 5th,
tiniity ot'seeiiij; a |)art of the country, and trious a character.
o(u[)Nerviui: the manners and beiiaviour of we received a fresh supply of tea, sugar, and
Capt, Shmaletf
tile people, wiien under no restraint, evi- tobacco, from Bolcheretsk.
dently not the case when they were in com- having met this present on his return, he
pany with the Russians. On the .30th, our transmitted a letter with it, informing us,
Commodore went to Paratounca but, before that the sloop from Okotsk had arrived in
his departure, ordered Caut. Kinp: to get the his absence, and that Madame Shmaleff had
ships out of the harbour, tiiat they might instantly dispatched a courier with these
few articles, requesting our acceptance of
be in readiness to sail.
1st
of October, we had a them. On the two following days we were
On Frulny, the
t
violent gale of uiiKl, which continued the prevented from unmooring, by reason of foul
but, on the '2nd, both ships weather; but on Friday the 8th, all the
whole tiay
warped out of the harbour, and anchored in boats were hoisted in, and we sailed t(i wards
seven fathoms water, ahcut a quarter of a the mouth of the bay; when the wind, veermile from the Ostiog. Fo; tiinalely for us, ing to the S. obliged us to drop anchor, the
the day before we quitted the haibour, the Ostrog, bearing N, distant half a league.
and that the On the 9th, at four o'clock, P. M. we again
cattle frou) Verchnei arrived
men might have the full enjoynient of unmoored but as we were raising our last
this seasonable supply, by eating it whilst ancdior, we were informed that the drummer
it was fresh, the Commotlore determined to of the marines had fled from the boat of the
stay in our present station tive or six days Discovery, which had just left the village,
jonger. This time, ho.vever, was far from and that he had lately been seen with a
being misa()plied for tlie pumps, sails, and Kamtschadale woman, to whom he was
rigging of each ship, received an additional known to be much attached, and who had
Capt. King haviiiir obtaint-d |)er- imj>ortuned him frequently to stay behind.
repair.
mission to use the copper behmging" to the TliiN man was entirely useless in the service,
Resolution, and bein.r su[)plied uiih mo- being lamed by a swelling in his knee; and
lasses from Ca|)t. Gore, he uas enabled to on that very account Capt. King was the
;brew a sutficient quantity of beer, to last the more unwilling to leave him behind, lest he
crew a fortnight, and to mnke ten additional should become a miserable burthen to himpuncheons of strong spruce essence. This self and the Russians. He therefore applied
supply was the more acceptable, as our last to the Serjeant to send parties of his men
cask of spirits was now serving out, except after him and, in the mean time some saila small quantity reserved for cases of emer- ors visited a well known haunt of his in
gency. The 3rd, beina: the birth-day of the the neighbourhood, where the drummer and
impress of Russia, we were cordially dis- his woman were found together.
On his
posed to shew it every possible respect. return the Discovery weighed anchor, and
The pastor of Paratounca, Tvaskin, and the followed the Resolution.
Serjeant, were invited to dine with us
In the instructions for the regulation of
and
an entertainment was prepared for the two the present voyage, the Lords of the AdmiToions of Paratounca, and St. Peter and St. ralty had intrusted the commanding officer
as well as for the inferior officers of of the expedition, with adiscretionary power,
Paul
the garrison, and the most respectable of the in case of not succeeding in the discovery
Ail the other natives were in- of a passage from the Pacific Ocean into the
inhal>itants.
viteo to partake in comnjon with the ships Atlantic, to make choice, in his return to
com[)anies a pound of excellent beef being England, of whatever route he should jtnlge
served out to every man, and the remainder proper
the Commodore therefore desired.
5 H
No. 50,
;

;
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that

the

principal officers

would deliver were now at the distance of nine or ten
miles from the nearest part of the coast,
and perceived the whole inland country

their sentiments, in writing-, relative to the
mode in which these instructions might
most effectually be carried into execution.
The result of their opinions, which, to his
g-reat satisfaction, he found unanimous, and
perfectly agreeing" with his own, was, that
the condition of the ships, their sails, cord-

age, &c. rendered it hazardous and unsafe
to make any attempt, as the winter was now
approaching, to navigate the sea between

Asia and Japan, which would otherwise
have opened to ns the most copious field for
that it was therefore most prudiscovery
dent to steer to the eastward of that Island,
and in our way thither, to sail along the
Kuriles, and examine particularly those Islands that are situated nearest to the northern coast of Japan, which are said ti) be of
considerable extent, and not subject to the
Russians or Japanese. Should we have the
good fortune to meet with some secure and
commodious harbours in any of these Islands, we supposed they might prove of
considerable importance, as convenient places
of shelter for subsequent navigators, who
might be employed in exploring the seas,
or as the means of producing a commercial
intercourse among the adjacent dominions
of the two above-mentioned empires. Our
next object was to take a survey of the Jaafter which we designed to
panese Isles
make the coast of China as far to the N. as
might be in our power, and then to proceed
to Macao.
This plan being adopted, Capt,
King received orders, in case the two ships
should separate, to repair, without delay to
;

;

Macao.

On Saturday, the 9th, of October, at six
o'clock P. M. having cleared the entrance
of the Bay of Awatska, we made sail to the
S. E.

At midnight we had a dead calm,

till noon of the following
breeze springing up from the W.
about three o'clock, P. M. we steered to the
head-land now
S. along the coast.
opened with Cape Gavareea, in the direction of S. by W. situated nearly twenty
miles beyond it. On Monday, the 11th, at
noon, we observed in lat. 52 deg. 4 min.
long. 158 deg. 31 min. Cape Gavareea
bearing N. by W, one quarter W. and the
southern extremity S. W. half W,

which continued
day.

A

A

We

A

covered with snow.
point of hmd tol
wnrds the S. formed the northern side of a
deej)

bay,

distinguished

by the name of

Achachinskoi, to the southward of which,
the land did not exhibit such a rugged and
barren aspect, as was observable in that
part of the country which we had before
On Tuesday, the 12th, at six
passed.
o'clock P. M. we discerned, from the masthead. Cape Lopatka, which is the most
southern extreme of Kamtschatka. This,
by accurate oljservations, we found to be in
lat. 51 deg. and in the long, of 156 deg. 45
min. We perceived, to the N. W. of it, a
very lofty mountain, whose summit was lost
the clouds.
At the same instant, the
of the Kurile Islands, named IShoomska, made its appearance, in the direction
ofW. halfS. On Wednesday, the 13th, at
<!ay-break, we descried the second of the
Kurile Islands, named Paramousir, by the
Russians, extending from W. half S. to N.
W. by W. This land was exceedingly high,
in

first

and almost covered with snow. The Island
is the largest of the Kuriles
and its southern extremity stands, according to our computation, in lat. 49 deg. 58 min. the northern
extremity we place in lat. 50 deg. 46 min.
lonji, 10 deg. W. of Cape Lopatka.
During
the two following days, the wind, blowing;

from the W. obliged us to steer to the
southward, and consequently prevented us
from seeing any more of the Kuriles. On
Saturday, the 16th. our lat. was 45 deg. 27
min. our long, deducefl from many lunar
observations taken the three preceding days,
was 155 deg. 30 min. and the variation 4
deg. 30 min. E. In this situation, we were
almost encompassed by the real or pretended discoveries of prior navigators not one
of which we were fortunate enough to meet
with in our course. The wind having veered in the afternoon to the northward, we
hauled round to the W. In the course of

fresh

;

this day, we o!)served several albatrosses,
fulmars, and numerous flocks of gulls: we
also saw a number of fish, called gram pusses by our sailors; l)ut we were rather inclined to judge, from the appearance of tluise
which passed close by our vessels, that they

AND HOUND THE WORLD.
were the kasatka, or Rword-lish. Sunday,
the 17th, we observed in lat. 45 iUg. 7 n)in.
On the iyth,at two o'olock,
longr- 154 deg.
A. 31. we hauled our wind, and stood to
the southward till live, at winch time a
violent storm reduced us to our courses.
Though from the unfavourable '^tate of the
weatljer, there was but little probability of
our niaUin»- the land, our attention was still
anxiously directed to this object and on the
appearance of day-iight, we ventured to
We proceeded on the same
steer W. by S.
course till ten o'clock, w hen the wind suddenly veered round to the S. W. attended
with fair weather. Scarce had we availed
ourselves of this, by letting- out our reefs,
and setliuii' the top-sails, when it began to
blow will) such vehemence, that we were
under the necessity of close reeling again
and, about noon, the wind shit'iins" more to
the W. we were prevented from continuing
any longer on this tack we therefore put
about, and stood towards the S. Wa were
now in lat. 44 deg. 12 min. long. 150 deg,
40 min. so that, after all our exerti-ins, we
;

;

:

had the

mortitication of finding ourselves,
according to tlie Russian charts, upon the
same meridian with Nadeegsda, ^v'hich they
represent as the most sculherly of all the
Kurile Islaiuls. Though the violent and
adverse winds that we jsad met with f(»r six
days past had deprived us of an ofiportunity of iretting in vuth these Islands, yet
the course on uliichwe had been obliged
to proceed, did not prove altogether destifor the
tute of geotrraphical advantages
group of l-lands, compreliending Zellany,
Kunashir, and the Three Sisters, which, ni
the maps of M. D'Anville, are laid down in
the track we had just crossed, are, by this
means, demonstrably remove<l from that
position
and thus an additional i»roof is
obtained of their being situated to the W.
where Capt. Spanberg has placed them,
between the longitudes of 142 and 147 deg.
But this space being occupied, in the French
charts, by Staten Island, and part of the
supposed land of Jeso, the opinion of Muller
becomes highly probable, that they are all
the same lands and, as we have no reason
to call in question the accuracy of Spanberg, we have, in oar general chart, reinstated Kunashir, Zellany, and the Three
:

;

;

/8/

proper situation, and have
totally omitted the rest.
we consider
the manner in which flie Russians have
mullijilied the Islands of the northern Arciii-

Sisters, in their

When

pelago, not only from the

want of accuracy

in a.scertaining their real position, but likewise from the desire, natural to mankind, of

propagating new discoveries, we shall not
be surprized, that the same causes should
produce similar effects. It is thus that the
Islands of Jeso, which appear, as well from
the earliest tradiiions among the Russians,
as from the accomits of the Japanese, to be
no other than the Kurile Islands, have been
imagined to be distinct from the latter. De
Gauja's land is next on record
and this
was originally represented as being nearly
the same in situation with those we have
just mentioned
but it was afterwards re;

;

make room for Slaten's
Ishind, and the Company's land
and as
Jeso, and the most southerly of theKuriles,
had likewise possession of this space, that
nothing might be lost, the former had a
place provided for it westward, and the latter towards the E.
As, according to the
Russian charts, the Isles of Kunaskir and
Zellany, were still to the S. we entertained
some hopes of being able to make them,
and with this view, kept the head of the
Resolution towards the W. as much as the
wind would permit. On Wednesday, the
20th, a noon, we observed in lat. 43 de^.
47 min. long. 150 de^r. 30 min.
were
then standing to the W. by S. with a gentle
breeze from the S. E. but about three
o'clock, P. M. the wind, shifting to the N.
W. point, began to blow with such violence,
that we were brought under our mizen staysail, and fore-sail.
For the following twentyfour hours we had heavy rain, and vehement squalls and as the wincl continued
to blow from the N. W, our attempts to
make the land were rendered abortive and
we were at length obliged to relinquish all
further thoughts of discovery to the northmoved,

in order to

;

I

We

;

;

ward of Japan.

we submitted

To

this

disappointment

with the greater reluctance,
as our curiosity had been considerably excited by the accounts that are given of tjie
natives of these Islands. On the 21st, in
the afternoon, an accident befel our ship,
the Resolution ; for the leach-rope of her
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fore-top-sail gave way and split the sail. On the 25th, at noon, we were in lat. 40
This having' frequently happened durins? deg. 18 min. and in long. 144 deg. FiightS
the life of Capt. Cook, he had, on such of \vild ducks were this day observed by us ;
occasions, ordered the foot and leach-ropes a pigeon lighted upon our ritiging; and
of the top-sails to be taken out, and larger many small birds, resembling linnets, flew
ones to be fixed in their room ; and tliese about our ships, with a degree of vigour, that

likewise proving incapable of supporting
the strain that was on them, gave him good
reason to observe to us, that the just proportion of strength between the sail and
those ropes, is extremely miscalculated in
our service. On the 22nd, in the morning,
we let out the reefs of our top-sails, and carAt noon, we found ourselves
ried more sail.
to be in lat. 40 deg. 58 min. long. 148 deg.
17 min. variation of the needle 3 deg. E.
This day, some birds atforded us clear indications that we were not at any considerable distance from land: with this hope we
W. in which direction
steered to the W.
were situated, at the distance of about iifty
leagues, the southernmost Islands, seen by
Capt. Spanberg, and said to be inhabited
by hairy men. At eight o'clock, the following morning, a fresh breeze springing up,
with which we continued our course till
the evening, when we had violent squally
and as we
gales, accompanied with rain
passed
some
this
day,
of
course
had, in the
grass,
observed
anuniand
green
of
Eatches
erofsmail land birds, a shag, and many
flocks of gulls, we did not thirik it consistent with prudence, having all these signs of
the vicinity of land, to sland on for the
whole night about midnight tlierefore we
tacked, and for the space of a few hours

N

;

:

steered S.

Et,

Sunday, the 24th, we again bore away to
the W. N. W. and carried a press of sail
til!
sev^n o'clock, P. M. when the wind
veered round to the N. and blew a fresh
At this time our lat. was 40 deg. 67
gale.
min. long. 143 deg. 20 min. This second
disappointment in our attempts to get to the
N. W. the tempestuous weather with which
we had been harrassed, and the small probability, at this season

of the year, of

becoming more favourable

its

our designs,
induced Capt.

to

were the motives that now
Gore to abandon finally all further search
for the Islands situate to the northward of
Jnpan, and to direct our course to the W.
S.

W.

for the northern part of that Island.

gave us reason to imagine they had not
been long on tfie wing. We also passed a
piece either of bamboo or sugar-cane, and
several patches of long grass.
These indications of our being at no great distance
from land, determined us to try for soundings
but we could not reach the bottom
;

with ninety fathoms of line. On the approach of evening, the wind gradually vetr
ed round to the S. with which we continued
our course to the W. S. W. On Tuesday,
the 26th, at day-break, we had the satisfaction of perceiving high-land towards the W.
which proved to be Japan. At eight o'clock,
it was at the distance often or twelve miles,

and extended from S. by W. to N. W. A
low flat Cape, which apparently constituted
the southern part of the entrance of a bay,
bore N. W. three quarters W. Near the S.
extremity, a hill of a conic figure appeared,
bearing S. by W. three quarters W. To the
N. of this hill, there seemed to be an inlet
of very considerable depth, the northern
side of whose entrance is formed by a low
point of land
and, as well as we wereena!)le(i to judjie by the assistance of our glasses,
li;is
a small Island near it towards llie S.
Having stood on till nine o'clock, we had,
by that time, approached within five or six
miles of the land, which bore W. three
quarters S. AVe now tacked, and stood off;
but as the wind failed us, we had proceeded,
at noon, to no greater distance than three
leagues from the shore. This part of the
coast extended from N. W. by N, to S. half
E. and was principally bold and cliffy.
The low cape above menfione«l, was about
six leagues distant, bearing- N. W. by W.
and the northern point of the inlet was in
the directi()n of S. three quarters W. Our
lat. by observation, was 40 i\e»;. 5 min. and
our long. 142 deg. 28 min. The most northerly land in view, was supposed by us to be
the northern extreme of Japan. It is somewhat lower than the other parts; and from
the range of the elevated lands that were
discerned over it from the must-hcad, the
;
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but otir df»pth of water was s>)
to trend to ihe fotir hours
norllurn point of the inlet great, that vve did not find ground witli an
hundred and sixty fathoms of line.
was inidgint'd l)y ns to be Cape Namhti
On Tiiursday,'lhe 28th, at six o'clock
which
and we coiijeclmeil, that the town,
Jan'jen calls Nabo, stood in a break of the A. M. we again saw land, twelve leagues to
hijih laud, towards which the inlet apparently the southward oflhatwehad seen the day
directed itself, The neishbouring country is before, and extended from W. by N. to W.
of a nioilerate elevation, and has a double S. W, At ten o'clock vve saw more land in
At noon, the northern
It is well furnished the same direction.
vanire of mountains.
with wood, and exhibits a variety of pleasing extremity of the land in view bore N, W. by
|)erceivcd the smoke N. and a peaked hill, over a steep head-land,
bills and dales.
arising from several villaijes or towns, and was fifteen or sixteen miles distant, bearing
saw many houses in delightful and cultivated W, by N, By observation, our lat. was 38
situations, at a small distance from the shore. deg. 16 m<in. and our long. 1 42 deg, 9 min.
While the calm continued, that we might During the remainder of the, day, we contiloose no time, we put our tishing lines over- nued our course to the S, W. and at midboard, in ten fathoms water, but had no night, found our depth of water to be 70
success. This being the only diversion which fathoms, over a bottom of fine brown sand.
therefore hauled up towards the E. till
our present circumstances would permit us
morning, when we again had sight
next
our
disapthe
sensibly
felt
very
we
enjoy,
to
and looked back with regret to of land, 11 leagues to the S. of that we had
pointment
the cod-banks of the dismal regions we had seen the preceding day. The ground was
lately quilted, which had furnished us with low towards the sea, but gradually swelled
At nine
so many salutary meals, and by the amuse- into hills of a moderate elevation.
overcast,
and
the
o'clock,
the
sky
being
wind
variety
given
a
ta
afforde<l,
had
ment they
vve
veering
t(»
the
tacked
stood
of
astronomical
obS,
an;!
ott"
to
recurrence
trdious
the
Not long after, vve observed a vessel,
servations, and the wearisome succession of the E,
calms and gales. At two o'clock, P. M. close in with the land, standing to the N.
the wind blew fresh from the S. and by four, along the shore and we also saw another
Ijad reduced us to close reefed top-sails, and in the offing, coming down on us before
the wind, <)bjects belonging to a country
obliged us to stand ott* to the south-eastward
in consequence of which course, and the so celebrated, and yet so imperfectly known,
in
gloominess of the weather, we soon lost sight excited a general eagerness of curiosity
kept on during the whole consequence of which, every person on
of land.
night, and till eight o'clock the following board came instantaneously upon deck to
morning, when the wind shifting to the N. gaze at them. As the vessel to windward
and becoming moderate, we made sail^ and approached us, she hauled off to a greater
upon which, being
steered a W. S. W. course, towards the land, distance from the shore
which, however, we did not make before apprehensive of alarming those who were on
at which time it board of her by the appearance of a |)ur«!uit,
three in the afternoon
was seen to extend from N. W. half W. to we brought to, and she sailed a-head of us.
might have spoken to thena but Capt.
W. The most northerly extremity was a
continuation of the elevated land, the south- Gore perceiving by their manoeuvres, that
ernmost we had observed the preceding day. they were highly terrified, was unwilling to
The land to the westward, we conjectured increase their apprehensions and imagining
The that we should have many better opporttmito be the High Table Hill of Jansen.
coast, between the two extremes, was low, ties of a communication with the Japanese,
and could scarcely be perceived, except suffered them to retire without interruption.
from the mast-head. We proceeded towards Accordiiia: to the most probable conjectures
the coast till eight in the eveninc, when our we were enabled to form, the vessel was of
distance from it was about tive leagues, a*id the burthen of 40 tons
and there seemed
having shortened sail for the night, we steer- to be six men on board her. She had only
ed in a sout4ierly direction, sounding every one mast, whereon was hoisted a quadrangular

roast manifesily appeared

westward.

;

"^J'lie

;

We

We

;

;

;

;

We

;

;

We

;

;

;

o
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extended aloft by n yard, the braces of mountain of extraordinary height, with a
which worked forwards. Three pieces of round summit, rising far inland. In its
black cloth came halfway down the sail, at neighbourhood, the coast is of a moderate

sail,

an equal distance from each oilier.
The
vessel was lower in t]ie middle than at each
end and from her fisinrewe supposed, that
she could not sail olherwise than lar^e. At
noon, the wind blew fVesh, accompanied
with innch rain. By three o'clock it had
increased in so g^reat a degree, that we were
reduced to our conrses.
The sea, at the
same time, ran as h;uh as any of our people
ever remember to have seen it
About eight
o'clock, in the evening, the gale, without
the smallest diminution of violence, shifted
to the W. and by producing" a sudden swell,
in a direction contrary to that which had
before prevailed, caused our ships to labour
;

and

elevation
but, to the S. of the hummock
Island, there appeared at a considerable distance up ihe country, a ridge of hills, extending towards the mountain, and wliich
might perhaps join it. As the weather, in
the njorning of the 2nd, had a very threatening appearance, and the wind was at
S. S. E. we thought it adviseable to quit the
neighbourhood of the shore, and stand otF
towards the E. that the shi|)S might not be
entangled with the land.
were not
deceived in our prognostications
for rjot
long afterwards, a heavy gale began to blow,
which continued till the next day, and was
attended with rainy and hazy weather. On
Wednesday the 3d, in the morning, we
found ourselves by our reckoning, njiwards
of fifty leagues from the coast; which circumstance, united to the consideration of
the very uncommon effect of currents we
had .'slready experienced, the advanced
period of the year, the variable and uncertain state of the weather, and the small
prospect we had of any alteration for the
;

We

;

strain exceedingly.
During the storm,
several of our sails split.
They had,
indeed, been bent for so long a time, and
were worn so thin, that this accident had
happened lately in both vessels almost daily
3articularly when the sails were stiii', and
leavy with rain, in which case they became
ess capable of l)earing the shocks of the
boisterous and variable winds we ex[»erienced occasionally. On Saturday, the 30th, at better, induced Captain Gore to form the
noon, we observed in at. ;J()deg\ 41 min. long. resolution of leaving Japan, and prosecuting
142 deg. 6 min. In the afternoon, the wind our voyage to China", to which facts may
that the coast of' Japan, accordshifting to the N. E. we stood to the vS. at be added
ihe distance of 18 leagues from the shore. ing to Kaempser's descript;(;!i of it, is the
On the aist, at two o\Iock A. M. the wind most dangerous in all the known Morld

we had

;

1

;

;

veered round to the
squalls,
rai:

W. and

accompanied with

blew

in violent

that

and

ous,

lightning

would have been exceedingly hazardin case of distress, to have run int«) any

it

of the h:srbours

.

the wind
shifted to the 8. E. and was attended with
fair weather
in consequence of which, we
obtained, with four ditttrent quadrants, 42
sets of distances of the moon, from the sun
and stars, each set comprehending six obserThese nearly coinciding with each
vations.
other, we determined, at noon, by observation, our lat. to be 35 deg. 17 min. and our
long, with great accuracy, to be 141 (.leu;.

Monday, IVovember

the

1st,

;

32 min. At two o'clock, we atrain made
land towards the W. distant 13 leagues. A
liummock to the northward, which had an
insular appearance bore N. N. W. half W.
We steered for the land till between five and
^ix, when we hauled our wind to the S.
At this lime we descried to the westward a

6

we may

<if

credit the

that country

:

where,

it

most authentic writers,

the aversion of the natives to a

communica-

prompted them to
the commission of the most flagrant acts of
barbarity; that our vessels were in a leaky
tion with strangers, has

condition that the riuging was so rotten as
to require continual repairs; and that the
;

were almost entirely worn out, and incapable of withstaiuling the vehemence of a
galeofwind. As the violent currents, which
set along the eastern coast of Japan, may
perha|>s be attended with dangerous consequences to those navigators, who are not
acquaintt<l with their extreme rajndity, we
will here subjoin a summary account of their
directioi» and force, as remarke<l by ns from
the 1st, to the 8th, of November. On the
sails

AND KOINI) inn
when we were al)out 18
E. of White Point, thr current set at the rate of 3 miles in an honr, to
the N. E. and by N. On the 2nd, as we
niade a nearer approach to the shore, we
observed, tliat it continuetl in a simihir di-

VVORLl).

TJ)!

Tlie Keiolntion
llie point.
passed nearer tlie land, several of
our oHicers thousiht they discerned J>teams
proceedint? from the lop of tlie hill. These
circuni?tances induced the Commodore to
bestow on this discovery, the name of SulOn Friday, the 'iCJth, at six
rection, but was augmented in its rapidity phur Island.
As we receded from o'clock A. M. the wind having considerably
to 5 miles an hour.
the coast, it again became more mciderate, abated, we set our top-sails, let out the reefs,
and inclined towards the E. On the ;jrd, and bore away to the westward. At noon,
at the distance of GO leagues from the shore, we observed in lat. 21 desf. 12 min. long 120
In the course of this day, we
it set, at the rate of 3 miles an hour, to the deg. 25 niin.
On the two t'ollowing days, it saw many tropic birds, and a flock of ducks
Vj. N. E.
turned to the southward, and at 120 leagues also porpoi.ses and dolnhins and continued
spent the
from the coast, its direction was S. E. and to pass many pumice s'ones.
and on the 27th, at six
its rate did not exceed one mile and a half night on our tacks
an hour. It again, on the 6th, and 7th, o'clock A. M. we agrjin made sail to the
On the
shifted to the N. E. and its force diminished W. in search of the Bashee Isles.
gradually till the <Sth, at which time we 28th, at four o'clock, A. M. we had sight ol
the Island of Pratn. At noon, our lat. was
could not ])erceive any current.
During the 4th, and 5th of November, we 20 deg, 39 min. long. IIG deg. 45 min. The
proceeded to the south-eastward, with very extent of the Prata shoal is considerable
unsettled weather, having much lightening for it is about C leagues from N. to S. and
and rain. On Saturday, the 6th, we chang- extends 4 leagues to the E. of the Island
ed our course to the S. S. W. but about its limits to the westward, we had not an
We cjirried a
eight o'clock, in the evening, we were oblig- opportunity of ascertaining.
ed to stand towards the S. E. On the 9th, press of sail during the remainder of the day,
at noon, we observed in lat. 31 deg. 46 min. and kept the wind, which now blew from
long. 146 deg. 20 min. Friday, the 12th, the N. E. by N. in order to secure our pasa most violent gale arose, which reduced ns sage to Macao.
to the mizen-stay-sail and fore-sail.
At
On Monday the 2.0th, in the morning, we
noon, we were in lat. 27 deg. 36 min. and passed some Chinese fishing-boats, the crews
in long. 144 deg. 25 min. On the 13th, we of which eyed us with marks of great indifwere nearly in the same situation attributed ference. At noon, our lat. by tjbservalion,
to the Island of St. Juan, yet we saw not was 22 de^. 1 min. and, since the preceding
the least appearance ofiand. At six o'clock, noon, we had run 110 miles upon a N. W.
P. M. we steered to W. S. W. Capt. Gore course. On the 30th, in the morning, we
thinking it useless to stand any longer to ran along the Lema Isles, which, like the
the S. S. W. as we were nearly in the same other Islands, situated on this coast, are desmeridian with the Ladrones, or Marianne titute of wood, and, asfar we had an opportuIslands, and at no very considerable distance nity of observing, devoid of cultivation.
from the track of the Manilla galleons, now fired a gun, and displayed our colours.
On Monday, the 15th, we saw three Islands, as a signal for a pilot. On the repetition of
and bore away for the S. point of the largest, the signal, there wns ari excellent race beupon which we observed a high barren hill, tween four Chinese boats and Caj)!. Gore
flattish at the top, and when seen from the engaged with the person who arrived first
W. S. W. presents an evident volcanic crater, to conduct the ship to the Typa, for the sum'
The earth, rock, or sand, for it was not easy of 30 dollars, sending word, at the same
to distinguish of which its surface is com- time to Capt. King, that as he could easily
posed, exhibited various colours, and a Gon- follow with the Discovery, that exEience
siderable part we conjectured to be sulphur, might be saved to him. In a short time
both from its appearance to the eye, and the afterwards a second pilot got on board, :^;;d
strong sulphureous smell perceived by us in immediately laying hold of the wheel, Ih^

Istj

s^t

itauues

approach to

(lie tinif?

o«ir

to the

liavinsi

;

;

We

;

;

:

We

;
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had agreed for a daily supply for which,
however, he insisted on our paying him be-

to order the sails to be trimmed.
Thisg-ave
rise to a vioKnt altercation, which was at
len^tii compromised, by utjrfceiiig to divide
In obedience to
the money between thetn.

;

fore-hand.

the instructions from the Lords of the Admiralty, it now beciime necessary to demand
of the officers and men, beiongini^ to both
ships, their journals, and what otlier papers
they mi<jht have in their possession, relative
At the same
to the history of the voyage.
time Capt. King gave theDiscoveiy's people
to understand, that whatever papers they
wished should not be sent to the Lords ot
the Admiralty, he would seal up in their
presence, and preserve in his custody till the
intentions of their Lordships, respeclinjr the
publication of the history of tlie voyage,
were accomj)lished, afler which, he said they
should be faithfully n stored to them. The
Captain observes upon tliis occasion, that it

but doing justice to his company to dethat, as to the crew, they were the
best disposed, and the most obedient men
he ever knew, though the greatest part of
them were very young, and had never served
before in a ship of war. The same prof)osals were made to the people of the Resoluis

clare,

and instantly complied with.
We continue<l working to windward, by
the direction of our pilot, till about six
when we let go our anchors,
o'clock P.
he being of opinion, that the tide was now
During the aflernt)on,
setting against us.
we stood on our tacks, between the Grand
Ladrone and the Island of Potoe, having

tion,

M

passed to the east of the latter. At nine
o'clock we again cast anchor in six tathoms
water; the town of Macao being at the distance of 9 or 10 miles, in a N.W. direction
and the Island of Potoe bearing S. half
seven miles distant.
On the 2nd, of December, in the morning,
one of the Chinese contractors, called Compradors, came on board, and sold us as
much beef as weighed 200 weight, together
with a considerable quantity of greens,
oranges, and egfjs. In the evening, Capt.
(iore sent Cnpt. King onshore to visit the
Portuguese Governor, and to request his
assistance in procuring refreshments, which
he thought might be done on more reason;.]i!e terms than the Comprador would unwith whom we
d/Ttake U* furn sh them

W

;

8

Upon Capt. King's

arrival at the

Fort-Major informed him that
the governor was sick, and not able to see
company. Having acquainted the Major
with his desire of proceeding immediately
to Canton, the former told him, that they
could not presume to provide a boat, till,
permi!«sion had been obtained from the
Hoppo, or officer of the customs and that

citadel, the

;

;

it

to

was necessary

to apply, for this purpose,
government at Canton.

the Chinese
the Captain

When

was returning, the Por-

tuguese officer asked him, if he did not
mean to visit the English gentlemen at
Macao I This question gave him inexpressible pleasure.
He proceeded immediately
to the house of one of his countrymen
from
whom he received information of the French
war, and of the continuance of the American war; and that five sail of English ships
were now at Wampu, near Canton, in China,
'i'he intelligence we had gained concerning
the state of affairs, in Europe, rendered us
the more anxious to accelerate our departure as much as we possibly could. 1 he
first thing tiiat claimed the attention of the
Commodore, was to provide as well as le
could for the general safety of the people
under his command, on their return home.
The news of a French war, without letting
us know the order issued by the king ei
France in our favour, gave us much concern.
Our ships were ill fitted for war:
the decks, fore and all, being finished flush,
had no covering for men or officers it was
therefore thought necessary to raise a kind
of parapet, musket-proof, on both decks;
and likewise to strengthen the cabins as
nuich as possible in case of action.
On
Thursday, the 9th, we received an answer
from the J^nglish super-cargoes at Canton, in
which they promised to exert their most
strenuous endeavours in procuring the supplies of which we were in want, with all
possible
dispatch
and that a passport
should be sent for one of our officers. Friday, the 10th, an Engligh merchant, from
one of our Fast-India settlements, made
application to Ca|)t Gore, for the assistance
of a lew of his people, to navigate as far as
Canton, a vessel which he had purchased at
;

;

;
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The Comrnodore

considerinj?

tliis

a Uoo<l opportumty tor Capt. King to
repair to that city, gave orders, that he
slioiild take with hiin his second lientenant,
tlie litntenant of the marines, and 10 sailors,
Accordingly, they <T[uitte<l the harbour of
Macao, on Saturday the lllh and as they
approached the Bocca Tygi is, which is near
40 miles distant from Macao, the coast of
China a|)peared to the eastward in wjjite
steep cliti's. Their progress being retar«led
by contrary winds, and tlie lightness of the
vessel, they did not arrive at \\ am|)n, which
is only f> leagues from the Hocca 'i'ygris, till
Wamj)u is a small
Saturday, the l>^th.
town, otf which, the ships of various nations,
who trade wiih the Chinese, aie stationed,
in order to receive their respective ladings,
a
At Wami)a, Capt. King end)arked
Sampane, or Chinese boat, the most convenient for passen'.rers that we ever saw
and
in the evening we reached Canton, ind disembarked at the I'^ntrlish Factory, where
the Captain was received with every mark
of civility and respect. Messrs. Pifzhngh,
Bevan, ami Kapier, composed, at this time,
the Select Committee; and tlie former of
these gentlemen acted as president. They
immediately gave the Captain an inventory
of those stores with which the Eist-India
ships were able to supply ns, and he had
the pleasure to find, that they were ready
to be shi|»ped, and thut the provisions we
might have occasion for, miitht be had at a
day's notice. Being desirous of makmg our
stay here as short as possible, the Captain
requested, that the gentlemen would endeavour to procure junks for us the next day;
but we were soon convinced by them, that
patience is an indispensable virtue in China,
After the Captain had waited several days
for the issue of his negociation with the Chinese, and was considering what steps he
shoidd take, the Commander of a country
him with a letter form
.ship presented
9.%

;

m

;

Capt. Gore, whereby he was informed
of that Comtnander being engaged to
bring our party from Canton, and to deliver our supplies, at his own hazard, in the
Typa. All difficulties being thus removed,
Capt. King had leisure to bestow some attention on the purchase of our stores and
pipvisions, wjiich he completed on Sunday,
o I
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the 26ih, and, on the following day, the
whole stock was conveyed on board. As
Canton was likely to be the most advantalieons market for fnrs, the Commodore iiad
desired Capt. King' to take with him about
most of which had
tJO skins of sea-otiers
been the property <jf our deceased Commanders
and to dispose of them at the best
price he could obiain. The English supercargoes being informed of these circumstances, they directed him to a member of
the Hong (a society of (he principal nierchants of the city) who bemg fully apprised
'»f the nature t>f the business, seemed to be
sensible of the delicacy of the Captain's
situation, and therefore assured him, that in
an affair of this kind, he should consider
himself as a mere agent, without seeking
any profit for himself. The skins being
laid before this merchant, he exaniinr'd
them over and over again with particidar
attention
and at last informed Capt. King,
that he could not think of offering more
than 300 dollars for them. As the Captain
knew he had not offered one half of the r
value, lie, iheretbre, in his tnrn, demanded
1000 dollars; the Chinese merchant then
advanced to five, and at length to 700 dollars
uf)un which the Captain lowered his
dem-.inds to 900.
Here, each of them dedaring that he would not recede, they j)arted
but the Chinese speedily returned and
proposed finally, that they should divide the
difference, which the Captain agreed to,
and received 800 dollars,
very ludicrous alteration took pla^-e in
the dress of all our crew, in consequence ot
the barter which the Chinese had carried
on with us for our sea-otter skins. On our
arrival in the Ty[)a, not only the sailors,
but likewise the younger officers, were extremely ragged in their apparel for, as the
voyage had now exceeded, almost by a year,
the time it was at first supposed we should
continue at sea, .the far greater part of our
original stock of European clothes had been
long ago worn out, or repaired and patched up with skins, and the different manufactures we had met with in the course of
the expedition.
These were now mixed
and eked out with the gayest silks and cottons that China could produce,
;

;

;

;

;

A

;

CHAP. XX.
Two

mariners belonging to the Resolution make ojf xvilh the six-oared cutter ; Defensible state oj
They unmoor and leave the Tyjm ; Orders of the Frejich Court relative to Capt.
parly dispatched for
Cook ; Pass Pulo Sapati'a, and anchor in the hnrbour of Pulo Condote ;
wood; Departure of the Resolution and Discovery from Pulo Condore ; hnter the straits of
Banca ; Description of the country that borders thereon ; Enter the straits of ISunda ; Mr. Wiiliamson sent on board a Dutch ship to procure intelligence ; The two ships anchor at Crccatoa /
That Island described ; Proceed to Prince's Islattd ; Unhealthy effects of t lie climate of Java ;
sudden storm ; Steer for the Cape of Good H&pe ; Anchor in Simon's JHay ;
visit to the
governor ; An account of False ^ay, Simon's Soy, Noah's Ark, and Seal Island ; Set sail for
England ; and stand t* the west of the Islands of Ascension and St. Helena; Descry the u est em
coast of Ireland, and endeavour in vain, to get into Port Galuay ; Steer to the north of Lewis
Island ; Hoth ships anchor at Stromtiess ; And on Wednesday, the Alh, of October, arrive safe
at the Nore, after an absence of four years, two months, and twenty-two days ; Concluding
the two ships;

A

A

A

remarks

ON

Tuesday, thellth, of January, 1780,
two sailors, John Cave quarter-master,
end Robert Spencer belonging- to the Resolution, went off with the six-oared cutter
and though the most diligent search was
made, both this and the following morning,
we could not gain any intelligence of them.
It was imagined, that these seamen had
been seduced by the hopes of acquiring a
;

voyage. It was also reported, that the Arae<
rican Congress had given .similar orders to
the vessels employed in their service. This
intelligence being further confirmed by the
private letters of some of the supef-cai"goes,

Capt. King deemed

it

incumbent on him,

in

return for the liberal exceptions which our
enemies had made in our favour, to refrain
from embracing any opf)ortunities of capture,
fortune, if they should return to the fur Is- and to maintain the strictest neutrality during
land.
On the 12th, at noon, we unmoored, the \\ holt- of our voyage. Having got under
and scaled the guns, which, on board the sail about two o'clock, P. M. we passed the
Discovery, amounted at this time to ten
so fort of Macao, and saluted the garrison with
that her people by means of four additional 11 fonr-poon(lers, which they answered with
were under the neports, could fight seven on a side.
In the an equal nuujher.
Resolution likewise, the number of guns cessity of warj)ing out into the entrance of
had been augmented from 12 to 16; and, the T} pa, whicli we gained by eight o'chjck
and lay there
in each of the ships, all other precautions in the evening <»f the 1.3th
till
nine
o'clock
morning,
the
tollowing
force
were taken to give our inconsiderable
considered when we stood, with a fresh easterly breeze,
a respectable appearance.
to the IS. between Wungboo and Potoe.
At
it as our duty to turnish ourselves with these
means of defence, though there was soiue four in the afternoon theLadrone was about
reason to believe, thut they had in a great 2 leagues dist.mt in an eastern direction.
measure been rendered superfluous by the On Satnrtlay, the loth, at noon, we observed
for we were in- in lat. ISdeff. .j7 U'-in. long. 114 deaf. 13 min.
irenerosity of our enemies
formed by the public prints, which Capt. Orj the IGth, we struck "Soundings over
King had brought with him from Canton, Macclesfield Hank, and found the depth of
of instructions having: been found on boar<i wafer to be ;jO afhoms, over a bottom consisting of winle saM<l and shells.
comall the French ships of war, that bad been
ank to be situated
taken in Europe, importing that their Com- puted this part «»t the
manders, if tliey shoidd happen (o fail in in lat. }o (1*^^:. 51 min. and in long. 1 14 devr.
20 min. Thursday, llie 19lh, at four o'clock
\*itJi the UesoUition and Discovery, were to
sutler lUtui io proceed unmolested on their P. JVl. we hud in view Pulo Sapatru, bearing
;

We

;

We

;

We

.
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on the Sumatra shore; Monopin IJill bearand oiir l:il. Iieuit; 2 desr.
ina; N. 54 dei;.
>ve»<t\vanl
and <t\\ tU*- 20lh, made the little 22 miii. S. loi»j>. 105 de^. ^8 min. E. At
^nonp ot' Tsl;inds known by the name of three in the arternoon we uei-lied, and c«m;Pulu Coii(h»'e, at one of uhich we anchor- tinned our course thronph the straits with a
ed in six fathonjs wa'er. The harbour where centle breeze. In passinLf these straits, ships

N.

by

riaviim-

'pa><<e<l

aui\ ilisfant ahoiit 4 leasfiies.
this T>ilaiM!, ue stood to the

W

.

;

we now

may make

a nearer a|)j)ioach to the coast of
Sumatra than to that of Banca. <.)n Smubiy.
monst)Mii.
K.
lis
entrance
bore W. N. the 6th, in the morninu, we passe. to the \V
K.
and at five -o'clock. I*. M. we
(piarter W. and N. by VV. the (»i.enins? of Lose para
three descried the Sifters, in the directi;>n (d'S. by
at the tipper end bore S. E. by
uaners JE. and we were about 2 furloncfs W. half W. At seven we cast anchor three
a istant from the shore. On the 2lst, early leaynes to the northward of those Islands.
in the mornina:. |»arties were sent out to (;ut On the 7tli, at five o'clock, A. M. we weighwood, the (.^*>mini»d.)re's prin<Mpal motive for ed, and in three hours atterwards we were in
touching at this Island bring- to supply the sitiht of the Sisters. 'J'hesr- are two Islands
ships ui ii tiiai aii..i.
of very siiiidl exti lit, plentifully slocked with
On Friday, the 28th, we nnmooved, and wood, an«l situated in 50 de^. S. lat. and in

UKKired, has its entr.\nre froni the
N. AV. and ;ifrords the best shelter dnriniiT the

i

W.

;

K

.

cleare*! the hart)»mr.
Oil the .'JOih. atone
o'clock, P. M. we h.id siitht of PuloTimoan,
and ai tive, Pnlo Puissan^" was seen in the
direction ofS. by E three quarters E.
At
nine o'clock, we had, from the ettVct of some
current, out-run our reckoninar, and found
ourselves close upon Pulo, Aor, in the lat.

mm.

104 d-y o7 ui m.
whieh we hauled the
wind t'> the E. S. E. This course we f»rosecuted till midnijiht, and then steered S. S. E.
for the straits ol Bnica.
On Tuesday, the 1st, of February, we
observed in lat. 1 deir. 20 min N. and our
long, by a number of lunar observations, we

of 2 deu 46

E

in cuiisr

quenre

N.

h/uer.

ot'

be 105 deij. E. 'J'owards sun-set,
a view ot' Ptdo Panjanff at which
time our lat. was 53 luin N. On the 2n I,
we |)assed the straitsof S in la and at noon,
we came in sijrlit of the small Islands known
by the name of Dominis, lyins: otf the eastern
part of Lingen.
At one o'clock, P. M.
ffiind

to

We had

;

;

Pulo Taya made

its appearance in the direcby W. distant 7 leairues. On
3rd, at day-break, we had siuhtofthe
t'
Three Islands and not long afterwards, saw
Monopin Hill, in the Island of Banca.
Having got to the W. of the shoal, named
Frederic Endric, we entered the Straits of
Banca, and bore away towards the S. On
the 4th, in the morning, we proceeded down
fi e straits with the tide
and, at noon, the
tide beginning to make against us, we cast
anchor, at the distance of about one league
from w hat is denominated the Third Pointy

tionofS.

W.

•

;

;

12 min. They lie nearly N.
from each otlor, encompassed by a
At noon, we had sight
reef of coral rocks.
and about four in
of the Islands of Java
the aftern<n)n, we perceived two vessels in
the stra ts of Stimla one of which lay at
anchor near the mid-channel Islan(f, the
other nearer the shore of Java. On the 8th,
al)out eijjht o'clock in the morning, we
weifjhed, and proceeded ihronfrh the straits
of Sunda. On Wednesday the 9th, between
ten and eleven Ca\it. King wa* ordered by
the Commodore to make sail towards a
Dutch vessel, that now came in sight to the
southward, \\hich we imagined was from
E mtpe and, accoiding to the nature of the
inform dion that mij;ht be obtained from
her, eitlierjoin him at Cracatoa, or to proceed to thesouth-easternextremity ofPrince's
Island, and there provide a supply of water,
and wait for iiim. In compliance with these
instructions Capt. King bore down iowardss
the Dutchman; and on the 10th, in the
mnrninET, Mr. Williamson went on board
her; where he was informed, that she had
been seven months from Europe, and three
from the Cape of Good Hope that, before
her departure, the kings of France and Spain.
had declared war against his Britannic jViajesty
and that she had left Sir Edward
Hughes at the Cape, with a squadron of
men of war, and also a fleet of East Ind;;i
ships.
On the return of Mr. Williamson,
Capt. King took the advantage of a fair
breeze, and made sail towards the Island of
lonar. 10')<le[r.

and

v

S.

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Cracatoa, wh^re hr xoon after perceived the
Resoltition at anchor, and immediately dispatched a boat to communicate to Capf.
Gore, the intelligence procured by Mr. Williamson. When we saw our consort preparin<i-, at the distance of near two leagues, to
come to, we fired our guns, and displayed
the signal for leading a-head, by hoisting an
This was
Enarlish jack at the ensign staff.
intended to prevent the Discovery's anchoring, on account of the foul ground, which
the maps on board our ship placed in this
However, as Capt. King met with
situation.
Done, but on the contrary, found a muddy
bottom, and good anchoring ground, at the
de|)th of 60 fathoms, he remained fast till the
return of the boat, which brought him orders to proceed to Prince's Island the ensuing

morning.
Cracafoa

the southernmost of a cluster
of Islands lying in the entrance (if the straits
Ithasalofiy f>eaked hill at it^
of Sunda
southern extremity, situated in lat. G deg. 9
min. S. and in long. 105 deg. 15 miu. Vj.
The whole circumference of the Island does
not exceed 9 miles. The Island of Sainbouricou, or Tamarin, which stands 12 miles to
the northward of Cracatoa, may easily be
mistaken for the latter, since it has a hill of
nearly the same figure and dimensions, situThe lat. of
ate likewise near its south end.
the road where we cast anchor, is 8 tiev^;. 6
min. S. long, by observation, 105 deg. 36
min. E. It is high water on the full and
change days, at seven o'clock in the morning and She water rises three feet two inches
perpendicular.
On Friday, the 1 1 th, at three o'clock, A. M.
the Discovery weighed anchor, and steered
and, at noon, she came
for Prince's Island
On
to, and moored oflf its eastern extremity.
Monday, the 14th, at day break, we descried
our consort, and, at two o'clock P. M. we
anchored close by her. By the H>th, both
ships started their casks, and had replenished them with fresh water. In the evening
the decks were cleared, and we prepared for.
On Saturday, the 19th, being favoured
sea.
with a westerly breeze, we broke ground, to
«»ur extreme satisfaction, for the last time in
and on the 20th, we
the straits of Sunda
If
li:id totally lost sight of Prince's Island.
not been with us, we
\tr. LaunyoD had
is

;

;

;

should probably have met with soret

diffi-

culty in finding the w*«tering place it may,
therefore, not be improper to give a particular description of its situation, for the benefit
of subsequent navigators. The peaked hill
on the Island bears N. W. by N. from it.
remarkable tree, which grows on a coral
reef, and is entirely detached from the adjacent shrubs, stands just to the north of it
and a small plot of reedy grass, may be seen
close by it. The^se marks will indicate the
place where the pool discharges itself into
the sea; but the water here, as well as that
which is in the pool, being in general salt,
the casks must be filled about 50 yards higher
up; where, in dry seasons, the fresh water
which descends from the hills, is in great
measure, lost among the leaves, and must
therefore be searched for by clearing them
away. The lat. of the anchoring-place at
Prince's Island, is 6 deir. 36 min. 15 sec. Si
and its long. 105 deg. 17 min. 30 sec. E.
On Friday, the 25th, we were attacked
with a violent storm, attended with thunder,
lightning, and heavy rain.
From the 26th,
to the 28th, of March, we had a regular
trade wind from the S. E. to E. by S. accompanied with fine weather and as we sailed
in an old beaten track, no incident worthy
It had hitherto been
of notice occurred.
Capt. Gore's intention to proceed directly to
St. Helena, without stopping at the Cape
:

A

;

;

but our rudder having been for some time
complaining, and, on being examined, reported to be in a dangerous state, he resolved to steer directly for the Cape, as the most
eligible [)lace, both for the recovery of the
sick, and for procuring a new main piece for
the ru(ider.
Monday, the 10th, of April, a snow was
seen bearing down, which proved to be an
ICnglish East India |):icket, that had left
Table Bay three days belore and was cruizing
with orders for the China fieet, and other
India ships. She told us, that, about three
weeks before, Mons. Trongollar's sq^uadron,
consisting of six ships, had sailed from the
Cape, and was gone to cruize off St. Helena,
The next
for the English East Indiamen.
morning we stood into Simon's Bay. At
eight o'clock, we came to anchor, at the distance of one third of a mile from the nearest
shore'; the S. £. point of the bay bearing S.
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Simon's Bay, tlie only commodious sfatjon
'Jo the JN. N. eastfor shipping to lie in.
ward of this bay, there are some others, from
which, ho^>e^er, it mav with ease be dislinguishtd, by a remarkable sandy way to the
N. of the town, which forms a conspicuous
object.
J'he anchoring place in Simon's
Tiiis gentle- Bay, is situated in the lat.of^Mdeg. SOmio.
place, t'avoured us with a visit.
man had the highest rej^ard for Capt. Cook, S, and its long, is 18 deg '2f> uim. E. In
v\ho hail been his constant guest, whenever steering for the harbour, along the western
he had touched at the Cape and though he shore, there is a small lltit rocK, known by
and abou» a mile
had, some time before, received intelligence the name of Noah's ;Vrk
(;t'his untimely fate, he was extremely atfect- to the N. eastward of it, are others denomitd at the sight of our vessels returning \*'ith- nated the Roman Rocks. '^Ihese are u mile
out their old Connnander. He was greatly and a half distant from the anchoring place;
surprised at seeing most of our people in so and either to the northward of them, or behealthy a state, as the Dutch ship which had tween them., there is a safe passage into the
When the N. westerly gales are .set in,
'quitted Macao, at the time of our arrival bay.
there, and had afterwards stopped at the the navigator, by the following bearings,
Cape, reported, that ue were in a most will be directed to a secure and convenient
wretched condition, there being only 15 station Noah's Ark S. 51 deg. E. and the
Ijands left on board the Kesolulion, and 7 center of the hosi>ital 8. 53 deg. W. in 7
But iftlieS. easterly winds
It is ditlicult to conceive fathoms water.
!i) the Discovery.
what could have induced these [)eopIe to should not have ceased blowing, it is more
adviseable to remain farther out in 8 or 9
propagate so infamous a falsehood.
On Saturday the loth, Capt. King accom- fathoms w ater. The bottom consists of sand,
panied our Commodore to Cane Town and and the anchors, before they get hold, settle
About two leagues to the
the next day, in the morning, they waited on considerably.
Barow Plettenberg, the G(;vernor, who re- eastward of Noah's Ark, stands Seal Island,
ceived them with every possible indication whose southern part is said to be dangerous,
of civility and politeness. lie entertained a and not to be approached with safety, nearer
great personal esteem for Capt. Cook, and than in 22 fathoms water.
On Tuesday the 9th, of May, signal was
professed the highest admiration of his character, and on hearing the reciial of his made for unmooring, and about noon, we
affecting catastrof)he, broke forth into many took our departure from Simon's Bay.
We
expressions of unatlected sorrow. lu one of had now provisions, live stock, water, and
the principal ajjaitments of the Baron's naval stores, aboard in great plenty
also
house, he shewed our gentlemen two pic- healthy crews, in high spirits, wishing for
tures, one of De Ruyter, the other of Van nothing but a fair wind to shorten our pasTromp, with a vacant space left between sage home. On the 14th, we got into the
them, which he said, he intended to All up S. E. trade wind, and stood to the W. of
anJ for the Islands of Ascension and St Helena.
with the portrait of Capt. Cook
this purpose he requested that they would M'ednesd&y, the 31st, we were in lal. 12 ^\p^r.
endeavour to procure one for him on their 4S min. S. long. 15 deg. 40 min. W. On
arrival in Great Britain, at any price. Dur- Saturday the 10th, of June, the Disco verv'^
ing our continuance at the Cape, we met boat brought us word, that in exercisinu ner
With the most friendly treatment, not only great guns, the carpenter's mate had }nn
fioro the Governor, but also from the other arm shattered in a shocking manner, l)y
principal persons of the place, as well Afri- part of the wadding being left in aftt r a
ans j.s Europeans.
former discharge another man was slightly
False Bay lies to the eastward of the wounded at the same time. On the 12tl!,
Cape and at the distance of about 12 miles it began to blow very hard and continued
from the latter, «q the western side is s» till the ne^Lt day, uheu W6 crossed ti:c

h\ E. and Tauie Mountain N. E. half N.
India'J'lie Nassau and Southanipfon East
men were here, in expectation ot" a convoy
liom Europe. We saluted the fort with 11
^(in-5, and were complimented wi(]> an equal
number in return. As soon as we had cast
anclior, Mr. Brandt, the }»()veni<ir of this

;

;

:

;

:

;

»

;

;

;
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to the northward, for the fourth time and hazardous a voyage, the two ships never
durin* our voyage, in the long, of 26 deg. lost sight of each other for a day together,
except twice the first time, owing to an ac16 min. W.
On Satunlay the 12th, of August, we cident that happened to the Discovery off

line

;

descried the western coast of Ireland, and
enileavonred in vain to get into Port Gaiway,
but were compelled by violent southerly
winds, to stand to the N. The wind continuing in the same quarter we made the Island of Lewis.
On Tues iay, the 22nd, about eleven
o'clock A. iM. both ships canje to anchor rt
from whence the
Stromness in Scotland
to inform the
King
Capt.
sent
Conimodoi'e
Lords of the Admiralty of our arrival.
On the 30th, we arrived off Yarmoth. in
compitny with his Majesty's sloops of war
the Fly and Alderney. ()nr boats were Jnv
mediately sent on shore for provisions, and
for a spare cable for our small bower, that
we had being nearly worn out.
On tlie 4th, of October, 1780, the Resolution and Discovery reached the Noreinsafety;
and, on the 6th, drop[)ed anchors at Depthaving been absent 4 years, 3 mon.ths,
ford
and 2 days.
so long
It is very extraordinary, that
:

;

m

the coast of Owhyhee
the second, to the
fogs they met with at the entrance of Awulska Bay a striking proof of the skill aiul
vigilance of the subaltern officers. Anoilit-r
circumstance, no less remarkable, is, tlie
uncommon-healthiness of the companies i>f
both ships. When Capt. King quitted the
Discovery at Stromness, he had the satisfaction of leaving the whole crew in perfect
health and, at the same ti»me, the number
of sick persons on board the Resolution did
not exceed two or three, only one of whom
was incapable of service. In the whole
course of the voyage, the Resolution lost no
more than tive men by sickness; the Discovery not one. A strict attention to the excellent regulations established by Capt.
Cook, with which our readers have l)een
made acquainted, and the use of that excellent medicine, Peruvian bark, may justly be
deemed the chief causes, under the blessing
of an all-directing Providence, of this extraordinary success.

THE END.

;

;

;

